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On All But Textbooks
The University Bookstore began a dividend pian on all
student purchases except textbooks Monday.
Originating with Marsh Jeannei'et, director of the University Press, the Student Purchase Dividend plan will save
students seven to eight per cent.
Under the SPD plan, a student "This is a start," Mr. Saul paid
receives a yellow coupon for every "It shows that the Board of Govfifty cents worth of books he buys.
ernors is sympathetic to the student's problem. We hope to find
For every
worth ofheanything other dollar's
than textbooks,
re- a better and more profitable disceives a pink stamp worth ten
count scheme for the students later
cents. Five stamps are pasted on
we see how this arrangeeach coupon. The filled coupon can on afterment works
the disbe exchanged for 50 cents cash or
count looks out.
like Although
10%, it amounts
discount on another purchase.
to
seven
or
eight
per
cent,"
said.
"The scheme is purely experi- Students may interchange hestamps
mental," Mr. R, E. Saul, manager and coupons between themselves
of the bookstore, said. "If we gave and so increase their chances of
students a straight discount, we'd more profitable discounts.
lose money. We still don't know
what we're up against with this
A student can save his cash reg- Skule Problem
ister slips and exchange them for
coupons and stamps in December. More Students
Everything other than textbooks
counts as stationery except micro- No Extra Room
scopes, which are already sold at The engineering f acu 11 y is
a discount
to students, and woodplan."
for space and s'.aff to
en plaques with university crests, fighting
a 16 per cent inwhich are sold for the benefit of accomodate
crease in freshman enrolment
the University Settlement.
this fall.
This year's freshman class has
risen to 750 students, aim jsi 100
more
than SPS
last officials
year's fiihadit-year
enrolment.
expected an increase of perhaps 25
in the class.
Smith
More room is planned fur engine rs but enrolment may have
to be limited before new facilities
are built. New space should be
ready in three years. Dean R.
All Sp
classes ea
will -be dismissed at R. McLaughlin said.
3 tomorrow
afternoonks
so students Tight scheduling of di ting
may attend the opening address rooms and laboratory •••pace
SidneyHall.
Smith at 3:- should
just make
enough room '
for first-year
engineers.
45of President
in Convocation
year the faculty decreasAs in' previous years the speech This
the number of student- per
is intended to welcome the fresh- classed from
140meansto even
70. Increase.!
enman year, but will also contain
more work
some berssound
advice body.
for all mem- for the rolment
staff.
of the student
SPS lacks ' enough money to
Students'
hire more staff. Dean McLaughlin
cil PresidentAdministrative
Gord Forstner Counalong said.
with other members of the SAC ADD 1 to skule problems
will be on hand to meet the
freshmen and to see they are In the last two years enrolment
in the engineering faculty his
properly seated.
eased up to 1.936 from 1.630. This
In hissidentspeech
last yearto the
Pre- year,
future . ♦ .
more than 2.000 arc expected
asked student
consider
problems of demo- la enrol.
Varsity Cartoon By Hugh Niblock seriouslycracy,the
"How many can we take?" Dean
that much
"the problem
oi liberty saying
is very
alive in McLaughlin said. "How many can
the country today."
you cram into a street car?"
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STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
LECTURE SERIES
October 2— !» — "MEN AND WOMEN IN SOCIETY"
Dr. Ellen Flesseman (Netherlands)
"THIS PRESENT AGE" (Part Two)
Tues.,
'T. S.Vic.Eliot"
Tues.,
"Martin Buber"
Prof. Oct.
H. N.16—Frye—
Dr. E.Nov.L. 13—
Fackenhcim—
U.C.
Tues.,
"Paul Tillich"
Tues.. Oct. 23 — "Bertrand
Prof. Nov.
W. O.20—FennelEmmanuel
Prof. J. A. Irving — Vic.Russell"
SPECIAL LECTURE
Tues..
Nov.
6th—
Bishop
StepTues., Oct. 30— "Jean Pa.ul
hen Neil,
Assistant
to Archb
i
s
h
o
p
o
f
Canterbury.
Staff
Pro. L. E. M. Lynch —St.Sartre"
Mikes of World Council of Churches
Chairman of Series: Prof. J. W. Wevers — U.C.
All Lectures, Tuesdays, 5.00 p.m., Room 8— U.C.

MIDTOWN
BOOK STORE
738 Bathurst St.
LE. 4-1689
THE MOST WILL
SELECTBE BOOKS
ON
MARXISM
FOUND
ON
OUR SHELVES
• SELECTED WORK OF MARX—
ENGELS
(2 VOL. ED. $1.00 eft,
$1.75 ■■omplete)
VOL— O.mmunlnt
I orCONTAINS
I
Manifesto
—— Value
Wage :Labor
:
Capital
:Prlce:ProTit
VOL— Socialism:
II" CONTAINS:
Utopian and
Scientific
— Origin of "Family: Private pro: State
— Luclwig pertyFeuerbach
unci End
Of Classical German Philoso• Captial
Vol. I—F. K.Kngels
Marx $1.50
Anli1.25
• ni.ii-phy.Duhrine—
ctics of 1.25Nature
— F. Engels
BRING THIS ADD WITH YOU
AND GET 10'; DISCOUNT
Store Opena.m.Mou.,
Wed.
& Fri.
p.m.
Tu.es, & 9Sal
Thurs.Till—TillS6 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

for AVR...
Watch
this year
Toronto will stage an All-Varsity a Revue
comedy,
for the first time since 1953. The show, musical early
ta
February.
will be presented in Hart House Theatre
Andrews
Marie
show.
the
of
director
is
Curt Reis
are by Joanne
of
Hall.the CBC will do the choreography; sets
half-way through October. ReAuditionsbegin open
February hearsals
11. in November, and the curtain goes up
staff Contact
director,~theLiz AVR
Hoyles.through the SAC, or production
— TENNISSINGLES
— MEN
UNIVERSITYMEN CHAMPIONSHIP
TOURNAMENT
Tournament
Oct. 2ndoffice,
— Toronto
Tennis Club.
Enterstarts
now Tuesday.
at Intramural
Hart House.
ATTENTION — GOLFERS.
to the
Sr. and Oct.
Int. 5 Intercollegiate
Champion.*round
hip; forwhlcnsewill Piior
be lectiheld
on
Prld.nv,
a 36-hole
qualifying
played. and
Proof
handicap
of 9 or betterapply
Is re-at
quironedoffteams
or entry.willTo beregister
forof further
information
the Intramural Oiflcc. Hart House.

Portable typewriters

>

Book

BALLROOM
! MASONIC
,
888 YONGE ST. (Above Bloor) WA. 1-9701
PUBLIC DANCING
I
EVERY WED., FRI. and SAT.

shelves

Brief cases
Leather
Fountain

loose-leaf notebooks

|

Toronto's Dance Hall of Distinction

DOUG

pens

KEMP and his orchestra
ftniilHiliftHOiitxl
University of Toronto

. . . the place to buy all those
first-of -term needs is the
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

right in the centre of the campus,
near Hart House

ORCHESTRA
AND
CHORUS
FIRST REHEARSAL — at Royal Conservatory of Music
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 2
ORCH. — 7:30 D.m. — Recital Ml
CHORUS — 8:00 p.m. — Hnnm 62
Application Forms at SAC Office
Sponsored
by The Students'
Administrative
These are your official
CAMPUS-WIDE
musical Council
organizations
Symphony

in Canada & U.S.A.

FOOTBALL!
STUDENT

FAVORITE

HOCKEY!
TICKETS

Student Season Ticket Sale
COUPON BOOKS admitliiiE to the student, section at Varsity Stadium and
Varsity Arena (Combined Book) will be sold for $2.50 on Thursday, September
27th, at Varsity Arena (see details below). The coupons admit owner to the
sludent
sectioncentre
on a field
"first ami
come,thebesthockey
seat" section
basis, theincluding
football section
smith from
all the extending
east side
of the arena. TICKETS ADMIT OWNERS TO THE FOLLOWING
GAMES:
VARSITY ARENA
VARSITY STADIUM
Dec. 14— McGill
Sept. 29— Kitchener- Waterloo
Jan. 18 — I. aval
Jan.
31 — University of Montreal
Oct. 6— Queen's
Feb. 8— McGill
Oct. 20— Western
Feb. 15— Laval
March 1— University of Montreal
Nov. S— McGill *

MSMW^S^dtS**

s° a SAVING 0F 50< ,s

DESERT

MEN — Sand or Brown
WOMEN — Sand or Green

FOR
Campus
Golfing Boating
Lounging Curling After-Ski Boot
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

by

CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE. On, book per .tudent will bo .old on pftWH&on of
Admit-to-Lecture Card with athletic
portion attached. presentation 0t
GRADUATE
GRAQUADt!Ts?uSeNtT'
addi,i°nalmayb°°k
" "-band, upon
STUDENTS
presentat
fullenrolment
time course,
a certificate ,nofT'mT
signed by an purchase
official of a theStudent
Stud
School Ticket
of Graduate
Combin id Book, Four Football and Six Hockey Games
S2.50
Hockey Book will
cost $1.00 whenCombined
Book.
sold separately - Save 50( by purchasing the
STUDENT TICKETS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE

CASUALS

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
243

YONGE

STREET
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Tasty
Tossed
Palates accustomed to the
vidual comic single turns.
brassily involved flavor of If a single star has to be
Broadway .musical comedy are in chosen from the remarkably
for a refreshi surprise with well-balanced cast, it must be
Salad Days, ngat Hart House Jack Creley, who plays seven
theatre last week, this week parts ranging from a staid but
is to ber.hoped — for three dancing bishop to a singing
and—
weeks itthereafte
night-club manager.
Barbara Franklin and Roland
Toby Robins, listed as pro- Bull,
as the young married
ducer
"in
association
with
Bill
are more than adequate
Freeman (her husband and Bruce couple,
if
not
overly exciting. Miss
Snell,"ed salada
has with
tossedjusthertheimportFranklin is a pleasant singer
right whose
acting
and dancing
dressing to .make the ideal first charms are still. developing.
Mr.
course
for Toronto's promising Bull looks ideal, is a skilled
1956-57 season.
actor
and
his
lack
of
singing
The ingredients— in the British
style that made The Boy Friend experience doesn't matter.
a hit in North America — are
A 33-per-eent discount
'spectacularly simple.
lo stu.. .Salad Days is mixed along a will bedents foravailable
the 5.30 Saturday
simple and unpretentious story- show of Salad
Days.
line. A twinkle-eyed tramp enTwo tickets at the cut
trusts his magic piano to a
rate
will
be
sold
to each
penniless newlywed couple.
When played by the young hus- ATL card bearer.
*band, the piano makes everyone
Betty Leightnn, Eric Christmas.
■—almost
— dance. including the audience Mary
Savidge, Frank Peddie,
The body of the salad is pro- John Clark,
Renault and
vided by an all-talent cast of Norman WelshNorma
are nothing short
12 — each in his time playing
in numerous supmany parts, and singing and of delightful
roles.
dancing in between costume BarryportingMorse,
whose name
changes.
must be familiar in other capaPossibly the most successful
cities, has turned director with
tang added to the show is in the a sparkle and a splash.
choreography of Alan and But the real story of the
Blanche Lund, who have evolved show is in its production heads.
a number of pleasantly informal Bill Freedman and Bruce Snell,
dance routines and several indi- who did the All-Varsity Revue
Cast Readings
Cast readings will be held tomorrow evening for Dark of the
Moon, the first play an the Hart House theatre agenda,
in the Rehearsal Room at 7:30. This is the first time in
several years that freshmen will have the opportunity of
reading for the opening play of the season, and Director
Robert Gill is anxious to see as many new faces as possible at this casting. Dark of the Moon will go into rehearsal immediately.

romeo and juliet
salad days

Salad
in 1951, have done an inspired
job
tion. of promotion and organizaSalad Days has ordinary
songs, a plot notable only for
its implausibility, no single star
— nothing in fact but the material for one of the most enjoyable evenings
city long
has
bad available
in this
a long,
time.
Mr. Smith

the optimist
hart house theatre

Love

that flowers in the fall. Claire Bloom and John
The Bloom Neville in a scene from Romeo and Juliet. The
historic 01 d Vic Company is presenting three Shakespearean plays at
the Royal Alexandra theatre, opening last night and playing till
October 8. MacBeth and Richard II are also on the program.

WEDNESDAY
coming-up
Optimist Flourishes
8.30 p.m.—
U.C. — Red & White I!Moore's
Nite — Men's Residence.
In Worst
of Possible Worlds
THURSDAY
"Three times bloodier than
It's a terrible, horrible life. against the only unbecoming
8.00 p.m. — SCM — Homecoming Marlowe's
Tambtirlaine the
There's nothing but wor- aspect of this production, the
Party — 77 Charles St. W.
Great"
t
men
are
not
only
ry and strife.
FRIDAY
stage-set.
The designer may have had
butMoore's
also "eighth'd")
8.00 p.m. — SCM — Frosh Party — quartered
Typhoon,
volcano,
shipwreck,
rocks in his head but his set
is
Mavor
delightful
FROS,
45
St.
George
St.,
3rd
cannibal
(the
pirates
were
the
floor.
musical adaption of Voltaire's worst of the bunch), are all more closely resembles an iceberg illuminated by northern
thrown into relief by narrator
Forms, for "Today" and "Coming Candid*'.
Up" columns
arein the
available
in theof
Voltaire. As the caustic critic, lights. The zest of the cast, the
From the day■ back
of yourinbirth
Varsity
office,
basement
the
Drew Thompson is a charming variegated color and imaginaTillearthyour
the SAC building.
sophisticate tastefully disposed
tive value of their costumes,

Look

wat them;

they're

dancing

. . . Salad

1 1 1 1 1 1 m i i i ! ! ! !Trr!

Days

&

Death
-The Old Vic Company brought,
the first professional stage version of Romeo and Juliet that
Toronto has seen in a decade to
the Royal Alex theatre last
night. Leading lights Claire
Bloom and John Neville depictteen-age
loversed thewithstar-crossed
poetic slateliness
and the finesse of a well- practised duo piano team doing Mozart in slow motion. Paul Rogers
as Mercutio gave verve and liery
sparkle to the opening act. fully
satisfying the expectations of
a keenly excited first- night audienco.
This particular
received poor reviewsproduction
in England
but Company spokesman, Paul
Rogers, who has been with the
Old Vic since World War II,
claims that the English critics
saw
the play
too soon.his Montreal
reviewers
supported
opinion,
having seen the play before
Torontonians, yet after it hai
gone through
many more
rehearsals. The Varsity,
no final
arbiter in these matters, will
run
a definitive' review Thursday.Romeo
and Juliet Sept. 24 to
Sept.
will be 1 followed
Macbeth28) lOctuber
to Hi. andby
Richard III »Oct. 10 to 17).
which for a change owe nothing
to an overbearing desire for
authenticity,
aisle - entranceand oftheanfarcical
army
chorus, ( an innovation of
Stratford
Festival
vintage)
obviate the desire for so blatant
adraw
stage-set.
They triumphantly
the audience
inside,
why Godworld?
ma'Ie
"theThe»answer
best of allto possible
altogether provoking is. paradoxically, divulged in El Dorado, a Socialist paradise so
gilded that men neither labom
nor quarrel. When man achieves
his desire he jettisons it in
favour of the undesirable world
he has known. This is the
glorious
inconsistency that renable. ders life and the world support The Optimist is admirably
cast. Robert
Goulet.
a pleosintenor,
as Candide
artfully
show*
unaffected simplicity of mind in.
face and gesture. Preceptor
Pangloss tPaul Kiligman) is an
irresistible
ersatile
Peter old
Newsswindler.
portrays the
governor of Buenos
Airesa rBul
monumental
apathy and
lanous leer, while audaci (us.
deliberate mation makes hi i :t
headshrinker commendably , <o
tesquo.
Harmony of music and s
movement provided comi t«
theatre as the musical score
evoked global connotai i .ns
ty''
* Chai ery
has
the tone
of dissei.
pilgrims*
The Dutch
everywhere and the Grego.ian
chant of the Spanish IiiquisitorV
Ku Klux Klan the other -ide
"O
tbeir th«_
coin, while with
the swelled
Satan!"
of
(.■motional quality of a negro
spiritual.
verve as Barbara
Macambo, Hamilton**;
ostensible
highwayman yearning to be a
wife, brought down the house
MwithI H "Time
i t\ MFlies."
f If I :

The

Varsity
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The Students'
Administrative
of theToronto
University
of TorontoCouncil
5, Canada

Member Canadian University Press
Editorial and News Office
Basement, S.A.C. Building — WA. 3-8742
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF PETERMichael
J. GZOWSKI
Cassidy
Acting Managing Editor
Anne Carnworth
Acting AM&D Editor
Cathie Breslin
Acting
Features
Editor
Acting Photo Editor
Myron
John Swartz
Brooks
Acting
Howie Mandell
Acting Sports
AssistantEditorSports Editor
Merle Overholt
Acting
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Sports
Editor
Bob Brown, C. Clyde Batten
Acting Ex-Editors-in-Chief
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Acting Ex-CUP Editor
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a

clean

sheet

Like the sheet of paper that was inserted into
this typewriter a few thought-wracked minutes ago,
the school year which begins this week is blank.
In just a few minutes — we hope — the paper
will be pulled from the roller, curled a little and stained by the first few drops from our flow of editorial
wisdom. It will be dropped into an envelope, whisked
to the printers, cast in type, fitted into a page form,
printed, distributed, read by a few intrepid students,
used to wrap sandwiches by others, filed in our
office, and finally bound in hard covers — the first
bit of evidence on the success or failure of the 76th
Varsity year.
Similarly, your year will fly by, a whirl of football week-ends, parties, new teachers, new friends,
and possibly lectures, notes, books, essays, labs and
the myriad of other things that make a university
career. In a few months it will turn into that final
sprint for examination success.
Just as this editorial will remain as a small, but
permanent indication of our ability to meet a newspaper's responsibility to its readers, so will your
year's results — not only those obtained in examinalife. tions —stand as permanent marks in the story of your
It is an awesome thought.

and

some

dirty

laundry
This year there will be a number of issues raised
that have been raised over and over again in the past.
And — as always — nothing will be done about them.
There will be desire for and talk of a student
union: but we won't get one.
Complaints will fly about the raise in undergraduate fees: but they won't be reduced.
Rabid organizers will try to get us back into
NFCUS, and cynical individualists will suggest we let
sleeping dogs lie: but at the end of the year we still
won't know where we are.
Common sense will tell us that S.A.C. student
levy must be raised: but it will not, and our undergraduate government will continue to be hamstrung
by its lack of funds.
Persons who are old enough to die for their
country in wartime will not be able to buy a glass of
beer, and it will still cost the provincial government
more to administer those cute little green books than
they receive from their sale.
University College will continue to channel what
spirit it has into lines too mature for Joe College to
comprehend.
The law society will be unjust to the University
Law School.

The Hart House Orchestra Associates will not
be allowed to sell tickets for its Sunday afternoon
concerts but Sunday baseball games will be played at
Maple Leaf Stadium.
And we. still haven't got a bulletin board

and
SAC

President

behold

Advises:

Determination
Denial
On behalf of your student governA person develops quickly only if
ment, I'd like
to welcomeyear.all Itunderhe
to meet
new problems.
graduates to another
has extracurricular
Thoseis willing
who enter
wholeheartedly
into
activities
invariably
becomePresident
'the custom
for aeach
SAC
to issue
plea new
for
greatervities,participation
actiThis year will bein nostudent
exception.
Out

With

Old,

In With New
night looked like old boys night
at Last
the Varsity.
Represented around the horseshoe
desk just before the first paper went
tosincepress,
1951. was practically every year
year's Carol
co-editor
Bob Brown
CUPLast editor
Hoffman
steppedandin
to make-up and advisory jobs.
Managing
Mikepaper
Pengelly
turned to theeditor
smaller
from rehis
police
beat
at
The
Telegram
and
gave
fatherly advice.
Batten,in editor-in-chief
in 195455,Clyde
wandered
after putting his
own
South Shore Times to press.
Tom Virany, managing editor the
year before that, came in with a story
from the new law school.
Perennial staffer Cathie Breslin
signed up for a twice-weekly feature.
And what seemed like dozens of
other ex-staffers hovered over the desk
making things difficult. But new fbldod
is needed.
Incumbent editor Pete Gzowski was
heard to scream at his right hand Mike
Cassidy:
"I wish
theseagain
people
would start
schoolsomeall ofover
:—
tomorrow morning."
this year's
masthead
is.But
new grateful
blood isasneeded.
Freshmen
and
otherVarsity
ranks are
interested
The
requestedin toworking
appear: forin
the Basement lof the SAC building)
office. any time this week.
A meeting for all staffers will be
held Friday at 3.00 p.m.
Need

aia

Home?

Check SAC
Stuck without a home ? No accom odation for the coming term ?
Some homeless students are applying
to the housing service operating for
the presentRoom.week in the Hart House
Debates
The housing service is one of the
services
operatedCouncil.
by the
Administrative
On Students'
hand are
kept extensive commodations
listsavailable.
on various acTypesroom
of accommodations
room,
and board, flatsinclude
and
apartments available in all parts of
Toronto.
The
great
majority
are
in
the University district.
Miss Charlotte Holmes, UC '56, is
in charge of the housing service.
She reports practically unlimited
room available. Although the SAC
housing servicecom odacannot
inspect
tions, Mis Holmes
says ac-no
one
has
come
back
with
complaints
and everyone seems to be satisfied.
The housing service will be in full
operation in the HH Debates Room
only until this Friday. After that
date, anyone seeking accommodation
can use the SAC housing sedvice
files.

Gordon Forstner, President
of the Students'
Administrative Council, welcomes
freshmen to the University
of Toronto.

U

of Toronto's

Mix Constantly,
Muddled freshmen — and graduates
too — get lost
the numberless
alphabeticalin abbreviations
they see and
hear
on campus. NFCUS sounds like
a sneeze;
Campus names are confusing too.
is a guide.
Clip aitweek
and review
onceHerea week.
One hour
credit.
SAC.
S
tudent's'
Administrative
Council. Student government, with
29 campus representatives from the
various colleges and faculties,
NFCUS. National Federation of
Canadian University Students. National student organization, headin October.quarters in Ottawa, convention meets
WUS. World University Service.
Aunderstanding,
student group
international
and for
material
aid to
students in foreign countries.
SHARE, foris overseas
WUS's fund-raising
campaign
international
scholarships.projects and
AVR. All-Varsity Revue. A SACFebruary.
supported musical, coming next
EAC. External Affairs Committee.
In chargechangeofweekends
WUS,withNFCUS,
and exother colleges.
Organized under SAC.
ATL. Admit-to-Lectures Card that
does
them everything
to lectures.for students but get
• UTDU. University of Toronto Debating Union. In charge of interfaculty
to other debating
colleges. and debating tours
FROS. Friendly Relations with
Overseas
Students.students
Helps meet
Toronto's
over
600 overseas
and
mix. Find it at 45 St. George St.

Meed*
find that the situations
quered
experience,^
ty. To bring
the freshmen
\nQ^
yet buried themselves i jn
their books this is boim~
andAlsoan toinvitation.
the freshme 0j
explanation
Toronto's sizeabout
makestheity
itf0r
any newcomer to feel behere. Itsloosestructuiya_
mationslongsrather
and
faculty
than unioi>eg
uni^it.
Conversely
the
univ-an
exciting cultural centre,ncj
scholarships
outstanding have
men attrac
and ndQf
the
city
itself
is
a
figures in the artsmec^g.
Egg,
unique
flavour;
a
trenihiThose
people
give
thews'
laiating world opens undent who comes to knoi
Considerable
self-deni^rmination
is needed
tciis
world. It is not enougrjn
your studies; you mmt,
listen to important spemd
clubs and meetings, thyifl
debates. For
interesting you
people ordofin;nt
without
an
initial
effor
Those who miss the pnd
that university life caam
very little,
tcho
have
learnedwhereas
this lesito
offers
a
limitless
opp'or
development.

Alphabet

S

Drink Fret
ISO. International S)i>
ganization.
Meeting studf
grouadian and overseas
UC.
University
centre of the campus.Collhe
SMC. St. Michael's Ost
of Queen's Park.
SCM. Student Christiatt.
Protestant Christian Ml,
country-wide and here. Qrt
House.
VCF. Varsity Christiaip.
Evangelical protestant
HHOA.
House
as-in
sociation.
Hart
HouseHart
this Sponsors
year,fivepB.
IRC. International Rab.
Brings
speakers
on Un>n3
foirs
weekend
in New aYork.
here, sponsors
COTC. Canadian Offing
Corps. One of the Arming
plans for officers.
UNTD. University Na"g
Division. The Navy's dil '
WUA. W o m e n 's
UC.
Association. Girl's goi&t
VCU. Victoria CollegedentOCE.government
at VicSeOntario College
On Bloor east of Spadi
tion. Basement of Hart
PHE.
POT. Physical
Physical and
and lfa"
huts.
Therapy. West ef Trinit in
School of PracP*
TheSPS.engineering
south
of University facuW
Coll

SHEILA SHEER, FIRST YEAR UNIVERSITY COLLEGE STUDENT, IS GUIDED THROUGH THE*N
Varsity photographer Moish« Reiter accompanied the pretty Belleville So' 1

Wordsworth
The Prelude

lap

of

my

collegiate

life.

/fits
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f. Y

SURF

1
1ab
2
2a
3
4
5
6
6a
6b
7
7a
8
8a

University College
Psychology
Hart House
Soldier's Tower
Library
Medicine
Biology
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Students'
Admin.OFFICE
Council
THE VARSITY
Mining
Mill
Chemistry
Walfberg Memorial
(chemical engineering,
chemistry)

o
o
73
<
m
Z
O

*l

o
n
m
z
<
r
r
m

P LACE
CO
D
n
>
>
r
>
z
CO

McLennan Laboratory
(physics)
WorkshopsIt
10 Convocation
Hall
Botany
n
Men's Residences
Hall
121313aed Whitney
UC
Women's
Residences
13b Placement Service
Household Science
1615 Banting Institute
17
Royal Ontario Museum
18a New Central Pfant
Faculty of Arts, Aiumni
F. R. O. S.
19
Electrical Engineering

m
r
m
ut

21
21a
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30a
31
32

University
Bookshop Press
Anatomy
tion)
UC Women's Union
Simcoe Hall (AdministraHygiene, Connaught Labs.
U of T Press
Forestry
Dentistry
UC Men's Residence
Arena
Stadium
Health Service
Graduate Studies

36
38
39
47
4540
50

Supts.
Stores
150
Applied
151
EconomicsMathematics
( Political
152
Economy, Social Work,
Nursing
Geography, Business Ad- 153
ministration
155
52
Military Studies
156
154
Geophysics
Flavelle House (History, 162
Slavic Studies)
Occ.
<£ Phys. Therapy
160
Infirmary
Archives
190
Falconer Education)
Hall (Physical
190b
AHealth
190a

C. H. BestCollege
Institute
Victoria
Victoria Library
Burwash Hall
Annesley Hall
Wymilwood
Emmanuel College
Victoria Men's Res.
Trinity College
St. Hilda's College
Wycliffe College
Knox College
St Michael's College
St.
Joseph's
Colege
Loretto
College

aN WEEKEND EVENTS BY OFFICIALS OF THE U C. LITERARY AND ATHLETIC SOCIETY. SIMILAR WEEK-ENDS WERE ORGANIZED BY ALL FACULTIES.
: student throuoh events leading from nor first trip in the historic cloisters to the moment she finds that men can bar her (rom Hart House.
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HART

HOUSE

Wanted

THEATRE

AUDITIONS
for ■

"Dark Of The Moon"
Tomorrow and Thursday — 7.30 to 10.30 p.m.
in
REHEARSAL HALL

You can help yourself
through

university

EITHER OF THESE PLANS
WILL GIVE YOU
GENEROUS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
AIR FORCE

TRI-SERVICE

(UBIVtfiSITY MSERVE TRAININGT.
PUN) R
U.R.
Flight Cadets (male and
female) are enrolled in the
Reserve Force— receive 16
days pay during the
University Term— and have
a potential of 22 weeks additional paid employment
during summer vacation
months.
Openings now for
AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
AND NON-TECHNICAL
OFFICERS.

(REGULAR
TRAINING
R*PLAN) .T.
R.0OFFICER
Flight Cadets (male) ara
enrolled in the Regular
Force— during the University year are subsidized
for tuition with a grant for
books and instruments —
and receive pay and allowances throughout the
whole year.
Openings now for
AND TECHNICAL
OFFICERS. '
AIR CREW
*Thh plan applies la iltt three Armed Services
Get full details at once so that you can take advantage of this
opportunity now, while you are still attending University. For
full Information
requirements,
and other
benefits,
SEE YOUR onRCAF
RESIDENTpay STAFF
OFFICER.

Attention Students
Male and Female
a real opportunity
for exceptionally large earnings in your
SELLspare time.
direct to consumer
exclusive Christmas gift items
cannot be purchased in stores
Commission
Phone orpaidcalldaily".
Distinctive Gift Products
15 King St. E. EM. 8-9288

or
- Alive
Reporters
generally
find
work
on The Varsity kills them. Or at
least leaves them graduated and
looking like Herman, to your
right.
Anyway, freshmen who want
to become reporters should
come down and see us in the
cellar news-room under the SAC
building,
House. between UC aod Hart
We have room for reporters, reviewers, sportswriters, and general factotums.
If you've had experience, fine.
If you come to learn, we'll train

you.
- MEN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION before
Nov. 1 —
SWIM TEST — Report to Swimming Pool
Bring your Admit-to-Lecture —Card.
5.15 p.m.
before
Hours for Swim Test —Oct.Oct.15th1st ——12th
31st — 4.00 to 5.15 p.m.
EDUCATION — Starts Oct.
REGISTRATION FOR PHYSICAL
Hart House.
Main Locker Room,
1st Report to Key Office inclasses
start Oct. 15th. Time Tables
Gymnasium and Swimming
Wing
Athletic
the
on
posted
and
Varsity at an early date.
In the boards
will be publishedbulletin

OPENING
GRADUATE
TEA
MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1956
in the lounge
44 HOSKIN AVE.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
ALL GRAD STUDENTS CORDIALLY INVITED

All University
CHURCH
SERVICE
SUNDAY,

119 St. (Jeorge St. (Second Floor) or call WA. 4-2401

SEPTEMBER,
11.00 a.m.

30

The Great Hall, Hart House
The Rev. W. Norman Pittenger
mger
Education and the Faith'
/
UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL EXAMINATION

HEALTH

Dead*

THE
HANDBOOK

Contains
information
about . . .U
ST DENTS'
CLUBS and
ORGANIZATIONS
S.A.C. FUNCTIONS
GAINES
SCHEDULES
SOCIAL EVENTS
25* a Copy
On Sale in the SAC Office,
Engineering
from
your SAC Stores
rep. and
CLASSIFIED ADS.
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Notes, Essays. Theses, etc, accurately typed at home. Experienced, reasonable. Mrs. Robson, HU 1—0260. North Toronto
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25
a .yr. Sports
illustrated — Agen$4.00.
Write
Student
1,On,!. P.O.Periodical
cy.onto Adelaide
Box 157, TorGONICK STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
ROOM 1409
All types of manuscripts, Theses,
and secretarial work.. Formerly
at 226days,
Bay orStreet.
Phone EM. 4—
5813
3549 evenings.
ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Twin- bed rooms and electrically equipped kitchen for four
gentlemen students. Study and
parking facilities, privacy. -$8.00
noon,Phone WA. 2 — 4657, be-,
aforeweek.

SERVICE

All graduate
newwhoseundergraduate
all students
organized
graduate must
or underhome is not in students,
Canada, and
all other taking
studentsparttor inwhom
it is athletics,
considered"anynecessary,
have
a medical examination by the Health Service. Regulations regarding times" are as follows: First year students
must make their appointments at once and should complete their examinations by October 15th. Other students,
before October 15th, until their examinations are completed, may use their previous categories, providing they
have had neither serious injury nor illness in the interim. Intramural athletes should report to Miss Boyd,
Intramural Athletic Office, Hart House, for their medical appointments. Women students who wish to play
basketball or baseball must make their appointments before October 15th. Women students of other years who
wishateaurgency.
medical examination should make their appointments after November 1st, unless there is some immediAppointments for examination must be made either by telephune or in person at 43 St. George Street.
Telephone
are: Service
For Men:in advance.
WA. 3-9644; for Women: WA. 3-2646. If you are unable to keep* your appointment, notifynumbers
the Health
CHEST X-UAY
The Health Service provides chest x-rays, which are compulsory for the following students: All new
Students, all final year students, all medical and nurs ing students, dental students! in their first year and final
two years, and all students who do not live in Canada. Appointments for all ,male students not in Arts are made
through their class presidents. Arts students and all women students make their appointments at the Health
Service, unless they have already done so previously. All other students and staff members may have a chest
x-ray, if they wish, on Friday, October 19th; between 9.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon and between 1.00 p.m. -and 5.00
■ p.itu at the Coaohi House, rear of Falconer Hall, 84 Queen's Park. They are urged by the Health Service to do so.

CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE
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Blues

Come

From

Behind

On the

To
Trip McMasters
17-8
T| SEAT
Hamilton, Out., (Sept. 22)— Varsity Blues exploded for a
John brooks
pair of converted touchdowns early 'in the second half here
this afternoon to overhaul an 8—1 half-time deficit and go
Sports Editor
on to a 17—8 win over McMaser Marauders. The intercollegiate exhibition game, first of the season for both teams, gave
trymg
to
thmk
original
trJ^°? l\?a,S ofai°nBabout ways
the middle
J"'y that
we our
gavefirst
up
say of"hello,in this
column, our contribution along thatto line*
McMaster'
will be short
new football field its initiation as some 400
So It s a very sincere "welcome
chilled fanss sat
in on the battle.
back" to those who tookLatimesweet
"fast
65-Yard Drive
when Harry Wilson tossWith captain-quarterback Ed game,
our drivel- and a speciaI '-^y^l
S^fSSh
pass to end Bob Lee.
Skrzypek at the helm the Blues Leeed a 35wasyardnailed
on the fourpart
in
the
life
of
a
Varsity
undergraduate, and we hope vou'n al
marched 65 yards on the ground yard line as the gun sounded.
pitch in and do your part towards making
thr 1956-57* athletic
Skrzypek
handled
the
signalfor their first major. Tim Reid calling
Intercollegiate Un.on. Varsity boasts just about the best Intraduties for most of the
ploughed for 43 yards on two game, with
BSESS
ifirtib
AS
US
*****
on*
«
the
of the
mural
system
on
the
continent.
it becornerstones
Larry Joynt appealas spectator
participant, athletic Interest is an Whether
consecutive plays around the end.
integral part
ing occasionally and Wilson in the
of university lifeor
Its
been
great
in
the
past
. . . lets make this year the best yet.
Ross Woods who showed today final five minutes. The Blues,
So much for our welcomes. Now on to some football gab.
that his one-year layoff from the entering the fray with advance
a strong passing atWITH
THE BLUES
game has proven no handicap, reportstack,ofcompleted
aerial
Ed Skrzypek
carried to the six from where in the first halt asonlytenseonequarterFor the past four or five seasons, ex-Varsity Blue coach Bob
Skrzypek hit Dave Cresswell for
Masterson made great promises of a "passing team." And for each
backs constantly overthrew their
. . Blues' Captain
of those seasons,
the Blues have come up with a great year along
the score. Perfect faking by Reid marks. Skrzypek and Wilson
successes.
the ground and pretty mediocre aerial
completed eight of 13 in the final
and Peter Maik drew the Ma- thirty
This
year,
with
minutes.
freshman coach Dalt White at the helm, the
rauder linebackers in close and
story
out
of
the
Lake Couchiching training camp was much ttie
Blues put on a great goalCresswell crossed the line 10 lineThe stand
air with footballs"
was atthethefavourite
the fourth period —Schedules— same.
around"Fillby the
sportswriters
yards away from the nearest as McMaster inthreatened
camp. plirasc
eyes tossed
at the
to
tie
up
Varsity-McMaster game inon attendance
Saturday we.re fixed onAll the
SENIOR FOOTBALL
sky in
would-be tackier.
the game. Three smashes from the
search
of
Varsity's
airborne
pigskins.
September 29
seven
netted
the
Marauders
a
Those eyes saw Messrs. Skrzypek, Joynt and Wilson toss
Five plays later. Varsity hit
Kitchener at Varsity*
total of 22 passes, of which nine were completed. The average gaina
pay dirt again. Mac received the six-yard
held solid.gain as the Varsity line
per
McMaster
at
Queen's*
completion was 16.6 yards. Last season, in six league -games,
kickoff but failed to move the
6
Saturday
OAC October
at Western*
Fifty-one of those were successful
Varsity
ball on two plays. Guard Don CoachKitchener
6.1 yards.
average gain111ofpasses.
an attempted
for
Dalt
White
spends
the
Johnston broke through to coming week prepping his charges
Queen's atat Western
Varsity
All
of
which
indicates
that
the Blues could very well throw
McGill
block
and for the Varsity Stadium game
October 13
approximately the same number of passes this year as last, hut
the BluesPetetookMitchell's
over the kick
Marauder
with
Kitchener
Dutchmen
on
aun
for
the
long
completion
rather
than the shorter pass-and-run
35. Skrzypek faded back to pass,
Varsity at McGill
One or two cuts are
and although rushed on the play, Saturday.
possible
this
week,
but
the
wholeOctober
20
Western
at
Queen's
Although both Varsity touchdowns against the Marauders
lofted a strike to scatback Wood?.
were
Western at Varsity
plays.counted on pass plays, neither one was the result of a series
chopping won't
until
The little fellow gathered it in after sale
with start
the ORFU
of successive passes. The Blues moved the pigskin 60 yards along
and scooted over for the touch- leaders.the battle
the
groundon (on
only sixthreeand plays)
before captain
Skrzypek
Lineups
October
27
McGill
at Queen's
down.both"Magic
Cresswell
the Mac
Dave scampered
over for
the TD. hit
verted
the Toe"
majors.Maik con- Varsity: Ends— Kel lack, Risk, Sta
Varsity at Western
Little
Ross
Woods
counted
the
other
on
a
35-yard
puss
after
cey.
Chorostcckl,
Let,
Nelson; Martini
tackles
Mac Hits First
Queen's
at McGill
guard Don Johnston had blocked a third-down McMaster punt.
November
3
— Benmish,
Casey.
Slbthorp
Watt:
guards—
Hunter,
RusThe Marauders gave early me- Miller,
McGill at Varsity
who handled
the signal-calling
the
sell.
Johnston.Chlsholm.
Copland; Polecendication of a possible upset. The
first Skrzypek
half, wereandwideJoynt,
of their
targets during
the first 30during
minutes,
tres—D.haltEyton.
Mclntyre.
Queen's
at Western
and
completed
only
one
pass
(in
nine
tries)
for
a
net
gain,
of
game was barely five minutes crone;
barks
—
B.
Mclntyre,
PastuNovember
10
Hall.
Williams.Maik,.Spence,
Wong
three yards. Confidence and calmness increased as the game went,
old before McMaster quarterback chak.
Woods.
Bagwoith,
Rlva,Muccl;
Creson,
and
things
picked
up
considerably
in
the
second
half.
well. Tattle,
Reid,
Coinish,
Russ Jackson picked up a loose quarterbacks
Varsity
at
Queen's
Western at McGill
— Skrzypek. Wilsonr
ball at the Varsity 15 and raced
The fact that it was discovered at the half that Varsity had
November 17
over ifor a touchdown. Butch Joynt.
♦Exhibition
played the first two quarters with a balanced line against an
McMaster: Ends— Cummlngs. Held,
Playoff
Rogers, who played a standout ney,
SbayWiyn,
Tnylor.
Cudunbalanced
Mac front-wall
didn't help matters much as tar as the
Pltcau,Borkovk-h,
Moore; took
lei— Bnte-s
Blues* pass-protection
was concerned.
two-way game for the losers, Guthinann.
Moes,
Simguards—Lltwlller.
Gordon.
Glbb.
Emery
made the score possible with a Awrpy. mons;Mitchell.
But
that
is
just
one
of
the early season kinks to be ironed
INTERMEDIATE
Mcout. On the whole. Varsity came up with a reasonably good
smashing tackle-block thrown
Queen; centres- Carruthers.
Rawlyk,
(Fisher
FOOTBALL
October
5
showing
(considering
that
they
had but three scrimmages at
Grant;
halfbacksRome,
Hurley
at
Varsity's
Maik,
causing
the
Scott, Olesklw. Rogers. quarterbacksBell, Inglis
Blue ball-carrier to fumble the Fitzgerald,
camp and didn't play an intra-squad garnet and it looks like a
Jackson.
pigskin. Jackson converted his Cloran, Hicks.Benson;
sure
bet
that
McGill's
present
confidence
won't remain quite so
Varsity
at
Queen's
October 12
Summary
high as the season progresses.
own major.
Ryerson
at Varsity
First
Quarter
The
game
was
played
right
on
the
McMaster
campus, and
October
19
Woods added a single before McMaster, touchdown (Jackson)
marked
thelacking
start the
of ahelpful
new erascoreboard
in that college's
football
history.
the first half ended and the Blues 2li3——— McMaster,
convert(Woods)
(Jackson )
VarsityOctober
at Western
Although
and
clock,
the
bleachers,
Varsity,
single
26
rounded out their scoring late in
Second
Quarter
pressbox
and
P.A.
system
were
all
in
operation.
The
field
itself
OACNovember
at Varsity2
4— McMaster,Third
singleQuarter
(Mitchell)
the game with a safety touch.
was in great shape, even after the drizr.zle which started during
the half.
Near TD
56 —— Varsity,
touchdown
(Creswellj
Vnr.sity. convert
(Maik(Woods)
)
Western
at Varsity
In case any of you were there and happened to notice tire
Varsity came very close to 7— Varsity,
NovemWr
9
touchdown(Maik)
convert
adding to their margin of vic- 8— Varsity, Fourth
little
the the
big smile)
trotting
around,worker
he's Ivor
Quarter
the
bigguygun(with
behind
new setup.
A hard
and aWynne,
great
Queen's
at
Varsity
tory on the last play of the 9 — Varsity, safety (Pastuchak).
personality,
Ivor
well-deserves
a
pat
on
the
back
for
his undying
efforts
to
build
the
Marauders
up
for
the
day
when
they
will
get
SOCCER
October 6
another crack at Intercollegiate senior play.
McMaster at Varsity
ODDS 'N ENDS
October 13
The fans at the Mac game got quite a kick out of the P.A.
I was saying
October
20
Varsity
t at OAC
system ... It was tuned so that every word said by anybody in
the press box echoed across the field . . . The
referees seemed
By Merle Overholt
Western
at Varsity
game was at times . . . The Blues shunted
as theworkout
about as aragged
October
27
through
sweat-suit
last night . . . NOT on the back
Varsity
at Western
are Toronto's
characters
Those ticket
campusforasthesomeGreysoulCupoffered
November
3
this
deal arranged
... .A. .great
This is certainly the time of An intercollegiate berth is as
hope
. . . Other
ad
the
and
McGill
at
Varsity
page
this
on
story
the
Check
.
.
.
year
the
icing
is
to
the
cake
and
may
year
for
firsts
—
first
football
UBC
trounce
Western
saw
weekend
the
on
November
10
games
exhibition
game, first lecture, first meeting I add, these coveted berths are
Thunderbirds 38-13 and Queen's drop a 25-0 battle to BalmygameBeachon
and whether this is your first not restricted to uppetclass
Varsity
at McGill
of the Senior ORFt1 . . . Don't forget the Blue-Kitchener
November
17
day on campus (relatively types but are yours for the tak. We'll. . see
a dillat .1 . today
. . . Should
Saturday
OAC at Varsity
sports reporters
in the beoffice
. all you prospective
speaking) or your first day back.
ing if you can meet the necessary standards. The IntercolleI would like to take the opporgiate
Tennis
Tournament
is
• • •
to say "Hi,
You. tunity who
are andnewwelcome."
to the coming up October 19-20 with
Student Tickets • •
campus, will no doubt want to McMaster hostessing the event.
Sportswriters
know what lies in store for you Mary fJunns, last year's InterThe sports dungeon.
the revised student ticket program to be The locale?
of
feature
The
collegiate Single Champion, is
The time? Take your choice.
in theis.way of sports — for women tennis curator
y season The
football-hockethe
this year is a ofcombination
that
this year so why launched
event?
Just
about anything
holder The personnel? Practically
booklet. Purchase this booklet will admit
nobody.
The required first year phys ed not get with the racquet and tnticket
all home games of the football and hockey Blues.
show her what you can do. We
programme is merely a drop in must
Are you digging
oiir
drivel?thK hogretain the tennis crown.
Idea
behind
the bucket compared to other
$2.50 — is Thewashgeneral
nominable
very
a
—
booklet
the
of
price
The
Isment ofthat
the Spoils
athletic endeavours. There are Just a word to the Freshies: extremely low considering the benefits. Included in the footVarsity
now Departstands
zero thestrong.
ball section ape tickets to the three Intercollegiate games, the Weabout
interfaculty
sport Sports participation is without a
do
have
a
Brooks
character
who
on
the books teams
up to ofandevery'
including
coming up this lays claim to the Sport* Hdltor*hlp,
Dutchmen
Kitchener
with
doubt
one
of
the
best
ways
to
battle
pre-season
football l just ask the types from win yourself a niche in college Saturday, and. should the Blues finish on lop of the heap this we have his little right hand man
St.
and meet many new friends fall, a ticket to the November 17 playoff. The hockey ducats Howie Mandell, and our young
willHilda's.)
soon beSwimming
starting,practices
tennis life
.ingle.
ice Blues. As lassie,
besides.to beBelieve
me, material
you don'tto are good for the six home games of Jack Kennedy's
matches will soon be in full have
for theMerlerest,onwethehaveladles'
nothing.
If one wishes to buy only the football tickets, the cost is Opening
swing, and the archers will soon qualify — fewOlympic
arc many, opportunities
are
—
and
if
you
fabulous.
$1.00.
be
noon-hour
lease on feel that yOur athletic talents $2.00. Hockey tickets purchased separately will run
A Varsity ipoiUiiilrei can (1) atthe taking
stadium.a With
intercollegiate
The football booklets and the $2.50 combination tickets
lacking there is al(2) meetstaffIhe(3)luvely
tournaments on tap within the are utterly
from ladles tendof parties
our journal
gain
Thursday at the south door of the Arena
sale
on
go
ways
a
most
important
manawill
valuable experlenru (4 — and lastly)
however
reminder,
next
two
month's
for
these
three
One
night.
gerial
position
awaiting
you.
at
5.30
until
morning
the
in
10
sports there is no time to be Also keep an eagle eye on the
do
a
bit
of
reporting
here
and
card.
(ATL1
tures
students must show their Admit-to-Lec unable to produce there.
athletic notice boards and THE Tickets
lost.
Oh, the
yes, blue-jeaned
mustn't forget
will not be sold to those who are
We'll be at the office today from
mention
indivi-to VARSITY.
1:15 until 2. Why not drop down
duals that will be occupying the NOTE . . . first swimming club the precious identification tag.
and nave a drink?
sandlots en masse as practices meeting
Arena, for the benefit of those as yet unfamiliar
Thursday, Sept. 27 at with The
the
of
east
start
and
our
little
wor,ld
ifrjes
just
Ihe Campus, is located on Blpor Street,
4:15 -at Falconer HaU
commences.
palace.
ice
the
of
Stadium. The.south door is at the rear
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Inadequate

¥

/

Bernhardt Father & Son
For muddled frosh . . . one way out.

Prof,

Son

Publish

HOUSE

STUDENT
$2.50
Hart House
productions.
evenings for

Forces

Law
Schools
Emigration
as a serious problem, A request was made to the
The Faculty of Law has carded
Glendon
Hall
can
be
reached TTC to run buses into the promoved to new I.y redecorated
perty to the mansion, said Mr.
|Glendon Hatl over the summer. from the Campus in about twen- F.fR. Stone. Vice President of
Glendon Hall, an 84 acre estate,
ty
minutes.
of adTTC waybuses
the Sub-of the Universityministrination. The charge
was sitybequeathed
to the
request, howTerminalrunto from
the gates
by the late Mrs.
E. R.UniverWood, the Estate
ever,
was
turned
down
with
the
once
every
seven
wife ofAn the
wealthy
minutes in rush hour. Otherwise explanation that too many of the
broker.
extension
had stock
to be the
Lawrence
Ave.
bus
connects
hospitals
could
request
the
same
built totionalthe
service, he said.
library mansion
space. for addi- to the subway.
According
to Administration
officials
the move
is regarded as
temporary,
lasting
OPENINGS
from three to five years.probably
TOP
EXECUTIVE POSITIONS
Inadequate space on the Camand increased
enrolment
for
have pusforced
the move.
Since
ALL-VARSITY REVUE
most lectures in the Law School
• PRODUCTION
• PUBLICITY • ADVERTISING
are given in curricular
the morning,
• BUSINESS • COSTUMES • PROPS, ETC.
activities o f extraLaw
COME
INTO
THE S.A.C. OFFICE
students will still be closely
MOW
linked to those of the main
undergraduate body.
AND ARRANGE AN INTERVIEW
Although transportation is reSUPPORT YOUR AVR OF 1956!

Clues

Blues
Varsity
Banish
To
papers, reports, esPsychol o
ior Karl Bern- in his introduction: "The joint au- writingsays, andterm
hardl and
examinations,
thorship
combines
a
description
David,
student, thirdhave (.•1 what professors expect of their They recommend "adequate preyear
Vic
to:
written a
paration spread over the whole
pamphlet to students and what students find
in trying to meet the expectations academic year" in order to avoid
help
solve
the
undergraduate's
problems.depression "and feelings
the hubbuo of activities "anxiety,
their professor?."*
ofunnecessary
inadequacy"failure.
which This
can chapter
lead to
'Making the Most of Your Col- ofiheAmid
book
says,
the
undergraduate
Career', deals career
with allfromphases
a check list of suggesof thelegeuniversity
the should attempt to steer a middle contains
tions to prepare for examinations.
course.
The book goes on to describe a The final chapter deals with
student-staff
relations and enflexible lime schedule, "so lhat
courages the student to take opare not a slave to a schedule
As Dean N.F. Chant of the Uni- you
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
i
e
s
o
fdiscussion with his
nor
at
the
mercy
of
unreliable
versity of British Calumbia notes impulse." and suggests several
professors.
Dr.
Bernhardt
said that through
steps to make this plan work.
Classes are described as the his experience as Counsellor of the
Gold Coast Girl "core of College work," and stu- undergraduates of the Psychology
dents are advised to pay them department, he had seen the need
regular attendance, at the same for a book of this type.
Is WUS Winner time
equipped with an active atti- Copies of the book are on sale
tude and a readiness to adjust to in the University bookstore for 75
A Gold Coast girl was
cents, and are also being circulated
awarded Toronto's World Uni- the lecturer.
The
authors devote several in various universities across Canversity
Service
scholarship
this
Bummer.
chapters to reading efficiency. ada.
Beatrice Amarteifio will take
graduate work in education
with her $1000 grant from stuV I c
dent donations to the SHARE
campaign. She comes from
Accra, capital of the Gold Coast,
HOWDY
HOP
half-way up the west
Africa, and took her coast
B.A. atof WYMILWOOD
ALUMNI HALL
University College of the Gold
Coast.
ALONE
OR
IN
PAIRS
She arrived in Toronto last
week, and is living at Whitneyy 50c A HEAD
THIS FRIDAY — 9 P.M.
Hall.

HART

Space

THEATRE

SUBSCRIPTIONS

FOR THE FOUR PRODUCTIONS
Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $2.50 for the four
Subscribers are assured of the same seats and performance
ihe entire season. Two subscriptions only on each A.T.L. card.
1956-57 SEASON
DARK OF THE MOON by Howard Richardson and
, , .
_ ,,
William Bernev
Saturday, October 27th to Saturday, November 3rd
SC HOOL FOR WIVES adapted from Moliere bv Miles Malleson
baturda\, December 1st to Saturday, December 8th
THE INNOCENTS by William Archibald
Saturday, January 26th to Saturday, February 2nd
THE TEMPEST by William Shakespeare i
Saturday, March 2nd to Saturday, March 9th
A Student Subscription was offered last season for the first time and over
-v 40 s of the total seats were sold before opening.
• AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND BOOK EARLY •
Box Office Now Open 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Coupon, available from your Faculty Representative, Enaineering Stores, and the S.A.C.

HART

HOUSE

In this
the occurring
year "will inbeHart
announced column
regular and throughout
special events
House. All male undergraduates of the University of
Toronto are members of the House. Therefore, make a
point -of reading this column regularly so that you may
plan to take advantage of the facilities which are available for your use and enjoyment.
Hart House is YOUR Club for which you paid a
membership fee. Qualification for membership is that
every member must be a male, and connected with the
University of Toronto as an undergraduate, as a graduate, or as a member of the teaching staff.
May I extend to all members of the academic community of this University my personal wishes for a happy and successful year.
GREAT HALL MEALS: "Joseph McCullev" — Warden.
Meals are served daily in the Great Hall (except on Saturday evening and Sunday) during the following hours:
Breakfast: 8.00 — 9.15 a.m.
Lunch: 11.45 a.m. — 1.30 p.m.
Dinner: 4.45 — 6.30 p.m.
THE TUCK SHOP:
The Tuck Shop is open from 8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monto Friday ROOM:
and until 2.00 p.m. on Saturday.
THE day ARBOR
The Arbor Room is open from 11.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. as
a member's lunch room. The rest of the day from 3.00
p.m. to 11.00 p.m., it is open for co-educational use. It
will also serve Hart House Theatre audiences.
THE BARBER SHOP:
This
Friday.shop is open from 8.30 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. Monday to
CHAPEL:
Services are held daily, Monday to Friday. There will be
Morning Devotions from 9.15 to 9.30 a.m. and Evening
Prayer from 5.05 to 5.20 p.m. Holy Communion is celebrated every Thursday at 8.00 a.m. All members of the
House are inyited to attend. The Chaplain of the House
is the Rev. Jim Cunningham.
ART GALLERY:
An exhibition of paintings from the collection of the
late J. S. Maclean will be on view until Wednesday, October 10th. This is the first of fourteen exhibitions during
the year which are arranged by the Art Committee. The
Gallery is open to members daily from 10.00 a.m. to 10.00
p.m. and to women of the University from 4.00 — 6.00
p.m.
Wednesday. ~
i
ART every
CLASSES:
The organization meeting and first class will be held at
7.30 p.m. Tuesday, 9th October. These classes are under
the direction of Aba Bayefsky. Art students have the opportunity ofstudying from still life and models.
GLEE
CLUB:
Auditions for this-now
nationally renowned group will
be held Wednesday and Thursday, 3rd and 4th October
at 5.00 p.m. in the Music Room. Past members and new
members interested in part singing are invited to be
present
that time.
RECORD atROOM:
The House possesses a large and excellent collection of
recordings. Members may use these facilities after being
duly instructed in the proper handling of the player.
First classes will be held on Thursday, 27th September.
OTHER ACTIVITIES AND CLUBS:
With growing knowledge of Hart House, members will
discover a multitude of things to see, do and attend,. Just
topianos;
list a few:
noon-hour
sing songs,
'movies and
concerts,
the Lee
Collection;
Art Library;
Library,
and
Library Evenings; Debates, Squash Courts, Bridge,
Chess, Camera. Amateur Radio, Revolver, Rifle and Archery Cluljs; there is also the House operated Caledon
Hills Farm and the Exploration Society.
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To

Get

Honors,

The
Residence

President
Says
By PETER GZOWSKI
President Sidney Smith told 2,500 undergraduates yesterday success in studies is the
most important single achievement in University and the only way to get it is to start
working right now.
simply a fact
University
president
said, "that
loafing
for the
first
term"Itandis cramming
beforeof exams
is notlife,"
good theenough.
If L could
sear that
message
on your
S
brains, you would be the most successful entering class in our recent history. S
"Try to do the very best work you can."
fields isA
at present time the
Dr. Smith, who recently reP
gime,
including
not
only
the
concentrated
proteins
of
study,
but
ceived his fifteenth honorary deA university
career
gree, emphasized the need for "the carbohydrates of exercise was
most
urgent," asteaching
suggested
a satisfying
and
the
fats
of
amusement."
academicdustrialsuccess
by'
quoting
inand
valuable
future.
presidentsideapproached
from
leaders of Canada, whom an Theunusual
the current
presidentwhatsaidthework
here
he metence onateducated
a September
confer-in
— The
no matter
ultimate
manpower
headline
problem
of
Canada's
objective
—
is
crucial
to
attaining
the Canadian economy.
shortagetists. Heofquoted
engineers
Dr. and
Jamesscien-R.
goal.
"We need quality," the presi- Killian, head of the Massachu- anyOpportunities
women were
dent was told. "We would rather
setts Institute of Technology: called "practicallyforunlimited,
prohave one good graduate who has
"For
the
long
pull
I
Oiink
viding
they
will
set
their si ,hts
excelled
in
his
academic
preparathe
nation
would
be
better
high and continue their education
tion than twenty who have just
served by augmenting the to- as far and as thoroughly as
tal
pool
of
exceptional
talent
scraped
through."
President Smith referred to so that all of Our profes- their
ability Smith
will warrant."
mentioned
sions benefit, rather Chan by President
Prof.let Karl
Toronto's
high
standards.
' The
attention
to
getting
"MakingBernhardt's
the Most ofpamphYour giving
university
cannot
meet
the
talent into science and needs of the country for graduCollege Career" as a useful aid more
engineering,
even
though
the
to freshmen. He said Dr. Bernates by dropping
(See
SMITH, its
Pagestandards,
3>
hardt suggests a balanced re- need for manpower in these

Coming
to
SMC
A new $1,250,000 men's residence is under construction
at St. Michael's College. The building, designed to accommodate 200 students wil be opened in September, 1957.
The Cornerstone to the new Elmsley Hall was laid Sept.
16 by His Eminence James Ordinal McGuigan.
Located on the site of the pre
sent Elmsley Hall, parallel to St. Joseph's College, a women's
residence of the college on
the
men's onresidences
College,
the southof Victoria
side of Wellesley Street, completed one
new building two years ago,
St.
Mary's
street,
the
residence
is planned to alleviate the prob- and another this fall. Loretto
lem of crowding and out-dated College, another women's residence, is planning to move from
housing. Previously', St. Mich- its presnt
on 86 St.
ael's has been noted for its George Streetlocation
to property on St.
unique jority
"house
system".
The
maof the students live in Mary's Street, directly opposite
individual houses, scattered over the mens' residence now under
the campus, and governed by in- construction. The two biuldings
dividual prefects.
have been designed in a similar
by architects Brennan and
"We want to improve the liv- style
ing conditions of the students," Whale, both graduates of the
said the Rev. James Kelly, bur- University of Toronto.
sar of the college. "We realize In addition to its 200 students,
the necessity of proper surround(See NEW, Page 3
ings to create the proper study
atmosphere, and we hope to
achieve this by bringing everything up to date."
Father Kelly said that the old
system of individual houses was
of the Wave?
First Ripple
Is This
becoming seriously impractical,
particularly- due to the condition
Whatever the reasons may be, the fact remains that we
of
"Actually,of
Arts Colleges: No
need university
graduates as we have never needty
thisthedoesolder
markhouses.
the passing
them
before.
t___
an
we hopeof
Freshman enrolment in Arts has stayed static or dropped
thatera,"
it willhe besaid,the"and
beginning
—Sidney
Smith,
Opening
Day
Address,
lo9h
in three out of four colleges at the University.
a better one."
University College is the only one with more freshmen
The mens' residence is part of
a larger plan of residence expan- than last year. Speculation is UC first-year enrolment will
Sciences: Yes
sion -at St. Michael's College. rise 10 per cent to top 500. • The drop in enrolment at St.
Michael's College may be beEngineering
Aerophysic.
cause oi' "heavy enrolment in enToronto is unable this year to
gineering" which "may have Freshman enrolment in the Fa- accept even half the students
Engineering
soaredThereal- wishing to do graduate work in
drained
our men,"
mostculty100 ofstudents
this year.
registrar offRev.some
C. J.ofLavery
said
aerophysics.
last night. Higher
standards for entranceacademic
in the 1956-57.
in the were about 650 last There is room for only 23 out
are 750 There
of 56 sapplicants
this direotl
yea:. r In-G.
past twothe years
caused
drop, may
he said.also 'have
titute ofAerophysics
Freshman enrolment at SMC The engineering faculty is
short
on
both
space
and
staffN.
Patterson
said
Wednesdi-y
"It
means we are adopting a policy
has dropped from 247 to about for
year.the new students.
of
restricting
enrolment,"
lv
said.
Is the flood of university students predicted for 1965 With unrestricted enrolmt it the
already hitting Toronto University? Or will the rise in Institute
graduate b'. een
a shift from arts to , 50 to 60 would
nothing but ts?
prove to be jec
enrolment
technical sub
experts In 10 yea Dr.
Patterson resea,.ch
said. Discussion
w or
The university must wait and see to what extent its dustrial
und defen
already overtaxed staff and physical facilities will be izatkm shows more thar this
dretched — now and through the next nine years. n|imbw gre needed right now
Architecture
220. Father Lavery had forecast
Work at the Institute, only lulla first-year enrolment this year Freshmen registration in Ar- time aeronautical training ground
chitecture has almost doubled, in Canada, has become interof 280. Total enrolment is about
nationallyhave
famous.applied
Scientists
the same, because of high second Professor H. H. Madill. Director around the world
for
of the School
of Architecture anand third-year classes.
nounced last night.
post-doctoral
work
at
the Institute.
"We did not expect the increase
The
picture
is
much
the
same
I at Trinity College. Freshman this year,'* he said. Ninety students registered this year instead Unrestricted enrolment next
' registration is down 13 to 160
but total enrolment of last year's fifty five.
this year,about
year would require 25.000 square
— Sun Cmlmiuao remains
the same, Regi- Unless it has more staff and ac- feet
of floor space at the Instrar A. J. Earp said.
His Eminence James Cardinal McGuigan
ion, the Schoolto oflimit
Archi-its
stitute, on the edge of the RCAF
willcomodathave
Work Begins. and St. Michael's College President, Very Rev. Victoria College first-year regi- number oftecturestudents,
in the future, Downsview jet field. This would
s
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
about
350,
same
as
L. K. dence
Shook
at
cornerstone
ceremony
for
Elmsley
Hall.
The
new
resiwill house 200 male students, and cost $1,250,000.
he said.
double its space and cost $500,000.
last year.
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EATON'S

COLLEGE

IS

TOGGERY

OPEN...

^ust fail/cul

It's the shop designed For you! It has the beautiful basics
—the grey flannel skirts, the downy soft Orion* cardigans
—your A-l, needs in a big new year at Varsity! And the fashions
this fall are fun . . . easy to live in . . . with a new 'fashion excitement
that you'll love! Thick, nubby tweeds with inspired colouring
—dress and light coat costumes bound for a date
—wool jersey blouses born to be with the skirts they top off
— the latest in the wonderful Ivy League fun-fare of sportswear!
See it all at Eaton's-College Toggery now!
Just for you ...
• the colours: young-at-heart— autumn leaf bright or
smoothly pastel.
• the sizes: scaled to the figure of the college gal.
• the fashions: designed to look beautiful
at the pace you set.
• the price tags: mindful of college-educated budgets.

PHONE
UN.

ALPACA PILE COATS
B— Classic lines— comfortable fullness . . . two half-belts, in
back. 8Bisto plastic
18. buttons in tortoise shell effect. Grev Bei"e
Sizes
Each 59.95
WOOL & MOHAIR SUITS
C— Lushwithpilesimulated
wool and mohair from Italy. Slim skirt —
jacket
Red. Sizes 10 In 16. Hying back panel. Deep Brown. Grev
Each 39.95
TWO-PIECE COSTUME DRESSES
A~,Fitted
trimmed
rayon neckline.
velvet atIncollar
and cuffs. jacket
Slim line
dress with
with black
kev-hole
fine
'blackened' wool. Rust. Olive Green. Black, SizesEach
9 to 39.95
17.
■MISS SUN VALLEY'
BLOUSE
^ Lightweight knit wool JERSEY
Simple lines with straightcut high neckline, taperedjersey.
batwing
Gold-cnimir. Spruce. Sizes 12 to 18. sleeves. Black Beige
'NAT GORDON' TWEED SKIRTS
G— Arrow-slim, in fine wool tweed, lightweight. Spiced wr ith
black leather trimming and bow. Dark shades with a light
fleck onanaBlack.
the new
10. look. Tangerine, I Yellow, or
10 to hair'
Sizes'white
Blue
Each 19.95
HKAVi KNIT SWEATERS
D— V-neck cable stitch sweater in fine soft wool— one of the
seasons
beautiful
White. Sizes
:i<i to 40.bulky knits! Powder Blue. Navy. Yellow
Each 15.95
BERMUDA SHORTS
L;S^0°n, 'i'"5,.,".'0?1 f"",ncl wove" ,n bold|y beautiful
Hunting McKinnon, Douglas. Sizes
12 to 18
Each 9.95

COLLEGE TOGGERY EATON'S Main Store- Fourth Floor

1-5111

<T. EATON

C?™

Benny

Fast-Shuffles

From

Fleeces Smitty, Sinks
It is while I am pausing under great iro-masticator, which, is I,
the Chestnut boughs that it hits face such a dilencma as then
me, and I realize at once that it when my own sweet Blues drop
is for the birdies, an auguring of the title to old Queenie U which is
me to break with time•whatmyis kind
to befall,
which is, after forcing
honored tradition and pay up on
all,
of a line.
Though it is being somewhat a wager, which leaves me in a
unusual for my inspirations to be state of somewhat smashedness.
drippling down to me from the Now all my litle fishies are
heavens, as they more usually listing an ear to old Benjamin
come, sticking on the ends of and rushing out to their nearest
steamish tridents,
more sewer where- they place their hot
nether-type regions! front
I am still little wagers with my sneaky
getting
the
point
for
I
am
a
very snivelly agents who are lurking
sharp felon indeed.
therein. While it is being scientiThis new revelation amazes the
fically proven that betting against
muchly as it is concerning my me is a very unwise procedure I
own beloved and dear Blues who am not discouraging any of those
chafe under the botheronly one short year ago are. caus- fish whosome burden
wealth
much chagrin in Benny's and who seekof tomaterial
hovel.ingNever
lose some of
before does this

Hock

Kitch
same
with Benny.ener
I am asking
only that no one whines when
the inevitable is coming about as
I am a very sensitive fellow indeed and do not wish to be marked by traumatic scars.
It is coming Saturday after the
noon and the Dutchmen from
Kitchener are meeting a Waterloo
on the green felt surfaces of
Varsity'swith
Stadium
they is,shootof
craps
Fate aswhich
course, I and none other. I am
seeing it now as my daft little
fingers are manipulating the future, opening holes here, tripping
Dutchies there and making look
easy as my own Bluesers toddle
to a pair of touchydowns while
the Waterloosers are answering
only with negative thinking ann
shrink in terrors from the marvellous Blue onslaughter which hurls
everything at them, including
even the Kitchener sink.
All wagers are being payable to
my sneaky snivellers behind the
first tree to the right on
Philosophers' Walk anytime up to
dark and every fish is making
his markers out to his dear friend
and booze companion . .
. . . One-Eyed Benny

CLASSIFIED ADS
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Notes, Essays. Theses, etc. accurately typed at home. Experienced, reasonable. Mrs. Robson, HU 1—0260. North Toronto.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25
a yr. Sports illustrated — $4.00.
Write Student Periodical AgenMIDTOWN
cy. Adelaide P.O. Box 157, TorBOOK STORE
onto 1. Ont. Or phone EM. 6-7920. 738 Bathurst
St.
LE. 4-1689
ALMA COLLEGE
THE
MOST WILL
SELECTBE BOOKS
ONON
MEETING ALUMNAE
MARXISM
FOUND
SHELVES.
Occupational Therapy centre, 331 OUR
• HANDBOOK OF PHILOSOPHY
popular dictionary
Bloor W„ Monday, Oct. 1st. 7:30 Adefinitions
of terms containing
and conp.m. Speaker Dr. P. S. Dobson.
cepts
used
In Philosophy
Former Alma Students welcome. • EyDialectical
Howard Materialism.
Selsam
— $1.80
(An InROOMS FOR RENT
troductory
Course-)
By
M.
Cornforth. 3 VoL. $2.10 ea.
I— Materialism & Dialectical
2 Twin- bed rooms and electri- Vol.Method.
cally equipped kitchen for four Vol. II— Historical Materialism.
gentlemen students. Study and Vol.
Ill— Theory
ot Knowledge.
• Studies
in Thompson.
Ancient
Goepk
80facilities, privacy. $8.00 cicty
—
By
G.
2 Vol.$8.50
I COMING UP Iparking
Vol.
I-The
Prehistoric
Aegean
a week.
FRIDAY
fore noon.Phone WA. 2 — 4657, be- Vol.Philosophies
Il-The P]rstof Philosophers
Hegel,
Knut, 5.50
8.00FROS,
p.m.—45 SCM
— FroshSt. Party —
available
FOR RENT
St. George
BRINOBncon,THISand others
ADD WITH
YOU
graduate student or lecturer, Store
AND Open
GET Mon..
10f,, DISCOUNT
8.30 p.m. — Ukrainian Students' To
Wed.
& Frl.
study-bedroom in quiet
Club, U. of T. — Soph. -Frosh Hop modern
9
a.m.
—
6
p.m.
Thur.s.TillTillS p.m.
8:30 p.m. tz
home. 2 mijiutes from Tues. & Sat
—St.Women's Union, 79 St. George Rosedale
Bloor ear. Phone WA 1-0244.
SUNDAY
2.30 p.m.— Polish Students' Club —
SWIMMING & WATER POLO CLUB
First
General
Theday,Swimming
andat 5.15
WaterIn Polo
Club will hold a meeting on TuesHeintzman
Ave. Meeting — 22 Interested
Octoberplease
2nd, turn
out. the Debates Room, Hart House. Anyone
4.00 to 6.00 p.m. — Graduate StuGraduate
Union—den44ts' Tea —Hoskins
Ave. Students'
MONDAY
University of Toronto
8.15 p.m. — 1st General Meeting —
Ukrainian Students' Club— Women's Union, 79 St. George St.
Symphony ORCHESTRA
AND
"
WELCOME
CHORUS
FIRST REHEARSAL — at Royal Conservatory of Music
BACK!
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 2
OHCH. — 7:30 p.m. — Recital Hall
TO TORONTO!
CHORUS — 8:00 p.m. — Room 62
TO SCHOOL!
Application Forms at SAC Office
Sponsored by The Students' Administrative Council
TO THE
These are your official CAMPUS-WIDE musical organizations

New SMC Residence
'Continued from Page 1)
the new Elmsley Hall will also
provide accommodation for four
prefects and six guests, and an
office for the Bursar. The fivestory building will have four
floors of fifty students. "As far
as possible," said Father Kel>y,,
"we planon totheduplicate
house
system
various thefloors."
The residence will also contain
a small chapel, a main lounge, a
large recreation room, arid a
small common room on each
floor. It will overlook a formal
garden on its western side, which
Will be dominated by a large
crucifix on a granite base. An
elevator wil be installed " which
is primarily for service use, but
will be available to the students'
said Father Kelly.

CUE
BILLIARDS
29 BLOOR ST. E.
in the Subway entrance
0 AIR CONDITIONED
0 SOUNDPROOF
0 RELAXING
20 MINUTES
FREE
PLAY
Before 10:45 a.m. to students presenting this -ad.
Offer Expires Nov. 1, 1956 —
We Reserve All Rights
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President Smith condemned
"blotting paper" attendance ot
lectures.
Smith:
(ContinuedDon't
from Page Try
1)
"If yousorbingattend
. . . ab-of
uncriticallyclasses
any drops
by taking everybody in and push- information
that
happen
to hit
everybody official
through."called the
A ing
university
you,
you
can
expect
to
resemble
crowd that gathered in Simcoe in the end a piece of soggy blotHall yesterday, the biggest in 12
years. Lectures were cancelled
ting paper, which is neither a
to allow freshmen to attend.
useful nor an attractive object"
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
FROSH PARTY
DATE: Friday, 28th Sept. — Time: 8 p.m.
PLACE: Friendly Relations with Overseas Students.
—Admision
45 St. George
Floor)
Free — StAil(3rdWelcome
INTRAMURAL REFEREES WANTED I .
AppUoRtionj; are now-twlDg received In .Intramural Office Hart
VOLLEYBALL.
Get
i&^&r»,?re£C<? your
fOT application
_ FOOTBALL.In NOWSOCCER. LACROSSE AND
INTRAMURAL STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Tenn's --— Tu«.
Today.Oct.500 2.p.m.1 00 Intramural
office,
Hart House.
Soccer
Committee
Room Room,
Hart House
Football
-- Thurs.
Oct. 4. p.m.
1 00 North
p.m. North
Committee
Hart
House
Hgime.
VoiKyball -- Frl. Oct. 5. 1.00 p.m. North Committee Room Hart
Lacrosfe — Tuc*. Oct. 9, 5 00 p.m. North Committee Room. Hurt House.
i p.m.
INTRAMURAL TRACK MEF.T
VARSITY STADIUM — THURSDAY. OCT. 4th
Open to ajl undenrrodiia.. _students except those who httve i
senteda first
a University
SetitcIntercollCKlate'
competition
or who have
won
place High
In Ina Hu.-dlcs,
University
Meet. Jump.
EVENTS"
eus.
Pole hrosd
Vault.
100 Championship
vds.22U880 yd-.
yds. 3 High
220 D]slow
hurdles,
Jump.
1
mile.
Javelin.
mile
shot
put
440
yds. ENTER NOW Intidnuirnl office. Hart Home.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - MEN
SWIM TEST — Report to Swimming Pool before Nov. 1 —
Bring your Admit-to-Lecture Card.
Hours for Swim Test — Oct. 1st — 12th — before 5.15 p.m.
Ocl. 15th — 31st — 4.00 to 5.15 p.m.
REGISTRATION FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION — Starts Oct.
1st. Report to Key Office in Main Locker Room. Hart House.
Gymnasium and Swimming classes start Oct. 15th. Time Tables
will be publishedbulletin
in the boards
Varsity atandan posted
early ondate.the Athletic Wing
BEFORE
the Game

. . .
on Saturday

Dinner will be served in the (.'real Hall to members
and Iheir friends.
Service is from 1 1 :45 to 1 :30
ALL ARE WELCOME — BRING VOI R GIRL FRIEND.

PANHELLENIC
INFORMATION

MEETING

Everyone interested in Women's Fraternities welcome!
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 AT 8 P. M.
IN FALCONER HALL.
We shall be glad to see anyone who cannot attend
Thursday on Saturday
in the
Theatre forat a1:30
guided
tour.Women's Union

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICE
MEDICAL EXAMINATION
All new undergraduate students, all students taking part in organized athletics, any graduate or undergraduate whose home is not in Canada, and all other students for whom it is considered necessary, must have
a medical examination by the Health Service. Regulations regarding times are as follows: First year students
must make their appointments at once and should complete their examinations by October 15th. Other students,
before October 15th, until their examinations are completed, may use their previous categories, providing they
have had neither serious injury nor illness in the interim. Intramural athletes should report to Miss Boyd,
Intramural Athletic Office, Hart House, for their medical appointments. Women students who wish to play
basketball or baseball must make their appointments before October 15th. Women students of other years who
medical examination should make their appointments after November 1st, unless there is some immediwishateaurgency.

Appointments for examination must be made either by telephone or in person at 43 St. George Street.
WA. 3-9644; for Women: WA. 3-2646. If you are unable to keep your appointFor Men:in advance.
are: Service
Telephone
the Health
ment, notifynumbers
CHEST X-RAY
All new
The Health Service provides chest x-rays, which are compulsory for the following students:
year and final
students, all final year students, all medical and nursing students, dental students in theirnotfirst
made
are
Arts
in
students
male
all
for
Appointments
Canada.
in
live
not
do
who
students
all
and
two years,
appointments at the Health
through their class presidents. Arts students and all women students makeand their
chest
a
have
may
members
staff
Service, unless they have already done so previously. All other students
x-ray, if they wish, on Friday, October 19th, between 9.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon and between 1.00 p.m. and 5.00
p.m.", at the Coach House, rear of Falconer Hall, 84 Queen s Park. They are urged by the Health Service to do so.
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The

Varsity
FOUNDED 1880
Published by
The ofStudents'
Administrative
the University
of TorontoCouncil
Toronto 5, Canada
Member Canadian University Press
Editorial and News Office
Basement, S.A.C. Building — WA. 3-8742
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
PETER J. GZOWSKI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Michael Cassidy
Acting Managing Editor
Acting AM&D Editor
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Acting Features Editor
Cathie Breslin
Acting Photo Editor
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"Suffer
yourselves totobebehanged:
blamed,butimprisoned,
suffer yourselves
publish yourcondemned;
opinions;
it is not a right, it is a duty."
uneducated

masses

It is hardly necessary to point out that this country and the United States are hungry for trained leaders and professional men. Their need-bas been hammered home recently in articles and editorials in — to
name but a few — Saturday Night magazine, The
Globe and Mail, Newsweek, Life, MacLeans and Atlantic Monthly. It was a major topic of the conference
this September in St. Andrew's-By-The-Sea, New
Brunswick. And our president brought it up yesterday afternoon.
The question is: what can be done?
President Smith almost stated one solution in his
opening address:
The University cannot meet the needs
of the country for graduates by dropping
standards, by taking everybody in and
shoving everybody through. If that were
the answer to the problem, we might as
well deliver your degree to you as you
leave this hall today.

But the reasoning-just as is necessitated by the
circumstances of the address-is not carried to its
natural (to us) conclusion.

If the answer is not in dropping the standards, it
may be in raising them.
Many of the people graduating from university
today are not educated - through their own failings,
not through those of their education. This fact is obvious inthe number of graduates who are in positions that persons with less formal education would
have filled as adequately. It has
y been
stated by industrial and professional frequentl
leaders.
Now, as the first faint ripple of the predicted
wave of 1960 hits the universities, is the time to cull
this uneducated mass before it reaches the colleae
level.

This university, - and others of course - are
teaching people who are not benefiting by its opportunities, athe
t expense of several who can.
Those people would be better educated at the
system of Junior College that has often been proposed but is apparently as yet unplanned.
There are, of course, many other things that must
be done before the universities are hit by the great
mflux of students, and before the Western
suffers greatly because of its lack of educated world
manpower.

But surely, raising the standards of admission to
our seats of highest learning is the first and most important step.

Conference

"Political Football"

International Wrangling
Bill Smyth, former- Varsity staffer, and a U of T student, wrote
this report on the August conference of the International Union of
Students in Prague, Czechoslovakia, which he attended as an observer.
Representatives
Canada's national
studentis federation
attendedof
the
conference asof observers,
_ since Canada
not now aalsomember
IUS, frequently referred to as communist-dominated. Instead, Canada,
along with many other countries, is a member of Cosec, another international university student federation, also knoion as ISC.
success, which the forthcoming ISC will
PRAGUE (CUP) — After a week of national- have tomaticmatch.
istic wrangling at the fourth World Student
Not all the diplomatic laurels went to the
Congress
held
here
this
month,
many
Western
observers were sorely tempted to promulgate a
East, however. The delegations from Sudan,
new theory of political determinism. Student
Morocco, of Cyprus,
etc., inwereeastern
at least
warned
t?ie situation
Europe wenby
delegates
from
all
parts
of
the
world
found
the criticisms of Canada and Great Britain
themselves unable to temper their national and
on the
lack of student freedom in those satelideological feelings, with the result that the solite countries.
called
unity" between
was turned
Often the executive found itself in the difficult
arena "conference
for political offootball
Arabsinto andan
Israelis, colonial countries and metropolitan
position of moderating violent charges of such
centres, Russian satellites and the democratic
world.
as the Japanese,
who accused
theother
"American
imperialists"
Okinawa
among(air)
things,by
"forcing the onextension
ofof, the
bases
Canadian
observers
the national
dent federation
playedfrom
a prominent
partstu-in
A distinct change in IUS policy, at least on
the discussion (ana made mem selves unthe surface, was noted this year, leading to a
popular in the Czech press) by insisting that
bulldozers."
more
moderate attitude toward the West. While
if the congress wished to help colonial counstill highly political in character, there were
tries to independence,
also Europe.
consider
do.
the subjugated
countriesit should'
of eastern
signs tionthatamongitstudents
might welcome
at leastdespite
co-operaof the world,
the
The International Union of Students, the pro- fact that
politics must enter into whatever they
communist student organization which sponsored the lavish conference at the "Julius Fucik
A major reason for this charge probably is
Palace
Culture policy
and Recreation",
its
that the IUS wishes to enlist the support of
violent ofanti-West
in keeping relaxed
with the
as
many national student groups as possible,
Moscow-centered "reappraisal" of the world
to ensure the success of its programmes and
situation, only to find its line of "peace, unity,
to help it in its losing (and partly imaginary)
and
co-operation"
baffled
by
the
violent
opinions
struggle
with the
ISC. Federation of Canadian
of groups from Africa, Asia and South America.
The NFCUS
(National
The concrete results of the conference are to University
Students)
delegation, consisting of
be found largely in two fields: promotion of Peter Martin (IV Toronto),
Walter Tarnapolsky
unity in the student world (presently divided
(Saskatchewtn),
David
Peele
(Dalhousie),
Deninto
two
camps
around
theIUS
and
the
pronis
Madden
and
Scott
Symons,
unfortunately
West International Student Conference) and attended without a fixed policy toward
many
contributions to the struggle against colonialism.
situations that arose during the congress, and
While the end of unity was not furthered as without
sufficient documentation to prove points
much as the IUS appeared to hope, plans were
on factual matters.
made to establish a conference of co-operation,
The policy which evolved was generally to
with France and Tunisia forming the preparasupport- the stand of colonized countries, but
tory
The willingness
two countries
had previto
try to ingivecommunist
them some
idea of restricted
ouslycommittee.
indicated their
to prepare
for
freedoms
countries.
the conference: the IUS simply supported their
Several
resolutions
were
passed
not
directly concern students, the most which
topical-didbeing
Among the delegates themselves, little was
proposal.
accomplished to bring eastern and western
one
in
support
of
Nasser's
stand
on
the
Suez
Canal. References to persecution of students in
ideologies closer together. Most delegates to
the German Democratic -Republic or Czechothe ISC
regard IUSandastoobothmuchpolitically
san (Communist)
controlledpartiby
slovakia were labelled "interfering".
the administrative superstructure.
to the "fight
in Allthe references
IUS constitution
were against
removed.Fascism"
SignifiSeveral colonialism ■ seminars were, ammged
cantly, greater emphasis was placed on the
for next year, with and without the auspices of
"fight against colonialism", much less a dead
the IUS, and plans were laid to issue a "White
Book",tion in giving
issue.
colonial detailed
countries.information on the situaThe congress
short,thannotthea students
great suc-of
and certainlywas,
muchin less
Many mentsdelegates
moderate
state-to 1946 cesswould
of the west found
scarcelythe strong
enough
have
hoped
for
when
they
gathered
satisfy their impassioned pleas for independence.
The IUS executive appeared to encourage one- solemnly stiution:in Prague to formulate the first consided statements, and certainly scored a diplo"We, the students of the world, . . ."
Largest University Paper
Still Has Room
For You
This fall, The Varsity, the se- Commonwealth, its early years
cond-oldest college publication were not easy, and one editor,
in Canada, enters its 76th year Jas. Tucker, was expelled for his
criticism of the university adof publication.
Founded way back in 1880, ministration.
Past writers
on The Varsity
when the merits of admitting include
such notables
as the
women as undergraduates were
still being debated on this campus, the ' paper has undergone ALL STAFFERS — old,
many changes through the new, and prospective —
years. It has turned from a are requested to report to
literary-style weekly into a
officeforthiscoffee
Frinews daily, and from a private- the Varsity
3.00 p.m.
ly owned company into an and daya atshort
conference.
A
undertaking
student council.of the university's walk in a northerly -direchistory has
been
tion may be taken afterfarThefrompaper's
uneventful.
Although
wards. Ifunable to come at
The Varsity is now the- largest 3.00, come at 4-00.
college paper in the British
former Prime-Minister William
Lyon Mackenzie King, humorist
StephenducerLeacock,
and CBC proAndrew Allen.
Since the paper is produced
entirely by the voluntary efforts
of students,
therestaffare atmany
cancies on its
the vabegin ing of the school year. If
you are interested in working on
the paper
in the basement
SAC
building,
just Southof theof
Hart House),and volunteer. Experience isnot necessary.
Calling All Cats
The Cat column is open for
contributions. Interested students plea?? send prospective
pussic: _ .cgibly written — to
The
Editcr.
The Varsity, baseTYPICAL VARSITY STAFFER
ment SAC building.

Press Release
(That might have been written)
GETTYSBURG, Pa., Aug. 25.
— As it must to all men, death
came last night to Dwight
David Eisenhower. Press Secretary James C. Hagerty stated
that this made no change for
plans for November. Rather, he
said, it enhances the spiritual
nature of the Administration.
Republican Chairman Leonard Hall commented that there
is nothing' in the Constitution
which says that the President
ministration.
must be alive during his AdMaj.-Gen. Howard Snyder,
after an autopsy,- declared that
the President was in better
organic condition than any
other
previous candidate for the
presidency.
Vice-President Nixon interrupted his prepared speech to
the Formosa Chamber of Com- .
merce to state that ileitis is an
ailment
common to all freedomloving people.

American Will Take First
Dr. w. No,.man Pmenger wm
of severai ws wh<)
open the series of University will appear
a month
church services this Sunday in !the Present once
academic
year.during
Hart
House
at
11
am
Subject
'
1951
Mrpi'tenger
was
professor
of
Christian
Apologeof the sermon will be
tics at the General Theological
Seminary.
He has been Vice
and the Faith." Mr.
Chairman of the Theological
Consultation Commission of the
World Council of Churches.
Also scheduled are Douglas
Steele, Alexander Schmemann
from the St. Vladimir Russian
Orthodox Seminary, and John A.
Mackay, President of the Princeton Theological Seminary. A
Roman Catholic mass will be
from the General Theological
Seminary in New York, is the

HH ed on
Service
celebrat
in December
. the first Sunday
NFCUS Caucus Saturday
Ontario colleges will hold a
regional National Federation of
Canadian University Students
caucus this Saturday in Hart
House. Up to eight colleges
may he represented.
TODAY
1.00 p.m.— Panhellenic Association
— Information Meeting — Falconer Hall — S C M — Homecoming
Party— 77 Charles St. W.— Dress
as you worked this summer.

• MASONIC
BALLROOM
:. 888 YONCiE ST. (Above Bloor) WA. 1-9701
PUBLIC DANCING
EVERY WED., FRI. and SAT.
DOUG

HART

HOUSE

VISITORS' SUNDAY
NEXT SUNDAY 2 V. M. — :, P. M.
.Members of the University Community are invited to
come to the House and show their friends Ihe various
poinls of interest around Ihe building.
Tea will be served in the (ireal Hall.

Sunday

Toronto's Dance Hall of Distinction

DR. N. W. PITTENGER

vaksity. Thursday, Sept 27, 19515
WOMEN'S SWIMMING CLUB
Falconer Hall

Dinner/

KEMP and his orchestra

■ THE UKRAINIAN
OF THE STUDENTS'
U. OF T.
EXTENDS A CORDIAL WELCOME
■
'
■
COME TOANDALLGETFRESHMEN
ACQUAINTED

CLUB
SCOTT' S Bloor St., 2 doors west
ol Yonge. French Bullet or toble service
from 4 to 9 p.m. Sunday. Remarkably inexpensive! Delicious, too! WAlnut 2-4320
for Reservations.

The Soph Frosh - Hop
8:30 p.m. — Friday, Sept. 28, 1956.
U. C. WOMAN'S UNION, 79 ST. GEORGE

Wh lere there's drama

OPENING
GRADUATE
EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
1 CIGARETTE

TEA

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1956
in the lounge
44 HOSK1N AVE.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
ALL GRAD STUDENTS CORDIALLY INVITED

FOOTBALL
STUDENT

!

HOCKEY

>

TICKETS

Student Season Ticket Sale
COUPON BOOKS admitting to the student section at Varsity Stadium and
Varsity Arena (Combined Book) will be sold for $2.50 today, at Vlarsity
Arena (see details below). The coupons admit owner to the student section
on a "first come, best seat" basis, the football section extending south from
centre field and the hockey section including all the east side of the arena.
TICKETS ADMIT OWNERS TO THE FOLLOWING GAMES :
VARSITY STADIUM
VARSITY ARENA
Dec. 14— McGill
Sept. 29 — Kitchener-Waterloo
Jan. 18 — Laval
Jan. 31 — University of Montreal
Oct. 6— Queen's
Feb. 8— McGill
Oct. 20— Western
Feb. 15 — Laval
Nov. 3— McGill
March 1 — University of Montreal
NOTE: Football Books only may be purchased for- $2.00. Hockey Books only will be sold
for
$1.00 after the
SeasonBOOKS.
is finished, so a SAVING OF 50c IS EFFECTED BY
PURCHASING
THE Football
COMBINED
TICKETS WILL BE SOLD at the south door of Varsity Arena {opposite Museum) from
10.00 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. today.
CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE. One book per student will be sold on presentation of
Admit-to-Lecture Card with athletic portion attached.
MARRIED STUDENTS may purchase an additional book for their wives or husbands.
GRADUATE STUDENTS in full time courses may purchase a Student Ticket upon
presentation
of a certificate of enrolment signed by an official of the School of Graduate
Studies.
Combined Book, Four Football and Six Hockey Games
$2.50
Hockey Book will cost SI. OO whenCombined
sold separately
Book. — Save 50c by purchasing the
STUDENT TICKETS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE

^'herever lovely women gather . . . wherever exciting
things happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN— fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's^Ht' Botany, new dressmaker creations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Pettal Orlons, new hi-bult
Jieavy-knits, and ever popular lambswool.
Colours and range of new styles
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere.
Look for the name

W. J. McANDREW
Former U.C. Registrar retires

ROADS

Prof. J. R. Dymond
.
*
Km

Prof. E. A. Allcut , .

Prof. J. C. B. Grant .

Social Work Prof.f

D. M. HAYNE
Professor of French, now U.C. Registrar

OF

Dymond To Fisher
In Zoo Department
Dr. J. R, Dymond has been connected with the University of Toronto
in various capacities since he graduated in 1912. He has been lecturing
here since 1920, at the same time
serving as Director of the Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology, and became
head of the Zoology Department in
1948. He was awarded the O.B.E. in
1945 and his D.Sc. from the University of British Columbia. Dr. K. C.
Fishery who takes charge of the
Zoology Department from Dr. Dymond, was educated at the Universities of Acadia and Toronto where he
joined the staff in 1937. During that
time he also served as operational
research scientist with the National
Research Council and as superintendent of the laboratory of the Defense Research Board at Fort Churchill.
is President
Canadian HeInstitute
for of1956.the Royal
Allcut Out, Lord
Heads Mech. Eng.
Professor O. R. Lord received both
his honours B.A.Sc, and his Ph.D.
from the University of Toronto. He
studied in the United States and in
Germany, and has since been president of both the Association of Professional Engineering and the Ontario
Section of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. A consultant
on flood control to the Ontario Department of Planning and Development, he is taking the place of Pro.
lessor E. A. Allcut who is leaving the
department of Mechanical Engineering after 35 years. Mr. Allcut rereived his M.Sc, from the University
of Birmingham at the age of 21. came
to Toronto in 1921 and besides his
professorial duties works for the Department of National Defence and is
a member of the Board of Musical
Studies of the University Senate.
Grant Quits Anatomy
Duckworth Succeeds
The retiring head of the Anatomy
Department, J. Gi B. Grant, was educated at the Universities of Edinburgh and Durham, and is a Fellow
of the Royal College of Surgeons in
Edinburgh. He was discharged as
major from the first World War, and
received the Military Cross and bar.
He is the author of several books
including
"The Method
of Anatomy."
His
successor.
Dr. J. W.
A. Duckworth, has been on the staff of the
University of Toronto since 1952. He
was educated at Harrow and Edinburgh, and was House Surgeon in the
Royal Simpson Maternity Hospital
and the Royal Infirmary in Edinburgh, He served in the R.N.V.R. and
was promoted to commander in 1952.
and
since
that time
has been York.
principal
medical officer
of H.M.C.S.

THE

ST
This Spread was Writftrei
Photographs, courtesy of Simco; rt

Prof. K. C. Fishe

Prof. G.-R. Lord

The changing years bring changing facejve
and administrators, as well as among theThe
inspire, to instruct, and to lead the ripplinf c
way for new men, new ideas, new ways.iditi
remains. On this page are mirrored some <ges
summer at the University of Toronto. Theers
both those who are leaving us, jho
University his
Several familiar faces will be missfrom Cornebntin
ing this year from the staff of the
teach Engli? He
University of Toronto due to some
overseas witind S
important changes made over the
land Highlanadf
summer.
after a brilliscorc
A number of the staff are away
this yearfes or F. onC. Toombs
leave of isabsence.
Protaught for Aki C
working for
England. HDean
a Ph.D. at the University of Chicago.
U.C.
Men's
1946
Miss Margaret Sinden has gone to
1952 Universi
was apfresii
Coming
the
Munich to study the plays of Gerbert
Hauptmann. Professor G. P. D. Duff,
of Mathematics, is visiting professor
ship.
at the -University of Saskatchewan,
and J. B. Conacher is doing research
Dr. D. M ake
on British under the Nuffield ScholaraswellRegistrar*
Col:
as mairasitic
Going are .
Professor
in>epai
He is a Mo» Gv
Professor W. J. McAndrew, wellknown figure as University College
Registrar and French Professor, is
from histhe Ph.U:'oron
has
Uni
retiring after twenty-eight years of
of Ottawa, r* he i
service. He obtained his Theological
with the Na«nce
Orders at Trinity in 1909 and three
Professor l^sl
years later his M.A.. in Modern History.. He taught for two years at
Trinity College School and came to
the U.C. French Department in 1919.
He has always taken a keen interest
in students,
as in 1950College
when Players
he presented the University
Guild
with
an
award
for
the
most
outstanding player.
Dr. C. T. Bissell will become President of Carleton College this year
after ten years at the University of
Toronto. He obtained his B.A. from

French - Ca^ QQl
material 10 eyatt
spenNew
t theDe^silur^er
dention
ces
is ^j^rela
ship
Men>xjni
and
Fia
M&cnce
donald- £ gCr,
College 'viVent
and athlcti'-giup.

Prof. Fairley

ford on a H .

c. T. bissell ,
Former Vice-President now Carleton President

Executive Assistant

HAT

COMFORT

versify campus — among the professors
he men who have tried for so long to
generations of students retire, making
lition of academic freedom and progress
es that have taken place over this last
rs its congratulations and best wishes to
ho come to take their place.
lis Ph.D.
he obtained his B.A. in two years and
ttinued to
in one more year his B.Phil, in ecoHe served
nomics, usually a two-year course.
id SutherHe captained the Oxford Hockey
afla. and
Team and attended the International
:ord there,
Union of Students' Council in Moscow
i College,
us observer for Balliol College. As
ean of the
well
as lecturing on economic prin146 and in
ciples to second year students, Mr.
Macdonald is faculty advisor to the
e'sident of
Hart House debates committee, don
of Jeanneret House and on the administrative committee of World
University
Service.
ke charge
Besides continuing his professorial
College as
duties in the School of Social Work,
lition* as a
Dr. M. G, Ross will assume this Fall
(part
men t.
the new position of Executive AssisGraduate
tant to the President. He was eduronto and
cated at Acadia where he graduated
University
in
Arts
and being interested in people
he worked
began doing work in recreational
ice Office,
fields.
did post-graduate
rested in
work at He
the later
Universities
of Chicago
and Columbia, where he obtained
his"doetorate
degree. andAfterIsrael
studying
in England, France,
as a
UNESCO Fellow, he began doing considerable research into the metropolitan life of people in the Middle East,
Europe, and the United States. This
resulted in several books, one of
which is* entitled Community Life,
Theory and Principles. He is at present Chairman of the Canadian Institute of Public Affairs and of the Welfare Section of the American Sociological Society.

. . Prof. Boeschairsh

US

Bott Goes: Meyers
Runs Psych Dept.
The retiring head of the PsyProfessor
was bornchology
in Department
Ingersoll,
Ontario,Bottin
1887 and obtained his B.A. at the
University of Toronto in 1912. He
has been a professor of Psychology
and Director of Laboratories since
1926, and
was visiting
fes or at Yale
in 1925. associate
He is alsopro-a
member of the Psychology Association. In succeeding Dr. Fisher, Dr.
C. R. Meyers will continue to be an
Associate Dean of the School of
Graduate Studies. He has taught in
the Department of Psychology since
192? and served as consultant psy- .
cologist to the Ontario Department of
Health since 1930. He is a diplomate
in clinical Psychology of the Board of
chology.
Examiners in Professional Psy-

epared by Liz Binks
reduced by Myron Swartz.

ture. and
t .collecting
the inter-of
srature
a.
kfen's
Resi-Iurer H.
University
Scholastic
■ent to OxIblp. Here

H. I. MacDONALD
Rhodes Scholar now Dean of U.C. Men's Residence

Prof. C. R. Meyers

Prof. E. A. Bott .

Prof. E. Goggio .

Prof. J. K. Ferguson

Stogg After Goggio
In For Long s Dept.
I>r. Emilio Goggio was educated at
Harvard
and heading
the University
of Toronto before
the Department
ofyearsItalian,
Spanish
and before
Portugese
10 '
ago. and
He lectured
California
Washington
andthiswasin
awarded the title of Cavaliere Officiate" de la Coaona d'ltalia for his
contribtuion to Italian history and
literature. He' has written articles
for American and Canadian magazines and is a member of the Canadian Institute of Italian Cultural
Studies. He is replaced by Dr. G. I«
Stagg whoUniversities,
attended Cambridge
Harvard
and servedandin
the British Intelligence Corps during
World War II. He was also a photo
intelligence officer in North Africa
and Italy, and was later mentioned in
despatches
made a Member of
the British and
Empire.
Collumbine As Heod
Replaces Ferguson
Head of Pharmacology, Dr. J. K.
Fnrguson is retiring this year to become Director of the Connaught
Medical Research Laboratories. He
head of the department
been
has
since 1945, and before that lectured
Ohio and
at theternUniversities
Ontario. He has ofwritten
aboutWes-25
and Pharmaon forrespiration
papers cology
His
scientific journals.
Professor H.at
by
taken
be
will
place
Oilhiniblne who was educated
Sheffield, taught at the University
of Manchester And later in physithe Uni-of
pharmacology
ologyversiandty of Ceylon.
While atDirector
the British Min-to
medical research heforwent
to Africa
istry of Supply
with a
study nutrition and health Council
Colonial Medical Research
the British
Unit. He also headed
Government's study of air pollution.

It

Prof. H. Cullumbine

HART

HOUSE

GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 3rd AND
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 4th, IN THE MUSIC ROOM
AT 5 P.M.
Information sheets about the Glee Club available at
Hart Hou^e. Freshmen who are interested in choral
music are invited to atlend these auditions. Music reading ability and previous experience not required.
Past members' auditions: Tuesday, October 2nd,
in the Music Room at 7.15 — 9.00 p.m.

HILLEL
IN OBSERVANCE
TORAH
Procession OFof theSIMCHAT
Scrolls
Reception: Thursday,
September
27,
8:30
p.m.
TWO LECTURES
DR. ISRAEL KNOX,
of Philosophy,
Friday,Prof,
September
28, 8:30 New
p.m. York University
"What Makes The Jewish Religion Both Jewish And Universal"
Sunday evening, 8:30 p.m. "A JEWISH PHILOSOPHY OF GOD"

STUDENT
PART TIME

—

EMPLOYMENT
CHRISTMAS

Anniversary
U. of T.

FILM

SOCIETY

SUMMER

S.A.C, BUILDING
MEN — South Door

10th

—

WOMEN — Main Door

OPENING
GRADUATE
TEA
MONDAY, in OCTOBER
1, 1956
the lounge
44 HOSKIN AVE.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
ALL GRAD STUDENTS CORDIALLY INVITED

in With
Away a AHmelange
Boats. of- characters
appearing periodically between
the yellsof ofbattle,
"Kamikaze"
the
smoke
director and
Pevney
has constructed a hackneyed
plot reminiscent of a fill-in folJowingaactersTVrangenewscast.
The charfrom the ambitious,
perfection-seeking captain (Jeff
Chandler) tosubordinate
the ever-popular
embittered
officer
(George Nader), add the warhater, the all-American boy and
the expectant father and the
product
"boredom."Chandler,
Suave, spells
wavy-haired
although
much atacting
home well,
as seemed
Hopalongas
Cassidyis would
musical.
Nader
about inthe a"only
first
string
offering.
Barry' D. Lipson.
ATTENTION !

Men & Women
ATTENTION

THEATRE

THE FIRST TRY0UTS
FRIDAY,

BANDSMEN

•
SEASON TICKETS $4.00-At SAC Office, Engineering
Stores, U.C Rotunda, Vic Union

It's unfortunate that so many
of the war movies that have
snuck into the local scene via
Hollywood's
line have
so little to production
offer in originality.
So often you'll see the same trite,
stereotyped characters camouaged in a potsettings,
pourri asofI dramatic flwar-torn
found

Varsity Cheerleaders

10 OUTSTANDING PROGRAMS
ALTERNATE SUNDAYS - 2.15
MUSEUM

Anchors
Away !

More players for all instruments are required
for The Varsity Band.
Application forms at the Students' Administrative
Council office. Auditions each day this week between 5
and 6 p.m. at 119 St. George.

SEPTEMBER

VARSITY STADIUM
Shorts or Gymn Uniforms
EVERY PLACE ON THE
.'
SQUAD 4.3IS0 p.m
OPEN.

SALAD
DAYS
Special Student Discount — One-Third Off For Performances
On Saturdays At 5.30 p.m. — Mondays At 8.30 p.m.
TWO TICKETS ONLY ON EACH A. T. L. CARD
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Main Box-Office Now Open From 10 a.m.

Portable typewriters
Book

shelves

Brief cases
Leather loose-leaf notebooks
Fountain
That real Great

Taste of Coke

pens

... the piace to buy all those

puts you at your

first-of-term needs is the

sparkling best
You taste the difference . : :
even the bubbles taste better.
You feel the difference . . :
there's life, there's lift in Coke.

Cota" I. , reglilewd l,od«-murV.

UNIVERSITY
■

BOOKSTORE

right in the centre of the campus,
near Hart House

„,

COCA-COLA ITD.

28
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STARS
BLOOM
attention
If the language of Romeo emotion by concealing it. He Benthall concentrated
intransigent Tyand Juliel had been as sensitive- admirably expresses the tender- upon balt'sblack,
death when he might have
ness of Romeo's
by his
ly articulated as the stage move- restraint
in the passion
love passages.
focused attention upon Merment a consummate performhis uneasy al- cutio who jested at death to
ance would have resulted in- Yet he lianceallowed
of metre and meaning to prevent vicarious suffering. It
stead of the current, somewhat
better than average Old Vic deprive him of conviction and was a nice touch, however, to
presentation. Claire Bloom, a even occasionally to suggest that have
that unworldly man. Friar
tremulous Juliet, with spirited Miss Bloom was casting her ex- Lawrence, (John Gwillfm) led
movements away upon a away from the tomb-scene
grace and fecund gesture mimed reluctantquisite
piece of statuary. (His which his lack of business
Romantic grief incomparably. down-at-heel
notice of jocund ability permitted,
John Neville is one of those
rare actors who can reveal day tiptoe and on the mounWynne
Clarke,foil,(Juliet's
nurse)
a perfect
a voluptuous,
this.) tain top is a flagrant example of was
lively,
bawd,
to
Juliet's
delicacy
Ernest Hare, a surPaul Rogers is a lusty Mer- and virtue. prisingly
self-effacing pa rent,
GIG I
cutio wlfose broad good-humour
steals
scene
after
scene
andTobs
played
Capulet,
Tonightnual atprcgram8:30of— choral
The Don
Cossack
chorus
and
orchestra
will
give
its
anFor
its
opening
production
of
An eidritch air reminiscent of
swift subtle Shakespearian
baton of Director Platofl. music and folk dancing at Massey Hall under the the season the Crest Theatre the
figure of at least some of his the theme song of Bob and Ray
chose Anita Loos' adaptation of flair for elfin phantasy. The res- was wafted between the scenes.
Colette's ficulnovel,
Gigi. aTheFrench
difand stage-set surpassed
tive imagination' that filled Costume
ty in adapting
expectation. The latter, with its
wings hardly con- strong
novel for the English stage lies Queen donesMab's
linear
was asadaptRoger's
tolling
delivery
of
in the necessity for minimizing it.
able as it wasbasisattractive.
Max Goodie
any obviously
Anglo-Saxon
eleNor
can
I
think
why
director
ments
will destroy
lusion ofwhich
a French
milieu.theTheilA new film from the. director- By the film's end, Agnes Hur- stage setting and the costumes
ial hand of Richard Brooks, The
ley, whose stubborn efforts to
of course, important and inCatered Affair, has been coupled provide her daughter with the are
the Crest producromeo and juliet
kind of wedding she had to- do these tionrespects
by word of mouth and crafty ad- without,
was veryterizations,
good.however,
Theproduced
charachas become the central
vertising: with an earlier film
character
in
one
of
the
motion
(like this one, written by Paddy
the
catered affair
too
many
jarring
notes
to
asChayef sky, Marty. But The
sure a completely satisfactory
profound assessCatered Affair snow at the Towne pictures'ments of more
a
woman's
responsibility to her home and her husband. performance.
and the Circle, is a far cry from
reach for the sky
Kate Reid's portrayal of Gigi
that humorous and warm-heart- Forced into a shocking and is both
and intelligent.
ed treatment of life in the Bronx. loveless marriage, Agnes has But hercharming
charm
is
that
of
the
misery me
The principals of The Catered
the bat- well-scrubbed starry-eyed allAffair inhabit the Bronx too, but long tleagoagainstsurrendered
poverty ofin .existence
American girl in the tradition of
as the film progresses one is left as well as of spirit.
Claudia rather than that of the
with the suspicion that they Agnes' bitter, time-sodden re- French
gamine.
would be more at home in a play
lations with her husband are deColette's Gaston is thirtylineated with relentless realism
by Strindberg.
of age, a sophisticThough
has pat-in by Brooks and Chayefsky, and three atedyears
Parisian gay-blade.
Austinin
ently been anmadeattempt
to complete
Footloose
Feats
Bette
Davis'
portrayal
emerges
Willis
however
gallops around
most
explicit
disthe public's eye Ernest Borg- as one ofsections the
production like a jaded midthe films this
discharge
marriage. This
Reach
For
The
Sky
which
nine's identification with the have recentlyof character
western tycoon who has turned opened at the Odeon last early periodandtakes
given us.
role of the lovable "little man"
which is something week with an accompaniment of part of the film. His upparta inlargtthe
begun in Marty, author Chayef- The Catered Affair is not a sugardaddy
is passed over relative! j
"charming" film, as Marty was quite
and brass bands, is war
sky
has beenall one
the film's
Minordifferent.
characters can easily asearchlights
producers
the upwayon along.
The but neither is it an essay in sobriefly,
especially
his
six
escapes
change from the
disturb the atmosphere
of a per- runrefreshing
character of Hurley the elderly
of the mill screen biography. from
cial criticism.
Agnes Hurley's
and unfortunately
camps. German prisoner of war
taxi-cab driver is a far more discovery
that however
ignoble Alan Nunn formance
Adapted from Paul BrickhilTs
as
the
butler
sports
One would have expected a
realistic (and less warmly obser- her marriage
book
of
the
same
name,
it
tells
has
been,
her
husband has been her whole life; a casual
ved) one than
the story of Douglas Bader, the film of this type to do the op
strikespublic
an oddschool
note.manner
Sylvia legless
Hurley
is theMarty's.
man who was and will be to the end of her which
posite
— todrama
be either
action
ace of World War IT. filled war
Gillespie as Sidonie, the maid, We are airtaken
or anan escape
through his days
caught in the fate that Marty es- days, is one of Thomas Wolfe's has
a
disarming
tendency
to
proas TieHorse.
CotdiUWe Story
What is more,
his stub"There
happy* .land.
Thereareis
the pre-war plane movie such
nounce "monsieur" to rhyme ascrasha cadet,
Wooden
have
borncaped.
but lifeless
existence
with no
end istonohunger
. . You
that caused his legs to be orhadThea surfeit
with "sewer" which is shatter- amputated,
of both varieties,
his wife Agnes (Bette Davis) your world . . . This is life."
his
convalesence,
ing.
It
is
difficult
willingly
to
and daughter (Debbie Reynolds) The realization that existence,
andes this
makis meatier stuff for the realistic however good or bad, cannot be . suspend
Reach isForprecisely
The Sky what
attractive.
disbelief when condrama than M.G.M. ever realized. quarreled with because it is sim- fronted with this sort of thing.
It
avoids
the
hackneyed
and
emI
did
admirg
the
vivacity,
The hook on which this superb
ply and sublimely there, is one
phasizes the unexpected.
Mercy Me!
Unfortunately,
the biography
little episode is hung is the of the most subtle the U. S. cine- bounce
and
skill
of
Kate
Reid's
to deal with, and it performance; but I am forced to
daughter's
attemptin toa marry
her is to mathehas had
one of the most difficult
credit of director Brooks confess that, as a whole, this All roads in Misery Me lead is
long-time suitor
quiet and
forms to successfully
moun-in literary
and author Chayefsky, and not production of Gigi was, like to a solitary
inexpensive
wedding.
Both
famitranslate to the screen. It is all
tain chalet; snow-ridden
all participants
rendition
of
The
Bell
lies, however, erupt at her desire least of all to Bette Davis and Andree's
too
easy
to
glorify the her J
this
disturbing
comedy
(?)
arkej.
rive there with one thought in or lapse intoover
Borgnine, that The Cater- Song from Lakxne, a little offto go without a "weddin' party," Ernest
lush
sentimentality.
ed
Affair
undertakes
it
so
bravemind-death-whether
their
own
in
favour
of
a
lengthy
honeyOn
the
other
hand,
it is equally
Carinne Stanley.
moon.
or that of their rival in love. easy for a film to be deadly dull
ly,*— Germaine Clinton.
because
it
sticks
too
closely to
When chemical poison, revolver
the facts. Possibly worst of all,
and
rope
fail,
Adam
(William
Job), the
cynicalcomedy
intellectual
dehero
of this
i ?) . in a film of this
distortiontypeof isthethetruth
lights on a new angle not yet (adding .liberate
a non-existent love
for example).
ride the funicular
out in— he'll
the story
exploited
by cinemascope
Reach
For The Sky doe::
morning
and
leap
when
its
halfnot
completely
falls. Due to theavoid
efforttheseof pi'
the
way down the mountain . . .
Misery- me, the Crest has script writers to include as much,
picked a lemon this time. With
life as possible, the
Charmion King billed as lead- offilmBader's
is over long. In the section
ing lady we might hope for some dealing with the Battle of Brigood fast comedy, but skillful as
tain, too many shots of aerial
she is in swimming through the
with the reused, lags.
muddy depths of this hemlock- fighting
sult that are
the pace
The diadipVd
logue tends to be of the British
us
that Plot
she shehasfails
beento convince
either a
has
which
variety,
lip
stiff upper
a wearying
poor wide
peasant
girl"
usedor tois cows
after
the firsteffect
hour onor the
so. viewer
and
open
spaces
currently a fed-up secretary to a Fortunately, there is Utile
swanky bureaucraft. Or for that evidence of sentimentality and
a necessary
'comrade'Ringof only
a one. time Julius
matterrevolutionary
heroism.
Also, the emphasis
film has ona
the
British
played by Alan Nunn. who in. characteristically
of humour which aids it sense
over
convincmost
the
was
my mind
those spots where it shows any
ing actor in this log cabin danger
of lapsing, such as the
menagerie.
Thomas's Carlo Bombas long hospital sequence. Finally,
satisfactory, Sylvia Gillespie Kenneth More is more than adeis Powys
qofuate ithe
n the main
role. Therolesplay-is
maid, but I hope
good
plays a
supporting
going to be The Maid up toingthe
she's
usual
British
thenotCrest for the rest of the There
at
is some beautifulstandard.
aerial
season; Peter Sturgess is to be
film as a
commended for his version of whole
and the directed.
photography,
is
sensitively
Wilyes. and speak
. Oh actions
the Landlord
liam Job? Well,
In short, then. Reach For
is well above averlouder than words, but his om- The ageSky,
faults, aA man
straightof
nipresent, wild gestures don't forwarddespitefilmits about
is a 'little
half
and
two
take
to
hard
which
yell,
action,
it
is
one
of
the
more
enbut
speak
hours running.
joyable movies running in Toro
n
t
o
a
t
the
moment.
Guy
Groen
Anne Carawath
William Job and Charmion King in "Misery"
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We ordinarily speak of automobile bumpers, grilles, hub caps and
bright metal trim as being "chrome- plated"'. Actually, these parts

Almost
will

two

are
with with
botha thin
nickellayerand ofchromium
coatingusedof
nickelplated
covered
chromium.— aAllheavy
the nickel

million

help brighten
. . . more

All the bright metal plating on Canadian cars is Inco
nickel covered with a thin layer of chromium. Production ofthis nickel and the plating of metal parts
for automobiles helps make jobs for thousands of
Canadian men and women.
1. Nickel-bearing ores are mined by Inco workmen.
The ore is milled and smelted at Inco's plants
near Sudbury, Ontario. Final refining is done
at Inco's plant in Port Colborne, Ontario.
About 18,000 men and women work for Inco
in Canada.

| THE
[_

pounds
Canadian

for
plating
auto parts
other smelted
productsandof Canadian
industry
is Inco
nickel—
mined,andmilled,
refined in Canada.

of Inco
cars

Nickel

in 1956

jobs for Canadians
2. Inco nickel is sold to Canadian companies
where Canadian workmen produce anodes for
the plating trade.
3. These anodes are used by other companies for
electroplating bumpers, grilles; hub caps and other
bright metal parts for cars — thus helping to provide employment for more Canadians.
This year, almost 2 million pounds of Inco
nickel will be used for plating on Canadian cars.
In addition, Inco nickel is used by Canadian industries
to manufacture hundreds of useful products.

IMOt MARK
Wriie for o free copy
of 'he Mlintraled booklet
"The Romance of Nickel".

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
COMPANY
OF CANADA,
LIMITED
25 KING
STREET
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Metals.
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Can

Anybody

Stop

Bob

Blues
Get Chance On
Mfi'4U
With one ..-II
rather mediocre
place in the Senior ORFU with a
32-7 victory over
tory under their belts, the Varsity resounding
Blues now face what will un- Balmy Beach. Celeri. who seems
to
burst
with
ability in every dedoubtably prove to be their tougpartment, passed, ran and kicked
est opposition of the season.
Triple -threat quarterback Bob Harvey Johnsons crew to their
- i /'
Celeri leads his high-flying Kitch- win.
JENKINS A THREAT
ener-Waterloo Dutchmen onto the
Varsity Stadium gridiron on Sat- The vaunted Billy Graham, although coming up with an exurday afternoon in the Blues'
home opener.
tremely creditable effort, gave up
The Dutchies gave indication the limelight spot in the running
last night that their much-discuss- department to a young American
ed power is not mere hearsay. named Homer Jenkins. Jenkins,
They took over possession of first who had a pre-season tryout with
the Hamilton Tiger -Cats, produced a pair of brilliant jaunts, one
resulting
in a major score and
Golf and Tennis

11

Celeri?

Saturd
ay
the
other setting
up■* another
touchdown.
The Blues, meanwhile, went
through scrimmage practice with
the intermediates last night, and
had a tough job holding their
crew. against Roy McMurtry's
own
Coach White lost halfback Dan
Mucci for the season on the weekend. He tore cartilages in the
Mac game. Trevor Eyton will sit
out the Kitchener game, while Al
Watt and Johnny Tattle are
doubtful starters. Eyton and Taitle have leg trouble, while Watt
isside.still having difficulty with his

*

SPORT

Well, as the song so aptly puts it ''Here I gp again." And so it
yor heve tonothing
to do for the next two or three minutes you're quite
welcome
sit back
and thoroughly digest some ot our profound
A LI, NEW
gibberishA new coach and an almost new squad will greet the football fans
this Saturday afternoon at the Bloor Street Bowl when Dalt White
unveils his '56 edition of the University of Toronto Blues. Missing
fromsky this
year's programme
Muntz.and Rogers,
and Cheeseman
while new willnamesbe names
like Reid,likeJoynt
Russell Lanwill
echo through the campus thi* season,
QUARTERBACKS GALORE
The one slot.
positionBackthe from
Blues last
won'tyearbe are
lacking
quarterback
Harryin this
Wilsonyearandis the
Ed
Near
On Tap-lntercol First Game
Skrzypek meand
along
with
Larry
Joynt,
up
from
last
year's
Interdiates, the Blues should be loaded in the pivot slot. Skrzypek saw
Activity Starts
most of the action in the Blues opener last Saturday in Hamilton
Blues
Although the school year has For Junior
while Wilson was nursing a bad shoulder he picked up in the Blues
just begun, the University of Although all the Varsity fottball
training camp up at Lake Couchiching.
WE'RE "MUNTZ LESS"
Toronto's Intramural office is news until now has been emanat- great things from Ingson arid Ed
already bristling with activity.
a fine-looking tackle from
Back again this year_ to help strengthen a "Mantzless" backfrom the Senior Blue camp, Butryn,
Under the leadership of Mr. the ingJunior
St.
Catharines.
field
are
Peter
Maik
and
Al Riva. Maik led the Blues' scores last seaedition of the Blues
J. E. McCutcheon the fall interson with 29 points. His total tally was made up of three field goals.
WEAK AT TACKLE
faculty sports season is fast has been practising for the past
15
converts
and
a
single
touchdown.
As a matter of fact three of last
ten days. Oifficially known as the McMurtry feels that the Baby years top scorers have returned in Maik.
taking shape.
Skrypek and Burt Kellock.
Intermediates, but affectionately Blues
Meetings Planned
jare especially thin at
along with Dick Risk and Gene Chorostecki will give the
Next week two meetings of crew
called will
the beBabyunder
Blues,thethisguidance
year's tackle and he sees no signs of BluesKellock
a
good
collection
of
pass
receivers
at
the end position.
prime importance are planned.
any coming down from the Blues.
This Monday at 5:00 p.m. an of head coach Roy McMgrtry and Compensating for this defici ency
QUEEN'S
COMING
The Blues open the intercollegiate season a week from Saturday
organizational meeting of this backfield coach Gerry Lansky.
at tackle is a particularly strong
at home against last year's league champs, the Queen's University
headed by re- Golden
year's mittee
Intramural
Com- Both intermediate coaches are group ofturneeshalves,
will be held Sports
in the North
Gaels.alsoFrank
will beSchreider.
without who
Gus Braccla
this
Dave
Pinkham
and
Don
Varsity pigskin stars. Mc- Borthwick. Five players, includ- year. Gone
are LouTindall's
Bruce crew
and Gary
have joined
Committee Room of , Hart House. former
Murty'sball career
threeat year
Varsity
footThen
next
Thursday
at
1
p.m.
ing Bill Trimble of UTS. John Frank Clair's Ottawa Rough Riders. But Queen's should still be as
tackle ended in
the Sports Committee will meet
Spence of Fort Credit and Al slrong as ever. MUMBLINGS AT MIDWEEK
1953. InCanada
'54 andCollege
'55 he topiloted
to settle all interfaculty football Upper
Hart,
a three year veteran at
two
problems. The Mulock Cup race consecutive Little Eig Four titles OAC, are
games will be broadcast once again this season ....
competing for the full- with TheHal Blue
Kelly and Joe Crysdale doing the play by play: both home
-gets under way on Oct. 13.
back
position.
in
prep
school
competition.
Tennis Tuesday .
and away games will be carried on CKEY .... Final details have not
USE SPLIT
I Meanwhile action gets under theLansky's
stint with
Blues two
was year
culminated
last The Baby Blues will operate been arranged but it is expected that each announcer will do the
fway
on
Varsity's
tennis
courts
alternating every quarter .... And there's also a note
next Tuesday. On that date the year by his being named all-star out of a modified Split-T. with Aour play by play rugger
enthusiasts
.... Theseason
University
TorontoRugger
Rug'University's tennis tournament intercollegiate flying wing. An halfbacks working behind either here gerforTeamanyis playing
a full competitive
in the ofOntario
Burlington's
Lome
Forstner
or
League
....
The
team
is
also
planning
to
play
intercollegiate
match'swings
into
action.
This
tourney
'
eye
injury
prevented
him
from
serves as a basis for the Inter- j turning out for football action this Saltfleet's Neck Sopinka at 'es against Cornell and M. I. T ... They'll challenge the HtoGlll
team back
and with
quarterback Sopinka is a brother Red men again this season .... The team should hpve all but two of
acollegiate
few fellows
from only
last jseason. 48 TRYOUTS
of the Argos. last years' men back again this season and along with some piomL;year's Blue squad, plenty of op- At present, the Baby Blues are of TheJohnsix Sopinka
inf! new arrivals, they should be a tough squad to beat Stay tuned
game schedule beings a for
the latest development ....
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
w
i
l
be
afforded
to'
any
carrying
48
men,
but
the
surplus
potential greats. You can pick will be trimmed after Saturday week from Friday when the inAND MORE
up
all
the
info
from
Miss
K.'
termediates
tangle
with
Queens
I noticed where Sam Baker, the halfback coach Bill Swiacki said
game Theon
Boyd in the Intramural office. morning's
Trinityinter-squad
back campus.
at Kingston. This year. Varsity wasn't good enough for the Argonauts, only kicked four field goals last
Out at York Downs Golf Club, the
is lacking big men, w.ith will be seeking to improve on Sunday for the Washington Redskins .... He almost single handednext Tuesday, all golfing enthu- team
siasts will have an opportunity small and light personnel being last year's first place tie with ly beat the Detroit Lions in a N.F.L. exhibition tilt in Buffalo N. Y.
John Metras must really be desperate at Western .... He has
to prove your merit in the Uni- the rule.
versity Championship qualifying Last night the team scrimmaged' OAC.
even taken bsck Willie "The Magnificent" Casanova.
round. To get in on the proceed- with
the Senior Blues and exings, you should drop around the
cept for a porous pass defence,
■ Intramural Office as soon as
possible. A nine or better handi- seemed able to keep up with the
cap is needed to enter the big team. The senior Blue coaches
Famous Miracle-Maker
qualifying rounds. The Senior were raving about the play of Metros
Intercollegiate tourney will be intermediate 155 lb. guard, Ted
held
at Queen's
Mustangs
Friday.
So youUniversity
see timenextis Ingson, a recruit from Baltimore. Could Boost Dormant
Maryland. McMurty is expecting
fleeting.
and
freshman1 T-»„,»RemoCopat
upon L.ll
Metras
tK&B Johnny
. . (andcomes
fill Jimmy Joy. Up from the Colts
Irwin, tnfete
Ron Uni.fnn
it's ! Bophmores
another- .miracle
withimpossible),
up^
Frank Loftus, whose speed
not
his Western Campbell and Don Barton to fill comes
and shiftiness made him one of
the
gaps
left
by
Drew,
Collins
Mustangs
seem
headed
for
anand
Roman.
the
most
feared backs in the
other year in the Intercollegiate
Union cellar. They occupied that All four can play both ways, intermediate league last year.
\ was
spot
at thefirstfinish
seasona and should greatly improve the The Mustangs had their first
for the
timeof inlastmany
linebacking positions, which gave taste of actual combat last Saby Merle Overholt
moon.
coach
Metras many a headache
turday when they journeyed out
last season.
west to play the University of
graduation,
and academic failures
took their
toll
Si't At Quarter
British
Columbia Thunderbirds
The first day of lectures is a , Interfaculty Meet will be held . Injuries,
relatively
happy
on with
entriescan being
un- from last year's team. Fullback With a slew of top - notch and toolt a 38-13 win. They tackle
the greetings
of oldoccasion
friends with
and - later
restricted.
So you
see that
Ralph Simmons and linemen quart erba-cking candidates in OAC Aggies on Saturday next
Doug Drew, Ted Collins and camp, and with moves made to and then prep lor their Interthe making of many noble re- Archery is not restricted to In- Bill
Turchan all finished their strengthen the end positions, incollegiate opener against McGill.
solutions
re: studying
Competition.Marjorie
Arch- courses.
Lack of standing took
alas. dear freshie.
are more (which
often, jtercollegiate
ery Club President
dications are that Western will
than not made to be broken.) Reid,Vic III will be on hand to away tackle-punter Ted Roman come up with
team.
Yesterday I made a discovery answer any questions or help and fullback Dale Creighton. The Young Arta passing
Turner, who .
latter
hasthe joined
the
London handled the signal-calling
that was not a happy one. The in any way at the practices.
i
duties i
Lords
of
Senior
ORFU.
.sod between Falconer Hall and
Splash! Splash!
the end of last season,
Fullback Doug Aitcheson is towardsThe dolphins,
divers,
and
speedPhilosopher's
Walk
remains
innumber one
sters are stalling their splash
tact. So I ask you - Where is our
a dislocated verte- is thecandidate.
BrucequarterbackFord and j
me.« (and promised) Athletic parties this coming week at the still nursing
bra picked up against McGill ing
Bob Grace are up from the Colts,
UTS pool with Miss Jackson and last year,
Building?
while
tackle
Ray
Kiff.
Attention Archers
while
freshman
Frank
Consenhigh school all -star, is tlno. who hails from Hamilton
her assistant Miss toLyntheRutherPhys aoutLondon
\ Well, the word is, for all those Ed staffford, a newcomer
with a knee injury suffered Cathedral,
has been drawing
offering while
wrestling.
interested in archery, that these .instructionfromto Montreal,
those interested.
Desborough Out
plaudits from London sports- \
particular shooters
species
of sharpwill take out
their The speedsters will speed on The most serious loss was that writers.
whothroughout
handled
nopn-hour lease on the Stadium Monday and Thursday at 5:30 of speedy, little NeiJ Desborough. theBigteamJohnat Girvin,
on Tuesday, October 2 and every and 7:30; chronthe
will syn- The 160-pound East York gra- most of 1955. quarter
has been switched
ize at 5:30dolphins
on Wednesday.
day thereafter practices will be The Interfaculty
duate
had
his
feet
burned
with
Meet is being hot tar while at work during the to end. where he battles Captain
held from 1 - 2 excepting on
Wednesday. The new coach Bill scheduled for the latter part of summer, and has missed most of Don Killinger
and regular
holdovers Al Gleeson
and Adam
Stadnyk of the Hart House October and the Varsity Swim the training session to date. He Telfer for
CURT RUSSELL
the
first-string
job.
will be chosen following is expected to be back for the
Archery Club is all set to rally Squad
Casanova Back
A valuable addition to the Var>'a first rate foursome for the the meet in time to go to McGill Mustangs home opener against
sityhails
Blues line,
200-pound
Jtln tercollegiate Outdoor Archery on November 24 for the Inter- McGill a week from Saturday.
Willie
Casanova,
whosewas perfrom the
Baltimore,
Md.
sonal battle
with Metras
the; ARussell
collegiate Contest. Ada Macpher- As far as this year's squad is
third
year
arts
student,
the 20-In
' Championships
October 20. The atfourWestern
girls willon son, PHE III, president of the concerned,
>
linebacker.
"big"
football
story
out
of
Lon
year-old
six-footer
plays
offensive
the
line
and
backibe chosen on the strength of Swim Club is holding her first field appear to be pretty well_ don last year, has made peace I ' uard and defen9
their individual average scores meeting to-day at 4:lo at Fai- balanced in strength. Line coach I and heads the halfback candi- addition, ha car hoof a pretty
nt the noon-time sessions. An I coner Hall. Be on hand for it. Mike Yuhasz is counting heavily i dates. He'll join returnees John | mean punt.
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SAC

Groups

Gain,

SAC
The
Students'
Administrative
Council, last March 21, besides
cutting the number of issues of
the Varsity:
— learned that women were beUTDU.ing discriminated against by the
—ignored a 500 signature petition for reconsideration of the
NFCUS question.
— questioned the location of the
Carnegie Record Collection.
— heard . President Shoemaker
quote
Hubbard.his philosopher friend, Abe
— were informed that the Bulletin Board had arrived and

Cut
Budget
Varsity
Extra money to most campus
the SAC. this provision has been
activities and a S5.000 reserve
fund in case Toronto re-enters the
— againnational student organization are ignored
budget Although SAC fees — and
of the 1956-97
provisions
for the students administrative printing costs' — have been
council. Only a few SAC steadily rising for the last few
The Varsity years, The Varsity's budge has
—including
activities
— have been
curbed by slashed been cut by $450 in the last two
budgets.
years. One observer remarked
This year, with an increased after last year's budget meeting,
t, the SAC
enrolmen
onticip,-,ted an additional $1,000 in "The Varsity is no longer a daily.
fees. However, activities such as In the not too distant future, it
Debates and the External Affairs
Commission received extra grants may very well become a weekly."
ty
to $250.has The
Of Up which
Revue
beenAll-Varsi
quiescent
the last few years, revived and Femmes Smash Male Barrier
received $900. And although Toronto no' longer belongs to the
eader Corps
National Federation of Canadian Join McGill Cheerl
Feminists
have
broken
through
y
Universit Students, nearly $5,- another male bastion at McGill Women's Athletic Board. Choice
000 was set apart "for a national University — cheerleading.
of the girls will depend partially
reserve."
Men have led McGill rooters on their academic standing.
KFCUS. in. case Toronto .rejoins ever
since athletics began at the
This adequately took care of university. Decision to bring girls
Writers !
the field was tentatively
the SAC's increased income. In onto
of The Varsity
by the University Senate areTheopencolums
fact, it was necessary to cut the made
to all students who
June.
budgets of some SAC activities. in Plans
wish
to
write
letters to the
were completed last week editor, on any subject
that they
The Varsity issues has been cut by to add beauty
to
brawn.
Students,
may
wish
to
editorialize
10 this year, bringing the total alumni and the faculty have agit- These letters will be printedupon.as
issues published to the lowest
ated for female cheerleaders for
number since 1919, Despile last upwards of 10 years. The move space, interest, and readability
brings
McGill in line with Tor permit.
year's complaints of not enough
Western.
Queen's, and other
apace for news. 1956-57 will see onto,
Canadian
universities.
MICROSCOPE
only 73 issues of The Varsity, in- The girl cheerleaders are on a
Bausch & Lomb, Standard
stead of the 88 issues of 1955-56. ,one-year trial. IE the plan is suc- Medical,
New;Triple Case,
Abbe Concessful, they will stay. They will
denser,
Occular
The number cf Varsity pages has
Mechanical
Stage. Lenses,
and their uniforms apbeen cut by 20%. Printing costs be selected
Competitively Priced.
proved by Dr.andM. Chairman
V. Roscoe, ofDean
have risen 10% : the SAC budget of Women
the Call HU. 9-3890 or WA. 2-8901.
decrease accounts for the .rest,
As was pointed out at the SAC's
final meeting last year, the SAC
MEN CHAMPIONSHIP
- TENNIS - TOURNAMENT
MEN
constitution requires that 100 isUNIVERSITY
All uncUrgraduate
students
are
eligible.
Tourn?.ment
starts
*uses of The Varsity be publishat Toronto LawnOFFICE.
Tennis
Club. HOUSE.
ENTER Tuesday.
NOW AT Oet.
THE 2 INTRAMURAL
HART
1 H annually. By tacit consent of
KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Spadlnn a; 1 1 u 1 si.
Minister;
M.A Rev.
, B.D..William
Ph.D. Fitch
SUNDAY
Mornlui; Worship, 11 a.m.
Even'.ni; Worship. 1 p.m.
STUDENT FELLOWSHIP 8:30 p.m.
The
mlolsteiyouanrito worship
congregation
uswarmly
whileiniite
re-ideut in the cltv with

Glahisnce
At A
future fiancee. Vice >P resident,
would shortly be erected (in Haas for sistance
her throughout
good work
and "asthe year.
March).
— spent seven and a half hours
—amended the constitution.
—awarded Torontonensis pins talking and eating.
— wondered if the Music ComColling.
to Robin
Lean, and Al
Tough. William Mcmittee Chairman should come
—defeated a motion to organize the Faculty o£ Music.
athem
Hospitality
12 blazers.Committee and buy —looked sad at the report the
Committee had turned
— were happy to learn that Senate
Varsity Stadium was getting a down a request for longer Lib
$125,000 lighting system and the rary hours.
—listened grimly to report;
C. R. U.'s expensive tarpaulin.
—applauded
nd- from the Publications, Studei,
ations
of the the
Eloodrecomme
Campaign
Service. Music. UTDU, Bulletin
Committee.
Board, AVR. EAC, Finance, Blue
— had a Hart House supper.
and White, Hospitality, Athletics
— heard Pres. Shoemaker praise and
Finance Committees, the
Varsity Editor and The President
MAKE YOUR MONEY
S-T-R-E-T-C-H
Buy This Year's Texts At The
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
MAKE MORE MONEY BY BRINGING IN YOUR
LAST YEAR'S TEXTS
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
119 ST. GEORGE ST.

TORONTONENSIS
A limited number of copies of Torontonensis
1956 are available for sale at the Students' Administrative Council office. $4.50.
act

now::

INTERNATIONAL
CHURCH
STUDENTS' ORGANIZATION
DANCE
Orchestra
Informal
No dates required
Members 50e
Non-members 75c

SERVICE
SUNDAY,

SEPTEMBER,
11.00 a.ra.

30

The Great Hall, Hart House
HART

HOUSE

STUDENT

THEATRE

The Rev. W. Norman Pittenge
:nger
'Education and the Faith

SUBSCRIPTIONS

$2.50 FOR THE FOUR PRODUCTIONS
Hurt House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $2.50 for the four
productions. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and performance
eveninpfs for- the entire season. Two subscriptions only on each A.T.L. card.
1956-57 SEASON
DARK OF THE MOON by Howard Richardson and
William Bernev
Saturday, October 27th to Saturday, November 3rd
SCHOOL FOR WIVES adapted from Moliere bv Miles Malleson
Saturday, December 1st to Saturday, December 8th
THE INNOCENTS by William Archibald
Saturday, January. 26th to Saturday, February 2nd
THE TEMPEST by William Shakespeare
Saturday, March 2nd to Saturday, March 9th
A Student Subscription was offered last season for the first time and over
40'' of the total seats were sold before opening.
• AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND BOOK EARLY •
Box Office Now Open 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. — WA. 3-524 1
Coupons available from your Faculty Representative, Engineering Stores, and the S.A.C.

/

HART

HOUSE

GLEE CLUB AUDITIONS
WednesdayNmd
Thursday
of nextmembers
week atof 5thep.m.
Music
Room.
All music
freshmen
and other
Housein the
interested
inARTchoral
are
urged
to
attend
these
auditions.
CLASS
Organization meeting 7.30 p.m. in the Art Gallery October 9th.
Mr.
Aba
Bayefsky,
Toronto
will ofdirect
these isclasses.
materials
supolied.
Fee forartist,
a series
18 classes
$4. All
RECORD are
ROOM
INSTRUCTION
To-night
5.15 p.m.Room,
in the Record Room.members
Mr. Johnon Lane,
ator of theat Record
the useCurthe ma.chine.
Once memberswillhaveinstruct
received this instruction,
theyof
may use the room any time from 8 a.m. until 11.30 p.m. daily,
seven
a week.
ARBORdaysROOM
Changeas ofco-educational
times: open ascoffee
men'sshoplunch3 — room
11.30 a.m. — 3 p.m.:
open
11 p.m.
Saturday
on home game days — 12 noon — 8 p.m.; co-educ3.tional.
CALEDON HILLS FARM
This
week-end
the International
will visit
the farm.
Individual
members of Students
the House,Organization
however, may
still
visit thePersons
farm, wishing
anytime.
*
to organize dinners or receptions at
H?.rt Housje should contact Mr. P. McClory at WA.
2-2716. This information was left out of the Students
Handbook.

See Page 7

Tivo shots of final play of Saturday's game
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SAC Veep Asks:
Where

with K. W.

Do

Girls Co?

Dutchm

en

NFCUS

Wan
ts
Simp
lifi
edthe
among Canadian
universities;
Understanding
and representation should be the basic aims of provision of national representany nation federation, a regional
ation abroad" as the most important objectives of the federation.
conference of NFCUS delegates
The points named in the recom
agreed here Saturday.
Seven Ontario universities sent mendation are a parallel to the
representatives to the Hart House opening paragraphs of the premeeting.
amble to the NFCUS constitution
The conference was arranged to The conference program, which
allow Ontario delegates to strike was drawn up by Toronto dea common
note inbefore
the nationlegattralized,
es, is described
as "decenal convention
Montreal
next
simplified and
re-em
phasised."
policy
for
NFCUS.
week.
The Ontario universities drew Ontario president Gary Keyes
(I Osgoode) said the conference
up a recommendation
be for- would
be invaluable to delegates
warded to the nationalto meeting.
because
frequently people go to
The
recommendation
named
"thfe
promotion of better understand- national meetings "uninformed
ing among Canadian students, the
misinformed."
promotion of a greater degree of and"Saturday's
caucus was not intended as a silent assailment to
co-operation and correlation

Meeting
-up
getSet
Toronto back
into NFCUS.
Keyes said. "It was to bring members of this region
together before
the"Wenational
don't conference.
want to bury NFCUS
and the caucus is ... a suitable
reason
getting Gord
to work."
SAC forpesident
Forstner
said Toronto backed the Ontario
proposals 100 per cent.
Forstner called the caucus "en-

Construction
of a new toWomen's
Walk was supposed
start thisBuilding
summer.on NoPhilosopher's
work has
come yet. SAC Vice-President Flo Middleton writes of the
problems facing women on campus interested in sports.
What has happened to the Wo- the UTS pool. If the University
men's Building? If you ask me I authorities can provide the boys
would say it looks as though it afl UTS with a swimming pool
has been buried, lost and for- and a gymnasium there is no reacouraging."
got en in the cellars of Simcoe
son why the girls of this UniverHart House Orchestra
sity should be forced off campus
Hall. It is indeed pleasant to
think that it is now 1956 and that and be given so little considerStarts
Year In Black
ation. Should the women of this
a Women's Building was promised
Hart
House
Orchestra Associatto us in 1925. How is that for pro- University be given less thought
than several hundred little high
gress?
es
will
open
this from
year'slast series
with a $536 surplus
year.
While it is fine to say that the school boys?
HHOA,
threatened
with bankThe
lack
of
facilities
for
women
Women's Building has top priority with the Building Committee, is most glaring in the School of
ruptcycracked
when the
Day SunAlliance
downLord's
on their
we cannot help feeling sorry for Physical and Health Education, Symposium
on Agenda
day evening concerts last year,
the other faculties and schools For the PHE gals, it is 'a run to
needs 600 members to balance its
that desire new accommodation. Yonge Street to the Eaton's Girls'
books
this year and give five conOf
Annual
Conference
Club
to
find
a
gym.
In
such
a
At this rate of speed, Toronto's
certs.
facilities will still be the same state, how can we expect con- A student symposium will be
unity
and
understanding
of
Can"So far, we have avoided persetinuity in the staff when every held for the first time this year
the day my great grand daughter
adian
problems
by Canadian
studthe national Canadian student
registers. Unless some construc- .other University on the continent atfederation
cutioChairman
n by the Lord's Chris
Day Al'iance.
ents,"
vice-president
Garry
Keyes
HHOA
Wilson,
conference.
of
McMaster
University
said.
tive plans are forthcoming within can provide decent working conStudents from four Canadian Saturday's regional NFCUS cau- (II SMC) said last night. "Studthe next month, this can be taken
cus in Hart House endorsed the
The sod for the proposed Wo- universities will be invited to a
only as a breach of faith.
ents have been slow to renew
! In the meantime, the women of di lions'*men's Building was to be turned symposium on "The Role of ference.
symposium idea for future con- membership," he said.
this University must play sports this summer. As anyone can see French
in Canada's Panel members will be Mason Donations and special gi ts carand enter into activities in con- grass is still intact behind Fal- Futuref" Canada
atof Canadian
the (National
{Federried the associates through to a
University
ditions that no child attending
conerso.HallButand Wewillcanno still
doubtask—re- Studentsation conference
of Canadian Studmain
in Montreal Wade,ies atdirector
public school would. Freshics
Rochester University, Dr. profit last year.
happened to the Wo- October 11.
coming from the high schools this What has
men's Building?
'"This is a way of promoting A. R. Lower, Queens' University, A meeting of the Association
year (as in other years) must have
and
Arthur Maheux of will be held at 5.10 this afternoon
been impressed with a swimming
Laval L'Abbe
University.
in the Music Room of Hart House.
pool the size of a foot bath and a
gymnasium the size of the average
Students will be represented Any students wishing to help by
living room. While this is a un- Books
from
McGill,
Montreal.
Sir
George
selling memberships or joii.ing the
Deflating?
iversity with an enrolment of over
10,000 the average city or district Perennial solution-to the pro- the Student's Administrative Williams and Laval Universities. executive are invitedhigh with 500 pupils has a re- blem of high priced text "books Council.
gulation swimming pool and at is the SAC sponsored book ex- Hours of operation are © to 5
change, operating for the eighth
least one excellent gym floor.
year under the direction of Fred daily at 119 St. George St. beWhere is the logic?
hind the C.O.T.C. Drill Hall. The AVR
Has Everything
In order to maintain our inter- Pamenter. Pamenter, fourth year
faculty competitions, we are forc- Commerce and Finance student is exchange is open only at the beed to use the OCE gym as well as appointed by and is responsible to
gin ing of the first terra. Students
interested in securing books for But Show or Producer
second term are advised to do so
now.
x
two years.
Morein than
150 stuDelay Revue
threatensweek.
the All-Vardents will work
the show,
The
Director
Texts :are marked for sale at Curt sity
Reis isthis
still searching
for Students' Administrative Council,
sponsors
of
the
AVR,
will
three-fourths their original price. a producer for the show.
forced to pick up any deficit.
Ten per cent of the selling price Appointment of production be The
AVR
moves
into
Hart
staff
for
the
show
began
six
returns to SAC to pay operating
months ago. Final appointments House Theatre in early Feb.uuiy.
expenses. The organization is non- must
be made within three days
if the show is to proceed on
profit and SAC's
Committee
receivesStudent
any Service
operat schedule. Reis has filled most Trinity Voting
positions, but the top job is still
ingRoughly
surplus.four thousand persons vacant.
a BroadwayTuesday
musi- For SAC Rep.
patronize the exchange annually. Thecal, Revue,
announced
will be held today for
Response this year has been better night. Ifwillabeproducer
is not found, ElectionsStudents'
than was anticipated.
AdministraCurrently there is $ire need of female producer Liz Hoyles will Trinity's
tive Council representative.
engineering, (dental, first year have to assume a double bur- Two men have been nominated
French. psychology and den.Before 1953. when the AVR Trinity.
for theandpost.
Lister
Bill They
Barnes,arebothBruce
III
philosophy texts (particularly
folded, it This
was Isa the
song-and-skit
collection.
first
year
Marcus phy').Long's
'Spirit
of
PhilosoMen
of
Trinity
college may
Texts for resale will bring musical comedy has been atvote today from 10 a.m. to
sizeabloj profits
studentshaving
pre- tempted.
senting them. toAnyone
The show will equal or better 3 The
p.m. in the Porter's
Lodge.open
was left
texts
is
encouraged
to
contact
Initiations . .
in size the University College- when repposition
See Page 2 authorized SAC respresentatives. St.
Bob Langlois resigned.
Michael's musicals of the past
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Clean -Up Initiations
TODAY
Coming-Up
1 0 — H.H.O.A. — Meeting for Blacken Freshmen
5:10 — L.O.C.K. — Open Meeting 1:00 - S.C.M.TUESDAY
— Bible Study —
interested- Music
in working
the
Associates
Room,forHart
and Elections — Clover Hill, S. Dr Ellen Flesseman, "Forgive- all
Constructive initiation is fast Frosh will be forced to go in" — Chaplain's Office, Hart House.
M.C.
becoming the trend. Clean-up cognito.
Camp will be subject
worm ties, skits and Boulton
1,00 — West Indian Students As- campaigns,
a Vie invasion on Monday for
sociation — Public Meeting — dances are all featured in this toa general
bly.
face-lifting. Tuesday ig
Hon. Grantley Adams, C.M.G., year's plans.
designated as courtesy day, WedPremier Barbados House Assem- At Trinity old clothes and clean
nesday i'sthe Broom Ball Game
rags are being used, and Dentistry for sports inclined co-eds. and Friday the traditional and disastrous]
Physicial Education — Women
Bob Apple Battle.
SWIM AND I'OSTURE TESTS
UjC. Frosh are unpersecuted.
Keport to Swimming Pool before October 5 — HouseThey will be entertained by
Brother! Do We Need Books
hold Science Building, 153 Bloor St. W.
lunches, dances and a Soph-Frosh,
Banquet. are
At St.
first tasks
year
Hours for Tests —
students
beingMike's,
assigned
- Your last year texts are $m.oney$ in your pocket.
and are presenting skits for the
Daily (except Saturday) — 11:00 to 1:00
Bring them in and at the same time
Tuesday
4:00 to 6:00
Wednesday
2:00 to 3:00
Nursing
initiation involved reupper
classmen.
Buy this year's texts at lowest prices anywhere,
conditioning the University SetThursday'
4:00 to 6:00
tlement, and17th.
a get-acquainted;
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
dance October
University of Toronto
ORCHESTRA
AND
CHORUS
FIRST REHEARSAL — al Royal Conservatory of Music
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 2
ORCH. — 7:30 n.m. — Recital Hall
CHORUS — 8 00 p.m. — Rnnm 62
Application Forms at SAC Office
Sponsored by The Students' Administrative Council
These are your official CAMPUS-WIDE musical organizations

119 St. George, just south of Bloor.
W.I.

Symphony

ATTENTION
BANDSMEN
More players for all instruments are required
for The Varsity Band.
Application forms at the Students' Administrative
Council office. Auditions each day this week between 5
and 6 p.m. at 119 St. George.

Premier

Speaks Tonight
The Premier of the Barbados is
visitor to the first meeting this
year ents'
of Association.
the West Indian StudGrantley Adams, leader of tha
Labor Party and Premier of Bar- .
bados since 1951, has been concerned in the struggle to federate
the West Indies and will speak;
onMeeting
the question.
is at 8.30 tonight in
Convocation Hall, Trinity College.

ATTENTION !
I

'S" TOGGERY
COLLEGE
TON
A
E
(

TORONTONENSIS
A limited number of copies of Torontonensis
1956 are available for sale at the Students' Administrative Council office. $4.50.
ACT

Varsity Cheerleaders
WANTED
Men & Women

NOW!!

The Queens Annual Football Dance
will again be held at the
ROYAL YORK HOTEL
i
beginning at 9 p.m.,

VARSITY STADIUM
Shorts or Gymn Uniforms
EVERY PLACE ON THE
SQUAD IS OPEN.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th
Music by Mart Kenney in the Concert Hall and Ellis
McLintock in the Ball Room.
Tickets are available, at $3.50 a couple, at the
Dance or Queens University Alumni Assoc., Toronto
Branch, 425 Bayview Ave., attention Miss Joan Abbey.
- GORDON
SINCLAIR

The "In 'n' Outer"

"Sportrite" Reversible Skirt
Whirling yards of fine wool . . . woven in dashing
plaids ami pleats.
tartans . . . released from stitched ovci°the-hips
Neat trick . . . it's completely
reversible, with different
colour emphasis on each
side . . . seams hidden, a 2 in 1 zipper. Plaids
Avocado and Red Apple. Tartans in Dress BlackIn
Watch and McDavid. Sizes 7 to 17;
waist fittings 24" to 32". Each
$25 00
UN. 1-5111
COLLEGE TOGGERY — EATON'S Main Store-Fourth Floor

TICKETS LIMITED
On Sale at S.A.C. Bldg.

2nd WEEK
A SMASH
HIT'
THE NEW PLAY SOCIETY INC.
PRESENTS

byThe
MAVOR MOORE Optimist
A Gay Musical Satire
based on Voltaire's CAN Dl DE
EGLINTON AT
AVENUE THEATRE
AVENUE ROAD
Eves. 8.30 (Sat, 9 p.m.): $3. 2.50, 2, 1.25. Sat. Mat. 6 p.m.: 2.50, 2,
MO. 52'55 & MO. 7742. Box office open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
&1.50.nil 75c.
Agencies.

Blue and While Sociely Presents lis First
FOOTBALL
DANCE
Queens vs. Varsity
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6th, at HART
riVE BANDS
FROM 9. p.m.

HOUSE

EXPORT
CANADA'S
FINEST
CIGARETTE

$2.00 PER COUPLE
DRESS - Informal
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Rock'em,

Sock'em
Music

By HOWIE MANDELL
Varsity Staff Rock and Roller
"Gee, wasn't it the greatest?"
■gasped a representative of young
Canada Saturday night as I left
Maple Leaf Gardens after an orgy
in Rock 'n Roll. "Yeah" breathed
her gasping confrere, 'it sure was
cool and crazy."
Perhaps that short repartee best
typified the 16,000 movers and
groovers, who shook, rattled, rolled
and did just about everything else
to the frantic bellowing of the
guest artists. Most of the exhibition
took place in the stands — not on
the stage.
First half of the show was fairly
calm. Naturally, there was the
usual shouting and clapping and
shrieking by the tight-sweatered 14
year old pretties who just couldn't
control themselves when the bass
in some of the quartets moaned
"Oh babe," but the action was
fairly well confined.
As a matter of fact, the crowd
was so well behaved, that when
The Hound-dog, a goateed rock
and roll disc jockey from Buffalo
made his appearance, he said, "I
want to thank all you for turning
out. I think it's real crazy."
"Hurrah" blurted the crowd.
"Thanks for behaving." "Boo!"

Shocks'em

AwardOntaritImperial
graduates have been awarded the
annual Imperial Oil University
Scholarships. This year eleven
such scholarships were granted
They are always given to children and wards of employees,
pensioned and dead employees,
and include a direct grant of $500
to the University involved.
Eleanor A. Cobledick of Leaside High School and Mary E.
Trotter of Sarnia Collegiate Institute and Technical School are
both entering the University of
Toronto and will study Socialill
and
Philosophical
Medicine
respectively.Studies andEleanor L. Griffin of Ayli

to rships
take biology
Oil McMaster
Schola
and chemistry, and John C. Warkentin. also from Sarnia. will lake
mathematics and 'physics and,
later engineering at Toronto.
Teachers Needed
Ontario Department of Education has started a full-seato
drive to attract high-school and
university students into teaching.
More than 50.000 pamphlets explaining the virtues of teaching
will be sent to Grade XII and
XIII students. Annual demand for
1.000 teachers exceeds by mure
700.
lhan 300 present output of 600 to

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - MEN!
QUESTION — ANSWER PERIODS
Tuesday, October 2nd — Thursday, October 4th
1.00 p.m. in the Fencing Room
Staff members will explain the general programme of Athletics
and Physical Education, the activities and various methods of
securing credits. A question — answer session will follow.
Teen-age Rockers All Go Crazy
Female teenage coolers led their watched the groups; they all
seemed to be booing our men in
male counterparts on, turning the blue.
arena into a rock and roll dance
hall.
That's when the Platters took
Once again the police went to the hint and stopped singing, while
work, with a little more trouble the master of ceremonies began to
than before.
beg the youths to behave. A hefty
Energetic hoppers took exception round of boos.
to the action of Toronto's finest With the appearance of Bill
and showed their anger by swing- Haley and his Comets, ushers and
officials saw the writing on the
ing their fists.
One youth was escorted from the wall and let the teenagers jump,
gardens by five policemen. While dance and clap themselves into
this action was taking place the submission.
Platters kept up their plaintive And another evening of good,
melody. No one in the Gardens clean, teenage fun was rocked to
an end.
«»
President
Smith's
New Address
President Sidney Smith has
moved from his home on Queens
Park Crescent to Rosedale.
Shortage of space on the campus
made the move necessary at the
end of ments
August.
Arts departmoved to Two
his former
home
at the northern end of the camThe two departments are Art
and Archeology and East Asiatic
Studies
pus, which were respectively
at 5 Wilcox and split between the
Museum and University College. >
President Smith now lives at
Hyland Crescent.

They
cried the Think
adolescents. Haley's One Fine Daisy
After that stirring speech, order
was a thing of the .past. Matters
Student Christian Movement
became progressively worse.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT BIBLE STUDY
First sign of real trouble came
when Clyde MacFater started to "MAN AND WOMAN RELATIONSHIPS IN SOCIETY"
slip and slide to the familiar
Speaker — Dr. .Ellen Flesseman (Netherlands)
Place — United Church Training School,
strains of his hit recording, "Money
77 Charles St. W.
Honey." Whenever MacFater cried
Date — Wednesday, October 3rd at 5 p.m.
"money honey." the crowd yelled
back. His tenure on stage reached
a climax when he moaned "Fever."
The nervous
cats just
restrain
themselves,
they couldn't
flipped
their wigs and "began a slippin'
Toronto's Dance Hall of Distinction
and a slidin' to the haunting melody.
The lights showed hordes of busy
MASONIC
BALLROOM
policemen at work breaking up
throngs of nervously dancing and
Bloor) WA. 1-9701
(Above
ST.
YONGE
888
jumping youngsters. The cats finally cooled down when MacFater
PUBLIC DANCING
left the stage.
EVERY WED., FRI. and SAT.
But the lull didn't last long.
The Platters, one of the show's
DOUG KEMP and his orchestra
headliners, broke into "Tweedle
Dee Dee." Complete pandemonium!
Hi
i

DAYS
SALAD
Off For Performances
One-Third
—
Discount
Student
Special
8.30 p.m.
p.m. — Mondays At
On Saturdays At 5.30
TWO TICKETS ONLY ON EACH A. T. L. CARD
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Main Box-Office Now Open From 10 a.rv

CLASSIFIED ADS
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Notes. Essays, Theses, etc, ac- Time — $3.25 a year. Life —
curately typed at home. Ex- $4.25 a year. Sports Illustrated perienced, reasonable- Mrs. Rob- $4.00. Write student periodical
son, HU 1—0260. North Toronto. 6-7920.
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM.
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
ROOM 1409
i DISCOUNT
All types of manuscripts. Theses, SI0.40!! 60'Worth
152 issues)!• ol:
and secretarial work. Formerly
Time
—
S3.25;
Life
$4.25; Sportsat 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4— Illustrated — S400. —Students
order _
5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
immediately;
pay
later.
Adnms
ROOMS FOR RENT
Agency.
only. WA. 2-1233, 7;30 — 9.00
2 Twin- bed rooms and electri- p.m.
cally equipped kitchen for four
gentlemen students. Study and
FOR SALE
parking facilities, privacy. $8.00 A few BOOKS
rare
books
of interesi
a week.
Phone
WA.
2—4657.
bestudents
for
sale.
Write
Box 33.U:
fore noon,
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phone Wa. 2-2727 evenings.
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most
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$13.00
'week.
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ny Andrew. WA. 2-1790, evenings.
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This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you with
its exquisite new high-fashion flat look! Very
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finished,
shrink-resistant, mothproof— sizes 34-40 in
many, many styles, many, many vibrant new
Fall colours! At good shops everywhere.
$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95
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a gleam

in the

year, intellectuals
in some of this
roomsl;ast
where
plot university's
the downfallbasement
of Joe
Colleges and engineers, there was talk of a campuswide literary magazine.
No specific scheme was set forth, though several possibilities were suggested. The magazine could
either'replace or supplement the four arts' college literary publications — or better still, supplant one issue
of each of them.
The editorial board would be comprised of editors from each of the Strand, Undergrad, Review and
Gryphon, with representatives from professional faculties having no publications of their own.
Costs could be met by selling the magazine —
off campus as well as to students — with contributions from the colleges and, if it could not be avoided, by selling advertising.
Our endorsement of such a proposal is not intended as a sneer at the college publications. They
fulfill 'a specific need by making a public medium
available to all students — not just the really talented.
But in every college and in many of the faculties
there are nuclei of gifted writers whose work stands
out over the general run of self-conscious undergraduate drivel. These writers deserve a medium of their
own.
In Canada, thus far, there is none for them. Very
shortly, if advance publicity is lived, up to, an ambitious group will bring to the public the first issue of
The Tamarack Review — aimed at being a Canadian
intellectual magazine. We wish them luck: but it is
evident that there will be little room in their undertaking for the work of even the most talented and
promising
undergraduate'.
But between
the extremes of college magazine
and high-brow periodical, there should be a University of Toronto publication carrying the best writing
of our undergraduates.
We deplore putting so radical an idea through the
torturous
Council. machinery of our Student's Administrative
Perhaps the college editors, or some of the other
people who have talked about publishing a university magazine could get together on their own. Perhaps they have already.
We hope so.
and

a shrug

of

the shoulders
Last weekend, a number of People Who Do
Things gathered in Hart House to discuss Ontario's
point of view for the National Confederation of Canaweek. Students' annual conference in MontrealdiannextUniversity
A Toronto plan for simplification of NFCUS machinery was presented, discussed and generally approved. InMontreal, this plan will be presented by
one of the Ontario delegations. In fact, however,
they are your proposals, for the persons who wrote
>hem represent you.
Today, and later in the week, The Varsity will
publish the reasoning behind them, and the proposals themselves, in as short and interesting a form as
possible.
It would help if you found out what they were.
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• Should

Is It?
It Be ? . .

NFCUS
• Or Shouldn't It?
Here we go again! NFCUS is in the news this week. Saturday
morning, Ontario delegates met w Toronto to decide onto- common
program. Next week, their ideas, among others, will be presented to
the Twentieth annual National conference in Montreal. Below, Vdr-:'.
sity managing editor Michael Cassidy briefly outlines the organization's history, pointing out a few of its accomplishments count
andservice,
plans.
which was set up
Every
year
in
October
and
in
the
federation
now,
of
Canada's
in
a
few
centres
last year. It
March a handful of University of 66,000 students.
sponsors
cultural
contests in
Toronto students headline their
The organization was -founded ■ also
short
stories,
art
and
photography
debate about
the National
Fed- and
in Ontario
and Quebec
in' 1927,
soon spread
throughCanada.
eration of Canadian
University
to act as students'
to the war, it limped along, and hasin tried
Students — why to stay in or get Up
Ottawa. president of the
The national
then died out until 1948. Before lobby
out, what advantages it offers, the
war, NFCUS pressure helped
whether it should try to give
was ' a student each
the campaign to lower railway federation
year
to20 1952.
FeesProjects
per student
students cash, benefits or ideals. - fares
were
cents.
were
for
students
living
away
More important for freshmen
and the 95 per cent of returning from college.
delegated to local campus comThe original 1927 purposes were
students who pay 50 cents each
mit e s by mandate, by the national conference in October.
year for the federation is: what "to promote ... a better underThat
year,
the national office
standing
among
all
Canadian
stuis it? (This year, Toronto's 50
dents, a -greater
degree among
of co- was set up at Carleton College in
cents
per Affairs
student Fund,
is goingin tothea
operation and correlation
National
"administrative
all Canadian Universities — for Ottawa. Since,
Students'
Council
include national ofwill be used
for budget,
seminarswhich
and effective promotion of students' costs."ficewhich
expense,
national
national conferences
if Toronto interests and to provide a means and grants to NFCUSconference
regions,
fold).
;
doesn't go back to the NFCUS of developing
tionships withinternational
student groupsrela-in have soared
twe n 80 and and
90 perstayed
cent atof ^bethe
The federation is a union of
The memberSincecountries."
the war the federation federation's
ship of thebudget.
federation,
and its
colleges and universities from other
has tried to add, cash benefits to
Newfoundland
Alberta.'
fluctuatedcolleges
unpredictrange
in size tofrom
McGill'Theyto these ideals. These include low- budget,ably ashas
individual
have
Waterloo College in Kitchener. cost life-insurance, slated for this quit and
re-entered
the
federaThere are about 30,000 students year, and a national student distion, s ■ - ' >
Gerry Helleiner, national affairs chairman of Toro?ito's Students'
Administrative Council, and a member of our delegation to- the
national NFCUS conference next week in Montr ea\,^outlines a few
of the arguments for and against the Existence of slich d federation.
For
The National Federation of Canadian University Students was created by the individual student councils of Canada to meet an urgent need.
It is n(?t, as some of its opponents today imply,
an alien organization against which the SAC
and other student councils must fight. The existence of a national federation is still justified
by the original purposes;
(1) A national federation is essential in order
that the vast number of Canadian students
may be represented. Such an organization is
the only one capable of representing Canadian
students'
interests
governmentCanadian
and is
the
only one
capableto ofthe appointing
delegates
to international
student conferences.
(2) A national federation promotes a better
understanding among Canadian students by
enabling student leaders to come together
and
discuss common problems at a national
conference.
(3) A national federation, through its central
office achieves cooperation among all Canauniversitieswhich
in anymayand'arise.
all matters of
studentdian concern
A national
federation,wethen,
NFCUS
the federation
want?is desirable. Is
NFCUS provides all the advantages of a
federation
has tried
more.
Amonglistedits above
added and
activities
are: to provide
1 1 ) Canadian
procuring students
of very low life insurance rates
for
(2) running of a student discount service on
all manner of goods and services. (Admittedly,
this plan was not always successful, but the
point is, the plan evolved from a discussion
among student leaders of common problems.)
(3) sponsorship
of cultural activities through
national
art contests,
changes
(4) sponsorship of interregional students ex15)
sponsorship of regional and intenegional
seminars
(6j sponsorship of a national blood campaign
—the Corpuscle Cup competition.
(7) operation
dian students. of a Travel Service for CanaNFCUS has long experience in its field and
is constantly improving on its earlier mistakes.
It has a long list of earlier successes, e.g. establishment ofCanadian University Press, establishment of a national debating association,
reduction of railway fare for students, gaining
of $190,000 worth of government scholarships,
etc. What could be achieved by breaking down
the entire structure which we already have in
order to start at the bottom again? There is
room sibleforeffortimprovement
in NFCUS
posshould be devoted
to thisandendallrather
than
in
pulling
down
what
NFCUS
already
has.
NFCUS must stay.
WRITERS
Your opinions are surely at least as important
as those of the editor of this paper. Let's hear
them.
Varsity'sanything
editorialof page
letters The
concerning
generalis open
interestto
totheythemuststudent.
Only
rule
for
printing
be signed, short and legible. is that

. Something
argument
could beof made
Against
the
effect thatof a annational
federation
studentsto
in a country such as Canada is quite impossible
and that those who advocate such a federation
are overidealistic. But granting a certain amount
of idealism and hope it must be agreed that a
national federation of students is desirable.
Is NFCUS the federation we want?
NFCUS has an impressive list of failures and
half-successes:
(1) JNJf'CUS
claimsmembersliip
^to represent
students
whereas
in theCanadian
federation
now
comprises
less
than
naif
of Canada's
student population.
(2) A federation of this sort must benefit
its individual members and in so doing make
them aware of their membership. NFCUS has
constantly failed in this respect. The average
student is either unaware of his membership
or openly resents the fact that he pays a
compulsory fee towards NFCUS.
(3) NFCT'S
chums touniversities.
be promotingThe cooperation among Canadian
federation's
instability
—
its
constantly
entering and
withdrawing
of its lack ofmembers
success inuniversities
this field.— is evidence
(4) the national conference rather than a
meeting ground for discussion of common
student
problems,
is a over
5-day' period ofof adminisconstant
bickeringtrative
andprocedure.
debate
This yearmatters
is the first year
that any attempt
has been
allow been
for
intellectual
discussion
and made
whatto has
allowed is much too little.
Further, the record of NFCUS on its other
activities is decidedly questionable:
11) approximately
75% of theleaving
NFCUSonlybudget
goes
toward administration,
25%
which can be used for the benefit of the
students.
12) there was never sufficient demand for the
life insurance
to justify
its establishment. While thescheme
plan may
be sound,
few will
avail themselves of it and it can only be regisatrednecde oafsNFCUS.
another attempt to justify the ex(3) the cultural contests have been inefficiently agerunofand
cater to only a small percentthe they"
students.
(this
4 ) campus.
the student discount service flopped on
1 5) interregional students exchange is not
feasible forstandards
Toronto arestudents
Toronto's
academic
so muchsincehigher
than
those
in
other
regions.
ship.
(6) the Travel Service can exist and in fact
will exist next year without NFCUS sponsor(7) we have yet to see the interregional seminars.
There has been continued argument over
NFCUS for the past five years, which has been
met witli repeated promises to improve, none
of which have been met. Today NFCUS no longer
represents the majority of Canadian students
, and has become completely unstable with universities dropping out at the slightest provocation. Too much time is spent defending NFCUS
and not
enough
thing of the
idea ofconstructively
a federation. making
NFCUS somemust
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Pedal
Singing in public is an art, not
stunt. Stage dynamics can be
xciting or disconcerting if they
re permitted to disrupt the
msical program as Cossack's
itch-pipe violence
drills do. of1 found
the
leatrical
The Don
Cossack Chorus rather terrifyig jn its percussive moments.
Refinement of musical ut;rance at all levels of pitch and
ower is not an attainment of
lis group. It is also guilty of
>oig tomuch
in -attemptmake variation
all the music
on the
rogram their music. One con■quence of this stylistic rigor
■as the 1 u d i c ro u s effect
chieved by the undue emphasis
iven the tenor arpeggios in
wiizetti's
Ave Maria.
apears
characteristic
of theIt Rusian male chorus to emphasize
'nors and basso-profundos, re-

Notes
legating
role. baritones to a negligible
Although the tenor voices in
this chorus tend to be strident,
as they endeavour to comperrsate for the absence of sopranos,
there are fine voices in the
chorus. It was an unusual experience to hear N. Reva, basso
profundo, drop to pedal notes.
Not all their solos were conceived as if the human wind instrument were a trumpet or a
keyed trombone. W. Laschewitsch gave a pleasing lyric
treatment of the elegaic Those
Evening Bells.
His emission revealed more
warmth and virtuosity than did
The dramatic
tenor's. like
The that
latter'sof
voice
is shockingly
Jan Peerce. The Don Cossack
Chorus must be described as excel ent — of its kind.
Don Reybum

Glee Club
* The Hart House Glee Club,
across
been in' lauded
■which
the Rochester
and even,
Canada has,
"and Buffalo newspapers as one of
outstand
country'
the
ing male
for
auditions
wills hold
choruses,
new members on Wednesday and
Thursday ofthis week at 5 o'clock
Music Room (Hart House,
in thefloor).
2nd
Ward McAdam, the niuchpraised Director of the Glee Club
has given us a brief outline of the
1956-57 schedule, which begins
with the Caledon Week-end
Party in October and will include
the CBC Trans-Canada Broadcast
"February.
in December and a TV concert
performance Trans-Canada in
Mr. McAdam says that there
will be room for at least 40 new
men, that all members of Hart
HouseFreshmen
are invited to beaudition'
and
that
especially
welcome. The willability
to read
music is not essential.
Old Members will have their
audition Tuesday, at 7.15 p.m. in
the Music Room.

Jikk

Troup Concert
Malcolm Troup, 24-year-old
Canadian pianist, will perform Thursday in the Eaton
Macbeth i Coral Browne) persuade
Auditorium,
This will be the Tonight at 8.30 Macbe
cbeth King
(Paul ofRodgers)
firm ofat purfourth in a series of thirty-seven
pose
and
knife
his
guest
Duncan,
Scotland.to beTonight
the
concerts scheduled for him Saturday.
Royal Alexandra Theatre and all this week. Matinee Wednesday and
acrosi Canada by the LO.D.E.
The former Toronto Conservatory scholarship pupil, was
persuaded four years ago to forsake his law studies, to go to Since You Went
Away
London to study piano under
Harrison;
English musician Mr. Sidney
Budapest
Quartet
I
hope
Tor
ronto's
interest
in
itdrium.
The
auditorium ta
Wish You Were Here was not beautitul architecturally
but disThe Royal Conservatory offers Golden Age .Singers of London
In London, the young Canindicated by its matinee atleir special events series to of French ' chansons, Italian
curtendance, for there were more
tain is socouraging
slowtheatrically.
that Thescenery
adian, supporting himself on odd
udents for $10.00. and has an Madigrals and Elizabethan bal- jobs, earned
high praise in his auditorium,
people on stage than in the changes had to be done beforetceptional billing this year. The letSj also on this series, will be solo and accompanied
concerts.
the audience. The acoustics also
udapest String Quartet will
He was also widely acclaimed in
lay the complete Beethoven given Nov. 23, 1956.
I felt sorry for this troup from leave much to be desired.
uartet cycle tonight, tomorrow
Rochester, New York — there is In spite of this the show whs
The Budapest Quartet has re- Scandanavia, Germany and Ausid Wednesday evening.
delightful. The leads
corded al the Beethoven Quar- tria.For the past year, he has been , nothing more depressing than thoroughly
sang and acted well, and I was
The Parlow Quartet will folplaying to anit showed
empty house.
Columbia's records. This studying for his Mas te r' s Nevertheless
great
particularly
with the
w early in January with a grouptets onhas
been together for 25 under the famous German pian- spirit and youthful vitality in performance ofpleased
ixed program of Brahms,
John Peck, the*
male lead.
ist
Walter
Geiseking
under
the
years,
and
has
appeared
in
conspite
of
the
obstacle
it
faced.
avel.
The
cert on five continents.
The music is light and spirited,
This obstacle was Eaton Audsponsorship of the I.O.D.E.
uartet('Faure,
Italianoandwill{Mozart,
give proand what the story lacks in
rams of Beethoven. Debussy,
originality the cast make up in
Eozart and Schubert in Febvitality. The plot, in point, is as
iary. A special concert by the
simple as the one back-drop
ODDS
AND
ENDS
they cialused
a sohall — —forthethisfront
is a ofsummer
By
ANNE
CARNWATH
browbeats
at whichJohnston,
the feAnna Cross, an excellent her two barefoot brothers it's not surprising that her fa- camp formaleadults
lead. Laurie
by hagood hardy
vorite pose during her early plays an unhappily engaged girl
film adaption of a watch silently from a corner
This is the first in a series of Russian
married
life
is
leaning
on
the
Chekov, has just of the room clutching a bamboo
in love with a prospecalums designed specifically for short storyits bysixth,
cage of a parlor pet mink, who falls
but probobly
bird cage. Anna is trapped in which
lawyer-working
ou swinging cats of the campus finished
races round and round on John tive
these
environs,
but
no
more
so
not
its
last,
return
visit
to
the
Peck.
They agree waiter,
to keep
'ho take in the sounds at the La Salle. I have never seen a than she is later on in the a minature merry-go-round.
outh Yonge and Queen Street film adaption take such advan11
strictly
platonic
but
inevitably
When
Anna
is
crowned
queen
love
conquers
all
.
.
tale,government
having" married
izz spots.
of the annual royal ball, and
old
officiala 51-yearin order wends
tage
Saturday night BUDDY
her way triumphantly
motifcamera-wise
potential in ofa the
pieceleit-of to escape poverty.
Barry Lipstin
fiction.
through the charity carnival,
■RDCO wound
a week'safter
enAs the young and beautiful what
igement
at theup Towne
does she pass? A huge, Film Society
wife
of
a
fat
beaurocrat
who
Anna
is
the
poor
daughter
of
acking the house for six nights, a drunken musician; the day a likes to play backgammon (or
i 1949 Greco joined Benny lawyer arrives to foreclose the ings, she is also trapped, and gaudy,ningpainted,
wheel-like
The University of Toronto Film
cage ... oh,
yes, andspinaji
oodman as pianist, singer and
the Russian equivalent) even- aquarium
ofearlier
goldfish,
foresha- Society's series of ten programs
rranger, sticking with him until mortgage on the family home,
d
o
w
e
d
i
n
an
conversation
S3.
in the film.
two almost— un-t-o
this year includes
ble film classics
CBLT at noon on Sundays Jour se Leve.obtainashortly
A cool note is that Toronto's
to be withalvin Jackson is one of Greco's
offers Camera Three, a series
drawn for a remake, and Rene
ivorites.
Clair's
Sous
les
Toits
de Paris,
from
the
New
York
State
DeNext week at the Towne the
partment of Education much which is being shown in Canada
nging duo of Jackie and Roy
ke
the
Canadian
Exploring
for
the
first
time
since
its
original
tart a two week stand which
in 1930.
Minds.didLast
week dramatiC'amfra release
as been looked forward to enThree
an
uneven
The
feature
films
have
been
lusiastically by most jazz men
zation of The Ancient Mariner. chosen from five different
round town.
In
this
solo
performance
a
countries
and
range
from
the
Jackie Cain and Roy Krai
grease -streaked
sea- real>m uf The Open City to the
>ined forces professionally
Hamlet
wove bearded
rhythmically
Orphec.
hen Roy was working in
fantasy of Jean Cocteau's
around ropes and masts, perio- Each
includehicago. They played several
selectionwillofalso
shorts,
indically flinging himself down on a variedprogram
Hicerts sponsored by Dave
the deck in agony. The climax
cluding experimental films, Chapiarroway. and in the early
was
reached
when
he
suddenly
lin
comedies
and
UPA
cartoon!::.
tonths of 1948, joined Charlie
turned his back to the audience,
also be special showentura. Jackie and Roy were
rushed to the starboard side, Thereingswill
during Society
the season.
larried in 1949 and since then
The Film
has been one
and shouted hollowly: ALONE,
of the most popular campus orave specialized in modem singALONNnnne.
Apart
from
these
ig with their own groups.
g
a
n
i
s
a
t
i
o
n
s
e
v
e
r
,
since
It was firstto
severe
melodramatic
spasms
organised in 1948. In addition
Meanwhile, up the street at
theItsproduction
hadyesterday.
some merit.
its
regular
showings,
it
provides
successor
The
EVANS'
DOC
ie Colonial,
ixieland
group is holding down
a chance for its members to parreal dramahad scenes
ticipate in a production group.
Merrytic fire.Chase,
ie main stand while downCourtship
from
The Taming of the Shrew, Pride Two
group'smention
productions
lairs there
have ofwonthisspecial
in the
DUtine
going isby athebump'n
name ofgrind
the
and Prejudice, The Way of the Canadian
blockbusters. All in all it sounds
Film Awards,
one the—
W»rld
and
No
Time
For
CoMovie
Manners
—
in
1955,
ke a real explosive time.
medy were performed racily by other in 1950.
A real drag for the members
three comparative newcomers
Showings take place every
f the Plaza Room club is that
toDonthe Harron.
screen and
the volatile
.second Sunday afternoon at the
Harron
played
lis
is
the
last
week
they'll
be
Museum
Theatre, commencing
ble to take in Cal Jackson. For
ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN
envi- October 14. Memberships cost
with
Mirabelle
and
Darcy
months the group takes off to
able
skill
—
just
the
right
be
should
Beethoven
how
demonstrates
A Rock TN Roll artist
and are obtainable
amount of injured pride and four dollars office.
Ihicogo and should do very well played.
Pr«en*in8
the flroup currently
UC rotunda,
When asked
Yah, arrogance came darting atandthetheSACEngineering
•ith some of the swingers the Beethoven
he muttered,
at theofConservatory,
quartet hiscycleopinion
Store.
through his polished delivery.
aej've got in their new book.
they roll all right, but they don't roll OVER."
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STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
FALL CAMP
Place — "Friendly Acres" Nr. Orangeville.
Date — Thanksgiving Weekend, October 6, 7, 8.
Speaker — Dr. Ellen Flesseman (Netherlands).to S.
Registrations must be submitted
CM. Office by 5 p.m., Wednesday, 3rd
October. Enquiries welcomed.
OPENING
TEA
GRADUATE
TODAY
in the lounge
44 HOSKIN AVE.
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
ALL GRAD STUDENTS CORDIALLY INVITED

WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
WOMEN'S meeting
BASKETBALL
Basketball
olat theFalconer
important
willat beI 00an p.m.
There
me
If youfrom
Hall. Reps,
Oct.
Tuesdav.
faculty
each
unabie to come, pk-asc =end an alternate2 representative.
WOMEN'S will"
AKCHERY
Stadium
at Varsity Tuesday,
be held commencing
except Wednesdays
p.m. dallyPractices
1:00 to 2:00Archery
fromIntramural
°C,The
Is atturning
Westernout onto October
and the
Intramural20thpractice
be selected lrommeetthose
Uam v/illintercollegiate
WOMEN'S
FIELD
HOCKEY
All
thos"
Interested
in
playing
Field
Hockey,
come
to
a
meeting
Tuesday
Marlnino October
Farrell S2nd.
M C.5 IIp.m— WAat Falconer
4-2121. Hall. Fcr information call
BASKETBALL.
The Toronto & District Board of Basketball Officials is conducting interpretation meetings in the Hart
House Fencing Room at 7.15 p.m. on Thursdays, October 4th, 11th and 18th. These will be followed by a floor
demonstration and examination. Those interested are
requested to turn out.

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION - MEN
TIME TABLE
FALL TERM — OCTOBER 15 TO DECEMBER 15

WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.
Civil A Physio
•harm
Spet ;a]
Classes
&SwimRect.
Arts
Arts
Pre
Forestry
Special
Art:;-Den: Pre-Med
Classes
Pharm
Arts
Swim
&Reci.Rect.
Arts
Attn
Forestry
Pre
-Dent
Pre-Med
Pre-Med
Metal
Mln. Eng. Arch.Civil B Arts
Mech F Swim
App.
Geol Arts
Eng. Phys.
Arti
App. Geol
Volunteer
Volunteer
Instructors
Instructors
(Fenc. Root
(Pool)
Chem. G.
B
2 Mech.
Elcc.
E
4rta ,
Arts
D Mech
3 Elec.
F Mech.
Elcc. EE Eng. Phys. Arts
t'hem.
Pharm
Arts G. Eng.
Elec. Bus.
D. •
Arts
Eng.
Arts
(. hem. Bus.H.
1:30—6:00
I
1:30—6:01)
Sper. Class
Spec. Class
N-B—
F"ai»lly
Ol
Music
(Degree
in General Music Education onlv)
will
Education withCourses
Arts students.
5:00 t;ike
p.m.—PhyjrlCSJ
Coach
cWrestling,
and Instruction
will FencinR,
be offeredWriter
in the activities nf
Boxing,inming.
Gymnastics.
the
Notice
Boards
in the AthleticPoloWinsand forSwimDeConsult
tailed information.
ENROLMENT
^k^JPJJ'
F0R PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
COMMENCESHARTON
i1,?,^
Yi„0CTAT GET
THE YOUR
KEY
OFFICE, CLASSES
BASEMENT
HOI'
SHOE1stTOTOTE
NfMNtFLOOR,
[ M'iVll R
WHENSt.\OVBE ENROL.
BOXES MAYPHYS.ALSOED.BE ATTI
OBTAINED
SWIMMING CLASSES
neeislintioii
swimming must
classesregister
in limited.
Men wishingSfhto lake In•.iructionnl
classes|D for
between
and 17th
Reporttimetable.
ii entrance
lo thecreditSwimming
Pool with
your October
Admit to Lecture
and
Card
Hours— 10.00
a.m.
to
2.00
p.m.
4.00 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.
GYMNASIUM CLASSES
Report to the Main gymnasium at hours selected from above lime tabic.
VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS
Iiwt™?!«« 8. Claf WS VtmiM for men who wish to qualify as Volunteer
A?hleHc0WinKl I^House information *W* » McCattJ
INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES
Atnieta.
Ming. ILm VuHouse,
Ath|SplH1?<'^LWh»ibf
bePn between
£Uccd l"
1.00—2.00 category
p.m D. see M. G. Griffiths.
flihfPf™?.1
tlj^,'.'s
Time Table
fiths Athletic
Wine. HartIndividual
Housi, between
1.00— difficulties
2.06 pm — see M, G. Grifnrf.I?1^"^^'..
'-<™nural Sports - get list of activities at Kev

M0N.
10 Prc-Uenl
■ Jl Arts
12 Arch
Civil A
Civil ft
Metal
1

TUES.
Pnarm
Arts
Pre -Med

Boy"
Golden
Plans
UC
WeeM
s
Thi
Starts
Casting
The
play
replaces
the
Broad1
Golden
Boy is the story
week for way musical " presented for two young violinist
in a Chicj
a Casting
three-actbegins
play this
sponsored by years
by
UC
Literary
Society
slum.
To
support
his art, he (
University College.
and
Women's
Undergraduate
As1
comes
a
prize-fighter.
the s]
Another musical was he has money to play,In but
Golden Boy, by Clifford Odets, sociation.
vetoed because it would conflict mangled hands prevent him.
goes
to
Hart
House
Theatre
in casting and audience with the Casting is Wednesday to F
Nov. 8, 9 and 10. Curt Reis, AVft's
musical. Plans for a UC day from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2
of February's All-Var- Follies revue were dropped be- 4 and 7:30 to 9:30 in the I
director
sity
Revue,
is
director.
Bill
Tep(Men's
perman, (in UC) is producer. cause no score was written.
Carolresidence
Broadhurstauditorium.
(Meds), Si
dent
Service
Commissioner;
Reesor (Music), Music Commin
A Glance at the S.A.C.
Logan Varey (Wycliff
To guide the handful of students Chairman;
The
Students'
Administrative
All
Revue Chairrn;
Council meets for the first time who will watch the meeting, here is DolphVarsity
Hynia (Forstry), Me
a list of SAC members.
this ingyearstartsWednesday
night.
MeetPresident is Gord Forstner Athletic Commissioner;
at 7 p.m. in Falconer (Meds).
(UO. Jim
Women's
Athlej
Vice-president
Hall, two houses down from the Middleton
Museum.
(Trinity). is Florence Sossin
Commissioner;
Nowski
'Are'
Public Relations
Commission)
Other
representatives
are:
—
George Michie (Knox), Hart Hoi
Stephen Freedhoff (UC), Finance Board
of Stewards; Diana Ha)|
Commissioner; Harry Arthurs
Paris Teacher
High-School
(Lawi, Publications Commissioner; tive
more (Eng.),
Women's Bill
Represei
to
U.T.D.U.;
Wild S
Brian Anderson (SMC). Blue and
Licenciee isesorganizing
Lettres Sorbonne White Chairman; Gerry Helleiner (Dents); Mike Laughton (Eng.:
(Vic), National Affairs Chairman; Representatives have still to
French Conversation Joan-Fidler (Vic), W.U.S. Chair- elected
from O.C.E., Social Wo:
Hours
man; Ann Mogan (SMC), Weekend S.G.S., and
Trinity College.
Private or Grqup — VVA, 1-196f Exchange Chairman.
MIDT0WN BOOK STORE
738 Bathurst St. LE. 4-1689
Featuring Books From the U.S.S.R.
*I.V. fcflchunii— Selected. Essays
•#Essav
L.P. Pavlov—theSelected
Essays 1. 25
52.00Patho
of th.f an.Higher
NervousPhysiology
Activity
• Biological
Tissue Therapy—
Teachings on.10
Stimulations
#£26.
• Human
Anatomy Being
& Physiology
the
(A Schoolof Text
Book)
-60
• Science
Achievements
of
Soviet
Medical
in control oi Malaria .15
•Regimen
in Tuber-.11
colosL: oi & theTreatment
Lungii
•• Tho
Orgin
of The
Cells
.20
The
EVi
and
Sun
,;t5
• Cence:
.2ff
•TheOrigin
of
Lite.
.31.
Life and Works of Pavlov .60;
Timlryazec
Lomonosov .35..50; Mendelevev .35;
We
will
order any Scientific Booksin
oranymagazines
language.fromAsKtho toTJ.S.S.R.
See our
catalottuii
Store lopeny a.m.
Mon„— 0Wed.
&
p.m. p.m.Thurs.
Tues.—
Sat.
ill. j.CI Thurs.
r,Jii. Till 8:30

WHY

esRugerit
Rugg
The University
of Toronto
ger Blues opened their season Satafternoon on the
the opener
back campus.urdayUnfortunately
was
rather an inauspicious one as the
Blues bowed to Scottish I by the
score
14-3. suited a fast open
The ofconditions
game and both teams settled down
to a closely contested first half.
The Blues opened the scoring on a
kick by Jacques after the Scots
had been penalized on their own
25. Shortly before half-time the
Scots'
winger, try,
Lee leaving
went overthe forscorean
unconverted
3-3 at the interval. At this time
the Blues suffered a setback when
their dependable full-back Roger
Hirst
to leave the field with a
brokenhadankle.
With a weakened side, the Blues
lost' ground in the second half and
Ian Nicol picked up a loose ball

PAY

MORE?

Buy your texts at the
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
The Lowest Prices Anywhere
And make some extra cash o.p last year's text,
P.S. We need more books — business is booming — bring them
119 St. George, just south of Bloor.

STUDENT

TICKET

La
enline to go ■
Beat
near
the Varsity
for the score. The kick fa
But the Scottish back division
now beginning to look more i
gerous and it ~ was not long belt
they scored again.
understanding
led toA theVarsity
scoringm0*
averted.
try by The
McKean
which
Kipps
cafchj
final score came whgit
Cobb
went
over
in
the
corner
another unconverted try, leav !f ()
the score at 14-3.
Playing their first season in B
top take
league of Ontario, the
Bit*looo
can
first game.encouragement
When they arefromable:oa,
field their full team, they wil
be an easy squad to beat.

Track Thursday^
fax
Frosh WelcomC
Thursday afternoon marks S&r!
first taste of action for Varsii^H
track and field enthusiasts. W&t
interfaculty
atannual
Varsity
Stadium, Championfhr?
open onlyBjpI
competitors who have not partmB
pated in Senior IntercollegifSa
track, gives freshmen and miffll
mediates
a chancetheto show
tt.-KH
talents before
UnivenCel
Championships next Wednesdaififfl
The sprints promise to Sra
exciting
former
Pa:,™
dale starevents,
GeorgewithRyva,
Skulerio
Angus Brunreau, and U.C's ffifi
Hunter expected to star.
T

SALE

Football
and
Hockey
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 4th. SOUTH DOOR OF VARSITY ARENA
(OPPOSITE MUSEUM)
10:00 a.m. To 5:30 p.m.
COUP.ON BOOKS admitting to the Student Section at Varsity Stadium and
Varsity Arena (combined books) will be sold for $2.50 on Thursday, October
4th, at Varsity Arena (see details below). The coupons admit owner to the
Student Section on a "First Come, Best Seat" basis, the Football Section extending south from Centre Field and the Hockey Section including all the east
side
of the Arena. TICKETS ADMIT OWNERS TO ALL VARSITY
HOME
GAMES.
NOTE: Football books only may be purchased for $2.00. Hockey books only
will be sold
$1.00 afterbooks.
December 1st, so a saving of 50c is effected by
purchasing Ihefor combined
CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE. One book per student will be sold on presentation olAdmit-to-Lecture card with athletic portion attached.
MARRIED
husbands. STUDENTS may purchase an additional book for their wives or
GRADUATE STUDENTS in full time courses may purchase a student ticket
upon presentation
a certificate of enrolment signed by an official of the
School of Graduate ofStudies.
Combined Book, three football and six hockey games — $2.50. Hockey book
will
book. cost $1.00 when sold separately — save 50c by purchasing the combined
STUDENT TICKETS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE

Tsoli
~
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FOOTBALL
Weekend Results
Kitchener 8 Varsity .
McOlH
Al McMoater
Western Future
44 OAC
Games
Saturday
Queen
Varsity
McGill ',i a;at Western
RUGGER
If'

Ross Woods
... TO Man-

,%

STATISTICS
V BLUE-DUTCHLF.
14
Fir&t
Downs
22
Passes
Tried
9 ... Passe
i Completed
3
'Pessed
Intel
Bj
164
Yardu
Passin-:
129 c...YardsFumblei
Rushing
0
0
Fumbles
Lost
£■
Penalties
25
Yard:!
41
Average Penalized
Punt

BLUES

halt's

Crew

Dropping

3/19
204991
32
20472

Tim Reid (91) Drives Off-tackle for a Varsity First Down
Burt Kellock Clears the Way with a Block

DUTCHIES

AMAZE

Plays

Standout

8-7 Exhibition
By JOHN BROOKS

Ball

Thriller

be happy about it afterIt is not very often that a football team can lose a game and
Blues lost an 8-7 exhibition
vards. But such was the case on Saturday afternoon. Varsity
Kittle to Kitchener-Waterloo Dutchmen, but in going down to defeat they won the respect
Queen's Golden
and hisfavourites
Tindall21. point
Frank were
spectators,
)f 4.500
into Xhe game, and
going Gaels.
league-leaders
ORFUincluding
The Senior
a raw and untested VarFor
out.
coming
players
football
of
group
;hey were a stunned
sity team had matched them yard for yard and very nearly point for point.
spirit, it was a great team efscoreboard but victorious in his
For the Blues, losers onouttheabove
part and played it well.
another — each played
Mfe. No one player stood
LINE PROVES GOOD < to end Burt Kellock. Skrzypek
solid at their own goal-line when
93esides proving a great morale
capped the march with a bullet the Dutchmen threatened.
BSer to the Blues and their pass
Woods in the end Offensively, the Blues split their
Hfcng staff, the game proved zone toforRoss
the touchdown. Peter yardage gained fairly evenly
Smething else as well. The Maik converted
B8ty line was a big question 7-0 first-quarter tolead.give Varsity a between passing and running
gains. Quarterbacks Skrzypek,
before the game, but the
Celeri put Kitchener on the
Joynt and Harry Wilson
j^ft wall proved through 60 scoresheet early in the second Larry
only completed nine of the 23
jffifttes of football that it will frame with a 53-yard sipgle.
Sfflits own against the best in The score remained that way they attempted but they were
le Intercollegiate Union this fall, until midway through the third good for 164 yards. Skrzypek
fared- the best of the three, hitting
lonstantly breaking through on
With the Dutchies hold- for seven of 15.
lutchie quarterback Bob Celeri quarter.
the ball on the Varsity 24, Although it was difficult to pick
3 rush him on pass attempts, the Celeriing tossed
a long pass aimed at an individual standout for the
yi3S threw Harvey Johnsons Billy Graham in the end zone. Blues, the 'honor would pretty
L-iple -threat pivotman for a total Dave Creswell, covering Graham well have to go to the Varsity
oss of 62 yards on pass attempts
As well as guiding the
on thefereeplay,
was calledfor byillegal
Re- captain.
uring the game.
Blues' march to pay dirt in the
Fred Sgambati
Despite the continual rushing, interference,
first
quarter,
he led the team well
and
the
call
gave
Celeri managed to complete 19 of
when on the field,
he 31 passes he tried, and the K-W a first down oh the Blues'
JUST
JOTS
tonn of aerials gave Coach Dalt ten. On the next play, a Celeri-toVhite and excellent opportunity down.
Graham pass produced the touch- McGill toped McMaster 47-6 in
other exhibition activity ....
set-up.
his pass defense
o studyperformed
diich
very capably Graham 'converted his score, Tindall and his Tricolor seemed
with the point-after eventually not-too-happy after the game
mder the circumstances.
WOODS SCORES
being the visitor's margin of vic- Norm Williams and Joynt cams
The Blues scored their points on tory- GOAL-LINE STANDS
up
several
....withCeleri
took bruising
exceptiontackles
to s
iolid football and lost the game on
W breaks. They marched 72 Although Varsity played a gooc Sgambati .call on intentional
,-ard; in ten plays for their lone^ all-round game, it was then." de- grounding and did a song-andfense that kept "the score; so close. dance at centre-field .... Woods
najor. Captain Ed Skrzypek startid the march with a 26-yard pass Twice during the game they held limped off the field in the fourth
frame but came back to finish the
Seisel had
game
words and Beamish
near blowsand late in the
contest .... There were three
fumbles, all by the Dutchies
Varsity recovered two, one on the
The heads
kickoff
opening
will
roll this
week....as White
cuts
his squad to the maximum 32,
LINEUPS
' Varsity —Hunter
D. Mclntyre.
Chlsholm.
Polecrone
Rufcell.
Coolnnd Bruchovsky.
Sibthorp.Johnston,
Casey,
Beamish'
Watt. Kellock RiskMiller
Stacey.Martini
Chorosteck!.
Lee.
Nelson Ski-zvuek."
' Wil.son,
Joynt.Beld,
Mclntyre
Pasiiiehak,
Williams.
Hall.B,
Won"
" Woods.
Bethuue,
Bngworth
Tattle. "
Creswell.
Blvi.,
Oomlsh.
Sehmlda,
MttlkT
K-W— Blihop.
Seisel.m. Passmen,
Learn, S
Svveeiie;
Muzyka, MocTnttgart.
Totzke,
,Potter.
Gllmour. Pagnan
O'Haro,
Lourks,
DiniGnihanCo Rogei Jenkins,
' Ellis. Crlezlc, Mc-

Says tKitchener End
"Come To Poppa"
MacTaggar
•Varsity's Norm Williams Foils The Play

On,the
brooksK
MAT

Varsity Blues accomplished a Sports
good deal in Editor
two hours on Saturday
afternoon. They: (1) proved to a great many people that they will
be right in the thick of the fight for the Yates Cup this fall
(2) made three Coaches and one Athletic Director very happy
(3) shotselves awhale
a scareof into
Queen's Golden Gaels (4) played thema ballthegame.
Definite underdogs before the game got underway, the Blues
Were fullwasof Onc-Eytap
surprises.Benny.
About Hethefigured
only our
person
shocked
boys who
mightwasn't
evrn
pull through with a 14-0 will, but then, Benny pretty well lias to
say things like that or his four year stay at our institution
might come to » sudden halt.
Coach Tindall and his Tricolor seemed a bit upset at the outcome.
Running through their minds was. perhaps, the fact that Varsity
had very nearly beaten Kitchener, Kitchener had swamped Balmy
Beach 32-7, and the Beaches had conducted a 25-0 massacre of the
Gaels right up in pen-town.
Tindall himselfTITLE
might SECURE
have had AThis QUEEN'S
own guilty conscience. In
training- camp reports out of Kingston, Tindall seemed to
spend
thatcoming
he would
his teamhis attimethe bemoaning
end of the the
seasonfactjust
up. lose rnosl "1
He skipped prognostications about his success chances this year
for one of two reasons. Either he was extremely confident, or he
didn't want to make his players over-confident. But the headline
on top of the newspaper story tells the tale— "Title Seems Secure
The two other Intercollegiate teams came up with wins
over the weekend. Western trounced a hapless OAC squad
Queen's."
at44-1,
while Harry Sullivan's McGill Redmen walloped baekfie Idless McMaster, 41-6.
League action gets underway on Saturday of this week, with
this time sportvisit to Varsity Stadium, Mustangs
Queen's making another McGill
down
duelling with the
uniforms, and
at J.ingW.theirLittle Stadium in London.
to be an interesting season.
Yes, sir, it's going STANDARDS
SOLID
in action
lightslives
Stadium
new
the
at
peep
first
our
had
We
its
up to last
certainly
system
cized
week and the much-publi
sunk
were
standards
the
$140,000
of
cost
the
At
reports.
publicity
under
s
passageway
the
equipping
in 20 feet of concrete. The cost offor. night games was $,,000 alone.
the stands with sufficient lightpoles
was too short and an addition
crane that installed the
The
had to be made to it before the five-ton skyscrapers could be
dropped into place.
It should be interesting when the Gaels and onetheirof rabid
you inseea repitltiontheoflight
US nextoffweek.
lowers
the,
Bloor Street
down Couldn't
standardsvisittoddling
goal-post episode?
successful, but
togivedo itthis
efforts
are thatthey'll
ChancesQueen's,
try.won't be
a BOX
THEsureQCESTJON
,
knowing
players, coaches
It's always easy to second-guess professional
a whirl. home from
give itRodriguez
so let'sHector
but' it's funtrytoo.to send
and referees,
did Bruno Betzel league
Why
second base
behind was.^by
fe£t
15.
fly
pop
Texas
a
after
thirdthebasefinal Toronto- Rochester battle? (Rodriguez
the
in
Way\^v^n%h8e°sdJne game. d.d.Betze. have pinch-hitter Bill
One would
inning?
eighthhave
on a 8-1 rPitch
taking
WUBon
light
the green
like inBillthewould
a power-hitle
think that
out.
struck
he
Bight,
on 8 pitch like that. What happened?
CresDave
on
ce
interferen
illegal
call
Sgambati
Fied
How could
?
s touchdown
up Kitchener'
that settwenty
the playoccurred
on-incident
Saturday
on
weU
from
away
yards
when'the
SspecTally
the ball. him
catch
to
sideways
he turned
asAnyone
tnpped
Graham
and
.
for scrabble
But such is lire. THEY DOOD
IT AGAIN
SUMMARY
Firs;
Quarter
a word of congrats to
without
by
go
y
opportunit
the
let
Can't
Vanity, convert
touchdown(Mnlkli Woods)
a roaring
2—1— Varsity,
Bums They came through- Aswith
Walt Alston and his
Second
Quarter
yesterday
pennant
NL
the
3— Kitchener,Third
singleQuarter
(Celeri)
lome-.unZish to cop be joy in Flatbush tonight toe old cliche
it. "There'll
(Graham) so aptlv
m case j, ti
touchdown(Graham)
Klfhener. convert
4—5— KIL-hener,
gets going on Wednesday, ami they
big srri.-.
Th - puts
call the
about* It. It's not just because
words
more
hear
Foiirtli
Quartci
No Scoring.
.
occasion
on
"
Dodgers the "Brooks
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3rd. All compotu
SWIMMING TEAM PRACTICES
DAILY welcome.
ht 5.15 p.m.
Wednesday.
imjiiers
Reportstarting
tj Wrestling
Room.Oi

Cathie Breslin Meets:
Dean
When Ian Macdonald .spoke to
the freshmen o£ University College
last Fridayevening on "the colorwhatful sidehe ofwasuniversity
talking life.'1
about.he Inknewhis
phort but vivid career. Mr. Macdonald has added a good deal of
color to whatever campus he happened to grace.
After an eminently successful
career as an undergraduate at
Mr. Macdonald
up"
-oJ.C,Oxford
in 1952 as "went
a Rhodes
scholar. "Oxford is a place
A'hiclt. becau.se it is so different,
you either love or hate. You
Hre either completely caught up
jn its spirit, or miserable because of its nonsense."
Fortunately,
the spirited Mr.
Macdonald soon found himself in
the category of the former. One
of his most valuable contributions to life in Balllol College
was his investigation of the
problem of ingress.
One of the more peculiar i editions of the college dictated
Ehfl] the door should be locked
[every
and thatafter
the
[entrancenightbackat twelve,
to the college
that hour should depend on the ingenuity of the individual student.
The coal chute was always available for this means, but it had
proved to have damaging effects
on evening clothes. The favorite
alternative was a drain-pipe leading to a second-story bedroom
— until a new dean, considering
this a dangerous route, had the
lund-holds sealed over with lead
piping.
Jn view of the gravity of the
jiluation, Mr. Macdonald was appointed the head of a committee of
three Canadians to investigate
v ays and means of access. After
considerable deliberation, the committee presented its recommendations to a meeting in the Junior
Common Room; the lead piping
musl go! A subcommittee of more
aggressive members, headed by an
engineer, was appointed to carry
out the mechanical aspect of the
recommendation, and the situation
■was
to theunder
press.control — until it leaked
It was carried first in a large
article in the London Daily
Express, in which Mr. Macdonald
■was given full credit for his share
in the venture. From there it
spread to the international news
service and appeared in the New
York Herald Tribune, the Rome
Dally American, and the Washington Post — to mention a few.
In view of the unexpected pub-

HART

Ian
Macdonald
licity another solution seemed to by revenue from the games. The
be in order, and eventually a small tour was usually accomplished
rope ladder
was installed at a con- with a maximum of delight and a
venient window.
of discomfort — in fact,
The press and Mr, Macdonald, inminimum
years when
Mr. -atMacin fact, rarely saw eye to eye. the three
donald
was along,
the only
When he was sent as an observer dent occurred
when the assistant
from Balliol College to the Inter- goalkeeper
dropped a bottle on his
national Union of Students con- big toe during
the course of a
ference in Moscow, he was given New
Year's
Eve celebration.
In between
hockey matches,
Mr. Macdonald managed to
squeeze
in
a
B.A.
and B.to Phil,
economics: he expects
add toin
these an M.A. and D.Phil as
well. After his stay abroad he
returned to this university as
a lecturer in Political Economy.
In a short while he also had
become involved in extrai, curricular administration. He
1 is an advisor to the Hart House
1 Debates Committee as well as
f to three separate committees of
the World University Service.
He1 Was also- don of Jeanneret
House
dence. in the U.C. Men's ResiThis year, Mi\ Macdonald has
added the position of Dean of Men
of University College .to his list of
committments. He replaces Dean
BisselL who has become thevPresident of Carleton College.
When Mr. Bissell became Dean
at U.C. ten years ago, at the age of
thirty, he was the youngest dean
on record. At the age of 26, Mr.
the shortest interview on record. M. Macdonald has done him four
better; moreover, the position
The reporter from Pravda asked, years
been extended from Dean of
"And what do you think of our has
Residence
to Dean of Men to insocial system, Mr. Macdonald?"
clude the day students as well.
"I find it a highly bourgeois orMr.
Macdonald
is a tweedy pipeization of society."
donaldganreplied.
NeedlessMr.to Macsay, smoker, with a most infectious air
his penetrating comment did not of friendliness and charm. He
make it into print.
admits to having a perennial travel
A less dubious sort of Oxford
he ishappier
"restlesswhenby there,
disposition
fame came to Mr, Macdonald by —bug;much
is so
way of hockey. For three years he much to be done that I don't know
played on the Oxford team, and in where to begin."
his second year he was captain. Novels are his private reading
"We got great fun out of this diversion, and though he is appalhockey," Mr. Macdonald recalls.
led at the prices, he rarely manThe players were mainly Canaanything at the
dian, and the high point of the theatre.ages toAtmisspresent
he is also inregular schedule was the Varsity
volved in a little research into
match, played in London against
Cambridge, "In the three years jazz, to remedy what he refers to
that I was there," Mr. Macdonald as, "a small amount of social inmodestly admits, "We trimmed
them
every memorable
time." But undoubtedly
Mr. Macdonald keeps a large,
the most
trip of the adequecy."
hockey year was a three-week tour black Irish shillelagh on his desk,
through Europe which the team in keeping with his new position as
took over the Christmas holidays.
Germany, Austria, Switzerland Dean, but in view of his popularity and his achievements, we
and northern Italy were included
on the agenda, and the major rather doubt that it will get much
expenses of the trip were covered hard use.

HOUSE

HART
HOUSE
THIS WEEK
EVENTS
ALL THIS WEEK
Chapel Services
9.15—9.30
— Morning Devotions in the Chapel
5.15' — 5.30 a.m.
p.m.
— Evening Prayers
Art Gallery
— Exhibition of paintings from the colic,
10 a.m. — 10 p.m.
tion of the late Mr. J. S. Maclean
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd
Glee Club Auditions
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
3rd Room, old members"
7.15 — 9.00 p.m.
— Music
Glee Club Auditions
5.00 p.m
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER— Music
4th Room, new members
8.00 a.m.
Communion
-Music Room, new members
course of instruction for those
Glee Club Auditions -Short
who want to use Record Room
5.00 p.m.Room
Record
held in the Ohapel
5.00CHESS
p.m CLUB: The— Chess
Club annual tournament begins
on October 9th, and is open to everyone, men and women.
Those interested please contact T. J. Enright, Esq., (KE.
5558) or the Undergraduate Activities Office at Hart
House (WA. 2-1302)
BLUE
and
WHITE
DANCE
HART

HOUSE

Saturday,

October

FIVE

6th

BANDS
$2.00 per couple

THEATRE

STUDENT

SUBSCRIPTIONS
FOR THE FOUR PRODUCTIONS
Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $2.50 for the four
Subscribers are assured of the same seats and performance
the entire season. Two subscriptions only on each A.T.L. card.
1956-57 SEASON
DARK OF THE MOON by Howard Richardson and
William Berney
,
„Saturday,
October 27th to Saturday, November 3rd
SCHOOL FOR WIVES adapted from Moliere bv Miles Malleson
Saturday, December 1st to Saturday, December 8th
THE INNOCENTS by William Archibald
Saturday, January 26th to Saturday, February 2nd
THE TEMPEST by William Shakespeare
Saturday, March 2nd to Saturday, March 9th
A Student Subscription was offered last season for the first time and over
407" of the total seats were sold before opening.
• AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND BOOK EARLY •
Box Office Now Open 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Coupons available from your Faculty Representative. Engineering Stores, and the S.A.C.

$2.50
Hart House
productions.
evenings for

Coke puts you at
your sparkling best
You taste the difference : : !
even the bubbles taste better.
You fee) the difference : : :
there's life, there's lift in Coke:
Xok*" li o ragislsrad trade-mark.

COCA-COLA ITJ

Does

Fee

Rise

Hurt

Friday
COMING VARSITIES
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Students
?
See pages 4 and 5

The
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SMC's

Yarsity
Wednesday, October 3, 1956

Initiations

The proposed initiations are said Joseph Valenti (II SMC',
More, than
140a second-year
"T
oo
ft"
'The SAC hs
had decided on a
students
crowded
meeting So
of "wishy-washy,
unacceptable
and op
-S
defeating
to the purpose
for
the St. ment
Michael's
studentto governmoderate Initiation," said *
Monday night
protect which initiations exist," said more
SAC President
John Leo.
more positive
and "We
contraditional"
Keenan.Representative Mi- wanted a structive
The three initiations.
and a half hour second chaelyear
program to fulfill the
meeting decided on a compromise The sophomores demanded a re- concept of initiation as a process
turn to snake dances, mock trials,
between
initiationsproposed
and the constructive
traditional unusual clothing, some degree of of Valenti
integration."
proposed ant alternate
type.total
The attendance
crowd was larger
than hazing,men to and
from the floor to restore
secondsubmission
year. by fresh- solution
the
at all SMC
The new SAC program retains a "more thorough and more traStudents' Administrative Coun- identification
signs, beanies, and
cil meetings last year.
ditional initiation."
was a comproSix forefreshmen
were ejected
be- the submission. It provided for Finalmise solution
"retained the mock
the initiations
issue was
"prizes for good freshmen, as trial and which
the
snake
dance, while
thrown open to the floor.
opposed to beatings for the bad,"
eliminating
the physical
said Leo. Unusual
dress haz-ng,"
and subordination to upperclasbmen
were
also
included
in
the
comSAC
Unveils Report
Men*s Athletic Director John
promise.
Robinson
called meeting
the debate
"the
liveliest council
in many
On NFCUS
Tonight
. report last weekend to a regional
By ED BROADBENT
NFCUS conference. It was ac- "We feel the compromise reVarsity Staff Reporter
pted by that conference and, if
presents aturn towards a more
Tonight in Falconer Hall a re- passed, cewill
Student checks empty wallet after paying fees
to the sessions."
moderate, constructive initiaport bound in secrecy will be sub- annual NFCUSbe forwarded
national
meeting
tion," Leo said. Valenti termed
mit istrative
ed to theCouncil.Student's Admin- in Montreal next week.
As much as I could learn of its were
Somepublished
of the inreport's
points
the
compromise
"workable ."
Bookstore
Queried
The Varsity
contents were three words —
A further analysis was
"simplification, centralization, re- Monday.
to be leiner
printed
Hel- Engineer Frosh
On
Book
Dividends
told The today.
VarsityGerry
the report
The subject? NFCUS. of course. could not
^University
bookstore
is
getting
i
of
books
and
$5.00
of
other
purbe
printed
until
it
emphasis."
University
of Tor-7 passed by the Toronto council. was Planting Trees
more questions than action on its chases. Coupons and stamps used Whetheronto willthereverse
its March
new Student Purchase Dividend, in the plan may be saved and
the policy was form Truck-loads of engineers took
cashed in from now to December stand and rejoin the much cri- ed Originally,
plan,
an SAC caucus at Cale off this morning to re-sod and
ticized national body will depend don during
Bookstore manager R, E. Saul 21. when the trial period of the
Hills farm. There, it was dis- plont trees in High Park, as a
"The SAC has decided on a plan ends.
largelyport is onreceived
how Mr.at the
Helleiner's
amended and put into its part of their "constructive inmeeting.re- cussed,
final
Tonight, for the first
quiries''
have
been
received.
He
Mr.
Saul
suggested
students
said business was slow now at the save their receipts so they not Although I contacted five time, form.
it
be presented to the The freshman engineers have
SPD desk but a rush would come lose credit for amounts over members of this year's SAC. I Toronto will
students
it is intended to also been assigned a certain
could learn
nothing
of
this
mywhen students had saved enough
sterious report.
represent.
itiation." of basic research on secoupons.
coupons' face value. For example,
A
proposal
will
be made tonight amount
Under the plan, students get a he said, receipts for $7.95 would SAC President Gordon Forstner to send two Toronto
cond year women.The information
students as
and Gerry Helleiner presented the "observers to the NFCUS Mon- compiledservedbyfor thethisexclusive
50 cent dividend for buying $5.00 give only a 50 cent dividend.
research use
is re-of
treal conference.
the sophomore engineers.
In Monday's
Af- The program of constructive
fair's chairmanpaper,
GerryNational
Helleiner
wrote: "Too much time has been initiation was planned to avert
toward violence and
spent defending NFCUS and not the tendency
which has marked the
enough constructively making rioting
Engineering
initiations of past
'
nbow
'Rai
something of the idea of a feder
Takes
AVR
"Finian's Rainbow" will be this He decided on the 1947 Har- begins
CastingMonday
for "Finian's
Rainbow"
October
22,
and
year's All-Varsity Revue produc- burg-Lane-Saidy hit after six will last ten days. All- Varsity
tion.
year 3.
Director Curt Reis expects 600 months' planning. He calls it "a Revue staff have an office above Let's Play Ball
students from all faculties to com- fantasy of leprechauns buried University College's Junior Com- ation."
mon Room.
gold and the deep south, blending
pete for thegro-whishow's
A complete list of production
te cast will 52be parts.
used. A ne- delightful comedy and romance.
Serie
Stop for the
staff is coming soon, Reis said.
Pubs open sat twelve
Rehearsals for the AVft begin Work stops
at the, University to- students.
o'clock
to
receive
the first Hood.
m
o
r
o
w
a
t
noon.
in early November. The show It's World Series time.
Odets Too Hot For UC
Students of economics will be
runs i.i Hart House Theatre from
across theTheyVe
road from
their
The University College student play, with Bill Tepperman (III February 11 to 16. An AVR repre- At 12 o'clock noon, hundreds of studying
building.
analysing
sentative wil meet the authors of hard-drinking engineers and per- usual
play was changed overnight Mon- UC) producer.
the
rise
in
the
sale
of
Gillette
day to Tennessee Williams' "Sum- Casting for "Summer and mas.
the show in New York at Christ- artsmenhaps afew.will wee.
head cowerin'
for hometimorous
or the
mer and Smoke."
begins 11today
Friday from
a.m. andto goes
1 p.m.,to This year's AVR is the first KCR
Williams personally released Smoke''
to
glue
their
eyes
to
the
tele' Blades.
vision.
royal riehts for his play to the from 2 to 4 and 7.30 to 9.30 in the since 1953, when the show stopped
because it lacked cash. The New York's classy Yankees face
auditorium.
UC Literary Society
and Women's
Undergraduate
Society.
Clifford UCTheMen'splayResidence
is a story
of two Students* Administrative Council the red-hot-but-tired Brooklyn
Dodgers
favorites.and/br
For
Southerners who meet as child- is backing this year's Revue.
Odets'
the benefitas ofslight
Hie wealthy
Sunday "Golden
night as Boy,"
the UC announced
Play, has
ren, meet through life, should get Reis described "Finian's Rain- ambitious:
Yanks
are
8
to
5
to
take
married but never do. John, the
been dropped "Summer and male
as "a show of excellent the series; 6% to 5 to take tolead, ends by marrying a theatrebow" value,
Smoke"
goes8, 9toandHart
a musical lyric
mor ow's game.
Theatre Nov.
10. House music pupil of the female lead, drama
which
alternates between Professors
will have two TV
Curt Reis is still director of the Alma.
the imaginary
realm
the lepre-of channels to compete with4 The
chauns and the harshof reality
Channel 10 at noon
game goes on ceremonies
Vic To Stick To G & S
pre-game12 at 11.45. will open
every day life."
Tonite's Thought
onbut Channel
Victoria College Music Club will attendance at Ruddigore which
A dark corner of »
's
baseball
definitely produce Gilbert and for many students represents their
—
g
aside
e
becomin
rapidly
is
series
classic
nonsens
All
Scene
UC Players
She park.Don't ....
darker
first chance to see this relatively
g
nal
this
on
sport
watchin
traditio
Sullivan's
Ruddigore
this
year,
He
club President Jack Richardson unknown opera."
Canadian campus.
has announced. He said the club Besides Ruddigore in February, Univer
Colleg
(Kiss) Com'on ....
sityThursda
y eto Players'
plan its Before the advent of television, SheHe Please
meets
had considered abandoning their the Music Club sponsors a serits Guild
don't sport
....
< Kiss) Spoil
the
series
raised
little
stir
in
this
producti
firstRope,
year. Its
. The
staged country outside the pool-rooms and He Don't
willon,be Eugene
half-ccntury tradition of Gilbert of non-hour concerts and a madri- O'Neill's
DONT
DONT. ..
(Kiss)
Why?
9nd Sullivan in favour of a
gal group. The first meeting will
fall dens.drops off She
Women'sis baseball
in theSherriff
Don't try to ... .
Broadway musical, but had finally be held
11 and . 12Jack
But nowplayers'
attendance
October Theatre
Union
at
8
p.m.
on
October
10
droiMJcd it.
Wymilwood music room. director.
(Kiss) try
Now?
of "Play
She Don't
Sal the
MagliefirstandcallWhitey
FordBall."
will She
"There is a large audience for in theinterested
The meeting for all old and new with
Vic students are players
honours. to pass, gel
in the Junior be throwing the first two pitches
good G & S productions." Mid ti* All
8.30
at
U
Common Room.
president, "and we expect good urged to attend.
right into the laps of beer-guzzling He
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Inco Metals

at Work

in Canada

Workmen installing a cable that carries electricity
underground. Hundreds of thousands of miles of wire

Cables

made

electricity

and cable made from Inco copper go into the power
cables, transformers and other equipment used for dis-

from
. . . and

It takes thousands of miles of power cable to
carr,y all the electricity Canadians use. And nearly
half of the copper used in Canada's power cables
CgmgS from Inco. Through all the processing
operations, this copper stays in Canada to help
provide employment for Canadian men and
women.
1. At Inco, Canadian workmen mine, mill, smelt
and refine the ore. About 18,000 people are
employed by Inco in Canada.
THE

Inco

Copper

provide

jobs

tributing electricity in Canada. Nearly half of the copper used in Canadian power cables comes from Inco;

help
for

bring

you

Canadians

2. Refined copper is used in Canada for the
manufacture of wire and cable. Several thousand more people are employed in this work.
3. The copper wire and cable goes to power
companies where it is installed by Canadian
workmen.
From Inco copper, Canadian industries manufacture hundreds of useful products — thus helping
provide employment for many thousands of men
and women in Canada.

Write for a free copy of
the illustrated booklet,
"The Romance of Nickel".

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
COMPANY
OF CANADA,
LIMITED
25 KING
STREET
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Metals,
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Campus
To
University ol Toronto will join
on $85,000 highway research survey starting this month. The
Ontario Department of Highways
and Queen's University are also
in on the survey.
The project will include all
aspects of highway problems from
road surfaces to traffic jams. Both
Colonel

LePan

Stops Working
Col. A. D. LePan, superintendent of buildings for 36 years, retired this summer.
Holder of the Croix de Chevalier, Legion of Honor, and the
insignia of Commander, Order of
Polonia Restituta. Col. LePan was
known throughout the university
administration for his decisiveness and organization ability.
Since the colonel assumed his
superintendents duties in 1919,
the university has acquired 46
new
including
Towerbuildings,
and Simcoe
Hall. Soldier's
On his retirement, Col. LePan
was praised for his acute admisitrative awareness as well as his
engineering ability.
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Notes, Essays, Theses, etc, accurately typed at home. Experienced, reasonable. Mrs. Robfon, HU 1—0260. North Toronto.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Time — $3.25 a year. Life —
$4.25 a year. Sports Illustrated —
$4.00. Write student periodical
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157,
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM
€-7920.
!! 60% DISCOUNT !!
$10.40 Worth (52 issues) of:
Time — S3.25; Life — $4.25; Sportl
[Illustrated — $4.00. Students ordei
immediately; pay later. Adams
Agency, RE. 3288. 9—10 p.m.
DOUBLE ROOM TO RENT
ean and comfortable, suitable
r two students. Very close to
e University. Phone WA. 2-9814.
ROOMATE WANTED
Wanted — One roomate. preferably 1st. or 2nd. year engineer,
who likes to combine work with
fun. Contact Doug Proudfoot, 139
Hillhurst Ave., call Mayfair 0934
between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.
SHARE APARTMENT
Willing to share apartment with
]ady. One or two rooms. Home
privileges. Box 33. The Varsity.
ROOM FOR RENT
Graduate will rent double room to
gentlemen students. Twin beds.
Avenue Road — Bloor. WA. 4-5067
after 5.
CAR FOR SALE
1946 4-door Monarch Sedan with
heater,lentgood
and in $200.00
excelrunningtires
condition.
cash. Apply: A. K. Saha^room 201,
■Mining Building. Phone Local 450
or WA. 1-4344 (after 5 p.m.).
THE BEST FOR LESS
1 5 to 1.3 off on tape-recorders,
radios, record players, R.C.A. Victor. Philips, Fleetwood, Seabreeze.
Phone Ron Wunder, WA. 4-8925,
U.C Residence.
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
To Time, Life and Sports Illustrated at special student r.ites!
Time — $3.25; Life — $4 25; Shorts
Illustrated — $4.00. Call me for
ALL magazines. Harvey Hnber,
OR- 1892.
FOR RENT
To graduate student or lecturer,
modern study-bedroom in quiet
Rosedale home, 2 minutes from
Bloor cor. Phone WA 1-0244.
MUSICIANS WANTED
Pianist and drummer for small
combo. Weekend work. Call Danny Andrew, WA 2-1790, evenings.

Join
Surv
ey will be in
practical and Hig
theoreticalhway
search. Prof. Morrison
tions will be considered.
charge at Toronto. Main topics of
research here will be the study
University
A. Queen's
Macintosh,
said he Principal
was pleasedW. of the economic aspects of highthat co-operation between the Deway communications and the propartment and the Universities had
blems of construction and design.
been achieved.
"The pressure on the highway
Lecture Put Off
system requires the assistance of
all who are able to help," he said. Professor Etienne Gilson's
President Smith of Toronto said
Medieval
it is important to have safe and graduate lecture on for
Wedwell designed highways with Humanism,nesday, hasscheduled
been postponed to
ever-increasing
traffic
on
our
preOctober
10.
The
lecture
will
still
sent roads.
Hall.
be open to the public, in Carr
A committee will direct the re-

HART

HOUSE

THEATRE AUDITIONS
NOW BEING HELD FOR
SCHOOL AND
FOR WIVES
THE INNOCENTS
FOR AN APPOINTMENT — PHONE WA. 3-7193 OR
CALL AT THEATRE OFFICES

POLISH STUDENTS' CLUB
FRESHMAN
PARTY
7.30 — Wednesday, October 3rd
WOMEN'S UNION — 79 ST. GEORGE ST.
GAMES — SKITS — DANCING
FRESHMEN FREE

Toronto's Dance Hall of Distinction
MASONIC
BALLROOM
8S8 YONGE ST. (Aliove Bluer) WA. I il70l
PUBLIC DANCING
EVERY WED., FRI. and SAT.
DOUG

KEMP and his orchestra

fcMiiiiriiiiiiiftinniiii^
Attention

Auditions
Hart House

CLASSIFIED ADS
BOOKS FOR SALE
A few rare books of interest to
students for sale. ' Write Box 33,
The Varsity. \
MICROSCOPE FOR SALE
Bausch and Lorhb Microscope,
triple turret, oil immersion, two
eye pieces, one with pointer. RU.
1-4056 or LE. 6-1291.

! !
for

Glee

Club

LOST
1 pair dark-rimmed
Please
return
to S.A.C. office.glasses.
Reward.
FOR RENT
Double room, private entrance,
grill privileges. Rosedale district.
Ride with landlord to University
most mornings. $13.00 week. J. M
4-4382.
Anderson, 26 Nesbitt Drive. Wa

Today and Tomorrow '
Music Room of Hart House
5 p.m.

MALCOLM TROUP
Canadian and European
PIANIST
EATON AUDITORIUM
OCTOBER 4 — 8:30 p.m.
$1.00 Seats Still Available
Pal-is High-School
Teacher
Vicenciee isesorganizing
Lettres Sot-bonne
French Conversation
Hours
Private or Group — WA. 1-1966
SMART HAIRCUT
— The One That You Like —
GOO University Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
ONLY 85 cents

TT \

the MILDEST

BEST-TASTING

cigar*

who pays the piper ?
In these days of rising costs for everything from
diapers to coffin shrouds, it would be very difficult
to blame the university for needing more money.
What is objectionable is its method of raising it.
Industry is screaming for trained personnel.
From every corner of the economy comes the call for
more and more university graduates— graduates not
only of the relatively cheap (because of their assem-of
bly line economies) undergraduate courses, but
the highly expensive post-graduate schools.
The federal government seems unwilling to act:
of last year's seemhouse— in spite
and our provincialis not
facing the facts.
ing generosity—
been chewing the
have
and
Newspapers are
issue like a child chewing bubble gum— occasionally
producing a snappy little bubble, but more often just
rolling it around to get the taste of it.
But it is unlikely that government at any level
will act until the public wind, choked back by the
lack of trained leaders, blows the issue into a great
big political football.
And meanwhile, who is bearing the burden of
increased costs? You, undergraduate reader, you are
bearing it.
It seems hardly fair that student fees should
rise 38 per cent when the cost of living— which follows the income curve very closely— goes up slightly
more than 1 9.
And it seems even less fair when the average
student's fees must be raised to meet costs of educating the- truly brilliant scholar whose way should be
paid by the industry that is crying for him.
If industry wants more personnel, let them pay
for their training.
Let us not have the average student foot the
bill for industry's future leaders, even if his classroom
must be cramped by less than average students who
are being allowed into university.
who

calls

the

Fees

Have

FEES
\\
COSlc :1a
In i949 a General
tuition
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— before
In the
peri j
The University
19 points.
faculties.
Heaviest suffere^
fees climbed $50 a yea
Least affected vai
Fees in Arts, Deg(
.$360 a year.
Pre-medicine all junij^
Graduate studies25
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Dents, from $450 to %n
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In 1951 a general p
«D VOUNG
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average
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figuiin
In presenting thi^h
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July and August, 195fet
them through the win
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In the Provincial budget brought down last '
March, the University of Toronto was scheduled for
more than half a million dollars in added— to the previous year's budget— grants.
At that time, university administrators expressed their satisfaction with the extra money.
Vice-President F. F. R. Stone was quoted in The
Varsity of March 2 as saying: "With this grant we can
balance
the We
university's
budget
for the
coming year.
needed more
thanvery
we well
received
last
year in order to balance the forthcoming budget. As
it stood, we were afraid there was going to be a deficit." President Smith was also quoted as being pleased with the raise in the grant. More money, according to the president, had been received than had
been requested.
And yet the students' fees were raised this summer—with no previous warning.
Had there been adequate warning — although,
admittedly, no warning would have been adequatemany students whose activities are being crippled or
who were unable to return to school at all, might
have been able to plan otherwise.
There is something wrong, either with the financial planning of this university, or with the methods
of making its planning public.
The
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TORONTO'S
FEES
FOURTH
HIGHEST
Fees at the University of at $100-130, shares the lowest
Toronto are the fourth highest honors with Newfoundland Memorial University, at $100-115.
of
nada.thirteen universities in CaThis puts Toronto into the
top
third
bracket, as far as fees
Toronto, where Arts fees of are concerned.
$335
represent
an
average,
stands lower than McGill at
By ofwayeducation
of comparison,
the
at Toronto
$350 -$375, Assumption at $300 cost
one-third higher than the
- $350. and Bishop's at $325- is
lowest-paying
studentButcostat elsewhere in Canada.
the
360.
- But it ranks slightly higher same time,
it
is roughly onethan
McMaster
at
$310-S337,
third
less
than
the
standard
and- Laval at $300.
fee of $1,000. at eastern
Four universities have man- tuition
United States universities.
aged
to*
stay
within
the
twohundred bracket: UBC with
Toronto was not the only Canadian university which found
$240,
Queens
with $280,
DaJhousie
with
$235-75,
and
Mount
a
raise in tuition necessary;
Allison with $245.
Manitoba increased 10%, and
Manitoba pushed the bottom Alberta 5%. Of these, Toronto's
of the column with $180, and 11.27c.
Alberta follows close behind raise was the highest, with
with $145. St. Dunstan's, PEI,
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t the University of Toronto paid $242 a year for
ly, he would pay $335 — a jump of 38 per cent,
st of living across Canada has risen slightly over
ounce d fee raises averaging 11.2 per cent in all
leering, Medicine, Dents and Architecture where
E Pharmacy, where fees rose five dollars from
ousehold Science, Nursing, Pre-dentistry, and
' $335 annually.
50 to $280; P. and O.T. from $325 to $360; Foresail $325 to |$365; Engineering, Architecture and
le from $500 to $550.
ities announced significant increases in fees this
Alberta jumped five,
•d in six years and the second in three,
jer cent was effected. In 1953 the fees went up an
icome are available.
l attempts to analyse the jump in fees — The Varbasis of comparison.
) as 100 per cent. Since then, the Dominion Burly figures based on costs in all facets of the econ-

Look, Ma,
That Half Million:

in presenting these two pages is the index for
ths when students are earning money that lasts

What
The extra half million dollars
awarded to the U of T by the
provincial government last spring
saved the university from deficit
financing,
according to F. R.
Stone.
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Where's it all go? That's what
University
of Torontoasked as they
paid $30students
to $50
more in fees last week. ■
It's "tp attract and keep a
staff of top calibre so as to insure a sound and thorough education," F. R. Stone, U of T
Adminstrative
Vice - President
for clothes and other necessaid iesTuesday.
are one of "Professors'
the biggest salaritems
of cost in our budget. Even with
responsible for the rise to realraises
their
salaries
are
lower
ize that "money is hard to come
than those of men similarly
qualified in commerce and inThe most consistently repeated suggestion as to what could
Even though Toronto is asking
both
be by."
done was that private indusdustry."business and the province
try should support education.
to
giveincome
more must
financial
help,
further
come from
R. Ballantyne (I SPS) said
the students, he said. Both the
government, industry, and the
province and industry are doing
students themselves should split
what they can, but students are
the cost of education.
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payingcosts,
28 perthecentVice-Presiof then"Industry squawks about staneducation
dent said.
dards but does nothing," said
"The rise is fair since student
Bob Cook, "but in the U.S.A. —
income in part-time jobs is also
. " (I Mining) is
Ahhhh
T. Pritchard
The recent provincial grant
confident
"will
rising."not be earmarked for burwill
come
to thethataid industry
of education,
saries but "will cover a major
but Peter Robinson (III Chem
Eng) is afraid industry aid may
portion
of expenses the students'
mean industry control.
feesMoney
don't for
cover."bursaries comes
For or against industrial aid,
from outsiders, he said; and
all .agreed that something must
usually
addsistobecause
the University's
cost, This
U of T
be done soon to ease the increasdoesn't
profit
from
received,to
ing burden
a
student
of
this
unibut instead has to fees
contribute
versity must carry.
Vic Puppa (,1 Soc. and Phil.) . the additional cost of maintainsaid paying the fees put a strain
Thising theit subsidized
does gladly,students.
he said.
on
his
whole
family.
"I
don't
wille "abfee raise
know whether this rise was neThesorb new
and
the
distribut
properly
ces ary, but I do know I am gon"
students,
of
educatio
of
cost
ing to have a tough time meetMr. Stone said.
This half
year's
fee raise
about
a million
dollarsaddsto
ing"H.
it." Fine
(Eng. Phys.),
of J.those
who works
15 hoursonea
the
University's
current
The last Ontario budget in budget.
March
week, said
that itifwill
the befeesalracst
continue to rise
gave the University an extra
$613,000
for
running
and
capital
impossible for hira to continue.
expenses.

Saved
Who?
Mr.
Stone,
Administrative
Vicethat Ontario's budget (or the
President of the University, said fact
coming fiscal year placed em"With this grant we can balance
phasis on the institutions of
the budget very well for the higher learning.
Referring to the expected
The grant
coming
year." was announced by plateau of the 19t30's. Mr. Porter
said.
"Our efforts
must be program
devoted
provincial treasurer, Dana Porter/
to achieving
a balanced
in his Budget Speech of March,
1956. Mr. Porter stressed the
of Total
university
expansion."
amount
allotted included
to universities and colleges
the greateil
history.
The increase
province inwillOntario's
spend
twenty-four million dollars bjj
higher than
education
— seven year.
million
more
the previous
The University of Toronto and
the Ontario College of Education
were awarded five and a half
million dollars lor maintenance,
and almost three million dollar
in capital grants. This means an
increase
of six dollars.
hundred and fifteen thousand
Maintenance allowances and
grants sitiestowereother
Ontario
Univerincreased
by two
ami
a half million dollars. Grants to
Ontario Agricultural college*
were increased
Fee-raising ?
million
dollars. by almost four

f(fJA>JClAl. $TAA»I*<) ,s
HOT HKiH «»W*>H T*
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CATHOLIC
FROSH
WELCOME TO NEWMAN CLUB
OPEN HOUSE
89 ST. GEORGE ST.
8:30 P.M
DANCE

WEDNESDAY

They're

fighting

with

a

OCT.

3rd
SOCIAL

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th
PRE— GAME
PEP
RALLY
At the Drill Hall — 9 - 12 p.m. — 119 St. George St.
SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
Meet The New Cheerleaders — Admission Twenty-Five Cents
STAG Or DRAG
DON'T MISS IT

cancer <

donut!

In the medical center of the University of Saskatchewan,
shown above, a 22-million-volt Betatron built by AllisChalmers is providing a new and vital force in the battle
against cancer. Heart of the Betatron is the electron beam
tube, or "donut", whose powerful beams make possible
tissue destruction at controlled depths.
Designed originally to make possible the examination
of large, complicated castings used in heavy industry —
to locate defects that might endanger human life and
property — the Betatron is only one of many types of
industrial equipment finding new use in medical, municipal and other public service fields.
Blowers and compressors, motors, constant and variable-speed v-belt drives, and centrifugal pumps made by
Allis-Chalmers are at work day in and day out across
Canada, helping to provide services so vital to public
welfare.
In fact, almost every industry or service contributing
to your better'
at some write
point Canadian
by AllisChalmers.
For living
furtheris served
information,
Allis-Chalmers Ltd., P.O. Box 37, Montreal, Que.

HpMMHH ■IP
MADE IN CANADA

CANADIAN

ALLIS-CHALMERS

<m
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fonnie

Stewart

\nytbings
\ veil of secrecy enshrouds two
(tball tamps this week as Varsity
Ilea and Queen's Golden Gaels
ngfor the opening Intercol[iate
game afternoon.
in Varsity Stadium
Saturday
Mthough two cuts were made
the Blues yesterday, the startJ line-up for Saturday's game is
own only to i if anybody at ail)
■ad
WhiteandandJohnastants"Coach
Jack Dart
Kennedy
:Manus. End Bob Lee and full:k Don Cornish were cut yester7, leaving the squad 35 strong.
ly-26 of these are allowed to
as for the Saturday game,
^oach White said last night that
will likely carry two men at
:h position, with an extra linen and an extra backfielder.
Stewart at QB?
illfet Queen's, meanwhile, the
rytis equally indefinite. Aprently not satisfied with the
jrterbacking performances of
iv and Moschelle, Frank Tindall
i been experimenting with little
nnie Stewart at the pivot slot,
i it would surprise no one to see
: pint-sized speedster calling the
nalfe on Saturday.
Ton possibility, ' combined with

At

Quarterback?

Possible With Tindall
the
that the
Gaels" indicates
boast a The Golden Gaels' will be after
greatfactrunning
backfield.
their first win here in Varsity
that the Tricolor could present the Stadium
since 1949. That year and
Blues with an entirely different the one previous, they were vicoffense than the one they met
torious inthe Bloor Bowl, but have
against Kitchener last weekend. failed
since. to win a league game there
Queens The Problem
As far as injuries are concerned
Despite
McGill's
are in fairly good shape.
cised potency,
Varsity widely-publiCoach White the BluesMailt,
bothered by a bad
is less worried about Larry Sulli- Peter
will play, alhe ispretty
about well
the ankle inthoughpractice,
still having trouble with
Gaels. van's
TheRedmen
Bluesthanknow
his injury. Dave Mclntyre has a
what
they'll
be
up
against
when
they travel to Montreal a week bruised side, but he will be in
from Saturday, but what Queen's action asBabywell.Blues Away
will produce is somewhat of a
mystery. "Knowing Tindall. he's With all eyes focused on the
game here. Intermediate
liable
anything" said Coach "big"
White tolastdonight.
Coach Roy McMurtry and his
Baby
Blues
steal away tomorrow
To name 26 men from a squad
of 35 that performed weir as a unit night en route to Kingston where
they meet Queen's their
Comets.
The
against Kitchener will be no easy intermediates
schedule
problem for the Varsity mentor. there on Fridayopen
afternoon. DefendTwo-way ferred
players
will
be
the
preing tie champions with OAC
choice, a factor which
Aggies, they are out to win sole
makes
difficult.the problem all the more this
possession
season. of the Shaw Trophy
One person who seems a sure- In the other game, McGill Red
bet is fullback Tim Reid. The
180-pound chugger played steady men are the first team in the
loop to run up against Johni
ball in the Blues' two exhibition Metras*
"Operation
Yates."winsTheof
battles, and rates with the coach- Mustangs,
with exhibition
ing staff as one of the best ball- 38-13 and 44-1 over minor college
cariers on the team.
teams could be dangerous.
SWIMMING TEAM PRACTICES
DAILY welcome.
ht 5.15 p.m.
Wednesday.
BrtTBTJanerfl
Reportstarting
to Wrestling
Room.Oct. 3rd. All compotlt.ve
INTRAMURAL TRACK MEET
VARSITYEntries
STADIUM
— THURSDAY,
OCT. 4th Office.
— 1.30 i>.r
close today
5.00 p.m. Intramural
Officials fcr Intramural Football, Soccer, Lacrosse
and Volleyball Urgently Needed!
APPLY NOW — INTRAMURAL OFFICE. HART HOUSE.
BOmjer
starts
Oct. 9th ?nd Football, Lacrosse and Volleyball start
Oct. 15th.

Tim Reid
Best Ball-carrier

STUDENTS'
HANDBOOKS
AVAILABLE
There are still some
in the S.A.C. Office
25<

UNIVERSITY CHAMPIONSHIP
TRACK MEET
VARSITY
STADIUM
WEDNESDAY.
OCT. 10(liOFFICE
—1:30 p.m.
ENTRIES
CLOSE— TODAY,
INTRAMURAL
Time
schedule:
1.30
—
Discus,
Pole
Vault,
120
hurdles;
1.45 —2.40 100—
(h^tij); 2.451.55— —ShotB80; put;
2.15 — Javelin.
High Jump;
2.30 - - 101)
(tlnnl);
— 2203.50(heat'):
J.1 15mile;— 220
(llnnl): 3.30 —2.503 mile;
— 440:3.004.00— —Bjotid
Rcl-tyJumo
(4 x 220440 1.hurdle:,;
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - MEN
ANSWER PERIODS
QUESTION
TUESDAY, OCT. 2ndTHE— FENCING
THURSDAY.ROOM
OCT. 4th— 1.00 p «
Staff
members
wllL.
explain
the
general
programme
of Athletics and
Physical A Education,
activities
credits.
question — theanswer
sessionandwillvarious
follow. methods of securing
WOMEN'S
SOFTBALL
CLUB MEETING
A meeting of intramural Softball Club reps will be held on
Wednesday, October 3, at 5:00 p.m. in The Lecture Room, 2nd
floor, Falconer Hall.
UMPIRES WANTED
Experienced men to umpire games, 1:00 to 2:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, commencing Tuesday, October 9. Please register
atHaines.
Women's
WA. Athletic
2-2095. Office, S. A.C. Building or phone Margaret

Brewer

Tops

Golfers

In Qualifying Round
Victorians
Brewer shot a victorious and joined Brewer and
sizzling 118 Bruce
for 27 holes over
a
as members of the U of T
soggy York Downs Golf Course Pezzaek
yesterday afternoon in the Univer- Golf Team which will invade
sity Championship qualifyin Queen's University this Friday insound. The sudden rain squallg title. quest of the Senior Intercollegiate
cut down the proposed 36 hole
qualifying round to 27.
Aarons then became top man on
By virtue (of his top score the Intermetiiate team. Along
Brewer became a member of the with Frank Allan. Steve McLeaoy
Senior Intercollegiate team. Bob and John Laidley. he will try
to
Pezzaek. with a 121 placed second.
A three man tie for the last two defend the Intermediate Golf title
positions resulted when Winto captured last year. The InterWeynerowski. John Erskine and
mediate tourney will also be held
Steve Aarons each had a 122 total.
Friday at the Burlington Golf
In the sudden death playoff Wey- this
nerowski and Erskine emerged and Country Club.
PHYSICAL

EDUCATION
- MEN
TIME
TABLE
FALL TERM — OCTOBER IS TO DECEMBER 15
TUES. WED. THUR.
M0N. Pliant:.
FRI. SAT.
Pre-Dem
Civil A
Special,
Arts
Physio
Arts
10
Fotestry
Classes
Pre-Deu; Pharm
&Sv. IlllRect.
Pre
\rls-Med Phurm
Pie-Mcd
Arts
Classes
11 4rch
\rti
Ml-Pre-Med
Lai
Arts
i.il
Arts
Pre-Mcd
PreO mi 4;Spi-iRect.
Forestry
12 Civil A
Arts
Mill. En p.
Mcrh
F Swim
*rtiMetal
Civili B
Art
RCCt.
Civil ti Eng.
\pu. Phys.
Geol droit.
V'ulunieir
A pp. Geol
Instructors i
|
1
Instructors
V<(Pool)
Juniei.-.- Chc-in. G. Iswim •
* 1
(Fenc.
Kooi
Elec.
E
2
Hech. E
\TtS
F.h-r. D Arts
Meeh. E Lag. Ph>s. Elec.
Arts
3 Pharm
D. I
Mcch
Arts
Chetn. FG. Elec. E
Eng.
UtS Bus.
ciiem. H.
1:30—6:00 Eng. Bus. 1:30—6:00
Arte. Class
1
Spec,
\rt< ciui
N.B.
—
Faculty
of
Music
(Decree
Courses
in
General Music Education only)
will
wltH Artswillstudents.
5:00 tnke
p.m. —Physical
CoachingEducation
and instruction
he offeredW.it Iner the
activities of
Bo*inc.
wrestling,
Gymnastics,
Fencing.
ming. Consult
the Notice Boards in the AthlntlcPoloWineand forSwimDetailed
information.
ENROLMENT ,ArM
ENROLMENT
FOR1st PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
MONDAY,
OCT.
AT
THE
KEY
OFFICE. CLASSES
BASEMENTCOMMENCES
FLOOR. IMRTON
HOUSE.
SURE TOTOTF,CFTBOXES
YOUR
WHEN YOUBE ENROL.
MAYTHYSALSOFD,BE VTTIMVANtL
OBTAINED. NUMBER
SWIMMING CLASSES
Registration
classesregister
is limited.
wishingNthto andLike17th.
Instructional clinas es forswimming
credit must
betweenMenOctober
Report
at
entrance
to
the
Swimming
Pool
with
your
Admit
lo
Lecture
Card
and timetable. Hours— 10 00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m.
GYMNASIUM CLASSES
Report to the Main gymnasium at hours selected from all vt time table.
VOLUNTEER INSTRUCTORS
Training
classes
arc provided (or men who wish to Qualify as Volunt-er
InstructorsWing,in Hart
Aquatics.
Athletic
House.For further information apply to Mr. McCalty,
INDIVIDUAL EXERCISES
Students
who
have
been placed
physical category
Athletic Wing, Hart House,
betweenin 1.00—2.00
p.m. D. see M. G. Griffiths.
Special
Classes
andHartIndividual
Time Table
difficulties
see M. G, Griffiths,
Athletic
Wing,
House,
between
1.00—2.00
p.m. of —activities
and Intramural Sports — get list
at Key
OfficeIntercollegiate
when you enrol.

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICE
MEDICAL EXAMINATION
organized athletics, any graduate or underAll new undergraduate students, all students taking partfor inwhom
it is considered necesVary, must have
graduate whose home is not in Canada, and all other students
First year students
a medical examination by the Health Service. Regulations regarding times are as follows: 15th.
Other students,
by October
examinations
their
complete
should
and
must make their appointments at once
categories, providing they
before October 15th, until their examinations are completed, may use their previous
Miss Boyd,
have had neither serious injury norMllness in the interim. Intramural athletes should report to wish
to play
students who
Intramural Athletic Office, Hart House, for their medical appointments. Women students
years who
other
of
Women
loth.
October
before
appointments
their
make
basketball or baseball must
medical examination shpuld make their appointments after November 1st, unless there is some immediwishateaurgency.

CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

Appointments for examination must be made either by telephone or in person at 43 St. George Street.
WA. 3-9644; for Women: WA. 3-2616. If you are unable to keep your appointFor Men:in advance.
are: Service
Telephone
the Health
ment, notifynumbers
CHEST X-RAY
for the following students: All new
The Health Service provides chest x-rays, which are compulsory
final
ing students, dental students in their first year and made
students, all final year students, all medical and nursAppointments
for all male students not in Arts are
Canada.
two years, and all students who do not live in and
Health
the
at
appointments
their
make
students
women
all
through their class presidents. Arts students
Service, unless thev have already done so previously. All other students and staff members may have a cheat
9.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon and between 1.00 p.m. and 5.00
x-ray if they wish," on Friday, October 19th, betweenQueen's
Park. They are urged by the Health Service to do so.
pm.' at the Coach House, rear of Falconer Hall, 84
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Socialist Speaks
To CCF Meet
David Lewis, National CCF
party chairman, will speak to the
first Socialism meeting Friday.
He
will tryDeclaration
to clarify the
Winnipeg
madeparty's
this
summer, a statement of CCF
principles endorsing a mixed
economy.
Meeting is at 1 p.m. in Room
4 of UC.

Coming-Up
BLUE AND WHITE SOCIETY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
5:00Service
p.m. —— Hart
S.C.M.House
— FirstChapel.
Worship 1:00 p.m. — S.C.M. — Talk and discussion,
Reason",
Speaker
Rev. "Faith
AlanandMcLachlin,
7:00 p.m.
E.A.C. — General • meetNEW MEMBERS
ing and—— seminar,
House.meeting S.C.M. office, Hart
Penman
Falconer speaker,
Hall. Marg first
All those interested in participating in the
9:00 p.m. tional
— Under
Physical
and Occupagrad. Assoc
P. and Jane Doyle, Myra Measrures,
Hall.
activities of the Blue and White Society are
O.T. Initiation Dance — Drill Nancy O'Reilley and Beverley
Short were proposed for publicity
director. minNine
were noinvited to attend a meeting in the
ated for Firstpeople
Year President:
UC Gals Nominate
Sony a Armstrong, Sheila EggerS.A.C. Committee Room, Tuesday, October 9,
ston, ton,
CyrilAnn McCullough,
Greenberg, SueMargaret
HamilFor New Executive
at 5:00 p.m.
MacDonald.
Vera
Jory,
Norma
TODAY
Nominations were held yester- Hawthorne and Sandra Whittal.
5:00 p.m. — S.C.M. — Bible Study, Undergraduate
day for positionsAssociation
on the Women's
of Uniand Woman
77WanCharles
St. W. Relationships'
versity College. Elections will be
held
next
Tuesday
between
10
7:30 p.m. — Polish Students' Club a.m. and 4 p.m.
—Union.
Freshman Party — Women's Peggy Endicott and Sandra
TORONTO
+ NEN
+ SIS
8:30 p.m.— Newman Club— Fresh- Sky were proposed for the
man Dance — 89 St. George St. position of literary director.
Yes, Toronto + nen + sis = Torontonensis
S3
Your all-campus yearbook. With (he accent on the second syllable, it is proPLAN NOW for the GALA
nounced just like it looks. It has 450 pages of sports, clubs, activities, residences, graduates, and campus life. To be published in ftlay, the yearbook
HART HOUSE MASQUERADE
will provide a review of the year.
IN THE GREAT HALL
WORK ON TORONTO N ENS IS
Friday, October 26, 1956
ORDER NOW
There are still several large and small jobs
open on the staff. The Editor would be
By ordering
the Building,
1957 Torontonensis
Music By
now
at the S.A.C.
you get a pleased to discuss these with you. Drop into
discount of half a dollar.
the office (basement of the S.A.C. Building)
MART KENNY and his ORCHESTRA
Friday or Monday afternoon.
-GORDON
10%
Reduction
SINCLAIR
Student
Groupsto
"
A SMASH HIT
THE NEW PLAY SOCIETY INC.
PRESENTS
The
Optimist
by MAVOR MOORE
A Gay Musical Satire
based on Voltaire's CANDIDE
EGLINTON AT
AVENUE THEATRE
AVENUE ROAD
Eves. 8.30 (Sat. 9 p.m.l: $3. 2.50, 2. 1.25. Sat. Mat. 6 p.m.: 2.50, 2,
MO. 5255 & MO. 7742. Box office open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
&.1.50,all 75c.
Agencies,
HART To HOUSE
day
and Tomorrow
WEDNESDAY, 3rd OCTOBER
Art Gallery — Exhibition of Canadian paintings from
10 a.m. — 10 p.m.
the
lean collection of the late Mr. J. S. Mac4
p.m.
—
6
p.m.
—
Glee Club Auditions Exhibition open to women
5.00 p.m. — Music Room, new members
THURSDAY,
Communion 4th OCTOBER
8.00 a.m. —Held in the Chapel
Glee Club Auditions
5.00 p.m. — Music Room, new members
Record Room — Short .course of instruction for those
5.00 p.m.
who want to use Record Room
BIGGEST DANCE OF THE FALL SEASON!
Keep your eyes open for Hart House Masquerade

Blue and White Society Presents Its First

Football
Dance
QUEENS vs. VARSITY
Saturday, October
HART

6th

HOUSE

Five Bands
From 9 p.m.
$2.00 PER COUPLE — DRESS— Informal
TICKETS LIMITED — On Sale at S.A.C. Bldg.

Hart House Orchestra Associates Present 1956-7 Season
25th October, 1956 — 5:00 p.m. Music Room, Hart House. Lecture
by Boyd Neel on the season's concerts.
Five Concerts in the Great Hall of Hart House at 9:00 p.m.
given by the Hart House Orchestra conducted by Boyd Neel.
11th November, 1956
28th October, 1956
Sonata
Rossini
Concerto GrosSo
,
Avison
Britten
Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings
Fantasia and Pavane
Byrd
Five Minuets
Schubert
Octet
Mendelssohn
Air
and Gigue .' — Roussel
Arne
25th November, 1956
Sinfonietta
Piccolc) Concerto
Vivaldi
Norwegian
Melodies
..
."
Grieg
Concerto
for Two Mandolins Vivaldi
Toy Symphony
Haydn
The
Seasons
Vivaldi
24th February, 1957
27th January, 1957
Christmas Concerto
Corelli
Concerto Grosso
Handel
Adagio
Barber
Two Extracts from Hamlet Tchaikowsky
Capriol Suite ...
Warlock
Two
Aquarelles,
Air
and
Dance
....
Delius
Nocturne
Dvorak
Serenade
Divertimento
t
Bartok
Oboe Concerto Wolf-Ferrari
Cimarosa
STUDENT RATE $3.50 — OTHER RATES FROM $7.00
Members may attend the lectures, concerts and rehearsals arranged by the Associates.
Memberships
tory of Music. available from S-A.C. Office, Porter's Desk — '■,Hart House, Royal Conserva-

HART

HOUSE

STUDENT
$2.50
Hart House
productions.
evenings for

THEATRE

SUBSCRIPTIONS

FOR THE FOUR PRODUCTIONS
Theatre offers a Student Subscription at $2.50 for the four
Subscribers are assured of the same seats and performance
the entire season. Two subscriptions only on each A.T.L. card.
1956-57 SEASON

DARK OF THE MOON by Howard Richardson and
_
.
William Berney
Saturday,
October 27th to Saturday, November
3rd
SCHOOL FOR WIVES adapted from Moliere by Miles MaUeson
Saturday, December 1st to Saturday, December 8th
THE INNOCENTS by William Archibald
Saturday, January 26th to Saturday, February 2nd
THE TEMPEST by William Shakespeare
Saturday, March 2nd to Saturday, March 9th
A Student Subscription was offered last season for the first time and over
40% of the total seats were sold before opening.
• AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND BOOK EARLY •
Box Office Now Open 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Coupon, available from your Faculty representative, Engineering. Store,, ,„d the S.A.C.

needed: a mouth
for the sac
Because its members are elected on no specific
ed ofber,twoand the
questions—
one from a non-voting memother inane.
platforms, and therefore are divided only by faculty or school rather than by philosophy, our
It is impossible to believe that nowhere in three
Students' Administrative Council must face a basic and a half hours' discussion was there on item of
responsibility. Every issue that confronts them business that, one faculty or school representative
must be examined from all points of view.
disagreed with. It is impossible to believe that noTo judge from the first meeting of the 1956-57
where inthe NFCUS policy — regardless of how
council, Wednesday evening in Falconer Hall, long it was discussed privately at Caledon farm
that responsibility will not be met this year.
by less than two-thirds of the council— is there a
On the agenda of that meeting were several clause
tion. that needs some clarification or justificaimportdnt items of business, including the expenditure ofmore than $13,000 (more than one dolWhile no one would expect twenty-one members of the council to be fully conversant with all
lar a student). Put off, because of the "lengthy
parliamentary
rules and procedures at their first
discussion"
it
would
generate,
was
the
evening's
most important decision— what should be the Tor- meeting, at least they should have an opinion* about
what
is
going
on. It would do no harm if that
onto ference
delegates'
policy at the national NFCUS connext week.
opinion were informed.
Now— while the year is still young— is the time
A record of the evening's business— which included the adoption of seven committee reports- for this council to conquer any fear of expressing
showsed "no"not tooneanything.
single dissenting voice. No one vot- its opinion. If its members are to live up to thei'
responsibilities, they must not be afraid of their
The "lengthy discussion" of the complex (and own thoughts. It is to express them, by vote or by
admittedly commendable} NFCUS policy consist- speech, that they were elected lost spring.

The
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Surveyor

With
His Friends, The Engineers
appealed for assistance. were appointed to investigate mov
The SAC bulletin board — theTheSACbulletin
board came up in ing the board to somewhere near
scourage
of
last
year's
council
meetings — has finally arrived. meeting after meeting last year. the SAC office — probably directIt
has
been
the
subject of count- ly in front of it.
It sits atop the book store, bearless Varsity editorials.
It's not so far away now.
ing
an
engineer's
sign.
Wednesday
night
the board was A clamor reached the Varsity
A group of engineering students
carried the sign from its Varsity brought once again to the atten- office at 11 o'clock last night. The
tion of the council. A committee
stadiumhours
graveafter
last the
night—
four
SACtwenty
had of two was appointed by the meet- board was rising slowly on to the
the book-store.
termed it '"too heavy to move
ingwhat
afterfrivolous
fifteendiscussion,
minutes of some- root
steelof legs
groaned a Under
horde it'sof
without
a
truck
and
a
winch".
mighty
skulemen.
The sign had been sitting in a SAC Secretary-Treasurer E. A. A sign was fastened to the
MacDonald told the council the
tin shedstand of under
the eastsincegrandbulletin board. "That what it's for,
the stadium
last sign was "almost too big."
March. Originally it was to be "If we've waited this long for isn't it?" an engineer asked.
erected by Architecture students. it," a council member commented, The sign says "Engineers ride
"we might as well wait for a again,
It wasn't.
Brute Forcecould
Committee."
SAC — members
not be
j Steel was
for donated
the eight-by-five
foot committee."
President Gordon Forstner and reached for comment last night.
board
by Dominion
Bridge company last year, when Vice-President Flo Middleton
K0
SAC

Brings

Forth

New
NFCUS
Plans
The national presidency would
1 Toronto's
Students'
Administrative Council passed a new plan be abolished because national
for the National Federation of office workload would be slashed.
Canadian University Students The plan goes now to the naWednesday night with only two
tional NFCUS conference in
questions from the floor.
Montreal next week. It hay Ontario college support.
There were no 'no' votes
through the entire three and a A "committee to look into the
half hour meeting.
set up to inThe meeting also approved committee"vestigatewas
a permanent investi$13,000
for President
tonensis forandpublication
productionof Toronof the Forstner.gatingIf committee
set up, the permanAll-Varsity
full
ent group would look into course |
houses
for sixRevue.
nights"With
the AVR
problems,
red tape,
can makeSteve$4,500,"
coming university1
boom in enrolment,
Chairman
FreedhoffFinance
tUC) the
overcrowded classes, and other
said. Budgeted expenses are student
problems. I
J3.786.
The Toronto TJFCUS plan asks
for concentration
understandingdnamong"better
Canadian
students"tation toand
national
representhe government and
them
ot them
Queens"
- Society,
"Go
Gaels"
Mosl of
nSi™
other student groups. In effect, An "Quell
Hicks
yesterday.
Most
Blue and White
estimated five thousand ^, the _
it cutsties out
most
NFCUS
activiwill
be
congregating
around
the
a seven- 25-yard line, with the stragglers
includecaptain
crowd into Var- the rally
Fans will
such as contests, student Queenssity stadium
band,willBlues
Ed
tomorrow afternoon piece
discount
service,
and
life
inSkrzypek
to
lead
cheering,
and
the
for the opening kick-off of the
to the
surance.
uates will be
seatedgoatline.
in the Gradsame
Varsity cheerleaders to whip up extending
Intercollegiate football .season.
Any NFCUS activity would be Bringing their band, cheerlead- a little enthusiasm. The assist- general area on the oppositeside
of
the
field,
by a suffiant
captains
and
Blues
coaches
of
ers
and
a
quartet
of
Highland
judged by 'demand
Na- Dancers, the Golden Gaels are the Blues will be on hand to see ' At noon yesterday Queens ofstudents,'Gerry
cient
ficials said that only about 200
tionalnumber
AffairsofChairman
bent on retaining their hold on the ace quarterback gets to bed train tickets
been sold, most
Helleiner said. NFCUS should the
for his beauty rest before the of them to had
Cup.
female students. If
be the only organization capable ToYates
counter the expected burst
of handling it, and it should not
sales
do
not
pick
up. the supVisitors from Kingston will be
Kingston enthusiasm a "death to game.
•embarrass the central organi- ofqueens"
porters may take the regular CNR
better
seated
this
year,
said
pep
rally
will
be
held
at
as to money or staff the Drill Hall tonight. Sponsored
afternoon train, and not the Foottime, he zation'said.
ball Special.
Queens Athletic secretary Charlie

Resident

In UC Brawi
Over
Co-eds
A brawl between
two University
College
men's
residen
• Phyenjfi
ed initiations
for
freshnun
sical and Occupational Therapy
girls last night. One UC resident
wasTheknocked
out for 20in npyjamdn
-mutes.
girls, dressed
skirts, stick,bras,
shoe-polish
and
lipwere led around the campus
before they
at the UC re-by
sidence. Theyarrived
were kidnapped
men from all UC residences
A raid by McCaul house- on
Jeanneret House for more firstyear girls started the fight.
The girls escaped, doused with
water.
CCF Chairman

Mr. David Lewis.
Speaks
TodayNa
ChairmanDavid
of the Lewis.
C.C.F.. willNa'.ional
speak
to U of T. students today. Sponsored by the
C.C.F. Room
club,
the talk
will U.be.of inT. U.C.,
4 at 1 p.m.
OnecentofC.C.F.theManifesto.
drafters Lewis
of the isre-a
prominent labor lawyer. A former
Rhodes Scholar, he was National
1948.
Secretary
of the CCF. from 1936Title of the talk Is "The Winnipeg Declaration," one of a series
on 20th century Socialism.
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►Of EAC

j
Claim your dividends
now at the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

PROM
TO-NI
I$ TrinityFALL
College
9:00 p.m.
$1.00 GHT
per person j
I
College
|

ORCHESTRA CALYI'SOSREFRES
HMENTS

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION EXAMINATION
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9 — 8:30 - 10:00 a.m.
By order
of Hie College
all first-year
registered in University
College Council,
are required
to write anstudents
examination
in English Composition. The examination will be held on Tuesday. October 9, between the hours of 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. The ex-'
oranimation
8:40. papers will be distributed at 8:30 sharp — not at 8:35
Students enrolled in English 1 a, b and English 1 a. d will write
the examination
in the room in which they normally take English at 9:00 on Tuesdays.
Students registered in the General Course but not enrolled in
English 1 a. b will write in Room 8.
Students
Honoursin Room
Courses.6. Group A (consult Calendar if in registered
doubt) willin write
Students
registered
in
Honours
Courses,
endar ifin doubt) will write in Room 71. Group B (consult CalStudents
Room 5. registered in Commerce and Finance will write in
. 57.Students registered in Household Science will write in Room
The atexamination
lest the student's
ability
to readsentences
accurely, toplan a logicalwillargument,
and to write
effective
■and paragraphs.

"
ON'S
^EATleads the IVY

j

"SQUARE DANCING and CALLING
For All University Men and Women
THURSDAYS — 5 - 6 p.m.
BEGINNING OCTOBER 11th. '
153 BLOOR ST. WEST
(Rear Entrance of Household Science Building)

HART

HOUSE

CHESS

CLUB

presents
AN OPEN HOUSE
THIS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5th, AT 8:00 p.m.
held in the Music Room
PROGRAMME TO INCLUDE
1. Instruction by Mr. George Berner, Chess Master
2. Chess Film
ALL MEMBERS OF HART HOUSE WELCOME
free !
— REFRESHMENTS —
free !

LEAGUE

« pod

$t«rt/

Considers

NFCUS Replica
By MARY JANE ROWLEY
Varsity Staff Reporter
A National Affairs Committee
will be set up under the jurisdiction of ministrative
the Council
Students Adif the SAC
decides to remain out of NFCUS
after the NFCUS conference in
Montreal next week.
The program put forth by Doug
Hubley. (IV
SPS)Committee
at last night's
External
Affairs
meeting would restore the original
aims of NFCUS. If the SAC«votes
to remain out of NFCUS, the NAC
will be set up to stress the points
on the Toronto campus which will
be stressed at the coming NFCUS
conference.
More exchange
scholarships, more exchange weekends andexamples
regional ofconferences
possible
this policy.are
The ' decision
' to return la
NFCUS will be based on whether
NFCUS is willing to adopt policy
which the Toronto
along
suggest.
delegateslines
Weekends Committee chairman „
Liz Van
Every (III
UC) reported
that
University
of Michigan
and.
Ann Arbor had both been written,
to regarding weekend exchanges
and both had shown interest in a
program for next year. Ap- I
plications for the Carabin Weekend will close about October 29
with the weekend itself being
from Nov. 29 to Dec. 2.
World
Treasure VanUniversity
will be heldService's
with Ryerson Institute this year, said Ann
Jeffrey (IV Trinity), co-chairman
of WUS. The Van will be renamed
'Treasure Van Toronto". Goodg
will be on sale from November
26 to November 30 at both Ryerson and Toronto.
Paris High-School
Teacher
Licenciee isesorganizing
Lettres Sorbonne
French Conversation
Hours
Private or Group — WA. 1-1965
STUDENT
PERIODICAL
AGENCY

First seen on Eastern United States campuses
Ivy
League styling is now widely recognized in ,bothtrimCanada and the U.S.A., (or ils natural comfort and masculine good looks. See this "Ivy League Look"-ca
interpreted in clothing and accessories, and wellrefully
represented inthe Men's Wear Department at Eaton's.
!V„h L|AGU.f
Fine tails
wool and
tweedshorts.
from Scotland, sizes 36 Spirts
to 411 Coats.
includiiiE
Eadh
50.00
IVY LEAGUE Slacks. "Wedgem
all-wool worsted
Melange flannel: Waist sizes 2!) tooor"
38. Each 19.95
PlHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING - EATON'S M.in Store.
Second F-loi r — Dept. 229
w Success sre^y os= ^fisoaPaL
NEXTOAy■ ■ SALES
MANAGER SAyg.
"JOE, YOU LOST THAT
SALE BECAUSE you
LACK CONFIDENCE IN
YOURSELF — AND
CONFIDENCE BEGINS
WIT.H WELL GROOMED
HAIR /"
S5i

That's life in a-nutshell. Get off to a
good start
and you're
in line
anything. Itgoes
goesfordouble
for work.
To for
getdating
off to— ait really
good
yoursaver
work like
there's
tike
astart
goodwithtime
the nothing
Remington
Quiet-Riter, finest portable typewriter
made. You'll get through notes, essays,
projects in nothing flat. They'll look
neater and yqu'll get better grades, too.
Your Remington has a standard keyboard, exclusive Miracle Tab
that sets and clears tabulator stops with a flick of the finger,
direct set visible margin, simplified ribbon changer. Cost? Just
$1.00 a week. See your nearby dealer.

Special Student Rates:
TIME
— 1 year
LIFE$3.25
$6.50 — 2 years
$4.25 — 1 year
$7.50 — 2 years
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
$4.00 — 1 year
Order Now — Pay Later
CALL EM. 6-7920

Yours for $1.00 a week

Canada's Finest Portable Typewriter
ATTRACTIVE,
CARRYINGLIGHT-WEIGHT
CASE
The Remington Qoiel-Riler comes in a beautiful travelling coje that's free.
Also included —
"Touch-Melhod"
brush for cleaningtyping
type. instruction book and
J PRODUCTS OF REMINGTON RAND LIMITED • Dealers o^oTs Canada
By Wl LDROQT
well- groomed
YOU
GET
CONFIDENCE
By
HAVING A GOOD APPEARANCEa/eat
smart, lots
of c<wf/d£a/(^f
CAN TBE CREAMCONFIDENT
'
WILDROO
-ANDUSE YOU
ALWAYS OIL
yOUR HAIR WILL
BESTiN
LOOKANYITSSITUATI
ON

WILDROOT CREAM- O/L.
GIVES
you CONFIDENCE

EXPORT
CANADA'S
FINEST
CIGARETTE

Ye Ballade of Macbeth ye Knife
Roll
On
Beethoven
Oh, the shark has pretty teeth, dears
If it was the done thing, the feeling; Opus 130 was given gait of Opus 18, No. 5) the And he shows, them pearly white
audience would have danced in some precise playing, graceful Quartet has become a world .lust
a skean dhu has Macbeth, dears
the aisles at the end of the and brittle as demanded.
wide institution. Jozeph RoisQuartet with dis- And he keeps it out of sight.
Beethoven Cycle, completed at
Monday night was also satis- man led tthe
i
n
c
t
i
o
n
,
a
n
d
their
tempi
were
the Royal Music Conservatory
actory and aartists.
suitableTheir
introduction to fthe
hard indisputably correct. Alexanon Wednesday night. The BudaNeath a bedspread in the guest room
der Schneider gave discreet
pest String Quartet played the work and technical brilliance
Lies old Duncan on the floor
Quartets Opus 18 Nos_ 1, 2 and were immediately evident.
support. Boris Kroyt— almost
Someone severed his aorta
The artists are Hungarian an image of Beethoven himself
5Opus
— Opus
130. 59131,Nos.132.1, 2 and 3 — and still speak among them- — was a delight to watch. MisAnd he's laced with golden gore.
Each programme was of the
selves in their own tongue. cha Schneider exploited his
same pattern, a Quartet from While they" perform music in "cello to the full, and excelled
\,
Opus 18, Opus 59 and a later "the great European Tradition" in wit and good taste.
To the banquet General liannno
Chris Wilson
Quartet. The earliest works (how they relished the landler
Was invited by his host
have an affinity with those of
General lianquo missed the banquet
Haydn and Mozart, those of
Opus 59fundity oforeshadow
proNo one came hut Hanquo's ghost.
f the last three,thewhich
are charged with as much emo- budapest quartet
tion and expressive force as
In the courtyard, hacked to pieces
the form will bear.
Lies Macduff's lamented wife
At all times it was a pleasure macbeth
With her nephews and her nieces
to watch the artists at worlf..
So often we have seen artists the mountain
Compliments of Mac the Knife.
who seem to be suffering from electro
an attack of acute constipation
during their performances. The
By the
Budapest Quartet were alterNo
one witches'
born couldrecollection
cause his death
nately wreathed with smiles ol'
But
a
cesarean
section
rapt with intensity. The slightest glance to a partner might
Dropped the curtain on Macbeth.
produce that extra nuance that
lifted their interpretations from
Hearts
of
Stone
the good to the sublime.
As the villain there's Paul Kogers
The Mountain at the Univer- mountain. Searching for gold
On the last night, Opus 18,
An-d his Lady's Coral Browne
sity
Theatre
is
a
graphic
realihe
strips
the
corpses
in
the
No. 5 was
played
in
a
tradiSo
the line forms on the right, dears
tional classical manner. The
zation of human emotions em- charnel-house wreck of an air
Mac
the Knife is back in town.
b
r
a
n
g
l
e
d
i
n
the
conflict
of
man
transport,
breaks
the
cross
wit, elegance and precision injected into the andante with pitted against the elemental which would consecrate the
variations was perfectly con- force of the mountain and the ground because its reconstrucMacbeth being the second of three Shakespearean
trasted with the vigorous alia spiritual power of selfishness,
tion impedes his felony, and
marcia and the exultation of the
death impulse.
murderously assaults the sole plays, being presented by the Old Vic at the Royal Alec.
the finale. Opus 59, No. 3, was
This presentation is height- survivor of the crash as evi- Well worth seeing, if you can possibly afford it.
distinguished by the most
ence of his criminal presence
ened by superlative colour pho- on the dscene.
beautifully rounded tone in the
tography, not dependent upon
cycle. This was particularly it. Its intensity is also indebted
Robert
Wagner,
saevident in the tuttis, which at to the absence of the sensa- tanic accuser,
findsas thethisdark
mountain of his own heart
other times inevitably tend to
t
i
o
n
a
l
i
s
m
s
o
drearily
omnipreSkule Nile Casting
sound strident. The andante was
sent in Ascent Films. There are even in his self-sacrificing
languid, yet ,the performance rocks and rolls, toe-holds that shouts
brother.
"You're
afraid!"
he
when the climb becomes
lucid. Trie memfetto leading
GUYS — TUESDAY, OCTOBER 9
proverbial mouninto the allegro molto was would try thetain-goat's
precarious, and when his bropedal extremities,
DOl.I.S — WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER II)
and some hanging
by the
ther's abraded palms dye their
playedlitywith
a
tremendous
virithat indeed strained the thumbs too, but in this film rope crimson hauling him to
OTHERS,
THOSE WHOOCTOBER
COULDN'T
they belong in the reasonable safety, "Look, at that, you've
quartet to its very* limits.
MAKE IT AND
— THURSDAY,
II
of climbing technique, hurt yourself. You won't be
^59,OnNo.Tuesday
night, athesuitably
Opus context
2, was given
not
in
that
of
mere
scrabbling
DANCERS
(
PLEASE
BRING
SHORTS).
ACTORS, AND
able
to
help
me."
He
plunges
to
idiocy.
SINGERS
tense performance in the first
his death believing that "y'ou're
movement and the slow moveSpencer Tracy
play'swhose
with 'ying, you want me to stay up
P.O.T. HUTS — 7 p.m.
ment was played with due distinction
a shepherd
animistic view of nature (he here and die."Rosemary Tweed.
P.S.
—
A R LINE IS BACK. GIRLS
cares how the mountain feels
about
him)
contributes
to
his
VIC'S
ELECTRA
unostentatious
Casting for
the Victoria
character with rock-among-men
its concomitant
College
Drama.
Club's
major
gentleness and humility. His
SALAD
DAYS
Hart House production of effort
to find good everywhere,
"Electra"Music
will even when
he has no alternative
Special Student Discount — One-Third Off For Performances
beGiraudovix's
heft] in Wymilwood
but to imagine it in the brother
Room, Tuesday afternoon,
On Saturdays
At 5,30
October 9th, beginning at he loves, brought tears.
TWO TICKETS
ONLYp.m.ON —EACHMondays
A. T. L. At
CARD8.30 p.m.
2:30. Herbert Whittaker,
The latter's relentless rapaHART HOUSE THEATRE
city, motivated by the contuGlobe and Mail drama,critic,
melious fair, leads to cumulais directing.
Main Box-Office Now Open Frum 10 a.m.
tive blasphemous acts on the
HART

HOUSE

THEATRE

AUDITIONS
NOW BEING HELD FOR
SCHOOL FOR WIVES
AND
THE INNOCENTS
FOR AN APPOINTMENT — PHONE WA. 3-7193 OR
CALL AT THEATRE OFFICES
- GORDON
10%
Reduction
SINCLAIR
Student
Groupsto
"
A SMASH HIT
THE NEW PLAY SOCIETY INC.
PRESENTS

Optimist
byThe
MAVOR MOORE
A Gay Musical Satir
based on Voltaire's CANDIDE
EGLINTON AT
AVENUE THEATRE
AVENUE ROAD
Eves. 8 30 *Sat. 9 p.m.*: $3. 2.50. 2, 1.25. Sat. Mat. G p.m.: 2.50. 2.
MO. 5255 &. MO. "742. Box ofr.ce open 10 a.m. lo 9 p.m.
&1.50.all 75c.
Agencies.

HART

HOUSE

STUDENT

THEATRE

SUBSCRIPTIONS

$2 SO FOR THE FOUR PRODUCTIONS
Hart House Theatre offers a Student Subscription at §2.50 for the four
productions. Subscribers are assured of the same seats and performance
eveninjfs for the entire season. Two subscriptions only on each A.T.L. uard.
1956-57 SEASON
DARK OF THE MOON by Howard Richardson and
William Berney
Saturday, October 27lh to Saturday, November 3rd
SCHOOL FOR WIVES adapted from Moliere by Miles Malleson
Saturday, December 1st to Saturday, December 8th
THE INNOCENTS by William Archibald
Saturday, January 26th to Saturday, February 2nd
THE TEMPEST by William Shakespeare
Saturday, March 2nd to Saturday, March 9th
A Student Subscription was offered last season for the first time and over
40r" of the total seats were sold before opening.
• AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT AND BOOK EARLY •
Box Office Now 0|ien 1(1.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Coupons available from your Faculty Representative, Engineering Stores, and the S.A.C.

Keep an eye on ... .
- Ron Stewart
Queen's——No.
No. 45
54 " Jocko Thompson
Varsity-No. 91 - Tim Reid
-No. 60 - Ed Skrzypek

TORONTO,

TORONTO,

THE

1956

ED;

VA

TORONTO

At exactly two o'clock tomorrow afternoon, the whistle
will blow, the referee's arm will fall, and 24 football players
wJI
charge
into the first play of this year's Intercollegiate
football
schedule.
Queen s Golden Gaels and Varsity Blues, rivals on
Varsity Stadium gridiron tomorrow, cadi have a mission theto
accomphsh. The Gaels are out to win their first game in
Toronto since 1949. A victory for the Tricolor would be a vital
factor in their defense of the Yates Cup.
The Blues, meanwhile, take to the field with two objectives
in mind-to prove to football followers that theirs is not the
role of the underdog and to give Coach Dalt Wnite a victorious
debut as a Senior Intercollegiate coach.
It will not be an easy task for either team. The Blues
proved last week that they have the defensive potential to stop
Stewart, Surphlis, Kocman and Co. They proved that
they
have a well-balanced passing and running attack. And thirdly
they proved that they'll work as a team with one ultimate
aim-to return to the halls of Hart House the coveted championship silverware.

The Gaels will answer back with an experie
but so
far unsensational squad. The above-mentioned trionced,
returns to

VARSITY.

WE'LL

form the backbone of the half-line. Captain Gary Lewis,
Jim
Hughes, Kuss Radchuk and Russ Thoman wiU7 provide t™
holdov
er line power The question mark rests at the quarterback
slot. Snce it doesn't appear likely that any late import
s will
T.ndall has placed h.s money on George Moschelle,
an
Navy
Frank
man from
fall, Coach ex-US
Courtland State.
camP7
tLTiT
On the pivot-slot reserve list are Bob Pow a eradiate
„f
Woodstock Collegiate, and Ron Stewart. K™*»te of
.tripped
• '"^T
Pl3yed
McMaster
date'lostVarsity
* 1-1 record
17-810and
a tight ow"s
8-7 decision
to thehaving
lin*
P° nt"
powerful Kitchener-Waterloo Dutchmen
29
fGaelVeC°;
22-0n™6
Sta"ds
win from
exact|y
*he
They
Peter'd
took
borough Orfuns of the Intermediate ORFU a
and were smashed 25-0 by Balmy Beach sen
iors.
On paper, one would almost favour Varsitv -Rut ;„H„™„. '
on^t battles of the two teams, the jji
JS^SS
Queen's pre-season plaudits have been
based mainlv on
last year's title-winning squad. Varsity
wT itTaJlim
by its showing to date thi season. It shoulhas
d be I e „ ilZ^
,
games of the year. — JOHN BROOKS
b*St

SHN
>nt
20— Dave Mil

21—
Chi'"
30— John
Bill Hun"
,ty
32—
£> "*
Pete PoK
22— Trevor
31— Curt Rus-' lia
33— Don J"1"
34— Peter C«i jch
di
um
35— Nick Br»'
40— Walt Scl"
k
41—
John Cas'
43—
M*
45— Santo
Bill MiH'^,,
44 — Bill Bea*
47— A I Watt le
50— Burt K«"
51— Lorry
Dick Bis*Su
52—

Or

>N

OF

A football team plays a better game with a
good crowd behind it, and our Blues are no different. Iyou
f have to bring your mother-in-law,
bring her . . But make sure you come yourself.

YOUR

iTY

4D

/re
chak
iams

FIGHT

FOR

THE

BLUE

AND

With only four issues of the Varsity to date, it's surprising
the number of odds and ends we've collected but not had the
room to print . . . Following are as many as we can cram in . . .
All eyes in the Toronto area will be focused on Varsity
Stadium tomorrow afternoon . . . That is, all who attend the
game . . . It's a tough w'eekend as far as sports activities go . . .
The Argos and Tiger-Cats tangle in Hamilton . . . The Ottawa
Roughriders host Peahead Walker's Alouettes in the Capitol,
with World
television
coverage
game rain,
. . . Then
alwaysat
the
iSeries,
which,of the
barring
shouldthere's
continue
Yankee Stadium . . .
Which one do you take? . . Our choice is the game right
here in the Bloor Street Bowl . . We hope you're with us . . .
Latest word from McGill shows that the Redmen are
running into injury difficulty . . . Tackle Jack Behrman, who
joined Dickie Carr on the McGill import list, is out indefinitely
with a chest injury . . . The doc has ordered surgery . . . Another blow to Larry Sullivan . . . He's still recovering from
Wally Bulchak's academic failure, which, of course, makes the
ex-Blue ineligible . . .
Don't feel upset if you see a new convert formation tomorrow ... In an effort to save the rapidly-disappearing foot-

WHITE

balls, the latest suggestion is that the teams try their converts
from their end zone, kicking the ball over the bar, if successful,
onto the field . . .
Timmy Reid's' answer when asked how much he shelled
out to a local sportswriter for his spread on Wednesday? ... "I
of you oldstei>
. . Any
. . . Hmmm
pound"kicking
the and
paid
Hanson
of Fritzie
in the .days
were byalive
who him
should compare him to Reid . . . The ex-Ridley flash bears a
striking resemblance to the little tad, who led the West to its
first Grey Cup victory back in 1935 . . .
ivotice where glamour boy Ronnie Knox has inked a
Calgary Stampeder contract . . . Masterson takes up where
Hamilton's Jake Gaudaur left off in his raving about the 21year-old movie star . . . It's a shame that Harvey is on hand
to stir up trouble . . . The big blow-up with Hamilton came
after Harvey blasted the T-C"s on a Norm .Marshall interview
. . . The portly announcer spent the next two weeks apologizing
for the booboo . . .
Any of you newsy types who wander down to our dungeon
in the next few days will likely be charged admission for
entrance .. . That box over in the corner is, believe it or not.
a TV set . . . Don't forget . . . Starting time is 2 p.m. sharp . . .
That's in our stadium here . . . JOHN BROOKS.
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Blue and White Society Presents Its First

Dance
Football
SITY
VAR
vs.
QUEENS
Saturday, October
HART HOUSE

6th

Five Bands
FEATURING BENNY LOUIS
From 9 p.m.
$2.00 PER COUPLE — DRESS— Informal
TICKETS LIMITED— On Sale at S.A.C, Bldg.
Engineering Stores, Hart House Rotunda.

y Track Championship Meet
Universit
Intramural oirice.
Hart Hou.^e.

|
_

TYPEWRITERS
PORTAB
of LE
all kinds, and at
STUDENT PRICES !
(Credit terms available)
E
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOR
II I II 1 1
lM
WfTIT
Toronto's Dance Hall of Distinction
BALLROOM
MASONIC
e Bloor) WA. 1-9701
(Abov
888 YONGE ST.
PUBLIC DANCING
EVERY WED., FRI. and SAT.
DOUG KEMP and his orchestra

HILLEL
FELLOWSHIP
H
BAT
SAB
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 8:30 p.m.
MANSOOR
DR. MANACHEM
on the

3
Sunday

SCROL
DEADER SEA
p.m.LS'
IFICA
7, 8:30
"SIGN
EVENIOFNG,THEonOCTOB
Y NCE
SUNDA
ist,
Journal
and
Author
an
Canadi
han
Morlev Callag
Hillel Mailing List?
To Be On OFThe MEN"
Want "RACES
Do YouYour
Hillel Membership Card At Once!
Get

MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
Theology for the Layman
TUESDAYS, 8 p.m. — CARR HALL,
1. — Modern Man looks at God.
2. — On Reading the Old Testament.
3. The Liturgy — School of Holiness.

ST

2 doors west
SCOTT'S Bloor orSt.,table
ol Yonge. French BuHel Remarkabservice
ly inSunday.
torn 4 to 9 p m. tool WAlnul 2-4320
on,. ttelkiou.,
lor Reservatiexpensive!

Registration S5; no tuition fee; non-credit.
■ M,
■
. ... |
1 ■»■■ Ml
'.wear your
When you've exciting things to do
r r i

2)0 r^'
m

TODAY

E

.00—
CCF Club —— David
"The WinniJg
Declaration"
Lewis b
Room 4, UC.
,00—
SCM — "Friendly Acres" ,iall
Oct.
Leave 6
from' Hart House — gH
.00 — Discussion Group — "Faith hej
Reason". 'Speaker — Rev. Al^t
McLaehlin, Chaplain's Off ice .rial
Hart House
!.00—
Nisei Student
— Fre'acl
Reception,Women'sClubUnion
Blt T\
i.30— Hillel — "The Significance -PP
the
Scrolls",St.
dr. M,»w
soor —Dead
186 Sea
St. George
C0MING-UP
TUESDAY
SUNDAY
,pe
»•
B(
1.30—
"Races
Men" 186— Hillel
Morley Cal and
laghan—
St. G,

1.00— University College Mod^r
Letters Club — Meeting for eleal]
ets
tion of officers oMhe club — Ertuc
ibe
lish Seminar, Room 48M dch
8.00automatic
p.m.— M&P
Society— Dr.
— Feraf
computer
Hitjfid ;
—Room 135, Physics Bldg.

Bi
(QUAKERS)
II
SOCIETY
OF FRIEND!^

menibei°ni
Warmly welco
meeting
for mes
worship
»
HEat i'™
Tsity
of the Univer
Sundays'
at
11
a.m
Lowther Avenue (at Ba^
ford, two blocks north (s .
Bloor.) WA. 1-0368. tor
(ANGLICAN) le
THE CHURCH
REDEEMERAtBloor
Head
tyi
the Campings
OFthe THE
and Avenue
Road hi(
Hector: Rev. Owen P. Pridia^
8 a.m.—B.A.,
HolyL-.Th.
Communior__
— The11 'iekpr.
*\
CommunisH
a.m.— ChorsA
Ipreacher at 11 ».m. and ~> "
Day. 12.15— pr ^
Thanksgiving
— Holv Communion
! Students 'bordially Welcorr

1 $
ST. ANDREW S^,.
UNITED CHURCH
near Sub*
117 BlooratE.,Yohge

InterimRev.Minister

New
Fal/ dressmakers,
. . . super 70'snew
fine V
Botany,for new
fu 11-fashioned collars, new Pettal 53%^
Clrlons, new hi-bulk heavy knits, in
lambswool too, all full-fashioned,
mothproof, shrinkproof — vibrant Fall
colours. Al good shops everywhere.
$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95 %

Of course.
'Most Because
everyone a
does— often.
few moments over ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
sparkling with
andIt's wholesome
— and natural
narurallygoodness,
friendly pure
I •f* 1 11
to your 6gure. Feel like having a Coke?
**Cd»n I* a r«a!ile»«(* tiade-mork.

COCA-COIA LTD.

r

D. Kilpatr'1'
George G. D.D.
Organist and Choir Di<1
EDGAR GOODA1&
11tor:
a.m.— "The Qratitudej
7.30 p.m.— "A Dream 0)

4

" ally i«v
Christcordi
Students
the Sea"
to attend these Servn''
UNIVERSITY LODGE
MEETS
AT
A.F. & A.M.
•NO. 496, G.R.C.
MASONIC TEMPLE
888 YONGE ST.
Meetings held on second Wednesday and fourth Thursday evenings of the month. Students
who
members322. ofWallberg
the CraftBuilding.
are cordially invited to attend. For further information,
apply areat Room
WEDNESDAY,
UNIVERSITY AND
OCTOBER 10
EDUCATIONAL NIGHT
J
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taby

Blues

Test

Comets

Expect
Easythe intermediates
Win
will Backfield coach Gerry Lansky
Varsity intermediates officially
:k off the intercollegiate foot- Three
probably be forced out by in- has given the starting nod at
juries. Halfback Dalt Coleman quarterback to Nick Sopink
11 season this afternoon when
sy engage the Queen's Comets has a pulled muscle, end Harry over Lorne Forstner. Rounding
Kingston. The game will Seegmiller is afflicted with a out the backfield will be John
horse, and fullback Bill Spence at left half, Bill Trimble
u-k the coaching debuts of Charley
ad man Roy McMurtry and Naylor is laid low with a bad and Brian Astcn at full, and one
ckfield coach Gerry Lansky, knee.
of Ian Knowles, Don Borthwick
and Bob Miner
at right half. The
rhe Baby Blues will sit out The intermediates were bol- backfiel
d will probably go both
proximately 12 men to get
stered during the week by the ways but
McMurt
wn to the playing limit of 26. addition of fullback Don Cornish platoon
the line. y will two
and end Bob Lee, both cuts from
the parent Blues. Cornish adds The Baby Blues have been
to an already imposing list of scrimmaging among themselves
fullbacks on the roster. A veter- the past two evenings and yes
GAELS
terday afternoon they ran
an of last season's
co-champions,Don intermediate
is the sixth through a light workout. Following the workout, the boys
centre
half
with
the
Baby
Blues.
GONE
It's expected that he'll see a left via train for Queen's.
lot of duty on defence this Varsity whipped Queen's twice
By ONE-EYED BENNY
yeartrouble
and shouldn't
too
3eing as I am a very proudish afternoon while the other new- last
opening have
up with
comer, Lee, will start at end. amuch
le fellow who does not care
win this afternoon.
■ imitations of himself which is
illy I and who does not care
ich for anything other than
:h things of intrinsic, altruisti- UC Moves To Group One
and practical value as money,
s idiom from Queenie U who
els himself Slewfoot Shmiel In Intramu
ral Grid League
i who dares to second guess me
s my goat which is Peter The University College Redmen Then Hugh "Wainwright, the
owski and none other,
will once again play in Group Trinity representative, asked the
of the Interfaculty Football committee if his squad could mov<
'lot only is this witchdoctor One
was one of the im- down to Group Two, Wainwright
m Queenie U posturing as if he League. That
portant developments which reported that because of Trinity's
being my equal but he is so
team and the long schedule
emerged
from
yesterday's Intra- small
tody vein he calls the forthin the first group, his team would
ning game for his own shifty, mittee. mural Football Standing Com- run
short
of players by playoff
;aky, ugly imported unmenAfter his plea to the com
nables which he is calling a In other developments, the Trin- time.
mittee,
he
made the above
ity Black Panthers exchanged motion withthen
m of footballs which is only
these two additions:
with U.C. and moved
ht as they are all well-laced. places
Group Two. while Fo- (1) that University College move
Jut. however. Benny, which is down into
announced that this season up to Grouo One and (2) th;
has otherish type frogmastic- it had restry
amalgamated
with Pharm- three teams from Group One and
ans.
In
answering
to
my
queertwo from Group Two enter thi
acy sportswise.
as to whence he rusheth Rex
playoffs. Despite the rather re
Harrison President
prgan.
M.D..
quotheth
"There
is
of University Col- luctant agreement to the motion
ng a terrible little accident in. Ken legeHarrison
was elected president of the by University College representronto's
One-Eyed
Benny
committee
by
acclamation.
Brian animously.
ative, the motion was carried unadium (Varsity) and the
Dentistry was acles from Toronto play tossing McDonaldclaimed vofice president
while
Gord
Mumblings
.... The league it
caber with the Kingston lad- Crandcll of S.P.S. became secres but they are mistaking and tary.
self gets under way on October 15
ow insteadly which is cutting f With the election of officials . , . . Last year's playoff system
: laddies to ribbons which the completed.
will again be in use this year , . .
Crandell moved After
some discussion it was de
rsity coeds wear to the game that S. P. S.Gord
would once again be cided that last year's system of
ich
is
ending
up
21-3
for
my
n dear Blues who of course allowed to divide their two squads timing will be repeated this sea
up into a year grouping with se- son .... The first half will be
cond, third and fourth year members making up the senior team running time and the last period
while the frosh would be on the stop time .... Forestry announc
junior squad. The motion was ed that this season, it was uniting
Sports Staff
unanimously adopted.
with Pharmacy.
'here will be a very important
rting of the Varsity's Sports
f today in the subterranean
MEN'S ATHLETICS
e. affectionately called the ofSOCCER SCHEDULE — WEEK OF OCTOBER
i at l.OO p.m. Hie following are Tues. Oct. 9 Noith 12.30 Forestry ,'s Pharmncv
South 4.00 Knox
ed to attend: Arnie Englandcr,
'3. Wycliffc
U.O.I.
10 North. 12.30 Vic
Liebman, John Vojtech, and all Wed
North
4.00
Pre-Med
er gen 11 emen who ha ve b e en Thur 11 North 12.30 Jr. SPS <ss Trln. BA
vn here before. This meeting
4.00 Emilia n ts Law
off prime importance. So be
12 South
North 4.00 St. M
s Dent
Frl
re.

Varsity at McGill- October 13
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WILL
OPERATE A SPECIAL TRAIN BOTH GOING TO AND RETURNING FROM MONTREAL — RETURN FARE, $13.75.
ON SALE TODAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK.
Leave Toronto — 11:15 p.m.. Fridav, October1 12
0
Arrive Montreal — 7:15 a.m., Saturday, October 13 (Central Station)
Leave Montreal — 4:00 p.m., Sunday, October 14 (Central Station)
PULLMAN ACCOMMODATION TO MONTREAL
RETURN — $19.20, plus berth — LOWER $4.00, UPPER $3.20
GAME TICKETS — $2.00 and $2.50
each available with train tickets
GAME TICKETS ONLY
ONLY.
on sale at Athletic Ticket
Students may purchase tickets for
Office. TUESDAY, 9.30
4 p.m. Friday train at special price
a.m. until Friday Noon.
of $13.75 if al leas) 25 tickets are
sold.
Prices $2.00 and $2.50

DePencier

Pushes

To

Track

Upset

UC Trackmen
By BRUCE HUGHES
Individual stars were the order
of the day at the Intramural
track meet yesterday. Under sunny skies, toAngus
successor
Dick Bruneau.
Harding, Skule's
copped
first place in the 100 . 220 and 440
yd. sprints. Jan Roos won both
the mile and the three mile
events, while Jim Snider took the
880 yd. run and the 220 low hurdles. A surprisingly strong Trinity
squad dethroned U.C. to capture
the aggregate total score with 41
points S.P.S., mainly on the
strength
Bruneau's
showing,by
came secondof with
26, followed
U.C.
with
25.
St.
Mike's
totalled
24. Victoria 16. Meds 15. Wycliffe
5, apd DentsTrinity
1. Wins
Trinity, spearheaded by Mike
DePencier and Kevin Jones, showed amazing spirit and mass participation towin their first championship in many
Results:years.
High Jump: 1. M. DePencier
(TRINi 2. N. Menczel (U.C.) 3.
R. Callahan (S.M.C.I 4. D. Galvin120tS.M.C
) Height
1. H.5' 4".(TRIN)
DePenciei-3.
(TRIN)Hurdles:
2. Chadwick
Kingsley
(S.M.C.I
4.
(TRIN) Time: 18 sec. Jackman
880 yards: 1. J. Snider (VIC)
2. Seifried (S.M.C.I 3. K. Jones
(TRIN) 4. J Weider (U.C ) Time
2:12.
100 yards: 1. A. Bruneau (S.P.
S.)
G. Ryva
(S.P.S.)
Lemmon 2.(U.C.)
4. Hill
(U.C.)3. Time:
10:3.
One Mile: 1 J Ross PrcMeds) 2. P. Niblock (Wycliffe)
3. R. Wilson (S.M.C.) 4. M. BergerPole
(U.C.)Vault:
Time: 4:40.
1. J. Zadiyko
(Pre-Meds) 2. Gregary (S.P.S.) 3.
M. DePencier (TRIN) 4. N. Menczel (U.C.) 1.Heights:
Discus:
A. From10' 6".(TRMl 2.
J.(U.C.I
Thomson
(S.P.S.)
W. O'Hara
4. F. Kielty 3.(S.M.C.)
Distance: 100' 11".

Trinity
Triumph

Dethroned
220 Hurdles: 1 J. Snider (Vic)
2. M. DePencier (TRIN) 3.
Kmgsley
(SJW.C.)
(TRINi Time:
28:2. 4. Overlic.lt
Three Mile 4. J Ross (PreMedsi 2. Seifried (S.M.C.) 3.
P. Niblock
i 4. R. Wilson (S.M.C.)(Wycliffe
Time: 16:29.
Broad Jump: l McKitrick
<U.Cl 2. N. Menczel (U.C.) 3.
1. Fleischman (U.C.I 4. M. DePencier (TRINi1 Distance:
6V.
220 yards:
A. Bruneau18' (S.P.
S.l 2. T. Boeckl (TRINI 3. Hill
'U.C.i 22:9.
4. Hopkins( Pre-Dentsl
Tioie:
Javelin 1. Swindon (TRIN) 2.
Galvin (S.M.C.) 3. Garrett (S.P.
S.)
166' 4.
SJi".Smith .(S.M.C.I Distance
Shot Put 1. R Larson (U.C.)
2.O'Hara
J. McDowell
3. W.
(U.C.)( TRINi
4. Coleman
iTRINi Distance: 36ft. 3Hinches.
440 yards 1 A Bruneau /S.P.
S.l 2. Hunter (Vic) 3. (J. Snider
(Vic) 4. Hearsey (TRIN). Time
53:04.
U of T Tennis
Four tennis matches were
played
yesterday
the Toronto
Tennisafternoon
Club. Theat
occasion was the University of
Toronto tennis tourney.
Wins match W.
In the Logan
days first
Stu Logan of Victoria had little
difficulty as he downed John
Robinson of St. Mikes 6-2, 6-0.
John Anderson downed J. Chizen
by the identical score in the
day's second match.
In the last two matches, Barry
Fine downed Dave Alexander in
easy fashion 6-2, 6-1. In the next
match Harry Hall downed Fine
6-2. 6-2. The win enabled Hall
to advance into the semi-finals.

Physical Education — Women
CLASSES BEGIN OCTOBER 9th
Do Not Miss Your First Class
WOMEN S ATHLETICS
SWIMMING
Practice andcol egiateinstruction
in preparation /or Intramural and InterM
e
t
s
.
U.T.S. POOL
Mondays and Thursdays at 5:30 p.m.
SPfiED:
OR
Mondays and Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
as preferred.
Wednesdays
at 6:30 p.m.
Mondays and Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.
SYNCHRONIZED:
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.ni.
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m.
A minimum of four practices is required to make any team.
N.B. There will be a meeting of Swimming Club reps at Falconer
Hall on Tuesday. October 9th al 5:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALLi i i i It
TEAMS
Trinity
Vic I at PHE JI
Thurs. Oct. 11 Vic
St IIM: at POT
at Metis
Stadium S W.
PHE
Hilda's I
Trinity
U.C. atII atVic StI
Stadium S. W.
Home team Is always mentioned last.
Managers
—
Be
sure
all
medical
list*
are
handed
the s. A. C.
For Information regarding this phone Man? Haines WA. in2-2095.
UMPIRES WANTED
Experienced
umpire women's
game*
1 00 to 2men00 p.desperately
in. Monday needed
to Friday,10 comnieucinv
Wed soltball
Ovtojer
Pecuniary
10. Please appreciation
register at the Women's Athletic Office SA.C. Building.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
PracticeGymSchedule: Wccl< of Oct 9 to 12.
OCE
Thu's. Nunlng
Fn. Jr.
Tues.
Meds.
5:30
St.
Hilda's
Sophs
PHE
1
UC
Sopha
C.jO St.
61 Hilda's
Fre^lile
Wed. 11111
PHE
7.30
Hilda's Sr.
Jr.
L.M.
Wed Frl.
8:50 Gym
St. Hilda's
POT
POT
Sr.
Tues.
7 DO Dent
UC Fresh)
ee
8:00
Hygiene
NursliiB Sr.
MANAGERS Ba.-keihall teams .ire r^ked to
Intn.ro.ural
Women's
Monocers Diof aMSteuart
ni"t
on Tup*.
9 at cannot
5 00 pm.attend
al theplease
Women..;
e*ud
St.Oct.If you
43 St- George
HealthwithService.
citable alternat.'.

8
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WATER POLO
Water Polo practices start Friday. October 5th at 5.15 p.m.
Interested pleace report to coach Warren ■Clayson.

Cathie Breslin Meets:

«. 'iieetmc of the Squash.SQUASH
Club will be held on Tuesday. October 9th,
Lily Barnes
5for15 the
p"m intercollegiate
In the Music team
Room, please
Hurt House.
AnyoDe Interested Inn trying &
turn out.
danger
of
investigamany.
A
year
later,
within
the
MUton Barnes is a man of in constant
tion
and
discovery
as
Jews.
space
of
eight
days,
they
packed
many asset's..he Aalso
brilliant
his At the age of 12, in 1917, up and departed for Canada.
dividesyoung
composer,as a drummer
YEAR BOOK STAFF OPENINGS
talents
and a Lily went to Israel— alone, since Though Lily's mother was a
conductor. Numerous campus red tape kept her mother in concert
pianist by trade, she Working on the staff of Torontonensis (the 450-page, all-campui
witness Germany. "I loved every minute came
Canada
seamstress
and fascinating. It provides valuable opporjjroductions have borne pen—
annual) isties fpleasant
— "Shetodoes
sew asher a own
clothes
to of it," siasm
Lilyand spirit
recalls.there
"The atenthutuni or experience in lay-but. selling, design, editing, photo his nimble musical
that
PuriThe
pame a few, Miss Julie, His car- time were something I had never beautifully!" claims Lily.
tography, office work, etc. Many positions are still open, both
Lily soonnotes
foundforherself
taking
top positions and others that will give you a chance to work up,j
e r is off ficatotion, andaBrigadoon.
rousing start, and metIsrael
since."
or
time,
lecture
a
nursery
that
before
Interested?
Then drop into 'the 'Nensis office (in S.A.C. Bldg.)f
was at war then, and
his future is, to all appearances,
course, in an intriguing
this afternoon between 1:00 and 5:30 p.m.
even the younger children had school
ii golden one.
combination
of
English,
German
But undoubtedly the most pie-military training. Our young and Hebrew. The notes must
HIS
valuable of all his assets is his Tarzan took jiu-jitsu, and lived have
improved with time, for the
}ove!y young wife, Lily.
charming Mrs. Barnes speaks
without
a
trace
of
accent.
Lily is currently a first year
Honour student at University
Her mother is married now
Attention Engineering Students!
to a Dutchman "who manages
well as a part-time
College,
nal Engineers'
Hebrew asteacher. "I eventually
the biggest rubber plantation in You are invited lo attend the Professio
Lily
at the Royal York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
Java,
".says
Lily.
"She
has
a
fasDance
do some writing,"
hope to "and
I can't
jdmits,
cinating home, and two dogsdo
anything ofI feel
any that
size until I
Music by internationally famous GUY LOMBARDO and
have some education. Fifth forms
oneLilywasand eaten
Miltonbyplana crocodile."
to trip off ROYAL CANADIANS.
from the
nren't quite enough!"
Tickets at $10 per couple, may be obtained
to Europe this summer for a
236 Avenue Road,
session at conducting school and
Fifthmost tooforms
fact, alProfessional Engineers' Building,
much were,
for theinambitious
early !
yours
get
Toronto Tickets are going fast ... so
mother.
Lily'sprecedent,
with
a reunion
Lily, who last year telescoped
If
the
past
is
any
YEAR
THE
OF
EVENT
SOCIAL
TOP
THE
IS
THIS
rive years of high school into
their visit will be anything but
dull.
one, and managed to pass as
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION!
well. riedLilythree and
Milton
were
marharried days after her
exams. Milton was drumming in
The Varsity
Spring Thaw at the time, and
Founded 1880
HOUSE
after a week's honeymoon, Lily
HART
Published by The
went off
become resort.
head counStudents' Administrative
Council
sel or at anto Ontario
Two
of the
at 8:00 p.m.
!
weeks later Milton joined her
House held in the, Music Room
University of Toronto
as a resort drummer, and Lily re
Everyone wefcome at anTHISOpenWEEK-END
■— Swarti
Toronto
5,
Canada
PALEDON HILLS FARM
I ,.
signed to "read and grow fat for
Member
CanadianS.A.C.
University
Basement,
BuildingPress
Hie rest of the summer."
Editorial and News Office
This orderly chaos has marked in trenches; she learned to swing
of the House Ashingd toto spend
Any members
3-8742 —
Open week-end.Week-en
on ropes,
and Business — & WA.
Lily's fascinating life, from its through
the farm areJ requeste
d aton.
Advertising Manager
Thriving
modati
m r iheircheck
com
to crawl the
on hertreesstomach
through
beginning
in
the
Russian
town
ac- .
they go _/. assure
before
Office
Graduate
of Beresniki, in the shadow of fields of thistle. But there was Editor-in-Chief
E. A. Macdonald Peter
— WA.J. Gzowski
3-6221
to the HALL
GREAT
LUNCHEON
V .
\he Urals, near Siberia, Her also swimming in the Sea of Managing Editor Michael Cassidy
parents soon moved to Germany,
and midnight bareback
luncheon will be served in the
Before the same on Saturday,to 1:30
Anne Carnwath
and it was here that she lived Galilee,
to memis openattend.
This may
p.nfLadies
rides over the desert. "It was AM&D Editor
a.m.
11:45
"from
Hall
Great
friends.
their
and
throughout the war. Her father the sort of thing I'll never Assistant AM&D Editor Crawford
House
the
of
bers
McNair
had been killed early in the war, forget!
Sports
Editor
.
.
John
Brook:
DEBATE
NEXT WEEK'S HIGHLIGHT
and she and her mother lived When Lily turned sixteen, she Ass't. Sports Editor Howie Mandel
as Greek Orthodox Christians, joined her mother again in Ger- Women's Sports Merle OverhoK
Honorary Visitor a
Pearson will be theRoom
The Hon Lesterbe B.held
Assistants Ron Thomas, Liz
on Wednesday
in the Debates
the Debate to
Binks, Janet MacDonald, Mary
Debate: In tn
for
question
The
p.m.
8:00
at
October 10th,
Jane Rowley, Ed Broadbent,
usefulness.
its
ed
has-outliv
NATO
House,
this
of
opinion
Ralph Berrin, Moishe Reiter
FLYING
CLUB
ALL STUDENTS AND GRADUATES
Both Men And Women
who are interested'in aviation are cordially
invited to attend the year's first meeting of the
University

Of

Toronto

Flying Club
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
8:00 p.m.
MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE
TO - NIGHT
9

- 12

At The Drill Hall
119 ST. GEORGE ST.
PEP
RALLY
SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
Meet the New Cheerleaders
Admission 25c
Stag or Drag
— Don"t Miss It —

10th.

VARSITY

STADIUM

N'S
QUEE
vs AT
Y
2:P.M.
RSIT
RROW
VA
TOMO
Reserved seats on sale now at Athletic Office, Hart House
$2.50 — $2.00 — $1.50 — $1.00
STUDENT TICKETS on sale now at the Athletic Office ticket
wicket, Hart House, to those who missed yesterday's sale.
Combined football and hockey book, $2.50.
This is the last opportunity to obtain the combined football and hockey book.
Hockey books will cost $1.00 instead of 50c when purchased with football
tickets.

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICE
MEDICAL EXAMINATION
All new undergraduate students, all students taking part in organized athletics, any graduate or undergraduate whose home is not in. Canada, and all other students for whom it is considered necessary, must have I
a medical examination by the Health Service. Regulations regarding times are as follows: First year students
must make their appointments at once and should complete their examinations by October 15th. Other students,
before October 15th, until their examinations are completed, may use their previous categories, providing the!'
have had neither serious injury nor illness in the interim. Intramural athletes should report to Miss Boyd'
Intramural Athletic Office, Hart House, for their medical appointments. Women students who wish to p'3*
basketball or baseball must make their appointments before October 15th. Women students of other years wh»
wishateaurgency.
medical examination should make their appointments after November 1st, unless there is some immediAppointments for examination must be made either by telephone or in person at 43 St. George StreetTelephone
are: Service
For Men:in advance.
WA. 3-9644; for Women: WA. 3-2646. If you are unable to keep your appoin''
ment, notifynumbers
the Health
CHEST X-RAY
The Health Service provides chest x-rays, which are compulsory
tlje following students: All »«*
students, all final year students all medical and nursing students, dental forstudents
in their first year and fi»fl
two years, and all students who do not live in Canada. Appointments for all male students
not in Arts are
through their class presidents. Arts students and all women students make their appointments
the Heal";
Service unless they have already done so previously. All other students and staff members may athave
a ch*'
x-ray, if they w»h on Friday, October 19th between 9.00 a.m. and 12.00 noon and between 1.00 p.m. and
p.m., at the Coach House, rear of Falconer Hall, 84 Queen's Park. They are urged by the Health Service to do5.0"
*.

Four Today
Varsities this week
Wednesday
_ Friday
Thursday

See — Pogo, page 3
AM and D, page 5
Editorials, page 4
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PRESIDENT

21 Vic

Initiates

Drops

Rumble

Him
at Game
By MIKE CASSIDY
John Rumble is a Artsman now.
The Engineering Society president was initiated into Victoria College Friday night
five Vic men kidnapped him.
They brought him beforewhen
a Victoria Sophomore court later
in the evening along with Freshmen up on lesser charges. To
be
tried, Rumble was renamed Bumble, and marie Honorary
Artsman.
Engineers this
set weekend
up a Retribution
He appeared before the court Committee
to rr.;iUe
trussed with ropes, his mouth sealfor
their
temporary
ed with adhesive tape, with a up
move has been made yet.defeat. No
halo on and
a sign saying
''John Rumble was arraigned before
Rumble,
ex-engineer,
now Proud
Friday night's court on eight
charges. Among them:
That he was president of the
Artsman."
Society — worst of
This was Vic's fifth kid- Engineering
bunch.
nnesday
ap ing osecond
fthe year
year. PresiWed- theThatwholehe damned
had
a gracious
invitation to the refused
Bob Apple
Battle,
dent
Doug
Myers
was
held
as honorary
Apple.
-Eppidge six hours by freshmen.
(See Rumble Page 2)
Three hours later, sophoJohn Rumble to Saturday's game .
more girls retaliated and
left
three
t'reshie Bob
leaders near Markham.
P.M. Support*
Rise
in Grants
Vic released their captive Satur- Prime Minister
Pearson
Speaks Tomorrow
St. Laurent
day
at
half-time
of
the
QueensVarsity football game. A panel said Sunday he favors an increase
in
grants
to
Canadian
truck
sped
out
onto
the
On
Usefulness
of NATO
field. Twelve girls and four Vic universities.
The
government
is
trying
stepping stone to European men jumped out and pulled a formulate a new plan of giantsto
Canada'sthe Minister
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number of inter- Several engineers threatened This sum is distributed to the
Subject of the debate is "NATO inception in 1946. (The North draw aestedlarge
Atlantic Treaty Organization is The debateundergraduates.
has
outlived
its
usefulness."
Mr.
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to all male Toronto
Pearson, one of the prime movers an alliance of some thirteen students of theopenuniversity.
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the United
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others,"
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"Our cludes
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year inthe bookstore last
discussions,thisdebates
on were setoneupbyineach
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The United Appeal will get
partiesficerandHugh Peacock
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club of- approximately five per cent of
if all cash re.-A meeting to organize the student ceiptspurchases
are turned in, she said.
club will be held at Falconer "It's painless,"
she
said, "and I
Hah at 4 this afternoon. yqu don't have to figure
the
"Anyone can come to air his Student Purchase Dividendoutplan.
ideas," Peacock said.
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He said the club would also WeStudent
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a
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conferbout five per cent on combined — Eppidge ■ mence w i t h representatives textbook
and stationery purfrom every province.
.Engineers take him away
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Orientation

Courses

Put Off Six Weeks
Orientation courses for new themselves. To enable them to
Canadians at the University have participate in the various activities
of the community in which they
been postponed six weeks.
Fee for the course has been
Probable starting date for the
dropped from $15 to $1.
live." in Thursday, October 15.
after pres- course
The course was started
There
are 20 lectures in the
Keith
students
T
of
sure by U
Spicer and Henri Sueur this course.
spring. Its purpose is threefold, Lectures will be given on Canent of Extengeography, ment,
its social
T Departm
the Usionofcalendar
l develop
says:
and andon
culturaada's
"To acquaint iNew Canadians) citizenship. About half the lecwith the political economic and
turers are professors at the Unisocial structure of Canada as a
experts and
are city.
versity, others'
in the
first step to an intelligent and businessmen
Lectures planned in English for
enlightened
citizenship.
To
provide them with the necessary New Canadians were cancelled
guidance in finding a place for for lack of support.
Hold

That

By JOAN SAUNDERS
Bigger and bloodier than ever.
Victoria Colleges annual Bob
Apple bash Friday ended in a
decisive victory for the sophomores. Led by Doug Myers, the second year warded off hordes of
writhing freshmen, armed with
plenty of vegetable matter in
various stages of decay.
' Battalions
of determined
men descended
upon thefreshVic
football field armed with archaic
shields — their goal, a lethal frosh
cap lashed to a greased pole.
Tradition dictates the use of
a rope heaved from a nearby
building to lasso the pole. But
there seemed to be some confusion
this year about the purpose of

Bob

!

the hemp for skipping and a lug
of war prevailed.
Tradition also predicts the ultimateperienced
victorysecondofyearthe types.
more They
exwon this year, probably due to
the moral support of garbage can
lids and sophomore girls making
a racket from the sidelines.
The absence of engineers in the
past years
has reducedslaughter
the atmos-to
phere of wholesale
one of bloody brawling. Lack of
spectator participation is strongly
felt now that mangled bodies
manage to crawl off the field
without having to be carried.
Only twice has the trophy been
captured, once by the engineers
and in 1946 by a copious and energetic group of Vic freshmen.

Cathie Breslin Meets:

Kettlewell
James
became immersed in the fine arts
The days of doubloons and important than most dealers, be- department, and the Fogg Museum. He was made assistant oj
cause
his
influence
was
so
vast;"
pieces,
of
eight
are
dead.
The
pirates
or Peter
Pan and a small seventeenth century the Print Room, and became
are
our ofbestPenzance
excuse for
a modern
Dutch seascape "which has all associated with Dr. Jacob RosenBluebeard, and only politicians the marks of Ruisdael."
are left to walk the plank. In Their collection of etchings and burg, "an art expert par excel,
He says.with"I art,
had' but
always
fiddled around
be.
engravings stretches from such lence."
fact, the
real treasurehunter
-of ouronlyacquaintance
is a greats as Rembrandt, Durer, Pi- fore this. I didn't know anything
casso
and
Rouault
to
the
lesseryoung turer
ArtnamedandJames
Archaeology
lecKettlewell. known German impressionists We were interested to know
The treasure in this case con- Nolde and Schmidt-Rotkiff. to a how anyone learns enough to
sists of "undiscovered masters", Boston abstract artist named spot a secret Michaelangelo.
the main way to pick it
unsigned and unrecognized paint- Fannie Hillsmith. Japan is re- "Well,
ings by the
greatmore
men exciting
of art. shige and prYoshida,
esented bywood-cuts
up,"all."
explained
Kettlewell,
"There's
nothing
Mexicoof Hiroby a at"is
by constantly Mr.
working
at it,
pair of - lithographs of Rufino looking
Tamayo,
at
an
infinite
number of:
than buying
pictures,"
Mr.
Kettlewell
claims.
"Of
course,
everypictures—
great
ones
and
junky!
one is excited at the idea of In the line of drawings, the ones too — memorizing the styles
Kettlewells have the rest of the and techniques. You have toi
picking for
up aa painting
fortune
couple of worth
dollars.a Michaelangelo folio — "eighteen comb
art galleries, antique shops i
But there's also a great deal of fine ones, and the rest junk."
fun in owning a really valuable
work
art." ought to know;
Mr. ofKettlewell
together with his young wifs
Lucy, he has picked up a number of bargains. "Our only vice
is collecting," he says, '-but for
that we have an irrational bug."
The prize of their, collection is
a drawing, discovered
believedMichaelangelo,
to be and
an un-an
extremely important work in the
history of art.
If it is finally accepted by
art scholars as a true Michaelangelo, the drawing will be valued
in the neighborhood of 550,000.
Mr. Kettlewell bought it at a
London auction, in a folio along
with thirty other seventeenth
and eighteenth century drawings,
for sixteen guineas, (or $48.)
"There is a catch, of course,"
admits Mr. Kettlewell. "You have

Vic Captures
(Continued from Page U
to the Reference Library. A
That he had never taken out blanket was put over his head
and he was taken to a house in
Victoria girls.
Presecutor Doug Myers (II Vict Forest Hill.
After the trial, he was taken to
interpreted
gestures
guilty pleas Rumble's
on all eight
counts.as a farm north of Toronto, and lay
Rumble was tied, in pyjamas, and on a cot all night surrounded by
' his mouth was sealed with ad- five gaolers.
hesive tape.
The Vic men phoned engineers
Engineers in the crowd made for reaction to their president's
no move to help him, but or- capture. "Well you got him, just
ganized asearch party of 60 which keep him." was one reply.
morning he was moved
stormed
Vic men's residences at toIna the
house in West Toronto. He
1 a.m. Saturday.
Rumble described his captivity stayed there until shortly before
as 20 hours of hell and brain- the football game.
"This
' washing.'
His captors
had isVictoria
the firstthreatens
of a chainmore.
of efforts
eaten as much
as theysaidhad.he They
said he constantly tried to escape. to embarrass *the engineers," a to be able to spot an original
He was captured at 7.15 Friday VCU executive said last night.
night on St. George, on his way The campus is dead," he said. which, for some reason or other,
has slipped through the hands of
the connoisseurs. And even when
you do get one, it takes a long
he recogAttention Engineering Students ! time fornizedaand painting
find its tovalue.
You
You are invited to attend the Professional Engineers'
couldn't peddle it for many
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday. Oct. 29.
The Michaelangelo (?) is now
Music
internationally famous GUY LOMBARDO and HIS
on loan to the Fogg Art Museum
ROYAL bvCANADIANS.
of
Cambridge. But hung around
Tickets at $10 per couple, may be obtained from the
the small,
Toronto isapartment of thehumble
Kettlewells
more
Professional Engineers' Building. 236 Avenue Road.
years."
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! ! of their collection — a seventeenth
century Dutch interior in oils,
THIS IS THE TOP SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
"which is definitely Ostrade", an
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION 1 .
early eighteenth century Italian
I Venetian "by Ricci — who is more
For Pure Pleasure

Their collection also includes a
largetion and
formidablemask,
reproducof an Iroquois
and a
long, fantastic
robe,
"an
eighteenth century religious garment
— Albanian. Islamic. Turkish or
So much for the works that
something."
are in the Kettlewell collection;
on the subject of those that
aren't,
"We've Mr.
missedKettlewell
a horribleflinches.
number
of
great
paintings.
We
to let a magnificent Poussin hadgo
by for a few dollars once because
we
quite literally didn't
have
cent."
"Anda
I once helostpainfully
a bid for recalls.
a Fragonard

and junk shops — you have to
learn
artist's
handwritinghow hethetwirls
his brush,
how he
composes — everything, until you
can recognize it like the face
of a Chinaman^'
After graduating "magna cum
laude" from Harvard, Mr. Kettlewell stayed on for two years
as an M.A. candidate and a
teaching fellow. Then he was oft
to England
on a atFullbright
scholarship, to study
the Courtauld
Institute of London. It was here
that inhe collecting.
and Lucy had their field
day
"England is definitely thai
place wellto asserts.
buy now,"
Mr. Kettle"You can
alwayi
The wellenterprising
Mr.
Kettleoriginated in Libertyville, find sometlring piled in the corbyIllinois
a pound."
— the home of Stevenson
ners of any store. In France,
and Marlon Brando. "In fact, they think a thing is worth twice
Stevenson's
Prince its value, and in Toronto, a real
Arthur, is onedalmatiari,
of my puppies,
honest to God genuine handHe began courting Lucy when painted
picture will
they were sophomores in high bring "an original
astronomical price "
school, and a month before he The Kettlewells
have
lived lit
graduated from college in 1952,
Toronto for ' a year, and hava
they
were
married.
But on the subject of his better enjoyed it immensely. In addition to their paintings, they have
half,
mightbrother,
well be John,
referring
to hisone twin
his a seven-months old son named
"mirror image," who is now an John Jepson, who is fed exclu'
Episcopalian minister in New well's
on vitamins.
Kettle1th(
include Mr.
playing
York.
Kettlewelt's
went hadto sively talents
HarvardThebecause
a friend
recorder
and
guitar;
he i3
recommended it as a great
adept at unloading
school. "Besides, Harvard looks equally
ment. Hiscarswifeandclaims
thatce' .
shovelling
deeper than the face of things. freight
And on the surface, neither my can repair any organ ever made
brother
nor myself Mr.
lookedKettlewell
so hot." And as for Lucy herself^
At Harvard,
"all she can do is paint picture
— nut she does it rather well '
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
Open Lecture
"MANSPEAKER
AND WOMAN
RELATIONSHIPS
IN SOCIETY"
—
Dr.
PLACE — Room 8,Ellen
U.C. Flesseman (Holland)
DATE — Tuesday. October 9.. at 5 p.m.

MILD"

the MILDEST

BEST-TASTING

cigarette

ST. MICHAEL'S
COLLEGE
Theology for the Layma
n
TUESDAYS, 8 p.m. - CARR HALL,
1. — Modern Man looks at God.
2.3. —— Tfie
On Reading
Old Testament.
•
Liturgy the
— School
of Holiness.
Registration ?5; no tuition fee;
non-credit. \
ixid I
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Pago

KNOWmX

Battles

MEN

BY THESE

HERE

Customs

PRESENTS:

hweas the protxi bearer of the pkrious name
below has been playing possum for manu
year* mith generally Hyely results, and
hereas he has always defenoei and practiced
the right of cuery man to get home on his
hands ano knees;
fhe Primitive
0rdcr

an6 Primeval

of Possum

laAes art mdesenba&Je

Players

amouni
'ofpleasure '4*%in faa'foxj
S**^

Office

Where's My Advice Card?
Possumed Editor Demands
PETE GZOWSK1
I need your help.ByWithout
it, I shall fail in my political
duties to you, the students of this university.
hosen
to lead a campaign here
It fill started when I was e
to elect Pogo president of the United States.
Walt Kelly wrote me a splen- I can't possibly get it All I want
did letter explaining how I
should conduct the fight for the is "No
my parcel
buttons."
advice ofcard,''
the voiced
Canadian vole. First on the pro- said, "'no buttons."
gram was the distribution of 500
I carefully explained that ihey
"I Go Pogo" buttons. I know were just innocent buttons and
that
Iadvice.
didn't really need tod
you want them.
And that's where I am letting much
"We
can't
give anything out
you down.
can't ingeta the
buttons: there Istuck
customs
without
an advice
office.
■'Couldn't
I just card."
come down,"
Like many of you, I have I asked "and you could give me
moved since last fall when the the
advice
down
there.
And at
student directory was made up. the same time I could pick up
But the buttons were sent to
advice card," the voice
my old address — way up in the -- said "No
... I knew the answer
wilds of North Toronto, where
I haven't lived for more than a So that's where the campaign
year
and where I can't get stands, I have one button — a
without
big lovely
and 500
my ..."
tickets. thousands of street-car great
small
ones
sitting onein the— customs
DEAR MR. CUSTOMS OFFICIAL;
This is my advice —

as a Heal due One; hereby inucsts him with
cueru dignity of office fincfudhtg ivasknfom prrvi/e^s
and pridcfully designates him a
NmHRfflrBORN
^~*&mof

the POGO

CHAIRMAN
PflRTW^^
Siven unto my hnno and trcai va

The twvaura h«c kwn • Until,
tVr ai Uwt 2,000000 yuri,

Into the
All-Vareily R^vue Director Curt
last night he is lookinj
Reis 600saidpeople.
for
The AVR. revived after a four
to be Finian's'
Reis
y hit. Rainyear lapse,
bow a 19-17is Broadwa
600 by October
wants his gallant date
for casting
22nd the starting
of the show. Tne total company of
Finian's Rainbow will besaid.118
he
people with a ngcast ofof 52.the
AVR.
The planni

TODAY
12:45 — Varsity Christian ofFellNursship—Rm. 116, School
Chaplain's Office.
1:00—
House— — Bible Study, Luke
HartSCM
VI, Speake
man
(Hollanr,d) Dr. Ellen FlesseClub — Or4-00— United Nations
ganizational Meeting — Falconer
Ha"
. *Society
-' i —
Math and Physics
8:00—
Dr.
135 —autoBuilding, Rm.Ferut,
Physics
Hume lectures Ion
comof
Tour
.
maticputcomputator
ations lab.
NG-UP
C0MI
WEDNESDAY
Liberal
1:00—
tory Club—
Introduc
meetingRm. 8, U.C.—
1:00— S.C.M. — S.C.M. office, Hart
- group, "Faith
discussion
House—
Reason"—
and
. Leader, Rev. Alan
McLachlin
1:00-2:00— F.R.O.S.— 45 St. George
St. — open discussion.
5:00— S.C.M.— U.C.T.S. 77 Charles
St. — Wed. Night Bible Study —
Speaker;
Ellensandwiches
Flesseman for—
Bring yourDr. own
supper afterwards.

Ride
AVR
scheduled for production early in
1957. has been going on since last
March. "We hope to bring out the
best campus talent for casting".
Reis sajd. This AVR will operate
on a budget of close to $4,000.

the 600
A 24 piece orchestra is planned.
"The finest available musicians
throughout the
are beingandsought
campus
since the group will
include almost every instrument
full campus
representation is our
aim,''
Reis said.

signed
College and Year
The customs office sent me an
advice card. Apparently (I say
apparently
seen
it) the because
advice cardI'vetoldnever
me
how to go about getting I he
buttons out of incarceration. It
has something to do with
politicaltising
skulduggery,
or advermethods, or something,
but
anyway
they're
locked
tighter than Edwin Alonzoup
Boyd.
I telephoned
the customsParcel
office,. Port of Torunlu,
Post division and was answered
by a gruff civil (Civil Service
that"I'mis)sorry
voice.
sir," the voiced' * said.
"I'll have to have your advice
"I'm sorry, too." I said. "But

olfice. And November is getting
closer.
What I want you to do i< Ihft
Fill out the coupon printed with
this story: give the customs
ficials some ad\ice. I don'I • ."(
what it is: just give it to him
bring office.
the cardIf down
theThenVarsity
we canto
get enough advice, we Wttlifl
need the little card they k» m
office.
out I'll take it to the cusw ms
I'm afraid campaign fund?
don't allow me to pay you —
anyway
would ofbeourunethical
and not itworthy
leader.
Bui I'll promise you one thing.
Anybody who brings an ;td
vice card down here for m to
Pogo tobutton.
take
the customs will gct-'i '

_ CLASSIFIED ADS TYPEWRITERS
ROOM & BOARD
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
THE BE$T FOR LESS
card."student rates. All regular In good clean house. T.V. nnd
Special
Time — $3.25 a year. Life — 15 to 1/3 off on tape-recorders, makes;
new
or
rebuilt;
rented
and
Ping
Pong
available.St.Phon WA
$4.25 a year. Sports . Illustrated —
Vicon terms. Also for supplies, 2-0544 18 Willcocks
R.C.A.
players.
recordFleetwo
$4.00. Write student periodical radios,tor. Philips,
Seabreeze. sold
od,
repairs
and
service.
Phone
RJagency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157, U.C.
LET ME DO YOUR TYPl *<;
Ron ce,Wunder, WA. 4-8925. 1843 anytime.
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM. PhoneResiden
Notes, essays, theses, etc., CUI
6-7920.
TYPEWRITERS
! ately typed at home. Experr need
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
SI Weekly Rents; S1.50 Buys on student work. Good sp. Uing
!! 60% DISCOUNT !!
illustand
rate:I HU
Sports
and
Life
Time.
To
make,refunded
brand newif you
typewriter,
1-0260English.
Mrs. Reasonable
Mary Robson,
irtfl
S10.40 Worth (52 issues) of:
rates! Any
l Rental
buy i Toronto.
at special
$4 25; Sports Trade-ins
Time — S3.25; Life — $4.25; Sports Time —rated$3.25;
Life —student
$29. Cash registers, addIllustrated — $4.00. Students ordel Illustrated — $4.00. Call me for
FOB SALE
ing machines. Humber Typeimmediately; pay later. Adams ALL magazines. Harvey Haber,
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. Black Faile academic gown -'er
OR. 1892.
Agency, RE. 3288, 9—10 p.m.
feet condition. Call Karen. W t. 3
BLOOR AND BEDFORD ROAD 4359.
DOUBLE ROOM TO RENT
FOR RENT
Newly decorated furnished room
Clean and comfortable, suitable To graduate student or lecturer, suitable
for girl. Share modern
ROOM AND BOARD
for two students. Very close to modern study-bedroom in quiet
and board and smal re
restrictions
orweekly,
Land- Room
e home, 2 minutes from kitchen.lord inNohouse.
$12,00
numeration
in exchange for s ttinjf
the University. Phone WA. 2-9814. Rosedal
Bloor car. Phone WA 1-0244,
and
household
services in the
phone WA. 4-0898.
ROOMATE WANTED
MUSICIANS
WANTED
home.
Avenue
Road
and St. ("lair
district.
LOST
Wanted — One roomate, prefer- Pianist and drummer for small
WA, 2-9921.Three children. Fhone
ably 1st, or 2nd. year engineer,
1
pair
dark-rimmed
glasses.
Please
DanCall
return
to
S
A
C.
office.
Reward.
,
work.
who likes to combine work with combo. Weekend
ny Andrew. WA. 2-1790. evenings.
.fun. Contact Doug Proudfoot, 139
Reliable,HELP
trust WANTED
worthy Student
FOR FOUR
GENTLEMEN
Hillhurst Ave.. call,Mayfair 0934
BOOKS FOR SALE
..'anted as clerk in a Confection
STUDENTS
between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.
A few rare books of interest to 2 twin bedrooms with exculsive ary Store. Monday through T.iurs>
students
for sale. Write Box 33. use of electrically equipped day 6:30-12:00 p.m. Must pcesesB
The Varsity.
CAR FOR SALE
kitchen, also hostess sitting room good references. Call RE. 2068.
1946 4-door Monarch Sedan with
for study. Parking facilities. 558
BOOMS TO RENT
ROOM TO RENT
healer,lentgood
tires
and
in
excelBathurst
St. Reasonable.
running condition. $200.00 Spacious third floor accomodation
Large, warm, quiet front double
room,
third
floor, bath, continuous
f
TYPIST
cash. Apply: A. K. Saha, room 201. in private home. Suit one or two
Mining Building Phone Local 450 girls. Good transporation. Call Home typing done accurately. hot water. Easy walking distance
U>
university.
or WA. 1-4344 (after 5 p.m.).
Mrs.
Tubb.
HU.
9-8092.
HU. 8-7002.
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ennui
What bores we all are!
University students make up a uniquely colorful
population segment in very nearly every other nation
in the world.
In the United States they have been responsible
■for the development of everything from coonskin
coats and Bearcat roadsters to button-down -shirts,
pep rallies and the rah-rah concept.
Right or wrong politically, students have led— not
taken part in, but led— demonstrations in Ireland,
Cyprus, Poland, Japan, Egypt and Algeria.
' Scottish students stole the Stone of Scone.
The ever-controversial Oxford group of intellectuals grew out of an undergraduate debating society.
But in Canada we are afraid of our own opinions.
Our president, whose position would seem more conducive toavoiding displays of spunk than generating
them, not so long ago called for more individualism
on the Canadian campus.
Our student government — theoretically a sounding board for undergraduate opinion — is in fact, a
most anemic and lacklustre affair.
Last year's mock parliament illustrated the contempt students of this university hold for democracy
as it is practiced in Canada— and what they are willing
to do about it.
At football games, where if it is to appear anywhere our color will come through, our lack of a
sense of fun is blatantly obvious. Our cheerleaders,
some of the prettiest girls on this campus, are bundled
in shapeless blazers. The only spirit involved in our
cheers is in a bottle, waved in the hand of a solo
performer.
The answer, as it will be given — yawningly — to
this editorial, is, of course, Toronto's maturity. Students of our university, it will be said, are above any
sort of juvenile exhibitionism.
But we shouldn't be. In this vastly monotonous
world, it is the duty, not the right, of the undergraduate to have a good time.
esprit
Fortunately, there are a few students at this university' who are becoming bored with being bores
and are doing something about it.
Within the past four days, two incidents that
prove there is a small splash of color on our otherwise
drab appearance have reached the pages of the Varsity. Some men of Victoria College spirited away the
president of the Engineering Society, initiated him as
an "Honorary Artsman", hid him overnight, and
dumped him ceremoniously in the middle of Varsity
Stadium ' between the halves of Saturday's football
game. Last week, several enterprising engineers
erected our long-lost bulletin board, facetiously defying the red tape of our students' council.
Both these groups deserve congratulations. They
have given us opportunity to smile.And most noteworthy is the way both endeavours were carried out.
In the kidnapping episode, we have been assured, everyone thoroughly enjoyed himself. The spirit
that inspired the event caught even its victims and ■
turned the incident into a rollicking affair.
Construction of the bulletin board was delicately
timed. In the face of the apparent futility of our S.A.C.
it became a sardonic comment on red tape as much as
it was an engineering prank.
Anxious as we are to see this feeling of fun inspire more such happenings on our campus, we
would suggest to any future perpetrators that they
follow the example of Vic and the engineers.
No one was hurt; no damage was done; no one's
personal dignity suffered.
Even an artist applying color to a picture does it
judiciously and in good taste.

Toronto's Stand On . . .
THE

NFGUS

QUESTION

At the National Federeation of Canadian University Students convention in Montreal this week, External Affairs Commissioner Gerry Helleiner, S.A.C. President Gordon Forstner
and Vice-President Flo Middleton will present a program for
re-organizing NFCUS. Printed below is a copy of the report
Helleiner read to the Toronto council last week.
now, as they were before the war. More imLast Spring
Students'of Administrative
portant perhaps |to the practically minded,
Council
of the the
University
Toronto voted
to withdraw from the National Federation of they are the only activities which NFCUS is
suited to handle or capable of handling with
Canadian University Students. Since, howits limited time and money. NFCUS fmist
ever, NFCUS membership is dependent upon
return to fewer things and do those fewer
payment of fees and the NFCUS fiscal year
things well.
runs from national conference to national
conference, Toronto, by virtue of her payResponsibility
ment of fees last year, remains a member in individual
All this is not to say that these newer
good standing until the conclusion of the
minor activities need be stopped. At present
coming NFCUS national conference in Monindividual member universities of NFCUS
treal (October 8-12) and is thus entitled to are
mandated every year to run these activisend delegates to this conference.
ties under the direction and with the promoThis "Toronto
stand"and,willit guide
the SAC
tional help of the national NFCUS office.
throughout
the year
is hoped,
will Such universities
could continue to run these
provide a better means of evaluation of
affairs,
perhaps even with a NFCUS mandate,
NFCUSpoint,for
next
year'sis presented
SAC. Suchbelow.
a viewbut without any involvement of the national
policy,
or
stand
office or the conference; they will be absoThe intention this fall is to enable the SAC
of Toronto to make an intelligent decision on
lutely responsible for the activity in question,
financially and otherwise. NFCUS should
NFCUS on a" predetermined and prepublicized
undertake
no such activity itself unless it
basis. This is not tp say that the Toronto delethe following qualifications:
gates will carry to Montreal a rigid and in- meets
(1.) the activity must answer an evident
flexible policy which NFCUS must adopt
demand expressed by a sufficient number of
"or else";
policy is sufficiently
generalhopeto students.
allow
for the
compromise.
Toronto cannot
to achieve all it suggests, nor can she hope
(2.) the national organization must be the
for overly quick action on what she achieves,
Dnly organization capable of handling the
demand.
but
she
can
hope;
in"
fact
confidently
expect,
that her delegates will be able to judge the
(3.) the activity should not embarrass the
central organization in any way as to finances
trend of NFCUS action and thought at the
and
organizational time. . ;
conference sufficiently" well to advise the SAC
on
the
basis
of
the
"Toronto
stand"
to
act
Main
Points Achieved
in one way or another. The SAC will then vote
The two main points which will thus be
either drawto or endorse
last
,
year's
decision
to
withachieved are these: (1) the NFCUS central
to rejoin the NFCUSl Here, then,
office will be freed of a mass of administrative
follows
the NFCUS ofpolicy
of thisstates
year'sits SAC.
time and expense and will, therefore, be able
The constitution
NFCUS
purto concentrate its activities on a few imporpose thus:understanding
"To promote, inamong
every all
way Canadian
possible
tant matters such as lobbying for increased
a better
students, a greater degree of co-operation and
government aid to students and similar recorrelation among all Canadian Universities,
on. (2) The ofNFCUS
national
ference will bepresentatifreed
the vast
cluttercon-of
for effective promotion of student interests
administrative detail which now takes up the
and to provide a means of developing international relationships with student groups in entire time of the conference; the conference
will now be able to assume the role for which
other countries."
it was
intendedof— the
a meeting
place
for
the originally
student leaders
nation where
Students'
interests
The first and
last sections of this purpose
they can discuss the problems of national
student interest and so help to achieve the
are self-explanatory. The term, "co-operation
and correlation among all Canadian Univerprime
purpose of(Incidentally,
the federation
— "better
undestanding."
step
sities" can, for our purpose, be couple^ with
this road has been
taken thi&a year
byalong
the
"better understanding among all Canadian
students" for they^ are, for all intents and
inclusion
of
a
symposium
on
French
Canada's
purposes, the same. The section dealing with
place
in the Toronto
future of heartily
Canada applauds
at this year's
conference;
this
"student interests" is unfortunately ambiguous, for "student interests" may mean "things
in which students are interested" (such as precedent.)What NFCUS Should Be
art, photography, etc-.) or it may mean, as in
What then has actually been said? Nothing
all probability it was originally intended to
mean, "things done in the interests of the really drastic seems to have been ■ suggested
since most of the current NFCUS activities
It is felt by the SAC that the interests of will continue, if only under the leadership of
students."
the students (in the latter sense) would best someone else.
Administrative time and expense would be
be served by allowing NFCUS to concentrate
saved at the central office, the conference
on achieving "better understanding among
would
begin to further understanding more
all Canadian students"
national with
re- effectively,
presentation to and providing
communications
representation of the students of
Canada
be improved — in short, the
"studentin the
groups
in other
(as emphasis would
of. NFCUS activity would be put
stated
purpose)
and othercountries"
groups with
back
where
it
belongs.
The first person who
which it is desirable for- representatives of
brings this story to the Varsity office today
Canadian students to deal e.g. federal governwill
receive
two
dollars
in cash. We can stop
ment with regard to bursaries. These things
NFCUS now attempts to do. In recent years,
trying to make NFCUS more important and
powerful than it is; in fact with individual
however, these aspects have been de-emphacolleges running its activities (at most, under
sized in favour of "student interests" in the NFCUS
auspices) NFCUS will become a
other sense and economic benefits: something
had to be done to win the support of the looser federation than it is today".
We can realize the limitations of a national
individual student. In the past there was little
need to defend the federation; it justified its federation of this sort and allow it to work
existence merely by existing and its having
at the type of activity for which it is suited
been set up by individual student councils all and to do its more limited job well. We can
over Canada. Now it was defended on the stop worrying about "in-again, out-again"
basis of the success of such things as art member universities for presumably there can
contests, photography contests, short story be no quarrel over a federation with such clear
contests, student discount service, national
and limited purposes; less will be expected l>ut
magazines, reduced life insurance rates — conwhat is expected will be obtained. The time
crete matters. Not that there is anything
has come to set NFCUS back on the only
road which such a federation can efficiently
wrong with such matters— far from it. But, travel.
and here is the crux of the matter, the NFCUS
budget (of time and money) simply cannot
support a long list of such activities unless
at the expense of something else, the someThe
Varsity
thing else being the "better understanding"
Published by
and
mentioned earlier. Since
some"representation"
universities already
complain of the
The ofStudents'
Administrative
Council
weight of NFCUS fe.es. it may safely be
the University
assumed that the NFCUS budget will not be
Editorial
and Newsof Toronto
Office
increased.
Basement,
Building — Manager
WA. 3-8742
Toronto, therefore, suggests, that NFCUS
BusinessS.A.C.
and Advertising
retreat from these time and money consuming
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
minor fields and concern itself solely with the
Staff
for Anne
this issue Peter Gzowski, Michael
Cassidy.
Carnwath, Cathie Br.eslin, Susaspects of its purpose with which it was
an Breslin,
Cecily
Coddington, Bill Eppidge,
originally intended to deal. The promotion of
John
Brooks,
Merle
Overholt, Liz Binks, Joan
• better understanding and the provision for
Saunders,
Janet
MacDonald.
Harvey Levenstein,
Doug Marshall,
student representation, both here and abroad,
are quite sufficient justification for NFCUS
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OLE!
Carmen Amaya and her troupe
of Spanish dancers and musicians
came to Eaton Auditorium last
Friday night. October 5th. The
capacity audience was treated
to a pot-pourri of dance and
song not always recognisable as
traditionally Spanish. However,
this short coming was more than
made up for by the individual
performance of Miss Amaya herself, who resembles arid is a fullblooded gypsy. Throwing herself
completely into her numbers, she
approached the fury of a fighting
cock as she presented the ageold
death.themes of love.^hate, and
Her troupe of accompanying
dancers, lacking her tempestuous
spirit, were seen to better advantage in the more formal
movements of the boleros and
bolas. Gogo Reyes demonstrated
particular technical skill in balletlike movements. The evening
started somewhat slowly, but the
pace and fire increased considerably with each appearance of
Miss Amaya.
Also appearing was Sabicas,
billed
the world's
greatest
flamencoas guitarist.
Despite
this
somewhat optimistic misnomer,
his programme was of surprising
integrity, happily ignoring the
flamboyant showpieces to include
guitar pieces of artistic merit.
The flamenco singing did not
increase the audiences understanding or liking for such music.
The evening as a whole proved to
be successful, if somewhat
uneven. James Dauziel

Characterization Forte
Of
New Canadian Novelist
Adele
s The Sacrifice faith, Abraham's conscience tem(publishedWiseman'
by MacMilla
convicts him of being
Canadian novel that doesns)not isde-a the death porarily
of his sons.
pend for its depth upon the four
Yet,
because
he is one of "those
seasons. Characterization is Miss
that. WiththeirGod's
mercy,
Wisemans'sionateforte. Her compas- ifwhotheyfeltstretched
and
insight into the life of souls and created and bodies
built
and
Abraham, a God-intoxicated im- grew, who knew what heights
migrant, his family and acquaint- they, or their sons, or the sons of
ances has the emotional impact,
their sonsis might
reach." hisby great
broad canvas, and
rich humour spirit
not marred
the
of novel in the best league.
appearance
of
crime.
The milieu is only incidentally
Miss Wiseman is not afraid of
Winnipeg, for so long as men
nor does her integration
cultivate ideals in contention violence
of it suffer by comparison with
with
life's
frustrations
they
will
□oestoevski.
not
recognize that, anywhere on afraid to climb,Abraham
to soar! "was
to walk
earth "it is hard to be a Jew — on the edge of the precipice" —
harder to isbewarped
a human
being." But' when such a man falls — a
Abraham
and tempted
novelist's form is threatened
to deny both God and his own lesser
by a murder, a remarkable
ambition by the wanton massacre abstraction,
of cpmpleted
of his sons. When Isaac, his re- by skilfully instead
character
maining son forsakes his apostate revelation suchmotivated
as
this
Sacrifice.
inclinations and dies as the consequence of an heroic act of
Penny Morg-enstem

Futility
It has been ninety years since
Tolstoy wrote his famous novel,
and it has been translated into
nearly every language in the
world. Nowfilm Italy's
Ponti-De
LaurentiU
organization
has
released its $6,000,000 dollar twoyears-in-the-making film version
of War and Peace. A dozen top
flight stars and some 8,000 extras
do their bit in this three and a
half hour long movie, but great
as it is, it does not completely
work. the brilliance of Tolstoy's
capture
For those who have read this
great novel it would be senseless
to explain why the movie falls
short. For those who have not
read it. I can honestly say that
as a film it will be unsurpassed.
The camera dazzles the eye with
the splendour of 19th Century
Russia from the grandeur of
Pallaclian palaces to the bloody
battlefields of Borodino.
The story's emphasis is shifted
the sacrifice away from the philosophic
war and peace

private's progress
carmen amaya
tea and sympathy
lacks' collection

of War
queries
'Why is war? Why do
men kill?)
of Pierre (Henry
Fonda) to the romantic affairs
of
Natasha
(Audrey
Hepburn).
But Director King .Vidor
has
trained thus
his achieving
cameras ona men's
faces,
visual
impact of war which mere dialogue could never hope to convey. In this way expresses
Tolstoy's paramounthe contention
of Fonda
the "utter
seemedfutility
out of war."'
his place
in the early reels but built slowly
and
credibly
into
the
stature
his role. Audrey Hepburn wa.;of
ideal in grasping the many emotions of a girl maturing in low
and life. Mel Ferrer, although
more wooden than proud,- came
alive in his death scene. Oscar
Homolka as the Russian general
and Herbert Lorn as Napoleon
gave startling performances, as
did John Mills in his brief bul
impressive appearance as a
peasant,
Barry Lipson.

To a Redres
certain extent, thissfilm,
Searge
Private's Progress,ant's
which is made
by the talented Boulting
showing at the Towne, is one of brothers,
grand
those all too rare phenomena — tradition ofissomein of the
Ealirtf.'
a pointed, no holds barred de- Studios comedies — Thethe Laven
bunking of one of our sacred,
unassailable institutions. It is der Hill Mob and The LadykiLlalso, for the most part, hilarious- ers
for example.
Private's
Progress
lessButwarm
than
ly funny.
these.
Allis much
the characters
are
A reluctant, impractical coldly held to the light with
university student is drafted. He all their faults showing. None
fails an officers training course
catchsympathies,
hold asof the
the little
audCjallery Party, (jo-erd and promtly fallsinto a unit that of them ience's
The Art Gallery members of Toronto turned out en masse seems to have no reason for ex- bank clerk in The Lavender Hilt
Mob does.
isting,^
commandedofficer,
by a blustiast night to prove that the middle class public today can be
incompetent
and
as aristocratic in their patronage of art as were the nobility consistsering,
mrinly of a group of However, any warmth would
of centuries ago.
have detracted from the subtle
Mrs. Samuel Zacks, who with her husband owns the highly accomplished work dod- savagery of the satire, enhanced
paintings, first addressed the well-dressed crowd in the
Needless to say, our hero fits by
whichof
sculpture court with a boring welter of thanks for everyone quite
can John
best beAdison's
comparedmusicto one
gers. naturally and happily info Evelyn
Waugh's
novels.
who
had
anythingto
do
with
hanging
the
pictures
including
these
surroundings,
but
all
good
the man who hammered the nails in.
has been
things must finally come to an Private's Progress
The French Ambassador did
as the funniest
cpntinued by giving a very well end, justice catches up with him, advertised
better. He began his speech by informed
comedy
of
the
year.
This im
resume
of
modern
art
into an inapologizing formatfor
his lackartof andin- theories. He said also that while and he is transferred
terpreter's course in Japanese. mediately arouses scepticism,
ion on modern
since
a
description
like
this is
Finally,
due
to
a
combination
of
the French who were surrounded in their homes and everyday string pulling and misconception usually a sign of desparation oh
life with beautiful works of art on the part of the authorities the part of the management. Foi
often failed to appreciate these that he has taken a course in
highly symIhings here in Toronto where German, he becomes involved in example,bolic playa gloomy,
TEA AND TEARS
written by James
a fantasticart scheme
to take
stolen
our cultural heritage is sparser, Italian
treasures
from
the
we
have
taken
the
trouble
to
Joyce's
former
secretary
wa:i
Tea and Sympathy is back lat . tags devotedly around after her
from which the officer once advertised as the laugh hit
to the beach and the local collect and preserve what works inGermans,
Loews) minus the word "horop- out
charge
(charmingly
played
by
of art we have in art galleries.
of two continents. But, for once,
country club.
sexuality"
some idyllic
Dennis Price) has a chance to the
advertisements are not too
technicolor and
sets plus
impossible
in a
The simplicity of the original
I agreed with this — Toronto
stage production. Laura, the stage play set, a two partitioned certainly has very few things of side.
make a small fortune on 'the misleading.
beauty and we do hide any we
sympathetic
schoolcan master's
schoolmaster's
(Deborah Kerr)
be seen wife
in a job showing
in galleries. However his
quarters,thecontrasted
with have
broad brimmed orange coloured homey
remarks were perhaps not suited
the
pallid
loneliness
of
an
upentirely
to the opening of a
hat puttering around in a garden
stairs boys'been
schoolimproved
residenceupon
room,in
that needs some more blue in it. have not
private
collection
of French pictures.
Tom Lee "John Kerr) supplies the lavish additions that this
her with Forget Me Nots,, and film version sports. The bower .. After being detained for a deof bliss where Laura, at the concent length of time the audience
clusion of the film, finds her
was finally satisfied when the '
lonely
schoolboy lover contem- gallery
"Summer"
was declared open with
plating suicide <a secluded woods
near the golfcourse), seems a flourish of the Ambassador's
This Fall
almost too conventional. The
barriers overthrown when Laura voice, and- they were free to the
Tennessee
rooms.
Summer
and Williams'
Smoke willplay,be simply walked upstairs into the gallery
The art lovers were also amusboys' room inrealthe atstage
play
were
presented for the second time dramaticaly
the time. The
ed by many other things than
in Toronto by the U.C. Lit. at
Hart House, November 8, 9, film version lacks this final pictures. There were a pianist,
punch,
and
what
follows
could
be
various refreshments, bravely
Httpf 10. First produced five
years ago in this country by the ending
mantic film. to any grade B ro- dressed women and coloured
Henry Kaplan, Summer and
This is not to say that Tea and catalogues for a dollar.
Smoke depicts
the tragedy
befalls
Alma, the
daughterthatof Sympathy'is
The Zack's paintings— a. cola flop asKerr,
a filmJohn—
the
acting by Deborah
a small town clergyman when
lection reflecting enthusiasm, enshe falls in love with a less Kerr and Lief Erickson is first '
and taste of a couple who
the script well above know ergypainting
spiritually minded young doc- class,
and painters were
in vitality, the emotional
teny John. These two roles will average
tenor
heartwarming.
Deborah
hung
behind
the crowd on the
be played by Aileen Taylor, a
walls.
Kerr
plays
a
sentimental
role
gfBBuate of Pasadena Playhouse in California now in arts with a light deft touch, that
JANET Mac DONALD
K of T., and Bill Davis, the almost retrieves it from the
BflLin
last Purification.
year's Hart House murky depths.
production,
Apart from the change in the
VIC'S ELECTRA
Curt Reis (who is also direct- setting of the conclusion, the only
Casting for the Victoria
other
major
revision
in
the
film
jSjgp1
College
Drama production
Club's majorof
in theinian's
chair Rainbow)
for Summerwillandbe is the omission of the homosexual
Hart House
Smoke Director Reis describes schoolmaster in the cast, and the Giraudoux's "Electra" will
be held in WymiKvood Music
^^Bper and Smoke as "less reduction of the accusations
Room. Tuesday afternoon,
°f the ol[J
the
*ifial offerin8
fflBf**ical
thanlessA clearly
Streetcar
xh,rd andcompany
"sissy"
The Theatre
to
Q *3H Vic
Lee
* Li 3tI O.JU
Tom
togets underway
the
Named Desire,
de- against
of
rest
October 9th, beginning at TlOnighl
by the
Queen.
and
II
Richard
fined as to characterization; but isboys,discovered
as
Bloom
Claire
and
Neville
John
with
night
beside a 2 :30. Herbert Whittaker,
naked
lying
not
Gaunt and
Above, a scene from the play with Paul Rodger* ai John of the
SB* subtle than Streetcar1— master on the beach, but sewing Globe and Mall drama critic, Charles
Gray as Bolingbroke. Richard II will run all this week at the
BBpids the sensationalism of a button on a shirt with a trio of is directing.
Royal Alex with matinees Wednesday and Saturday.
^H>is' most famous drama." faculty wives). Anne Carnwaih
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sayi

by Merle Overholt
Ournant ■race
local starts
major this
leaguecoming
pen- accurate than last years models)
that were put into use for the
Wednesday, October 10 for all first time. One particularly
the baseball-minded femmes of bright light was scouted in the
the campus. This year there will
of Donna
of Social
Work, Clarke,
who wasSchool
top
be three leagues divisions with person
Vic I, PHE II, U.C., and St. archer at McMaster last year
Hilda's in A league, St. Mike's, and
incidentally,' shecompetition.
is eligible
Meds,
in B, for intercollegiate
and VicandII,St.PHEHilda's
I. andII P.O.T.
In
Other
Circles
in the C division. A schedule of
24 home-and-home games has Quite a number of interested
been drawn up and we hope that girls turned
out forof the
zation meeting
theorganiField
it will be completed by October
25 or at least before the snow Hockey Club which is being
headed
up
by
Marianne
Farrell
flies.be Last
year's
pointa winning
system of St. Mike's. The first practice
will
retained
so that
for Saturday, October
team scores two points and a 13is —onthetaplocation
which I must
"tied" team will chalk up one confess I do notofknow.
point.
The
three
high-scoring
ball
Club
President
SylviaBasketKerr
teams (one from each division)
will then move, up to the playoffs is getting right in at the beginand the female edition of the
ning and has scheduled the* first
practices starting to-day. Check
Worldout even
Series
the commences—
excitement ofwith-an Friday's VARSITY for the scheimported TV set to our little dule.
Just Jots . . . men are still very
sports
SITY. dungeon of THE VAR- much in demand as umpires for
Archery Underway
the girls
softball. .games.
one interested?
. you Anyeven
The daily archery practices
get paid for it! . . . seems poor
got off to a good start last old
One-Eyed
Benny
missed
the
week with many enthusiasts
clues for Saturday's game ■ . .
showing up for the first rounds wondering
what his prediction
at the Stadium. All present
seemed most impressed with the will be for McGill and his own
new Boyd bows (faster and more j dear Blues . . .
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL MANAGERS
Managers
of allStewart
Women's
Intramural
nre Women's
asked to
meet
with
Dr.
on Tues.
9 Basketball
at cannot
5:00 p.m.teams
at the
Health
43 St. George
St.Oct.If you
attend
please j_
send
a reliableService,
alternate.
Where

there's drama,
there's

Mustangs

Collect

Scalps

Galore

Summary
First Quarter6-3 I
Loftus in the end zone.Beaten
le" to Frank
Invincib
Redmen
London,
Ont. (Oct. 6)— Western
Second
Quarter roups,
touchdown was not converted. Scoring — none.
Mustangs, lightly regarded by The
single (Langhorne
most this year, could well prove A McGill safety touch late in 1on— McGill,
Sandzellus's
kick).
third quarter completed the scor- 2 — Western,
Third
Quarter
toSenior
be a Intercollegiate
"sleeper" in this
touehdown
In the- last quarter McGill 3— McGill, saftey
loop.season's
Pick- iried ing.several
touch (Loftus.)
(Tllley).
desperation
plays
ed by most experts as contenders
Fourth Quarter'
with Varsity for the cellar, John but to ho avail.
Scoring — hone.
Metras' crew looked on Saturday
as if they will give the rest of
the loop trouble when they try
to dislodge the Mustangs from the Minor
Sports Roundup
first
day. place position they won toPlaying a strong defensive game
RUGGER
SOCCER
and showing one big scoring
Varsity rugger Blues sustaino.
thrust, the Mustangs upset the In soccer action on the front their
second straight defeat n
much-heralded McGill Redmen 6- campus Saturday morning the the young
on Saturday
3 in a thrilling season opening Varsity
senior and intermediate dropping anseason
day.
vic- Wanderers. 8-3 decision to thi
game at Little Stadium here to- soccer toriesteams
over theposted
visitingdouble
McMaster
The Blues held the advantag,
University Marauders.
Jin Stadium
the first half, but \vei,
Little Stadium, which many In the first game, the Blue during
unable to score. At the halt
times has seen the death of the Seniors scored four goals in the time whistle, Varsity held thi
half to take a 4-0 lead. They
title, hopes of McGill, once again first
came back in the second half to ball on the Wanderers two-yarf
proved Redmen.
a jinx fi^Wwho-for have
the highlyrated
been add six more goals to record an line.Chris Jacques put the Blue I
■h
picked by experts as the team $o impressive 10-0 win.
beat for the title. Many times the For the Blues, Peret and Duncan in front 3-0 early in the secon;
veteran Redmen line was stopped scored three goals each while half
after
the
Wanderers
har
been penalized deep in their o\v; Q**'
by
lighter,
other and
Blueforward
goals~were
frontthewall
as spirited
time andMustang
again Webb
Brian scored
King whoby zone.
to life,Theand"visitors
Captainsuddenly"
Doug cam,
Re<r fifii
added
two
each.
drives territory.
' ground
pickedan upunconverted
a loose balltry.and racti
todangerous
a halt deepMcGill
in Western
Seconds scored a 2-0 win for
Throughout the game the Mus- jn Blue
the second game, counting both With the game drawing to .
tang defence stopped the Mon- their goals in the last half. Bradien close, and Varsity still pressing Si
ti'ealer's potent pass attack.
and McKenzie were the marksmen. Read received the ball well with y
The Redmen opened the scoring
in his own half and raced th- j
late in the second quarter when
TENNIS
length of the field for
David Langhorne was rouged on
clinching score. Nankeville cor
a shcrt kick by Jan Sandzelius. At press time the story oh the verted.
The first half ended with McGill Intramural tennis tourney ig^a bit
leading vl-0. In the third quarter vague. Reports have it that the
the Mustangs, sparked by two fine
action in the matches being
passes by Sophomore quarterback. singles
Art Turner, rolled 99 yards for the played at the Toronto Lawn Tennis The Scoreboard
Club, got as far as Harry Hall's
Western score and the only touch- Berkeley.
down of the game. The final play 6-2, 4-6, 9-7. win over Justin
SENIORStanding!!
FOOTBALL
of this series was a Turner pass
P
Hall offswonwith his
way
into
the
play1 W1 L0 TP
0 6 A3 PU2
an early win over Western
VARSITY
1
00
FOR A
Barry Fine, 6-2. Fine had pre- McGill
Ciiftn's Results
11 00 01 O11 773 *771
6 10
viously
disposed
of
Dave
Alexander with equal ease — 6-2, thereby VARSITY
SMART HAIRCUT
T8 McGM
Queen's ■I
the right to meet Hall. Western
— The One That You Like — gaining
As the scores indicate both the
Future
Games
s.iiuid.iv
600 University Avenue Fine- Alexander and the HallVARSITY at McGill
Just below- College
Fine matches were routs. The
In the Basement
Berkeley-Hall competition, how- INTERMEDIATE
FOOTBALL
Western at Queen's
Open Monday
through
Friday
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
VARSITY SOCCER
32 Queen's 1
ever,
was
a
real
crowd
please*r.
According to Intramural Director
ONLY 85 cents
I 10 McMaster I
J. E. McCutcheon, the results of VARSITY
today.
the final match will be announced VARSITY II 2 McMaster II .
Wanderers ...RUGGER
8 VARSITY I ... I
HILLEL
Tuesday Series
A meeting
of thein Squash,
will Hart
b? held
Tuesday.interested
October
.0th,
at 5.15out.p.m.,
MusicClubSQUASH
Room,
House.onturnAnynne
in trying
Itfr the Theintercollegiate
team please
out.
"Jewish
Dr. DavidThought"
Savan
Tuesday, Oct. 9, 8.30 p.m.
"MODERN JEWISH SECULAR
with reference
to 'Spinoza.
THINKERS"
Freud, etc.
Refreshments Will Be Served

Wherever lovely women gather . . . wherever exciting
things happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN— fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's./(.»/e Botany, new dressmaker creations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Pettal Orlons, new hi-bulk
heavy-knits, and ever popular lambswool.
Colours and range of new style?
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere
Look for the name &CA%£4t>
J
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Give
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Gaels Tie With
Varsity
By JOHN BROOKS
Varsity Blues stood by helpless on Saturday afternoon and watched victory bounce
fGaelnam* their .grasp in the dying" seconds of a bitterly-fought battle with Queen's
* # IGolden
Ml If

MAT
John btoolCS^

Sports Editor
Another chapter was added to the "Why I Prefer College Football" journal on Saturday afternoon in Varsity Stadium. A dramatic
minute-single by an old Varsity nemesis, Jocko Thompson, gave
The visiting Tricolor held the ball on the Varsity 46 with the minute flag wavering to- last
Frank Tindali's Golden Gaels a 7-7 tie with the Blues. It was a
ward* its jrame-eiuling plunge. Varsity led 7-6 as Jocko Thompson stood on the centre climax
seasons. reminiscent of many Intercollegiate battles of the past few
stripe and hurriedly lifted a desperation punt towards the Blue goal-line. The Varsity
NOT THE FIRST TIME
safety men let it drop in trout of them and watched it skitter past>into the end zone. Rich
First cm the list is the fnntastie Don Getty to Murray Henderson pass that gave Western the Yates Cup back in 1953.
BSthune finally trapped it but not before it had gone for 78 yards and the tying point.
Varsity led that game with seconds remaining when Getty
cut loose with a giant toss that hit Henderson in behind the
The storybook finish was typical of Queen's-Varsity battles. It was Thompson himself
Blue
^Hf sent the Gaels into the playoff last year with his dramatic field goal.
score. defenders, and Murray scooted all the way *or the winning
Nullifies Drive
as guiding the march, he successes picked up somewhat. And then there was the Queen's heartbreaker in 1954 that
Thompson's single erased a su- well
Mustangs
playoff
Queen's
stained fourth-quarter march by carried himself for 20 yards and Stewart plunged over from th? allowed
led in thatthe game
18-15 towithenter
the the
minute
flag;against
down andVarsity.
a desperation
the Blues. \vhich*saw them start passed once for a 25 yard gain. two for the Queen's touchdown field goal attempted by Western in the air flying towards the
at their own 15 and travel to the
Stewart Held
near the end of the third quarter. Gaels' end zone. All Ronnie Stewart had to do was field the ball
send Queen's into the final. But the slippery pigskin slithered
Queen's six in 19 plays. It was To say that the Blues "had Ron- A pair of brilliant runs by negro and
Western's
from there that Ross Woods kickand theandplayoff
spot. Don Killinger recovered to win the ball game
nie Stewart's number" would be Henry Clarke set up the major. away
ed to the deadline for Varsity's to put it mildly. The Queen's"' all- Stewart's twenty-fifth since enLast
year's
thriller
was provided by the same Mr. Thompson
rol ing at .the Kingston college.
seventh point.
time touchdown king was held to
who saved Saturday's game for the Tindullmcn. Jocko neatly
The drive was spearheaded by only 31 yards net gain in 19 car- Thompson's convert attempt booted a lost-ininute field goal in Ricltardson Memorial Stadium,
Kingston,and tonecessitate,
give his Gaels
11-10 only
win too
over well,
the
ries. His record for the first half was blocked by Gene Chorostecki. Rlues,
some brilliant quarterbacking by
as wea spine-tingling
In Toronto know
young Larry Joynt. The Baby showed that he toted the pigskin one of Varsity's outstanding de- another post-season battle.
Blue graduate, filling in for Ed eight times for a total one-yard
fensive players on the afternoon's Story from McGill has it that Larry Sullivan is having one
Skrzypek, injured late in the first loss. He took over from John play. Chorostecki iyas through dickens of a time trying to get his foot out of his mouth.. It
half, was calm and consistent in Moschelle at quarter back in time and again to rush the kicker slipped in there late last week when Monsieur Sullivan, who. inciisthe coach of the McGill Redmen, made a comment to
leading the team downfield. As the final 30 minutes, and his and also blocked a field goal try the effectdental y,that
thought the schedule was packed against his .
by Thompson in the second frame. Tribe. Seems thathe Larry
didn't like the way his team had to meet
First Touchdown
the
weaker
squads in the League first Bnd face the strong- contender
at
the
end.
The Blues first forged into
And now that the Redmen have opened the season with u
Queen's territory midway through no ne-too -successful 6-3 loss to the "weak" Western .Mustangs,
the
picture should be pretty testy up Montreal way.
the
second
quarter,
and
weren't
shunted out before they scored The football
nevt weekend,
top Varsity
stillthefigure
looks like
sort McGill
of game,towhen
one keeps one s money
their touchdown. A 30-yard pass but Itexperts
in
one's
own
pocket.
from Skrzypek to Dave Creswell
WROVG-WAV ROBINSON
carried
the
play
to
the
Gaels'
20.
the Hamilton Tiger-Cats
very nearly upset done
Argonauts
Toronto
but Varsity lost possession of the
the goat of the
and had they
the Stadium,
ball after failing to make yards. yesterday
pal of Gus so,Braccia.
been an ex-Temple
o-ame wouldin have
Some brilliant tackling by SJohnny
pass, the
Argo
successful
a
Early in the second half, after
He
Tattle forced Thompson to kick hall scooted free, and Tex Robinson recovered the fumble. ami
yards, the WRONG WAV.
the opportunity to run 67 Blue,
from well behind his goal-line took
Into
fans.
::4.t)O0
some
and
Double
the
his teamates,
and Normie Williams, the best send
along behind trying to
hysteria. With Steve Oueschuk barreling
punt-returner on the field, carried direct
right direction, Robinson continued
his fellow T-C In the
line.
goal
own
his
towards
clip
merry
a
at
back to thea Queen's
Stewart
the line. It
intercepted
Skrzypek24.pass,
but He was finally stopped, by three Argonautstwo, behind
points. Even when
safety touch and explained
of course, a Toronto having
the Tricolor failed to make yards. was bewildere
to .him. he
the situation
d Tex was
the
the
Al Riva ran the Gael punt back seemed unable to understand why the scoreboard had credited
and not his own Tabbies with six.
to the 39, from where it took hosts with a pair of counters,
ODDS *N ENDS
the Blues seven ground plays to
spouse . . . They presented
of the paw to R.d J.hoyGrayon and
hit pay dirt. Skzypek plunged A shake with
Friday in the Torontnine-poun
a
world
the
tmiverslty.
across from the two for the touchwhothe covers
itn-g'oi»
•ed,
• *»■•■—is —the led
lad —
uninform. rimrostecki
down.
R J forne you
ceegar
several
mi — .
And thanks for
athletics for the Telegram ...
ott the
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Just Jots
ki ledafter
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aisMuch
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in
all
by
morning
shown
Saturdayof some dainty rnorsel terest Don't
was count my Dodgers out
were the choice of the Varsity section
3.500
were . Ugh'
defensive players . . . Russell
At least not until after today's g.me . . . Why
-d
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"The
played
band
intercepted two passes and turned that
the afternoo
when
down
?
sitting
fans
t
Varsity
hard
to
hear,
was
i
It
...
n?
in some fine tackling .... Both White" for the first time on Saturday
Skrzypek and Joynt came out of
the game with injuries . . . . yet ,
Postuchak Grabs Skrzypek Pass
Skrzypek
sustained a severe ankle
Varsity End Steals Ball From Stewart and Kocman
sprain and may be lost to the Baby Blue Golfers Victors
team for the McGill game . . . .
John Casey also came off favourIn Intercollegiate Tourney
ing his leg ..- . Western provided
ley had kean 80total.to round out Varsity 3
captured 334-stro
the big surprise of the day with a Varsity intermediateschampi
on^
6-3 win over McGill in London. Ihc Intercollegiate golf oon
Seniors Third
Baby Blue Winners
the
at
Lineup i
on Friday aftern Country Up at Kingston, meanwhile, the
ship
Trimble and As ten each
University Vf Toronto Baby plunges
lush Burlington Golf andMacLea
finished third in the
Blues
senior
ils
booted
an
extra
point.
Varsity: Ends
— Stacey.
Nelson, Club Paced by Steve
Blues opened their intercollegiate
Blues major Intercollegiate tourney.
Chorostecki.
p^tuehak.
BMclntyre:
Baby
the
78.
ar
over-p
sevenintermediate football season in
Meet Ryerson Friday
KnechMilBeamish.
Martini.
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36-holepaced
total byof Gerry
151. won
the
Kingston on Friday afternoon by Queen's
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a one-. tel'sWestern,
— Ruse
withRyerson
guards
gained wintheirovervictory
Ron during
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ston Copland,
runner
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The Baby Blues rolled to a 24-0 fired
the Comets"
second heaves
half r^lly.
Tattle; quarter- three-team tournament.
second-pthelacelowQueen's.
CWftWell.Joynt.
Knechtel
gross
margin overcaptured
Blva Reld.
— Skrzypek.
touchdown
to DonHe backi
half-time lead, increased jt to 32-0 Plumley
and Mike Adams honours
Aarons
of the day. Second low
Steveta
Jack Truelove. who QueeiV.s: Ends — Fedor. Bedfern. "s
early in the second half, and then also addedanda convert.
ti
st
ic
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John
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a
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while
85.
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fired
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each
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KlrtpOk: Tureskl. Thoi.wn.
Beck
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talliedscore13
wski.
voung Witolci
Was*.Roy.—Trozop.
points towhile
makeQueen's
the final
HolEd Butryn stood out at defensive ruarcLs
RadclmcK.
C. Lew's.
nerowski shotWeynero
in and out scoresWey-ot
a. Lewis:
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V
0
read 32-13.
tackle for the Baby Blues white halfback
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o.Doliin.
s -Tfcu.mpw
«ow£StenaiHa. 76 Other
and 77.members of the Var.sity
and Al Connolly were fl»aw, young.
Claske.quarterba
With Lorne Forstner and Nick Ian Knowles
cks — Tirst Downs
at running back punt; Qttlnn.
Mr' hclle. Kocrann;
Pow. Sum
20 16 team,
and their scores, were John
Supinka alternating at iji^rterback. brlilian
mar;
passes
Tried
22
"
AltogehteV
Varsity
showed
that
(79-80). Bob Fezzack < 81Pastes
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6
3I Erskine
Jhv' intermediates mixed a stron-j
FirM
Quarter
they
were
a
team
to
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Pft8=es
Intercepted
By
2
8-1).
and
Bruce Brewer (8fi-86>.
ti.?h- with in the intermediate loop
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itftack toV...vsity
running
pasting
Varsity's
G49 total was four strokes
ion
theira|)(ieasy
triumph.
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Paselng
W9
*s
Second
Quarter
Yard*
Rushing
0
(Skrzypek).
touchdown
The
Baby
Blue
will
now
prep
■_Y«r*lty.
touchdown WL-re scored by John
Average
0 Carleton College. Ottawa, and the
.20.9
Quarter(Stewart i. Punting
Penalties
Stpencc mi .i puss interception. BiV. for Friday afternoon's t*lt at Var- 3— <jue?n'5. Third
behind Queen's.
touchdown
Yards
Penalized .
University
finished
Fumbles
Quarter
sity Stadium with the Ryerdon 3— Varsltv. Fourth
46.9
Trimble and Bub Let- r.n n.i.>\fourth and of
fifthMontreal
respect ively.
single (Woods).
PuniLles La,t
nnd'Brian A-ten and V><-n Hj:'! . Rams.
4— Queen's, single (Thompson).

n
D II O Freshmen,
Queensmen,
and other
in the Drill
at thisup,year's
first Pep
the Next day Toronto played Queens.
K€3liy||
Toronto wastypes
did |I mg.
Toronto
teamHallshowed
and there
was Rally,
a band,some
and ofdancSorry, we have no names in this picture.
Friday
night. K3liy:
The U of TUniversity
Cheerleadingof squad
unveiled
SAC
at a Glance
—
learned
the Carabin would be sold to doting and solvent parents
The Students'
Administrative
Council
last Wednesday,
besides Nov. 30 to Dec. 1 with return visit on Graduation Day.
next
February.
condemning the Bulletin Board:
— heard the Chairman ask twice
— learned that the chairman of — * wondered if they could fill the members to address the chair.
the committee for nominating a Hart House for AVR when UC had — gave a $150 SAC matriculation
chairman had selected Doug Sherk lost $1,000 on a Broadway show scholarship to J. F. Zupancic
former SPS rep.
last year.
(I SPS).
— refused to distribute a com- — appointed B. Witchell fIV — postponed a decision on a perDents) to the Hart House Board of
committee
, tnercial
on campus.paper "University Post" Stewards and as a Student Service and askedmanentfor"Student-Liaison
.a committee to look
— approved $9,782 for publishing Commissioner.
into the committee.
Torontonensis, a 10% increase, but — heard that the Weekend Com- — heard suggested from Red
did not raise the price of the book.
preparing for a student Feather that SHARE postpone its
• — appointed a committee to look exchangemittee waswith
U.S. universities for appeal so the only two financial
into extension o£ library hours fall 1957.
campaigns would not interfere.
again.
learned that SHARE campaign
— found a guide to show the —would
— questioned AVR Acting Pro- student.
14 - Feb.l.
ducer J. Chercover (III UC) before campus to a visiting English — smiledbe Jan.
when told Toronto was
passing the $3,785 AVR budget.
not to give the impression
— had Father Lavery chair the trying
— appointed 4 committees.
while President Forstner that we are waving a big stick at
— spent 5198 for a 3-man delega- meeting
NFCUS;
we are.
(III
Meds)
left
the
Chair
to
discuss
' veal. tion to the NFCUS meet at Mont- NFCUS publications.
—reps,Heard
nothing from 5 of the"il
present.
— applauded the idea to collect — suggested that Torontonensis be
Book Store Dividends receipts as
donations for Red Feather.
~ smiled when George Michie
it-signed in order to go to Europe
to "get an education."
•— received notice of motion to
iidd
POT and Law to the UTDU
executive.
—procedure.
were confused by Constitutional
— approved selection of the paper
tor Torontonensis from a sample
.-.ubmitted to the Publications Commission.
— laughed when Blue and White
chairman Anderson UV SMC) reported that he was acting as Interim Float Parade Chairman and
B— and
W
Ticket convener. "
jumped Dance
on the band wagon to
HURT HOUSE DEBATE
t^ke
turns
at
bulletin board. condemning the
The Honourable LESTER B. PEARSON
Secretary of State for External Affairs
WILL BE PRESENT AS HONORARY VISITOR
on Wednesday, October 10th, at 8:00 p.m. in the Debates Room.
Question for Debate: "In the Opinion of this House, NATO has
Accompanist
outlived
its usefulness."
Wanted
ART CLASSES
Organization meeting of the Hart House Art Classes given by
Mr. Aba Bayefsky will be held in the Art Gallery at 7:30 toFOE HART HOUSE
night. All members of the House are welcome to attend these
GLEE CLUB
classes which will be held on both Tuesday and Thursday evenings—members can choose which evening suits them best. A
fee
will be charged for the series of 18 classes. All materials ofare$4supplied.
Solo work with glee club in
HART HOUSE BARBER SHOP
Toronto and out of town.
Open
daily from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday to Friday Haircuts: 75c.
HART
HOUSE MASQUERADE
Turn oul at 7:15 tonight.
The big Fall dance is held here on October 26th. Double tickets
are $2^5.
Hart House Music Room.
Hart
House.on sale from October 15th from the Hall Porter at

Social
Will

Work

Appointee]

Serve

Round
Tabll
Sir
Geoffrey
was
awarded
A British lawyer has been ap- Victoria Cross in World
War
pointed special visiting lecturer to
the School of Social Work in He was a partner in a law li
specializing in international c
October.
Sir Geoffrey Vickers will be the poration law between the 1
lecturer and also chief consultant World* Wars.
World War II, he was direc
toon the
roundtable
on "The
impact of Ineconomic
intelligence for
human
well-being
of a rapidly
Ministry of Economic Warfare;
evolving
industrialism."
Dr. George Hougham has been a member of the Joint Intelliee:
appointed director of research for Committee of the Chiefs of Si; th
the round-table. He is a U of T He was knighted in 1946.
graduate and a former lecturer in During the past ten years he I st
the Department of Political studied and written on proble:
Economy here.
of values and communication. ti<
M
NOTICE

br
Ui

Attention Alt Students
The
of Students
will number
go to press
October in15th.the
Your Directory
Toronto address
and phone
will on
be shown
way you entered them on the U. of T. "Personnel Card" at the
time of registration. Corrections and additions to those entrie>
wilt
accepted
at the12th.Registrar's Office, Simcoe Hall, until S
p.m., beFriday,
October
J. C. Evans,

SKULE
NITE
ST7

Registrar Pi
Hi

A FOUR-N'IGHT EXTRAVAGANZA

GUYS Only — Tonight, Tuesday, October 9.
CASTING
.
®
GIRLS Only — Tomorrow, Wednesday, October 10
Dancers
Ariine Is Bring
Back.) Shorts And Running Shoes. (P.S. Also THURSDAY, OCT. 11, For All Those o£ Eith'
Sex Who Couldn't Make
It.
P.O.T. HUTS — 7:00 p.m.

sk

Don't Forget
Hon. Lester B. Pearson
on NATO— HH Debate
8-00 p m.— Men Only

At
Vic: Coeducational
Residences—
7.30,
7.30
Trinity: Desegregation,

The

MIGHT

Wednesday, October 10, 1956
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Enrolment

May
Indicate Plateau Beginning
The first report on University of Toronto enrolment shows the bet-inning ofthe projected 1960's plateau. Released from the registrars office
yesterday, the figures are up seven-and-a-half 'per
cent over last year.
The increase brings total Toronto enrolment to 10,890. Last year, 10169 were registered in degree and diploma courses.
Analysts are calling this year the beginning of the boom. The lar?e
number of babies born immediately before World War II has forced a significant curve into the '56-57
Canadian '55-56
birth rate.
This year, universities are feeling the uphillenrolment
rise of thatforcurve.
Predicted
the
" 78
Box
Score
University of Toronto in 1964Change
'/2
05 — the
year" set— byis
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427 up 4%
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up
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Education
Forestry
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rently,
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Figures in the United States are
Graduate
346
— Helter
Dentistry Studies
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424 updown4% 57i
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Professional faculties at Trrontc
551
348
a Victoria College — SPS kidnapping comup is',;
72290
are hardest hit. Engineering is
rhe
Beginning
Phy. Health
95
tition involved
Johnearly
Rumble's
humiliation
Nursing
down 6%
t the hands
of Vic men. Rumour
has it that
this morning
the
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up
nine per
cent overall.i? 11il
up 10%
in first
year.centArchitecture
ngineers captured a Victoria resident in retaliation for their society
310
per first
cent year.
higher than last year, S3
up
7%
.resident's disappearance.
28
27
in
Child
Study
Hygiene
Extension
up 18%
The Faculty of Ar(s has a regis52
tration eight per cent greater than
NFCUS
TALKS
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Total
up
97%
last
year. University and Victoria
10,090
sessions and talked to delegates.
10169
Planning
for
a
nation-wide
24Colleges
are each up three per
iout student strike for higher Toronto has three students at
cent in first year. St. Mike? Is
;overnment bursaries may begin the conference: Students' Admidown eight; Trinity, five.
his week.
•nistrative Council President
First enrolment figures ere
The proposal for a student Gordon Forstner, Vice-President PAA's Promise: Up Grants
trickling
outTotal
fromfigures
all Canadian
itrike in early 1957 will be Flo Middleton, and National Afuniversities.
indHcafi
To Universities In up1957
7V"»
fairs Chairman Gerry Helleiner. The -Prime Minister said last "The universities realize
irought
up
lo
the
annual
Nathey
alevelriseof of60.000.
2,600 from last year';
ipnal Federation of Canadian ' Toronto will withdraw from
the Federation if the SAC judges night he will recommend to should plan now to meet the
Jniversity
Montreal byStudents
retiringmeetingPresidentin reasonable moves to its proposed Parliament doubling federal problems," he said.
This year's jump dues not umk
reforms have not been made. grants
universities
in 1957—of The giants Mr. St. Laurent will meet
Jeter Martin (Toronto).
if the toNational
Conference
the diSenate
committee'*
prections. An enrolment
of 13,000
2
likely
recommend
will
be
$16,5
Delegates to the conference The reforms would eventually Canadian
^
Universities will dis- 000,000, double the present was estimated for Tb>orrfb by
vill also consider proposals from cut out the national presidency,
tribute
them.
their statisticians.
;evcral universities to cut ad- cut down per-student cost of
$8,000,000 a year.
Reports from
ninistrat ive expense at the NFCUS, and increase national universities
Toronto's money will go to lay building up their stafl until
acrosspresidents
the countryof increased
JFCUS national office in Ottawa. lobbying.
physical facilities and the wave of enrolment has
4FCUS has had threats to with- Dominion bursaries are at pre- the
indicated^
job the NCCA will take procuring of staff, Dr. Smith reached its peak," he sair
from universities
with prosaid. The universities cannot de- 229'
sent shared with the provinces
>osed drawreforms
at the conference.
in the Dominion -Provincial bur- U of T President Sidney Smith
sary scheme. Amounts are $250 said the news was most gratify"This may be the Federation's
ast conference," observer Alis- for students living at home and
"indicativethatof will
the
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size ing.
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air Shearer from Ryerson In;titute of Technology said last $500 for students away from confront the universities in the
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Everyone 'who writes an ad- Varsity Christian Fellowship has movements
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"But we still need more."
vice card gets a button,"
pro- Bible study In Room 421 of the I intend to discuss the dfffermanager.
Tonight the drive takes
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its
'Faith and Reason' discussion The U of T Flying club has aa
chairman
of
the
drive.
His
posiArbor Room today at 4
tion of Varsity editor may have oup led by Rev. Ala» McLach- introductory meeting in the Hart
p.m. The tape will be played had something to do with his lin
the atChaplain's
Music Room at 8 this evenHart inHouse
the same office
time. at Houseing. Ditto
selection,
Gzowski feels.
for the Progressive Con
on 7:30.
"On Campus", CJBC,
at
The radio broadcast— at 7:30 Readings and casting for the servative Campus Club, in Rciom
U.C. Players'be held
Guildtoday
'Hello
CBC'sa Ontario
L, Section
too. 52 of UC. At thi -nnu
and out
to- time,
Customs officials have stopped ( onwillthecarry
summarynetwork
of the— There' will
morrow from 1.30 to 4.30 p.m. in
the
buttons
until
Gzowski
proj
campaign
to
date.
Included
in
And
Vic Music Club haw- an
duces his advice card. An appeal [ the program will be an appeal the basement of UC Men's resid- open meeting
ence. Jackson Chercover is direct- Music room atin8 the
in
yesterday's
Varsity
brought
|
for
other
provincial
networks
to
p.m. WymiHvood
an More
onslaught
of the
cards,
in the fight.
advice
cards
will be j joinGzowski
ing.
Eugene
O'Neill's
"The
Rope'
Skule
dropped
in late
reconfidentby the
but- Theatre
mind girls to show
up atto the
goes on Thursday
stage at Women's
and Friday.Union
tons will be isreleased
Monday.
sought today. College Pogo representatives wil tour their fa- But it's all up to the students Le Cercle FVancais d'UC is also P & OT huts tonight with ^horto
culties, carrying mimeographed and their advice cards, he .says casting, this time for its pro- on for Skule Nite casting.
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magazine
The odds are about fi'fteen hundred to one that
you won't be interested in this editorial. It probably
doesn't concern you at all; but don't let that stop you
from reading it, for it illustrates a more general trend.
Last week we ran a few thoughts on the establishment of a campus-wide literary magazine. Without
exception, the people who talked to us about that editorial thought it was a good idea-though some of
them attributed more weight than we had to the
obstacles. The point is, everyone agreed the magazine
could be and should be published-this year.
They generated, in fact, so much typical undergraduate enthusiasm that they talked about it for
several minutes, yawned and went on to other less
challenging concepts.
This is an invitation to those people.
The Varsity will act as a clearing centre for all the
plans you have contributed. You may use our office.
You may use our typewriters. You may even use our
idea. All we want is a university magazine. The writers of this campus need it.
Let us be even more specific. This Thursday afternoon there will be someone in The Varsity office,
waiting for your reply.
At this meeting, we would like to see a delegate
—he need not be official— from every college magazine and from every professional faculty.
You will not commit yourself to anything. It is
merely to explore the idea further.
The next move is up to you.
unloaded

ON'

(EAT

"Canada should ann6l
CUSSING . CUSTOM
CARDS
U.S.A. and do away wi,
Advice cards have been pour-j "Pogo's administration will
...
Keith Melville (H -jj
it conies (I.toSt.power
when Sullivan
intended]
Originally
ine
e
Jordan
Mike's)
got«.
a good- 1] «rd
to savern '
thera
till we wesot
"Release
Buttons
or
the
Brute
custo
ms."
ly number and take them to the
(jj I
"GoBobto Zacharczuk
hell."
customs office. But some we Force Committee will show up
Bob Thomas (I SPS)
just had to print.
"Pogo is a Communist."
at "Give
Customs"
Robert Freeman
Pete
Gzowski
his butWhen you've read these extons
(because
I
want
one)
amples, let's hear what you
"Ignore
Gzowski's ch^
Bill Dubrowsky (II Vic)
for publicity. Just give .
have to say. Every person who
fills out an advice card gets an "Leave those precious little
Peter Grant (Hi
I Go Pogo button.
P. Dunseath
(I SPS)
buttons • alone,
you kidnapper"
"Snip
off your little \\,
Pogo
buttons."
Dear Mr. Customs Official,
"Take them to window Z, tons and
choke on(TVthem."
C.
Breslin
St. jl
student's
the
of
some
is
this
who will send them to chute B,
advice: .
"Please give the po0,
"Egad, Man, Zrnblstdl Be where they'll hit door Q. But
his toys. He thinks it ,
original!Peter Brawley (I Meds) don't push the wrong buttons."
Peter Harrison (II St. Mike's)
Mike Cassidy (II jM
democracy."
". . . Engineei's hate blooOur Readers .
so hand over the button?
Mai Williams u I
"I suggest that in vie
!
ES
OPEN HART HOUSE DEBAT
the circumstances you pJ
the future anyshould
topic ofbe such
vitalto
In
Tuesday's
Varsity,
there
is
David Walker (in
importance
open
a news item concerning a Hart
according
to custom."
Vern fgl
rJ
"Who's Pogo?
And
anyone directly
orUniversity.
indirectly
House debate. The Hon. Lester concerned
with
this
Patricia Bartlett
B. Pearson will speak on "NATO
Deirdre Mungovan
matter, who's Gzowski?1
itstheusefulness."
hasypeoutlived
Sheila Geoghegan
that thisof
object
tofactwomen
is not toopen
debate
Francine
Gremse
And too many others n
this campus. We realize Hart
Karen Kelly
coming.
try to print. But keep
House is an organization intended to benefit the male students
and we are not attempting to
s in- CHEERLEADERS
infringe tendedupon
for U.a the
men.ofHowT.privilege
ofperson
Mr.
ever when
What's wrong with the Varsity
Write
Pearson's stature speaks on this cheerleaders? We'll tell you.
They Varsity
cater tosection.
the SouthAfter
half all,of
everyThestudent
great the
topic isis ofentitled
hear him.
tocampus,
EMBALMED
current interest and Mr. Pearson girls, the real keen Blues supis certainly an authority on the
porters are the ones who are
Your last editorial conca
subject.
interested
enough
to
arrive
earthe
lack of 'esprit'
on this*
decadent
campus
wad
To restrict attendance to the
ly to getcheering
the bettersection
seats. runs to
Our
male members of the student
most compre hensive ciia;
within
a
few
inches
of
the
50
body at this function is to deprive many of what is rightfully yard line, so why can't the of our disease that I've!
read.fairI think
due tin.t
theirs. Mr. Pearson's influence cheerleaders come past the 30- our
campusit's stopped
has been felt extensively in both
ing maturity and lethargj
Ralph Jones (III SPS)
national and international policy. yard line.
Warren R. Sirrs (III Gen.)
This influences every man and
can certainly be mature '
Bruce Stevenson (III Gen.)
being
woman on this campus.
tulationsembalmed
for an acutetoo. ana!;
Jack
Howell
(III
SPS)
Therefore, we suggest that in P.S. — Without blazers.
Paul Des Jardins <IIl|

EMBRANGLEMENT
Dear Sir:
Dear Sir:
Does realize
your thatMiss
ff
there's
a
"
movie
Tweed
the
called the Mountain on
at the University language in which she
rheatre, why tell
doesn't writes such
hensible .rotincomprewas that
your
so in reviewer
a few sentencesus of Milton, of Shaw, or
of
Ogden
Nash?
of plain down-to-earth you craftsmen of Cry
English without em- beloved language, this
and
us contumel- turn in your graves, if
iously, orbranglingsomething?
Even if the movie was it will ease your tortoo involved for Miss
ture! And you, teachers of the
lanTweed, she did not have
guage, is itEnglish
to produce
to communicate her this that
you have
labored
so
long?
confusion to the reader.
An Engineer
C.B.R.

One of the season's big scorers..

"Moon-ray"
!
It's new . . . and exciting! Smoky depths
colourro'
in this
by of 'Co
eostOrae
by 'Coro'.
in deep jewellery
shadowy shades
thatChunky
change square-cui
their tone "stones"
as they
catch the light. Set in gracefully curved bands of metal
the
colourEyeof Brown.
silver or gold.
See it at Eaton's
now!
• Tiger
• Wine.
•Gunmetal,
• Fire Red. • Sapphire Blue.
Earrings
pair 2.00
Bracelet each
3.00
Necklet • each 3.00
PHONE UN. 1-5111
EATON'S Main Store — Main Floor — Dept. 215
and EATON'S College Street — Main Floor

THE VARSITY NEEDS A PROOFREADER.
Pay is $1.25 an hour, about 35 hours a week..
Come see us about it.

The

Varsiti
Published by
Administrative Council
The ofStudents'
the University of Toronto
Editorial and News Office
Basement, S.A.C. Building — WA.
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Editor
Features
Peter Gzov.*
... Michael
Css
Sports Editor
Assistant Sports Editor .... Howie Manojj
Women's
John Brc:,
Mortician Sports Editor
Cathie Ere!Reporters and Assistants this issue
Merle~OvM il9fi
Maureen
Wade, Beverly Cearley, Barbara
Bucha*
Jordan Sullivan, Bill Eppnfc

Varsity at McGill- October 13
, THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WILL
OPERATE A SPECIAL TRAIN BOTH GOING TO AND RETURNING FROM MONTREAL — RETURN FARE, $13.75.
ON SALE TODAY AND ALL NEXT WEEK.
Leave Toronto — 11:15 p.m., Friday, October 12
-Arrive Montreal — 7:15 a.m., Saturday, October 13 (Central Station)
Leave Montreal — 4:00 p.m., Sunday, October 14 (Central Station)
PULLMAN ACCOMMODATION TO MONTREAL
RETURN _ $19.20, plus berth — LOWER $4.00, UPPER $3.20
CAME TICKETS — $2.00 and $2.50
ONLY.
each available with train tickets
GAME TICKETS ONI^
Students may purchase tickets for
sold.
4 p.m. Friday train at special price
of $13.75 if at least 25 tickets are

on sale at Athletic Ticket
-Office, TUESDAY, 9.30|
a.m. until Friday Noon.
Prices $2.00 and $2.50
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Victoria

Loses

Williams,

But Well Win at Least
added Jerry Aziz, formerly
PMulock
"Victoria
Cup College,
champions,lastwillyear's
win with Trinity, and Ken Myers
from last year's Blues.
-atThisleastclaim
two isgames
this
year.*'
made by their
No Quarterback
coach. Frank Ebenhardt. Eben- The coach, -however, is not
hardt. who starred at quarter- without his backfield problems.
back for Vic last year, has had Vic lacks a quarterback. Several
a turnout of 40 hopefuls for the men have been tried at the
last few
nights, anandevenrookies.
mix- position but as yet no one has
ture of veterans
been assigned the job. Coach
From what he has seen, coach Ebenhardt
says that he has reEbenhardt feels that he will have
tired from the quarterback job
K fast, spirited team. To use but the feeling, around Vic, is
these fast men he plans a slight that, when the season starts,
Ebenhardt will be found at the
s Variation of the split-T.
spot.
gf It appears
Vic stillthispos-in pivot
John Pierson, line coach,
ses es a fast that
backfield;
spite of the loss of speedy Norm claims that this year's line will
Williams to the Blues. There be heavier and faster than beReturning veterans include
-still remains most of last year's Jerry fore.
Keshan, Dick Green, Walt
backfield,
Ber- Bobechko,
tram, Paul including
Newman, Ron
and Steve
and Jonh Handiak, To
Moraiarty. To these have been aid these have come rookies Paul

HART

Ebenhardt

Two-Coach
Ellis, from U.T.S., and Gerry
Weatherhead from North Toronto.
With a speedy backfield and
line it looks as though Vic will
be around when the finals start
in November. In fact, with such
speed as the Red and Gold
possess, the other teams are
going to have to move in order
to keep Vic from running away.
SERIES ON TV
The call still goes out.
Sportswriters are needed and
needed rather badly. So all
you literary genii are asked
to drop down at noon today
for a petit chat. Television is
here, so is the final game of
the series,charge.
and there's no
admission

I

HOUSE

THEATRE

1

STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS
$2.50 for the Four Productions

| Box Office Open 10 a.m. - 0 p.m.

WA. 3-5244

- CLASSIFIED
ADS kitchen, also hostess sitting room,
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
study.St.Parking
facilities, 550
Time — $3.25 a year. Life — for
Bathurst
Reasonable.
$4.25
year. Sports
'1 60% DISCOUNT !!
$4.00.a Write
studentIllustrated
periodical—
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157, $10.40 worth (52 issues) of:
G-7920.
Toronto 1. Ont or phone EM. TIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4l!5SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
Students only. Order new. pnv
THE BEST FOR LESS
later. ADAMS AGENCY. HTJ. I15 to 1/3 off on tape-recorders, 4249. all .periodicals.
radios, record players, R.C.A. VicTYPEWRITERS
tor. Philips, Fleetwood. Seabreeze.
Phone
Ron Wunder, WA. 4-3925. Special student rates. All regular
U.C. Residence.
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
SUBSCRIBE NOW!
repairs
and service. Phone RT.
To Time, Life and Sports Dlustrated at special student rates! 1843 anytime.
ROOMS TO RENT
Time — $3.25; Life — $4.25; Sports
Illustrated — $4.00. Call me for
warm, quiet front don bin
ALL magazines. Harvey Haber, Large,
room, third floor, bath, continuous
OR, 1892.
hot
water.
to university.Easy walking distance
FOR RENT
To graduate student or lecturer,
ROOM FOR RENT
modern study-bedroom in quiet Graduate will rent double room (o
Rosedale home, 2 minutes from gentlemen students. Twin be<!:i.
Bloor car. Phone WA 1-0244.
Avenue5. Road — Bloor. WA. £5087
after
TYPIST
MICROSCOPE FOR SALE
Home typing donf accurately.
Mrs. Tubb. HU. 9-8092.
BauscK and Lomb Microscope,
triple turret, oil immersion, two
FOUND
eye pieces, one with pointer. Rlf.
Schaeffer's
pen.
marooncoloured.
Found on Front Campus. May be 1-4056 or LE. 6-1291.
claimed at S-A.C. Office.
TYPING
DOUBLE ROOM FOR RENT Have your typing done. French
Full or partial board as desired, or English, quickly and efficient
laundry also. Fifteen minutes Jy at reasonable rates. Call Rap*
walk to school. Please contact Young at WA. 1-6106.
Mrs. Petcoff at 93 Kendal Ave.
GUITAR INSTRUCTION
In the classical fingerstyle by
Eli
Kassner
also flamengo, m»1
WA.FOR
2-8972.FOUR
GENTLEMEN
STUDENTS
Folk Song accompaniment. Pri2 twin bedrooms with exculsive
vate and class instruction D;ij-i
use of electrically equipped or evenings.
Phone OX. 1-7027.

Ed Skrzypek Around the End on the Option Play
Trozop (42) and Tureski (43) Move hi For the Tackle

UNIVERSITY

PROPERTY

MISSING

The brass name plates have been taken
from the Medical and Engineering Buildings. These are the property of the University. To replace these signs will cost $90.00
each. Please return them immediately to the
Students' Administrative Council. No questions will be asked if they are returned now.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

The- wooden signtage Nursery School,
also missing. It is the
who has paid to have

from the Helen Armi18 St. Joseph Street, is
property of the owner
it made up.
Coke puts you at

DAYS
THREE
LAST
TO GET YOUR TEXTS
CHEAP
! I
New Books Are Arriving Daily — Come to the

Bool? Exchange
SAC
119 ST. GEORGE
NOTE; HOURS 1-S P-m.

your sparkling best
You taste the difference . : :
even the bubbles taste better;
You feel the difference . . :
there's life, the/e'a lift in Cole.
*Coke" U o reflt&t*re<j trodft-morh. cat

COCA-COl A nc,
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WUS

Postpones

Russians

Landscape

Engineering

First

Tours
ference to Canada, held befo
ternational1
projects
and
the WUS in Asia, the United States
A proposed
study
tour
of
Caninternational
program
of
action.
Europe.
ada by Soviety students was
postponed by the annual World "The need of the student gener- It approved support for project,
ation for more adequate and ef- in six countries and set a targ«
Universitysembly in Montreal
Service ofSaturday.
Canada asof $20,000 to -raise in Canadian
fectiveinhigheralleducation
countries isofcomthe universities this year. WUSC is
The three-day assembly left ap- world."mon ...Prof.
John
S.
Morgan
of
supporting health projects j.
of thethetourcountry
until are
'universitiesprovalacross
con- the University of Toronto said as Japan and India, student livin,
he opened the meeting.
facilities
in Nepal inandHong
Indonesia'
scholarships
Kom
At .the same time it urged The assembly resolved to invite and
sulted'.
greater Canadian support for in- the 1958 internation WUS con- and South Africa.
Campus WUSC committees ar.
sponsoring at least 12 scholarship,
for
foreign students.
Butts Burn
Records
President
Sidney' Smith
of Tor.'
onto
national
pre,
sident,wasandre-elected
Prof. John_
Morgan
elected
national
chairman.
Other
House
Bans
Smokes officers include student vicel
cords than their cigarettes, he chairman Martin Friedland,
Tof,
Hart House Record Room Com- said. One
said that he came to
mittee has banned smoking in
and Chairman
the Finance
to music, and wished there onto,
Committee,
Father J.of Dorsey,
Tor.
the Record Room. Inspection of listen
would be a No Talking rule as onto.
the recordsnumerous
during thetraces
summerof well.
showed
cigarette ash and burn marks.
On one occasion, a committee
member was in the room and
noticed an unattended butt burn- Debating
Try-outs
ing its way'
a record
Other
rulesintomay
have album.
to be Two
Weeks
instituted if members continue
Away
failing to observe common safe- Interf acuity debating; trials 3. Two teams shall be matclie,
guardscommittee
when handling
re- start in two weeks. Applications against
each topics
other toin debate
cords,
memberLPChris
one of two
be dravj« '■
are due by Monday, Oct. 15, in from
Wilson said.
a hat by the contestant;
SAC office.
The whole collection of some thePurpose
If
the
trials
last
for
more
thai
of the trials is to
3,000 works was re-arranged encourage campus debating- and one day, two different topic;
be used on each day.
for shall
during work
the slimmer.
4. Five minutes preparatio:
good
is being Much
undoneo'f the
by find U of T representatives
debates,
a
Uniwill
be
immediately premembers not returning records intercoHegiate
versity of Toronto Debating ceeding allowed
debate. Each con
to their proper places or so that Union official
said last night. testant the
shall
speak for fiv<
the discriptive titles printed on Any undergraduate
may enter.
the sonbacks
said. are not visible, Wil- Each contestant will be allowed minutes.
on a topic previ- 5. No contestants other thai
Members' reaction to the No three minutes
ously assigned. Each will be those four involved in each de
bate shall be allowed in th<
Smoking
whe- judged
ther, theyrule
smokedepends
or not,onthough
not as ona individual
team. Thereability
will andbe
some smokers have said that three judges. Contestants will room, while a debate is in prothev would rather have the re- timekeeper
speak before
only. the judges and 6. The affirmative team will fc
by the tossing- of a coir.
Time and place of the trials selected
7. The marking scheme will fe
will be announced in a later gress.
issue of The Varsity.
presented at the trials but faeHere are the official rules of tors such as content, presentadelivery', wit and versatility"
Contestants
are to enter as wiH betion,marked.
the1. trials:
r
two-man teams. If you cannot 8. Each debator will be market
find a partner, an attempt will separately.
The winners
will anI:
announced after
all results
be made to secure one for you. compiled.
2. Applications must be in the
The Speaker
office oftrative
theCouncilStudents'
debates. shall preside 3
one weekAdminisbefore all9.these
the first day of the trials. (In by 10. The decision of the judgiH
October 15, 1956.)
shall be final.

For Skule Frosh
By WINSTON HAY
This year, with a minimum of be sodded over. Now, at the
show eersand
publicity,
the
engin- direction of Alderman Roxborhave successfully completed
ough, the letters will remain and
what probably has been the best will be planted in flowers, to
be a permanent tribute to the
attempt yet at constructive initi- work
of the class of 6TO.
ation. From Tuesday till Thursday last week, 750 freshmen A prize has been awarded to
engineers .spent 2250 man-hours the groups which, in the esti'
sodding, regiadtng: and tree- mat ion of the city's foremen,
planting
in theend.
city'sTheir
Highefforts
Park did the best shift's work. The
in the west
afternoon
conhave effected a handsome trans- Wednesday
sisting of the
Mining,shift,
Applied
formation there.
Electrical
and
MechanJohn Rumble, in charge of Geology,
ical courses, won this prize.
last
year'sis precedent
- settingof
initiations,
now president
the Engineering Society. He has
expressed great satisfaction with
the enthusiasm freshmen have
displayed for the project, as well
as for the co-operation which
the Society has received from
the civic authorities.
The city provided work clothes
and transportation to and from
the park. Work was conducted
in two shifts each day, from
9 a.m. to 12 noon and from 2
p.m. to to 5 p.m.
Thursday, ' the last day of
work, Alderman Edgar Roxborough representing Mayor Phillips,matedvisited
the park.hadHe saved
estithe freshmen
the city a minimum of $7000.
The results of their work displayed painstaking cave which
would certainly not have been
duplicated by paid workmen.
GAMES TODAY
The first group of engineers
12.30
Vic .vsvt
4.00 Tie-Med
had
carved
"S.P.S."
in
large
letters in an area intended to
ROOM and BOARD
STUDENT,
TO LIVE WITH FAMILY
in West End. Two small boys.
Large bed-sitting room, complete private bath, and board in
exchange for tight housekeeping quired.
assistance.
Box 55, TheReferences
Varsity. re-

SQUARE DANCING and CALLING
For All University Mej\ and Women
THURSDAYS — 5 - 6 p.m.
BEGINNING OCTOBER 11th.
153 BLOOR ST. WEST
(Rear Entrance of Household Science Building)

Skule

Nite

GIRLS ONLY - CASTING
— TONIGHT —
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 10th
P.O.T. HUTS — 7:00 p.m.
Singers and Actresses —
^ Dancers, please bring shorts & running shoes.
ALSO TOMORROW, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
Special Casting for those who couldn't make it Tues. or Wed.
-Junior Common DANCERS
Room (north
west cornerIS ofBACKU.C.) — 7:00 p.nl.
— ARLINE

HART
Friday M
October, 26 A
HOUSE
A
Q
u
E
R
Great H A »
D nny
Mart KE

HART
HOUSE
Barber Shop
8.30-6 p.m.
Haircuts
75<

5 T 7

DEBATE
8.00 p.m.

HOUSE

TODAY

Revolver
Club
7-9.00 p.m.

—In the Debates Room. The Hon. tester
B. Pearson will be Honorary VisitorQuestion
for Debate: "Has NATO outlived its usefulness?"
— oftoCanadian
from the
collection
men
andpaintings
the late
J.women.
S. Maclean.
Gallery
ope"
—Superb collection of gold and silver arj
work
on display to men and women ot
floor.University.
the
The Lee Room is directly west of the Reading Room on the firs'

TOMORROW
Holy Communion

—In the Rifle Range. Organization meet■ ing forested all
members of the House interin revolver
welcome. shooting are urged to
—Inticularly
the Chapel
attend this first session. Freshmen P2f' '

Art4-6.00
Gallery
p.m.
p.m.
Lee5-6.00
Collection

'World
Pearson

— Bpprtdge
i crowd
U\AiL-£s"
Pnarcnn
told
the
largest
Hart
House
Debate
miKe
"It's nice
nice t0
to be
be inin ththe Oprear*>un in seven years ,Mt.s
again." His
colleagues
Jim Armstrong
Friedland position
agree.
The opposition
three of them
won hands
down. 203-65.and Martin

Carries
The Hon. Lester B. Pearson
carri ed the largest Hart House
debate crowd since 1949 to anoverwhelming endorsement of his
pet. NATO, last night.
The resolution: "that NATO has
outlivedfeatedits203-65usefulness."
deafter Mr. was
Pearson
delivered his speech.
"It's good to be back," said the
Minister of External Affairs, "and
it's good to be in opposition again,
Mr. Pearson — a graduate of Victoria College is at the university
PCs

The
Vol. LXXVI - No. 8
HHOA

Varsity
Thursday, October 11, 1956
Going

Broke

Behind

Diefenbaker
John Diefenbaker -was strongly endorsed for party leader by
the university
servative clubProgressive
last night. ConAfter considering the probable candidates for leadership,
the club released a statement
that "Mr. Diefenbaker above
all others possesses the qualifor thispresident
post." of
Johnties needed
Le Claire,
the campus club, said Mr. Diefenbaker wasthe
"a man
Canada and
welfarewho ofputsits

Still

Dangerous'
Tells
Students

Vote
65
idea 3that the U.S.
Secretary of
By ED BROAOBENT 20
State
should into
bringplayhisfor"massive
retaliation"
every
to attendmoniesVic.
today. Charter Day cere- threat of war.
In a direct reference to Mr.
"The world is still a dangerous Pearson
and his equivalents from
place," Mr. Pearson said in sum- Norway and
Italy. Steve Lewis, (II
ming
up
the
debate.
"Perhaps
said northattheneither
"the three
Soviet tactics, but not strategy U.C.)
ise
men
three blind
mice
have sedchanged."
about what was needthat if we Mr.
had Pearson
had suchstres-an coulded for bring
NATO, and that is resurrecorgan izafion as NATO in 1 939
there
War II.might not have been a World He stressed that "NATO would
Stan Schniff <Grad.) moving the not function a sa purely political
and this is illustrated by the
motion,
said: politically
"NATO is unfeasible
militarily entity
extreme bitterness existing beimpractical,
tween Turkey and Greece over
and a poor instrument for bringing
economic assistance to under- "NATO,"
Lewis said, "should
The nextdevelopedwarcountries."would not be be replaced tomorrow but in not
the
fought
land-moving
armies, by
but "great
by Atomic
bombs tion."
This
remark
was
attacked
by
near
dropped on Leningrad, London Cyprus."
Martinfuture."
Friedland (II Law) who
New York and Canada," Schiff said it was an ommission lhat
said. "Our whole concept of war NATO had not outlived its purmust change. The former sneers
"We do not throw away our
of Russia's leaders have been re- winterpose.coat
when spring
come?."
If
NATO
p
l
a
c
e
d
b
y
.
smiles."
Something
other than the esesntial military is mandatory,is scrapped
he said. a substitute
organization
will change
its orgai2) i/..)Mr.
Schiff said.of NATO is needed, NATO
(Continued
on Page
"I^ATO," Mr. Schiff said, "As
the wrong instrument, in the
wrong
at the (Gradl
wrong time."
Tim place,
Armstrong
spoke
for the negative, ."Soviet expansion Skule Against
in western
Europethatis any
possible,"
said.
He felt
apparenthe
change in the Soviet attitude wa: Vic in Appeal
no reason to abandon our defenses.
He dismissed as ridiculous the In retaliation for the "brutal
treatment" of its president John
Rumble, the Engineering Society
has
challenged
United
Appeal Victoria
donations.ColkgL- for
At the Society meeting Tuesday
night Don Elliot, head of th-? SPS
United Appeal campaign, predicted
that the engineers would top Vic
AndUseful
then, of course, there
? is in the drive. With that the tight
was on.
my useful.
algebra One
book.evening,
It is bound
be
not tooto Vic president* Rich Newman,
far distant I am sure, there will supported Vic last night, and piebe a ring at the doorbell. It may dieted defeat for the enginei-rs.
be a friend, or even a complete "Victoria," he said, "is smaller and
stranger, but when I open the more united, and they realize the
door heto will
say "Iyousay atold night
boy, value of the work involved."
sorry
trouble
when questioned, said
like this, but could you tell me heRumble,
did not know anything about
how many ways I can permute the challenge, but thought it was
the letters of the word anttdisestablishmentarlanism assuming a "great idea." He said that the
represented a "constructhat the position of the vowels challenge
channel" for the current
remains constant?" "Certainly," I rivalrytivebetween
Victoria and SPS.will say, "just a minute while I Will the engineers
beat ijd-andgold
men?
"Yes."
replied Ere
Rumble,
books are
not the only because the engineers
tops
getMath
my(Continued
algebra
book."
on Page 2)
in everything."

Existence Threatened
Hart House Orchestra Associ- Students tickets for the Associates five concerts and ten rehearates are long on tickets and short
sals, plus a lecture by conductor
on money only two weeks before
their first concert.
Boyd Neel, cost $3.50. A travelling
booth starting Monday will sell
■ "The old bug of apathy" may tickets
in all four Arts colleges. people
abovealsoallchose
else." two delebankrupt
the organizationbefore ,: Law. OCE
The club
its first concert,
October 28.
and Osgoode Hall.
gates for the University Con"This
is
HHOA'S
last
year,"
"We'll
go
anywhere
else
if
we
Clubs' national conchairman Chris Wilson said last knew we had workers to do it for
vention servative
in Ottawa.
night, "as far as I'm concerned us," Wilson said.
It's not fair to hand on a sick
organization."
Memberships this year amount
to little more than $600, one sixth Farewell French —
of the S3.600 HHOA requires to
finish this season and start again
next September.
'Toronto's theblueAssociates,
laws areWilson
still Aren't
Textb
hampering
Of all the textbooks that I have
By TONYooks
NOXON
■ said.
Last
year
the
Lord's
Day
Alliance cracked down on HHOA used in the past few' years, I
seem to have kept almost all of lb. just about to climb it. The
and threatened to prosecute if con- them.
When others are out en- coefficient of friction between the
certs with paid attendance were
ergetically turning their tomes ladder and the ground would be
staged Sunday nights. Public into hard cash.
I merely relegate Vz and between the ladder and
opinion forced the LDA to back mine to the nether
regions of my the wall %, With the man standdown.
bookshelf and promptly forget
halfway up the 25 ft. ladder
"Funds available for publicity about
them.
The
reason
I and ingestimating
the angle of the
are almost exhausted," Wilson said. have not succumbed to the that
ladder
with
the wall at 35 degrees,
materThe Associates' executive of five
ialistic
urge
to
part
with
these
easily calculate in an hour
has .sold 103 memberships to stu- texts is due mainly.I think, to orI could
two with my trig book just
dents, staff and outsiders, and
the secretly cherished half hope how hard I would have to pull
patrons.
someday (It seems mad to on the second rung of the ladder
"No one is coming to buy tick- that
the rungs are 1ft, apart)
say it)ful, these
may be once
use- in(assuming
ets."
Wilson
"said.
"Students
expect
order to upset it and break the
and thebooks
knowledge
us to come to them. We need five
more students on the executive to wrested from their pages to pass man's neck. It just goes to show
you what you can get out of a
examinations may one day come book
even start that."
like that.
into its own again in real life.
"It's
impossible
for
a
handful
of
Right next to the trigonometry
Take
that
trigonometry
book
for
students to fight against the apathy
book on my shelf is my old high
of 11,000 others."
instance.
on take Supposing
it, there's school
geometry book. While I
no
chargeGo whatever.
admit it is foolish to think that it
just supposing that one day I could
ever
be nearly as useful
should be walking along the
Staff - Staff street, quite casually, minding my as my trigonometry book, I do
sometimes
wonder
about the day
All staffers, old, new, borrowed own business, when suddenly I
and blue, are cordially requested should see a ladder, yes, a ladder when I will finally meet up with
to drop into The Varsity office leaning up against a wall. What some congruent triangles. I am
(just at the back of the Pogo cam- a splendid opportunity! It would convinced of their existence, and
paign headquarters) this afternoon be a trigonometric ladder of I must say that I became attached, through my high school years,
course, with a man weighing 150
at 4 o'clock.
to ABC and his inseparable companion, DEF.
One day I am sure. I shall find
Customs, Pogo, Gzowski them.
There they will be, sitting
in the arbor room, sipping a
Flooded by Advice Cords chocolate malted from straws of
Customs
swung
into
high
gea
Advice cards continued to pour
equal length equidistant from
into (he Varsity office yesterday
advice cards — all ad- their acute angles, such that the
as the appeal to help get the I Go Nearly dre200
s
e
d
t
o
customs
officials
—
are
I
sides*
opposite
their smallest
anglPogo buttons away from Canadian on file in the office.
es when
produced
will intersect
Last night the campaign took to at a point halfway along the line
the airways, as Varsity Editor Pete joining their centroids. It will be
Gzowski. campus chairman of the quite a sight! I will approach
STRIKE VETOED
Pogo drive, appealed over CJBC them. "Do you swear," I will say,
for
provincial-wide contributions. "that the two sides and contained
' The twentieth
annual NFCUS
Mimeographed advice card angle
conference
in Montreal
yester- forms
of you, ABC, are respectivehave been distributed
day rejecled the idea of a Can- through this
ly equal to the two sides and conuniversity. Students
ada-wide student strike in fa- of other Ontario
have they "will
tained anglereply
of ydu,inDEF?"
vour of continued "reasonable been asked to write colleges
that "Yes,"
calm
in.
mathematical
way
of
theirs. "I
appeal."
will
be
the
greatest
writeTin.' suggestion that all stu- in "This
herewith
pronounce
you
congruvote since the New Hampshire
(l. ni of NFCUS-member unient, andlaries,"wish
you lots
of corol■nsities go on strike was intro- election," Gzowski said. "And the
Iwill say,
leaning
back
last ni9ht
f°r the
th* trials
1956-57in editi
Nite.tried
Dozensout turned
out for
the P&OT huts.
election hasn't even started yet. with the satisfaction one gets Kick arc 90t
d
u
c
e
d
i
n
the
president's
speech.
Gowski's radio appearance was from a job well done. And if I More will be looked over tonight. Don Elliott and Bill McReynolds
NFCUS rcphesents 40,000 of the
took
over
Sandy
Hudson,
Toby
Keeter,
Tamara
Jarashuk
68,000 students in Canada.
on Ted Schafcr's program "On had my geomtry book I could pher Arline Patterson, Ann Lloyd, Valerie Bustard, and G ,ven Wright.
choreograCampus." i
prove it, too.
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Conducts

Mission
VARSITY BLUES' THEME
FOR HOMECOMING PARADE
theme of the
this individual
year's Homecoming
Float"Varsity
Parade. blues"
Each will
float bewillthe represent
pet peeve
of the school which sponsors it.
theme last
was night.
decidedBlueuponandat White
a meeting
of' the Brian
Blue Anand
WhiteTheSociety
Chairman
derson said the floats would be built "in the best interests of
democracy" and the theme should not cause any" bad spirit.
Certain age-old beefs will show up in the float parade, he
said, including the need of a .women's union and for an Improved athletic wing in Hart House,
Float-building starts in some faculties immediately.

Coming
Evangelist
his
during
Mr. Mr.StottJ. W.
To join are
he] campaign
whereHall
A 'man with a message,' the
Cambridge
College
ity
Horsey,
Reverend John Stott, will visit studied theology at Ridley
Corey
Souls, Lang- President of Shiriff-Hors of Dothe campus November 10-20. He As minister of All enjoyed
poration and an executive
ham Place he has students ofgreat
will conduct a 'Mission in the pooularily
Dr. John Brobeck,
minion
among
head of Stores^
the Department
of Phy
University, sponsored by the U. of London. He has spoken the
in
Varsity Christian Fellowship.
siology in Pennsylvania Medical
six
British
universities
during
School; Professor Gordon Van
Mr. Scott is a graduate of Trin- missions.
Wylen of gineering
the Department
Mechanical
of U. En-of
Michigan and former U.S. submarine officer; Dr. Frank Gaebelein, American educator and
author and Rev. Harry Robinson, .
. Textbooks
Useful ?
a former University heavyweight
in a position to make full use of
(Continued from Page 1)
wrestling
champion
of
Canada.
such
conversational
I have kept. For in- I can see it now.gems,
The team will speak during texts that
'S S
I shall be
stance there are many French lunching
MENT
C
noon
hours
in
various
faculties,
I
at a sidewalk cafe with
E
L
H
T
A
collegesnities.andThe personal
at clubs challenge
and frater-of bookshandy,
whichespecially
are boundfor toFrench
co'me a beautiful girt. It will be sprint,
aujourd'hui" she will say,' just
the mission will be presented, remember
vocabularly.from
Two myof "the
words
I to be conversational. It jwill reply
French
texts
with quiet pride and dignity.
'that
Mr. youStottmight
wiir believe."
speak daily on are la courge meaning vegetable "Oui, e'est bon pour les courge;,
marrow,
and
emboiter,
meaning,
n'est-ce
pas?" And then again, I
Sports Schedules
CBC morning devotions from
November 12 to 17. He will deliver among other things to tread in the shall be walking the streets r,f
his main address in Convocation
Paris. It will be snowing. I shall
Hall throughout the week at 5 steps of someone ahead, you know, walk
up to the Frenchman ahead
Week of Oct. 15th
the page and king Wencep.m. He concludes with a church like
service in Convocation Hall on slas. When I go to France, a study of, me and say, "Pardon, m'sieu,
of my French texts .will put me est-ce que je puis m'emboite dang
November 18 at 7:30 p.m.
vos pas?" I am sure he will be
FOOTBALL
amazed.
Maybe, on second thought, r
- CLASSIFIED ADS Glblon. Gray. Smith
Mon. Oft. 15 East 4.00 Vic va Sr. SPS
should
get rid of those old text*
Tiics.
16 Enst 4.00 Jr. SPS YB Trln
—STUDENT DISCOUNT —
SPECIAL STUDENT KATES
17 Fast 4.00 St M. vs U.C.
Wed.
Staanyk. Gray Stokes
Time — $3.25 a year. Life — Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25 Pearson . . .
a yr. Sport Illustrated — $4.00 a
Tliur.
18 Efist 4.00 F-Phar. vs Dent
(Continued from Page 1)
S4.25 a Write
year. Sports
$4.00.
studentIllustrated
periodical— billed
yr. Pay after
no money
You are
your now.
subscription
tion
and
tactics as it becomes neagency.
Adelaide
P,
O.
Box
157,
6-7920.
cessary. Friedland said.
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM. starts. Phoine EM. 6-7920.
Mr. Pearson was greeted§by proROOMS
SOCCER
longed applause.
FOR RENT
Large, comfortable student rooms
three frequently
To graduate student or lecturer, available in university graduate's yHe listed
tioned
alternatives
to NATO. menTh-i
Rose
15 North 12.30 U.C Tl vs SPS III St.
Mon.
modern study-bedroom in quiet home. Owner is a student. Good United Nations
would be rule:!
King
South 4.00 Arch vs Law
St. Rose
Rosedale
home,
2
minutes
from
out
because
its
Veto
clause
ruled
studyatmosphere.
162
Spadina
Rd.
ruos.
1G North 12.30 Wye vs St,
Ten minutes from campus. Phone out effective military action. Th*
Bloor car. Phone WA 1-0244.
South 4.00 Sr. SPS PharmMed Avis
WA. 2-3929.
TYPIST
British Commonwealth would be
Wed.
17 North 12.20 Triii A vs St. M. . Knopf
READING
IMPROVEMENT
too unco-operative because of itHome
typing
done
accurately.
Thur.
18 North 12.30 TTin B vs U.C. II
Busarskl
Student would like to find two diversity. North America could no'
Mrs. Tubb. HU. 9-8092.
South 4,00 Knox vs Em man King
Busarskl
defend itself alone because a unitother
students
to
join
class
at
FOUND
19 North 12,30 U.C I. va Sr. SPS
ed Europe "must have contacts oReading
Institute.
At
a
cost
of
North 4 00 Dent
Jr. SPS S:. Rose
Sheaf fer's
pen, maroon-coloured.
Individual lessons would cross
the Atlantic."
Avis
NATO,
however, does need
South 4,00 Wye vsVS- For
Found
on Front
Campus. May be $50.00.
5269.
claimed at S.A.C. Office.
cost $70.00. Call Helen — WA. 2- tance.
changes, Mr.
Pearson
said. Hi?of
mentioned
a closer
integration
!! 60% DISCOUNT !1
TYPEWRITERS
foreign
policy
as
of
prime
impor$10.40 worth {52 issues) of:
LACROSSE
Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
TIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25; AnySI make,
brand new typewriter,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
15 1.00 Rules Clinic — Fencing Room
Students only. 'Order now, pay fRental refunded if you buy) ,
Tues.
16 1.00 Rules Clinic — Floor DemonstratLOa
Trade-ins
$29.
Cash registers, addlater. ADAMS AGENCY, RU. 15.00 Vic. I
vs Med. 11
I
STUDENT
ing machines. Humber Type4249, all periodicals,
vs SPS I
Wed.
17 1 00 u.c.r.
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103.
5.00 Med. Ill vs Trla
FOOTBALL
GONICK
STENOGRAPHIC
7.00 Phartn. A vs Knox
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
SERVICE
BAY ST.
ROOM330 1409
18 1.00 Med. I
vs SI. m: A.
Notes,
Essays,
Theses,
etc,
acTICKETS
4.00 St. M. B vs U. C II
All types of manuscripts, Theses,
curately
typed
at
home.
Ex5.00 Med. V
vsvs spy
iv
and secretarial work. Formerly
STILL A BARGAIN AND
perienced, reasonable. Mrs. RobSPU V
6.00 Med. VI
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4— son, HU. 1-0260. North Toronto.
vs Forostr)
10 l.oo Law
STILL AVAILABLE
5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
TYPEWRITERS
TYPING
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
Special student rates. All regular
Have your typing done, French makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
IN HART HOUSE
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
VOLLEYBALL - Major League
or English,
quicklyrates.
and Call
efficiently at reasonable
Miss repairs and service. Phone RI.
UNTIL OCT. 20
1843 anytime.
Rosenberg
vs Forestry
Young at WA. 1-6106.
Mon. Oct. 15 1.00 SPS-A
Rosenberg
6.00 Sr. SPS
va Med
Perkons
Tues
16 6,30 Arch
va Den i
Perkons
Wed.
17 7.00 SPS III
va Pharm
VOLLEYBALL - Minor League
1.00 SPA
Mon. Oct. 15 4.00
U. c. Killers UpatiUelo
Rosenberg
vie r
VS St. M. A
16
1.00 Pre -Med I A VSvs Vic. II
Tucs.
Drebin
7.30 Knox A
Ferkorxi
VS Pliarm. A
S.S0 Knox E
Perkona
B
Wed.
17 1.00 Dent. C
Drcbtit
St.
vs Wye.
LaM M. D
4.00 Emm. A
5.00
Pre- Med II vsva U. C. Taylor Lllhe.Lllher
Med. Ill Yi
6.00
Lllher
B 00 Dent.
Arch A.
Perkons
vs Wye. A
Stein
Thur.
18 l.uu SPS B
vs Trln, A
4.00
St.
M.
C.
va
U.C.
(Mgr.
Levinstein)
Ro
MQ Me. II Yr.
Dent. 3
Uputn'.eka
Med,
IV
Yr
7.30
vs
U.
C.
Wallace
Upmnteka
8.30 Emm. B
VSvs Knox B
Upatmelca
19 4.0C
1.00 Pi e -Med I R vio m
Bugarskl
Fri.
Rosenburg
Vic. IV
vs Trln. B ■>•>
TEAM
MANAGERS
PL
FAS
E
NOTE
—
Oh FILLED IN INTRAMUHAL OFFICE
GAMES
SOCCER

TODAY

North 12.30 Jr. SPS vs Trln. A
South 4.00 Emman \*s Law

Knopf
St. Boss

Varsity at McGill- October 13
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WILL
OPERATE A SPECIAL TRAIN BOTH GOING TO AND RETURNING FROM MONTREAL — RETURN FARE, $13.75.
ON SALE NOW.
Leave Toronto — 11:15 p.m., Friday, October 12
v Arrive Montreal — 7:15 a.m., Saturday, October 13 (Central Station)
Leave Montreal — 4:00 p.m., Sunday, October 14 (Central Station)
PULLMAN ACCOMMODATION TO MONTREAL
RETURN — $19.20, phis berth — LOWER $4.00, UPPER $3.20
SAME TICKETS — $2.00 and $2.50
each available with train tickets
GAME TICKETS ONLY
ONLY.
on sale at Athletic Ticket
Students may purchase tickets for
Office. 9.30 a.m. until Fri4 p.m. Friday train at special price
sold.
day Noon.
of $13.75 if at least 25 tickets are
Prices $2.00 and $2.50
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GARGLE
LOVE AND SALT WATER
By Ethel Wilson (Toronto:
MacMillans, 1956. Price: $2.75.)
Under the sea-change of Ethel
Wilson's insight, personal relations ship-shape enough to a surface glance tremble on the brink
of disaster, physical and spiritual. The salt sting of imaginative
failure is felt by the heroine of
the novel and even by her unresponsive elder sister, where it is
perhaps loo unexpected. The early chapters of the novel are debilitated by the homely sentimentality ofEllen Guppy's adolescence.
Miss Wilson's
uncom-at
mon good, sense
is somewhat
sea with this innocent abroad.
The heroine's naivete at one
point includes her fellow-voyagers' grief humour
at a deathofat her
sea instatethe
imitable
ment
that
"everyone
felt
awful."
One could wish too that Miss
Wilson shared E. M. Forster's disDR.

WELL
inclination to remark sartorial
superficialties if the most appropriate garb she can select for
Ellen's companion is "their rather evening dress."
Miss Wilson's
Columbia
lends a love
wash ofofBritish'
warm
colours to her descriptive passages. Her firmness of outline
whether she is praising General
George Vancouver, the arbutus
tree, "noble savage in a drawing
room," or "the luminous great
sky of night" on the prairie is
admirable. The "almost alarming
spaciousness"
of Canada,
crowdsa
into the interstices
between
line such as "travel in Canada is
anTheexaction."
novel concludes on a note
of such atmospheric awareness
that finds even Victorian vulgarity preferable to the mechanized
glare of the modern airport
waiting-room.
Rosemary Tweed.

CARPENTER,

I PRESUME
Explorations Six: University of
ness for abstractions of "Geist
Toronto, $1.00
or "environmental posThe streamlined accessibility of Culture",
these studies in culture and com- sibilities."
The core of these essays is Sigmunication isremarkable. Doro- fried Giedon's revolutionary essay on Space
conception
thy Lee's Reflection on Wintu
historic art, which
it affirms.in preThe
Thought
reveals
that a race's
of life may be derived
from wayits distinguishing mark of this congrammatic peculiarities. Professor
ception
was
complete
independence and freedom of vision
Carpenter provides a provocative
discussion of the threat that sim- which has never again been atultaneity and inclusivehess. of
tained and which has until recently been mistaken for chaos!
' direct
awareness,
at themodern
traditionalinnovations,
arts and Jacques Maritain's Language and
sciences which were created 'by the Magic Sign discerns that at
the analysis of visually abstract- least the poet's unconscious
ed speech. He prognosticates the thought resembles the mental acend of age-old opposition betivity of primitive man in the
twe n art and nature for he con- ways of magic. He concludes that
ceives of our technology embrac- words lose their value as anything but pathological symptoms
ing light itself. This is dangerouswhen man regresses toward that
sake.ly like welcoming art for craft's magical notion of the sign, for
words should refer to truth, not
Although
David Reisman's
Oral
and Written
TraditionsTheis and
to
power.
Lister Sinclair's
the Drama
examines Time
this
not death .to the written word it
but as a problem of
fails to give one good reason for expression
communication,
in
time
and
about
equating men of ambition unmi- time.
tigated with a bookish education
and the "more public-relationsM. F. Ashley Montagu's Neominded"outside
with their
the molds
of massS. teny
Evolutiontheofrelathe
media
education.
HumanandMindthe-describes
Gilman and R. H. Pearce introtion of the missing link with the
duce a rewarding approach to
, to man in the behistory in their evaluation of least liefmissing
that the "ancestors of the
Ameiico Castro's The Structure human group must have made
of Spanish purposes,
History"reconstituted
Castro, for the slip-over to symbolic comhistorical
munication ininitiate specifically
Bergson's evolutionary solution human evolution. Descend from
to
the
problem
-of
freedom
and
determination, substituting the that peak in Darien. "We've been
immediacy of creative conscious- darned by giants sound asleep."

Anglo-Saxon Attitudes. By
White
Angus
Wilson. ( London: Se$3.25) eker & Warburg, 1956. Price:
Gerald Middleton, Professor
Emeritus of mediaevel history,
is the central Anglo-Saxon who
goes into curious attitudes in
this novel. Unlike the AngloSaxon Messenger in Through
The Looking Glass who does his
attitudes only "when he is happy", Professor Middleton's atLIGHT OF
THE WORLD
The Light
and The and
Flame:Religion.
Modern Knowledge
Edited by R. C. Chalmers and
John A. Irving. (Toornto: The
Ryerson Press, 1956. Price: $3.50)
Seven
Canadians
contributed lo this
volume ofhaveessays;
one
astronomer (Helen Hogg), one
natural scientist (A. G. Huntsman), three theologians iW, A.
Taylor. John W. Grant, R. C.
Chalmers) , one social scientist
(Murray G. Ross) and one philosopher (John
Irving). scientist
The astronomerA.and natural
have anda fairly"
time ofmanit.
facts
theorieseasy
regarding
and the universe we live in are
presented
in a fairly manner.
clear-cut
and straightforward
The topic of the third essay in
the compilation, Modern Psycholand Religion
bleogyahead.
Dr. Taylorindicates
is awaretrou-of
the many kinds of psycotherapy
rampant,, and the respects in
which the process does and does
not parallel the Christian experience. However, this reviewer
wondered if the kind of readers
this book is likely to attract will
be able to absorb the scope of his
article, and the many distinctions
necessary to make clear what
kind of conflict there is between
'psychology'haveandbeen'religion',
once
differences
acknowledIn Man and His Lack of ComMurray Ross systematicged. allymunity,
rehashes the fate of the
lonely crowd. It is followed by
Professor
Irving's Logical
Analysis and Mysticism,
valuable
for
its exposition of Wittgensteinian
philosophy,
something
ved up to the
general rarely
publicser-in
terms
it
can
grasp.
Dr.
Grant's
Christianity and contemporary
Social Thought emphasizes the
Christian's contribution to social
thought cludeand
R. C..with
Chalmers
cons the group
an account
fo True and Substantial Wisdom.
All in all a very substantial
collection of esays.

en
drawn into relations with an
titudes are unhappy due to the extraordinary
failure
of his academic career Burd assortment of
Man's
and his inability to establish variety
people, and
throughtypesthisAngus
wi-ie
of social
any kind
of and
happychildren,
relationsor Wilson conducts
a rather bittei
with
his
wife
his mistress.
castigation of English Society:
During the years which take from the
public
of academic circles
whichworldis ridiculed
place before the opening of the
novel, he has only a half- through and through by means
knowledge of the exact circum- of
the makes
Melpham
fraudthat(thehe
it clear
stances of these two incidents: author
no recent discoveries about
his wife's partially intentional has
the Piltdown man in mind) to
and ingpartially
accidental
of his favourite
childTmaimand the world of petty thieves and
whose aspirations
the Melpham burial hoax per- homosexuals
petrated by his friend, the son and pretensions differ only in
thosehe ofmakes
the schoof a highly respected historian degreelars.from
general
inn
whose reputation depended to of the Inbehaviour
the
a large extent upon the disco- generation brought ofup both
on psyv
e
r
y
o
f
the
tomb
containing
the
seventh-century Bishop Eorpchology and sex and the generawald and the mysterious fertition brought up on inhibitions.
lity god. The novel itself is inStylistically,
Wilson nineteenth
has mere
common with
concernedsensewith
growing
of theMiddleton's
necessity century chastity than with
of coming to understand more twentieth century liberalism.
fully the two situations and of His greatest achievement is
facing the consequences.
his abilitydialogue
to reproduce in excellent
ihe
In solving the problem of his probably
different kinds of speech in the
relations
with
his
family".
Gerald realizes that he has waited various social classes of contemporary English society. He
too long to be of any use to
his children: they are complete- makes a rather curious use ol
ly dominated by the sentimental certain blatant symbols like the
Ingeborg,
hugerealization
and stupidof fertility god and Ingeborg. the
Danish wife.his The
mock-Brunhilde figure. Aside
the loss of his family is a from the value which they have
kind of penance which Gerald for one novel itself (and this
pays in expiation of his past is relatively slight) they seem
much the same way that 'he
life.What gives the novel its inMelpham
fraud makes tofunmockrif
seriousness, however, is not the academic pretensions,
relatively trivial examination of the current chicness of esoteric
the lives of the Middleton hus• bands, wives, and mistresses, symbols
lng» With inallcontemporary
the implicationswi it-of
but the social background in mock and sham, it seems to
which all this is set by means have been Wilson's intention to
of the Melpham burial hoax. expose certain aspects of English society as pure fraud and
In
his investigation
of the illusion.
circumstances
of the excavation
Sharon Marcus
of the tomb, Middleton is

Russian Shakespeare
A series of six films described carried out with expert timing its
as "continental" (four Russian, boisterousness is balanced by the
which the lovers
one Polish, one Ukrainian) delicacyand with
speak.
opened last Thursday night at the move
Olivia and Viola (the same
Odeon-Christie with the Russian
'Twelfth Night", shown to a dis- actress plays Sebastian) are pargood. If this is a mallei
ointingly smal audience.
The of Russianticularlytemperament,
film is a new aprelease,
in excellent
lei us
see more of it. Each has a beauty
colour and with lively music.
The characters are at once that seems to spring from fecl.ng
spirit
rather
gloriously individual and arch- arid ical
features,
and than
they from
imprestphystypical,
down Fabian.
to a cadaverously
mischievous
Malvolio. their force as much as by their
who is exactly like a large ginger sensitivity. Viola especially
puss,asperhaps
smiles
not spcoificai';
Russian,tobutspeak,
a universal
language;
but
a creation
he istooa readily,
delight, seems
i To get my other faint objection of the senses and the intclligei £
over with, why ever did they
The entire film, unlike, .-.-.v.
replace
"Whena conventional
that I was"dittyat pone",
the French
of "Volthe end with
does film
not version
strike one
u> aj
on the triumph of love?)
fine but foreign product. Ii
The dialogue has been cut to a Moscow ever claims Shakespeare,
minimum — both "If music be as a local
product,
the persuad
announce-3
ment will find
me half
muscular
christian
the food of love" & "Patience but beyond
the
national
CGI I' i
go under the
The Poetry of E. J. Pratt: Christ — the one fact which a figurative application to a monument"
Russian "Twelfth Nigh; ia:
topoetic
judge effects
from subtitles
— the
A New Interpretation. By John could explain and fully justify Pratt's major poems . . . Pratt shears,
and
the
give
place
what
we
expect
of
a
good
SI altf ■
.Sutherland. (Toronto: Ryerson the tragic element in life accepts destruction as "a form to beauty and sweep of setting;
production,
a
comprenenPress, 1956. Prioo: $1.25)
of sacrifice"; and he knows but one cannot feel that Shake- speare
(p.
22)"
Nietzche
to
the
consive humanity. It will retm l ic
% E. J. Pratt is no versifying
of the fall, that it will be overcome — or
has been disrespectfully Toronto December 3rd fi c
Bernarr McFadden, according of man'strary, "Theactdogma
it has been over- handled.speareThe
of pride and of rather that come—by
week's run pt the La Salle.
comic
interpretathe sacrifice of
his consequent corruption of
toa poet
Mr. Sutherland's
but nature,
tion is all one could wish, and
Jay MacPhi i son
acquires a sharp point Christ (p. 17).
of unusual thesis,
depth and
It
would
be
a
cliche
of
the
complexity.of his
Beneath
the stories
'beefy' in the age of the atomic bomb. critic's trade to say that Suexterior
energetic
Under these contemporary pressures Pratt may be moved to
therland's doctrinal insistence
in verse, The Titanic, The Ca- an orthodox
assertion such as is just as misleading as the
chalot,
The
Great
Fued,
"lies
the poet who is hidden in the we find in the following lines Bernarr MacFadden approach
depths of his poems ... he ,<p. 25)." "As we go farther to Pratt. I think he has needsometimes
surpasses
his con-up into the poems, we discover a
and to great
scious intention
and opens
vein of religious ideas of a
tage lessly,
put himself,
in thedisadvanpoetry
for the reader areas of ex- quit* orthodox colouring . . . and dogma arena. Since the
perience which he himself no Pratt is drawn back to a posi- book is titled "The Poetry of
tion ultimately very close to E. J. Pratt." he might have
more than glimpsed in the
the traditional Christian one. avoided
this pitfall by following
course
Usingof thewriting."
critics sometimes
Professor FryeMwhom SutherI
get
the
impression,
too.
land
quotes with approval) in
contested prerogative of know- from
ing better than the poet himself (p. 26)."what Mr. Sutherland handle
"The poet
Christianity
only canas
writes, that he is not talking this matter:
what he is writing about, Su- about
Christ as the Son of Man, myth, just as the theologian
therland proceeds to illustrate
the deep Christian undertones nor does he consider that Pratt can handle it only as doctrine."
uses certain accepted religious This approach would have
which
permeate
symbols for poetic ends, but, avoided the use of a lot of un"I hope
that Piatt's
nothatonepoems
therefore
assume
I will
am to
hterary statements in a book
quote
again, "the
attributing to Mr. Pratt, either
tion of humanity
. . destruc. could
literary-critical.
as a man or poet, an orthodox only be atoned for if the cross purportedly
Even Mr. Sutherland's openin fact the Cross, and if
Chritian position, or any* posi- were
remark
"If
about
ing
Christ were truly the Son of
is because
value poetry, it poetry,
not hold."
Whattion thatthenhe isdoeshe doing,
in the God. lp. 25) and "... I mean we
enand
humility
us
teaches
it
ables us to rejoice in all we do
following quotes: "In his nes- this last statement to be taken
Russian
Twelfth Night
fis jhal£-> literally: the leJigious termino- not know." seems tarred with
; poetdivinity
i tpif the
(njfi»t; ntopd,,
ready
to accept
of
brush.
wrong
the
logy has 'a' direct and not just

conquer
you may
There is, after all, something to be said for lethargy. It's relaxing; it never tires one,- when carried
out in the proper beer-and-television atmosphere, it
be rather romantic; and it's simplicity itself for
can dull.
the
But there is a great deal more to be said for energy.
Energy— as it is evident in the students of this
university— is, more often than not, misdirected. The
few persons who actually have the desire to accomplish something usually are whirled into abject monotony by over-serious, self-centered and futile undergraduate activities that keep this campus a dead
are overweight in the community as a whole. They
whelmed, ina word, by their selfishness.

Refreshingly, there has now come to Toronto's
undergraduates an opportunity either to develop
some useful energy or to channel what they do have
into more useful lines.
Presented on this centre spread (because like the
O'Keefe people, we believe in it) is the story of how
a small group of students gathered last year and decided something could be done about the horrifying
state of extra-curricular activity. Also on these two
pages, are illustrated what other students can do
along these lines, and how to go about doing it.
Without becoming involved with either their
own importance or the red-tape-bound council that
calls itself our student government, these students
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have gone ahead and drawn up a plan by 'which students can throw off their lethargy or direct their
energy into truly worthwhile projects.
The cliche about it being more blessed to give
than to receive has not become a cliche because it is
false.
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in this sign
But isn't that a terrible name? "Good Works
Committee"— it sounds like a watch inspection team,
or some undeground plumbers for the city maintenance.
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The students of Victoria who have drawn up
this plan have devoted a great deal of their own
time to the work involved. All they can do is make
the opportunity available. If the plan is to go over, if
it is to benefit both the students of Toronto and the
underprivileged people who need their help; the
committee will need immediate and continuous support from a large number of undergraduates.
We suggest you give it to them.
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tinues casting for the UC French
c,s Han
eithi
:terat ort
For Cupid Only
ie Rec
ibility.
lOUt it
Archers Meet
at
H
li
Thursday evenings froi
The Hart House Archery Club 10:30 p.m.
blow
ill hold an organizational meet- in the Drill Hal!, 119 St. . thn
ing in the rifle range, Hart House St,Monthly
at. "
in whichtournaments
visiting clui|£
atinriers
8:00 p.m., Thursday night. Beticipate. A series of. mate)
club. are asked to join the also
held with
O.A.G., eir^US^
Instruction will be given by Two teams
are usually
Gordon May. Equipment is pro- Last
indoor mailuw»/^
year's champions
vided for those who do not have the Canadian
their own. Shooting takes place Hart House Club member lYj
in the range on Tuesday and
Skate

UNIVERSITY BLAZERS
EspeciallyCUSTOM-MADE
Priced for Students
Fine FlannelS27.50
Worsted Trousers
316.50If Desired
Credit Terms
Business Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
Parnes Clothing Company
706 Queen St. W.
(corner 'Manning Ave.)
EM. 6-2025

Nite

ST7

CASTING
Your last chance to tread the boards in
By
famous Engineers' Extravaganza!
TRY OUT TONIGHT
P.O.T. Huts
7:00 p.m.
Men and women eligible.

ROOM STUDENT,
and BOARD
TO LIVE WITH FAMILY
in West End. Two small boys.
Large pletebed-sitting
room,boardcom-in
private bath, and
exchsjige for light housekeeping quired.
assistance.
References
Box 55, The
Varsity. re-

HEAR ABOUT HEALING
THROUGH PRAYER
FREE LECTURE ENTITLED
"Christian Science: Bringer Of Peace"
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m:hed
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HARRY B. MacRAE, C.S.B. of Dallas, Texas Don L
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The M<
Church, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in
ton, Massachusetts.
Sl*n spiti
SUNDAY,
OCTOBER
14 — 3.15 p.™ • .Inte
IN THE
CHURCH EDIFICE
' st ye;
pMrst Church of Christ, Scientist, 196 St. George ;nt is
at Lowther Ave., Toronto
Radiocast over Station CKFH, 1400 kilocyck

HILL EL
Sabbath Eve
Friday Eve.,
October 12,
8:30 pim.
'First Student Panel on
"RELIGIOUS CONFLICTS
IN JEWISH
HISTORY"
Participants:
Suri Edell Phineas Schwartz
Refreshments will be served

rths
Ambers
For Pure
Here's a brand new
RITCHIE that goes on
and
laces oft"to intiea —jiffy!
no No
shoestrings to knot, fray
or break. You just adjust
the fastener to suit your
own instep and a-w-a-y
you go!
When you shop for your
new Fall shoes, ask for
RITCHIE with the
SHU-LOK fastener. It's
RIGHT in style for
the man in a hurry!

...HAVE A

"mild"
>a lists)
S
^,iith
edyalsoK

adc
.ie dol

Priced about $13.00
THE

Other RITCHIE shoes from $9.95 to $19.95.
JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY
QUEBEC P.Q,
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SPORT
Contest
McGill
By JOHN BROOKS
Varsity Sports Editor
campus built by James McGill and the stadium erected by
in the league last year, was being as one of the best groundgainers that The
uple of weeks ago. Varsity counted
drink of distinction, namely Molson. will play host to a group
upon heavily by Sullivan Bernot and newly-elected captain of football
Dalt White called McGill
from Toronto
this Blues
weekend.
two Redmen
o'clock
Vaughn
McVey return to the this Saturdayplayers
im to beat in the Inter- in his pass-defense
afternoon
the Varsity
will For
meetat the
centre spots.
Behrman setup.
Out
ite Union this fall. Western
in
one
of
the
most
important
contests
of
the
young
Intercollegiate
Johnny Metras echoed The second chop at McGill's With a man like Sullivan at the football season. JOHN THROWS A WRENCH
t words last Friday and his Yates
came suffered
when im-a helm, and the nucleus of a poportCupJack hopes
Behrman
Genial John Metras threw a wrench into the Redmen's plan of
tential
champion under
his guidgs turned around and stun- shoulder
injury
in
practice
and
the Redmen,
despite
their
last
likely be lost to the team loss toance,Western,
will make it a conquest
l.irry Sullivan's crew with a will
clippings
whichweek.
told Apparently
one and all Mr.
that Metras
McGill hadn't
was theread
teamtheto press
beat
Blues have their opporunity for the remainder of the season. tough battle for all comers.
this
year
and
went
right
out
and
conked
Larry
Sullivan's
crew on
ow the same pattern oh The ex-Wake Forest star, who
Long Practice
the
noggin'
with
a
6-3
victory.
That
is
why
this
contest
Is
an
implays mainly defensive ball but In preparation for the game, the
ant one for Mr.McGill.
invade Molay when intheyMontreal.
This portsame
Metras is not accustomed to losers. As a matter
tadium
But can fill the half spot as well, Blues went through their longest
on thecoach
re- workout of the season last night. of fact John is»the winningest mentor in Canadian Intercollegiate
have to do without the came to the Redmen
com endation ofAlouette
The last half hour was devoted to football. In the last ten years he has guided his Mustangs to no less
<s of Captain Ed Skrzypek,
defense,
indicating
basketball
is evenmember
more ofspecirry Stacey and guard Nick Peahead Walker, a Wake Forest pass
White
expects 4he
worst Coach
frjsm than six tacuchampionships,
lar. It has been 12 longHis winters
sincerecord
any other
the
jvsky. All three came limp- grad himself.
aerial-expert
Carr.
college
league
has
held
the
Wilson
Trophy,
emblematic
To
add
to
Sullivan's
woes,
tid.of and
the have
Queen'sbeenbattleout lastof veteran half Bob Perry decided Training Table Talk .... McGill cage supremacy So you can see. Metras likes a winner. of college
Director Harry Griffiths,
n all week,
to forsakenouncedhis
an- Athletic
last year Western's mentor of athletics had a loser and a
who earned his name and fame bad But
that heeducation,
would notandreturn
one at that. His team could only salvage a single tie in the.
Wilson at QB
six
intercollegiate
matches. They began the season with a 20-2
fill the gaps. White will to McGill this year.
here manat winVarsity,
a Red.... Bypredicts
a substantial
Threat
drubbing at the hands of the Blues and continued along that illusin at quarter- They Carr-Bennett
Wilson
Harry
still have, however, their margin .... The original Oneeither Burt Kellock or Dick
trious path to oblivion.
A-Hl'NTING WE WILL GO
it the end spot, and Bill great passing combination of Eyed Benny
to topon
This summer Metras decided that he would not have a repeat
. . .calls
Our Queen's
predecessor
r or Trevor Eyton at guard Dickie Carr and young Johnny Western
Redmen, however, are not Bennett. The latter won the in- this beat names the Mustangs by h performance. Sg he travelled to Toronto, talking to many prospective high school players. Up at Vaughan Road Collegiate he had
dividual scoring honours last year. TD . . . .We'll go along with the
it their own troubles. Their
.... The Argonauts took many discussions with TDIAA all-star quarterback Don McGregor,
jlow was the loss of ex- Mcrdy Armstrong, Rick Adrian latter
over
the
Stadium
field
last
night
and
lineman
Barry Swadron. Unfortunately for Metras, both men
and
Jerry
Anderson,
all
two-year
/ backfielder Wally Bul- letter men. provide the Redmen
stay at ofToronto.
in.... Swiacki called another se- decided
h acade
throug
will be atomember
the UC McCregor
squad. is at Victoria while Swadron
, whomicranked with a strong half line. Up front
lity.
Bulchak
cret
practice
....
The
Blues
leave
Metras was so determined to produce a winner that his training
for McGill on Friday afternoon
they
have
ex-Ticats
Buster
Brown and Ron Murphy; Des at four .... The student train camp was one of the stiff est in a long time. He dropped veteran
Desimone and John Larsen. Joe follows twenty minutes later . . - . halfback John Sweeney for cutting training.
Now John Metras can once again smile with that 6-3 triumph
: Girls Flex
last Saturday, while McGill coach Larry Sullivan needs a win
against the Blues if he is to enhance the reputation of the
badly
picked his squadAT the
one to beat.
jscles, Clout
Vic Grabs Rowed Trophy sports scribes who Mt'MBLINGS
MIDWEEK
The Intramural rugby season gets under way next Monday
Vic seems to be the strong squad in Group One . . . Watch out
ys Ed 22-0 Williams Dominates Events for that combined Pharmacy-Forestry entry in the second group
Results
win"
le the Brooklyn Dodgers On the strength of a 26 point
a 34-1 Varsity
has it. .that
Rumour
Athletic
of the Intramural
results predicts
. HereOne areEyedthe Benny
Saturday
on
swamped by. the Yan- individual effort, Vic's Normie (Vic)
120 High
Hurdles
1, (Meds)
N. Williams
being
2.
A.
Gardner
3.
B.
year's
this
is
Meds
of
Wilkinson
J'm
.
.
.
Vic I, the highly favoured Williams
"elections
Committee
the
away with
iDents)
Time:
while UC's Bob Pezzack
n's softball team, white- Chancellor ran
vice-chairman
100A yards
l. B.(S.P.S.)
Faulkner3.15:8.G.(Pharml
for the 2.Hamilton
is the rep Jerry
to theGrafstein
Athletic isDirectorate
...
Bruiieau
Ryva chairman.
id PHE II 22-0 in the open- third straightCodyyearTrophy
University
at
(S.P.S.)
4.
B.
Ferrie
(Meds,)
Tune:
;ague game on the Trinity track meet yesterday in Varsity
(S.P.S.)(U.
y. Action was delay- Stadium.
yesterda
2.1 880J. yards
Snider 1.(Vic)B, 3.Gelling
Ron Toop
the beginning as the bases
C.)2204. yards
J. Welder
(U.C.)
Time:(Pharm)
2:01:9.
rfect form,
i stray manager were
Displayingthenear-pe
1,
B.
Faulkner
120 high and 220 2. A. Bruneau (S.P.S.) 3, G. Ryva Improved UC Squad
> to be found resulting in a Norm won , broad
(S.P.S.)
4.
B.
Ferrie
(Meds)
Time:
discus,
jump,
hurdles
low
fned match. The winning
>n 220 Low Hurdles 1. N. Williams
chalk shot put, and placed fourth
bunted frequently to second
(Vic)
2.
A.
Gardner
(Meds)
3. J. Faces Stiff Schedule
first
the
become
to
the javelin
20 run lead in the
One Mile (U.C.)
1. J.Time:
Ross27.0.(Meds) 2.
his- BFleUchman
ity'strophy
Dell, Dave Walker. Dave MrComb,
». The swift windmill pitchesbe athletetory to intakethetheUnivers
Varey
(P.H.E.)
3,
G.
Hueston
Gary College
Banksfootball
or' the entry,
Uni- tackle Bill Bissel, end Sid Wein(Vic) 4. M. Bereer (U.C.) Time: Coach versity
ary Foster could notteam, three years runningcoveted
.
Al Zorzi. who formed by the opposinwasg Betty Behind Williams performance, * Broad Jump 1. N. Williams
(Vic) optimistically declared that his fib anderly centr?
for the Engineers.
(U.C.) 3.n J. MKltnck
squad would win at least three In theplayedbackfield.
j only bright light
U.C. is detwo Vic scored an upset victory over 2(UC)N. Menczel
Dis(U.C.)
Flelschma
I.
4.
.
t
f
9
of
its
league
games
this
year,
1
:
e
c
n
„
■
a
IWt
nbruner who caught their
the Rowellof MeDiscus 1 N. Williams (Vic) 2. despite the advance of U.C. to to fill pthe
ending on a halfback
number of vacancies.
freshmen
but unfortunately really Skule tomorialregain
the
ic
symbol
Easterbrook
(
S.P.S)
3.
W.
Radzlck
Trophy,
which
skirts
in
er was
inches. Group One competition. This However, veterans Ron Zwyer,
It. 83/4 (Meds)
Distance:1 101
is due team championship. Vic totalled (U.C.)
Polt
Vault
J.
Zadiyko
year's
version
of
the
U.C.
Redmen
oed her style. Credit
pint-sized Jimmy Trenton and
37ft.
2 Inches./TT„.
will operate from a variation of and
46 points, five more than S.P.S. (PHE.)
a Auld, Wendy Laird, Sandy
GregaryDistance:
3. Morgan
(Vic) the
10 (S.P.S.)
ft. 6 inches.
MyrondoubteSidenherg.
in homeruns. U.C. with 37, Meds, 20, Pharma- 2.Distance
Split T. Quarterbacks Dave
t who smashed
dly bear the bruntwillof unthe
Three
Mile
1.
B,
Varey
(U.C.)
scouts
Sutherland* and John Lambier. ex- backfield burden.
>ur has it that Yankee
cy 10, and Trinity dandoutDents
2.
B,
Huges
(U.C.)
3.
Ron
Topp
the
pitcher
(U.C.) 4. M. Berger (U.C.) Time: 16.
perienced second year-men. will Coach Banks rates Vic as the
5 each rounde
;d Vic's outstanding
with
direct the attack. An unusual fea- team to beat Nevertheless, he
field. s
4*440
A. Bruneau
in Larsen watch out!
ture of the U.C. backfield will be went on to declare, that his squad
2, B. yards
Gelling1. (S.P.S.)
3.Time:
J. (SJ,8.)
Snider
ayi
51:8.
(U.C.)
Toop
R.
4.
(Vic)
n
the
presence
two will
fullbacks.
javelin 1 -J. Swindon (Trln)
2.
This year's ofteam
have a will provide stiff opposition for
J. Cbisholm
lU.O.) 3.(Vic)
M163
ft 4.7%lnches.
... , J strong backbone of veterans, who all their opponents and might
Distance
N. Williams
(Vic)Druuchak
prove to be the surprise
Shot Put 1 -N. Williams
(Vic) 2. will be bolstered by the addition ofverythewellinterfaculty
\ was
8
season. After
Radzlck
(Vic)37ft.3. 2 W.Inches.
of a number of former high school breaking a two year
Chlsnolm
j(PHE)
Distance:
victory
be
will
HIl'Ii
Ju
mp
1
MMcCloud
(S,
U.C.
line.
the
Along
stars.
PS I 2. B. Sayers (Vlcl 3, BenU able
by Merle Overholt
last autumn
Banks feels
to field six battle-tried play- drought
that anything
can happen.
Height:
(U.C.)
Menczel
N.
4.
(Meds)
ers,
in
the
forms
of
guards
Jim
5Tt. 8 In.
weather at MO 3122T And from the sand
spite of the cold fall Tourna
that
news
me
Tennis
welco
acultyg on to the finals, lots comes the
Interfbearin
able on
is
Victoria field is avail
e team the
games with
year's intercollegiatand
Wednesdayproviforsionleague
one of the
that
bers Mary Nunns in Pru
one
the
the teams playing must be a Vic
h are very mueh
team. Sheila Auld, baseball rep
ing for the four ycoveted
ac. tourne semiVic. was responsible for getis (interf
the
ists) on the Varsity team. from ting this corrcession from
Keast and Irene Borecky powers that be at her College.
the
for
MEN
contenders
need
also strong
Oh yes. we still paid so come—
to McMaster which comes up umpires evenn get
is a short one.
iber 19-20. Incidentally, in th<30 out the seasa
Odd'n Ends
rf acuity Meet, there were
ers from eight faculties.
Dental Hygiene have enteredballa
On the Courts
team in the intramural basket
lea- league which is very good newsnext. .
te intramural basketball
there will be a meeting
got under way last forevening
most Monday at Falconer Hall for all
scheduledthe week,
i practices
those
interested in bowling —
dining
he teams
seem- time 4:15get ... . . the lacrosse pracSylvia theKerrturnouts
j president
tices
under way this Saturday
at
luite pleased
morning at the Trinity field , . . said that the teams seemed the
archery
is shaping up
prac- well and willteam
this season.byThea small
even hindered
soon be picked as
j,tywere
the
Big
Meet
is
coming
on
(il — no coaches, or at least October 20 at Western ....up arinimportant
these
of
enough
rangements are being made for
also very
duals. Referees are they
have the Intermediate^B-Ball team to
:h in demand and of
getting get to a City League again this
added advantage
year with Intermedi
Ryerson.ates.
YMCA and the
If interested Toronto
Faulkner Streaks to 100-Yard Victory
per game.Audrey
dollar
not contact
Fe
Bruneau and Ryva Trail Phar.mucn fc.#»«6-„

rill Miss
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Retaliation

Successful
away
n

the first retaliation of I learn that a freshman of \. I buj
Engineers held aTells
hostage two I This Skule:
Vic
vSorr with
hours, early Wednesday morning those promised by the Engineers" College
was in the hands Wh;
as -they demanded — and got — Brute Force committee after Skule members of the "Brut*'
an
apology ^for
Friday night Society President John Rumble Committee" (evidently ^ sharp
into i
kidnapping
of theirthe president.
held Engineers
20 hours Friday
and |arm"They
'force
composed
Saturday.
on campus
deman
They President
phoned Victoria
College was
ded that
intellectuals."
) of t,,!bubbl
as
Union
Rich Newman
today wore Brute Force tags as gineer
far heai
on a limb and make a h normi
(IV Vic) at 1 a.m. Wednesday and they went to classespublic apology to the .engjj
made him promise the apology Newman's apology reads:
students on behalf Vic ] aroun
even
"It seems that feelings have they demanded 40of beers]
before they returned their fresh- been
hurt. When feelings have freshman would not be J
man captive. They asked Newman
for 40 beers as well.
been hurt an apology is usually until I had printed or pr whicl
I am
requested — not the
engineers
Tom Ingram (I Vic) was kid- however.
demand
one. to print said humble apoij. whicr
heSol:h;
nap ed at about midnight Tues- Evidently theThey
....
miliat
whole
of
the
student
ing
day. Engineers came to his room
'
demora
so
lize
body at S.P.S. received a grievous a ">ldeed
in
South
House
Men's
Residence
promised . . . Freedon who
at Vic and asked him to take moral blow with the perpetration
integral and
part itof isourour J; crow<
them ' to Middle House. Outside, of the "Rumble Incident" of this herita
nol iv
ge
they took him to a car and left. past weekend.
received a phone call at 1 maintain it at all costs as m
Ingram was returned at 2.30 a.m."I Wednesday
morning only to vilege — yea, as the right top f(
our lowliest freshman as ^ clusiv
our"I highes
senior.a wise
once t heard
Dodgers
Lost
rq.
— Relter
that he considered an !s]
by
intimid
on
based
ation
Not everyone was when the picture was
threats not to be so adeq^fij Vol. 1
Oyez! Oyez! taken, Engineers trooped en masse to VicProphet of Doom
genuine as one based
on f
toria to read their version of the Riot Act — a proclamation proscribing
when Brooklyn came from behind nized regret for past action.;
the five Vicmen said to have kidnapped Engineering President John
to
WIN
the
Series.
di;
to
presum
I
say,
to
less
iRumble Friday night. Gord Sheppard (III Vic) is the happy sprayer.
e
You all knowIH that
doom
Peculiar, isn't it, when the with this wise man altho; F
AH - struck
ISAIDodgers
yesterday.ByBrooklyn
lost team
a
prefer
have
would
red nj
you didn't back
the World Series to the Yankees. 1 didn't
the didn't
Dodgers.win.I man request that we of Vj
Engineers March On Vic
I felt it. It clutched at my didn't back back
the Yanks.
should seek out the culprit
heartstrings. All the people Any dog with his paws on *ny mete
out justice and ape/
hasthat.
won.
around me clutched at theirs too. chest
In Protest Over Kidnapping
That's
where due; however lh< F
Everyone
controlled
himself.
Three hundred Engineers gave forth with the final warn- No one wept. But the grief was Some move, should be made portunity for that has
neglected and lost.
marched to Vic at noon yesterday ing.
there. It was mirrored in the
to make a formal proclamation of
television screen as they passed against the New York Yankees "I am left only with the f.
retaliation for the kidnapping of "These students have forfeited by it, out into the cruel, crude in
the
near
future
—
I'm
back
that this
childish
to ideals. If the thousands I saw hope
their President John Rumble.
all civil and moral rights, and world.
of Tuesday
evening
was nflij
yesterday afternoon on this one petrated
Amid the dulcet tones of the are now on the black list of the
by
our
estimable
people had another prop campus had had an ideal icono- gineering friends, but by Ma;
Lady Godiva Band they arrived Engin3ers. They are no longer — These
another ideal — torn from blasted
out of their minds, how
ii front of the Students" Union under the protection of decent under
them when Brooklyn lost many millions across North other delinquent students.
at t
to be greeted with a barrage of
that game. Faith in the underdog. America lost this one ideal?
four and water thrown by the
"Now with due "humilii;
citizens".
cheering Vic defence.
Faith they'd regained last October, And if so many people are los- respect I go on bended fo bell
After a short struggle for the
for that wonderfi
ing one ideal each time the apologize
control of the lethal weapons, the
dastardlycertain
deed of engineer;
last wee teir
Dodgers
lose,
the
continent
will
which
Engineers withdrew like gentlesoon be idealless.
men and their black-clad leader,
to attribute to i hon
NOTICE
North America — idealest place tempted
Keith Mclntyre stepped forward.
Victoria students. I agree, ; toby it
—
in
danger
of
becoming
idealless.
"Hear Ye, Hear Ye. All Vic
Gentlemen and ladies, the abominable, discouraging . on i
and went foron
Attention All Students
Brooklyn
Dodgers must be €onv
toStudents."
threaten hedirecried,
consequences
Richard No
munists.
The Directory of Students will go to press on October 15th.
all said students "now. henceforth
(sign™
Your Toronto address and phone number will be shown in the
.ind forever".
way you
entered themCorrections
on the U. and
of T.additions
"Personalto Card"
at the
A
defiant
"red
and
gold"
cheer
time
of
registration.
those
entries
ensued from a group of Victoria
will
acepted
at the12th,Registrar's Office, Simeoe Hall, until 5
co-eds.
p.m., beFriday,
October
In answer the Brute Force ComJ. C. Evans,
mittee spokesman began the cruRegistrar.
cial part of the proclamation.
"The following
found
lacking
not only have
in thebeenqualities
of the humanities but also of
human qualities and thus have i
HART HOUSE THEATRE
been deemed unlit for campus
life. Accordingly they have been
elected to receive refresher coursSTUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS
es by the Brute Force Committee
and will be dealth with in I
$2.50 for the Four Productions
'.tphabatical
order . . . Rich
Hugh NewHanson; Jim McCutcheou.
man Gord Sheppard. and Bruce | Box Office Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
WA. 3-5244 |
Stewart.
*.
Shaking
off
the
several
pounds
of floU:
HART
HOUSE
TODAY
Art Gallery
10 a.m.Room
- 10 p.m.
Record
5.15 p.m.
Archery Club
8.00 p.m.

—New
Clark. show of paintings bv Paraskeva
—All members wishing to use the Record
requested to attend the short
Room
of instruction.
course are
—Organization meeting held in the Rifle
Range.
FreshmenExperts
particulaandrly novices
welcome.invited
shows off in

University
Health
Service

A health examination is compulsory for the following:
1. Students whose domicile is not in Canada
3. Students who ale taking part in competitive sports.
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT AT ONCE AT THE
Health Service, 43 St. George Street
Men: WA. 3-9644 _
WoLn WA 3-26.6

new super 70' s fine BOTANY!
This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you with
its exquisite new high-fashion flat look! Very
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finished,
shnnk-resistant, mothproof-sizes 34-40 in
many, many styles, many, many vibrant new
tail colours! At good shops everywhere.
Look for the name "KITTEN"
$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95

Benny
as
o'
McQi
llBROOKSQets
Many
ontBENNY
ITByor
ONE-EYED
By JOHN
W' ii. r am slinking fitfully
remainder of the student contingent will take
For
a
determined
band
of
football
players
flay from the health bar where
jaunt which rolls eastward after 11.
and approximately 1,000 enthusiastic supporters, the all-night
$Uy those juices and goodies
Just about the time the late train leaves
the big day has finally arrived. At 4 o'clock the city,
Ufa which I am nourishing my
Blue coach Dalt White will be hustling
this
and be11:15
tonight.
Toronto'sof his charges
ubbly mind and inspiration I run
off to bed in preparation for the
Union afternoon
Station will
beseiged
by hordes
ito wy old palsy who is known
Saturday
game. When they take to Molson
Varsity
students
bound
for
Montreal
and
toir and wide as Soft-Focus Solly.
Memorial
Stadium
gridiron at Macdonald Park
mor ow's vital clash between the Blues and the
McGill Redmen.
i'Jjfi
tomorrow, they'll be playing the role of underdog
round isthebeing
edgessomewhat
which isblurry
only
If
ticket
sales
are
a
true
indication,
it
will
to Larry Sullivan's potent Redmen. Despite the
3rmal insomuch as he is so
be the largest crowd ever to travel to old 6-3
loss to Western's rebellious Mustangs last
iavp he never gets trimmed,
week,
McGill
for
an
Intercollegiate
event.
The
Hart
favourites.McGill remains as two - touchdown
i/en by Benny who is 1 because
House
ticket
office
reports
that
nearly
threeVarsity will play without the services of
jjjpn
very clips
pitiable-type
quarters of the 800 game tickets have been
hich never
a friend fellow
unless
Ed Skrzypek, Lorry Stacey and Nick
sold, while the SAC, operating its special train captain
e happens to be loaded.
Bruchovsky.
Casey and Peter Maik are
for the third year, expects to dispense with 450 both nursing John
ailments, but will be available for
Solly falls into step beside me
combination
train-game
ducats
before
the
soberly
which
is
not
like
him
even
hich is making things a bit at all and he snivels as he shuff- Chicago - Montreal express steams Montreal- duty. McGill escaped unscatned from the
Western game, and Sullivan is expected to go
bound this afternoon.
•owdisii in the gutter but I do
The team and cheerleaders will travel on with much the same squad.
at mind as I am the sort of chap
For the Varsity fans making the trip, the
■ho feels there is room at the It is being my greatness mutters the afternoon pool train. Extra* cars will be
which onputsPageme 7)in jeo- added to accommodate fans who have purchised next couple of days will go down in history as
)p for others and do not seek ex- Soft-Focus,
(Continued
Usive dominion. Solly shuffles
tickets for the early trip. The band and the the biggest and best football weekend yet.
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Red

The

Tape

Varsity

Is

Untangled;

Pogo

Buttons Pandemonium
Soon
broke loose in
Pogo-for-President headquarters
yesterday
afternoon
Canadian Customs
officialswhen
telephoned
Charter Day a Bore
toon say
a
substitute
advice
card
is
By ACTA VICTORIANA
the way..
Smith aslooked
bored,College
and Lester
Pearsonprizes
hid
The card — which will be mailed
behindSidney'
the lectern
74 Victoria
studentsB.received
to campaign chairman Pete Gzowat the Charter Day Convocation last night.
ski.
Unfortunately for the External Affairs minister, the lec- will care
releaseof 500TheI GoVarsity
Pogo office
buttons—
tern was removed, thus baring him unmercifully.
from
the
customs
office.
There were the usual rounds of short speeches of welcome
"Customs officials have guaranby various assorted dignitaries. Prizes were handed out for hours
on end. After the traditional tea and cookies, everyone trudged
teed we'll have the buttons by
home, happy that Victoria College had survived another year. Monday." Gzowski announced to a
Maybe next year, there will be another fascinating Convocation "gan.
jubilant
crowd.
to attend.
Immediately the celebration beEnthusiastic supporters rushed
to stick together the advice cards
solicited from hundreds of U. of
9 Where are Our Plaques T. Pogo fans. The party workers
ran outside campaign headquarters
(occasionally used as The Varsity
Meds, Engineering, Chorus office).
-The cards were strung in a
Campus police are still looking reply from an advertisement in chain.
of the chain was hung
Varsity asking for return of from Part
Dr two brass nameplates which The
The
rest wasQueen's
borne Park
about bridge.
the campus
isappeared over the weekend the plaques.
rom the Medical and Engineering The ad said "no questions will by supporters. Traffic was stopped
asked" if the signs are returned. while the Pogo supporters celetuildings. The plaques were worth be "Signs
brated their victory over red tape.
90 apiece.
have been from
taken various
down in buildings
previous "We've proved once and for all
The plaques were pried off while years but in every case they have that public opinion can conquer
tudents were home for the week- been returned and we certainly officialdom," Peter Grant, chairnd_ Assistant Superintendent A. hope they will be returned again,"
Faculty committee.
of Medicine's
Russell said.
[ussell said last night. He had no Mr.
Pogo manforof thePresident
Trinity Regresses to
Men of college were greeted
Trinity College men went twelve
ours without knives, forks and at breakfast with rows of napkins
and grapefruit juice. The silver
poons yesterday morning — but was
urvived.
gone. A few spoons for sugar
and coffee had been ignored.
Staff silver — for 40 — was used
overMiss J.100Booth
men. hadBy borrowed
noon, diBrute Force to feed etician
enough silver from Hart House to
serve Strachan Hall,
Innocent
"It's a upsetting,"
A member of the Vigilante heard
noise about she
threesaid.
in the"I
Nucleus. Brute Force Com- morning and saw four men throwmittee said last night the kiding something over the back
ing of Vic's
Tom Ingram
Her bedroom looks out on
was not nap an
organized
effor; fence."
Trinity's
of the SPS Brute Force ComTrinity quadrangle.
men variously called the
mittee, contrary to all rumour. short-time
theft an "inside job",
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Here
The buttons
will be distributed
Monday, Gzowski said, "if the cusoffice lives
to its word."
Theytoms have
beenup locked
in customs
since
Gzowski's
vice card — which told original
him how ad-to
obtain datedthem
address.— was sent to an outSince then, more than 200 campus Pogo fans have sent in advice
cards — addresed to customs officials— in response to an appeal given in The Varsity and over station
CJBC.
"The first big hurdle is past."
Gzowski
said. to"But
keep working
electwe'll
Pogo have
with toa
All thosevote."who sent in advice
Canadian
cards are eligible for the I Go Pogo buttons.
CCF Leader

Cave
Era
'retaliation by the engineers', and
'revival of the Trinity-Wycliffe
The silver was rescued at 2:00
p.m.
office,in
where from
it had The
been Varsity's
placed early
feud.'
the morning.

Says Wealth
Not Shared
"Despite our unprecedented economic expansion and production,
large sections of our people do not
benefit adequately from the inproduction told
of wealth.".
Donald C. creased
MacDonald
students
at University College yesterday.
Speaking to the Co-opernlive
Commonwealth University Federation,linedthetheOntario
outobjectivesCCFof leader
socialism.
Twenty-five students were present at the lunch-hour meeting to
hear Mr. MacDonald say that when
the basic
needswould
of man-be
kind wereeconomic
met, desks
cleared for tackling the basic
problems of socialism. We are now
reaching
he said. the threshold of this task,

Debaters Wanted!
registeredof
toSixtry applicant's
out in thehaveUniversity
Toronto Debating Union try-outs
two weeks away. Cut-off date is
Monday for applications.
Winners wil debate in at least
six American colleges. Rules and
forms are in the SAC office.

Rumor Only
Word has it that a French
starlet will visit the Toronto
campus to head the United Appeal drive. Rumor also says a
date with her will be raffled
off. Hope it's true.
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MORE

Is Hollywood Dying?
who recently reGilmour, movie critic Mr. Gilmour,
Clyde
turned from the world's movie
and Columnist for the Toronto
Telegram, will speak to the Hart capital, has for his topic "Is
Vine?"
on the are
House Library Meeting on Wed- Hollywood
The libraryDying
evenings
informalcampus.
discussions, open to wolibrary. nesday, Oct. 17 at 7:30 in the
men of the

VARSITYS

ADDITIONAL COPIES OF THE VARSITY
ARE BEING PRINTED.
Students who do not obtain their Varsity at
their regular distribution point may get a
the Students' Administrative Councopycil in
Building
after 9:30 a.m.

HILLEL
Sunday Eve., October 14
RABBI KAMERLING
on
'PHILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS
IN 7:00
THE p.m.
BIBLE'
in the Hillel Library
Sun. Eve., October 14,
8:30 p.m.
Presenting
"THE
in a programTRAVELLERS"
of folk songs, etc.
Tuesday Eve., Oct. 16,
8:30 p.m
DR. SAVAN

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
BOWLING
interested In Bowling please meet
of women
niestliw Hall,
atfiFalconer
Monday students
at s.ia p.m.
SOFTBALL SCHEDULE
Bate
Trinity
vs UC
Mod, Oct, 15 PHE
St. Hildas I Steams
Stadium
Trinity
pot
Tues. Oct. 16 St.
POT Hildas I
vsvsvs VIC
VI c III
Stadium
Trinity
Wed. Occ. 17 Metis
vsvs St.
Victoria
PHE
V!c HIIdav.
II : Anneiley
Trinity (Behind
Hall)
nun i. Oct 13 TJC
Trinity
St. Mikes
Hilda's
Kt
Stadium
Oct. 19 St.
UC HtMo's
vsvsvs PHE
n
St. Mikes
Meds.
Stadium
BASKETBALL
Practice
Week of Oct. 15 to 19.
O.C.E, Mon.
CymSchedule: Tucs.
Wed. in Thurs.
POT Sr. PHE
St.
SrJr.
r>;30
UC Fr
Pharm
Mods
ii7:30'30 Dent.
Meds
St. H.H.H. Soph
St,
Sr. PHE
III
;:30 St. H, Hvg
Fr. Nursing
TJC
Sophs
PHE
Nuring
Jr.
L. M. Mon.
Gym
Wed,
lues.
Thurs.
Pharm
f:00 StPHE. H iSoplij UC
POT Fr,Fr, Dent.
St H. Hyg.
Fr. U.C. Jr. Sr.
8:00
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
There will 15be atan1:00important
Reps, onto
Monday.
p.m. at meeting
Falconer ofHall,the IfBasketball
you are unabei
attend i>hOct.
.i ■ send an alternate.

times.
THE

'S
REWRCH
ANDCHU
ST.TED
UNI

117 Bloor E., near Subway
at Yonge
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D. Kilpatrick,
D.D.
Organist
and
Choir Director: EDGAE GOODAIEE
11 a.m. "Studies i the
the
1— "The
Call"
Book
of Jonah"
7.30 p.m. "Studies on
Moral
Spectrum"
2— "He
saw Red"
Students cordially invited
to attend these Services.

s"
aton
I (e leads the IVY

THE CHURCH
OF THE REDEEMER
(ANGLICAN)
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
and Avenue
Road
Rector: Rev. Owen P. Prichard,
B.A.,
L.Th.
85th ANNIVERSARY SUNDAY
8 a.m. HolyBreakfast
Communion and
11 a.m. Preacher: The Rector
7F. p.m.
Preacher:
Archdeacon W.
Wallace,cension. Church
Hamilton. of the AsYOUTH
PROGRAMME
Tuesdays
lowship. atat8 8p.m.D.m.Chi A.Y.P.A.
Thursdays
Rho FelSundays
at 8 p.m. U. of T. Canter
bury
Club.
Students cordially welcome at all

SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Warmly welcomes
members of the University at its meeting
lor" worship on Sundays at 11 a.m. at 60
Lowther Avenue (at
Bedford, two blocks
north of Bloor.)

World Scr„
Woe! the
the Woe!
World Serj,
the World Serjf
Brooklyn lost the World Seri,,
Brooklyn lost the World Serj,
Brooklyn lost the World Seril.
Brooklyn lost the World Seri,.
Brooklyn lost
Brooklyn lost
Brooklyn lost
Yonge St .United Church
(near the Summerhill Ave,
Subway Station
MINISTER
Rev. Gordon
Curry Smyth
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning
Devotions over
C.K.E.Y. 11:10
— Pial 580.
Public [Worship
Sermon: "God and Evil"
The Sunday
7:30inEvening
P-m. Hour
"The Community Living Room"
Subject: "A Mission With \
Heart For The City"
ReVd Wesley A. Hunnisctt
B.A.,Victor
D.D. Mission
of the Fred
Juestlon Period — All Welcome
/ bJ
ROSEDALE
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
SENIOR YOUTH GROUP
(South Dr. and Mount Pleasant,
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10
8:30 p.m.
PROF. JOHN WEVERS
on "Egypt and The Present Day
Evening Service 7:30 p.m.
Students are cordially invited
to attend.
Crisis"
Hear
Harvey &O'Conner
AUTHOR
LECTURER
Discuss His Book
"The Empire of Oil"
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14
STEEL 35WORKERS'
HALL
8Cecil
p.m. St.
Auspices
SocialistFreeForum
Admission

WA. 1 0368

LEAGUE
"Christianity
Hear

BISHOP

In

Asia!

De

MEL

CEYLON
Monday

5 p.m.

Convocation

Hall

LAST CHANCE!

IVY LEAGUE Caps
A — Rugged cotton corduroy with leather backstrap,
leather-bound break-resistant peak. Charcoal, navy,
brown, green.
B — Lustrous cotton sateen in a colourful selection of
unusuaf striped effects. Back-strap, breok-resistant
visor.
Others in fine oil-wools and cotton gabardines. Sizes in
the group 6*'* to 7%. Each 3.50
PHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S FURNISHINGS — EATON'S Main Stoic,
Main Floor — Dept. 223

Varsity at McGill- October 13
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WILL
OPERATE A SPECIAL TRAIN BOTH GOING TO AND RETURNING FROM MONTREAL - RETURN FARE, $13.75.
TRAIN TICKETS ON SALE ALL DAY
GAME TICKETS ON SALE UNTIL 1 p.m.
Leave Toronto — 11:15 p.m., Friday, October 12
Arrive Montreal — 7:15 a.m., Saturday, October 13 (Central Station)
Leave Montreal — 4:00 p.m., Sunday, October
14 (Central Station)
PULLMAN ACCOMMODATION TO MONTREAL
RETURN — $19.20, plus berth — LOWER $4.00, UPPER $3.20
GAME TICKETS — $2.00 and $2.50
each
ONLY. available with train tickets
GAME TICKETS ONLY

Students may purchase tickets for
4 p.m. Friday train at special price
sold.
of $13.75 if at least 25 tickets are

on sale at Athletic Ticket
Office,
9.30 a.m. until Friday Noon.
Prices $2.00 and $2.50
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Go

to

Oxford

by

Rhodes

The uvewires

CURRENT
Out
Try
to
s Time
Now
Eleven Rhodes Scholarships will Africa where he proceeded to possibility of a third year. A
a fortune founding, owing
must among other
be awarded to Canadians this make
and managing diamohd mines. candidate
CALENDAR
things, be male unmarried, and
year early in December.
During
this
period
he
commuted
the dur- Campus activities for the next At 2:15 Sunday the Film SoDeadlines for applications for back and forth to Oxford five remaination ofsothe throughout
scholarship.
these scholarships, tenable at the times in order to obtain his de- Rhodes Scholarships are open to few days look somethink like this:
ciety is showing a French movie;
University of Exford, England is
House Orchestra As- Museum
"Sous lesTheatre.
Toits de Paris" in 'he
faculty
in the uni-in The Hartsociation
gree.
continues its memberNovember J.
Under Rhodes' will, scholarships anyone inversityany
,
n
o
t
just
to
students
were
awarded
annually
to
studday. ship drive with an all-day cam- The Polish Students' Club has
Applicants are selected without
of Commonwealth countries, Arts" Colleges.
the aid of a written examination the entUnited
paign in Can- hall, St. Mike's to- a general meeting on the agenda
States and Germany The eleven scholarships are alon the basis of scholastic and to restore Anglo-Saxon unity.
lotted two to Ontario, two to Que- SCM has a first meeting of the at 2:30 Sunday. 22 Heintzman Ave.
bec,
one
each
to
Alberta,
British
literary attainment, qualities of During the World Wars, GerMonday,
moves theto HHOA
the UC membersnio
rotunda for
Engineer's group
today House,
in the drive
Manitoba, New Bruns- Chapl?in*s
character, and physical vigour.
many'sbut were
scholarships
were discon-in Columbia,
Office atof1 Hart
a morning of campaigning.
wick,
Newfoundland,
Nova
Scotia,
tinued
re-established
not
the
Electrical
Building,
as
"A Rhodes Scholar is not select- the period between. As yet these and Saskatchewan.
7.
At 5:00 Monday. Prof. K_ .1. in
ed only on an academic basis," have not been set up again due Complete information and ap- formerly announced.
said Dean Ian Macdonald of Uni- to lack of funds.
Joblin
speaks
sponsoring
a
displication forms are obtainable SCM iscussionalso
Christian
Faith,"forinSCM
Rm. on14, "The
Vic.
group today. The subject
versity College, himself a Rhodes Scholarships are to the value from the University Registrar in
Also for SCM. Ruth Lor c inunder
question
is;
"The
Quaker
Scholar. "The selection committee of £600 for two years with the Simcoe Hall.
approach
contemporary
eventsat World ductMission
s a discussionof the
groupChurch
on "Thein
is not looking for merely a bookin the SCMto office.
Hart House,
worm but a man of broad in1 p.m.
the Copper Room, WymiKvood at
terests — one who would take Skule Nite Planning
what he had learned at Oxford
The Rifle Club
organizationalismeetingholding
on the anRifle
For the Politacal Economy Club.
back to his respective country and
range
at
Hart
House
at
4:30.
All
J. B. Salsberg will discuss Iha
Skite
Only
Females
communicate it to his fellow man."
freshman
are
welcome.
"Suez
Crisis and Russion Pore gn
The Scholarships were establish- A new act is in the making for Twenty-seven of thirty-five
by Cecil Rhodes in his will. Mr. Skule Nite 56-57. It's for girls only. hopeful dancers were left with- Tomorrow VCF plans a weiner Policy." T\tcsday, at 4:00 p.m.
on the grounds of Brank- The Anthropology Club schedulRhodes (1852-1903) was an emin- Engineers started writing the skit
out jobs and surrounding en- roast
Hall at a p.m. Saturday.
Wednesday night when try outs
es a film night at UC Woim iVs
the 1890's.
to see sotookmuchquickfe- some
scholar atoneOxford
Sunday Dr. Paul Roberts speaks Union Wednesday. Four films ai
were held for dancers in the POT
malegineers,
talenthatingescape
Afterent about
years instudy
there hunts.
action. Four determined engineers for VCF in the Women's college scheduled: "Prom a Chinese paint
he went to Kimberley, South
Hospital at the Meds-Nurses Brush." "Citizen Varek," "Anbegan writing
clusively for girls.a new act ex- Fireside.
gootec". and "Caribou Hunter
The Elliott
try outssaid.wereHe's"really
great"
Conference
WUS
Don
one
of
the
engineers who helped judge.
Final judgement was left to
choreographer Arline Patterson.
Attention Engineering Students ?
Elliott
said, "Though I'm no judge,
s, Tours I'm very pleased with what I You are invited to attend the Professional Engineers'
ns, Budget
Pla
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday. Oct. 29.
The national conference of Dr. John Coleman, Dean Ian Skule Nite 56-57. It for girls only,
Macdonald. Martin Friedland atoi's should really enjoy it."
Service in CanWorldadaUniversity
internationally famous GUY LOMBARDO and HIS
Music
The
show
is
shaping
up.
but
of Law), and Ann Jeffrey
ROYAL byCANADIANS.
was held in Montreal last (ScholTrinity).
there's always room for more talweekend. The delegates from the (IV—stressed
Tickets at S10 per couple, may be obtained from the
the
equal
partnership
universities across Canada—
ent if anyone's interested, he said.
Professional Engioeers' Building, 236 Avenue Road,
and students in WUS.
—discussed the aims of WUS-to of —faculty
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! !
reported progress in plane for
understand- a summer
onal
internati
THIS
IS THE TOP SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
promote
Brooklyn
lost
the
World
Series.
study tour in the Gold
ing through
Coast.
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION !
1. mutualterial aasistances
and
maid.
2. sharing of knowledge and
experience.
3. personal encounter,
—discussed the possibility of
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
inviting Russian students and
faculty to visit Canada: agreed
FIRST - YEAR STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
no action
to this in principle, butconsultation
examination will be held
on
pending
Compositi
taken,
be
English
second
A
with universities.
y College,
on Saturday, October 13, in Room 8, Universit
MISSING
—in a meeting of the delegates
of 9.30 and 11.00 for first-year
hours
the
between
not
did
who
College
y
from seven Ontario universities,
Universit
in
d
students registere
chaired by Joan Fidler, (III Vic)
take the examination on Tuesday, October 9. This will
The brass name plates have been taken
auctioning
applauded the idea ofShare
ment.
be the last opportunity to fulfill this College requirecamfreshies to boost the
the Medical and Engineering Buildfrom
paign.
d re—heard Dean Ian Macdonal
-These are the property of the Univerings.
ip
port on the 16 WUS scholarsh
on the
sity. To replace these signs will cost $90.00
students, and met the two Amarcampus. Beatrice
Toronto
each. Please return them immediately to the
teifio and Mihoko Shimizu.
INGS
OPEN
K
ROO
R
YEA
Father
of
p
leadershi
Students' Administrative Council. No ques—under the
the purpose and
Dorsey, discussed
tions will be asked if they are returned now.
effectiveness of the summer study
tour program.
if
—were graciously entertained by
nterested in layout, proof-reading, sales, editing, or
the U. of
the students' council ofof Montreal.
into the office,
The wooden sign from the Helen Armiphotography, you are invited to drop
M., and by the City
) this afternoon, between
City CouncilBuilding
SAC
Montreal speak
of
t
—heard
(basemen
Nursery School, 18 St. Joseph Street, is
tage
on new
lor Dr. Leon Lortie
1:00 and 5:00. There are still a few openings for work
and economic
missing. It is the property of the owner
also
aspects of the social
us
on
the
all-camp
yearbook.
development of French Canada.
who has paid to have it made up.
—set the campaign target for
EDITOR: ALLEN TOUGH
TORONTONENSIS '57
1956-57 at $20,000; $5,000 to be
divided among student projects in
Indonesia, Nepal, India, Japan.
Kong and Central Africa.
Hong
—applauded Father Dorsey for
his simplified budget.
—re-elected for the coming year
—President Dr. Sydney Smith;
your Possfj
toApply
Betterfor Living
at
Chairman— Dr. John Morgan; and
other officers from Toronto —
your nearest Branch of rht
Father Dorsey. Dr. John Morgan.
Bank of Montreal
STUDENT
FOOTBALL
TICKETS
BARGAIN AND
A
STILL
STILL AVAILABLE
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
IN HART HOUSE
UNTIL OCT. 20

The difference between
Second Best . . .

and Best is often the balance
in your Savings Account

, ou'll find these B ol M
branches especially
convenient.
Bloor & Bay Sta.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manaoor
JosephQueen's
Burdock,Park:Managr r
St.
George
& BloorManager
Sts.:
Jamei G. Lewe,

the

bulletin

board
'7

The engineers had given us some hope. Perhaps,
at last, through their inspired initiative, -the SAC
would have a bulletin board.
They took it -from its tin cavern in Varsity stadium
and placed it in— of all the silly places for a bulletin
board— a prominent position.
But the administration, or the police, or the SAC,
or the superintendent's office, or somebody, has
pushed it to the ground, turned it upside down, and
chained it to the fence beside the book store.
the liquor board
This wondrous, wealthy, booming province of
ours has the stupidest liquor laws imaginable.
The Liquor Control Act of Ontario— ostensibly
passed as a compromise between the temperance addicts and the horrid, horrid drinkers— is in fact, a powerful force toward drunkenness. It has almost become
a truism that cities in the U.S., Quebec, or any of the
areas with laxer liquor legislation, publicly exhibit a
lesser number of distasteful innebriates than does,
say, Toronto.
Closing the beverage rooms of Ontario from 6:30
to eight o'clock in the evening theoretically makes the
too-heavy drinker take some time off for supper. In
fact, it forces him to faster and more frantic consumption as he strives to down a satisfactory amount before the cry of "Time."
The theory that allowing waiters to serve only
one beer to a customer at a time ("can't serve you till
you've
drained gulps
that beer
one, till
sir")
is similarly
logic. Everyone
it flows
out of inverted
his ears
in an effort not to miss the current round of service.
The bigoted prohibition of advertising from the
alcoholic beverage industry does nothing more than
deprive commercial communication media of a much
needed source of income. Advertising may effect the
distribution of sales among various alcohol producers.
It does not affect their total quantity.
No amount of advertising could increase liquor
consumption in Ontario.
The basic thinking behind the Liquor Control Act
—the thinking that would force even visitors to record
their purchases in a little green book that costs the
government more to administer than they can make
by its sale-is designed to give the consumer so much
slimy pleasure in beating the law, that it is, in fact, a
great contributor toward what it was written to prevent. '•
nobody's bored
The ' cheerleaders, we understand, have new,
white
uniforms.
take their
blazers When
off. they cheer, they're going to
AAcGill, for the first time ever, has female cheerleaders.
It should be quite a weekend.
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OUT THE

Breakfast,
Buffers,
and

Basketbal

\ CELLAR
WINDOW

8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
108
9
11

TIME SCHEDULE FOR THE WEEK OF OCTOBER 1st
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Tues.
Sat.
Breakfast
Breakfast
Breakfast
Breakfast Zool. Lect.
Breakfast
Breakfast
French la
French la
French (b) French la Eng. la
Psych,
lb)
Math, (b)
English la
ZooL
(b) Psych, (a)
Hist,
tb)
History la
Hist, la
Swimming
Math, la
Math, la
Math, (b)
Hist, lb)
Periodical
Zoology Lect. Psych. la
Psych, la
Rm. Library English la
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch Group Math, (a) Rugby Game
Psych
Group
Zool.
Lab.
Hist.
French ( a.)
Zool. Lab.
Ma to \s. Game
French (a,)
French (c)
Hist, (a)
Dramala)Club Basketball. Tea Dance
. Basketball Eng.
Zool. (b)
Swimming
Drama Club Basketball
Basketball Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Committee
Stud. Parliament
English (b) Committee Theatre
Date
Stud. Parliament Psydh. fa)
English lb)
Eng. (a) - Date
Math, '(a)
Zool. la)
HistoryPlaytat
English <a>
Theatre
Read
Theatre
Date
Date
Zool. <a>

The following is a reprint
of a letter sent home by a
freshman in one of our Arts
colleges, apparently written
after he read "Making the
Most of Your
Career,"H.
written
by College
Prof. Karl
Bernhardt and his son, David.
Dear Folks:
Well, you sure don't have to
worry about your little old son
coming home all full of those
radical ideas you were worried
about before I left home. When
I get back to our home town,
after three years of what they
call "higher education", I'll be
just the same "sweet, simple
boy" there
(as-you
left
this used
fall. to say) as
I know
that
some
of theseyounewfought
ideas would
catch hold of me and make me
a real wild character. But not
at this university, they won't.
NoI sir.
bought this book, you see,
written by a professor at this
university and his son, who's a
student here. It's supposed to
tell you how to get through
college. And boy, they've sure
got it all taped. Just like dad
keeps the horses under control
out in the field.
This book tells you how to
do jus^ about everything you
need to know about going to
college. For instance, every
morning, when you get out of
bed, you just look at your timetable and it tells you you're
supposed to have breakfast.
Every morning, you could never
forget. Eight o'clock— except
Sundays, when it's nine.
And as for studying. Why
it's all there, prepared for you.
You just follow the timetable.
Every
some
for don't
taped you
class is that
have a period
special kind of study. If you
don't have a particular subject
to work on, you can have a
buffer period. That's for when
you have a real hard time
making up" your
timetable, and
something's left over.
Lunch and dinner and every" thing's on there. (Well, you do
have to figure out when to go
to the bathroom, but a fellow
should
himself.) do some thinking for
But the best part of all is
when you come to the weekend
Yes, sir. This professor sure
figures it out for you so you
don't
all theto time.
There's
times work
going
the theatre
theatre,fortheatre;
and hours for
your date, date, date. But
wish they'd tell you where toI
get three girls in an evening.

Anyway, you can see it's
all
out fine.intoThere's
timeworking
for getting
trouble,no
or picking up any of those
dangerous contacts we were
talking about the night before
I left for the "Big Town."
There's no time for meeting
any dangerous people- As a
matter of fact, that's one thing,
that's worried me. There's no
time for meeting anybody at
all. -Oh, I guess if worst came
to worst, you could spend one
of your buffer periods talking
to people.
So Irying
guess
woranymore.youThatwon'tMr. beSmith,

BreakfaTPi |

Church^;
LunpiTj
Buf
BufeP
fffi^
erf?^
ChurcrT".
ReadimTjl
Buffer^®
Dinner^?

you
who saida evei-ybj
shouldknow,
be different
coupfe!
years
changedago,
his why
mind. even
.When JBI
spoke to us Freshmen this iM
he said about
this isbook
writing
goodI've
for hfl
yfl
So that'sa buffer
it for now.
finished
periodI'veji
anil
managed
the now,
tim'eH
write
you. toButfindright
ever, "Committ^BI
timetableAs says
Your boy, Will.
P.S. Actually I don't know v,)H
do nbw, because
ato committee
yet. I'm nolH

€ce ««*ey, %h sowcy- th£ boo* s#*s

7*«*6 V> Oof X Uvt My BtXX

H.
One of the most absorbing
conflicts reported in the columns of last year's Varsity was
that between
the Hart
Lord'sHouse
Day
Alliance
and the
Orchestra Associates.
The facts were that a group
of students decided they would
like to arrange a series of concerts to be given in the Great
Hall of Hart House by a professional orchestra on the Sabbath. In accordance with the
notorious Blue Laws of this city
the Alliance threatened to prosecute the Associates, on the
grounds that it is illegal to
charge admission for entertainments on Sundays.
The series were cancelled until the Associates were able to
arrange a workable compromise
with the Alliance, but even
now, the Alliance indirectly
dictates and thus restricts the
operation of the Associates. The
comments which the situation
psovoked were widespread. It
is indeed strange that, as Dean
Neel said, you can play Hockey,
but not Handel on Sundays.
There has been some misunderstanding among students
about the relationship between
Hart House, the Orchestra and
the Associates, who are all
rolled into one title. The Orchestra is a group of profes- The Roylal
BalletinisCopenhagen
royal indeed,forjudging
advance
publicity.Danish
Situated
two andfroma
half centuries, its productions were royally lavish, with
magnificent sets, costumes and technical virtuosity. These
regal
productions
are being
brought
Toronto's Maple
Leaf Gardens
on October
fifteenth
and to
sixteenth.
The. Danish Ballet are world renowned for their elaborate productions, for their aerial feats and 'for the
brilliance of their male dancers. But they have, it seems,

Fur Trade
The Fur Trade in Canada:
Edited by R. M. Maolver and
Mary Q. Innis. (Toronto: The
I . of I . i'ress, 1956. JPriee:
$8.50)
The Fur Trade in Canada is
the revised edition of an economic study influential for twenty-five years and out of print
for some time.
Fresh references are to books
or articles which appeared after
the publication of the Irinis
study in 1930. This book is a
fundamental contribution to
economic thought in Canada by
an economist who, because of
his profound influence upon his
subject has attained international recognition.

Royal Danish
Ballet
much more to offer that is superlative— dancers who can
act, ballets that Canadians have never seen before, and
a style
company'.
Thisthatstyleis unique
is due with
to thethisgreat
Danish choreographer,
August Bournville. Of his magical ballets, Toronto will see
"La Ventana" and "Napoli", both new to Canada. The third
act*of lative
"Napoli",
a full lengthseparately
ballet, isinconsidered'
that it is performed
Denmark soandsuperonly
on special occasions. It is this third act that Toronto will
"Napoli," a technically
brilliant
"La Sonnambula," andwork,
a ballet
comique.
"Whims of Cupid," will be
performed on the fifteenth,
and on the sixteenth, "La
danish ballet
Ventura," "Dream Pictures,"
and the original "La Sylh h orchestra
phide." And even this varied
programme
does not exhaust
richard II
the
Danish repertoire.
serpent mound
fur trade

SERPENT

ON

THE
MOUNT
Professor E. S. Carpenter: Serpent on the Hill: of> cents.
This story of a sacred grove at Rice Lake, although it raises
along with the problem of the monument's origin the entire
question
of Ontario's
pre-history,
is disappointingly
slightoffrom
the
viewpoint
of a reader
interested
in the significance
the
oak grove cult of the dead that permeated the thought of these
people designated Hopewellians, the third agricultural group to
emigrate to Canada from Ohio. Professor Carpenter is reluctant
to venture, but he does hint, that the Iroquois may owe a portion
Of their blood and traditions to the builders of .the Serpent
Mound.
■As the account of this era before the European destroyed
Indian civilization "almost as innocently as men walk through a
cobweb" suggests prehistoric North America probably reached
its greatest
this lime.a balanced
One is surprised
readplants
that
the
hunter andintimacy
farmer atachieved
existence, tothat
were domesticated, wilderness no longer a threat but a source
of sustenance, and communications capaole of binding the land
in a friendly unity. There must have also been privileged classes:
priests, rulers, craft guilds, and a social organization competent
to direct cooperative labour.
This imaginative sketch of a loose religious confederacy
Mexico to Ontario with its Mecca
fromonetheto Gulf
instretching
Ohio leads
hope ofthat he will add another chapter to
this essay. It is not enough to know that the serpent mystery
existed ithe study contains splendid photographs of the 190 foot
of earth and surbeside large egg-mound
snake monument
one wants to know what it
means. rounded by five burial grounds),

■

H.
0.
sional musicians selected from
the foremost players in Toronto
by the Deanor Music,
of the Royal
Conservatoiy
Boyd Neel,
who is also their conductor.
They are allowed to use the
name of Hart House as a special privilege, in the same way
as the pioneer quartet of the
Thirties was allowed to do so.
The Orchestra is a pioneer
group, insofar as it is the fii
Canadian venture of its kind
to
play regularly
broadcasting
studios.outside
That ofis
the only link with Hart House.
The Associates consist of an
executive of eight students and
its members. The executive
makes al! arrangements necessary for the Orchestra to appear on Campus.
obtaining
permissionThisto involves
use the
Great Hall of Hart House,
which has been most graciously
given — reserving rehearsal
space tion—s— arranging
publicity lectures,
— public dates
relaof concerts
and
obtaining
members. The Associates also plan
the current
concert series,
programmes
the
50% of: thein
works were
Conductor and selected
the rest bycamethe from
suggestions by the Associates,
with the tastes
problemthatof demand
reconciling
musical
the
familiar and esoteric, classic
and romantic, contemporary
and Canadian.
The aim of the Associates is
to' encourage an appreciation
of good music on the Campus
through the Hit House Orchestra by making its concerts

availablA.
e at a rate within the
means of the students. The
members may also attend the
lectures and rehearsals arranged Dy the Associates. This
year, these total 10 rehearsals,
aAssociat
lecture and
5 concerts. The
es are also arrangin
g
a series of Hi-Fi concerts at
Victoria, St. Michael's and on
the Carnegie Record Collection
equipmen
Mechanict,
Building.in the new
al housed
As farselves areasconcerned,
the concertslastthemyear
they were
greeted
dous enthusiasm.with
ThetremenGreat
Hall of Hart House is an ideal
setting for such music-making.
Any sense of stuffiness was dispelled by the
remarks
with which
Dean witty
Neel prefaced
each piece. The audience will
not forget the magnificent way
in which he pronounced the
word Vivaldi. The performances
of the players
of an and
exceedingly highwere
standard
matched
those of the Dean's
English
nown. Orchestra of world reThere are few Universities
who support a band of professional players of such calibre.
There
are plenty
of student
orchestras,
some laced
with
professionals,
we believe
that
the presentbut'status
of the
Hart House Orchestra Is unique,
and that it is worthy of the
continued
of allthrough
members of thissupport
University
the Associates. Chris Wilson.

RICHARD
ROYAL
Incomparably the most powerful of their three performances
has been reserved till the last by the Old Vic Players. "Richard
II", the gem of the histories, is vintage Shakespeare. The ploi
of
"Richard
II" runsin onthetheforced
greased
wheel ofof thean full
tragic
cycle,
culminating
abdication
awakened
monarch. Those who saw John Neville play Richard will awail
hjs Hamlet. He developed adroitly from the insouciant vaurien
of Act I to the disarmingly tragic hero of the denouement, whOS
nobility of mein and manner obliges tenderness to well up in a
spectator and a recognition that
"this fool of valour was a royal king."
The supporting cast was valiant. There was no weakness in
them. Versatile Paul Rogers made John of Gaunt the eloquent
oracle of "this happy breed of men . . . this England", torn between Taiquinian Bolingbroke (Charles Gray) and no less forceful Mowbray (Jack Gwillim). Richard Wordsworth caricatured
ambivalence as York, Richard's maundering deputy paralysed by
divided loyalties. The appearance of the wizened wee wisp who
served York i Aubrey Morris) deserves mention. The Bishop of
Cailyle's
Holmes) ofrefusal
to support
rang with (Denis
the conviction
the church
militant.Bolingbrokc's coup
Leslie Hurry's costumes and stage-set maintained their high
standard of handsome utility. Gothic side arches and a low-bridged
stage centre are really all Mr. Hurry ever requires.
Max (.'<"<!■
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SPECI STUDENT RATES
Lite - Large, comfortable student rooms
Time - $3.25 a year.
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Illustrated - available in univer
year. Sports
25 a Write
t. Good
studengradua
Owner is a sity
student periodical home.
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To gradu
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oom
typewriter.
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make,refunded
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floor.
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month. Prefer nurse
TYPING
per
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school.
door nursingweekend
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Have your typing done,efficie
or
a.m.
10
nt- Phone before
y and
h, quickl
or Englis
able rates. Call Miss WA. 3-1067.
reason
at
ly
• Young at WA. 1-6106.
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
—STUDENT DISCOUNT— — $4 25
ROOM 1409
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life
Theses,
a
manuscripts,Formerl
$4.00
—
types
ed
All
a yr. Sports Illustratnow. You are and secretaofrial
y
work.
no money
yr Pay after
tion
subscrip
EM.
your
Phone
Street. evenings. 4—
Bay
billed
226
at
5813 days, or 3549
starts. Phone EM. 6-7920.
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Du

Pont

JOHN POLLOCK asks:
What security and benefits are available
to Du Pont of Canada employees?
JOHN W. POUOCK expects to receive his Bachelor's degree
in Chemical
the spring of 1957 from the University of Alberta. He is
Engineering
a member ofinDelta Tbeta Fraternity and of the Engineering Students
" Society on the campus. Naturally he is interested in selecting a permanent
• employer on graduation and right now is asking the kind of questions
I which help him to select the right job and plan a successful career.
NORMAN LUNDY answers:
s to achieve individual success NORMAN R. LUNDY received his B.Sc. in
opportunitie
the
First of all, John,
through initiative, ingenuity, and personal merit are what should
really count in anyone's assessment of security and benefits. This Chemistry from the" University of Alberta
May 1941 and' during the following
, always results in "job security" in the broadest sense and should i-n
be considered much more important to a young man than "security" month joined Defence Industries Limited
its narrowest
i used
criteria. sense, where a Company's employee benefits at the Winnipeg Works. In 1943 he transare thein main
fer ed to the Nylon Spinning Plant at
Du Pont of Canada has always recognized the importance of
Kingston, Ontario, and later to the Shaw• employee benefit plans in contributing to morale.
A retirement and disability pension plan is available to employees
(Quebec) Works.of the Films Divi; aft no cost to themselves. In addition, they may contribute a percentage inigsn sion,
where he^.TB presently Technical
of their earnings to a supplementary retirement fund if they wish to ' Superintendent. In his fifteen years' serv. arrange for even larger pension payments.
ice. Norm has watched the continued
Two life insurance plans are also provided. The cost of one is
borne entirely by the Company, while the second permits an employee expansion of the Company and the imto participate at reduced rates.
plementation ofnew and expanded emIn the event of illness or disability, salary payments are normally
ployee benefit plans and as such is well
made up to three months with extensions, depending on circumstances.
The Company also assists employees and their families to carry qualified to answer the question.
health insurance protection by contributing a portion of the cost.
In addition to the customary two weeks1 holidays, the vacation
For further information, or to make
an additional
ofplanfourprovides
weeks after
25 years. week after 15 years' service and a total
application, write to Personnel DiviAnother important factor contributing to job security is the insion, Department F, Du Pont Comcreasing
diversification
of
the
Company's
product
lines,
in
addition,
the Company haB an alert and energetic organization in which a
pany of Canada Limited, P.O. Box
good balance is maintained between experienced judgment and youth600, Montreal.
ful enthusiasm. The results of outstanding research worly in both
Canada and the United States are also available. This combination
of factors should result in rapid advances in a variety of phases «>!
the growing chemical industry in Canada.
So to answer your question, John, Du Pont of Canada offers
security not only through progressive employee benefit plans but,
CANADA
more important, by the opportunity of achieving personal success in
an expanding organization.
LIMITED
■ MONTREAL
DU PONT
COMPANY
OF CANADA
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Expecting

Easy

Win

BEAT

Intermediates
Meet
Ryerson
John 6rook7{
By STAN WE1SMAN
Opposition
Strength
While the Ted
ToogoodUntested
coached
he Varsity Intermediates, hop- i to come out of High School in Ryerson Rams are unknown quantities. Baby Blue coach McMurty
Roy McCurty
by linecoach
their winning streak |
to extend
Ted Ingson,
although
weighing has enough
confidence in his boys
two
games,
encounter
the
Ryeronly
140
pounds,
was
a
standout
It's all over but the weeping
and
suicides.
seriously
to
predict
an easy win.
Rams at Varsity Stadium tins
Sports
quitethea Editor*
bit
of the I'm
former.
And
at guard in their first In the game in Kingston, pint- contemplating the latter, and doing
•moon. Fresh from a solid 32- performer
the shouting. Example: "Well, Brooks, what have you got to say
sied
Al
Connolly
and
Ian
Knowles
game.
trouncing of Queen's Cornets
Popular Position
were brilliant at running back
What can I say? Not much. Extend a handkerchief- clad paw
Blues their
are heavy
Blues have no less
i Baby
to achieve
aim. favour- thanThefiveBaby
de- to Messrs.
and Kucks.
my
fullbacks, all seeing regu- punts. Connolly
termination whamakes
t he lacksup inin size.
beloved BumsFord,canSturdivant,'
collapse toLarsen
the extent
of onlyWonder
13 hits how
in four
lar action. The list includes Bill
Strong Line
games. And lastly, give a sympathy put to Roy Campanella
He mightto even
called Varsity's ball
John Spence, Don Cornish, answer
Ronniebe Stewart.
fsing a modified Split-T forma- Naylor,
and Don Newconibe.
1i emphasizing
decep-a Bob Hart, and Al Connolly. At end Othe stalwarts on the line are
Although
it was big. Newk who took the loss, the turning point
"
the Junior speed
Bluesandboast
and recently chosen captain of the Ron Whiteside. Julien Porter and now?
team
is
Bob
Lee.
in
that
last
game
a foul would
tip off have
Berra'sretired
bat
5ng running attack. The line, al- Double-Threat Quarterbacks
pitch,Campy's
had it fluff
been ofcaught,
Bruce pectKlien.
ex- in the third. That was
ugh averaging only 170 pounds,
the RamsTheto Baby
have "Blues
a strong
Yankees with the score still 2-0. Yogi, as we know only too
kes up for their deficiency in With Forstner and Nick Sopinka passing attack and so have sressed the
plastered the next pitch onto Bedford Avenue, and just about
ight in their super-abundance alternating at quarterback, the In- pass defence in all their practices well,
Dodgers'
drive. For example, Ed Butryn
termediates feature a strong run- this week. And as for the inury brokeI the
evenpretty
saybacks.
"Wait tillthe next
Robinson,
tackle and perhaps the heaviest
ning attack,
which can al-to situation, the only intermediate Reese can't
and
Co.
end year."
of the For
trail,with
it could
be a
so take
to thebut airone occasionally
n on the team at 215 pounds,
player on th limp is Bill Trimble, good many years beforewellthe atBums
hit
the
top
again.
WITH THE BLUES
and he is a doubtful starter today.
> been called "the best lineman keep the opposition honest.
The boys have the ability, all
White and his Blues can haul down a pretty important
they need now is the support of win Dalt
tomorrow
afternoon
Montreal's
MolsontheStadium.
A victory
Varsity fans.
for the
Blues would
keepin them
right near
top of the
league
PS Is Strong With Selby
standings.
Should
Queen's
defeat
Western
(and
it's
not
impossible
in Richardson Stadium, Kingston), the Blues could take over sole
possession of rung number one on the ladder.
good spirits
despitewillthebe loss
of captain squad
and field
hit Most Of Team Untried Benny Calif
Ed InSkrzpek,
the Blues
a determined
whengenerai
they
(Continued
from
Page
1)
Toy the past few weeks a group offense will again work from
board
their
train
tliis
afternoon.
They'll
have
better
1,000
35 aspiring members of the Skule's "traditional" straight-T pardy, doulble no less, as the lad- fans behind them, and there's nothing those supporters than
would like
nior SPS football team have formation. The success of this ofdies from the mountain are feel- better than to see Larry Sullivan's cocky Redmen ground
into
fense will depend largely on the
m holding practices. On Monthe
Maedonald
Park
turf
by
the
big
Blue
machine.
ing
very
rocky
about
what
hapdirect it from quarterpens
to
their
own
vile
McGUl
y about 25 of them will take men who
Last
year,
it
was
an
upset
16-9
win
for
the
McGill
lads.
The
back. This year, Stu Clements and
if Benny is being left free year before, Steve Oneschuk and his boys smashed the Frenchmen
> field
year's MuNeil Perkins, both former juniors, team
to
adjust
the
fates
in
favour
of
rk Cup against
winners,lastVictoria.
Co- are
clear
to
Nova
Scotia
with
a
43-6
shellacking.
holding down this vital his own Varsity Blues so that they
ach John Short, who, along with
We'll hope for INTERNATIONAL
a repitition of 1954. RUGGER
Russel proin Hart, directs the Skulemen, position.
the already
vide twoEckels
excellentand receivers
and shrink
diminuetive
heads somewhat
of the
rees that Vic is the team to beat
The Varsity rugger Blues take off for a pair of exhibition
from Montreal and
is year.
both are veterans of last year's Hiawathas
toddles on to a smashing victory. games below the border this weekend. Tomorrow morning .they
ihe Skule attack will consist semi-finalists.
play
Institute of Technology, and on Sunday they
"And
now",
simpers
Solly
as
he
On
defense,
the
Engineers
boast
an assortment of seasoned pertackleMassachusets
Cornell.
rmers plus several graduates two fine tackles in Westwood and raises my hair on ends by tugging
Such
a
visit
by
a Canadian team reminds one of the old
The rest of the line, al- it madly." they are after you." International Intercollegiate
^m the ranks of last years jun- Furgol. though
Hockey League, which flourished for
high in weight and desire, This
isbutplainly
unnerving
Softr team. The team is composed of
several
years
before
the
war. It could very well be that the day
Focus
I
remain
calm,
and
still a question mark.
number of veteran players who s The
of
international
competition
is
just around the corner.
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HART HOUSE THEATRE
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS
$2.50 for the Four Productions
Box Office Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

HART
HOUSE
Barber Shop
8.30-6 p.m.

j
j

WA. 3-5244 |

SALAD
DA
YS
Special Student Discount — One-Third Off For Performances
On Saturdays
At 5:30
At 8:30 p.m.
TWO TICKETS
ONLYp.m.ON —Mondays
EACH A.T.'L. CARD
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Main Box-Office Now Open From 10 a.m.
HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATES
OFFER STUDENT MEMBERS
ATTENDANCE AT 5 CONCERTS, 2 LECURES,
10 REHEARSALS — FOR $3.50.
Time:— Concerts 9.00 p.m. Sundays.
Place:— Great Hall of Hart- House.
Dates:— Oct. 28, Nov. 11, Nov. 25, Jan. 27, Feb. 24.
Music:— Schubert, Grieg, Haydn, Rossini, Britten, Mendelssohn, Vivaldi, Roussel,
and many
more.Corelli, Bartok, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Cimarosa
Artists:—other
Boyd players
Neel conducting
Albert Symphony
Pratz, Hvman
Goodman, and
from the Toronto
.
Join:— Now— at Hart House "Porter's Lodge, SAC Office, Royal Conservatory of Music, Promenade Music Centre (Bloor at Bay)Ladies welcome. Two student Memberships on each ATL card. Other
Memberships for your family, friends, and staff and faculty of trie
university from $7.00. Programme printed on Membership Card.
THE MOST OUTSTANDING MUSICAL SERIES ON CAMPUS.
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a partner
the
wouldn
you
o,
Oh, howToront
to live like that.
who sing High know
Francisan trials(lunch.
U of T Debating Union will supply
than
more
know
you
e
Becaus
You
wouldn't
know
that
footMjb in a small
beone, Hay said.
Toronto
ball games are more than yells we do.comesAnd
thereo will
Better than Toronto .you.
as you,Toront
as fine when
Applications forms and the rules
The — that they're being young.
letters.
love
could never be likestadiu
tor
need
no
be
And
the
high
priesthood
of
for
m,
may be obtained at the SAC of
But now ...
little man ot>'IJ"thevve'- Toronto,
It
e.
learning
.
.
.
that's
McClll.
balanc
This is a love letter.
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why be a bore?
Charter Day at Victoria College last Thursday was
not a bore, a reader assures us. It was 'genuinely
funny', she says.
If so, Victoria has overcome the lacklustre, unimaginative pattern of almost every graduation of prizegiving at the University of Toronto since the time of
Adam.
Our picture of the Vic ceremony is this: seventyUniverfive sets of parents, plus a few 'friends ofortheMary
got
siy', watched bright-eyed while Johnny
his award, then sat back in torpor while. seventy-four
other Johnnys and Mary were processed
inThe trimmings on an occasion like this can be The
teresting. The great man may be really great.
audience may hear a good speech.
But the reason for the occasion-giving seventyfive or seven thousand Johns and Marys their awards
—is not.
They know-better than their ,parents-that the
whole thing is usually a mechanistic farce and a bore.
are 'engaged.' phone-call or letter
town or the
leavethrill
TheyTheir
telegram,
was
saying 'You've passed' or 'You've won the Phineas
Phrink award.'
If public recognition of this fact is desired, more
could be had by a printed list of who won what.
Proud parent only remembers Johnny or Mary and
a blur of other faces crossing the stage.
Parents know what and how well their children
have done. So do their children. The University knows
it. Anyone interested can find out.
So why have the ceremony at a
M.C.
BETTER PRICES
THAN
HONEST ED'S
At The
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
SALE
MONDAY and TUESDAY — 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
HUNDREDS OF BOOKS AT LESS THAN i/2 PRICE

|
|i
ft
i*j

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Attentio
There
will nbe -a staff
meeting Tuesday at 1.30
p.m. Allcome.interested
are wel(Drinks served).

OUR

READER

CRITICISM?
I was dismayed when I read
the front page artiqle in to-days
paper
Charter onDay.Victoria
Not onlyUniversity's
was it in
very poor taste, it was untrue. As
someone who has attended two
consecutive Charter Day Convocations Ishould like to say that
I found nothing dull and boring
about them. The official speeches
display a high degree of wit,- and
Professor Hare's verses are truly
funny. The laughter which accompanies these, occasions is not the
polite titter , of an effete social
gathering but rather the honest
heart-warming laugh of friends
sharing a good joke. In these days
of stodgy official gathering it is
pity that
reporterat has
directed
puerileyourcriticism
one
of the functions, which though
formal, still retains an air of
friendliness and good fellowship.
I cannot protest strongly enough
at such unfair and inaccurate reporting.
Margaret Norman
HI Meds

The Liveware's
Today
CURRENT
In love with the extracurricular?
Here goes:
.4U a.m. SHIP will be held
iWORtoday
and
all week
Thursday
MORNbutING
f\
8A
inThetihe service
SCM office
Hartminutes.
House.
lastsin ten
Thursday,
Hart
House there
Chapelis atCommunion
8 a.m. in
9-1 p.m.
HART HOUSE
ORCHESTRA Associates
jdrive
tart in atheweek-long
membership
UC Rotunda. Student
tickets for rehearsals, lectures and
the five concerts axe $3.50. The
drive- continues Tuesday in the
Vic Union. At 4:30 Tuesday HHOA
will give a recorded concert of
past programs in the Vic Music
Room.
\J.\\u ,MEL of Ceylon speaks
5 — m BISHOP JACOB Dein Convocation
on "Christianity in Asia."
TheHallBishop
is head andof
50,000
Anglicans
in Ceylon,
has been touring Canada, for over
a month. He leaves Toronto Tuesday. His visit is sponsored by Trinty College.
"THE CHRISTIAN
FAITH" is topic of an
SCM
discussion in Room 14 at Vic.
5 p.m.
Prof. K, Joblin is the speaker.
6.45 p.m. Z C'S SOCIAL
WORK into
COMMITTEE will be looked
at the
LOCK. meeting in Clover Hall, St.
Mike's. Weekly enquiry for the
meeting is "What does the SMC
Colege Motto mean."

HART HOUSE DUPLICATE BRIDGE CLUB
FIRST WEEKLY GAME
— Tuesday, October 16th —
PRIZES

NOVICES WELCOME
PRIZES

*9 ges& QjJkib a Qoh,

RUTH LOR LE
CALENDAR

All
WorldDaMission
y of the Gnu/,
7 p.m.
the
Copper SCM
Roomdiscussion"^-"
at WymiC
and runs for two weeks. phnm
campus quota is $1 per
Engineers
have begun me3^
All Day
hips
and charging 3c an wl
the Appeal.
office.
six atappij^
must beFriday
in byonly
5 p.m.
the'l
had been received for 10 pia5j
the team, Last year 30 st^:
team.
men and women, tried out fr,,I

To Come Tuesday
I \J.lil. SOUTH" is this J
SCM
in tine 'Politiand
cs, >
"RACE
1 omtopic
hrni,
nationseries.
secret
al ship
and
Miss ofary
Mildred
CanadRace'
ReC[J.of*'
ian Fellow
ation, -will lead the meeting 3
SCM
Hart the
Housetopic
office.
^ H-mof two l
ngs. J. B. Salsberg, former L
Progressive
member
in theCR|S
4 om THE
SUEZon
Legislature,
speaks
theOnW
Crisis and Russian Foreign pJB
to the Political Economy q,S
Room 153 of the Economics I
t Trinity
to discuss
The
U.N. Club
meets Britain
in Roc"
the Suez.
H-"'- is showing four fjJ
's Union.
the UC
The- \
was Women
previously
annourictM
ROPOLOGY
8n m ANTH
Wednesday,
is Tuesday.

is Prof.
J. W. Club
Graham's
the
Vic Clasics
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Room, Wymilwood. ld|ng J
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football
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ticket!
STILL A BARGAIN AS;
STILL AVAILABLE
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
IN HART HOUSE
UNTIL OCT. 20 j

Of course. Most
everyone does— ofien.
Because a few moments
over ice-cold Coca-Cola
refresh you so.
It's sparkling with natural
wholesome— and naturally
Feel like having a Coke?

"Coll." Ii o r»9l.|,t.d tnuh-morii.

Find football getting in the
way? Or dates? Or all those
other things that make a 24hour day just not long enough
for all you 'have to do? Then
here's how to buy yourself more
time— for only $1.00 a week.
That's all it costs you to own a
Remington Quiet-Rjter— finest
portable typewriter made. Cuts
Yours for only
down time you spend writing
up notes. Speeds up essay
$1.00 a week
writing. Makes everything
goodness, pure and
friendly to your figure..
neater,giveeasier
toRemington
read. You'll
sure
an
"A"— and your
's fines! Portable Typewriter
be well
on the way CanadaATTBAC
TIVE, NGIIGHIto gelling o(ie for yourself. See
CARRYI
CASEWHGHI
• a nearby dealer.
MODUCTSDEALERS
OF MMWGT6N
MHO LIIB1TED
ACKOSS CANADA
COCA-CQIA ITD.
«;,!»r"°'°''.,.0';1*;'1'"'"
in °
Z ;;p"B
. *°"""""**"Ah°■"■«•«=i»i«i-»i<>«h.
IKS
<""> b'"h <r

i
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BLUES
Upset
Reid,

Favoured
Tattle
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NAIL
Redmen

15 - 13

UPSET
WIN
Ryerson Goes Under

Score Touchdowns
By JOHN BROOKS
Varsity Sports Editor

^t^thp""1'
P-Q-punch
<01tfflbtr
Playing most,
8reat Varsity
defensive
football,
and coming
through
with
the scoring
-Blues
when 13>it "counted
took -?a—
1J.U-J..J
= is ,uuctibiuii
decision
t,ght
* Blues{.Lit. the
The
afternoon.
this
here
.
.
,
„
_
—
victory
vaulted
into15"13
a first-Dlace
Redmen
McGill
from
tie
with
Queen's,
Redmen mired
^•thel^ele.^346™
*
ga™ and
th* ^
»urrendeuprinK/f,i
r^«uarte
r touchdow
n to
squad tightened
Varsity
and played
airtight
ball from
theretheonRedmen,
in. Threethetimes
the "defensiv
Bl>,« the
Carr
rS1„?v'U
?\BkSmates
^ almost
I" VarSlty
^^O'T.
In
addition
to
holding
qTa
rterS«kD
and his potent
to a standstill at times, it was the defensive team IcWe"
?w
scored what
points midway through
McGill —theHalfbacks
Tattle proved
Scores to be the game-winning
tWrd
perio™.
—
Gallagher
Holland,
Anderson, Sandzelius, HawOpen Scoring
It was young Johnny Tattle
ley, Armstrong
Joe'Croni
, Adrian,
Rogers;
qu3rterbe
— Carr,
Grant-n
cks Bertrajid;
that intercepted a Carr-to-Yuska The Redmen took the lead in cen^
~"
' McVey.
guards
pass and raced 35 yards for the the opening canto after Captain —Shaw.
Deslmoue.
Joe
Cronln,
B.
Brown,
tacklesLarsen;
— R, ends
Brown
iinal Varsity touchdown that sent Vaughn McVey broke through to Murphy.Konyk;
Slgurdson,
Samraary
them ahead 15-13. Tattle block a kick by Ross Woods. Mc- Yuska, Bennett, Tilley. Dingle.
Gill took over on the Blues' 31,
shook off three potential tacklers
and hit pay dirt five plays later. McGill, Second
en route to the goal-line in a Ricky
touchdown
Quarter(Adrian)
First
Quarter
jaunt that brought better than the five.AdriafTcarried across from 2—1— -varsity,
touchdown
(Reid)"
1,000 Varsity students to their
3— Varsity,
convert
(Bethune)
■J—
McGill.
single
(Anderson)
feet. The remainder of the 11,500 McGill missed a great chance 5— Varsity, single (Woods)
population of Percival Molson to step right back into the lead.
Third Quarter
(Gallagher)
Memorial Stadium had little to They travelled B0 yards after the 7G—— McGill.
Varsity, touchdown
touchdownr Bethune)
(Tattle)
cheer about from that point until kickoff but lost their opportunity 8— Varsity,
convert
Fourth
Quarter
the final whistle.
at the Varsity goal-line when No Scoring.
A last, desperate, McGill drive Jerry Anderson fumbled and
came to an abrupt halt with the Curt Russell fell on the loose
to hold the Redmen to a
final seconds ticking off when pigskin
Interfac Teams
end Tom Gallagher dropped ^ single point.
Lead At Half
third-down and
pass from
punter took
Jan
Sandzelius
the Blues
kicked a long single on Starting Today
over from there to run the clock theWoods
last play of the first half to
out.
give
Varsity
an 8-7 lead. The
Take Lead
Redmen battled back to gain a Vic Is Favorite
13-8
edge
in
the third quarter This afternoon at four o'clock
But from
one Larry
can't Joynt,
take who
anything
away
play- when Normie Williams lost con- on the back campus, the race
trol
of
the
ball
a punt run- for Canada's oldest football troed the entire game at quarter- back and McGill ontackier
Johnny
back, and his attackers. They
phytoria
gets College
under battles
way when
VicLarsen
grabbed
the
ball on the
marched 71 yards in nine plays
a ^haidy
to even the score in the second Blues' 25. He carried it to the group of engineers. The Mulock
quarter. Tim Reid capped the 10 and then handed it to Gal- last
Cup season.
was captured by Victoria
march, skirting the left end for
lagher, who half-ran, half-crawled over for the score. The Snap The league this year will be
five yards and the major. Rich
Eethune's convert sent the Blues was high on the convert attempt. divided into two groups. UC,
ahead.
St. Mike's and Sr. Skule are
Lineup:! ~ B, Mclntyre, Vic,
Varsity —Wont?,
Halfbacks
teams comprising Group One
Varsity picked up 248 yards on Williams,
Zetnune,
Rlva. Cres-- - the
while Trinity. Dentistry, Medi■the ground
and
67
in
the
air.
Mixwell,
Tattle,
Held;
quarterbacks
cine. Pharmacy-Forestry, and Jr.
—— D.Hunter,
Mcing his plays well, and getting Joynt, Wilson;
Chlsholm;centres
guards
Skule sion.make
up thein second
some fine running from Reid and Russell, lntyre,
Johnston,
Copland;
tackles
The teams
Group diviOne
CaseyendsMartini.
Beamish,
Miller,
Al Wong, Joynt himself carried —Watt;
—
Kellock,
Chore*
teckl,
play
five
games
during
the yearin
for 44 yards.
Pastuchak, Nelson.
while their brothers battle
four contests. Three teams from
Group One and two from the
second division enter the playQueens
Thumps Western offs.
Hircock
scored
the
other
taking
a
Other contests in this first
Kingston,
Queen's 25-yard pass from Moschelle.
week of interfaculty play see
University
clubbedOnt.the —University
nfsaortWester350-Mgnusant V* Jock Thompson converted four Jr. Skule facing Trinity on Tuesthe five scores and his kick
of Western,
35-0 of
day, St. Michael's
UC
went for a rouge in the last on Wednesday
on
Saturday.Ontario
The Mustangs
win enabled
and theagainst
Foresters
against Dents on Thursday.
Queen's
to
tie
the
University
of
period.
Toronto Blues for first place in
the Senior Intercollegiate FootPORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
ball League.
of all kinds, and at
John Moschelle led the Gaels
to their romp. He completed 7 of
Student Prices! (Credit terms available)
18 passes and led them to 18
first downs. Along the ground it
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
was all-star Ron Stewart who
paced the Gaels, scoring two
touchdowns, one on a plunge from
the one-yard line and the second
on a 35-yard pass interception
HART HOUSE THEATRE
play when
filled
Westernhe ran
team.through a starSTUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS
Quarterback Moschelle passed
to Al Kocman twice for touch$2.50
for the Four Productions
downs, the first a 30-yard passand-run-play in the first quarter
and the second from the five-yard I Box Office Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. . WA. 3-5244 {
line in the third quarter. End Roy ! O
mm
—
LAST TWO WEEKS I
SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER —
• Two Three Dollar Seats For The Price of One on
Presentation of A.T.L. Cards at Box-Office.
The
O PTIMIST
A Musical Satire by Mayor Moore
Based on Vpltaire's Candide
EGUNTOIM AT MO. 5255
AVENUE THEATRE AVENUE RD. MO. 7712

Baby Blues Win
29-7
Passers, Runners Star
The University of Toronto ran
with it from the 15. Aston'*
Baby siveBlues
rolled to an impres- convert was blocked.
29-7 victory
over Ryerson In the third period the Varsity
Rams at Varsity Stadium Fri- defense put up a tremendous
day. Displaying a strong running stand. Jim Seegmillar, Pete Eby
attack as well as being a con- and DonComish combined to
stant threat in the air, the Inter- rush the passer as well as throw
mediates completely outclassed the Ryerson backs for substantial
the opposition.
losses. Baby Blues added two
The
Junior
they points to their score when Don
meant businessBluesrightshowed
from the Cornish broke through and
opening kickoff. After only four tackled Ryerson quarterback
minutes of play, Brian Aston Dave Lingley into the end zone.
In the last quarter Toronto
crashed
over touchdown
to score the ofIntermeds first
the stuck to the ground. Fullba- k
game. The score was set up by Al Connelly showed well, making*
a 15 yard rush by Aston, from some good punt returns and running his second TD late in thn
the
line.s,ix.
ThenA quarter.
Aston converted. Final
John Ryerson
Spence 42-yard
carried for
Lome Forstner pass to Jim Cas- score was 29-7 for Varsity.
Lingley at quarterbark
ky brought
the ball tohistheown4 yard
line.
Aston converted
TD, wasDaveRyerson's
best performer.
Shortly after, Dalt Coleman He was particularly good on thn
option and his passing
grabbed a Ryerson kick and car- pass-run
ried 17 yards to the Ryerson 13. was accurate. -Half-back Hal
Don Bortheick took the ball to Short was the only consistent
on the Ryerson
the 10. On the next play quarter- ground-gainer
Waldman held tho
back Lome Forstner passed to squad. Samsquad
together. On
Al Connelly who streaked over defensive
for his first score. Aston kicked occasion he broke through m
the convert again.
Varsity almost scored in the throw Varsity backs for'losse
second quarter when captain Bob
Lee recovered a Ryerson fumble TV Stars...
on the Rams 20. Varsity worked
(Continued from Page J)
the ball
downit toon the
line
but lost
downs.one yard day on Saturday during the Homo
float parade.
Ryerson's lone -touchdown came coming
The United Appeal combines 89
in the second
period. Defensive
halfback
Len Lambert
fell on a separate campaigns, including iho
Toronto fumble on the Baby Community Chest, Red Cross, and
Blues 19. A 15 yard pass from the Canadian National Institute
fullback Bill McMonagle to Hal for the Blind. One campaign enda
Short brought play to the four. competition among charities and
lowers costs, leaving more money
Lingley
overconverted.
for the for
score andtook
Hal itShort
the charities
said. themselves. Miss
Just before half-time a clever Broadhurst
Collectors,
she said, would be
72-yard touchdown run by Varmaking an efort to get in touch
sity's Bob Hart was called back with
every student on the campus
for clipping. Toronto , was ahead sometime
the week..
14-7 still
at the
was
in thehalf.play.But Ryerson "There isduring
no definite objective,
Junior Blues fired up at the but the committee thinks 4-1.00
start of the second half. In two from each person is not too much,
plays
ball by35 to expect." she said.
yards. they
Then moved
three the
plunges
Ian Knowles carried the play to
the Ryerson two. Hart carried Due to one of the mis up* which
the ball over but was hit by his usually
accompany
week• it.-, much
of the football
i«ti- :ictivity
bad-luck
as hisbacksecond
touchdownjinx,wasagaincalled
for of the past three (Jays is not reholding on the line. On the next
d In today's
c-:t\.omission.*)
A completeportereport
of atl \.such
play Varsity scored with a
screen pass to Johri Spence who will ti£ carried jn Tuesday's, paper,
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
The practices scheduled for 7:30 and 8:30 p.m. at O.C.E.
on Tuesday, October 16 have been cancelled.
The schedule has been rearranged as follows :
TUESDAY
' L.M. — 6:00 p.m. — U.C. Sophs
WEDNESDAY
L.M. — 6:00 p.m. — St. Hilda's Fr.
p.m. to— carry,
Nursing
All other scheduled 7:00
practices
on as Seniors
published Friday.
TRACK — SENIOR TEAM
Meet at Information Desk at 3:50 p.m. sharp — (at Union Stn.)
TUESDAY,
OCT.
16th — W.AltoGHlmg,
pick upJ. Sriider,
uniformsJ. atRous,HartW. House.
A. BniDeau,
Varcv,
EZadivfco,
Hughe*.B Gregory.
N.L Drummond,
William.
A. Gbrtimr,
M H J.MacLeod.
R.
Earfcon.
J.
Swindon.
DruchoJt.W • Sflyei?,.
J ThornJ.K-n• <~SPS).
•
T.
Bans,
— PLEASE
SEE ATMGR.STADIUM
ABOUT ELIGIBILITY CERTTP1CATF3
TONIGHT
(MONDAY)

UNIVERSITY MEMTH SERVICE
CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
FOR TUBERCULOSIS
FREE! FOR ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
(See Posters on all Notice Boards for full information)
DATE: NOW! October 11th to October 25th inclusive.
PLACE: Coach House, Rear of Falconer HalL
84 Queen's
Park. Check your appointment!
COMPULSORY
GROUPS:
Be on time!
VOLUNTARY GROUPS: Any time on Friday, October
19th. (9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.)
PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS

STUDENT
CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Open Lecture Series
■THIS (Part
PRESENT
Two) AGE"
T. S. ELIOT
Speaker— prof. H. N. Fry., Vic.
Place — U.C., Room 8.
Date — Tues., 16th Oct- at 5 p.m.
Chairman of Serie« — Prof. J.
W. Wevert, U.C,
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NFCUS
Toronto
t he thousand-odd
Along withiasts,
three Toronenthus ves arrive
Jootballrepres
d home
entati
to Montr
weekend,
this
eal
from
agafter a "tremendouslythe encour
National
ing' conference of
Univer
ian
Canad
of
ation
Federsity
Students last week.
"Almost all our program was
accepted,' said Gordon Forstner,
AdStudents'
the Council,
President ofministrative
and part of
of
"One
delegation.
Toronto
the most
encouraging things was
the
the
faced
conference
that the
of the large university."
problem
Membership in N.F.C.U.S. has
last year,
dropped sharply ofinthethewithdra
wal
mainly because
largest
s
Canada'
ofincluding Toronto.
several
of
universities,
The complaint
U.B.C. and McGill.ities
was that
of these univers
ed from the extoo few benefitt
cessively high fees.
"The larger schools were dropForstner,
in the
voice"because,
too little
they pinghadout,' said
organization.'
that these disForstner felt
advantages had been partlyof
overcome by the adoption
o,
ionate voting, (Torontfive
proport
for example, would to have
vote
one
ed
compar
as
votes,a college of 750).
for
The conference also adopted a
"sliding scale of fees,'
also proportionate, which will effect a
reduction in the total amount
of fees levied on colleges of over
1,500 students.
Under this system, N.F.C.U.S.
be refees for Toronto would
duced to roughly 53,200.— more
than $1,500 less than last year.
"This represents a really positive approach to the problem of
said.
Forstner
the
"Frombigourschool,'
standpoint,,
it makes
the case for N.F.C.U.S. rather
strong.
"The whole spirit of the conference,' Forstner asserted, "was
one of definite compromise.'
One of the accomplishments
which Forstner stressed was
simplification.
"Westranger
were trying,"
he said,
federa-of
tion to do"fora alimited
number
things."
The emphasis of the national
office will be placed this year on
scholarfor national
a campaign
ships. A positive
attempt was

'Success'
Meet nd
s
Met
a
m
e
D
By CATHY BRESL1N
mittees can investigate the
affairs
made to removeof local
national feasibility of local seminars— on
from the control theresulted
national
funds.
in
which
office,
central
considerable cut in the budget.
"This," concluded Forstner, "is
only administrative common good
the
policy1,
this
of
part
a
As
mandates for the various N.F.-fi- The conference, held at Sir
C.U.S. contests became thethe uni- George Williams College from
y of
sense." to Friday of last week,
nancial
which accepted them. Monday
versitiesresponsibilit
also attended by Flo MidPreviously, the art, photography, was
and short story contests had been dleton, Vice-President of the
S.A.C., tional*
and Affairs
Gordon Helleiner, Napaid for by the nationalby comlocal ' "There
were Chairman,
no threats to
offices. mittee, though managed
saidsimply
Forstner,
"One failure," Forstner ad- withdraw,"
delegates were
trying"Theto
mitted, -"was that of the part- get something done — and I feci
time president. It was the feeling that every representative who
of the smaller colleges that a
participated came home satisfull-time head is a necessity." fied.
Part of the budget was set The Students' Administrative
aside to improve the regional set- Council will consider a motion
day night.
up of N.F.C.U.S. "For the first
on Wednestime," Forstner said, "the com- to rejoin N.F.C.U.S.
GAMES TODAY
FOOTBALL
Giblon, Gray,
V5 Sr. SPS
East 4.00 VIC
SOCCER
SPS in
St. Rose
North
vsv.s Law
South 12.30
4.00 U.ArchC. II
LEAGUE St. Rose
VOLLEYBALL — MAJOR
Forestry LEAGUE
' Rosenberg
Med
—vs MINOR
Smithvsvs U.St. C.M. Killers
A. Rosenberg
UpRtnleks

BIGGEST
SAVINGS
of the Year

Fees Going Up
— but —
Book

Prices

Going Down
at the
S.A.C.
BOOK EXCHANGE
SALE
119 St. George

START OCT. 5.00I5thP]
CLASSESay
L & COACHING
INSTRUCTIONA
BOXING
Monday
Frid
WRESTLING
Monday toto Friday
5.00 pj
GYMNASTICS Tuesday
&Wednesdays
Thursdays
5.00
FENCING
Mondays,
&
Fridays
5.00
Those interested in training for Intercollegiate teams as wenp.
begiflhers are welcome. Physical Education Credits may be earned '
SPECIAL

JWs Right Ladies! Wiih Every JRDTf J
Two Po/r You Get Two Spares.. ▼ W\**mj(
Here's
a rare foropportunity
-fine
nylon hosiery
far (ess thanto get
you aeverreal'Iong-lasting
imagined! A supply
regularof$1.2^
value for only $1 .00— P,us 3 ^parc. When you buy this package of.
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine'
nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW. , Clip and mail the1
coupon below for fast delivery.
' Name- DENISe" HOSIERY
Please send me two pairs andBOXtwo 227,
sparesREADINCTPA.
of Denise Hosiery?
For ^is I am enclosing $2.00.
Size
Length
Business
Sheer
Dress Sheer
QQ 1
City-

TODAY

□ Beige O Touc?
.:. BOX 227, READING, PA.

DENISE HOSIERY

U. C.

HURT HOUSE THIS WEEK
DAILY EVENTS
Chapel Services
—Morning
Devotions
—Evening Prayers
9.15 - 9.30 a.m.
-'5.30 p.m.
Art5.15Gallery
-Exhibition by Paraskeva Clark
10 a.m. - 10 p.m,
TODAY
Glee Club
-Part
(1st tenors) Debates AnteRoom practice
5.00 - 6.00Clubp.m.
-Rifle
Range
/
Revolver
7.30 - 9.30 p.m,
TUESDAY
—Art Gallery
Art Library
11 - '12 noon
Table Tennis
-Fencing Room. New members welcome.
7.00 p.m.
Bridge Club
-East Common Room. First weekly meet-.
7.15 p.m.Club
ing. New members welcome.
Archery
8.00 p.m.
-Rifle Range.
',
Masquerade
Tickets
on sale a.t Hall Porter's Desk
Price:
$2.75
per
couple.
WEDNESDAY
Art Gallery
— Exhibition of paintings by Paraskeva4.00
Clark. Gallery open to women.
Recital- 6.00 p.m.
— Claudette Leblanc (soprano). Music
Room. Women are welcome.
5.00
p.m.
Lee Collection
5.00 - 6.00 p.m. — Open to men and women.
Glee Club
Room. practice (1st basses) Debates Ante5.00 Tennis
- 6.00 p.m. — Part
Table
— Fencing Room.
7.00 p.m. Club
— Rifle R-inge.
Revolver
7.30 - 9.30
p.m. — In the Library. Clyde Gilmour, motionLibrary
Evening
7.30 p.m.
picture Women
critic: "Isinvited.
Hollywood dying on the
vine?"
THURSDAY
Holy Communion
— In the Chapel.
8.00 a.m.
Record
Room
— Record Room.
I nstruction
5.15 p.m.
Archery
8.00 p.m.Club — Rifle Range.
FRIDAY — will be one week from the Masquerade:
Get your ticket now!
SATURDAY
Luncheon
— Before the eame. luncheon will be served
in the Great Hall. Ladies may attend.
11.45 - 1.30 p.m.
Caledon Hills Fan —Big Open week-end.
—In
the Great Hall. Elizabeth Benson-Guy
SUNDAY
Sunday Eve. Concert (soprano) All members of this House are
9.00 p.m.
invited
friends. to attend, and bring their lady

Bishop

0FFE1) I

2

SPD
Claim your dividends
now at the
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Hear

STOCKING

CORNERSTONE
BALL
1856 - 1956
Celebrating the 100th Anniversary
of the laying of the Cornerstone
of University College

Don't

It

The big dance at U.C this fall
Date - October

19th

Place — U.C Men's Residence
Time — 9.30 p.m.
Price - $2 per couple
Dress — Informal
Tickets on sale in U.C. Rotunda

DeMel

Convocation

Miss

Hail

of

£.00

Ceylon

p.m.

\

Vic
Give

Girls
SPS

Bloomers
Victoria College gins came
rith a new sort of pantyraid early Monday morning.
left and
theirs—
large 'pair
ofTheyscarlet
golda bloomerswaving from the highest branch
they could reach in front of
the Engineering Building.
At Trinity, residents warned
ot new battles with Wycliffe,
' readied weapons and prepared
for siege:
The " Un-Anglican
Affairs
Committee
investigated
entrances to Wycliffe Monday.
Five girls and one Vicman
'annexed' the Little Red Schoolhouse at about 4:15 Monday
morning. They renamed Skule
'Victoria Women's College Annew lipstick.
cornerstone
Signednex,' itlaid awith
The and
old
one was covered with cardboard.
On the opposite corner of
the building revised courses for
the Vic giils were posted, including Babylonian basket
weaving, and how to get a
man.

-> i

- A sign beside the tree with
the Vic bloomers read 'Vic
Girls
Again.' and
The red.
tree was
paintedRidescarlet
The
bloomers were gone by the
time classes began.
Feuding

RAFFLE

students leave Engineer Bill Adams

FOR

TETE

- A

only a shred of decency.

■ TETE

BEGINS

Boudet
Star Michelle
l7*DfiiTvWo™
Xmw
Vol. LXXVI — No. 11
Tuesday. October 16th, Y
195G Will
Michelle Boudet,Date
64 inches of Carole
Saturday
Broadhurst arranged her Michelle
forwon laurels
2.'tiiiscsummer as a supporting actr< ffi in the
Gallic beauty, will visit the Uni- visit to Toronto.
versity of Toronto Saturday to She will be flown from Mont- Cannes film festival. She has been
spark the campus drive for United
legitimate stage sir i*e leavreal by TCA — where she has been on the
Can'
ing school at 16.
sity ExtensionDark
Courses. A great Appeal.
Having ttroublePark
parking byAfter
visiting
friends
—
Saturday
at
12
o'c
l
o
c
k
.
A
committee
from
the
Blue
A
date
with
Michelle
—
all
exShe never travels will-out her
day? Try it at night!
many of these night students
penses paid— will be the prize for and White Society will meet her at her
will brin;Extension students, staff and own cars. Add to these cars those some undergraduate
for her and
Toronto
visit. il with
whose name Malton Airport and whisk her off pet poodle,
the night staff, and those
Hart House Theatre goers are of
Michelle has been staying with
from a hat at Satur- to a specially arranged luncheon. friends
jamming the campus parking driven down by Hart House she willday's pick
in
Montreal
befoie going
football game.
grounds between 7:00 and 7:30 theatre-goers, plus Day Student
Michelle is on her way to Hollyto Hollywood. The U-I studio hjs
Society members who drive down Tickets for the raffle go on sale
wood
where
she
is
under
contract
p.m., Mr. A. Russell, assistant for
meetings.
today. For 25 cents, they can be to Universal-International pictures. made no definite plans for her carsuperintendent said, yesterday.
yet but she expects to start
Quite a number of the stu- The U of T police do their best picked up in Hart House, the SAC The student winning Saturday's work eerright
away, she said.
dents who park on the campus to cope with this situation by office, and in most student gather- raffle wil escort her to dinner and
to
the
Blue
and
White
dance
in
stationing guards
at
the
campus
by day have been given warning entrances.
"Everyone
has really been coing
places.
Hart
House.
When
all
areas
are
tickets which request them to
Miss Boudet
is a 20-year-old
operaBrian
ting tohelpAnderson
bring hersaidtu Torhave an interview with the uni- filled to capacity, the guards French
film
starlet.
Blue
and
Miss
Boudet
will
draw
the
ticket
onto,"
last
versity police chief. However, then refuse entrance to other white chairman Brian Anderson for her own date between halves night. Her studio is rushing
pubno students have been excluded cars and they are forced to find and Student service commissioner of the football game.
licity
pictures
to
The
Varsity.
from campus parking.
a parking space elsewhere. So
Tickets will be available this
be kind to the U of T Police.
Eut tothecompare
day problem
morning, said.
the Blue and White
begin
with thedoesn't
night If you plan to come down to
chairman
problem of parking. Last year the campus at night, travel by
there were more than 16,000 hike.
Reis's Rainbow
adult students attending Univer- subway, or cheaper still, hitch- Curt
Needs
Cast
of 600
ERRATUM
face. Tile V;:rsity an"I want 600 people to try out 25-piece orchestra of strings, Red of nounced
last night that Wyatt
percussion, brass, flute and
for avuecast
52," AllRe- piano,
oboe. No musician has been hired Trinity
Earp' is College.
not the dean of men at
directorof Curt
ReisVarsity
said yes"We begin
next Milton Barnes, orchestrator of Dean Earp's initials are A. J.
week andterday. wc
need casting
both Negro
and
and white artists,"
Curt Reis'
production
error. we apologize for any emwill beof Purific
musical sidy.
Dancers, signers, actors, chorus- ation
yet lastof year,
harassment caused by yesterday's
director
the
show.
types — all are in great demand. Reis is anxious to have as many The mistake was made by our
"tinian's Rainbow" is the first
AVR in four years. The Negro people as possible try out. "Only managing editor — Hop: long Casartists wil be used in the chorus l^v getting hundreds of applicants
and as singles.
we do the show properly,"
The February production will hecan said.
be the first amateur production of AVR offices are in the balcony
of the Junior Common Room of
"Finian's Rainbow" in Canada.
Also needed for the show is a University College.
National

Feuding Students Leave Trinity

Publication

Born;

NFCUS'
Forgotten
Canadian campusesTabloid
last week
The
first issue — sixteen tabsaw tiontheand birth
of
one
publicaloid pages — contains one story
the death of another. on Toronto.
Written by David
Five thousand copies of The
first-year
U.C. student.
Canadian University Post were Stein,
It is a aprofile
of Anthony
Gray,
ofdistributed
Toronto. at the University young Shakespearean actor.
single feature in the
Plans to continue "Canadian newLargest
paper is a two - page
Campus." NFCUS quarterly, spread
with
of the
were
scrapped
at the annual University ofphotographs
British Columbia.
conference
in Montreal.
The Post, which is published
According to advance pubin Montreal, is a commercial
licity, the paper
be sentas
student
homes will
as soon
venture, designed to hit all to
Canadian, students. It will) be the university directory Is
distributed free to their homes.
published.

SOLIDARITY
FOR EVER
ThetheTrinity
Andseats
TrinityBoys
Boysarearerowdy
rude.
We varnished up their toilet
Just to make 'em smooth.
all their
silver.'—
AndWe wepurloined
hit 'em with
our hose
And sent the home gymnosophists.
We mean without no clothes.

2
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To make sure the milk you drink is pure, many Canadian
farmers and dairymen now use milk-handling and processing equipment made from stainless steel containing

This

is how

about 8% nickel. The Inco nickel used to make stainless
steel in Canada is mined, milled, smelted and refined here,
and stays in Canada to help provide jobs for Canadians.

stainless

made

in Canada

helps

bring

you

with
pure

steel
Inco

Nickel

milk

smelted by Inco near Sudbury, Ontario. Final
cmcf mates jobs for Canadians »
refining is done at Inco's plant in Port Colborne, Ontario.
From milking time to bottling time, milk produced
2. Inco nickel is used in Canada for the manuby the most modern farms and dairies seldom touches
facture ofstainless steel.
anything but nickel-containing stainless steel.
3.
This
stainless
steel is used by Canadian manuThis stainless steel has a hard, corrosiorirresistant
facturers™ theproduction of milking machines,
surface that is easy to clean. When used in farm
coolers and other equipment for handling and
and dairy equipment, it helps keep milk pure.
processing milk.
All the stainless steel produced in Canada for this
These steps in the manufacture of this equipment—
equipment is made with Inco nickel. Here's how
from the ore to the finished product— require
this Inco nickel helps provide jobs for Canadians:
thousands of workmen. In this way, Inco nickel
stays in Canada to help provide jobs for Canadians.
1. Nickel-bearing ores are mined, milled and

THE
I

Write for a free copy of
ihe illustrated booklet,
"The Romance of Nickel".

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
OF CANADA ' LIMITED
25 KING
STREET COMP
WEST, ANY
TORONTO
Producer oj Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium
and other Precious Metals.
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runneth

over

lavJthhatU,nhVe7ny °f Southe™ California's Wampus Magazine
student's ve"sion °£ the "n'te"
Se!*to theonepurse
rtX^ViS
IOfpledge
allegiance
the united
interests of General Motors
And to Charles Wilson, for which it stands,
One billion dollars, indivisibl
With breadlines and sufferine,g for all.

Photographers
are shooting a pretty girl who
picture with
couldn't fit into the
are members of the
They Camera
them. House
which is
Club
Hart
meeting at 8 Wednesday night in
the Hart House Music Room. New
members are invited.

™ students
ihe. V67
."ear fUture
a letere"<lum
be taken
the
of Acadia
to determine
whetherwillAcadia
will among
accept
or reject membership
in NPCUS.
Hans are now in the making as to the method to be used to
educate'
aboutwillNFCUS;
bull
sessionsthe andstudents
literature
be used.class meetings, assemblies
The Daily Princetonian, required
at one of the more
pretentious of the Ivy League colleges,reading
has announced that '■Hate
Yale!" is definitely out as a football cheer.
"Last November," went the Princetonian's story, "the cheerleaders upset alumni and administrators from both schools
leading undergraduates in a continuous 'Hate Yale' chant, whichby
grew in volume with each chorus and was climaxed by the launching of a number of balloons."
The Princeton cheerleader who led last year's malevolent little
hymn made clear this week the obsolesence of Hate as a way of
up some constructive little chants," he
tryingto tothethink
life. "We're
Presidents
in a letter
wrote
* * of *both colleges.
The -Engineers-versus-all-comers brand of school spirit was
scathingly attacked last week by Pep Club president Mike Jeffery
at the University of British Columbia.
"The engineers claim they have more spirit than any other
single
said, and
they and
pointblood
with drives.
pride
to the group
success onof the
Froshcampus,"
hazing, hegeneral
meetings
"By rioting, superior numbers and mob organization, they
make these the most awaited* events
* .*on our campus." ^

Photographers
and any other interested sorts
who think they can handle a
Rollei, Leica, Speed Graflex, or
are exceptionally gifted with a
Brownie, are asked down to
The
Varsity's office
to discuss
"North American way of life is sadly lacking in culture," said
jobs
this afternoon.
Drinksat 4.30
are offered.
Meeting Ian G. Dorward, this year's St. Andrews Exchange student at
time was changed from 1 to 4.30
so Photo Editor Bill Eppridge
"There are very few small town organizations to promote the
can get equipment for The Var- arts
Queen's
and even fewer discussion groups," said the third year honours
sity's
spanking-new-but-not-yetphilosophy
Dundee, the
Scotland.
finished darkroom.
and
no effortstudent
is madefromto educate
people. "Life is too materialistic

Christianity
"Christianity
a nail," said
the
Anglican
Bishopis like
of Ceylon
yesterday in Convocation Hall.
"The harder you hit it, the furi ther it goes in.''
Bishop Jacob de Mel was discus ing the condition of the church
in India. He said Hinduism would
not absorb the Christian church.
"In the eight
pendence, thereyears
have since
beeninde-no
great landslides from Christianity."

He was a delegate to the
Like
The
Bishop is Nail"
on a two-month -in 1945.Bishop
speaking tour of Canada and the World Council of Churches last
United States. He quoted Mahatma Ghandi's advice: missionaries year.
Tlie Bishop spoke of the "wonderful heroism" of Christians durmust be "more like, Christ, and
not soften the difficult demands
ing the war, and of the work be
ing
done
deaf had
^ind
of Christianity."
the blind.forHelepers,
said the
Hindus
Bishop de Mel was born in Cey- not interfered with this work.
lon and educated there and at' "We trust our governments", he
Oxford. He took orders in Lon- said, "and on the whole they have
don, being consecrated Bishop in been reasonably tolerant."

(VICCiaUl
II iy Skule
thesethree
days.cents
\Aoaclirinn
costs you
inch, itaround
The anmoney—
averagesthe outhips.at *1at
per
student
—
goes to the United
Appeal. Here Ray Smith measure!
Engineering
more
than a Stores
dollar toemployee
pay. Jo Anne Gent. Result: 36i/2 inches, 3 bit

Etiquette
Test
By TONY NOXON
It seems that just about every which the league championship
magazine or newspaper these depends. You should say:
days carries a section devoted la) "Guess I got a little conto a quiz
of one
or another. It may
be type
on anything
from baseball to gardening, but lb) "It seemed to be the onl>
there it is, nonetheless. Just to
ic) to"Guess
put it." I'll be moving'
keep in the swing of things, we place
have decided to publish a little fused."
along
now
fellas."
(d)
"Boy!
Have we got a lousy
quiz on the subject of campus
etiquette.
3.
The
scene
is a Blue and
You have doubtless noticed
how some people, with a fine White dance. You, a fairly hefty
sense of the appropriate action chap, have been dancing 101
or remark, can avoid or smooth some time and you becnme aware
over potentially awkward or that you have been dancing almosttoes.continuously
on your
embarrassing situations. The
ner's
You shouln
say: partpurpose of this quiz is to see goalie!"
la)
"I
guess
I
am
a little
how youationswould
rate from
in suchdaysitu-to
which occur
day around the campus. Ready? i b ) "It's a good thing' you
Here are the situations.
haven't got corns like my gieai.
1. You have completely forgot en to write an English es- rusty."
Agatha."
"Prettytheheavy,
1?"
say, and one week after the aunt
4.tc)Again
scene aren't
is 4 Bluf
essay is due, the professor asks and White dance. You, a frail
you for the essay. You should: and flowerlike girl art aware
(a} Pretend you haven't got that your partner, the clod, has
your hearing aid.
continuous*
ly on dancing
your toes.almost
You should
sayi
lb) Tell him you thought the been
subject choices too mundane (a) "Pretty heavy, aren't]
even to be considered.
tc) Promptly hand him yes- (b) "Try dancing on thi floo
notes. managed
2. You terday's
have calculus
somehow
icl "My
feet corns,
hurt." just liko
id)
"I have
to score a goal against your own sometime."
team in a hockey match upon your great aunt Agatht
When you've exciting things to do
...wear your
you?"

HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA ASSOCIATES
OFFER STUDENT MEMBERS
ATTENDANCE' AT 5 CONCERTS, 2 LECURES,
10 REHEARSALS — FOR $3.50.
Time: — Concerts 9.00 p.m. Sundays.
Place:— Great Hall of Hart House.
Dates:— Oct. 28, Nov. 11, Nov. 25, Jan. 27, Feb. 24
Bntlen. Mendelssohn. \nMusic:— Schubert, Cries, Havdn, Rossini,
aldi, Roussel, Corelli, Bartok, Handel, Tchaikovsky, Cimarosa
Goodman, and
Artisls:— Bo^NeeTconducling Albert Pratz, Hyman
y
other players from the Toronto Symphon
Office Royal ConJoin:_Now-al Hart House Porter's Lodge, SAC
' (Bloor *t Bay).
Musicon Centre
Promenadehips
servatory ofMusic,
ATL card. Ul her
each
Ladies welcome. Two student Members
facultj of the
and
Memberships for your family, friends, and staff
Car".
University from $7.00. Programme printed on MembershipCAMPUS.
THE MOST OUSTANDING MUSICAL SERIES ON

New
Fall dressmakers,
. . . super 70'snewfine
Botany,for new
full-fashioned collars, new Petrol
Orlons, new hi-bulk heavy knits. In
lambswool too, all full-fashioned,
molhproof, shi inkproof— vibrant Fall
colours. At good shops everywhere.
$6.95 - $7.95 • $8.95
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another school
The Varsity does not answer all the obligations of
a university paper. It can't.
Universities (particularly the University of Toronto) lead in research for almost every major profession
in the wqrld. The Faculty of Medicine spends a large
percentage of its time and money on medical research. The School of Practical Science is constantly
investigating new engineering techniques. Similarly,
every profession that depends on the university for
the training of personnel, also depends on it to lead
the way in study and thought.
But journalism, as a profession, can not.
Present-day methods of news distribution are in
for several basic changes during the lifetime of this
generation. The journalist's job will grow more important.
The growth of radio and television news coverage, and the advances in the agency system that
serves the day's news acros the continent, are leading
us toward a new era in the newspaper business. Not
long from now, teletype service to the living room
will supplant the home-delivered newspaper.
Only one function will be left— interpretation. The
newspaper must become more commentary, and
more analytic.
And it will be the responsibility of the university
to train the writers for this new press.
That's where The Varsity falls down. Because of
its limited budget and lack of professional leadership,
this tiny paper must struggle even to act as a glorified
campus
sion.) bulletin board. (If you'll pardon the expresJournalism schools in technical institutes are not
the answer. They train technicians.
This university should investigate setting up a
graduate school of journalism to train the men who
will be needed to lead the press of tomorrow — a
school where those men can work together to guide
the growth of the new press along lines that will
properly serve this country.
nfcus again
We didn't think we would ever write this, but
NFCUS has done a good job.
With a minimum of argument, and apparently
with good feeling all around, last week's national
conference
reforms. adopted several sweeping, but effective,
Proportional voting was introduced, and proportional payment of fees. Several secondary activities
were dropped from the federation's program or delegated to universities where they can be carried out
more easily.
We understand the Toronto delegates were largely responsible for the legislation that implemented
the reforms. Certainly, Gord Forstner, Gerry Helleiner
and Flo AAiddleton, all of our frequently-maligned
SAC, spent a great deal of time before the conference
drawing up their program.
Because of the common sense exhibited there,
last week's conference has left the students of Canada—well, most of them— with a stronger and more
sensible national federation.
We hope it is an indication of future thought in
NFCUS.
And we hope this is the last editorial we will have
to write about it.

the books"
THE
TO
LETTER
Wait! Don't skip this letter
because you're not in, or not
intending
be in Finians
Rainbow (thetocurrent
replacement
for an A.V.R:) If you are, or
ever have been a Revue-er, i.e.
a comedian, ukelele plucker,
face, puller or toe tapper, this
letter is to you — to you, the
rightful potentials for an All
Varsity Revue. This letter. is to
^sympathize with, and (we hope)
goad
talented
souls into
who action
were those
once bursting:
with original ideas which they
were hopefully keeping alive in
order to incorporate into a
campus show, but who, after
waiting- four years, are finding
their energies being stifled and
almost mocked at by the "suwel - organized"
and
appallinglyperior, narrow
book shows,
which are being promoted instead.
This letter also goes to the
Student Organization which has
decreed that these book shows
be produced. The S.A.C. is apunaware thatthey
in making suchparently
decisions
are
greatly
contributing
to
student apathy which theythatso
constantly bemoan, by squelching one of theenthusiasm.
happiest mediums
of student
\
Now all this talk may sound
ill-founded to the many who
remember Brigadoon, Kiss Me
Kate and other wonderful book
shows which were so commendably performed
Varsity had
talents. There, we bycertainly
a fine display
of
campus
enthusiasm, and I would be the
last to deny it. But these recreations of productions which
have been staged, filmed and
recorded
by
of theAmerican
brightest talent thesomeNorth
theatre has discovered, have
little connection with the staging of a campus show.
After all, what is a Varsity
Revue? ceIn
writer's
conption, ittsthis
a series
of skits,
songs and dances, held together
(admittedly sometimes very
loosely) by an underlying
theme, and bound up in an unmistakeable air of familiar
local humour. It is, or should
be
a melting-pot
for allwhich
the
varied
scopes of talent
readers write:
an organization the size of the
University'
possess. A bookinevitably
show, bymust
the very
"CO-ED DEBATES"
limitations
of
its
story
Beware! The rising- tide of script cannot possibly open and
its
women's rights is lapping stage
to these areas. Nor does
against
Debates the
room.door of Hart House
it offer the same enticement to
Last week, five - beautiful
young Delilahs told us why
co-eds should be allowed to
attend Hart House debates. We
have also heard a good case
for the sharing of the shower
looms. But this fact remains:
when the first woman enters
be it the debating room or
showerful activity
room, will
the hum
of usestutter
and
die,
while
the
energy
is
bent
to social activity.
Bruce Flann
HI yr. U.C.
burn

"CARNEGIE RECORDS"
We hear now and then that
if we' build
had newmorethings
money
we
would
and we
would do that and this indeed.
And there come some people
and give us things ready for
,use.And the name of the things
happen
to be Carnegie Record
Collections.
And we put some people in
charge of it.
And the people in charge of
it say: "Lets lock it up, or
someone might want to use it."
And so they did, indeed.
Is it to stay hidden this year,
I ask?
Themis PaPaioannou.

anAVR
amateur performer. ,$je
might feel at ease with ft
"home - grown effort/' byj
slightly overwhelmed by the
professional polish that even an
amateur production of a Broad,
way show seems to demand.
My theory
not Faculties
radical, ^p.'
parently
thereis are
0j]
campus that still feel the same
way. Medicine, Engineering an<j
Dentistry, with smash successes
every year, adhere to the old
format of school productions
But Arts,and "the
literate
free most
lancingcreative
group
of all" for some reason hag
dropped from the ranks. Or per.
haps we consider that we have
elevated our position by leaving
the inexpert, disorganized and
perhaps even slightly corny
levels of a Revue. But original,,
and free
toty come
by inexpression
this day 'are
and hard
age.
A Revue is one vehicle which
harbours these qualities with
natural ease.
We have several organizations on campus that are making their contributions to conventional theatre-going. Let
them University
do Finian'sisRainbow,
this
willing if
undertake a cross-campus -production, then let it be unique
and representative. The talent
is here, the same as it was five
years ago and ten years ago.
Only the proper medium
missing to bring it to light.
The Varsity

Photographers
(Come to a meeting this
afternoon at 4:30)
Reporters
(Come
down
anytime.
ean always
use you)We
ideas)
Letters to the Editor
(He's running out of

look, Henry, a Douhhobour!'
It-**
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Doff
the
Hat
Squire Western. His dogged
kabiche's An Italian Straw Hat maintenance of what amounts
to
is rollickine farce. The Crest cast more than a relationship between "The plant in its pot and
are to be commended for their
babe in the cot" is a gorgeous
unpretentious handling of it. the
side-splitter.
Tom Lehrer would
Their light spirit alone could
be
envious of Max Helpman's
wedt
buoyan
This
off.
it
brjI)g
song-sa
tire,
an idyllic ballade,
vant chivof a bon-vi
ding P^'ynecessi
ty is ingenuous. Evening Breeies. William Job exalrous .by
the bourge- Cousin celled as Bobin, the Country
Labiche belonged to Empire
contorted by loutish
. His
oisie of the Second
Murry Davis, as bookkeeper sulks,
Tarate cirimmedi
his
for
hy
sympat
diveau
was delightfully crotchcle created characters ineffably
ety. He contrived to make his
more accurate than either pity or
goal in life (dry small-cl
malice could produce.
repeatedly risible. Barbara othes)
Chit
Richard Eastoh is an ingratiat- cott
ve without a
ingly bland young Bridegroom soupconwasof seducti
subtlet
fca
va
sans
y,
Fadinard. Tony Van Bridge bris- dire)! Marie Day's Mary Petty
(les eponymously as the horticulstage-s
et
this production.
turist whom his son-in-law inva- It was bothgraced
gay Rosemary
and fancifulTweed
.
riably recoils from as a porcupine. Mr. Van Bridge could play

i

O'Neii
TRnesso
whichp
evene
the d
incredible
The
stage
of
the
Women's
Un
n does not undermi
ne.
ion Theatre is unfit for even the situatio
There were faults in the promost unambitious play. The aud
u
c
t
i
o
n
.
A
tendenc
y .towards diditorium is unfit for even the
most unsympathetic audience. some alect even over clarity obscured
of the more heated exchanYet Jack Sherriff and his. small
between players. Still, the
but zealous Players* Guild Com- idea gescame
clearly through and
pany made light of both difficulmay
even
have helped in effectties, and opened the University
ing the realistic mood. A backCollege Theatre season last week
f accordion music by
with a very successful two night Tony Keithground owas
effectiv
stand of "Rope", a one-act play ed into
the movement ofelythework~
play
by Eugene O'Neill,
by
director
Sherriffseldom
and added a
fulness
of
colour
sensed
Though essentially a 'gimmick' efforts.
play, used
shallow
in its plot,
was
by Sherriff
and "Rope"
Com- in the usual amateur one-night
vsny to establish a mood of inis due in particular to
tense reality and drama. Less theCredit
excellent , performances of
than a dozen people worked to- Ray
Stancer as doddering old Agether for slightly under a braham
Bently, lunatic miser.
month with a budget that could Nadine
who played hiii
not feed a budgie and still achie- slovenly Ragus
daughter with great
siovedn aJ.a polish very nearly profes- aptness and whose use of dialect,
hillbilly variety, seemed unbelieDespite the limitations of stage
vably natural. John Harasti. the
and hall, audience participation volatile Irishman who spins a.
in the drama was full and unbro- Machiavellian web of hayloft inken. From the opening curtain,
trigue, and Don Sutherland, who
which revealed a dramatically seems a little gentle for the
lit tableau, through the ironic brawling ruffian he was cast as.
unfolding of the tale of a house Lee likeCaller
as the child who folds
bitterly divided within itself to H?.rasti'sjob. web does a very childthe final fade-out, where poetic
justice in the person of a halfOner? the
PlayRim
witted daughter hurls the spoils
Guild other
did a hand,
bad jobU.C.'s
by limitover which all are bickering into
ing the production to two nights.
the sea, there is a strong vivid-

Robert McFerrin
Robert McFerrin, the first
negro to win a leading
at the Metropolitan contract
Opera,
opened the Eaton Auditor
ium
series last Thursd
ay
evening.
Baritone McFerrin literally
of the Auditorrope made iumthehum walls
with the vibrations
from his lieder solos. Of small
build, Mr. McFerr has a
greenwich gallery powerful range, and,in contrary
operatic singers who
to
citizen kane takemost
to an evening of recital,
ease with Bach,
entirely
is
straw hat Schubert andat Ravel.
Although McFerrin did sing
jacqueline one operatic aria, "Cortigiani,
mcferrin vil razza dannata," from Rigoletto, this was not his most
spectacular rendition. I have
rarely been at a concert in
which the classical numbers
were presented so smoothly.
When McFerrin did reach the
inevitable
American folk songs
Ulster
Hearst
Vulture
Rolls
By
spirituals, one could only
the first op- and
Citizen Kane", which has at who had almost
"Jacqueline."
the current thild, thetic
Jacqueline,
wish he had lingered longer
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
i
n
their
lives
to
and bewitchesis asympaIocjU
long last arrived at the Interover the early part of the pro- feature at the Hyland is a film potentate into
develop
their
own
ideas.
Amid
her father
national, is undoubtedly Orson
gram. They made up parts TV very much to be recommended. on his estate. hiring
In spite of its
Produced in Belfast, Norththe fine perform- and V of the program; one
Welles' masterpiece. Neverthe- all thisances ofand
ern Ireland, the story concerns "happy. ending" the film is rethe actors it is difficult •section seems more than enough the trials
less,
like
all
of
Welles*
films,
it
of
a
shipyard
worker
markably
free
from
the sentiis a strange beast.
for this kind of song when a
to see what
mentality usually associated
bution was. Welles' own contri- baritone skilled in singing who yearns for the counti-y life with films about
the
Irish.
It is based on the life of newsof his youth and seeks consoGUY GROEN classical music is at hand.
The situation is filled wii h
paper magnate Randolph Hearst
lation at the local pub. His
and, since Hearst did not like
acombined
genuinewith
pathos
muchwhich
humourin
the portrait painted of him, he
and wit of the dryer kind. Anil
took appropriate steps to ensure
SNOW
ON
BAY
ST.
that it was not widely circulatrightly so, fora thedifferent
canny Ulstejbreed
art at the moment, but lie hopes
At present the gallery is still man is ofwhimsical
ed. As a result, it has been
Magic,
strange,
deligtful
—
Mi-''
Irishman
gathering dust in a Hollywood chael Snow's present exhibit at that his gallery will do something dependent on .the framing busi- tofromthe the
south
and
very
conscious
towards
improving
the
situation.
the
snug
Greenwich
Gallery
on
ness
—
a
somewhat
subversive
vault for almost fifteen years.
of livelihood. This is Mr. indeed of the difference.
He has many other plans — ex- means
LikeHearst. Kane (Orson Wel- BayAt Street.
times his paintings are simThe dialogue of the film ia
Victor O'Brien's racket, and, as
hibiting
painting
by
such
artists
les) is a publisher. He has been
ilar in their dreamy quality to as Harold Town of the Painters he claims, he "makes the whole consistently amusing and the
separated from his mother at an
cast
is loaded with small charEleven
—
established
artists
who
Graham
Coughtry's
luminous
thing possible."
This income
gives
early age. but has inherited a
the freedom
to patronize
but Mr. Snow has a del- can be compared favourably (in Isaacs
acter parts all marvellously
fortune. He uses this to turn a pictures,
the
artists
he
chooses
and
to
aricate
and
whimsical
sense
of
huwell
done
by John
matureGregson
and seathe opinion of Mr. Isaacs) with
staid, failing newspaper into a
soned
actors.
and
mour
that
is
unique.
This
is
most
range
the
exhibits
he
thinks
will
flaming, sensational rag. He un- evident in his pen drawings of the gallery's four artists. In the benefit them and the Canadian
future, he hopes to arrange ex- public. But Mr. Isaacs looks with Kathleen
s
u
c
e
s
f
u
l
r
u
n
s
Ryan
as
Jacqueline'.!
for
governor,
is
parents
are
excellent
but
the
married twice, builds a fantastic shy, wispy chairs and tables.
change visits with the United
is quite literally stolen by
Casa Loma-like castle called This subtle (humour, which show- States and even Europe, He is enthusiasm at the future, when show
Jacqueline
Ryan
in
the
title
ed to advantage in the drawings,
Xanadu for his second wife,
his own private collec- he renounces the framing busi- role. She is a delightful child
divorces her and dies.
looked merely flimsy in his sending
tion of fine prints to an exhibit •ness
to go straight. actress and her appealing persculptures.
His
large
oils,
often
in
British
Columbia and his col- He willandthendecides
All this is the familiar riches- on the same subject — tables and
enlarge his gallery,
formance alone makes the film
l
e
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
European
gallery
postto-corruption variety of plot. chairs — occasionally showed a
ers will be shown in Hart House his exhibits and his plans.
one which cannot he too highHowever, it is told during the
Janet MacDonald
first ten minutes of the film in nightmarish
ly praised. Colleen Stanley.
schizophrenic qual-~ this winter.
a strange pseudo newsreel. The ity, at other times appearing to
rest of the film consists of the be enchanted impressions of evobjects. Most impressive
'etellmg of the story through ery-day
'he eyes of his sycophantic gen- was a large flaring landscape of
eral manager (Everett Sloane). grass and sky and light all rush;he man who was once his best
ing up in an incantation of grow'•"lend (Joseph Cotten), his rich th.
guardian
wife. and his pathetic second
'Avrom Isaacs, owner of the
gallery, is proud of his artists.
What comes out of all this is There are four connected with
the
gallery— Michael Snow, Gera ''"ileal study of a megaloald Scott (whose portraits were
m
a
n
i
a
c
.
T
h
e
■
only
compa
rable
seen
in Hart House last year),
urn that comes immediately to
Robert
Varvarande, and Graham
2md
is
the
Japan
"Basho
ese
m°n ■ As in "Citizen Kane", the Coughtry. These are all Toronto
artists
who
have not yet estab::"1e sto,'y is told through the
lished their reputations. Each
IHr .£
People
and,
,
R^homdi"er
on",en'"Citiz
will
have
an
exhibition during
en Kane"
"lenly stylised. The photo- lery.
the year at the Greenwich Galjraphyandmakesnoveluse of unusual efcamera angles,
Mr. Isaac's
enthusiasm
his
and Canada
is theformost
gj setting
eer|e
quality. have an artifical. artists
striking feature of this gallery.
c.f^U-!nlhe film also ^minds one He most evidently has strong
Now'- • documenta>'y like "See it views on the state of Canadian
fei-ii" mof,,sKane's
seai'ching
the
life.outInoffact.
( ^6
general
effect of this
COCKTAIL PARTY
'»anon
of stvlisntfnn
stylisation
with eom' set
Js that
Trinity College Dramatic
of
a
documentary
in a nightmarish world
Society will present as its
-ie imaginatjon
pnajor „production
"TT. h S.e
Cocktail
Party" 21,by 22,
somewha is
<-c!tu5n
Eliot,
February
23
bious lSOn
successful
hybridwhy this
and
24.
Wilfred
Pegg.
Esq.
fact
that
Orson
^°bab]y the
will direct. Readings will be
groi!? Was surrounded by a
held on Thursday from 2 to
such flc°l,taIented
technicians
6 p.m. in the rec. room at
are curently being exhibited at the Greene
and
lm
editor
Robert
Wise
fl Nomographer Qregg Toland
St. Hilda's.
Michael Snow, e^'Lt^l poaes coyly for our photographer.
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Caledon

Farm

Offers

in North
Fall Weekend
Caledon Hills the costs of keeping up the farm
Chairman of Ihe. Bruce
Stuart, and making weekends available
Farm Committee,
anounced that there would be an to students of the University.
weekend this October 19-21. According to Stuart, committee
open
Among other things provided members
and guests are called
nment is an exfor guests'tensiveentertai
jobs during the
to doto odd
record collection and var- upon
weekend keep the house and
ious things to do out-of-doors.
Caledon Hills Farm is run by grounds in good condition. the
a Hart House Committee and re- Further information about
ceives grants from Hart House.
transportation to CaleStuart adds that a nominal fee is weekend,
don Hills Farm etc. may be. had
charged all visitors to help pay by phoning WA. 3-7578.

HART HOUSE DUPLICATE BRIDGE CLUB
FIRST WEEKLY GAME

— Tuesday, October 16th —
HAKT HOUSE — EAST COMMON ROOM — 7:15 p.m.
NOVICES WELCOME
PRIZES
PRIZES

CAN

YOU

SOLVE

IT?

E subject also
articleIZ
on this
MYSTERY shortPR
0 UC
$1
being Daniel Wilson. UC President from apeared in "The Globe and Mail"
ten dollars isCollege
A prize of -Univer
sity
offered by
1880-1892, who is known to have on President
October 7,Sidney.
1953. Smith and
t in the been
l Marsh Jeannere
event,it Principal
Principa
greatabout
at the nts
Jeanneret are the other
"
stone
Mystery Contest, made present
'Corner
stateme
certain
the who.
who canandanswer
Anyone where
-the Varsity. judges
the early issues beof found
contest.
why questions in Other
Becauseof the
of the
forthcoming cenwhen,
mayToronto andin the
clues
sity
its
of
"Univer
tenary celebrations. the inbefore
on
foundati
College's
the
of
vestigations are quickly being
p.m. this Friday October 19 Colleges 1827-1906 ", W. S. Wal8is eligible.
lace's "History of the University pushed forward. Results are hoped
Professor H. N. Milnes, one of
", and the "University for by Friday.
Toronto
of
the judges, has been conducting
a private investigation of this College-a Portrait 1853-1953." A
"Cornerstone Mystery". He
refused to comment on the results of
$25
A
s HHO
his probe but admitted that it Skule Grad Givetor.
■enown
of the orchestra's
conducwas useless to look at old plans
Astra
of the building.
Orches
"A
mere
$25
is
a
bargain-I
blow
_Hart House
cheque
a
d
sociation has receive
In addition, he said that Sir
Skule that
Smuckmuchsaid.in one wild weekend,"
for $25 from M. Smuck,
ac- Smuck lives in Hamilton and
Graduate of 5T6. In the letter
companying the cheque, Mr. will drive in each Sunday to hear
Smuck said he was taking out the concerts. The chairman- of
BLUE AND WHITE
patron membership in view of the
calibre of the associates and the HHOA
expressedcheque.
great pleasure "
at "It
receiving
Homecoming
is the the
sort of example and
support that the Associates need,"
DANCE
STUDENT
HILLEL
Saturday
FOOTBALL
DR. DAVID SAVAN

_ CLASSIFIED ADS TICKETS
OCTOBER 20th
FOR RENT
SPECIAL STUDENT BATES
BARGAIN AND
A
—
9.00
p.m.
—
STILL
Nov.
and
Dec.
only.
Suitable
for
Time — $3.25 a year. Life — couple or two students. Fully
Illustrated — furnished duplex, reasonable. Call
BLE
Sports
year.
AVAILA
STILL
a
$4.25
$4.00. Write student periodical
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
HART HOUSE
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157, WA. 3-3776. Bathurst-Dupont.
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM. — SWEATERS — 20% OFF!!
IN HART HOUSE
6-7920.
UNTIL OCT. 20
Brand name pullovers and car- 5 Orchestras $2 per couple
!! 60% DISCOUNT !!
digans.
Lamb's
wool
or
Orion.
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of: Mep's or Women's, all colours, all
TIME — 53.25: LIFE — $4.25; sizes.
Call Warren Lefton. UC reSPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
sidence WA. 4-8931.
Students only. Order now, pay
APARTMENT
later. ADAMS AGENCY, RU. 1- Two SHARE
business girls anxious to
4249, all periodicals.
Than Honest
"Ed's At The
At The
share their apartment with anTYPEWRITERS
other girl. Spadina and St. Clair.
$1 Weekly Rents: $1.50 Buys Beautiful home. $50.00 each per
S.A.C. BOOK EXCHANGE
Any make, brand new typewriter. Loc.
311. month. Call WA. 3-6611.
(Rental refunded it you buy). calendar
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, addS A L E
ST. CLAIR
AND YONGE
ing machines. Humber Type: DISTRICT
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103, Five minutes to subway. FurnishMONDAY and TUESDAY — 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
TYPEWRITERS
HUNDREDS OF BOOKS AT LESS THAN i/2 PRICE
ed room, suitable for gentleman
Special student rates. All regular student, breakfast if desired.
makes: new or rebuilt; rented and Telephone after 6 p.m. WA. 3-1918.
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
LOST
GAMES TODAY
repairs and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
Ladie's gold wristwatch with
nak
East
4.00
Jr
SP5
vs-"Trln
Gaishowlti\Giblon, Pasterblack
band,
in
vicinity
of
UniverGONICK STENOGRAPHIC
sity
College
to
Simcoe
Hall
to
SOCCER
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
North
12.30 Wye
vs •'Phann
South.
Med. Bugarskl
Avis(Med vs Law)
Whitney Hall. Monday. Call DorROOM 1409
LACROSSE4.00 —Sr.1:00SPS
Rules Clinic — FloorSr. Demonstration
WA. 2-0587.
Due
to
re-gi-ouplng
Vtc.
I
AH types of manuscripts, Theses, rine Lewis.
seu revised schethilc 3i£lew. vs Med. II game cancelled —
CAR FOR SALE
and secretarial work. Formerly
VOLLEYBALL — vs MAJOR
LEAGUE Perkons
6.30 Arch
Dent.
1950 Prefect -for sale. Cheap, clean,
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM.
VOLLEYBALL —vs MINOR
LEAGUE
5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
body in excellent condition. New
1.00
Pre-Med
I
A
Vic.
II
Knox A
rearend and battery, heater. Call 7.30
vs Pharm. A Drebln
Persons
:! SAVE PER YEAR
8.30
Knox
B
vs Wye. B
Perkons
TIME — $3.25 (reg. $6.50); LIFE D. Branton. MO.LOST8474, after 6 p.m.
LACROSSE — REVISED SCHEDULE
Lee, Brown
Wed. Oct. 17 5:00
1.00 Med.
U.C.I.
vs Trin
SPS I
— $4.25 (reg. $7.25); SPORTS ILIll
vs
Lee,
LUSTRATED — $4.00 (reg. $7.50-; A gold watch. Towa make, some7.00 Pharm. A vs Knox
Jean.-*,
Naylor
Kerr, Brown
Crawford
where on the university grounds,
NEWSWEEK — $4.50 (reg. $6.00);
Thur.
18 4.00
St.
M.
vs—
Vic.
I
Jeans, Naylor
5.00
Med.
V
vs
SPS
IV
Jeans.
Nnylor
16$2.00
months
READER'S
DIGEST
—
6.00
Med.
VI
vs
SPS
V
after
the
Queens'
—
Varsity
game
(reg. $4.00). Call Harvey Sat., Oct. 6th. $10.00 reward to -Frl. 19 1.00 Law vs Forestry
Brown, Lee
Haber, OR. 1392.
finder. Phone Doug — CH. 1-9220.
SPECIAL

. . . and qualify for
commissioned rank in
the Naval Reserve
You can serve Canada, receive
specialist
extra
income training
while and
at earn
University
through
the
U.N.T.D.
There
interesting training ahead andis
summers
at sea at regular Navy
rates of pay.
Apply Now2nd. . . Floor
119 ST. GEORGE ST.
WA. 3-5267

S?&m£

OFFER

"Modern Jewish Secular
Tues., Oct. 16on 8:30 p.m.
Thinkers"
SMART HAIRCUT
— The One That You Like —
600 University Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. to85through
6 cents
p.m. Friday
ONLY

U.C.
CORNERSTONE
BALL
PLACE
U.C. Men's Residence
TIME
9:30 pjn.
DATE
October 19
Dress Informal
Price - $2.00 per couple
Get tickets at U.C. Rotunda

/

W^that's Right Lmdiesi WitftTfreiy JRPXXi
Two PoiV V*ou Get Two Spares . .W f\^C f
Here's hosiery
a rare foropportunity
long-lastingA supply
fine
nylon
far less thanlo getyou aeverrealimagined!
regularof$1.25
value for only $1 .00— P^s a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and iwo spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine
nylon
couponhose.
below Take
for fastadvantage
delivery.of this offer NOW. Clip and ma'il the
DEMSE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227, READING, PA.
Please
two pairs$2.00.
and two spares of Denise Hosiery.
For thissendI amme enclosing
Size Sheer
Length□
Business

UNIVERSITY^AVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

CityDENISE HOSIERY

Dress Sheer J~|
Q Beige O Taupe
BOX 227, READING, PA.

EXPORT
CANADA'S
FINEST
CIGARETTE
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Skule

Battles

Vic

To

1-1

Draw

BY DON McOILL Grid
In Bitterly - Fought
Opener
JohnibrookS
Jerry Aziz,
an ex-Trinity man.
I End Gerry Weatherhead made
l
ramura
Int
I
up
saw
us
Vester„«day'sthe Gro
camp
back
Vic received four penalties on several sensational catches
five successive plays. These fre- passes from quarterback Bob With the current football season one-third over, the future
openel' hi«hly-regarded football
Sr.
the
made the game
by
tie
1-1
a
to
held
£<fitor>
ViC!,
looks rosy for our undefeated Sports
Varsity Blues.
They own a 15-13
was har4 dull forquentthepenalties
squad neiu
400 fans present to ^oweStar-Gazing
■ wm over McGill and a 7-7 tie with Queen's. The next two weekends
watch
these
campus
rivals.
The local forecasters are still are spent in home-and-home series with Western Mustangs, and,
ut and tempers
SRt't througho
the Both teams were able to make picking
Vic to . despite
repeat astheMulock
any Metras' upsets, the Blues should find themselves in
from time to time, with was
some
long
gains,
but
neither
could
Cup
winners,
low- barring
man
SPSone
the top spot with a 3-0-1 record come October 27.(
that
Jesuit from the game
scoring
tilt
with
SPS,
who
were
keep
a
drive
going
long
enough
And chances are better than 50-50 they'll be there alone.
eJelectedKicking All-Important
to hit paydirt. Most successful low in the standing last year.
McGill
and Queen's
lock horns
next twoTheweeks,
and
im- ground gainer for the Skulemen
emphasizedttenthepunt,
could
knock
each other
right twice
out ofinthethe running.
Redmea
Th» same
was last year's star backfielder
„,tance of the oft-forgo
pretty
well
occupy
that
inglorious
position
right
now,
and!
should
they win one, or even two, from the Gaels, our boys \vould be
for aUtheseor- Ken Selby. Vic's best ground Soccer Seniors
accounte
55ln> yeste
rday'd s low scoring tilt gainers were Paul Newman and
well
onit"their
way to bringing the precious Yates Cup back here
where
belongs.
the"
came
scoringgot tally
lone they
vfc- time
jariy
*e ballFran
Defeat
OAC
5-1
Sst
PLAYOFF NOT LIKELY
k
the first quarter whentremendChances of a playoff for the title seem extremely remote when
ah bounced
rked
unco
t
Ebenhard
takes a look at the standings and the future schedule. Suppose,
Baby Blues Win one
ous 70-vard hoist, whic
The Varsity and Intermediate for instance, that Varsity took a pair from Western and had seven
zone. Thee
SPS endtheir
in thepicke
^ep eers
points
going into the McGill game here on November 3. If McGill
singl
soccer
Blues
continued
their
winup
d
E„«,n
ning ways Saturday by scoring split with Queen's in their two games, and if the Blues tripped
er
point early in theawaylasta quart
the
Redmert
right here in Toronto, all we would need would be a
double
victories
over
O.A.C.
rd
40-ya
got
Neil Perkinswent
with the Gaels in Kingston, and the championship would rest
The Senior Blues started off intie Toronto.
. SPS
for a rouge
punt dwhich
to
add
to
ces
slowly in face of a hard-playinp
misse great chan they failed to
Guelph team. However, they soon
their total when
It sounds
complicated,
n'est-ce
But complicated
not,
settled down and for the rest or it could
a field
very well
be the way
that pas?
the remainder
of the orgames
pick up a single point one the
will pan out.
20the
game
out
played
O.A.C.
By
insid
pt from
attem
goal
AIM TO WHIP GAELS
d a
half-time, the Blues held a 2-0
yard line and when they misse
lead. In the second half, the Blues
the 25-yard
punt from serio
point on a only
And
you
can
bet
your
buckthethat
Blues'is second
scorus
tallied
three
more
times
to
win
other
objective
(number
one
being, bottom
naturally,
Yatesthe Cup)
to roll
line Vic's
the second
into Kingston on November 10 and trounce the pants right off
ing threat came late in ined
going
away
5-1.
Blues
goal
scorers
e
-driv
were
Webb
with
two
goals
and
susta
Frank Tindall's Tricolor.
quarter whenthea SPS
up onran. out. 10-yard line
ended time
Duncan. Peret, and Simbalus with
Should such be the case, it would he sweet revenge for Dalt
when
Penalties Mar Game
pneThegoalVarsity"
each. II's game followed Whites lads. No one will ever forget Jocko Thompson's spinetingling
goal in the dying seconds of that final game there
and
offenses of both SPS
the pattern of the Blues game, last year.field
Or the 18-0 pasting in the playoff.
VicThewere practically stalled by
with
the
Seconds
rolling
up
a
3-0
Now that we have successfully surmised that the Yates Cup
at times aroused
penalties,ofwhich
LARRY JOYNT
lead in the first half- The Seconds safely
both players and fans. Larry played
packaged and on the way from Kingston to Hart House,
the irewere
the entire game at eventually won their game 5-1. isit might
There
14 penalties assessed quarterback against
not be a bad idea to pinch ourselves out of our daydreamand Baby Blues scorers were Morris
ing
(which
usually follows a football weekend) and remember that
the game. 10 to Vic and was instrumental inMontreal
during
aiding
the
with two goals, and Werry, Mc- there are still
four games left, and anything can happen.
four to the Engineers. At one point Blues to their 15-13 victory.
Kenzie, and Bracken.
But it was a sweet little image, and we can hope for a happy
result.
WILD & WOOLY START
The Scoreboard
McGill Captures
Victoria, defending Mulock Cup champions, and Senior Skule
kicked off the intramural football season yesterday and after an.
SENIOR FOOTBALL
Intercol Tennis
hour and a half of play, all they had to show for it was a 1-1 tie,
P
W
Li
T
P
A
Pts.
Standing!
'
hour and a half of ploy, all they had to show for it was a 1-1 tie,
VARSITY
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Cathie Breslin Meets
Qrant
Boileau
Indians on horseback, when I got The reasons are various. He was
the telegram. I had a choice of the only full professor who never
a class party. He locked
giving it up, hurrying back and missed
spoiling the summer — or taking himself in his office for fifteen
— Eppria?a
my chances. Well. I decided to minutes before each class, to review the lecture that he had
go on. And when the time came,
and published and desome- written livered
I managedwhere, andtoflyfindout a toplane
many times before.
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When
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student came to ask him
Toronto".
to
takewasa train
toThis
twenty-five years ago. for a recommendation for a
And Dr. Grant is glad he came. scholarship, he set aside an hour
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The period".
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About this time, Dr. Grant be- quarter-century at Toronto.
Graham of the Royal Ontario Mus- president of the Canadian Insticame intrigued with the problems A university is full of people. It Till Five Today
tute
of
External
Affairs."
of the North American Indian and was challenging to us to find of A free trip to several American
anthropology. "It was only a hob- these many expendables, a few Universities has inspired fifty
University of Toronto Athletic Association
by, you see,"
says Dr.done
Grant,in Can"But seem to somehow assume a stature undergrads to try out for the Uninothing
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toon elect
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anOctober
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regard
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\hat he was there to measure them
J. P. Loosemore,
"for tlte next war. They just disSecretary.
into themiddle
woods!"of one of
It was inap eared the
Paying Off Accounts
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these expedilions to the Northwest territories, in fact, that Dr.
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HOUSE
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18
offered the chair of anatomy at
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Toronto. "I still don't know how
toEastthealcove
members
House on a l°a"
of theof Artthe Gallery,
ihey found me." Dr. Grant conTo
(Jet
Your
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fes es. "I was somewhere out in
basis.
You
will
find
this
Table
Tennis
the woods, going up to visit some
-In
Fencingwelcome.
Room of collection
the North inWinSWie
All themembers
Bridge
Club
-In
East Common.
First meeting
77:15p.m.p.m.Club
year.the
particularly
welcome.of the
BOX OFFICE OPENS THURSDAY
Archery
-In
theFreshmen
Rifle Range.
North Wing.
8 p.m.
NOTICES
Dark of Bv
the Moon , TTomorrow — The First Library Evening of the Year with MrClyde Gilmour, Movie Critic, leading: a discusion. "Is Hollywood
Howard Richardson
the Vine?".
place at 7:30 p.m. in !the Library
and William Berney
o(Dying
the onHouse.
Women This
are takes
invited.
Directed bv ROBERT GILL
Tomorrow — The First Wednesday 5 o'clock Recital in the StusiC
Room.
Claudette
will ofgive
pr°i
SAT., OCT. 27 to SAT., NOV. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
ramme. Miss
TheseWomen
recitalsinvited.
areLeblanc,
open to sopra.no,
all members
the the
universi
Community.
lio\ Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244 — Student Subscriptions Still AvailMASQUERADE TICKETS
WILL GO DESK.
ON SALE TODAY
HALL PORTER'S
able — $2.50 for the Four Productions. V*,«»'I*.<
HARTi HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY -NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
J. C.
"The time
comes,
you know,"
tv/inkled Professor J. C. Boileau
Grant, "for the old horses to be
put out lo grass. The new head
ol the Department of Anatomy.
Or. Duckworth, has very kindly
>iot only given me free rein in
stall as well."
grass, butthe awalls
.heBetween
of his basement stall in the Anatomy Buildng, Dr. Grant is as busy as ever,
.since his retirement as head of
,he department last spring. At
the moment, he is revising the
textbooks he has written over the
course of his teaching years.
"Books are like people." he says.
"You have to feed plants and
people — and books are the same.
They have to be kept up to date".
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Raffleby tickets
to winafternoon.
a date to Toronto especially for tht>
Michelle Boudet draws Saturday dates
terday.Michelle went on sale yes- raffle. She arrives at MaJton
afternoon already has a date, the with
French starlet will wait to go
Airport Saturday at noon.
out with him Monday or Tuesday. "While sales have been going She will visit the Blues-WtstBecause sales have been slow fairly well," Student Service em football game as a gues t i r
getting started, Blue and White Commissioner Carole Broadhurst United Appeal and will make
Society officials announced last said, "we want to make sure this the draw between halves.
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in Toronto to help the United
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Universalstudents will have lined up United Appeal fund.
International.
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sale • I
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need more, however,' I 1 "d
|1 p.m. ■LEADER ANDREW Brink will conduct a discussioni togroup
A Dentistry's rep said. "By the ent"WeService
ConCommission
SCM. Topic
by thediscussion
the unwe.
held in Approach
Carol Broadhurst
said lastch;-in mai
M
will isbe "Quaker
Events". The
.cmporary sponsored
end
of
the
week
we'll
have
Pharmacy
over
a
mortar
and
witn
right
s
-is 'What
Hs.rt House. In the FROS office at 45 St. atGeorge
Coloi...
She is meeting with all %o«0
pestle.
We'll
teach
them
to
stick
Reasonlialism' led by Prof. R. O. Robinson the same time. taitn ana
to their school work making milk on the program at I p.m. 1 [day
"" is in the Chaplain's office at Hart House
in the SAC office.
s for the UC
4 p.m. OPEN MEETING and first year nominationCommon
Room
the Junior
a'year.UC. Th Literary and Athletic Society UCin Men's
tnis
body
governing
is.is the first meeting of the
shakes."
Claudette Leblanc
More Bible
n m THE
I Mt SCM
meets
at 77
Bible study -*on ' Genesis
again-a
meets
SCM
_,H,'"St. West Bring your supper
study is at Charles
"'
6- 30 p.m VIC MUSIC CLUB has more tryouts for roles in 'Ruddi- HH Sponsors
gove'. A full chorus rehearsal comes at 7.30.
At 5
7- 30 p.m NIETZSCHE will be dissected and dealt
by the SC- Soprano
Miss Claudette Leblanc, sopraBob Russellwithleads.
office.
House
Hart
their
in
M
no, will be guest artist at the
7-30 p.m CLYDE GILMOUR. film critic and writer, speaks to this
Hart House Wednesday
first Hart House Library evening on Is rioliy- first
■ -onyeax's
'•ood, Dying
the Vine?'
concert of the 1956-7 season at
5
this
nftenoon.
> p.m WEST INDIAN Students Association has a general meeting
Miss Leblanc, a graduate of the
coming in the Women'sxUnion of University College.
! p.m atFOOD
Univer-on
Music ofhasthe sung
touring Parkdale Wines' plant Facultysity ofofToronto,
CHEMISTR
cvans
titooicoke.
112 Evans
Ave.,Y in Clulis
Etobicoke.
with
and
T.V.
and
radio
C.B.C.
!8 Pp m.
T
6?
V
the
at
be
will
m RUSSIAN FILMS, singing and food
the Opera Festival. Last year
" Slavic Circle meeting in the Copper Room at Wymihvood.
nu tresor'— is the Cercle torium.
she gave a recital at Eaton Audi8 p m A TREASURE HUNT — 'chassemeeting
in the UC Women s In former years eight free
Francais' Plan for its first
Union
Institute of Wednesday 5:00 concerts haveof
8pm EDGAR MclNNIS, president of the Canadian
Roomcon- mmmt
the Music
Prob- been
Africa:
=
speakClubon in'South
year the
House in This
International
Hart given
Jem.
ms antli Policies
" to theAffairs,
Modern will
History
Falconer
Hall.
their
moving
All Dau HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA AisViateS are
JT h.
Rotunda. Tick- £ KS"irSr& .Sleeping Beauty ^^
Trinity College
booth totenTrierehearsals
membership
ets „.
and a pa* of lectures.
concerts,
«ve will
lorcoX*3'50
rco"°w. the'<"•drive
be held in the Law School at Glendon Hall.
,oorth '
or
a
war
better artistsIhs&sfsstsss.
£
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life and restaurants
October, window-signs and newspaper ads tell
us, is restaurant month. We are to "Enjoy Life," they
say, and "Eat Out More Often".
A splendid
idea! And
we heartily
agree.
We've
always
been in favour
of Enjoying
Life. But
in Ontario
restaurants?
Establishments where one Eats Out in Toronto —
and even worse in cities and towns that depend more
heavily on the tourist trade— seem to be designed so
that one gets the least possible Enjoyment.
There are, of course, a few notable exceptions.
There are some very fine restaurants in Toronto; and
more are being built. Almost always, they specialize
in some kind of foreign cuisine. But generally, such
discourteous service and unimaginative food could
be provided only with a great deal of careful planning.
Northern Ontario is a particularly bad example.
From about Huntsville north — into the land that
thousands of tourists think is most typically Canadian
—the food gets worse and worse. In the country that
discovered bear and moose steaks, that produces
most of the continent's venison) that serves at home
breakfasts of syrup-soaked baked beans, one does
not savour soggy cereals and badly cooked Westernraised meat.
And the service is worse than the food. In the
United States, at whose boorishness we are all too .
prone to sneer, a restaurant-customer is treated as a
guest. They even have free cups of coffee. It is those
small touches (free matches with cigarettes) that
make Eating Out Enjoyable.
In Europe, dining is an art. This counrty that depends on the varied origins of its people for virtually
all of its culture* should not be ashamed to absorb
their culinary abilities and adapt them to its own very
fine foods.

"For

The

Deep among
the roots
of every
tension
between
nations,
deep
among the roots of every person
in
those
nations
lies
home
and
adian. I am an Anglo-Sax Canrace.
I am not Slavic or Negroid, nor
am I from Italy or from Burma.
And yet I am a Canadian. And
if I and my family and my friends
and myland community
and my homedo not understand
what
makes people other than ourselves

GOOD

FOOp

Sake Of Peace . . . Try"
October 18th at 8 o'clock, arirj
By PETER MARSH
oneThiscanneed
come.to understand pp.
tick,
the
tensions
between
Nafroce. tions will be released only by from
differnt countrie
s and !?1
hits us, as Univers
ity stud ^
To meet
thisCommission
situation, theof External Affairs
the square between the eyes, jH
because now at the U. of T <S\
■SAC hasmit e . Iset
up
the
Host
Comn the past few years a
be
'JS^
these
of talk,
many toand
are exact;
theyandpeople,
are
s'tujj
great variety
of U. ofto. T.meet
students
undent
N
have
got together
and whoBut,want
more important, we've ^\
know different people — and have got
underst
this
have
to
almost
and^
any thoughtful groundN
got a real bang out of doing it
— at a reception in Falconer Hall. the Campus. On October \0[}M
This year it's going to be on
ta]]<-'
were
student
group
aA1
bandyfrom^?
aof subject
aboutChristm
till
as. A stochap
Ukraine, a Japanese Canadian
Czech, a couple of men from iu
British West Indies, and
few Toronto types decided evenl
to tali
about "Man and his Needs". s0!j
have
Europea
ofso the
ns may
seared
by the
war, that thl
higher needs of man, need to □
some point 'to life, need f0^\
spiritual understanding, may
longer
On theseemsamerealdayto them.
at 10 o'clotjI
aovergroupcoffee
of students
were
talkie]
at
Hart
abrjl
NATO in particular,House,
and intejJ
national, affairs in general. TfcJ
tried
to find a balance in sinJ
countries as Ceylon
or Iceland
between their desire for the ;J
curity of American troops on thl
one
handn influence
and their
America
. on dislike
the othedrfl
Try
r.
astoa estimate
nationali
leader
stNasser's
inity relation
to the.
fear ofo
creased power felt by the ol
Arab countrie
are just
Nationali
to guage
stic. sTrywhich

much
A- bomb
Chinese anleader,
a Russiand« , or,:
America
n from war. Any ansi
we can give is only as v; lid
our
ge of the people- ci
cernedknowled
is deep.

When the restaurant people realize they haveduties as hosts— to both natives and tourists— that's
whening it. we'll start Eating Out More Often— and Enjoy-

N'

(EATO

Intermediate Intercollegiate Track Meet Oct 24
.The following men have qualified for the Intermediate Track
jte'am
rosterLeais in_
not Athletic
complete).Office
Thoseaboutwhoseeligibility
names
[are (:;:)(However,
please seetheMiss
[certificates.
[* R. Hamilton, * M. DePencier, * R. Ferrie, * P. Bentz, *R.
: Hunter. * Lemon B. J. Hunter, J. Canzi, G. Weider, R. Toop,
(G. Ryva.
Hueston, M. Berger, I. Fleischmann, N. Me nczel, D. Peaice,
,G.
SAC

is
Book Exchange

Paying TwoOff
Days Accounts
Only
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18
From 1 - 5 p.m.
To Get Your Money, You MUST Have Your TICKET.
THE

One of the season's big scorers..
"Moon-ray"

by of 'Coro'!
It's new . . . and exciting! Smoky depths
colour in this ,
costume
by 'Coro'.
in deep jewellery
shadowy shades
thatChunky
change square-cut
their tone "stones"
as they
catch the light. Set in gracefully curved bends of metal
the
colour
of
silver
or
gold.
See
it
at
Eaton's
now!
• Wine,
• Gunmetal,
•• Tiger
Fire Red.Eye Brown.
•
Sapphire
Blue.
Earrings
pair 2.00
Bracelet
each
3.00
Necklet
each -3.00
PHONE UN. 1-5111
EATON'S
Main Store
— Street
Main Floor
Dept. 215
and EATON'S
College
— Main— Floor
J

The VARSITY
FOUNDED 1880
Published by The
Students'
Administrative
Council
of the
University
Toronto,
Toronto 5,of Canada.
Editorial and News Office,
Basement SAC
3-6742
Press Bldg. WA.
Member Canadian
University
Busines and Advertising Mgr.
E. A. Macdonald,
WA. Gzowski,
3-6221
Today's
issue
Pete
Mike
Cassidy,
Bob
Johannes,
Liz Binks, Susie Breslin, Paul
Kyselka, John Gray, Crawford
^■■■■■riimn

McNair.

\ University College
LITERARY
AND
ATHLETIC
SOCIETY

SOFIA
GIRLS
Famous gymnasts from Sweden
Massey Hall, Friday, Nov. 2nd, 1956, 8.15 p.m.
Tickets at $1.50 and SI now available bv mail from The
Treasurer, Scandinavian-Canadian Club, 11 Farhham
Ave. Come along and enjoy
"a gymnastic poem and a cultural delight of absolute
beauty and perfection."

Open Meeting
Wednesday, Oct.
at 4:00 p.m.
IN THE J. C. B.
1st Year Nomination*!

FLOAT PARADE
REPRESENTATIVES
There wiil be a last-minute briefing meeting on Thursday, October 18th,
o:0.0 p.m » the Committee Koom of the SAC Building. If you cannot attend,at
be sure te send a reliable alternate.
slaOffke3 h"Ve ^ Sent in theh' th/meSl
Plea9e d0 " * once, to the
1
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INTERCOL
Varsity

Sending

TRACK
Strong

IN

Squad

MONTREAL

Panthers

Whip Skule
Seeking
Fourth
of the annual three mile, Crown
while promising fresh- Winning Opener
Varsity's senior track team will onto's dominance Straight
15 -1
man Jaanin Roos
and Varey will
be striving to emulate the feat fall meet. Strong Squad
test
him
the mile.
of their football brethren this The Blue and White squad
Williams
Runs
will
afternoon at McGill as they aim as usual, field a
Blue footballer Norm Williams
for their fourth consecutive In- balanced team built strong,
Dave
Smith Star
around awellnu- will be the favourite in the 110 QB
tercollegiate championship. Led
cleus
of
seasone
d
high
veterans and
and 220 low hurdles, ably
By DAVE GAWLEY
by Olympic trial winner Ron
hted by some outstanding backed up by former
Wallingford, and Pete Reid. the highlig
high
school The Trinity Panthers, led by
star Al Gardner. The Blues strong
Read's catch asbordBedmen are favoured to end Tor- freshmen. Leading Varsity's hopes field
contingent will be led by the hard running of backfielder nine yard
ered on line.
the spectacular
Ire
Skule's
be
will
win,
upset
an
for
star sprinter, Angus Bruneau. Gus, Freshman pole vaulter Jerry Dave Smith, defeated the junior made a finger tip grab of the bail
Zadiyko
Engineers
15-1,
yesterday
in
sein
-and
his
Jerry Swinden in
of Intercol
it touched the ground.
Vic Gals Smash activity,firstwillyear
cond division action on the back just beforeGood
Tackling
be attempting legiate
to fill the javelin. Good performances
the spikes of graduate Dick
Hard- are also looked forward to from campus. The game was hard The Panther attack was spaiVing, as he tries to capture the U.Cs discus man ' Ron Larson, foughtout Trinity
by
both
sides
but
throughwas able to gain an ed by the tackling and blocking
triple sprint crown. As well as Vic's half-miler Jim Snider, and
St. Hilda's 10-0 running
of rookie linemen Kent Doe. and
Tony Barrs, Mai -Mcleod edge over Skule.
the 100, 220, and 440 yard fildmen
Rich Wilson, and veteran end,
dashes, Gus also anchors the mile and Bill Sayers.
Stay
On
Ground
POT's
Winners
Coaches
Confident
relay,
Saunderson. Skule's attack
an event Toronto rarily
POT 12 — Vic 4
stuck to the ground dur- Pete
Coaches Hal Brown and Fred Trinity
The athletes from POT downed loses. "Veteran perfor
was led by the running of Hopeing most the game, only Sill
Bill Fotte
Kovacs, and Snihura who also
Gelling will also shoulder mer
throwing fourof passes,
satistheir
expresse
have
a
Victoria
II'
12-4
in
the
women's
heavy
and
d
scored
softbail match yesterday at the burden, competing in the 880, 440,
well defensively
faction with the team's workouts both of their touchdowns on line playedoffence
was paced Theby SPS
tho
Trinity
and mile relay. Last year's winner and are confident that the boys plays. The first Panther score pass
fine
passing
of
Lunn who. but foT
was on field.
hand toA good-sized
watch one ofcrowd
the Bill
Varey and veteran Bruce can "bring home the bacon" once came early in the opening quarter
rushing
of
the
Trinity
line
would)
best games played this season. Hughes will provide Toronto's more.
Along with Varsity and Mc- when they marched downfield
The game was definitely in the challenge to Wallingford in the
Gill, Western and Queens will also from their own 25 yard line in have had more pass completions
of Read and Hepbag when Jane Furnesse smashed
a series of line plays. The march and receiving
teams to Montreal's was
sending
be
Molson Stadium.
of both teams
a tremenduous hit, giving her
led by the rushes of backs averagedburn. The35kicking
Lineups
yeards as both Ellis
ample plate.
time" to shuffle around to
Tony Boeckh and Smith, and was and Lunn booted
well.
home
Bob line
Metcalfe's
The next four batters unfoldfrom the 13by yard
to pay dash
TheS core board climaxed
dirt.
ed their strength. plating runs
Tom,
Karrys
converted.
Six plays Trinity — Gibson. Loucks. Smith,
with amazing rapidity. Vic only
SENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
later quarterback Brook Ellis MueDonald.
Saunderson. M. wn-tn.
scored in the first inning, but
kicked a single. On the first Kreegan. Mercian, Cameron. Bdei kli,
P2 W1 L0 T 1 P22 A20Pts 3 play
Janet Chisholm gave the spectTavenuer,
Sprowl.R. Abbot.
Barry--,
of
the
final
quarter
Smith
VARSITY
Standford,
Elite.
Grofcn.ators afew tense moments when
picture touchdown to wood. OverhoK. Scnce,Wilson.
Doe. Coke.
Queen's 22 11 01 01 426 387 23 •edthea game
she slid into all the bases on her
away
for
Trinity.
Western
Jr. SPSMastourkti.
— Campbell,
Kovaca,
journey around after a bit.
McGillFuture2 Games
0 .2 0 16 18 0 Starting from the Skule 33 yard Snihura,
John*. Hepburn,
The batting supremacy of the
line twisted and turned through Lunn. Bortnlak,
rUggim?,
Rotmaoo,
Pots seemed to put Vic off-guard
McGill at —Queen's.
the Skule line and sped for the Bright, Read. M.itheeon. OTXnnclf.
Saturday
Western FOOTBALL
at VARSITY. goal
in the field, but the gals tried
Hope-sui,
Webb. AUi*,on,
p„k.r.
and the score. Karrys Penman,
INTERMEDIATE
to overcome their weakens in the
Watt,
Tacker,
HetrHrtn«ton,
Future
Games
again line
converted.
ri
Summary
Domm,
Brown.
last two innings.
Friday
VARSITY at Western,
Single Point
Queen's at McGill.
the longest
hit ofthe thelaurels
day
SOCCER
had•If been
measured,
The
only
came
First Quarter
when they Engineers'
recovered point
a Panther
Ire Ga
would have to go to POTs southSkule. single
(Lunn).(Metculifc)
Saturday — RUGGER
Western at VARSITY. fumble deep in Trinity territory 2—1— Trinity.
u.uinclow/1
paw, Carol Marshall.
"
Trinity,
convert
tKarrys)
on
the
third
play
of
the
game.
NORM WILLIAMS
Future Games
After beingLunnheld kicked
in two for
plunges,
Second Quarter
Vie 10 — St. Hilda's 0.
great defensive player with Saturday— Saracens I at VARSITY Derrick
the
In an exciting game played thek football
4—
Trinity,
single
<EH)lb).
Normie is in I. Avro II at VARSITY II.
yesterday in the Stadium, the Montreal todayBlues,
the track INTERFACITLTY FOOTBALL point. Skule threatened late in the No scoring. Third Quarter
notorious gals of Vic I creamed team, in quest oftoits help
game when they grabbed another
fourth
15 Jr.Result
SPS
utive Intercollegiate title. consec- TfinityYesterday's
the Saints 10-0. Mary Foster of
Red
and Black fumble on Trinity's
Fourth Quarter
Vic pitched a tremenduous no46 yardburn andline.
touchdown [Bmlth]
hitter,
ReadLunn's
carriedpasses
playtotoHepthe 5—6 — Trinity,
run. as well as slaming a home
Trinity, convert (Karryb).
GAMESFOOTBALL
TODAY
vs
TJ.O
In short, she is the teams mainStadnyk.Gray, Stoke.!
East 4.0O St. Mikes
SOCCER
stay, along with Pru .Smith and South 4.00 Trln. A
vs
St.
M.
A
St. Rose
Sandy Grant, who also collected
LACROSSE
1.00 U.CJ.
Kerr.
Crawford
vs SPS I
WOMEN'S
homers, and Sylvia Kerr their
BASKETBALL
J
5,00
Med.
Ill
Let.
Brcwn
vs
Trln
ace catcher. Credit is also due to
7.00 Pharm
TEAM MANAGERS
A
Lee, Brown
Wendy Laird and Sheila Auld.
VOLLEYBALL
—
MINOR
LEAGUE
1-00 Dent. O
vs St. M. D Drebin Cancelled)
1. Please check medicals of all players and hend lists in to I
Hancy Hewitt, of St. Hilda's,
W.A.A. office in the SAC building as soon as possible. The j
pitched very well, but
4.00 Emm. A
vs Law (Game
Lilher
all
players must be categories A, B. or B (NS) to be eligible for 1
of their batters found nearly
5.00
Pre-Med
vsvs Med.
U.C. Taylor
Lllher LU Yr. Ltlher
6.00 Arcli
Prc-iDent
couldn't hit the ball. they just
8.00
vs ^(Vyc. A
Persons
competition.
2. Managers of Freshie reams or of teams having first year stu- I™
dents must pick up attendence booklets at Falconer Hall, 84 |
CAMERA CLUB
Queen's Park. Miss Forster's office, immediately.
- CLASSIFIED ADS EVERYONE INTERESTED
3. Managers
responsible
for seeing
that game results are in #
IS WELCOME
FOR RENTtflie W.A.A. areoffice
the day after
the game.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
OPEN MEEETING .
Nov. and Dec. only. Suitable for
Time
—
$3.25
a
year.
Life
—
At 8.00 p.m. TO-NIGHT
$4.25 a year. Sports Illustrated — couple or two students. Fully
in the Music Room
$4.00. Write student periodical furnished duplex, reasonable. Call
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157, WA. 3-3776. Bathurst-Dupont.
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM. - SWEATERS — 20% OFF!!
SPS CIAL STOCKING- OFFEJj!
6-7920.
Brand name pullovers and car
!! 60% DISCOUNT !!
digans. Lamb's wool or Orion.
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of: Men's or Women's, ail colours, all
TIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25; sizes. Call Warren Lefton, UC re
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00. sidence WA. 4-8931.
Students only. Order now, pay
TYPEWRITERS
later. ADAMS AGENCY, RU. 1- Special student rates. All regular
4249, all periodicals.
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
TYPEWRITERS
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys repairs and service. Phone RI.
Any make, brand new typewriter. 1843 anytime.
(Rental refunded if you. buy).
GUITAR INSTRUCTION
hat's Right Ladies! With Every JEWTX* /
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- In the classical fingerstyle „ by
Two fair You OetTwo Spares .:VW\&G$
ing machines. Humber Type- Eli KasSner also flamengo, and
Here's
a
rare foropportunity
to get aeverrealimagined-1
Jong-IastingA supply
fine
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. Folk Song accompaniment. Prinylon hosiery
far lets than^ou
regularol$1.25
vate and class instruction. Days
CAR FOR SALE
value for only $1.00— plus a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and two spares, you air actually getting three pairs of fine
1950 Prefect for sale. Oheap. clean, or evenings. Phone OX. 1-7027.
nylon
body in excellent condition. New
coupon hose.
below Take
for fastadvantage
delivery.ol this offex NOW. Clip and mail die
ST.
GEORGE
AT
DUPONT
rear-end and battery, heater. Call Double room on ground floor. Use
D. Branton. MO. 8474. after 6_p.m of kitchen-dining, all facilities.
DENISE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227, READING, PA
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Girls perf erred. Call WA. 2-3520
PleasethissendI ammeenclosing
two pairs$2 and00. two spares o( Denise Hosiery.
For
Notes. Essays. Theses, etc.. ac- after 5 p.m. or weekends.
curately typed at home. ExperPER YEAR
ienced, reasonable. Mrs. Robson. TIME !!— SAVE
Size
Length
$3.25 ireg. $6,501: LIFE
HU. 1-0260. North Toronto.
Dress Sheer
Business
Sheer□□
— $4.25 ireg. $7.25); SPORTS ILEXPORT
L
U
S
T
R
A
T
E
D
—
$4.00
ireg.
$7.50-;
Lost
City_
CANADA'S FINEST
A woman's white-gold Grueu NEWSWEEK — $4.50 (Teg. $6 001:
watch — expansion _ bracelet. 16 months READER'S DIGEST —
CIGARETTF
Q Beige □ Toupe
DENISE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227, READING, PA:
Please return to Porter's Lodge, $2.00 <r,eg. $4.00). Call Harvey
TrhM 'cviiest.' ' m i rm , 'Haber. OR. 1892.' ' ' ' '
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Suez
Russia
"Russians Need A Long

Not
Stretch

pment"
Of Peace For Develo
material,"
territory or raw Progressiv
"Russia has no need ofan additional
e
Labor
the
for
organizer
Salsburg,
B.
Mid Mr. J.
during a Political Economy Club talk yesterday.
Party,
"It needs a long stretch of
ent of the He said the Russia's desire for
peace for the thedevelopm
education of the the spread of communist doctrine
country and
has lon6 "6° l'een rcfuted- -The
people," he stated.
of Communism dedevelopment
pends on the condition of each
Host Committee
he said,
country.
"ther
is no"For
Red example,"
army in Italy,
and
Students
the
has
Welcomes
yet that country outside largest
Russia
party
Communist
The first Host Committee re- and the satellite nations. Why?
ception for overseas and Can- Because the economic and social
adian students will be held to- conditions in Italy made it possmorrow night from 8-11 p.m. at
Falconer Hall.
To the that
question
ible."
possible
one "How
man. was
Stalin,it
The program wil feature a vio- could seize so much power unlinist, agroup of Ukrainian singchecked?", Mr. Salsberg replied,
ers, a guitarist, a West Indian. "I do not know".
refreshments
o group andSmith
calypsent
been "This is he question that all
Presid Sidney of honourhas
thinking Communists are asking.
.
invited as guest
It is a fault of the system that
causes this inevitably to happen?
Of what? In any case, we demand
WANTED
an answer," he said.
Four months ago in Moscow he
SAFECRACKER
discussed this very problem with
Must be adept in the
Nikita Khrushchev
and ' other
of the politburo.
He
Associated Arts of Safe- members
claimed he saw the evidence of
cracking, Lockpicking,
"horrible
crimes"
perpetrated
by
Cotton Picking and
the Stalin regime.
Chicken Plucking.
_ PURPOSE of Engineers'
the removalArtillery
BLUE AND WHITE
Obsolete
!!!!
BOX 6T2
Homecoming
STUDENT
FOOTBALL
TICKETS
STILL A BARGAIN AND
STILL AVAILABLE
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
IN HART HOUSE
UNTIL OCT. 20

DANCE
Saturday
OCTOBER 20th
— 9.00 p.m.
HART HOUSE
5 Orchestras $2 per couple

UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE
CHEST X-RAY SURVEY
FOR TUBERCULOSIS
FREE! FOR ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
(See Posters on all Notice Boards for full information)
DATE : NOW! October 11th to October 25th inclusive.
PLACE: Coach House, Rear of Falconer Hall,
84 Queen's Park.
COMPULSORY GROUPS: Check your appointment!
Be on time!
VOLUNTARY GROUPS: Any time on Friday, October
19th. (9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.)
PROTECT YOURSELF PROTECT OTHERS
HART

HOUSE

TODAY
ART
The
be open
Gallery
from 11-12
today.ArtTheLibrary
Gallerywillis also
open into thewomen
on campus
fromnoon
4-0 ■;
p.m.
The
Show
is
one
of
Paiaskeva
Clark's,
Toronto
artist.
The
Lee
also. Collection is open to men and women from 5-6 p.m. today
MUSIC
Wednesday
5
o'clock
Recital
and Leblanc,
open to
men and women takes place inat 5thep.m.Music
Miss Room
Claudette
soprano, will provide the programme.
Glee Club
Ante
Room. Port Practice for 1st Basses at 5 p.m. in the Debates
LIBRARY EVENING
Mr. Clyde Gilmour. movie critic, will speak and lead a discussion on Ts Hollywood
the Vine?'on Both
men andfloor.
women
are welcome.
7:30 p.m.Dyine
in theon Library
the second
All
■members of the university are very welcome.
CLUBS
Table Tennis — 7 p.m. in the Fencing Room of the North Wing.
Revolver Club — 7:30 p.m. in the Rifle Range. All members welcome.
THE MASQUERADE — DON'T FORGET — TICKETS NOW
AVAILABLE — $2.75 — THE DATE IS OCTOBER 26TH.

Threats-Salsberg
"Egypt Has A Right To Absolute

War

" can be
Suez crisis
think theCanal
averted; ISuez
Ofbe The
war can
"I thinkol
Contr
Political
the
to
yesterday
SalsbergB.
said J.
solved peaceably,"
Economy
Club.
right to
a
,
nationalism
to
He stated that "Egypt has a right
absolute control of the canal," but that Egypt should "absolutely
guarantee that the Suez Canal be open to aU ships -of all nations
without exception" and that this should be accomplished "without
but through negotiations" Mr. Salsberg cited the Bandung
struggle,
Salsberg, a former M.P.P. conference as "One of the drathe Labor ProMr
gicaaivc
*
o"j i of *
* —
matic*-» signposts
in history- — the—
and a member
d the four
_ .elected
rrtlnn
outlinecontributed
gressive Parly,which
thei ^ 1
its kind crl inr\fof that
first of ronrpepnf
represented
colonial
main elements
peoples
gathered
without
interemeigcuce
01
ir,o
,.„i,
(;„„,,
ference
todecide their. policy
crisis
t Suez Slates,
to the presen
of the
pmei-eence
t states y.ons
socialislelat
the socialist
emergenceof ofcolonialism,
. -.
decline
With toan the
apology
to the Amerinon regard
world.'
between the socialist and with
J. B. Salsberg
cans
present,
he
said that the
socialist states, and rivalries
United
States
was
"wobbling on
sm.
in the camp of imperiali
the Suez issue and that U.S. businessmen were seeking economic
control of the canal by taking
over toll collections in return for
nts!
Stude
g
eerin
Engin
Attention
s'
onal Engineer
to altend the Professi
improving the canal."
You are invited Royal
York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
Dance at the
HIS
and
internation
Music byCANADIANS
. ally famous GUY LOMBARDO
ROYAL
u. C.
Tickets at $10 per couple, may be obtained fromthe
Road,
Avenue
Professional Engineers' Building, 236
CORNERSTONE
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! !
THIS IS THE TOP SOCIAL. EVENT OF THE YEAR
BALL
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION!
PLACE
CHORAL OPPORTUNITIES
There
are openingbothin the
choir of Deer Repertoire
Park UnitedforChurch
forwilla
few
moreMendelssohn's
ehomlcrs,
1956-57worte.
include
St. male
Paul,..ndthein female.
Messiah
and comparable
Those
interested
in
participating
a
high
;tandnrd
of
choral
work
are
Invited 6858.
to telephone
the choirmaster.
,1. Weathersetfa
FJt.C.O.,
MOhawk
The church
\t. convenientlyJohnlocated
on St. Clair
Ave.
West, just east of Avenue Road.
CALEDON
HILLS FARM
EVERYONE WELCOME
Open
Week-end
OCTOBER 19, 20, 21.
For Information: The Graduate Office, Hart House — WA. 3-7578

U.C. Men's Residence
TIME
9:30 p.m.
DATE
October 19
Dress Informal
Price - $2.00 per couple
Get tickets at U.C. Rotunda

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19TH
PRE-GAME By
PEP
RALLY
DRILL HALL — 9 - 12 p.m. — 119 ST. GEORGE STREET
SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
ADMISSION 25-CENTS — YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT !
BOX

OFFICE

OPENS

THURSDAY

Dark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SAT., 'OCT. 27 to SAT., NOV. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
Box Office
Open for10 the
a.m. Four
to 6 p.m.
— WA. 3-5244 — Student Subscriptions Still Available — $2.50
Productions.
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
DON'T

FORGET!

*UG

LUB

MUGLUB

Friday, October 26th at 9.00 p.m.
DRESS: Anything You Can Think Of.
PURPOSE: To Have A Real Ball!
PLACE: The Great Hall With MART KENNY'S Music.
DAMAGE: Only $2.75 For Such A Smash.
* In any language, its

THE

HART

HOUSE

MASQUERADE

HEAR CAMPUS
TALENT TODAY
12:30 fo 2
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No Campus Vote;
Seven Are Away

Professor

Finds

"feus

By JOHN GRAY, Varsity staff Reporter
CONFERENCE
REPORl

(HJT

The

Thursday, October 18th, IMG

Cornerstone

ot Canadian University Students"
voted overwhelm:
nfinKi?LfSt'
r„ h- ^ *dmi.n»tr
apply t0 ative
re"entei'Co»™»
the National
Federation
student organization that they deserted last March The destudent3 ,n7;3„VOttethei^CudeCided t0 enter the nation wide
In opening the discussion, SAC method of looking after local proPresiden
t Gord eaf;
Forstner^said.nati°nal
"We
;™
°» NFCU
blems, It will also
"eTinlTontr
save NFCUS
were
more successf
$1,600.
ul at Montreal someC°n1'—
than we dared hope". All the Tor- National Affairs Chairm; i Terry
onto delegates were emphatic Helleiner also expressed his satisabout the spirit of cooperat
ion
faction with the Montrea .Florthat was shown at the conference.
ence. "The moves were nl I iiKirte
The main problem of the Monto woo"a the
large universi.ise
i ts," lntreal meeting centred around the said,
conflict between large and small downrig
htspiritgoodof comproir
sense prevaileandd
universities. Also involved was the throughout the conference
question
Universities,of the French language In debating the motion to reEngineering repre: en 1 a t I ve
The latter problem was met Michaeljoin.Laughton
sugges ed that
when the conference elected Ga- mandates be held by the tufferent
briel Gagnon as National Presid- colleges and faculties. Such a
ent. Provision was also made for method was used before the vote
the permanent employment of a to withdraw last year.
French stenographer at the na- Helleiner replied. "We were
tional headquarters.
elected to represent them on the
If Toronto is accepted into NF- Council, cision".
we Floshould make the deMiddleton. also at
CUS a sliding scale of voting will
go into effect. This will mean that Montreal, said that this was unreasonable, that mandates could
U. of T. will not carry as much
viously.
of the financial burden as pre- not be called on every decision.
There was little mention of the
possibilities of a campus-wide reAlso approved was the prin- ferendum.
cipal of representative voting,
long a bone of contention on the Forstner said that the NFCUS
part of the larger universities. motion was a matter of only $3.This will mean that Varsity will 00. while the Varsity was given
now have five voting members, $10,000 without a mandate. "There
when they previously had one. The is no alternative, we must rerepresentatives
of the
uni- The motion was then voted on
versities had long
felt larger
that there
enter NFCUS".
carried 17-3. There was only
had been "too much money for and
one abstention.
tooAnother
little power".
In voting against the motion
accomplishment was Geoffery
Johnston of Knox said,
the measure
of conference.
decentralization
achieved
at the
No "I voted against the motion becontinuous or rational program
cause I disagreed with the essential nature of a national studhad beentinual
possible
by theof conent federation. The decision was a
changeover
the
executive. The principal of de- wise one, in fact we are stuck
centralization wil allow some con- with NFCUS. I think we must
tinuity, and a more effective make the best of it"

And
His Guess
Is All
then slowlyAlon
extending e
westward
.„ ;?'. German
professor „.., The college has been promot- and
northward, the members of
Aichivist
H. N. Milnes
ing- the re-discovery
of
the
stone
has found in connection
neCitlong-lost college cornerstone.
with its forthcom- the building committee, three in
number, met one morning in
'ting an
ing Cornerstone Ball. Students October,
Varsi article
1856, and laid the first
tten by 1892
were asked to submit guesses stone
sir Danielty Wilso
n,
the southeast corner
the
with a toten-dollar
prize being of theunder
sto
ne as
fto0,,';
MUnes
has
P'ace<i
first
under
the
the
new
building.
offered
the
winner.
sou
the
ast
corner
of
University Not one student ventured a
College
guess, although the last edition
of the U.C. Gargoyle headlined
"Where's The U.C. Cornerstone?"
200^tudentT
Prof. Milnes found Sir Daniel's
Dust
Off That
Lava
* Lava
article in a now defunct magaCrusaders,
cavaliers,
the
Klu
that
line-ups
would form the
University
Monthly1.
Sir
By
CAROL
SMITH
Go on New Di Daniel,zine, thethen
of the Klux Klan, Norwegian peasant
night before. There were gate
g university, had president
been
one
of
the
crashers
galore
so that police
mittee
to
continue
the
tradition
s
°f T" nstude^
men who laid the cornerstone. girls, policemen, and Falstaff
wm7eatenSM^ U-afte™°°
for a The
weekenrf
patrol cultywasrivalrya ran
realvery
necessity. Last
Faarticle had been written for highlighted Hart House Masquer- of the "roaring twenties."
Originality has always been year, silver dollars werehigh.handed
The Varsity, answering questions
ades
of
bygone
years.
"
al
SiC
stressed
more
than
elaboration.
°l0
e"
?OU
SCTTn/h1 ^investigating the about the stone's location.
si*e
year, on Friday, Octo- The Zulu chieftain always made out to the first one hundred
story was not used in This
of an TheTheVarsity.
ber 26th, the House Committee his own costume. In 1931, the de- couples.
by Waitvuia£et0nCal
recentlyValue
discovered
some youths to The committee, after much
of Hart House is doing it again resort evenpressiontocausedpyjamas.
The passage which Prof. with
ator of .u nyon- assistant cur- Milnes
consultation, has decided to limit
another hilarious costume
uses to substantiate his
In
former
years,
at the sale to 350 couples. Tickets
ball,
The
dance
was
a
highlight
statement reads: "Here then, in of the social season on campus the masquerade havecrowds
reached are available at the Hall Porter's
the bush, and far away as it then ,
22,00,crushed
with resultant
Desk in Hart House at §2.75.
th^'digN0rman Person will lead seemed from the young city, that from 1919 to 1937, and was re- and
feet. cracked ribs Music
vived last year. The success of Tickets
will be by Mart Kennv in
had
laid
its
own
foundations
at
were
often
so
scarce
I^Jl^bout
e^ientUnaherS.t00d
the
villafi^
was
the Great Hall.
the mouth of the Don, and was |last year's ball inspired the corn1215 A.D.

Em't

jfiiss

the

United

Appeal

Concert

Today
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- CLASSIFIED ADS SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
— SWEATERS — 20'r OFF!!
Time — $3.25 a year. Life — Brand name pullovers and car$4.25
year. Sports
Lamb's wool or Orion.
$4)0. a Write
studentIllustrated
periodical— Men's or digans.
Women's, all colours, all
agency. Adelaide P. O. Box 157 sizes. Call Warren Lofton. UC residence WA. 4-8931.
Toronto 1, Ont. or phone EM
6-7920.
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular
$1 Weekly Rents; S1.50 Buys makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
Any make, brand new typewriter. sold on terms. Also for supplies,
(Rental refunded if you buy). repairs and service. Phone RI.
Tr.ide-ins S29. Cash registers, add- 1843 anytime.
ing machines. Humber TypeST. GEORGE AT DUPONT
writer. 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. Double
room on ground floor. Use
FURNISHED ROOM
of
kitchen-dining, all facilities.
SHARE KITCHEN
Girls perferred. Call WA. 2-3520
Prom the 2nd Nov. St. George St. after
5 p.m. or weekends.
$28.00 per month. Light cooking.
Next door nursing school. Phone
!! SAVE PER YEAR
before 10 a.m. or weekends WA. TIME — S3.25 Ireg. S6.50); LIFE
3-1067.
— $4.25 Ireg. $7.25): SPORTS IL$4.00 Ireg.
(leg. $6.00);
$7.50-;
ACCURATE HOME TYPING
—LUSTRATED —$4.50
Letters, manuscripts, •stencils, 16NEWSWEEK
months
READER'S
DIGEST
envelopes, Mrs. Tubb, HU 9-8092 $2.00 (reg. $4.00). Call Harvey—
Haber, OR. 1892.
FOR SALE
U. of T. M.A. Hood, like new,
60<); DISCOUNT !!!
$9. L. G. Reeds. 18 Tweedsmuir $10.40 worth
(52 issues) of: TIME
Ave., Dundas, Ont.
— $3.25: LIFE — $4.25. SPORTS
LOST
ILLUSTRATED — $4.00 Students:
now, pay later. ADAM
Lady's gold wristwatch with black order
AGENCY. WA. 2-1233 or RU. 1band in Univei-sity College area 4249.
Any periodical.
on Monday. Call Dorrine Lewis.
WA. 2-0587.
EXCHANGE
HELP WANTED: BABY SITTER Family on Russell Hill Road
Steady employment in a home wants male of female student to
in the Avenue Rd-.. Ellington dis- help with three children over five
trict. Guaranteed weekly wage. in exchange for room, breakfast
and dinner. Call MA. 1485.
Mrs. Mainwright MO. 7355.
CALEDON
HILLS FARM
EVERYONE WELCOME

Week-end
Open
OCTOBER 19, 20, 21.
For Information: The Graduate Office, Hart House — WA. 3-7578
GAMES
TODAY
FOOTBALL
vs Dent Wclnrlb, Stftdnvk Chapnlck
SOCCER
II Bugarskt
Vsvb EmU.C.man
St. Rase
LACROSSE
vs
Vic
I
Jeans.
Naylor
St.
Mikes
Med.
SPS IV
Med VIV VOLLEYBALL vsvs MINOR
SPS
VLEAGUE Jeans.
Jeans, Naylor
Naylor
Tr:n. Ossuarys
A
Stein
SPSM.B*C
St.
vsVovs U.C.
Med.
II Yr.
Yr. A
Dent
Incisors Rosenberg
Upntnteks
Med
IV
vs
U.C.
Wallace
Uoatnlcks
Emm B.
Vo Knox B
Upatnleks
4.00 Foi-Phm

•1.00
5.00
6.00
( 00
'1.00
G.30
7.30
830

SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF OCT. 22nd
Football
Mon. Oct. 22 Epst 4 00 Dent Vs Med
Bark.Gartbowlta.Penman
Tucs.
23 East 4.00 Trln
vs For-Pharm Giblon. Gray,
Belman
man
vs Vic Gar^howltz.Stxdnyk. Druck"West 4.00' U.C.
Wed. 24 East 4 00 Sr. SPS vs St. M.
Stadnyk,
rlb. Smith Wclneft.
25 East 4.00 Med
Va Trin. Bark.Glblon. Wine
Soccer
VG
St. Rose
Mon.
22 North
12.30.
SPS V3 Pre-Med
Sr.
4.00 Jr.
Vio II
23 North
North 12.30
St. Med
M. A VBVs U.C.
Knopr
"Tues.
Avis
South
4.00
Eruman
Arch
King
Wed.
24 North
12.30
Trln
B
St,
M
B.
Bratien
V;
North
4.00
Law
2S South 4.00 Knox
THur.
Trln
A
U.C.
II
Vic
St.
Frl.
26 North
North 12.30
SPS
Avis Rose
U.C.I. Vs Sr.
Sr. Med
Soitli 4.00
4.00 Arch
VS Wye
Bugarskl
Lacrosse
1.00 Med. t
VS U. C. Iys
ford
Uhryimk. Crawr
S.OO sps
m
Mod
. VIII
Unrynuk,
Naylor
vie
n
1.00
Vs
Med
Lee,
Kerr
5.00 Med. iv
u.c. n
Jeans,
Naylor
vsvs Dent
6.00 Knox
SPS II
Jeans,
Naylor
Jeans,
Naylor
v& Law
Trln
24 7,00
Wed.
5.00
SPS
III
Naylor,
Brown
M-:d III
6.00
II
Naylor,
1.00 Med
25 4.00
Thur.
SPS
I
vs
Med.
I
Y6
Lee,
KerrBrown
Med V
u.c
n
Leo.
Crawford
v
5.00
Vic II
Lee, Crawford
Forestry
Brown.
Jeans
6.00 SPS
YsV3VS Phanu
7.00
D?nt
Vic III
Brawn, Jean.';Kerr
1.00
26
vs SPS
Uluynuk,
St. M.
Volleyball
— Major
vs
Arch.SPSALeague Upatrtlcka
Mon.
Med SPS
vsvs Pharm
Jr.
Wed.Oct. 2322 6.00
1.00
Tunnls
Perkons
6.00 Sr.
Forestry
Volleyball
League
Moil. Oct. 22 4.00
1.00
SPS DPI lams — Minor
St.
M,M. D
St.
A Drebin
Nussbaum
5.00 U.C.
Med. I B
Vic
Commerce
Upatnlekn
Pre-Med
I A Tamils
Tuee.
23 1,00
U.C.
Ossuary*
4.00
Arch
B
Law
Drebin
6.30
Trln.
A
Med.
IV Yr Bergsteln
7.30
Med.
U.C.
Bcrgoleiu
8.3U Vic.
St M.IIII B.B
U-St. C.M.Loudon
JefHineret
Bergs Win,
Wed.
24 4.00
C Perkons
Speilliu;
5.00 SPS
Med.P I A
SPS
C
7.00
U.C.
Hutton
Slgal
8.00 SPS E
U.C.
McCaul S.^al
Thur.
25 4.00
1.00 St.
Vic. M.IllD.
SPS D
Stein
Pre-Med
I
B
Sperling
6.30 Med.
SPS
AB. Rosenberg
Rosenberg
7.30
manni CBYr.
Pharm
8.30 EmPhurm
Wye M-C.
Rosenberg
PrL 26 4.00
1.00 Dent
Incisors
St.
B.
Perkons
St. M. A.
Pre-Med II Lllher
Pre-Dent
Lllher
. [ - 5.00 U.C, Killers
— r-^fH Lt^t-T+
i 1.1- Pi I I . .
22
23

AVR

Float Parade

Girl

Producer
Is Lost
The AVR has lost its producer
and doesn't know where to find
her,
Liz Hoyles, graduate student
, hasn't
at Univers
shown
up onitythisCollege
campus
yet.
When last heard of, she was on
That
her way
was
more from
than Vancouver.
ten days ago.
And what is AVR doing mean
while? "Oh, we seem to be get
ling
along,"andLogan
Chairman,
SAC Varey,
rep said AVR
last
night.
Varey, somewhat at a loss in
the face of questioning from
Knox rep. Geoff Johnston, said
heVarsity
didn't Revue
really know
Allcould ifgetthealong
without a producer.
Miss Hoyles was elected to
the position last year. In theory,
there will be a male co-producer
named
this fall. So far none has
been elected.
Finance Commissioner Steve
Freedhoff thought the Revue
should get itself a producer.
Rapid discussion of the AVR
budget (which will give the show
afilled
profitevery
of $200
seats are
night)if all
followed
the
ance.
talk of Miss Hoyles' disappearPresently according to Logan
Varley, he, Curt Reis, and a
few others (unnamed) are doing
the work. Varey said they were
making out all right.
Casting for
the show
Finian's
Rainbow—
begins
next —week.

Varsity Blues
Those
Cheerleaders, bands, and a about vioustheyears.same route as in premotorcycle escort of the Toronto Barring any incident, the parPolice
will highlight
float parade
Saturday. this year's
ade should be interesting. "It
looks
darnimagination
good", says....
Anderson,
"lots of
the
If theturesfloats
live
up
to
the
picpainted of them by their
designers, the parade should com- floats are good".
"quite years,
favourably"
with
those ofpareother
states Brian
Anderson, chairman of the float
S. African
parade.
The
theme
—
"Varsity
Blues",
the complaints of the various collend Tribe Conflict
itself legeswelland faculties,
to humour— should
and satire,
though the absence of a unifying
theme may make it difficult to New Problem
judge.
SPS complains this year of their The conflict'
of primitive
balism with western
culturetri-is
high mortality rate, while Meds
bemoan the commercialization of aAfrica
major
problem
in Southon
today, an authority
medical knowledge in regard . to international
affairs said last
the
many
books
and
films
about
night.
medicine. U.C. draws to mind the
lack of University spirit, and Vic There is economic dependence
between the two groups a need
sighs
campus.of their "removal'' from the for a settlement between the two
groups, sideDr.
Mcfnnis,
preHomefloatEc,to this
year dedicated
nt of theEdgar
Canadian
Institute
their
the grads,
featuring
"beefs" over the years. However, of International Affairs told the
rumours have been circulating Modern History Club last night.
that the currrent feud between Either white and colored people
Vic and SPS may be continued in
the prin-or
the form of attacks on each must be
ciple of integrated
democratic onequality
others' floats.
there must be white dominance,
Anderson condemned any such he said. This is the only other way
whites can survive being such
move, "It's unsportmanlike." he the
small minority.
said, "it will take all the fun out a One
solution mentioned is to
the opposing groups into
ofThe
the parade
parade". leaves Devonshire separate
independ,
groups.
Place at 10:30, Saturday morning, This would discriminatory
remove the friction of
and should arrive at the front constant contact
of conflicting
campus at 11:15 and pass the
judges stand at 11:30, following groups, he said.

Poorer
Better Movies;
"Hollywood is by no means musical
Lady,has"the
ever finest
seen
dying. It is merely undergoing cited My NewFairYork
pruning' resulting in a little blood- and also the most financially
This was Tely film critic successful."
The biggest stumbling block
letting."
Clyde Gilmour's
answer toDying
the in educating the public to apquestion
"Is Hollywood
preciate better movies is publiOn
the Vine?",
the subject of
city
which has
from
his
peep
show"come
daysdown
virtually
last talk
night.in Hart House Library the
unchanged." "Through the movie
He said that the movie indus- husksters' lurid build-ups " and
sincerity' the best
trycialis undergoing
many taste
benefi-is 'hyperthyroid
changes and public
pictures are smeared and damimprovingvision,withalthoughthisit trend.
Teleaged by' the very ones who are
has many
to sell it," he said.
merits, has taken over the medi- trying
When
questioned
other Mr.
asocrity once exemplary of the Gilmourpects ofsaid:
the movie on
industry
movie industry. As evidence oi
Williams (writer
public acceptance
of moreGilmour
intel- of "Tennessee
Streetcar Named Desire, Cat
ligent entertainment

Publicity
on a Hot Tin Roof) is a vastly
overrated, overgrown little boy
running around writing forbidon outhouse
walls."
Elvisden words
Presley
and Liberace
are
"material of moronic calibre,"
and alonghibit with'
Mario shameless,
Lanza ex"the same
grotesque overemphasis of phony,
maudlin
"The emotionalism."
day
of theunless
suburban
theatre
is doomed
big
pictures are shown downtown
and in the suburbs simultan"Movie- malcing is a bastardized institution of art and industry. It reminds me of Leonarda
eously."
Da Vinci working in a chain

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19TH
PRE-GAME

store."
tP
RALLY
DRILL HALL — 9 - 12 p.rt. — 119 ST. GEORGE STREET
SQUARE DANCING
ROUND DANCING
ADMISSION 25 CENTS — YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT !
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Ktdnappe
TT We
,., _,.
- d . One
„ Of Them
— Cartoon . by. .Iain Macctonuld
You Know How These Things Start. They Kidnapped One Of Us,
United

Appeal

Gets

a

Bingo

Boost
WJiere there's drama,

Half a dozenBackers
U.C. girls stood on
But
1he front campus yesterday noon
and vainly implored "thousands
thousands
toandplay
bingo. of passing students"
They received blank stare after
blank stare, but finally ended up
with $40 to show for a number of
panda bears, record albums and
delicatessen products.
"It was another example of our
TJ.C, apathy." said Judy Freedhoff,

IISay
U.C. who helped
in staging thespleas Crowd"
of organizers who came into
"Where'
bingo,pear first
of its kind to ap- the JCR waving panda bears and
on the one
campus.
urging them to come out on the
And others passing by didn't front campus. "They just sat there
help either, according to Miss and
looked dull," said Miss FreedFreedhoff who said engineers re- hoff.
fused to come in and play, on the Principal Jeanneret provided a
grounds that it was a University
when he came out, purCollege activity, even though the bright spot
ten cards and played on a,'
proceeds went to the United Ap- at oncechasedand
didn't win.d Another
same.
unidentified professor
id the
peal.
Even students of the college
themselves failed to answer the Margot Rudolph. II U.C, said it
would be a good idea to stage the
bingo again next year. Despite the
Goatee? Mustache? Beard
poor turnout, the high receipts
and
good fun make it a
Worth $5000 An Ounce brightpotential
prospect.
The cost of living is certainly expense-paid, two-day stay in Committee members said it
rising, and beards are no ex- Hollywood where the, program would have to be publicized better
ception.
originates.
and staged more elaborately in the
It seems a New Jersey firm is exams!
future if it was to be completely
holding a nation-wide search for And here they grow them for successful.
men with beards three months
old or more
added a price
tag of $5000. and
an ounce.
This tidy sum is being offered
by the Ronson Corporation for
the privilege of shavin
C ARAB
IN
g the
beards of men selected for
electric shaver commercial on ana
network T.V. program.
WEEKEND
And that's
all! Beginn
October fourthnot
, selectees getingan
EXCHANGE

STUDENT
FOOTBALL
TICKETS
STILL A BARGAIN AND
STILL AVAILABLE
AT ATHLETIC OFFICE
IN HART HOUSE
UNTIL OCT. 20

In Toronto — November 29 - December 2.
In Montreal — January 17 - 20
Applications Available In The S.A.C. Office.
OCTOBER 22nd - NOVEMBER 3rd
Watch The VarsityWeekend
For Articles.
Exchange Committee

FLOAT PARADE
REPRESENTATIVES
There will be a last-minute briefing meeting on Thursday. October 18th, at
o:00 p.m. in the Committee Room of the SAC Building. If you cannot attend,
he sure to send a reliable alternate.
Any Faculties
S.A.C.
Office. who have not sent in their themes, please do so at once, to the

Buy

there's

A

Ticket

For

A

'ever lovely women gather . . . wherever exciting
tkingi happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN— fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's fine Botany, new dressmaker creations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Pettal Orlons, new hi-bulk
heavy-knits, and ever popular lambswool.
Colours and range of new styles
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops eveiywhere.

Look for the name ffitGlAL,

Date

With

Michelle
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Write, Write, Write,
Oar Readers Write, Write, Write, Write,
AN IDEA FOR
Varsity
The
U.C AND HUMANISTIC
"good VIEWS
FOUNDED 1880
UNITED
APPEAL
Literary
College
ty
of the Universi
the answer
letter refers
ThirFA.eh!:tric
Published by
Undergradua ye st,*
the U.C. Wome^s
We the undersigned members
Soctetyto and
aTn
Universit
V.ctor.a
of
e
of
McCaul
House,
U.C. deeply
committe
a campus
Council
Administrative
tion to the appealfor from
a united
The ofStudents'
the University
of Toronto
feel need
to
aid
the
United ApToronto 5, Canada
peal in its present campaign.
We
non-conforhonest,
Goodmist old
University
College!
Is she with sets about reforming — therefore propose to help in a
ty Press
Universi
n
Canadia
Member
"morbidly conscious that she
Way
well
suited
to
our
singular
Editorial and News Office
not stay to be an over- capabilities. We therefore invite
stands for individual endeavour the"Doworld."
3-8742
Buildingsing- WA.
t, s S.A.C.
Basemen
the readers of the Varsity :0
Manager
seer of theorks.'poor,ofbuttheendeavour
Then let
and Adverti
pursued?"
Busines
individually
worthies participate
her rally 'round the words of to become one
E. A. Macdonald - WA. 3-6221 r7nwsK|
in a University wide
Henry
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Crap and Poker game. It is our
arch-rebel,
that happy
Thoreau:
Casfidy
Managing Editor M icha^lCarnwath
feeling
that
I
"But
adds,
he between any dollars wouldseveral
r, stand
world."
the not
ofHoweve
changethousands
hands, tenof
««
"
"Philanthropy ... is greatly would
Cathie
Bresiin
Features
fcditor
, . MeiNair
M,Aj_;r
him
percent
of
which
might
be
to
■
.
A
.
.
x,
r-i
c^;u.
Crawford
and
genius;
his
selfishand
our
man
is
it
and
over-rated;
Assistant AM&D Editor
u
i „„nn«tPin
with his taken off the top for the Unite.l
who does this work,
it." that whole
which over-rates
Acting CUP Editor
^Z^lTZ
"1/ ness
I knew
for a certainty
heart and soul and life,
if
Howie MandeM
say. Persevere, iteven
Lest we seem facetious we
a man was coming to my house I would
Sn^t, Editor
Bob
calls doing Appeal.
the wholeit world
Cassidy, John Gray, Pete Gzowsk.,
Today's
issue Doug Mike
with the conscious design of dopropose
they
likely
most
Johannes,
Marshall,
is
as
Lansberg,
evil,
n, ArtCoddingto
LevensteiCecily
for
run
Harvey Bresiin,
tionedthat
game betherunabove
undermenthe
ing me good, I should I should
n.
Susie
fear that
for
life,
my
most respectable
supervision.
We
invite the
Rev. Dr.
ion would
get some of his good done to
institut
some
glad
be
us
Let
still has the fibre to support Muchmore or any other respect"As
for
Doing-good,
that
is
huachieved:
mot
tic
ed cleric to oversee the take.
reasons.
h honest
manitarian!) witviews
one of the professions which is such humanisMartin
In the event that response to
J. Sugden
this
letter is favourable, as no
"If anything ails a man. so
Forestry III
will."
a mouth for the sac
doubt will be the case, we, the
that he does not perform his
undersigned,
wil gladlyof underme." if he has a pain in
function,
Two weeks ago we ran a disgusted front page
take the organization
such a
full."
his bowels even. — for -that is
"TERRIBLE"
of our s.Students' Administrative
failure
the
on
Thomas
Timusk,
4 UC
editorial
the seat of sympathy,— he forthyour
Council to fulfill its obligation
with
issue
take o Terrible as
I beg to"Toront
article,
J.
P.
Evans
3,
UC
game.
right.
very
of
We were either very wrong
J. N. Koechtel
oficio) 2,(exUC ofSOPORIFIC RAINBOW
Old Vic Goes" on two points of
reporting accuracy.
example of Dear Sir:
handsome
meetingcanwasbe aconducted
Last night'smeeting
H.
W.
Zahoruk
4, UC
.
how a council
First, on thewith
basis ofmy-myguests
own
G. Speirs 1, UC
Your with
"Lettermuch
to AVR"
should conversation
meet
agreement,
If we were wrong, we apologize. If we were
even on this sleepy campus. from The Old Vic, I cannot conright, we are glad there has been a change.
Abnormal
psychology itself
will them.
"terrible"to
adjectiveascribes
whichcur withyour
the article
have considerable
difficulty
It is with a great deal of real
explaining why a show known
Secondly,
I
would
suggest
idealism
as an All Varsity Revue should
joy
that
look forward
to readthe
office
Varsity
the
in
discussion
want to piddle around with that quoting, or rather mis-quotIn an informal
ing andI enjoying
L the"N"Varsity.
ITAbest
ing,practice.
out of context
isremarks
a danger-on It is oneA ofCAP
the
University
other day, someone quoted a professional journalist such a soporific bowlful of inous
My
own
Publications among students
as Finian's
Rainbow.
the- qualities
of aTambmiaine
idealism."
Is Dentantics
itanitythat
apart
from
Daffywere
formed as
rhetorical that one can read.
as sneering at this paper for its "foolish
dil,
and
Skule
Nite,
news"the
of
cries
Before we reared back with
On page 5 of the October 16th
the U.void ofoftheT. ability
is completely
de- question, delivered in a whimto produce
and wereof not
intend- issue bert
in McFerrin
the article
paperman's cynicism" we attempted to assess the
ed sical
as amood,citation
exemplary
there entitled
appears Ro-an
word-as applied to The Varsity-in the spirit in which
anything original ? Can any one behaviour.
error
(unintentional
I believe).
the
originated
who
gentleman
The
group of people claim to such
it was intended.
"Negro" was spelt with a small
a degree of sterility?
H. Dean
I. Macdonald
Pete
Brawley,
"n".
Please
advise
those
who are
of
Men.
most
country's
our
of
one
of
editor
senior
a
is
remark
University College
I Meds.
responsible for the proof reading
respected daily papers. He knew, theoretically, more
than we did about life and the world and the ether
that such errors may be discovered and corrected lest they
things one can be "idealistic" about.
insult non-Caucasians.
And he is right, of course. We are idealistic. ProbThanking
ably foolishly so.
nes , Iremainyou for your kindBut is that wrong? Are we to go to university, to
Charles G. Kearns
become educated, in order only to face the horrible .
Knox
reality of the world. If at the university age— be it
WE SHOULD PARDON
from 16 to 66— we cannot think in terms of an ideal
world, when can we?
THE OBSCENITY
Should editorials in university papers be confined
As
an
upright
resident
to suggesting the small corrections that can be accomof S.P.S.,honest,
I hereby
register
riiy
plished within our short tenure as students? Should
protest
against
the
unfair
dicriminalion
against
the
venerundergraduate debate topics be about the petty diffiableFaculty
of
Applied
Science
culties that clamp down imagination at all levels of
and Engineering promulgated
society?
and distributed by this newsOf course not. The university by definition is a
(you isshould
pardon paper.theThe Varsity
obscenity)
supworld of ideas. Ideas are not born picayune and pracposed to represent the students
tical. They are conceived in magnificent frenzy, and
ofall thefaculties
University
of
Toronto
and all colleges.—
die, or are toned down, only when they are rubbed
The
malicious
attacks by ignoron the grindstone of reality.
ant boors of certain colleges on
We hope the university will always be idealistic.
S.P.S.
given undue
attentionhaveand been
coverage.
And we hope the pages of this paper can reflect
enough of that idealism that newspapermen everyThese babbling idiots have
done nothing but take advantwhere will criticize us for being "foolishly idealistic."
sneaky advantage,
age, ofunfair
the and
engineers'
our
campus.
ofaround
"constructive
projects program
on an(*
the right to culture
Last year there was a violent issue concerning the
Surely these
g'*?ss
boorishness
display acts
the of
puerility
forbidding of the Hart House Orchestra Associates to
calle'J
so
the
of
of the students
conduct Sunday concerts. From all colleges and facul"liberal
arts' colleges, and conties, students arose with a mightly wail against such
dom of the
maturity and WlS*
versely theengineers.
injustice.
"We must be allowed our right to culture," was a
common cry. And they bought the three-hundred
memberships the associates needed to keep their concerts alive.
This year, the same organization has been conducting one of the most effective publicity campaigns
this campus has seen. In three days, they have sold
sixty-five tickets, more than half of which were in one
college (St. Michael's).
Apparently good music— for it is good— is, to Toronto students, the same as cigarettes frequently are
to adolescents: if they are forbidden to enjoy it, they
will find a way.
They do not seem to realize that part of the right
to enjoy their culture consists in(performing the function of supporting it.

Signed all
Chem. Eng. °TU

ON CHAMPUS COfFEE i
They picked, dried and cru
The
little
bean him
nippedin inthethe P1) :
Andcolator
popped
I; ■ ■I.

And now; his name Is' mud-
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Danish
Delight
The Royal Danish Ballet opening night surpassed expectation
The Effortless
ensemble work was flawless, the stars corruscatlng
harmony of movement is perhaps only possible for
dancers trained, as these are, from childhood in the same fastidi
„us corps. For once, too, the ballerinas did not steal every sequence. Their partners were graced with handsome stage presences vitalized by the appearance of dancing for joy
" Galeotti's 170-year-old "Of the Whims of Cupid" with its
insinuating choreographic wit comparable to the best of its 18th
Century stage counterparts was presented to its best advantage
nv these dancers. Their convention requires a highly polished
exponents. Cupid's blind selectivity always
dramatic flair of its
good for a laugh, was the gimmick.
The second ballet of the evening, "La Sonnambula," by George
Balanchine (music by Rieti) was the highlight of the evening
T„e Courtesan (Mona Vangsaa), Poet (Henning Kronstram)
Sonnambula (Margaret Schanne) triangle formed the plot complication. Al three danced with inspiration. Even the technique
that taught the slight Sonnambula, an ethereal dream creature
to carry the dead poet from the stage gave less cause for marvel
than did the preceding Watteau-like pas de deux. Only Alicia
Markova could have brought similar inbred finesse to the part.
Mr. Kronstram's poetic elegance was incomparable.
ActcludedThree
of "Napoli,"
Fisherman
and Solos
his Bride",
conthe program
with its"The
famous
Tarantella.
and duets
rose to a crescendo in the ensemble work and the spirit of the
corps perceptibly rose with them. No matter how superbly one
pair of dancers addressed themselves to a role, their successors
were equally endowed. Art is the key, athletic splendour the pitch
of this ballet corps.
The Tuesday evening programme opened with a 100th anniversary presentation of Bournonville's Spanish-dance ballet, "La
Ventana." It was followed by "La Sylphide" which is not to be
confused
the evening
more recent
"Les Sylphides."
the
white magicwithof the
was Margarete
Schanne Although
(La Sylphide)
and potent magic too, Niels Bjorn Larsen, an appalingly heinous
old crone, cast the pall of black magic that shrouded the denouement. Henning Kronstram was non-pareil. In appearance and
he evoked the strength of tender passion and distraction
atgesture
his loss.
This extraordinary entertainment concluded with "Dream
Pictures,"
a Harlequinade inin the
whichfirmament.
Borge Ralov
far
from unaccompanied
His starred,
brilliant although
buffooneries revealed a very witty fellow. Mona Vangsaa, a buoyant
Amelie was attended by Stanley Williams, Hans Christian. Kih.slc-n Ralov was a delightful Columbine.
The Old Folks' Polka which terminated the, ballet, like "Of
The Whims of Cupid," was as clever a travesty of the mannerisms
of old age as any' cultivated by Marcel Marceau.
Elise Mangaard (Wardrobe mistress) and Aage Betholtd
(wardrobe master) deserve a bouquet each for the exquisite
taste displayed in costuming the Danish Ballet.
Rosemary Tweed.
COCKTAIL PARTY
Trinity College Dramatic Society will present as its major
production "The Cocktail Party" by T. S. Eloit, February 20,
21, 22 and 23. Readings will be held on Thursday from 2 to
6 p.m. in the rec. room at St. Hilda's.

GOODIES
Out of the '20s, with its coonskin coats, bathtub gin, and Little Caesars, came the song-writing team of DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson.
In the era. of prohibition and
jazz, these boys kept the world
singing and dancing to such
tunes as "Black Bottom", "Birth
of the Blues", "Button Up Your
Overcoat". "Good
and
other sprightly things.News"
The 20th
Century Fox film, "The
Best
Things In Life Are Free", brings
back
of those nostalgic
numbersa flood
and even
throws in a
measure.
somewhat standard plot for good
The picture is no more than an
enjoyable musical in which Gordon MacRae, Ernest
and Dan Dailey impersonBorgnine,
ate
song-writing team adequatelthe
Sheree North, coming a long wayy.
from her ephemeral appearance
with Martin and Lewis,
first-class performance asgivesthea
girl who gets silver threads among the gold waiting for MacRae to pop the question.
Choreographer Rod Alexander
<of "Oklahoma!" fame) and Director Michael Curtiz have "Hollywoodized"
these simple
and-June numbers
into an moonoffer
worthy of CinemaScope. But by
far the most impressive offering
is "Birth of the Blues" (a dreem
ballet inplays
whicha i-Jacques
boise
prisonerD'Amwho
breaks out of jail and dances
in the street with Sheree North).
Barry Lipson
Meet Soprano
First recital of the "Meet the
Artist" Series at the Y.M. and
Y.WH.A., Spadina and Bloor.
will feature Mary Simmons, soprano. The recital will take place
in the "Y" auditorium on Saturday, October 20, a.t 9:00 p.m.
Winner of the Marian Anderson Award, Miss Simmons was
heard in the Toronto Symphony's
performance of Beethoven's 9th.

3
-30 atthe
contributing
to an evening
baroque
chamber
Toniqhf
at 8music
Sopran°
Elizabeth
is one
theartists
Conservato
Otherof
ryBenson-Guy
mus.c.ans mclude
Greta
Kraus,
harpsichord; HughCone,
Orr, recorder; and
Roland
Pack,
cello.
The
program
will
consist
by Teleman
tlement
Moffat.
Handel. The concerl is ,n aid ofof works
the Un.versity Set
tablishi Bach sandbe.ng
sponsored by the Women's Auxiliary
* few seats
are still available at the Conservatoofrythatfore-, a
price.

Fine
For many yearsFive
on Wednesdays, G?cl
students hnveock
been accustomed to slipping
to the Music Room in Hart House
collect themselves upstairs
at
one
of
the
noon
or
o'clock concerts to
How refreshing it was yesterday tofiveforget
oi
campus life and listen to Claudette Leblanc. She istheanturmoHs
attractive
young singer with an impish smile, with perfect
poise and a
pleasant
to hear. manner. Not only is she a delight to behold, but also
Her programme was well chosen and well balanced, also just
the
length.TheTheGluck
first withree songs
werepiece
by Gluclt
Scarmnito
Paisieilo,
and right
Jifficult
with which
start a programme, Being rathe: iOmbl'e so requiring a degree
of control hard to sustain unless le voice is loosened,
The Paisieilo was a witty piei perfectly enunciated and with
sufficient acting to convey the : nour
of the piece. The third
three songs by Hugo Wolf re d an emotional height thtit
made it difficult for the audience to contain its enthusiasm.
Debussy's "Ariettes Oubliees" were well received, the
aria,
joyful songs receiving especially good treatment. In the moie
Oradiated
mio Babbino
Cara fromwarmth
Puccini'swhich
«iaimicompletely
Schlcchl, captured
Miss Leblanc
a
tremendous
the
emotion.
In short, Claudette Leblanc has much talent and she has
developed it along good lines. Her voice is rarely constricted ami
has a pleasant fullness and tone that should stand her in good
stead when the next Toronto Opera Season is with us, in which
we hope to hear her.
The next Wednesday
Five O'clock is on October 31st. Ladies
are encouraged
to attend.
Chris WiIson.
Plain
and
Fancy
Paraskeva
Clark's
paintings
at the confusing
best are sprightly
and
cheerful; at the worst they are junky,
or just badly
painted,
like
"Algonquin
Morning",
which
holds
the
place
honour at the end of the Hart House gallery over the fireplace. of
There are
too many'
Mis. Clark'slines.
pictures,
irrevelant
details
and toocolours
manyin conflicting
Theretooismany
just
too
much,
in
fact,
and
there
even
seem
to
be
too
many
paintings
hung in the gallery.
Portraits always have a certain obvious enforced unity. Mrs.
Clark's portraits are more pleasing than her other pictures.
The pictures in the print room bear some superficial resemblances. There is nothing startlingly original about these pictures;
like
Paraskeva
paintings, ButtheySylvia
are representational,
quite
detailed,
and of Clark's
simple subjects.
Mcintosh is an artist
and a very fine one. Her tree stumps and harbours are given an
intense and dramatic life and are organized into marvellously
unified and vigorous compositions. She has a wonderful sense of
the power of lines and a feeling for textures.
In comparison with Mrs. Clark's gaudy show. Sylvia Mcinprints seem
few, small
and uncolourful.
was notto
even a tosh's
notice
indentifying
her when
I was there.There
Not much
recommend them except that they're good.Janet MacDonaUl
danish ballet
eSiz. benson-guy
paraskeva dark

world famous Berli Philharmonic orchestra tonight
assey Hall. Program
«rb6ert
• 'hekV°n
yfiSVS,
hO"ie Karaja
15 already nsold-out
with the exception of a few seats.ill inclujdp |^o^r|, [Sjtrauss ,s+id j

best things in tcfe
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Skule Again

Chic Chick
1. nnrnninc TTl rfl le
1 1 Ijh (11 ! T flip nvn«..
?
agencies.el
Throughout the progr
For Mademois
the
emphasis
on
individual fje]j
to work
a chance
here's
Girls,
interest is stressed.
applicants can en
on a real magazine during the of Prospective
iselle' is offer- ter the competition by writing .
summer, 'Mademounity
of a month 1500 word critique of the editor^
ing the opport
Board section of one of the fall iSSlJt
with pay on their College
studaduate
all undergr
to Winners
staff, ents.
of the competition
rs the 19o6/ of Mademoiselle,.
membe
come
willjje
57 Board.
These Guest Editors will be
the
nts during
two assignme
given
to New Social Work Talks
and will go edit
"coUege year,June
and
to help
York next
Coming
Angust
illustrat
talk toNext
studentsWeek
interest
will giveis- in Asocial
ents College
assignm
sue. eThe the
work
will be given bv
write
to
members an opportunity
A. M. Office,
Kirkpatrick
at
life, to sub- Mrs.
features about campus
Placement
7 Willcock
mit art work and fiction material,
St., on the afternoon of October
for
ideas
n
to suggest. promotio
and magazine
the
25 Mrs.
and all
day Octoberthe26.Admis
Kirkpatrick,
s is sions and Recruiting Officer D1
A full program of activitie
arranged for the Guest Editors the University of Toronto Schoo
while in New York, and a re- of Social Work, stated that th(
gular salary will be paid for outlook is bright for prospect^
their month's work including social workers. She says, "pro
round -,trip transportation. Besides motion is rapid for persons with
professional preparation arn]
their daily work on the staff salaries
improved greatij
ew cele- over the have
members will intervi
years and are likely (fl
er
visit
brities, newspap offices,
and gain experience in advertising continue to do so.
Want

redhoes
Cove
d horses
Engineers rente
of Victoria Col-a
over the front night
and left
lege late last
e to show
pile ofwashorse
theirs
a realmanur
horse.
The horseshoe tracks led up
the front steps of the main
to a motorcycle just
Vic building
inside the front hall of the
college.
on thehere,doornosaidmen,"Ladyno
A sign was
Godiva
beer. The Lady is gone, but not
long.ofYeathe Skule"
forMost
15 painters were
engineering "reshmen.
r retaliaanotheule
just Vic-Sk
Thistionisin the
battle
which started two weeks ago
kidnapped Enginwhen Vicmen
Ruble, and
President20 John
held himeeringfor
hours.
Before they' went home, the
engineers left an engineering

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

With • • •
All Over
all the way to the center
By PETER MARSHALL
the campus.
ofnthem
flag with SPS on The engineers told a Varsity
flag—a white
it— on the main University flag- reporter, "Make sure youen— sayall
pole east of the SAC building. it was done by the freshm
No Victoria students were on their
own."
es of retaliation for
No promis
awakened by the noise. The this
lar episode have been
by Vic
skulemen sang their Lady Godiva issuedparticu
"Intellectual Aristocrat" Is
Upstart
Noth
"Anyone ing
who claimsMor
to be ean Than
based on intelligence
one
intellectual aristocrat is actually ofto have
mind.
an intellectual upstart," said
Liz Wilson (III Trin) in a co-ed An intellectual aristocracy
debate of the Trinity College
Literary Institute last night. cannot be, said Nora Foote,
36-11 theof < III Trinity) since it is immeetingthatdefeated
The
resolution
the purpose
pos ible to have a select group
a University education is to of university - educated deep
aristocreate an intellectual
thinkers.
Intellectual aristocracy
cracy. #
the idea of education
destroys
To progress towards creating
an intellectual community, all altogether. University is a
who want an education must 'discipline for the adventure of
have the opportunity to receive life," Miss Foote said.
it, Miss Wilson said.
"A group of people pretending
to be intellectual aristocrats
possess nothing but superficial
superiority," she said.
University's main purpose is
not to produce a 'round of
but
drunks
rather and
peopleprocrastinators'
who can think
honestly and constructively for
themselves, first government
speaker
MacLean
"A
universityNeilshould
strive said.
to produce an aristocracy based on.
talent and virtue," he said.
Second government speaker
Jeremy Johnson III Trinity) advocated leadership by intellectuals, not rule by them. He said
such an aristocracy determined
by' excellence of performance
should be produced in universities. Since history has proven
that an aristocrat of some sort
must exist, he said, it is best

I

SQUARE DANCING AND CALLING 1
THURSDA
KI
Owing to the number
enrolled,YSthis 5class- 6hasp.m.
been moved to *the I
g DRILL HALL, rear of 119 St. George Street. All University
men and women welcome.
(|
SPECIAL

STOCKING*

OFfEK!

r^ff hat's Rig/it todies! Wir/i Every JRPXX/
Two Pair You Get Two Spores ..Wf\
Here's hosiery
a rare foropportunity
long-lastingA supply
fine
nylon
far less thanto getyou aeverreal imagined!
regularof$1.25
value for only $J ,00 — plus a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine
nylon hose. Take advantage ol this offer NOW. Clip and mail die
coupon below for fast delivery.
Df Msi. HOSIERY .:. BOX 227, READING, PA.
Please send me two pairs and two spares of Denise Hosiery,
for this I am enclosing $2.00.
HomeSize Length
Business
Sheer□Q
Dress Sheer
City-Stole□ Beige □ Taupe
DENISE HOSIERY .:. BOX 227. READING. PA.

Special

Student
For All Periodicals

—fitsays SAC Rep John Dube
forwilla beyear,
wait
We
assuredcan
that the
policies
faithfully carried out by NFCUS i bers? When a diplomat say:
he means 'maybe'!"
Are. we fully "}
is
o m Pharm"
SAC Book Exchange

Paying Off Accounts
TODAY
ONLY
From 1 - 5 p.m.
To Get Your Money, You MUST Have Your TICKET.

MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY )
Career with Canada's largest Sales Finance Company — 90
branches coMt to coast — openings for aggressive young men
with ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company
offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee
benefits, fur personal interview, telephone or write Regional
Office.

SMART HAIRCUT
- The One That You Lik«

Avei*.
ersityCollege
Univbelow
600 Just
In the Basement
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. F:
Open Monday
ONLY 85 cents

HiLLEL
8:30 p.m. j
SABBATH EVE

, Octobe
AaronFriday
Weinstock
andr I9'
PHARISEES^AND^pp
| Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited | "THE Shaffer
wil speak '
i 69 Bloor Streel East —
WAlnut 4-8745 j
Fellowship hour wil

TIME — $3.25 a yr.
LIFE — $4.25 a V'
SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED
$4.00 a yr.
Rates
Phone STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENCY
■■ EM. 6-7920
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Attention Engineering Students !
lo attend the Professional Engineers'
You are invited
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
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!
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lea ds the IVY LEAGUE
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! !
THIS IS THE TOP SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
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117 BlooratE.,Yonge
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION !
Interim Minister:
Rev.
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Bored

With

Life ?

Try Gaiety, Laughter, and a Rollicking
GOOD TIME
At the HART HOUSE MASQUERADE
FrL, Oct. 26, 1956, in the Great Hall at 9 p.m.
Doctors say it's the best cure yet!

Blue
IVY LEAGUE Topcoat
Trim and straight-cut in a new shorter "sports car"
length. Imported wool tweed with set-in sleeves, flapped
pockets, ticket flop. Greys, browns. Sizes 36 to 44.
Each 69.50
IVY LEAGUE Hat
New "tear drop" telescope style with very narrow brim,
sporty braided band. Unlined fur felt in Woodtone
(brown), Skytone (light greyi, Smoke (mid-greyl and
char-blue. Sizes 6% to 7%.
Each 10.00
PHONE UN. 1-5111
COATS - Main Store, Second Floor - Dept. 229
HATS - Main Store, Main Floor - Dept. 228
Similor styles at EATON'S College Street, Main Floor

and
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5 Orchestras

$2 per Couple
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DRILL HALL — 119 ST. GEORGE STREET
9-12 p.m.
PEP
RALLY
SQUARE DANCING and ROUND DANCING TO A
— SIX PIECE ORCHESTRA. —
(Also Caller and Fiddler)
THE UNIVERSITY BAND AND CHEERLEADERS
All This For Twenty-Five Cents

THAT GREAT COME AND GET IT DAY . .
is here lor
6 TO
0 0
SINGERS, DANCERS, ACTORS
AUDITION
FOR
FINIANS
RAINBOW
OCTOBER 22nd - NOVEMBER 1st
in LT.C. Men's Residence Auditorium
MONDAY. OCT.
SINGERS
7.30—11.00
4.00— 6.00
DANCERS
TUESDAY.
OCT. 2223
7.30— 11.00
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24
SINGERS
7.30—
11.00
7.30—11.00
THURSDAY. OCT. 25
DANCERS
7.30—11.00
FRIDAY.
OCT.
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MONDAY. OCT.
ACTORS
7.30— 11. 0C
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OCT. 2930
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 31 SINGERS
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and
DANCERS
EVERYBODY
THURSDAY, NOV. 1
7.30—11.00
NEGRO AND WHITE ARTISTS NEEDED
— Be Sure To Bring A Picture —
Bring Music If You Want To
THIS IS YOUR ALL-VARSITY MUSICAI
— See You In "Glocca Morra"

. . . ond Best is often the balance
t I | • j • , ' J ( I j . ip, your1§qv,igas, f cqqujif . ,

your Passport
toApply
Betterfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

You'll find these B of M
branches especially
convenient.
Bluer & Bay Sts.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manager
JosephQueen's
Burdock,Park:Manager
St.
George
& BloorManager
Sts.:
James G. Lewe,
1I 1 I • • I I I t I I I I I i I I i
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All-Varsity Revue director Curt Reis outlined yesterday requirements for the major parts of "Finian's Rainbow", coming
io Hart House Theatre in February.
Auditions
College
at 7:30beginp.m.Mondav in the men's residence of University
Both Negro and white characters are required,
he male acting lead is Finian. who is 'a character part who
,la".the trouble.' Reis said.
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Victcr F*l|*brill'
TchaikovsHy.
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suiV it Li arereturned
SrfmlSnwOTnbt
li it in defaulted. prepared to pay official $1.00 for the game evei
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TEAM MANAGERS
of all players and hand lists inTheto
1. Please check medicals
WAA. office in the SAC building as soon toas bepossible.
eligible for
players must be categories A, B, or B INS)
competition.
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2. Managers
Freshie
learns or ofbooklets
teams having
first year
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up attendance
at Falconer
Hall,stu-84
Queen's Park, Miss Forster's office, immediately.
3. Managers
responsible
for seeing
that game results are in
the W.A.A. areoffice
the day after
the game.
WOMEN'S
WOMEN';! ATHLETICS
SOFTBALL
Date
Field
1 P.H.E.
vs P.H.E,I II Trinity
Mon. Oct. 22 Vic.
St, HUdII vsi Teams
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V.V. Smith
Tues. Oct. 23 Vic I vs U.C.
Smith
Trinity
Vic Field
J. Huniphrvs
WwL Oct. 24 Vic.
I vsU St.
Hilda's
P.H.E.
vs
U.C.
J.J. Spotting
Stein
VarsltS
Fri. Oct. 26 PO.T.
P.H.E. I IIvavsP.H.E.
Vic I I Trinity
L. Rach
Managers: Allin W.A
medical
reportsS.A.C.
must Building.
be in this week. Records arc kept Canada's Finest Portable Typewriter
A, Orilce.
! Music Room at 7:15 P-""'
OR 3-1302
Phone WA.
ATTRACTIVE, LIGHT-WEIGHT
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
CARRYING CASE
XHCHERY
Intcrfaculty
Tournament
—
College
and
Faculties
mny
ci.tcr
a
tean
The Remington Quiel-Riter comes in a beoulior two archers to a maximum of three team*. Practices on Monday, Oct.
■ "t-tjw correction
2,day.Tuesday
Intramural
Tournament — Oct. 25. 1 to 2 p.m. each
ful"Touchcose typing
that's
Also included
Get in Oct,
touch2i. with
your Athletic
instruction
book and—
tc training.
f »~» \
brushcarrying
forMethod"
cleaning
type.free.
sciw
BOWLINGrepresentative.
most' o°""ithe Free
oflerCORRECTION
WeIf'THE
O' W^fl
Interfaculty — Mid town BuwIIiir Academy 505 Bloor St, W. Practices
bookie'
Free
.
tlon.
Write
today.
training
title
Oct. 19, from
26, 1eachto 3college
p.m. orTournament
Friday Nov. 2. 1 to 3 p.m. T*v
bowlers
faculty.
PRODUCTS OF REMINGTON RAND LIMITED • Dealers across Canada STAMMERING." gives full W
BADMINTON
Toronto
The Drill Hall will be available for women students who wish to
Wm. Dennison, 543-V Jarvis
ulay badminton every Tuesday night
at 7:30. Racquets are available
FENCING
REMEMBER !
practice
the Fencing
ClubBuilding.
will bo held on Wednesday
Oct. The
24, atfirst5 p.m.
In theforHousehold
Sclenie
SWIMMING
TO-DAY'S THE DAY
Intramural Meet — Nov. 1
— Swimmers
lUcea, entering speed events are required to have a minimum
All
students
of
the
non-compulsory
groups and all staff members are urg
diving or strokes as a single event are required to
haw uSwimmers
ot 2 practices.
e minimumentering
to
take
advantage
of
this
free
chest
examination
TO-DAY.
Thursday
on
Pool
PTS
Practice
Routines — Extra
p.m.
7:30 Synchronized
Park, any time between
Queen's
84
of
rear
Coach'House,
Hall
Falconer
to
Go
Hall Managers
by Friday — Oct.Entry26th,Forms to be completed and returned to Falconer
1 '• 1 • ' '
>
9:00 and 12:00 aim. or between 1:00 and 6 -.00' p.m.

_

BLUES

CAN

I Unpredictable

GRAB

Mustangs

Face UndefeatedVarsityVarsity
Strongei
to 10- Assistant Mustang coach Jack
battlingToront
Blues, Cup
Varsi'y Yates
o,
to
Hirn the two teams tomorrow Fairs, who scouted the McGill,eet one of
Varsity clash in Montreal last
m. They week,
afternoon in the Stadiurn
reported the
to be
MusWeste
the ed McGill in even, stronger than Blues
play defeat
either tangs
the Tricolo
that
squad that pasted his Purpler
White 35-0.
ollegiate opener two
the" Interc
the andApparen
Weehs ago, or they play coltly, the Mustangs are
ngs that
concent
Western Musta
rating more on stopping
and saw them-by the Varsity
■ ]a,)setl completely
offence than they
ced
selves soundly troun
are on producing a strong attack
of their own. The plan seems to
queen's last Saturday.
Western mentor John Metras be to hold the Blues, if possible,
capitalize on the breaks to
produced words to that effect and
team's win the ball game.
when questioned
the hisstubborn
The Blues have different ideas.
againstabout
chances
Blues. He is confident that the
a win over McGill's
learn that beat McGill will be Owning
heavily-favoured
Redmen,
the one that takes to the grid- mired deep in the cellar, andnowa
iron tomorrow before a large tie with the vaunted Golden Gaels
Homecoming Weekend crowd. of Kingston, Varsity will be going all outWilson
to whipAttheQEMustangs,
Regardless, however, of what
Metras thinks or says, the Blues
With Ed Skrzypek , out of
.will be odds-on favourites to de- action,
and Larry Joynt a doubtfeat Western and remain atop
ful starter, Dalt White will go
the league standings.
Soccer Seniors
Tackle Western
Intermeds Play
Saturday will be an important
date sityassoccer
farteams
as thisare year's
Varconcerned.
On the front campus starting
at 11 a.m. the Seniors entertain
the University of Western Ontario and they will be seeking
their 3rd straight win in this
year's
competition.
Alsorecord
at stakeof
this year
is a long
consecutive v Varsity domination
of Senior Intercollegiate Soccer.
The
Senior's
amazing
15-1 ingoaltwo total
gamesis andan
local fans
can
expect
mined effort on behalfa ofdeterthe
Londonites to break this envious
'record.
The Baby Blues Will be out
to avenge their defeat at the
hands of Ryerson this week and
immediately after the Senior contest they will oppose the Mustang juniors. Needless to say
both of our teams can use all
the support they can get and
so every soccer follower is urged
to see these two great contests.
The Senior Blues next game is
: at McMaster on Wednesday.

Dentistry
Sweeping
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TOP
On the

-

ALONE

Visitors
Squad
with
Hari-y Wilson at the QB
slot. End
Lorry Stacey is the
only other player on the injured list. Other than those, the
Bluesstrength
will .enter the game at
full
Western, meanwhile, will be
without the services of defensive
back Bob Miller, but his loss
will be more than compensated
for by the return of Neil Desborough to the lineup. In a furto sharpen his derenses,ther effort
Metras has called up
from
lineback
er Doug
ie some
Colts. Also
intermed
the
iate MacKen'z
shakes as a pass-catcher, MacKenzie will join John Girvin,
the quarterback-turned-end, on
tosses.
the receiving end of Art Turner's
Victory Vital
Fullback Frank Caputo, who
has seen very little action to
date, has been promised a lot
more activity in the clash tomorrow.

Whips

For-Pharm.

To 18-0

Victory

OKTI

HAT

„AtX

John brooks
Sports LJitor
Metras
Mustangs ba""=
is crucial
wouldthe not
nr
,T°.SSWestern
'i13'When tomonow's
between
Bluesbe and Johnnv
statement
a
plays a six-game schedule such anas underexists
in the IntercollegiateteamUnion,
just about every game is crucial

When the dust clears tomorrow, any one of three teamsas
as «™P^
^teyTre
COTIM
be ; int*onfHtaUy
first place. S°
Or there couldStandlnSs
be only a,e
two points separating
all
four
teams.
Or
(a
happier
thought),
our
Blues
could be
two points out in front, of the pack.
Both Varsity and Western are "up" for this their first meetng of the year, and, no matter
the outcome of the game
tans can rest assured that they'll what
be in for a hard-fought renewal
of the long-standing personal
LITTLE
feud guys
between the two colleges
An interesting feature of the clash tomorrow
number
of pint-sized competitors that we'll see in action. Theis the
Blues have
aTimtno Reid
of little
littlel in the persons of Ross Woods,
and guys
Pete (5'9"
Maik. is Western
equals the feat with Frank
Caputa, Garnet Mason
and Pete Maurice standing
the same
height. The Mustangs move an inch lower for Neil Desboroug
and
Jimmy Joy, but the Varsity entry wins the prize. Al Wongh will
be the lightest and shortest man on the field. He weighs 140
6". Wilson
onlyto5' Harry
and stands
pounds,
Compare
that lot
and Western end
Girvin.
tower above us at 6' 5", and have 200 pounds John
onto thatBothheight.
built
Both coaches tomorrow fall into the same category as their
little fellows. Dalt White and John Metras are both considerably
short
but too!
Metros makes up for it around the
hat helps,
middle.ofAndthe hissix-niark.
UNITED FOOTBALL APPEAL
Another feature of this weekend is the United Appeal Football
Tournament at the CNE grandstand. Formerly
called the Red
Feather tourney, the four-game stint gets
underway tonight at
7those
p.m.ungodly
Don't fret if you happen to be there and see several of
purple and white
wandering around. London
Catholic Central tackles Niagarajackets
Falls Collegiate in the 9 pm.
game tonight. There are three Catholic
grads
on the
of the
Mustangs,
the persons of halfbacks Frank Loftus androster
Bill Britton
and
end AlinGleeson.
Tickets for the big do are on sale in the Intramural Office
in Hart House at the very nominable price of $.25 general admission and $.50 reserved seats.
We'll see you there.
ODDS 'N ENDS
There could be some old school reunions on the gridiron tomorrow ... Six Humberside and five Etoblcoke grads will be
locking horns . . . Nick Bruchovsky, Jolui Chisholrn, Gene Chorostecki
the from
Blues Hirmberside,
along with Western's
DelaheyandandJohn
BruceCasey
Fordof hail
while Dave Walley
Oreswell, Dick Risk, Don Simpson, Bruce Ward and Tom Whit.- call
Etobiooke their alma mater . . . Lorry Stacey and Don Cornish,
both from the latter, will be adding their plaudits from the sidelines .. . the Argos have got rid of one . . . Now for the other? ?
Well,
. . . A good replacement for Swiacki (if he goes) would be your
friendof and
mine Harvey
Or maybe
out
retirement
to add Knox
a little...glitter
to the call
sceneHarry
... OrSonsliim*
better
still, sell the club, shoulder the loss, and go back to rowing . . .
Yes, I know I'm being nasty . . .

Ray Laine Nets Two TDs
By BILL GILBERT
Dentistry opened its Group II by cheerleaders, turned out to
season Thursday with a decisive cheer their favourites in this
triumph over the new combina- early contest.
Laine Stars
tion of Forestry and Pharmacy.
The. score was 18-0. It can be The Dentsmen started off on
safely said that, if- it were not the right foot when they blocked
for numerous penalties, the a kick on the third play from
margin of victory might .well scrimmage and recovered on the
have been higher and as a result Forestry 20 yard line. After two
of this game one may assume unsuccessful attempts to score
that Dentistry will go far while Currie pitched out to Ray Laine
skirted left end for the TD.
the Forestry gridders seem des- who
The convert was missed and
tined for cellar occupation.
Quarterback Stars
Dentistry led 6-0. After exchanging kicks the woodsmen
The game itself was marked
by the failure of the heavy intercepted a Dent pass on their
but were unable to press
Forestry i,ine to hold the hard- own
their advantage. When
charging maroon halfs and also home
they attempted to kick, Andy
their poor pass defense. In fact, Timberg
broke through to knock
Reed Currie, Dents' brilliant it back over
the goal line and
quarterback, was virtually un- Al Vaichulis fell
it for the
hampered in piloting his team second Dent major. onCurrie
to victory. Ray Laine, along with to cross up the oppositionfailedby
Currie, was the foremost of a
throwing for the convert. The
number of Dent stars while score
at the end of the first half
Dacyshyn
stood
out
in
a
losing
cause. An enthusiastic crowd, led was 12-0.
Early in the second half, Laine
snared another Currie pass and
raced 15 yards for the final
score of the game. Forestry Hockey Committee Meets
blocked another convert attempt.
The Woodsmen began to move
after this play but Hunter and Schedule Starts Nov. 22
Laine were responsible for mak- As a prelude to the hockey sea
Ice By November
next of
piecea
ing keythedefense
maneuvers
which
son the standing committee met of Playoffs
business.formed
In thetheevent
kept
Yellow
anda Blue
off yesterday
afternoon
to
discuss
the
score
sheet.
In
scoreless
Varsity's Intercollegiate Ten- contact Audrey Ferris at MO 3132
change in groupings
the Intrafor this year'selected
activities.
quarter Vaichulis made plansfollowing
will arrange
the
ths Team left Toronto en route — a rating is preferred but not afourth
un- schedule,mural office
sensational catch for Dents and The
essential. Pay — one dallor -per Katzman
otherwise it will reanamously to were
these key posts:
Jor
Hamilto
early
last
evening
and
Morrison
ran
for
n
*°r the Intercollegiate Tennis game. The intermediate schedule long gains on the Forestry squad. Chairman: Blyth Brown of UC;
main the same as last year
is now completed for the coming
Vice-chairman: Don Bull o£ Meds; Periods will remain the same. The
Tournament which is being held season
a series of Home and
Long: Punting
M McMaster this year. Out to re- Home with
and
Secretary: Barry Thurston. schedule will start November 22nd
Instrumental
in
the
Dentistry
games
with
Rye
r
son
claim last season's
and close December 13th reopenare Seniors, and YWCA coming up. It
Eight Skule Teams?
ary Uuns (III Trin.),laurels
victory
were
O'Connor
and
captain
on January 7th. Any delay in
item of business con- the inginstallation
he team and Intercolelgiate Sing-of is hoped that another team can Shundock. The former came back The first
wil force
cerned groupings, SPS wants to postponement of ofthe ice
es Champion, Pru Smith (H Vic) be routed for the league which after a slight injury to continue enter eight
schedule.
teams
instead
of
seven
his long punting while the latter this year but are not certain of
also a member of last year's four- would make the games all the knocked
down several Forestry
me and newcomers Irena Bo- more interesting. The Intercolnumber of players that will
legiate Tournament is coming up passes. The strong Dent line the available.
Fecky (II Vic) and SaUie WaUace
In the event that
next March with Varsity playing broke through, on numerous oc be
they
do enter another team it will Girls' Archery
maV|MedS)'
^ morning
girls started their hostess supposedly in the new Wo- casions, to force the opposition
_ ches this
against
to
punt.
The
single
bright
light
men's Athletic Building!
the fourth
group* and setsVarsity
*ams from
out forwomen's
London archery
tomorrowteamto
Queens, McA La Pool
each into
in a generally inept Forestry go
JP". and MacWestern,
and will continue
berteam
so that,will
for advance
example, oneSkulenum-V compete in the Intercollegiate
attack
was
Dacyshyn,
who
This
coming
week
is
the
last
^ mmation Sames Friday after- one for practices with the swim
will become Skule IV. In group II outdoor archery tournament.
K°n
mushing up on Saturday club and anyone that is interest- grabbed
of Cleroence's
situation faces Forestry Teams from McGill, Queens,
long passesseveral
for substantial
gains. awhosimilar
either one or two Western, OAC, and McMaster
WpestJang.
We
wish
you
all
the
ed in participating in the meet All in all, the game was de- teamswillthisenter
of luckl
The ruling are will be vying with U of T for top
must have attended four practices
cidedandby the
well-balanced
of- as follows: year.
League B-Ball Starts
at
If
Forestry enters honours.
fense
defense
of
the
Dentsbefore next Friday. Preliminaries
^ ne "itramural Basketball Lea- are scheduled for Monday October men and by the ineffectiveness two teams the grouping will rearchers from last
year'3
main
the
same
as
last year ex- Two Marjorie
29 at 5:30 in the UTS Pool for of the Forestry line. It doesn't
intoso full
are 2ettine
D-,ga.?eS
cept, of course, that Emmanuel team,
Pendleton, both Reid
of VicandIII,Anne
and
Synchronized Swimming, Strokes, appear that the addition of Phar- will move
all
Monday
comine
bvni
wved1 check
newcomers
Donna
Clarke
and
up
to
Division
I
and
the schedule in Figures, and Routines and on
macywhich
will improve
the fifth
Forestry1
Architecture
will
move
down
to
team
finished
last
Bernice
Muir
of
the
School
of
Wednesday
October
31
at
5:30
in
l
p ^ARSITY
. Basketbal
flub President
F«b
but Dentistry is in a good Division II due to their standing Social Work will be shooting for
, Sylvia
Kerr re- the UTS Pool for Speed Swim- year
first
and
last
in
play
last
year.
f ted especially good turnouts
position
to
challenge
the
leaders
Varsity.
Bill
Stadnyk,
a
member
ming.
The
finals
will
be
held
in
at
If Forestry enters only one team of the Hart House Archery Club,
■1 Vic
and PHE fresh*
in this when
year'sallrace.
practice; the Hart House Pool Thursday week,
i*
week.
teamsAfterplay,nextit there will be a seven team group has been coaching the girls.
Could it be that she is JNovember 1 at 8:30 p.m. NOTE
to judge the re- which will play a single round McGill is the defending cham,eie g- mter,collegiate material? there is just one more chance to will be easier
pion after taking the title from
of the various robin with four teams entering the
's still room for re--' attend the Strokes practice at pquads. spective
j ; ( strengths
,, . .
( j I playoffs
so anyone interested can [ L.M.,a$ 7:00 Tuesday., j
I
OAC at last
year's meet. £ I
,

Calendar
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SMC VOTES NAPOLI
AS FIRST YEAR REP.
st votes
In one of the heavie
arts Tonite
Tourney andSt
recent years, Dick Napoli
of
s
most
Toronto
st
t
iateParkagain
Collegce
One of the bigges
FirstforYeartheMen's
in the opener at was electe
St.
aisers for the Lawren
sentadtive
entertaining: fund-r
l is the 7 p.m.. with London Central Repre
nt AdmmisStude
el's
current Unitedd Appea
Micha
ve
l.
Falls
l
ra
travti
Counci
Niaga
footbal
and
Fund
ic
Cathol
Unite
annual
ed
tonight meeting in the nightcap at 9 p.m.
Valerie Quinlan defeatWotournament, being held the
Port
Ca- North Bay Collegiate and game
for, while
ovanntative
nightal atExhibition
MungReprese
row Nation
and tomornadian
tangle in thewithfirstOttawa Deedee men's
Credit
grandstand.
won over Hugh
tomorrow night,
Larry BenwayBrigi
iate Marks
d Elson for
and
together highfromschoolall Tech and Riverdale Colleg
Bringing iate
tourteams
namet,i Western Representative. Naof Toronto winding up the
and colleg
tourAl
the
out Tonon and
ce,as the Red Tickets are on sale all day at Jack poliMcFad
nudgedden.
the provin
parts ney,of formerly
known
Hart
in
being
a hard - fought
is
,
Office
was
ament
ural
"It
Tourn
Intram
er
the
Feath
tick- campaign," said Napoli. great
held for the eighth year.
General admission
House.
showed "The
Class
en
nomiFreshm
the
Feio AsOntartic
by the
etsnalcancostbeofpurcha
Sponsored
Theseat are good spirit," said Joe Valenti. Des$.25. sed
l Athle
deration soofciSchoo
n,
ations, inconjunction with for either night. Inon additio
pite the rivalry of the camsale at
and the Tele- reserved seats are
the T. Eaton Co. ament
contestrthe togethe
many ofcards
night.
ts
either
consis on $ 50 also good for purchased
the tourn
antspaign,played
gram,games
, two played
for the results.
The ducats can be
waiting
of four
while
each
night.
.
anytime up until 6 tonight
Action tonight plts_Jtehawa
Shutterbugs Get
Asks Support a had
HHOA
said that the Orchestr
student
enough
but not
Some,ptions
High Recruitment
House
for the Hart
subscri ra Associa
ing special up its sleeve,
have been someth
Twenty-five new members Orchest
tion
Cameraits sold. Chris Wilson, chairman of but that
House after
it. it was too soon to rel
a
e
v
the Hart
joinedWednes
Club meeting.day night
the HHOA said that he was very
first
so Whatever happens, the HHOA
ented turn- disappointed with the results
the season, but can"It's an unpreced
not continue next year unless
out." a club official said. Over far.The Hart House Orchestra, a will finish
The
meetadequateity support
100 students came to the
group of professionals under
univers
must beis realize
able tod. sup
ing.
conSunday
five
play
Neel
Boyd
"We'll be starting instruction
port the associates themselves.
certs during the season. In addigroups for the new members and
includes adtion,
125 student subthose who are interested in two
13 rehearsals and two There are
mis ion tomembership
eft for sale. 125 have
weeks," the official said.
been some already beenscriptions lsold,
has
There
lectures.
stumainly .to SubBrodie MacPherson spoke to criticism that the music is uncolleges
dents in the Arts obtaine
familiar, but the committee has
on colour photofrom
d
the meeting Gilbert
be
n
a
c
s
n
o
i
t
p
i
r
c
s
Milne spoke faith in the conductor and the the Hall Porter's Desk -in Hart
graphy and
on black and white commercial orchestra as a whole to make House
or the SAC office at
photography.
the music enjoyable. Mr. Wilson $3.50 per.
"Watch the Hart House Bulletin Board and the Varsity for
the instruction," the
notice ofsaid.
HILLS FARM
CALEDON
official
EVERYONE WELCOME
Cornerstone

United

Appeal

'Rocknapping,
False Alarm
' Uniyesterdaythought
For two
College officials
versity hours
students had tried to make off
cornernewly thefound
With their
wrong one.
stone—but taken
A
stone
was
missing
from
east wall just 15 feet from UC's
the
south-east
eorn'er,found
wheretheProf.
H. N. Milnes
UC
cornerstone Wednesday.
A Varsity staffer asked Prof.
Milnes to look at the hole. UC
Principal F. C. A. Jeanneret
came to look at the empty space
too,
the hole
there and
whensaid
pictures
were wasn't
taken
of the newly-found cornerstone
Wednesday.
Medsmen said the stone was
in their building. A tin-foil and
cardboard 'cornerstone' was
found in the Meds building, saying 'Come to the Cornerstone
Ball'
Later(Friday).
Prof. Milne said the
stone had been moved from the
UC outer wall by university
workmen.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

Football

Week-end
OpenOCTOBER
19, 20, 21.
For Information: The Graduate Office, Hart House — WA. 3-7578

w
No
dand executi
accepte. d in
Athleticves .Society
c bv An
Sthe forU.C.firstLit.year
£°MXc
a.m. IO 12re
9 He
NOMINATION
minutes in the SCM Offic,
for ten will
A WORSHIP SERVICE
9,40 a I.co'mPARAtWe
RELIGION"
be discussed by SC*
«.
1.00 p.m. ^STth* leadership of Sheila McDonough atalsoPROS
„
meet
will
group
Engineers'
SCM
An
Street.
George
45 St
*(ices^^'^pI'^oSsE^FROS,
45 St. George Street.
4 loSATURDAY^
6 p.m.
suppER win be Md at the Church of the Re.

5.00 p.m. bTblV READINGS are scheduled for VCF. at Sheraton
be Wilbur Suther.
land.
8.00 p.m. Hall, Wycliffc College. The speaker will
'The Lady's Not
Fry's
NGis on— theChristopher
PLAY-READI
agenda for SCM at 293 Gen Road,
8.00SUNDA^v
p.m. For Burning"
OWEN will
speak at a missionary breakfast for VCF.
8.30 a.m. at Nathanael
Institute.
MONDAY^ CHRISTIAN FAITH" will be discussed by SCM i,,
5.00 p.m. Em 159 Vic. Prof. K. Joblin is the leader.
the TtCAF Train.
STUDENTSBandCOUNCIL
OCE command
and Spadina. The pro.
Bloorsponsor
at OCE, will
8.00 p.m. ing
ceeds will be for the United Appeal.
TUESDAYNATIONAL AFFAIRS Committee plans an organizational
1.15 p.m. meeting
for all those interested in NFCUS and other at,
fairs of national student interest in the SAC office.
DON'T

MISS

THIS !

R C A F CONCERT RAND
(CANADA'S FINEST)
8:00 p.m., MONDAY, OCTOBER 22
ONTARIO COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
(Bloor at Spadina)
Admission : 50c Tickets at SAC Office or At The Door
PROCEEDS FOR UNITED APPEAL

I

]
REPS
TORONTONENSIS
c. hi
ini.i lighj

{ gear, so the reps from each college and faculty are ask- 1
| ed to drop into the office (basement of S.A.C. Building) |
any lime this afternoon (between 1:00 and 5:30 p.m.) J

Mnday
Dinner?

„ ' a -Q
SCOTT'S Bloor St., 2door«w<wt
ol Yong». frond Bullet or table MrricminRemarkabl?
bom * to 9 p.m. Sunday.
Dellcioiu, tool WAlnut 2-4320
«ipen«ii«l
tor
Reservation*.
Coke! ... its real great taste puts you at your
HART
HOUSE
This Weekend
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
In the Great Hall at 9 p.m.
|
Canadian soprano.
Elizabeth Benson Guy, renown
without charge from the Hall Porter.
obtained
Tickets mayare beinvited
Members
to bring their lady friends.
SPARKLING
This is the first of a series of eight Sunday Evening Concerts
that the Music Committee of Hart House will present this year.
Caledon Hills Farm Open Weekend — Members are requested to [
check in to the Graduate Office if you would like to visit this
beautiful
Hart House.country spot. All information may be obtained a.t
DRINK
Before-the-Game-Lunch in the Great Hall. Members are invited
to1:30bring
p.m. their lady friends. Luncheon is served from 11:45 to
Open
Gallery
Sunday
during ofthetheafternoon.
Men and
You taste the difference . . *
women Artinvited
to seeon the
exhibition
work of Paraskeva
Clark, Toronto artist.
even the bubbles taste better.
The Masquerade — Come, come, only 3 out of every 80 will be
You feel the difference
j able lo attend this Select Dance. Get your ticket soon. $2.75.
there's life, there's lift in Coke:
j October 26th in the Great Hall.
I Our Glee Club Needs An Accompanist, Contact The Undergrad
|
Office — WA. 3-1302.
'Coke" is a registered trade- mark.
c<
COCA-COLA^

,

FRENCH

Michelle

FILM

Boudet

STAR

Phony

Gains
pages of The Varsity. Radio in- hatt the right girl. Long blonde
ch
hair
framed
~ a face that could
terviews with
Michel
film.
ld ll
male
Sti
edsthe of"Fren
hundr—Ap
rlet" lethatBoudet
beauty
pe
have come right out of a French
werestations.soughtthe by'20-year-o
al
But
three
dif'or
ts
25"cen
ferent
paid
ates
Undergradu
1 chance to meet is in truth
a Only three people On campus The story began to take shape.
In Montreal everyone co-opera
student at the University of Mon- knew the truth.
treal.
Batten's story, which ran Publicity pictures were taken tedby
d by wthe Ltdex- in Clyde
polisheRenfre
and Holt
primped
LaRose
studio — Montreal's bigFriday'
was absolutepert hands of
ly true. sIn Varsity
it he •said
real
that he Thegest commercial photographers.
of Montreal, Miss Boudet went
had
Mont
met
Michell
e at "one of those "Michelle" Gabriel club, where
—
name Isabel Lafontaineuntil
was ostensibly staying,
parties."
after Gallic
through with her pose
ted "wonderfully."
The party was the Canadian co-opera
ay night.
Saturd
ht
midnig
Brian
University
Anders
Press
on. Blue a nd
conference
held
First year engineering student in Ottawa, 1954. There
was no White Society chairman told the
"thoroughly enjoy- mention
Dawson The
Terryed himself."
of
France
in Batten's SAC last week that he didn't
United Appeal story.
"European photographraised over $200 by her presence. The Varsity was in on the thinkersthe
took much
cake and
Final results will be released to- gag.
anyway. Michellecheese
was probabl
Only
one
senior
staff
memI day.
. ~by a
ber handled the story. The rest a serious dramatic actress whoy
The fake was' originated
it was legitimate.
group of unnamed students. The thought
pose forparty
that was
kind formed
of thing."to
was intro- didn't
A kidnap
Blue and White Society and Stud- Isabelduced toLafontaine
the students who went get Michelle at the airport, in
. ent Service Commission were not
to "makeintervention
foldtil"Michelle's"
real identity un- to Montreal in search of a "starlet" order
it a better avoided
story."
Last minute
after she arrived.
by theent council.
president of U. of M's stud- the
kidnaping when persons
Down-town Toronto dailies
charge of the episode said thevin
picked up the story from the Immediately they knew they thought
publicity. they would get enough
In 1952, a similar stunt at the
University of Saskatchewan' made
Time
Magazine.
The
Varsity
Those who rigged the Michelle
Vol. LXXVI — No. 15
Monday, October 22nd, 1956 incident felt no-one at Toronto
would mind having a quarter
coaxed
means. out of him by devious
United Appeal Goes Ahead
"It only cost 25 cents," one plotter said. "And I think everyone
Three More Days To Give
who
involved had a quarter's
The first United- Appeal cam- Deadline for all conrtibutions worth wasof good
time."
Only disappointment
in the
paign on campus has collected $1,- from students is Wednesday. The whole
affair was the failure of
campaign continues in Toronto
[ 350.93
so
far.
Raffle receipts for a date with for the rest of the month.
Miss Boudet's poodle to appear.
|Michelle grossed especially well.
University staff receipts have
not as yet been received, but are Dig, Dig, Dig
[ expected by November 10.
Over $200 was raised on a
, student organized tag day Saturday. Tagging was done at the
Float Parade and the • football
[game.
Pottery, Vertebrae
"Dig those crazy pots!" Thai's Professor J. Norman Emerson
what U. of T. students did this in charge of the dig, termed it
NOON MUSIC
in Scarborough, They "terrrific". Professor T. F. McILStrains of music from the weekend
participating in the ninth wraith, head of the Department of
■ terrace of -the University were
annual anthropological dig, and it Anthropology at the University of
attracted
manycampus
stud- was considered a great success.
■■" Bookstore
ents crossing
the front
Toronto, said "it has been so ter■ last week. The' music came
ribly unique, but it has thrown a
Three days of digging produced
■ from a phonograph set up by
good deal of light on the people
■ HHOA and will be playing all a ton of dirt, a large quantity of who
once lived in the outskirts of
■ this week during lunch hours very early Iroquois pottery, imI as part of the Associates
mense piles of rock, and numerous
■ Publicity campaign.
The students themselves were
thirteenth-century fish vertebrae. Toronto''.

J°nn Chisolm

(21)
Art touchdown
Turner's (60) kick.
and setsblocks
up a Toronto

'Michelle' lands at Malton Saturday

I'll Never

Forget

Her

Says Duped Skuleman
Terry Dawson, 19-year-old first year Engineering student, won Saturday's raffle for a date with French 'filmzenstat.star' 'Michelle Boudet*. Here is his story, as told to Sam Aj"I don't regret a minute of it," sold completely and I'll never forTerry Dawson said to-day when he
found out Michelle Boudet is a "All I have left is her autograph"
year Chemical EngineerMontreal student, "She had me the first
ing student said. Over her signature
the
20
girl had writget her." year oldsoiree,
Terry."said,
"Sheten "merveilleuse
meant it, too" Terry
"and she was right".
Terry, bought
who "never
won athething"
before,
two tickets
day
the
raffle
started.
"It
like
and
Dirt a good way to give to seemed
the United
very enthusiastic. Two of them Appeal — I never expected to win".
Terrythe also
had his hips measured
Danny Freeman and Sid Bender, for
Appeal.
of first year Pre-Meds, said that
they intend to come back next "She picked me up at 5:30," Terweekend
to continue their digging
independently.
ry said. "A Frenchman was driving
the car— she said he was her manThe site of the dig was a thirager. Michelle had a leopard skin
teenth century Iroquois village. coat on. I was too excited to notice
Excavations uncovered the Jocation of the -garbage heap, and "We ate at the Granite Club;
anything else."
some progress was made in deter- talked
about almost everything. It
mining the position of the longhouses. The work was so encour- didn't occur to me to wonder why
aging that plans are underway she didn't talk about her 'career'. I
to restore the village and open thought she was being natural —
museum.
maybe I should have known better,
it to the public as an historical but
her charm and the accent . . .
She
may not have been French but
A visitor to the expedition. Dr.
Paul Wallace, an Iroquois expert she was sure an actress!"
from New York State, was very
impressed with the idea of a (See "Quite An Evening" page 4)
University dig. He is currently
directing an excavation of an
Indian site in New York State Soviet Tour
which is being "looted by incompetent
and he hasmight
suggested thatdiggers",
the University
go down to organize a similar Is Proposed
dig there.
Dr. McILwraith
said "Thismethods
dig is No Okay Yet
more
to teach scientific
than to make any startling dis- The idea of bringing a group
of Russian students to visit Cancoveries". He felt that this pur- week.
ada is in the air again. It was
pose was accomplished.
discussed at ministrative
the CouncilStudent's
meeting Adlast
United Appeal
WUS Chairman Joan Fidler said
Raffle for date fo
the idea was first suggested at
Michelle
the
National WUS Conference.
Dentistry . .
"We decided to feel out student
University College _-_ $150.30
83.95
over theproposals
country are
beSchool of Law ... . 102.95 opinionfore anyallspecific
53.53
Saint Michael's
77.00 made," she said.
80.00
Faculty
of Music Colleg<
.
A report on campus opinion will
98.73
ITazz
36.00
Knox Concert
... -__
be made to WUS in March. If it
is favourable things will start
Trinity men
233,25 moving at the next WUS assembly
Victoria
next October, she said.
Wycliffe
127.21
26.00
Three years ago a similar proTag TOTAL
Day
200.00
posal was made but nothing came
of it, However Miss Fidler said
(Continued on Page 7)
$1350.92
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fooled again
Most of this university has been hoaxed.
the fraud because
The Varsity had a major part ein Boudet
was really
along that Michell
we knew alline.
Isabel Lafonta
And we're not sorry.
good
United Appeal-a worthy cause— has made awhose
deal of money from the escapade. The student
name was drawn enjoyed himself thoroughly, in his
important-one more
own words, and-perhaps most usually
boring face of
adventure has brightened the
our university.
In fact this year, on the whole, is turning into a
remarkably interesting one. A group of energetic students seem to have found the ambition and inspiration to add a little humour to our too-mature university.
The good-natured kidnappings; the pig at the
football game; the erection of the bulletin board— all
of them may be signs of a revival of student highjinks, the kind of episodes that make it good to be a
student.
"If isincident
to be take
hopedtheir
the sacrifice
'victims' in
of the
the Michelle
Boudet
spirit in
which it was conceived.
fools again
The home-coming weekend was almost 100 per
cent a success.
The float parade was certainly the most impressive in our memory: the college cheerleaders added a
riot of colour to the football game: the Blue and White
dance was sold out well in advance: the Blues won a
spectacular game, in spectacular fashion: the fraternities and residences were gloriously decorated.
The persons in charge of these various activities
deserve hearty congratulations.
Even the weather co-operated and whoever is in
charge of that should be thanked too.
But there were some unhappy occurances. And
the saddest fact about them is that they have been
mentioned before, both in the editorial columns of
The Varsity and by official representatives of the university administration.
We refer, of course, to the throwing of empty
bottles during the football game.
While some amount of drinking at games has to
go on (it would be impossible to search every student)
these disgraceful incidents are entirely out of proportion.
Last year came very close to being the end of
intercollegiate competition because of incidents different from those at Saturday's game only in the fact
that the missies hit somebody then.
The "spirit of good times" that we have advocated this year — and still advocate — stops dead when
personal injury is involved.
And it is most seriously involved here. Surely we
do not have to point out the danger to other persons
that these fools can create.
It remains for us to mention only that unless these
incidents stop — immediately — there will be drastic
(and proper) action by the authorities.
We hope it will not be necessary.
phooey

LETTER FROM THE AVR
in a letter
criticized on this page
Revue's
by members of
the All-Va
a Skyi rsity
Last enweek,
writt
by Sandr
followingwas letter was pre pared
The policy
UC.
IV
on.
the
basis
alon.
the AVR executive in answer to Miss Sky's theories,
and without ofanyenthusiasm
tangible proo.
of
support
other
than
if
this
mes
sometiying
Stop. Do not readted in or gether (admittedly,
promotion ? We suggest sa|e
t^at
an underl
) byrequire
loosely
you are notto interes
very
ng
planni
would
theme"
Miss Sky's letter was bathM
in
pate
partici
ing
intend
in
Finian's Rainbow which is the and writing at least a year
intalent
sentiment
and original
spiritism.revu9
^
for the
ion. of an
of product
Musical of 1956- advanc
"Whene triepossibility
whieh the writer of this letter
ALL IfVarsity
57.'
you are or have ever
is so abundant has Jain
brought up last Fe- claims
ed in the furtherdormant for the past f0(1
been anceinterest
of the finer arts on this : AVR wasbruary and directors, sproducers
years.
Is Miss Sky so pV6i
ito subcampus, if you have acting, and writers were called
sumptuous as to assume that
scripts
and
other
any
mit
applications
or
dancing
,
singing
she
is
representing
the opinio^
artistic talent, and are willing
factions came
two opposing
sug- of thirty-six Colleges and pa.
one of these show,
to contribute that talent to the forward;
gested a revjae type of
culties or is she writing
this isproduct
successthisofletter
then
to you.ion-If but could produce neither
order to correct -an ill, jjep
opinion is valuable to us at thy
you are tired of having your script, music nor ideas. The
estab-to time, but would have been much
"inferior other lished
that an
realizing
talent mocked by the
musical would
appeal
more welcome and useful when
proand disorga
ductions ofnizezd"
the past college
four years,
the campus, and realizing that the AVR was in the stages 0;
partito
you
then we welcome we hope will
Where is that student who
cipate in what
planning.
does not prefer to use his talent
allfuture
for
nt
precede
a
set
towards the making of a musi,
ons. that this
varsity
It - is producti
encouraging
cal comedy which is rapidly he.
"student apathy" which the
coming facets
"one ofof the
most cul«
im,
writer of the letter to the AVR
portant
Canadian
printed the
in Tuesday's
tural
life?"
Contrary
to
the
accuses
campus, isVarsity
being ipl
letter to the AVR, we feel that
this controthrough
those
people
who
are
mainly
dispelled
versy of Revue vs.this
Bookspirit
show.did
interested in contributing to
Unfortunately,
"an unmistakeable air of fami,
not show itself at the time
when the AVR was being
liar local
humour"
serve their
energy should
for theirreplanned. No one will deny,
different College shows.
least of all the writer of TuesThe humour of these
day's letter, that a revue concollege productions, necessarily
sisting of' "a series of skits,
limited
by provinciality, while
songs and dances, held toof interest to the student of
the future of coming AVR's
that
particular
-college, would
hung cialohsuccess
the ofartistic
and finanthis first
AVR
A.M. & D.
appear like a motherless child,
in
a
campus-wide
attempt,
in
four
years,
decided
on
On the whole, the Varsity is Finian's Rainbow.
Surely the localized jokes,
an
excellent
newspaper.
It's
songs and skits incorporated
major flaw is the A.M.&D.
It is paradoxical
of the that
enthusiasm of this campus
into Daffydil, Skule-Nite, etc,
be devoted
supposedof toplays,
page,"reviews"
to
books, only when their All-Varsity
does not have the scope to apRevue as such has been taken
movies, etc.
peal to all the Colleges, un<
These reviews are, at the from them that they exhibit
dergraduates and graduated
any
interest
in
it.
Where
was
alike.
According to the prevery least, inane and preten- this enthusiasm when the AVR
sious. In a high-schoolish at- was suggested last year? Did
collegafor
tempt to use big words just the students of this campus
should ferred
holdsuggestion,
a revueeachnight
for the sake of big words, the
it's
own
college.
This
aria
reviewers try to impress Joe
ment which is presently in
for granted that a revueReader with their intellectual take
order does indeed justify the
brilliance. They only bore us type show could be produced
need for originality, but cer<
with their conceit!
AVR FIRST?
tainly 'would not result in :
The chief offender in this is
enjoyable-to-all
campus revtie(
•
Last
year
I
had
an
opportunity
Rosemary
Tweed.
If
>
reviews
nor
would it encourage
high
such as hers were substituted to witness the University of
quality
in
the
field
of
campus
for others of the less quasi- Manitoba's production of Fintheatre. College theatre is r
intellectual type, the AM&D
ian's Rainbow, It behooves me
page would be more widely read
of theandCanadian
major partscene,
and Jordan
appreciated.
theatrical
affords
to callal this
a polishedbecause
professionSullivan,
performance
you
the students the opportunity
claim
in
this
week's
Varsity
that
totionwork
on a ofproduc*
General,
St. Michael's
O.K.1stforthen,
efforts.
whichtogether
is worthy
their
is putting on Canwrite
us. come on in and the U.ada'soffirstT.amateur
production.
Dick
Wiliams
sarnie carmvatn,
The
unique
and
represent*
from Winnipeg
AM&D Editor
Ramof on"Finian's
tive quality
you. Casting
depends
bow",,
begins
this coming
Monday &!
the UC Men's Res. auditorium,
through nine day*
and runs
Each
college and faculty «
production
represented on the proof
Whatthatfurther
staff. be
there
this is trulynee*a
all out effort to bring all W
students an All Varsity Rev'us
Mandates Again ^
The AVR ExecuP""
I
was
very
t° rc^
in Friday's issuesurprized
of the W«*
" it
comment by Mike »' ^
the
(II
^S.P.S.)
that
represents'^
government
means
strict
herence to mandates S'ventii^

again

Students'of Administrative
has appointedThe
a committee
two to look intoCouncil
the bulletin
board
situation.

Just what kind of fencing
did you have in mind?

presentatives
by the respec
bodies they represent.
Surely the
governing
body S.A.Cof the — g
of the University! The sW° (t,
performance, but they
can aprove or disapprove "
the govern
Aadminis
masslation. tercannot
govern.ment
K * it* ^
brez*
a
be
would
there
so
in the regular processes eoMandates
qu"'doTj.
whether
it beonthe any
."recent
sement of N.F.C.U.S. or jb,
f 1#>
proval of expenditures aI%.fl<
ing to $10,0000 for tne..
are decidedly against al( \fl
ciples of good governing j^j?
us leave the initiation o£(fl #
lation, and its approval- pJ
responsible
-^
sure ,that if representattv
Mr. Huer ha ^SJ
present at that S.A.C.
agreement
with
me.
as I was, he would be
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Settlf*ir
ement
Baroque
fiptt)*»mpnt
qUe Music for Settlement
iia\n Toronto, the recorder -has, during the last few years,
h en taken up by more and more people as an easy and envable approach to practical music. The catch to this, of
'u'rse,
is that
instruments
are just
as hard demands
to play
pally wel1
as anythese
other'
and to achieve
virtuosity
[he same careful combination of talent, artistry and ~"indl'SMr. Hugh Orr has been able to blend these three qualities and discover an admirable mastery of his instrument
rn the recital presented lastin
the Conservatoryment
Thursday inUniver
sity Settle
■d 0f the
's Auxili
j*1
WomenGreta
■?-nedits Miss
Kraus,aryMjsshe
and Mr.
Guy,
Benson
th
Elizabe
a programme
powland Pa-ck inearly
enth
eighte
five
of music by
composers, and quite
century show.
ctole the
The first half of the programme was made up of works by
George Phillip Teleman, G. F.
Handel and J. S. Bach. Of these
has takthree masters Telemann
en even longer than his two contemporaries tobe re-discovered.
He was four years their senior,
outlived them both by several
vears and, while he did not become the centre of social and political upheavals as Handel did
in London, he was thought of as
a leading composer of his time,
outdoing Bach in fame and
fortune. Modern critics accuse
Telemann of having contributed
little to musical development and
-write him off as a good craftsman, nothing more. His craftsmanship, itseems, was admirable
and his contrapuntal ingenuity
■ivals even that of Bach.
The second half began with a
cantana for Rogation Sunday by
Telemann for soprano, .recorder
and continue Then Miss Greta
Kraus played a group of keyboard pieces, a Sarabande by
Muffat (but which, Georg or his
Gottlieb, the programme did
not tell us) and two sonatas by
Domenico Scarlatti, and the pronme ended with an aria from
| Cantata
202 by Bach,
for sop, celloNo. abligato
and continue
|In this, as in the Sonata, in D
major for cello and harpsichord,
Mr. Pack played with that easy
carelessness that we have come
to expect from first desks of the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra,
but I am still' wondering where
Ihepassage
came bypizzicato
the ideainof the
playing
thirda
movement of the sonata. Both
these works were written for the
viola da gamba and I do not
think that pizzicato is appropriate stylistically,
good it may sound on thehowever
and in fact it sounded very cello,
good
in"~eed. Michae| Olver
Sink or Swim
The plight of every' red-blooded pubescent
chool-boy. who has ever longed to make paslonate love to his music teacher, an extraarticular activity, is given voice in "Unguarded
foment," currently appearing at the Odeon
Toronto.
Some will try apples, others detentions,
»ut this ingenuous lad (John Saxon) sends notes
skmg for night school classes to be held in
P empty locker-room after dark. Our conpentious teacher (Esther Williams) ventures
> th with
and a saltpetre
a "let only ato psychology
find that herbookRomeo-student
has
long
arms
and
a.n
uncontrollable
At
"'s point, Georg (I'll save this passion.
damsel
■stress) Nade: and lover boy's father enterin
e Picture. Of
Andrews thinks his boy
he an angel andcourse
eventually Nader
teacher.to
same conclusion about our musiccomes
herome is soon suspended, the good,ted lad breaks down and confesses after
lein"8 the g°°d Points of Williams, as a teacher,
exn ,wasted- Tne story takes a completely
fo«
tuin l,etter
when o£thenirnlather's
'has Set" the
and nebiological
begins
ier living
p"8- the room.
scanti'yWhat
olad follows
Miss Williams
aroundto
you'll have
fee for yourself. _
»Wnv°hnny Saxon' as boy who gets carried
he'
S<!X' a"d
Estheraway,
Williams,
as the sex
jdw b°yW wants
to carry
are convincing,
ilce h Andl'e»'s gives a first class performJint; """ywood certainly keeps this guy hoptamsex (Tea
aS the
of a son who doesn't
and fathe1'
Sympathy)
then father
sen who can't get enough.andGeorge
Nader
•"■ded
his name to the credits.
Barry Upson.
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LIEDER »

which
In the first place it was interesting to
oped. Mis
i Benson ~
re. The chances of
The opportunities for hearing good lieder sisinging in this city are rar
hearing them with Mi; Greta Kraus accompanying are rarer.
Miss Kraus was in her element in the first set of 16th and
There is a difference in the degrees of intensity between the
songs
of Schubert and
wit"
in the
bMt rest
was the
that Guy
Benso'n
MissWolf
formed
IS^tW
of the
reeiu]
The
very subjects of
Wolf are more emotiona
and invoked
Schubert works happily
at songs of the sun, l love
blossoms
nightingales and fickle men. All these are simple, vet melodious:
They were
sung with
ment was appropria
te. precision and lightness and the accompaniThe Wolf received fuller treatment and a degree of dramatization, particularly in "Storchenbotschaft," the stork's messa«e
The
surge
of sound
that swelled the final notes amazed us°that
a
throughoutsinger
the should
evening. seem unfatigued and retain her timbre
The art of lieder would seem to be to convey much with
little. There are the three essentials, subject,
voice, and piano.
In this concert, the artists matched up to their
task. Wolfs
"On My Wandering
and Schubert's
are
Rascals"
being
particular
instances.s" Even
if one was "Men
lost
in
the
and translation sheets, it was possible to detect whenprogramme
we had
Wolfe's "Boy and the Bee."
arrived
Miss atBenson
Guy sang with the Hart House Orchestra in a
concert last season and displayed
her operatic talents to advantage. Last night's concert gave us an opportunity to hear
a more extended range of talents, for in opera so much is <.mveyed by the orchestra that the voice is sometimes left with
little else to do than perform vocal pirouettes. We are grateful
that in choosing her program. Miss Benson Guy did not leave
the task of conveying orchestral effects to her accompanist
and give us one of the colourless displays that soloists sometimes present. Her offering was most acceptable, because of its
in lieder among'
a definite
legitimacy
hook
Room suggestions
Record interest
House, ofif the
members ofandthe because
is any indicator.
Miss Kraus will be playing -the harpischord at a Sunday
Concert later in the season. The next Sunday concert presented
by Hart House Music Committee will be on November 4th. Hart
House Orchestra Associates occupy the Great Hall in the first
concert of their series on October 28th. Chris W'ilxn.
h h concert
settlement recital
museum oshi show
unguarded moment

Kimono
Fanfare
The old armour hall of the Museum is hardly recognizable. It has been overrun with the butterflies, blossoms.,
birds and waterfalls of brilliant Japanese costumes. These
seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth century kimonos and
obis are white, red and brown, gold and purple, strikingly
displayed against severe black and white walls. Even the olcl
Chinese tomb, with the shiny-backed camels that children
Kovach air
on,furniture).
Is lit up and decorated with chysanthemums und
Rabovsky,' the two climb
at
8.30
vNr
modern
Hungarian
who left
the East will
section
of Ber-at
lin to dance dancers
for western
audiences,
perform,
The
oriental
character of this Isho exhibit is marked
Eaton Auditorium with their dance ensemble and from the minute you
enter the museum by paper lanterns
two
accompanying
stars,
Sonia
Arova
and
Job
Sanders. The Moscow and Leningrad trained duo, hanging on long bamboo poles just inside the front door.
who starred in the picture "They Danced to Free- The front of the exhibit itself is marked by a careful facwill present
programme
of highlights
simile of a Japanese room and a garden. A tape recorder
famous dom,"ballets,
witha their
dance ensemble
a.nd from,
two
accompanying stars, Sonia Arova and Job Sartders. plays Japanese tunes.
exh
Thoughh the whole exhibition
cannot give you
the feelingig of
Japansese
culture of these cenof
Japansese
sthat
well has
as abeen
film it)li ! "Gates of Hell", the
le is good and veiy
ry
for
people
whe like
monasme,areknow
lookedlittleat
nese art. If these
wrong spirit the ambling designs and
lack of repeat patterns can be irritating, and the
colours, gaudy. The minute detail and painstaking craftsmanship seem almost out of place
until you realize that these are not merely
clothes but are works of art— one of the most
important forms of art for the artists ot the
times.
The designs spread boldly, without repeats
over the whole kimona, perfectly suited to the
shape of the garment and executed with exquisite detail. Fans, flowers, trees and whole
landscapes are, done in strong colours, reminding you at once of the gay. wealthy people for
whom they were made, the careful artists who
made them and the oriental spirit that is for
us startling and delightful.
On the museum third floor are a series of
bird watercolours by J. F. Lansdowne, which
■I
|>* •
In this scene from "Dark of the
spirit are similar
pren of detail andincomposition,
though inhardly
Hart HOUSe Premiere Moon', El.zabeth Sanders ap- though cisiooccidental
pears as Barbara Allen and Stephen Frick as John, the Witch Boy. in quality, to the Japanese costumes.
The folk-fantasy, under the direction of Robert Gill, opens at Hart
Jarcet MaeDonald.
House Theatre on Saturday, October 27th.
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Homecoming
Cathie Breslin Almost
Michelle
In a subterranean recluse, a group of
Artsmen caught the kidnapping fever
last Thursday. Why not capture Michelle
Eoudet?
Within the next few hours, the con-,
spiracy was launched.
Blue and White officials received a
phone call from "The Canadian Press",
askingagent.
for Theinformation
press
information onwas Michelle's
for their
"Montreal office".
An hour later, the same officials received a,telegram from that press agent,
informing them of a change in plans. She
was to arrive by car rather than plane,
and was to be met at the Royal York at
12:30 Saturday.
City papers were notified; reception
committees were reorganized. Meanwhile,
on another corner of the campus, an
intricate system of plots and counterplots was reaching perfection.

Brian Anderson
Blue and White Chairman

Quite

an

Meets:
Boudet
Michelle was to be greeted by a "private committee". She would be feted in
accordance with her position, and produced with proper ceremony at half-time.
Under the seal of absolute secrecy, this
Varsity staffer was informed of the proranged. ce dings, and a private interview was arThe Artsmen got a twinge of conscience for United Appeal. Michelle was
scheduled to sell- tickets before the game,
and sales were expected to boom.
Even Artsmen have a heart, and the
kidnapping plans fell through.
But in the course at abandoning their
plot, they discovered that an even larger
one was at stake — namely, Michelle
Boudet herself. In the chaos, the officials
lost her anyway. Utter confusion reigned.
That, in short, is how I almost met
Michelle Boudet.

Variety
During

Evening

1)
Very
wasfrom Page
I(Continued
After dinner at the Granite Club
— roast beef for Terry, chicken
salad for Michelle, the two decided
not to appear at the Blue and
White Ball. "I didn't want to be a
guinea pig,1' said Terry.
"I guess I turned out to be one
anyway" he said, "but I'm not
complaining."
Instead of the Blue and White,
Terry and Michelle went dancing
Terry prefers not to say where—
for the rest of the evening.
"We danced until 11 o'clock,"
Terryly. I guess
said, "She
beautifulI was danced
prety excited
—I
can't
even
remember
what
she had
on. All I remember is that
she
wore her hair in a bun. It's funny
what sticks in your mind.**
She told me about her poodle.
She said the airline didn't let her
bring it with her. I told her a lot
of things I had heard about France
—the countryside and that kind of
thing, and she acted very homesick
about it and said it was just as 1

saidLucky
it was — and I'
believed every
word she said."
"At 11, they drove me home and
left me with nothing but her name
on a piece of paper.
Terry broke a date with his girl,
Dianne Russell, to go out with Michelle. "Dianne and I have been
going together for more than two
years. She understood what this
meant to me," he said.
At 11, Terry picked Dianne up
to finish off his evening.
said."It was quite an evening" he
Terry feels no anger toward Michelle for the hoax she played
him. "For the few hours I was with
her I believed her; for me she was
the French movie star she was
supposed to be. That's what
counts."
"They may not think I was very
lucky now," he added, "but I still
"And I'd do it 'again if I had the
chance!"
do."

Varsity cheerleaders, inspired in tl>e
onto homecoming weekend for thousand'
faculty
-rah -types. decked out in nett'
The rah
cheerleaders,
All University cheerleaders had been
sity
grounds
Saturdayin the
morning.
carried
off honours
parade.FacuH>
Almost all the grads were enthusias 1
said one. 'But those Western cheerle3(^>feature."
The
Varsity
takes pleasure
the
weekend.
were takenin pi*ese
by
Reiter
and
JimPictures
Crippa.
out Undergraduates
Saturday morning.enjoyed the weeke

team.
More than 1,200 Western students L*
No wonder the cheerleaders loon ' '

, College

Spirit, That

Stars,

Tired-Out

Feeling

Pigs

and

and

the Opposite

Bars
Pig Runs For TD
The longest run made in Saturday's game
wasn't fullback Tim ReiU's 75-yard touchdown
dash.
Credit should go instead to an unsung hero
dressed in Engineering colours
of blue and
yellow who, undaunted by photograph
ers and
police, made a run of J 10 yards.
Despite his uniform, authorities claimed he
was an import from a near-by barnyard.
loose by a group of
He — the pig — was
nd of the field juet
Engineers at the south en*itadium
police were
before half-time while St
watching a staged brawl While spectators
roared approval, the pig made a healthy me;il
of grass and sundry objects lying on the field,
and began his history-making run.
He was caught at the far end of the field
but escaped again to run through the outcape ofof one
of the band-players and
into the spread
midst
a scrimmage.
At this point a referee took a firm stand,
ofseized
the the
field.pig and carried him over to the side

Graduates

Weekend

1*3%.

»al Blues victory, highlighted the 1956 Torcolorful cheering line of all the college and

loat parade around and through the univer«oat depicting the high cost of education—
* the parade. "It's the best I've ever seen,"
Jorettes were certainly the outstanding
'"adequate attempt to capture the colour of
?r. Don Corrigan, and Paul Kyselka, Moishe

Ph'te Society dance at Hart House was sold
Clangs edged 21-19 by a rampaging Blue

Sex -

Football Game
The 15,000 fans who saw Varsity
beat Western Saturday also saw: — a
100 yard record-breaking touchdown by
Porky, an engineer's pig.
—a battle of the bands between the
Lady Godiva Memorial Band and Western's 60m-ember brass band.
—about half a hundred cheerleaders
from most faculties and colleges jumping up and down at different intervals
as they led the Varsity cheerleaders.
— the entire Victoria College cheerleading contingent kidnapped for threequarters of an hour by engineers in the
student section.
— two reporters drinking gin with
their legs dangling over Devonshire
Place on top of the sports booth.
— Toronto cheerleaders, despite their
new one-piece outfits, all-white affairs
revealing their figures for the first
time in umpteen years, outshined by
Western's cheerleaders in satin whiteand-purple skirts which shimmied.
— 'French film star' Michelle Boudet
hoax the entire stadium as she drove in
a Leopard-skin coat, and out again in
a posh Cadillac convertible.
— Engineering student Terry Dawson
kidnapped by some of his friends for
a few minutes before going on to claim
his date with the star.
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_ CLASSIFIED ADS —STUDENT DISCOUNT—
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
ROOM 1409
a yr. Sports Illustrated — $4.00 a
yr. Pay no money now. You are
All types of manuscripts. Theses, billed
after your subscription
and secretarial work. Formerly
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4— starts. Phone EM. 6-7920.
5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
60% DISCOUNT !!!
TYPEWRITERS
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of:
TIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
Any make, brand new typewriter. Students:
order now, pay later.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
AGENCY, WA. 2-1233 or
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- ADAMS
DU.
1-4249.
Any periodical.
ing machines. Humber Typewriter, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103.
IPSA RES LOQUITUR
TO BE STOUEN
1/5 to % off on tape-recorders,
radios, record players. Philips,
Don't steal
a microscope
where! You can
have mine anyat a R.C.A, Victor, Fleetwood, Seabreeze. Phone Ron Wunder. WA.
steal. B x L triple-turret, oil
immersion, 2 eyepieces, one with 4-8925. U.C. Residence.
pointer. Make me an offer, HELP WANTED: BABY SITTER
please ! ! ! Ken. RU. 1-4056.
employment in a- home
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES Steady
in the trict.
Avenue
Rd., weekly
Eglintonwage.
disGuaranteed
TIME — $3.25 a yr. LIFE — $4.25 Mrs, Wainwright
MO. 7355.
a yr. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED —
$4,00 a year. Pay no money now.
CAR FOR SALE
You are billed after your sub- Ford convertible
excellent
scription starts. Phone STUDENT mechanical condition.'41Rebuilt
enPeriodical Agency. EM. 6-7920.
gine, Private
new battery,,
good Rosedale.
appearTYPEWRITERS
ance.
ownership.
Special student rates. All regular $250.00. Call — WA. 3-1872.
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
GUITAR INSTRUCTION
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs and service. Phone RI. In the classical fingerstyle by
Eli Kassner also flamengo, and
1843 anytime.
Folk vateSong
accompaniment.
PriFOR SALE
and class
instruction. Days
Rare Books. Box 50. Varsity.
or evenings. Phone OX. 1-7027.

THE
ROYAL

CANADIAN

AIR

FORCE

INVITES
GRADUATES
AND

UNDERGRADUATES
TO ATTEND AN ADDRESS
to be given by a
University of Toronto Alumnus
AIR VICE-MARSHALL HENDRICK,
O.B.E., CD., I.D.C., B.S.C. (Toronto)
Air Member tor Technical Services
at the Mechanical Building — Room 102, on
Thursday,

Oct.
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In the closest- contended match doubles, Varsity's Irene Borecky half
Wallace stood out as the steadiest
and calmest girl on the courts.
i
N MOVEMENT
STIA
STUDENT CHRI
OPEN LECTURE
i Soccer Seniors
"THIS PRESENT AGE" (Part Two)
BERTRAND RUSSELL
i
Whip
Western
Prof. J. A. Irving - Vic.
Speaker:Room
The University
of Toronto Sen8, U.C, at 5.00 p.m.
Place:
ior and Intermediate soccer
t
23
October
Tuesday,
Date:
teams
scored
decisve
victories
Chairman ofof the
Series:
vv. WEVERS,
miw U.C.p'^jjp^ over the Western Mustangs
PROK. J. W.
on
Chairman the Series: KKUI-.
Saturday. The games were played
in The
Toronto.
Senior Blues routed the
Mustangs 9-0 in a onesided battle.
So you play1 football and you are very smart, but ....... .
The Blues opened the scoring after
There
alwaysmoney?
some "but".
Do youis need
ten minutes of play and never
looked back from that point. By
What a question!
half time they were leading 4-0.
need money and our Publishing Company wants to The
Well,goodyou salesmen.
get
second half was much the
No, brother, no salary.
same, with the Western team unIfareyounot want
a
salary,
better
take
a
cleaning
job
for
$5.00;
you
able to make any impression on
any good to us, Mr. Softie
the steady Varsity defence. The
We pay commission, good commissi! mind you.
Blues tallied five more times in'
If you are good, you will earn not 1 » than $40.00 a week.
the second half.
And what about $80.00?
Webb Sores Four
You have the opportunity, but you cannot be a sissy.
Bill Webb lead Toronto scorers
We shall teach you, and what you te ;ith us, you will
with
four
goals. Gord Czimbalmos
remember and use all your life.
had two. while Brian King, Roger
If you are not afraid to meet the public and want to prove that ■ Perets and Andy Tilt hoofed one
you
are your
smart,telephone
write: Thenumber,
Varsity,if Box
do not forget Jj each.
The Intermediate game was
to give
you No.
are 404luckyand enough
to have one.
■ much the same story with the
■
Baby Blues out-classing their opponents to run away with a 4-1
triumph. Bracken
the Interwith threeled tallies
and
■ ■ ■ S Osmaston mediates
added the fourth goal.
C ARAB
IN
, archers
ARCHERY
McGill
fended their crownsuccessfully
in London de-on
Saturday as they came out on top
WEEKEND
EXCHANGE
of thementOutdoor
tourna-with a totalArchery
score of
1C36
points
out
of
a
possible
2000Varsity, a poor fifth last year, came
IN TORONTO-November 29-December 2
second with 1447 points. OAC was
a close third with 1393.
IN MONTREAL— January 17-20
Shooting
VarsityMuir,
were Donna
Marjorie
Reid, for
Bernice
Clarke and Anne Pendleton. Miss
Miller, former intercollegiate
coach at McMaster, now on t"e
Applications Now Open in the
PHE staff, went with the girls as
S A C. Office
official coach. Individual topscorer
Gill;wasBerniceBarbara
Muir of Cope
Varsityof Mcwas
Weekend Exchange Commitlee
tied for second place with 403
points. As a finishing touch fof
the tournament
the 'Western
hostesses,
entertained
the- ■ visiting
Saturdayat
evening.
teams
a smashing banquet
SPECIAL STOCKiNC- OFFER !

25th

PROGRAMME
12 - 1 p.m. Aircrew and Technical Films
1 - 2 p.m. Address and opportunity for dis
cussion with Senior RCAM Aircrew and'
Technical Officers.
Senior aircrew and technical officers will be available
in the North Committee Room in Hart House between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., October 26th, to supply additional information on the RCAF.

T7 - f/iat's
h E^e^'..vf\m
Two PairRightYou Ladies)
JRDjpjp
Get TwoWifSpores
Cf I

value fo, JL S, ,00-p,. a"^^i^ESSiH
couponDENISE
below for fasl delivery. P WA mai1
HOSIERY .:. BOX 227,
, PA.
Please send me two pairs and two sparesREADING
of Denise Hosiery
For Uus I am enclosing $2.00.
Size
Length
Business
SheerQQ
Dress Sheer
Address—StateCityQ Beige Q Taupe
DENISE HOSIERY ,. BOX 227. READINgTTa"

EXPORT
CIGARETTE
CANADA'S
FINEST
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BLUES
Varsity
Lead

Edges

STILL
Mustangs

UNBEATEN

21-19

League
AsBROOKS
Gaels
Beaten
By JOHN
Despite pretty girls, colourful floats and a squealing pig, the Blues emerged fro
urdaVs Varsity ataaium program with the most impresive "disnlav tV»TX~
-r0,m,Sat"

Redmen
Downing

Help

To

Gaels-ln

Battle Again
Kingston Ont. (Oct. 20) — McGill Redmen -kept their playoff
hopes alive today with a hardfought 6-1 Golden
victory Gaels.
over Queen's
University
It was
McGill's first win of the season.
The
McGill in a third
Blues.victory'put
place
tie with Western, who lost
a 21-19 decision to the Varsity
Opening Scoring:
The Gaels opened the scoring
in the first quarter when Jocko
Thompson's kick bounced behind
the McGill line and Joe Cronin
was rouged for a single point.
Paul Dingle put the Redmen
ahead 3-1 in the second quarter
with a 25 yard field goal and completed the scoring in the third
period with another field goal —
this time from 32 yards out.

Varsity
Kingston

On Saturday
The inbigtheplay
for McGill came
early
second
quarter when
Rick
Adrian
spilled
Queen's
quarterback John Moschelle
putting him out of action for the
rest of the game - except for a
three minute stini in the final
quarter. Line Plays Well
McGill's line, rated one of the
best in preseason speculation, came
into its own and widely outplayed
the Gael's front line. Buster
Brown and Ron Murphy opened
big
for Hollan
Adrian, Murdy,
Armstrholes
ong, Bib
d and Dave
Howley. rn the last half the Redmen picked up 11 first downs to
the Gaels' two.
The Gaels flickere
only once after Moschellde brightly
left the
game. In the final quarter, a
short kick and a no-yards penalty
30.
on McGill's
ball over
them thewent
gave
Ron Stewart
right end
for seven. Then two passes were
knocked down and the Redmen
took over.
In the lastpassquarter
Queen's
desperation
by Bob a How
was
intercepted by Adrian who ran
ran out.
34timeyards
to the Queen's 26 when

roared back three p ays later to earn the edge, and were never headed from the e on in
Reid scored two touchdowns, one on a brilliant 70-yard iaunt and WH«>» =
Pete Maik added two converts and Ross Woods a sinje. frrank LofTut . w£h two and \\Ne i
Desborough
were the Western scorers. Willie Casanova only completed one " convert attempt.
McGill Helps Us
the Blues this year. For the third Reid counted another major secMcGill Redmen gave the Blues game in succession, Varsity has
ond before t bye end of the third
After Norm Williams had
a helping ttiand with a 6-1 win over held the ball on the opponent's quarter.
one -yard line in the first frame, intercepted an Art Turner pass,
Fran
k
Tindall's
Golden
Gaels
Wilson
hit
Risk with a wide pass
right in Kingston. Varsity now but has been unable to score. '
leads the league with five points,
to carry play to the Western 20.
This
time,
it
was
the
Mustangs'
Risk made a great catch on the
followed
Queen's
Casanova who applied the play,
and
Westernby and
McGillwithwiththree,
two Wilile
reaching
out to haul it in just
voodoo. Wilson shot a third-down short
of the sidelines.
each.
pass in the direction of Dick Risk, Reid himself carried to the 14,
Saturday's action pits Varsity a- which
Casanova intercepted to put Wilson to the six, and Reid around
gainst the Mustangs again, this
a stop to the Blues' scoring at- the right end for the score. Mark's
time in London, and Queen's a- tempt,
convert, which was good, turned
gainst McGill in Montreal. A rewinning
Timmy \ Reid, the 20-year-old out to be theLine
Tops point.
peat of lastassure
week'sthe results
virtually
Blues would
of a youngster
who now stands atop
playoff berth, if a playoff is even the individual scorers in his first The Varsity line played one of The Scoreboard
necessary.
year at senior ball, was the author its best games of the year, breakSENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
through time and again to
Game Standouts
of a 70-yard touchdown run mid- rush ingTurner
on
his
pass
attempts.
P
way
through
the
second
canto.
Harry
Wilson,of inthehis'year,
first played
start- Good faking by Wilson and the John Chisholm who, along with VARSITY .... 3 2W 0 L 1 T 43F 39A Pts5
ing assignment
Queen's 33 11 21 01 2248 1913 23
steady ball at quarterback after a other Varsity backfielders, plus a John Casey and Bill Mclntyre McGill
3 1 Results
2 0 25 59 2
shaky start. He fumbled the ball a- great block by guard Pete Cop- were the pick of the turf-eaters, WesternSaturday's
through to block a Turner VARSITY "21 Western
land, were instrumental in sending broke
way on the first play of the game,
Queen's 191
but settled down to complete eight Reid into the clear. He hit the kick in the second quarter and set McGill,Future6 Games
of the 13 serials he attempted. . short side of the line and charged up Western
Wilson's scored
touchdown.
Saturday
—
varsity
their first TD af- Queen's at McGill. at Western
One of the few he missed was down the sidelines with two MustINTERMEDIATE Results
FOOTBALL
ter
an
80-yard
march,
with Desangs
hot
on
his
heels,
but
they
enough to prolong a first-quarter
Soviet Tour
borough taking a. 14-yard pass for WesternFriday's
jinx which has attached itself to were unable to catch him.
15 VARSITY
14
Future
Games
the score. Loftus counted his first
(Continued from Page 1)
touchdown on a nine-yard plunge, Friday — OAC at VARSITY, McGill she was confident a tour could
SOCCER
his second on Uneup
a 16-yard
be
i pass from at Queen's.
Turner.
Saturday's
werearranged
favourableif student
to it. opinion
Baby
Blues
Lose
VARSITY
I
9 Results
Western
Western III ... 01 Other Canadian Universities
Western — F lying wings, HllHer, VARSITY IIFuture 4 Games
McKenzle;
halves.
Desborough,
Lof- Tuesday — VARSITY I at McMaster, have already begun to feel out
tus. Brltton.
Langhorne.
Casanova,
To Western
Colts
Saturday — VARSITY I at Western. student opinion on their campuses.
Bell,
Caputo;
quarters,
Turner.
Ford:
Centres. McGee.
Barton;
guards.Pulford;
Ward,
visit.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
London, Ont. — Western's Lit- line, but were over-ruled by the tackles,
It is understood that McGill has
Irwin.
Copat,
Campbell,
Result
White, Wlldman. VARSITYSaturday's
2 Western
1 already allocated $600 for the
StadiumToronto
againfootball
workedteams
it's officials. After, the convert was Humphrey;Johnson,
ends,
KUllnger.
Girvln,
jinx tleover
Stewart,
Gleeson.
SENIOR
FOOTBALL
missed
Western
led
13-0.
Shortly
as the Western Colts downed the
are:Some questions that will have
Varsity — Flying
wings.
Player IndividualTD Scoring
W.
halves.
WongWilliams.
Maik,
Baby Blues by a close 15-14 mar- after,
' gin.
Reid (V)
3 C0 FG0 0S ST0 18Pts to be answered before a clear
Woods,Mclntyre;
Bethune,
Rlva.
Tattle,
CrescoveredVarsity's
a fumbleFrank
and Caskey_recarried 10 well,
Reid;
quarters.
Wilson;
centres,
Stewart
(Q)
3
Rus- Loftus (W)
With two minutes to go in the yards for the score. Lome Forst- D. Mclntyre,
3 00 00 00 00 1818 stand can be taken on this issue
sell, Eyton,Chisholm;
Johnston,guards,
Copland;
game Western gained possession ner converted.
tfcekies,mish,Watt,
Miller,Nelson,
Martini,ChorosBea- Kocman (Q) 2 0 0 0 .0 12
Casey;
ends,
of the ball by interceptfng a
many Universities would
Thompson (.V)
i Q ) . . 10 4 0 0 0 7 beHow
Skrzypek
SununarJ
asked to pay $600?
Varsity pass. The Colt's Bill In the third- quarter, Varsity's teckl. Risk, Bagworth.
Mitchell then booted a long punt Bill Trimble kicked a single but No scoring. First Quarter
Tattle (V)
1
How
many students would
Wilson (V) 1
over the goal-line to provide the Western's Bill Mitchell matched
come?
Second
QuartetDesborougn) Hirock
(Q)
1
winning margin.
1
—
Western,
touchdown.
this
effort
early
in
the
fourth
Desbor'gh(M)
(W) .. 1I
Conacher Scores
2— Varsity, convert
touchdown,(Mailt)(Reid)
Adrian
What campuses would the studDingle
Gallagher(V)(M)(M)
Both of Western's touchdowns frame and the score remained 43—— Varsity,
Woods
ents visit?
Varsity, Third
touchdown
(Wilson)
0 0 2 0 0
Quarter
14-8.
In
this
same
quarter
after
a
were scored by Lionel Conacher.
Will
the Russians be able to
Western, touchdown.
touchdown (Loftus)
His second touchdown was a con- sustained Junior Blue ground at- &6—— 'Varsity,
Maik
(V)
...
Bethune
(V)
(Held )
come?
7
—
Varsity,
convert
(Maik)
troversial ninety-nine yard payTllley
(M)
.
tack, Forstner scored on a quarterFourth
Quarter(Loftus)
If Toronto has to pay, where
Sand'us
oft run. The Varsity defensive
— Western,
touchdown
Anderson (M)(W)
(M)
back sneak. The convert attempt 8SWea
backs claimed that Conacher had
tern, convert
(Cusanova)
Casanova
will
the money come from?
10—
Varsity,
single
(Woods)
failed
and
the
score
was
tied
at
O..0..1..0...1..
I
stepped out on the ten yard
14-14 This set the stage for
Mitchell's
single. dramatic game-winning
Boxla Gals Win
Connolly Best
At offensive fullback, Al Con
Edging Western
nolly was easily the Baby Blues
best performer. Ed Butryn was
Goa
Ev l Collapses
Varsity's
best lineman, playing
ven the floats,
cheer both on offensive and defence.
ieaders and blaring pretty
Western's
Lionel
Conacher scored
bands
didn't
*eeP enthusiastic supporters away both
touchdowns and starred on
defence.
J°m cheering the gals from Wes,fn and Varsity at the annual On Friday the Intermediates
«cross
Saturd
won 2-1e match
by Varsity. ay morning, encounter the OAC Aggies.
This truly national game of
<macia, modified only slightly
«0m the time the
s decked
Statistics
"t
in feathers and Indian
warpai
one nt and
across
lnstampe
ousanddecI
- strong, didn't
_.
V,12 w.12
seem to First Downs (ground)
ave lost its popularity either for First Downs " (air)
Pwyers or the spectators. At Passes Tried
■ ■ • 4 17*
crucial moment the goal col- Passes Completed ■-■ B 7
Yards Passing
123 134
gjpsed
Mollysomewha
Metclafet , ashindYards Rushing
260* 2073
ng herovervision
she Fumbles
"Inchedattacke«
out for a great
Fumbles Ree
1 2
somesave.dif- Own
Passes Inter. By
2 1
4 4
twe Squeezille the ball in be- Penalties
Penalized . - ~65 68
goalie sothetheminute
the Yards
Punts
10 11
scoringsoal
was and
limited
Punt Yardage
396 306
GainVer
Pam
Hil1
Gwen
Punting
Average
39.6
Rich Bethune reaches for a pass from Harry Wilson
hand- manag®d to overeome this Blocked Kicks By
1036.0<>0 j
'op l"e
,icapvictorious
and eachVarsity
scored a goal Field Goals
Fraiik
Loftus (73) moves in on incomplete attempt in game Saturday
team. Field Goals Tried
O I'
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UofT

starts

study

towns
al
of
of industri
the effects of industrialization on Canada's people starts
A
two-year
investigation
the UofT today.
The research scheme will be conducted in three five-day roundtables, and will include twoTODAY
of industrial communities in Ontario;
day on the spot surveys of six oftypes
TODAY — Hart House Orchestra TUESDAY
social sciences and service
industry, laW, government, the "Any
Over 100 representatives
Associates will wind up their 1:00— The Student Christian Move"social policy implica.
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TABLE TENNIS CLUB
NOW IN PROGRESS — TUESDAY AT
AND 7.00WEDNESDAY
— IN THE FENCING ROOM
p.m.
Those wishing to play are requested to attend on one of these nights.
Running Shoes Required. All P.T. Credits Will Be Given For Good Attendance.
FEE: $1.00
r
By
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY -NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
Dark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SAT., OCT. 27 to SAT., NOV. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Student Subscriptions Still Available — $2.50 for the Four Productions.
Intercollegiate League
VARSITY

at
WESTERN

Saturday, October 27th
EXCURSION AND TICKET ARRANGEMENTS
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE
□
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL
Game Tickets Only
(Excursion Train — $5.00 Return)
On sale at the
Saturday, October 27
Leaving Toronto
8.15 a.m.
ATHLETIC OFFICE ~ HART HOUSE
Arriving London
11.42 a.m.
from 9.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
Good for Return Any Train
Prices — $2.00 and $1.50
Game Tickets — $1.50 and $2.00
S.A.C. will sell Combination Train and Game
Sale ClosesvNoon Friday
or Train tickets only.
□

| 69 Bloor Street East

—

WAlnut 4-8745 j
■ ■■■■■in

HART HOUSE THIS WEEK
IALL DAY THIS WEEK
Chapel Services every day at 9:15 a.m. and 5:15 p.m.
The Art Gallery will [have the Paraskeva Clark Show for one
more week. Open daily to members from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. and to women on Wednesday afternoon from 4-6
DURING THE WEEK
Glee Club Part Practices 5 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays. MonWednesday — 1st Basses
Range.
p.m. day7:80— 2ndp.m.Tenors;
Revolver Club
on Mondays and Wednesdays in the Rifle
Art Libraryin istheopen
on Tuesday and Wednesday from 11-12 noon
Gallery.
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meets Range.
at 8 p.m. every Tuesday and Thursday in
the Rifle
Table Tennis
Club Room
meets atevery
Fencing
7 p.m.Tuesday and Wednesday in the
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everyp.m.Tuesday Evening in the East Common
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machine.
on the these
checked toout attend
ON WEDNESDAY, THE 24th of OCTOBER
ART TALK
Prolesor C Comfort will discuss the exhibition of Paraskeva
Clark paintings, in the Gallery.
DEBATE
1:15 p.m. Women are invited.

. °N WEDNESDAY. THE 24th of OCTOBER AT 8 p.m.
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— Prof.fromc. »eB.theMacPherson.
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HART HOUSE MASQUERADE

Dancing 9 to 1 - in the Great Hall - Mart Kenny
VISITORS
SUNDAY
Year' - Dancing
~ ?"5
" The Sel^' D^ °£ *°
to see the House Tea Du™g
in the this
GreattimeHallttafrom
be opeen8t£ome2an°AP-m'
whole3-1House
p.m. will
to see the H SS your eirl friend. Pawn's "T relatives,

Get a Date and Appear As You've Always Wanted To At

The HART
HOUSE
MASQUERADE
Friday, October 26, 1956 at 9.00 p.m. - Mart Kenney and
His Orichestra - Tickets SwfrT M

Porter

Swift

Industrial

Change

Loosens Societ
y -Briton
L CASSIDY
By MICHAEot social from our economic life;
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'progressive
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our goals, and especially
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ientist said and
atleading
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and power of foresight.
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meaning to the concept < C
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ing with an outline of the pro- and
stability,
as a goodof infurther
ii't'C
as abothcondition
The roundtable, which meets
foi* five days this week to start I| development."
"Stability can be nothing but
off research on six types of Ont- dynamic
well-being through
balance."
ario industrial community, com- He identified
prises more than 110 leaders in [ defining ill-being, saying that st:finance, labor, government, social [ cognized Negative goals' can be
sions.
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into. safeguards of demoThe impact
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hits at offourrapid
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of great
cracy are to "attend to unwelimportance to human well-being.
come facts
examine
repel-a
lent
ideas"andandto to
preserve
Sir Geoffrey said; it changes and
restricts living space; divorces our "quality of sensitivity to other-. "
President Sidney Smith Welcomes Delegates to the Roundtable
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THE
ROYAL

CANADIAN

AIR FORCE
INVITES
GRADUATES
AND
UNDERGRADUATES
TO ATTEND AN ADDRESS
to be given by a
University of Toronto Alumnus
AIR VICE-MARSHALL HENDRICK,
O.B.E., CD., T.D.C., B.S.C. (Toronto)
Air "Member for Technical Services
at the Mechanical Building — Room 102, on
Thursday,

Oct.

25th

PROGRAMME
12 - 1 p.m. Aircrew and Technical Films
1 - 2 p.m. Address and opportunity for dis
cussion with Senior RCAM Aircrew and
Technical Officers.
Senior aircrew and technical officers will be available
in the North Committee Room in Haft House between
9 a.m. and 5 p.m., October- 26th, to supply additional io
formation on the RCAF.
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Office,presents
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SCM presents a discusp.m.—
1-00 p.m. — LOCK
1-00
StudentHill.Apostocussion, "TheClover
Reason'
SMC
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group, "Faith
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The VARSITY
Alanbe and
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by
meeting
led
Club
1-00 p.m.— Liberal
held inin.the
onRev.will
Discussioffice
of SCM
House.
Hart
in
FOUNDED 1880
Room 10. Trinity. Topic
Canadais 1,s 1 :00 p.m. — SCM, a discussion
"Divorce,Time
is Dilemma.
meeting
Published by The
Students'
Insoiuable
Administrative
Council
of the
not
7
p.m.
University of Toronto,
"Quaker Approacledh byto
group onorary
ComToronto 5, Canada.
Affairsmeeting
Contemp Brink. events",
National
1:15 p.m. — mittee
Group to meet
Andrew
organizational
Editorial and News Office,
in the SCM office, Hart House.
in NFBasement SAC Bldg. WA. 3-8742
for all thoseotherinterested
Naof
affairs
CUS, and
Today's Issue: Mary Jane Rowtional student interest, in the 5:00 p.m. — SCM is giving a Bible.
ley, CarolSusie
Smith,Breslin,
Cecily John
CodSAC office.
MeetCouncil
andRev.
Study group
dington,
Mcchairman
Club memT. CCFto discuss
of meeting
Trinity
p.m.— U.bership
Brooks, Don
77AlanCharles
Laughlin. At UCTS,
the5, Street ing,West.
Breslin,
Mike McGill,
Cassidy,Cathie
Pete 4:00Model Parliament,
in
room
Gzowski.
5:00 p.m. — SCM Open lecture on
THURSDAY
tons
ity "of Toronto
on all short and long
gownslectures.
in stock. Drop in anytime
8:00 p.m. — Univers
between
vative Clu°
Progressive ConserFalcon
er Hau.
at
g
Meetin
Open
Evening appointments gladly made.
n,
Hamilto
B.
John
is
r
Speake M.P.,
"Howe
Q.C., Long." on the subje"
WA. 1-5978
HELMAR
46 ST. GEORGE ST.
8:00 p.m. — Spanish Club, a social
profess
includi
, Dances
reunion
Affl'^
.ng The
ofa Latin
ration
erican
placeional demonst
Wymilwood.

Intercollegiate League
VARSITY

a

WESTERN

Saturday, October 27th
,
EXCURSION AND TICKET ARRANGEMENTS
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL
Game Tickets Only
(Excursion Train — $5.00 Return)
Saturday, October 27
On sale at the
Leaving Toronto
8.15 a.m.
ATHLETIC
OFFICE — HART HOUSE
Arriving London - 11.42 a.m.
Good for Return Any Train
from 9.30 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
Game Tickets — $1.50 and §2.00
Price» — J2.00 and $1.50
ell Combination Train and Game
Sale Closes Noon Friday
1 TreHn tickets) only.
■i |;
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Dents

Hold

On
Scoringtie was
uns 13-13 ler of this
v.rterday'the
thril
edly
/b
n.
al
seaso
amur
d 1956 intr
gameplayin
^"Aeemed to onhavethethefinal
t baf^ien tossed a 30-yard
Currie
B" hdown pass to end Al Vaiscore. toDents
tyingchance
to" thetheir
win
Tulfemulled
l£n
on
Iromwascenter
the snap
vhenconvert
wide.
attempt
*e^ interception Pays Off d
Midway through the secon
d a
„, arter Jack Bruce intercepte
rd
s 30-ya
Dentjust
on the
C, Itpasstook
three
Meds
i«„ to break into the scoring
lirst play Jerry
On the
SKnn. carrie
d the ball to the
Melist
QB Paul
down;
first
a
lor
19
Hiscox then passed for eight
HamilJohn
Morin.
^ardston tofell Don
the
across the line fordrove
and
spun
major after heeleven
yards. Uerry
lor the final
ted the TD. first
Edelist conver
On the final play of thescoring
half Dents opened their
when Currie punted 45 yards
The Scoreboard
SENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
P W LT
39
3 2 0-1 43
[ VARSITY
43 13
I Queen's ■
22 19
|[western
McGlll . .,
25 59
Results
I VARSITYSaturday's
21 Western
19
|McGi)1Future 6 Games
Queen's
1
| Saturday — VARSITY at Western,
Queen's
at McGlll. FOOTBALL
INTERMEDIATE
| Western Future
15 VARSITY
14
Games
| Friday — OAC at VARSITY, McGlll
at Queen's. SOCCER
I VARSITY Saturday's
I
9 Results
Western I 0
| VARSITY IIFuture 4 Games
Western— II ... 1
I Saturday
Tueidav — — VARSITY
VARSITY I at McMaster.
HILLEL
'JEWISH THOUGHT" SERIES
Two Lectures By:
OR. EMIL FACRENHEIM
Prof, of Philosophy at U of T
., Oct. 23 at 8:30 p.m.
"FAITH AND REASON"
Tues., Oct. 30 at 8:30 p.m.
"FAITH AND HISTORY"
Everybody Welcome

Meds
Last

Play
By DON McGUl

for a single. Norm Woods put
Dents in scoring position with a
30-yardvious play.kick return on the preSustained Drives
Early in the third quarter Dents
marched 85 yards in II plays with
Currie
scoring from the one on
a quarterback sneak, The convert was no good because of a
high snap. From the kickoff Meds
had the ball on their 39-yard
line, Meds then moved down to
the seven yard line behind the
hard-running of Hamilton and
Edelist. On the second play of
the fourth quarter, Gary Ashby
skirted left end for the final
seven yards behind the fine block
thrown by John Henderson. In
the dying minutes Dents were
forced to take to the air and
on the last play Al Vaichulis got
clear behind the Medsmen to
gatherthe intying
QB Currie's
for
TD. Play 30-yard pass
Fine

13-13

Tie

of Game
Frcedman.
Johnson,Ramey,
Morreale,
FataDlo, .Hamilton,
Wltlman.
Moran.
Strain.
' Hamilton, Ashby,
Meds
—
Edelist,
HIbcox,
Morin,Wilson,
Wllhelmson.
Finn,
Boeschensteln.
Cook. Henderson,Wilson.
Slksay, Blrkett.
Richards, VaugGonsalves,
Elder,
Adelman,
law. Bruce, Kelty,
han.
Haldenby, GreenSummary
No scoring. First Quaiter
Second Quarter
Meds, convert
touchdown(Edelist).
(Hamilton).
21—— Meds,
3— Dents, single
(Currie)'.
Third
Quarter
4 — Dents, touchdown
(Currie).
Fourth Quarter
(Ashby).
6—5— Meds,
Dents, touchdown
touchdown (Vaichulis).

PHE

Gals Win

Topping Vic 9-1
In Final Round
In an exciting game at the
Stadium yesterday, Phys. Ed. woslaughtered
Vic IT toman'swinsoftball9-1team
in a final
round.
In
the
first
inning
Ed's
terrific pitcher struckPhys.
out three
Both teams were helped tre- Vic gals in a row while Pat
mendously by the consistently
Helen Hicking and Nanlong punting of Currie of Dents Davis,cy Fleming
collected homers.
and Hamilton of Meds. Fine two- Both teams batted well, but
way games were turned in for when Phys. Ed. got in the field,
Meds by Edelist and John Hen- their superior catching, (with
derson. Stars of the Dents team the help of the high balls hit by
were QB Currie and Ray Laine, their adversaries) won them the
who
turned
in a fine two-way day. No one is quite certain but
effort.
rumour has it that they also
Dents — TelesnklU,
Gazo. Timbevg,
Stirling,
won
one competition.
part of the Congratuwoman's
Nusbaum.
Mylis,
Wood.s,
softball
Currie,
Mar-sh al 1,Lalne.
Hall Hunter.
Vnlchul Is Woytuck.
, Mori n ,
lations gals! ■
r()^()«»()«»()«|(M»{)«»()^(,«»!)M,)«i,)^
LOST
c One Slide-Rule with name David Dixon on inside flap I
|
of case. Call: HU. 1-3753.
INTRAMURAL HARRIER RACE
BACK CAMPUS — THURSDAY, OCT. 25 — 4.30 p.m.
Openviouslyto represented
all undergraduate
except
those whocompetition.
have preuniversity students
intercollegiate
ENTRIES aACCEPTED
ATIn senior
INTRAMURAL
OFFICE.

- CLASSIFIED ADS TYPEWRITERS
brownFOUND
briefcase found at
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys Locked
Pep
Rally
on Friday, Oct. 10.
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
(Rental
you buy) . Owner may claim at S-A.C. OfTrade-ins $29. Cash registers, addfice,i
ing machines. Humber TypeTO BE STOLEN
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. Don't steal
a microscope anywhere! You can have mine at ».
TO RENT
B x L triple-turret, oil
Furnished accomodation in Rose- steal.
immersion, 2 eyepieces, one wikto
dale for one female student. Tele- pointer.
Make me an offer,
phoneTYPEWRITERS
WA. 1-7241.
please ! ! ! Ken. RU. 1-4056.
ROOM AND BOARD
Special student rates. All regular
REASONABLE RATES
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and Location
close to campus. Apply
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs
and service. Phone RL 64 St. George St. After 5.00 p.m.
1843 anytime.
or phone WA. 4-1379.
GUITAR INSTRUCTION
In the classical fingerstyle by
Girl's gold watch
LOSTSaturday night
Eli Kassner also flamengo, and Location
uncertain. Call Mary
Folk vateSong
accompaniment.
Priand class instruction. Days Jane Rowley. RO. 7-3457. Reward.
or evenings. Phone OX. 1-7027.
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
Attractive large bed and sitting
1951
Oxfordcondition,
sedan, -new
werrt
2-0316.Morris
motor,
excellent
will rooms, furnished. 3 blocks
quiet residsacrifice. Apply Ted Schafer. WA. of Yongeential—street.Davisville,
In private home, private bath, parking. HU. 8-94o7.
So you play football and you are very smart, but ......
There
alwaysmoney?
some "but".
Do youis need
What a questionl
Well, you need money and our Publishing Company wants to
No, good
brother,
no salary.
get
salesmen.If you want a salary, better take a cleaning job for $5.00; you
are not any good to us, Mr. Softie.
We pay commission, good commission, mind you.
If you are good, you will earn not less than $40.00 a week.
And what about $80.00?
You have the opportunity, but you cannot be a sissy.
We shall teach you, and what you learn with us, you will
remember and use all your life.
If you are not afraid to meet the public and want to prove that
you are smart, write: The Varsity, Box No. 404 and do not forget
to give your telephone number, if you are lucky enough
to have one.
*

GAMES TODAY .
FOOTBALL
East Trin
vs For-Pharm
Giblon, Gray
Bel man
West U. O.
vs Vic Garshowitz.Stadnyk, DruckSOCCER
South 4.00 Emman
ve Arch Braden
LACROSSE
1.00
Vic
II
Med II
VI Lee,
KerrNaylor
5.00
Med
IV
vsvsvs Dent
U.C.
Jeans,
Jeans,
Naylor
6.00 Knox
SPS n
7.00
VB
Law
_,
Jeans,
Naylor
VOLLEYBALL
MINOR
E*EAGUE
1.00
U.C.
Ossuarys
vs
Pre-Med
I
A
Tannis
vsvs Law
Drebln
4.00
Arch.
B
0. Wallace
C.30
B
vevs U.U.Phaxm.
B Bergsteln
Bergsteln
7.30 SPS
Emman
.8.30
St. M. B B
C. Jeanneret
Bergsteln
SPECIAL

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

To

STOCKING*

0FFEKI

1&fhars RigM Ladies! WitlTiveiy fir EE I
Two Pair You Get Two Spares.. ▼
Here's
a rare foropportunity
long-lastingA supply
-fine
nylon hosiery
far (ess thanto getyou aeverreal'imagined!
regularof$1.2>
value for only $1,00— PIus-» sPare- ' Whcn y°u Pf^g* °^
off !in
s NY
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine]
owTA
70'
new ^su
ts^fineshBO
jrLt
^pe
nylon hose. j. Take advantage ol this offer NOW. m Clip and mail lb©
coupon below for fa»$ delivery.
This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you with
its exquisite new high-fashion flat look! Very
DENISE HOSIERY ^ BOX 22?7rLADINg7fA.
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finished,
two-spares of Denise Hosiery.
and
pairs
two
me
send
Please
For this I am enclosing $2.00.
shrink-resistant, mothproof— sizes 34-40 in
■ Nomemany, many styles, many, many vibrant new
Size Length
Business
Sheer□Q
Fall colours! At good shops everywhere.
AddressDress Sheer
City_
$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95
-Stote
□ Beige OToupe t
2KU6
Look
for
the
name
"KITTEN"
BOX 227, READING. PA.
DENISE HOSIERY

NOW FOR
HEY BUDDY, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? - PHONE YOUR GAL
MASQUERADE
HOUSE
The HART
TICKETS $2.75 FROM HALL PORTER
KENNY
MART
WITH
HALL
GREAT
THE
IN
NEXT FRIDAY
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a would
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ondthat
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Perish us
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•Tour
money
~R
"I tam Hou
"Thepag
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5h
tour
the
takes
graduate who
er.
i-ieen so encouraging, such as issue withou
togeth
worthnote beseems to
e. We have to live
t a considerable to be spent
ventur
a studwhile, for thewould
that idea.
How canchang we understand people
s tour,
the entfarmer
We
good
propaa
ther's
a
grandmo
seems
tour
dose ofirsalt!
horseha
sofa,Likeit will make an me little more Ifthanthe Russian if we never meet
them?
h "McCulley
last year to send
Warden Josep
scheme.d money to visit
were permittedto Russia
— studentsgandaneede
it was excellent conversation onpiece
a delegationtening. Theseand are
too
it
by
it
an long!
just don't try sitting
us their govt, could affordscheme
very enligh
al geOnlisyvidu
s Indi
healthy,
barriers
exchan
warlike
"Every
curtailing such
attempt to break down
Mikes)
St.
(IV
Breslin
ts
C.
studen
Our
take
Egypt.
ts
for
studen
arms
as
nment
enviro
whyg shouldn't
your
snd
s
enlarge
it
for
visit
make a return
'a- leadin
should they
more.ualButex-it
learnindivid
so you - can
trip, should
of the only
Gordonrole."
Forstner, Pres. SAC. Faculty Opi
g outshown
n- how will
nothin
nio
get
an
be
know
always
should
be,
"One
for they will
change—en masse groups would
the other fellow ticks, but there, what the Russians want them to spoil it because you would bring
ocal BasisRec
think it most definitely ona must be an equal exchange
••1 ipr
with you."
sm. mi sps) your environment
be done any especially in dealing with RusR. Henauer, 1 U.C.
great idea. It should but
in
a reciprocal basis,come.
are
Exchange of
esc- they should fourthWe-hand
much magazines
to sothroug
subjectedge
h
•Interrelations to see how
knowl
d to
Customs—
like Time that we areenceentitle
countries get along are
other
our
of
experi
a little real
good
wise. We can adopt their
can
perhaps theymoney
practices and Thus
0W"' Harry Lewis (II premeds)
the
adopt ours.
M
U
R
O
F
cause.
a worthwhile
spent is for Jim
PuppetsHunt I Trinity.
No the
"If students were puppets
usebe
would
it
regime
the
of less They should be completely
No Concrete
exchangeevenof ferior.
any free
free forCanadi
you are considered inor
sians
have
ans
"The
benefit to U. of T. studideas
A•1 Russ
think ian
it wouldVie
bewa good
Results—
In 1932 I was the guest for a for
greater reason to go there than
and inidea it."
but I am not going to_ pay
ents
would sbeignificannegligible
studHistory
German
of
t. We'd had exchange
week
here."
come
they have
The
ents in Prague. I am a Jew but
visits
before
between
Canada
Thompstoon, Editor ofMike.
John
even at that time, when there Igor Mack) Petropodsgy, Great and the USSR and I can't see
was a most terrible conflict
son of Marshall Petro- that any concrete results have
grand
we were, able
ins
uange).
Beg
hanging over us,situati
ity
Char
podsky. etc (IV Russ Langon peacethe
"I think it's a good idea but
discuss
to
come ofBradit." Quartz (II Premeds)
the
ful y. As I look back on it now,
Charity begins at home and pro(Igor)— "I'd contribute
P.S.
exng
reveali
most
a
more
was
it
used
be
transto o Discourage
money .night
t of money
any amoun
It— stand in
"Until the Russian
fitably for students here.
perience, and I learned a great warter
"potattotank yof the
— we'lloil suppl
po"rt awhole
White
World
Affairs
is
clearly
defined,
Brian Anderson, Blue and
—
.
conChairman
Heichelheim
we should discourage such a
r E.andM. Roman
mato juice. Under those
Professo
History.
Greek
t."
deal."
visit. I definitely do not think
ditions everyone will benefi
that $600 of SAC funds should
Co-op.
YOUR OPINIONS
be alloted to such a visit."
were asked
Mike's
St.
Universiorty notstudents
Pres.
Valenti,
Joe
they thought the
whether
ExproposedchangeRussian
idea. They
was a goodStudent
were also quizzed as to the
amount of money that should be
spent, and by whom. Another
question asked was should theren
to be a return visit by Canadia
students.
The opinions are printed on this
page. It is significant that most
students agreed with the WUS
plan, differing for the most part
on how the scheme should be
financed.

Civil Servant Wins $2,500
For True-Life Story:
"The Two-Edged Dagger"
An
civil servant
buntedOttawa
Communist
guerrillaswhoin once
Ma- [
laya tclla about his eerie true experiences in November
Reader's
Digest.
Hestrange
is alive'
todayof only
because
of the
power
a
simple
good-luck
charm —hea was
charmoncegivenreadyto him
by ina
native
to
kill
cold blood.
He tells theDagger"
full true— howstoryhe ofscorned
"The
Two-EdgL-d
•superstition
native's superstition
and how
saved his own
life. this
Hia
story
wonPerson"
the Reader's
Digest
$2,600in
"First
Award
and
appears
the current issue. Get your November
Header's interest
Digest today:
41 articles
lasting^
condensed
to saveof
your time.
NOTICE TO ALL STUDENT GROUPS
ADVERTISING
DEADLINE
A new advertising deadline of 10.00 a.m. will go into effect tomorrow. All
advertising copy must be handed in at the S.A.C. office by 10.00 a.m. of the
DAY BEFORE you wish the advertisement inserted. — Thank You.
By
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
Dark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SAT., OCT. 27 to SAT., NOV. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Student Subscriptions Still Available — $2.50 for the Four Productions.

f

^

"I think ittoshould
be done u
Chance
See—
possible.
I think
1
of
rather
a cockeyed
viewtheyof ?
Us„a ^
it might be worth sending 01)t
money to straighten their
notions out. We only know wh^
v;c.
is told us — so .we Cruise
should IIhave
a Betty
chance Thompson
to see for and
ourselves.
Barbara
"Anything we can do to better
Profitable
Plan-mind 13
understand
the Russian
a profitable investment. Our cul.
ture needs
theirs.
Theredelving
shouldintobe asa does
re.
Terry Greer (III Trinity)
turn"I suppose
visit."
Let
Them it'sPay—
all right — a
good stepnationaltoward
relations. Ifbetter
they interwant
to come let them pay for it
Bill Jackson (IV Eng)
themselves."
"Yes. they should come be—
cause dynamic
interplay
is the
Yet
Physics
substance
of equilibrium. As for.
the cost. 6 cents per student
(which is the equivalent of §600)
is not too much, to maintain the
equilibrium.P.S.B. Ezra, II Meds
"Yes, theGrant—
need for an interGov't
change of opinion is obvious. We
should see the, country, mingle
with people^ and see what is
going on at the
Government
grantUniversities.
is the bestA
finance scheme, but its unlikely
D. T. McWhirter. II U.C.
to be forthcoming."

... and qualify for
commissioned rank in
You can the
serveNaval
Canada,Reserve
extfa
and
training
specialist
University
at earn
while
income
»
There
U.N.T.D.
the
rates
of
pay.
through
ahead'™
interesting training
summers at sea at regular »">

HOUSE
IS THE BIG DAY IN THE HOUSE
W OCTOBER
TOMORRO24th
WEDNESDAY,
' 1:15 in the Art GalleryTA
for Men and Women f " , ^
of Art and Archer
of the Dept.LK
Professor Charles Comfort ART
Will comment
Paraskevais the
Clark's
Rememberon —Mrs.
Tomorrow.
day. work
Open from 5 - G p.m. for bothCOLL
men and ONwomen- of tine UP?*6!Mr. Edwy Cooke, theLEECurator ofECTI
the Lee Collection w»> u
present
to
show
those
present
the collection
and answei
^
questions. the
The 1stCollection
is
just
west
of the5-6Reading
Floor. — Tomorrow from
p.m. Room
Tomorrow at 8THEp.m.DEBATE
in the Debates Room. •.ii-nflS
"In the opinion of this House the Democrats" and the Repu«"
have
taken Visitor
their planks
same tree."
Honourary
— Prof.fromC. B.theMacPhersdn.
b
Refer to the Monday activities
Hart Housein the
Bulletin
Houseregarding all the L
REMEMBER THE MASQUERADE THIS FRIDAY
GET YOUR TICKET BEFORE THEY GOl
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Police
Protect
As

In

Quebec

Duplessis

Students

Riot

Two thousand angry university students yesterday pelted the Quebec
Legislature buildings with rotten eggs and tomatoes in an attempt to get
Premierward theMaurice
to take
a "positive and concrete attitude" toproblem Duplessis
of university
finances.
Students from McGill, Sir George Williams, Montreal and Sherbrooke
universities massed in front of Parliament Hill, Quebec City, shouting for
Premier Duplessis.
They were not given an audience.
The students drew up a draft
resolution to be presented to the
American Political Planks councils of all but one university.
Besides
callingtheforresolution
a more realistic attitude,
aska
to
change
ac— Corrlgan On Floor Of HH Tonight the province
tion on the recent federaltheir
grants.
The American political system will come under fire at Hart It demands an effort to settle the.
Indian excavations and this House,
tne storythat°^ the
tonight,
as debaters
whether,
opinion
Democrats
and consider
Republicans
have "In
takenthetheir
planksof situation by "whatever means
be6 pay® fi\/z^
live *or
ceremonies
took place this weekend. House
in from the same tree."
of the many Iroquois whotheparticipated
This ancient chief was one
in
time
first
burial rites, which were open to the public for
the
Premiergovernment
Duplessis'refused
Unioneto Nacal. But what is important is tionale
Honorary
will beof ProIroquois history.
acfes or C. B. visitor
Macpherson
the that both halves are part of necessary."
cept
any
part
of
the
federal
govmy.
ernment aid.
Department of Political EconotheSpeaker
same tree."
of the House Peter Idelbert Huard. president of the
"One could point out, of Marsh
said, "To say that two Laval Students' Associa-tion, atDuties Day' Marked
parties
who fight so desperately
course,"
said
George
Swallow,
tempted to disperse the crowd
By Dubious
Doings III Trin. Div., for the opposition, come out in the same bed is early in the
day by telling them
rather like saying that the poor
be
just
as
ridicuA U. of T. undergraduate is "A representative of the Can- "that lousit towould
assume that the two man rolled over to find his the premier would grant an audisubstring
'John
Foster
Dulles
Day
adian government
will attend,''
have taken their planks mother-in-law mixed up with his
ence, "not today but later."
for United Nations day today.
said. Time
of the ceremony
is nothe parties
from the same tree as it would
"Today, today." the students
set yet.
He
plans
to
celebrate
by
'being
be
to
assume
that
egg
crates
shouted,
available provincial
Other speakers will be Larry police wereAllcalled
as impolite and tactless as possible
can't "get away for a and golf sticks are made from Levenstein,
out to stop the
to everyone — both friends and fewIf Dulles
IV
U.C.,
for
the
gominutes
from
his
globe
trotriots. Only persons who could
the same type of wood."
enemies."
vernment,
and
John
Pierce,
II
ting,
which
isn't
likely,
we
can
identify
themselves
were admitted
pointed out that both
Lapel buttons in the form of probably find someone of equal Swallow colleagues
to the parliament
buildings
St. Michael's, for the opposition. throughout
are Ameri- wife."
the
day.
miniature tactical A-bombs are stature on the campus to stand in he andcans,his"and therefore
The
debate
will
be
held
at
8
p.m.
a more
(Continued on Page 8)
intimate knowledge have
of what
we at Hart House.
being handed out by the ''Friends his place."
club on describe than do our opponents."
ofcampus
John Foster
today. Dulles
The society"
student, ona The Unitedno Nations
celebration
plan-of I "It's an open and shut, case,"
member of the UN club, said he campusned forhas
the
11th
anniversary
claimed John Wilson, IV Trinity,
may fly a copy of the Wall Street the UN today.
one of the speakers for the goJournal on the flag pole beside
vernment. "There is only one
the SAC building.
For the US election, "I go Pogo. argument for
the negative, but
but', it would
"Dulles is the man who claimed Dulles."
he said.be dull without I very much doubt that either
that
he,
not
the
"United
Nations,
speaker
will
be
able to come up
saved the world from a third "It's a pity that the chance for
World War by his brink of war world peace under the leadership of Mr. Dulles should be at "If it."one cuts a tree in half,"
policy," the Trinity student said.
said Wilson " one would not extion. mercy of the presidential elec- with
He plans to present Dulles with the
an illuminated Chinese currency
pect to find both halves indentiexchange guide from the Hong
Kong association of rickshaw
drivers, and a plaster of paris Inquisitive Scientists Scale
bust on a base of Italian marble
n Glacier
and West German cement.
Icy Northern Salmo
Our expedition next summer is
"Our mobile
plane
our ofsnowwent offcrashed,
the edge
the to Ellesmere Island, which is as
glacier, and we did some import- far north in Canada as one can
McMaster To Get
ant work in glaciology, but other- get," sa.id Dr. Grant. "Our number
wise it was an uneventful expedi- should expand to 25. and we can
Nuclear Reactor
tion", said a member of last sumHamilton (CUP): McMaster
mer's U of T expedition to Salmon probably take along some chaps
University will start building a Glacier
$1,300,000 nuclear reactor on its umbia. in northern British Col- from the Exploration Society if
campus 'within the next lew This is National Geophysical they're interested."
months.
Canada has been comThe reactor, to be used by Mo- Tear and
mit ed to the study of glaciers. For
naster's scientific Hamilton Col- this purpose,
T organized aji UC Freshmen To Pick
kee. will be the first in a Can- expedition toU ofSalmon
Glacier,
adian university. Industry and the which is almost on the border
of President From Six
Dominion government are jointly
the Alaska panhandle. Their purPaying the bill (or it.
More candidates — six —
greater
as one ofmember
putandit, depth
"is to and
It will be built near the present get anpose, idea
mean
more enthusiasm
voters forshould
first
the
size
nuclear research building on the
year president
at UCoftoday,
the DATE FOR MASQUER AM
McMaster campus, and will likely of the glacier to enable us to ad- publicity
director
the
UC
begin operation late in 1958.
vance our knowledge of glaciol- Lit said last night.
The reactor is designed so that
Last year 90 votes out of a
even if it goes
COSTS ENGINEER $18.50
ot control,
which possible
200 were cast. This
starts to give off out
excess energy, This year's expedititoon,SeptemAn
engineer
paid more than three dollars a foot yesterday
the reaction will stop,
ogy."
year
should
see
more,
he
said.
May
for a date with a beautiful five foot six inch brunette.
Hamil- took place from people
ton College principal said director
who flew
ber, had eleven
The
lucky
fellow,
Tony Simms <j SPS>, gets a free date with
Voting
takes
place
in
the
UC
of research Dr. H. G. and
Thode.
to Salmon Glacier and landed on Lit office in the Junior Com- UC's Daphne Bell to the Hart House Masquerade Friday for his
mon Room from 11 a.m. to 2.15 $18.50. He almost didn't get a chance to bid that high.
1,1 'he Ohio State Sundial:
the glacier with their skiplane.J.
p.m. All UC freshmen are
Bidding had risen to $11.50 when Nora Scott offered $12.00
expedition was ied by Dr.
The efficiency expert died and The
eligible to vote. UC women to make Daphne stay home. Auctioneer Jim Vasoff retaliated by
A. Jacobs.
"cy were giving him a fancy
$o.50,
have their own society, are in- bringing her up to be auctioned off after Daphne. She netted
luneral The six pall-bearers were
and a hipflask thrown in. Engineer John Gix>d»
baby-bottle
a
with
and color slides of the eligible.
Movies
the date with her.
frying when
the casket
the trip will be shown to the ExploraThis year's candidates are: zinskiAllgets
church
the
suddenlbut theof .lid
money collected, plus a few pennies thrown in during
Caldwell.
Richard
Lee,
I'npncd open, and they efficienc
tion Society this Thursday in Hart Jerry
About 600 students crammed
Appeal.room.
the UnitedBuilding
goes
auction,
y
Richard Furnell. Don Poslums. the first-floor toMechanical
can
d
intereste
anyone
and
House
ed"1"'
boU uPri6ht and shoutThe Skule-house Four, part of the Skule Nite orchestra and;
Warenkin,
' "" Satyou'd
put this
attend. Dr. Fraser Grant will give John
Woodsidej
< i i and Alex the Skule
Nite .Choru/s ,ajsp .played. . , , , ;
-,...)
"heels, you
cbuld lay thing
off fouron a resume of the highlights.
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Although voting for the First to the fact that she had to rely
Year Literary director of U.C, on principal Jeanneret to exNO FLOWERS?
there seems
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the only
ee'sspirit
t seems Committ
plainistherence IBingo
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ROOM AND BOARD
to have been almost no attemp
TO RENT
found originates hasWehappened
would like theto promise.
know
be
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which
studyear
REASONABLE
RATES
first
notify
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Tele
student.
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date for one female
ic. Surely
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or
phone
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FOR RENT
High' Park. Aparently, instead
SOCIALITE ?
Special student rates. All regular
ed
interest
of
sake
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For
Never
before
have
young
of
being
nicely
planted
with
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and House for rent. Bloor-Spadina. 6- freshmen, I might state that
as promised, the i)iUs
sold on terms. Also for supplies, rooms. WA. 3-8383.
many choices of flowers
so
had
people
U.C.
the
in
place
takes
voting
repairs and service. Phone RI.
TYPEWRITERS
vestibule between, 11 a.m. and careers. Today the vigorous ex- trious SPS is now covered with
1843 anytime.
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys will.
profession of social
freshmen are work holdspandingmany
U.C. Perhaps
2.15 p.m. toAllvote.
and 'dirty
An green
Irate sod.
GroupWhy?
of Engineers'
some tangible opportunitiesbright
eligible
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
60*;; DISCOUNT !!!
for
young
(Rental
you
buy).
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of:
work
is
it
because
Bright
people.will give deep and lasting
TIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25 Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, addDave Helwig CI, U.C.) that
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
ing machines. Humber Type- If the Float Parade achieves satisfaction,
NO BOTTLES
tangible because of Dear Sir:
Students: order now, pay later.
writer, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. nothing else, it certainly does
to We would like to offer this
importance
practical
great
the
ADAMS AGENCY, WA. 2-1233 or
MOTORCYCLE
prove that people who live in the person just beginning his advice to those who will be
RU 1-4249. Any periodical.
55 UAWA — 150 c.c. Fully equip- glass houses shouldn't throw career — there are far more concerned with constructing
ped, like new only 1600 miles. stones. By this I mean that jobs to be filled than there are their Faculty Floats next year
—STUDENT DISCOUNT —
University College is the last workers to fill them. Promotion
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25 Reasonable offer. LE 1-2010.
the Homecoming parade.
college which should complain is rapid for persons with profes- forDon't
a yr. Sports Illustrated — $4.00 a
FOUND
have any bottles on the
of
lack of University spirit, for,
sional preparation. Salaries have float, even
yr. Pay no money now. You are Maroon pen found on back camif they are empty;
billed after your subscription
so far, U.C. has displayed none improved greatly over the years keep away from
any suggestion
pus.
Owner
may
claim
at
S.A.C.
of the enthusiasm and zeal which and there is very likelihood that
■tarts. Phone EM. 6-7920.
is supposed to highlight college they will continue to do so.
CAR FOR SALE
that
students
drink.
life. In fact U.C. is proud of it. To talk to those students in- Forestry Float Parade Committee
ROOMS TO LET
terested insocial work, Mrs. A.
Ford convertible '41 excellent office.*
confessed herself when she
Signed
mechanical condition. Rebuilt en- Two comfortable rooms (double) She
dismissed her failure to support M. Kirkpatrick, the Adminisions
with
desks
and
will
give
breakand
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Officer of the
Vies
work
on
the
pretentious
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new
battery,
good
"appearf
a
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f
wanted.
Available
Oct.
27th.
ance, Private ownership. Rosedalc,
of Toronto School of
grounds that she wished to re- University
Social Work, will be at the
$250.00. Call — WA. 3-1872.
Call WA.' 1-0846.
With
regard WANTED''
to the headlines ,
an 'ivory tower'
"MAN
ROOM FOR RENT
have appeared
in your
FOUND
To addmain another
note of college.
dismal Placement Office, 7 Willcocks that
Nice room in quiet, private home attitude, I only have to refer Street on the afternoon of Octo- latest editions, we would like
Locked brown briefcase found at for
rent
to
student.
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call
Pep Rally on Friday, Oct, 19. LE. 5-1750.
to giveonyouthea feminine
view
subject, point
namely;of
Owner
fice. may claim at S.A.C. OfWhat do you mean by importing
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Attention Engineering Students ! dates for our boys on campus
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hospital.
Exwhen import
we are dates
available!
must
why 'If.notyoua
to attend the Professional Engineers'
unnecessary.
Board
$80
You are invited
rooms, furnished. 3 blocks west
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
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when
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Tickets
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Bringed.your
formals Knox
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be alterProfessional Engineers' Building. 236 Avenue Road,
appeal to us?
(Just below
Girl's
gold uncertain.
watch Saturday
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! ! How aboutgrammea doesn't
remedy?
(or sever-the
{Location
Call night.
Mary 1-5978.
HELMAR, 46 St. George St. WA.
YEAR
THE
OF
EVENT
SOCIAL
TOP
THE
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THIS
al
of
them)
We
suggest
Sane Rowley. RO. 7-3457. Reward.
following —Six foot two,
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION!
Moneyof too,
Eyes
blue.
This'll do.
//
The fourlorners,
ON'S
N.M.A.B.
(EATunderscores the bulky look!
INTO BATTLE
I want to ask this .question.
Does all Engineering Spirit come
in
Bottles?
don't get andme
wrong,
I amNow,
an Engineer,
willing to do battle for the
Skule cannon and the old Blue
and Gold at any and every hour
of the day and night, and I
hate denouncing
and but
m>'
comrades
-at -arms myself
in public,
I cannot help but feel that we
are going downhill, as far 53
the spirit of adventure is concerned. It seems that the Engineers, who are traditionally
the life of the campus, are being replaced by, all creatures, the
churchmen^ and the Arts insects
(.referring
male of this
species
only,to ofthecourse).
I am quite aware that many
Engineers
five
hour are
timeworking
tables, thirtywh»e
. . . imported from Scotland
those
Arts
typesare
working
at
the
most
twenty
hours,
them . anyway.
ALL-WOOL SWEATER COAT
subjects that are of no use 10
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Banality
fouettes, if less, Abo
s
flashy, were not ofund
levitation were sensatio
Istvan Ra- without precision. Their
,jora Kovach and
inter- Fortunately Sonia Arova nal'
and
rs
dance
n
aria
p
Hung
r
e
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
The
Wedding Scene Job Sanders executed most of
u „"kv the
tly
from
b°„V„ emerged
recen
from
be"Cop
Ihe
lyrical
peli
dances.
a"
was most the Princess
They danced
■ H the Iron Curtain, lurched charming because least
unconAurora Pas
de
sciously satirical. It was painf
*'"6 mugged through a varied
ul
deux
from
Tschaik
owsky's
um
to
tori
watc
Audi
h
them
out-r
Eaton
'Sleepin
at
omant
g
Beauty"
icize
e
ramm
with virtuose
prognightlast
the Romantics in "Orpfeo and grace. Mr. Sanders can
clown too.
not anexcusex-e Euridice." They
art, some
is anThere was
Balle' hibition.
danc
He
ed
was
handic
the
apped
in his
Grieg
Couper
in
Suite
Trouba
deplo
dor
rably
mime
too
perby
er
Mann
L mocking the Grand
haps because the pianists got a Joseph Brant costume
from
. The
deux
de
Pas
Grand
■ the
the tempo wrong. The Prelude troubadors were symbolized
Rigaudon were murder- larks and nightingales, not byto
Snku
rationButof and edthe
celeb*";.
erated Q*'™
exagg"Don
their s'
with
unbecoming haste. And my knowledge by flamingoes.
tin ballet was consis
the banal
sky they lessintroduced a lot of pointThe, duo-pianists were disapent Each time Mr. Rabov
flapping at the close. Stranghis
pointing. The piano was design(long an arm I expected
er
than
scien
ce
ficti
on
these
ed to compete with symphony
Her new in habitants of the welkin orchestras
over it.what
to jump
partnertment
in concerto playing,
some
was in
depar
way! Mr. Rabovsky dervish acts not to be expressive at dynamic
better taste, Her pirouettes and
levels louder than one f. Howard Barr and Julian Elbaz
played Milnaudgs
"Scaramouche"
at 4 fs andSuite
everything
else on the programme at six
fs. Speeding and thumping cannot replace fine adjustments in
balance and rhythmic sensitivity.
The stage-set was inelegant. I
hope these dancers will not have
a permanent curtain-complex
after appearance. The curtain, a
Scylla on one side and a Charyb-^
dis on Rabovsky
the other, competed
with*
Mr.
for suspense
achievement. If this group has a
motto it must be "give yourself
away.'' Rosemary Tweed
Professor" Charles Comfort,
noted Canadian artist and associate professor of art and
archaeology at this university,
wil discuss the current exwork todayhibition of Paraskeva
at 1:15 in theClark's
Hart
House Ai t Gallery. The talk
will be the first in a Wednesday noon series sponsored by
the
mittee.Hart House Art Com-

Alms
is a family
said
the"This
commentator
as a affair"
baby cried
herself to sleep at the opening
of Toronto's
SabbathandSymphony. CanadafirstPackers
the
Ladies of the Symphony have
made this possible, the ladies
standing like Vestal Vergers
with alms boxes to catch pennies from the throng that came
to Massey Hall to indulge in this
un- ecclesiastical pastime. How
much.are to for
we
thank permitting
the Lord's Day
Alliance
this

The res
foolproof method of photoengravure is offered to
AM4D
eproduces and will in future obviate
the emba:readers:mentit censo
causedrs byas iMondays faux pas de deux.
maclean
reviewed
The ct,n'ent art exhibition at Victoria College's Alumni Hall
j glst^
coloursselection
and oilsisfrom
the collectionof ofworks
the late
Can
d'of water
ean- The
representative
by
in , Ian Pointers who have achieved an established recognition
disturb
1<ealm
°f
Canadian
artThe
exhibit
is
not
one
that
will
is it hdesigned
those wno
nave had
contemporary
to titillate
the qualms
senses ofabout
romantic
art lovers,art, nor
lend r"86 °f deDtn and space in Emily Carr's "Upper Trend"
Tiem I an etnereal m°od that tends to command one's interest.
Wate U wisPs of irridescent vapour emanate from , turbulent
L,0 ,s', Llke many other Can- landscapes, the elements in her
the ^0S'ti0n Writhe and swirl as if united in an effort to.«soape
"Sis/ ,I?!anar conf>ne. Thei;e is an evasive sadness about "The
of apt JaCk HumPhrey that is reminiscent of his "Portrait
a sta1
' Tlie ,10"owof subject
gaze of seems
youth tois recur
mediative
quietude
and
phr
• apDearance
in much
of HumdelicV figule Pai"ting. Through the use of subdued colour and
moon sensuaI line- Win Ogilvie has successfully captured a
Pare t°f lovely serenity in "Calm After The Storm." Subtle transthf. wf,^61118 cveate an' other-worldly atmosphere thnt permeates
'vcol0lReSei"vetl
selection,offers
yet having
variety ofof mood
and
r' tn'« exhibition
a few amoments
enjoyable
p0aeEdward Young.

We asked our fellow students
how ed"much
theysaidhad one
"contribut37 cents
— 25
^cents
'it was another,
worth it.so at that price
The orogramme started at 2.30
p.m. with two excerpts from
Smetana's "Bartered Bride" —
lively and with well sustained
tempo.
came not
Thomas'
"OvertureNext
to Mignon,"
particularly distinguished stuff, but
well played.
The■ leftconductor,
brill,
the stage Victor
to make Feldway
for a grand piano and Mr. John
Vickei's, who sang the "largo"
lOmbra maiandfu)a from
"Xerxes"
very Handel's
popular
song, so much so that we must
take its name for granted: quite
effective and executed in the
manner associated with leading
tenors of Covent Garden — an
appointment
assumes nextwhich
year.Mr.TheVickers
only
worthwhile opera heard at Covent Garden is imported. We
hope that Mr. Vickers, although
joining a mediocre company, will
uphold
this then
generalisation.
We were
told that in a
few minutes we would be going
on the air, so we assume that
those reading this page, if they
are worth their salt, were at
least listening to this much and
can form their own opinions. We
would only add that the perVerdi'sForce
magnificent
overture toformance of"The
of Destiny"
was
quite
outstanding
and
one of the most exciting things

Septem
ber Joan song
"Autumn
Leaves" is well
on. But Ciawtord
fans will be named.
pleased to seeCrawford
that sheiscangetting
still
j^et her man even if he is years younger.
Cliff Robertson plays Burt Hansen, the lonely young man,
and Joan Crawford, the lonely older woman
this movie. The
opening scenes are full of embarrassed hammyin acting
popcorn dialogue. This is fine; it fits both character and and
plot but
hardly manes a rousing movie opening. "Fantasie Impromptu" is
established
as the theme song of Millie's lonely self-sacrificing
Burt. and "Autumn
past,
Leaves" becomes Their Song for Millie and
Eurt proposes one night, sees her to her door, is accepted
and
thishand
is atrembling
long "then"— about two minutes of
camerathenplay(andon his
at the door knob) he follows
her into the darkened bungalow.
Now thing begin to happen and not just to the plot. Joan
Crawford gets the chance to give up her lip-trembling and do
some real emoting. Cliff Robertson's part turns out to be a
real honey— a schizophrenic complete with violence, and childish
appeal; a part he could hardly miss with. He doesn't
It takes a real villain to account for all the sympathy
Crawford and Robertson manage to get from their audience.
Lome Green, a lecherous father, emits an aura of seductive appeal
with the very first cocktail he mixes. He shows up particularly
well because Vera Miles, the villainess, is lousy.
The plot is further complicated by a coldly rational psychiatrist, two men in white coats, and a sluttish landlady who is
supposed
heart movie.
but didn't
reveal
it to me.suspense,
This tois have
hardlya good
a subtle
It has
violence,
tears, heroism, but none of the development and interaction of
character that make really good films. It depends on situation,
nothing more. But the situation is a good one.
In the end Cliff Robertson gets his choice— Joan Crawford
ormanages
no Joanto Crawford.
And that
as Ihissaid,choice
she'sisgetting
convince you
the beston.one.The movie
Janet MncDonnld.
Hungarian dancers
autumn leaves
tcronto symphony
maclean collection

in
the
Name
that we have yet heard in Masey
There was an exhilarating
Hall. The tempo was excellent Strauss Waltz. "You and Yen",
and sustained, the sense of ur- and a good performance of the
gency ever present in tfie music suite from Tchaikovsky's "Sleepbeinglittle
everchildren
present bouncing
in the hall,
ing Beauty"
with the exception
unmentionable
incident
and
up of one
and down in their seats with amongst the woodwind. Howwild excitement. The flower
ever, we will let this pass, in
song from
"Carmen"
well the belief that Walter Susskind
sung
as. Mr.
Vickerswashasas ever
longer
unflatulencepermit
from such
that secsung it at the Consercatory will no musical
tion of the
orchestra
when he
Opera Festival — with feeling assumes
full
control.
and an unobtrusive orchestral
accompaniment.
AH in all. this is the best way
to beat the Sunday Blues, and
We
enjoyed
the
orchestra's
we
strongly urge readers to
performance
of byBoccherini's
minuet,
as arranged
Sir Ernest take this opportunity of hearing
MacMillan, all "the more as we music at first hand at the price
they are prepared to pay for it.
thought of the "Lady Killers."

. — Bp to to
Barbara Allen is warned by her parents of the danger of marrying a
witch
this atscene
fantastic onnewSaturday,
play "Dark
of the27 Moon"
which inopens
Hartfrom
Housethe Theatre
October
under
the direction of Robert Gill. The players here are Jan Hughes of St.
Joseph's
of Trinity.College, Harvey Bliss, a law student and Elizabeth Sanders
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duplessity
A group of Laval university students who are
willing to do more than sit and worry about their
premier's failure to attempt to meet their needs, are
making national news this week in Quebec city.
While these students and their spirit deserve
hearty support from undergraduates in all provinces,
it is lamentable that their cause is so small.
M. Duplessis has held up the federal grants to
Quebec, because he is worried that Ottawa aid will
hurt the provincial monopoly on education.
M. Duplessis, of course, is acting foolishly, and to
the eventual detriment of his beloved province. He
has not matched the government grants out of the
Quebec treasury.
is a pity
the (to
Laval
fight sixteen
should
be But
wasted
on athat
paltry
the students'
government)
million dollars offered only to appease the forthcoming congress of Canadian university leaders in Ottawa next month.
mother ever dear
Things have corine to a pretty pass when a man is
judged ineligible to lead a political party in this country because he happens to come from one particular
city.
Davie Fulton, of Kamloops, B.C., John Diefenbaker, of Prince Albert, Sask., and Donald Fleming, of
Toronto, are undeniably the three leading candidates
for the vacant Conservative leadership, with Sidney
Smith, a local educator, a rather reluctant fourth.
And yet Mr. Fleming is being ruled out by expert
after expert simply because he has the misfortune to
come from Toronto. The experts can hardly be blamed, for there are a great many people in other parts
of Canada who would vote against Mr. Fleming purely as an expression of their contempt for Toronto.
Political antipathy, or the supposition of its existence, ifar
s from being the only evidence of Canada's
dislike for her mostjmportant city.
Indeed, it is most unfashionable not to sneer at
Toronto, even if you have lived there all your life.
The only problem that remains is why it should
be so necessary.
Toronto, they say, is dirty: Chicago is degrees filthier and yet few people express an intense hate of
Chicago. Toronto is aloof and unfriendly: New Yorkers are renowned the world over for thefr inability
to make strangers feel a1 home, but New York is
spoken of alwavs in reverent, tones. Toronto is a hypocritical town, "the city of churches" witfTia flourishing red light .district: Montreal has many more churches per capita and probably more prostitution. Toronto isboring on Sundays: have the critics ever been
to Salt Lake City?
But poor Toronto has been the country's whipping boy since the days it was "Muddy York".Perhaps it is jealousy. This city is the third fastest
growing in North America. It is undoubtedly vhe
country's
in theatre, publishing,
painting Seaand
music. Withleader
the completion
of the St. Lawrence
way, itwill be one of the most important commercial
centres on the continent.
Or it may be that many residents of other areas
have roots in Toronto and turning on their origin is a
way of expressing their originality. Or it may be any
one of a dozen other reasons.
But whatever its cause, hating Toronto seems to
have lost most of its point in a country mature as ours
pretends to be.

»nd CHRISTIANITY
DEMOCRACY
By GEORGE ATKINSON
AtRev. John Stolt, British evangelist. Mr.
In view of (he coming visit of the problems
seems particularly timely. He atkinson's discussion of Christian
Atkinson
as a "totalitar
Christianity
in thea
s to assess
a graduateMrstudent
p, ismovement
Fellowshiian"
Christian
the Varsity
member temptof
one
to
follow.
Christianity,
C0|>
.
nt
Departme of Chemistry
dividual his value through trariwise, opposes to such reIt is almost liaxiomatic
in
Englativism an - absolute
standard
sh-speaking North America to choice. It states that man can Those who
believe, be
they
regard Christianity and Western by his individual acceptance or majority
or minority, are in
rejection
of
the
claims
of
the
democratic culture as inextricabthe
eyes
of
God
Right,
and
Christian faith upon him per- others are Wrong. Those whoall
ly interwoven,
if notaccept
synonymous. Equally we
the
sonally, determine his future are Wrong have a right to be
eternity.
converse theorem
— that to- destiny
Thus in thethroughout
Christian view,
even_ so, but their strength of num.
talitarianism is incompatible
man.
God's scheme of things gives a bers will never compensate for
with Christian belief. Examin- remarkable
position to individual their
ation will reveal that these
Wrongness.
Democracy
sets up a rule of
everyday
simplifications
conDemocracy holds that an the majority, maiulaining that
tain afalsehood
as well as truth.
The foremost element of truth, action, decision, or , opinion is what many agree to be right is
and hence of similarity of correct or proper because more so. Christianity presents us with
Christianity and democracy is- people uphold it than oppose a despotism, saying that what
it. So, what is right may change one God has decreed to be Right,
ihat
based cn
individual.
Here,the ofworth
course,of the
the as opinion changes, and in a regardless of all other opinions,
democracy we know joins with two-way choice, either possibilso.
Christian thought in asserting
offers the minority
ity may become right, and the is Democracy
that the individual
is the prime
opposing one
wrong. protects
Democracy
consideration.
Democracy
gives therefore
carefully
the a chance
to
make
self and win supporta case
and 'for
henceitthe individual his worth by the rights and opinions of the out- rightness.
Christianity offers
voted
minority,
for
at
some
vote. Decisions are essentially future
are Wrong only the
date their proposed those who
the individual personal decisions
- to change their minds
of the people one by one. course might become that of a chance
and
become
Right, or else to
Christianity too gives the in- majority, and thus the correct suffer the consequences.
The democratic process asPeter Martin Writes:
sumes thatdefinitely,
it will
graduallycontinue
working in-its
way
to
a
better
and better
position. The Christian
view
ON
COLONIALISM
sets deadlines — for the individual, death; for the community,
I was interested and extremely would act in a specific instance
return of Christ — beyond
pleased to see your Editorial of i such as Algeria) by condemning the
which there can be no reconOctober 23rd on the subject of a specific government.
Colonialism. As someone who
At the Twentieth National
sideration, and no further chance
has been directly involved in. Student Conference, held two to Democracy
acquire Rightness.
would have us
the colonialism problem at the weeks ago in Montreal, the
student level for the past two NFCUS National Council pass- work out a right solution to a
ed for the first time, specific problem. Christianity will only
years, I feel that I might pos- resolutions
giving the official let us accept or reject a presibly add some information and
views which might supplement sanction of the Canadian student
determined solution.
community to the position which
the excellent stand you took in NFCUS
representatives
abroad
In
many
ways
then,
your editorial.
It isChristianthe oneelaborated over the years. partyity is totalitarian.
system
par
excellence. It
As you noted, the International have
This,done
then, inbriefly,
is
what
we
is
a
despotism,
ruling
Union of Students (Communist- have
your behalf on present over its believers forby the
dominated) has. for several years
the
problem. On a personal power
now, devoted much of its time this
of absolute love but pronote. I might add ^that one of
m
i
s
i
n
g
i
n
the
end
to
rule
over
and energy to the "students fight the
difficulties
NFCUS
the unbelievers as well by the
against
The IUSof
sentatives must face
is thatreprethey power
has doneColonialism."
this for a number
of absolute force, It ofirequently
do
not
hear
the
views
fers ihe chance to be opposed
reasons,
most'(dictated
importantfrom
be- of Canadian students on the proing its the
desire
at the price of certain
Moscow) to foment trouble in
blems they must face — colonial- only
punishment.
It is. for the
moamong . others, Therefore, I merit,
non-Communist areas, and the wouldism,close
the Underground,
seeking
this
letter
by
urging
second being its desire to re- anyone who has strong views oa support; but it promises to be
gain its lost prestige by identifythe Government, no longer
to talk about them, .then
ing itself, however hypocritical- the subject known
accepting those who have had
and do some- none
ly, with the aspirations of stud- make them
it. It proposes genocide
thing about them. I would ap- of theofrace
ents in the 'colonial and underof unbelievers, and
preciate hearing from anyone
developed areas' of the world.
interested. So also I am sure a "Utopia, a new
world,in fact
for thebe
It would,
This IUS campaign has tended would the Varsity, the members "Herrenvolk".
to focus the attention of students of .the SAC and the NFCUS an appalling and monstrous
the world over on this problem, Executive and National Office. wrong, save for its original point
and it has led each national studof similarity to our accustomed
We livebulentinworld,
a complex
tur- democratic
ent organization to develop a
and it and
is time
"colonialism.
process. "Every man
clearly-defined policy towards that many
of us realized that has the right to decide, personalthere is much
we can doit. — as
The International Student Con- students
—Peter
to ' believe
and lysoand beindividually,
Right, He can,
by his
IV toU.C.improve
G. Martin
ference — a gathering
of fiftyfive national
student
orown
decision,
join
the
elect
ex-Pre
sident
marching,
to
the
brave
new
. NFCUS
ganizations, including our own
— has formulated a stand which
-he doesif sohe freely.
world.wise,And
chooses otherthe
NFCUS representatives"
have
consistently
supported. Briefly,
the statement calls for an eariy
end to colonialism wherever it
may exist. because colonial
status necessarily prevents students and community from treating btheir
own own
particular
lems in their
way. proOn
behalf
of
the
students
Canada, NFCUS representativesof
have adopted
a position somewhat more elaborate
than this.
We have roundly condemned
colonialism both in the traditional viet
empires
new SoEmpire,andon inthethegrounds
academic
freedom in an etnnicof
orwe geographic
August,
were carefularea.-Last
to point out to
the IUS that we included
such
places as Poland, East Germany
and Tibet among colonial areas.
Needless to say, this position was
not fully supported by the IUS
member organizations.
Ai the International
Conference
HSC) our Student
position
was one of wholeheartedly endorsing the stand against colonialism, while at the same time
requesting and requiring complete documenlation before we
Masquerade? What Masquerade
— nun jvinc""
7
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Cathie

Breslin

Meets:

Kaiagekashkung
burial ground in Scarborough colleg
^^rtZ^'Tll^^
^!aned.nic^
schoolan'"]
e—and
incidenttrough
ally," 'tobogg
Ojibwa
n word."
J"voung nian named Kaiagekashkung an Anthr
opolo
gy
will
be
Guy's
primary
a taking part in an ancient ritual. occupation at the unive
rsity, and he
with many other Iroquois,
Together
to
go
on
with
it
until
he
ifed in their traditional dress, he was hopes
s
a Ph.D. After that, he expects reache
to do
an age-old burial ceremony. ing.
^acting
Today you might meet him in thea field work, writing and perhaps teachrorridors of Trinity College,Buttaking
instead
"1 : just want to present the Indians
breather between lectures.
to the selfish
he would prowhite — people
of his ceremonial arobes,
"It's
mostly
and
becaus,"
tie
e I hewantsays,
shirt,
white
to know
bably be wearing
myself.
them
about
more
"
Guy"
be
would
And his name
o-own.
Guy first became seriously interested
Spittal.
In fact, you would hardly suspect in the
and their problems some
all; in seven orIndians
that Guy was an Indiantheatsame
eight years ago. He was
sick
as for a year,
appearance, he is much
"which gave me time to
any other Trinity freshman in his first investi
think."
And
after that, he began to
gate things.
and Phil.
Soc. whose
yearButofGuy.
Iroquois name means
His religious views are those of
"Going
pride inwho
the first
fact the traditional Iroquois Long House—
that he Forever,"
belongs totakes
the people
is, to me, a better religion than
-ettled and inhabited this continent. "which
Though he was originally one of the Christianity, because it does more for
Ojibwa, he was adopted last year into its people." Indians become Christians,
the Cayugan tribe by Chief Skye. "So GuyWhen
feels, they tend to lose much of
now," says Guy, "I am a Cayugan,
self-respect, and
pride of
just as much as if I was of^Cayugan their
the race — and become, their
in fact, less
Indian.
blood."
Guy's Ojibwa relations come originIndians as a people, are proud
ally from Bear
"But I'mwhere
fromI of "The
their race,"
says. intact.
"They There
everywhere
reallyIsland.
— Windsor
want
to,
preserve
theirGuyculture
was born, London, Hamilton and Toronall
take
should
they
why
reason
no
is
he says. HisCompany
father's job
Bell to."Telephone
gavewith
Guythea -the ways of the white man, when they
varied childhood.
are given nothing back— nothing real,
At the moment,
home-awayfrom-home
is the SixGuy's
Nations
Reserve thatWeis."asked Guy to describe the Indian
at Oshwekan, near Brantford. These temperament for us. "Well," he said,
six nations, which make up the League "it's certainly not barbaric nor pagan!
of the Iroquois, are united into a con- The Indians are a deeper people, I
than most white people. They're
federacy "which
is much
the sameis asto think,
Canada, and
as old
as America
polite, -calm, and dignified, and would
never
risk
anyone. They don't
the Europeans," Guy explains. "The rush things,offending
and their religion soothes
; tribes — Onondaga, Mohawk, Cayuga,
Seneca, Oneida and Tuscarora — each them like an opiate."
has its own language and customs.
Guy" thinksBuddhism
that,hasbymuch
way theof same
comBut they are united under one govern- effect. Heparison,attributes
the conventional
ment, whose aim has always been to
reserve which Indians show among
spread
Over universal
weekendspeace."
and vacations, Guy whites to "a protective shield, which
became acquainted with the Indians at has grown up because of so much misthe reserve. He learned the traditional
understanding. But 'down home'-, when
Iroquois dances — some of which he per- they are among themselves, the Indians
formed this weekend. He also made his are the happiest people in the world."
own costume, which is an authentic
fact," Guy
the
main"In reasons
why says,
there "one
is so ofmuch
copy of the original Indian designs.
Guy collected the various parts of difficulty between the two cultures is
his costume in his rambles around the that they just don't understand each
nuseum, and his perusal of old phototime Guy visits the reserve,
graphs. The red and blue regalia he Each
tends to fall back into the Indian
features beaded gauntlets and leggings. other."
It is trimmed with wolf skins, and pattern of thought. "That's why it's
topped with a headdress of buffalo so wonderful to go down," he says. "It
horns and rabbit skins.
all thecanfool-do
thingsdown,
that and
livingI see
outside
Another accomplishment which Guy quiets'ish me
picked up at the reservation was a to a person — like television!"
reasonable facility with the Ojibwan
Thedentsoft-spoken,
youngbeststu-of
would seem to serious
have the
language. "I can speak it when I have two worlds.
In
his
room
at
college,
to," says first
Guy,year
"likeFrench!"
someone who just for example, he has a collection
of
finished
But he can also write Ojibwan, in long-playing records — mostly of traditional Iroquois chants, medicine dances
his own phonetics, a system which he
developed to help himself learn it. and love songs. Perhaps his presence
on the campus will help us to realize
^'And
that comes
handy," onhe memo
say's, that
for leaving
private inmessages
"there's a beauty in Indian culture
pads."
which doesn't
showIndians
up so are
wellallin shot
the
when the
Guy himself admits to a high I.Q. movies,
'But I'm also lazy,'1 he confesses. "I off their horses."

Trinily's Guy Spittle in, his native dress

The

Scarboro

Dig

Students Dig on Site Reds Old Ritual
By CECILY CO DOING TO N
By 'SUSIE BKESLlN
Last weekend more than a hundred
students from the University
University of Toronto anthropology stu- wereWhile
excavating remains of Indian lite
dents went out to a hill in Scarborough 700 years
ago, Iroquois from Quebec
to dig for the remains of a thirteenth
and New York State gathered
century Indian village. - 0nOntario
Tabor
Hill
in Scarborough last weekTwo months before, an Indian burial end Dead
to perform
ceremony.the age-old Feast of
ground had been discovered about two the
The ritual was originally performed
miles away. Various local people reported that Indian objects were to be once a year by the Indians to bury
found nearby. Last Wednesday a few their dead. Now it takes place twice a
test trenches were dug, and results in- year in spring and fall, to pray for a
dicate that the site would prove worth good harvest. This is the first time in
further excavation.
300 years that a burial has actually
On the side of the hill the Indians' been incorporated into the ceremony,
garbage heap was found. On the top and the first time that it has ever been
of the hill diggers expected to find the performed with white spectators.
remains of the longhouses. The garThe traditional and impressive cerebage heap yielded a large collection of
mony contrasted strangely with the
pottery,
small
animal
bones,
and
flints.
modern
in which it was placed.
Professor J. Norman Emerson of the Indians setting
in full ceremonial dress wanUniversity of Toronto explained that
dered among a horde of milling tourists,
none of the pottery could be expected yelling photographers and scribbling
to" be intact, as frost and thaws would newsmen, while on the horizon stretche.J
soon break up any large pieces. But mile after mile bt housing developments.
the pieces were large enough to be
The sacred ritual began on Friday
indentified. and the patterns observed. with prayers to the Great Creator,
These patterns furnished a further way accompanied by a symbolistic burning
of estimating the age of the village, as of tobacco, whose smoke carried the
the patterns on pottery are typical of
to the heavens.
the times, the tribe, or family, and the prayers
On Saturday, a corn soup was precustoms.
pared with the aid of boy scouts, who
The dig was laid out as long rows
cans salt.
of Libby's
of trenches, marked off into three or opened
in iodized
At 2 corn
p.m., andwhenpoured
the
four foot squares. The students were, bones,
uncovered two month ago by a
told to remove the sod and scrape steam shovel excavating a housing site,
away the earth with a trowel. The finds were reburied in a large hole dug as
from each six inches of depth were close to the original ossuary as possible.
placed incularlyscparte
any onpartithis barriers
point theandcrowd,ducking under
rich areas bags,
were and
plotted
the At
polite
unhampered
by a
map of the dig.
drizzling
rain,
became
so
dense that a
The location of the longhouses was line of Boy Scouts locked hands
prepeople from falling over theto- edge
more difficult
Since the'
Indians
were intothedetermine.
habit of pulling
up of theventhill.
Photographers were forced
their houses and moving on after fif- to climb on to hook-and-ladders to get
teen or twenty years in one location,
of the proceedings.
there would be no actual remains pictures
The burial was followed by a. confound. What the expedition hoped to
dolence ceremony conducted first in
find was post molds, a circular portion Iroquois mid then in English over a
of blackened earth left where the posts loudspea
k e r sy s te rn .
were
and the
the subsoil
dark earth
the fair weather brought
filled pulled
the hole.outSince
was out Onan Sunday
even, larger crowd, but more
yellow, this showed up very well. Many effective police .work kept the majority
suspected
moldsoutwere
but outside the harriers. After adoption into
moat of thempostturned
to befound,
tree roots
the tribe of two young Indiana, the
General Secretary
of the
or gopher
holes.
several chiefs
and Iroquois
dignitaries,inProfessor Emerson said "The vil- who pavetroducedspeeches
explaining
Indianof
lage represents
' the introduction
thanking the people
agriculture
into Ontario.
To assimilateof culture and for
their kindness, and
our findings and work over the material .Scarborough
suggesting that the site be made into
may. take us about six months.
_*Jothy *he
Miner,Indians
a thirdremains
ytar that
American
exchange
itudent
from Sm.th
College, athelps
tin..!!,
were
excavated
Ihu
weekend
by
students
the
oar* \ to Mmmfmorate the histo:
»
Don'My
paie
this
on
photos
All
1Ui»l anthropology dig.
gen.
Corri
occasion.
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Let's Squash 'Em

The McMaster-Aggie rivalry, dead for two years, flared up
again last week when two McMaster freshmen had their heads
shaved at O.A.C. after visiting there in pursuit of a freshette
on one
Aggies
cap for a scavenger
freshmen's
head and anhunt.
"O" The
on the
other.shaved
After anBeing"A"exhibited
Hamilto
back
brought
were
two
the
residences
at theton bywomen's
the OAC students.
both
of
ns
administratio
the
by
halted
raids,
The Mac-Aggie
inter-campus bitterness as
had caused
ago,during
two years life
campuses
highway chases.
as endangering
well
announced
The Division of Athletics at Tulane University
beverages into
last week that the practice of carrying alcoholic
discontinued.
be
will
Tulane Stadium during home football atgames
It added that only upon entrance the gates would students
he checked and there will be no inspectors inside the stadium.
out the
The new regulation is aimed primarily at snuffing
and tubs of
practice
beer
into ofthecarrying
stadium. cases of soft drinks, and cases
* * .*
Japan's co-educational system should be abolished because
Minisstudents, the Japanese
effects" on the This
of its "unwholesomedeclared
news was received from
recently.
ter of Education
the latest edition of "Student Mirror" which goes on to explain
the effect
of that circles
statement:
"Educational
and the" general public have manifested
resentment at this remark. The implication appears to have been
that co-education was responsible for juvenile delinquency."

TOURS To EUROPE
75 Days — $1398
14 Countries Sails June 7
RMS SAXONIA
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria, Yugoslavia, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France, Scotland,
Wales.
Conducted throughout by well-known University of Toronto
professor. Age limits 19 to 26 years,
66 Days — $1236
13 Countries Sails July 2
SS HOMERIC
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria,
Italy,
San
Marino,
'Monaco,
France,
Scotland,
Wales. For
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor.
students
young teachers.
STUDENT

53 Days — $1075
11 Countries Sails July 2 SS EMPRESS of ENGLAND
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France.
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor. For
students
young teachers.
Folders now being prepared. Full information from
UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.
(Kenneth B. Conn, President)
2 College St.
WAlnut 4-1494

THE
OF

1y
- Mashe
Mishey
Someon ofthethecampus
first may
year have
stu^
dents
noticed that crossing Hoskin
By TONY NOXON
Avenue is sometimes only
mind might
slightly less dangerous than nowTheask,enquiring
can motorists
hit andor
walking a tightrope across the kill students
any old way,
is
there
some
special
way
Niagara
gorge
only'
without
a
tightrope. In fact we think it method required. This andor
only fair to explain that the other
related
are
meeting
cars andis students
vered by the questions
next
four attempt
rules.coon Hoskinof Avenue
actually
3. Motorists
should
to
hit
students
fairly
and
just another
game for
motor-as
ists commonly
known
squarely with the front bumper,
Basho!,
or
let's
squash
them
no account using the back
before they multiply! The main on
unlessIf itthrough
is at thelackfrontof
idea of creasethisthe surplus
.game University
is to de- ofbumper
the car.
skill or sheer carelessness a
population,
fore with theandfullis played
approvalthereand motorists should hit a student
assistance of University and a merely glancing or disabling blow,chiefhe may,
upon back
petition
civic authorities, along with the to the
of police,
up
unostentatious but unwavering for
a distance not exceeding
support of the professoriate. called
100 feeta and
try
again.
This
is
reversal play.
Although the rules were written
expressly for motorists, we feel
4. Should any motorist fail,
itof fitting
that,andfor others
the benefit
freshmen
who after repeated attempts or replays, tohe kill
partimay become unwilling particicularversalstudent,
will any
be waved
here. pants, we produce some of them on by the policeman or referee
and sent a free copy of the
Rules for Basho!
motorists' handbook.
A game
of simple(asfundrawn
and
5. Once a motorist believes
skill
for motorists
that he has killed a student, he
must immediately cry Basho!,
up by the partment
Toronto
police
deand the University and leap from his car. He must
Board of Governors.)
then carry the student, usually
1. The open season for Basho! amid the cheers of onlookers
is from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. from and well-wishers to the side of
the road before being credited
Monday cernstoall Saturday
con- with
students and
walking,
ten points and being given
running. leaping, crawling, or a free ticket to the Hart House
rolling
across
Hoskin
Avenue
within 200 ft. of the Trinity
6. ally
Sometimes
an exceptionskilled motorist
may hit
College Chapel.
Students
al- atheatre.
student*■ with such force and
dead or nearly
so are
not fairreadygame.
accuracy
that
he
is
automati2. On Sundays, in compliance
cally deposited at the side of
with Toronto law, a day of
This is called autorest will be declared, and mo- the road.
matic transmission and counts
torists will be allowed to hit five points.
only those students actually
'Once a motorist has hit a
coming to or going from the student, the problem arises, is
Chapel.
\ he really dead? If not, what do
WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
ARCHERY
Int
erf
acuity
Archery
Tournament
be held
In Varsity
Stadium
on Thursday,
at 1:00 26p.m.at Inwill
of rain,
the tournament
will
be h id onOctober
Friday. 25October
1:00casep.m.
GAMES TODAY
FOOTBALL
4.00 Sr. SPS
vs St. M. Stadnvk,Weinrlb, Smith
SOCCER
vs
Ti'in B
Knopf
vs Law
Biaden
LACROSSE
vs
SPS
III
Naylor.
Brown
56.0000 Trln
Med VOLLEYBALL
II
Med in
-vs MINOR
LEAGUE Naylor. Brown
1.00
Sr.
SPS
vs Jr.
SPS Perkons
Tsnnis
6.00 . Forestry
Pharmacy
-vs MAJOR
LEAGUE
4.00 Vic VOLLEYBALL
II
vs St. M. C. Sperling
vs SPS O
• Perkons
■7.00
SPS
5.00
Med IFE A :
vs U.C.
U.C. Hutton
McCaul Sigr.l
Slgal
8.00 SPS

UNIVERSITY

WESTERN

ONTARIO

ALUMNI HOMECOMING

WEEKEND

OCTOBER
26, 27, 28,
Varsity Blues vs. Western Mustangs
All Varsity Students
Have Fun andwithSupporters
Western atare Invited to
THE ALUMNI

VARIETY

SALES ENGINEERS Expanding Canadian
manufacturing and sales organization can
offer 1957 engineering graduates attractive
career opportunities
in industrial sales. Head Office and Works are
located in Montreal
with
branch
oflices
in
principal
cities
across Canada.
Information and appointment schedules are available
The
Engineering Faculty Office and Company representativesat will
i" Room
1st and
N°vember
Building! CamPUSPEACOC
K BROTH
ERS^ LIMITE
D C-115, Mining

we
do
One
hipMeeti
rln about
ahmit it?
it 7 ng
flno student
stn,i.
I actually
after being
to attendgot aup French
leeture^
Such cases are rare indeed, but i
students are deceptive, and
motorists usually proceed according
to rule 7. whether 0r
7. In determining
not a student is really deaj
the referee may be asked ^
feel for a pulse or check f0j.
signs of respiration. However
it has been found that running
the wheels of the car gently
over the body at 40 mph. js a
factory.
method that is eminently satisThe carefree nature of the
game and the good fun enjoys
by
all oftenis mean
that onlavi<the
attention
bestowed
8. Should any motorist kil]
stars.
two or more students at one
blow, he will be said to have
made a grand slam, will he
given ten extra points, and will
be entertained at dinner by the
president
the University.
And thenof there
is the problem of what to do with the
dead students. The roadside
gets9. Should
so cluttered. motorist wish
to stuff andany*mount
any student he has killed, he may get
him stuffed free upon presentation of the
student's
ATL
card at the
zoology
department.
Well, there you are. We hope
that we - have cleared up any
doubts or misunderstandings
which may already have arisen
from the game.
U of T Teams
Win Soccer
The teams
Varsity
soccer
scoredIntercollegiate
their seconJ
double win of the season ova
McMaster in Hamilton yesterday.
The senior
team team
met aandmuch-had
improved
Hamilton
to put up oneseason
of their
best wasdisto win.
halfwayplays of thethrough
the
firstIt hall
before the Varsity forward line
found
the scored
McMaster
Czimbalos
the net,
first when
The
Bluesrewarded
kept upwith
the twopressurt.
and were
more
counters to lead 3-0 at the half.
Two In Final
McMaster started the second
half quickly, and the Blues were
Gradually
Varsity for
crewawhils
kept on thethedefensive
over again, and scored twice ^
fore the final whistle to win &
Gord Czimbalmos with a Patfl
Billy AVebb. --(Jimmy Duncan alii
Ulo Sarna were the Varsity sedCome From Behind
The
intermediates
to aco** j
from
tohadtakeled
victory.behind
Pete twice
Bracken
Baby Bob
Blues Morris
with hadthree
while
one. Sf
ers.~

SHOW

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 8.30 p.m.
In Thames Hall — Admission 50c per person
— AND —
THE ALUMNI-STUDENT
$oam-^$-l£ouncl 2)ance
Saturday, October 27 - 9.00 - 12.00
THREE BIG DANCES FOR ONE PRICE
Admission — $1.00 per person
PIGSKIN PARADE — Thames Hall — Benny Goodfellov,
and his
Londonnaires.
HARVEST HOEDOWN — Convocation Hall — Norm Lindsay
Caller—

. . . and
fy for
commissioned quali
rank in
Yo
the Naval Reserve
th
can serve Canada, receive
■pecialis
"<=omte training
while and
at earn
Universextra
ity
■rough
U.N.T.D
.
Thereandis
■terest.ngthetrainin
g ahead
immers at sea at regular Navy
Apply Now2nd. . . Floor
ites of pay.
*
119 ST. GEORGE ST
WA. 3-5267

COLLEGE CABARET— Co-Ed Lounoe — The Fris
WHICHEVER TEAM WINS, COME AND ENJOY YOURSELF
CIGARETTE J
CAN ADA'S FINE5'
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Victoria

Trips

UC

20-6

fo_:-U* r.nMov
eI
Into
By
thp West DlaVUlZ
Rr ED
I?n LIEMAN
..t.-TTi.. Top
yardage. It wasSpot
a key block by
night on the west playing |
Last
Bobechko that sprung Aziz
, . Victoria dumped the Uiu- effective blocking, as fullback. Walt
loose
for
his
scoring
Pass Pays jaunt.
Off
by a 20-6to Paul Newman and halfbacks Ken
fK :]lv College squad
-e The victory enabled Vic
Myers
and
The
second
quarter
was a comAziz
rambl
Group
the
ed
in
throu
spot
gh
top
over
ke
f* standings, pending the out- gaping holes for large chunks of
paratively dul affair, until Aziz
enlivened it with his second TD.
St.
s
versu
Skule
the
ome of
With only seconds remaining in
Lkes contest today.
the halt, quarterback Bob Rowe
was not a Victoria Gal s
The lopsided score
uncorked
a long pass from his
the play,
ion of first
trlie indicat
thirty-five
yard line. The three
three
the
in
rly
■ticula
ri
ng
pa rters. The ha i d tackli Red
U.C. defenders, surrounding Aziz
Qua
In
a
Softball
put the stopper
at Trinity on the play, went up to bat down
frequently
men budding
yesterday.gameVic7-2
drives, as the Vic Field
trounce~d the pass, but the elusive pigskin
Whi
UC
7-2. pHandicUC
apped by a lack sailed past thou- fingertips into
offensive unit could only generate of
the waiting hands of Aziz, who
regula
r
player
attack. However, ala sporadic
Anne Miller, sUC includi
score. about fifty yards for the
was ngno ran
though UC may have gained a catcher
match
for
the
gals
from
Vic, who
victory as a result of their
nioral
not lost a game all year. UC however, roared back in
expected resistance, the hard have
Mary Poster, Vic pitcher, was the opening minutes of the se's loss
Tuesdayinto
that deeper
remains them
fact
again the star of the game
cond half, to stall the Vic attack.
the striking
has plunged
out 9 of the 13 batters After Rowe had been forced to
league cellar.
besides hitting a home
eat
the
ball for a ten yard loss.
Aziz Tops For Vic
Sandy Grant also homered run.
The most prominent feature of Vic,
for Vic was forced into a kick
Several
of the Vic players situation on third down. A high
Vic's on and off attack was the made runs because
the catcher snap from the centre was bobbled
hard-driving running of halfback, missed the third strike.
the kicker and recovered by
Aziz, who galloped for two Martha Waddell saved Pitcher by
jerry
Jimmy Trenton
touchdowns. In the first quarter, for
the day UC's
the Vic
five
yard line. After onsuccessive
UC
with
consiste
ntly
good
Aziz culminated
Vic's
only
suplunges
had resulted in little
the
until
not
but it was
stained drive, as he threaded his pitching
way along, the sidelines for some bottom half of the third that yardage. Bobby Nadin bulled over
30 yards before reaching pad dirt. UC broke into the scoring — a from the two. making the score
13-6. Despite a good aerial attack
This series of plays was the only hopeless case by' then.
Vic is now on top of league the Redmen were unable to come
occasion adequate
onfront wall
whichcameVic's
indivision
A
and
PHE
I
is
on
the
through with another major.
up with
uppermost rung of league di- Scoring was completed by Vic's
Newman who scored a major and
vision
C's
ladder.
A
league
sumWills who was credited
mary will be prepared for the Duane
Junior Interco!
with a rouge.
early part of next week.
Track At Mac
McMaster University will be
he host to five other colleges
his afternoon, as the Interme
fliate Intercollegiate Track finals
;et
the Marauders'
rack.underway
Queens,at who
found the
:entor competition too stiff for
hem this year, will field a
itrong, balanced team in hopes
3f defeating the OAC Aggies,
A'ho
vying for their third
traightare title.
Toronto, who had won the
hampionship for twenty years
irior to their initial defeat in
954, wiil be depending on the
alents of a few experienced perormers and some promising
reshmen. The middle - distance
jrigade of Ron Troop, Mike
Merger, Gord Hueston and Dave
*ierce
like Varsity's
best
nances look
for track
points, along
pth
sprinters
George
Ryva
and
ack Lemmen, Broad jumpers
Sob Hamilton, and Ivan Fleischnan, and hurdler Mike Depen|er
appearMen.to be the pick of
he field
Other teams taking part will
ielaster.
Western, Ryerson and Mc-

Black Panthers
Walloping

Undefeated

For-Pharm

21-0

On the
BEAT
brooks
Sports Editor
While I sat in front of this black monstrosity called Underwood and thought of more ways to rave about our under-rated
Blues who have turned out to be the team to beat in this year's
Intercollegiate Union, some kindly chap tossed a couple of
newspapers on the desk and suggested I read them.
Queen'swritten
Journal,
and it the
contained
a few with
interestingOnenoteswaswhichthe were
BEFORE
Gaels battle
the
McGill Redmen. Assistant Snorts Editor Bill MeKechnie, writing
the report of the Tricolor's 35-0 win over Western a couple ot
is going
backbestto team
Londonin
inweeks
thirdback,
place comments
. . . becausethat"they"Western
were beaten
by the
the
loop
.
.
.*'
Sports
Editor
Mike
Clancy,
besides
indicating
that
his coins are on the Gaels to take all, names them as "solid
favourites" to retain the Yates Cup.
Had Messrs. Clancy and MeKechnie taken a moment to recall
last
they might
have they
realized
McGilluntildidn't
start year's
playinggames,
the football
of which
were that
capable
the
third game of the schedule.
Varsity fans have a right to cheer when their Blues are
resting on top of the league on the crest of a, three-game unbeaten
streak. Queen's
betterto todream
wait ofa few
daysstraight
before
title.
settling
back withfansthewould
Cup onbe knee
a third
Irwin Sankoff, my McGill counterpart, took the role of the
pessimist after his Redmen had dropped their opening pair. He
sadly felt that Queen's would deliver the knockout punch last
weekend
way things
The
faint flame(which
of hopewasn't
blazed quite
a littlethebrighter
on the turned
Montrealout).
campus
this week, and it could well turn into a regular blaze this
Saturday.
Should such be the case, it will be up lo the Blues to
extinguish it once and for all on November 3 In the final home
game of the season, against the McGillians.
•After two games of solid plugging but unspectacular results,
two members of the Blaes produced some sparkling plays on
Saturday. Unfortunately, they picked a day when all the plaudits
were being worthily heaped upon Tim Reid.
Al Riva and Dave Crcswell certainly earned their share of
the back-slapping with a couple of outstanding efforts. Al produced
a pair of great kickoff fullbacks, and very nearly broke into the
clear on one occasion. And that one-handed stab that David made
of a Harry Wilson pass late in the game was not only a terrific
play in itself, but was the straw that broke the Mustangs* back.
ODDS *N ENDS
Notice a letter here from a fan who disapproves of the fact
that only 4,500 (his figures) Varsity students were on hand for
the Western game on Saturday . . . And he adds that UWO takes
the honours as the college with the most spirit . ,. . Perhaps E.T.C.
should dig up the report of the first Western home game this year
when only a handful attended ... Or take advantage of the
Queen's weekend on November 10 . . .
It just himself
could bepretty
that Hamilton
Tiger-Cat
Jim Trimble
is hoofing
soundly these
days coach
. . . When
young
Ronnie Knox was given his walking papers a few weeks ago,
and when Harvey went with him, Hamilton heaved a sigh of
relief . . . Since then. Ron has led the Calgary Stampeders to
victory
in twofromof ...
theirOnlastthethree
. . and could
Harv give
hasn'tTrimble
even
been heard
short games
end of. 82-14
the odd .gray
semester
. . hair about his bread- winning possibilities next

Intramural Battle
By DAVE GAWLEY •
In a second division action - plays later Trinity ran back a
yesterday, the Trinity College line.
lticlt After
to the^Porestry
34 yard
Ellis recovered
his
Panthers rolled to a 21-0 victory own fumble for a loss of two
over the combined Forestry- yards, Jim Loucks passed to
Pharmacy entry. Throughout the Dave Smith who went over for
game the Red and Black con- the score. Louck's pass was
trolledthe
the play",
by Normit Mcdominating
weaker completely
Forestry partially
Bride butcaught
he bobbled
and
team.
Smith was able to grab the ball.
Score Early
Karrys again converted.
Trinity opend the scoring early Trinity completed the scoring
in the second quarter after they on the first play of the fourth
had run back a kick to the quarffer. Dave Tavender ran wide
Forestry 40 yard line. End runs around the left end from the
yard line to pay dirt. Once
by Bob Metcalfe, Bluet Overholt, 27
converted.
and Tom Karrys carried play to more Karrys
Unusual March
the 13 yard line, and from there The Panthers
scored
quarterback Brook Ellis- threw four touchdowns. actually
On the fourth
todown.
Pete Karrys
Saundersonconverted.
for the touch'
Four play of the game. Ellis had comFull Power
j Saunderson
pleted a third
pass andto Blues At
at down
the ten
Saunderson had then gone over
to score. However the officials
ruled that Trinity was offside
London
on the play and this therefore For Trip To
\ was say.
nullified
.the play. Forestry then The Bides can move one step i son.
the
1954
there, 9-8. and
olt
Overh
Merle
by
took over on their own 23 yard nearer their goal this Saturday trounced theplayoff
Horsies 20-2 last sealine and" taining
started
their
only
susdrive of the game. It when tletheyMemorial
Better Next Saturday
travelStadium
to London's
Litto play
For Jthe first time this yearwho is interested make steps to was an unusual
drive in that all Western Mustanes
for the second Coach White, while breathing
gj was scalped— that is to say L.M. on Wednesday around five their gains, except for one 20 and
time this season. Fresh
sighs of relief in the
dressto-day!
bells— come to think of it, that's yard pass.: were made on two from last
"the
12 lines
o'f Friday's
a 21-19 win over those same happying room
columnlast were
sacrificed
to the
recoveries of Forestry third-down Mustangs
ed. "We'lllastbe Saturday,
better nextcommentSatur.
last
weekend.
D
a
1
1
Strike!
Better interests of The Varsity
by the kicker John Dacycrew will enter the game Down in London, meanwhile.
and mankind in general. How- The Bowling Club had their kicks
The drive was stopped on White's
full strength
practice last Friday at the shyn.
ler, apologies are due to those first
the
nine
yard line when Smith at Quarterbacks
Ed Skrzypek and Western's mentor appears to have
People concerned with the so- Midtown Bowling Alleys
intercepted
a
pass.
Larry Joynt will both be ready to , a fit and ready squad on his hands,
Bloor Street. How the practice
^alied
"less were
Quarterback Hurt
major"
sports vital
(for went, I am not quite sure but The Forestry
■pese lines
go,
as
will
Lorry
Stacey. The only I Frank Loftus limped off late in
of rather
was led
HP1"01 tance to them) and so the I do know that there is another by Neil Katzman attack
exception
is Nickfor Bruchovsky.
Saturday's
Tom
Imawho
is
through
the season. ,' set
to go. game, but is reported
■fajority of this column will be one coming up this Friday at the da. Quarterback and
Ron Clements Danny Nelson, Bill Miller,
same place between one and was hurt in the first
Upevoted exclusively to you.
and
few
plays
Don Johnston, who picked up
three o'clock. The Interfaculty
En Garde!
game and his replacement, minor
Meet follows on the next Friday. ofIanthe Morrison
injuries against Western, The Scoreboard
didn't
receive
Tlle fn'St fencing practice November 2, and the faculties enough
by Saturday.
line support to run plays will be OKBlues
Mpmes irp at Lillian Massey Gym and colleges are to be repreSENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
Favoured
day."
successfully.
The
Woodsmen's
sented
by
a
team
of
two—
a
A
win
over
Mustangs would
defense
centered
around
Greg
Wfi
•
"'e<lnesday,
October
24,
at
P
W
L T F A Pts.
■L0 clot*- Last year's instructor, maximum of three teams can be Fedyk and Jerry Zawnir. The give the Bluestheseven
points and VARSITY 3 2 0 X 43 39 5
entered. As of last evening, the running of Smith. Metcalfe, allow them to retain their
KL'' and
ules asA1Par
is
back
this
Queen's
(.3
1
hold
on
anyone who took Drill Hall is available for anyone Overholt and Tavender was the first place in the league. Should McGill
3 1 221 001 224325 591913 223
who wishes to play Badminton. feature of the Trinity attack McGill's reviving Redmen drop Western Future3 1 Games
^■ncing
last
year
can
tell
you,
■P~rf 1S none better to be found. Although the Intercollegiate Bad— VARSITY at Western,
Coke and Saun- Frank Tindall's Queensmen again, Saturday
minton Meet is not coming up while Wilson,
Queen's
at McGill. FOOTBALL
INTERMEDIATE
j6.
""•nation
has
been
received
d
e
r
s
o
n
l
e
d
the
defence.
Varsity
could
come
out
of
SaturFuture Games
until
next
February
—
practice
Brill \ meet in Rocnester which
Prtday — OAC at VARSITY. McGill
day's
battle
three
points
in
front
makes
perfect
and
all
that.
■KlT- canacceP'ed
if
a
team
of
that.
all
comes
from
having
good
of
the
pack.
be rallied and this
SOCCER
Odds 'n Ends
assistants . . . the lacrosse
Future
Games
^Kom not Dresent too great a The baseball league is in its mindedjjals are off to Western Regardless of what happens in Saturday
Today
— —VARSITY
I atI McMaster.
at Queen's.
VARSITY
& II at
last
week
of
action
with
the
Montreal,
the
Blues
reign
as
favHC°M
'
I;1£e
Brunner.
president
this
Saturday
to
make
their
finals coming up next week . . . winning streak run to two . . .
H,. 'e Fencing Club, reports that we
1NTERFACI/LTV
FOOTBALL
o
u
r
i
t
e
s
t
o
whip
the
Mustangs
for
Western
Yesterday's
Results
feel
that
we
.
have
made
a
ilia
haVe alS0 b<iei1
only the second time in London Trinity 21 For-Pharm 0
Kiv H lo ' attend
^Elo
meets in Buf- bit of a record covering the num- progress
keep you . posted
Tim Friday!
Reid's since the war years. Varsity won
. . jsame onplace
UC
■f10 ar'tl at McGill. So anyone
■iUllil|!i!iJ|l|ji i
In Rough

&
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Vic Girls Hurl Challenge
AlthoughFoot
last year'sba
WUa k
Inaugurates Female
UC
get
was
just
over.
$3500,
the v ^
Victoria
girls
challenged
UC
to
its
starting,
ty College :is
Literary Director
soared toPeggy
$500q"p
ownUniversi
women's football team this a football game last week, and will Expenditures
play the match early in cott asked freshies to particj ^'
24- probably
for "the
November.
Thebelow
eame thewillwaist
be twoweek. First
y afin the Portia debates. Tryouts ^
woman
team practice
is at 1 Thursda
handed
touch
type be
held most of this fall f0J^
terno n on the back campus, Athletic Director Marnie Littlejohn football.
"It should be a terrific oppor- ihter-year debate eompetjthave five minutes to ^
Women's
y'sAssociation
said at yesterda
tunity to learn the rules of the Teams
dergraduate
meeting.Un"Such debates are exceli I
The WUA also approved a $300 game," the athletic director said.
$5160 joint budgetThiswithis $300
the
rise in their estimated budget UCA Lit.
pre*
training
learning to spea^"'
theirforspeeches,
from last yeaj. and decided Mon- more than waslast passed.
year.
WUA
pays
a- pare
day
mornings
should
be
abolished
public,"
she
said.
bout
45
per
cent
of
the
total,
— or at least spent in bed.

, J Trin.) will play the role of
rles'Best
of inCampus
acior
I
,
* (left), co-discoverer
sulin, in the hour-long drama "The Discoverers"
on First Performance
on
the
CBLT
tonight.
Above
he
is
getting
first-hand
pointers
from Dr. Best. The play will recreate the events leading up to the
discovery and successful use of insulin.
United Appeal
With just over $3,800 in the
kitty at four p.m. yesterday,
the campus United Appeal fund
still has less than half of its
original unofficial quota of a
dollar a head. The campaign
closes today.
"They have done much better
than
last ofyear,
we mustsecretaries
admit,"
said one
the S.A.C.
yosterday.
Largest contribution to date
came from the engineers who
added nearly $150 yesterday to
their previous . total of $1,088.
The ofcompetitive
most
the donationsspirit
has "behind
helped
to achieve the high total, she
said.
"But unless $5,000 conies in
during the next day1 or so, we
willEngineering
not reach our
has original
nearly aim."
four
times as much contributed to
the Appeal as Victoria in a
continuation of their rivalry
this year. Dentistry leads Pharmacy by $25.00 in another intertaculty feud,
Students Riot
(Continued from' Page 1)
Students carried placards saying
•The Fathers of Confederation are
Angry",
and several
Firecrackers
were other
set offmottoes.
at the
height of the all-day demonstration, which started at 9:30 yesterday morning. Jeers and shouts
wereed thehurled
door. at police who guardPrime Minister St. Laurent's
proposals, made at the University
of
Sherbrooke recently end not
yet ratified by the Cabinet— call
for
a new
federal
aid. system of distributing
Previously, $8,000,000 was given
to provincial governments to be
distributed to various universities.
The Prime Minister's idea is to
give the money to the Canadian
Congress of Universities.
Duplessis to receive a delegation
Students plan to ask Premier
from Laval and" McGill Saturday

Inches To Goaf
United Appeal Totals,
Ta? Day
77.00
29.50
$209.12
48.00
WycU(fe . . .
53.53
Music
118,23
36.00
Knox
..St.
Mike's .
313.21
Victoria
Engineering . .
1.223.14
.150,30
Dentistry
27.16
299.90
Raffle O.withT. Michelle
Pharmacy
124.96
Jazz Concert
Medicine
424.50
80.00
Personal Donations . .
10 00
Emmanuel
98.00
Trinity Men
224.25
271.86

A.
NOT

Bulletin
calendar
The University of Toronto DeUnion lastasnight
select-of
ed the bating
following
winners
( candidates;
their-trail out of a possible 70
here
and
now
M. Berger, S. Peck, G. Cole4 p.m.— Universit
y will
College
THURSDAY
ing Parliament
debateDeba,the
A. Pierce, J.D,Haurlant,
GreenTODAY
sman,pan, U.R. Saunders,
p.m.—
UC
Men
will'
elect
question
"That
Mary
. had \
J. Wood, S. Lewis, K, Wyman. 11—12:15
aUC First
YearAthletic
president
of thein lamb", in the 'JCR, Professor;
Lit. and
Society
Gilbert Bagnani, acting g0Ver,
the Lit office, J.C.R.
nor-general of Canada will be
1 p.m.
"What— Ais Discussion
the Main Series
Aim ofin
Prof. Richardson
Man's Life?" will be conducted
Boyd Nee! will lecture oa
by FROS at 45 St. George St. 5 p.m.—
Cassidy Appointee
the season's concerts for HH0A
1
p.m.
— A Bible Study is on the a- .present.
Dr. P. H. Richardson has been
in
the
Music Room at Hart
genda forchanical
VCFBuilding.in Rm. 421, Meappointed third Cassidy Research
Visiting Professor.
1 p.m. — -Andrew Brink will lead a House.
p.m. — A Hillbilly Dress Hal- 1
Dr. Richardson is a graduate of discussion on "The Quaker Ap- 7:45lowe'en
party wil be given by
proachSCM
to Contemporary
EvCambridge University
and
is
inents"
for
in
the-SCM
Ofthe
Lutheran Student Service
ternationally recognized as a
fice, Hart House, A discussion
scholar in the field of economics,
on "Faith and Reason" will also at 228 College St.
commerce and industrial relations.
be conducted
Alan time
McLach- 8 p.m. — The Spanish Cub schedule! I
same place,by same
His special attention to the pro- lin,
a social reunion, including pro.
Members
are
blems of social security has led 5 p.m. —edAll
to attend an SCMrequeststudy
fessional instruction and demJ
to numerous positions of advisor
group and council meeting at onstration of Latin American!
UCTS, 77 Charles Street West.
to overseas governments such as |8 p.m.
— Copper Room, Vic Union
dances in Wymilwood.
Venezuela, Bermuda, British
is the pla.ee for an International
Guiana and the Gold Coast,
Relations Club Meeting, Mrs.
FRIDAY
This summer he served as ad- Magda Trocne will speak on 8 pm. — Polish Students' Club ph
of
racial
discrimivisor to the Government of India the problem
aHallowe'en
Party at
nation, and plans for the CaleHeintzman Ave. on international relations and pro- don weekend will be discussed.
blems. In 1955 he was arbitrator
in a wages dispute involving about
65,000 tin. miners in Nigeria,

V.

R.

YOU!

IF YOU DON'T COME TO
AUDITION
FINIAN'S RAINBOW
OCTOBER 24th — NOVEMBER 1st
in U.C. Men's Residence Auditorium
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 24 — SINGERS — 7:30—11:00
THURSDAY, OCT. 25 — DANCERS — 7:30—11:00
FRIDAY. OCT. 26 — SINGERS AND ACTORS — 7:30—11:00
MONDAY, OCT. 29
— . ACTORS — 7:30—11:00
TUESDAY, OCT. 30 —
ACTORS
— 7:30—11:00
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 31 — SINGERS 4 DANCERS —7:30—11:00
THURSDAY, NOV. 1 —
EVERYBODY
— 7:30—11:00
Negro and White Artists Needed
Be Sure to Bring a Picture — Own Music if Desired
This is Your AM-Varsity
Musical — BE A PART OF IT.
By

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
Dark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SAT., OCT. 27 to SAT., NOV. 3 at 8:30 p.m.
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to .6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Student, Subscriptions Still Available — $2.50 for the Four Productions.

HART

HOUSE

TODAY
ART TALK
1:15 p.m. today in the Hart House Art Gallery
Professor Charles Comfort will give the first of a series ol Art
Talks in which the work hanging in the Gallery is discussed'
Prof. Comfort wUl comment on the work of Paraskeva Cla"*
Men and women of the university are welcome.
DEBATE
8 p.m. in the Hart House Debates Room
"In the opinion
of thistheir
Houseplanks
the Democrats
and thetree".
Republican*
have taken
from the same
This student
Debate speakers
is open ontoHonorary
members
ofandtheProf.
House only. Promine"1
the paperVisitor.
MacPherson as

DONT FORGET THE MASQUERADE
— GET YOUR TICKET NOW —

The
Yarsity
Thursday, October 25th, 1956
Vol. LXXVI — No. 18
tTcT
Fake
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New President Tony Warkentin Shakes Hands With His Competitor
PARTIES

ARE

SAME

HH
DEBATE
DECIDES
Democratic and Republican Stevenson, on the other hand, Government speaker Larry
party platforms both are sons of has tried to bring relevancy into Levenstein said the American
he said. "Steven- public don't deserve to have two
the sameDebate
beech, decided.
last night's
Hart his campaign,
House
Members
son has been sullied by politics. parties which actually clash.
electorate is not made up
voted 23-16 that the two parties He Prime
has wonMinister
a campaign."
John Wilson "The
of a liberal public in North
"have taken their planks from
(IV Trinity) said both parties, America," he said.
the same tree."
though using different means, "There is only a mass elector"This doesn't mean they're arrived
at the same ends, and
illegitimate," UC's Dean Ian Mac- therefore their platforms came
from
the
same tree.
Donald
said.
"But
they
have
used their planks to build, not
platforms, but fences on which The different heritage of the
two parties
theirspeaker
partyto roost."
planks
differ, means
opposition
Irrelevancy and relevancy are George Swallow said. The Trini- ate."
the two planks on which the two
student Democrat,
classified
parties rest, opposition speaker them ty asDivinity'
Jeffersonian
John Pierce (II SMC) said, "always interested in the will of
Eisenhower represents irreleven- the people— if we want to pack
cy. because his campaign is the Supreme Court, we will" and
purely on his own personality, i the Republicans — "a strong,
"Issues incharacter,"
no way he
becloud
stable the
government
sterling
said. his I[force
law." which will enLaval

Students

ft

Laval
students whp gathered attending a meeting to decide
It
in front
of the Wasn't
Parliament Build- the future policy," a telegram
ings in Quebec City Tuesday from the paper says.
were not rioting, the student Premier Duplessis has agreed
newspaper there said yesterday. to meet Morrie Shohet, president
off McGill's students' council,
is important
underlineto and
Adelbert Huard, president
that"It this
action was tointended
get money for the universities of of Laval's students, on October
Quebec excluding any political 31.
influence. At present officials
Following
thisof meeting
dent executives
Quebec stuwill
live Quebec Universities areof
■meet Nov. 4 to decide furthersteps to take.
Police are on a round the
Cornell Trip clock alert and 'have asked the
Canadian Army garrison in Quebec to be ready for action 'just
Needs Five
in case'. The students who
Five students from the Univer- gatheredment Buildings
in frontwere
of the
Parlia-by
barred
sity of Toronto will take part in over 100 provincial
policedoor.
stand">« second annual Cornell weeking three deep at every
na from November 8-11.
Universities from Canada, and
willonsend repre- AVR LEADER
' , Yo1* sentatiState
ves toCornell
the "mulJUaterai Exchange" consisting of
LIZ HOYLES
•"wussions, tours and parties. ParP'cipants wil, Uve in re5idenceSi
RE-APPEARS
"0 attend, classes on the campus.
A.V.R. has finally recoverWeekend's Exchange Co-Chair- ed The
its producer.
purEvery
t. " of, theVanweeke
Liz
Hoyles,
who had been missnd said
was the
"to lead
ing from the staff of the All Vari understanding not just besity Revue since the beginning of
Ct ° Canadians and Americans, term, returned last Sunday. Ac) , be'ween Universities."
cording to offieiaJs, production
•ion
items °fpoints
disc"s-of worries that were beginning to
h„ vari
.° nhe
.ousbe main
the relative
present
a
problem are now over.
governmencoll
Miss Hoyles spent the summer
t, eges such as
Appl
at Banff,
scheduled
to return twoand
weekswas ago.
She delayed
her return till a week ago and
[ovS:Af:Office
from
Oct.
25
to
■ *• Students will be chosen on during that time no one had any
her whereabouts.
tersit S1S °f their interest In Uni- ideaShe ofrefuses
to give any details
naaJ , and an effor* will be
eseni make the election as rep- as to her "disappearance", and
ir Z • " P°ssible- A *'ve dol- says she merely decided to come
t'Eistration fee will be charg- bol«day,
back "in slow stages" from her

Elects
Frosh

As
Lit.
Because R
Lit ep
s in charge
Jerry Caldwell. unsuccessful of the election official
candidate last year for president the fake in found out about
time, Jerry Caldof the R. H. King High School
ballots were not counted.
Students' Council, would have Unofficiwell's
al
word,
however, is cerwon the election for first year
tain that he would have won the
president in University College election.
yesterday.
But U.C. Lit officials found out
total of 60 people voted in
in time that there was no such theA first
year election. Twentyvotes
cast for the winner.
"Jerry" was nominated by Thosewerein charge
person.
the Caldwell
Ernest Harris and seconded by campaign are sure ofa greater
ber voted for their man. numGeorge Henderson, to run for first
U.C. elections are run on a
year
representative.
Neither
of them exist either. preferential basis. Voters indicate
Jerry carried out one of the most their first, second and third place
extensive campaigns in U.C. his- votes. Second and third choices
leaflets.tory, distributing lapel buttons and were counted on ballots which
marked Caldwell for first.
"All's Well with Caldwell" was Mike Cross and Gordon Spiers,
his motto.
both U.C. freshmen, claim reLit president
HarrywhenMalcomson
sponsibility for the phoney camdiscovered
the ruse
he went
toafternoon
the registrar's
office
yesterday
paign.
on a routine check of "We ran the same man for president of our "and
high we
schoolalmost
council,"
the candidates.
Mike said,
got
There
was
enrolled at U.C.no Uerry Caldwell thrown out of school when the
Elected was Tony Warkentin. truth
Crosscameandout."Spiers were sure
that only a few of the people
who voted for Caldwell were in
on the joke
(Continued on Page 2)
UC Parliament
To Have Mary

And Her Lamb
Mary and her Htlte lamb will be
in for some
this afterno n in theshearing
Junior Common
Room of UC.
WUA President Marg Penman
and former Portia-debate champion Sandra Sky will present the
resolution,
had a littleof
lamb"
to UC's"Mary
first parliament
theThey
year will
at 4 beo'clock,
opposed by Orest
Rudzik, literary director of the UC
Lit and Peter Gzowski, Varsity
editor.
Professor Gilbert Bagnani will
read the speech from the throne.
on
A large turnout is expected for
the first debate of the year.
"It's an interesting subject that
hasn't* been discussed too often,"
Rudzik said. "We expect a lot of
on th
response,
particularly from fresh250,000 men's residence
Construction
pace, after a temporary
slow-down
ertidence
will
house
"Besides,"
Rudzik said, "Tha
through
a
strike
of
cement-rr
i St.
Mike'The asne1a ndry and there is
suchdrivers.
novelties
200 students and will inelud. xer
talk f a sound-proof goes for music appreciation.
girls are good speakers."

men."
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MICHELLE A SUBTERFUGE
Perhaps the Michelle Boudet object (and rightly so) to money
incident may be regarded by being "coaxed out of them by
some as too trivial to merit fur- devious means", but they will
ther treatment, I am not among
to identify charity drives
those who consider it su, I feel tend
sharp practices, even
that deception cannot be con- with
doned, whatever form it may though such an allegation as this
take. Nor can a worthy objective is logically untenable.
Secondly, and of much greater
justify the use of subterfuge.
rt can of course be urged that importance, is the fact that a
satis- scheme of this nature bespeaks
well
was
Terry fied,Dawson
and that everyone else an attitude, or a method of thinkon the campus accepted the
ing which can only be branded as
hoax "in the spirit in which it ■"crooked." "Crooked" is by no
means
the most euphamistic way
Monquote
to
was conceived"in the VARSITY. Of describing
what the VARSITY
days editorial
This argument is unconvincing, has chosen to call a good-natured
however if we concede, as I escapade; yet the VARSITY too,
so-call- with distressing levity, refers to
must, thatofthedeliberate
think we was
one
the ""fraud" in which "most of
ed spirit
and complete underhandedness.
Furthermore
the VARSITY this University has been hoaxseems to derive infinite satisWe are. I think, forced to
faction from the fact that a few
there was an insenior executives in positions of concedetent to that
No one has
authority were able successfully attempted
ed." deceive.
tofor deny
It reto
conceal
Michelle's
identity
gains
us
tothis.consider
until after the draw;
whether deception of this kind,
"Those who
rigged
can in some way be justified.
Michelle
incident
felt theno
The objective (funds for the
one at Toronto would
United Appeal) has been cited;
mind having a quarter
the general
at con-coaxed out of him by
> donation
has attempt
been urged;
the
satisfaction of Terry Dawson has
devious means."
And in an editorial the been suggested. I cannot ascribe
editor'sably orfeposition
was unmistak- to any of these. I feel that deof complacency:
n any form, isandin-I
cacpeapbtlieono,f ijustification,
"And we're not sorry!"
Two criticisms I have to offer disagree with the tone of the.
reports and
of this attitude, criticisms which VARSITY'S
to some will seem unfounded, editorials on the Boudet episode.
Bob
Jarman
and which will appear unimII Law
pbrtant,others.
if not
must
Yet unfounded,
I offer themto P S, Please try and publish this
for those interested.
exactly as it is (except for
First, this type of campaigning rewrite it.mistakes). Please don't'
will have a most deleterious ef- spelling
fect upon similar drives to raise
funds in the future. Students,
UC SINCERE
naturally reluctant to contribu;
to charitable organizations, will
Every
year
this campus hears
now be armed with an excellent strong condemnations
of UC's
lack
of
spirit.
And every
year
alibi should they again be approached. Not only will they Ihe fanatic zealots who make

Attention Engineering Students !
You are invited to attend the Professional Engineers'
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
Music
internationally famous GUY LOMBARDO and HIS
ROYAL bvCANADIANS.
Tickets at $10 per couple, may be obtained from the
Professional Engineers' Building, 236 Avenue Road,
Toronto. Tickets are going fast ... so get yours early ! !
THIS IS THE TOP SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION !

When you've exciting things to do
...wear your

them overlook the facts. The
they
fresh people do so because
swept into cornsoporifically
are
pairing UC with Victoria or the
Engineers. Vic, because of its
paucity, exerts a socialto pressure
conform
the freshmen
toupona stereotype
of student who
is not original in his enthusiasm
pata "rah rah"
but cuttern. from
He is therefore
spirited
not albecause
of
his
own
emotionwell-being but because he
should be. The Engineers are
spirited because of tradition. A
striped hat, a blue jacket and
ition,
lots of noise maintain this tradWhat the rabble-rousers are
reallyorganized
yelling about
UC's lack
of
spirit.is They
are
obviously unaware that spirit
is a sincere, spontaneous expression of sharing
perience. This is atruecommon
spirit, exnot
the sensationalism that is so
prevalent,
seldom makesorganize
headlines. Theit Engineers
their spirit so well they carry
away their freshmen in garbage
trucks to vent their excess of
black bile on our city parks
which are in a terrible state
of repair anyway.
And it has ever been, is and
always will be that the naggers
who
complain
about forthethem
lack byof
situations
provided
others to unload their artificial
spirit are among the "missing
when the 'joe' jobs of college
life are available.
John IIMachry
UC
PS Would those few Engine ring and Vic students who
do not fit into these categories
please excuse my sweeping
generalizations.
More

New

Parliament

Is

Controversial
Representation for the
By MIKE ment
CASSIDY
has not yet been
Officials hope the new name A meeting Tuesday win
mine
one of several Wav :
—
parliament
student
of the this
changed
year from Mock
Parliament to Model Parliament the winning party to hole] f°<
Last
—will reflect^ new student at- government
year no
partyit ishadunlit""
will have
asince
majority.
a*
titude to the three-day session. it "We
don't -want to maUe tkj
The Parliament, to come Janu- jority in the Parliament
ary 15, 16 and 17, has been taken
over by University of Toronto another Students Counci
' t want l"^
Debating
Union Club.
fromNumber
the Poli-of ster said. "We don'
it «
tical Economy
seats has been reduced from 98 And
Parliani„'
of anoth
exact weimit
atio
n
don'
want
t
er v*
to 97 so the speaker will not
have a deciding vote in ties, dependent Progressive As
UTDUter (IVrepresentative
Lis- The IPA entered the ^
Trinity) said Bruce
last night.
Parliament several years jl
Elections
for
the
Parliament
tion fiasc
of o."
its speeches were fWl
will be staged in January, just Most
four days before the session "We'll have more -poliin!
busters.
starts, to "focus student enthusiasm," Lister said.
Electionsof "And
s^?
Lister
boothswethis
hopeyear,
which determine
the number
to "establ
ish sorS
seats each political party will sort of a 'Hyde Park ConS
have in the Parliament have where candidates and partia
been held in December before
give politi
canAnother
es."stu,i
term ends in. previous years.
way calto speech
increase
"We hope for a more contro- dent interest will be to haw
versial campaign this year," he
private members' bills, ^
said. Any party may enter the more
dealing with problems o[
lists if tered
its aridconstitution
accepted isbyregisthe said,
interest and concern to student
the first time this y
Caput. Eligible parties at pre- theForModel
has a coi?
sent are the.
Progressive
Con- stitution ofParliament
servatives,
Liberals.
Co-operative
own. This is
Commonwealth Federation, and avoid dispute,itsLister
Laj(
the Labor Progressive Party. year, parties disputed said.
right up
The Social Credit party, if it is to
the
Parliament
on
represenestablished on the campus as a
tation and how the governmen;
club before December, could
he formed.Parliament i
also enter candidates. Any in- would
"If
the
dependent group would first this year Model
it will probably 1e
have fore
to gain
running Caput
in the approval
campaign.be- for several terms," he said,

Summer

Jobs

But Still Apply
Now
There will be more opportuni- Shell Oil, Canada Starch, Canada
ties for summer employment this Packers,
C.I.L. for Bell
U. of ^Telephone
T. students andto
year than ever before. "Its dif- fill their increasing vacancies.
ficult to judge so early in the Christmas and part time jobs
year." said Mr. E. Halse, of the are also available. Interviews for
will hegin November 26th,
S.A.C. Employment Service yes- these
terday, "but at the moment it but students are urged to get
their
applications
in to the Emlooks as if its going to be good."
Office in the S.A.C.
He is enthused by the early re- building asployment
soon as possible.
quests of such companies as
SALES ENGINEERS
ling
can
Expanding Canadian manufacturing and sales organization ada.
offer 1957 engineering graduates attractive career opportun ities
in industrial sales. Head Office and Works are located in M
real with branch offices in principal cities across Can
Information and appointment schedules are available at will
Engineering Faculty Office and Company representatives
beBuilding.
on the campus November 1st and 2nd, in Room C-115, M The
PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED
ont-

UC Elects
(Continued from Page- 1)
"We just went around enlis
votes,-' Spiers said. We didn'
anyone that didn't have to know,
The campaign
miographed
and bulletins
distributed—
the Junior Common Room of UC
— listed three qualifications
Caldwell. (1) He was not HA
puppet of any particular factiw
(2) experience.
He was everybody's friMi
tive
(3) He had previous adminisW
Jerry's program listed thnt
points: (1) To press for bell*,
publicity.
(2) ToLitwork
voice in the
for for
U.C.a biggf
Tt&
To bring
the collegelife.bscl
asandOfficials
the(3) centre
of campus
would
say no nwj
than
that
it
was
a
"close wwfl
«ct]
None
denied" that Caldwell
exposed.
have
won if the fake had not bf
The case ia the first in two ye^
ofrun anforimaginary
candidate
at the
Universitybe*H
Toronto. office
In 195a.
Margaret
F»jJ
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s Modern
r A

Art

Cultural

Snobbery

runneth

over

Mass

OfBy TONY
Confusi
ng Swirls
NOXON
to-day
older, betler known artists. Conwe
regard
as
awful
n„ sometimes wonder sometime be greatly admiremayd
sisting of pink blotches on a
call Anticipating the day when this gray and while
they
that
stuff
fhis
D°t
background, it
01 art' I must admit that will happen, I am making a
°*7 understand it. Not that small collection of carefully se- Eaton's.
is called
"Nylons position
counter ' ofat
"
Occupie
d,0" (o understand anything
lectedlist.objects d'art. Here is an honour above fireplace.
itemiz
y.
ed
anywa
al
3. Blotter
t art in gener
Marked by
1. Tube of toothpaste (used). considerable (used).
and Delicat
ship, this
onlys conngles swirl
rectaand
ely moulded, this piece work combinescraftman
.*h^hoseandblobs
,!!tUt
a
vaguenes
and
indicates sustained effort on the lack of definition with sstrong
l0t me I have heard it said,
rn
mode
part of the artist. Deviates from expression in ragged circular
/course, that because
geometrical school of rectangular blotches and long thick, masterlikea nothi
,CIoo"itks has
ty noton patterns
rsalielse
univeng
Erth
in a daringly conceived
ful strokes around the edges. The
accepted protuberance at one end.
in more
found
"be
whole effect is one of night°s" This means that it canI and creases are feelinglyLines
marish implications. Called
ar>nfuse just about anybody
ranged to express intense "Backtracks of Abominable
ave also heard it said that emotion, probably of suppressed
ly an ex- sexual nature. Called "Book- Snowman
4. One." rubber boot (new). An
-odern art is' mere
artist's
of the
mark for Phoebe."
exciting functional form giving
ressi
mustmind.be
e days
rtjstons thes
2. Newspaper used by house a sense of foreboding, flood, and
But as painter
-azier than I thought. confu
room floor. storm. The superb intensity of
ses The work onof aliving
relative newcomer this work owes much to the fact
e.say, modern art just
the field, this painting shows that it is completely black. Callgal- ato gay
Even in the Hart House seeand carefree spontanaeity
of Young Girl on a
quite unequalled by most of our, Rainyed "Foot
it seems, I am always
feryt
Day." Artist unknown.
lg a picture of gray and pink
'lobs entitled
"Nude Woman in
' steambath." or a picture of
hue and yellow blobs called The
Best of Thinkers
iew of Toronto as Seen from
Ontario.of''theA
of Lake parts
jje Bottom
icture
of various
'uman anatomy, startlingly ar- Naught
But Stinkers
' ed
ound ofof
artistat onthea conven
backgrience
By M. H. JACOBS
Jilliant red and yellow is likeWhen a young man of sub- belch will be accepted as an
- to be entitled "Portrait of an
(and
stance tany substance will do), sooracular
Id
Man
with
Shoes
On."
Even
bohemianpronouncement
too).
of soul, of wisfcenes from nature are unre- of breeding,
dom, etc. enters the confines
cognizable, although in the odd
There are some stout lads
y dis- of a university — nay! — even who smoke pipes because they
aimingamidoneblobs
can and
vaguellines
ern
of scents the breath of knowledge actually enjoy them. No doubt
ark paints, the form of a tree, which it exhales, he must, as they eye the show-off type of
r leaves, or forest undergrowth. any fool knows (and even some smoker
with utter disdain, for
who are not fools!),
is painting is usually called people
know that pipe-smoking
contribute to that breath which they
fTrees in Autumn after a Beer the
in
its
higher
form does not
institute exhales with a require an audience
at all. They
irty", ol* "Looking at Lake foul-smelling
one
of
his
own.
Jiperior on a dark Night with In short, he must make a stink. lock themselves up alone in a
small
room
which
is
filled
rees in the Way."
best way to do this is to with thick clouds soon
of heavy,
Some modern art dispenses The
smoke
a
pipe;
and
the
smellier
fragrant
smoke.
This
smoke
en with such things as sug- the pipe (not the university)
seeps through
the bodyhim.of The
the
estive swirls, blobs, and blotch- is,
the better.
addict
and ennobles
and relies on simple geocommonly known, that word
addict
is
used
because
tometrical figures for expression. forIta isyoung
wishes to
bacco taken in this manner acts
are frequently called be^uiroundedmanby who
a
mystic
aura
as
a
drug.
Some
say
that
it
is
-ircles and Squares," or of artiness, bohemianism and
aphodisaic^ so that the
quares and Circles", or "Lines nobility of soul, the best alter- even
rough Circles with Rectangles
native for a beard is a pipe. smoker goes wild and bursts
the Ends, of Them." It is all He need only assume a conspi- from his room looking for sweet
things to satisfy his
ost inspiring.
'midst upa his
bevyeyesof young
lust. (Let it be known that
Quite honestly, many of these cious
freshies,position
and screw
in
'
a
situation
this, any
ings, to me, look awful. But so that he appears, always, to frail who wishes like
to protect her
rhaps our idea of what is be contemplating the heavens. snail.)
tail
should
not
make
like a
od art is changing radically, Then, by' disdaining to speak,
e new idea in art may spread he is accepted as indeed the
method" is
other forms, and things which wisest of the wise. Even a notThethe"closed-room
accepted method of
becoming arty or bohemian. To
this a pipe must be piped
ou Honestly Abhor Toronto ? do
amongst society, accompanied
by all manner of thoughtful
Want To Get Away From It All? facial expressions.
There are some pessimists
who fear that this distasteful
find 78,000
Chances
in
Book
By VALERIE M acPHERSON
habitthemay'
spread This
to theseems
womento
campus.
■■inere are
scholarships ing donor country with 17.356 of
be
a
little
far-fetched
because
■a»able to the78.000
10.000 students of fellowships offered to foreign most men will not tolerate any■pronto University!
A Unesco students, followed by France with
thing hanging from the mouth
■johcation,
"Study
lists 5,491 and Egypt with 3,588.
or
lips of their
m these study awardsAbroad"
in
English,
themselves
(the women
men). except
Some
Other
chapters
of
"Study
Ramsh. and French for all who Abroad" deal with the fellowship
that
from
a
pipe
onefrom
sucksa
■p^e to foreign study. Every programs of the United Nations say
wisdom;
others,
that
■Fee years, Birmingham Univer- and its agencies, and general Dunhill one drags dung.
W offers £450 plus trans- guidance to students wishing to
»nation to a graduate of Tor- study
abroad.
Wf>
U. who would like to carry If you qualify, this hefty handm"- research
work in any field.
bo k isavailable
University Birds And Bees
Demote international stud- Bookstor
e and ininthethe Library.
In
m1:° exchanges,
Unesco. in their general, the time limit for receipt The 108th session of the Royal
BNieation, 'Study Abroad", has of applications is from six to Canadian Institute opens on
fceniraied upon giving infor- twelve months before the begin- Saturday with an illustrated lecture by Dr. J. R. Dymond on
0n subsidized opportunities
Stud- "Nature
year.abroad
academic
ningentsof thewishing
m| °"educational
to study
Preservation." Dr. Dyg°ry service. travel and adshould
plan
at
least
one
year
in
mond, will
the president
the insti-at
advance.
tute,
give his oflecture
M^ll w°rtd's leading host country
in
Convocation
Bate students is the United The continuation and further 8:15His p.m.
emphasizeHall.the
33,833 students, "Study development of activities in this necessitytalkof will
»KrnLTth
oad reports.
acting immediately
France is ranked exchange program, is one of the
W ™ With 9.329 students and
s under consideration be- to preserve natural areas before
Ko "lt*d K'ngdom third with proposal
fore Unesco^s General Conference
destroyed by'andtheindusad■tin 1 enls' Me*>co leads in which will meet in New Delhi. they are
vance of agriculture
Lantern slides
and
colouredto
ann j meric3 with 2.039 students November 5 to December 5 this soundtry. films
will
be
used
■Lea?13" in Asia with 3.768.
year. The valuezedof the work has illustrate the lecture.
■den/"8 choice o{ subject among been
summari committeeby the cona Teronto
gradu-of
as follows: Dr.ate,Dymond,
ference
b hul XVho So abroad is still
is a Professor
Emeritus
is one of the most
"Study
C7?!ties
with
245
per
cent
* l°tal, followed by 17.7 per effectiveabroad
and
closely
conways through which an the university
nected with various natural
per cent
ng number of persons
I■ enJi
gineemedic
ring,ine,M7 15.1
per cent in increasi
throughout the world are being fields. He has taken a leading
the conservation
naturEh* I"ences and 11.9 per cent given a direct and personal ex- partal inresources
and is well ofqualified
perience of how people in other
1 e Uni»ed States is the lead■tA HeVW'oh'the BuojectT7 1 T

COM'MBIA PLAN'S HONOR SYSTEM
Columbia's Student Board has given its support to the
eventual establishment of an honor system in the hope of curtailing the strong competition for marks which is believed \o be
the cause of much of the cheating on exams. The board admitted,
however, that an indoctrination period of several years would
be necessary before the program could be put into full force.
Board members felt that the cutthroat competition for high
marks in the College has brought about a spirit of moral laxity,
and that a sense of individual student responsibility should be
fostered.
Others expressed doubt that an honor system would remedy
the situation, and felt that the College had a definite responsibility to make marks as reliable as possible.
This program is a part of the overall plan to "de-emphasize
the competitive aspects of Columbia life," and will serve as a
guide formittee,further
the Board's
according tostudy
the byColumbia
Daily Academic
Spectator. Affairs ComA Canadian newspaperman speaking to more than 100
newsmen on the University of Minnesota campus, last week,
criticized American lack of interest in Canadian politics, and
said
that Canadians would prefer a Democratic victory in
November.
Allison gave two reasons for /American lack of interest in.
Canadian politics: First, Canada has a smaller population with
"an important but lesser role in international affairs."
Second, "our (Canada's) politicians are not as colourful as
yours and we don't have nominating conventions every four years
through which to attract attention."
But even with such interest in U.S. politics, Allison admitted
Canadians
"smile and smirk a little over the circus character"
of U.S. conventions.
"At the same time, we are somewhat envious," he said.
"There is a secret wish that we could devise some method of
drumming
up greater public
Canadiana Canadian
campaigns."might
The newspaperman
told interest
what he inthought
do at U.S. polls in November.
If the ballot were marked simply Republican or Democrat,
the thoughtful Canadian probably would mark his "X" for the
Democrats.
The following is an editorial from the Minnesota Daily:
"The United States dealings with the Arab world, and particularly with the Egyptians, sort of reminds us of a friend of
ours who owns an English sheep dog (the hairy, hairy variety).
For all intents and purposes the dog seems well disposed towards
his master. But the owner won't touch the dog . . . says he can't
look
the dogthein animal
the eyeis on
account
of the ready
hair and
tell whether
smiling
or getting
to bite.he can't
All of which makes us hope that Secretary Dulles' information
about
Egypt isplaying
better than
our friend's
we
are currently
a rather
tricky dog
gamepsychology,
of being since
fair and
unprejudiced
the expense(orofthetheUnited
BritishStates
and the
We'd
hate
to see theat Secretary
for French.
that matter)
The University of Manitoba
* * took«■- its first step towards a
return moved
to intercollegiate
football lastasking
week forwhen
students'of
union
to hold a referendum
a feetheincrease
fiveget dollars
bit." per student.
Even if the students accept the increase in fees, it remains
to be seen whether the governors will give their approval. It
will take more than a majority vote to bring football back to
Manitoba after an absence of ten years.
- CLASSIFIED ADS TO RENT
MOTORCYCLE
c.c. Fully equipFurnished accomodation in Rose- 55 JAWped, Alike —new150 only
1600 miles.
dale for one female student. Tele- Reasonable offer. LE 1-2010.
phone WA. 1-7241.
FOUND
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular Maroon
pen found on back cammakes; new or rebuilt; rented and office.pus. Owner may claim at S.A.C.
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs
and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
ROOMS TO LET
Two comfortable rooms 'double)
will giveOct.breakLocked brownFOUND
briefcase found at with fast desks
if wanted.andAvailable
27th.
Pep
fice; Rally on Friday, Oct. 19. Call WA. 1-0846.
Owner may claim at S.A.C. OfMed's 3 to 4 WANTED
year, help leb. x-ray,
FOR RENT
night
calls,perience
suburban
Attractive large bed and sitting
unnecessary.hospital.
Board Ex$80
rooms, furnished. 3 blocks west monthly prospect summer job. Dr.
of Yonge — Davisville. quiet resid- Millar, AX. 3-4121, loc. 27.
ential street. In private home, private bath, parking. HU. 8-9467.
ROOM TO RENT
FOR RENT
Largeents.bedgropm,
suite,Reasonable.
1-2 studBoard if desired.
House for rent. Bloor-Spadina. 6- 15 min. to walk to campus. Studrooms. WA. 3-8383.
ent's home. Tel. EM. 3-4187.
ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM TO RENT
REASONABLE RATES
Location close to campus. Apply Graduate will rent room to 1 »>r 2
men
students.
84 St. George St. After 5.00 p.m WA. 4-5057 afterAvenue
5. Rd— Bloor,
or phone WA. 4-1379.
office.
FOUND
TYPEWRITERS
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys Outboard tie-clasp. Claim at SAC
Any
make,refunded
brand newif you
typewriter.
LOST
( Rental
buy ) .
gold uncertain.
watch Saturday
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- Girl's
Location
Call night.
Mary
ing machines. Humber Type- Jane Rowley. RO. 7-3457.
Reward.
writer, 375 Jane St. HO. 6-1103.
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elections
Jerry Caldwell, who won the University College
first year elections, is probably the best organized
and most worth while campus politician this university has seen in a long time.
And he certainly demonstrates a point.
A great deal of Mr. Caldwell's platform was
based on the fact that "he knew most of the college
first hisnames."
by their
Because
campaign was well and ardently run,
enough people voted for him to put him into power.
In other words, any one who has enough gumption to go out and chase votes can convince the small
section of the student population that does take part
in elections that he is the man for almost any job. All
you have to do is claim to know a lot of peopleoutand
of
those who have not met you will feel they are
things unless you are a friend of theirs.
In even simpler words, any one who really wants
a position of responsibility on this campus can have
it.
The U.C. Lit's election is no worse conducted than
any at the University of Toronto. The same coup could
be carried off in any other race.
Our Students' Administrative Council, for instance, ismade up of elected representatives. Quite
conceivably, merely by claiming to know a lot of
people, an utter dolt could get himself elected to our
SAC.
There is no test of the candidate's sincerity; he is
not expected to speak to the people who elected him;
there are no basic requirements to be met— even that
the candidate exist.
This is the way we elect a representative government. This is the way we choose our leaders, not only
at the college and faculty level, but in positions where
they are allowed to represent the entire student body
and to spend five dollars for each student.
All together now, YEA DEMOCRACY.
kneed less
Female forms, you will be interested to know,
are admired the world over. Eskimos blow whalebone whistles at Eskimo women, and Ubangis whistle
a deep bass note at Ubanga.
No more rules are made by the passage of time.
Adam admired Eve. Joe admired Marilyn.
Nor does difference in class mean a thing to the
lass. Rainier does not think his Grace any more attractive than Mr. Plumber thinks Mrs. Plumber.
And of all the features that combine to make a
beautiful feminine body, none are more attractive
than ankles. What could possibly be prettier than a
well-turned ankle climbing onto a bus or a cheerleader's calf kicked high in the air?
But on this campus, perhaps the only place in the
world, this fact is not appreciated.
Girls wear knee socks.
Great swirls of tangled coloured wool cover these
trim extremities. The admiring male eye is greeted by
a parody of an Argyle advertisement.
Our forefathers fought for generations to have
skirts creep up to where it was worth keeping one's
eye on the ground, and what happens? Girls cover
their legs, right up to where the skirt begins.
Co-eds, bless their hearts, cannot wander around
in gossamer negligees, or expose the luridly stimulating sections of their bodies. And rightly so.
one
wants the girl who sits next to him in class No
to be a
Casino charmer.
But a whistle or two would certainly brighten up
H
the day.
In Timmins, they wear silk stockings when it's
fifty degrees below zero.
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adian culinary skill and visitors
RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION REPLIES
were so impressed that we are
1957.
- An editorial entitled Life and patronize only restaurants in a* planning
petitiona and much
display larger
on Aprilcom-1,
Restaurants' appeared in your certain price range. We know
October 17th issue and it seems for a fact that investigation of
Thank you again for your
complaints reveals that the
to deserve a reply on behalf some
of members of this Association. complainant was operating on a interest in Canadian restaurants.
At the outset let us say we very restricted food budget, Members of this association have
making it necessary
are glad that The Varsity has restaurants
with tothepatronize
lowest no
to constructive
critaken notice of the fact that
ticsmobjection
or of justified
complaints,
October is Restaurant Month. prices. We would agree at once but we do think that all stateThis is an annual public re- that quality food, good service
ments of this kind should be prolations project sponsored by this
clean surroundqualified.
Roy perly
C. Huddart
Association and we believe that and inpleasant,
gs -usually aren't available
it is one of the things which under those conditions. We can't
Executive
Secretary,
and District
Branch, Toronto
serloin for hamburger prices;
are helping to raise the stand- get
ards of restaurant operation in and, on the other hand, if we pay
Canada. This, of course, is a basic and anything less justifies a Canadian Restaurant Association.
aim of the Canadian Restaurant for sirloin we expect to get it
Association, whose membership , complaint.
You refer tonorth
restaurants
from
consists of progressive food ser- Huntsville
ItIROQUOIS,
is sorrow enoughSIOUX
that
as being
coast. vice operators from coast to especially poor.
Well, we think Indian culture in Canada &
And we must also thank you that that situation is improving,
but to have
Indians,'n
for pointing out the fact that too.
For example, MacDonald's crumbling,
an adopted
Iroquois
there are'some very fine restau- Restaurant in Huntsville was —and
particular,
blissfully
claiming
to
rants in Toronto. We agree. doing a nice job the last time
However, there are fine re- we were there. And cities such preserving and using the old
and aSudbury
are tribal customs, wearing a Cree
staurants inmany other sections as North toBay
develop
better type
of Ontario and Canada, and starting
head dress as his traditional c°s'
restaurant.
therefore we are obliged to of We're
wondering if you saw tume is just too much. Shades °
take exception to anything that the Culina
Long House
Religion
>^s
traditionry Competition and JosephalistBrant!
Even the
resembles a blanket denun- Display which
ed by turation. Sioux head dresses)u!!
ciation of the industry. The res- this Associationwas atsponsor
the Royal fallen into patterns of eccul'
taurant industry, unfortunate- York Hotel
on April 16.195G. Great
the forest,
what aremoose?
we of 'n
ly, gets singled out from time 3.500 people attende
Six —Nations,—
the
to
for from
criticism which four hours the showd during
was open
stemstime
largely
isolated
or
unqualified incidents,
to the hibitpublic.
Thereof were* exs of every kind
Now, we are not attempting
prepar
food from all types of Canadied
to defend sub-standard food food
an
Fleming
service operations, large
MICHELLEMaryHOAX
service operations, in fact mem- and small.
entries came
It
is
ray
firm
conviction
bers scribe
Association sub- from as far asSome
of this
Vancouv
was were it not for episodes of1..,
to a Code of
a wonderful exhibitioner.ofItCanwhich pledges them lo a Ethics
ilk of the "Michelle ropo
B°" id''
policy
Anth
of
gooduslyfood, attractively and
hoax,
Campus
would
be s ^
c-d
torthisa slab
in III
the
m0isllf;,il
courteo
served in pleasant
ind
surroundings. We think that our
members have contributed greatbrine ot this sort has the e««
hoax
the improve
ofefi forts
arousmo
in stude»»
havely tobeen
by the
the fire
deceived
taking ments
place inwhich
our
original joke.retaliX*„t
industry for some time now The
sub-standard operator will cease
asoften
manyas not,
laughs a*
tocustom
existere.when he no longer has
I am not saying I am in ' jii
or deceit; I am saying 1 an1|)|fi
Lei's remember one important
favouratrophied
of anythingfaculties
that L'ni!f0rour
^
point. Tourists and travellers
who complain about restaurants
the
old place
yet.
tunotely
SPS aint
so bad) 1"0\iti
„
their stata-qualifwheth
, ( often
PLAN AHead
there is still some hunwur
ments doby notstatin
g y er they'
tlisl
itorf
Maco"ni
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ggby It's Cold Outside

A(University
Change
ofofPace,
by Bruce
stings.
I
West's
Toronto
Press, West
$3.50 never
alwaysBest?
personal.It is warm and easy,
W56.)
The book is really just a lot of
Furside
Insid
For many of - its readers. The Bruce West's columns. Those who
Globe and
Mail lost just a little of used to read him faithfully will
of us have read. times into dogmatic err
h most
Colin Wil-whic
R by Houghton
rs. Do its Personal appeal when Bruce recall a lot of them from their opOUTSIDE
THE (New
York:
Many
of
his
gon.
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an achievement
that
can right-hand
side
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second front
the same
throughout—
bewitTheirso'humour
paragraphs.
ening
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his last
^est wrote
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* HermaM
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mark
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Price: *».«>
rely """^
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the Globefor was
doel
Mr. West become by
old English
creative comparison
sensitivity 7a*
Philosopher
and year
literary
critic genuinely
(viz. the astonishing
literat
r TogetheT «^
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startled
world by binds all ofunendi
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Are dtrect
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had been one
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man, solve
that
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book the
ff"™^ more
beginsoftothewishcommon
he would
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*;r,cy a. book
which is an is their unendings<, „Yf„,'.
.
"Knowing
Ameriproblems.
°r he- does.
*~"f
'A Cfhane%of
ssue 2S ^t^l
not mere* £™t
Wilson^namtdiWDer
truth. aMr.
a smart
thriller.Mr.Like
Bruce West
back to — When
columnist
favourite Pafe"
assert.ons their
with -such paintei's?
precocious
has being
Wilson
detective,
10^'e lectual
y° .fed down and presented his he relentless* pursueTthe Ou ' whAt a time th°Se
is a
of fine writer,
'fse
arePtwo and
kinds the
of sider
^abrynth
ne path
enfold
* Shaw„haVe
°f Mr" West'S seiected
besl"in his
foolethatthethereOutsiders
of the down
modernthe mind
He nas
dis neve"
ne reaiiv
7h
T*"!' 18 50
ment-coIumns
ten makes heit makes
clearly, a valid point and
fit of humanity (non-Marxian cerned a heretofore undisclosed P?a™.?BV^„pT tt underralu?J y«rs of almost-daily publication. There are not enough serious es. ™_f
works speare?
cTnlu rv cold-shouldere
rold ,h„,,?H aeYeni"nth
best' * « *W
the book.
Perhaps
auOutsiders pre- bond of mutual feelingg in worns
century
The ,w„„
d Shake- charming
bourgesentoisie)
writer.
thor toistowrite
rather
ashamed
of histhe abilhasBruce
alwaysWestsaid,atisHishis
to purpose,
illustrate hea ity
a social problem by being
seriously.
rner men. Asway sensihole-in-a-co
at
stake,
also.
Has;
as
Mr.
Wil?^a^!"^/en°U,S,th,in.E.S ™*
of the
bewilderment
out.
faces the
that didly
Brucehuman,
common
are
West'swhen
charmabsorbed
man. Problems
was splenthey Outsiders
over
son seems to indicate, humanism ranging
Whotive thinkers
are the
and
from the baffling unwill- the breakfast table
or on the street
failed?
Is
a
continuing
belief
in
he
Be
ingness
of
outside?
a
ketchup
bottle
they
to
pour
car,
at
24-hour
why are
intervals,
the
mankind's perfectability all bo- according to order, lo the treach- But the monotonous flow of jolmetaphysician or. thecriminal,
gus ? Are all social reforms ery of an outboard motor, are ly-good humour
outside of
Outsider is on
mere hieroglyphics? Wherein lies says.
belongs to no
as themes for his short read right throughis too much to
society and he
the
sham of the concept of chosen
a
is
.never more
He
than 400 words) es- UnleS3 Mr We5t wm put mori,
one and to nothing.
brotherhood?
Are
the
halls
of
critical non-conformist refusing
'change of pace" into his next coljustice nothing more than cool
to sweat for the obvious gains
lection, we shall be content with
tombs? Shouts of protest should His style is a simple one; his huof bourgeoisiedom. He wants
Truth, he wants to know why
drive Mr. Wilson back into the mour of one variety. Short words the memory of a fine personal
he is here, who he is, what he
British
bundled into short sentences chat column, shd shall run to the Globe
education,Museum to complete his away
is doing, where should he go
an informal gathering and Mail's files when we want to
It is in the Wilsonian (i.e., of quitelikecontented
people. His wit reminisce.
and how should he get there.
Mr. Smith
Outsider) concept of the achieveThe Outsider seeks the light of
ments
and
role
of
society
whereTruth and it is no easy task.
in the reader will make quarrel,
The Outsider oftentimes has
among other things. Nor will
the sensation of living a "postthe outside;
this
the real
humous" existence are
in anreligious
unreal
servicein anyway
this hookgainsay'
performs.
Mr.
world. Outsiders
Outsider,
men without religion; they see Miss
crestwood heights
When asked
how she felt '56
about Wilson leads the reader up to
too much and too deep. Mr. her recent acclamation to M iss the spring of religious belief
Wilson has found that among Outsider of '56, Rosemary Tweed where the spectral god-out-of-achange of pace
G. B. Shaw, will thencethose who see muchly and deep- smilingly stated, "Well, it's cold machine,forth show
us The Way. Wilson
outside,
but then
I'veme gotwarm.
my
ly are Aristophanes, Henri Bar- blue
•stockings
to
keep
has
written
convincingly
and
well
busse, Blake, Camus, Dostoevthree sisters
of his .visionaries besides stimusky, T. S. Eliot, George Pox,
George Gurdjieff, Hemingway, of Blake and Dostoevsky). Mr.
lating renewed interest in the
Herman Hesse, T. E. Hulme, the Wilson's reading is vast and his writers he discusses. The Outsider introduces us to a sensitive,
James family, Joyce Klafka, book reveals, in its honest, direct
Kierkegaard, T. E. Lawrence, prose, a lot of head work.
philosopher who makes
Nietzche, Nijinsky, Sartre, Sri Some of the difficulties of the young
the
asking
quesRamakrishna, Van Gogh and book are beyond stylistics (Mr. tions about oflifetraditional
Crest Has
Risen
seem new and
G. B. Shaw. Wilson writes
with impassioned
and full of Michael
that old Nader
devil The Crest Theatre lost money
Despite their diversity, what lucidity).
Then
came Chekov's
Mr. Wilson
falls often- 'fresh
Angst.
evening, "Three
direcJthis year, and announced at the Sisters" Tuesday
and designed by Jack Landau
beginning of this that it was go- edof New
York, andwhat a change!
ing to cut down on the budget. Seeing Chekov
on stage, a rare
Sets, for one thing, were to be
St. Mike's Hi-Fi
in Toronto, plus Lanless spectacular; and for the first experience
Dizzy
Heights
A
popular
feature
on
camdau's skilled directing, made it
time in its history, directors
Crestwood Heights is a pro- failure to see the forest for the
satisfying
evening, with oniy
pus last year will be returnwould be imported from New aminor
reservations.
foundly disturbing exploration trees. In our society secondary
ing
this
week,
the
Friday
York.
It
sounded
like
an
emerof the Canadian Middle class. schools at least are increasHi-Fi Concerts on the equipFirst of all, the play itself.
gency. To start the season, local
ingly democratic institutions.
The history of ; the experiment
ment in Carr Hall, St. talent pieced together three com- Chekov's "Sisters" is- heavy goThis blunder also ignores the
reported, making its characMichael's
College.
ing in any language. If there are
edies: "Gigi", "Misery Me", and
eristics, virtues, and limitations, report's evidence that both
Straw Hat", all scor- ten main characters in the dracomprehensible. The style is male' and female teachers stand
The year's programmes will "An Italian
matis personae, by the time each
ing
slightly
below
par.
Marie
contrast to the masacademic and somewhat jargon- in marked
be varied, as they are pre- Day's artful but economic sets one has expressed not only what
culine and feminine values for
idden. For an old humanistic
sented by students. The first gave promise that the Crest he is, but what he would' like to
their respective roles in society.
orld like "assimilate" "inter- Athletic
concert will be presented by would come smiling through in be, there are double that number
heroes and television
alize" isThisthe makes
graceless
Chris Wilson,
the long run, but the productions of personae floating around.
titution.
for a subde- stars are the real devil's adsignalled distress.
Each character seems to live in
estable sort of redundancy. The vocates.
Another
statement
aroused
a
ethod employed is that of soa private world haunted by the
suspicion
that
these
sociologists
cial theraphy, but discovery not
doppelgsnger
reminds
theapeutic
action is its aim.
how
far shortwho
he has
fallenhimof
are contemplating the restorhis dreams. The only person in
ation of castes now passee even
Those who feel that socialists have an unfortunate habit in a stronghold of tradition and
the play who does manage to
f labouring to establish the its injustives. "Families have not
give* namely Olga, is the only
stablished
human traits will yet reached the point of solidarmd these elaborated with some
Dne who
lets thecross
wordsthe'peace"
and security which allowed
and
'happiness'
footresh insights. The church is the ityEnglish
upper, middle, and
lights withisanyunostentatious
conviction. Her
^graphically and perhaps upper-middle classes to assume
'sacrifice'
and
orally on the outskirts of
unritualized; the stage so crowdin community
chool — dominated Crestwood responsibility
fairs as a matter
of course.afed with characters chasing raineights. Property value and Worse than this they can write
bows and being overtaken by the
ompetition in the 'diplomatic
of the abyss between belief and
sordid and mundane, that Olga's
isguise of co-operation is omni- action as venial, a sort of sacrifice to social solidarity! The
coup is^ easily overlooked, Amefthese
tK6nt" dizzy
S° is heights
anEst. The
are denizens
"futuretrend
social-is
star. lia. Hall's Olga is too silent to
orientatedtoward
education
nentated. voluntaristic, individ- modern ization
Her two sisters, Masha (Charahstic, control-aspirant, ration- too familiar to mention. But
mion King) and Ircna < Kate
ing, organizing people." (You the authors missed an excellent
Reid)
are memorable. Irena the
I? what I mean about the vo- opportunity to modify", I don't
youngest bubbles
after destroys
the untary. •Rosie)? t CQUid ac_ teach arithmetic, I teach childattainable, while death
ePt this marginal church ing. ren." Teaching children arithher
only
chance
of
moderate
ore readily if it were not for
metic is so much more rewardhappiness along the via media.
eh an irresponsibl partisan
'Pproach to the subjecte. "Neith
.The most trenchant criticism
Masha,on less
er
lover
the striving,"
side, and manages
then losesa
e Protestant churches nor the this book contains is the idea
him. Andre, the brother, sinks
ewish synogogues, to one or Kronenberger based "Company
slowly under the millstone of a
er of which the majority of Manners"- upon. "The liberal
estwood resid
ents belong and humanitarian values have
nitwit wife. . . .,"He used to
been
blinded
with
or
confused
want to be a professor, and yesjach n a thefundamental
e»vee
terday he was boasting that at
values that will best
thecleavage
world, among
the way ofwaythe ofspirit,
further
the
development
of
a
last he had been made a memas the
ber
of
the
district council . .
Western
World."
It
is
possible
b^!.n Ca,h»hc Church still to read CresTwood Heights as
the
laughs ....
at him but. .
and whole
he seestownnothing
Nor .does the expressed fear a "how to get ahead manual."
sits alone In his room playing
Fraternities and experts, and
",he school's dominance may
lt m another "monolithic sex-based thought habits are re« all-pervasiv
nisI fiddle
,,"
am not. .convinced
that Cheke church" and
viewed as candidly as the claims
>v is really as depressing as he
ew society sharply bifurcated
of sociology to be a science. And
seemed
Tuesday
night.
Overn into "laity" and "clergy", the
failurehealth
of Crestwood
"■nguished by their unequal mental
plan is Height's
probed.
loaded as this play
is with8) unre* (Continued
on Page
e&s to, and control over, the These are dizzy heights!
Three
Sisters
ms of "salvation. This is a
Rosemary Tweed
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Cameramen
Contest
For
University photographers can will
es. receive a total of $300 in prizas high as $300 in a nawin prizes
be submitted by Notional contest sponsored by the Prints vemmust
ber 1to be eligible for compeJohn Labbatt Brewing Company.
tition.
Entry
and detailed
The contest, under the auspices information mayforms
into two sec- the SAC office. be picked up at
divided
is
of NFCUS,
tions — colored and black and Toronto is expected to produce
white.
the nucleus of prize-contenders in
The section for black and white the
new contest. This year, a recintodedbe eight
print
"each
pictures
ord 150 members have enrolled in
five
into
ches.by 10) is sub-divi
the Hart House photography club.
sections.
Some
discusion arose at the NFEntries are invited in classes
CUS conference in Montreal when
animals, portraitcalled: pictorial,
member universities arguand sports and news NFCUS
ure, action interest.
ed that other students should not
and human
Prizes of §100 are offered in be allowed to enter the contest.
company sponsoreach, section. An additional $300 Theing thebrewery
event, however, insisted
will be awarded the photographer
students be welentering the best picture in either that allcomeCanadian
d in the contest.
category. Runners-up in each class

Archery In Hart House - see page 8

Waiting To Audition For AVR
SPORTS SCHEDULES - WEEK OF OCT. 29th
FOOTBALL
. Oct. 29 Eiifit 4.00 Vic V8 St. M.
t, Stadnyk. Paster4.00 Sr, SPS vs CJ C. Garshowltz.Gllbon. Smith nak
West 4.00
Tues.
30
East
vs
JiSP±j
Stadnyk.oray,
StokesWine
F.
-Pharm
Thur. Nov. 1 East 4.00 Sr. SPS vs V'.c Weinrli), Gnrshowrtz.
4.00 U.C.
vs
St.
M.
Gtblon
Gray
Belman
4,00 Jr. SPS vs Med
Bark, Garrhowitz.Golden
SOCCER
Knopf
4.00
Law
3
4.00 Jr. SPS vsvs Trln.
Brad
en
Sr.
sps
12.30
U.C.I.
Bugarskl
vs
Wyo
"
Braden
12.30
Php.nnM. A. vs Emmen
VicM.,B\
St.
4,00
St.
Avis
VanLoon
Knopf
12.30 Trln
UC1 A vs i*t. M. B
12.30
vs Knox
St. Rose
4.00 ForPre-Med
VanLoon
vs
St.
M.
A
12.30
Avis
12.30
Forestry
Sr. SPS
4.00 Sr.
Med VSvs Arch
Bugarskl
LACROSSE
1.00 SPS I
Mod, Oct. 29 5.00
vsva SPS
U.C. IIII
Uhrynuk.Crawford
Med. IVIll
Brown.
Naylor
8,00
vsvs Med.
IV
brown,
Naylor
1.00 SPS
SPS M.V ,
Toes. 30 7.30
Med.
VI
Jeans.
Kerr
St.
vs
Dent
Brown,
Crawford
I
Wed. 31 7,00
1.00 Vic.
Vi
SPS
II
Brown
LeeLoa
Trln
vsvs Med,
II Uhrynuk
tt.OU
Pharm
Uhrynuk.Naylor
Lee
1.00 Knox
Med.
I
Thur. Nov. 1 4.00
vs
SPS
I
Brown,
Med.
IVJV
vs
Vic
II
Jeans,
Naylor
6.30
Med.
vsVs Med.
V
Jeans,
Frl. 2 1.00 U.C. II
SPS IV
Uhrynuk,Naylor
Kerr
VOLLEYBALL
MAJOR LEAGUE
Arch A
Tuts.
Oct, 30 6,30 Forestry
vsvs Phnmi
Tannts
Uptnleks
SPS
Wed.
vs Si.
Jr. SPS
Frl. Nov. 312 1.00
l.Oi Arch A,
Upatnleks
VOLLEYBALL
MINOR LEAGUE
Rosenberg
Oct 29 1,00
4.00 SPS
St. M.E C II vsvs Trln
Pre-Med
I A (Umdarm
Rundana
Pre-Med
5,00
vs
U.O.
Taylor
Rundans
vs Med. II B
Nussbaum
SPS. OD
30 600
1.00 SPS.
VI
Vic.
II
Drebin
4.00
Pre-Med
I B vsvs U.C.
Ossuarys
7.30
Pharm.
O
wyo.
o
Upatnleks
8.30
Bmman,
B
vs
Knox
B
Upatntoks
Stein
31 4.00
U.C.M.Pllanis
vs Pre-Med
II A Stein
5.00
St.
B
vs
Med.
II
Yr.
6.00 U.C. Kulcrc vsvs Med.
IllA Yr. Perkons
Med
I
7.00
Perkons
U.C.
Loudon
vs Pharm. A
Drebin
1.00 Wye
SPS. AE
NOV. 1 8.00
vsvs Vic
Commerco
4.00
Trln
U.O. HutLon
McCaul Rosenberg
6.30 Med. I B
vsvs U.O.
7,30
Slgal
Pharm
\Vyv.
B
8.30 U.C. Wallace vs U.C. Jeannoret Stgal
Sigal
Nov. 2 4.00
TannLs
St,
M.
C
vs
PreMed
I
B
SPS.
A
5.00
vs Pre-Dent
Iannis

Mon. Oct, 29
Tues. 30
Thur. Nov 1
Fri. Nov. 2

North
South
North
South
South
North
South
South
North
South
North

Two Neighbours Dig
a 167-Mile Ditch
Mountains moved . . . ships lifted
600
. "The Gentleman"
who feet
weighs. .1,250,000
pounds and
takes 20-ton bites . . . whole
cities torn down and rebuilt . . .
a ditch 167 miles long. This is the
mammoth St. Lawrence Seaway!
November
Reader's
Digestof
brings
you the and
complete
story
how Canada
the U.S.
are
cooperating on this biggest ditchdigging jobstructiofon, its problems
all time —andits what
conit will do for Canada's economy.
Get
Digest your
today:November
41 articles ofReader's
lasting
interest condensed' to save /our
time.
"

Vacational

Guidance

By MOLLIE
Although summer is well
over, pusconversations
around camare still highlighted
with
accounts of unique summertime
experiences. Stories come from
all corners, each one as colorful
and /or unbelievable as the one
before.
Irene Tchernoussof, for instance, told us in all seriousness
that she had an eventful holiday
sampling beer at Moses Brewery.
Irene is in her Third year studyingtion;Physical
and Health
she hastens
to addeducathat
she was psampling'
beer
for como
n
e
n
t
s
o
f
C02,
PH
etc.,
NOT
the usual thing!
Rolph, and
2nd Business,
year student
of John
Engineering
dug
post holes for Ontario Hydro.
McWhirter was paid well as a
policeman for C.P.R. at Fort
William. "Lots of time to
think," he reports. 3rd year
Dentistry student Mickey Grossman decided to spend his summerING into ado way
had NOTHwith which
his future
career.
Grossman became a pots and
pans salesman but gave it up
after the first sale; he felt he
"was swindling the public legal y'." He became an employee
of the Metropolitan Assessment
Co. for the rest of the summer.
Allen Baumel, 3rd year Medical
student, spent the summer sellFOR A

WADEprograms and peanuts at
the -Maple Leaf stadium. Other
Med students had somewhat
more constructive vacations . . .
Macy Dennis for example, was
a medical official at a swimming
pool. His especial function was
the study of female anatomy.
Dennis was among those who
reported that "their jobs were
sources
inspiration!"
With ofduegreatrespect
to the
Architecture students who
worked
near without
Hudson'sseeing
Bay
for four upmonths
a single female, one of the most
constructively spent summers we
heard isabouta Post
was Joan
Joan
Grad.,Murray's.
student
who* worked for three months in
the Psychology Rehabilitation
Center at the HerMercer
Reformatory.
work Women's
was on
a voluntary basis and involved
treatment of girls in various
stages of emotional crises. However, giving credit where credit
isE. due,
heartily' and
congratulate
R. weShephard
Murray
Ross 2nd Year Architecture students who woi-ked on that MidCanadaIn radar
line at Hudson's
Bay.
compensation
twelve hour
day, sevenfordaystheira
week,
they Work
were waspaidsomewhat
$100.00
each week.
slowed down by snow in August
but
pace remained pretty
hecticthenevertheless.

SMART HAIRCUT
- The One That You Like —
bOO University
Avenue
Just below College
In the1 Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. to85through
6 cents
p.m. Friday
ONLY

INTRAMURAL HARRIER RACE
BACK
(aoorox 2 mllesl
ENTRIESCAMPUS
COLSE — AT 4.301.00p.m.p.mTODAY
INTRAMURAL
OFFICE
JUDO INSTRUCTION ,
Men '.vho arc Interested In Jutlo. and whose timetables will
POTii
them
to
trttc
at 12.00 In-trurtm
noon ™ Mondays
an* „.WedM, irth..
to th? Volunteer
neidays, please reportInsfucLon
' J<""n MoesIn the WKttWll Roon, on Monday. Oct. S9U.

MANAGERS
Senior Mana9erS are needed for the following Intercollegiate
Teams: Swimming, Water Polo and Wrestling. Please see the
Coach and make your application in the Intercollegiate Office
5.00
coo
7,00
4 00
7.30
6.30

GAMES TODAY
LACROSSE
vs
vs SPS
Med. nIV
vs
ve vic.
Pharm
vs Vic. I
VOLLEYBALL - MINOR LEAGUE

Lee, Kerr
Lpe,
Crawford
Ei-own.
Jeans
Lee,
Brown.Crawford
Jeans

_ uc- Loudon Rosenberg
SP^llng
vs lre'MAed
ur V 1 8 Rosenberg

"strangerreliable
than fiction"
andStories
not entirely
include
medical
student
Nannie
Thay- '
lor's eerreport
of
a
short-lived
as a whiskey sampler incar-a
whiskey' bottling company. He
claims he was the only male
employee among 300 women,
mostly
labors though,
in this
capacitysingle.
wentHisunpaid
and in order to remain solvent
Thaylor
as a "circulating
nurse" inworked
an operating
room in
Detroit. Med student Gary
Prouse promises us that he had
aDepartment
stimulating of
experience
in tiie
Pharmacology
studying
clotting Waeffects of the
Methyblood
Xanthines.
didn't believe him for a minuteSummers come and go all too
— loafing! So in view of the exquickly!
above,
your plansperiences
nownoted or
next ma'<e
J^W
might find
guilty of crin,e
committing theyou
unforgivable
HILL EL
SABBATH EVE
Danny
Friday,Rotenberg
Oct. 26,and8t30 p."1"THEAND SCHOOL
OF HILLE*
THE SCHOOL
OF
Ethel Hurwich °"
Fellowship Hour
SHAMMAI"
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Dalt White is probably the luck
Skrzyp
ek
■est
all coe.cn
'?8"^JB^.
. DMtfootb
White
k probabiy
luck.
in?
Canadthea these
days. But come Frida
y Saturday, he could well be theor unluc
kfootball
games
is concerned,
but
F\\?n
38
,hat
is'
as
wi""i"3
as far as determining who will
wear the blue and white of Vars.ty into Saturdays
the Western Mustangs. game against
£
Last weekend, his choice was
considerably easier. Quarterbacks
Ed
longSkrzyp
with ekend and
LorryLarry'joynt
on the injured list. Stacey, were
Full Strength
This weekend, the list stands
bare with the three above men'■°n<!d Iil to play. Had big Harry

Sr. Skule

Blanks

Wi
wn^„
...... ls
» t?
Wilson"
produced
on
only.
a mediocre
T^
pick antwoextra,
Jo
men at each
position yn
effort
Western
the Iwith
choice against
might have
been ahere,
bit eastra backfielder. lineman and an ex.
ier. But Wilson, pleasantly surprisLast week, not counting the ining a number of critics,
jured. Walt Schmida, Bill Hunter,
that two games of inactivishowed
had Bob Sibthorp,
Burt Kellock and
hot hampered his style and tyability.
Izzy
Pastuchak
sat out the warThe
same
story
with
Don
Bagfare. This Saturday, the starting
worth, moved to end for the Musline-up
is
anybody's
guess.
tang game. Bagworth snared a
couple of Wilson passes in fine Just Jots .... Western coach
style, making matters all the more John Metras, without taking into
difficult
for Stacey to move back consideration the fact that Varsity
into the lineup.
has Ross Woods and Norm Williams in its defensive backfield,
A Tough Choice
that Frank Loftus and
The Blue roster, at present,. in- comments
Neil
Desborough
can easily outrun
day.
cludes
seven
ends.
six~tackles.
five our defenders .... He promises
guards, two centres, eleven halfS
backs and three quarterbacks. them more action (??)
fon SaturFrom that. Coach White has to

Doable

Blue

8-0

Slip Into First Place Tie
Wit
Senior Skule's football team
By JOHN \ OJTECH
at about
the St.hMike'sVic
40-yard
turned the tables on St. Mike's
A send
kick the
by Skule's
Perkins
and handed them an 8-0 setback, win and one loss. The Irish are line.
would
Irish
into
the
as the Irish, quite accustomed
with one win over cellar- end zone for cover.
to blanking teams, got a dose second
dwelling UC and one loss. The
Perkins Kicks Single
of their own medicine.
UC team has
break into The first Skule point, which
A touchdown by Stu Eccles, the win column yetafterto two
proved
to be the winning tally,
games.
a convert by Jim Macdonald, The Irish were so content
on was chalked up by Perkins. His
and a single by Neil Perkins not yielding a single point by
34
yard
kick went into the end
gave the engineers the win and the rouge-r
that they were zone where the ball took some
tossed them into a first place frequently oute
d In by crazy hops. Ken Stanton finally
tie with Vic in Group One In- strong-blockinhemme
g Skule team. In-a got hold of the ball and was
tramural Football League stands
t
e
a
d
o
f
concedi
ng
the odd single immediately smothered for the
ings.
point, the Irish frequently
rouge as the first half ended.
Senior Skule First
themselves on their own found
one- Skule got a break when they
Eoth Vic and Skule who tied yard line.
recovered an Irish fumble on
A kick from their end zone
1-1
the season's
one-yard
line. fumBut
have in identical
recordsfirst ofgame,
one gave the ball to Skule, usually onSt. theMike's
following
play they
OAC
At

Captures
Hamilton

Track
Tourney

bled andMcKinney,
Walt James,
by
Kelvin
pickedaided
up the
ball.
Brian Anderson kicked the
Irish out of danger temporarily.
In a matter of plays, Skule,
driven by Sam Clements, were
plunging Eccles
into Irish
Scoresterritory.
Clements tossed a 45-yard pass
to end Stu Eccles who fought his
way overdonaldforconverted
a touchdown.
and the Macthird
quarter was over.
The Irish came to life in the
last quarter and got deep into
Skule
fine
running territory'
by Jack on
Fennsome
and Ken
Stanton. A pass to Bill Lanibie
set
the 14-yard
but
the them
Irish onmachine
was line
stalled
there.
In the last minute of play
a long pass to Anderson in the
end zone was batted down by
Skule who had a good pass defense prepared for the Irish.
Kielty had ihs poorest day passing-wise as he completed four of
11 passes.
Ken Smith
Sel'by, literally
George Toye,
and
Bruce
tore holes
in the Irish line, especially offtackle. Hard-hitting centre Ed
Rohacek, Macdonald and Chuck
Laywine played good defensive
games for Skule.
On the ground the Irish picked
up an unbelievable 140 yards to
Skule's 75. In the air. the Irish
picked
up 38toyards
to Skule'sin
51.
Inability
get someone
the clear
Irish
hard.for a long pass hit the

Baby Blues Are Fifth
Hamilton Ont.. — (Oct. 24) The Hj.i^ma
Pole Vault(OAC).1— Inglis
(McM),iMcM>a—
2— Holland
-Ki iisliensKEn
Ontario Agricultural College Ag- O'lO".
Height —
gies this afternoon captured the High hurdles: 1—(Wat.),
|Q)
Intercollegiate Intermediate Track 2— Haagsnib |0*C). 3—Hodgklnson
(V)
Tourney here on the McMaster 4— Seaton (OAC). HeightclePencier
16'
3".
100 yards:CAes.),
1— McFarlane
(Wat.),
2—
University Campus. The meet was Falardeau
3—
Loaos
(OAC)
held in chilly autumn weather.. — 880
Ryva yards:
(V), Time—
10.0. <Q). 2—
l—
Campbell
Queen's Second
Marshall
(Wat.). 4—
Cameron(V),(Q).3— Time
— 2.06.1.
OAC team compiled a total Toop
ofThe
56 Points
Jump:3— Marshall
1— West (OAC).
2—
and were closely fol- IsleHigh(OAO),
(McM). 4—
lowed by the Queen's Comets who Gibson
(Q),
Height—
5'10".
Shot Put:
tallied 50 points. The University Cadeau
(McM).1— 3Steinberg
— Norman (Q>.
(V), 2—
4—
of Toronto's Baby Blues finished MaoDonald (OAC). Distance — 3fi'5
a poor fifth with 14 points, behind ' 220 yards: 1 — McFarlane (Wat.), 2—
McMaster
Shannon
(Wat.).
22 and Waterloo Samuel
4—Broad
Maltby (OAC).
(OAC). 1—3—Time—
23.3.
College withwith20 points.
Jump:
West (OAC),
(OAC), 4—2—
The Royal Military College also Fraser
(QJ,
3— Samuel
Partook in the tourney but their Taylor
(Q). lDistance
— 20'5
Va". 2—
One Mile:
(OAC),
Mcniii'V
(Q>, —3—Claremont
i-Ievlan— 4:40.4.
(McM),
4—
points did not count in the official Hackett
tally.
(OAC),
Time
Javelin:l—
Bauder(Wat.).
(McM).4—2—Manto
West
The Results
(OAC)
, 3— Lister
162-7 3/4". (Q).
(OAr?S:-L_1^¥er
<<3>' 2—4-Praser
Howard 2'(Wat,).
low Distance'—
hurdles:
OA? ' Distance—
'-Steinberg
—220Morrison
(Q ). 1—3-—Hodgklnson
dePencier (V) .
1UAC),
115' (Q),
53V.
4—440Haagsma
(OAC).
Time 25.9.(Q). 2—
yards:
1—
Hodgklnson
Hunter
(V).
3—
Leblaac
(OAC), 4—
UC Beats PHE Varga
(OAC).' Time
— 53.5. (OAC).
1 — Claremont
2—Three
HackettMile:
(OAC).
3—. Moule (McMj.
Ball (McM). Time— 15-58.2.
Vic Still Leads 4j—Mile
l — Queen's
OAC.
3—medley
Waterloo,relay:4— Varsity.
Time-2 —
3.51.8.
Final
Standing:
1—
OAO
(56),
2Softball League Qucen*s(50).
Waterloo
(201(3).. 5—McMaster
Vara! ty (22),
(14 ), 6-4Assumption
The tables were turned yesterin the women's softball
teague daywhen
the
Ed. gals
une
s) werePhys.slaught
ered Trinity
Favoured
10-0 byathlete
TJ.C. (
Ann Miller, the U.C. catcher
was
back on the job and Martha in Harrier
Waddell
Today
pitched a perfect gan
striking out aI1 nme oppo^ents This afternoon will see the an- Jaan Roos (Pre-Meds) and Jim
consecutively in three short
nual running of the Intramural Snider (Vict. Dave Pearce (S.M."?"m|S. With the bases loaded. Harrier race on the back campus. C), Bill Leslie (S.P.S.) and Peter
(Wycl) ore also well?°e drove a homer collecting One of the major participation Niblock
mee potnts. Doris Hopkins of sporting events of the year, tiiis known distance entries. The two
same team proved to be semester's run promises to be no mile race, open to all undergraduates who have not competed in
base, catching exception.
Re,veral-lfic
flya first
Intercollegiate Harrier activity,
anci gener
ally makearly entries have will
jnS herself useful. In a spectacu- beenAlthough
slow, a large number of post- row. .get under way at 3:30 tomorliterabag)
ba=r y" Shepaper
I'y stoleandsecon
thusd entries are always received on the
made ! ;a<aprett
The season's first harrier activy fair run.
course.
Last year's
ity took place on Saturday morn- ,
U.C. Redmen.
will be winners,
hard put theto
by
tell
could
onI°o
-fny
1
tht
ker
" mIai'ty of the occasion, this defend their title against a numer- ing at Guelph. where an experienme
waS not particuIarlv de.
ically superior Trinity team, led
mental Blue cross-country squad
fey veteran Kenneth Jones. Other was defeated by hard running '
lost
to
Vic
I
who
haven't
prominent
contenders
for
indivifiame.
I dual honours iwill be .freshmen crews from O.A.C. and Western. \

OF
SPORT

The Blues had just won their most important encounter of
the football year and down in the dressing room the boys were
all congratulating each other on their hard fought victory — a
\hadifctory,
which combined
that day to Football
McGill,
catapulted
th>m into with
first the
placeQueen's
of the loss
Intercollegiate
League.
The players were throwing off their sweat fillet! sweaters
while coach Dalt White was beaming and talking to a group of
Scribes over in a corner. Peter Mailt then gathered around the
reporters and held a brief press conference.
YOU'RE GONNA MISS
Pete had begun talking about the game and was discussing
Western's only convert. As the players lined up for the convert
1 convert
at-teropt. artist.
Pete began
with him
Willieall Cassanova.
the Mustang
Peterconversing
was giving
kinds of advice.
Pete
yelled that the snap would be high, that Cassanova couldn't kick
a barn door, that ht hadn't kicked a convert in his life etc. "So
what happens." says Maik, "whoosh, right through the middle.
The Indeed,
only convert
all afternoon."
it washe made
the kicking
which told the difference in the
close contest. While the Blues had their scores converted, Western
could only manage to get that solitary point after touchdown *
aforementioned.
J
LONDON THIS WEEKEND
The Blues return to London this weekend and hope to repeat
last
20-2 Little
slaughter
in whatStadium.
had previously been invincible
(for year's
the Blues)
Memorial
Little Stadium should be packed for the contest on Saturday.
If the Mustangs have any hope of making the playoffs, :i win
is a necessity on Saturday. The same Is true of the McUiU Redmen
who meet Queen's MUMBLINGS
in Montreal theAT same
day.
MIDWEEK
Three happy souls wandered into our office at about noon
hour yesterday. They had heard that UC women were organizing
a football squad and being in first year engineering physics, they
and their mates decided to challenge the girls to a contest, "any
time,
any
and in aanyVarsity
field instaffthe cartoonist,
country." In
the cartoon
below, well
Iainplace,
Macdonald.
describes
what
could
happen.

AWRIGHT.
SMARTY ! !
It Isn't That Kind Of Touch Football
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Hart House Clubs
able to double
enrolment.
the moment, the freshman class
totals 75 students, but it is expect,
and BOWS
BATS
inare ies
meet Aspirivitedngto inVest
am Tells
Williigate
s can House
siastHart
pongh enthu
Ping matc
facilit
the
at the
ed to increase to 125.
their
win a the- of the Hart House Archery Club.
s Club—
TableatreTenni
d. or
ticket instea
regular
three
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the
During
Members collect every Tuesday shoots are held at the C.O.T.CSt..
George
7 p.m. in the Fen- Drill Hall, at 119 St.
or Thursday at match
skills. Archers are placed at nine targets, hhq
Boyd a
Neel, lea
Dean der
of the
cing Room, to dividedtheir
eight
pri- Royal Conservatory of Music
andscorer
yards,
at twenty
g awarde
The players are e forintothe lea- shootin
top
the
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teams which competthroughout the
s and conductor of the Hart
on each target. Sincengtheto shooter
gue championship
House Orchestra, will talk toability,
accordi
graded
awardare
are
s
.
winner
rm
the
te
.
and
year,ed theatre tickets at the end of the the novices and experts alike have
day on the music to he played
at the concerts arranged by
an equal opportunity.
club
the
this,
to
n
the
Associates. The talk win.
additio
■In
Canyear, the club won the
one be-in Last adian
ents,
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two
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sponsor
Ap
competi
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Match
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open
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other
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one
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House.
the
best
score
of
the
contest.
ngs
Bri
the top. $2,000" workers on the campus
United Appeal is over started
the talk. The first concert will
are Weekly meetings are held in the be
as have collected nearly $5,000.
Physical training credits and
on Sunday, October 28th.
Of an objective that
nce,
attenda
regular
on
for'
House,
given
Hart
"just a little more than last year's Total in the SAC office yester- the membership fee of $100 nt.in- Rifle Room of
Tuesday and Thursday nights.
cludes the use of all equipme
there's
And and
$4,971.6
faAll 3.college
to wascome.
more day
in
turned
yet
Result!
not
have
reps
culty
their totals.
Tag day
41.25 Engineers still lead the way with Toy Trumpet
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calendar
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Archil cLur
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Dentistry won their individual Hart House
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former.
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star
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meeting
open
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(Continued from Page 5)
This became painfully evident entitle attendance at five concerts, Governor-General,
Carr Hall, SMC for the
will be presfinal scene where he puts jten rehearsals and lectures by ent.
Music and Drama Society. u«
lated philosophical digressions onin the
a fake beard and leers like a [director
Boyd Neel, cost $3.50. 4 p.m.
J. £
—
Rm.
111,
UC,
is
the
place
Boyce, wow
iriil unrelating people, I think it
will ,include
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actors had been more in chafac- grabbed the beard like a man a- Air Force Officer
Hart House.
bout to do something that pained
Nietzsche Study will be 2 p.m. - HHOA schedules a »»
It is perhaps presumptuous to
Recruits Today 7:30ledp.m.by— Bob
he obviously
want and
his little
joke to bedidn't
too
SCM presiask for something 1 have never him,
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House Orchesthe
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Hart
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playing Russian plays the way
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will
be
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Lutheran
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Service
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success of his manoeuvre (when
Thomas'
portrayal
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alumnus of the Unican perhaps
be usedof asKoolyghin
a point a schoolteacher tells a joke it at 1 p.m.versity oAn
fToronto, AVM Hendrick s.m. — "Howe Long" is the subject 1:45 p.m. - Modern History of departure to illustrate why 1 has to be a success). Such self- !holds the
foremost engineering
for a speech by John Hamilton,
free tour of ruofferslea House.
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in
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during
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vement in her own emotions,
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satire, with
because
re- and the Irony of it all conveyed Force career has served as Canpeat the same attitudes and across the footlights with a deftada's representative on the ComHART
HOUSE
bined Communications Board of
lines, time and time again, He
ness not found in Tuesday 'eve- the Combined
was obviously condescending to
Chiefs
of
Staff
in
production ...... bu tills is Washington and also as Air MemTODAY
the role, in a way that someone carping:ning'smore
Chekov on TorRecord Room Instruction
onto stages is to be desired at ington.ber, Canadian Joint Staff in "Washwho was 'in character' wouldn't
and couldn't.
5Hartp.m.House,
every Aftendarfce
Thursday inatthean Record
Roomclassof
any cost. Anne Carnwath
Instruction
Record
Room. before a member may use the
is
necessary
ION.
PRODUCT
VERSITY
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NI NTH ALL-UNI
Exploration Society
list.
Dark of the Moon
8
p.m.
in
the
Music
Room.
There
will
be
*
*?o(,
* - - °n,>
with
slides on the Salmon Glacier Expe°" 0f
Rich
Howard
and
William
Bcrneyardson
welcome.
carried
out
by
the
Geophysical
Department
the University. AIL members of the House
Directed by ROBERT GILL
p.m.
8:30
at
3
NOV.
SAT.,
to
27
OCT.
SAT.,
THE HART HOUSE MASQUERADE ON FRIDaV
COME
COME
COME COME
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
Student Subscriptions Still Available - $2.50 for the Tour Productions.
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'' music!''Dr.Dr'NeelBoydspokeNeelto SSld
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f mee Hart House Orchestra now
Th
passed last year's mark with
,v,i student mmbershiorpsdi.naryIn meaddm-i100 s, and 11 sust on therefiveare patron
berships.
lainmg members.
the
Chris Wilson. Chairman ofpleasVery
"I am respo
ationthesaidstude
Associ
nse. It
nt
ed with
ts are interested
shows that studenown
not
and
sake,
its
for
in music
because of gimmicks and persecution."
The first concert is this Sunday
includes
at 9:00 p.m. The program
Avlson. Byrd, Grieg and Haydn.
Toy Symphony, PresiIn Haydn's
dent Smith, Dean Woodside and
John Rumble are soloists.
Arrangements have been made
to allow people to enroll at the
door and pay later.
In putting forth his own ideas
Neel said, "Loaves
music,andDr.lonesome
on
of bread
pines canin music." It
represent
be
not
is futile to try to eddescribe a material thing. A name is merely "a
kind of shorthand." The composer
is trying to express an atmosphere.
Dr. Neel graduated from U. of
T. in medicine. At present, he is
conductor of the Hart House Orchestra.
Skulemen

Vote

For 6 Positions
Engineers vote today to fill six
Engineering Society vacancies.
Eighteen candidates have been
nominated.
B. C. Watson (II SPS) was elected treasurer of the Society by acclamation.
Three polling booths have been
set up, one each in the Engineering, Mechanical and Wallberg
buildings.
Positions open are treasurer and
second vice-president of the so
ciety, vice-president of 5T7, president of 6T0, vice-president of the
athletic asociation and 6T0 athletic
.representative.
The Hare Spence voting system
Will be used. Voters must present
their ATL cards.
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PM's

south of the bookstore show th ree towers — two
View from
Universitypins.College, one on Soldier' Tower — standing in
like bowling

University

Offer

By Hamilton
Slammed
,rSt. Laurent's offer to double product of the greatest propaganda machine we have today outUniversity grants is nothing but
side of C.totalitarian
government."
He
said
D. Howe controls
most
M.P.'
Toronto
politicking,"
smart
John bersHamilton
said, toProgressive
40 mem- of the portfolios
of the campus
and
tie Canadian policy to"isthetrying
tailendto
Conservative club last night.
"It is smoke-screening to pro- of the Washington kite."
mote the Liberals for the coming Mr. Hamilton praised George
Drew's sacrifice to his party and
election," he said.
He said the 8 million dollars said "his value will now be assessextra offered was measly in view
ed in choosing a new leader."
of a 4 or 5 hundred million dollar He' suggested the government
should
accept the Frost plan of
surplus. He suggested the easiest
and most constitutional solution medical insurance, which would
would be to allow provinces the delay the scheme until its progressive cost could be estimated.
necessary
tion grants.funds to handle educa- He advocated a closer knit Com"The Liberals are trying to commonwealth, and said "Canada
pletely centralize the govern- jshould take a more active interest
in the Middle East, as part of the
"The Canadian cabinet is a , Commonwealth."

ment." New
Law
The number of ProgressiveConservative Clubs on the campus
What About Marys Lamb? has doubled in the last two weeks.
The-Paculty of Law Progressive
Conservative Club held an organizational meeting a week ago. It
Decide
U.C. Parliament
yesterday could
Doesn't
Debate
UC
adopted its constitution and electa parliamentary
battle,
not decide whether or not Mary fought
ed its members yesterday. Its purterrupting their opponents several
had a little lamb.
pose is to stimulate greater interA last minute adjournment mo- times during the debate.
Canadian public affairs
tion from opposition leader Orest Final speaker Peter Gzowski amongest inlaw
students, and to enRudzik culminated one hour of suggested that U.C, spirit was becourage law students to take part
speeches
the floor before a
coming atrite topic. He based his in the Model
vote couldfrom
be taken.
Parliament
Sergeant-at-Arms Walter Bowen approa.cn on the symbolism of the
was unable to arrive at a decision resolution, claiming the lamb was A campus PC club now exists.
not a Iamb at all, but a roaring, The new organization has been
from ballots cast at the door.
Veteran debaters commented on man-eating tiger.
recognized by the Progressive
the "largest crowd to attend a U.
C. Parliament in years."
Biggest battle of the afternoon
centered around whether the debate should be serious. Prime Minister Margaret Penman equated
the motion "Mary had a little
lamb", to the tribulations of the
college student governments.
Miss Penman defined the college
as Mary and the government as a
lamb. "If the house defeats this
motion," she said, "it is defeating
the idea of student government."
up Miss Penman's
Rud2tkbuttookbrought
in the meta.theme,
physical
lamb. aspects of Mary and the
"if the WUA' is a lamb," he said,
"the Lit is a tiger." Rudzik menBlake'sto
the growth(ThefromLamb)
song of tioned
innocence
his song of experience (The Tiger).
Sandra
Sky, second government
for the children
speaker,
who wouldpleaded
lose their faith if the
true.
nursery rhyme turned out to be
Miss Sky and Miss Penman

PC Club
Conservative Club but has yet to
be recognized by the Caput.
Temple plans to have a guest
speaker address the new PC Club
once a month. Other officers are
Vice-President Dave Friend, Treasurer Bill McKeown. and Secretary Steve Grannun.
RIDE, ANYONE
One (1) Varsity Photographer needsmorning
a ride toandLondon
Saturday
back
Saturday evening. Contact
Bill Eppridge, Varsity Office.

Shuffle Off
Carabin
Last December, 40 Frenchspeaking Mbntrealers headed
back to their native city after
a hectic three days in Toronto.
During that time, they talked
olitics and French-English reasons, barn-danced, went to a
berry' party at Trinity, visited
aiden McCulley, and learned
lot English
they'd never suspected
"out
Canada.
ln February,
their hosts reined
the
visit.
Thi 's year
the 'Carabin WeekIds' ai.e again
going. Forty
Ore U of T students have the
J!"""-"
be hostsandNov.to travel
29 to
2 inl°Toronto,
W Montreal early in 1967.

Caravan
"We're primarily interested in
professional students, but all
are welcome,"
Weekends
Liz Van
applicationsco-chairman
because most
is
(This
said.
Every
of the U of M students on the
are in professional
weekend
studies there.)
Cost is five dollars here and
$12.50 for the trip to Montreal.
The Montreal carab, after arriving Thursday, Nov. 29, sleep,
go to a few lectures Friday,
discuss, banquet, and party that
more discusnight.sions,Saturday,
another banquet, a tour of
dance. Sunbarn
a
and
Toronto,
day their train leaves after mass
and afternoon tea.

NEWS
NO GLASS, NO DOORS, NO
FINALLY UP
BULLETIN BOARD
The SAC bulletin board has found its final property committee of the Board of Governors.
resting place. It now sits in state in front of Finally the SAC went to President Smith.
the SAC building, firmly imbedded in three feet
The Board was duly built, and housed in
of cement.
Varsity Stadium last January. It rested there
a few weeks ago, when a group of EnginThe feat was accomplished in an indepen- until eers
moved it to the top of the Bookstore. Now
dent venture by ex-SAC member Ted Sieven- it is in place, minus its doors, backing, and
piper and a few other Architecture accomplices.
The idea of the Bulletin Board was first news.When asked if the Board would stay up
conceived almpst a year ago. The first hitch
the SAC first asked routine permis- this time, Sievenpiper'a only commeni was,
was when
sion of Simcoe Hall. Simcpe Hall went. to the . "It'4. bettw*'. * 1 1 * m M * i i < > * * > 1 1 * > - t i : ; :
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UNIVERSITY CHAMPIONSHIP HARRIER RACE
TUESDAY. OCT 30U»
—
3:30 p.m.
HIGH PARK
Entiles nccepU'B at Intramural Ollice. Hart House
Bloor cushions.
car to High. Park Blvd. Report to Dressing Rooms near new
hockey

■
: Citizen's

East \ 4 0£ *JGAMES TODAY
KOpTBjftX
v.. Trln
North 12.30
sMccift
North
vs St.
Sr SPS
U.C. I
Vic
;
vs
South 4.00
4.00 Arch
vs Wye Med
LACROSSE
St. M.
VOLLEYBALL
Dent
Incisors
MINOR
LEAGUE
St.
A.
St M B
»re-Med
II
U.C. M.Killers
Pre-Dent

Forum

October

to be telecast in the
Room

University

College

Telecast time - 3.00
Doors

Bugarskl
Uhrynuk. KerrPerkons
Lilker
Lilker

Carabin Weekend
IN TORONTO — NOVEMBER 29 - DECEMBER 2
IN MONTREAL — JANUARY 1J- 2B . S
Two of the finest weekends" m the year may be yours
. if you apply now. *
Forms available in the SAC Office till November 2
Weekend Exchange Committee.

28th

Reading

Gibloh, Wine
Avis

p.m.

close at 2.30 p.m.
leads the IVY LEAGUE
S^
'
N
EATO

PUBLIC

[(

WELCOME

Subject :

■
*
''Strikes are Never
Necessary"

CHAIRMAN
GORDON

COLOURFUL

HAWKINS

STRIPED SHIRTS

A - "IVY" BUTTON-DOWN

PANEL
NORMAN MATTHEWS,
Labour Dispute Arbitrator

tailored by "Lipson" in vertically-striped Galey 8c Lord
cotton. Designed to be worn with a plain knit tie, collar
buttons both front and back. Each 5.95

Q.C

EAMON PARK
United Steel Workers of America

■
■
■
■
■
■
:

B - "IVY SPORT SHIRT
of soft, warm rayon-and-vicara fabric tailored by
"Manhattan". Horizontal grouped stripes of blue, red
or brown on charcoal ground. Each 7.95
Sizes small, medium and large

E
Canadian
Broadcasting

Corporation

;
■
■

PHONE UN 1-51T1
EATON'S Main Store, Main Floor - Dept: 228
Similar styles at EATON'S College Street, Main Floor
T.EATON

POGO

FOR

neetine
lend ar
ca
here and

now
TODAY
the
Meds
group.firstTheAt leader
SCM ^f
1:00Alan
p.m. —McLaughlin..
SCM's
1:00freep.m.o£ —HartSCMHouse.
Engineers grou
at
the
Chaplain's
office in grou
u„ 11
1:00 p.m, — SCM Discussion
on "Comparative Religion" P
"art
St. George.
House.
6:15FROS,
p.m. — 45Caledon
Week-endClyk\vu.
International
Relations
not necessary.
WUSMemborshi
delegate?"
Everyone
invited.
from Toronto Weiner
to speaiv.roastTheir.anrt■
Nationalism.
square dance.
Meet outside
Vj
Union.
Transportation
provided
both Friday and Saturday mor
ning. For details contact Don
Hands HA. .3581 after 4 p.m.
8:30 p.m. — International Student
Organization's
Ball
Place is the JCRRaggedy
at University
College.
8:45Drama
p.m. —'Society
St. Mike's
Musica and
presents
HiFi concert in Carr Hall.
SATURDAY
2:00Association
p.m. — Hart rehearseJ.
House Orchestra
in the
Music room of Hart House.
8:00 p.m.— VCF meets to hear the
tape by Dr. Martin Llovcl Jones
at Sheraton Hall, Wyciiffe.
1:45 p.m. — SUNDAY
Modern History Club
presents
free tour
of Historic
Toronto: a Meet
in Fla
velle
House.
00Organization
p.m. — International
is giving Students'
a coffee
hour inRoomVic with
Women's
UnionJ.
Music
Professor
McCurdy spe2.king on Optim9;00Association
p.m.ism —and Pessimism.
Hart Concert
House Orchestra
in the
Great
Hall
of
Hart
Orchestra conducted House.
by Boyd
Neel. Soloists inelude President
Smith,
Dean Woodside and
Warden McCulley.
MONDAY
1 :00 p.m. — SCM emergency Council meeting to discuss worship
at the SCM office, Hart House.
8:00 p.m. — Cercle Francais' first
generalat meeting
the new
year,
the Trinityof Buttery.
STUDENT
SALES MGR.
for all-campus Yearbook
Interesting and challenging job
valuable experience
ofinproviding
sales
campaign.
advertising
and organization
Drop into- Toronto nen sis office
afternoon.
fSAC-Btdot) Friday or Monday

C<2„

PRESIDENT!
In London
Apply
your Passport
to Betterfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

The difference between
Second Best . . .

and Best is often the balance
in your Savings Account

You'll find these B of M
branches especially
convenient.
Bloor & Bay Sts.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manager
Queen's Park:
Joseph Burdock, Manager
St.
George
& BloorManager
Sts.:
James G. Lewe,

TEA

DANCE

H.M.C.S. Prevost
(Richmond, near Dundas)

Afte
RightGam
e r the

"Refreshments"
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and a final
f IT forbyResear
chiefch,"consultant Sir
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s
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for thistheExperi
pectsweek
ch comresear
Next
ittee for the roundtable on
well-being
"he impact on human
industrialiy evolvi
a rapidl
of,ation"
to ngdecide what
meets
will he investigated during the
coming year.
we can
decidein "what
willtely,
terms of our
immedia
doThey
staff,"
al resour
financich
an
ttee andChairm
Commices
Resear
night.
Murray Boss said lastwarran
t
might
ts
projec
Other
outside financial help, he said.
Dethe
as
Other groups— suchin Ottawa or
partment of Labor
U of T's Department of Political
Science — "could probablythan
handle
we
some projects better
could." .
Church (ANGLICAN)
of The Redeemer
At the Head of the Campus
Bloor and Avenue Road
Rector: Rev. Owen P. Prichard,
B.A.. L.Th.
LAYMEN'S
SUNDAY
8a.m.
Holy Communion
S. Morgan,
M11 A.am.of theProl.SchoolJohnof Social
Work
Subject:Commandment"
"The Second Great
7 p.m. Rev.
Frampton M.A
YouthK.at John
Programme
Tuesday
8 p.m. A.Y.P.A.
Thursday
lowship. at 8 p.m. Chi Rho FelKNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
DR. WM. FITCH: Minister
Sunday
I Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
J Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Harbord
|
THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS) i
Warmly welcomes members of
the University at its meeting
for worship on Sundays at 11
a m., at 60 Lowther Avenue, (at
Bedford, twoBloor.)
blocks ( north of
WA. 1-0368
Yonge St .United Church
("ear Subway
the Summerh
ill Aye.
Station
MINIST
'
ERRev. Gordon Curry ' Smyth
• 10:39 a.m. .
SundayC.K.E.Y.
MorniIle Dev0jio„
Dial 580.s „,„
Public Worship
83rd Anniversary Services
11:00 arm.
<?Uejl Preach,.,; Captain The
Heverened J. A. Davlddaon. B.A..
D-. Chaplain picton Military
Camp. Plcton. Out.
Sermon; Pu,pMe of c|,ris[..
7:30 p.m.
''r«aki*: Captain Davlddson
Seri„on: „Tba chr|stUll.s
Witness"
Give

The
The roundt
i . hable
.1.1.-,
...n. serve as
will
Decide
Research
ahe'dispa
said.tch centre' for some ideas
Ross, executive assistant to
President Smith, will give
an

informal
summary ofMeet
the 120
at Today's
member roundtable's views on
research today. This will become
discussion.
part
of the research committee's

Attention Engineering Students !
You are invited to attend the Professional Engineers*
Dance at the Royal York Hotel, Monday, Oct. 29.
Music by internationally famous GUY LOMBARDO and HIS
ROYAL CANADIANS.
Tickets at $10 per couple, may be obtained from the
Professional
Engineers'
Toronto. Tickets
are goingBuilding,
fast ...236so Avenue
get yoursRoad,
early ! !
THIS IS THE TOP SOCIAL EVENT OF THE YEAR
FOR THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION!

Practice
OCE
Gym andjGaines Schedule
of Oct
„„ tl
WOMEN'S— Week
BASKETBALL
5:30 Mon.
Vic Sophs
St. H. Snpli.s
6:30 Medjj.
St. M's A.
7:30 Nursing
PiHEII Sr.
8:30 Vic Soph Fr.
St. H"s
Fr. Schedule
LM Gym
Practicu
Mon,
Tues.
6:00 PHE
I
PHF. Ill
7:00
UC
Fr.
8:00
UCNuiF.ing
Jr. Sr.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
scheduled until
for Friday.
and
r.H.E,.The
willgamebe postponed
Monday. October
October 2629 between
at VarsltvPOT.
Stadium.
MikeiSemi-Final
at VarsltvPlay-offf,
Stadium begin
at 1:15on p.m.Tuesday. October 30 Vic vs St.

Knox College Chapel
Sunday, October 28, 11 a.m.
REFORMATION SUNDAY SERVICE
Preacher: Rev. Prof. D. V. Wade
Organist: Mr. William Palmentier. Students' Choir
STUDENTS AND PUBLIC INVITED •
HILLEL
Sunday eve, October 28 — Lecture Discussion Group
Tuesday, October 30 — DR. EMIL FACKENHEIM
on.
"FAITH AND. HISTORY"
Wednesday, October 31 — Hillel Major Lecture Series
MAURICE SAMUEL
at Harbord Collegiate Institute
286 Harbord Street.
ST. ANDREWS
UNITED CHURCH
117 Bloor E., near Subway
at Yonge
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D. Kilpatrick,
D.D.
Organist and Choir Director: EDGAE GOODAIRE
11 a.m. Studies in the Book
of Jonah 3 — "The
Second
7.30 p.m. Studies
in theCall"
Moral Spectrum 3 —
"He following
is yellow"
Fireside Hour
the evening Service.
Students cordially invited
to attend these Services.

how you do it. For only
Bet
thoughtbehind
you'dyears
left ago.
that Here's
sort you
of thing
$1.00 a week, you can have a
Well, it's not so. Apples may be Remington Quiet-Riter of your)
out, buton the
same. very own. With the finest portable
Keep
the principle's
good side oftheteacher
typewriter
and life's a lot easier. And the work
done made,
in a jiffyyou'll
— andgethaveyourit
simplest way is by turning in notes
and essays thai are easy to read, looking so good that you'll bfl
clean and neat, and that will earn well
on thethewaynicest
to being
pet (in
way).teacher's
Try a
Remington at a nearby dealer.
you better marks.
Yours for $1.00 a week
Canada's Finest Portable Typewriter
ATTRACTIVE, LIGHT-WEIGHT
CARRYING CASE
The Remington Quiet-Riter comes in a beauticase typing
that's
Also included
"Touch-Method"
instruction
book and—
brushful carrying
for cleaning
type.free.
PRODUCTS OF REMINGTON RAND LIMITED • Dealers across Coniilo

For Pure Pleasure
. . . HAVE A

the MILDEST

WELL- GROOMED
I NEXT
DAY- SAYS.
■ ■ SALES
MANAGER
SMART, LOTS
"JOE,
YOU LOST
THAT NEAT,
OF C<M/F/OEA/C£
SALE BECAUSE yOU
SHIP
THIS
LACKHAIR/",
CONFIDENCE IN ORDER RIGHT
YOURSELF _y
— AND
CONFIDENCE
BEGINS A»/AV
ME IN AND
TWO SEE )~k
WITH WELL GROOMED

the

United

BEST-TASTING

c.oarett*

By WILPROOr
YOU GETA GOOD
CONFIDENCE
BY
HAVING
APPEARANCE.
—ANDUSE YOU
WILDROQT
CREAM-OIL
CAN BE CONFIDENT
YOUR HAIR WILL ALWAYS
LOOKANYITSSITUATION
BEST IN

WILDROOT
CREAM - OIL
GIVES
you CONFIDENCE
Way

WILDROOTCREAM-OIL- CONTAINS THEHEART C? OF LANOLIN

NATURES FINEST HAIR AMD SCALP CONDITIONER j
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Cathie Breslin Meets:

Winnipeg which appeared in
the Queen's Journal. Mr. Re £
James The Reaney
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ay was turned into an impassioned
was an article on
yesterd
of U.C.'s "maturity" and the failure of this generation
"I think it's unfortunate that to the West
best sense."
mention that,"
"intellectual leadership."
we shoulda even
to gain
sighed wiser Mr. . Reaney
An editorial ip the most recent issue of the U.C.
"It's sort of passe,
yesterday.
Gargoyle contains a heartfelt (we trust) denunciation
aitd not really me— not any
more. When you start writing,
failure to generate more
government'sactivitie
of the student
s.
interest in undergraduate
you reallv
to findto
have what
You know
about.don't
write
it
Perhaps
yourself.
for
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The theme of the U.C. float was the "dregs of
was a mistake for me to try
U.C. spirit."
at the
a very macabre storyheavy
And the college's undergraduate common room
a
beginning. It's too
pros and cons of U.C. spirit.
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ringsSowith
what?
weight for inexperienced shoulThe literary recognition was
The second editorial we ran this year contained
not an altogether beneficial
the following paragraph:
undergr
U.C. y,"
thing
Mr.
saysaduate.for"Quitetheliterall
ders."
"University College will continue to channel
Reaney, "it had an effect on
what spirit it has into lines too mature for Joe
take
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No
career.
my seriously. In fact, no one
me
College to understand." right. There has been no
would even let me do .book reApparently, we were
outbreak of shenanigans in U.C. this fall to compare
with the great deeds of derring-do from other
POOR LOSER
colleges and faculties. And quite properly so.
Dear
Bob Jarmen 'II Law)
The real spirit at U.C. -the oft-mentioned indinded
long-wi
In spite
e incid' blurb
overoftbeyourMichell
vidual pursuit of individual interests— is an integral
part of this university.
ent, we, feel you are sore as hell
about thelosing
your two
bits. We
What does shame the college is the senseless
feel
majority
of students,
palaver that surrounds their idea of spirit. Let the
like ourselves,
the "dirty
hoax"
to get enjoyed
our hard-earned
governments go on governing; the debaters go on
money.
This,
we
know,
was the
one
debating; the actors acting and the writers writing.
sure-fire way of stirring
dead-heads on this campus to
In stooping to the juvenile self-analysis that has
donating a few pennies to a
OUR READERS WRITE ON U.C.
been going on, U.C. is losing the very distinction that
worthwhile
charity, You Robert
have
been stirred.
makes it a splendid part of this university.
A PLACE TO SHOW YOUR SPIRIT
J. R. Steele. E. A. Olver (I SPS)
P.S, What's a SUBTERFUGE?
SIR:
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and again I have been
highland creek
saddened by cruel and adverse allegiance from the outmode
d
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attacks
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UC and the spirit or nationalistic state to a world
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.
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of
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therein.
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that
ity
commun
After the Tuesday afternoon
good deal of nasty criticism upon himself by some
TJC manifests this' camp^
arise from a simple
football game between Vic and slanders
unfortunately-published remarks on Highland Creek,
U.C, was over, I walked away misunderstanding of UC. Being
actiOntario.
hub of culall-campusin scope
vities withbyan engaging
with the warm feeling that Vic the acknowledged
ture on the campus, UC directs allegiance
university.
had certainly done a brisk, her energies
House
The good citizens of that village are, to say the
Hart
AVR,
the
to broader scopes sueh as
workmanlike job in reducing the
camthe other organizations teamspus events
clubs and toother
least, angry with our sociology professor, D. B. Clark.
and common
U.C. team to deserved in- than
the who
significane. What a shock pick around here. She has replaced
Prof. Clark was quoted in the Globe and Mail as
a
narrow
loyalty
to
a
single
up the Varsity on Wednesday college by a general loyalty to
saying Highland Creek residents were able to enter
disagreelessthatpa1'tne>
If someis taking
and find that, according to Mr.
college
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He merely used the term to define a particular social
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class.
Bernie Singe'As one ofCaldwell
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of theCALDWELL'
JERRY
incident,
I ■ sity lof its gerterWs storyh0,
grapes!
• A disgusted football fan. Jerry
The document— as the professor pointed out to
thought
I
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clarify
Scarborpugh Reeve Gus Harris at a public meetinga few points.
SHUT UP
was not intended for public consumption. It was
Caldwell'-e nomination was not heartening editorial, and 11 .
will regard
aimed at the 19 experts who are investigating Scarmade merely
to embrass
Lit of- that
cidenteveryone'
in its- proper
light,the
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hold
you
more
responsible
it succeeded
than the unnamed author of the admirablyficialsin(although
borough township as part of their study of the imthis r*spect) but lesson and yet as good funirresponsible, boorish remarks
'Mike Cross. 1 t in
pactphletof industrialization.
As such, Prof. Clark's pamabout Mr. Dulles. You can have to bring into focus for the studwas a scientific document.
body the apathy of the Lit,
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not
Jerry
no excuse for presenting such the entstudents
and elections.
the nominees
The case is wonderful specific proof of the fact
obviously personal opinions as toward the U.C.
news,
when
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not
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phantom aP'p
that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. ObLit officials now admit that
been out of place in any intelpriately preside overinhabi
*he
viously there are certain documents which must be
Caldwell
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by
a
"landslide",
ligent
conversation.
"Shut
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you
creaturesthiswhich
was not a ;
showingents forthe
desire of U.C. stud- bidPerhaps
fool." isRobert
our answer.
kept for the eye of only those who can understand
a feeling
J.
Carbery
I
SMC
of belonging it might well have been » \j(
their significance.
even if this is aroused
Bob Carney I SMC
cere effort Finally
to provide
let ita bes mst
through the solicitations only,
of a president.
Dick Regan I. SMC
McCaul.
But we were rather unhappy to learn the true
campaigning
politican.
Jack
Kelly
I
SMC
meaning of the document.
Bob Sullivan I SMC
All concerned thank the Var- the
caml'i'1'>n ' |
this ingenious
that work
of the spirited
We were thinking of moving to Highland Creek.
President of McC.w1
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of the full
full voice. mi
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phs
carnage will from
carry
„c lieder triumphs-Diesk
which is contentau
to wait dis- reconciliation
hisa letter
beloved.of
0nCe„ To Dietrich Fischercovers a far more spectacular As it draws closer, the youth
T°rX renowned German beauty in the artist's rich pianis- gradually realizes that there
simo and his perfectly controlled never can be such a letter. As
Schubeert'ans phrasing.
"Die
sented
e" befor
The dynarhiss are each climax was passed thete
ireis
J5EJWintepre
attenhandled
lly
incredidble dexer- ment. no prospect improveunusua
and
.husiasticee at Eaton Auditor- ity. Eachwith
time the artist seems seemed
1 alien
expresses the to have exhausted
cycle
vocal
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ium' of a young man who powers, he is able tohiscreate
In the concluding
songGrind"Der
a
(The Organ
which
new
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of nuance to suit Leiermann"
j«ed.haveA theme
has ,,ibeen
er) the subject realizes the
become trite
easily
needs."* to the ultimate futility of his existence.
through hisWeinterpretative
are now accustomed
£ come Avidly to life
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an inspired technical
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Te collaboration aof sympat
by his one hackneyed tune to the
hetic, singers, from Central displayed
and
compoeserarti
Europe.
We
empty
is the
symbol ofwhich
.
■
st.
capabl
hear these gifts used in expressesair the
desolation
the
Mr Fischer-Dieskau is one of rarely
effective presentation of song. man without love, without pur. rare baritones who makes soEvery
song
was
a
masterpiece
pose. The collaboration of coms audien
' 5 attempt to impres
his virilevery phrase was comce. in itself: pletely
poser and artist was complete in
itv and strength on his
projected
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the
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perfec
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let
to
t
He is contenvoice
of
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hearers.
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flight
'of
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repeated in the song of the organ
speak for itself,
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disheartened
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from
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woe
usual
the
grinder
and
in
the consciousness
bv refusing
is raised from the particular to of the young man,
Such artistry
darkening the
shortcuts-artificially
universal
will
not
soon
be
heard again.
use
,he tone or making undue
Accompanist Leo Taubman
In
"R
u
ec
k
b
1
i
c
k"
Looking
Backward), the subject tries des- played his_role- expertly. His
perately to escape the memories technique was always adequate.
that follow him like spectres. In. He was at one with Mr. Fischerfisher-dieskau
the end, he learns that there is Dieskau in his presenting of
no escape from his delusion. His mood. Never -obtrusive, he was
glenn goald
only course is to live with it. The always a sympathetic support,
artist exhibits the terror of one
every
colleague.way of his ilwho flees what he cannot see. worthy inlustrious
dark of the moon
"Die
Post"
(The
Mail
Carriage)
The
Women's
MusicalmustClub,be
expresses the conflict in the sponsors of the concert
bad seed
spul of a man who finds delight congratulated on the program as
in his memories, who nourishes well as the choice of artist.
evening. question, a memorable
Without
his forlornperfectly
hopes. conveyed
Mr.1 FischerDieskau
the
anticipation that the distant mail
Bob Crummey

sceneMolly
from Hewitt
"Dark asofthetheConjur
Moon",\ Stephen Frick as the
WitchIn this
Boy asks
turnunder
him into
adirection
human soof that
he
may
marry
Barbara
Allt Dman
i. The toplay,
the
Robert Gill, opens tomorrow
night
at
Hart
House
Theatre. Stephen is from St. Michael's College , Molly from Victoria.

'4 We .have
QL
been having
quite N,
EN
listening attentively QO
to the
fice toductor
saywas inthatcomplete
our newcontrol
conOD
his
a few musical experiences in orchestral introduction until
these columns this - term and own entry. He also goes through and the orchestra responded
have ifsed various superlatives, the motions of conducting or with unprecedented precision.
so much so, . that we are left makes noises like a bee in a
Susskind's presentation of
almost wordless for description honey-pot, but all this energy Dvorak's
'New World' was symand
expression
is
transmitted
bolic, for it was that of a Czech
ofMassey
last Wednesday's
Hall, givenconcert
by theat in his playing, so that unless in his new country. This cream
unseeded
Toronto Symphony.
one is making a special study
topping member
to the ofconcert
— as a
The brilliant young Canadian of artistic eccentricity, much student
the audience
The less said about "The Bad pianist,
Glenn Gould was solo- goes unnoticed.
described it — was possibly a
[Seed", the better.
The
concert
opened
with
ist
in
Beethoven's
Second
Piano
little
too
rich.
It
was
overloaded
Adapted from "William Concerto, a slender and undis- Weber's overture to Oberon. with sentiment and lacked the
March's
tinguished work that at times Susskind evoked much of the tension injected by greater
way hit ofnovel,
a yearviaor the
two Broadago, it
like second-rate Mozart magic that lies in this enchant- maestros. However, the. prethe story of a sweet, almost sounds
ed music.
under
more
ham-fisted soloists.
sentation was completely valid
oo perfect, little upper middle
and no doubt found favour with
fclass girl who is a psychopathic " We were completely engrossed
Hindemith's
Metamorphosis
of Themes of Weber
is one of a considerable section of the
by
Gould's
performance.
It
was
filler
in
her
spare
time.
It
opens
those all-too-rare occa- those pieces in which one is audience. Some fine colouringwith the mysterious death of a one of sions
when the music being kept entertained by the acti- came from the violas and cellos.
Jittle
boy.
at
a
school
picnic.
complete
possesPopular baritone, John Charles
vity of the orchestra. Much of The violins still tend to be a
, Before the end of the film, playedsion of takes
the
and intellect
its interest lies in exploitation t rifle insensitive, if compared Thomas, will be this week's guest
^hich is showing at the Univer- and one is senses
completely
at
the
at the free T.S.O, concert in
percussion effects, a device tras.
the little girl has com- mercy of the composer and ofcommon
with
those
of
visiting
orchesMassey Hall Sunday afternoon ?t
with contemporary
mitted one more murder and
week the
Hall Susskind,
was fillWe wholeheartedly commend 2:30.ed toLast
lonfessed to yet another. The performer — in the same way composers, and of course, the
capacity.
Walter
Producers obviously went to a as, we presume, one is "sent" exploitation of the themes, if this season's T.S.O.Chris Wilson. the
T.S.O.
's
new
conductor,
will
be
on
the
podium.
Rock might
'n Roll.be the Elvis of one.is familiar with thenf. Suf>rge amount of trouble to find by Gould
|n ending that would both satis- the concert hall to some, but
' the production: code and not
engaging was the manner
Robert Gill:
pe out of keeping with the film's how
ih which he sat, legs crossed,
jharacter. But their use of an
pet
es, of God is somewhat ridiculHowever, the chief drawback
"The but
Bad the
Seed"factis that
not this
Most
Talent
in
Years
N'ng,
the
icript writers went vto Maxwell
Jiderson's play rather than the
Robert Gill is again opening Walled — his last for the univer- "Hamlet". Meg Hogarth who
•riginal noved for
inspiration.
the Hart House Theatre season
sity before he leaves for the plays the Dark Witch and is
J!at has emerged is a filmed
the witch dances is the
acted Graduate
in the House
of Bernarda
pay. it ^s aimost as if the
CBC.
Rita Ubriaco
who arranging
with
a
large
cast
play.
'There's
fourth experienced member of
more good new talent on the
pmera was placed in the front
the cast and has been seen in
Alva is coaching the singing.
campus
than
there's
been
in
several Hart House shows,
*w of the stalls and left there,
years," he says, and in his cast
^en the acting suffers from
areStevefo\irFrick
"old-timers"
in
of thirty-one for 'TJark of the theThere
cast,
and
Elizaver staginess, although I:atsy
Moon"
he isandusingtalented
twenty-seven
Sanders, who play the witch among them "Mother Courage"
pCormick as the little girl
of the new
people. boy beth
of the cast, though, will
and Barbara Allen,- were andMost"Hamlet".
Tid Nancy Kelly as the mother
"Dark
of
the
Moon"
opened
performances that almost
both seen makers".
lastMr. Allen
in the is"TroubleHarvey
be
making
their Hart
HouseMoon"
dein
New
York
in
1944
and
had
em the film as a whole,
but when "Dark
of the
a long run in London. The story
opens on Saturday
night.
^fred Hitchcock's films can
is based on the old legend of Bliss
whofamous
playedfor inhis"Camino"
and
is
part
in
Janet
MacDonald.
bably be taken as models for
Barbara Allen. The Witch Boy of
Pense stories. What chiefly
the Smoky Mountains falls in
his films memorable is
love with Barbara and becomes
l«air for unusual camera angles
human in order to marry her,
'witches.
but is continually pestered by
the ability to give a pace
U> h's fi]m that builds up to an
his old kin and comrades the
j"«>^t unbearable
climax. These
■waiitles
The set is designed by Russ
are completeIy
Glenn Gould
m The Bad
Seed". And soiacking
there
K'10 excitement, no suspense
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querade
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rpHROUGH THIS PIPELINE, solids
-»- are travelling. Every hour of
every day, at one of the largest mines
in Northern Ontario, thousands of tons
of ore concentrates are pumped along pipes
like this. Over the year, if you gathered all .
that material together, it would make a
sizeable mountain.
Rock is crushed and ground, mixed with
water to form a heavy sludge, then pushed
into and along the pipes by CA-C rubberlined pumps. This one mining company
alone has over 300 of these pumps in continuous operation. The saving in labour and
transportation costs over conventional methods is estimated to be $1,000,000 a year.
With this and many other kinds of mining equipment, Allis-Chalmers is helping
to build a more prosperous Canada. In
fact, there is hardly an industry contributing to our better living that is not served by
Allis-Chalmers. For further information,
please write Canadian Allis-Chalmers, P.O.
Box 37, Montreal, Quebec.
MADE IN CANADA

CANADIAN

ALLIS-CHALMERS
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Union
work.
John
.
Londo
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s
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I ,-edict Musta
has promised more long passes
k John brooks
Varity Blues will <.EnteI
tomorrow, the -With,
6ame
* goin»
full from the accurate arm of young
singboththe
teams
one of the strength
will
be
also do battle.
all out to pick up what could be Art Turner, and with tlohn Grivin
Sports Editor
Twelve thousand fans crowded Richardson Memorial Stadium
llistory of the most important points of the and
troublDon
t jinxes
e.suchKillinger on the receiving
I greates
football,in tfl'e
an
Canadi
end.
year.
m
Should
a
in
Stadiu
Kingston
threa
ial
the
t
last
could
Memor
year
Blues nail down
to watch a thrilling battle between the
spell
j tV. Little
Queen s Golden Gaels and our Varsity Blues. Two
and should McGill defeat
London has proven the down- a win.Golden
of those specsaw only
Gaels in Montreal It's a pretty safe bet that there footballtatorsthey
half
the
| fail of the Blues on manyrecordan the
and it was very nearly
the last
ever saw in game,
their lives.
Varsity would lead the league by is nothing those 26 men who trot
The
occasion in thethatpast.
Varsity teams three points and (barring a com- onto the gridiron tomorrow in
As a result of one of the most disgraceful exhibitions ever
I boo!; shows
plete collapse against McGill Varsity colours want more than put on by Canadian university students, those two people were
I jinve won only two games there
I since 1938. They edged the Mus. here) virtually assur
to trounce that hide right off helped from the Stadium and rushed to hospital. Fortunately for
9-8 in the playoff back in '"""". assul'<= themselves the Mustangs and put themselves all
healed.concerned, the stitches In the head and the blinded eves
in
the
driver's
seat
for
the
re1954. and they
whipped
them
™Q*U?*S*
a.tie
,or
the,
title,
mainder of the games.
I necessltat'ng. of course, a playoff.
But football
what didn't heal was the black mark which hung over
there
college
That20-2winlastforseason.
the Blues in 1955 | If' on the other hand, Western
games. City newspapers gobbled the story up the
Varsity
ran
top
huge headlines on the incident.
tomorr
ow,
the
Two days after the
jvas the
worst defeat
Mustangs,
and Queen's shouldresult
come out onbe
Iliad
suffered
at homethe since
the jnear
game, the bomb exploded.
chaos. Varsity wouldwould
remain
President Smith of the University of Toronto announced that
fwar.Although the jinx seems to have tied for the top with Queen's. McGill and Western would hold at Wyclifie Frosh he was seriously considering taking moves towards suspending
[been broken in the past couple two points
each.
the Varsity Blues from the league for the rest of the year. Such
declaration was an unprecedented move in Varsity's history.
otWestern
years,supporters
there are'(of still
many
the super- The third possibility would "a- Capture Harrier aSome
people will never know how close they actually came to
Istitious nature) who claim that suit
in
even
greater
confus
forcing
the disbandment or 26 men carrying the colours of their
Wycliffe College, showing a own university.
Ithe old voodoo will prevail on Victories for Western and McGill rather
ingenious
method
of
inIDalt White and his lads again would leave the point standing at
That black mark still hangs. It is something which
put its
never
5-4-4-3 with the Blues still on manpower itiatintog its freshmen,
(tomorrow.
good use to score be remedied. The only thing it can do is get worse, and canit seems
Varsity Favoured
top and Queen's
in First
the cellar.
an
upset
winin
the
Intramural
direction.
that
in
heading
be
to
Stay
In
And those last mentioned people
Last Saturday was homecoming weekend. Many of those 15,000
harrier run yesterday. Pete Nibi just those who would be in- Win, lose or tie, the Blues can lpck
and John Ward finished in fans in Varsity Stadium were graduates of Varsity. They came
clined to disagree with the for- do no worse than a tie for first the top
ten,
but
Wycliffe
scored
back
to Toronto for their annual get-together, and they came
Itime-tellers. Up and all ready to I place tomorrow.
enough points in the lower back to see a football game.
bracket
to
edge
Forestry.
the
Blues
are
favoured
to
I
Varsity's
defensive
crew,
They
whale of a game. And they also saw what they
if
repeave Little Stadium tomorrow |ports from London are taken into Jaan Roos (Meds) came home had read insawthe a papers
was not hearsay but was solid truth. There
are
some
university
who do not know how to conduct
the winner in 11:37. Close be- themselves at footballstudents
games. Either that or they have never
learned.
hind were Vic's Jim Snider and
Meds Tony Boeschenstein, Dave
Pearce (SMC) outduelled George
It may not be the people responsible for the bottle-throwing
Soccerites
Aw
ay
Weider
(UC) for the fourth spot. incident at Kingston. Chances are that it isn't. But it isn't the
Both Varsity soccer teams urged to make an effort to visit
individual
that mutters. It's the fact that the participants are
the
Western
campus
and
root
the
■ travel to London this Weekend
OddlyTrinity,
enough.favoured
Wycliffe'sto arch
lads on to victory.
rival,
win
Ito take on the Western Mustangs. soccer
The
appearance
hog on the football field sent everyone
students.""as didof thethe sight
The games are . scheduled to the event in pre-race speculation, college
■Needless to say, the soccer boys start
into hysterics,
of the referee carrying it off the
at 11:00 a.m.
did not enter a single man.
[will be out to repeat their perfield
and
the
fans
lugging
the
animal around the sidelines. EveryIformance of last Saturday when
one, that is, except the officials who spend many long hours a
[they
day doing their utmost to promote university athletics.
| over thescored
Poniesa indouble
Toronto.victory
Baby
Blues
Host
To
OAC
knewandwhat
expect,hart1andbeen
theyflooding
weren't into
far the
wrong'.
All
Again this week, the Senior
week,They
letters
phoneto calls
offices,
Beam puts at stake it's so far
complaining
of
the
incident.
•perfect record— four wins in four
A commotion was caused to withdraw attention, a pig was
Tetarts— with a 20-1 goal record.
In Wrap-up League Game let loose on the field, everyone laughed, the newspapers reported
I They hope to be back at full
it, and the incident was written off as another prank victory for
■ strength when Roger Peretz, one
the college students.
| of their star forwards, returns
Varsity
Out
For
Revenge
But when an episode such as that causes complaint, someone
lifter being injured while play- For those of you who are . looking for a victory to insure
has
touniversity
shoulder or
the loronro
blame, and
that "someone"
In this
for White Eagles in the Narne
Atiuenc
Association,is, ana
not case,
me
unable
to
make
the
trip
to
at
least
a
piece
of
the
league
tional League playoffs.
Western,
the
Baby
Blues
will
lead.
A
loss
to
the
Aggies
could
. No less eager to win will be entertain the OAC Aggies at the oust the Baby Blues from con people responsible. To rewrite an almost forgotten, cliche, "it's
■ the Baby Blues who must win Stadium this afternoon,
tention.
not playing
game."
There isthenot,
you may say, much similarity between the
Ito stay in contention in a very
important Game
Coaches McMurty and Lansky seriousness of a thrown beer bottle and a scampering pig. The
■ close Intermediate league.
have
been
driving
their
charges
only
similarity
is
the
very point at which we are driving.
Still
smartingfrom
their
15-14
Any football fans who arrive licking at the hands of the
all week, trying to work
wereit caused
bysitsthebackthoughtless
It's
Bai'y tomorrow in London are Western Colts, the Rinkies are hard
the boys into shape for what is caper,Bothlaughs
to forget element
about It —that
whilehasothers
undoubtedly the most important bear the 'brunt ofoff,theandcriticism.
game of the year.
Yes. the black mark still hangs.
Many Injuries
Last year, following the Kingston incident, an ex-sports editor
\ was s
the Varsity wrote one of the finest editorials ever to appear
^yi
The injuries
task ia anto imposingone ofin this
since
key players
paper. It closed thusly:
by Merle Overholt
". . . Tret's cheer for the team, whether ahead or behind, and
Keep croppingup. For
game
against
Western.
Billthe.NayJdr,
let's give
the cheerleaders
about.toLet's
Nick Sopinka and Bob Maclean leave
our props
in the atticsomething
and take tothecartwheel
little woman
the
sidelined with: injuries:
November 1 at 8:30 were
fcm- h the Interfaeulty .Swim- Thursday
game
instead.
And
let's
go
down
there
and
whip
them
right In
During
scrimmages
this
week.
ming Meet less than one week p.m. And the meet is certainly Bob Miner, ace halfback, suf- their own backyard, and win or lose, let's behave like we went
fered a severe concussion and to University."
tilht' methinks thar the time is worth watching if you can't
-didn't win that hall game, but we did behave. And w*
b£?t
a few lines about
the participate!
*■
will beBrian
forced
Qualifications
IthT! f°re Preliminaries,
and anygame.
Astonto ismiss
also today's
on the can do tt again. Suppose we give it a whirl.
Four
practices
are
required
but his ailments are of a
ticnf ? 6 that seem3 to'be P"1'- for participation in the meet. If shelf,
less serious nature. Suffering
seen* relevant- xt hardly you
have not attended the four from
strained
ligaments, he
in | a vear ago since we last already,
these may be worked has been slowedlegdown
somewhat
whirl, the p001 in that domain
The Scoreboard
hnlv ™ COmmcm]y kePt for man in from ten minutes to until ten but is expected to be able to
past the
hour
—
on
the
hour
—
St. Mikes
2 I 1 023 8 3
■thai \h cou,se we had all hoped from
P
W
play today.
Monday
to
Friday
at
the
0 2 0 6 43 0
VARSITY 3 2 L0 T1 43F A39 Pts5 TJC Futare2 Games
Ksuch
str- Ifyyear's
mi8*t bebutin L.M. Pool. Swimmers may enter The Aggies, fresh from a Queen's
femalemeethabitation
3 i1 21 01 2243 2213 23
19-10 victory over Ryerson, are mogul
events, three of which may. seeking
3
Cf th not the case— so enough four
Monday
—
Victoria
v. St. Mike's.
a
vital
win
here.
Last
2 0 25 59 2 Sr. SPS V. VC.
races. The team managers year, , in tying the Baby Blues, WesternFUTURE3 1 GAMES
IKo" n?r,Wishful
Liie facts! Uniting and on be
Thursday — Sr. SPS v. Victoria.
have
the
entry
forms
but
if
Future Games
they causedpionship.aThis tie
the chamThe Preliminaries Monday
V. St. Mike's.
II
the manager
year,for both
teams Saturday — VARSITY at Western. Friday — UC. Group
preliminaries are coming you
P W L T F A Pts.
your can't
team find
at the
last minuteof are out for
Queen's
at
McGill.
sole
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of
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2
2
0 0 36 1 4
then
bring
the
entry
to
Miss
INTERMEDIATE
FOOTBALL
Keek shortly — this coming Jackson at Falconer Hall before first place, and today's game
Future Games
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13 31
'find
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Mon<
(Octo
29)
Medicine
lay
ber
shapes
up
as
a
grudge
battle.
Friday,
October
26,
at
5:00
p.m.
Today — Western at VARSITY. Mc- Jr. SPS
I* Wednesday (October 31).
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One
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bring
a
warm
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fcool lh *?*i
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Gil at Queen's.
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thea time
to 1x8U.T.S
5;3°. towel or sweater (socks and an
Future
Tuesday — For-Pharm v. Jr. SPS.
if you care for comEav" n aftern°ons. On Mon- extra towel
Saturday
— nVARSITY
I at OAC
Western.
fort) to the preliminaries. Oh
Friday
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Jr.
SPS v.SOFTBALL
Medicine.
VARSITY
at
Western.
I
at
friffur eliminating rounds for
sports reporters, male
WOMEN'S
End o*3, ,Svnchronized Routines, yes, points are granted for par- andAllfemale,
McMaster. OAC II at Mc Master II
Monday's Results
are
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of
'hat llokee will be mn off so
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tHere
icipation so you"n just
can't
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Events. Dip times have There
at 1:15.
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started again the office tetoday
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e
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UC Results
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H tf who
this
year
at
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are
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enough
Group
I
Tuesday's
get
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has
been
tar
from
perfect,
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the meantime or eliminated and Wednesday from 5:00-6:00
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Nursing
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will move on hi the afternoon ... 40 tryouts so lefs have a full turnout
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Briton Gives Science Lecture
An Oxford graduate and noted human well being of a rapidly
Britisji scientist will deliver the evolving industrialization."
ninth Wallberg lecture next Tues- Sir Geoffrey served with disday at 8:15.
.,
tinction in World War I. after
Sir Geoffrey Vickers will speak which he entered the field of law
00 the topic Control. Stability and and international company fin
Choice, and will consider the prin- ance. During the Second War, he
Director
of theandMinisciples of stability with regard to was tryDeputy
of Economic
Warfare
was
control of human behaviour,
knighted in 1946.
choice and initiative.
He is Visiting Special Lecturer He later become the legal advisor to the National Coal Board, and
of "Toronto
to
Schoolthe ofUniversity
Social Work
and is a member of both the Medical Research Council and British InstiChief Consultant to the current
tute of Management.
Round Table on "The impact on

SALES ENGINEERS
n y
and sales
Canadian
Expanding
opportunit
careerorganizatio
attractive
g manufactur
graduates ing
offer 1957 engineerinHead
in Mt>n(
located.
are
Works
and
Office
sales.
inrealindustrial
with branch offices in principal cities across Canada
Information and appointment schedules ace available at T|,6
Engineering Faculty Office and Company representatives -wi||
on the campus November 1st and 2nd, in Room C-115, Mining
beBuilding.
PEACOCK BROTHERS LIMITED

SHELL OIL COMPANY
_Has announced that its recruiting team will again
visit the University of Torbnto this Fall to interview those students in engineering, geology,
physics, and mathematics, who are interested in
careers in the oil industry. Preceding the arrival
of the interviewers, the Company's Public Relations Representative, Mr. W. J. Speerstra, will be
on the campus on November 1. He will speak from
one to. two at an informal meeting of students in
Room T-102 in the Mechanical Building to outline
the operations of the company and the employment
opportunities which Shell is offering in 1957.
Many of these career opportunities will be
illustrated by a unique sound and colour slide
presentation
specially
Shellthe-formajor
university showings,
whichprepared
portraysby all
geological, geophysical and engineering jobs done
in oil exploration and production. Mr. Speerstra
will alsoBy be prepared to answer questions pertaining to Shell or to the industry in general. Any
interested students are cordially invited to a'ttend.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

POGO
IT'S
PRESIDENT
- CLASSIFIED ADS MOTORCYCLE
TO RENT
Furnished accomodation in Rose- 55 IJAWA — 150 c.c. Fully equipped, like new only 1600 miles.
dale for one female student. TeleReasonable offer. LE 1-2010.
phone WA. 1-7241.
FOUND
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular Maroon pen found on back camjmakes; new or rebuilt; rented and office.pus. Owner may claim at S.A.C
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs and service. Phone RI.
ROOMS TO LET
1843 anytime.
Two comfortable rooms (double)
FOR RENT
will giveOct.breakAttractive large bed and sitting ithfast desks
if wanted.andAvailable
27th.
rooms, furnished.. 3 blocks west Call WA. 1-0846.
of Yonge — Davisville. quiet residWANTED
ential street. In private home, private buth, parking. HU. 8-9467. Med's 3 to 4 year, help leb, x-ray,
suburban
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC _ ight calls,perience
unnecessary.hospital.
Board Ex$80
SERVICE 330 BAY ST.
monthly prospect summer job. Dr.
ROOM 1409
Millar. AX. 3-4121. loc. 27.
All types of manuscripts. Theses,
ROOM TO RENT
and secretarial work. Formerly
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4— Large bedgroom, suite, 1-2 studnts. Board if desired. Reasonable.
5313 days, or 3549 evenings.
5 min.ents tohome.walk
to campus.
ROOM AND BOARD
Tel. EM.
3-4187. StudREASONABLE RATES
ROOM TO RENT
Location close to campus. Apply
01 St. George St. After 5.00 p.m. Graduate will rent room to 1 or 2
or phone WA. 4-1379.
men
students.
WA. 4-5067 afterAvenue
5. Rd. — Bloor
TYPEWRITERS
FOUND
»I Weekly Rents; S1.50 Buys
Any make, brand new typewriter. Outboard
tie-clasp. Claim at SAC
office.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, addLOST
ing machines. Humber TypeMilton" author Kenwriter, 375 Jane St. RO. 6-1103. Book neth"John
Muir. in the Bookstore, on
— STUDENT DISCOUNT—
Tuesday. Oct, 23. Please return to
Time — $3.25 a yr. Life — $4.25 SAC office.
a yr. Sports Illustrated — $4.00 a
SALE
yr. Pay no money now. You are 1951 MorrisFOROxford
sedan, new
billed after your subscription motor,
excellent
condition, will
I2-0583.
* l it s Phone EM. 6-7920 or WA. sacrifice.
2-0316. Apply Ted Schafer. WA.
60% DISCOUNT !!!
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of:
TIME - $3.25; LIFE — $4.25
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4,00.
Students; order now, pay later.
ADAMS AGENCY. WA. 2-1233 or
RV. 1-4249. Any periodical.
!!SAVE PER YEAR!!
TIME — $3.25 (reg. $6.50); LIFE;
- $4.25 (leg. $7.50); SPIRTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00 (reg. $«XH»
IC months READER'S DIGEST
*2.00 (reg $4.00). Call Harvey
Haber, OR. 1892.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
TIME — $3.25 a yr. LIFE — $4.25
a yr. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
$4.00 a yr. Order now pay
later. STUDENT PERIODICAL
AGENCY. P.O. Box 157 Adelaide
I'.O. Toronto Ont. Phone WA. 20563 or EM, 6-7920.

CAR FOR SALE
Ford convertible '41. Excellent
mechanical condition. Rebuilt engine. New battery. Good appearance. Private ownership. Rosedale.
$250.00. Call: WA. 3-1872.
ROOMS!
Male students Vt block from campus. See M. Kronby at EAM.
Fraternity 30 Harbord after six
p.m.
JAZZ TRIO
Open for engagments for fall and
winter season. For frat and house
parties. Phone Dick RE. 2192 or
Bob OR. 9027 after 5 .
DOUBLE ROOM FOR RENT
Full or partial board as desired.
Laundry also. Fifteen minute walk
to school. Please contact Mrs.
Petcoff at 93 Kendal Ave. WA. 28972.

* T L- Card
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
Dark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL "TOMORROW AND ALL NEXT WEEK AT 8:30 p.m."
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3,5244
Student Subscriptions Still Available — $2.50 for the Four Productions.

FULL-TIME

AND

SUMMER

OPPORTUNITIES
DEFENCE

EMPLOYMENT

WITH THE

RESEARCH
AT

BOARD

Ottawa, Quebec, Ralston, Alta., Kingston, Toronto,
Dartmouth, N.S. and Esquimalt, B.C.
in a variety of fields including:
PHYSICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS
ELECTRICAL
AERONAUTICAL
AND

METALLURGICAL

ENGINEERING

In addition to the openings for Summer Students in the fields listtd above,
there is a requirement for a small number of Students in Chemistry,
Physiology, Biochemistry and Mechanical Engineering for Summer Employment.

DRB Representatives
on November 5. fi &
one day in advance of
Mr. J. K.

will conduct interviews at this university
7. Appointments should be made at least
our visit through your Placement Officer,
Bradford, 5 Willcocks Street.

^
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HUNGARY
Columbia Plans
Volunteer Legion
The following telegram was
received at Toronto Help Hungary offices today.:
Legion being organized
at Columbia University,
New York, Volunteers
sending names and addresses there or to Hungarian National Headquarters, 125 E. 72nd
Street, will be notified
when plans are completed.

Demonstrate

On
Tuesday
Toronto students may join the "It is an anti-communist fight,"
world tomorrow afternoon.
Mr. Nemkk said. "Too many peoA plan is under way for a quiet
ple have the idea it is strictly a
pro-Hungarian demonstration in
front of Hart House at 1 p.m. on battleence.forThey'reHungarian independfighting against the
Tuesday.
It is hoped to have Leslie Nem- Communist regime — not only aick, Hamilton school-teacher, on gainst Russia."
the committee for organizing the Final plans will be announced
"Legion
meeting. for Freedom" address the in tomorrow's Varsity.
There is no Hungarian students'
I club on the campus. Leading the
UofT Political Clubss For Rebel
demonstration
volunteers, will be a group of Toronto's three
campus political security guardsmen in putting
"We'd like to make the meeting clubs have isued a joint statement down peaceful demonstrations by
condemn
the
Russian
practices the Hungarian people, led by their
ing
as quiet and orderly as possible," in Hungary.
students, for increasing democratione leader said. "We'd just like to
get the students together so they The statement reads:
zation of their public life and independence from Russian domina[ can hear what's being done."
On behalf of the, democratic po- tion.
It is felt that by attending the
litical parties on this campus we
meeting students may give some wish to protest in the name
of all We express our admiration for
indicatio their support for the jhumanity the inhuman brutality their valour against insuperable
Hungariann ofrebels.
of Rusian troops and Hungarian odds. We share their hope for the
ultimate
Hungary. triumph of freedom in
We hope this marks the beginning of the end for Russian totalitarianism: 1984 will never become
a reality as long as such people as
A Blue Day in London these are willing to die for freedom.
Bob Fenn, President, CCF club;
Dave
Greenspan, President, LibAs Mustangs Die Again
By HOWIE MANDELL
dent, eral
PC Club;club.John LeClaire, Presi-~
Varsity Sports Reporter

Varsity

41, Western
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1 Saw

Freedom

By MR. SMITH
rEVes
ei
,n
II saw
saw Th
freedom
last
-"night.
it in the eyes the woman who sat in the rectoryoffice of St. Elizabeth ofof Hungary
church, Dundas St. and
Spadina Ave.
I saw it in the step of the grim-faced men who walked
through the office to join a meeting in the room beyond
I saw it in the shy hands
Polish-Canadian girl who
returned to the church to give offora the
second time yesterday
"because
someone
paid me face
something
they owed me "
And in the life-worn
of
a
shabby
pensioner who
somewhere found a dollar he could give to help
the fight
I couldn't miss it. It was as much a part of the atmosphere
m that
church as it is of the people who are running the
Help Hungary campaign.
It wasa story.
the most thrilling experience I have ever had
covering
the
,u \telephone
T1? t0 StthatElizabeth
a lady hadin told
studentsfcn"rch
wouldbecause
be interested
what methevon
church basement — which serves as a parish hall andy
were The
doing.
the social centre for Toronto's 12,000 Hungarians — has been
set up as a clearing centre for those who want to give their blood
The
office, staffed by volunteer workers, is accepting
donations rectory
from those
who want to give money.
(Continued on Page 3)

Students

Demonstrate

Start Satellite Revolts
Student demonstrations in Hun- tearing down Communist flags.
gary and Poland touched off the They were joined by the entire
crisis which has been rocking population of the city, and the
Communist satellite states this bloody revolution, which is still
week.
had" begun. students have
In Czechoslovakia,
In Hungary, students met on raging,
Tuesday in what began as a peace- also shown signs of restlessness,
potential demonstrations were
ful demonstration to present a six- but
Russia, because of the loyalty of
teen-point program which includ- repressed
ed demands for withdrawal of So- the Czechoslovakian populace to
viet troops, and a government
shake-up.
Control of the Austro-Hungarian border by rebels has facilitated
However, when the students ga- contact
non-Communist
thered before the Budapest radio countries. A with
large delegation of
station to ask the station to public- Hungarian
students from Innsize their demand, their delegation
bruck, Austria, have gone across
was arrested by the security po- the border
to aid in the fighting.
lice. When the crowd stormed the
station In an attempt to rescue
their comrades, police opened fire,
A ficeLegion
of Freedom
ofcausing a riot among the demonto sign men
up to fight
stratorsin
Hungary
opened
this
On Wednesday when students morning. Hamilton school
gathered again in a peaceful dem- teacher Leslie Nemick
onstration todemand the dismissal opened it at 7 Brunswick
of Erno Gero, Hungarian Premier, Ave.
the police opened fire on the from Phone
9 a.m. tois 6WA.
p.m. 1-1868,
crowd again. The survivors rioted
through the streets of Budapest

SatuXDa0fSrn°o™:lOCt' ™ _ The'e
* SlaUghte'' to L°nd0n
Toronto
Setrt!*0rs
°'f
this
slau6hte''
were
the Universlty
*heu Lf, 68 ™ho rode to a lopsided 41-7 football
killing overof
housanrt „, „ Umversi'y of Western Ontario victims. Twelve
■ittle Memor?^ln|taduSi°nly Witm:Sses watched the massacre in
or thu,SITe.teIls the wh0,e st01'y- The Blues wei'e a* their best
'sed to h i „ Wh"e the Mustangs were far, far from good. What
-ent1 "y
h„ Da't
^ ,1 White's
, °n's prilJe
and j°y
were outplayed in every departhustlingTeamhordes.
Effort
i-urnle ZT* ™,leam- effort' Gnce aSain' tnat Put the damper on the
the m,z,t ^Vhite' Coach White started veteran Harry Wilson in
Pillin. ti, hi °k S'0t and Harry quiok!y justified his selection,
fingered • Sk'eS °ver London w1"1 passes, Wilson found glueearlvj ini„ the
f^ceivers
afternoon. He was succeeded by Larry Joynt
fourth allperiod.
iKellSr6 £oronto Pass receivers performed at their greatest. Burt
sloppy vv t 6 Creswe11' John Tattle and Dick Risk deked out the
l«atches
™ defenders a11 day while pulling in some beautiful
' an oHen116 a'r' Wilson had great protection all afternoon from
I Tim
groundR, thi Ve Same
line which refusedup toholes
be pushed
around.the Along
throughout
game the
for
«eiq who drovelinetheopened
Mustangs off their
feet.
Russell" ?l,sse" and Qene' Chorestecki were standouts on defence.
|aU ni 'ntercepted two passes and recovered a Western fumble,
jjust
te'6 thVer'eS
deep lost
in Western
and all
PSoth afhPr^
*31uesWe>e
had made
previously
possessionterritory
of the pigskin.
'Waiter*'
horeste°M
and
Bill
Miller
put
the
rush
on
the
three
~~~~
Ul*lWb
c. . John Metras used during the game.
Lhacks r M R'Va led the Toionto team with two majors. HalfI^ods «°^.^°°ds
and Rich
scored the first
eight Bethune
points ofeach
the gawwred
game. He eight
kickedpoints.
two
and scored
lead
2'0
a
Blues
tne
^ve
t0
fi-S^ quarter
PheiV first touchdown
when he outran Western defender
Frank
°P< ..._° and made an over-the-head catch of a Wilson pass in the
Keiiock
Eploto
moments of the second stanza. Norm Williams, Burt MOWnere
NnwKprP Don
^ Wh,"?
1 Wt>£*rnnMu*}?n9
hauls himmove
to thein —toground.
Johnston
(33), Pete Coplandba" carrie''
Dick 9oes
Risk as(51)JohnandCasey
Bill Mclntyre
and John Tattle were the other Blue scorers.
make
sure. Ump,re Red Douglas gets a close lok at the (34).
play,
typical
of
the
freedom
the
Blues
permitted
the
(Continued on Page 6)
Mustangs m Saturday's 41-7 slaughter.
r
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calendar
This Week
On Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday Afternoons
In the Front Office,
S.A.C. Bldg., from 2 to 4
The

3£

Book Exchange
will make
PAYMENTS
This is Your Last Chance
To Claim Money or

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

Books.

now
and
here
. mUnion
in ton \ ho wish to play badin the Drill Hall, 119
St.
TODAY
George St.
t.— Med's Group Bible study
Cercle Francais of Trinity
in rm. 8 p.m.—
tor VCF
the agenda
Collegein the
willTrinity
meet for
the first
.
y Building
213, Anatom
time
Buttery.
All
interested
in
French
language
will
meeting
Council
SCM
p.m.—
1 be held in the SCM office, Hart and culture are welcome. Enter1 House, to discuss worship.
tainment, singing, refreshments
e Union44 and dancing are planned.
Graduatlounge,
— The
4 towill6 p.m.
HoskingiveAve.a tea in the
Skule Votes
5 pm._Prof. K. Joblin will lead na
on in"The
ion SCM
discussfor
Fortydentper
stu15A, Vic.
rm. Christia
Faith"
societycentvotedof Skule's
in Friday's
year students are especial- Engineering Society by-elecFirstly invited.
of the tions.
V. C. Watson
was elected
7 p>m,
of the society,
J. W.
Church" "World
vvii! beMission
discussed by treasurer
SCM
in
the
Copper
Room,
WyStevens
second
vice-president.
milwood.
Ruth Loo. The leader will be W. G. Sehmida was voted in as
of 5T7, D. Mcfour courts vice-president
Every Monday
7 p.m.—
Hardy vice-president
the
and shuttles
will be provided Athletic
Association,
D. of
Comish
for members of the Graduate treasurer of the association,
and
J. Thompson 6T0 athletic represntaive.*

Keep Outdoors
'H
For
Happiness
The preservation
of wild natur e ha3
is necessary for the happiest sqcu
ety,"
J. R. Dymond,
presr*
dent
ofProf.
theSaturday.
Royal
Canadian
ItistL
tute said
Prof. Dym0tl(j
was addressing the year's first
condi.in.
stitute meeting.
The ultimate in artificiality -r
the city, he said, and some contact
with nature is absolutely essential
Prof. Dymond, retired head nj
Toronto's zoology department, said
tha.t man still has a conscious need.
for contact with nature,
lived
the artificial
tions ofunder
civilized
life for only
few
thousand'
years,■with the" million years hecompared
lived 33
He said conservation to assure
adequate
food, housing and transa part of nature."
portation has been given too much
prominence. More prominepce
should be given the uses of conservation in providing recreation and
Man does not live by bread aeducation.
lone. he said. Merely to stay alive
shows no exalted ambition. One
who lias no opportunity for contact with nature could not have a
true concept of reality.

B.S.H. STAFF OF "56 INVITED TO
BANFF

n!

Treshme
Your

decision

can

help
a

you

leader

become
tomorrow!

One complete year of COTC training earns a Physical
Education credit as required for a first-year university
course. At the end of three years you are qualified for the
Queen's Commission, as a lieutenant, and should you wish
to do so, may continue your military career in Canada's
Regular Army or join the Militia.
You'll find the challenge of leadership and out-door life
stimulating and continually interesting. And you will find
vcomradeship too — ask any member of the COTC.
You owe it to yourself to get complete details about
this opportunity. See the Resident Staff Officer at 119 St.
George Street, or phone EMpire 6-8341, local 322, for full
information. Applications are being acepted for a limited
time only so act now to prepare yourself for tomorrow's
responsibilities.

MAN

7 p.m.

today

During your school year you are required to attend
lectures on one evening a week, for which- you are paid.
Much of the instruction, in both tactical and strategic subjects, isgiven by professors of this university. During the
summer you receive $200.00 per month as well as clothing,
board and medical care. You also have the opportunity of
training in many different parts of Canada or possibly overseas in Europe.

ANY

i Tuesday, October 30th

AT MUSIC ROOM IN VIC UNION

Varsity students have gained an enviable reputation
'within the Canadian Army as outstanding leaders. in the
Canadian Officers Training Corps. If you meet requirements, this is your opportunity to join the University of
Toronto Contingent COTC and to gain invaluable leadership training.

ASK

REUNION

IN THE

COTC

TORQNTONENSIS REPS
The 'Nensis sales and production schedules will soon
shift into high gear, so faculty reps arc asked to see
Editor Al Tough in the office (S.A.C. Building) this
afternoon.Office open Monday and Friday from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.
!
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
I
OPEN LECTURE SERIES
"THIS PRESENT AGE" (Part Two)
JEAN PAUL SARTRE
SPEAKER — Prof. L. E. M. Lynch - St. Mike's
I
.PLACE — Room 8, U.C.
|
DATE — Tuesday, October 30th, at 5 p.m.
T
Chairman of Series — Prof. J. W. Wevers, U.C.

-CLASSIFIED ADSTYPEWRITERS
ROOMS TO LET
Special student rates. All regular
makes;
or rebuilt;
and Two comfortable rooms (double)
sold on newterms.
Also forrented
supplies,
desks
and will give
repairs
and service. Phone RI. WA.
1-0846. Available
1843 anytime.
ifwithwanted.
Oct.breakfai27. Call
GONICK
STENOGRAPHIC
ROOM
TO
RENT
SERVICE
BAY ST.
ROOM330 1409
1-2 students.
Large bedroom,
le. »
if desired.suite,Reasonab
AH
types
of
manuscripts,
Theses Board
and secretarial work. Formerly
home.
Tel.
EM.
3-4187.
Students
campus.
to
walk
minute
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4—
5813 days,TYPEWRITERS
or 3549 evenings. :
CAR FOR SALE
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys Ford convertible '41. Excelled
Any
brand newif typewriter.
condition.GoodRebuilt
New baaery.
aW",'en(Rentalmake,,'refunded
you buy). mechanigine.cal
Call WA.
3-1872.
ip. Boseda«ownersh
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- $250.00.
Private
anee.
ing machines. Humber Typewriter
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
60% DISCOUNT 1!!
ROOMS!
TIME$10.40— worth
$3.25; LIFE
— $4-2^M
(52 issues)
of: ^
Male students 14 block from cam- Students:
students:
'oraer
now,
i>ay
order
now.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED pay
— »4' f
pus.
See
M.
Kronby
at
E.A.M.
Fraternity, 30 Harbord, after six RU. 1-4249. Any periodical.
ADAMS AGENCY, WA. 2-123J
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE,,,5
MSAVE PER YEAR!!
TIME — $3.25 treg, $6,501/ LIFE TIME — $3.25 a voar. UFE— 'Vo
p.m.
— $4.25 (reg. $7.50); SPORTS IL- — $4.00 a year. Order now. 'j,
LUSTRATED — $4.00 (reg. $6,00) ■
SPORTS ILLUSTRATE'
a year.STUDENT
PERIOD11- .,
16S2.00
months
READER'
DIGEST
S Call
(reg.
$4.00).
Harvey— later.
AGENCY.
P.O. Box 157. ^__^>
Ado'3 „,
Haber. OR. 1892.
05B3.
P.O.
Toronto,
Ont.
Phone
WA,
JAZZ TRIO
DOUBLE
ROOM
FOR
"eNLj,
Open
for
engageme
and Full or partial board as des'aiK
winter season. Forntsfra,lforandfallhouse
parties.
Fifteen
^
Dick.5. RE. 2192 or Laundry
9027 after
Bob OR. Phone
at 93 also.
Kendal
Ave. minute
WAjj>
tocoffschool.
Please contact
Mr?. 0-j, later.
SPORTSCAR
—
S-WHEfJ-^ftf
TO WED
Marvin Barkin to wed Chama E Bond Minicar
Economical (85-90 m.p.g->-..5i
I ed. Please R.S.V.P. — OR. 9814. standing, exceptional cond
fers.
BoxShows.
87, Varsity.
™»..™.'!!Ltall!
Motorcar*'has~'won
Easymanypayment;
NovT!'oC
jSEft^E?* arebe IftVtt"«W I TW.
trol*f0f."
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I Saw Freedom
able to .raise. enoug
h
(Continued from Page 1) to do what they wanted? money to
"Yes." And I knew thev
I talked
on thewhotelepishone
accepting offers
man
w
uld
are willin£
Theofirst
. Wasary3
1 om thoselivewh0
g Mrs.
told me wasthin
s.
not
to.
make the
live their
Mrs Wasary — I never learned mist
have.ake that some of the papers
her first namedown— towassee.theSheladyis
t had gone
"The Hungarians are not fightradiating a conperson,
ing for communistic indepenhappy tinental
charm. In the lapel of
dence from Russia. They are
wore a red, fighting Commu
her black- dress sheribbon
nism. They are
— the fighting the Russi
white and green
because
Hungary.
the Russians repreans
national flag neof behind
sent
her desk
munism. They are fightingCom-to
The telepho
the
rang eleven times duringEach
be free."the Toronto office have
half-hour she talked andto me.
informal. anyDiddirect
time she was polite
contact with the freewarmly
thanked
she
time
Each
Hungari
ent that has
the pet son who called. She been setan upgovernm
in Gyor?
to Hun- "No, you can't
switched from Englishon the
get through by
telegarian several times
teleph
In one."
other words the campaign
phone.
Exactly what did I want to in
Toronto is strictly a local
know?
had only' could
come affair—
it is not
down toI told
see her
how I students
world-w
ide plan? part of any
help— if there were any plans to '.'That's
right. Everything just
enlist their aid.
We'veand
" picke
d' upMore
$6,000is
"There are very few plans," grew.
in
a
day
a half.
=heThere
said. was
"We are
just working."
a telegram
from coming all the time, It's wonderColumbia university. Did I want
ful theaswayshepeopl
in." see
e come
talked
I could
to see it? It was about the for- it And
mation of a legion in New York. all around me.
I asked if there were any The little Polish girl, fumbling shyly in her purse. Mrs.
similar plans in Toronto.
"There are 5,000 volunteers Wasary tried to stop her from
— Canadians, Hungarians, giving money. "You gave all you
Greeks, Poles, every nationality. had this morning."
Eventually, we hope to fly them And then to me: "She's Polish,
over. They have to get to but she's never seen Poland."
"I was
there,"herself
the girl
Vienna."
said,
and born
she drew
an
And what about money ?
inch taller.
"We
are
hoping
for
several
large donations. It has just been Or the pensioner, a great wool
the little ma,n giving so far. But scarf flapping about his sunburnt neck. Big grey walrus
we pray that we will get big moustache.
money."
Did she think they would be "I am sorry it is- all I can
lady
who"Godtookblesshisyou,"
dollar^saidI the
thought
He probably would.
Can't Handie Blood,
give."
On assignments for newsRequest Cash
pers I have seen a lot of
Hundreds of men and women in things. paForest
murders,
Toronto gave blood in the past grisly accidents, fires,
trophy winners,
three days for Hungarian fighters. workers, executives,
a
hundred
Eed Cross officials cannot handle types of people doing a hundred
the flood of donors. St. Elizabeth types of things.
of Hungary church has asked for But I have never seen freedom
cash donations as well as blood. before.
Graduates

Give

Value

Trades Should Donate
Dr. Sidney Smith, speaking artsman, scientist or engineer,
before the Vancouver Board of you are purchasing the services
Trade last week, asked industry of someone whose education beyond the secondary school level
to donate
more money
to Cana-to
dian universities
in order
has cost anything from $2,000
help them meet increasing costs. to $50,000." He said that the
He said that Canadian universi- universities
are asking industry
ties have not yet fully recovered cost.
to repay some of that initial
from the Great Depression.
He said: "The value that busivHe cernsaid
that the chief
nessmen have set on university
of the universities
was conprofessor's salaries "which have teachers has done more than
risen in some centers, but not anything else to awaken the
enough in any."
public to the real desserts of an
Dr. Smith said: "When you
unselfemploy a university graduate, able,ish intelligent,
and industriousdevoted,
professor.

Several

Distinguished

Become
Triangles, Nightingales
Sidney Smith became a nightWarden Joe McCulley, and
In the third movement, Preingale, and Barbara Franklin be- Dean ciety,
sident Smith blew his nightinWoodside participated.
came acuckoo, last night at the
When
the
Symphony
was
angale
long anda part
' vigorously.
He
first Hartsociation
House
Orchestra
Aswas so much
of the music
concert.
nouncedthe
. performers
ed in. President
Smithtroopwas that his reddened face was seen
Haydn's Toy Symphony was beaming like a proud father. to bob in time to the music.
jammed conof the Hall.
the highlight
At the close of the concert. Dr.
The symphony began, and a
cert in the Great
Neel wastogether
said, "Never
cuckoo was suddenly heard, fol- gather
again shall
such wea
lowed
by
a
nightingale,
and
then
Dr. Boyd Neel, conductor of
A gentle chuckle
the orchestra, described the per- awastriangle.
heard to rumble through
formers as "the finest players the audience.
The Hart
HouseconcertsOrchestra
group
of musicians.''
sociations
continue AsOQ
we could possibly find." Besides
Tov.
11
with
the
Sonata
by RosPresident Smith and Miss FrankAt the
end
of
the
first
movesini; serenade for Tenor. Hera
ment, everyone, President Smith
lin of Salad Days, John Rumblo, included,
forgot his reserve and Strings by Britton, and octet
President of the Engineering So- and laughed loudly.
by Mendelssohn.

— Eplcto
and
a_j
J _ ni Symphony
Sidney Smith,
Warden
and Dean along
Woodside asBarbara
they appeared
inof Haydn's
Toy
Presi
-.blOeni
last
nightEngineering
in McCulley,
Hart House.
Franklin
SaladAssooaDays
John
President
of the
SocietyThey,
took part with
in the Hart House
Orchestra
concertRumble,
(see story
on page
3).
Enthusiasm
as Roundtable
Ends
(Continued from Page 8)
The second research level woi
or four panels meeting throughout this year to consider the more
matters
— con-in
He proposed first a philosophi investigate
cerned withpolicy
schools,
mobility
theoretical
partsinstitute
of this action.
'impact'
cal level. A panel would meet at our society,
problem
— and
jobs, torecreation.
Ross
avoid purely
frequent intervals to try and give said he wanted
They will have reports to preanswers for questions such as: social science techniques, because
to next will
year'slikely
meeting.
As
well, sentthere
be the
What is well being? What is the the roundtable is seeking a 'ver- overall
survey
of
a
Ontario
town.
tical andsociety.
horizontal view' of — Sarnia, with established innature of social efficiency? What Canadian
is the mature community? Is
Third is action: the roundtable cals boom,
dustry and the new
petro-chemiconformity good or bad?
suggestion
made
projects, such as pro- — coupled iswithone detailed
Philosophers, social science can inititate
research
vincial
administrative
advice
for
reports
on
specific
problems.
men, historians, theologians, and
Another visit to the problem
other 'wise men' could join the small towns, because 'we're pretty areas,
another meeting together
wellFinally,
convinced
of them". social reestablished
of this group of individuals consearch
techniques
would
be
used
panel.
cerned with Canada's
of researchfuture
and of12
to put the round table's 'hunches more months
vestigation.
and
clues', to scientific in- thought may see a very vital — ■
and influential
report from,
The end result may be three roundtable
after— October,
1958. the

^

I
Lead^rc
UCI ^ Leap

Personages

Flood
of Applicants
Already
For Carabin
Trip
applications have .attend a few lectures, and will
been received for the annual Ca- be given a chance to discuss what
rabin Week-end. 40 students from they have seen and heard. A
every
facultybe inchosen
the University for
banquet
party is scheduled
that and
evening.
will finally
Ann
Mogan,
chairman
of
the
Saturday,banquet,
a tour more
of Toi-onweek-end committee said that to,Onanother
disa barn danct' at
the applicat ions are judged on Maple are cus iinons, andthe
The
the basis of extra-curricular ac- Montrealers return program.
Sunday alter
tivities and sincerity in reasons
mass.
for
applying,,
The
final
choice
U.
of
T.
students
will re; urn
will be as representative of the the visit early in the
set ond
whole campus us possible.
The Montreal Carabins will term.
Application
forms
can
be
obtained from the SAC office. Cost
rrive on Thursday, Nov. 29.
— Epfoto They will be welcomed at the of the Week-ends are five dolstation by cheerleaders. A
lars for Ihe week-end here, and
'sherry" party, given by Trinity, Montreal.
$12.50 for the we^ek-end in
game in Londoi They had reason, too, as Toronto will follow. On Friday they will
-Toronto
Western
Saturday's
atbusted
its London jijix for once and for all with its 41-7 victory,
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our
In spitegeneration's
of previously announced spain
convictions
about The Varsity and world news, today's paper is
carrying a great deal of copy about the Hungarian
revolts.
This is not a change in policy. The Varsity has not
decided to go into competition with The New York
Times or the Globe and Mail.
It is a university newspaper and the news it carries is— and will continue to be— what the editors decide isof interest to the student.
What is happening today in Hungary is, in our
opinion, one of the most significant news stories the
world has seen since 1945. It is especially significant
to the student.
A lot of words have been written and spoken
about the failure of this generation— particularly its
intellectuals— to face the real problems of the world.
Today's
in the
many pundits,
are
confused youth,
and lost.
Theyopinion
have noof cause,
no interest,
no spunk.
The Hungarian revolts can change that. They can
become a symbol of youth's attempt to identify itself
—to right the wrongs their elders perpetrated.
Hungarian students have played a tremendously
important part in the present battle. When the smoke
of war is cleared from the news reports, it may be
found that
the revolution.students were primarily responsible for
In other countries, students have not been silent.
They have protested in Bulgaria, they fought in Poland, they have demonstrated in the Argentine, Italy,
Albania, Roumania, and a hundred other
less newsworthy locations.
We cannot all fight. The drive for money in Toronto will have to succeed with limited support from
1 h is campus.
But we do have something to give, small and
unimportant as it may seem.
The Hungarians who are pleading with the British and U.S. embassies for "help" know that under
present
conditions military aid simply cannot
be sent. world
All they want is the moral support of the free
world They want to know that what they are doing
is not being lost on the unconcern of happier lands.
Moral support is a nebulous term. It can take any
form from vigorous public demonst
rations to a silent
prayer. It means thinking about what the Hungarians
are doing, and talking about it, and writing about it.
It means giving money and blood to the organization inToronto that is trying to help.
It means
individual way.answering the problem in your own/
We
your moral support of the Hungarians'
fight forurge
freedom.
That is why we are printing the news which concerns allof us. That is why, today, publicity for some
small group may have been squeezed out of the
paper while we printed news from half the world
away.

Our policy about what goes on in the outside
world has not changed.
We hope yours has.

of Industry
Impact
The
editor, spent most of Frifeatures
Varsity
Cathie Breslin,
day at the current round-table discussion on the impact of
industrialization. The following impressions of the conference's meaning are taken largely from the speech of Sir
Geoffrey Vickers.
"and what are we paying for it?"
'what are we getting from allthisthis
effort — effort?'
and what an
Last week, in the. midst of the is that industrialization has
Thebe impact
of
i2aii0
routine academic hum-drum, o£
paying
for
it?
can
aproachedindustrial
in an ,irijini(J
to beEacha vastly
destabilizthis campus, a revolution was in proveding force.
variety of ways — in relation t0
phase
,
of
it
sets
progress. It was not quite the
physical living space, or our Con,
same as the ravaging scourge off a chain of changes, and these cept
of success,
0f
which all too fre- security.
on the streets of Budapest or are- changes
Perhapsor our
one sense
of the
Poznan — but it was nonetheless bounds. quently exceed their own
most important of these js ^
significant. For the Round Table
Industrialization offers unpre- relation
of life to livelihood
on Man and Industry constitutes
cedented
opportunities
for
abunWith
a unique pand
long
over-due
exour
in
short,
thewaxing
home. recognition 0f
dance
and
leisure,
but
it
has
eriment insocial research.
also frustrated the enjoyment of the
nce of psychology
The ultimate significance of ies.
them. In some areas of human and itsimporta
related Subjects, we have
the conference is yet to be deter- existence, it would seem to have
mined; in fact, the study itself
comethisto vertebra
place a new
evaluatio
on
of the
socialn
will not be completed for two replaced necessities with luxur- backbon
In theory, industrial,
e.
years, and the effects that it may
But for us to assess .this new ization improves the
or may not produce upon the
home.we are
as a destructive force
social system will take even, power
But at the same time,
would
be quite as unfounded as becoming
aware of the vast
longer crete
to result
develop.
But
one
consomewhat
which it has al- our grandfathers'
that jn.
that it would
prove number of problems
simultaneously
ready achieved is to underline naivebe trust
an unmitigated blessing. dustrialization
the definition of the situation toRather,
it presents us with new generates in the domestic circle
which produced it.
choices. And these are often — such as public housing, rent
Specifically, the Round Table choices which we have neither controls
and prohibitive
of work,costs.too,
was set up to study "the impact the experience nor the wisdom tendTheto demands
run
counter
to the ideal
on human well-being of a rapid- to make.
of family life. Economically, a
There
is
ample
evidence
for
ly
evolving
industrialization."
should operate on a
And terthis
indeed.is weighty subject mat- the conviction that, somewhere factory
the line, we are failing to twenty-four hour schedule: soIt is interesting to note that along
c
i
a
l
y
, this shatters the unity of
make these choices. The Round
the question would probably not Table
participants went out to family living. Economically, it
have been phrased in the same
is prudent that mothers should
six different
"impact areas",
way fifty years ago. This is a evaluate
the situation
on first-to work; socially, this has proved
peculiarly
contemporary
issue
—
hand
evidence,
and
they
saw
fpr
have a damaging effect on the
for Our grandfathers had quite themselves the same grim and tosecurity
children. and welfare of the
disturbing pattern.
naturally assumed
that
industrialization would lead to fuller
More than this, thele demands
demands
well-being. Now, optimism has
But onetour does
not need
of Blind
Rivera prior of industry tend to produce a I
been replaced by experience. Iroquoisvate Falls
man who works undeiler constant I
to see the evidence ies.
Whatever hopes we may harbour
pressure, who places hi:
for our indutsrial future, we no of the slums and the factories.
his material
needs above all others,
who I
longer
look
to
it
as
the
golden
Everywhere
the
question
is
the
remedy for all our ills.
same: in terms of human values, along with almost every aspect
Perhaps the crux of the issue what are we geUing from all of his life — values leisure and
security, as purchased commoditficiency.
The keynote to it all is efWhy
I Am
A Christian
What would seem to he in
By J. NORMAN AUSTIN
order, ationthen,
is a thorough
e valurevaluation.
We should
The most important single
But Jesus could have been des- re-defineand our
concept of leisure.
reason for my being a Christian
perately sincere, and yet com- We should re-examine
our meanis the Person of Jesus Christ. To
should
pletely deluded. A maniac, in vise ingourof success.
me the historicity of Jesus is fact. Again
idea of We
progress.
we
look
at
the
in;
established beyond doubt, for I fluence of Christ during the past
cannot believe that so many thouThe old
are the
not
In an.answers
area where
sands of books could have been two thousand years and ask how enough.
written about a fictitious person. a madman could be responsible theme is constant and consistent
Whether or not we believe in for this. There are few people change, tradition is no solution.
the complete historical accuracy who would dare to call Socrates
In looking for the new answer,
of the Gospels, we must agree a madman, or Confucius, and yet we would do well to bear one
that there was a person named they feel that Jesus was pro- thought in mind. "We find
Jesus of Nazareth. This Jesus
bably a slightly unbalanced easy to think of man in termS
went around Palestine making village lad.
Christ's church-goer
of producer,andconsumer,
fantastic claims about being the teaching isTheat depth
all the rest;voter,
and
least ofequal
Son of God. There can be only that of any other philosopher.to of human being.
we have forgotten him in terms
three explanations for such a We are baffled, even a little whole.
person. In making this claim awed by his teaching. Casually
In our enthusiasm for $e
either he was speaking the truth Jesus would drop seemingly inor he was not,_ If he was not
division
of labour, we have f°r'
s
i
g
n
i
f
i
c
a
n
t
b
u
t
revolutionary
re- gotten that
man must be kept
marks: "He who loses his life
speaking the truth- he was lying
intentionally
or
unintentionally.
will
find
it";
or
"You
must
be
ations.
perfect
even as your Father
There can be no other explanFor Canada, the issue is doubly
important. In almost every °tnet
isa insuperior
heaven standard
is perfect." nation,
Would an intentional liar have who
Such
there
is little room
f°r
of
the expansion
is e'tnfj
continued to make his false morality had never been urged initiative;
'as in Great Britain),
and
ever
claims even when on trial for before,
since
we
have
too
new
(as
in
India),
-or
too
ol
it is far too high a
his life? Had Christ been de- claimed
ceiving for personal reasons, he standard because we dare not
Canada has combined on
put it to tothedemand
surely would have recanted at madman
test. Didandit exhibit
take a of But
the
world's
standardr,c
his trial, or would have done his such perfection?
of
living
with highest
an equally
utmost to look for a way of
toof undeveloped
this, we haveresourcethat
escape. Instead we find him exFinding insanity also an im- Added
supplyresources.
open
pecting death some time before
possible solution for the act- dispensable
element:
initiativehis trial ■ and never avoiding
ions
of
Jesus,
For
us,
there
is
a
choice.
I
have
no choice
situations that might prove dan- but to believe that Jesus
not
gerous. When the soldiers came only
what he said but
for him in the garden he offered that hemeant
also
was
what
he
said
no resistance. It is impossible to In other words. Jesus must be
believe a liar could have moved God, G. K. Chesterton writes
the whole world as tremendous- in his book, Orthodoxy; "The
ly as Christ has done. There has <-nly explana
which occurred
-never yet appeared on this earth to my mind tion
was that Christiana quack or imposter whose pow- but
ityfrom
er has lasted for two thousand
did nothell.
comeReally,
from ifheaven,
Jesus
years. If we read the Gospels of Nazare
not Christ he
carefully we must - admit one must havethbeenwas antichr
ist."
This
thing; the deep sincerity of is
a gconclus
personion-mustwhich
Christ. He is never shalIo\v> thinkin
reach.every
And - Odysseus
never insincere. This sincerity is upon a person's choice depend
s Back to Ithaca
obvious in most religious thinkof life.
Jesus
erscreed,
or philosophers,
whatever
of
Naza
reth
ding Advent""
Sika
SatA onthe
his antitheca
Rewar
is
still
the
Ines
their
capa
ble
and
Jesus was no
Fact.
exception.
Whole bloody world.
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Witchcraft in Flower
plause for her performance in ably aided by Kenneth Dimoff s
the curtain the Revival
nigM
,h»v
Meeting The dark fiddle and Peter Allen's guitar.
Slal' „ Ha. t House Theatre's and fair witches, . played
Perhaps the most vibrant scene
"""..ninth production, "Dark Margaret Hogarth and Lornaby of The, play was the Revival
full Hungerford respectively, were Meeting, dominated by Herbert
y has
a near.
? to Mr.
Con
Gill
Mr.
usual
a n usual
tn' As
of1 ^
Gill has splendidly enacted by means of Samuels as Preacher Haggler.
tiouse.. ud w"h the unexpected
their sepulchral voices and their
The lighting crew are certaini
new
in
the lew play, and all con- symbolic motions, both on the
C°Ze
ly to be congratulated
on their
"\,t« o£ amateur production has
lonely
mountai
and
on
their
reexcellent
work of producing
the
n
his
turn to the valley to taunt the eerie effect of all the witch
drably succeeded with
witch-boy. In family episodes the . scenes, with their backdrop of
glart? and their realis""The
Plw.'tosed
°n the
its lead Aliens succeeded in evoking . ic^-blue
as Legend
Allen, has
, Barbara
tic storm approaches. In \ the
laughte
and pathos
and provid-'
r emotion
by apt use,. ed
Stephen Trick,haswhoportra
the
tension
of
the
al
mountain
scenes the*\wo prethe
yed
. his hands
play. Ronald Fyffe as Marvin
dominate points emphasized the
of a distraught
writhing effect
converging
of the real and the
Hudgen
was
the
play's
antagon
s
love
in
„itch-boy who has fallen
ist and will, I feel sure, be re- unreal; whereas the use of crookgirl. His voice
with a human
m
his
realisti
heave
m
b
e
r
e
d
f
o
r
c
ed
lines
in
the valley sets conwas pleasingly suifea to the
of the barrel in the general
veyed the fantastic element of
weirdness of the witch scenes- storeing scene.
The
comic
element
the
play,
giving
one the imas his charac
in quality
pres ion of unaturalness. In the
well handled by Ruth Ann
but terlostevolved
ce. was
into human existen
Scott
and
Bill
Osier
as
Miss
Metfirst act the shifting of scenes
d by
Barbara Allen, playe
Uncle Smelicue.
suffered from first-night fumbls, was well calfTheand townspeople,
Elizabeth Sander
supplying
es, but by the second the crew
the
of
yal
portra
chosen for her
the
modern-day
Greek
Chorus,
were functioning more smoothly.
witch-boy
a ceded
with
love
in
girl
were
effective,
despite
the
dogThe
unfortunate need of light
her
and, although she
gerel verse, in depicting the backstage did much to break the
parts to, Edna superstitions
some
in
n
positio
and
the
fears
of
spell
of eerieiiess between the
y
cia
Summe (Patri Masse) she the mountain people. They were scene.
Dawti Clarke Egan
prompted an instantaneous apMOVIE
The advance publicity for
now FairplayngBigger
at theThan
OdeonLife"
Carlton,
lawn and the Colony is misleading. I got the impression
that James Mason was playing
the role of some night club dope
addict who would eventually
be saved from his failing by
a black laced torch-singer. Not
so. He turns up large as life,
100 per cent all-American
school teacher who heroically
and unbeknownst to his wife,
works part time at a taxi stand
in order to see that his family
gets the best things in life.
His heroism, if the audience
is not comes
so morefarevident
convinced,
when be-he
.begins to suffer from arthritic
spasms during the course of
his daily round, and tells no
one about them. Eventually he
collapses publicly, and is hustaed off to a hospital and a
specialist. The verdict is disconcerting: schoolteacher Ed
A.very ( James Mason) has a
are inflammation of the arter"e?atal.which
But has
wouldheretofore
he like toproved
take
cortisone: It might hold his
Ueath
in abeyance
if doctor's
redictions
are correct.
Under the circumstances, he
certainly would! ,A minimal
osage to counteract the pain
prescribed, and a warning
ssued by, the doctors to keep a
"harp eye open for any side
"ffects
or signs
of depression.,
d leaves
the hospital
deterined not to return. When he
"kes leave of his wife to reto school teaching the
ext morning, he tells her he
eels
all. like a Colossus, ten feet
Ed insures himself against
°smg
happydownframetwo orof
n<3 bythisbelting
ree
extra doses- of cortisone;

MEDIC
as the days wear ori, the habit
grows. Arid with it some rather
disconcerting psychotic manifestations. He becomes intolerant.^ and impatient with his
charges, and dictatorial at
home, as his delusions about
himself grow. At school he attacks progressive and selfexpressive education in an unrehearsed speech he makes at
the monthly parent teachers
association; at home he becomes
convinced that his son is a
liar, and with the passage from
the Biblecrifice of about
sahis sonAbraham's
as his guide,
locks his wife in the clothes
closet, and starts upstairs with
a pair of scissors intent on
duplicating the biblical scene,
with a vengeance.
The 'new drugs' anticipated
by Huxley in 'Brave New
World,'
catchwordandof fast
the becoming
fifties, are thein
no sense of the word an anticlimax to the advent of the
'atomic age.' That they' have
become movie and plot material
alrea dy is disconcerting, for
the popular imagination may
concede them as stimulating
plot creators and that alone.
Medical -people will cringe at
what has been done with the
case of porEd
ted in theAvery,
New originally
Yorker as re-an
example to the public of a bizarre reaction to cortisone. In "BiggeryondThandiscretion
Life" itandis recognition
blown beinto a sensational melodrama;
there is litte concern for the impres ion iteaves with the public
regardink medical fact and fiction.
Anne Carnwath
'

dark of the moon
hart house orch.
bigger than life
homecomings
decorative arts
LAST CALL
The Art, Music and Drama
Page can use more reviewers,
preferably persons living on
or near the campus, who do
not mind coming .back after a
show or concert and doing
reviews that night or the following day. Undergraduates
and graduates are welcome to
leave their name and phone
numbers in the red-lettered
A.M.&D. ba.g on the bulletin
board in The Varsity. Prospective book reviewers are
asked to leave title, author,
and publisher of books they
want to review as well as
their own curricula vitae.
Persons interested in learning
makeup procedure for the A.M.&D. page can come down
any night.

just for
Theson hasHartstarted
Housewith
Orchestra
a bang.sea-A
capacity audience was treated to
an outstanding program well
performed. The height of sublimity was, of course,
Toy
Neel Haydn's
set that
the
recordSymphony.
straight byDr.revealing
this work was composed by Leopold Mozart, not Haydn, and is
certainly not a symphony. The
orchestration of the work is lavish, requiring several bird calls,
an expert
rattler and anthatassortment of noisemakers
even
"Richard Strauss never thought
of". The Association naturally
provided the "finest players we
could
including
Presidentpossibly
Smith, find",
Dean Woodside,
Warden McCulley, John Rumble,
Engineering President and Barbara Franklin, star of "Salad
The audience had not waited
in vain. The first movement revealed the emotional depths and
Days".
insights of the great work. Miss
Franklin reached the height of
sublimity in her cuckoo solo. As
the masterpiece unfolded, each
guest displayed his virtuosity,
until the climax came in a rush
of excitement. So great was the
artistic application of the players
that somebody forgot to stop at
the end. The audience who had
long since felt that great art was
in the making thunderously demanded an encore. Notwithstanding their great reception, the
players seemd unwilling to repeat their appearance with the
Orchestra. In fact, it is rumoured that one of them is anxious
to return to a more relaxing
mediiTm — television.
The remainder of the concert
was as satisfying as the finale, if
not as spectacular. The Orches-

tonight]
tra proved that it is capable o£
mastering a wide variety of
styles
and aperiods.
Dr. Neel
has
assembled
group whose
playing
is characterized by exceptionn!
clarity and balance. The fir:*
work, Avison's Concerto Grosso
set the prevailing standard of
performance.
The slow
ments were played
cleanlymoveand
simply. The accompanying party
were always clear, but never
predominated. The attack and
release, phrasing and ornament
all
projected a. fine sense of ensemble.
Another highlight was the presentation of Thomas Arne's Air
and Gigue. The Air which proved a "ranting good tune" (as the
conductor promised) was performed with vigour. The fuguelike entries of one part upon another were exquisitely blended
into the whole. Sinfonetta by
Roussel proved that the group
can effectively handle the contemporary idiom. The strong
rhythmic
figures
and clearly
the dissonances were projected
and
surely. What could well have
become chaotic became instead
exciting. The Orchestra played
Schubert's Five Minuets and
Grieg's Norwegian Melodies with
its customary sureness.
Without doubt, this will be a
stimulating musical season on
the campus. Dr. Neel has chosen
a blend of the familiar and the
unknown in his programs. The
Toronto campus has the privilege of housing one of the few
good chamber orchestras on the
continent. The Hart House Orchestra Associates are still campaigning
for this
Members.
Thone
who
neglect
opportunity
will be the losers.
Bob Cruronmjr

Homecomings
the reSnow.
(Toronto:1956.)
The MacMll- throwing levaance of beacon
lan Company,
the civilon servant.
Eliot endures an unhappy maiw
-Homecomings
best
novel to date.is C.SnowP. Snow's
writes riage and develops sufficiently
about men as Jane Austen to deserve a second chance for
wrote about women, from the domestic
happiness His selfleswinside, without her wit. No ness is motivated by pride that
writer today, however, sur- ' resents
sion uponanyitsegalitarian
preserves. intiuWhen
passescadencehimhe deplored
in energy.in aTherecent
de- his
fiancee's unusual capactiy
article in The Statesman & Na- for introspection fillips his
Eliotonelearns
tion comparing the artist and own a .powers,
true relation
could that
not
scientist places the blame on "in
absent oneself, one could not
the artist. "Defeatism, self-in- be above the battle, one fought
nd moralscientist.
vanity" The
are
foreign todulgence athe
key
Snow'sin sequence
Eliot is aidedtraordinarily
by Snow's
exnovels tois found
his anatomyof
characters. The style of therealizednovel
has
of Lewis 'Eliot, who observes something
it
out."
of
the
succinctness
that in your deepest relations he admired in the civil servant,
there is only one test of what
is not rhetorical. Snow
you profoundly want: it consists isbuta itgreat
novelist because he
of The
what novel
happens
to
you."
spans Munich, the always perceives "the bones of
nature showing through."
war, and postwar England, our
He
represents
"scepticism,
individual
protest
or sense anof
air.
outrage." This is his native
Rosemary Tweed
Display

Decorative
Arts
-Lauretta Rix (lower left)
hangs one of the carved linoleum
panels executed by herself and
her husband Karl, in the Hart
House Art Gallery prior to the
opening
of a arts.
combination
show of today
decorative
Painter
John Hall (lower right), advisor
to thetee, Hart
Art byCommitexaminesHouse
a mosaic
Maria
d'Nagay, one of the contributors.
The scope
this new
is wide.
Hand ofprinted
fabricsexhibit
and
silk screens by Elizabeth Hoeg;
enamelled metal sculptures
by Elford Cox; carved linoleum
panels and applique wall hangings by Karl
all these
itemsandare Lauretta
offered, Rix;
plus
a stain glass window created by
Yvonne Williams, Ellen Simon
and Gustaf Wiesman. The Hart
House
has seldom
offer- v
ed suchGallery
a variety
of startling
combinations. Primarily of interest to architects and interior
designers, this exhibit can hardly fail
ol students tooutsidecatch
thesethetwoeyefields.
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the day. sacre
Mas
Mustang
The
About
More
over
for Cassanova
Toronto's and
final Gii vWillie
(Continued from Page 1)
left
-Bluesof began
Tordescore
cash thein onfieldthetheerrors
the nowto Ford pass
Western
the
a
make
from
to
zone
end
quarterback
were
about
the a*
Turner Hurt
fender on the Purple and White convert increa0.sed
befuddled Mustangs. Turner did
's
BethuneBlue
onto 14, UWO Rich the
The big blow to West- not
hustled it
and
stripe
yard
35
return
to
the
game.
bright
lights
in
a
flicke°^y
ern's chances of remaining in
margin by a point.
Western attack. Cassanova j ^l s
Mus15." Thened the
the intercollegiate race came Bruce Ford took over the down totangsthe
thea
halfon
penaliz
were the
Spectacular
Scores majors was
Purple passes'^'
and
distance
to
g«al
line
The
next
two
Toronto
reinsern butat hequarterback
for
WestceptedthetwoonlyToronto
early in th'e second quarter when
ineffective, being
came in rapid succession. Both man to stand up on rjef
Tur- rushed by awascharging
quarterback
Reid drove
Mustang
penalty.Varsity
play
rough
Blue
wall
ner was injured.
BesidesArtcalling all
to
the
four
where
were
also
came
by
long
run
backs
on
The
Blues
sharp
tackling
^
vented
day.
Neil Desborough ^
the signals, Turner was getting
ball kick returns through a porous
penalized for putting the
Kun Wild
making
any
notable
gains
away some tremendous kicks
Western
squad.
After
Russell
Western
illegally' into motion.
Mumblings
during the initial stanza which Curt Russell's first intercep- decline
just stopped Neil DesborThen toWiluncorked penalty.
son d^he^
a short pass
Al had
kept the Blues from getting a touchdown.
tion
set
up
Varsity's
second
ough
foV
a
short
gain,
the
MusHe
stole
a
Bruce
touchdown. But when Turner
tangs were forced
to kickwhoon theIf ground.
the Blues win their 0fi§
Riva who was by himself in the third down.
John Girvin,
two games,
Satin ^
did the kicking after Turner left against
McGillhere
and on
in Queens
two weeks they automatical!"
the
game
and
took
over
the
sigTHE OLt> WESTERN
in the
championship
. ,^ '
onto the
hoofednal calling
the ball
from last
his canto,
18 to take
cheerleader
Pat .DavirJl£
Toronto's
50
where
it was was kidnapped as she got offout,\^
AIM V WHAT
MVSTAWG5
gathered in by Al Riva who spun dumped
her in .a . . Her capto*
train in London
carto^
his way through the Mustangs on
the field just paper
before gaijj
THEY W»5££> TO 8£ f
to paydirt for a 60 yard score.
time . . . Toronto outrushej
The Western
defence
looked
particularly ineffective on this play. Western by 62 yards and
Two liams
plays
later,another
Norm Ford
Wil- passed them by 122 yards
intercepted
. . . Aleye Wongpass on the Mustang 45 and bruised
muscle picked
in the Upcon.\
streaked down the right sideline
test .in. .Montreal
Queen's last
vi<s
over the score.
goal line and another tory
still minute
kept them
Toronto
Thirteen A Quarter
two points behind the Blues
Toronto continued its 13 point fumbles . . . The loss spoiled the
Blues recovered
five weekend
West'ei*
a quarter clip in the final period. The
Western
homecoming
But they" also yielded to the lone crowdday.... It Lineup
was a perfect fooi
Mustang score in that stanza. ball
Larrymarched
Joynt at from
the helm
theWithBlues
the Toronto — Flying. Wings, m™
Mustang 51 to the goal line in Cresswell:
Halves, B. Mclntwe. W.
five
plays.and John
Tattle, Dave
llama,
Wens. Held;
Bethune. Cresswell. *ftd
Lie. Woods.
Cresswell
Rich Bethune
each son.
Joynt; Centres,Quarterbacks
Chlsholm. D. ffj.Sfc.
marched six successive yards to Intyre;
Guards.
Copland,
Russell;
Tackles.
Watt. Johnson.!1
Martini'
the 34.
Then Joynt
Kellock
uncovered
in thespied
end zone
Schmlda,
Casey.
Beamish,
M'.ller;
Kellock,
Risk.
Nelson.
Chores
tecta.'Ems'!
Western — Helves,
Flying Winers
and fired a perfect strike.
MacDonald;
Brltton,Mackeml*
Ccpum,
Girvin then assumed the pivot Desborough,
Bell
.
Cassanova
,
Lao[.
Loftus; Quarterbacks. Turns,
j slot for the fast fading .Mustangs home,
Ford; Centres,
MrGee. Copatt.
Barton; Guai,
and pumped a little life into Irwin,
Campbell.
Ward,;
them. Throwing short bullet Eulford; Tackles, White. Johnson,
passes
to endsandAl Don
Gleeson,
Dave Humphrey. Wildman; Ends, Stewart,
Mackenzie
Killinger,
Gleeson,
OfficialsGirvin.
— Referee, Fred Sganiwho now started to hang on to batfcl;
Ben Murray, hm
the ball, the London lads pushed Judge. Umpire.
SummaryHead Llneimu
Tip
pill to the seven yard stripe. Red Dougles. Logan;
Then end
Girvin
ball into
*he
zonethrew~""the
for Gleeson,
but
First Quarter
(Woods)
Varsity, single
single
(Woods)
Rich Bethune managed to get his 2—1— ^Varsity.
hands on the ball only to deflect 3— Varsity, Second
Quarter(Woods)
touchdown
it intoern'sGleesbn's
hands
for
Westtouchdown
(Riva)
only major.
54 — -Varsity,
Varsity, convert
(Bethune)
Toronto's final addition to the 6 — Varsity, Third
Quarter(Riva)
touchdown
mounting score came in the last 7 — Varsity, convert (Bethune)
touchdown (Williams)
minute of play. Girvin's desper- 8— Varsity, Fourth
(Girvlnl
ation pass to Killinger -rjounced 9 — Western, single Quarter
lft—
Varsity,
(Kellock)
off LarryTattle
Joynt then
into John
hands.
beganTattle's
a 65 11— Varsity, touchdown
conveit (Bethune)
touchdown
(Gleesoo)
yard lunge which carried him 12—13— ^Western,
Varsity, touchdown, (Tattle]
FULL-TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI TEAM
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
There will be- a meeting for all those interested in competitive
skiing on Friday, November
2nd, inat the5 p.m.
North Committee Roo^i
Hart House,
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
AT
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL
Ottawa, Quebec, Ralston, Alta., Kingston, Toronto,
All members
of report
last year's
Senior John
and Intercollegiate
Basketball teams please
to Coach
Stulac on Wednesday*
October 31st, at 5 p.m. in the Main Gym.
Dartmouth, N.S. and Esquimalt, B.C. v
in a variety of fields including:
GAMES TODAY
FOOTBALL
PHYSICS
Vic
vs St. M.
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
4.00 Sr. SPS vs U.C. Qnr&howlU.Glbloo, Wine
MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS
LACROSSE
1.00 Law
J,™
Knopf
Jr.
vs Wye
Trin. B
Brarien
5.00
SPS SPS
IIVIll
6.00A/k ,
a4.00
SOCCER
Med.
SPS
Bark, Stadnyfc
ELECTRICAL
vs
U.C.
I
Uiirynk,
Crawford
AERONAUTICAL
4.00
1.00
VOL LEV BALL -MINOR
LEAGUE
SPS IV
III Erown,
Brown, Nayl°r
Nay <>'
vsvs Med
AND
5.00 SPS
J?1
M
O
vs
Pre-Med
I
A
Runduns
1
»,E
Trln
Resenberg
U.C. IITaylor
Rundnns
6.00 £Ll-fti_ed 11 vo Med
B Rundans
jMETALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
pastern*"
University College
In addition to the openings for Summer Students in the fields listed above,
there is a requirement for a small number of Students in Chemistry, PhysiThursdayWESTAfterno
ology, Biochemistry and Mechanical Engineering for Summer Employment.
HALL AT on
5 p.m. Lectures
WPST UAIT »™ The PoetryHoboes
of Burns
M"v- 1
Tiemas
DRB Representatives will conduct interviews at this university
— Destroyer or Builder?
on November 5, 6 & 7. Appointments should be made at least
, Professor
J. McCuldy
Ancient
EgyptianW. Folk
Tales in Later Literature-Nov. ,.
be
1
arnase
Francois1'
one day in advance of our visit through your Placement Officer,
or The Cult of
...
Ptolesoi R, J. Williams
Mr. J. K. Bradford, 5 Willcocks Street.
Poet and Musician
Nov. *»
ssor
1'airl
eyFiity Years ;Nov. V.„
Tkihe Dawn
r> Profe
Prote.sor
R-Barke
D. rC.alter
Finch
in Britain
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John brooks

OOMPH ! GO AL RIVA AND BALL, CHIN STRAP AND AlO
Blues Two-TD Man Hit Hard By Don Killinger and John Wildml

aby

Blues

Whip

Aggies

Sports Editor
LONDON, ONT. (October 27)— The sun cast its bright waninrays on Little Memorial Stadium late this afternoon.
They caught
quite a picture. A jubilant contingent of Varsity players,
and fans. An almost unbelieving grimace on- the face of onecoaches
John
Metras.
the field. And a lopsided 41-7 score posted at the north end of
It was quite
The Blues could do nothing wrong and the
Mustangs could doa day.
nothing right. The combination
was more than
enough to push Western into mothballs for another
year and
assure the Blues KINGSTON
of a crack atVICTORY
the Yates ACup.MUST
And so it all boils down to this. Regardless of what happens
next Saturday in Toronto when
McGill
Varsity, the Blues
have to win in Kingston on November 10.plays
A loss to McGill would
make
that
big
victory
even
more
essential
(assuming
Queen's
can defeat Western here next weekend). Were such a that
situation to
evolve,
Queen's
and
Varsity
would
enter
their
sudden-death
game
with
all. A tie game would mean a playoff. The
take apiece.
wouldpoints
winnerseven
JOHN GIRVIN SPEAKS
"The loss of Art (Turner) really didn't make that much
difference." said Western end John
after the game. "We
just didn't have it today, and even Girvin
if we did,there."
I doubt we could
have beaten Varsity the way they played-out
"Girv" turned to quarterback in the fourth quarter in an effort
to instill some spirit and scoring punch into the injury-riddled
Mustangs. It might have been a different story if he had taken
over
at quarter
the second
hall. immediately when Turner left the field early in
Turner, incidentally, suffered a recurrence of an ankle injury
picked
in Torontotwo lastgames.
weekend, and could be lost to the team
for the upremaining
A TEAM EFFORT
Once again, it was a great defensive effort that stole the show
for the Blues. Three of the six touchdowns were counted by the
defending team, and a key interception by Curt Russell, set up
another.
To take nothing away from the attackers, however, the following figures, passed along by Jolin MueCutsheon, tell a pretty
prominent tale. Harry Wilson completed 14 of 23 passes for 22»
yards and a 16.3 average gain. Ross Woods and Larry Joynt each
tossed one aerial, and each was good for a touchdown. Dave Oreswell latched onto five of the six passes thrown him, and gained
73 yards. Burt Ivellock took four of 10 for 117.
Tim Reid kept his rushing average up with 59 yards gained .
in 11 carries. One thing that kept him in check on many occasions
was
the fact
that since
Western
basically
same fullbackfavoured
formation
as the
Blues, uses
it was
not toothedifficult
for the
Purple and White linebackers to foretell the play and get set
for the crashing 91 ploughing through the front wall.
ODDS N ENDS
The tr of T Ski Club holds its organizational meeting tomorrow
at five in the north committee room in Hart House . . . All those
interested in competitive skiing are asked to drop in . . . Hockey
practices for the Blues to start Friday or a week from today . . .
Pour
exhibition
November
20. games are likely before the sked starts on

abbing
Easy
0
Win
\ WEISMAN 23I By completely outclassing the
'and the
Junior Blues led sevenBy
STAN
nothing.
t
e
n
t
o
ntario Agricultural College. 23! Friday, the Varsity Baby Blues After marching his team down To complete the scoring, Ian
a last minute infirmly established them- the field. Aston handed off to Knowles made
terception and ran forty yards
|lves as the team to beat in the Dave Pinkham, who went off- down the sidelines
for the touchtackle foe the score. Aston then
?nnediate loop.' The Baby Blues kicked
down. The convert attempt was
the convert. With two
iTence was particularly outstand- minutes
unsuccessful
and
the
game ended
left to play in the game.
. So alert was the defence, that
field goal attempt from with the scoreboard signifying 23Aggies were limited 'to only Aston's
the 25 yard line was successfull 0 for the Baby Blues.
Ix first downs rushing all afterson. The men from Guelph were
pnstantly scrimmaging within the
"adows
of their
own goalposts
d managed
to penetrate
the Varty half of the field on only Stewart's Last-Minute TD
^ lee occasions. Particularly noxeable on defence were Ron Nets Gaels 20-15 Win
"hiteside,
Armstrong sparked
iwkins, TedJulian
Ingson,Porter,
Dave Frank
Baird Montreal, P.Q. Oct. 37, 1956— by Merdy
drive. The convert by Paul
pd Jim Seegmillar. They were Queen's University Golden Gaels the
Jl through on occasion to throw drove 53 yards and scored with Dingle was good.
e Guelph backfielders for large a minute left to play today to In the fourth quarter, Terry
defeat McGill Redmen 20-15 in Dolan crashed through to block
^ses.
McGill kick deep in the Red[The Varsity offensive team was a Senior Intercollegiate League amen's
ft to be outdone by its defen- game.
veredendon theand"11. the
Two Gaels
plays recolater
McGill Scores First
Soccer
Win
ce counterpart. Ripping off large
SteWart
crashed
over
from the Twin
through a rather weak After a scoreless first quarter, five yard line for a touchdown.
For the second time this Varsity defense stopped the Muselph defensive line, they had the Redmen initiated a scqring Thompson missed the convert.
season, the Varsity soccer teams
The final scoresparked
was 7-0.the
u ly easy time of it in all periods drive, when Al Ivocman of the
Gord tangs.Czimbaios
four points from the Blues
vePt the first. After battling on Gaels fumbled on his own 41 Stewart Gets Winning Score swept
with three goals, while
,r'y even terms throughout the and tackle Len Sigurdson reco- A field goal attempt by Thomp- Western Mustangs.
King and Billy Webb
st quarter, the Junior Blues
Blues jumped into Briancounted
vered for McGill. The Redmen
son was partially deflected and an Theearlysenior
twice.
the air to move into took advantage of this break to the ball
lead when they scored each
rolled
wide
into
the
end
In
the
Intermediate game.
,r'ng position early in the se keep play in the Queen's end zone for a single, knotting the four goals within the first ten
Varsity
once
again
to an
minutes. After this blow West- early lead as they rolled
frame. Successive passes to I column
and finallywhen
broke halfback
into the scoring
six
ern was never able to regroup times before the half. scored
Dave score at 15-15.
hn Spence and Jim Seegmil
lar
The
Blue3
their forces and the speedy
Late possession
in the game
Queen's
™>ught play to the Guelph twelve Hawley bulled over from the one gained
of
the
ball
on
continued
outplaying
the
MusIme. Fullback Al Connolly yard line. The Key play was a the McGill
taking advandrove for a Varsitytage of forwards,
tangs throughout the second half,
the Rinkies then got good fifteen yard pass from Dick Carr touchdown in53 sixandplays.
werebefore
able the
to score
Stewart three morethis,times
tallying four more times. The
half. final
ocking and carried
to
end
Sam
Yuska.
Dingle
conto
the
one.
score was 10-0. Aldrett
culminated
the
drive
by
plungthe next play Connolly carverted to give McGill a temporIn the second half, a revamped i notched three goals while Mcing'over
from
the
one. The
con- Western
around end for the touchary 7-0 lead.
defense
contained
the
Neilly,
McKenzie, and Bracken
vert
was
wide
making
the
final
'n. With Lome Forstner hold- With less than two minutes score 26-15.
Blues while the usual stone wall added two, and Morris one.
■ Brian
Aston kicked the con- remaining in the half, the Gaels
t and the Baby Blues were roared back , to tie the iscore.
ad seven to nothing.
needed only three plays
My, in the third quarter Baby toQueen's
hit paydirt. With the ball on
quarterback Lome Forst- their
own 32, John Moschelle Panthers
Clinch Playoff Position
suffered a broken nose and carried the ball for a 13-yard Fumbles played a major part
dropped the ball when hit and
"Placed by the most ver- gain. On the next down a rough- in the Trinity-Medicine game FriBy DAVE GAWLEY
Trin
ity fell Meds
on thelinefumble.
determined
held theA
'e Player on the club, Brian
ing penalty was called against
day
as
the
unlucky
Meds
dropped
and
an
exchange
of
fumbles.
The
on Besides being a good dis- McGill and play was advanced an 8-3 decision. By winning this attack stalled after a Brook Ellis to Panthers for two downs but on
>Lacks
J and °ne o£-"ie best to the Redmen 50 yard line. game the Panthers increased their Pete Saunderson in the end zone two successive third down kicks
in the
place lead in the second was dropped, and finally Tom the Doctors were offside. When
Aston Again carrying the ball, quar- first
in masterfullyleague,
at quarterterback Moschelle drove to the division and assured themselves Karrys attempted a field goal Trinity finally kicked from the 22
ed
directed
the
of
a
playoff berth. A total of for
team
froma rouge.
the 20, which went wide the ball dropped between the
to
34.
Hit
hard,
he
lateralled
to
«n more points
ocurred with Trinwaiting receivers and bounced to
Kail Quinn, who rambled the sevenity fumbles
making four of them and only
Ellis Scores
the 16 before they could grab
rest of the way, unmolested, for once was
a fumble recovered by Early in the last quarter Ta- it. A fe,w plays later time ran
the score. Thompson converted
and the score was tied seven all. the erringKlckoff
team. Fumbles
vender grabbed a Meds fumble out.
McGill rallied to take a one
[EleScoreboard
38 yard line. The runOn
the
first
play
of
the
game
Strong Defense
point lead at half-time. On the Trinity fumbled Meds kickoff and on Meds
SENIOR FOOTBALL
ning of Bob Metcalfe and Tavend- Throughout,
teams display
featurlast
play
of
the
half,
Jan
Sanded a ' strong both
defensive
er
plus
a'
23-yard
Smith
toto TaMeds
recovered.
The
interception
zelius
booted
the
ball
into
the
HTV
P
W
L
T
P
A
Pts.
vender
pass
brought
play
the
which
partly
accounted
for
the
1 4 3 0 1 84 46 7 end zone. The single gave McGill
and from here Ellis went
of quarterback
Paul Midway
Hiscox'sin pass
4 2 1 1 63 28 H an 8-7 half-tirne lead.
stopped
this threat.
tho eight,
over center for the score. Karrys was
many
fumbles.
Medicine's
defense
44 1I 33 00 3732 100
42 22
sparked
by
the
hard
tackling
I first quarter, the Doctors re,l. i .ill Grabs Quick TD
of Charles Gonsalves. Pete Wil^Saturdays 41 Results
Red and
After receiving the kickoff Meds helmeon, Hugh Curry, and Doug
the. opening kickoff of covered anotherPanthers'
Wwtern
7
From
yard
18
marched,
on a 14-yard Hiscox to Wilson before a sprain forced
20 Meau 15 the second half, the Redmen i fumble on the
converted.
Black
Nick
Sixsay pass coupled with second
kickEdelist
Jerry
third
1edline.a On
touchanother
for
yards
76
drove
of theThegame
early'defense
in the
out.
yards
12
Panther
GanH's
from
goal
field
Bennett
John
w*y
down. Halfback
some hard running by John Ham- him out half.
U*ett'«
a. , 00111 «t VARSITY. snared
Carr's five yard pass in In the third frame, Trinity
ilton, from their 32 to Panther 40. was
led
by
Smith.
Dave
Hard^ERMEDUTE
started
a
drive
at
the
mid-field
wick.
Bob
Rich.
Mike
Wilson,
end
the
end
zone
for
the
score.
Two
FOOTBUL
Friday's Result
completed passes from Carr to stripe which featured runs by On the next play Hamilton broke
23 OAO
o Yuska and a twenty yard run Dave Smith and Dave Tavendcr, loose and went to the two_but he Murray Davies.
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it was a great
V. C.\
Vickers.success."
Sir Geoffrey
said"Well,
"An adventurous concept has
ly become off. and I personalthis
exthat
lieve very strongly
periment will pay increasing
dividends as time goes on." GeofSir
The tired but contentabout
the
frey was talking
Man
Round Table Conference on good
had
he
and
y,
and Industr
and conreason to be both tired most
distented. As one of the
tinguished visitors to grace the
GeofSir
time.
some
in
campusfrey gave the keynote and the
exleadership to the week-long huof
periment on the relation
alizindustri
to
g
ation. man well-bein
"The originality and uniqueness of it all," Sir Geoffrey explained, "is that the people
participating actually went to
tfisit the different special areas.
They
more will
times,be coming
with a back
year twoin
hetween each meeting to be used
for lull time research.
"And as far as I know," he
said, "this has never been done
before."
It is easy to share Sir Geoffrey's enthusiasm for this "very
the anexciting" idea, because
gular, aristocratic gentleman is
the sort of person in whom encontagious. thusiasm and dyamism seem
The task of leading such a
revolutionary move was an un-

Meets:

sWai
er
*^
_
nrjLVi
During
the Second
World
ck
wieldy
and it wasoffrey
Sionerat best, Ge
Worldto War
the Second
complicated by the fact that his people have more common pro- SirDuring
the
Geoffrey was lent
blems that they
plans were made long-distance,
Whether
his realize."
experience was Ministry of Economic Warfare,
from his English home. In fact, British
Sir Geoffrey and became responsible for the
he confesses
that hisbefore
keynote
ad- has had ora Canadian,
good deal of it. In the economic intelligence about the
dress was written
he had
midst
of
his
Oxford
he
Through this
even read the profiles on the found himself a worldcareer,
war in enemy , worlds.
he became a member
specific areas that were to be France.
For his two years of capacity
Intelligolence
studied.
e of the Chiefs
Staff-Commit Joint
active service, he won the Vic- ofHethewas
knighted in 1946, and
soon abandoned his practise to
Coal ofBoard,
join
a sovery much
"whichthewasNational
ciological job — and such exworkgot sin comes
perience as I have
problem
ing out human
from the coal industry".
affiliated with
also became
s number
anHe enormou
research councils,
advisory - of
boards,
law societies and royal institutes..
Since his retirement from the
Coal Board, Sir Geoffrey has
abandoned himself to broadcasting, Helecturing,
writingthe andcharming
advislives with
Lady ing.Vickers
in a cottage at
Chardonnet, fifty miles from
— Epfoto London. "It's ten miles from the
train," says Sir Geoffrey, "and
very
country."list his recretoria
Cross
and
the
Belgian
Pressnicereleases
"When one is trying to draw
ations as "walking, sailing and
de Guerre — and emerged
conclusions from a particular asCroix
a
Mayor.
thing without knowing anything
gardening," but Sir Geoffrey
about that particular thing, one
that he doesn't have much
"By profession, I am a lawyer," claims
for sailing now. Apart from
says
Sir
Geoffrey,
"except
when
isGeoffrey
somewhat
handicapped,"
Sir there's a war on." His practise, time
his advisory pursuits, he spends
suggested.
His speech
was written largely on the basis which lasted for twenty years, his time "writing papers for the
of his British experience, and yet was largely of an international Round Table, and during tearing
it was "uncannily well-fitted — nature, and he travelled widely
Sir up."
Geoffrey will also be busy
which has made me believe that in Europe, India and Palestine.
them

— very pv
giving the Wallberg lectur*
three
Ge0(°1. i
his visitcolloquia
to Toronto,
as Wej!
to the
Se

"I love Canada, "claims c.
members
the staff.
n'°f
Geoffrey, of"and
I am
be dback." In fact j*
cimore
ted toexcite
was his trin f
"I
iike
the
feelin
g rs
that ■*
India twenty-five yea
place stretches from the
frey,
nothing saidup Sithere m,
tic -to "with
the Pacific."
He regretted the fact th I
his first visit left time to e! I
the
poles."
nothinYork,
plore
the Royal
g more
and sowildhe tha*
w^ j
to be" invited
doubly
"On thegladwhole,
said Sir back
Ge0f.
frey, '"I think folks here iO0k
j
comple
happy
seem toandhurry
as te.
muchTheyas Idon't
ex, j
pected them to, and they $1
seem to have much of the best
of both America and Englani
There are things I like about
the seriousness here — and the
He was perhaps equally im- !
pressed with his train trip ^
quiet
s." "I found it
from Sunday
Montreal,
pleasing
he claims,
"to be onand aunusual,"
train where
half |
the passengers were under five,
and nobody was over forty. In
fact, I had to walk through eight j
cars to find someone my own
Near the end of his whirlage!"
wind three-week • visit, Sir Geof. |
frey and his wife hope to get
. up to Huntsville, to see some
lumbering in the park. They also hope to touch on Montreal,
Ottawa
"But and
I'm possibly
afraid," Quebec.
said Sir
Geoffrey, "that we shan't get
any further west. And all the
Westerners tell me that tha
country really begins at the end
of the Lakes. So if I should bfr
iieve half of you, I suppose I
haven't really seen Canada at
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smaller
problems
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done by other groups co-operating with Committee
the round-table.
to form a better group assess- fantastic
at times post-war
wreaked boom
havochav=on
Research
Chairman
uation, ment of the industry-man sitMurray
Ross,
executive
ant
to
President
Smith
hereassistsaid
people.
Examples the group studied inAfter the first day of meeting cluded:
Friday
research
should be dividat the University, groups went
ed
into
four
levels.
Scarboro,
tiny and
suout to six areas — Blind River,
(Continued on Page 3)
miles once
out ofa tidy,
Toronto
Iroquois Falls, Cornwall, Malton, now aburbsprawling,
amoebic
and
Scarboro and an urban re- disturbed amalgamation of
developlent area in Downtown
Toronto. They spent two days people indivisions,match-box
$40,000 palaces, suband
there, in groups of about 20, talk- jerry-built apartments
suringners,
to civichousewives,
officials,
town
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boards of trade industry rouand
nded by a 'Golden
retailing,Mile'.
farm-,of ALL
— anybody with an opinion.
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land
worth
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thouThey also studied profiles,
Evening
sands
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Servicesat —5:15Morning
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challenging documents prepared real estate, and preyed upon by
Prayers
p.m. In Devotions
the Chapel.at 9:15 a.m.
before the conference on each eager promoters and at times
with Ceramics,
area. These were designed to incompetent planners and local Art Gallery - A -new show "Decorative Arts"Open
daily iron
decorations. on Wednesdays
and wall the
sculpture, fabrics,
show
study
group
members
officials.
Taxpayers
there
have
university
of
women
to
10 and
10 to THE
where their direct investigation paid hundreds of dollars for the
column. „
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Watch for the Art Talkall."in this „
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from
would do most good.
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in plan-to
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ning, the profile
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volution is at hand with the
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noted the hopeful things they opening of
the
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and
saw, suggestions taken from
Table Tennis Club — 7 p.m. in the Fencing Room
thousands of construction
their experience in a problem where
Club — 7 p.m. in the East Common Room
nothing to -do in- Bridge
in the Music Room
area for research by the round- workersvade oncewith
quiet and once typical Glee
ArcheryClubClubFull— Rehearsal
8 p.m. in —the7:15
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table were all incorporated into Ontario towns.
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31st
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the group reports.
"Where is a man's pride in his
Friday, they wound up asking work? Why do men work for
money and ignore chances at
Room. M,!j
in theontheMusic
PatO'CLOCK
L'Heureux,
pianist,
'where do we go from. here'.
programme.
Tn
15concert
is openRECITAL
to men is5andtop.m.provide
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campus.
a community life outside the
The answer
won't betwoclear,
— 5 - 6ofp.m.the just
west of community.
the Reading Room. Ope"
course,
for another
years,of job? How has the increase in Lee Collection
to all members
University
when they wind up with a third spectactor-type recreation — TV, Glee Club
5 p.m.Part Practice — 2nd Bases in the Debates Ante R°om
sports, the movies affected us.
five-day conference.
Table Tennis — 7 p.m. in the Fencing Room
Next year they will still be the roundtable is saying.
Revolver
Club — 7:30 - 9 p.m. in *he Range.
To answer questions such as
asking questions, not answering these
them
THURSDAY THE 1st
roundtable researchers
Here are reasons why:
may concentrate on a single
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IRecordment.
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over-all study
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area,
studies
last fifty years,
By and Canada's
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Delegates
the Manconference
and Industrytoroundtable
here last week were enthusiastic
over what they accomplished in
five days. The co-operation they
achieved among themselves was
impressive. The way the conference worked they felt was effective and promising. They left
hopeful for good results from
year-round roundtable research
which starts this month.
They had due reason. It Is
rare in Canada that such a group
has met to examine first-hand
Basic problems affecting Canadian society. The approach used
at this meeting, which allows
members to reflect over what
they have discussed, gives them
the opportunity of returning
latergives
withthem
considered
and
facts withopinion's,
which
to back up their impressions
and judgments, is even rarer.
There is lime at this roundtable for wisdom to prevail over
hasty, sometimes ill-considered,
OjJihionating.
The impact on human wellbeing of a rapidly evolving industrialization" — title of the
meeting — has been phenomenal.
The more than 100 roundtable
members, from all parts of Canada, knew that when they left
(for Toronto.
But there has been little investigation or attempt at definition
of the whole problem. These
• the
men gap.
and women set out to fill
The five-day meeting itself had
an impact on the participants.
Co-operation between businessmen and labor leaders, professors and financiers, was
achieved. Each member brought
his own training and experience

Atl
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MASS

FOR

RALLY

Short,
FREEDOM'S

Smashes
Toronto students have dug $3,000 extra out o£ their pockets for
charity this year.
Final results for the United Appeal campaign on campus are
$5,488.90.
Last slightly
year's RedoverFeather
appeal netted
$2,300
'
here. RESULTS ARE:
School of Nursing . $117.46 87.6
Trinity
422.56 85.7
SPS
1694.13 82.2
Dentistry
326.43 81.4
School of Law
77.00 66.4
Phys. and Health Ed 66.00 62.9
Forestry
42.15 54.0
Music
53.53 47.8
Pharmact '_ 162.06
46.6
Victoria College .. 467.50 42.0
U-C.
283.06 22.5
Architecture
48.09 22.1
St. Michael's . College
Emmanuel
__ _134.23 20.8
98.00
Wyeliff
51.00
Knox
41.25
Michelle Raffle
99.00
Bookstore SPD
156.08
Jazz Concert
80.00
; Personal Donations 29.00
Total
54SI

NOON

DEAD
Simple
Ceremony

Honours Student Rebels
Thousands of University ol Toronto students are expe<
to thranjr in front of Hart House at 1 o'clock today to expiess
their sympathy with their Hungarian counterparts who
for the cause of freedom.
The mass demonstration will be a brief ceremony, lasl'ng
| less than 20 minutes, according to organizers.
I No specific
is directing
atives of severalorganization
undergraduate
groups the
met rally.
in TheRepresentVarsity
[office
yesterday
afternoon
to
plan
the
demonstration.
I No collection of money will be benefit such a rally can do tho
taken; no banners will be display- students of their homeland.
ed; no recruitinz will be done.
"We feel that the students ol Leaders meeting in the Varsity
Toronto can best express their office
yesterday
includedChristian
rcntof the Student
sympathy with the Hungarian sentatives
cause — now apparently successful Movement, three campus political
clubs — CCF, Liberal and Conser—simply
being there,"
editor Peteby Gzowski
said. Varsity students.vative, — and several Hungauan
The rally will begin as soon after
1 o'clock as possible. A few of the The demonstration was dei ned
as "an expression of symp;»th> —
scheduled
12 o'clock
lectures andspeakers
will behave
unable
to at- in all senses of the word — Lftp<j
tend before that time.
the students of Toronto feel for
— Epfoto One, or possibly two, Hun i the Hungarian students who
sity office to plan today's demonstration,
s moral support, Stephen Szep said. "I
garian students will express Ihe I fought and died for freedom."

students met yesterday
A Small
?,f,
think
this kind Group
of rally is the

First Campus

AT

Two
"I have great admiration for
what they're doing: in Hungary
and amTrinity
most anxious tostudent
help,"
Feather Mark By $3,000 said
Crawford McNairCollege
last night.
largest
the
was
$1,694.13
of
McNair was the first to enrol
School of Nursing topped the I nation
per capita competition with an from any faculty, stood third with in the "Hungarian Legion of
studper
cents
82.2
of
Freedom"
yesterday. He arrived
average
an
per
cents
87.6
ot
average donation
as the doors of the volunteer
student. Engineering, whose do- | ent.

United

Appeal

Orchestra

Drive

Membership

Increases

Enlist
forces headquarters were opeaing. Latest reports say about
700 volunteers have enlisted.
Close on his heels was 20year-old Jackson Chercover flU
UC). He was unable to get ti. importation out of the coii"try
Saturday
nighttape.
because of passport and red
He
tried
again
on Sun. and
'ay,
again met with no success,
enlisted yesterday with the
"Legion for Freedom." "All I
want is to help stop this mcdless
said. "I for
wanta
to dobloodshed,"
somethinghe myself
change
that's
definite
and
< one
crete. There are enough people
here to do the talking— someone's got toof take
the action."
Names
volunteers
are being1 talten by Leslie Nemefi at
the
offices
of
"Legion
for
dom", 7 Brunswick Avenue.F.te-

Students
More
Per toCent
By 34
remain in healthy financial , A program change for the next
Orchestrya As- are
House yesterda
The Hart
he said.
concert on November 4 has been
that condition,"
revealed
sociates
membership this year is up to 488 Student membership has been made. Vaughan Williams' four
members compared with last reduced to three dollars- and or- hymns for tenor and viola soloists
dinary membership to six dollars will be played instead of the Brityear's 454.
the remaining four concerts. ler Serenade.
Student members number 347. for
Members
also attendSaturdays
the rea 34 per cent increase, staff and
hearmay
sals held midweek,
public 121, a 30 per cent decrease.
and Sundays before the concerts
increasedby by7. one; sustain- and
Patrons
ers
decreased
introduce guests for temporIs Vital
Chris Wilson chairman of the 'Theary membership.
Lord's Day Act makes it French
associates explained that although
to concerts
sell tickets
but weforhopeinthe hall appeared full Sunday impossibledividual
arrangements that this concession will help
Says
seating
better
night
would accomodate another 75 said;
some members out," Chris Wilson Jeanneret
members.
"More staff and outside member-s One of the Associates heaviest Canadians should take pride in of Canadian French, pointing out
possession of two languages that the language of the educiKed
ships are required if the associate expenditure items has been public, the
Friday.a dual culture. UC Principal 'French Canadian is infinitely
obviously paid off," the and
chairman
ity. It has said.
the norm
Mdherol
F. C. A. University
Jeanneret said
to Mc- closer
calendar
Countryto than
is, theof the
English
Master
Convocation
his
opposite
number
in
our
owo
Girl Looks For Dog
Principal Jeanneret, who re?
ceived an honorary degree at the In commenting on the coi.
Which Tore Her Coat
fair province."elections, Principal
h
Convocation,
"French Dominion
now
and
ere
in Canada.'' Hespoke
quotedona research
Jeanneret
condemned "the whipfind
t
couldn'
report
of
the
British
government:
police
German shepherd dog "French is by far the most imping up of racial and .religious
Discussion t:n>u,> intheCampus
TODAY
! p,m,_An SCM history
's
Joan
Lathman
coat
Friday.
race
and
portant
language
in
the
history
of
prejudices
unprincipled
oil politics,
in both
groups." 'little
5, Trinity. She oneappealed
civilization ... it has, and Canadians' by
P.m.— a Demonstration lor Hunwill be held in room
recognizinglastthenight
dog toto anyfind modern
Principal Jeanneret said the
from Australiofa its owner
gary will be held in front of Frank Engel "The
it
should
retain,
the
first
place
and notify her. The
People
"art
will speaTt on
only waystandingtoof "theachieve
UniversiHouse
ty. by students of the
mind, anthe underaspirdog, which licked her hands, in,The
Universities."
schools andadvocated
our principal
the
Asia."
t
Southeas
bv
ations,
the
problems
and otgriewill
then
Sa<tre
and
Paul
her
on
Jean
up
p.m.—
5
jumped
teaching
of
French
"two
years
v
a
n
c
e
s
,
r
e
a
l
and
imagined,
our
IT--,"'
a Bible
M.
E
L.
Prof.
beside
by
coat
sed
study ,nVCF
her
to
discus
on
hung
earlier
than
our
present
school
rooraalso111.Plans
UC.
compatriots
is
to
.
.
.
read
their
Fri2
SCM
after
an
in
shortly
Hall
Mike's,
system
permits,
that
is
to
say,
St.
Simcoe
Lynch,
;Lp*m- ~ Vic Mosi<= Club will open lecture, room 8, UC.
literature, which lays bare their
day afternoon, is dark grey
nr the
.uS°rBob3 review
nu°n-hour preview
before than advent
of those
ex- soul, and engage in a free ex°>«oom,
about 80 pounds.
WEDNESDAY
andTheweighs
traordinary inhibitions
peculiar
Vic Union. in the Music
of ideas. Otherwise,
girl was on her way
monychaotnge thinking
and unityhar-of
ted in from St. George to her tempor- to adolescence."
p.m. — Students Interes
5-30
actioVi
will
become
mort and,
D'"Vr,
A,an
McLachlin
will
Uad
ll
ary
Job
in
Hart
Houso.
|
I
hand-ba
IB'ble study tor. SCM in the internmeet
He disputed the popular conationa
fencing room,
'inl thefield
Will House.
^■Plain's office, Hart Housu,
demnation of the "regionalisms" more difficult to achieve."
HifJt
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moral support
a small group of indepen-s
There rs a rumour thatcollec
t money during today
dent s'tudents will try to
they do colle _anyy-if
demonstration. The tomone
rian.Relief Fund, we
the Hunga
rded
forwa
be
will
nd
ta
rs
unde
, ( ,
to the fund.
We are not against sending moneyof it.
People in Hungary are in dire need
ion
We are against collecting it at the demonstrat
propa
cal
politi
of
y
displa
any
t
agains
are
we
as
-iust
ganda while the brief ceremony is going on. hearts
We are students. For a short time today our
will go out to some of the thousands of Hungarian
their homeland, their
ng ford.
youthsm,whoand died
.
Go
their fighti
freedo
like
It is a difficult thing to understand what it is you
to have to draw a gun in order to ask for what do
wish to study. For a short time today, even it lwe that
not understand, perhaps we will be thankfu
somewhere, someone would do it.
Maybe we should collect money. Maybe we
should run around with little tin cups in our hands
and scrounge for that extra dollar like a Chamber of
Commerce executive promoting a clean-up-our-city
campaign.
But let's do that later.
For strictly practical reasons a drive for funds on
this campus would not be successful now. The United
Appeal has just received $5,000. There is not much
more to go round.
But for far more important reasons it would be
a flop.
have asked for our moral sup-"
our charity.
port—Thenot Hungarians
What you will do if you are in front of Hart
House this afternoon is tell the students who are
still alive that you— with all your lack of understanding of what they have done — are grateful, and your
thoughts go to them.
The Hungarians did not go to war for a piece of
bread. Let us tell them that we know it.

render*

write

on:

IImechcai
UCp,
sibility
ofitat
sending
an
io
the
tm^t,
day,
let
investigate
the
ex- ns
U . maSS
Li ia
* Hungar
Detomo
n meeting
unit tr
— not
a fighting
forCe _
L. Goodman
The
exng to
out at a mass meetiand
A Scar On The
to pro- to InHungary.
thy essio
press their sympa
future please refrain *
n of from the
suppr
the
ty
against
ani
test
emotional reporting.
Face Of Hum
osloCzech
in
om
freed
In a dramatic effort to gain academicvakia, We know that this offreeany the
communist oppresdom does not existarein now
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.
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:
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particular Carabin Weekend
will partici-be
Montreal
Discussions held during the se- /ersity pate.ofA staff
will the
member
minars and especially during the enlisted as mentor
to direct
Carabin .Exchange showed that activities over a three month
much could be gained by brings period. Jobs in a community will
ing divergent interests and cul- be foundcerned.for
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e hopescon-to
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tures together to study a specific topic.
find a meeting place for the
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from the University of Toronto, agroup
which
Youthand Hostel
a
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down
expenses
keep
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minimum.
The seminar will aim at prostimulata mentally1 acceptable
ing viding
and bothfinancially
summer, a study of the make-up
ofof democracy,
and anactivity.
experience
directed group
The administration of the
scheme will -be handled by the
National Affairs Committee
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Hugh Little (II Meds)
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p.m. thisdents'
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in theCouncil
StuAdministrative
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discuss
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and
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in
the
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to
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"We hope it will be a unique
experience, a sort of fulfillment
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said
Gerryuniversity
Helleiner education,"
(III Vic),
President
of
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Study
To
n Sum
CanadiaCommitformed aAffairs
teeThehas National
to study
me* Seminar Committeeholding
the possibilities of during thea
three months seminar
next summer vacation. The first
will be "The Development
topic
and Function of the Canadian
Community."
The' idea first grew out of the
experiences of last year's Exter-

Engineering
Feature In Bob Revue
faculty should be interested in
A satire
on university
life — '■ this.
past
and present
— is the theme
of this year's Vic Bob Revue.
Bill Taylor is the show's author
Entitled "Marilyn" but more and Wilf Pegg it's director. Stan
aptly subtitled "2066 and much Farrow composed the musical
more,"
it depicts
the University
student The
effort.show is an all-Vic
of Toronto
of tomorrow
as a score.
class
societytheinartsmen
itself — a are
society
"Marilyn" is being staged in
in which
the Hart
House theatre November
aristocrats and the engineers the 6th, 7th and 8th. Tickets sell
proletariat.
for $1.25.
The engineers, with their allies
the nurses, revolt against ^the
ai ismen, At the end, a solution is
given whereby
artsmen
and engineers may live
in harmony.
The "proletariat" engineering
This Week
SWEDISH GIRLS
On Monday, Tuesday, and
GYM TOUR HERE
Wednesday Afternoons
In the Front Office,
BUT NOT UofT
Seventeen Swedish girls will S.A.C. Bldg., from 2 to 4
perform in Toronto November 2
The
■— butU won't
give a performance
for
of T students
because of
their "rather crowded travelling
schedule."
They are gymnasts from the Book Exchange
Sofia School for Girls In Stockwill make
holm, and have been touring the
United States and Canada for
two months. Their acts include
PAYMENTS
rhythm movements, bar-balancing, rope-skipping and highjumps.
"Their act is a gymnastic poem This is Your Last Chance
ofsaidabsolute
and perfection,"
Sven beaty
Stadiusm,
President To Claim Your Money.
of the Scandinavian - Canadian
Club night
sponsors
the group's
one
visit of
to Toronto.
s
^

at timesReporters
are scarcer than the
cavities on hen's teeth. The
people we need especially are
afternoon reporters — people
with ten
week outof lectures whohours
live 20a miles
and
leave for home at 5.30. Dozens
of jobs for you in the dugout
hideaway.

The JV1CG1U
aiuucuia
in dire financial strai ij.
Students' Council —is —
The McGill
Executive Council after years of financial stability !
Students'
faced with the prospect occulting their budget by some s2r, n„J*
L.aSL
tutu
rr — ■ • _.
- "'
to $11,288 or^Ollbj.
$ld,UUU.
aniwu...
—
from $27,707
surplus dropped
yearHietheir
Last ye<*i
activities was almost
$16,000. The amount spent on student
*
Secret,
the
to
According
previous
the "last
that spent ofduring
every cent we could gjj
we spent
year year.
the SEC,
Treasurer
The SEC faces the task of cutting down their expenses 4,
on." how this will be done will not be known U„,J
handsExactly
our 000.
$20
after the next Council meeting, but it is expected that the vaaj
clubs on campus will be urged to make their activities more ploii,
making and thus reduce the drain oh the SEC budget which 1)^
. * *
deficits produce.
A junior reporter, frequently reprimanded for relating t<,0
many details and warned to be brief, sent in the following:
"Last night Sir Dwight Hopeless, a guest at Lady Paniiiore.s
ball, complained of feeling ill, took a drink, his hat, his coat,
his departure, no notice of his friends, a taxi, a pistol from his
pocket, and finally his life. Nice chap. Regrets."
• * <•
A system of honorary policing has been established in Wh«ut
University. The honorary police,
Queen's
of
faculty
Science
will be chosen from the senior students, will have the power to
unbecoming
"in a mannerScience
who are behaving
remind seiencemen
court
taken before theanywhere,
that they may tobe take
a scienceman'\ are
on or
action
this
empowered
The constables
0|
names
the
take
to
empowered
also
off campus, and are
offenders.
Hugh Lightbody, Chief Prosecuting Attorney of a thegreatScienci
deal
court, said, "We realize that the plan willtoinvolve
of discretion, but we thought it important do something about
the bad reputation which 1s becoming attached to the Science
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FOOTBALL

faculty."

%
m

9 p.m.

• Card
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
"Rate
tDark of the Moon
Howard Richardson
and William Berney
Directed by ROBERT GILL
TONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30 p.m.
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244

1

TUESDAY. 30th OCTOBER
p.m. Club
Table7.00 Tennis
Bridge Club
7.00 p.m.
Glee Club
7.15 p.m.Club
Archery
8.00 p.m.

HOUSE

TODAY
Fencing Room
East Common Room
Full Rehearsal
Music
Room
Rifle Range

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
to
attend.
I Wednesday,
RECITALWomen
by W'SSin" it,d
L Heureux in1sttheNovember:Music RoomPIANO
at 5 o'clock.
■■
■■

Sunday,
CHURc^,j
SERVICE 4that 11November:a.m. in theUNIVERSITY
Great Hall. Address
3
byYork
Rev.
Alexander
Sehmemann,
from
St.
Vla"'^,,
Orthodox
City. Theological Seminary and Academy.
/
wall
| SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT. Great £^vl.
■ 9.00 p.m., piano recital given by Ray D'k.
| Tickets available now at Hall Porter's °e
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To

Tribute

Hungary
For
ten
brief
minutes yesterday afternoon, the hearts of
More
Colleges
Needed
the University of Toronto went out to Hungarian students
who died in the fight against tyranny.
For many the minutes were too brief — the ceremony was
over before many who planned to attend could get there.
Report
On
Plateau
Says
The service — starting at 1:10 — consisted of two short
The Senate Plateau Committee In order to cope with shortage The report strongly opposes
recommends in a recent report of lecture room space, the com- the proposal of year-round un- talks, the laying of a wreath, one minute's silence, a short
the creation of three or more
dergraduate course operation prayer and benediction.
mittee recommends the pooling
of instructional accommodation. because of the financial necesTom Virany, School of Law student, native Hungarian,
new sitycolleges
sity of summer employment for and former president of the International Relations club,
of Toronto.within the Univer- Because of the competition of
many
students,
and
because
the
Doubling of present student industry
was in charge of events.
and increased pressure
enrolment during the next ten due to increased
a coenrolment, the present system
Gyula Alpar, Hungarian-born fencing instructor at Hart
herent social provides
and . academic
years will make it necessary to committee decided it would be
House,
expressed the thanks of the students of Hungary for
house at least 500 new students difficult to retain even present group.
those
who attended the ceremony.
The committee said under no
in The
each committee
college, the suggests
report say's.
staff.
Even
now
a
20
per
cent
"God bless you," he said, "and God help Hungary." Mr.
the increase in staff is necessary to circumstances should the enrol- Alpar
associated with the Hungarian students who
addition of two more colleges on give
ment be allowed to exceed an fought was
Russia in 1945.
adequate
individual
attenthe present site, and the beginextra 10,000.
tion to the students.
ning of one or more on the out- The committee recommends It suggested residences should Three Hungarian - born students laid the wreath at the foot by members of the Estonian stuskirts of the Metropolitan area, the appropriation for academic be planned without the usual
dents' campus club. No banners
which eventually might become salaries
of
Soldiers'
Tower. The Rev. were displayed.
to
increase
$360,000
each
kitchen and dining room ex- James Cunningham,
independent universities.
Chaplain of
Hart
House,
said
the
prayer
and
A
number
of off-campus
penses,
because
Hart
House
faNew engineering buildings, an year for the next ten. It also
suggests a more comprehensive capacity. cilities are used much below benediction.
Hungarian - Canadians attended
aits building, zoology, architec- summer
school
giving
graduates
the
service.
Many
privately exture and law buildings are also
. Fewer students than expected
opportunities to go on By 1970, the university should attended
pressed their appreciation to
contemplated, the report hinted. more
the
students.
the
service.
Crowd
estito
specialist
standing,
and
that
Cost will run into several million
dollars.
evening classes of the teachers be prepared to house 5,000 more as 1,000. mates, however, were as high Radio, television and press
course should be opened- up to students in self-liquidating resiwas extensive.
Some leaflets were distributed coverage
dences, the report said.
regular students.
Students in charge of the brief
Take Alberta
service felt more people were
anxious to attend but were unable to make it to Hart House
Laval
Talked
Own
Problems
steps before it began.
Premier's Hat
More Wanted
A nation-wide 'Heist your
own problems and ignoring prob- McGill University
StudentIldebuit
ExePremier's Hat' campaign rolled
Laval UniversityAll
student leadQuebec's
cutive Council said
lems of ail Quebec university McGill
•nto fust gear Sunday when two Not
ers
were
charged
with
'breach
Huard, head of the Laval stuuniversity 0f British Columbia of trust' yesterday for talking students.
students took Premier Douglas
dent gotiate
body, with'had
decidedDuplessis
to nePresident Morrie Shohet of the
Premier
^tanning's. ten-gallon topper in to Premier Duplessis about their
Edmonton
on his own and only about the
They were at a regional Canaproblemsan ofappointment
-Laval' instead
making
with theof
an University Press conference
Mass
At
U
of
Montrea
Premier
for
all
Quebec
universtarted.
the idea
™ wnen, head
sity student leaders.
Manning
of the
Cial Credit government,Alberta
"This decision by Laval to
was
his weekly 'back
ng hour
Donates All plead its own personal grievances
w pasti
the Bible'
on an Edmon- If Duplessis the
represents
breachin ofthem
trust,"by
moneyferencetoto distribute.
the NationalPremier
Con- which
was a"placed
MONTREAL {Special) — The
The students
° stationbZ/ staffer
s of UBC's
student,
the University' of Mon- Duplessis has refused the money students in other universities in
aper .entered the station by a rector trealof promised
night to cele-on allotted Quebec universities in
brate a mass oflastthanksgiving
"^ .tnen
door, walked
listened outa few
Duplessis
has opposed Prime
Province."
with minthe campus the day the Quebec go- past years
it wouldright
in- Quebec
'enuer's Stetson
terfere withbecause
the provincial
Minister
St.
Laurent's plan of
vernment
puts
grants
to
univerto control education.
Next on the list are likely
distributing increased aid to
sities on a statutory basis.
give a piano
eimers Duplessis, of Quebec,
universities
through
the Nation- recital in the MusicvillRoom
grants
toby its
uniin Hart
Msgr. Irenee Lussier made the Quebec's
v
e
r
s
i
t
i
e
s
n
o
w
are
paid
decision
"Wvv e ,?nta™.
a"d
Bennett,
B.C.
al
Conference
of
Canadian
UniHouse
at
5
p.m.
today.
Pat
L'Heu
answering stu- of the cabinet* They vary from versities.
n have them M bj, Chrjst. promisedents'while
At
then
age
of
five
she
won
her
questions
at
a
university
t„rt„ .Said
one otdifficult
the twoassignUBC rally. He aid not indicate whether year to year. If put on a statu- Last week, Huard dispersed a first competition and since then
■ Most
has won
several her
scholarships
tory basis, annual grants would
°n the list will °e the U of M will take Federal educa- be fixed
which
have
financed
through
permanently by the demonstration by Laval students the Artists' Diploma Course at U.
emieis of Prince Edward Ution grants through the National legislature.
the Parliament Buildings, of T. from which she graduated
UniversiThe,» • Newfou»<iland, he said, Conference of Canadian
last year.
She Guerrero
has been studying
Duplessis' ob- Msgr. Lussier said he expects assuring students the Premier with
Premier
Alberto
here in
ties
over
ChalI*
university
"°
ottetown
the situation will be clarified at had promised
Toronto
for
the
last four years and
jections.
to
receive
repres
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
o
f
the
students
at
a
Prime
Minister
St.
Laurent
has
now
is
a
member
of
the
teaching
eJ' t'S. PIanned to display the
next month's
meeting of ithe
offered to double federal grants NCCU
in Ottawa.
. , \ lat,er date.
onfCvaU
"S'ence atDecemberTo"">t°
staff of the Conservatory, , j 1
27, 28,CUP
29. to $16,000,000 this year, and give
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Premiere
A

CHALLENGE

to ail University Students
graduating this year
. you are graduating this year
. examination
you can pass the rigid medical

1/

. you desire to become a member of
RCAF Aircrew
. you can pais the Aircrew aptitude
tests which indicate prospective
suitability for flying duties
. you enroll
versity term.during the current Uni-

Then

With

. The RCAF offers you outstanding
flying and executive career
opportunities.
. a ranktionalthatqualifications
recognizes your educa. the highest remuneration paid young
professional men on graduation
. a special grant to cover the costs
of your final year of University,
including
instrumentstuition, books and
. $125.00 a month during the remainder
of your current University year.

The RCAF depends upon College
graduates to fill the higher executive
position? in the Service.
In addition to Aircrew, the RCAF has opportunities for
graduates in all Faculties in their own particular fields.
TALK THE MATTER OVER WITH THE RCAF
RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER ON YOUR CAMPUS.
The RCAF wil be prepared to give candidates free medical and
aptitude tests at the Officer Selection Unit. RCAF Station London. Ontario, without obligation, at a time suitable to you

^(EATON'S
Star Preformers!

ca lend

Canadian

ar

here
Operas
Two new Canadian operas will
have their World Premiere Saturday, November 17th, in Eaton
Auditorium.
"The Fool," a chamber opera
with music by Harry Somers of
Toronto, and libretto by Michael
Fram, also of Toronto, is tragic
in theme. The Setting: is a Royal
Court in the Middle Ages. The
story tells of a court jester, who,
loved as a son by the King and
Queen, and as a man by the
Lady-in-Waiting, holds a privilegedposition
' Actionincentres
the Royal
Household.
about
his avowed intention of flying
from a castle tower.
Uhe Mesure
De Silence,"
Maurice
Blackburn
of Ottawaby
and Montreal, with libretto by
his wife, is a one-act comic opera
in French. The plot, reminiscent
of Moliere, centres about the
attempts of Martine, pretty
young wifewhetherof her
Antonin, to dismiser cover
or not. v husband is a
This opera will be performed
in French, artists.
by a group of leading
Montreal
Pricesdent tickets
rangewill
to §2.50
but only
stusell for
$1.00.

d
ana
now
the Stratford
Jazz Festival
Duncan
Room,
the Medical MusicMedical
Club Bldo
in t'u'

TODAY
Coming Events are publicized 1
of
charge.
Forms
the Varsity office. are provided in
12:10— VCF Holds a Bible study in
room 126. OCE
1 p.m. — Engineering Group Bible
studv
is planned
VCF in
room 421,
Mechanicalby Building.
1 p.m_«The Methods of Attaining
Self-fulfillment"
discussed by FROS at will
45 St.be George
Street.
1 p.m. — Andrew Brink will lead a
discussion on. "The Quaker ApEvents" proachforto Contemporary
SCM in the SCM
office, Hart House. SCM also
discusses
"FaithMcLachlin,
and Reason",
led
by Alan
same
time, same place.
5 p.m. — Alan McLachlin also leads
aAuthority
discussionof for
SCM on "The
Charles
St. W. the Bible" at 77
THURSDAY
1.15 p.m. — S.A.C. Office is the
place foradiana Summer
meetingSeminar
of the ComCanm
i
t
e
t
o
explain1
and
arrange
the program for those who are
\ interested.
8 p.ro- — Dick
McDougall
will comment on tape
recordings
from

Don't Forget To Be At The
PEP
RALLY
Ihh Friday Evening - Nov. 2
HILLEL
To-nite, Wednesday, October 31
MR. MAURICE SAMUEL
j on
"THE LEGACY OF EUROPEAN JEWRY"
The lecture will be held at Harbord Collegiate
286 Harbord Street.

University College
PRESENTS
"SUMMER
andWilliams
SMOKE"
By Tennessee
DIRECTED BY CURT REIS

November
HART

8th, 9th, 10th

HOUSE THEATRE
Curtain 8;30 sharp

Tickets $1.25 — Available at U.C. Lit. Office,
Rotunda, and Theatre Box Office.

ORLON* in the Classic Sweater Drama . , .
by Glenayr!
For continued starring performance, college queuns, high
in I.Q. and B.Q. i Beauty Quotient) rely on "Kitten" soft
Glenayrs
for easy-to-wash,
fully-fashioned
orlon*
pullovers
and —cardigans!
Ranking high
in colour excitement, these sweater beauties are being selected in trios!
Get your spotlight-beamed colours at Eaton's Now! Snow
white, platinum, puff pink, canary yellow, gold colour,
scarlet, powder blue, duck egg blue, nile green, sandune,
tobeaver,
40. hunter's green, dark brown, navy, black. Sizes 34
• Short sleeve pullover each 6.95
• Long sleeve pullover each 7^95
• Cardiga-n .....
each 8.95
PHONE UN 1-5111
EATON'S — Main Store— Fourth Floor— Dept. 246
EATON'S — College Street— Main Floor
* Registered Trade name for Dupont's Acrylic Fibre.
<"T. EATON C<?„

Rslatic

FRIDAY
International
Room, will
to discuss
for al
Club
meet indetails
the Cop",
those interested in
is aregoingsched.
New York City.
SATURDAY
p.m.
Bible
uled by VCFRed,,
in Sheraton Han*
Mr. Wilbur Sutherland '
speak.
Salk Vaccine
Free In 1957
Connaught
Vaccine
will Laboratories'
be added to Salic
the
Ontario
Government's
free year.
list op
biological
products
next
It will be distributed by the
Department of Health free to
any physician asking for it. Vaccinas, toxoids and other preventive biological products are now
on the list.
'The Government of Ontario
made a commitment to the
people of the Province two yearg
ago," lips,said
Mackinnon
PhilOntarioDr.Minister
of Health,
to provide poliomyelitis vaccine
for the immunization of all children from six months to 19 years
of age, as soon as the necessary
vaccine
available."
The was
majority
of elementary;
school children have received two
doses of vaccine and a limited
number have received their third
doseter assaid. well," the Health Minis'This means that we face the
task of school
givingchildren,
two doses
to preelementary
school and secondary school students, and a third dose to those
who'56,"
received
or
he said.two doses in 1955
SCM Worships
Student Christian Movement
has a worship service every
morning
but House
Thursday
a.m. in Hart
Chapel.at 8:40
British Auto Electric
ENGLISHVICE CAR
AND
SER.AUSTIN SALES
.ANDDEALER
.MORRIS
AUTHORIZED
REAR OF 407 HURON ST.
(30 Yards South
of Bloor, E. side)
WA. 2-0855
Looking For A Summer Job
Be self-employed
Store.— By running
your own
Tastee Freeze Soft Ice-Cream
No
Capital Required—
No Locations
Previous
Experience
Necessary
Cities.
Available Ontario
In Fort
Erie —and
Otlier
ForTASTE
Free E-FREEZE
Information, STORES
Write jo
740 DUFFERIN ST. TORONTO

For Pure Pleasure
... HAVE A

I

the MILDEST

mL*

"MILD"

BEST-TASTiNG

CIOARETT6
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Set lecture
Topics
St. Mike's
Debaters
Win
On
Ha
VCF Mission
For
- .inE0 vote
the rm
Senate s
nf manful
_ msEl
Of
of
al "•
poise. Exa
Pierce, ue
in his nc
rebuttal,eseized
and oq
!v a close vote the Senate essaysmenttest
November 15. A Saturday
our
expre
ssion
upon
this
of
and
an
said
Details
of
the
Varsity
Christ- night day.
that
Sex
e
el's
ApColleg idea as
club of St. Micha
Bible Reading in Sheraton
ian
Fellowship
Mission,
organwell
with-elo
equaled
]»e
peal
as
"Elocannot
our
that
know
ledg
motion
e
"
the
Hall.
Wycliffe
College at 8:00
■ ,ed
by the Rev. J. R. Stott
When
debate was thrown quence, even though Sex Appeal from ized
move dharmto than
a'n'ce hasThosedone oppose
will discuss "The Centrality of
the open to thethe floor
London.
England,
were
reeloquent
be
may
leased
yesterday.
!"
es Vacan.
was then carried Rev. Stott will deliver his main Jesus Christ in History and in
e St. Hilda's College ti, President of ,theCharl
mogotiodon wer
Senate Club byThethe motion
Life Stott
of thewillIndividual."
House
and
it was noted
atives.
ment
ione
d
the
Represent
"elo
give his final
quen
Monday, November 12, theRev.
ce
of
r for the go- Pans
The first speake
that "the elo- address
address
in
Convocation Hall on
uading Helen to by an quobserver
through
Friday,
November
17.
vernment, Senator John Pierce, accompinanypershim.
e
n
c
e
o
f
the
speakers
did
prove
Sunday
evening
at
7:30.
Thu
s
was that eloquence has done more at 5:00 each day in Convocation
deceitful essenced caused the
ed the when
Hall. He will speak on the topics On the Monday and Tuesday
ofdescrib
Trojan War." Mr. harm than good."
nce trickehery referre
eloqueverbal
of elo"Jesus of Nazareth", "The Fact after the Mission, Rev. Stott wilt
to the
of Sin", "The Death of Christ", be available for counselling and
ouence, for it is a tapestry cover"The
Necessity of Decision", and for meeting any problems that
of fact."
the bare-fa
who, Geo
Cicero,
may have been raised among
tedcedon truth
"The
Cost
He ingelabora
gra
phe
He
will of
alsoDiscipleship."
speak on CBC individuals by his addresses here.
rs
Visi
t
of the Twenty - nine professors
Mr Pierce felt, "spokedeceit."
morning
devotions
daily
throughand
Rev. Stott is at present rector
Friday
night
at
Caledon
Hills
using
loved, Kerr, the first students of the Laval Geogra- Farm. On Saturday they will
things
out the week.
of All Souls, Langham Place in
Miss heJanet
London
and has been conducting
Friwill
arrive
phy
Departmen
t
Evening
question
periods
will
make
a
field
trip
to
the
Orangedisopposition
for thethese
speaker agreed
day evening for a weekend visit ville area and the Niagara penin- be organized in U.C. on Wednes- similar missions in English Uniarguments.
with
versities since 1948,
Toronto.
of
Univers
the
at
sula,
which
are
of
geographic
ity
day,
November
14,
and
ThursShe felt that "eloquence was a
mental stimulus,
the artto ofreason.
per- This visit returns that made last interest
' students.byThe
visit willtobethecompleted
suasion which appeals
BLUE and WHITE
the Univers
Unless an idea is well expressed, year -by
Saturday night and a tour
Club.ity of Tor- party
onto Geography
morning.
of
the
city
of
Toronto
on
Sunday
dies." Bob Carberry dis- The Laval group will spend
itSenator
cussed the effects of Political
FOOTBALL
•
Eloquence and "Warmongering",
Women's
pointingtionalout
INTRAMURAL Athletics
BOWLING
appeal "the
which inflamed
moralistsemoreThe following
clrls have been
chosen to represent
their your
CollegeTee
to." ThisMitchell
was answered
DANCE
2
In the2nd Intramural
Miss sortJanet
who saidby onor Faculty
Friday Nov.
between 1 Bowling
and 3:00 League.
p.m. MorePlepse
girls bring
are needed
to
"eloquence requires a high degree
StPrwen!; Trlnity and p-°-T- Mldtown Bowling Alleys. 505 Bloor
Nursing: Wllln,
Kay Morgan. Marilyn McQueen,
This Saturday
Marjle nook.
OrsulakShirley
SophieRyan.Zahumeny.
$
r.H.E.: Charlyn
Blnn, Tchernou>£off.
Lillian Bobson, Pat Davis, Audrey Ferris, Ann
Klssiclt.
Irene
Civil Service
U.C.: Rhodo Korn, Linda Welf-s.
Tickets $2.50
St. Mike's: Katie
Joan Hymus.
Mutsch. Carm DeCarlo, Mary Fry, Margaret Murphy,
Gives Exams
Victoria: Wilma
.Augustine,
Myrrsa
Fornswoith,
Mary
MacLellan
HART
HOUSE
Kathy McCulloch, Betty Thompson, Barbara Whyte.
Examinations for Arts stu- P.O.T.: Tvlary
Waldorf, Joan Witherspooii, Judy Wilcox.
9 p.m.
dents who wish Federal government jobs will be held here the
end of November.
An Under Secretary of State
from Ottawa will speak to stu- r
Wh lere there's drama,
dents November 9 on opportuMALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
nities in the Civil Service.
Sales forFinance
Company
A representative from the Career with
coastCanada's
to coast largest
— openings
aggressive
young —men90 |
=
Civil Service Commission in Ix branches
with
ability
and
desire
for
responsibility.
Expanding
company I
Ottawa will be at the Placement
opportunities
to start
in training
program.or Broad
service, 5 Willcocks Street, Nov. "1 offers
For personal
interview,
telephone
write employee
Regional Xft
32-15, to give information. An- t benefits.
Office.
I
other will be handing out literathere's
ture in Hart House foyer at noon
from
ber. the 10th to 30th of Novem- | Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited
The exams will be held November 30 and December 1.
I 69 Bloor Street East
WAlnut 4-8745 j

FULL-TIME

AND

SUMMER

OPPORTUNITIES
DEFENCE

EMPLOYMENT

WITH THE

RESEARCH

BOARD

AT
Ottawa, Quebec, Ralston, Alta., Kingston, Toronto,
Dartmouth, N.S. and Esqnimalt, B.C.
in a variety of fields including:
PHYSICS

ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS
ELECTRICAL

PHYSICS

STATISTICS
AERONAUTICAL

AND
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
In addition to the openings for Summer Students in the fields listed above,
Ihere is a requirement for a small number of Students in Chemistry, Physiology, Biochemistry and Mechanical Engineering for Summer Employment.
DRB Representatives
on November 5, 6 &
one day in advance of
Mr. J. K.

will conduct interviews at this university
7. Appointments should be made at least
our visit through your Placement Officer,
Bradford, 5 Willcocks Street.

^fcrever lovely women gather . . . mherecer exciting
things happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN— fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's fine Botany, new dressmaker creations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Pettal Orlons, new hi-bulk
heavy-knits, and ever popular lambswool.
Colours and range of new style?
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere.

Look for the name f&tftiMs
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A young man reading the newspapers today
must feel like a photographer preparing competitive
pictures in a darkroom, while alien and angry judges
wait outside. Whatever develops— and he cannot see
its progress — he must abide by it; and
be
killed because of the prejudices or mistakes heof may
others.
The Middle East is in its most crucial period since
1 948, and no-one seems to know what is going on.
Israel has ignited the fuse to a bomb that may
blow up the world. There seems to be no complete
grasp of the situation.
The editorial pages of the daily newspapers are
little help.

The Daily Star calls Israel's a "reckless act" and
congratulates President Eisenhower on his prompt
and proper action.
The Globe and Mail, in one of the longest editorials ithas run in the past few years, analyses the
situation without arriving at a specific point. The
Globe blames the Western powers
failing to come
to a definitive policy regarding theforMiddle
East.
The Telegram is worried about its Jewish circulation and can be largely ignored.
The United States foreign office is in a turmoil
Obviously no drastic changes can be made at this.
precise time, for the coming election is far more
important than any world war. But if the present
foreign policy is continued, the U.S. is faced with
going before the United Nations Security Council
aligned with Russia against Britain and France.
The British and French governments have issued
an ultimatum which many-besides Mr. Eisenhower
-tind uncomfortable to contemplate.
There is little the student, the young man readi
ng
the newspapers, can do. No rally on the steps
of Hart
HouSe can a|ig
wjth a g|or|ous
our desire to help.
'
What we can demand is an answer from those
who are responsible.
Where does Canada stand? Are the 24
jets goin
to Israel to fight British troops or are they 'not g
? Are
Mr 9FHn9' ? A "9 °n Mr' DuMeS' coaMail ^is time, or
tor
Mini*ter
^ to^makeC°mpe,ent
Aif '■ ^going
Externa Affairs
ft'External
?
a statement"
onp
f
T
aW3re
the
situation
is
a
complex
one. Facts, and official interpretations of
them,
change so quickly that this editor
ial could be outdated before it is set in type.
S6em Unf3ir f° ask f0r leadershipto JTwh^
tne
the
to be sent to «gM f°r
glorious causeWe offe. . goin9
.
?
gowns
r„„,7 fMr ?f our acquaintance made what we
consider the ultimate point on the never-ending
discussion of whether or not students should
yowns,
wear
They keep the dirt off, he said.

he

Religion
achievements, but they are h
ter disposed toward the peo ,
By BILL SMYTH
There is almost" too .much For Communism
(or theSocialism
mosttheyothed0 n
than sed,
of Russia
they
are suppres
—
to
a
Communist
words
proof that Communism is a re- are identical) is built by man,
it, which
recogni
to
seem
lfiigciioanl.s Iant speeches
of
Party
ofze
the 20th Congress of
men working
together
for
the Communist Party, hardly a abycommon
end. He need
not wait
thine- iS
the importa
ly ism's
paragraph went by without until he dies to experience his certain
majorntweapon'
Commun
quotes from the works of Marx state of grace; by introducing methods
its
intensive
"education"
used formally
by the grea
and Lenin, just as preachers in Socialism he can make himself young people,
their pulpits quote remarks of and everyone else in the world ligions, though much more CoT
the late J. C. of Nazareth. Marx completely happy. He need have
no faith in anything he cannot sciously employed. Marxism*
and Lenin are never contradict- . see
or imagine, only in himself, Leninism,
pulsory forasstudents
it is. called,
is com"
in Virtually
they are- "interpreted".
In ed;Czechoslvakia
last month, I, in the common effort of his felCurtain.
Liberal behind
heard a conversation between
ail universities
iroy
doses ofthesimilar
lows,
and
(very
slightly)
in
two students from east Ger- Marx's dialectical materialism, propaganda' are applied at earJie
predigested
to
fit
his
many and Bulgaria, respectively, suitably
immediate responsibilities to the points in the child's deveW
speaking in English, the only ..State.
Recognized
common language. The Bulment, even Russian
in children's
stories'0j
novelists
All this is quite easy to swal- today
completely preoc,
like this: garian's words., were something
low — or ought to be — in an cupied seem
with
such
as
"Communism is_ going to save - age which we are told is grossly "how to overfulfillproblems
production
the world, and bring us all peace materialistic, and it' is very sur- quotas
by
a
great
prising ithat more
people^
have
collective
e£
and happiness. We will build not swallowed
it. But the fact fort", or 11 how Ivan strayed
socialism in every country, and
save the workers from their they 'have not gives encour- away from Communism but saw
the light
aging evidence that national trend
in time."
asked what
capitalist
masters."
literature
was r following
and an enHe talked
on about peace, likes and dislikes
vironmental sense of freedom are the Iron Curtain- countrisu; inr.
about socialism. He shook his
things to overcome,
friend's hand. He spoke with in- difficult
"socialtold realism".
even in countries which cannot was
it was theNewspapers
trend' of
s
p
i
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
n
d
emotion,
in
a
reeditedcomment
ligious sense. But for the words, claim to have been "free" in the are
and in(filled
editorial
a way with
that
I should have thought he was
would make, many an editor
Russians Content
speaking of the glory of God.
blush
(not
all,
by
any
Grace on Earth
past.
The people of Russia, as dis- In short, the people in Ironmeans).
tinct from the USSR, are from
The essential advantage of
tain countries seem to be Curenappearances quite content
Communism over most other re- all
under
Communist
rule
and
tirelyitssurrounded
by
Commun"
ligions is contained in the Bulism
and
attitudes;
garian's use of the pronoun "we". proud of their country and its their resistancepolitical
to is has
been
remarkable, to'say.the least. I do
not say that they resist communism per se, which is a perfectly acceptable economic
philosophy,
ut many of them
On Monday we I'm
ran an article
by J. Norman
Austin entitled
"Why reject the infringement
Why
Not
Chris
tian
their
I Am A Christian." Below are two answers.
liberties and the politicalon point
AN INITIALLED ANSWER FROM AN ARTSMAN
of view Communism engenders.
Communist Soul
"Jesus
Christ
is
still
the
Inescapable
Fate"
—
The
preachers of the Christian religions urge the morality of Jesus have
As wetheir
all know.
Communists
own phraseology,
Christ as being in itself miraculous and stamped with the
impression of divinity.
which seems <to have power of
The doctrines indeed, in my judgement, are excellent its own to soothe and satisfy,
and they talk entirely within the
and strike at the root of moral evil. If acted upon, no politi- frame
of reference which the
cal or religious institution could exist a moment. Every man
words demand, just as a Budwould be his own magistrate and priest; its change
so
long
dhist must approach life in terms
desired would have attained its consummation: i.e. man
the "Moving
the
exempt from the external evils of his own choice
would be ofChristian
termsCentre"
of theor soul.
tree to struggle with the physical evils which exist in spite - Factories inin Czechoslovakia
are
of
him. theButmost
theseviolent
are theassertions
very doctrines which, in another " filled with such slogans as
shape,
of Christianity denounce '"Work for Peace and the Soas impious and seditious. Who are such earnest champions
cialist State"; words and phrases
tor racial and political disqualification as they'
in political
discussions which have
no meaning
,
*'°"e w°uld be a demonstration of the falsehood keep recurring
of Christianity, that the religion so called is the strongest for us, as if Ihe repetition could
ally and bulwark of that system of successful force and convince us that their Brave
tiaud of the selfish passions from which
has derived its New World will soon be here.
origin and •permanence, against which Jesusit Christ
Often the use
of wordsetc.,likein
he most uncompromising war. We are called upon todeclared
'freedom",
believe "democracy",
reference to the satellite
countries sounds like the most
to establish
t MVlmtymore°f firmly
f- d0Ctrine
of which
has beln
that the
whicheff«t
it was
promulgated
to flagrant hypocrisy, and in most
cases it is. But the words can.
be used with complete
sincerity. Those who have been
strongly influenced by the propaganda use the words in a
AND AN ANONYMOUS REPLY FROM AN ENGIN
same.
slightly different sense than we
EER
sonal Saviour," (and he does be- might, but their emotional reI do not
the fact
Jesus Christ, doubt
action toward them is just the
lieve itall right) and considers
although on prin-of "faith"
c
i
p
le Ido admit the extremely this .conviction of his to be
small possibil
Hypocrisy
ity
that
He
never
existed. I admire, respect and
But my mind cannot accept
The hypocritical attitude
such blind
even try to follow
belief no matter how adopted
gs strong
by Communist
leaders*r
as I interpret them.HisI teachin
as faith. Faith,
situations
acknowunder- toward political
ledge Him as a messenger of
stand it,is the trust asin I God
their
own
and
other
countries
as
God, but I do not consider Him the Ultimate Good and the Ulti- something which has no cori
unique.
mate Reality.
is theof inner respondent on so large a scale in
All religions are only approxi- knowledge
thatFaith
we are
God,
tlie
mations tothe actual Truth, and that we have something to strive the
world.principal
But oncereligions
again weofmu^
who is to say which is a closer lor,
namel
y
the
unity with God
approximation to the Ultimate irom whom we came.
be careful of the terms we use:
hism? ; Christianity 0r BuddReality
This is the essential faith. All "hypocrisy" to us might well £>e
simply
the^ sacrifice of a means
One cannot speak of Christian- else is either a simplification a to the end of the socialist state,
ity
without
gildin
Christian
make
g,
s.
or
this
a
Christian
simile inten
essent
'to and hence perfectly justifiab,e
faithdedcommake Christianity. No two peoples
prehensible totheialcommo
n man. cr'sy
has been necessitated
to a communist.
Perhaps hyp0'W
would
in their precise
definitioagree
My
n of Christia
faith
is based on unnity
but
in
general Christians define Chrisligions.
the
fac^t
that into
Communism
must
force
its way
a world,withwh»cJl
tianity bytheir words and deeds.
isItmore
or
less
filled
ded
'ab'e
K
^s
been
rigidl
And Christianity as defined
ffcts
y
must be militant, it m^jre
as I perceive it
those who call themselves Chris-by the Reality as.._„ far• ,,,,,||
be
subversive,
crush
lna
j lg opposition if it itis must
in its pro- vallr" ,fr°m my direct °bserfaith. tians istoo absolute
to gain a P'
nouncements, to definite
in its
and satisfyOther
the ambitions
leaders.
religions of
means
beeen faced w'th the same
be-'
»
lLd
not
cIa™
'hat
tradi
°\
,he
li°na
l
lie?,
The
","',
/"te shape of myto faith
indefini
blems extent.
and adopted the S
Faithnesblind
tofeda Christian,
the same
doctri
toacceptance
him at too
the often
■eans
Sunthe TruTTha„TH°Ximati0n
very'y virtue
*1'ty by the tactics, but never before to 1
day
SchoofoH
octrines
... ofsays
„
vir"»e „,
of its, indefinitenes*
l. Atn
Christian
th- *e.ac'ua.f ^"'h ""Her than
And that is -precisely wby*.
2 Son
«e o,,hat
the verv "Sin
the
God Jesus
Communism.
and Christ
my per-is Christian
fafm ueuer°f than
,he must
defend ourselves aga'n'
Communism
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ngarians:

Right

or

Wrong?

FORUM
What do you think?

Yesterday students and faculty members were asked to comment on the
Hungarian revolt. Some of their opinions
appear on this page.

Below Professor George Luckyf of
the Department of Slavic Studies fills in
the background of the crisis.

Freedom of Choice
Remember Yalta
rightin now
"This .isWhat
not the
a political
re- will"America's
lose her passivity
much trust
the
olution.
Hungarians
world.
In
thejr
disappointment
flghting against is not as many will remember the sellout
"portant as "what
are at Yalta."
-httag for — the they
Carlo Tela (Osgoode)
oose freely the systemright
underto
hich they shall live. If they
fighting against CommunBacks Struggle
1 it has nothing to do with
e nature of the system but
"Just
the Hungarians
eeause Communism has failed may notbecause
wish io copy our applications 01democracy does not
be democratic."
Ivan Hkan (11 Premeds) mean we should be left at the
individual level, not the national; that is, contributions should
uns. Not Prayers
come from Canadians and not
Canada
But certainly,
"Anyone who doesn't see that Canada itself.
offer medical,
is struggle is definitely against economic could
and
moral
support,
e ideology of Commuiusm and
B. Walker (I UC)
« just for the right to choose
a
stem
1 was
■ornted iswithblind.
Russian Motives
the demonstratdisapion.
IS Should have been more
em"Why
does Russia, a great
Kf■ guns,
need praye
c- We not
u-oopsrs, .not. . leaf- military nation,
allow herself to
■r
lose
Hungary
when she could
■ • . There is nothing worse
easily
crush
any
revolution by
Kan C0"n'r>''s *an
a
forei^n ti-ooP5 sheer .force of arms? Does Rusgownia people.'1
RaiJ
■6
nstih's
sia have reasons for not doing
Martha Babych (HUC)
so? If Russia is waiting for the
M alan
West to help the Hungarians
Av
che Starts
Si;
with outright military aid, then
[yi Parents and two brothers certainly
no one could blame her
-"■Pie"
the for declaring war. In any case,
tney will
1 ? know1 kn0W
ft s,„„"dTT
Russia's motives are unclear and
Ion I, f,ghtln6- They have ambiguous
and until we can
comr
bnr
Bern
Th not
dare ^ c™sh leam more, any aid that we give
tog
Etellit/ 5/ would Iose every to Hungary must be calculated
lalanl ey have- °"ce an so as not to create any disastrous
lThere 6 ^ l* wi» not^ stoP'
*T question my eruptions."
S^d tha? 1he
Bill Lyon (I UC)
|omm,iri
fieht js against
m ir£Z ,S t0 the Weals of
Lack of Foresight
Why ran ld and no others. If
"The
free world is missing a
Russian
the
in
d
,
v
Rtfe*
■ i IK mUSt gO
tremendous opportunity right
now by its characteristic lack of
tiea (tHe °Utcome of the foresight.
have to
■"ant *?ern crisis wi» be im- wait untilWethealways
crisis is right
N«r«
Hungar*W
the
*Uve
8 manaees to take here — it doesn't seem to matter .
t'the*aCti0n ^ ^ Middle how many people are losing their
"7hmay
real'ze that Hun- lives. One thing about a dictator,
8 their business
°llan Ciimbalmostoo."<u -St. ship, when it has to act, it acts
Mike's) immediately.''
Martin Sudgen HV Forestry)

Action, Not Words
"Lukewarm people will never
get anywhere. If we are not to
have action, please let us not
M.T.
have stupid words."
Housecleaning
"If we want to do some housecleaning we don't have to go to
Hungary to find dirt. We've got
plenty right here. A bunch of
lawless students decides to make
some noise and everyone goes
wild oneabout
go wildit. Why
when doesn't
men anywho
never broke a law in their lives
are lynched In our own free
world. We can't defeat our
enemies by playing "Here we go
round
the mulberry
bush" away.
with
them thousands
of miles
And we can't soothe our consciences by weeping over Hungary. There are all kinds of injustices that we can see right
here allweround
the
things
shouldus. beThey're
thinking
ES. (I UC)
about."
Tragedy of History
"The tragedy of history is that
ideals such as the Hungarians
are fighting for now are unavoidably debased by the very
necessity of fighting for them.
The only way they can express
their desire for a system under
which law is respected 's by a
basically lawless act — an act of
hate and destruction. At the
end of his life Socrates, a man
we are supposed to respect, refucausesed to heescape
beknew from
nothingprison
lasting
could be constructed by breaking
the
law. nothematter
how ugly or '
arbitrary
law seemed.
Our compassion
and respect
must ple.
go Theyto are
the Hungarian
caught in peothe
paradox of a god of love who
nevertheless recognizes that the
money changers must be driven
from the temple."W. Wilson (IUC)

At the beginning of the Russian Revolution Lenin declared that "Marxism
are incompatible."
Later, when he wishedandto Nationalism
inveigle the Ukraine into the
U.S.S.R. he made certain concessions which included "self
control" and
freedom
from Soviet"
domination. It the
was only afterofthewithdrawing
Ukraine was swallowed
up that she found how much self-government she really had,
just as Hungary is finding out to-day in its efforts to oust
Russian troops, and to achieve a certain nationalistic independence.
Nationalism is more than a mere destructive emotional
force, but has a positive intellectual appeal. To the students
revolting in Hungary, Nationalism symbolizes better government, since it excludes foreign domination.
This does not mean that Nationalism is necessarily good
for a free government; rather it is of benefit to an oppressed people.
Why has Russia not displayed much force in the Hungarian revolt? Recall Nikita Khrushchev's speech to the
20th Party Congress.
The Communists needed a scapegoat on whom to blame
the low standard of living in the U.S.S.R. and the cruelty
employed to keep the satellites subjugated. The scapegoat
was Joseph Stalin, now safely out of the way. In blaming
Stalin, Comrade Khrushchev apparently forgot his own
share of the blame. The attempt to destroy Stalin's reputation was actually to sanction a certain loosening of control
in the satellites. Thus the Hungarian revolt posed a problem for Khrushchev. If he crushed Hungary with armed
might he would be acting Stalin's role.
Russia will not invade now en masse because they will
encounter even fiercer resistance, and the West will have
more cause to take active measures against them.
In our timidity we believed that the satellites would
always be Russian within her frontiers. The revolt proves
we were wrong and that we ought to do something to help
the Hungarians. This is essential if we wish to maintain
our prestige among these peoples. Help should be given
by the united free nations through the U.N. If Poland and
Hungaryprobably
could bebe aided
in economic recovery, the results
would
very gratifying.
Why would Russia hesitate to interfere with Western
assistance? — Again, Nationalism. Stalin tried to solve
this problem in the only way he knew — by trying to annihi
late Nationalistic groups such as the Ukrainians. But his
efforts only served to breed a deep hatred for Russia which
threatens to disrupt the Soviet empire. The Russians must
accept, the fact that they cannot trust their 'allies'.
The effect of the revolt on other satellites will probably
be considerable. What is going to be the example for these
Peoples' Puppet governments of the bloodless revolution in
Poland or the Hungarian bloodbath? East Germany, always
a sore spot to Russia, may erupt into new violence, as may
the other non-Slavic countries. And if they do set up governments, will they still be dominated by Russia? Poland,
for example, cannot completely escape, because she fears
East Germany will reclaim the former German territory in
Polish possession, and Czechoslovakia fears that the Slovaks will break away from its control if Russia leaves them
on their own.
"And what will be the effect on Russia herself? Will
there be a government shake-up or a military
dictatorship?
More Important, will the Russian people support
a government which has been proven fraudulent?
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PEOPLE AT Union Carbide Canada Limited and its
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their talents. Whether your training or interest lies in
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put yourleader
you
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necessary to ensure an adequate supply of our products
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a future

OUR MULTI-MILLION dollar development program
includes new plants and an expansion for greater volume
products at many of our existing locations
and
acrossnewCanada,
LISTED BELOW are our main operating Divisions which
cover five major fields of industrial products and processes.
MANY DIFFERENT jobs, and a variety of products and
processes ensures a challenging future for you — no matter
what your professional interest and training may be.
BE SURE TO talk over your career opportunities with
our representatives during their campus visit. Check
our interview dates now!
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Injury -Filled

Visit Blues Saturday
After a light practise Monday, win in Kingston) than
the Blues went through an abbre- through the year unbeaten.
viated workout last night in preparation for what has turned out Xarvy Sullivan's comment last
to be the least crucial game of week after his Redmen had been
the season— that is, as far as the virtually eliminated, was "Don't
team's
chances are think we're going to miss the
concerned.Yates
The Cup
only possible
way
for Toronto Friday night."
that a victory on Saturday would train
The Redmen may not miss the
Queen's
a
be
would
essentia
be
l
but they will be a depleted
loss to the fading Western Mus- train,
go
tangs, a highly unlikely result. squad when they take to thd
Varsityan Stadium
Buster'
Redmen Weakened
Brown,
ex-Hamiltonturf.Tiger-Cat
Aside from mathematics and lineman, suffered torn ankle
statistics, however, the game on ligaments,
against Queen's, and
Saturday against McGill Red- is a aoubtful starter for the
men is just as important to the Saturday clash.
members of the Blues as every _In addition. Jimmy Grant, ser
game they have played this year. cond-string quarter and punt
There is nothing the boys would return star, Ron Murphy and
rather do (besides winning a John Cronin are on the limp
championship — which includes a and could see only limited action.
Baby

Blues

Meet

Western

In Friday Grudge Battle
ready. Otherwise the team is In
For the mediate
lastfootball
twocoaches
days InterRoy a very good state of health.
McMurty and Gerry Lansky have There is no news from the
been working their charges hard Western camp as to their readiin preparation for the game with
ness for the game, and in this
the Western Colts this Friday case no news is bad news, since
it undoubtedly means the Colts
at
Varsity"
Stadium.
For
the
Baby Blues this is a must game, are all ready1. This year Western
not from the point of view of has a very good team and they
points for standing since the are led by one of the best
Rinkies closed out their league ground gainers in the Intermediate loop this year, Lionel Conagames last week, but ,the Intermediates are out to avenge their cher Jr., son of the Big Train.
defeat in London two weeks ago.
The loss in London was not
a stunning defeat as they only
lost in the last two minutes when
the Colts' Bill Mitchell hoofed a
single
breakloss a might
14-14 have
tie.
HoweveFto this
cost the Junior Blues the Intermediate title, and the fact that
this loss was to a Western team
doesn't help to lessen the blow.
Perhaps the old Little Stadium
jinx which for years plagued
the big Blues has now come to
haunt their little brothers.
Few Injuries
From the standpoint of injuries, the Rinkies can field almost a complete team. There is
a chance that tackle Frank
Hawkins will have to sit this
game out with a shoulder injury, but quarterback Lorne
Forstner, and Ed Butryn who
suffered broken noses in the
game with the Aggies are both

was

by Merle Over-holt
M h lS /ather
a Peasant
feeling
sit
in front
of this
KHtle ki
black 10machine
without
the
WPte of urgency that arises when
■uoh ^at you must sav so
Wk J,' about such a sport in so
■p 5 words. Everything seems
■tie6tinports
Pr0gressine
well
in theat
the girls
versifworld
y, soof there
is no
US<Lf*?' ,hurrying and flurrying,
ith
softball seaof the Speaking
f„ ^ 1et»lBriefly
it
,fu11a view,
n71 °e
good Iideathinkto that
aP what has transpired briefly
«w weeks and wherein the
the
Bs
w"d 311inremember
the final the
'""I no-of
0aJ"e
games of Vic I against PHE
a8«n« St. Hilda's X as perthJ \™°&t outstanding feature
■ntr>m
lr*easonwas
to herMary
past Foster
reputation
J J out as top pitcher
»I ha, ** Parts" Well, the
'«*r
th,'0Ugh
°sitionLCOhr game
a8a""t Vic'sot
tne bIue
blUe and
' To-day it
aWere
23 n w Vlctims
lackine
*wa 7nS.uel
at
*" the first game Varsity
of the

Ret/men

finals. The game was to go to
five innings but after four St.
Mike's conceded the match and
thus all ported
wasthatlegal.
been rePHE Ithashas conceded
Monday s game to POT which results in a morrow
sudden
death Stadium
playoff to-at
at Varsity
1:00. This should be quite the
game! This means that the winner of to-morrow's bout will go
on to meet the Vic team in the
last game until next September.
This match is on tap for next
Monday November 5. Enough for
the sport of sports — at least to
someSwimming
peoples' and
minds!Other Things
Just another few words to remind you that the second round
of the swimming preliminaries
for to-morrow evenare scheduled
ing at UTS at 5:30. This time it
is the speed demons that will have
the floor — so to speak. Also it
is hoped that you all will be at
Hart House on Thursday evening
at 8:30 to cheer on the team of
.... The Drill
your supportingavailable
for badstill
Hall is minton
every Tuesday night at
7:30. Taking advantage of it? So
ends my leisurely written column

On the
BEAT
brooks
Sports Editor
While most of the local sports interest has been centered
around the Varsity Blues and their march down the victory trail,
a group of hard-working gentlemen have been working long hours
to ready Varsity Arena for operation.
™Theof expensive"amr*
operation
installingmiles
new pipe has drawn-out
been underway
for aofgood
many a~few
weeks
now, and the Ice sheet will be installed by Friday.
HOCKEY BLUES LOOK GOOD
Assistant football coach Jack Kennedy, who spends his winter
months tutoring a group of consistent champion hockey Blues, Is
sitting pretty as far as available talent goes this season.
Only five members of lust year's Queen's Cup champions have
graduated.
Don taken
Cossartheir
and diplomas.
John Akitt,Thetwo-thirds
last year's
top lino, have
others areof defencemen
Sam Ashton, John Tolton and Barry Smith.
Returning to bolster the depleted blue-line corps are veteran
captain Red Stephen and former Marlboro junior Dave Jackson.
The latter was in fourth year engineering last semester, but reo take pair
his Master's degree.
Addturned tthat
to John Casey, Ray Savijarvi. Bob Church and
LorrytionStacey.
all
s of 1955-56, and the defense situahand.
seems well in intermediate
GOAL NO PROBLEM
Despite the academic loss of Al Fleming, a flock of netminders will contend the goaltending
job. Al Cecutti, who shared
the task with Fleming last year, is back along with Whites' goalies
Hugh Curry and Larry Irons. A newcomer to the ranks is Ray
Dunn, a former Port Arthur North Stars netminder. Enrolled in
athisthree-year
year. course, Ray is eligible for Intercollegiate competition
front, the tough job is going to be the choosing of a
teamUpfrom
the host of top-flight contenders. No fewer
18
forwards are eligible, and that figure does not include anythan
freshmen who may have joined our ranks.
Returnees include Brian Anderson and Ken Linseman, a pair
of former buddies with St. Michael's Majors, Greg Bourassa,
gift from the Montreal Carabins, Ian and Sandy Morrison, Johnnya
Macdonald. another ex-junior OHA star, Ted Rogers, George White
and Meredith Wright.
Tack on ox-intermediates Dune Brodie, Mike Elik, Grant Mills,
Don Borthwick and Dud Kearney, and the array
keeps growing.
And we
forget Clare Fisher and Ross Woods, both of
whom sat out can't
last year because
of academic ineligibility. Important
cogs in the Blues victorious march two years ago, the pair will
be welcome additions to pre-season practices, which get underway
next Monday at the latest.
One hardly envies Coach Kennedy the task of choosing a
team from the aforementioned group. Barring a minor miracle, or
the enrollment of the Montreal Canadicns at McGill, it shouldn't be
too difficult to forecast that the rest of the Intercollegiate league
is in for one of the longest and coldest winters in history.
ON THE BASKETBALL COURT
Basketball gets the jump on the pucksters by a few days. As
a matter of fact, at 5 this afternoon, John MeManus steps out on
the Hartof the
HousecagegymBlues.floor to greet candidates for the 1956-57
edition
He, too, is in fairly good shape as far as returnees are concerned, Leo Madden, who led the scoring for Varsity last year, is
the only member of the squad to graduate. Although John Dacyshyn
will be unavailable due to academic difficulties, seven players are
back. They include forwards Al Vaichulis, John Shepherd, and Hesh
Rotman. Guards Barry Stroud, Pete Potter (of thumbs down
fame). Ruby Richman and Jerry Edelist return to aid the blue
and white.
Guard Joe Stulac is the top contender from the Intermediates
to threaten donning a blue uniform.
Joe's brother,thisJohn,
will take over the coaching reins of
the intermediates
winter.
WESTERN STILL STRONG
A quick peep at the rest of the league shows that Western
will again enter the first game as favourites to retain the title
for the 15th consecutive time. Their only loss was Lou Veres. Back
in the lineup will be giant Ray Mohnot, who won the individual
scoring honours last season.
With Paul Fedor and Jay McMahon back after flunking a
year, Queen's could come up with a strong contender. McGUl and
Assumption
don't inseem
to haveoncemuch
McKcnzie is back
the Hneup
again.to offer, although Dick

Junior Skule
Whip For-Pharm.
Yesterday, on the west playing into the end zone for the score, gave
S.P.S.two.possessidn
on play
the
Forester's
On the first
field, the Junior Engineers swamp- The convert attempt was wide. from
scrimmage, halfback Ernie
Neither
team
scored
in
the
reed the winless Forestry-Pharmacy
mainder of the quarter and the Kovacs smashed off-tackle for the
entry
a 19-0 toscore.
enabledby S.P.S.
edge Thepastvictory
Meds (Junior Skulemen went into the major. The convert was blocked.
Ted Read completed the scoring,
into third place in Group two second half, leading 6-0.
when
gathered
in Lunn's yardpass
competition and left the winless
Sets Up Score
and rambled
the demaining
Green and Gold as sole occupants InBadthe Kick
age for his second major of the
third point
quarterto Lunn
addof the Read
cellar. Grabs TD Pass
ed
a
single
the
S.P.S.
total with a booming punt, deep game.
For the Engineers, quarterback
After a colourless and scoreless into the Forestry -Pharmacy, end Lunn,
end Readwereandthehalffirst quarter, in which neither zone.
Ian Morrison attempted to
backright
Ernie Kovacs.
top
team could generate a sustained run the ball out, but was snowed offensive threats. Linebacker Bill
offensive, the Engineers struck under by a horde of Engineers. Penman and guard Bill Bulucon
quickly in the opening moments In the fourth stanza, the Skule- came up with several hard tackles.
of the second quarter to grab a
men added insult to injury, by For the hapless opposition. Tom
six point lead. With the ball on driving for tun more touchdowns Amada was a real workhorse on
and in his halfthe opposition's
yard faded
line, and piling up an insurmountable kick runbacks
quarterback
Dereka3915Lunn
back slot, while tackles Walt
19-0 lead. A bad kick, off the
back and heaved
yard pass side
Fedyk
and
Jerry
Zownir stood out
which resulted on the line.
to right end Ted Read, who swept in a ofnet thegainfoot,
of
minus
10
yards.
galloped
and
past two defenders
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BACKS

HUNGARIAN
STUDENTS
After one refusal to vote on the issue, and a narrowly
to
evaded second attempt to quash the motion,unanimously
Administrative Council last night voted the Students*
"salute ... the students of Hungary."
The motion— proposed by Law rep Harry Arthurs— was
revised
to include only the support of the SAC after the
council first
refused to vote on it.
When first presented it said the "students of the University of Toronto, through
medium ofsupported
the Students
the
ministrative Council here theassemble
d"
garians.
National Affairs Chairman Ger- with the idea but did not think it
ry Helleiner moved indefinite sus- was the place of the council to
pension of the first motion. He pass the motion. "If it's proposed,"
(Continued on Page 2)
was supported by a 9-8 vote.
HunAdArthurs withdrew the words
"students of the University of Toronto" and.cussion,
afterHelleinerhalf-an-h
dis- Masked Reps
movedour's
indefinite suspension. The council voted
12-8 to vote on the revised motion
and
it unanimously. There Give Goodies
were passed
no abstainers
.
The motion — as it was finally
passed — reads:
Brighten SAC
Maxwell the Drunkin Punkin
Even the usually serious StuResolved that
the
Students'
Administrative Council here assemdents' Administrative Council
bled salutes the gallant students was brightened by a touch
of the
season
last
night when two grueof Hungary in their fight for freeCathie Breslin Meets:
dom; that we stand with our fel- shoutingsome figures, masked, robed, and
, crashed their
low students the world over in
a tense debate. meeting
our opposition to tyranny and op- during
Demaske
pres ion of every stripe and that into Gerryd, the figures turned
Helleiner and Joan
we mourn with the students of Fidler,
Victoria
College reps, to
the world the death of those who the council.
Drunkin
Punkin
have sacrifiied their lives tor the They bore a basket of goodie3
ideals common to all of us.
mostly candy kisses, which they
Varsity staffers are come upon For one thing. Maxwell made a Ontario farm boy, originally —
threw about
with gay abandon
In proposing his revised motion, while
in a variety of ways. They repre- conversation piece. His appear- but Toronto, he insists, is home.
the council chortled apsent avast variety of people. They
ance, though peculiar, was attrac- "After all," he says, "some of Arthurs said the council was re:onsider themselves (in all hontive. One might even say that Canada's greatest men have come
if Helleiner retired to the head
jisty) to be the most colorful proceedings.
he instilled the spirit into the from roots no different from t failedfusingtoto facecomeits toresponsibilities
of
the room and pulled out a
a
vote.
He
felt
proval.
ilement on the campus. But nonemine. But that's no excuse for
sheet
of paper. He read a poem,
theles , itmust be admitted that Before long, Maxwell's true living just off the highway on a in v refusing to vote on the first mentioni
ng each member of the
>ne of our latest members is. far genius -emerged. His personality semi-permanent basis."
council
and pointing out their
wording,
the
members
were
"abdiMaxwell
claims
to
have
no
imidiosyncr
»nd
away
the
most
vivid
of
the
is,
to
say
the
least,
distinct.
He
acies.
[ot.
cating (their) function."
could by no stretch of the immediate
plans
for
the
future.
"We
During
the poetic session, Misa
Maxwell the Drunkin Punkin
agination be called handsome — live for today," he says, "and Elaine Sossin, seconding the Fidler distributed
kisses (candy
lomed the staff several days ago, but
ghoulish
or
not,
he
has
(Continued
on
Page
2)
motion,thequoted
from Kant.
'.She members.
variety) among the mentioned
said
Hungarians
who were
hrough a purely accidental arr- charm.
angement of circumstances. We Although surrounded by infighting the Russian oppression Biggest laugh was drawn by
veterate masters at the fine art
et him, in fact, in the process of
were at least fighting oppression the verse for Di Hallamore, EnStocking
up for one of the of party-going, Maxwell held his
Reporfers
gineering's distaff rep.
own. He kept the party hopping. at times are scarcer than the and should be supported.
"A kiss for Di, an engineer
actional
Varsityto parties. Max- Even
if
he
was
rather
well
lit,
it
ell
happened
be
SAC
Vice-President
Flo
Middlehanging
cavities
on
hen's
teeth.
The
Whose school
main concern's
debating
'bout near the store.
was forgivable. (So were most of people we need especially are ton did not think supporting the With
opportunities
like
afternoon reporters — people Hungarians was the function of
|There is something about Max- us).
; that is instantly and con- Since i then, Maxwell has be- with ten hours a week of lecYou'd
fchibk
she'd
stick
to
incmgiy charming; otherwise it
tures who live 20 miles out and the council. "It's not our place,"
come a continual hanger-on about
unlikely that we should ever the office. "It is definitely," he leave for home at 5.30. Dozens she
Costumes
doffed,
the
two
Vic
said. "We have more import- reps joined the AVR debate.
«ve unearthed his talents. For says, "the most stimulating area hideaway.
mating."
must admit that when we in the university for the fluid of Jobs for you in the dugout
episode drew prolonged
ant
to do." said he agreed Their
to
if^tod
GerrythingsHelleiner
party exchange of ideas and good
applause and table-thumping.
had him
no idea ofjointhethemultiple
,cets of hi:6 personality.
Maxwell admits to being
cheer."
Men

Try
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Dull Halloween
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Whitney Hall screaming
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warvvhoops.
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resi- others continued on.to a stop but
"ge st PaSsinS cais °n St. Shortly after this an Austin
for the traffic light and
^cTaV,hP°Ured
°ut
the stopped
lifted
back
"iris
that ofPass"
•■the the"pranksters"
■ound.the When
»» h i . Wold
n sighted.
The lotthe
car
driver off
triedtheto drive off the
r
captured and
wheels turned uselessly.
ressed thf 'f a"Ce WCre led The alarmed driver got out of
«« Of variety ot cos- the car and the group of human
arsity
quickly left. »
Phot81,18
S'Ui'!!?
ogra Pleadednotwithto jackers
eu "le
old ladies were frightpicturespher
and reveal Several
ened as they drove by, and the
■''entity. ..Wel
3 retheynot ti sup- congregation then moved down
to UC.
to ■
"We are thinking of pouring
gasoline on the road and then
" *nl»e
" atteshompt to throw the lighting it," one prankster exare interrogated by their UC captors
taken, by:residence^
the wanderthe SirtheyDaniel
Thf
costumesin when
wer they wer
) re. Wilson
plained. No further report was Captive Girls girls were shelling, out m, their
\ received, on other autivities.i . . I mgUC'ers. They re/used to identify themselves, -but were released- quickly.
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Two Rice Institute sophomores were killed recently on
campus in the process of carrying out a prank. The two, after
winning a greased auto tire in a frosh-soph tussle, decided to
display
from the lab
top building.
of a combination smokestackbell towertheiron trophy
the mechanical
One was suffocated by carbon monoxide as he clung to a
ladder inside the smokestack. His friend fell to his death when
fae started climbing inside the stack to rescue him. Both were
19 years old.
* * *
A $600,000 advertising campaign to promote sales of Canada
Savings Bonds is underway using almost all media except college
newspapers. The Canadian university Post publisher, A. D. Levy,
BP ike to the account executive handling the campaign at Walsh
Advertising Company in Toronto and enquired whether campus
newspapers were included in the Canada Bond drive schedule. "No,
we don't
the
reply. consider them at all. The budget is all spent now" was
stated thatexecutive
this wasthat"truly
told ads
the
WilshLevyAdvertising
his amazing",
paper wouldand print
promoting the campaign free of charge and would ship mats of
to allinterest.
campus newspapers, urging them to do the same
inth'lgtheadpublic
• * *
The Queen's Journal has finally shed some light on the origin
and meaning
Queen'slikeyell.a Ityelloriginated
in 1890suit
whentheQueen's
derided
that oftheythe would
which would
origin
of Queen's (Scottish!.
Contrary to general opinion, the Queen's yell does mean
sol i thing.'Cha'Oil Gheill"
Thigh isna anbanrighinn
gu brath'.
meansand'Queen's
forever.'
old Highland
war cry
means
'Never yield.'
GAMES
TODAY
FOOTBALL
Bast 4.00 Sr. SPS
vs Vic Welnrlb, Garshowltz,
SOCCER
North 12.30 TLC. I
vs Vic
VanLoon Smith
LACROSSE
1.00
Med.
T
vs
SPS
I
Brown,
Naylor
4.00 Med.
vsvs Vic
II V
Jeans.
Naylor
XVVT
Med.
Jeans.
Naylor
6.30 Med.
VOI.1.IVBAI.L
— vs MINOR
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1.00 Trln
SPS
E
Comm.
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U.O.
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Rosenberg
6.30
Med.
I
B
U.C.
Hutton
Slgal
7.30 Pharm C
vsvs U.C.
Wye. Jeanneret
B
Slgal
Slgal
8.30 U.C. Wallace
Sports Schedules - Week of November 5
FOOTBALL (Balance of schedule)
that games
may arebe asked
flnWiedto before
dark, they have ben scheduled
tor So3.30
Managers
list
theirp.m.
line-ups
on game
reports. drop Into office before game time and
Bark. Glblon.
Tues. Nov. 6 East 3.30 St. M.
vs Sr. SPS
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7 East
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Bark.
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McLean.
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12 East 3.30 U.C.
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SPS
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McLean.
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3.30 Dent
St M. vs Vic Bark. Glblon, Smith
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Vs Jr. SPS Stadnyk.Garshowltz.ternak
PasSOC vs Sr. Med
Erad<
n
St.
Rose
'. 5 South
North 44.00
00 Vic
Trln. A vsvs Trln.
Jr. SPSB
Bugarskl
6 South
North 12.30
St.
M. A vs Arch
Knopf
12,30
Pharm
vsvb Knox
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4.00 For
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U,C. I
Wfd.
7
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SPS
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Law I Uhrynuk. Crawford
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vs Med.
Pharrn
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U
i- SPS
Brown,
Jr-ans. LeeKerr
5.00
Med, VIIIin
Trio
Jeans, Lee
II
61.00
00 Med.
»
SPS
SPS
II
Brown.
55 St.
Brown. Crawford
Lee
4.00 Med. V
U. C.M. II
VOLLEYBALL
MAJOR,
LEAGUE
Mon.
a Med
Tannls
6.00
Sr. SPS
1.00 'Phnrm
Aroh.
A
Wed.
Forestry
Perkons
6.00
Med
Upatnleks
7.00
Pharm
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$45 for clown costume
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—thewilfloatholdparade,
the next two E a
The
Students'
Administrative
ting
copy
to
the
printer
and
poor
Council besides worrying about proof reading; agreed the whole
AVR
expenses
again
last
night;
question
was
highly
technical,
meetings on Nov g C—smiled thankfully on hearing —approved asking National Af- general
tion
for the mJ*i
Dec. of6, chairman
1956. leaving
Chairman
Gerry
Helleiner
the SAC made $2,032 last year (Vic) fairs
and
WUS
Chairman
Joa,n
— wonder about the sale of
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accumulated
general
reserve to $21,897.
Fidler (Vic) to investigate the
— were shocked by a plea for a idea of a Russian Student Tour ings to the three EAC chairrn*'"
publicizing
jointas cone.,?5
match two
folders
a me!"*"
with WUS exe- ofvertising
grant fromsistanceeight
for as- after consultation
promisedstudents
on a Scottish
cutive co- secretary Perinbaum. by the chorus and Orchestra cal
work exchange last summer.
—suggested
that
a
reciprocal
ar—spent
$100 for Dixie cups
— learned from Professor Rosevear
rangement be made with the
that the orchestra is taking shape Varsity Graduate to invite ^sub- drinks at Pep Rallies and T
scriptions from
staff
members,
and from Professor Johnston that —listened
to a 17-item U. of T. drinks $150.
the chorus is of good quality.
; estimated revenue f. 6a
— failed to applaud a Blue and Symphony Orchestra and Chorus Dances
got
letters,
White budget profit of a possible budget of $1,275 which included ——adjou
at 9 for eofte
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four "nil" items.
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—turneds— indrysurpris
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Di Hallamore, Engineering rep,
(Continued from Page 1)
said
Hungary
was
being
chosen
ahe said, "we'll eJl have to vote for
spent more the
thanHost
$7,000.Commit
other nations where stu- ——discovered
But I don't think we should mong all
dents were fighting for freedom, reception, attended
by 150 peopie
voteGraduate
on it." rep Gerry Case, in his because Hungary happened to be ports.
maiden speech to the council, said in the headlines.
—were
asked
by the Represent
lie thought student feeling was "Our support is not a policy was very successful,
ative totothe Men's Athletic Direc!
"prettyday'swell
expressed
in
Tueschange,'
Miss
Hallamore
said,
"It
torate
help control rowdiness
demonstration.
a kind Lister,
of gesture,"
Trinity rep, said football games,
"If we are making an error — is Bruce
an audience of one,
and I personally believe we are it was "deplorable that the SAC at——appreciated
not — we are making it in good should be hampered by constitu- welcomed four new reps.
ter. tional quibbling" on such a matfaith," Case said.
The SAC was reluctant to vote
on the issue purely because some
Joan Fidler, Vic rep, said it
memberscomingthought
meant. There
be- was too easy for some of us to sit Scholarships
involved in itpolitics.
were no speakers against the idea back andtoo domuchnothing.
"We^ over
are Given to 8
died.
of a fuss
of supporting the students who making
nothing. Miss Fidler felt the SAC Four graduate scholarships toThe council was assured by Al- was not becoming involved in tailing $6,000 were awarded
an Winnick, native of a presently- President Gord Forstner said: graduate students of the UniverThe students are from Korea,
occupied country, that the Hun- politics.
"Although on most occasions we sity.
Saskatch
Manitoba, and Togarian students had strong feel- should
follow the rule, there are ronto. ewan,
ings on the matter of support.
some occasions when it is better The awards were part o£
"I
know
how
they
would
vote,h
he said.
$12,000 search
in Union
ScholarshipsCarbide
awarded Re-to
to break it."
candidates
for
the
PHD
at McDrunk in Punkin
Gill and Toronto.
(Continued from Page 1)
gun to assume a concave attitude. D. W. Carment, of Melforf
tomorrow will eventually be part One staffer insisted today that Saskatchewan,
on self
he noted definite signs of mould perception andis working
of the great yesterday.
interaction
''So", he philosophically con- along Maxwell's mouth, (It is small groups of
psychiatric
however, that Maxcludes, "whoMaxwell
cares?" chooses to conceivable,
Whatever
well had simply neglected to butt patients. Chung Won Cho is in
his
cigarette.
do,
we
feel
that
he
will
do
it
brilliantly.
tion spectrum
physics,
workingoxygen.
on the absorpSomewell willhavenot suggested
Maxhold up that
too much
One thing, however, concerns
G. R. Cook of Morden, Manitoba,
us.
the strain. But whatstudying the political ideas of
Since he entered The Varsity longer everunder
his fate, his short-lived J.is W.
Dafoe on his second Union
atmosphere, his spirits seem to career was a memorable one.
Carbide
Fellowship. Donald Smitb,
haye shown a distinct sag. His Varsity parties, after all, can be
ofhabits
Toronto,
working lemming,
on the lifaa
small
arctic
once-sp'ringhtly features have beof theisrodent.
varying
pretty rugged "
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
FOR A

Intramural

Meet

TONIGHT

HART HOUSE POOL
Admission Free

8 :30 p.m.

Second
All University

CHURCH SERVICE
11.00 a.m.
Sunday, November

4th

The Great Hall, Hart House
Preacher
The Rev. Alexander Schmemann
SI. Vladimir's Orthodox Seminary a„d Academy
You are invited

SMART HAIRCUT
-The One That You Like Just below College
600 University
Avenue
In the Basement
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friiw
Open Monday
ONLY 85 cents
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SAC
Vote

Keeps
10

to

Barnes

To

Dire

ct

A

VR

Musk

7

For
$759
Move
After a one hour and ten minute debate last nieht rh„
gtudents' Administrate Council voted 10 to 7 to retain
Mn
finance
ton Barnes as musical director of the All-Varsity Revue
Barnes' position came up for a'iscussion wh
mmittee report explained that the part-time Conservator
and six
six Union
musmipnc inn..u
i
. lv»>urj
„tudent and
union musicians
would have
to,0 "be
be nnpaid a
kept.
was
he
if
of $759
totalThere
were four abstentions in the Council vote
.Alternative— as proposed in an amendment tohave
'thetoFinbe
ance
as Three
to hire union
Barms'musicians
assistant,would
Carl Morey «
musicalreport-w
director.
appointed.
in the
$250 were
alternativRainbow
thisFinian's
Cost pitfor for
e would-beif Morey
Ten members addressed the SAC during the debate. AVE
producer Liz Hoyles presented the production staffs reasons
b
for wishing to employ Milton Bar
Al Reesor (music) moved the — nes.
amendment to the Finance Com-VR. IfandtheyLiz are
Hoyles
to
run
the
Anot doing a good
f mittee report. He said Morey was job we should fire
them. If they
an "extremely experienced con- -re doing
a good job we should
> ductor". Morey. he said, has work- listen to their
judgme
ed at the Conservatory, with Boyd SAC vice-president nt."
Flo Middle' Neel. as a rehearsal conductor for ton
— Feeley
student productions
Heinz Linger, in "Ama.hl and the "shouldsaid
have
as
Night Visitors"
with the Con- possible. She saidfewsix outside
union rsmenas
servatory OperaandCompany.
Reesor said Milton Barnes was would not make a good orchestra.
an employee of the Avenue The- "The ingunion men we would be hirare just musicians who are ■x^i
atre and would probably not be
ojciuqiives dun„9 last nighl,s SAC meeting er tells them that the AVR
work now."
ableAVR.
to devote sufficient time to outLizof Hoyles.
liste" as President. Gord F'orstn
Questioned bv Elaine ReDreSentativP<;
the
(UC rep) said all trie union
Neither Barnes nor Morey at- Sossin,
musicians are not professional
tended the meeting.
men. "They will probably be stuLiz ence,
Hoyles
said
Barnes'
experidents who are also union memparticularly in front of auNFCUS
gamble"
INSURANCE
diences, exceeds Morey's. Miss Barnes had appealed
to the TorHoyles felt an artistically success- bers."
ful All-Varsity Revue was "more him to onto Musicians Union to allow
work for the AVR
important
ma'king
the customary six union without
BRINGS
Speakers than
men in
supporti
ng the$100."
OBJECTION
cheaper
alternative (hiring Morey) sug- the pit. Three men are required
A
national
of low-cost life In Toronto, some promotional verted" to ordinary life with a
in
the
orchestr
gested no assistant musical direc- House production.a for every Hart insurance for plan
Canadian university material for the NFC US- endorsed cash payment.
tor. The debate centred
is meeting opposition.
sary.
plan has been distributed.
whether two experiencedaround
Miss Hoyles said Morey was students
men
If a policy
holdei is permanently
The plan gives term insurance McMaster has approached the disabled
his coverage
continues m
were worth the extra expense.
perfectly
satisfied
with
the
assistto students-at $3,50 per $1,000, with Canadian Premier Life Insurance force without
SAC President Gordon Forstner
any further preant
director's
job.
He
might
have
a
minimum
of
$5,000
coverage.
Co..
sponsors
of
the
plan,
to
ask
said "On this vast indifferent taken the full directorship but At the University of British for possible endowment and
mium payments, for life jf necescampus, the only way to sell a felt he would rather work under Columbia. National Federation of twenty-year life policies. They
show is to have a very good
have
had
no
reply
yet.
Barnes,
she
said.
Steve
Freedhoff,
show Finance Commissioner,
The principle
having theby
University students camindeed."
insurance
plan wasof approved
did not Canadian
pus chairman has denied recog- The plan offers 10-year term the
Lengthiest speaker during the move the adoption of his own re1955
NFCUS
conference
in
insurance,
or
to
age
35,
which
of the plan because it's
debate was Geoffrey Johnston,
moved by John Dube. 'not ournitiontype'.
Edmonton. Far months arrangeKnox College representative and Extraport. Itwasallowances
contained in McMaster NFCUS committee ever is shorter. At the end of
former director of the Bob Revue. the report passed last night do not members have adopted a 'wait the term period, or before if most.
were beinghasmade*
motional mentsliterature
gone toProall ■
"College shows should not be necessarily enlarge the AVR's to- and see' attitude.
campuses, been distributed on.
requested,
the
policy
can
be
conprimarily interested in aesTTretics,"
tal budget. Extra expenses will
W. Johnston
probably be picked up by shaving
"They
Deadline for enrolment in the
make men out said.
of boys." are to other items.
plan
this year is March 31. 1957.
Johnston said he did not think
vNot Our Type- UBC
First-year students can enrol next
college shows should be bad. "they
Vancouver
(CUP)
—
NFCUS
year
to
31, 1957.
should be as good
"We
intend
to
be
masters
of
our
as
student
s can Air Man, Industry chairman Stan Beck has denied own house and when we consider miss the Dec.
deadline
can Those
sneak vhoin,
make them."
University
of
British
Columbia
rean
action
by
the
national
exepaying
NFCUS'
special
rates with
but
Seminar On CBL
"It is a question of whether we
enrolling
in regular fashion
company.
cognition of a life insurance plan
cutive to be ill-advised we are the
should
have a good show with a
certainly
not
bound
to
accept
it
which he terms 'not our type'.
last week's atMan
™"_Wh
is a studen' not-so
backed by NFCUS and and recommend it to our stud- Coverage up to $10,000 for studtec
only -good
in a andA report
hni .° sens
Industryon roundtable
the runTheby plan,
show cal
a small Winnipeg company,
with a e man who is fully
ents," he said.
University will be aired on Canadian
:
ents 35 and
underexamination
will be isfiied
Premier Life Insurance
student?
CBL tonight at 9 p.m.
without
medical
on
He has submitted an alternative campuses
Company,
is
'the
worst
type
UBC
Some
assessment
will
be
atwhere more than 50 per
,.Ba'nes
plan, unendorsed by local oba part-time student at
students
could
buy'.
Beck
said.
t
e
m
p
t
e
d
o
f
the
five-day
pro»e
Royal isConservat
ory of Music,
He also implied the plan was advisers for
servers, toapproval.
'impartial' insurance cent of students enrol in the plan.
which now has a year
morey ,s an undergrad
uate the round ject,research
project on the throats
being shoved
downproper
the 'students'
The insuring company is a
f aculty of Music. Barnesin has
way.
without
consultA
brochure
promoting the plan
ation.
ranted in a number of profeswas ready for distribution at UBC young, small Winnipeg concern
,onal Productions, has had his
registration in September, but was Some campus committees have
own compositions played on the
kept from the students until UBC moved to investigate its tinancial
,„7.i ' ?nti has worked extensively
rejoined the National Federation. | status.
Two-Thirds Women
Single
I K direclor Curt Reis
I Johnslon
said "We hired Curt
In Science, Engineering Jobs
BLUE and WHITE
McMaster Asks
Sci- cent are widowed or divorced,
Two-thirds of women
ence and Engineering have In the age group from 21 to
Toronto Students
stayed single, Department of . 31, there are more women emLabor report says.
for Friday Seminar
The report shows that only ployed than men.
FOOTBALL
of the total em- Avoid That Jargon
Toronto students are in demand two percent
fields are women.
a seven-college seminar Fri- Of these,ployed in these
23 per cent are biolonight at McMaster University.
gists, 12 per cent specialize in BeFutureBrief - MD
DANCE
women doctors were
geography,
and eight
cent
Week!*em'nai''
rm
along
with
a
in mathematics.
In thepertwelve
win,h Car
„ letexchange
at McMaster
avoid
technical
jargon
w"
urged
to
College.
Ottawa
a"d Buckneonn University. Pen- other fields represented, women and use short words Tuesday
represent from four to less than night.
Educat"„a„. U °n ,Frata and one per cent of the total em- Dr. William Boyd told the
This Saturday
Undergraduate 5
Canadians employ 86 per cent Medical Women's
%
Wes'|UdentS r'om University of ployed.
Initiation banquet
leB Ontario, Waterloo Col- of all women scientists and en- Association's
•
that
clarity
is
the
most
impor•
g
i
n
e
r
s
.
O
f
these,
16
per
cent
lege an<t 0ntai'io Agricultural Col- graduated from universities in
tant thing they could aim for.
The n'ere
3lso runs
inv»edfromthis 7.30
week.to British Columbia, 14 per cent He said they should be educated • Tickets $2.50 In The SAC Office #
8.30
scuss>on
concepts more than in facts.
from McGill. and 11 from Toron- inLady
Banting introduced Dr. •
•
to and the University of Saskat- Boyd, Honorary
ry^'n™1
Ger- chewan.
' "ellemerMMrs
MWUA president
asked Chairman
those interestDr.
Janet
Ross helped welcome • HART HOUSE
9
p.m.
#
65
per
cent
of
all
women
scien1o hii°'.ne
to
speak
todayto "amilton
or hand in their
tists and engineers
are single, new students and say goodbye to
'Mi
a third are married
and two per graduates.
ill'
I
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a

near miss
Admin-g
Student
the ng
margin,
By a very
thes' laughin
becomi
Council missed
istrative narrow
stock of this campus last night.
Because one member had the intelligence to rephrase amotion at a crucial time in its debate, the
council decided to vote on support of Hungarian stu-dents.
That member was forced to parliamentary angling because several others felt it was not the place
of the council to represent the campus on a motion
so political as support of the Hungarians.
conThe motion as it was presented— both times—
tained no hint of politics. Bitter arguments are still
raging, many of Jhem in the letters to this paper,
about whether the students who fought were opposing Russian colonialism or communism itself.
be
That argument will in all probability never
answered. At least it will remain in doubt until .the
new government has taken over complete control of
Hungary.
Meanwhile, it is unimportant.
The fact is the Hungarians were fighting to overthrow Russian tyranny that is responsible for most of
the troubles that face us today. They were fighting
against oppression, and for freedom, and a great
many of them died in that fight.
The students of this university have already demonstrated thier feelings about Hungary. In all the
letters — and there have been a few — criticising that
demonstration's form, there was not one that said
the demonstrators were misrepresenting the feelings
of the entire student body.
And yet our students' council almost refused to
join- in.
This is the group who claimed two weeks ago
they did not have to refer a basic policy decision to
either individual colleges and faculties, or individual
students.
They chose wisely last night.
insult
Apparently there has been some misunderstanding of yesterday's editorial. One paragraph— the one
that tossed off The Telegram's failure to comment
significantly on the Middle East situation — has been
interpreted in some circles as an insult to Toronto
Jews.
It was not intended as one. The Varsity has been
accused in the past of a lot of mistakes. Racial comment was not one of them.
So long as the present editor is in charge of this
paper' no racial or religious insult will creep into its
pages. It is our hope and desire that no one will ever
be insulted for his origins or his beliefs in the columns
of this paper.
The paragraph that caused the comment was intended to criticize The Telegram— a paper we hold
in the highest regard— to live up to its editorial responsibility.
The situation in the Middle East today has a great
many people in a state of nervous tension. There are
certain truths that must be faced. There are other
truths which are not apparent now and may not be
for some time.
criticism was of a newspaper's refusal to
try Our
to assess what truths it could discern and to
strive to find more.
If any persons on this campus were insulted, we
are sincerely sorry. What bore no evil implications to
us may have to them.
The point of yesterday's editorial was that we
were looking for leadership.
We still are.
The

Varsity
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IN DEFENCE OF REASON
do have in mind that
I must confess my failure to iscalled:
requested to write a book myPlease
attitude here is not one
ever imagine that The Varsity
against Christianity but against
would eventually go evangelizThe All Fully
New '57Automatic.
Sentence
loose reason. I don't see that
ing. Which is the case, unless Mr.
Structure
Mr. Austin's article can appeal
J. Normanby Austin's
credo'of bea
followed
the reports
3)
I
quote:
"Did
it
take
a
madman
to
demand
and
exhibit
toChrist
any fanatic.
but a moron or a proJew, a Mahometan, a Buddhist,
a Shintoist, a Parsee and an such
Greatly.a perfection?" No, it cerMostly yours,
tainly didn't take, But it helped.
Atheist,
But I amWhich
writingI don't
not inexpect.
defence
P.S.
If
anyone
cares
for
Themis
Papaioannau
Besides, may I suggest that
of any religion, denomination,
creed or unbelief, since any. the only real reason Mr. Austin more detailed discussion on the
such attempt would likely be
subject Ito suggest
G. B.andShaw:the
is because Chris- Preface
"Androcles
futile under the present state is a Christian
when hetianityhadwas imposed
no say. upon him Lion77, B. Russell's Skeptical EsofI peoples'
minds. in defence of
says, or any text on logic.
am writing
reason which is the thing most
abused in human history since
CRUX OF THE MATTER
thinking was invented.
matter.
It appears
the letters
I hold peathat
every
article
appearing inThefromVarsity
under apthe that the writer of these is not
ring in a University paper
should be of a quality slightly head "Wby I'm Not a Christian", aware of the real crux of the
higher — the emphasis on highTo be a Christian, one
HUMANIST ANSWER
er rather than on slightly —
than the sermons administered
Aftering reading the article in
by reformed and unreformed
was
drunkards in Yonge street cor- in Monday's Varsity, titled "Why not only believe thatone Christ
must also
ners on Sunday afternoons.
the Redeemer, but
Iobligation
am a Christian",
I
felt
a
moral
as a Humanist
re- give his life to the performance
And for clarity's sake, I point
fute this position.
I am tosorry
out some of the logical blundWill. As Christ said
I haven't room in a letter of God's
ers Mr. Austin proudly commits that
to offer much of our alternate "Not my Will, but Thine" and
in his article.
1) Mr. Austin believes in the position.
preci°uS
to the Cross. Our however,
Granted, Christ probably did went will
existence of Jesus because of
exists,
still
free
exist;
we
have
the
biblical
rethe great number of books writcords to indicate this. The aver- butYouonly
may asaskthe freedom »'
ten on the subject. So the
age Humanist considers Christ choose God's Will or our owncredulity of the believers is con- his time.
sidered a good proof of the to be a great moral teacher, for will?" It is not merely our must
actuality of the story.
As to claiming to be the Son consciences as the reaction
2) I who
quote:would
"Theredareareto 'few
God, occasions,
didn't heallregard,
people
call of
people onas conscience varies with our. oV"1
vfl^
sons of God.
Socrates a madman or Con- several
ngs. God's wiU
ious upbringi
fucius, and yet they feel that
outlined
by
Christ
and
the
Pr^
far asonI can
Christin had
Jesus was probably slightly un- noAseffect
the see.
world
the phets and is quite "what's
clearly God's
balanced "village lad". Anyone
2000 years. Christianity, forth
every in the Bible. It is nea .
who can make something for last
however,
has
had
a
tremendous
Mr. Austin's cause out of this effect, both good and bad. But i.e.
as thyself.
Love up
God inanda word,
thy neii^ov
hasn't Buddism and Moslem had summed
a great effect
also?
As
to
ChrisBLUENOSES OK
tianity, how many
were
This situation does not » ^
taken in the name oflives
the blood
What do you take Maritimers of
the
Lamb,
to
prevent
the
for? First, if there is no univer- spread
and priest
in acc1maSiS
God's
Will.
(P.B.S.)
his own
of Heresy? Today's heresy with
man except
sity -in P.E.I., there is always
tomorrows Orthodoxy.
servations
are
quite
&cC £$e
St. Dunstan's College in Char- is Might
The
anonymous
engineer~
I beg people of like
lottetown. Secondly, why can't
the students of M.U.N. (Memor- mind togencemyself,
intelliwhose
However,
I would like
for communion
withto Sg^
d by ing
ial University
of Newfoundland) Orthodoxy hasto been
attend insulte
throw
a service
their hat
of what we are all individuals s ^.
in the ring? the 1st. Unitaria
n
Congreg
. These
collegians
, renowned for 175 St. Clair Ave. next ation opposed to union or integ
their deeds
of desperation
Sunday. with God). Since we are alGQi'i
and
derringdo will probably
send the 2nd joinligious
in a liberals.
fellowship, of re- tinct entities trying to d° $e
hat
wrapped.
plus Joey Smallwod gift
grace.i-e' ***
Will aandmeans
oftenof fail,
E. R. Nosnibor need
Christ is the means to &TJ*C i<}n a
j. .
A. Henyngrciioker.. 1 1 ■ M " '■ k i t t U SPS.
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Yesterday the University of
Tamarack
Toront
o Presses rolled off the
first issue of a new Canadian
literary quarterly, The Tamarack
Review. 100 pages in length, and
sporting an unpretentious red,
black, and white cover design
by Royw Raebur
The Tamara
ck
Revie
is then,result
of much
hard work on the part of its
Editorial Board, Kihiar
Millar MacLure, Ivone Dobbs,
Owen.
William Toye. Robert Weaver
and Anne Wilkinson, and the
contributions of interested supporters.

Maureen Forrester has been singing
'OlltraltO
Charms1
professionally since
a recent article in Macleans- Magazine (get
S1953.sheAccording
has neverto had
a bad revzew. Rising from the ashes of
J„ accusation in her teens that she was "a terrible singer' she
* s recently
a contract
with Walter
ColumbiawithArtists,
Sform
undersigned
the baton
of Bruno
the Ne\and'Vw
philharmonic orchestra next year. It all sounds too good to be
11 U As a consequence of
n byandWalter
she
provincial
of suburban
stages acclamatio
the recent
will likely disappear from her
Ontario community centres and collegiate auditoriums If she
is 'lucky* she will enter (some say she already has) the maeic
circle of young Canadian artists like Glenn Gould and Lois
Marshall
who have made themselves international reputations
In Toronto, we see and hear these people
less as their
^
grow, indeed, it has all happened to Maureen Forresterreputation
Montrealer) so quickly that some of us have not seen (aor native
heard
jjer at all, or if we have, it was only when she was singing- the
Review's
"set
contralto part along with other soloists in the Passion or the ourThe faith
finallyEditors
not have
on comm
i
t
e
s
o
r
currency,
Messiah.
but
on
Her last Heder concert in the Toronto environs was given creative individual. It is him the
we
Monday evening on the Etobicoke Concerts series.
house cultivate, him we commend to
heard her raise the dome of heaven with her powerfulA full
voice and your attention." Tamarack is
r00rn - embracing warmth. Her programme was varied
at 39 Charles Street
and published
included the young Norwegian composer
West, Toronto,
A.
Dorumsga
ard
Bach, J. Loehher, and J. W. Franck for the first part. These PwereE single copy, $3.50andpercosts,year.$1.00 a
sung with a steady competence and poise,!
barring one or two uneven moments in Franck 's J " *
[
"praise God."
The gem of the evening was Schumann's
"Frauenliebe und Leben." It seems to me Miss
Forrester has mastered this lieder cycle, or
perhaps it would be more accurate to say that
she and her accompanist, John Newmarck have
mastered it; seldom have two artists achieved
such right balance, where pianp answers voice
and voice piano. Whether Mr. Newmarck's habit
Tamm
of silently forming the words of the lieder with
his lips as he accompanies her is the key to
I don't
their rapport,
gether ismemorable
. know; their creation toRmav
Next on the programme came Benjamin
Britten's
of Lullabies" composer
and a group
songs by "Charm
the contemporary
Celiusof
Deugherty. The compositions here offered by
both these composers are light and uneven.
Miss Forrester gave each an earnest and sincere
rendition, but this part of the programme
seemed spotty. Part of the unevenness is always
obliterated by the mellow manner and deep
quality Miss Forrester managers to get into the
final notes of most of her bit pieces.
My interest in the program revived with a
leap when she sang Dvorak's "Zigeiinermelodien."
Once more the walls rang and a potentially
powerful contralto voice was heard. I don't
feel that all the shadings- and nuances have
workedhope
into sheMisshasForrest's
voice into
as yet;
1been
fervently
not climbed
the
big league too soon.
P.S. Torontonians will get another chance
to hear her on the radio in early December when
she sings the Brahms Alto Rhapsody with the
CBC Symphony Orchestra.
Ruby Cook.
homemade
handicraft
Some of the homeless art of the twentieth
century is on show in the Hart House gallery.
Jhere are stained glass
any
churches, icons Without windows without
or magical
Purposes, decorations divorcedreligious
from
their
teepees,
™>r pots, their articles of furniture, their roof
ves. and their peasant costumes.
Clay, embroidery, mosaic, welded metal ena™s, stained glass, wood and textiles— all are
■me honoured media in the "Decorative Arts"
'* l new one, painted linoleum, that manages
Th 8Ven
nandicraftsy
than bythethree
others),
stainedm0reglass
windows are
Toontor artists:
Yvonne Williams, Gustave Weisman,
en Simon. These windows, still bearing and
reesentations of Christ
as tokens of bygone
elD°SfS ue disPlayed before us (with the
lehff black construction paper and electric
orm'a
the glory
gl0ry of°' the
colour
and nottnetheg10^'
I ^ the
artist,
gloryof
-er/t
'and
some
of
the
colours
and
form
n t so glorious at that).
ureTt™ a'e linoleum wal1 plaques by Karl and
r f , Rix. 'hat have all the adorable charm
■y tales and folk myths. But these aren't
esifinslryaretaJesanachronisms
or myths andwith
the no
simple
peasantto
relation
"ons e^nt comP'ex world. They are fine deeoraomel Wlth "° le£itimate place to decorate.
ramies3, f01" Similar reas0ns ai"e Sybil de Nagy's
I"athe
of E. B. sake.
Cox weMr.findCoxagain
tion SCU1Pture
for decoration's
has
nej
fomenting
recently
by
means of welded
<t sim
si] ,metal with the arrangements
of lines
' Hi 'L C0l0Ured forms. Some of the results
,de j ng.Dut the experiments would be better
bqu " Daint. Cox's sculptures, even the wall
ectat' -&re VCry much at the mercy of the
ai lh"'' °nIv one or artwo
view points
will re-a.
angement, the. sculptor,
intended;

tamarack
maureen forrester
ninette de vaEois
decorative arts

Ballet
Queen
On Tuesday night, Toronto was honoured with the appearance
of Dame Ninette de Valois, founder and director of the Sadler's
Wells Ballet. Introduced by
Franca, she was called "the
greatest lady of the British Celia
theatre . . . creator of the Ballet
England."
in
Renaissance
Miss Franca then gave a background
organization.
Some 30 years ago the British public was ofof thethemind
that the
English were not a dancing race, Ninette de Valois, who was
part
of the strong English contingent existing in Diaghilev's Russian
Ballet, knew better. She set out to prove that the English could
dance and she started a ballet company which did not requirt
its dancers to assume foreign names. Through
years of hard work, Madame's company progressed from the Old Vic Theatre under tho
auspices of Lillian Bayliss to the Sadler's Wella
Theatre. From there during the war the company moved to the New Theatre in the heaii
of the West End of London. Finally after the
war The Sadler's Wells Ballet was granted
government subsidy and their home became the
Royal Opera House.
In the meantime de Valois had formed a
sister company called the Sadler's Wells Theatre
Ballet and also the Sadler's Wells Opera Bailer.
These companies toured constantly at home ami
abroad and gradually Madame was able to fill
her companies with dancers trained in her own
school in the style which she required. In other
words, through the work of Ninette de Valois
the Sadler's Wells oranization is now completely
self-sufficient— a big triumph for the British
Madame's talk was divided into three sections
—the social position of ballet, its cultural position, and its professional position, completing
Ballet."
her
discussion with an outline of The Sadler'n
Wells Ballet. Ballet's true social position, she
felt, could only be realized if it became an inthe education
of everyclassic
child. and
Sht>
stated tegral
thatpart ofballet
was a universal
that every step in the dances has a Western
European background.
Its cultural position, she explained, was its
place in the theatre world along with the other
arts of drama, music, opera, etc. Each can
stand alone but does incorporate into itself all
arts in subordinate positions. In ballet, drama
is used in the choreography and this statement
led to an explanation of this aspect of ballet
and the idea that "the subject doesn't matter,
only
the inchoreography."
is onlystillnowaccents
being
realized
England whileThisRussia
spectacular and lacks strong choreography.
she spoke
BalletFinally
Company.
At the ofagetheof Sadler's
10-12 a Wellti
child
enters the first of its training years and IB
accepted after one year's trial if he or she seem*!
up to par. At 16 they pass to the Upper School
and into Theatre Class B. Here, as before, ballet
(app.
a
native
Indian
name
in
Canada)
a.
prop.,
is
combined With academic work and soon they
Tamarack The American Larch (Larix americana); also, the advance
to Theatre Class A where life becomes
timber of this tree. b. Also, applied to the Black or Ridge-pole Pine more exciting, for the young dancer now fills in
(Pinus murrayana) of dry inland regions of western N. America, as an extra in the different companies. Thus
and app. sometimes to the Scrab Pine of the coast. (Shorter Oxford they are nearly finished their formal training
English Dictionary)
and graduate with a diploma from the RoyaJ
Academy Exams. Dawn Clark Egan.
movement by the observer will reduce the work
to chaos.
The futility that pervares the whole exhibit
is presentjustifiedinby function
Mr. Cox's
work — decoration
unor purpose
understand this justification
of .Scandinavians
decoration. A
good piece of Jensen silver is worth a hundred
ofsculptures
Mr. Cox'sin works.
One ofis the
pleasing
the gallery
an most
old American
farm cradle included only to display some of
Elizabeth's Hoey's fabrics.
The very idea of an exhibit of "Decorative
Art" is foreign to the true position of the decorative arts. These arts should be part of everyday life growing out of it and increasing our
pleasure in it, subservient to our daily affairs
and not admired solely for their intrinsic worth
(which is not very great anyway in Toronto,
to judge
by this exhibit).
Craftsmanship
is of old, one of the strengths
of the decorative arts. There is good craftsmanship in the Rix wall plaques and in Miss Hoey's
fabrics, very little in Cox's sculpture or Sybil de
Nagy's ceramics. Miss de Nagy carries the
primitive spirit of the exhibit so far in her
tile mosaic that it's positively crude.
cannottrulyaccuse
Elizabeth
Hoey'sare fabrics
not Ibeing
decorative
art. They
certainlyof
functional, just not very decorative.
A great deal of care has been taken with
the general arrangement of the exhibit, which
is interesting and attractive. The whole exhibit
Gustav
Weisman
adjusts
stained
window exhibited
created byinhimself, Yvonne
Williams
and theEllen
Simonglasscurrently
the
is in fact interesting and attractive, and colour- Decorative
Arts Display in the Hart House Gallery this week. Exhibit
ful,,
striking,
amusing,
charming
and
decorative,
includes the
works
of
Maria
d'Nagey,
Karl
and
Laurteta
Rix
and
but it is also meaningless and distressing, art Elizabeth
Hoey as well. ,
.without purpose. off- place.
Janet MaeDonaid. J
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"Censure
Defeated

Campus

Army

Rumor That
A Canadian Army staff officer
yesterday denied rumors that recruiting for his service on campus
has fallen drastically below last
year.
When asked, campus officers of
the terNavy
in the and
air. RCAF left the matWord was that all tliree services
had suffered, Some figures quoted
placed applications from first year
for the Navy and Army at slightly
over 25 each about one-third of
last year's applications and about
50
quota.per cent of each service's
Enlistment in the Canadian Officer's Training Corps is keeping
pace with last year, Major D. H.
Gunter of the Canadian Army

Officer

Squelches

Recruiting Is ties.Down
listment of Artsmen is low com,said.
Regular
Training"The
Plan has
twice asOfficer's
many
p
a
r
e
d
t
o students of other faculapplicants as last year," he said.
He promised figures by the end "We find that Artsmen are
of the week, when recruitment generally good, all-round cadet
had been cleared by the Com- and we'd like to see more of them
manding Officer.
air force."
Hethe agreed
with Lieut. D. H.
"There is no reason why ap- inSmith
the University Naval
plications should be down. We Trainingof Division
students
give more in benefits than we should examine all that
before enlisting^ three services
demand."
Trouble in the Middle East and Maj. Gunter said that the COTC
the Suez crisis over the summer didn't
interfere with studies.
may have kept some recruits out
parade
of the services, the rumor went. Cadets
anyone
feels
his once
year ais week.
in danger,"If
They did not want to be first in he is perfectly
free to resign.
There is no objectionable small
apy war.
Squadron leader A. L. Jewett of print to hold anyone against his
the RCAF was surprised that en-

Varsity" Move
17 3Gzowski
byassured
SAC
the
the facts as he had received
from
people
concerned
with
d
defeateto
nightmotion
nsored
UC-spolast
17-3Thea SAC
An {attempt
to avoidcorrectly"6
story
were printed
comine«
censure The Varsity.
The motion '— proposed by a vote on the motion wqs title0
Steve Freedhoff,
missioner and UC Finance
rep. — Comwas rowly squetohed.
Varsity'sof coverThe
by
inspired
age
of
the
"election"
Jerry
Caldwell, fictitious character, as What's 15 Days
first year president of UC.
"It was irresponsible reporting-," Freedhoff said, "and I Puzz
The les
questionSAC
of how long 1think
should— censure
it." by days is intended to mean almj)
The wedebate
criticized
Administr
several members for its low level scuttled the Students'
meeting last
night
— mostly concerned the weight tiveTheCouncil
phrase is used in the SAC
of a censure motion.
constitution. It is the peri0t(
It was pointed out that in the
must wait
betweenion^]
"h"
past editors have resigned over member
first notice
of constitut
motions of censure. "Very well," amendment and the actual passing
Pete Gzowski said, "I'll resign Gerry Helleiner started the c
if Gzowski
it's passed."
attempted to justify bate
he asked
that thein i0gr
of hiswhen
position
be changed
"distortion" of the story by days
from NFCUS chairman to
falling back on "the newspaper- National
chairman,notice on
HelleinerAffairs
filed written
man's right to make his own Monday.
decision
some totimes."
"If I tried
contact everyone A ruling of the chair decided
who knew every fact about every that
first notice meant the first
story we print," he said, "there time the amendment was read to
and Helleiner will have
would be very few Varsities." toa meeting
wait for two meeting to have
Freedhoff 's motion had said
The Varsity was making news
by twisting- the facts as they it SAC
passed.meetings are 14 days apart
had been given.

swriteourreaderswrU^
ourreaderswriteourreaderwill."
Show We

Know,

Don't Tell Them
I write in answer to your
editorial of the 30th, concerning
demonstration for the Hungarian
students. The editorial showed, in
its attempt at an idealistic expression of sympathy, a tragic lack of
clear vision and practical thinking.
High-flown tributes to the desperate people of Hungary are of secondary importance, to merely
say that we are grateful is to
fall appallingly short of the obligation that our own too-easily
regarded freedom commands us
to take up. These people are
waging a material, starkly physical struggle. Do we think we can
crush Tyranny by expressions of
sympathy? "Maybe we should collect many"!
Good Lord, is there any doubt
of it? We should do all in bur
power to fan this flame of liberty
into a blaze which shall sweep
before it all the traces of the
Communists'
human rights. hideous denials of
No, "the Hungarians do not go
to war for a piece of bread". And
now they are fighting for their
lives, and for a way of life that
we take for granted because no
one has ever wrested it from us.
Let us show them — not tell
them — that we know it,
Paul R, Van Loan,

MORE

ON

HUNGARY

Rioters Just Wanted
Their Own
80% of the students in Hungarian
gram of the students of Budapest universities
The whole riot was spontaneous;
are of worker or.
without preparation. It developed is ample proof of this.
step by step and often showed The fact that they demanded peasant origin; most of the rest
signs of headlessness. At first free elections, and that the Hun- are from the lower middle classes
the struggling masses
had no weagarian
off their
only the exception is- of
munistsoldiers
insigniastoreasking
that comthey and
bourgeois, or ex-higher class,
streamspons: forofweapons
blood. they substituted
free of that
them has
in thefuture — origin. The demonstration belongs
subsequently
(The rioters did not demand abe request
the people. The army is also
anything which would not have been granted — clearly shows tocalled
People's aArmy,
been democratic.) They demanded that the movement was not only not? Ittheis without
doubt istheit
but anti-communistic people who ran out into the
nothing that had not already been democratic
granted them in the peace treaty as well.
streets barehanded against tanks
of 1946. and that had not already That the movement Kvas a spon- and machine guns. Yes: Hungarbeen guaranteed them by the
taneous reaction of the whole
ians,
them; you
you can
them.Yau'canButlikeperhaps
can
Western Powers. The lfi point pro- people can also be demonstrated. hate
envy them too.
Congratulations to The Varsity
Letter Dangerous and Incorrect for its fearless presentation- of
a
subject so important to every
ed
a
government
based
on
the
Mr. Goodman! Open your eyes!
Some people realize the far- principles of Western nations. Re- student on the campus.
reaching implications of HunR. Keyserlingk
peatedly throughout their history
Graduate
History
gary's struggle
for themselves
freedom, andin the Magyars have sought, and ofare willing
to give
Few
Communists
ten
fought
for.
free
democratic
the fight for it. Your sterile call
for unemotional reaction to this government. After the last few
situation reveals only your own day's events, can Mrs. Shoemaker Among Rebels
emotional poverty and blindness. possibly believe that the Hun- In her letter (Oct. 30) Diana
will continue to Shoemaker claims that the HunAs for Mrs. Shoemaker's letter. live bygariana peoplesystem,
which has
garians are fighting against the
It is not leading
onlybut incorrect.
dangerous Obviously
and mis- brought them such misery?
To Russians, but not at all against
thinking.
Communism.
I do not see which
she has not seen much of the do so is to engage in illogical
report from Hungary can cause
accumulated evidence, because reA Free Estonian such wishful thinking. Hungarian
peatedly the rebels have demand-

-CLASSIFIED ADSTrying On Dresses Can Be Fun
TYPEWRITERS
ON THE CAMPUS
Special student rates. All regular Double room and board. $15.00 a It's informal
and easy
and friendly
knows the
kind atof Helmar's.
dress that Ourkeepsyoung
a co-ed
happy. staff
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and week. Laundry optional. 5 minute
Drop in and meet us any time between lectures.
walk. Please contact Mrs. Petcoff.
sold
on
terms.
Also
for
supplies,
repairs and service. Phone RI. 252 Brunswick LOST
Ave., WA. 3-2005.
1843 anytime.
HELM AR
Book
"John
Milton",
author
Ken60% DISCOUNT 111
46 ST. GEORGE
WA. 1-5978
neth Muir, in the bookstore, on
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of:
October
23. Please reTIME — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25; — Tuesday,
t
u
r
n
t
o
SAC
office.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00,
JAZZ COMBO
Students: order now, pay later.
COMING
NOV. 12-18
ADAMS AGENCY, WA. 2-1233 or 14-6); available for parties, wedRU. 1-4249. Any periodical.
dings, etc. We like frats. Call Mike
at
BE.
33756
after
6
p.m.
TYPEWRITERS
HELP WANTED
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
student interested ir
Any make, brand new typewriter. Second-year
16
mm.
projection.
Regular, part'
(Rental refunded if you buy) time. Apply Mr. Tilbe.
Royal On.
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- tario
Mission in The University
Museum.
ing machines. Humber Typewriter
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
HSAVE PER YEAR!!
TIME — $3.25 < reg. $6.50); LIFE
LOST
ILBlue Top-Coat in last week. Name — $4.25 (reg. LU$7.50);
STRATED — $4.00 SPORTS
(reg. $C.OO);
on
label
inside
John
H.
Lindsay
16
months
READER'S
DIGEST
Jr.
Pleaseasked,
call i WA. 2-5129. No $2.00 (reg. $4.00). Call Harvey— |
| THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE
questions
HabeflyOR. 1802., |

youth is asking for free elections,
but up to now,have
free been
electionsincom-and
Communism
patible. Miss Shoemaker points
out that the Hungarians have not
known the Democratic system, and
therefore should prefer National
Communism. May I point out that
the Hungarians have known
National
Communism
than Democratic
system."even less
I do not pretend that National
Communism has been installed
and has
Rui'
sian
help.survived
There only
may with
he some
"National Communists" among
the
To pretenJi'
none.freedom
that
they havefighers.
the majority,
at least as dangerous and mis-,
leading as to say that there art

II S.P.&
R. TaageperaLooks
UWOStolen
Majorette
For
Chapeau
A co-ed from London is
looking for the hat a ToronJ
weekend.
student snatched from her ^
Barbara Ontario
Mark, drum
a University
Western
maJ1 '
had her majorette's cap
while at a tea-dance after
agame.
Toronto
said "the culprit »
She student."
She appealed to The VaiWjjL
find
her hat and return ^*
it. ^
fice.
questions asked, to the SAt"
(ENGLISH
CARI ZWSALESDE*^,
^ J
AUTHOR
.AUSTIN
.AND
Electric<lT sliD'«
sh Auto
IVICKBriti
I REAR OF 407 HURON »;!
(3B Yards-South of Bloor, »■ - j
take*
for all occasions
at S
FLOWER
BUY
"
PARK PLAZA FL0R
NUE BOA"
10\0°iAVEDISCOUNT
TO „
WA. 3-6361
University
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BLUES
Saturday

Win

CAN
Vital

For

Blues Can Move
Nearer
m.Brf
tiny
-J? VI
m.ere will be 120 mioutes
minutes of athem
thread
tomathematical
retain
slighteFor
st
»>Saturday possible chanceevenof the
on
or die football
makin
g the
Tfternoon in the Intercollegiate
playof
f,
they
have
to
defeat
the
tne
en0USn' a11 two Blues, and Queen's has to lose
TTnion and °myplayed
in the
football to he
n down in London Varof He- to Wester
sity or Tricolor wins, or .just
tames cdficerns the fate
a
gill's disappointing (to McGill) win by one of the two top teams,
pedmen. .
or even a tie game, would be
Larry Sullivan's tribe hangs to the final blow.
^activit
And y.that's
just McGill
this weeken
Should
trip d's
the
they would have to rely
POT Victorious onBlues,
-a
Varsit
y
win
in Kingst
November 10 (while
they onthem-on
were beating Western)
to
Clout PHE 8-4 get a selves
crack at the Yates Cup
Marv Larsen's girls from which has
_elude
them
for
the
d
p.O.T. blasted their way to vic- past 18 years.
tory yesterday, downing P.H.E. If the thread breaks this year,
8-4, in the softball semi-finals at McGill
chances for the next
the Stadium.
couple of seasons seem dim.
Carole Marshall, Jane Furness Sullivan
said the other day,
and Janice Halls, pounded out "We've spent
three years buildback - to - back homers, to give
ing
this
team,
and if we don't
p.O.T. an early 3-0 lead. On the
mound, Barbara Quinn displayed
a blazing fast ball, which kept
the P.H.E. hatters in check in
the first inning.
In the second inning, Marg UC Captures
Haines retired the side in order,
striking: out three P.O.T. batters.
The third inning provided most Varey Wins
ofteams
the game's
as both
strove excitement,
to break their
tie Bill Varey, showing a return
in the league standings. The to last year's- form, came home
ecstatic yelling of Pat Davis
in Tuesday's Uniencouraged the P.H.E. hitters to a tidy winner
versity Championship Harrier
chalk up two more runs. How- race in High
Park.
26
ever, Kay Baba remained un- other competitors toLeading
the tape,
perturbed and made a sensational catch of a difficult fly, which Varey, last year's Intercollegiate
champion, turned in the fast
helped
rally. break up the P.H.E. time
of 27:29 for the five mile
Can P.O.T. beat Vic 1, the course, with Jaan Roos (PreMeds)
and Bill Gelling (SPS)
former
the women's
softball champs
league ?of That
is the in second and third slots. For
question! To. discover the answer the second consecutive year, U.C.
come and experience the thrill captured the team title, with the
of a real battle, when the two squad of Bill Varey, Ron Toop,
teams meet at noon today, for Mike Berger and Bruce Hughes,
what promises to be the best turning in a low score of 19
game yet.
points. The first five finishers

KILL

On the

Redmen
winCrown
it this year, we'll have to
start tionall
over a again."
Graduawill take
heavy toll
from
the McGillmen
this
year.
Blues Ready
With the Blues, meanwhile, the
situation is the brightest it has
been all season. Little Al Wong,
who picked up an injured eye
in London, will likely sit out
the rest of the year. Other than
the onepint-sized
else is in topspeedster,
shape. everyOnce again, however, coach
Dalt White is faced with the
problem of choosing a starting
team for the McGill contest. So
far. he has failed to make a
wrong decision. Burt Kellock,
Dick Risk, Don Bagworth, Harry
Wilson, Al Wong and Larry
Joynt have all been brought into
action on the coaches' decision,
and each has played good football.
Harrier

McGILL

Title

In Fast Time
compriseteam,
the while
make-up
the
senior
the ofsecond
quintet will
compete
in
Intermediate ranks.
Both teams will see action
this weekend on the home course
on Saturday morning. The Blue
seniors take on Niagara University, while the Intermediates are
testing
ders. the McMaster MarauRESULTS
f. Bill Varey (UC) 2. J. Roos
(Pre Meds) 3. B. Gelling (SPS)
4. Ron LeodToop
5. M.Berger
Mac(Wye) (UC)
6. Mike
(UC) 7. P. Niblock (Wye) 8. B.
Hughes (UC) 9. G. Hueston
(Vic) 10. J. Snider (Vic).

■Nwipfe WiMiamsi Qfftwt* Running Against , Mustangs Saturday ( p
The Rookie Defensive Back Currently Leads- The, Blues in Punt Runbacks

SEAT
brooks
Sport 5 tditor
The football Blues' statistics to date show very well why our
lads are riding along unbeaten on top of the heap. So if you feel
you
can stomach
stringyour
of figures
Thursday,
sit backa with
slide rulethisandearlyjoinon me.a post-Hallowe'en
The most oustanding figures are perched on the passing arm
of big Harry WUson. Harry has, in the past two games, thrown
a total of 35 passes. Twenty-two of them have been completed for
331 yards, an average of 15 yards gained per try. Not a bud
record in any man's league.
Wilson, who saw no action in the first two games, and was
on the verge of calling it quits for the year until Ed Skrzypek
and Larry Joynt both hit the injury list, tossed 75 passes all last
year, completed 41 of them. His total yardage was 560, and his
average
gain 7.4 yards. In his freshman year with the Blues back
tries.
in '54, Harry averaged 9.1 yards gain with 42 completions in 77
Joynt, Skrzypek and Ross Woods have combined to complete
13
38 forcompletions
another 23'iin yards
in theand air.32 Woods
is batting .750
withof three
four tries
yards gained.
Burt Kellock and Dave Creswell are the two top receivers
on the squad. Kellock has gathered in four aerials for 117 yards,
while Creswell has snared eight passes for 130 yards.
Tim Reid continues to pace the ground attack with 380 yarda
in 52season
carries.average
That's Phil
goodMuntz
for a ended
7.3 average
the
up withgain,
last which
season.is exactly
Back to the air for a moment. Curt Russell has taken four
of the 10 interceptions the Blues have made. Johnny Tattle ranks
second with three, and two of his have been run back for touchdowns. Opposing teams have gained five interceptions off Varsity
passing.
Still in the air, this time with the punters; the records show
that little Woodsie has been boosting his average every game. It
now stands at a very respectable 37.3, greatly aided by a 42 yard
average gain against Western last Saturday.
Al Riva, who does just as well on the punt and kickoff rollbacks as he does on kicking off, has a mean 42.8 average on his
hoofing from the tee. That mark was greatly improved by one of
the longest kickoffs in the Intercollegiate in a long time. The
particular effort I speak of came last Saturday in London, when
the Western receiver took the ball two yards behind the goal-line.
If our adding machine is working properly, that works out to 67
yardsRunning
in the air.
back opposition kicks, Al has a 9,1 average, taking
16 kicks back for 146 yards. He loses the spotlight in this particular department to Normie Williams, however, by a very close
margin.
has gathered in 22 and jaunted back for 212 yards
and
a 9.6Norm
average.
That leaves me with only comparative totals. Can you take
more? If not, skip down a few lines to the drivel on the Baby Blues.
Four-game totals show that the Blues have a 59-54 edge in
first downs. They're ahead in gross yards rushing 858-171, and
in net yards rushing 785-566. Total pass yardage stands at 563,
with the opponents having gained 471 yards in the air.
Fumbles stand reasonably even at 13 for the Blues and 14
for the
other teams.
Penalties They
indicate
our lads aren't
any
nonsense
from anybody.
have that
22 convictions
for ataking
total
fine of 240 yards, while the opposition has committed 13 misdemeanors for a 146 yard loss.
Lastly (we made it), a very important comparison to back up
the statements that the Blues have just about the best defensive!
team in the league. We have lost 73 yards trying to rush with
the ball. The opposition has lost 151.
SPEAKIN* OF RINKIES
The Baby Blues hold a slim chance of a tie for the Shaw
Trophy, emblematic of Intermediate football supremacy. They
have finished the regular schedule with three wins and one loss,
while the Western Colts .top the league with three wins for six
Should OAC upset the Horsies in the last League game, we
points.
wouldwould
have send
a two-way
the title. A London win, or even a
tie,
the crowntie tofor London.
Gal Swimmers
Complete Round
The second round of the
swimming preliminaries were run
off last evening at UTS pool.
The enthusiasm was most evident on the part of all the girls
takingJackson,
part and
Miss
it wasaccording
one of theto
finest preliminary meets held in
years. In the Breastroke - Orthodox50
( yards ) the following
will he starting to-morrow night
— B. Westman (Vic), L. Krissa
(PHE), Rosemary Burns (SMC),
J. Cunningham (Nurs.), R. Vernon (Trin.), and Y. Novak
(Nurs.);
in the
yards (Vic),
Freestyle it will
be S.50 Evans
J. Retyear (Nurs.), P. Hill
(Trin.), A. Macpherson (PHE),
J. Crowther (Vic), and E. Mcintosh (SMC) taking the mark;
nd in the Backstroke it is to
be R Hallsall (PHE), J. Relyea
(Nurs.), M. Baldwin .(SMC), R.
Dowds (Trin.) , M. Sullivan

The Scoreboard
SENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
P W L T F A Pts.
VARSITY
....
McGill
44 23 01 11 6364 2846 75
Western
Queen's \ire
11Games
33 00 3732VARSITY,
42 2
4
100
Saturday —Fut McGUI
INTREfllEDIATli
Western
at Queen's.
SUnding*FOOTBALL
P W L T Pte.
Western
VARSITY
43 33 0100 66
OAC
23 12
1 I o a.
Queen's
Byerson
4 0 4 03 02
Future Games
Friday(non-league)
— Western at VARSITY.
Saturday
— Future
OAC atGames
Queen's.
INTERFACULTV
football
Today
—
Sr.
SPS
v.
Vic.
Friday— UO v. SMC, Jr. SPS v. Meds.
(SMC),
Cunningham
(Nurs.). and
TeamsJ. from
O.C.E.,
Trinity. Vic. Nuzsing, SMC. PHE
and UC will be competing in the
two relays. COME TO THE
MEET TIONS! !— MANY ATTRAC-
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Remedial

Failures

English

At

UCnecessaruv

Doub
Almost
StudentsGood,
wereled
classed in ar
grades,
Satisfactory
The failure rate in University
College's first year remedial Failure.
Engiigj, ,
stdid
the The
me
andahigh
rdnot offailure'
English
examinations
thisan scyear
doubled this
year, from 17almost
per hi
gh hools has declined, pro?
cent in 1955 to 30 per cent.
He said the average high
One hundred
said. can only correctrris teacher
dents out of and517fifty-five
taking stuthe Ha
school
exam failed. There is no com- one essay per student each year
is why often
a first-ye
univerl
students pulsory
who remedial
failed.work for the This
sity student
lacksar practice
"We point out their deficiency in essay writing techniqu
e.
and leave the rest to the stu- Emphasis of the hour-ionr*
dents," Prof. Robin Harris of the exam was on structure and plan,
UC English Department said ning rather than language, Moat
yesterday.
Results will be posted today. students fell down on planning
said. failed can have
All Harris
those who
Students
were required
an- Prof.
swer four questions
about atonews
interview to discover what
story in the Globe and Mail. The an
wrong. onLater
win
— Feeley story dealt with an objection to betheyfourdidlectures
essaythere
writing,
the United Appeal campaign for
its 'socialminister.
pressure' made by a
Toronto
and some tutorial help. 1
e roaming fraternity row last night, along with sprites, itches, ghosts, and
Hobgoblins u„e;versity College girls shelling out.
"...
Appeal, he
How Would YouA United
Do?
said, was prey to the danger
How would you do on this test?
any centralized authority;
First year students at University ofautocr
acy and bureaucracy.
Colelgt had an hour long exam
ritain
to test their English ability on this Automatically individual chai
Trinity
Backs
B
Globe and Mail news story, re- ties would be subject to a de>
printed here in part.
gree of dictation from the central organization which deter"Amid the myriad voices
mined the amount each would
n
which have
beenUnited
heard Appeal,
in proe
East
m
o
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
Suez,
Middl
receive. Moreover, unified givone
was
raised
yesterday
in
opposition
was
snowed
under
by
Trinity men last night voted
ing prevented selective giving
vention. Itwas felt that Nasser's
overwhelmingly to support Sir nationalization of the canal the pro-British sentiment. Speakchallenge to the prevailing wischoice
to
the ....
charity of the donor'a
ing in favor of the motion, the
alone was grounds enough for
dom
which
its
supporters
attriAnthony Eden's policy in Egypt. the
move.
members from Drew-Brooke,
bute to unified charity.
"... Some of the techniques
In view of the situation in
for promoting Hhe appeal came
the Middle East the rules of Opposition members, led by Peppiat, DeWirt and Peacock
"It was that of Rev. William
order were shelved and the re- Alex Haviland cited the moral found ready arguments in favor P. Jenkins
of
the
First
Unitarian
Church.
.under
Mr. Jenkins' fire. He
cent moves by the French and implications of such military of the allied moves.
wondered
British forces were debated. The action in these times. Also cri- It is expected that the debate
values were whether
such that society's
it was
"
.
.
He
also
questioned
the
original topic was to have been
ticised wasUnited
the vaccilating
ac- previously scheduled for this grounds on conformity, and the necessary to make .the pitch
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
States
and
the
a" debate on "going steady,"
social values under which
with
'slapstick
pol*
week will be held next WednesThe prevailing opinion of the growing ineffectiveness of the day.
loi
and
ballet forforthethehoiupper
House was that there was ample United Nations.
classes'
....
such a campaign operates.
Despite
their
valiant
efforts
the
justification for the allied interQuestions
includedIn one
in thesentence,
exam:
1-c
(10 marks)
Second
All
U
Service
what
is
the
relation
between
calendar
The Rev. Alexander Schmemann, first and second sentences the
of the Russian Orthodox Church paragraph 4?
will conduct the second All-Uni- 1-e. (5 marks) Rewrite the
versity Church Service in the second sentence of paragraph 5
Great Hall, Hart House, on Nov- in your own words.
here
and
now
ember 4, at 11:00 a.m. subject of
3. (40 marks) Write a letter
hisRev.
address
will be, "The
for a meeting of the Canadian
1 p.m.
—
A
Round-Table
discussion
Schmemann
was Church".
born in of 4-6 paragraphs to the Editor of
of educational problems in Summer Seminar Committee to
Estonia in 1921. He received his the Globe and Mail, either supCanada is planned by the U of explain and arrange the schBaccalaureate in Philosophy, then
T Progressive Conservative
ed. eme to those who are interestporting or attacking Mr. Jenkins
Club in room 14. Victoria ColFaculte des Lettres from the Sor- position. You may restrict yoia
lege. All are welcomed.
bonne University in Paris, and attention to one of his several
4 p.m. — A Bible Study is on the agenda for VCF is room 111, UC.
1 p.m. —ed byA VCF
BibleinStudy
graduated from St. Sergius Rus- self
may concern
room is11.schedulUC. A 4 p.m.
attitude.yo"1'
— The Political Economy
sian Orthodox Theological In- points,withor hisyou general
Club
presents
Willson
Wood.men's
club
bible
study
will
be
s
t
i
t
u
t
e
i
n
1945.
In
1951,
he
was
5ield at the same time in room
Explain
marks)arrange
(15 have
side, speaking on "Titoism in
d the briefly
P
why4. you
213, Anatomy Building.
Hungary".
electedtory Professor
Hisis to takeand place
in roomThe151talkof
and Liturgiesof' atChurch
St. Vlad1 p.m. — Andrew Brewin, Q.C., Na- Poland
order
the
in
letter
your
of
tional Treasurer of the CCF,
the Economics Boilding.
graphs
minir's Theologictl Institute Sep.m. House
— SCM Chapel.
Worship service in
will *peak on "Socialism and i:10Hart
minary, New York City,
second?
fot' ex'
Why,paragrap
.third
adopted
you have
your
does
ample,
Freedom"
for
the
UC
CCF
in
room 4. UC.
7:30with
p.m. — the
SCM leader
study on
follow rather than precede your .
BobNittzsche
Russell
1 p.m.
— SCMaffairs
Discussion
current
will heargroupFrankon
(SCM president). To be held in
Engel from Australia speak on the SCM office in Hart House.
AThe Middle East Crisis — Its 8:30 p.m.— U. of T. Italian Club is
night of films, dancEffects
STUDENT TOURS To EUROPE
Rev. Alexander Schmemann
St.
Georgeon St.Asia" at FROS, 45 havinging, arefreshments
and music at
1:15 p.m. — SAC Office is the place Brennan Hall, SMC.
75 Days — $1398
14 Countries
SAXONIA
RMS Lichtenste!
June 7Switzerland,
Sails Germany,
Wales.
Looking For A Summer Job
England,
Holland, Belgium,
Austria,
Yugoslavia,
Italy,
San
Marino,
Monaco,
France,
Scotia"
Be self-employed
—
By
running
Don't Forget To Be At The
your own
Conducted Agethroughout
University of Toroi
professor.
limits 19 byto 26well-known
years.
Tastee FreezeStore.
Soft Ice-Cream
PEP
66 Days — $1236
RALLY
nir
No Capital
Required—
No Locations
Previous
F.*in>rti
nee
Nfressarv—
Available Ontario
In Fort Cities.
Erie and Other
13 Countries Sails July 2
SS HOMEKK
ForTASTEE
Frre Information,
Write To
Tomorrow Evening - Nov. 2nd
England,
Holland,
Germany,France,
Switzerland,
Lichtenste""'
Austria,
San Belgium,
Marino,
Monaco,
Scotland,
Wales- r q(
-FREEZE STORES
students
andthroughout
young
teachers.
AT THE DRILL HALL
ConductedItaly,
by well-known
University
professor,
740 DUFFIiRIN ST. TORONTO
By
53 Days — $1075
^
11
Countries
Sails
July
2
SS
EMPRESS
of
ENGL
A^';
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S THIRTY-NINTH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION.
Austna,
San Belgium,
Marino, Monaco,
England, Italy,
Holland,
Germany,France.
Switzerland, Lichtenste'c0r '
students
and young teachers.
Dark of the Moon
Conducted
by well-known University professor. ?
Folders nowthroughout
being prepared
.
Howard Rich-ardson
and William Berney
Full information
Directed by ROBERT GILL
UNIVERSITY TOURS/ LTDTONIGHT AND ALL THIS WEEK AT 8:30 p.m.
(Kenneth B. Conn, President)
Box Office Open 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
1
2 College St. "
WAlnut 4-149*ntfl
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Th
was
yesterday!that delast weekend, Varsity By
JOHN BROOKS
„,„ learned
, em
fensive end yesterday
Gene Chorost
have
playe
d
an
import
hjd
won,
two
football
.
.
was
learned
tl ecki.
ant
s
who
Blue b„ a lo^1 °' four Points- m that unpredicted turn ot past has developed, over
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seasons
events
,
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into
While
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battle. had
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to back
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few serious injuries they not erdress
w0n one game by five up
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havethereceiv
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an
plagued with ailments, and
"Stick" came out of the Wespor in12tspoints.
Coach Sullivan just hasn't been
tern game last Saturd with a
Blues to break able
It was up to the int
put his finger on suitable slight limp, and, as itaygradua
burst last replactoements
lly
a 41-po two
„„, with but
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.
s
squad
the
the
if
Weekend,
took ainstead
Latest pre-game word from doctor worse
peek, ofandbetter,
a blood
on Montr
lil0 trot out to lock horns toeal
clot
was
indica
discov
tes
ered
that
in
the
foot.
both
ron
gridi
Stadtheiumgener
ty follow
The Varsimorrow
al trend. halfback Ricky Adrian and de- An operation at the present time
fensive back and sub-quarter would sideline the six-foot, 180season
tJ,e Blues final regulara thrill
er. Jim Grant will sit out tomor- pounder for the remainder of the
home game should be entertainrow's
In additio
n
Redme
n, Buster
the
When
Brown, agame.two-ye
ar vetera
n at year. it was decided to forego
- the
PercivumaHWIol
Varsity upal inStadi
ed Memori
guard
spot,
is
a
doubtful theSo operation
three
in the hope that
son
starte
r.
Brown
suffer
torn the ailment might
toss-up all ankle ligaments in the edOctobe
go away of
weeks ago. it was a game.
r its own accord, and enable
McGene
Since that ering along
the way.
20 game against Queen's, and to get back into action in time
Gill has been flound
had
the
cast
remove
this
d
for
the
crucial
November
10
a mediocre paceedwhile ther just
at
Blues have appear stronge week.
tilt against Queen's.
The
Blues,
meanwhile,
are
not
each time out.
likely that Larry Stacey
Injuries and bench strength without worries of their own. It willIt isdress
in place of Chorostecki, with Peter Maik filling in
for the injured Al Wong, who
iswithdefinitely
out for the year
an eye injury.
NEW
VARSITY
CHEER
(Continued on Page 8)
LEARN IT FOR TOMORROW
Tragedy

GO you Blues!
Hey Rah RAH.
FIGHT you Blues!
Hey Rah RAH.
WIN you Blues!
Hey Rah RAH.
YEA BLUES!

Vote of 3 Wins Debate
Five people watched the En- to make them come to a debate".
gine ring-Medicine debate last The opposition said there is not
night at Falconer Hall. The enough time in the professional
motion, 'Resolved that the Hu- curriculum to study the humanmanities ai'e not Necessary in a much ities.
They saidto'that
there isthat
-so
science
be learned
Professional
was voted humanities
down three toEducation",
two.
are just a waste of
time.
"This looks like a pro-Com- precious
The opposition maintained that
munist meeting in Hungary", Tony mental
hospitals
with
Simms. one of the spectators, said. professional peoplearewhofilled
have not
Uohn Foules, chairman of the
learned
to
live
in
society.
This,
debate, in recalling a well attended debate on 'beer', said "Us- they maintained is the result of
ally you must appeal to the not having a basic training in the
mmal instincts of the students Humanities.

Pl£/)S£
Worries

DDti'r
on

That

Lacks Another Gomulka
Mr. Woodside said that
"Premier Imre Nagy is a licens- Russia isellites,being
forced to reduce
ed
rebel
in
Moscow''s
control."
Willson Woodside told the Politi- her armed power because of a low
birth rate and industrial pressure.
cal Economy Club yesterday.
in spite of this handicap, she
Mr. Woodside spoke on "Titoism If,
should strengthen her troops in
in Polandlined and
He outevents Hungary".
of the last
few Eastern Europe, a revitalizing of
U is reliably reported that
of Germonths, and gove a critical analy- NATO manyandwouldrearmament
necesarily follow. If the White Angels will play the
sis of the Eastern European situain a game of feshe withdrew from the satellites, Red Devils
tion.
male football at 10.30 Saturday
pressure would force the
"The tragedy "is that there is no popular
morning
on
Trinity's
field. We
States to recall its troops.
Gomulka, in Hungary," Mr. Wood- AUnited
doubt that word 'football'.
side said. "I don't trust Nagy. In neutral Europe would result.
my opinion, he proved himself
weak when he came to power
three
Ben Goofs
Watery Tie
He years
said ago."
last would
week's have
Hungarian
demonstrators
been I do not blame the editorsWith
of I turns my thoughtsies
again to
content with reform, but when SaltyTripe, Varsity's replica to the less tasteful doings at Varsity
tomorrow,
when
the McRusian troops fired on them all Confidential, as I realize they on- Stadium
hope of compromise was lost. The ly claim Benny to be a residue of Gills are fighting fiercely.
demonstration became a battle for Trinity since they wish to put But all is for naught as the
independence.
themselves on a par with their Blues jam the new radar network
uses for their quarMr. Woodside cited Commun- betters from such colleges as which McGill
terback so that he runs about
ism's failure to "break the Church others. Dolls are draping themselves about my manly form with wildly shouting for a fix while the
in Poland."
"Poland
the only
satellite
nation
whichis still
has cooings of "Benny, can it be truly Blues take a flyer for three quickies with converts and allow tha
truly
that
you are really one of
chaplains
throughout
its army."
Communism
has also
failed to US?" But I am not comprehending Reddies from old Montreal a sinscore which is wrapping up
just
what
it
is
they
are
driving
at
break the Polish peasant. "Only 20 since Saunders and Binks, which the gleworks
at 21-8 and another
percent of farmers are collectiv- much.
ized, and many Polish farmers are the comelyish dolls in point, notch in old Benny's belt which ia
bribe their friends with a bottle do not resemble me even too finitesimal.
already somewhat more than in- '
of vodka in order to get themAs I am very sharp and grasp
selves
expelled
from
the
farm."
Speculating on the possibility of the matter at once I am deciding
Russian withdrawal from the sat- to let the frills carry the play to
me whicli is a pleasant way to be
taken for a ride. However when
my chins shift and are revealing
my
leapspeep.
from this
creeptiewithSaunders
a shocked
"Benny, your tie is giving you
away, for it is having soup and
gravy stains which do not come
from Trinity as they show and
therefore cannot be only dishwa^
ter which is "the hall-mark of

THRO l*/ EMPTY

t-hb

fi-teio,,.

Hungary

-Iain Macdooald

STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE
Trinity.*'
IN RUMANIA AND GERMANY
The East German , students de- punishment, but made some promises and concessions.
manded removal of the universities from Communist control. The In Rumania, students demonstrated in Bucharest, the capital,
students verbally attacked the
Communist Youth Organization, shouting for French language
and demanded abolition of the courses instead of Russian. Rumanian police made some arrests.
compulsory study of Russian language and Marxism. They also demanded free election ot the student council.
They demanded decentralization Doctor lectures on drugs
Dr. K. J Wightman will
of the universities and an end to
compulsory military training.
lecture on "The Use and
Abuse
on Saturday
The demands were unprecedent- Nov. 3 ofin Drugs",
Hall. It
ed in East Germany. They were marks the Convocation
second
this
disclosed by the Communists year of the Royalmeeting
Canadian
themselves. In an effort to prevent Institute and will be open
open istsdemonstration,
the Communthreatened the students
with to the pubUc.
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findwhen
out that'
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afterourdeath.views about the life there. wrong
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known'
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self-created opinion about every Forma
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betterl,
,
individual that ever lived in this
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try as orI may
1 can
not worth
creat.
truth
anythin
g else
-world
The oftruth
is,
that
when
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myself at this moment to change while, for that matter, and am
my present viewpoint, I can compelled to discover all thing™
say with absolute sureness that Ancomesauthority
this In this
in mightyinhandy.
my futurestanding oactions
f this lifeandare undergoing if I may say so we are all iti
'the same boat, — the good ship
to change.
Campus p. T. with many excelent authorities — the pro.
to steer the course f0n
fessors;
November 5, 6, 7.
Mon., Tues., Wed.
discove
studen
us
one Tn6
wonder
g rers.
ful t feelin
this day
in
that
is,
all
it
about
BOB
REVUE
and age of creative art and
thought, even the authorities
2066 — And Much More
impress you as discoverers,
creators. the kno>
than regarding
rattier
Tickets at Wymilwood — Engineering Stores
However
ledge
about
the lifeauthority.
eternal Anwe
need an absolute
Authority who can afford to t
TONIGHT
questioned by all men, to permit
free choice, have patience and
still remain an Authority, with
PEP
RALLY
an inexaustable store of true
knowledge, just for the asking.
9 - 12 p.m.
Nothing less than such an
Authority will do for man who
DRILL HALL
sibility.
through the ages has discovered
love, faith, reason and respon— Only 25 cents —
The last question is and always
DON'T
MISS IT
will be what will we say to
such an Authority when we
get There and find ourselves imoccasion. properly
We dressed
willforbe such
able anto
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our Eternal capacity.
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is needed during the year. This even come to the stage where
way
people
get
annoyed
The Bookstore
must wade through waste
Somebody revise the Bookstore one
lunch garbage in order to find
The Bookstore is inefficient. I please
....
the the
papercampus
for which
haye not bought one single book
Michael Kater on
has everyone
paid an
there yet, because all the books
ir U.C.
equivalent price.
I need happen to be put of
I hope you can remedy this
stock. They have been out of
situation.
Distribution
stock for weeks. Their excuse is
T. W. Troughton, III S.P.S.
I
wish
to
draw
to
your
attenalways that a certain book "will
tion the extreme shortage of the
be in next week". Those weeks
New Blues
add
people don't
know on
Campus
What upto and
do because
the Library
the Rag,
north I.E.side'Theof Varsity':,
College
I have attended this university
can only compensate to a slight St.
degree.
I am disconsolate. No longer for a number of years and in
downWhy are not enough books can I hide my face behind To- those years
hearted have
watching abeen
university
ordered right away when the
second morning paper football team whose policy it
season starts? The Bookstore from theronto's
malignant view of my appeared to be, to score not more
should have a fair idea of what second period lecturer. It has than
one touchdown a game.
Now we have a new coach at
Varsity, a Canadian, which is
unheard of in these parts; and
Free Alterations
we are seeing a new (or old)
short and long gowns in stock. Drop in anytime
kind of football. If this is Canadian football, with a Canadian
b ;t ,*;■:■ en lectures.
coach, big
I amcheers
all forforit.Dalt
Let'sWhite,
have
Evening appointments gladly made.
three
sity.
who has put the college back
WA. 1-5978
into "college" football at' VarH EL MAR
4fi ST. GEORGE ST.
J. W. S III Meds.
JAZZ
BAND
BALL
DANCE TO ... .
DIXIELAND JAZZ
TONIGHT — in the Bristol Room of the Canadian
Legion Hall, 22 College Street.
MIKE WHITE'S IMPERIAL JAZZ BAND
plus the Ian Arnott Washboard Quartet
8:30 - Midnight

Admission: $1.00

!
(EATON"
leads the IVY LEAGUE

EVERYONE WELCOME AT A BADMINTON ROUND ROBIN
Alex Kretulnie^
on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
at the Drill Hall. Birds will be supplied and racquets may be
obtained if needed. Come and Join the Fun!

Trim,
tapered
IVY
Slacks!

Authentic Ivy League styling with buckled back-strap,
pleatless front, tapered legs . . . finished to your
individual measure, with or without cuffs. Charcoal
grey. Waist sizes 28 to 46.
"Wedgemoor" all-wool worsted melange Each
flannel.
19.95
Luxuriously-soft doeskin-finished
'rayon fabric.
Each 13.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING - EATON'S Main Store,
Second Floor - Dept. 229
^T. EATON G&sfc
J

VARSITY
at QUEEN'S
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
10th
The Students' Administrative Council has arranged a
SPECIAL VARSITY TRAIN
AT STUDENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
Athletic Association
SPECIAL RATE (TRAIN ONLY) $5.65
Came Tickets Only
Game Tickets $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1,25
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
Leaving
Arriving Toronto
GAME TICKETS ONLY WILL BE
Kingston— — 8.0011.35a.m.a.m.
N.B. —RETURN
TICKET
ON SALE AT THE ATHLETIC
S
WILL
NOT
BE
VALID
TRAIN 15 LEAVINGING
KINGSTONON 6.47
' OFFICE TICKET WICKET, HART
p.m EST
THE
S.A.C. OFFICES WILL SELL COM
HOUSE, MONDAY, 9:30 A.M.
BINATIO
GAME TICKETS
ONLYN ORTRAIN
TRAINANDTICKETS
ONLY
PRICE $2.50, $2.00,
ON SALE MONDAY
$1.50, $1.25.
Ml
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here
and
now
by Rimsky Korsakov and Tchaikovsky's 1st piano concerto.
TODAY
COMING UP
„ _ SCM Engineers' group
"the Chaplains office o£ Hart
Housme. SCM Discussion Group Nov. 3
p.m. speaker
_ VCF'sMr. Bible
ComParaliue Rel'Sion,Theled 8.00with
WilburReadings
SuthSI ShieU-f McDonough.
erland.
This
takes
place in
FKOS,
at
place
takes
Meeting
Sheraton
Hall,
Wycliffe.
45 St. George St.
, „_ m._planning offorNov.the 16.New17. Nov. 4
York Week-end at the Inter- 2.00 p.m.— The Ukrainian Students
place
is will take
presenting a dance and
national Relations Club m the club
choir isrehearsal
at 404 Bathurst
Street.
Copper Room at Vic.
graduate Union 7.30 p.m. — VCF Sunday evening
g.30 P^. — a The
for all gradus Freedance
service led by Rev. M. Patterpresentates
and Refreshments.
This takes place at 44 Hoskin
Street.
D's HiThisFi Yonge St .United Church
and Hall.
p.m. — SMC
845concert
is atM Carr
(near Subway
the Summerhill
will include Tzar Sultan Suite
Station Ave.
p j.' no forVarsity Revue's
productionHoyles,
'Finian'sthe Rainbow'
auditionson
weretheveryAll successful',
said Elizabeth
producer. finished
Results lastwillnight.be "The
published
MINISTER
Rev. Gordon
10:39 Curry
a.m. Smyth
THE
SundayC.K.E.Y.
Morning— Devotions
Dial 580. over
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
Public11:10
Worship
ST. ANDREW'S
InbyRev. James A.
UNITED
CHURCH
Second
(QUAKERS)
Guest
Preacher:
All University
Fraser,
Assistant
Secretary,
The
Warmly welcomes members of
Department of Pensions.
117
Bloor
E.,
near
Subway
the University at its meeting
at Yonge
Sermon: "Limiting God"
for worship on Sundays at 11
The Sunday Evening Hour
a.m., at 60 Lowther Avenue (at
7:30 p.m. '
Interim Minister:
Bedford, twoBloor.)
blocks north of "The Community
LivingtheRoom"
CHURCH SERVICE
Address: "Society and
Boy"
Rev.
Mr. Dickson
ProWA. 1-0368
bation Officer,Taylor,
JuvenileM.S.W.,
and .FamGeorge
G.
D.
Kilpatrick,
11.00 a.m.
ily Court, Metropolitan Toronto.
D.D.
Organist and Choir DirecSunday, November 4th
KNOX
tor: EDGAR GOODAIRE
HILLEL
PRESBYTERIAN
The Great Hall, Hart House
11 a.m. Studies in the Book
CHURCH
SABBATH EVE
of Jonah — i - '"The EverPreacher
DR. WM, FITCH: Minister
lasting Mercy"
Fri. eve. Nov. 2, 8:30 p.m.
Sunday
The
Rev.
Alexander
Schmemann
7:30 p.m. Studies in the
Shirley Eisen and
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
moral spectrum — 4 St. Vladimir's Orthodox Seminary and Academy
Aaron Shaffer on
"Green with Envy"
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
"Karaites and Rabbinites"
Spadina Ave. & Harbord
SI udents cordially invited
You are invited
to attend these Services.
Sun. eve, Nov. 4, 8:30 p.m.
presenting
Church of The Redeemer
BILL WHITE
(ANGLICAN)
At the Head of the Campus
in a program of
Bloor and Avenue Road
Rector: Rev.B.A.,OwenL.Th.P. Prichard,
Negro Spirituals
8 a.m.Choral
HolyCommunion
Communion with
FULL-TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
U Dedication
a.m.
Tues. eve, Nov. 6, 8:30 p.m.
of
Church
p.m. Memorial Service Flag
within
Dr.
Heichelheim
Ibe Octave membeofring those AUwho Saints
on
,
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
have died(Re-In
wMonday,
j 8thep.m.past— year)
Organ
Recital.
"DEUTERONOMY AND
Mr. George
James
Church,Black.
London,St.
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
Ontario.
Soloist, 'Mrs.
Margaret Tomkinson.
JEREMIAH"
AT
Senior Intercollegiate Hockey
Practices for Intercollegiate Hockey Start on Monday, Nov. 5th
at 5:30 p.m. Varsity Arena. Report to Manager Dave Gawley.

Ottawa, Quebec, Ralston, Alta., Kingston, Toronto,
Dartmouth, N.S. and Esquimau, B.C.
in a variety of fields including:
PHYSICS

University College
PRESENTS
"SUMMER
and SMOKE"
By Tennessee Williams
DIRECTED BY CURT REIS
November

8th, 9th, 10th

HART

HOUSE THEATRE
Curtain 8:30 sharp
Tickets $1.26 — Available at U.C. Lit. Office,
Rotunda, and Theatre Box Office.

for more details, tune in lo Ray Stancer's SATURDAY
NKiHT CAMPUS PARTY, 10:45 to 2:00 a.m. on CKFH.
****
I

ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS
ELECTRICAL

PHYSICS

STATISTICS
AERONAUTICAL

AND
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
In addition to the openings for Summer Students in the fields listed above,
there is a requirement for a small number of Students in Chemistry, Physiology, Biochemistry and Mechanical Engineering for Summer Employment.
DRB Representatives
on November 5, fi &
one day in advance of
Mr. J. K.

will conduct interviews at this university
7. Appointments should be made at least
our visit through your Placement Officer,
Bradford, 5 Willcocks Street.
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vote if you like
The onrushing American elections are accompanied by the same sort of propaganda that blasts the
eye, ear, nose and throat of every North American
every time he has an opportunity to go to the polls.
"Vote As You Like," everyone screams, "But
Vote."
Even our beloved Pogo is seen from time to time
waving his pudgy arm in the air and declaring everyone should vote' even if he votes for a human.
The Globe and Mail is running a series of articles
intended to get out the vote for the December municipal elections. And a committee has been formed to
increase the proportion (usually one-third) of eligible
Toronto voters who actually cast a ballot on election
day.
Surely this is fallacious reasoning.
If a person has so little knowledge of affairs at
stake in an election that he does not want to vote,
why ask for his opinion?
A common complaint in university elections is
that too few of those eligible vote. The solution will
never be to coax people to cast a ballot, whether or
not they know what or whom they are voting for.
avr-tistry

There is great hope for this year's All-Varsity
Revue — from an artistic viewpoint. For the average
undergraduate who hopes to gain his first experience
in the show, there may be less.
Apparently the persons who decide the policy of
the show have decided on a policy of proven ability
superceding desire to learn. At Wednesday~night's
Student
Council
they won
a hard-fo
ught
battle tos' have
a verymeeting
very compete
nt musicia
n retained as musical director, rather than appoint one who is
only very competent.

The show'
ement
spent a maior part
of this week sandmanag
last looking has
over availa
ble talent
Monday, they will release the cast
list.
Those in charge of the show have given no indi"f M,
mVS
,hat will
the Philos°phy behind the hiring
of
ton YDet
Barnes
be continued down the company list.
Finian's Rainbow is an extremely difficult
to stage and no-one can
blame its produ show
wanting the best available talent in supervisorcers for
y jobs.
Carl Morey, who was mentioned
ble (less
expensive) substitute for Mr. Barneass ais,possi
apparently,
perfectly satisfied to remain as assistant music
al director and no criticism can be levelled at the manaqemeryt..fo' 7ts P°licy regarding that position.
We do hope, however, that undergraduates will
not suffer at the lower levels of casting. From the
lead parts down, every member of the AVR company
shou d be a legitimate undergraduate
of this university. We do not doubt he will be.
If every member is truly a student, all will benefit by the policy that hired Mr. Barnes-who, it should
be stated, does study at the Conservatory.
Members of the cast will learn a great deal. Audiences will see a better show. The AVR will succeed
financially and the university will see other shows in
other years.
.Announ
tale
... of this year's cast list will tell the
. cement
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Middle
East
The Case For Israel
The Case For Egypt
By Aaron Shaffer and Ethel Hurwicu
ByIII OLEC
III U.C. and members of the Student T
ModernPIDHAINI
History
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The only way to Peace in Middle East lies
Organization
through the disestablishment of the present
Jordan held a week
ago, a decision was ""ty
state of Israel, expressing the idea of the Jewish
National Home, and the establishment in its
to establish
a unified
leadership,
and Arab
to step command
up the fedaa"""1'r
place of the state of Palestine, deriving its Egyptian
infiltration into Israeli territory, to be foll^*11
powers from the consent of the individuals who
have a claim on Palestine by property or birth.
by .a fedayeen
general attack
on the. State
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units, organized
some two
stateidea
of Israel
aggression
personified.
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behindis the
formation
of the
ago by the Egyptian Government as pan'"
state was of course the idea of the Promised
the
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army, to spread
terrorminingin j ^01
by acts
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murder,
Land. Today, when it is fashionable to see the
world moulded by economic and social forces,
sabotage,
were
quiescent
for
a
few
weeks3'"'
the Egyptian border during the period
when the science of history becomes a "social
Egypt's ofdeepthe involvement
the
science", when ideas, especially religious ones;
world on the with
Canalmavjt.
issT
are presumed to be of no real effect, such, a nations
With the conclusion
of theSuez
Security Cou^simple explanation looks, to say the least, rididebate, Colonel Nasser immediately felt hims?
_ free
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is nevertheless
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argument a "true.
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Because the Middle East
territory. units
son defending the Israeli state
The
killing
a
situation is such a centre of
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wounding
of
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Israeli
soldi..,
controversy, the editor hopes
analysis. "Jews must have a
in the Southern Negev ]. ,
these
two
articles
will
end
country!" Now, I don't see why
week and the capture of sever
major debate on the pages of
people of Jewish religion must
The Varsity. While we will
have a country, any more than
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members,
not forbid letters on the subgangs
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Israel
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and,
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the
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and
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summed
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eration.
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Nasser has persistent.
inhabiting it : not an instru- is meant to have its border at
ment of furtherance of a re- Suez. Prom the point of view ly declared that, despite the
ligious idea.
of providing for the Jewish provisions of the armistice
National Home, this is entire- agreement with Israel, hi,
National Home
country remains in a state
ly salutory.
Of course this does not mean
war with Israel. He has cat.ot
that people of Jewish religion
Aggression
This aggressive
idea must be ■ 'Wed on a war of limited liabilihave no right to constitute a
whichEgypt;has
Israel into
It is not
state, in which the idea of the done away with, if we are to sent ty.murde
r gangs
Jewish National Home should have peace, which would mean
after
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which
be expressed. But the people that the Israeli state would itweekis Egypt
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of Jewish religion have no have to be disestablished.
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into
gangs
such
sent
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But
in
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meantime,
the
right to form a state dedicated Israeli government
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religion.
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tees to keep the Suez interP1:,^]
hensive plan expansion
of subversi0
^
national. Coupled to the Israeli
aggression, it looks like Israel
by
the
Egyptian
dicta
1**1
continent.
throughout the counti i. - " j
Middle East and on the A'
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As
The
ment that "All this
Twi
Is
(i.e. Portu- it.g
He writes with slightly
more
the
gal) is peculia
sure whoever wrote forrly beautif
ul, but polish
than Salinger, and treats
will
I
rial
would
edito
like,
ck
now,
mara
to
return
'/Ta
a
younger
age
group.
When
in
if I refra from mak*
see what Moore does with you
to my own country."
the
giV£\his new literary quarterly home
In my heart of hearts I per- effect of religious teaching on
haps
want
someone
the
young
mind,
it
looks
like
to
tell
j"8 victim of 'pseudo-anthropolme
and fail to
I have taken rare simplicity Salinger missed a good thing in
°g fllibespeculations'
its editors as having that
of style and misrepr
esented it not giving us more of Holden
deS^P up with a, response which Let's
Caulfield's thoughts on the subtry again: (Miss Wilson on ject.
,the
'C°uid define the cultural
state
Portugu
ese
"I know
in the mid- that although thewomen)
Jay Macpherson (a Ph. D. can7 homo Canadensis The
women
of
my
country cannot— from youth to
century.' firstunpredidate and lecturer at Victoria
Tlntiethformat
edi- advance
College)
contributes the only
d
Itious(Where is ofthethe Here
age
—
walk
with
the
and skill, beauty,
endurance of poems to the issue, apart from
for- these women, and
the
Songs
of the Eskimo offered
Now ofgivesYesteryear-gone
we would not exearnest of its intenr?)
our varied and intricate by the Hudson's Bay Company
accepted, to joys and*changeunimagi
sion simply toofbecontributors
ad on the back cover. Miss Macanxieties pherson's
rosterissue contains eight for the privilege nable
Thefirst
are oftitled:
The
of walking
and Fisherman:poem's
A Book
Riddles.
working
amid
scenes
of
beauty
in- which perhaps only the irre- The hero is Proteus, and the last
to Canadians
' names familiar
terested inthe arts. Ethel Wilson
sible eye can truly see with chapter 0f the book of Job and
portrait of Port- intensity, sponbecause
leads off with a easily
are
workers Donne's Metympsychoses
have been are too near to the the
ugal This could
reading for fathomearth which prescribed
ing the riddles, or better still, I
3 commentary on a movie travtend." Comp. la: Express in suppose, transcending the ques'historical style' theyEnglish
bothers meelogue.asHer does her repeated your
approach to
own words what you think them. tionTheand answer
use of brackets to express the the
individual poems are
above sentence is attempting titled
mundane. I have been told that
Storm,
Sun
and Moon,
convey and re-write it to fit Whale, Coral, Mermaid,
jviiss Wilson's novel. Equations to
Lungof Love, is genuinely imagina- this conception),
fish, Egg, Mandrake, Phoenix,
tive, and if it is, it must differ
I thought On a Portuguess Bal- Abominable
Snowman,
Book,
Reconsiderably from the sample of
cony a poor 'opener* but it
tina, Reader and The Fisherman.
her writing here:
Falling somewhat short of the
wasn't
until
I
got
to
the
article,
The Massey Report. In retro- critic's task. 1 can only ally my"Are you married Antonio?"
spect, Irealized that this somber
"No-no in-no his
-no, rapiddoctor,"
with the Reader in the poem
Antonio
staccato.says item could so easily have been titledselfEgg.
I lack the background
the
lead;
any
other
choice
was
a
'I still(Misssing,Wilson
I stilltellssing*.us) "Of
to get inside the Riddles, or, concourse
he concession.
sume
them
quite. Some readers
means that he is still a single
The second article, a short
doubtless protest thai 'there
man, though another interpreta- sketch by Brian Moore, I liked will
is no door' for them to these
tion could befortaken."
poems, and no point in making
Moore'sthe juveniles
Possibly,
a start in this immensely.
are burdenedMr. with
thought a stab at it. (piercing their
country, it is enough just to go
'It's the next world that tender wall). Miss Macpherson
to Portugal and then come home that
but I Hhink it's Mr. seems to advise against a hit and
and write about it. Miss Wilson, counts'
worldto hear
that counts,
and miss approach, too. These poems
indeed, concludes with the state- Moore's
would like
more about
open the insoluble question, for

Ben
twrite. I
whom
does the poet
hope theclusive as Ihorlus
is
as conimply — trynotthem!
To conclude with the poetry,
the Hudson Bay Songs of the
Eskimo are titled, The Sun, The
Moon, and Fear of Loneliness.
Got it?
Both Vincent Tovell's article,
Paddy Chayefsky and the 53Minute
Brown's
GabrielleHour,
Roy and
and Alan
the Temporary Provincial are stimulating,
and
samples
tweener'goodwriting
(i.e. of
not 'in
too beacademic, not too watered-down,
a middletweenroad
shall
we
say,
beT. Quarterly).MacLeans and the U. of
Alan Brown's was the more
substantial article; Mr. Tbvell
was severely hampered by his
choice of subject matter. When
I remember that he quotes Chafor
televisionyefsky as saying
is depth,"thetheword
digging
under the surface of life for the
more profound truths of human
relationships. This is an area
that no other dramatic medium
has handled or can adequately
handle. It is an area that sooner
or later will run head on into
the taboos, not only of television,
but of our entire way of life. Yet
I cannot help but feel that this
is
whereit drama
is going."been(I
thought
had always
there) then I am sure about the
limitations
ject matter. of Mr. Tovell's sub-Are you with me? Hilda Neatby's article comes next. Her subject is a difficult one. She acknowledges that platitudes are in-

Jay
MacPherson,
Poetess
Her latest venture in print
When Jay Macpherson was I have been here, "she explains. I was fifteen, and intermittentis in the Tamarack Review.
two years old "Rain
and two feet tall, "And I have the sort of thesis
ly
before
that".
topic that one could take ten
she composed this poem:
"The Tamarack is an exciting
when she says "I
years at, if one were so inclin- oweSheit laughs
all
to
my
mother",
but
thing,"
says Miss Macpherson.
in a very real sense this is true, "The last
It sank through the skin
thing of its kind
Specifically, she is investigat- Mrs." Macpherson is a "charming
To the memories of she."
to appear
was that
"Herewasand a Now",
ing the Renaissance theories on and lively person, with strong in
1947. And
very
The literary inclination must the use
of the myth in poetry — > ideas about her children's edu- exciting thing too, while it lasthave been hereditary, for at the
ed."
cation.
She
read
and
sang
to
us
"which
is
nice
dabbling
ground,
ed.
It
was
rather
fancier
that
: of six, her brother wrote:
and I shall be quite happy to continually from the time we
Tamarack— rather too flossy
"I hate the people fat and sweet stick my head in it and stay were born — and nothing can the
an
effort
to
hold
out.
Who walk about like tiger
"The Tamarack is starting out
put"I for
".
meat."
"If youupgetfora that".
literary sense jog- on a sounder footing. It's really
guessquitethat,a while
in common
with make
Now, in her early twenties, Jamie
Reaney,
I
am
a
mythonice, and modest. I like
ged Macpherson
into you at an says,
early age," rather
iss Macpherson has become a
understatement. The writers
poet", Miss Macpherson Miss
omewhat more prolific and admits. logical
never lose
it. Like language,'youit its
"But
that
is
quite
alhave
been
around a while, and
polished writer. In the new issue
right—there are ways of adapt- becomes unconscious".
know whoever else has been
Tamarack Review, "The
Her
mother
still
writes
humori
n
g
i
t
,
even
to
this
environment".
around. On the whole, it's a solid
Sherman: A Book of Riddles"
EMythologically or otherwise.
anddaughter
"fascinating
let- and respectable vehicle of
a collection of fourteen short
has been writ- her aoustfew
ersverse
", but thebetter.
has done
leces — bears witness to her Miss ingMacpherson
On the broader subject of
poetry "fairly solidly since "
ore mature talents.
Canadian
thought." writing generally. Miss
And though she insists that
Macpherson
has even more to
he -will never rise "to the _.
say. "Of course, I know the
eights of my brother's couplet,"
poetry much better than the
ne thing is clear: she is still a
oet.
The
Young Chopin
prose. At any rate. I find it
pleasurable
The
Young
Chopin,
which
had
a
one
night
stand
at
the
Miss Macpherson is presently Christie, is one of those strange anomalies that so often result keep up withandit. rewarding to
"gaged as don of one of the when a talented Eastern European director is forced to work with
omen's residences and teach"I don't particularly care how
it compares with outside work,
fellow at Vic, while she a nauseatingly propaganda-loaded script.
Wishes up her Ph. D. thesis. She
The one thing The Young Chopin seems to be the least of all because I live in Canada and
related to, is the life of Chopin. It supposedly tells the story of am primarily concerned with
~nea pixie
-sort suspect
of person,thatandsheif Chopin's
did not
writing. There's lots of
days as Europe.
a music During
student, this
and time,
his riseChopin
to fame,mainly
and Canadian
his
exile early
in Western
quite good which
poetry never
written getsin
0UM be offended, one might
mpare her to Audrey Hepburn seems to be interested in fraternizing with the proletariat, acting Canada
for they share the same elfin as the second hand instigator of revolutions, and pouring out between hard covers.
•That's part of the problem,"
torrents of original music by what appears to be a process of
eral^s,
reainless 'crooked
smiles, and free
airs.
association.
Macpherson suggested thoughtThough she
The propagandists purpose of the film seems mainly to be
England when
ful y. 'In the U. S. and Britian,
* was nineleftyears
old, Miss that of establishing Chopin as the poet of an anti-ruling class, anything good enough will get
acpherson never quite
anti-Catholic cult that had finally fulfilled its existence in the published. But here, it isn't so.
manBed to leave the accent behind. great, glorious days after the Second World War. An alternative And much
of it has to be published privately.
suppose it's because I have interpretation is that this Is a submerged attack on Stalinism
states.
satellite
"In certain contexts, this has
and overdue Russian influence in the
ear„fo
esses"Tor u at a".*'a she
s Now. Alexander Ford, the director, is one of the most talented a stigma — the doughty old lady
southeeonrn
c«nt soundsme, theevensame".
get anyone to print up
and original in Eastern Europe. Despite the fact that all films can't
her sonnet cycle, so she has them
Boys done
"The propaStreet",evenandmore
as "Border
"4 ewhat
Krrived
at Toront°
by a he has made previously, suchbeen,
privately.
devious
route. After
anything,
St
have
Street",
Barska
from
"But actually, lots of the best
jsning
high school
Ottawa,
ganda loaded than The Young Chopin, he has such command of
graduated
from at Carleton
the resources of the cinema that he can create an abstract form Canadian poetry coming out now
is being done by private press.
erm e*~maioring in CJassics. of poetry out of even the most blatantly propagandists sequences.
in that
veryear
I1 andof Philosophy,
with
Though this
is amateur,Andit's you
not
from Ford's
differsartificial
Chopin highly
y little
Youngstylised,
each". Next came
dishonorable.
the exactly
whereas
piece, films
periodearlier
a static,
it is The
ndon at University College, others
full of the once can tell them that anyone who
are
and
Poland,
ry
contempora
in
set
are
while she translated a fashionable social realism of the East. However, a form of poetic wants to get some can just come
Ba^t"
to be Ford's forte, and he has had his greatest to me — I've got lots!"
m. e tlmemanuscriPt
in at Canada, intosheEnglish.
spent abstraction seems
Apart from her activities as
in this film. Unfortunately, the script also lacks any
the McGill Library opportunity
a clearing-house for new poems
this makes one's attitude to the film some- and
and
form,
When they visited To- coherent
what ambivalent.
poets, Miss Macpherson has
to one of the smaller theatres
to get in some writing
>li»c library
r be introduced
to the
The film will probably return
said about managed
system,
have
I
things
nasty
the
she
despite
found
and
future,
near
the
for
herself.
"the odd
in
w'th
an
uction to it no one interested in film* from an artistic point of view book review—Shebutdoes
"'versity as introd
I don't take
well.
.
ing
that
seriously".
She
also
■
bor
,
find
it
snould
*°t the last four vears.

evitable in writing the kind ol
assessment she attempts. She covers the work, as they say about
lecturers who fail to captivate,
scintillate and digress for laugha
Timothy Findley, the actor, offers a short story. About Effie.
If university students ambitious
to see themselves in print have
only
to reach Mr. Findley's
of accomplishment
they level
have
reason
hope Book
..." Review secOn toto the
tion. This was entirely satisfactory. Woodcock, Avison, Wroi\y.
and McLean are all tried and
true writers. Pew people feel 03
strongly as Miss Avison seem*
to that 'words alone are certain
good", loving
few treat
much
care, them
and usewiththemaj»
with such precision. Her statement "Toizationfitovera aCanadian
group Qfgeneralpoet*
who write in Canada is only rewarding in terms of Canadian
generalizations, not In terms o(
poetry"Finally,
provokes
a hearty Ta-*amen'!
marack, wie Tamarack,
treu slnd ohdeinn
blatter? Strong and true enough,
'despite an understandable unevenness in quality) to withstand my ittirade
remarks,
may I'mbe sure.
added,Theaddo
not apply to the editorial backbone and contributors to the mechanics of simply getting the
quarterly in print. "Editors," so
says
the opening
"are
gardeners,
and likeeditorial,
other gardeners,
spend
a
good
part
of
their
time watching the sky, praying
for rain." I hope they get it.
A. Philistino

tamarack
jay macpherson
young chopin
listens to her poetry being read
on the C.B.C.
"I'm always very pleased to
mind.
have it read aloud," she says.
"As written partly with that in,
She confesses to being fascinated with any aspect of poetry —
writing, publishing, reading, collecting — "It really has quite a
range! And I just enjoy messing
around with it. I'd like to bi»
able to set it to music — though
I don't
music
— and-know
I didenough
languagesaboutin
high school just to be able to
read poetry in as many of them
We were refreshed to hear
that
Miss Macpherson was not
as possible."
really
interested in travelling
"If I know someone", she saya
"I like tointerested
go there. inButplaces.
I'm not
awfully
fact", interested
she admits,
"I'm
not"Inreally
in anything but poetry! It's dreadful
toverybe nice
so onesided.
to know But
what it'sonealsois
to do in life. And there's never
been
doubtfuture,
of that."
Aboutany the
she tries
"not to thinghavehas always
any opinions.
Some-I
happened.
always seem to be where I
want to be — and as long as X
keep on writing, I r« ally don't
"After all," says the volatile
Miss Macpherson, "poetry is a
life and a half!"
Bridgit Cowan
care."
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'
By LIZ. BINKS phras
Tl "novel idea'' aric| „ '
es t college hoaxes" ^
the bigges
e
Mad
By
LIZ
i
BINKS
y
Stor
le
The Varsity scooped leading Michel
Varsity's^Michel
Isabelie
Cor nt.
It < r..° '
newspapers and magazines on the scribele'sthe incide
ursnsy co to ixposid? Michelle Boudet story.
af'
Vicefor
campa
taine'
ign
in ent ofs) the Stude
The story has appeared
nts'herSoc
ons after the TJ.
of M. and of
publicati
top
several
issue of the Varsity that revealed speeches that "had the
laughing for days on end
her as a hoax.
TORONTO MYSTIFIE
This week's Time magazine de- She is also remembered a con
of the best editors one
of Lestude
Qua,?'
"regally Latin,
scribes Michelle as riding into
the calling andher quotes
FRENCH FILM STAR
convertible
open
an
in
"a
pretty
gjrl
J^jj
Michelle Roodel Phony
stadium"
of Toronto male
University
while
"the university's
stud- plenty of guts who really v?
Bui Appeal Slill Gain
thehercar".arrival Last year's Varsity co-edifiS
ents almost mobbed
s she was Wendy Michener wrote her
describe
articleairport
where
Malton
at The
durin
the daily World—
treal
column accompli
— Woma'illk*
from
s
reporter
met_by
on Isabelle's
joke".
a good Herald
her ment.
ngly took
unknowi
papersV Who
Toronto Hoax Revealed!
The
story
was
carried
luncheon interview and
to
t Ft Mtrv hrget Her
solemnly toasted her with "vive several other Montreal pane "
- - Sep to?eJ Sk**mm
University of Montreal paper Clyde Batten's article "I ^
Michelle" in the Vars
laLe France!"
the com- ceding
made torontoise
to popular
her belief,
arrivalabsolutely
was, \iZ
meniQuartier
"Bref. Latin
la presse
et l' Universite
Varsity furent
solument
galvanisees
per ab- The story did not at ar
Some of the Publications that Picked Up the Michelle Hoax
simple etudiante de Droit
his summer
in France. It said
say
Clydeat met
Papers and magazines all over Canada carried The Varsity's story.
met her
"one Isabelie
of those typ;^
Universite de Montreal".
gallic
affairs"
that in reality
a r a Canadian University
Press ct«
ference in Ottawa two years ag
On her return to Montreal
newspapers held a press confer,
ence about her visit. The McGill
Daily, describing the conference,
said "Isabelie Lafontaine sat back
,
e..
tur
pic
this
in
with her poodle Fifi and s
you can play a part
to be the
enjoying
the sfl
Then
rest oflifethe tostudents
joined her to pose for tig
cameras, just a small memento
Isabelie, a thirf
to The
send fact
backthat
to Toronto.1
year law student at the U. of H,
was the first female to be called
to the bar, was ignored by most
papers.
One did
aspect
which
not ofget Michelle's
past the p;\
of the Varsity was her attempts!
kidnapping. The plan perpeti
by a group of Artsmen was (tfr
covered just in time *by a member
of the Varsity staff who realize!
the consequences if the hoax were
divulged before the game. HowprovidedAlmost
material
"Cathieever itBreslin
Met for
column.
The newspaper advances whid
carried the story several days beterestforetoMichelle's
othersarrival
besidewereU. of to;
students. When Varsity staffers
went down to the Customs Ofto collect the much-fan^
ticket.ficebuttons,
Pogo
an official eagerU
asked them if the story was tflj
and promised to buy a raft?
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a

career

PEOPLE AT Union Carbide Canada Limited jmi its
Divisions have many, many opportunities to develop
their talents. Whether your training or interest lies in
Engineering, Production, Sales, Marketing, Industrial
Relations or Commerce and Finance, you will find that
lc?ou can nut your specialized knowledge to work with a
one established leader in the development of products
and processes for industry. With us, you will have a
chance for professional growth in your chosen field.
MOST OF THE products of UCC are raw materials for
the growing needs of other industries. Expansion is
necessary to ensure an adequate supply of our products
for today's markets.

with

a future

OUR MULTI-MILLION dollar development program
includes new plants and an expansion for greater volume
and new products at many of our existing locations
across Canada.
LISTED BELOW are our main operating Divisions which
cover five major fields of industrial products and processes.
MANY DIFFERENT jobs, and a variety of products and
processes ensures a challenging future for you— no matter
what your professional interest and training
may be.
BE SURE TO talk over your career opportunities with
our representatives during their campus visit. Check
our interview dates now!

Union
Carbide
Canada
Limited
TORONTO 7, CANADA
una
2221 YONGE STREET
OPERATING DIVISIONS
INDUSTRIAL GASES PLASTICS
CHEMICALS
ALLOYS AND METALS
CARBON PRODUCTS
Toronto
Belleville
Electro Metallurgical Co. National Carbon
Toronto Company Carbide Cbemicals Company Linrle Air Products Co. Bakelite Company

In a letter to the Varsity, Isab*
le askedthere
for was
all "The
Varsitys*
which
something
^
Boudet
or afterof her
ten or abefore
photograph
Mich*
to Toronto". She said "I tt
be, very pleased if you could
me fill my souvenir album •
upThein whole
the words
of Terry
hoax may
be su>*
son, 1st Engineering student v
won
the dategame.
with "She
Michellemayj
*J
the football
be Parisien
French, but she
was
an actress",
HURON»MjUtfr
V:
Ienglish car SALES
rit
.AUSTIN
.
AND
'
Elett
!VICEREAR
AUTHORIZE
o
Aut
OF
407
ish
Brit
-e nlnor. I
(311 Yards South of B'°or'
WA.
We L
Hon. Write today. jsSi.
tllle
Fref,SS'"6f
"THEtraining.
CORRECTION^
STAMMERING." give' Iau
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Be self-employed— By
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Ken

Selby

SPS
As
Sr. SPS
team
y afternoon
Yestt erda
Vic's top-seeded seaY"r
at of the 1956
defe
first
be,rB' virWe of their
6-1 victory
jn.ineers moved into a first
from the
men
the
, ', ,fe with
campus.
£h endSteeofle the
Touchdown kickoff
»t,er the second half five* ended up d onSPStheiliner own
play held
„a line Soli
• and on third down the kick
Vic 30 yard line. It
'°nt to the lem
k tne Sku en justscoonere play
the
to
rom scrimmagechdown
The scorede
tou Selby. tigh
ame . swheonly
trop
n Ken
m the ten
□own the siderlinegettfro
ing clear in
ard line afte
he left flat to gather in Sam
leme
Fromnts'the toss.
kickoff Jerry Aziz ran
to the
he ball
Frombackthere
QB Vic
Bob 40-yard
Rowe
hrew a 35 yard pass to Aziz,
25to the
playOnce
akingline.
-ard
againEngineers'
strong SPS
lay along the wingline, led by
■liie Krikorian, stalled the Vic
ttack. From the twenty Duane
"ills kicked to the deadline for
singleton thus ending the scorg for theStout
Scarlet
and .Gold.
Defense
Throughout the first half Vic
ominated, but the Skulemen
eemed to play their best when
In the final quarter Frank
benhardt,
star quarterack,
camelast year's
in and
had a
he blue chips were down. The
oronto Meets
cGill Redmen
n Soccer Tilt
This Saturday, at eleven
'clock,Senlor
the University
of ToronSoccer Blues
will
L.lay
host
to
the
McGill
ft the front campus. Redmen
This promises to be the game
jDf the year for the home fans,
io it is hoped, will turn out
full force to support their
earn. McGill usually has the
trongest team that Varsity
ces all season. No facts are
vailable about the performance
f this year's edition of the Redi, but going by past records,
Blues are expecting tough
pposition.
Saturday's encounter has a
ouble importance
in that it is
e
first game of a two-game
layoff
for the Eastern division
tie of the Intercollegiate
jfcrslty won this title lastleague,
year
.ictory
rJ will be out to repeat their
this season.

Scores

By DON ats
McGILL
Defe
first time
the ball they
racked up Vicfivegotfirst
downs in
moving to the four where
was
first and goal. After three itplays
the ball lay on the two foot line
where SPS took over. The key
play
was Gord Crande tackle
end.
when Vic attempted to lls
skirt right
Twice in the second quarter
kicks by Duane Wills sailed into
the SPS end zone, but both occasions they were run out to the
one yard line.
drive
going
until an overenthusiastic lineman
blocked too far
downfield. ending Vic's last serious threat.
halfbacks
Myers,
NewmanVic's
and Aziz
presented
a hard-hitting ground attack
throughout the entire game. Ken
Selby was Skule's chief threat as

Western
Baby

6-1
passVic
receiver and ground
gainer.
The game was hard-fought
and cleanly played. Only three
penalties were called in contrast
with the fourteen called last
time these two teams clashed.
Balanced League
Skule's win yesterday places
them in a tie with Victoria. This
win opened
the league
up completely. Vic has
only picked
up
one
points, inbuttwothe "games
the
Engineer
Skulemewith
n were
defeated by the UC Redmen who
were defeated by SMC and Vic.
This leaves a spread of just three
points between the first and last
Place teams. As it stands now
the league seems to be a race between Vic and SPS for first place
tirely^between
and
UC and SMC for
third, but a couple of upset wins
could change this situation en-

Colts

Blues

Today isYear'
the second last tim
In
that
you will be able to s
see the
Blues'
stars
of
the
future
when
Varsity Intermediates take on the
the
Western Colts at the Blopr Street
Bowl.
Important Game
Although
to-day's
exhibition affair
the game
Baby isBluesan
dearly want to avenge their 15-14
defeat in London two weeks ago.
The loss in Little Stadium was
suffered in a close, hard fought
ganie in which some unfortunate
Varsity miscues were capitalized
on by an alert Western team.
Coaches Roy McMurty and Gerry
Lansky have been driving their
charges in an attempt to make
sure that these same miscues will
not be repeated and they think
they have succeeded.
The Seconds will be as near
complete strength as they have
been this season. Only tackle
Frank Hawkins who suffered
shoulder injury will have to sit
out this
although
star ahalfback JohngameSpence
received
leg
injury
at
last
night's
scrimmage
and may not play. Bob Maclean,
who was unable to play in the
previous Western game as well
as last week's
OAC contest, has
recovered
lineup. and will return to the

\ was
by Merle Overholt

Th. is nothing in this world
Bke h;aving
to leave exciting
■mming meet in the anmiddle
> calls and all that and butso
t am. This coming Tuesday
ovember 6 a Hound
Bad, nlon T°urnament is Robin
to be stagu is for anyone
ven'iheItDrmtHa11
*t 7:30interestin the
and incidentally, there will be
ovilr0tlUets
b"'ds will be
v,aed and it and
great deal ofshould
fun forprove
every-to
rnoiit ot.Forste''
good
P&OT reported
girls last a TuesS"'"?«
is
encouraging
' ' ,he word is finally get-to
ava^i!!"1
the Hill
"able forthatBadminton
every
night and that people
"S
adva
e
of
Indoo:°r Archntag
it.
ery
ner■ meet.Hall'rig is to be toheldstartat Falon Monday at 4:15
anyone inte
in indo
herv in.- rest
I ed" *"
invAuuior
Bani«tSaSl
Z
Vbe
PUre'y
"ctice V ""eeting to arrangea"
tes ^ aays and tournament
Bui,
,lr51 bowllnj tourna^. i^P for.this.afternoon
.Boeing .Alleys

Major

on Bloor Street between one and
three in the afternoon. It was
decided that several meets would
be held thiscumulativeyear
the acscore willanddetermine
the interfaculty winners. There
will be gether
perhaps
one more
get to-a
this month
and then
minimum of one meet every
month thereafter. There is a
rumor that a new trophy will be
donated this year for the interfac
champions.
More Fencers Needed
More advanced fencers are
needed! The opportunity has come
up for several meets but one
cannot take part in a fencing
meet without a team. McGill is
most anxious to send a team up
here and we are most anxious to
send a team to Rochester. So why
not get
it and
take' every
yourself overwith
to the
practices,
Monday at 5:00! i What would we
ever do without the Drill Hall?)
The annual field hockey match
between Havergal College and U.
of T. takes place this Saturday
morning on the grounds of that
girls' school at 11:00.

At

Battle
Bowl

Western Strong
Big
This year's Game
edition of the Western Colts is one of the strongest
Western Intermediate teams of recent time and unlike their big brothers, they have a good chance at
the league title. In fact unless they
lose to the weak OAC Aggies, the
title will go to London, and even
if this unlikely event happens the
Colts will still have a piece of the
championship with Varsity owning the other half.
There is a rumour that Western
will be missing their quarterback
Frank Consentin. However, this
will far from weaken the Colts
who still have a very good backfield including Jimmy Joy, Frank
Stewart, Bill Mitchell, and the
man last
who time,
virtually
the Rin-Jr.
kies
Lionelkilled
Conacher
Tough Game
The Intermediate coaches promise a tough exciting game and
judging both teams, it appears it
will be so, Don't miss it.
Phys

Ed

It all afternoon—
begins at twothe o'clock
runs tothefour-thirty
Saturday
busiest tomorrow
weekend and
of sports
campus
has
seen
this
year.
For
in
that
period
no
less
than
count 'em,
nine events of athletic endeavour will be held innine,Toronto
and
environs with this university as host. Everything from harrier to
female
football
swings
into
the
sports
limelight
in
the
next
twentyfour hours.
Thf* headlini- --tory for this busy sports period will naturally
he the football contest at Varsity Stadium on Saturday, when
DuU
McGill
Redmen,
This White's
is a do orundefeated
die contestBluesfor face
McGillLarry
who Sullivan's
were hailed
as the
team
tobounced
beat atin thethe.beginning
of
the
year.
But
the
bull
certainly
hasn't
right direction for the Indians this season. They
haven't been decisively defeated by anyone and yet they now
occupy the basement of the college loop along with Western
Ontario.
So itgame.
looks ItlikewillSaturday's
be another
football
also be contest
the lastwillchance
Torontotremendous
fans will
have of seeing their homebrews in regular league action.
The weekend gets underway, sportswise, this afternoon at
two uptheir
at the
Bloor Street
this school's
Intermediates
face
perennial
rivals,Bowl
the when
University
of Western
Ontario
Colls. Toronto will be out to revenge the one point loss they suffered
at the hands of the Ponies in London two weeks ago. The Intermediates have been playing a good brand of, pleasing hall all
season and are well worth your support. So if you have nothing
to do this
o'clock
sharp.afternoon, drop up to the stadium. Game time is two
At about the same time the final whistle blows in the Intermediates contest, one of the big inter-faculty games of the year
to date will begin on the back campus when the rejuvenated
University
College Redmen
meetin the
of St.butMichael's.
The Irish shellacked
UC 23-0
Jheirdouble
first blue
contest
the red
and
white
have
improved
steadily
since
then.
There's
galore mural
at Football
both League.
schools for this match in group one of excitement
the IntraSoccer, rugger, girls football and harrier are the other sports
of importance on Saturday. Proceedings get underway on the back
carnpus at eleven when the senior soccer team faces McGill. This
is the first game of a home and home series with the Redmen.
At the same tim*1 and also on the back campus Varsity's rugger
team battle still another group of visiting McGMIers.
And Niagara University, of basketball fame, visit Toronto's
High
whereUniversity
they'll encounter
ladsagainst
in a cross-country
duel. Park
McMaster
Maraudersour run
the Varsity
Seconds at the same place. Race time is eleven-thirty.
AND
There arebutstrange
doingsfootball
on the games.
campus.Saturday
Not Hallowe'en,
kidnappings,
mysterious
morning, not
on
the Trinity field, the White Angels from the other side of Hoskin
Avenue will meet the Red Devils from the other side of the Strand
in the annualof renewal
their supremacy.
battle for the "Cheesecake Cup",
emblematic
campus offootball
Reports from the two camps, given by the respective coaches,
one a member of the Varsity Blues, and another a former Varsity
staffer, indicate that spirits are high, and that blood will flow
freely. Remember,
that's at ten-thirty Saturday moridng on the
Trinity
field.

Girls Capture

Swim

Tourney

Cunningham, Mcintosh Win Two RESULTS:
Events
land..
By ADRIENNE ALLEN
For the second year in suo
individual Medley: 1— J. Cunningcession PHE captured the title
ham.—2 A. MacPhereon. 3 — J. Medby a 19 point lead in the closely behind Rosemary's .7 Orthodox
L. KrlWomen's Interfaculty Swimming margin.
Iso,
2
—
B. WestBre.istsU-oke:
man. 3— J 1—CunningMeet at Hart House yesterday
ham.Breaststroke:
Good
Crowd
.
1—
S.
Grant,
2 — A.
evening. Victoria College latched A good-sized gallery was on Ferris, 3— R. Burns.
Freestyle: l— E. Mcintosh, 2 — J.
on to second position early in hand to witness one of those rare Crowther,
3 — A.1—MacPherson.
the meet and Trinity sneaked
Backstroke:
j. Cunningham, 2—
into third place followed closely occasions when the girls shone M.Freestyle:
Sullivan. 1—3— E.
J. Relyea.
2—9.
in
the
limelight
at
the
men's
3— G.relay:
Royec 1Mcintosh,
by St. Mike's and Nursing.
pool.
the finisheswaswereof Evans,
Freestyle
— PHE(G. Royce.
close Most
and theof swimming
Doubt High Scorer
A. Stevenson.
L.
Krllsa.
A.
MacPherson).—2 Victoria, 3— OCE
The highest individual point an excellent calibre. This made Diving:
R. Whealey, 2 — J. Furscorer was Nancy Doubt (PHE) for a tremendous meet.
nesa.
3— standings:
J. L —Davies.
Point
l~ PHE (22),
(49). 4—
2—
with
13.5
points.
A
three-way
Vtctcrla
130.5).
3— Trinity
second place tie of 13 points was records
close races, no new- SMC
( 3) ,7— (18.5).
UC (2).5— Nursing U7>. 6— POT
taken by Jan Cunningham Despitewerethe set.
(Nurs.), Janet Medland (Trin.),
and Ada Macpherson (PHE ).
Eileen Macintosh (SMC) gained
11 points
and fourth
went
to Linda
Krissa position
(PHE)
with 10.5 points.
Cunningham Wins Two
Jan Cunningham, the star of
the backstroke, swam with great
ease to win two major events of
the evening. Eileen Macintosh
also gave a spectacular showing,
winning a tough 100 yard free
style race and maintaining an
early lead in the 50 yard free
style. Janet Medland gave one
of thetions in most
delightful
exhibisynchronized
swimming.
She literally danced in the water!
An excellent diving performance
was revealed by the graceful
lass from Trinity, Rosemary
Whealy, with the highest mark
Girl Swimmers In Action
given for her one-and-a-half
Here's the start of a race
gainer. Jane Furness followed
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NFCUS

Student

Insurance

Polity

INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI TEAM
There will be a meeting for all those interested in compotj^
skiing on Friday, November
2nd, inat the5 p.m.
North Comrruttee R0o *
Hart House,

By GERRY Rep's
HELLEINER
In Wednesday'sied
issue some re- SAC
has offices
companyment
The out
State
Clarif
flections were cast on the in
suitCanada and has run
ability of the Canadian Premier $218 millions, Mutual of Canada through
a similar
run
to
es
and continu
Life Insurance Company Insurance
to under- — §487 millions, Imperial Life — low-rate
plan under the auspices
TODAY
write the NFCUS Life
ion
Associat
an
(Canadi
is the last
day
$217 millions. Continental Life — of CAMSI
of low-cost $32
provision
for
Scheme
Intern'
Studenthass and
millions, all unaffiliated com- es);
of Medical
insurance rates to students. This
2200
some
plan
this
company was referred to as a panies.
policy
for
members.out of about 5000
CAMSI holders
"young,
Winnipegthatconcern"
and it small
was implied
there Gerry Helleiner, SAC national A write-up on the Company apas to its financial affairs chairman, here gives his
peared in the April 14 edition i
was someLet doubt
status,
me hasten to correct a opinion on the NFCUS insurance Financial Post.
APPLICATIONS
problem. The scheme to give Another paragraph in the
well-meaning
but
ill-informed
Varsity.
term life insurance to under- article dealt with the deadline for
Canadian Premier Life was
graduate students is meeting op- enrolment. There is no such deadchartered on January 1, 1956 as a
position from other campuses,
line; studentsmay
of NFCUS
enrol member
at any
commercial insurance company; because of doubts about th£ suit- u n i versities
however, this was a mere change
ability of the company which is atime.
'Card
enrolment*,
however,
CARABIN
scheme
whereby
there
is a
of name and status, since the to underwrite the scheme, Mr.
company had existed as the Helleiner clears up some of the minimum of questions asked for
acceptance by the company, does
more well-known Dominion Gen- points about this.
WEEKEND
EXCHANGE
involve the quoted deadlines.
eral Benefit Association, a fraternal insurance organization, for a
GAMES TODAY
number of years. It should be
E.A.C. Weekend Committee
FOOTBALL
pointed out that this was the
vs
M. GlblonGray,
Wine
vb St.
MeoV
Bark.Garshowitz,
first such Canadian charter grantGolden
SOCCER
ed in thirty years and that doPre
-Med
vsvs Arch
St. M. A. Braden
VanLoon
North
regulations in strict
such matForestry
South 12,30
12,30
ters areminionsufficiently
that North
4,00 Sr. Med
vs Sr. SPS Bugarski
LACROSSE
never in Canadian history has a
u.c. n
vs MINOR
SPS IV
chartered insurance company
VOLLEYBALL
—
LEAGUE Uhrynuk, Jeans
BLUE and WHITE
failed to pay a matured contract
St.
M..
C
vs
Pre
-Med
I B Tannls
Tannls
SPS A
vs Pre-Dent
of a valid claim.
Further, Canadian Premier Life
Ss affiliated with the Accident
-CLASSIFIED ADSand Casualty Insurance Com
FOOTBALL
TYPEWRITERS
pany of Winterthur and Womter- Special student rates. All regular Double ONroomTHEand CAMPUS
board. $15.00 a
■ jir of Switzerland, operating in makes; new or rebuilt; rented and week. Laundry optional. 5 minute
Europe since the nineteenth solcfon terms. Also for supplies, walk. Please contact Mrs. Petcoff,
century; there is a branch of repairs and service. Phone RI. 252 Brunswick LOST
DANCE
Ave., WA. 3-2005.
Winterthur Casualty and two af- 1843 anytime.
filiated Companies — American
60% DISCOUNT HI
"John
author Ken-on
.Casualty and American Aviation
Muir, inMilton",
the bookstore,
(52 issues) of: Book neth
and General Insurance, in the $10.40— worth
§3.
25;
LIFE
—
$4.25;
—
Tuesday,
October
23.
"Please reUnited States. The total assets TIME
turn
to
SAC
office.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
Tomorrow Evening
of the affiliated companies ex- Students: order now, pay later;
JAZZ
COMBO
ceed $325 millions of dollars, as ADAMS AGENCY, WA. 2-1233 or (4-6); available for parties, wedcompared with North American — RU. 1-4249. Any periodical.
gs, etc. We after
like frats.
TYPEWRITERS
at BE. din33756
6 p.m. Call Mike
Tickets $2.50 In The SAC Office
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
HELP WANTED
make, brand new typewriter. Second-year
Scalp Redmen! Any
student
interested
in
(Rental ^refunded if you buy), 16 mm. projection. Regular, part(Continued from Page 1)
$29. Cash registers, addApplyMuseum.Mr. Tilbe, Royal OnCoach Dalt White, confident Trade-ins
ing machines. Humber Typewriter, time. tario
HART HOUSE
9 p.m
of his team's chances, but still 375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
LET 'ME DO YOUR TYPING
wary of what the Redmen might
SCOOTER WANTED
throw at the Blues, cast an eye Will buy a used motor scooter. Notes, Essays, theses, etc., accurately typed atwork.
home.Good
Experienced
skyward last night after practice, Pay
spelling
6-3728.cash. Call Paul Kyselka, RO. on student
and
and English. Reasonable rates. HU.
weathercommented:
keeps up "I. . hope
. the this
last
HERE
AT
LAST!
1-0260.
Mrs.
Mary
Robson.
North
tiling we want is a mudder."
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE — RUSH Toronto.
LOST
That statement could well mean $6.00
for a year of the most collegthat White plans to go with aniate magazine
ever published.
Uni- Blue Top-Coat in last week. Name
versal Enterprises,
104 Ridgehill
other passing attack against the
label inside - John H. Lindsay
McGillmen. Sullivan has promised Drive, Toronto, or call OR. 1892. on
Jr. Please call WA. 2-5129. No
alimited
severepassing.
ground offense, with SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
questions asked.
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
— $3.25 a year. LIFE— $4.25
That, in turn, brings up the TIMEyear.
SERVICE, 330 BAY ST.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
quarterbacking question. Early a— $4.00
ROOM 1409
a
year,
PLAYBOY
—
$6.00
conjecture was that Ed Skrzypek a year. Order now, pay later. All types of manuscripts, Theses,
■md Larry Joynt would play the STUDENT PERIODICAL AGEN- and secretarial work. Formerly
CY, P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O. at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4—
McGill game, with Harry Wilson
Sitting it out. But with the pos- Toronto. Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583. 5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
sibility of a passing offense, it
would seem foolish to bench WiK
HART
HOUSE
eon, who is currently throwing
the pigskin with a 62,9% comSATURDAY THE 3rd
pletion average.
in theare Great
LUNCH11:45BEFORE
I from
to 1:30THEp.m.GAME
Members
invitedHallto
bring their lady friends and visitors to the campus
to the Great Hall as their guests.
Caledon
Farm groups.
— all weekend
the Geography
Club
will
hold Hills
discussion
Other members
of the House
-wishing to use the Farm over night are requested to
check into the Graduate Office, Hart House, before they
SUNDAY THE 4th
Great
in theSchmeSERVICE
Y CHURCH
Alexander
The Reverend
at 11 a.m.
Hall
UNIVERSIT
Imann
from New York will give the address. All
Members of the University community are welppen
"The Decorative
Exhibit"Sunday
will
be
on Art
viewGallery—
to all members
of the Arts
university
afternoon.
Hall
the Greatpianist
inCanadian
p.m.
Ray provide
Dudley,CONCERT
I9ofSUNDAY
renownMr. EVENING
will
theyounger
programme.
Tickets m
may
be
obtained
from
the
Hall
Porter
or
from
yo
2/£, shows off in
ive. ' friendsis noto these
faculty ited
representat
chargeconcerts.
new^£t^
super 70' s fine BOTANY!
bring th< There
are inv to NOTICES
This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you with
A book exchange has been completed with the University House
at theNewAustralian National University and riiembers will findMem-on
its exquisite new high-fashion flat look! Very
the
Books Shelf a. number of Australian works that the
Library Committee has received from this university
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finished,
Additions have been made to the collection of Recordings in the
Record Room. Members will find the list of new recordings in
shrink-r
esistant, mothproof— sizes 34-40 in
the back of the Suggestions Book that is in the Record Room
The Noon Hour
many, many styles, many, many vibrant new
Sing Songs will commence soon and the Music
Committee is anxious
to
Fall colours! At good shops everywhere.
the services of a pianist The
Sing Songs take place on obtain
and Fridays during the win
ter term. Any members ofMondays
the House who are interested
in
this
position should contact the
Reservations Office WA 2 97ifi
$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95
210,4 Look for the name "KITTEN"
There will be an honorarium. '
—

Two

Debaters

Go To McGill
The AH - Varsity Debating
Team is recruiting for a brand
new debating tournament.
Application forms, available in
the SAC office, will be accepted
before Monday, November 12th,
for the tournament. The winning team will become members
of the University debating team,
and will represent the University
at the McGill Winter Carnival.
Participation Is open to all
undergraduates not already
members of the U of T Debating Team. Contestants will be
judged on an individual basis,
but entries should be made as a
team of two.
Women debaters are especially
in demand. Of 82 entries for the
recent debating trials, only five
were from women. Three placed
in the first twenty.
The single-elimination tournament begins on November 19th.
Preliminary rounds will be impromptu debates and will all be
run off this term. Finals and
semi-finals
will take place next
term.

The
\arsity
Vol. LXXVI — No. 25
Monday, November 5th, 1956 Joynt
Of TNT
and Treason
Well, kiddies, guess what? blows oop the 'ouses of Parliament"? Mr. Flawkes said.
Yes, that's right, to-day is Guy
And so time went on. Little
Fawkes' Day, Isn't that fascinat(Continued on Page 3)
bet what
you just
can'treally
wait
to finding? I'llout
is was
all about. Well, pull up a bed of
nails and siddown. and I'll tell
UofM Daily
you,
Guy Fawkes,
or Fawlkes,
Pfflookes.
or Phlookes
as it was
Wants Strike
sometimes spelled (If ShaykThe University of Montreal
speer canon do
it, sooccasion)
can I said
Fawkes
a later
was paper Le
suglastQuartier
week thatLatin
students
born in York in 1570, Shortly of the gested
six
Quebec
Universities
after his birth, Phlookes Sr. ex- strike in protest of the governclaimed to his wife: "Coo luv,
ment's .opposition
ain't he a funny little guy", and University
grants. to federal
the name stuck. Some years later
The newspaper urged stuit is said that the Pfflukes were
dents to force the Quebec govwatching delightedly as little
ernment into giving statutory
Guy
tried
to
set
fire
to
the
family
cat. Felicia.
grants equal to what they are
now
receiving,
plus what they
"Wot d'ye suppose 'e'll grow would now receive
if the fedup
to be, father, said Mrs. Phlookes.
eral offers were accepted.
The
article
says
a
large
num"Shouldn't be surprised if 'e
ber of the 25,000 students at
the Universities were in favour
of the strike. It was signed by
student Payl Doyon.
RC

Pave Mclntyre and Friend

Sparkplug

In

Spine-Tingler
Varsity Sports Editor
By JOHN BROOKS
i\
Varsity Blues played some of their worst football of the
year on Saturday afternoon. But they produced some of their
best as Redmen.
well, and it carried them to a tense 14-13 victory overi
McGill
For better than half the game, Varsity looked woefully
inept. Unable to move the ball either on the ground or in the
air, they were dealt with almost at will by the Redmen, who
had their backs to the wall and played like they knew it.
The tide changed midway through the third quarter with.
McGill ahead 13-7. Coach Dalt White pressed Larry Joynt
into the breach for the first time in the game, and the rookie
quarterback proved to be just the tonic the Blues needed to
apply the kiss of death to the tiring Redmen.
Nine plays after entering the game, Joynt threw an eightyard pass to Ross Woods in the end zone to tie the score.
Peter Maik added the winning point late in the last frame
when an attempted field goal went wide and bounced to the
deadline.
Captain Ed Skrzypek started the game at the pivot spot,
but was unable to get an attack organized. In the first half,
the Blues collected the submissive total of 50 yards gained,
33 on the ground and 17 in the air on two completions.
One of these was a touchdown pass from Ross Woods to
Dave Creswell. Bill Mclntyre had set up the score by blocking
a McGill kick on the Montrealers' 42 (Continued
and recovering
on Pagethe6) loose

Students

Applaud

Rebels

Protest
Anglo-French
Action
By JORDAN SULLIVAN
The conference received radio
Students representing 15 Canaand
TV
adIt
was
felt
the
telegram
shpuld
dian Catholic colleges aJid univerdres edcoverage
by the Mayorandof was
London,
leaders.
sities last weekend protested Britof
"the
social
inThe
Bishop,
and
other
prominent
ish and French aggression in the be sent because
justices being practised today.
Middle East and applauded Hun- Particularly so as the theme of member.
garian students in their bid for the conference is "Social Justice." St. Michael's Is not a CF CCS
freedom.
Action was in the form of teleo Prime Free
Minister
St. Laurent andgrams tRadio
Europe.
They Students Demonstrate in UK
were sent from the annual con- Students of six British Univern in Egypt
immediately.'*
ference of the Canadian Federasities rioted yesterday in protest In Leedsgres iothe
demonstration
wafl
tion of Catholic College Students. against British Middle East Policy. *quietly
organized as Egyptian and
students marched to the
Chris Wilson. St. Michael's Col- In- Edinburgh about one thous- Indian
British Embassy to protest. They
observer,individual
said "therecampus
have
and were
involve'd
inquietly
a demonbeen legemany
stration
which
began
when
were
by pro-British
opinions, but we felt it our duty anti-British students marched dents joined
but were
prevented stuby
police
from
violence,
through
the
quadrangle
waving
totheexpress
the
'national
opinions
of
students represented at the banners and passing out leaflets.
A Dublin rally was also con-*
conference. We spoke primarily Pro-British students moved in ducted
in a more mature fashion.
for Catholic students. However,
Here African and Asian students
and
fighting
began.
Flour
bags
exwe- hope we have the support of
walked
to the Embassy and premissies were
sented a protest which stated,
all right-thinking Christian stu- hurled, andploded,an offensive
attempt waa made "Not since
the days of Fascism
dents in Canada."
Toronto
students Instrumental to tear down the Union Jack. have such cruel measures been aSigns
were
carried
saying
"Stop
in drawing
the telegrams
were Suez War", and "Halt British Ag- dopted for selfish purposes."
Eppridge j Chrjs
WHsonup and
Marilyn Huck.
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HOCKEY REFEREES WANTED!
Officials for the mtiamuial series required. League starts Mod
Nov. 26th. GET YOUR APPLICATION IN NOW — Intrsmuial office.

OUR

READERS

WRITE
ON:
world.
in whom weIf we
can believe
ignore, whit
mands on feeling,
our livesarewew
constantly
face to face with the Jesus ru
Christianity
of the New Testament 0f ar 1
STUDENTS
please 'myth"
understand
that thebeing
Chris-so
|
tain
(as
you,
RECRUITING LITERATURE
assentS.Cdulled
pale figmen
.M.
tNotofg anour
aginati
suave,
might call
it) has beenby merely
on?noddin
eyery0
neto Pt.6^6^
well defended,
or expounded,
I Chr
havecatechism
read
Mr.
Papaionnau's
th"
"My
Describing
a simple
ian
ist
of reason with such a brilliant Catholic scholar
amusement. Here obviously is a as Ricciotti, in his Life of Christ. crieth Lord, Lord — — wt><>
fellow
who
has
been
somewhat Perhaps
Federal Government Opportunities fl
secrets ofyouits might
pages peek
some into
day.theif
Dark of the Moon
entranced by the novelty of new- you can endure some piercing
ly-acquired jargon. There are criticism of your household-gods,
-Now Available
It was weird; it was elemental,
paranoiacs in the world; hence Renan, Bam*, Strauss, et. al.
The Civil Service of Canada is again offering hundreds
Nathan A. Cervo
Christ was a paranoiacs. Too, G.
of attractive positions to university graduates and
B. Shaw is clever, although, as
it was fascinating; it was ,.0ln ' '
those who expect to graduate in 1957.
usual, sophistic and very cre- In Doubt of Reason tic;
Theit almo
witche
st s defie
weres descr
the iptio
Your University Placement Officer, at 5 Willcoeks
embed-n '
dulous
(believing
in
his
own
remote theorizing) in a preface;
atreec, now has
nas folders
ioiuer-s describing
uescriuiny the various classes.
gw Street,
It
is
very
tempting
to
place
hence, G. B. Shaw is a ration- reason on the top of the human
a The opportunities are so diversifified there are opporment of gracefulness and ee/'
ff tunities for graduates from almosost every faculty,
alist. And then there's Bertrand faculties — many have done it— ness. The
horiz
tic and
breat
are invited to get
copies
of
those
pamphlets
of
h-takoning,wasflagrealis'
Russell,
the author
ofPapaionnau
"A Free
mosp
hera
-f
™«—
*
—
Man's
Worship,"
Mr.
You
with various results. At any rate vivid. Uncle was distinct ana
afcjjinter
erest to you.
cue
truly
this faculty can become one of convincing. Smeli
would be todisconcerted,
he only'
bothered
know more ifabout
his the
Preacher wasHaggier
Examination details and summer employment requirestrongholds of human self
hero,
that,
after
all
these
years,
nieiits will be available shortly.
and usually is. There could have just stepp out 0f
Russell is finally aware that the esteem—
are other such strongholds but the church door in theedromanti
principle of evil in the world is none
c
as attractive as this one
For additional information, please write to:
hills of Kentucky. The charact.
in1 of all what
places,Christians
man — whichhaveis to students.
exactly
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA,
ers
were
well chosen and their
T.P. writes in defence of reason.
taught all along.
"Why I am a Christian" writes parts well done. The stage man.
Mr. Papaionnau, if you are a for
S
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the
hope
and
defence
of
the
J rationalist instead of a- bigot, whole man. Let's not dissect agement and direction were most
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I thorou
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physical, spiritual, as . the atmosphere of these primitwell as mental.
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VARSITY
at QUEEN'S
Then too. our university edu- trayed, the portrayal went a litcation
should
be
giving
us
inSATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
10th
tle too far. With careful thought,
tegration of outlook, and should
be making us capable of an the same atmosphere could have
The Students' Administrative Council has arranged a
integration of experience. Is this been created without calling on
SPECIAL VARSITY TRAIN
what it is doing, or is it merely the Name of the Lord in the ■
teaching us to be of reason?
way it was done. The names ot
Athletic Association
AT STUDENTS'COUNCIL
Another Christian, U.C. Jesus and the Holy Spirit were
ADMINISTRATIVE
sacred to the people of that day,
SPECIAL RATE (TRAIN ONLY) $5.65
Game Tickets Only
Game Tickets $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.25
as they still are to millions ol
Does It Matter ?
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
GAME TICKETS ONLY WILL BE
Concerning the recent discus- people throughout the world.
Leaving Toronto — 8.00 a.m.
sion of Why I Am and Am Not When the depiction of sacred
Arriving Kingston — 11.35 a.m.
ON SALE AT THE ATHLETIC
a Christian, I would like to sub- things is carried to the point o(
N.B. — TICKETS WILL NOT BE VALID
OFFICE
TICKET
WICKET,
mit one question. Does it really
RETURNING ON TRAIN 15 LEAVue, it becomes, I bematter whether or not we think the grotesq
ING KINGSTON 6.47 p.m. E.S.T.
HART HOUSE, TODAY
lieve, sacrilege. As a student
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believe in Christianity? body, let
THE S.A.C. OFFICES WILL SELL COMus stillcontain
be true to the
BINATION TRAIN AND GAME TICKETS
We all say that we believe in faith
Christiofanourhope
PRICE $2.50, $2.00,
fathers! ed in the
. ONLY OR TRAIN TICKETS ONLY.
the ourGolden
Rule,
andWe yetall look
at
daily
lives.
say
ON SALE TODAY
$1.50, $1.25.
that we believe . in universal
So, more
plays, please!
discrimination
betweenBui
brotherhood, and yet look at our greater
the secular and the spiritual!
A Student <

The Chartered Accountant
Your choice nf a career one of the most important decisions "you will make
in your life.
For each of the possible careers you consider, you will want to know what the
work is like, what it takes to be successful and how much you can earn if you
are successful, what aptitudes, education and training you will need, how fast
you can hope to get ahead.
The purpose of these articles is to answer these questions for the accounting
profession—
more specifically,
tell you what you can expect if you should
decide to become
a Chartered toAccountant.
Most people recognize the initials C.A. just as they recognize MD or PhD The
work of the Chartered Accountant however, is less well known, especially among
young men and women, because they do not meet accountants in their daily lives
as frequently as they encounter doctors or teachers. But the Chartered Accountant's work is of vital importance to the economic health and well-being of our
modern societ
fa
y.
Accounting
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T™ «««r.Uy be well
immediately -after graduatton 6°ne mt0 other
Merest o,°' abusiness
wider
institute welcomes enquirieslbout how tTbeco™ I cX"^" AcCOUntant- The
THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF Ontar
io
69 Bloor Sltee,. Eas, . Torcnlo 5, O„,a„o
WA «37, ONTARIO

SMART HAIRCffl]
- The One That You Lik« ■
600 University
Avenuej
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Fn«» |
ONLY 85 cents

— ^1
'A Guy's A Guy
1605
' Even
/continuedInfrom Page 1)
and bigger.
bigger
r„v became
he became bigger, he
^ ?.pas more
and more aware
part which
Thte destinyPlayand inthe the
history
ld
J^wou
seem
f his country. This may
was
actually there
irange forearly
indicat
to
life
mtle in his ance. He tried,e
V later import to blow up
quite young,
whenneighb
ourhood wineshop, but
:he
en to
he hads, forgott
that matche
found any
which was
Krine
fust as well, really, because they
hadn't been invented yet.
did finalthe big moment
Jy Butarrive.
fateful mornOn the13th,
of August
1604. the
=on of the famed Sir William
into Flukes'
Catesbys.wasThisushered
was a meetinofg
lodging
the course
destine.d to alter
history Standing there, in the
dimly lit room, Catesby was an
g figure in his black
imposin
cloak and red suspenders, his
piercingatheyes piercing out from
underne
his shaggy brows,
and his catlike grace showingin every movement.
Catesby spoke first:
"I say Phlookes old boy, how
about coming along to blow up
Parliam
"Bah ent?"
Gum, Ah think ah will",
said
Guy,the"arfchamber
a mo pot
whileandI
emptied
be
right
with
ye."
And
emptied the camber potso Guy
and
left! With this simple act he embarked on a mission of incomparable danger and adventure.
Incidently, it is interesting to note
that the chamber pot used by
Flawkes on this occasion, an
heirloom of the Pfflookes family
and greatly treasured by Guy,
now rests in the Bodleian library
at Oxford.
Once in London, Phlukes and
his companions embarked on a
never-ending round of preparations, There was the house to
rent, the gunpower to purchase,
and plans to be laid.
Leaflets were distributed announcing the time and date of
the event, and for weeks beforehand the daily newspaper
carried full page ads exhorting
the populace to be on hand for
the big show. It was therefore
not actually surprising that the
king got wind of the plot and
had all the conspirators arrested.
Guy
taken himself
to prison.was caught and
him",
said"How
James,did whoyouwas catch
the king.
"Well", said the guard, "I guess
"t was just a Phlooke really."
Organ

Recital
DR. HEALY WILLAN
TODAY
Convocation Hall
5 p.m.

Cheerleader
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Takes

Off. . . . AMLaVds

INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL
Anyone interested in trying out for the Intercollegiate Teams,
report to Coach John Stulac on Monday and Wednesday.
November 5th and 7th at 5 p.m. in the Main Gym.

C . I /
— Eppridge
OSTUrdaV
S 9ame produced ths "S"al run of casualties. But the
out, . of, the
ordinary.
.l.
d cluarte'' «»w an accident which was slightly
It all started when two male cheerleaders tossed pretty, blond Pat
Davidson up in the
air, in a twirl which was intended to land her on
her
fell toon gether up.back, and
solicitous aides rushed to revive
her feet.
when Butshe Patfailed
Pat turned out only to have had the breath knocked out of her, and
returned to cheer at the end of the game. But for a moment it looked
as
though
of its
own. the cheerleading squad would be able to claim a casualty

Senior Intercollegiate Hockey
Practices for Intercollegiate Hockey Start on Monday, Nov. 5th
at 5:30 p.m. Varsity Arena. Report to Manager Dave Gawky.

1,00
STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
SPECIAL LECTURE
Bishop Stephen Neill
"Today's Challenge To Students"
PLACE — Room 8, U.C.
DATE — Tues., Nov. 6, at 5 p.m.
CHAIRMAN — Principal Jeanneret, U.C.
Bishop
Neill
Bishop toMissioner
the Archbishop
Canterbury. isHeformer
was U.Assistant
of T. Christian
in 1948. of

4.00
5.00

GAMES TODAY
SOCCER
Vic
St. Rose
Trin. a LACROSSE
vsvs Sr.
Trin.Med
B
Braden
St. M,
vs
Vic
I
Brown,
VOLLEYBALL — Med
MAJOR LEAGUE Tnnrle Crawford
Pinna
VOLLEYBALL — vs MINOR
LEAGUE
SPS
P
vsvs Trin
Sperling
U.C.
Taylor
U.C.
Pilams
Stan
U.C. Killers vs Med. 1JI Yr. Tannls

The CREST THEATRE
551 MT. PLEASANT AT BELSIZE
HU. 9-9427
HELD

Presbyterian Workshop
Discussing problems raised
in recent issues of The Varsity
1. Christianity and Reason 3. 'Church doctrines & discipline
2. Facing up to History
4. Christianity and Moral Evil
Room 4 Knox College
Wed., Nov. 7, at 8:00 p.m.
also — What is 'our part the John Stott Mission
Sponsor:Presbyterian
Trustee Committee,
Lunch Served " —
Fellowship

OVER

I
M
J}

■

THIS WEEK
THE

THREE

SISTERS

By Anton Chekov
Directed and Designed by Jack Landau
HI

SKULE

MITE

Opening Tuesday, 13th Nov.
SHAKESPEARE'S

5T7

FEATURING:
THE MEXICAN SCENE — OUR TECHNICAL TRIUMPH
DOZENS OF DOLLS — ALL SIZES BUT ONLY ONE SHAPE (WOW!)
DAZZLING CHOREOGRAPHY (i.e. Dancing) AND INTRODUCING
THE SKULEHOUSE CHORUS!
Ticket Sales Start TOMORROW

(Tuesday) in S.P.S.

So Line Up A Date Now.
— FOUR NIGHTS ONLY —
November 21 - 24

Hart House

Anthony and Cleopatra
Directed by Douglas Campbell
— Barbara Chilcolt WITH
and Max Helpniann —
STUDENT RATE OF 60c
Rush ses.ts at the STUDENT RATE OF 60c will go on sale
'one hour before the time of performance. While we cannot
guarantee admission, we always try to accommodate students and would point out that better seats are available
in the early part of each week.
Students wishing to avail tihemselves of this special rate
must present a current A.T.L. card at the box office.
— One ticket will be issued on each A.T.L. card. —

■I
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guy fawkes day
Today is Guy Fawkes Day. In 1605 Mr. Fawkes
of Commons.
very nearly blew up the Britten House
A lot of people wish he had done it last week.
our readers right?
"The volume of mail that
come; in to a magazine or
newspaper is no index of anything except that you happen
to attract a lot of idiots, because most people that write
letters to newspapers are

-HI. Mencken, on a Libfools."
rary of Congress record, as
quoted in Time magazine. -Methodist
Mr Mencken had a number of hates
ministers, Southern artists, History professors, tin
even writers of editorials.
gods of all descriptionsdo, we
agree more, than the
With none, however,
thought quoted above.
We are not condemning all the letters we receive.
There are a number of informed, clever and interestin them. But we do hold a good many
ing remarks
of them
in contempt.
The syllogism explaining the poor quality is a
simple one. People who write to newspapers have
the universtrong opinions about certain aspects oftime
to write
sity community. They also have enough
lengthy letters. Usually they are not partaking in the
activity they are writing about.
People who have violent opinions and time on
their hands have something lacking if they do not
join in activities related to their interests. Therefore
most people who write letters to newspapers are
fools.
In his novel, 'Leaven of Malice,' Robertson Davies
-himself an editor of undeniable ability— talks of the
great joy an editor gets from tidying up the letters
that criticize his policy. He is right. There is a certain
feeling of righteousness— pompus perhaps, but enjoyable al the same— in correcting spelling and grammore force behind his damnation.mar so a critic may have
And how they scream when a paragraph is cut!
A newspaper is a mechanical structure' made of
lines of solid lead, cast, hammered, sawed and juggled to fit. A compositor is ruthless when a story
must fill a chosen space. Every newspaperman the
world has ever seen has learned stoicism about his
last few deathless paragraphs or has retired to writing novels where all you do is add a page or two.
Letters to the editor do not give a representative
opinion. They cannot, for they are written by fanatics, and fanatics are seldom typical.
There is no denying letters are an integral part
of every paper. Everyone — even the editor— enjoys
seeing an editor roasted on the spit of his own
writing.
That roasting becomes particularly enjoyable
when it is done by experts.
But still, even Mr. Mancken would not deny that
fools frequently make interesting reading.
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Enangeredjy US Invasion

DAare
CA
' ji- ;-„0.MBthat
thatSno
nn civilian
r-ivilifln
shall NA
SUffd', leaflets
leaflets
Ri-B bei
;.
shall
suffer,
BO
BRITAIN
dropped
(over
Churchill,
Ont.)
which
have
"?
invadly
the
proposed
targets
circled
in
red.
Any0i,e
at the dastar
outrag
d anda by
Shocke
Britain and these areas is respectfully requested to vis?
theed Americans, atum
sion of Canad
the
to
ult.m
joint
a
France issued to-day ugh they recognize the relatives in the country. Ottawa, Metropolis
two combatants. Altho
Montreal, Winnipeg, and- Regina a"
received Toronto,
n the U.S.A. has'^lle
flagrant provocatio
among these targets. All are known to hai*
ctual airports
e slanders ontwoits"Moth
and
some are suspected of having civj*
in the innumerabl
the war mustersceaseof Defense offices.
ans,
rds by
standaately,
immedi
To protect
area in Brita,?
\vni "
ed that
declar
haveCanadi
its Canadian interests,
are thesituated,
om"
Freed
shall bomb Toronto's Bay St. This will halt aiiv
movement of British-held stocks
capitalofinvesthas claime
Britain
being downward
graveherdanger
are din that
These areas will be obliterated in such a manner
ments in Canada
in
ts
interes
vested
few
that
a!l
adjacent
non-military buildings and any
has.
liquidated. France
civilian who lacked transportation to evacuate
shall escape unscathed. (This statement has
- been questioned by a Japanese survivor of
Hiroshima, but Sir Dierson Pixoji swore tear,
fully in the U.N. that the-former was biasej
and such news reports as not issued by the
Anglo-French Propaganda. Board are not to
be trusted.) . - _ -

" THEY'D NEVER OF GOT ANYWHERE
THEIR CIGARETTES ARE CRAPPY
Canada but it is reported that she intends to
"settle a score" with Prime Minister Louis St.
Laurent who is known to speak with a bastard
French accent disagreeable to the University
of Paris.
Since the fighting front is in Canada, the
joint command has decided to attack all Canadian military installations. This should successfully end the inundation by American troops. So

— Iain Macdonald
GEN'RUL, WHATTE I DO?
THEY ARE TOUGHER THAN US
The Americans are reported to be moving
every
weapon,
the Home
Guard, available
to the front
becauseIncludingit is believed
that,
as the aggressor nation, the U.S.A. shall not
- suffer any threat to her homeland. (Sir Dierson
Pixon has also denied, on the relics of George
the Third, the Asian charges that Anglo-French
forces
fight in conjunction with the Amerisources.canswill
)in order
to seize Canada's natural he-

LOOKS JUST LIKE HOME

"This policing action shall stop when both
countries have declared peace," said Sir Anthony Paradise in a Commonwealth broadcast
this evening. "We are quite confident that our
Canadian brothers realize that we are destroying them as the only possible method to protect
our interests. This should please them no end
and when all is over, those great people wfll
of friendship, re-enter the Stergrasp the hand
Anthony.
ling area, and all will be tip-top. Cheerio!"
The TJ.N. is not quite as optimistic as Si

Britain, Russia, and the Whale Free World
Eden has made the mistake of
The profit of the canal is a Lithuania, Latvia,
the century.
very important matter but when
With political changes taking it comes in comparison with the raine and Siberia, it is
place in Eastern Europe in thousands dying in Hungary,
favour tain,of instead
the West,
Great these
Briof aiding
nations morally and economicalJust A Minute, Mr. Editor Est;onitraa.sh- 1^
- Your editorial of October 31
ly, has grabbed
without
regard tothetheopportunity,
interest of and your subsequent apology
clusion that- the Teleg-2y
the whole free world, to invade 'explanation) are sadly lacking. circulation.
Egypt
and sieze
many, do not editorial was motivated 51
for its own
profit.the Suez Canal I, for one among
Your plea for lead- by its desire to maintain
The safety of the canal is a accept them.
ership
and
your
comments on
very important matter, but the Toronto editorial treatment of apologizing
* — seems - shut"
invasion of the canal united the the Middle East situation emanThis procedure
with ofyouwriting
be *UJ
Arab world as it has never been er. ate from a bias on, and an ignor- commonplace
before and moved the Arabs in
ance of the situation which is most
Things
of
this
importance
- ^in
certainly
not
be
close contact as they have never painfully evident to every readbeen
before.
irresponsible
person
su
British invaded Egypt because
You sir, based
aren't onlooking
for the hands of an uninfornie^((Vt0
leadership,
an honest
they
thought
the
Russians
had
lull hands in Eastern Europe and analysismarksofregarding
the facts.
Your re-in these
It you
yourself.events,
eithermust
get " o»
the editorial
would not intervene. This was
w
true. Now. however.^the Rus- the Star and your denunciation one who is qualified loi this
sians think that the Western of that in the Tely make your
By ortheleaveway.themyouralonepowers have enough trouble in position quite clear. The Star's them
is valid in your limited
the Middle East and between approach
the 'professor's
on gowns
on the same cu''jje
P etid*
outlook, while years of border about
themselves, and as a result they murders,
thefts, malicious and quite good. Keep itJnPare moving their tanks to Buda- vile propraganda,
blockade aim- - todigant.
pest. When the Russians enter
scope- ^1
your (exP13";,^
be within
Your
apology
ed at the are
economic
strangulation
must ^
Budapest,
with
the
'instruments'
of
Israel
completely
ignored,
at their disposal they will open
were o jiworld.
at your unbe- was to those whoFrankly".,^
the biggest butcher shop in the and you arrive
lievable and ridiculous con- I am not offended, just
such
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elyWilde
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m
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Oscar
the FoCrowning Prihh sunday concert
ticism demands that it be
of Arden— or as Dylan The aimvilege ofcannotThe
be mistaken
for an
tor cr:atingl not moral or immor- Thomarest
s
used
them
on
gaping
effort
to
rehabilitate
the
harlot.
£timul
rity
integ
listeners of the Third Program„„, his concern for
Graves pokes fun at the obs"
l Force
Mora
"My
ses ional, fascist element in Ezra
ute:
absol
this
m
poems
new
16
But one learns to one's Pound's poetry
f„°, the
at his penchl°0°ume) has this rigor as its astonishment that "Wordsworth
obscureandlearning.
They
L'Heure
hadme."a very elusory knowledge wereant forgreat
He urease
guys
and
I knew
' '"^My moral forces, alway disof
wild
life",
and
that
Blake
them
is
perhaps
his
major
Pat
L'Heureux was the soloist in the afternoon concert in
sipated
wrote
"pseudo-Jiistorical
works."
the
Music
Room
of
Hart
House
on
Wednesday. She played three
philosophic
contribution
to
the
If i condone the least have
He undoubtedly did since he did Western World. When Graves works by Bach, Beethoven and Schumann,
a happy choice, and
not
believe
in
history.
But
GravFault that 1 should
wants to parody the modern the last work significant when we are supposed to be rememberd.of" The' Clowning
te
ha
es'
criticism
is
of
his
result,
not
"quiz*
poem
he
detests, no one
ingThethe centenary
of Schumann's
death. to have six different 17th
Tne Graves
intention. Graves ignores the would wish to prevent
Bach Partita
was programmed
him! He
er. He his
elegaic tradition, as did Johnson, makes
Privilese is a goddd, hatcon
century
dance
forms
within
its
framework.
These were indiscernYeats
look
like
the
greatdon
of
use
cannot be acc iconoclasms are in order to travesty Milton's .
literary fop in history and
ible,
except
by
the
pauses
in
between
them,
Miss L'Heureux
' hisducts of a mind Lycidas for its insincerity. His Eliotestcomes
ancefresh. Yetpro
to change her tempi or search for the foratmosphere
of the
off only rather bet- failed
the ists upon being itself. error is even more egregious for
pieces
to
provide
the
necessary
contrasts.
It
was
perhaps unter,
one
suspects
because
he
had
that ins
in its auto-biographi- the wit to publish Graves!
its consistency creates a he discerns
fortunate
that
we
had
heard
a
snatch
of
the
Gould
Goldbergcal content only the fear of
least attractive aspect of Variations
concert. in the Hart House Record Room before attending the
pleasing aesthetic ef- frustrated ambition. This he con- thisThebook
peculiarly
of
piquant
gossip
is
fect. Nor does this HeMajorcan
siders the core of Milton's Graves' refusal to b e 1 ie v e
Beethoven's Waldstein Sonata suffered in a similar manner.
fshepherd always miss. writes
fluently played, but we can say little more than played,
Pound's statement that the Muse Itfor was
here
there seemed to be a lack of appreciation of the
prefers the embrace of "gay, composer'sagain,
intentions and many of the work's subtleties were
warty
boys."
All
but
Graves"
glossed
over
by
over-fluent playing. The same could be said to
favorite poets: Laura Riding,
Radiant
Dudley
ofto Schumann's
L'HeurNorman Cameron, and James a degree
eux
failed
caress
some Symphonic
of the more Etudes,
romantic where
sectionsMisssufficientplete
master
of
this
obviously
Hart House plays host to a
Reeves (I haven't heard of them
ly
to
emphasise
the
colour
and
contrasts
of
the
piece.
However,
difficult
piece
and
produced
either) are exposed to toad
musicnumber of distinguished
at this stage that
Misssound,
L'Heureux
showedthe usHartthatHouae
she
ians each year in the Sunday some very rich colouring and venom. But Graves' has no warts! itcanwasproduce
of noble
even from
He is even brave enough to go piano, and thisa volume
Evening Concerts sponsored by almost orchestral effects, par- to
sound
was
satisfyingly
exciting
and
flamboyant.
war.
His
references
to
his
welMost
mJ Music Committee.
Having been rather discouraging in the start, we would
ticularly with the left hand- courage are tedious and written
the Canjcome once
conclude that Miss L'Heureux has much talent and that we
working on its own side with,
adian pianist,more
Ray was
Dudley,
who when
the
obvious
intent
of
shamenjoyed
programme and were grateful for the opportunity
the keyboard. The weird
I played to members of the House of
warriors if they be of hearing-hermusic
creature that the music portrays poets,ing reluctant
at first hand.
Missin L'Heureux
the
[last night.
by
invidious
comparison.
depths of her programmes,
she willAs rise
stature and plumbs
her talent
to life.
This is probably the last we came
The
possible
existence
of
an
inmay
well
carry
her
to
the
top.
There is nothing insipid or
shall hear from him for some
tegrity that would not war does
The next musical event in Hart House will be the Sunday
time, but by no means the last affected in Mr. Dudley's playing. not give him pause.
Concert on November 4th. This will be given by the prominent
is sincere and convincing
shall hear of him, for he All
Canadian
pianist Ray Dudley, and it will probably be our last
Like
all
Graves'
books
This
The sound of his Crowning. Privilege .is based
tours Europe this winter, play- musicianship.
of hearing the pianist in the House before he too is
playing is now exceedingly well upon his Rabelaisian choice of opportunity
taken
from
our shores on an international tour. The Hart Houiie
ng with chestmajor
symphony
ordefined and in this programme the morally ambiguous White Sunday Evening
ras and in recital.
Concerts arranged by the Music Committee are
to a degree not Goddess Myth. Regarding Milton
Last night's programme was was brilliant
free to members of the House and their g-uests, female or otherdetected. Mr. Dudley he
well balanced and presented a- previously
writes
that
''grapes
are
not
wise.theThe tickets
picked up not
at the
porter's these
desk any
time
to Europe as a fitting and
musical cameo in itself, the returns
concert.mayIt isbe important
to confuse
concerts,
thistles."
accomplished ambassador for his gathered
Crowning from
Privilege
is a Yet
thornThein before
a long standing institution in the House, with the more recent,
works being in chronological se- country
and
his
art.
the
side.
Associates.
| quence from Bach to Ravel.
Chris Wilson
Rosemary Tweed orchestral series sponsored by Hart House Orchestra Chris
Harriet Cohen's arrangement
Wilsem.
f two pieces from Bach's church
cantatas
were
played
in
a
reverent manner. The sound was
noble and full and the music a
; introduction for the evenSheila
rig, for really there are few
Henig
hingsi well
that""ean
ludes, Nos. 22. 15 and 23, she
played.go wrong with
A capacity audience in Heli- leave the variety on the paper.
conian Hall on Hazelton Avenue In the sprightly passage she showed that she was not necces- translucency of the ImpressionWhen fitting, Ray Dudley proists is freshly recreated. She intrammed the works, and explain- was witness yesterday afternoon seized her chance to illustrate sarily reliant on the work done
deed shows that Ravel has someHaydn's Sonata in E flat to a piano recital by Miss Sheila her mastery of what one might in this field by the traditionalist
thing to say. The naivete and
! 1798 was witty, aesthetic and Henig. What met this reviewer's call a feathery touch, with her Rubenstein. Number 15 especialat once was the variety expressive lightness of "bounce."
ly was beautifully turned; the beauty of the minuet were quite
nature. These qualifications attention
■vere evident in his playing. The of composers and styles which In the last movement, she stres- resignation and tragedy almost decoying. The syncopation in the
sed the symphonic character of drew tears, and the moments of
icities of Haydn's composition she had chosen to represent.
used to advantthe music, and the surety of her drama were quite mystical. In last agemovement,
were in ample evidence. Engagto set off the individuality of
She
began
with
Mozart's
Sontouch
was really quite disarming: the Barcarolle, Chopin captures treatment,
ata in A minor, K310, a work
was
well handled
ing sonorities, mischievous lilts
handled the work as a true the
the form, but again, for it never became eluma
rid well chosen tempi were to demanding extremes in tech- she
makesItalian
it allstylehis ofown.
again, for it never became clumsy,
nique, both rapid and restrained. veteran.
Dudley's credit, for he gave The allegro
maestoso opening
well sustained by Miss Henig.
everything that he had proThe recital would not have
The recitalin closed
Ravel's Her
used from the music and some was an exercise in precision and been completed without Chopin, Sonatine,
confidence of attack indicatthree with
movements:
es sound preparation, and the
plashes of Liszt-like opulence. tempo that marked the high Miss Henig played three of the Modere, Menuet, and Anime. In
Particulartly amusing was the standard which Miss Henig car- Preludes of his Opus 28 and a Miss Henig's performance, the attention of the audience attestthroughout her recital. She relatively unheard of work, his Throughout the individual moveed to the interest maintained.
"' berate
notes showedried right
off that she has a Barcarolle, Opus 60. In the prethe slurring
caressingof some
of small
ments, the various tempi were
Ted Rogers
ises in the Adagio.
and reThere was nothing anaemic feeling forpetitions ofcontrasts
phrases,
never
alBeethoven's Waldstein
a repetition to become
■onata. This was brilliant crafts- merely alowingcopy
of its antecedent.
manship and analytical inter- Consistently she kept in mind
pretation. Itis always a tribute that the melody, even when in
the bass line, must never be
" a performance
programme
music ifof in piece
the ex-of swamped by the intricate netfitement we forget about
work which Mozart has worked
dawn
leaking and peasants merry - into this whole sonata.
nakmg because we have beenThe andante cantabile of the
h! , bey°nd them by the music second movement was perhaps,
to this reviewer, a shade too
t %f lnan
images.
to last
night,We pay this much
toward adagio; andante
of rl lhe hot-blooded emotion means "moving", or even "at a
hf J-h°Pin fired the performance walking pace". However, the
(49 w Fantasie ^ F minor, Op. tempo did not become tedious.
Miss Henig captured the full
Ef' ^e
*h C°Uld
helP thinking
P*
heroic notnationalism
that subtlety of interplay between the
LL. S^ore ^ said to reflect, and hands, her pedal work was both
fceV<„ who
Ply for
sue- unobtrusive and adroitly handlpssors
are Chopin's
re.living nis
ed, and the last deep chord was
Eh a Jea lhis dav- A" the warm, a perfect blend of tones. Her
■eaoh , eling was Present and treatment of the presto finale
a great deal of study of
=rescendofeVer
with eaCn revealedpassage.
The Nocturne, pitch
63, of Faure this
Op.
In Schumann's Symphonic
' svt,table balm.
music Etudes,
the frequent lyrical se^omantic, but in aThedifferent
quences were handled in such
• perhaps the pianist did not a way that
never
the interest
I lne transition
completely
waned.
The
subdued
mastery and
e sensuous and luxurious,
jieorge Grizzard, Walter Pidgeon, Margaret Barker and Diana van der Vlis
measures Tonight at 8,30 f;\
the first
power of into
laugh-loaded scene from The Happiest Millionaire, running tonight and
9quu i J* lf he had' lhe audience moved
an optimistic all
this
week
at
the
Royal
Alex.
Based on the book, My Philadelphia Father, by Cordelia Drexel Biddle,
allegro, and moments of drama
fScarK Ve lagged behi"d.
comedy treats the lives of the famous Philadelphia Biddies, emphasizing the eccentricities of one
la m°' °m Pavel's "Gaspard appeared inevitably, not as noisy the
Anthony
J.
Biddle.
The
preBroadway
of this play in Toronto has caused considerable excitement,
interruptions. As before in the Canadian Walter Pidgeon is the star, andrunanother
Canadian, Diana van der Vlis makes her debut.
e «ay Dudley was comMozart, Miss Henig here did not
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con.
— Blues
Edge
As
to
n
first downs enroute,
key- black
play in the march was Thea great
Redmen's
catch by Al Riva that carried casket. ribbon to the
over
took
Joynt
.
.
.
jots
Just
play tothere
"thethat
McGill
was kicking duties late in the gameng
from
Joyntfour.
bit ItWoods
went off favouri Baby Blues' Revenge
Woods
whenshoulde
in the end zone for the touch- his
r after knocking down
down. Once again, the all-impor. . . Mc- Blank Western
passup attempt
tant extra point was missed. a McGill
28-0
picked
Gill
down to
From that point on, the Blues the Blues 11 .16. first
By DAVE GAWLEY
.
Woods
has
were not to be denied. McGill
In theto next
pay frame,
dirt, Ian Knowi
com- Revenge was the order of the lines
five passes all year,
who appeared to have run out thrown pleted
twownsof...themSo day Friday, as the Varsity Inter- ran
four, and
verted.
have been for
touchdo
back
a
Wester
f
ofas gas,
was
held
in
its
own
zone
their
53
to
the
38.n AlkickConr,?
ediates
walloped
the
Western
the Varsity line tightened up.
week's
next
to
Colts
28-0
to
offset
the
15-14
down
With the clock reading less battle
it all boils
in Kingston . . . The Blues lossr they took from the Colts twisted to the 23 for i5 ^
than four minutes to go, and the
A Queen's
a tiea ...playoff
a win orforce
need would
. . • two_ weeks ago. However the
ball on the Varsity 32, Joynt win
Forstner again found' c ^
uncorked a pass to Rich Bethune, Bethune topped the Blue balU win did. not help the Seconds in then
end zone.
all alone,
this
in ed6
J**
Astonept
againtime
convert
average
. . . their quest for the Intermediate key
5.7
carriers
a
with
who gathered it in on the centre
In
theInterc
middle Pass
of the third
it was merely an exReid was held to only 40 yards title, as hibition
stripelineand
raced
down
the
sideaffair.
6nly
a
Western
all the way. The umpire in 15 attempts . . - Sandzelius loss to OAC this Friday will give quarter, Aston attempted a fieu
ruled that Bethune had stepped carried
15 times for 100 yards the - Baby Blues a share with goal from the 1. It was low an]
into touch on the 37, and the . . . . Creswell took all four of the
wide, and Western ran it Qxi
iColts in the Shaw Cup.
to their ten. Two plays later
im- the passes thrown him for a total
back. Joynt
play was called
mediately hit Creswell
on the gain of 78 yards
|
Western
Outplayed
.
.
.
13,101
saw
Lineups
From
the
opening
kickoff.
12, where he too stepped into the game.
Bob
and Macleaitn tointerc
the epted
nine. a pas'
Varsity"' completely outplayed thirdtook
down, John SpenceOn wenttfl
touch although crossing the goalline.
the
Colts,
scoring
a
touchdown
..Varsity:
flying
wings,
B.
Mclntyre,
wide
and
passed
to Knowies
Williams;Riva,tialfbacfc;,
each quarter. On the good over the goal line. Aston
At that particular stage, the Maik.
Creswell,Woods,
Tattle,Bethune,
Reid; in
again
Redmen came back to life, but lock,
quarters.
Skrzypek,Nelson;
Joynt;tackles.
ends, Watt,
Kel- passing arm of quarterback
Pastuchak,
Lome Forstner,
the
Rinkies
exBeamish,
Martini.
Casey,
the damage had been done. They Miller,
Interc
the weak Western pass kicked
ept Lateria
held the Blues on two plays, ,but Si-hmida; guards, Russell. Johnston, defence ploitedcompleting
In the
the fourth
extra
point
quartel .r, °
eleven of Second
Copland; centres, Clusholm, D. McMaik booted the single and with lntyre.
s relaxed and play wasthe
their
18
passes
for
a
total
of
that swish of his leg, he assured McGill:derson;flying
wings,
Holland,SandAn- 285 yards, and three touchdowns. fairly even. Late in the period
Gallagher.
Varsity of at least a tie for first
us, PIcard.halfbacks,
Hawley,
Armstrong,
Cronin; zeliquarters,
Carr. Copp;
ends, The Baby Blues defence played when a Rinkies drive stalled on
place,
and
sent
the
Redmen
out
Yuska, Merritt, Bennett. Tilley, Ding- seven
of contention.
stronglyfirstholding
the 26, Bill Trimble kicked a
downs the
and Ponies
139 yardsto single.
le;son,tackles
Murphy.
McCabe,
SigurdThen on a kick runback
McGill took over, and moved
Larsen,
R.
Brown;
guards,
Degained,
Cronin,
Shaw.
Konyk;
centby
the Colts, Bob Troy attempted
the ball from their own 25 to sinione.
res,
McVey,
Bertrand.
Many
Injuries
a
lateria
l to his running mate at
the Varsity 24 on three passes, Officials: referee, Harold Piatt; unplre BobJudge
Porter;
head Jack
linesman,
The, game was hard fought, the five, but Larry SeigrrriHer
two to Johnny Bennett for 44 Jarvis;
ofSummary
play.
Gurney.Ted causing,
knocked the ball down and it
manycould
injuries.
Neither
yards, otand
her 16. one to Cronin for ancomplete
the
the end
zone.it was
First Quarter(Sandzelius). quarterback
McClll. convert
touchdown,
game. In the early part of the bounce
For d theintoBaby
Blues,
(Dingle).
Sandzelius, the hero of the 21—— McGill,
Second
Quarter
team
effort.
The
pass
last
quarter.
Western's
Bruce
game cameinthe the
McGill
cause,
bereceived a sprained ankle of Caskey who made 123catching
touchdown
goat when he dropped 34—— Varsity,
yards,
Varsity, Third
convert
(Maik).(Creswell). Ford
and
was
replaced was
by Jimhurt
Powers.
Quarter
the pigskin on a line play, and 5— McGill, touchdown
Later Forstner
and Aston with 58, Knowies with 49,
(Cronin).
rookie Lorry Stacey pounced 6— Varsity, touchdown (Woods).
and Seigmiller with 31, led the
Brian
Aston
finished
at
the
pivot
Quarter
upon it greedily to add the final ■Varsity, Fourth
single (Maik).
spot for Varsity. The Ponies Bob attack but the running of Hart,
McNabney suffered a broken leg Spence, Knowies, and Connely,
:NOV. 12-18
the Intermediate atCast lists for the All-Varsity and Jim Caskey was carried off also aided
tack. Defensively the club was
Revue — due to be released to- with a twisted knee.
day— will be held up because
Threat early led by Bruce Cline, Bruce Porter,
WesternEarly
threatened
"there were an awful lot of
Nelson Dempster, and Ed ButMission in The University
They passer
continually
when kiesthey
to thekicked
Rin- ryn.
good
people
toHoyles
ohoosesaidfrom",
Western
eitherrushed
makingthe
32, and marched
Bill Mitchell
producer
Liz
last
night.
ten
yards
deep
into
the
end
him
pass
wide
or
throwing
him
Auditions ended Friday night. zone. However, Knowies, on a for a loss. The kicking of Trimclever
runback
got
out
to
the
THE REV. J.R. W. STROTT
ble
averaged
35.6
yards
and
The cast for Finian's Rainbow one. Only once again did the
will be
published in tomor- Ponies get close. At the start of saved the Rinkies whenever the
row's Varsity.
Ponies managed to stop their
the second canto, Western set up attack.
THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE
a field goal attempt but the snap
from centre was fumbled and Undoubtedly the Colts missed
that ended the Colts' chances, the play of quarterback Frank
Consentino, and the running or
Caskey Get* Two
The march for the first Var- halfback Lionel Conacher 3t>
sity score started on their 38. both of whom played with the
They first moved on two nine Mustangs on Saturday. Only
FULL-TIME AND SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
yard plays, a drive by Bob Hart, three of their halfbacks managed
and anerpro
Caskey. inForstthen pass
foundto Caskey
the to make any gains at all and
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
got more than
clear on the Colt's 45. Caskey none of them the
center D»ve
40 yards. On
evaded a couple of would-be him
support.
a whale of a game
tacklers and ran down the side- Hart anyplayed
DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
but his team-mates didn't gi*e
-CLASSIFIED
ADS —
TYPEWRITERS
AT
Special student rates. All regular
HELP WANTED
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
Ottawa, Quebec, Ralston, Alta., Kingston, Toronto,
sold on terms. Also for supplies, 16tario
.
eum
interesteP»d >
Mus
student
year
Secondon. Regular,
mm. projecti
repairs
and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
time. Apply Mr. Tilbe, Royal w
Dartmouth, N.S. and Esquimalt, B.C.
60%worth
DISCOUNT
111 of:
in a variety of fields including:
$10.40
(52 issues)
TYPING
YOUR etc.,
Notes,
ME DO theses,
LET Essays,
TIME
—
$3.25;
LIFE
—
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED $4.25:
— $4.00.—
ately typed at home. Expend
PHYSICS
Students: order now, pay later. on student
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
work. Good spc"
ADAMS
WA. 2-1233 or Toronto.
le rates-»»n
Reasonab
English.
and
RU. 1-4249.AGENCY,
Any periodical.
Mary Robson.
Mrs.
1-0260.
MATHEMATICS
STATISTICS
TYPEWRITERS
ROOM 1409 (S
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
ELECTRICAL
Any
make,'refunded
brand newif typewriter.
AERONAUTICAL
STEN
CK
GONI
(Rental
you buy).
SI.
BAYPHIC
330OGRA
ICE,
SERV
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- and
manuscripts.
of
types
All
secretarial
work.
Fo( ^i(
ing
machines.
Humber
Typewriter,
AND
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
5813
3549 evening^.
Phone M»SCOOTER WANTED
Bay orStreet.
at 226days,
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
Will buy a used motor scooter.
6-3728.
DER
AT
-WON
PRIC^,° (c
Pay cash. Call Paul Kyselka. RO.
ES
VALU
DER
WUN
i,
tcha
Hi-Fi,
Lo-F
Unma
In addition to the openings for Summer Students in the fields listed above,
counts on all products b'^
ot ^
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
s, eSeab
Victor
there is a requirement for a small number of Students in Chemistry, PhysiFleet.wood.PhilipPhon
RonreeK i(r,
TIME—
$3.25
a
year.
LIFE—
$4.25
a year. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
ology, Biochemistry and Mechanical Engineering for Summer Employment.
—a $4.00
$6.00 WA 4-8925. U.C. Residence^,
year.a year.
OrderPLAYBOY
now. pay— later
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENWANTED
CY. P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O. A copy of Bensley
's P""cl* fdr
Toronto, Ont. Phone
DRB Representatives will conduct interviews at this university
LOST WA. 2-0583.
Phone
tion.
Bob,
CL 5-"j»_
Elec- jsnf
Rabbit.
the
of
atomy
TO WED
on November 5, fi & 7. Appointments should be made at least
Book neth
"John
author
KenMuir, inMilton",
the bookstore, on
one day in advance of our visit through your Placement Officer,
Marvin " J>
Tuesday,
Engagement
turn to SACOctober
office. 23. Please re- and
Miriam of Lersnbaum.^id
Mr. J. K. Bradford, 5 Willcocks Street.
b ,^5uoil-'
All
welcome.
R.S.V.P.oftc-rla
V^J^
the
lounge
and reception
monysmoking
JAZZ COMBO
(4-6): available for parlies, waddings, etc. We like [rats. Call Mike To student, with or W"th°".nt V
6 p.m.
at BE. 33756 after
T M
Clair
andROOmodern
Avenue
B0,.j'eFOR apart"1*
MPhone
Reasonable.
L£.REN
in large,

Fans
Go
(Continued from Page 1)
ball at the four. After two unsuc es ful line plays, Skryzpek
unwho Maik
to Woodspass.
outhis scoring
pitched corked
converted.
But the score was only a
flash in the pan for Varsity.
meanwhile, had marched
McGill,
from the Varsity 37 to pay dirt
first quarter.
plays in thewho
inJanfiveSandzelius,
produced
a whale of a game, drove over
through the line from the four,
behind a key block from Merv
Shaw. Paul Dingle added the
convert.
it was the defendagain,
One*ing team
that saved the Blues
from early disaster. Although
the visitors picked up 140 yards
rushing in the first 30 minutes,
they were able to complete only
the quarter11 passes
the Dickie
two of back,
Car, tossed.
Normie Williams prevented a
sure Redmen touchdown in the
second quarter when he hauled
down Sandzelius and a potential
64-yard score.
The half-time rest seemed to
hurt the Blues and help the
McGillmen. Tackle Len Sigurdson
recovered a fumble by Tim Reid
on the Varsity 40, and Carr
promptly threw a long pass to
John Cronin, who got in behind
Al Riva, gathered it in at the 12,
and crossed for the major.
Dingle'sandimportant
convert read
was
wide,
the scoreboard
13-7.
That and
set the
for Joynt's
entry
the stage
winning
points.
When Joynt came into the game,
the Blues held the ball on their
own 48. They marched straight
down the field, collecting four
NEXT WEEKs
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Gaels

Beat

UWO

My

20-13

Meet
Toroball
nto
Week
on the four Next
where Stewart caught
the Western defenders off
(Nov. 3rd
.
barge
Ont
d over. Jocko Thompson's
,
ON
guard.
ND
On a trick hot potato
LO
rn
Weste
attem
of
pted
sity
conver
t
, Univer
was
no
good
play, handled
Shortly after, Western's Bob backfiel
ders on bythethree
™tirio Mustangs failed to take Mille
last Queen's
play of
r
inter d a John Mos- the half. Moschelle passed
's UniQueenfinal
to end
^ntage
five chelle pass cepte
fumblofes twoin the
Paul
Fedor
By WEDNESDAY
on
the
Western
on
the
Queen'
s"
40
Lione
l Conacher, up from the and the lanky end sprinted down40
ed
and so droppThe
V inutes of Play
name is Wednesday. I'm a lightbulb polisher.
■nter
the
field
for
the
today.
media
here
on
te
Colts,
20-13 decisi
then
went
score.
Again
succe
22
ssive
This
is
Thursday,
my
buddy. He holds the ladder.
rushi
ng went wide. convert attempt
ended John Metras' yards in two
me which
llayoff
Thompson's
It was the day before yesterday. 10:45 a.m.
hopes, was played before plays but
then
the
Wester
n
offence stalled.
an ' anaemic crowdStadiofum.5000 in
Thur. and I were polishing the lightbulbs in Varsity Stadium.
Early in the second half, Frank
Late in the quarter, the Mus- Consentino,
£ittle Memorial
a rookie halfback, field. We were up on the standard at the south-east corner of the
tangs
recovered
anothe
r
Queen's
'
Second
10:47
gave the Mustangs their first
Queen
tumble on their fifty, but this to score.
n 'sGaels victory left no
The Golde
Neil Desborough's convert turned. a.m. That's when we saw the scene. Our stomachs
avail.
ty
UWO
7.the score Queen's
them two points behind lVarsi
made
13
A second quarter kick by
Blues who bounced McGil Red- Wester
It was down on the fieid just below us. There were a group
n was very
's
Queenton
to. Kings
Toronat
The But soon after Terry Dolan of people standing in the middle of the field south of the Stadium.
14-13toinmeet
men Toron
- and
Gaels then moved theshort.
from salted
Some were wearing red shirts and looked like Devils. The
the game away when he
next week. If the Blues win, they the Western 40 to the ball
line crashed over for the Golden Gaels others had white shirts and looked like Angels.
will take the Yates Cup, but, if where Surphilis fumbled goal
and
Ron
final
score.
Paul
Fedor
tried
phant
There were three men in the centre. They had striped shirts.
a Irwin picked up the
the Gaels are trium
ball, this
It was obvious. Criminals.
playoff will be necessitated in getting Western temporloose
made convert
it good. for Queen's and
arily
out
10:49 a.m. Thur. called headquarters. I got out my glasses.
Toronto the following week. ' of trouble. The Mustangs could Rookie Frank Loftus closed the
It was a sad story for the get nowhere with the ball and
10:50 a.m. The Devils and the Angels ran off and left the
scoring
with
a
major
in
the
early
inept Mustangs. The Kingston were forced to kick. The^Gaels
cons standing in the centre of the field. I dropped my glasses.
team fumbled the ball all after- quickly brought the ball back moments of the fourth period For
theyegg.had their loot in a brown leather satchel that looked
noon but the Mustangs on four to
eight yard stripe. They Neil Desborough's convert was like an
occasions could do nothing with werethethen
penalized for taking no good and the score remained
dropped
the "egg"
the recovered fumbles. Ron Stew- too long in the huddle. Jocko Queen's 20, Western 13.
of the10:52
fielda.m.
and They
ran off.suddenly
Something
had scared
them.in the middle
ait. Paul Fedor and Terry Dolan Thomps
on's but
attemp
tedgood
fieldforgoala The Gaels fumbled twice deep
10:53
a.m.
I
saw
the
reason
for
their
get-away.
One of the
went
wild
was
scored
majors
for
Queen's
while
in their own territory in the
Frank Consentfno and Frank single.
running
up. and grabbed the "egg."
final five minutes of the game. Angels10:45wasa.m.
Loftus tallied for the Mustangs.
Fedor Scores
There
was
dissension
in
the
Angels
gang.
One of
The Mustangs after recovering
Score Early
The Gaels second touchdown both balls could do nothing.
them kicked the "egg" away down the field.
The Gaels moved into a first
10:55 a.m. The Devils grabbed it.
quarter
when over
halfback
10:56 a.m. Thur. checked back from HQ. We had orders from
Stewart lead
crashed
from Ron
the
' but set it
"Watch
the Captain.
four yard line to paydirt. The
10:57
a.m.He
One
ofit."
thewascorisbeaten.
got the "egg-" back,
touchdown came in the first
down
again.
knew
he
series of downs in the quarter.
a.m. The Devils got the "egg" and ran. It was a terrible
Three straight rushing first St Mike's Edges Redmen sight.10:58
Angels fell left and right. Even the Devils chased the one
downs from the kickoff put the
with
the
loot.
They were obviously protecting their leader.
Taking Narrow 7-6 Win
10:59 a.m. Someone took a swing at the character with the
Last Friday, on the west play- this point, quarterback Dan Re"egg."boysThen
and another.
Homicide. Thur. called
gan crossed up the Redmen de- the
St. Michael's
at theanother
office, swing,
gave them
our location.
McGill Defeats edgeding- field,
fence, by firing a 10 yard pass
University
CollegeCollege
bV a
11:00
a.m.
Zero
hour.
Thur.
fell
off
the
I prayed
into
the
flat
to
Brian
Anderson.
single point, 7-6. The victory Anderson deked out the lone de- for help. The cons were getting the worst of it.standard.
The Devils were
broke a second place deadlock
Soccer Seniors between
fender and raced across the really running the show. They kept running.
the two clubs, each of
whom had a victory and two goal line for the touchdown. The
11:02 a.m. The jig was up. One of the Devils ran behind the
convert attempt was no good red and black sticks in the ground. It must have been home
For First Loss
lossester. prior
to Friday's
encounand
the
two
teams
went
into
Both
teams
fought
on
fairly
territory,
for the cons threw up their arms in despair.
After winning their first five
terms throughout most of the second half, with the score
11:40
a.m. They were still doing it. I was helpless. Thur. had
games this season, the Varsity even
the game, except in the -second knotted,
6-6. Boots Single
Soccer Blues suffered their first quarter,
gone for help. The ladder was gone. I couldn't get down.
Anderson
when
St,
Mike's
had
a
a.m. The boys from homicide arrived. We were saved.
defeat Saturday losing
the considerable margin in the ^play. In the third quarter, on the The 11:45
debacle was still in progress.
McGill Redmen 4-2 in theto first
UC Scores First i Redmen's first play from scrim11:48
a.m. The boys got me down from the standard. We
match
for
the
Intercollegiate
mage, Palmateer fumbled, giv- tried to break
Mid-way in the first quarter,
Title (eastern division).
up the A mess,
but we crowd.
couldn'tThey
get near.
A great
ing the Irish possession on the crowd
UC initiated a scoring drive, UC 15.
Slow Start
had
threatening
were cheering
After successive plunges their leader.gathered.
which
gave
the
team
a
temporHer
name
was
Victoria.
It
was
a
lead.
They
were
Due to a slow Blue start, Mcby Kilty and Fenn had resulted damning the dissenters. That wasn't much help to us.
ary 6-0 lead. After taking fcos- in
very little yardage, Brian
-ill was able to score three goals session of the ball on the 50 yard Anderson
12:00
noon.
We
finally
broke
through
the
mob.
Too
late.
The
hoofed
a
single
deep
3n as many rushes in the first line, halfback Dave Palmateer
twenty minutes. The Blue for- took a pitchout and raced around into the end zone, on which there Angels and the Devils were shaking hands. The cons took flight.
12:02 p.m.
were unable to get an end for a 14 yard gain. Orr the was no return. Twilight and a
p.m. We
We looked
returnedfor tothethe"egg."
scene Gone.
of the battle. Our man
effectivewardsoffensive
of penalties, combined was 12:04
launched
next play from scrimmage, number
seemed completely unable andto quarterback
were there
a worntaking
bunch. pictures of the Angels and the Devils. They
Dave Sutherland to prevent further scoring.
core, even missing two
faded back and threw a perfect Friday's loss has dimmed UC
12:05 p.m. We interviewed the leader of the Devils. She
Finally, after putting penalties.
who took hopes for a play-off berth con- claimed
pres- stthelikeballto onPalmateer,
that her mob were the champions. We agreed.
sure, Peretz scored for theon Blues,
the
dead
run
and
s
i
d
e
r
a
b
l
y
'
.
W
i
t
h
only
two
games
p.m. Everyone drifted away. We retired to collect our
the
remaining in the schedule, the notes.12:10
ended
with
galloped
the
remaining
yardage
McGill
We
decided to drop the matter. The cons had made their
eadinghalf
3-1,
Redmen, in all probability,
for the major. The attempted would
get-away
with
the loot,
it had cost them. The Devils got 20.
have
to
defeat
both
Vic
was wide.
In the second half, Varsity convert
The
Angels
True butAngels.
and Senior Skule in order to
There wastookno O.trial..
Anderson TD Ties Score
ncreased their pressure but even
n°ugh they completely con- In the second quarter, the St. finish in third place.
rolled the play,
offense moved into high
even though Mike's
he McGill team and
gear. With fullback Frank Kilty
started playing and
aggedly, the Blues
halfback
Jack Fenn doing
were
still
°t able to
leg-work,
the ball the some
moved fine
the ball
to the UCthe 30.Irish
At
et. \arsity put
was awarded inthree
and
half
the
dul'ing
nfi,
ts
;
". 'y scored on one of these,
three minutes to go, Peretz
attempt to The S core
ife the
f! Scorl!ci
score,' IntheanBlues
"e entire team up, butmoved
SENIOR FOOTBALL
K .E.red when the Redmen this
Standings
"eakaway ai]d seored gotto
PW L
VARSITY"
....
2nc" the game by a score of Queen's 55 43 01
5 14
The Blues only chance for the McGill
Western 5 1 4
Saturday's
be"?"
? m their
bei"S next
able VARSITY
14 Results
McGtll ... 13
'ei*
eel
CGlU
Montreal
byi, three
goals..
Queen'sFuture 20Games
Western .... 13
Saturday
VARSITY at Queen's,
Western —at McGill.
INTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL
r- SPS Beats
VARSITYFriday's23 Results
Western
edicine13-6
Results
Queen'sSaturday's
19
OAO
Future Games
;Q^rtei.back Den.ck Lunn
at
t-6 vLr -e ma*es to a. close Friday — Queen's
SOCCER VARSITY.
v•v Afternoon.
„£tory.°ver Medicine, FriSaturday's
Results
McGill
4 VARSITY
fi wShby °Pened ^e scor- INTERFACULTY FOOTBALL
t team
teanMedicfaw
got the the
Friday's Results
ball, A** time
Mike's
ed Read grabbed a Lunn pass St.
SPS
137 1Meds
cond i, ?f y moment» of the Jr. INTERFACULTY
SOCCER
Ven footing.
even
* to put the engineers
Friday's 0 Results
Pre-Meds
BUD .
6 Arch
ma" Forestry
OnVT^"e Skme'3aft«rflnalfaking
fPass.
Johnny Tattle Moves In To Haul Down McGill s Anderson (72)
INTERFACULTY LACROSSE
Johnny Chisholm Stands By To Make Sure The Play Is Stopped
SPS XV
9 uo n
3
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"When a noted football and
hockey star saw his first game
to
of rugger, he was overheard
it looks like somenutter,body "Why
threw a seven, and nobody
believed
He wasit."referring to a move
peculiar to the rugger world,
known
as "the ofscrum."
Integra 1 feature
this Anenergetic
game, the scrum consists of two
of eight men
opposingwhogroups
apiece,
put the ball between
them, lean over, lock arms, and
HEAVE.
Out of scrum, rugger players
are usually engaged in constant
Stampede. teArmed
l igence and the only
manlywithart in-of
pelf-defence, they play two forty)ii inuteouts or periods
without timereplacements.
Injured players are rescued
from the fray, and the game goes
on without them.
And padding
"an effeminacy
reserved
for theis milksops
of the
Yugby"
field."
All of which explains in part
tue sparks that have been known
to fly on the back campus at
six o'clock, when the Toronto
Aigosrugger
take boys,
the -field over from
tbe
In fact, on one occasion when
the Argos arrived at five minutes
to six to interrupt a rugger
scrimmage, one battered player
was heard to request that the
Argo manager "get your damn
space
the field."
The cadets
rules of offrugger
are generous ones, "You can drink till
four the night before," says Robbie, "and still play a good game
the next day. But there is the
curfew at four— we have to have
some'iules,
you isknow."
Also forbidden
tripping with
the
feet.
"And
you can't
punch
o. fellow if the referee
is watching— unless he deserves it, of
course."
Thegan ingrand
game William
of ruggerWebb
be1823, when
Ellis—
with
a
fine
disregard
for
the rules of soccer as then
played
—
simply
took
the
ball
his arms, and ran with it. Thein
.scene was Rugby School, and the
offense inaugurated the original
form of the game, which took its
name from the scene of the
incident.
Originally, the school would
take on any and all comers at a
time, and the field could be
swarming with as many as 100
players to a team.
This was seventy-five years
ago. Near the turn of the century, they added a few rules. The
team was reduced to 20 (now 15)
and some element of order was
drawn from the havoc, The game
still has its lively moments —
a Frenchman playing in England
once had his ear bitten off in
the heat of the play.
But in general, "rugger is a
ruffian's game played by gentlemen," explains
Chris,andwhotherefore
gradual ed from
Rugby,
ought to know. "Soccer is a
HILLEL
Tuesday, November 6,
8:30 p.m.
Dr. Heichelheim
Department of Classics
On: "Deuteronomy and
Jeremiah: 'The Last Decade of the Kingdom of
Judah"
BISHOP
Stephen Neill
Victoria College Chapel
8:15 -<
"An Intelligent Faith"

Meets:

AfK.

RuggerAmeriTh
gentleman's
gamee
rufsays Dave, an
fians— and that
justplayed
aboutby sums
can fromvented!"
Boston.
"I
used
to
play football until
it" Soup."much for soccer; and foot- somebody kicked
me in the head,
ball is disposed of with equal
my brains," exease. "Canadian football is be- and I lost all native
a I play Torontonplains Doug,why'
coming a religion — too sophisti- ian. "That's
rugger."
little toocated," saidfarDave.
when"It'stheygoinghavea "It's terrific because it satiates
the
primitive
human
inradios in their helmets. And all
stincts tostruggle without bloodthis stupid, disgusting nonsense
shed,"
says
John,
a
Wycliffe
about padding! Football is all man. "At least, occasionally."
right for an individual sport, but "It's also one of the body
it's not for a team. And it's too sports which one can start at
scientific."
"You might as well play with an early age, and carry on till
forty,"
"And has
it's
I.B.M. machines," added Don, the
only says
contactWilliam.
sport which
"made in the U.S., of course." —a which
strong can
socialalsoelement
attachedon
be
carried
Rugger boys give various
reasons for their singular pas- throughout one's active life."
sion for the game. "Why, it's Serioushear!")
injuries, rugger playjust the greatest game ever in- ("Hear,

here
and
now
TUESDAY
TODAY
de1 p.m. — Bible Study scheduled for Women".
bate takesThis
placeinterfaculty
at Cartwright
VCF
in
Room
213, Anatomy
Building.
Hall,
St.
Hilda's.
College pre1 p.m. — Herbert Mowatt, National 8:15 p.m. —sentsVictoria
Bishop Stephen Neill
executive member of the Canspeaking
on
"An
adian United Nations Associain the Vic Chapel.Intelligent
tion, will speak for the Student Faith"
1
p.m.
— "Victor
Hugo" will be
shown
Zionist Organizaiton on "The
French by
UC. the Department of
Crisis
in
the
Middle
East"
in
Room 37, University College. 5 p.m. — SCM presents Bishop Stephen Neill in room 8, UC.
1:20 p.m. — The Goblin-Gobbler
Club will meet in the JCR at 5 p.m. — Christian
ation
will hold Science
a regularOrganizmeetUC
hang "it" up. Members
will tounderstand.
ing at UC Women's Union.
8 p.m.— The Women of UC debate
• lecagainst St. Hilda's on the topic 4 p.m. — WEDNESDAY
Etienne Gilson will
of al"Marriage
a Profession"Medieval
Career are andincompatible
for in Carrture inHall,
SMC. Humanism"

Team
ers will claim, are practically
unknown. But they do admit to
a broken blood vessel (from
pushing
hard in athesuspected
scrum),
a brokentoo ankle,
broken neck, and - too many
sprains to count.
Biging Mike
be sporttwo of was
the seen
most toimpressive
shiners of the season. "One came
from
a kick,"
he explained,
one from
a little
fight on "and
the
field. But when the referee
stopped
shookof hands,
we'll be it.thewebest
friends and
for
ever"That's
after."rugger!"
Geographically
and academically, the forty rugger
players
on the campus seem to be a
collection that shares nothing in
common but a passion for the

game.
is a South
can — George
"a veritable
warr.ul
whose
has*"\*f etlS
adopted Zulu
as thechant
unofficial
Bonny, a New Zealanderwe
to
this'
a Maori
'wiggieg CearH
song.
"that
has
morefertility
J*
shakes than Elvis Presley
claims the Canadian
wayChris
we —play
underLw
1
for
balk?
one itofdown
the knee
cel.
damned fine."
^
alties of the last g"ame^-ComU*
with
human
from of
Tahiti,
"wh
ereschofro'^1 '
Borstal
School,
a British
Five
the heads
team
-came
field had
at the
first rugger
and
a grand
reunion practis!
on th'
Meds, SPS, and Grad studfe.
ofdrawthe the
year.largest percentage of
the team, but the others repre.
sent a democratic smatterir
the referee, is a granj !
theTaffy,
campus.
old Welsh gentleman with thirty,
four years of rugger behind him
who had to give up active pla$
ing two years ago. "They have
the makings of "a good team,"
it's out
Taffy. "And
said that
results,ofget good
that,
"It's theyouroughest
, toughest
game of all," .says Taffy.
Taffy admits that "all rugger
players
beat the rrii
feree. Andare inoutan tounguarded
ment, he was heard to say, "If;
you. get bumped,
good '
hollering
about it.it's
Justno watch
forFor
a chance
to
bump
him
back!"
spirit, zest, ( and sheer
insanity, the rugger team is probably unmatched. Or as one o!
the"Inboysprehistoric
so 'neatly put
it: men
times,
hunted mastiffs with their bare
hands. Today, they play rugger,"

HART HOUSE THIS WEEK
MONDAY THE 5th — TODAY
isp.m.openin
of Hart House. This first meeting
MusicR Room
RADIO
AMATEU
Itothe
films willatbe8 shown;
of theCLUBHouse.OPENTwo MEETING
all members
oscillogrs.aph and the other a color film on
on the
one and
its advantage
FM
I "Rawhide's
LIBRARY areRECORD
at 1:15 will
in.thebeRecord
Second
Programme"
played.RoomAll
members
welcome.HOUR

film en-on
contact inprinting
loping— 7:30
enlarging andCLASSES
p.m. In RUCTION
CLUB-TNST
CAMERAveClub
I Wednesday
7th at 7:30 p.m. All classes in th"
theRooms.
Camera
WEDNESDAY THE 7th
the School
discussProf.theJ.present
IART
TALK ofatArchitecture
1:15 in the will
Gallery.
Acland show,
<">"
the
"Decorative
Arts this
Show".Talk.Women of the university
are welcome
to attend
Glee Club Part Practices on Monday at 5 p.m. for the 2nd Tenors
!
and on Wednesday at 5 p.m. for the 1st Basses.
CONCERTS — TALKS — MEETINGS — MOVIES — DEBATES
— LIBRARY EVENINGS — KEEPS YOUR EYES OPEN DON'T MISS THE ONES YOU ARE INTERESTED IN.

Nickel Company

OF CANADA LIMITED
REQUIRES ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL
CHEMICAL
ELECTRICAL
MINING
AND GEOLOGISTS
METALLURGICA'Land undergraduates in third yea for nmer employment.

Interviews will be held on November 9th for full
employment, on November 10th for summer emploj

Schedules for Engineering are in the Engineering Faculty Office;
For Geology in the Geological Sciences Office.

MR. HERBERT MOWAT
Notional Executive Member
Canadian United Nations Association
will speak on

"The Crisis in the Middle East"
1.00 p.m.

TODAY

!VS10t

Mon., Nov. 5*

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE - Room 37

The

FEDERAL OFFER
IS MOW ATTACKED
BY McGILL DAILY
last week atTne McGill Daily
for usLavall Univer
ta ■ked
the federa
offer sity
of university
as "a lever io get more
grant from the Province".
The attack came in the same
Daily that announced
issue of the sis
had
the Duples governmentMcGill
000 to the al said
grantedg $1,500,
buildin fund. The editori m
"whole tangled proble
that the
(of the Duplessis refusal of
federal grants) can now be dropIt continued saying because Mcped."
Gill had received provincial grants
it should not stop seeking federal
aid, "'even if it stands alone in
Quebec". "Mr.
Duplessis about
shoulda
remember
the quotation
gift to a university honouring the
donor rather than the recipient."
■Another article said that the
Laval student president decided
to cancel the proposed meeting
with Premier Duplessis about the
problems of all the Quebec universities. He will negotiate on his
own to solve only Laval's problems.
If the University of Montreal
approves of the proposed appointment definite steps will be taken
to meet the Premier. Otherwise
the meeting will be "out of the
question".
So far the McGill building fund
Lasillion
reached
a totalThis
of nearly
six
dollars.
was the
original estimate, but the paper
that this sum would not be
sufficient to complete all the pro- Woman's
jects.

Cornell Weekend
eps Announced
U. of T. reps lor the Cornell
eek-end were announced last
igM.
They are: Flo Middleton (IV
mty). Gord Shepherd (III UC),
'oia
(II UC), Allen Bernoltz Scott
(IV Arch.),
an Every (III UO. and Elizabeth
They win attend discussions,
*s, parties, and a banquet,
hey will live in the University
"sidence.
'We had a lot of applications,
I™ some very good ones", Week"J Exchange Commissioner Liz
van Every said. "However, we
°Pe that the ones not chosen
■II not cease to apply for futher
eek-end
s," she said.
The group leaves by car on
hursday, and wiu return on

Varsity
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Hat

Today

Varsity
Pro
said.
mises
''Tuesday is H-Day." The Var- they're after it," Mr. Maclntyra
sity cried last night. "We're going The Varsity has attacked
to get Premier Frosts's hat or die Queen's
Park six separate times.
Ever since a defiant telegram The first few excursions were
from the University of British under the guise of letter-delivertrying."
Columbia announced that The
ies. "We have to give this to Mr.
personally,"
Ubyssey staff owned Alberta Pre- Frost
a
confused
secretary.reporters told
DouglasVarsity
Manning's
lonmier
Stetson,
staffersten-galhave "By the way, is that his hat?"
been
after Mr.
Frost'sexpeditions
Homburg. No pains have been spared in
Several
cautious
the drive to add Toronto to th-a
time.
have been fruitless.
list of hat-owners. Mr. Frost has
When the soft-soled second- simply failed to be in at the right
storey men of The Varsity visited
University Press dethe premier's
Park office, Canadian
Mr.
Frost has Queen'sbeen.away.
legates have been asked to .bring
their
premier's
Cabinet-secretary J. A. Macthis hatyearto tothe beannual
held
Intyre, called on the telephone by inconference—
Hart
House.
ahidemysterious
voice,
said
the
premier
was
making
no
attempt
to
his hat.
It is hoped all ten provinces
will be represented on the hat"He hasn't even been aware rack for that occasion.

'Moral

Security'

Can isOffe
UN
"Moral Security'
the onlyr
thing that the UN can offer to
its member nations. Herbert Mo
watt, national Executive Member
of the United Nations Association
Place

Is Home

Co-ed
's is Deba
tesaid, Decid
"This is not the age when
Woman's place
in the home,
UC-St. Hildas debate decided last a man comes homeesfrom the ofhis pipe, this is
night. Debating on the topic, "Re- the ficeageand smokes
of frozen foods and
solved that Marriage and a Prohousehold
conveniences."
fessional Career are Incompatible", the Battle of the Sexes isSheover.said
the
6. government was upheld 13 to
Adrienne Philipson, speaking for
the St. Hilda's
said
marriage
is a fullgovernment,
time occupation.
Club
Having a career woman for a wife Flying
The U. of T. Flying Club is
is "degrading to a man's sense of recruiting.
dignity",
said. speaking for Activities include an occasional
Estelle sheFlesher,
"breakfast flight" consisting of an
UC, for the opposition cited that excursion
on Sunday morning to
the children of to-day are too de- some nearby
of interest said yesterday. He spoke to the
pendent upon their parents. She followed by a point
club breakfast.
said that the child should spend
Zionist Organization.
E.
K.
Hamilton,
publicity Student
more time away from the home.
Canada,
he said,security
does not
director,
says
"flying
is
not
only
Second
this moral
as itrelyis
ative Helenspeaker
Done, for
saidthethataffirmwith here to stay, but is also steadily on
protected
by
NATO.
Israel
on the
a career, 'Marriage in its fullest increasing in importance. Flying other hand has no defence treaties
is
tops.
Only
don't
take
my
word
with other nations.
sense is far from being realized', i
Nora Scott, for the negative, 1 for it; find out for yourself."

Is All

Mow
- was
att
"Israel
forced
by the inability of the UN to protect it io
take Mowatt
steps to said.
ensureIsrael
its security",
Mr.
had to
move
into
the
Sinai
peninsula.
He admitted that the British
and French actions had violated
the UN charter, but defended
their actions. He said that they
were a logical culmination of a
long series of provocations,
prompted by Nasser.
Mr. Mowatt said military dictators were ignored in the thirties,
but that the world has learned to
take them seriously to-day.
He deplored the detached attitude of the United States to the
Egyptian situation. He said that
if 200 MIG"S
were ofastride
the
Panama
canal instead
the Suez,
that
the
United
States
attitude
would change.
Bishop S. Neill

Speaks
Bishop Stephen To-Day
Neill will speak
at a special meeting of SCM or*
"Today's Challenge to Students"
at 5 p.m. today in room 8, UC.
After obtaining his degree at
Cambridge University, Bishop
Neill spentsionary in India.
twenty Inyears
1939ashea miswas

ELECTIONS
AVR
Cast
Finally
Out
Lee Caller, Raymond Carl,
How would you vote in the
The 47-member cast for this I Mahoney. Don Sutherland; Og, son.
David
CheLfetz,
Clairman,
P ^idential ejecti
on? Results year's-All Varsity Revue, Finian's ! the Leprechaun, Colin Hamilton; Elizabeth Davies, Art
Janet McRae,
Susan the Silent, Helen Adams;
Rainbow,
was
announced
last
a
show
poll
^mpus
la
-wide
Fred
Reinglass.
Barbara
Simpsurprising trend toward the night. They have been chosen Finian McLonergan, Ray Stancer;
son, Lou Taylor,
democrat ticket. Full details of from 250 students who audi- Senator Billboard Rawkins, John
Buzz Collins, Marv _ First Passion Pilgrim Gospelcan found on page three
tioned during; the nine day period. Harasti;
Ui today'bes issue.
Catzman; The Sheriff, Bob Rot- leer. Neville Willoughby; Second
The east is: Sharon McLoner- man; Howard, Keith Ellis; White Passion Pilgrim Gospeileer, Evgan, Ruth Anne Scott; Woody Geologist, Rosemary Frayne;
erett Ferguson,. Third Passion
Negro Geologist, Victor Herde; Pilgrim Gospeileer, P.H.O. Djam.
"Necessity", Maude, Joan DqFirst Deputy, Roger Foord; Se- nava;
Second Girl, Rosemary
sond Deputy, Jack Harmer; John,
rmy Still Has Ten Places
the Preacher. Jackson Che: Whealy; Third Girl, Frances
cover; Mr. Robust. Dick Deal loug-hby.
Runnings; The Boy, Neville WilMr. Shears, Stan Fisher. ,
Weekend
Want
jects resident
here. Thirty men The singing' chorus, Dennis "The Great Come and Get It
Kin
ngstaonFree
weekend have
?free footballQueen's
Belinger, Jackson Chercover, Day", Preacher. Jackson Cheralready been picked.
weekend will include visits Tom Clarke, Pat Coulton, Joan cover; First Man. Neville WiU
he Canadian Army has space to The
the Royal Canadian School of Donava, Nina Dorefeuk, Everett loughby; ScJo, Joan Donava.
s i "!!!re male university stud- Signals, the Electrical and Me- Ferguson. Gilbert Howey, Aud- Understudies, for Woody, Vicleavinsto
tor Solnicki; for Susan, Elizabeth consecrated Bishop of Tinnevelly.
SPedkaI busdolla
Engineering School,
rey June James, Juliet Lin,
cost
i„t„nLT
etMay
rs where the chanical
^the y game.
'nto
After joining the staff of the
students will stay for Maureen Mogan, Nadine Mur- Davies; for Og, Dick Dean.
the
weekend,
and
Royal
Military
All cast are required to pick World Council of Churches, he
College,
ray,
Carol
Payne,
Brian
Quinn,
became special assistant into 1946.
the
"cL s!Cdents will be chosen
scripts in the JCR to- Archbishop
°rpr. I*" 0tfice''S' Trainmg "We can't have more than one Norman Ross, Frances Runnings, up their
day,tweento-morrow
or and
Thursday
be- He is nowof Canterbury
Victor
Solnicki,
Rosemary
Whea11:00
a.m.
2:00
p.m.
bus,"
resident
staff
officer
Major
editor-in-chief
of
A™ythe
of
,gUests
the
phcif^faifh.!
eMicam,
COTV- 'or tne fr'P «>nnot D. H, Gunter said yesterday. He ly, Doreen Williams, Neville A company meeting is called for "World
| j , Ja serChristian
Books",
ies of books
on various
aspects ot
filbV . members. but must be asked students interested in the Willoughby. ' Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the UC
°n»dia„ ■.■°in' Tney must be weekend — and in the COTC —
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— CLASSIFIED ADSSCOOTER WANTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
buy a used motor scooter.
TIME— $3.25 a year. LIFE— $4.25 Will
Pay cash. Call Paul Kyselka, RO.
a year. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 6-3728.
—$4.00
$6.00
a vear.a year.
OrderPLAYBOY
now, pay— later.
TYPEWRITERS
STUDENT
CY P.O. BoxPERIODICAL
157, AdelaideAGENP.O. Special student rates. All regular
Toronto, Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583. makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
60% DISCOUNT !!!
and service. Phone RI.
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of: repairs
1843 anytime. LOST
TIME
—
$3.25;
LIFE
—
$4,25;
—
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — $4.00.
Students: order now. pay later.
"John
a.uthor Ken-on
ADAMS AGENCY, WA. 2-1233 or Book neth
Muir, inMilton",
the bookstore,
KU, 1-4249. Any periodical.
Tuesday.
October
23. Please ret
u
r
n
1
o
SAC
office.
TYPEWRITERS
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buys
ROOM FOR RENT
Any
make,
brand newif typewriter.
(Rental refunded
you buy). To student, with or without board,
Trade-ins
$29. Humber
Cash registers,
add- in
Clairlarge,andmodern
Avenueapartment.
Road. VerySt.
ing machines.
Typewriter,
Reasonable. Phone LE. 3-8849.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
' 90
Company
Sales forFinance
Career with
|
r branches
coastCanada's
to coast largest
— openings
aggressive
young —.men
1 with ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company
0 offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee
1 benefits. For personal interview, telephone or write Regional
I Office.
| Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited
j 69 Bloor Street East —
WAlnut 4-§745

Varsity Must Win

Saturday

Formats That 'ARE' Different
CUSTOM MADE SPECIALLY FOR YOU. WHY DON'T
YOU DROP IN TOMORROW BETWEEN LECTURES?

\MA D
wjrrtr
MM£
iL,M/U
€

46 ST george st.
WA. 1-5978

nt
"The people ofurge
Hunglyaryn^
Students Asked
to Help Refuge*
escaped
Special canvassers have been those who havesubject
ed to
andThethe Hungarian
Canadian RedRelief
CrossFund
are assigned to the business and in- who are now assistance
dustrial section of Toronto. They
appealing
to
University
students
for funds to provide relief for
refugee Hungarians in Austria. will be provided with credentials sian
control,
support
and nrn-wit-i,,- - ^.
At the moment the Red Cross to protect the public. For infor- Canadian people,"
is the only organization allowed or -night. mation phone EM 8-4597, day said.
to give relief to the refugees. It
W
plans to give food, clothing, and
medical assistance to refugees
and, if possible, to "send material WUS
Helps Hunga
mittee chairry
men today',Aid
execuf
goods into Hungary itself to aid
those who have up until recently World University Service of secretary Lewis Perinbarn
been fighting their battle for Canada is cooperating with Ca- the WUS national commit?"1
nadian Red Cross aid to Hungar- would be pleased to 'ae '
ian refugees
and rebelsneeduntilis money and transmit if to °fPt
Contributions may be made
freedom."
and university
He said 'within a short tir .
directly to the Canadian Red student
determined.
it was hoped university neJl"s
Cross Society, and should be
be deter
Red Cr
os
mined
In a letter to all local com- could
s.
, and rnea
I marked "Hungarian Relief Fund."
Hunga
the
to
it
send
to
rian un*
FOR A
HILLEL
versity community from '
j
Tonight,
Tuesday,
Nov.
6,
could be opened.
SMART HAIRCUT
8:30 p.m.
i — The One That You Like —
— Dr. Heichelheim —
600 University
Avenue
Department of Classics
Just below College
On: " DEUTERONOMY &
In the Basement
j
JEREMIAH: THE LAST
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
DECADE OF THE KINGj
ONLY 85 cents
DOM OF JUDAH"
|
MEN'S ATHLETICS
FOOTBALL
vs Sr. SPS Bark, Giblon,
vs Arch
SOCCER
vs Knox
LACROSSE
1.00 SPS
vs Trln
Uhrynuk.
Kerr
SPS IIIIVIV
Allan,
vs Med V
6.00 Med.
Allan, Naylor
Naylor
Allan,
Naylor
vs SPS
UC. IIII
5.00
VOLLEYBALL
—
MINOR
LEAGUE
Dent D
1.00 SPS
7.00
vs
St. M.M. CD Stein
Rundana
4.00
II
vs St.
6.30 Vic
SPS
B
vs1
Dent
Incisors
Bergsteln
Med.
A
vs
Bergsteln
EmmanII A
vs UO
PharanJeanneret
A
Bergstein
=NOV. 12-18
NEXT WEEK=
Mission
THE

in The University
EXPORT
CANADA'S
FINEST
CIGARETTE

REV. J.R.W. STOTT

= THAT YOU MIGHT

BELIEVE =

GRADUATING
SHELL
in

- HAS

A

IN

CAREER

57
FOR

. .
YOU

!

atory

MANUFACTURING — Engineering, Technology and Labor-

MARKETING

—Sales and Operations

TREASURY

—Financial Administration

Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, is Expanding!
You can expect:

•
•
•
•
•

You feet so new and fresh
and good— all over— when you
pause for Coca-Cola. It's sparkling with quick
refreshment... and, it's so- pure and wholesome
—naturally friendly to your figure. Let it do
things— good things— for you.

"Colo" U q r»giit,r.d frad.-m.rlc.

COCA-COLA LTD.

Many Opportunities for advancement
Interesting Work
Competitive Salary
Extensive Benefits
A Challenging Future

Our Representatives Will Be On Your Campus:
November 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th.
Interview. Schedules can be arranged at the
Engineering Faculty Office.
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148

of

62

But

Student

Poll

T

Madly

Percent

Would

For

Vote

Adlai

Stevenson

It's 4

to
All^day1to-dayTh
atof the Eis
the people
USA
beenh
out elect-ower
Wins
ing a president. According to a Gallupwill
Poll taken this
Some Ride The Elep
week 72 per cent
of all Canadians
ha
would like to see them Most Folio* The Donkey
nt
send Eisenhower back to the White House for another
four years. But on the U of T campus almost as large a
percentage favours Stevenson. In a poll taken yesterday
61 per cent of the 148 students questioned talked
about
Stevenson's speechmaking ability, his intelligence, the
traditions of his party, and the do-nothing record of his
opponents. No one supported Eisenhower without reservations, one of the main ones being that "John Foster Dulles
go." rugged individualists cast diehard votes for
mustThree
Pogo, and Socialist candidate Darlington Hoopes, thanks
probably to his television appearance last week received Intellectual Basis
Four Terrific Years
one vote. Four students barely knew who was running.
"Stevenson's campaign speeches attacked
"Anything"
Eisenhower
had
done
about
the
Middle East situation would have been considered
problems on an intellectual and reasonable basis.
Here is a breakdown of the 148 opinions
Republican
wrong. He has given the people of the U.S.A.
s on the other hand seem to be more
gathered
concerned with pleasing people than with solving
yesterday: .
four terrific years."
— Thomas Cumming.
WHO WOULD YOU VOTE FOR?
. 90
— PhUip Cait (IV Pharmacy).
STEVENSON
No Isolationist, He
EISENHOWER
Less
Big
Business
problems."
only steady
man atjobtheandpresent
54 .
time."Eisenhower
He has doneis the
a good,
he is
POGO
"Eisenhower is not physically capable of run3
not an isolationist."
ning thetocountry,
and he is continually allowing
DARLINGTON HOOPES
—Ted Graham (II Premeds).
himself
be influenced
by his advisors. Maybe
(Socialist
Candidate)
.
with
Stevenson
1
there
would be less big business
Military Experience
"As things are now the U.S.A. needs a man
WHO WILL WIN?
—Donald Stewart iV Dents).
influence."
who has had some experience along military
EISENHOWER
Ex-Carpetbaggers
. 118
lines. Need I say more?"
STEVENSON
—J. P. Ellis (II C&F).
30
"Eisenhower and Dulles are botching up the
Likes Mamie
Suez. They are Republicans and the Republicans
are
all ex-liking
carpetbagg
reason enough
"Eisenhower will win in a landslide. His
for not
them. ers—
Theythat's
are sitting
on 1 he
effective wife will swing the younger and female
fence grossly neglecting their duties wailing
vote."
until the election is over."
— Al Redway (III C&F).
- Gary Wadsworth (III St. Mike's).
Good Campaigner
Takes No Chances
"It will be popular.
EisenhowerAnd
. Hewe ismust
a goodremember
campaigner
personally
that,
I will beI win
happyno tomatter
lose
the "If$10Stevenson
I bet on wins
Eisenhower.
the American people are subjected to a great
—
Aldcn.
| deal of propaganda."
— Howard Adelman.
who loses."
Head Cut Off
Out"It's
Withabout
the "Jns"
"Eisenhower & Nixon — because when one
time the "ins" were kicked out.
The Eisenhower administration through its spine[has a good administration one does not change
and Ike has proven he has a good administration.
less, indecisive and dilatory' foreign policy has
Stevenson got his head cilt off in the H-bomb
brought tragedy in Hungary and war in the
| issue.
Middle
East. The best thing about the adminis—John Cathers (I Vic).
tration isthat it gave John Foster Dulles cancer."
— Albert Englehardt (III" Eng.).
Element of War
New Deal
"Eisenhower; because of the element of war
"Since Roosevelt and the New Deal I have
get in." (II Chemical).
[ com>ng up, he's a cinch
--Ronto Johnson
had more faith in the Democrats than in anyone
Good General
— James Alton.
"Eisenho
wer
is
a
good
general
rather
Faux
Pas
than
, but with the war threat that's
lv"atstatesman
is needed."
"Eisenhower's war record simply consist? of
— George Farrow (IV Architecture).
his attempts to hold the allies together. He was
aelse."
complete flop at Columbia University, and as
I>emocralic Congress
president he has hardly dared to commit himself
I Con
W'" be forcea t0 work with a Democratic
on
Dulles'
supine,
foreign
policy,anything.
a collection
of faux
pas spineless
have brought
Ihe
act f e)S' Thei'e would be many things he could
world into its present mess. Stevenson, on the
(the r?P"sl' if he nad a Republican congress but
other hand is better educated, has a better mind
IStilll the
'mocrat»
can
stop
anything
he
tries
to
do.
cost of living has levelled off and deand more backbone, is a better businessman and
«. cgation is going
forward under this admi| mstration."
a better politician."
- George Metcalf (III Mod Hist).
—Donald Cumming.
Jvo ry Tower
Eggheads?
"If Stevenson speaks above people's heads,
vote h W61e an Amel'>can citizen I would not
he
is speaking where their heads
shouldGreenspan.
be."
v— Dave
i on sHowever, I think Eisenhower has the edge
I num. nson because he at least has some
l the s7 tr!IininS- - The Republicans will get off
Father Figure
electio°e they are siuinS on as soon as the
"Stevenson --because he is the great fathert View l'l °Vei ' stevenson cannot take a realistic
figure in America today. However, Americans
from '"e a11 theorists' he cannot come down
have shown a great predeliction in the past to
everVTh-S
lvory
tower.
Eisenhower
does
not
know
ytnmg Dut pernaps he can jeam .,
support pregenerals.
re— Ross Kennedy (IV Comm.).
sents amoral forceNevertheless.
I would like Stevenson
to see direct^aste of Taient '
man'1 fWouW be » tragic waste of talent if a
, Atllai °s SUCh suPeli01' intellectual capacity as
[vlouslv VenSOn were Deaten by people as obl>ublici mfer'or to him as the men on the Reana ih" tlcket- But Eisenhower's personal appeal
| ehan«re
the about
American
people
»e Willhesitaiicy
probably of
that (Osgoode)
tragedy."to
— bring
Tim Armstrong

—loin Macdonaltl
Who

is this Eisenhower?

I'm voting for Hoopes

ing the world."— Bill Rosenfeld (IV Mod. History).
Keeps His Head
"Stevenson
is moreproblems.
capabh?Heintellectually'
handle
the present
is less— Anon.
likelyto
to let his domestic policy stand in the way t>f
keeping his head in an international crisis."
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the egghead
as leader
Today, 60,000,000 citizens of the United forStates
the
will choose the man who is to lead them
next four years. Overwhelming odds — based on
public opinion polls arTd the analyses of innumerable
pundits— say he will be the same man who has led
them for the past four.
For the first time since Dr. Gallup was just a little
trot, Canadians have expressed a preference for a
o per cent of CanRepublican president. Seventy-twMr.
Eisenhower back
adians polled would like to see
back in power.
And yet this campus - as nearly as can be told
from a 148-student poll-prefers Adlai Stevenson as
president.
The reasons behind the isolated choice are indicative of an interesting trend.
Mr. Stevenson, regardless of his personal qualifications, has undoubtedly blundered his campaign.
party organizers have decried his inown
his
Even
ability to communicate with the voter.
He has flailed about through a number of
trumped-up issues, ranging from an unpopular suggestion about the draft to an impractical one about
the Hydrogen bomb.
During the break-down of the alliance on which
his country and the world depend to a large extent
for their freedom, Mf. Stevenson has failed to come
up with a positive program in foreign affairs. This
does not mean to say he does not have one. He has
simply not made a statement that could possibly
injure his popularity with some American voters even
though it ensured him the votes of others.
Neither has a strong opinion from Democratic
headquarters concerning the Hungarian catastrophe
been reported in the Canadian press.
While long-term Democratic tariff policy could
possibly influence Canadians outside the university
sphere, it has little effect on campus opinion.
But the students of Toronto would prefer Stevenson as president. Why?
Because, unlike their United States counterparts,
Canadians are outside the "Daddy" appeal of Mr.
Eisenhower. Generalized campaigns on either side
have really not affected their stand.
Canadian students— impartial voters of the future
— have based their choice on Stevenson's abstract
appeal.
In other words, those who can make their choice
free of the stream of political propaganda prefer a
man whose appeal is on an. intellectual plane. For
that is Stevenson's main appeal over the president.
A few weeks ago, Newsweek magazine presented a long interpretive article about the coming of
age of the "egghead."
In this election, Adlai Stevenson is the "egghead"
—the intellectual's choice.
And that is the type of leader the students of
this university would choose.
It is a ray of hope for the future.
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HflTSh
SdllltirEttlll
The Gospel of the United Naticns according to
it. Luke, Chapter X, Verses 29-37.
caused by each, and drat
Recorded by V.C Kennedy, IV Victoria
blood into flasks so that w
of
his
former
tormentor,
the
And it came to pass as the larger man. still smiling, brought
peace-loving nations of the a knife from behind his back be
able to the
present doeum6\n
evidenchim
man n.just
whe^'^
world, pleased with their wisdom and drove it deep into his give
way
hee towillthispetitio
know
in organising such a splendid "friend's" stomach. As the knife
system of settling grievances was twisted the small man wrong
he reallyman
was." sere- any.
The
without bloodshed, continued to
But alldying
the nations were h»
walk through the wilderness screamed for help to those who
again.
along the way leading toward stood in horror.
ing
another thoi t
"I'd to
like hide
to step
in and u
total
thatman
they andhap-"a va private
One nation
pened destruction,
upon a large
fight; thought.
who knowsThiswhat'is that little feUow, but
that J'
the
provocation
was?
What
right
bully
has
small,'
both
of
whom
bore
the
such
big
shoul
ders my.a ,
bodies.
marks of battle upon their slunk
his
knife
some.
gives
me
have back
I to into
interfere?''
And
he
the
the shadows.
when I see
shiningshivon?
And the nations drew near
Another stepped forward, and I'm big myselblood
f, but
J
and gathered around wondering with great dignity stated, "Sir own blood will
colousome
r hisofkn?
at the manner of the large man, you are a* cad. If you do not
for he did compliment the small desist, I shall have a petition
if I, try
man on his courage, and said, presented to you, signed by all owe
friends,And(anddon't*
my hing.
it tosomet
"Let us be friends."
these true men you see about self of course) not to start an
At these words the peace-lov- you, condemning you for. acting thing that might lead to
ing nations were filled with joy,
a way in our law-abidThe dying man shuddered L,
for here were former enemies in such
ing community". The large man agony.
one's getting
hurt?"covered mur!
His ed
bloodsittingcuss down
in
peace
to
disderer
grinned
as
the
knifebit
deeper
chuckl
as he wiped hii
their problems instead of into the liver of his victim.
blade,
and
looked
fighting over them. And was
A third man spoke to the rest. circle of white- around 0n the
faced cowards
this notwherewhat
should do?all men every- "We really shouldn't jump to
conclusions, or go off half-cock- about
"The
fools!
him.
Who
will be next?"
appoint someone to
But. as the nations were com- stand ed.upLet'sclose
Long live the United Nations,
these men,
plimenting themselves on this where he can beside
see everything, fearless international police force
example of mutual tolerence,
measure the repth of earn, and preserver of civilization!
and as the small man was reach- and
ing slowly to shake the hand knife cut, and estimate the pain
FRflNCf

INESCAPABLE FACT
sum
"Faith is the inner knowledge our striving, would this not
that we are of God and that make God partial in favour of
we have something to strive for; the strong? Is a partial God possible? Would it not also imply
namely, unity with God from
that
the
intellectwasof onman'the when
whom
we
come."
fully
developed
same
This conclusion of "anonymous level as the "intellect"
engineer" obviously is arrived Surely it would have toof VJeGod?to
at. only after much careful guide man back to the original
thought and consideration. It perfect state of unity. But by
acknowledges the existence of
God. Further it acknowledges the very nature of God his
"intellect" must far surpass '
God'stherefore
role as acknowledges
creator of man,
BRIDGE COLUMN
and
the
with ^enl^e
I do not think this unity can fromIn accordance
fact that God is a greater being, man's.
certain quarters at
ever
be
attained
by
man's
strivHis
capacities transcending
immeasurably.
However, man's
this
ing. sMenelves tmust
have decide"
we column.
University,
o find turn
this from
unity themwith run
conclusion appears to offer no
a more
bridgeenable
Th's
learn
about thebegi»nersafl
£amefg(y
hope
will
solution to the problem of at- the
God.Way,
JesustheChrist
claimed.
"I
am
Truth
and
the
Life,
taining unity with God, other no man cometh unto the Father encourage those who are f11*^,
than our own personal striving.
proficient to improve the" ^
by me." I cannot see that
•If unity with God depends om— but
this could mean anything else
Here is a■specimen "
Hearts:
than what it states in very simple nique.
Diamonds;
NORTH
— that Jesus Christ
Case Against Israel English
"
Clubs;
— 7.fc* \M
Spndes; A, K. Q.J.I 0.9.8.
claimed to be, not a way, but
'.The Case for Egypt" and "The the way of God. Obviously He
Spades;
Case for
(Friday's
Var- was either speaking truth, or
Diamonds:
EAST
Hearts;
A.K.Q.J,!^
sity) are Israel"
misnomers.
It should
Clubs:
lying. If He was speaking the
have
been
"The
Case
against
there
is
no
"alternative
but
Hearts;
.
.
Israel" and "The Case against truth
to accept his way. If He was
Spades;
.
D.amonds
Egypt' respectively.
lying. Hefromhas the
led Truth
many in
milions
Clubs: SOUTH
that
Quotation: "... I dont see further
why the people of Jewish re- they have believed Him.
ligion must have a country of
It appearsfor then,
that if one/
Diamonds: 1 7
their own any more than people searching
the Truth,
accepts
haini)
the
fact
of
God
and
the hisof engineering profession." <PidSpades; ■ "m\"
Hearts;
of Christ, admiring
there is' no
fortoricity merely
or
Jews are not just a religious loom
North
starts therather
biddiro!1:
respecting
Jesus Christ. If he six spades.
group. They are also a race and
A.K.Q.J.10"8: qy„
Clubs; This
history.
a nation throughout their long desires the Truth he must ac- East, who
thought
he
cept Christ and all his teachings
Finally: Palestine belongs to and claims. This will involve
faith and this faith cannot be
those who live in it. Jews must labelled
4Kpa5*Q ^ ' i; "' '
in toHea1"^3'
hand
strong
blind. It will be a faith onatually
the heother
hand
can
decides
have a nation. It is a paradox.
support for secdndary
his partnc ,
There is no solution. In my based on undeniable facts. "Jesus ' strongest
is still the inescapable After consideration ne :
opinion, though, the Jtw will Christ
throws a Spanner in **J*lrt)|
wander on. Paul Wyszkowski Fact." Angus
A.
Brunian
Engineering 5 HI
III SPS
goes seven Diamond*^
ting
set 13seven
tricks.No T"
bidding
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Exhibitor
zled . . f. op.
Puzitors
feel very
We,„exhib
to have such criticism
Ja- net MacDonald's in the
Vars ity.
ed as . to
SUM a. Iitamis puzzl
the uninspired
,
**?» that "the very idea of
hibit of 'Decorative Arts' is
fJmexi to the true position of the
she finds
decorative arts" which
and distressing'.we
■ meaninglesssuch
ay
displ
a
Without
„„lrl not receive the benefit of
of others.
on or that
f°r opinithe
purpose of it. No
That isismore
conscious than the
d be
Takers that these arts shoulaffair
s,
^servient to oury daily
sic
intrin
not admired solel for
worth.
Glass, particularly, suffers
when it is meant to cebe ofseen40
in sunlight, at a distaneye. It is
to 60 feet from theevent
when
Irely a noteworthy
seriousat a show attent
a critic looks
ion
the
to direct the
ly enoughvisitor
fact that
to
of the arts
should be part of
"these
everyday life, growing out reof init
and increasing our pleasu
are chalit" while the artists better
(if
lenged tP try to do
they are notcouraged).- completely disYvonne Williams

pid
yeo
n,
Walte
r Pidge
on starr
ed
last night as Anthony 'J. Drexelastl
Biddle, the happiest millionaire
of 2104 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. Amore substantial comedy
than usual
which could
fallen on its face without have
Pidgeon, The Happiest Millionaire
can
Broadantici
way. pate a happy run on
Most premiere go-ers at the
Alec last night were all eyes
for
Pidgeon and Diana Van Der Vlis;
I got carried away by two surprise scene stealer
and
mama alligator, s, a baby
exits and
entrances from whose
the
Biddle
alligatorium were superb, one
simply wriggling flat and the
other on a roller board.
Diana Van Der Vlis proved
light, nimble and nymph-like
as the exuberant Biddle daughter who doesn't quite want to
grow up. Her two brothers,
Livings
tone and Tony Biddle,
played by Don Britton and
Dana White were not quite so
much at home'on the stage.. The

gator star \
rest of the supporting cast— the
mother
(Ruth Matteson),
Mary (Katherine Raht). Aunt
Mrs.
Benjamin Duke (Ruth White)
were all slightly above average
in their efforts, but I tremble
think what the play would haveto
been like without Pidgeon.
He often gesticulated too much,
and was desperately making
the most of his role, but he set
the fortunately
pace, and the rest of the
cast
followed his cue.
Cordie Middle's suitor, Angier
■Duke (George Grizzard) deserves a special kudo for the
way
stood orup two.
to Pidgeon, and
stole hea scene
The setlionaiofre is a Theduplicate
Happiestof Milthe
original living room of the Biddies and executed by George
Jenkins. The Millionaire' is
scheduled for a one week run
and
solid comedy on the
house.as ashould
boards
draw a large
Anne Carnwath

. . . Reader
Distressed
I was deeply distressed to read
Miss
MacDonald's
review
ol theJanet
exhibition
of decorative
arts in the Hart House art gallery, not because of her own insensibility, but because of the
harm it might do to those who
lead her article and assume that
she speaks with the voice of
pulhority. It begins with a sentence of prejudice. I agree with
passion in all criticism, but this
is only justified if it stems from
the deep understanding which
'ar
ectualsurpasses
approach.a purely intelMiss MacDonald's
ol I thefindpurpose
of decorativeview
art
both quaint and naive. Somehow
that dead soldier, function, has
ecome involved. But 1 believe
hat decorative art has no
function but to refresh the soul.
^nd yet there is light. To use
er own words, "these arts should
e part of everyday life growing
cut of it and increasing our
teasure in it, subservient to our
aily affairs and not admired
~olely for their intrinsic worth.'
^h's
is just
the ofpoint.
But
hroughout
the rest
her article
ss MaeDonald seems to have
orgotten it. The logical inference
0 be drawn from the few con_/fcte statements that she makes
~ that an exhibition of this sort
°ses a considerable^
of Us value in such anproportion
nvironment. Howeve sheintense
conuses the issue withr, such
wases as 'no relation to glib
our
mP]ex world' and 'decoration
justifi
by
functio
or
pured
n
. se' By becoming involved with
a« Philosophical conceptions
* ^nies
herself the
abilitytrueto
these objects
in their
^Pective. I find it unnecessary
arrt 1 ps even unfair to re"
mL • e!tnib"">n in such an
'■^native
The de<-»ve nature "fiht.
contemporary
C1«icism, asofdivorced
from
Ue fee]ing for the arts,
is

lc bob review
°PPiest millionaire
Urnmer & smok
e
ebecca

Summer

&

Smoke

I cameBo
away from
Revue, tt
on at Kart House Theatre
bthe Bob Be
again tonight and Wednesday night, along wither
numerous 'frienrly
of Victoria College'— young and old—who were saying: 'far better
than last year', 'they didn't have last year's opening night jitters/
'best Taken
Bob inasyears.'
an effusion of Victoria .College spirit, the show isj
one. I enjoyed it as such. Revue'ers made
amateurish
aa goodish,
lot of mistakes, mistakes
which could be tolerated nowhere
except in a revue of this type. At times they even lost their
audience.
But
Bob
far surpasses last year's. Mix the show
evening.enough Victoria'56 college
with
spirit, and you have a well-spent
A
fine
parody
of
professorius
(Fred Euringer)
comes on in the prologue, cleans thenitwittus
board, introduces himself
to six Victoria rah-rah types, and introduces Marilyn— an electronic marvel which brings the future on in three dimensions.
Hence the title, 'Marilyn, or 2066 and much more!'
On to 2066, for two hours of comedy based on the ArtsEngineers rivalry. I think the audience would have appreciated
more of the professor between scenes, for they either talked and
drowned out the thump thump of inexperienced stagehands movwaits.ing equipment backstage, or sat embarrassed during the~~Jong
The scenes alternate between Arts at Victoria— the artsmen
lord it over the rest of the campus and are educated by donning
an electronic beanie topped with a TV aerial for a few hours
each week— and engineers, their unwilling serfs, dressed in pastel
denims. A dozen or so nurses clad in pastel denim sarongs aje
added
backappeal.
the engineers and give the science side of the
campus tomore
In the
the engineer's
revolution,
matter
muchend,anyway,
resolves itself
with awhich
flash really
of U235doesn't
and
TNT which lands everyone in heaven for the finale.
The pace is slow almost to the end of the first act, when.
Arts and Engineers try to resolve their cultures. The audience
gets a bawdy but masculine Lady Godiva and a fine calypso
number
for waiting. I hope the dancing improves for the next
two
nights.
The calypso bit was the best staging of the show. John
Arnold beat his drum at stage left, while two 'creole gals' who
could dance cavorted in crinoline and frills against a red backdrop.
Also effective was the Maidenform number, an eulogy to the
20th century mania of the bra complete with models of the
$27.95 number, please.
Lynn (Wilma Erickson) the freshie who vamps serious
Poly. Sci. & Ec. senior Bob (Bob Gray) is the best singer in
the show. Gray will never learn to sing a romantic ballad ja
his
Purvis) his fiance, forgot her lines during
one" life.
love Sandy
scene (Carol
with him.
Engineer Merv tGord Shephard) as a scarlet-coated ringleader, and Yvonne, (Julie Severn) the always-talking artsghl,
were the best actors in the show. Hardtop Hattie (Clarice Evans),
the nurses' leader, wasn't quite hardrock enough. '
At half-time, between the acts, Hugh Hanson and Teny
Shells took the audience with them, in a well-done parody of
Elvis and 'Rocket Roll.'
Perhaps I can congratulate Producer-director-writer Bill
Taylor for coming up with the job he has dpne on his first try.
A better first act, and a tune I could hum — I can't remember
a single song from the show— and I could recommend the Bob
Revue as a pleasant evening even for the student Mike
withoutCassidy.
spirit

The UC Literary Society will present Tennessee Williams'
two-act "Summer and Smoke" at the Hart House Theatre on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of this week.A massive, brooding- work, the play is set in the small
southern town of "Glorious Hill" la misnomer, if there ever was
one.)
Here gathers
an absurd
"cross-section
humanity",
in-born
and festering,
a social
hierarchy
that has ofproduced
on the
one
hand, the family of the town minister, the Very Reverend Winemiller, warped and hamstrung by an idiotic mother, and on the.
other, that of the town doctor, Buchanen, who pays for his sanity
with his life. The children of these two families, Alma and the
young- doctor, John, have grdwn up with each other, and "the
possibly
botched. beautiful thing" between Lhem is grimly and relentlessly
The cast is headed by William Davis and Aileen Taylor as
the young unfortunates. William Lyon as the prissy Roger.
Meyer Starr, The Very Reverend, Colin Hamilton as the old
doctor and Nadine Ragus, Rosa. Supporting them are:
Kari Grimstad, the imbecilic mother. Madeleine Robinson, as
Nellie. John Harasati, Papa Gonzales, Vera Jory as Mrs. Bassett,
the gossip. Roz Mednick, Stan Weisman, and two youngsters,
Randy and Stewart, who are John and Alma in the prologue.
Milton Barnes has created an original musical setting, and
Curt Reis has directed.
here exemplified. Though I agree
with much inof detail,
Miss MacDonald's
criticism
I find the
general tenor of her opinions to
be both distressing and inadequate. With' the exercise of
imagination we may be able to
fill our otherwise sordid lives
with something worthwhile.
Grant Griffiths
IV Trinity.

DEATH
BY
WATER
Rebecca, if my readers will forgive the the malicious memories foisted upon the second
Mrs.
de
Winter by the housekeeper. Bankers.
classical allusion, is a wonderful fairy story.
addition, the second Mrs. de Winter believes
Brought back after many years cooling its In
celluloid in the film vaults to the Odeon Hy- that Maxie still loves his dead spouse.
land, it rises to heights of sentiment foreign to
How outawful.
untildepths
Rebecca's
pulled
of theNotwatery
is thebody
wholeis
a movie-goer tuned to the realistic temper.
brought into consciousness, and the spirit
It features a huge castle. Manderley. em- truth
of Rebecca C?fpeilc6 forever. This final exbedded deep in- ye— servants,
olde Englisha demented
forest. Manderley
pulsion is Lontirmed by the ritual burning of
has everything
houseke per, abreathless view of the sea, and several Manderley by "Danny", the mad housekeeper!
mastiff hounds. And fog. and a haunted west How I like to see something like this done up
wing, and a past that stretches back to the brown!
Rebecca is a Hitchcock directed film with,
Roman invasion.
as the brooding, effete Prince
The question this film asks is, can a poor Laurence Olivier
under a malignant spell, and Joan
brogue and tweed-skirt companion to a wealthy Charming
Fontaine
is
the
Cinderella
who comes to live
woman traveller find happiness as the wife of
rich and famous Maxie de Winter, owner in the castle and free him from the past. Judith,
oftheManderley.
Anderson does a terrific job as the housekeeper
Their whirlwind romance in France augurs madam-Merlin
castingCinderella.
spells over the frightened but determined
well. Maxie is recovering from the sad afterIt
has
a
happy
ending,
good moments
ef ects of thefemale
death vamp
of" hissuffered
first wife,
Rebecca. "of suspense, and will appeal ourne
This exotic
a traditional
to Hemingway
that segmentwentof
the
movie
crowd
who
teel
that
death by water, and when Maxie and his second
wife swing into the driveway of Manderley, too far in the wrong direction. ^H'lores GlnitHy.
she returns to haunt the newlyweds through

1

£
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Inco Metals

at Work

in Canac/r

0 Radiators
assembled
soldered andare painted.

8

out

on

of

10

Canadian

automobile
cars

Inco

2. Refined copper is sold to Canadian companies for the manufacture of copper tube,
sheet, strip, rod and wire. These companies

INTERNATIONAL
26

made

from

Copper

Automobile radiators are made almost entirely
of copper. And on Canadian cars, it's almost
always Inco copper. Here's how this copper
helps make jobs for thousands of Canadians:
1- To produce copper, Inco ore is mined,
milled, smelted and refined by Canadian
workmen. About 18,000 people work for
Inco in Canada.

THE

are

radiators

employ several thousand men and women.
3. The copper
strip goes to Canadian automobile radiator
manufacturers where it is
formed into tube for the production of
radiators. More people are employed here.
4. Along the assembly lines of the automobile
companies, Canadian workmen install these
radiators on cars and trucks.
Inco produces over 250,000,000 pounds of
copper a yeax. And more than half of this copper
is used by Canadian industries.

■ WEST,
TORONTO
NICKEL
OF
KING
STREETCOMPANY

in automobile
plants, line
the
£ radiators
Along
theareassembly
installed
on
cars and trucks.

If you would lite to receive
oPresentation
copy ofin "The
toCanada",
The Nickel
Royalo
Industry
Economic
Prospects
by
The
Commission
on Canada's
International
Nickel
Company
ol
Canada,
one
will be moiled to you on request. The supply is limited.

CANADA

LIIYIlT*P

Producer oj Inco Nickel, Inco Nickel Alloy,, ORC Brand Copper, Cob.,,, Telluric, Selenium and PUiinum, Palladium and
other Precious Metah,

iiiilliillli
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BLUES

HARD

HIT

BY

INJURIES

On the
gurt

Kellock

Through

For

Year

Maik, Woods
Doubtful
Starters
with a bruised
side, while Ross be fit for
action. The call could
Blues, battered, Woods, another
in the go out to Johnny Spence or
The
■ t\ footbbutall still breathing Redmen game, standout
left
the
game
Brian
Aston
of the intermediates.
tP
5,'..
a bruised shoulder after Up in Kingston, meanwhile,
out thro
gly. jock
workeyed
lastughnighta with
(stronit-suit
knocking
down
a
Carr-to-Benthe
Golden
Gaels emerged untired
to
the
locker
(hen
pass in the fourth quarter.
scathed from their tussle with
the nettShould
Maik and Woods be the Mustangs, and will be in
i md a movie session of
forced onto Saturday,
sit out the
shape on Saturday.
"battered and bruised" game
The game,
and Queen's
should tip-top
A Varsity win or even a tie
of the squad include Bagworth
move
to
end,
Dalt
jembers
would
send
the Yates Cup to
Al
joins
Burt Kellock, who
would have a considerably Toronto. A Queen's victory
„ orl the sidelines for the White
easier
choice
in
naming
his
would
necessitate
Kellock suf-in backfield for the battle. Only The University aof playoff.
year. ligaments
s[ °oftornthe ankle
Toronto
Med
men including Riva, Bethune, Athletic Association proposed
on Saturday, five
he second quarter
Tattle,
Reid
and
Creswell
would
that
in
the
event
of
a
playoff,
the
off
„d had to be helped
the game
be scheduled
for
Varon
jeld With Gene Chorostecki
sity
Stadium,
in
lieu
of
the
fact
leaves the Blues
[hethlimp,
that the post-season game was
tourthat
ends — Bisk, Stacey, Vic Gains Title played
in
Kingston
last
year.
although
flelson and Pastuchak—
The Queen's
Athletic
Board andof
cbnBagworth, who was usual
is meeting
tonight,
erted to end fromthe hisWestern
Defeating POTs Control
an
answer
to
the
Varsity
proalfback slot for
Yesterday, in Trinity Field, the sometimeposal tomorrow.
anie here, can play the position Women's
should* be forthcoming
Softball
Tournament
apably.
in a decisive Victory for In case of a refusal, a flip of
peter Maik, whose important endedfavoured
Vic 1 who trounced the coin will decide the site.
st-quarter single turned out to the
POTS
In the first two
e the winning point, came out innings, 15-3.
with Mary Foster (the
famed windmill pitcher) on the
mound,
POT's
were The Scoreboard
knocked out
one batters
after another.
arrier Seniors
And when Vic was up at bat,
INTERCOLLEGIATE
Wendy Laird, with two others
SENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
allop Niagara on bases, slammed a long high
sending the works home.
The Varsity harrier crew, drive
Terrific
hits
and
runs
were
P
'splaying
its bestyears,
team scored
perform-its chalked up by Sheila Auld, Marg VARSITY .... 5 W L T P A Pts
ance in recent
5
Chambers. Prue Smith, Sylvia Queen's
§rst victory of the young season Kerr
50 56
McGill ...v... 5
Saturday, upsetting highly- Vic. and Ginny Weller, all of Western 5
45 120
outed Niagara University on
Games
he rugged High Park course, Again in . these same two Saturday — Future
VAKSITY at Queen's.
he Toronto squad, who placed innings, POT's rather feeble Western at McGill.
INTER IVIEDStandings
I ATE FOOTBALL
even on the first eleven finish- catching in the infield let their
opponents
get
away
with
seven
es, doubled the score on their runs in a row. Perhaps Mary
P -W L T P A Pts.
Western
6
' merican
cMaster rivals
team 24-48.
finishedA weak
third Foster's powerful light arm and VARSITY 43 33 01 00 8398 40
35 6
the
triple
meet
with
a
score
Sylvia
Kerr's continuing
unnerv- OAO
Queen's 34 12 22 00 2545 3978 24
15,
ing encouragement
had something
to do with it. To quote one POT Ryerson 4 0 4 0 38 96 0
The team's
one-two
Bill member just going up to bat,
arey
and Jaan
Roos,punch,
finished
Friday — Western
at OAC.
scared skinny!"
irst and second respectively, and "I'mHowever,
Future
Games*
the bottom half
SOCCER
ere backed up by Roil Toop of the third, inMary's
Future
Games
pitching bed Bill Gelling in sixth and
slacken up a little but Saturday — VARSITY I at McGill I.
venth positions. Mike Berger POT'sgan tostill
couldn't
take
advanRUGGER
■8th I, Bruce Hughes (9th) and
^GamesT at McGill.
tage of the
situation
due to Marg
Vic's Saturday — Future
VARSITY
terrific
outfield
catching.
oixlgood
Hueston'illth)
also
turned
efforts for the Blue Chambers and Sheila Roy caught Barbarians ni At VARSITY
II.
which faces two Inter- flys. POT began to really drive
INTERFACULTY
legiate tests this week.
LACROSSE
in the last two innings with runs
9 Via I
6
The Intermediate squad will by Sheila Kemp and Peggy SMO
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
McCrae. Barb Quinn also picked
"tend
the
championship
on
ednesday at Guelph against up and "struck out several gals
Senior Football
player
stern,
a row. In short, it was an Stewart
and Queen's,
McMaster,O.A.C.,
whileRyerthe in
(Q)
.... TD46 C00 FG00 00S ST00 2436Pts.
wonderful
a
to
ending
Loftus
<W)
exciting of pretty fair Softball. Reid (V) ....
niors play host to Queen's, season
32 00 00 05 00 1718
Woods (V)
estern and" McGill on Saturday. Congratulations Vic!
Riva <V>
Tattle
(V)
222 000 000 000 000 121212
Kocman (Q)
Thompson
(Q)
0 5 0 5 0 10
Dingle (M)
Sand'ius
IM) .... 01 03 O2 01 00 98
Desbor'gh(Ql
(W) .. -.1 1 0 0 0 7
Fedor
Skrzvpek(V)
(V) .... 111 010 000 000 000 766
Wilson
Kellock
Ui(li;ims (V>
(V) .... 110I 00 000 000 000 666
Cn-sweH
(V)
Hlrcock
<Q)
11 00 00 00 00 62
Doian (Q)
QuLnn
IQ)
1 0 0 0 00 66
CrunUi
(M)
Bennett
(M) 111 000 000 00.0
Hawley
(M)
0 0 66g
Adrian (M)
10 0°°
Gallagher
iM) .. ..1 1 00 00 00 00 66
OliConsenfno
on (W)
(W) .. 01 05 00 00 O0 56
lurluine (V)
MalU (V)
0 3 00 10
TUi?y
S)
0 01 421
Casanova
(Wl ....4- 000 001 000
Girvln lW)
1 0 1_

After The Game Is Over . . .

IEAT
orts brooks
Editor
In case you were puzzled by the unfamiliar sounds echoing
from Varsity Arena late yesterday afternoon as you trotted along
Philosopher's
in balmySymphony
NovemberOrchestra
weather,or they
not
Army.
originated
by Walk
the Toronto
the were
Salvation
Theyup were,*
believe
not, products
of 22 stalwarts
turned
for the
initialit or
practice
of the hockey
version of who
the
Varsity Blues.
And it was a "first" practice that those 22 men will likely
not be inclined to forget for quite awhile. White's coach Jack
Wheldrake.
who will
the squad
Kennedy returns
from handle
his football
duties,until
droveBlues'
them mentor
throughJackan
hour-long scrimmage.
SITt ATION IMPROVING
Kennedy should be pleased with the report Wheldrake hands
him on the first session. The list of goaltcnders vying for the
first-string job has grown to four. Only one of them, Al Cecuttlj
wa9 in uniform last night, and he very nearly left before practice
got underway.
Ken Linseman let fly with a high drive (only the second
shot at Al after he steppea on the ice') and it bounced off the
goalie's
left cheekbone
under thecameeye.dangerously
The cut, although
serious enough
to warrantjuststitches,
close to not
the
eye. The only other casualty of the practice was another goaltender,
young Terry Dawson. Terry, who has already become famous oa
the
the date
with likely
"Michelle",
flyingcampus
puck aswiththe hiswinner
bare ofhand,
and will
be outstopped
for thea
remainder of the week. The paw was first thought broken, but
investigation revealed only a slight haemmorhage.
Although ineligible for the Blues this year, Dawson will battle
Red Fleming and Dave Reynolds for the Intermediates net-minding
Hugh Curry, who played for the Whites last season, is another
possibility for the Blues' cage. He suffered a knee injury playing
Interfaculty football last week, and will not don his pads until
tomorrow at the earliest.
Larry Irons and freshman Ray Dunn are also in line for the
job.
goal position on the Blues, and both were out on skates last night.
A shortage of equipment kept them from combat.
FOOTBALL FOIST
Seven
potential
members
of theinclude
Blues' forwards
will not Ross
be outWoods,
until
the football season is over. They
Don Borthwick and Clare Fisher, and defensemeu Dave Stephen,
John Casey and Lorry Stacey.
All others were out in full regalia. Most noticeable amongst
the returnees were Grant Mills, who, for our money, is one of the
hardest-working icemen to hit Varsity in a good while, Dave Jackson, who has a great capacity for getting in the way of oncoming
forwards, Kenny Linesman and Brian Anderson.
Newcomers to the squad include Doug Lougheed, a burly
defenseman from Leaside's Junior "B" BUtmores, and Paul Mitchell,
who hails from Upper Canada College. Mitchell, who played left
wing for the College, "should make a great defensenuur" commented
Wheldrake.
WHERE DO WE PLAY?
Thewhat in doubt.
hockeyAthletic
future Director
of the intermediate
Whiteshas remains
someWarren Stevens
been attempting to promote the formation of a five-team Toronto Hockey
League Major Series, in which the Whites competed last year.
The idea of a five-team loop (there were four entries last
season)
is toeach
enable"
teamstwice
to have
off occasionally.
Last winter,
team theplayed
a week,a might
Wrednesday
and Saturday
nights.
Pickin' Chicken and Kingsway Lumber are both in action
again and willing to return to league play. Lyndhurst Motors, who
are not on speaking terms with THL referees, have amalgamated
to form a Senior "B" entry but would apparently
Brampton
withwilling
to sacrifice this in favour of a return to the Major
be
Series.
A local tavern proposed the entering of a team, but the THL
Board of Directors turned thumbs down on the idea, even though,
the sponsors
jerseys. promised to delete any questionable advertising on
their
ODDS N' ENDS
three-point wins in Montreal
The soc*er and rugger Blues need will
mean two more Varsity
this Saturday . . .Favourable results
championships ... A little bird has promised us a scoop of Ma
prediction on the "big" game coming up . . .Stay tuned . . .

Wilma Augustine Captures
By MOLLY PAJJWER
In a very confusing melee of
bowling balls, pins, alleys and of the season (in February or
young
girls
of
various
shapes
preand sizes, I found out some very March) sented tao thetrophy
winningwillteam.be Barb
pertinentmen'sfacts
the Woof UC, with the help of
Intramuralabout
Bowling
Fa- Whyte
the organizer of
culty which started its first prize Miss Slack, iscomplicated
entercompetition of the season on this rather
prise,
and
is
doing
Friday in the Midtown Bowling job. She is also ana tremendous
Alley.
active and
accomplished bowler.
ofionthehasWomen's
This vidual
time tournament
there was
indiThis section
stemto seean which
Associat
Athletic
med from P.T. classes held last
gals
got
the
highest
scores
games. Several booby prizesof
week on Friday be- two
year, every
were
distributed, (no names
one
and
o'clock
three
and
tween
has developed into exciting mentioned!,
and Wilma Augusnts
Inamongst
weekly tourname
tine of Vic received the stupenterested bowlers from various
dous prize of a chocolate pumpcolleges and faculties, At the end

Bowling
kin for what was thought the
highest score — 203. However
Betty Thompson of the same
college who skipped out at the
beginning without telling anyone her score, was found to have
215. Too
bad next
Betty,time.
maybeRunnersyou'U.
stick
around
up wereMacLellan
Kathy McCulIoch
- from
182,
Mary
174,
both
Vic, and Willa Flook of Nursing
Next friday, the interfaculty
tournament gets underway for
first official team match. By
-its
172.
the looks ' of things, Vic might
do as well in bowling as in baseball. Come on gals, don't let Vto
get all the laurels!
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AT THE CO-OP

ca

save
eat and
talk and
the
occasional
with
live inalla residence
Do you from
levied on laggers.fine has to be
By CAROL SMITH
faculties and
students
to
the
more
luxurious
tasks
like
students
Co-op parties are famous and
also with races
and different
colleges,
and GM (general manager) , or fabulous.
several
from
"The imports are
the Board of Direc- nurses
for this one", the social
you membertors. TheofCo-op
creeds? You don't unless tive
News, currently director announced last week. So
Co-opera
Campus
the
in
live
Residence Inc.
called 'Hie Illae Lacrimae' which a rousing Hallowe'eif Hobo party
had enough women to offset the
it is affection- the editors patiently explain 4:1
Co-op,
The ately
ratio. The Hallowe'en party,
called, asis the only true
the Christmas
and theof forcamon
e
residenc
itan
cosmopol are representatives
mal are the party
highlights
the
In it Alberta, Manitoba,
social season for Co-opers. Each
Erom pus.B.C.,
house
puts
on
an
original
show.
many from Ontario, Quebec, and
But, of course, due to the general
the Maritimes. Then there are
air of informality, spontaneous
Britishers, an Estonian, an Italiparties are always springing up.
an, a Dane, a Pole, a Jamaican
During the first week of school
several Chinese and Japanese
this year, one of the boys houses
and many others.
had
aningparty
night,hadplanThe 110 member Co-op boasts
each the' every
day they
it.
students from almost every faBut there is work to be done.
cbers
ulty1 onfromcampus,
besides
memDuring
the
first
t,en
years
of
Ontario College of
existence, no one failed. In the
Art. Ryerson, and even one from
last
ten
years,
the
failure
rate
high school.
has been much lower than the
Five houses and a few nonaverage University failure rate.
resident members comprise the Eat The Bloody Stuff
Taken altogether, the Co-op
Co-op. The houses are Tompkins
represents mopolitan
an experience
in cosfor girls, and Owen, Kagawa, And LIKE It!
living, an experience
Webb and Rochdale for men.
in co-operative living, and an
The dining hall is at Rochdale means 'Woe is Me', is put out experience in inexpensive living.
House, 'the only co-educational as part of the work schedule. In every way, the Co-op can be
considered a truly fascinating
dining weight
hall on atcampus'.
No oneas As a general rule, the work is residence.
loses
the Co-op,
many of the girls have sadly done cheerfully and on time, but
found out. In addition to three
meals a day, coffee and all the
toast you can eat is served, or
father, grabbed, every night at Cambridge
Gets Book
ten
It is with
open house
all o'clock.
the houses,
frequentat
visitations from other houses the
rule. The girls at Tompkins usually use up a phenomenal amount
When Dr. Plumb
found the
of coffee.
Walpole's
Took
A library book has recentlyFather
been returned to Sidney Sussex book, he was instructed by the
Co-op
'bull sessions*
regular occurrence.
Almost are
everya College at Cambridge Univer- Marquis of Cholmondeley, a denight at coffee hour a group of
sity, after an absence of 289
of Robertit toWalpole's
toscendantreturn
Sidney
people gather in the kitchen to years. It was originally "bor- daughter,
Sussex College.
discuss anything from sex to
rowed"
by
the
father
of
Sir
the world situation. These ses- Robert Walpole, Prime Minister The book was borrowed in
sions have been known to last of England.
1687 by Colonel Robert Walpole,
far into the night, as some people The book was found by Dr. then
a student at Trinity1 College.
believe that it is more important
to decide about the colours, of J.when
H. Plumb,
of Christ's
College, A Sidney Sussex College
carrying
out
research
spokesmanof said:
"It iswillhoped
girls' sweaters- than to go to among the Walpole books. The members
bed.
the college
not
feel
obliged
to
outdo
this loan
book Rerum
has a simple
title
—
"ScripBut, to many Co-opers. the tores
Germanicarum
Sepof
289
years
simply
because
the
main advantage of the Co-op is tentrionalium, Vicinorumque Poi 1 s low cost. Rooms vary bepresent record is held by " a
tween $12.50 and $16.00 a pulum Diversi."
month and board is $32.50.' This
Trinity man."
brings the total for the school
year up to about $350, at least
$150 less than most University
residences. But the low cost does
Jiot detract from the Co-op in
HART
HOUSE
any way. Accommodations are
essentially similar to any other
residence. Members do not get
Sunday supper, but neither do TOMORROW, NOVEMBER THE 7th
any other residences. They
ART
TALKProfessor
-in the Art
Gallery ofon thethe School
Decorative
Arts Show
1:15 p.m.
J. Acland
of Architecture
usually eat their weekly allotwill discuss this show of ceramics, fabrics, sculpture, and
ment of eggs. A favorite exwall
designs and stained glass. Women of the University
are welcome.
to put youpres ion is in"Nothing
a good like
moodeggson
Sunday nights."
THE HOUSE'
Archery.IN Table
Tennis and Bridge Clubs are meeting in the
The low cost of the Co-op is TONIGHT
House tonight. All members of the House are welcome to
partly possible due to the work
attend these regular meetings.
schedule. Each member is required to put in four hours of
THE TRI UNIVERSITY CONCERT IS COMING ON
work a week. This ranges from
NOVEMBER 24th — KEEP THAT DATE CLEAR
doing dishes or scrubbing floors
I PS 7 Graduates
and

lend

ar

faculty, andnow
awards in* i
and
p.m.— McGill and U of\ ^
debate
"resolved,
h a t« N
House would uphold t the
TODAY
apartheid" in the Vi(
12:45 p.m.—
Bible inStudyroomis planned byA VCF
116, niof Hall.
School of Nursing.
1
p.m.
Van atWeithe
gineering
professor
1 p.m.— Room 111, UC, is the place versity— ofGordon
Michigan, wnj
for a. VCF bible study.
1 p'm< — Marie Perinbaum will lead
to the University Che^^
a discussion group on "Politics,
Club
opening meeting ;n micaJ
History
and
Race"
for
SCM
in
room 5, Trinity.
willChemistry
be in"TheViewing
Advam
Bide00'8
1 p,m- — New Testament will be topic
of24,a old
Scientist
b?6!^
THURSDAY
studiedlain'sbyoffice.SCM
in
the
ChapHart House. Alan
sion,
McLachlin
will lead the discus- I p.m.— Falconer Hall is the nl
ion."
an opening meeting6 J
for
4:30 p.m. — The Middle East will be
tiveofClub.
G. B.ssive
McGeaeCorvLh
hv e
T Progre
U
discussed
by
the
United
Nations Club in room X, Trinity.
Details of the New York and
Affair/
"Forei
on
speak
gn
-.?*
serve."
be
will
freshm
ents
nounced,
Caledon weekends will be anwelcomT.ed.A. Goudg,
are Prof.
allp.m.—
1:15
speak to the Philosophical J<?
p.m. — The Christian
Orciety in the Crott Chani
ganization wil holdScience
a regular
meeting in the UC Women's
Union.
"?"se °n "Is Pr°gress a Sun,,'
p.m. — Bishop Stephen Neill will
speak tureinon "Today's
an SCM special lec-to
u. c.n? yer*
stitio
Students" in room Challenge
8, Trinity.
7:45 p.m. — "New Methods of FreezLECTURE SERIES
ing and Drying"
is the. topic
for 'Tho
mas Hobbes — Destroy,
aresearch
speech
J. Hulse
defense
toby the
Food ofChemistry
Union.
Club in the Copper Room, Vic
er orW.Build
by
Prof.
J. er?'
McCuidy
8 p.m. — Dr. D. A. MacRae will
TODAY
speak
to
the
Math
and
Physics
Society in the Croft Chapter West Hall at 5 p.m.
Housedio about
telescope uranonics
at the U.andof ra-T.,
the Dunlop Observatory for the
here

Enjoy a pipe with
SIR

WALTER

RALEIGH
MILD
BURLEY
TOBACCO
at its best. . ,

...

Undergraduates

Representatives of the Spruce Falls Power and Paper
Company, Limited, Kapuskasing, Ontario, will visit the
Campus on November 13fh to 16th inclusive. They will
be interested in applications for 1957 graduates in
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil
Engineering and any Engineering graduate with an
interest in Industrial Engineering.
In addition, third year students taking courses in Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
Engineering will be considered for summer employment.
Attractive salaries are offered which will.be reviewed
at time of interview. If you are interested in making
application, appointment schedules, company information, and personal information forms are available in
the Engineering Faculty Office.

at QUEEN'S
TY
VARSI
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
10th
The Students' Administrative Council has arranged a
SPECIAL VARSITY TRAIN
AT STUDENTS'COUNCIL
.SPECIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE
RATE (TRAIN
$5.65
Game Tickets $2.50, $2.00, ONLY)
$1.50, $1.25
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
8.00 a.m.
Leaving
Arriving Toronto
Kingston— — 11.35 a.m.
N.B. — TICKETS WILL NOT BE VALID
RETURNI
NG ON TRAIN 15 LEAVING KINGST
ON 6.47 p.m. E.S.T
The S.A.C. offices will sell Combination TrainTrain
and Tickets
Game Tickets
Only. Onlv or
ON SALE TODAY

Athletic Association
Game Tickets Only
sola

out
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F
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Approves

'sunanimously
ada
icy
Trinity men
voted almost
yesterday
to telePol
Can
arjh their approval of Canada's policy during the past
. " ";ternal
weeks to Affairs
Prime Minister
MinisterLouis
LesterSt. B.Laurent.
PearsonThey
for singled
praise,
reads:
"We
the
men
of
the
University
The telegram
College wish to assure you, Mr. Prime Minister, of
of
^""admiration
for
and
support
of
the
creative
character
of
We leadership that the government of Canada is striving to
,ive in these grave days.to pay
"we decry Im"In particular we desire devoted Grant's amendment
followed up.perialism in Hungary" was not
■tribute to the tireless and
State
of
ry
Secreta
the
of
lefforts
In favour of the resolution John
l Affairs.
opposin" g the move Brewin said it was "supporting a
student
''orOneExterna
phase of Canada's for.
the ofmotion
that sal
can't icseeapprai
Lid "Irealist
the particular
eign
policy,"
suoh
Nations
police
force.as the United
n". said that "it is none of
IIjtuatio
Another
tur business to do anything about
On the Canadian GoIt" and called sending the televernment's stand:
fcram "undignified" and "not
St. Mike's Strident
|ction,"suggestion to change the Council President, John
■wording to both
"we condemn
Imperial
said last night: "We
Aggression
in Hungary
and Leo
hadn't discussed it, and
In Egypt" was defeated, and Doug of its own incentive it
won't come up in the near
future, but there is plenOr. MacRae Lectures
ty of feeling in the
\0n Dunlop Telescope
N. F. Duff, President
The University of Toronto college."
iviil be the first Canadian uni- of the Dental- Students
versity to have a radio telescope, Societn, said: "There has
been no discussion, but 1
ptn the
David Dunlop
Richmond
Hill. Observatory will bring up the matter
E
On
Thursday
at
8
p.m.,
Dr.
at the next meeting as
ID. M. MacRae will lecture on there
is considerable feelIthe new telescope in Room 8,
tie.
ing."
St. Mike's
Absolves
Britain
and
France
Britain and France have not de- the interest of the entire world."
stroyed the United Nations, the Speaking from the floor, John
thataction
"it isof not
dept. Mike's Oratorical Society de- Pieroe said
batable that the
Britain
cided by a 12-9 vote at its second
meeting last night,
and France was a bare-faced
fylvia Pegis, (I SMC), argued for shameful act of colonial imperial
jhe the
government
that "theispurpose
he contended that by
United Nations
peace, ism." Butprohibitive
use of .the
tagland and France together have Russia's
veto
the
United
Nations has allestroyed that peace." -Ed Gabis,
ready
been
destroyed.
SMC), also for the govern,
nt, said that the Anglo-French
ion has "made a mockery of
he ideals of the United Nations,
made a rent which may never
fiend healed."
Opposition speaker Jordan SulUvan said Britain and France
Jfacted in the stead of a non-ex■ptent international police force"
and that "the United Nations did
not live up to its Charter because
■J oid not take action." Johnonnaii
fj'jal,
SMC) blamed
nations till
weaknesses
on the United
United
"rates,
of its shifting
V°>me% because
and said that
Britain
'■once were to be commended andin
inat -they a]one
action
K™y in their own took
interests, but notin
Africa Today"
Mclnnis Talk
■n^f
of the Canadian
"'lute.President
of International
Affairs
dav'.SPeak
"s°uth AfricaHouse,
To66^
t at ™w°odsworth
III
7
iS
St,
eet
H
8:15
tonight,
Bv m Sar Mclnnis has l-ecentKfrica ned llom a tour ot South
■hree
the second
head, ,lecture
wtu,e isseries
under ofthea
*inie .S °f "Cna»ens;es of Our
■LI,
with
Rot,Ban iSe!'es wlu cone'ude
"Canada's
Vy. dftei 1 discussion
Western onDefence"
"Oe.nbe s"ay, November 14. Panel
H H »
1 be Maj.-Gen.
En?'*and Macklin,
Prof. Marcus
P. A. Brewin,
Q.C.

Pro-Arab Ryersonite
Photo Instruction
At HH Tonight
Don Uiquhart, a leading photo
exhibitor, will give instruclions
in black and white enlarging and
contact printing to the Hart House
Camera Club (opposite the Arbor
Room) "tonightt atis 7.30.
a specialist in
Mr. Uiquhar
this particular field. Men only
can come to hear.

Por1<3:arC=J college.
for theirThetrip hearse,
t0 Qlleen's
carried
UC students
in front
INCIICdlbdl
a 1930thisrelicweekend
bought is for
$100 out
fromby some
Vic students,
promiies
stiff ride. McCaul House owners of the wagon said they might just have a one-way trip in it.
UC

HOUSE

DIES

FOR

HEARSE

TAKES
IT ON
STIFF WEEKEND
Funerals and football games UC), are members of a syndi- occasions. Those wishing" to "go
cate which they are attempting
do mix, according to ten men
style"threemaydrivers
conof McCaul House at UC. They to form into a corporation. The to thetact anygrave
one ofin the
bought a hearse last weekend hearse is insured for three dri- for reservations.
to prove it. They will attempt
vers only, Insurance for any The hearsg, which has already
to drive the hearse, packed full more drivers would be too ex- travelled 50.000 miles, is now
pensive, said Romas MitaJas, sitting in the U.C. parking lot
ofstonpassengers
and beer, to King-- the only one
this weekend.
of the three drivers under the close supervision of
The hearse is a long, black available for comment.
McCaul House. It is waiting ie1930 Pontiac, built in a com- "Of course we'll get there," pairs to travel the next 300
fortable "Colonial" style. It used said Mitalas, when asked about miles to Kingston and bark.
torecently
be 'horse-drawn
and "hastoonly
of reaching Kingbeen converted
an their chances
ston.
"The
only
thing we won't
internal House
combustionbe able toMcCaul
pass is House
a gas station,"
McCaul
residentengine",
said. a said.
another
resident Queen's Ducats
The veteran of many one-way
trips
was
bought
from
a
Victoria
, The men of McCaul House are Disappear Fast
student for 5100.
to make some extra
The three drivers. Veto Targon. planning
cash
(for more beer) by rent in
(II UC), Paul Charlebois, (II
Left
out
the
hearse
for auspicious Only
UC), and Romas Mitalas, (IV
The Varsity300
Blues will
not be
alone inStadium,
GeorgeKingtson.
Richardsonoil
Memorial
Saturday afternoon. And for those,
Arab League Meets who
haven'tarrangements,
already madetheir
the
necessary
chances are growing slimmer
every
The minute.
1.000 tickets allotted to the
ian Has 200 Recuits
Egypt
University
Toronto for the
Two hundred students from Tor strument and went on to attack". game betweenof the
Blues and the
Hajjar said "despite the fact that Queen's Golden Gaels
onto,
London,
Ottawa
and
Mon
went on
treal have volunteered for the by the Declaration of 1950 they sale Monday morning, and
promised
to
aid
the
victim
of
over 700 had been sold bywell2
Egyptian army, the Egyptian am
bassador to Canada said yesterday. aggression in that part of the o'clock this afternoon.
Ambassador Husseini el Khatib world— And they called Nasser a
The combination train-tame
called for more Canadians volun
being sold by the S-AC.
teers and suggested Canada should Opinion on this continent about tickets,
have
been going like hotcakes. and
send his country the sabres
could
well
be exhausted today.
originally promised to Israel.
Egypt's case is biased, said Mr.
Hajjar, and attributed this to such The situation is no better down
At a meeting of the Arab League liar."
in Kingston.
The Queen's
of Canadaof last
night Thecompaign
Varsity men as John Collingwood Rcade Board
of Control
reports Athletic
that the
learned
a proposed
who has "confused intervention
to make the Arab cause more
precious
pasteboards
are
"deiinitefamiliar to Canadians. League with aggression".
members hope to do this through Swim Marathon
ly all gone."
various student newspapers.
Ryerson journalism student
GeorgelostHajjar
said "the war
Arabsto
UBC
Sets Record
have
the propaganda
Strait of Juan de Fuca last sumthe Zionists on this continent, and University of British Colum- mer.
bia studentsswim
stagedlast
their week.
own
the purpose of the current cam- marathon
Engineers among the 1500
paign is to rectify this situation. 'Fourteen-year-old' co-ed Carol student
spectators watching the
He proposed to send aid to Egypt Gregory
doggedly
stroked
her
tried
to slow
'Canada's
across a 30-foo.t lily pond swim
through the International Red way front
<iye
of UBC library. She inHoneybun'
the water,down
and with
almostredtipped
Cross, and said there was "a made it/ exhausted, in a little the rowboat which was pacing
greater battle to be fought on this over 3'a minutes.
her.
They dunked her coach inter
the swim.
side" although many Arabs among
them students were eager to go feat
her out,
you salty
dogs'
endurance
the the'Takecrowd
The ofUbyssey"
gave almost
the co-ed's
roared
as Carol
same coverage Toronto papers
to Egypt as soon as possible.
stroked
her
way
to
fame.
"Britain used Lrael as an in- I gave Marilyn Bell's swim of the
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Editorial
reading, 'riting, reports
A Department of Education memorandum released to high school principals yesterday deplores the
"surprising immaturity in the development, style and
expression
of thought" shown on Grade 1 3 examinations this June.
More than a third of the 517 freshmen who wrote
University
failed
it. College's remedial English test this year
These two facts are only the most recently published of a broadside of information proving our generation does not receive adequate early grounding
in the use of English. They prove nothing more
than that this year's class constitutes a slight dip in the
horrible graph which illustrates our mastery of
language.
A number of reasons for this shocking failure —
and it is shocking — have been propounded. Virtually
every pedagogue has his own theories about "Why
Johnny Can't Read."
Yet no-one seems willing to do anything about it.
A provincial government that has money and
time to spend on committees to investigate road conditions or air pollution does not seem to be overly
aware of the fact that it is giving its youth an inadequate education.
Bad roads and dirty air are serious problems.
They are not so serious as the fact that Ontario's
high school graduates cannot write properly, or read
comprehensively.
This year, a great deal of monumental thinking
will have to be done about the onrushing crisis in our
higher education system.
It would be a good time to think about improving
the basic teaching principles of Ontario.

SHELL

On
campus

OIL

November
to interview

History of a Bomb Shell
As was becoming increas- large ( if not in diplomatic
clear tothemany
at the inglytime,
Canalobservers
was no circles) to signify "Benevolent
longer
worth
the
fuss
required
The Canal was never rebuilt. The
Anarchist."
to control it. Proximity to the Shipping
"A level
lone and
History flEt
goes around the Cape
From M. sands
j
Canal was
giving
de- at a onelittle
extra cost, but everynuded Middle
East thean dry,
inflated
Andis happy.
today,
self-importance,
"Round the decay
ened to precipitatewhich
world threatchaos
Twentieth
once more, and all for a spark
..Of ( 1
hardly
larger than that struck Of that lesscolossal
and bare wreck, boundat
Sarajevo.
far away." '
was theto change
chance
forHere,
some then,
adventurer
HOW
DARK THE MOON)
the course of history, as adventurers are wont to do. Iner attain
ava little
Missed The Observ
Point?
sense
of realitJeyaUbefore
deed, had the plan been generBerger
he
m
(St. Mi<*aeI,(£
allypectedknown,
it
might
be
exAfter reading
the "Student
that
he
would
arise
from
Observer"
open
letter
on
the
some college campus, young,
tends any more piays at"
"grotesque
the Isacred"
fresh and fanatically prepared Dark
of the ofMoon,
find thatin critici
zes from a 19th Cent81"'
for the purpose by that august it still amazes me to find Uni- point of view.
^
body dedicated to demolition
versity
students
with
a
marked
(and other things). This was incapability of understanding
indeed the case, and it marked the function of drama in an
Sacreligious
the detonation of the first experimental theatre.
home-made fission bomb.
Obviously, Drama is meant r In reply to Student Obs* I
In words that will ring down
depict human situations of that Dark of the Moon wal
the centuries as a tribute to to
ver's letter — I heartily a^.."
The audience
the ingenuity of the individual, all ly1types.
has a duty,
if the playcertainis to "weird, fascinating, breathtak.
be
enjoyed,
of
recognizing
the
"Iof ablewCanalup before
the damned
antique
er, I disagree vehJ
someone else motivation of the characters ing"Howev
blew
the world.
shall and situations. That is sup- mently'andwith"wellhimacted."
when he -saw
all doupwithout
it (theWe Canal,
why we toarehave
thought
"mature" posedly
enough
ma- that the portrayal went too
I Itmean,
not
the
world)."
unfortunate!*
it
that
—
far
ture theatre on this campus.
was, perforce, perpetrated
I doubt whether any good called upon the name of the
quite beyond the aegis of And
muddling officialdom, for no theatre would produce plays Lord in vain "in spite of the
matter how much the latter satirizing the sacred in a way millions of people throughout
would appreciate the action, it the student observer suggests. the world to whom the namej 1
could never sanction it. An act It is not only bad taste, but of Jesus Christ and the Holy !
so artless in its simplicity, his- also very bad theatre.
torians have compared it with
I think that he or she missed
The play
was ."poorly written j
are hesacrecT
the torch to old Moscow, with the whole point of the play. —Spirit
may not have felt
the hole in the Dutch dikes, The characters of the play it —though
but it had one saving grace,
in the paths of Napsleon, and
excruof Hitler. Yet neither of these were
certainly
"primitive"
in thehundreds
icenotage,
but
re- It was real.ciatinglyItclearshowed
how religion,
acts ended strife so utterly as living
represented
of
people,
fanatical
religion
can
tear
did the bomb in the Canal. As
today', worship in a way soul apart as well as the bodythe
with children quarrelling at a who
that
sacred to them.
kite-string, strife is resolved This iswasvery
merely incorporated — and it spoke these thoughts
away.
only when the kite has blown into
a folk legend for the sake in the words of the men and
of the Drama. The grotesque women it portrayed, not those \
from the Ob- of fanciful beings^
Onma - Mater
the hero's
return,
his
Alconferred upon him element isserver'sonly
point of view and is
an honorary B.A., adoringly a very bigoted
Siiv^-all religion is sacreliway to judge.
construed by the populace at
I suggest that the Student
A Student Observed
gious.
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already in possession

representatives

graduating

of a Bachelor's

are interested in a Career
uction Departments.

CALGARY

AREA

will be

in 1957

and

or Master's

in SHELL'S

on
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Degree,

Exploration

your

and

who
Prod-

EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT
GEOLOGIST
GEOPHYSICIST
Physics
Geology
Mathematics & Physics
Engineering Physics
Geological Eng.
Physics & Geology
Mining Eng.
Elecrical Engr. & Geological Engr.

PRODUCTION
EXPLOITATION—
Mining Engr.
Geological Engr. &
and Graduates from
branches interested
Engineering

Eng. Section
Petroleum Engr.
other Engr.
in Exploitation

DEPARTMENT
MECHANICAL— E ng. Section
Mechanical Engr.
Civil Engr.
Electrical Engr.
Chemical! Engr.
Metallurgical Engr.

For further detailed information about these jobs see your departmental
notice boards for location ofappointment schedules and literature.
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Anderson, Wulsh Score Majors
Paves Way For
attempt was unng Fumble
Leading 6-1 going into Major
T«t night, on the westge playi
the se- Again the convert
successful. Although S.P.S. tried
whipColle
el's
inan
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Irish
the
cond
half,
Micha
St
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valiantly
to
get
back into the
a
by
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eerin
Engin
r
in the fourth stanza. A backfield
i a the Senio
the St. Mikes defence tightscoring.ened
Pfd. sCore Although the Skule- fumble recovered by guard Tom game,
and
there
was
no further
first McCormick, paved the way
* en dominated play inwhothe came
for the
Ulf it was the Irish whic
h gave score. The power-packed Irish Yesterday's upset victory for
So with the big play,
Irish has created some rather
they n6Ver relmqmsh_ surance touchdown to their total the
Iead
a
Jhem
important changes in the Group
blockfine
the
by
aided
backfiel
fed.
d(
Pending the outcome
Anderson Gets TD
ing of the offensive line, rambled standings.
of the Vic-UC contest today, St.
ers; with a through gaping holes, as Kilty, Michael's
The fired-up Engine
has
over top spot.
■ victory over first place Vic under Jack Fenn and Knobby Walsh ran The -defending taken
champions, Victoria
Mikes
St.
their "belts,
in their own for large chunks of yardage. Half- are in second place, Senior Skule
up the
bottledkept
Isauad
back Walsh completed the scoring, is third and the UC Redmen ocend during the first and second
Neil when he plunged over from the 4.
cupy the bottom rung.
quarters, Early in the second,
which
,
single
Perkins booted a
the
finished Skule's scoring for
GAMES TODAY
. duration of the game and gave
FOOTBALL
va Dent
the
SP.S. a brief 1-0 lead. OnMikes
vs U.c. Stadnyk,
next series of plays, St.
SOCCER
VS U.C. I
SPS
marched upfield and scored on a North 12.30 Sr.
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U.C.
vs Law
Med.^I UhrvnuK,
Uhrvnuk,
j pass pattern, which covered 55
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* Arch
A.
ck Frank
' initiat
yards. ed Fullba
Kilty
Sr. SPS LEAGUE Perkons
Pharm
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the drive,
by smashi
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Med.
vs Jr. SPS
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VOLLEYBALL
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Upatnleka
i for the first down. Two plays
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Vic
Commerce
Rosenberg
Med.
I
A
vs
Med.
IT
B
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1later, quarte
Dan Regan
vs UC. Taylor
St. M A
Upatnleka
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! yard pass to Brian Anderson, all
! alone on the 20, and Anderson
=NOV. 12-18
romped into the end zone for the NEXT WEEK=
major. The attempted convert was
no good.
Mission in The University
British Auto Electric
ENGLISHVICEAUSTIN
SER. CAR SALES
.AND AND
.MORRIS
AUTHORIZED DEALER
REAR OF 407 HURON ST.
(30 Yards South
of Bloor, E, side;
WA, 2-0855

For Pure

THE

REV. J.R.W. STOTT

CONVOCATION HALL — 5 p.m. 1
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WOMLN-S BASKETBALL
There will be an Important meeting lor all the bf-sketball reps, on
day, Oct. 8th. at 4:15 p.m. at Falconer Hall. Please try to be present.
SORRY
DENTANTICS TICKETS SOLD OUT
For Saturday, November 17, 2nd Show
But a Limited Number of
Tickets For the Other Three Shows
will be sold on Campus opposite U.C.
Tomorrow, Thursday, Nov. 8, from 12:45-1:15
When you've exciting things to do
s~
...wear your

New
folf dressmakers,
. . . super 70'snewfine
Botany,for new
full-foshioned collars, new Peltol
Orlons, new hi - bulk heavy knits. In
lambswool loo, all full-fashioned,
mothprcof, shrinkproof — vibrant Fall
colours. Al good shops everywhere

= THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE =

LOOK
NAME
FOR THE

Pleasure
...HAVE

(EATON!

For continued starring performance, college queens, high
on "Kitten"
(Beauty Quotient!fullyrely
in I.Q. and B.Q.
orlon'
for easy-to-wash,
—cardigans!
soft Glenayrs
pullovers
Ranking
high -fashioned
in colour inexcitement, theseandsweater
beauties
are being
selected
trios!
Get
spotlight-beamed
colours
at Eaton's gold
Now! colour,
Snow
white,ytAirplatinum,
puff duck
pin!:.eg£
c:.nary
scarlet,
powder blue,
blue, yellow,
mle green, sandune.
beaver, hunter's green, dark brown, navy, black. Sizes 34
to 40. • Short sleeve pullover each 6,95
• Long sleeve pullover each 7.95
• Cardiga/i
each 8.95
1-5111Floor— Dept. 246
EATON'S— MainPHONE
Store— UN
Fourth
EATON'S — College Street— Main, Floor
* Registered Trade name for Dupont's Acrylic Fibre.
<*T. EATON C?*
J
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AT HART HOUSE THEATRE
now
and
here
House about uranonics the new
TODAY
radio telescope Observatory.
at the U. of T.'s I
Varsity
ering
Engine
David
—
p.m. an Fellowship group
1.00Christi
summer
wards Dunlap
in Maths. Physics andAcal
Chemistry
will
be made. The
Mechani
421,
room
in
meets
Building.
announcement
in yesterday's |
paper was erroneous.
1.00 p.m. - PROS membersin will
the
nt"
ulfilme
"self-f
discuss
8.15
p.m.
—
The
Philosophical
So- I
St,
45
upstair
FROS office
. s at,„ , , ciety will hear Prof. T. A.
rge
Geo
Goudge
speak
on
"Is
Progress
j
lead
will
Brink
1.00 p.m.— Andrew
in Croft ChapAp- a Superstition?"
ter House.
smoke
a discussion on "Quaker
Ev- 8.30 p.m.— A Square Dance for all j
poraryin Hart
Contemoffice
proachinthetoSCM
ents"
members
the Graduate
Un- |
House. , , ,
ion at 44 ofHoskin
Avenue. Food
Law
SSEE byWILLIAMS
By TENNE
1.30 p.m. — The Facultytiveof Club
and cider will be served,
directed
Conserva
ive
Progress
will be addresed by David J.
FRIDAY
Walker
CURT REIS
Room 213.Q.C., in Glendon Hall,
Ukrainiantheir
Students'
4.30 p.m.— The Middle East will be 8.30Clubp.m.are— throwing
Novj
Tickets — $1.25 — U.C. Rotunda —
discussed
the United
Na- ember Whirl in the^U.C. Womtions Clubbyin room
X. Trinity,
en's
Union.
The
dance
will
feaHart House box office
not at 4.30 Tuesday, Nov. 6th,
ture an orchestra
prizes.
Refreshments
will beandserved.
as
announced
in
yesterday's
paper.
Details weekends
of the NewwillYorkbe
and Caledon
announced.
5 p.m, __ SCM— Alan McLachlin
will speak on "The Authority
ofWest.the Bible" at 77 Charles St,
8 p.m.
of the
Newman a
Club— Members
are invited
to attend
bull session over the Suez
m QUEEN'S
question at 107 St. George St.
RSITY
VA
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
10th
THURSDAY
The Students' Administrative Council has arranged a
1 p.m.—
Universityby CCF
Club
will beTheaddressed
a former
SPECIAL VARSITY TRAIN
deputy minister in the Saskatchewan government, Ken Bryden. He will speak on "SocialAT STUDENTS'COUNCIL
ADMINISTRATIVE
ism and room
the Industrial
Society"
in U.C.,
4.
SPECIAL
RATE (TRAIN ONLY) $5.65
7.45ther"-v?ill
p.m. — Thebe film
"Martin
Game Tickets $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.25
N.B. Refunds on railway tickets
shownHouse
to theat LuLutheran Student
228
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10th
College St.
Leaving Toronto — 8.00 a.m.
can only be made at S.A.C. of8 p.m.
B. McGeachy,
CBC-TVto
Arriving Kingston — 11.35 a.m.
News— J.Panelist,
will speak
fice when game tickets are also
N.B. — TICKETS WILL NOT BE VALID
the U. of T. Progressive ConRETURNING ON TRAIN 15 LEAVservative Club on "Foreign
returned. Positively NO refunds
ING KINGSTON 6.47 p.m. E.S.T.
Affairs" in Falconer Hall.
8 p.m. — Dr. D. A. MacRae will
The S.A.C. offices will sell Combinaafter 4 p.m. Friday.
speak to the Maths and Physics
tion Train and Game Tickets Only or
Society in the Croft Chapter
Train Tickets Only.
ON SALE TODAY
Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir:
May I use the medium of The
Varsity to extend an invitation
to all critics of Christianity to
attend the Presbyterian Workshop held in Room 4, Knox
College at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday
GRADUATING
IN 57
. . .
night. Especially do I want to
invite "Themis Papaioannau",
"E.
Nosnibor",
B. S."isandof
SHELL -HAS A CAREER FOR YOU ■
the R.engineer
whose"P. faith
indefinite shape. Certainly they
will have much to contribute to
in
the discussion and their chalatory
lenges will stir the minds of all
thinking Christians.
MANUFACTURING— Engineering, Technology and LaborYours truly,
Paul McKinnon
Trustee Committee
of Presbyterian
Fellowship.
MARKETING
—Sales and Operations
TREASURY
-Financial Administration
The Varsity
Published by Council
The Students'
Administrative
of the
Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, is Expanding !
University of Toronto
Toronto &, Canada,
You can expect:
Member Canadian
Press University
Editorial and News Office
• Many Opportunities for advancement
Basement, S.A.C. Building
WA. 3-8742
• Interesting Work
Business and Advertising Mgr.
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
• Competitive Salary
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
• Extensive Benefits
PETER J. GZOWSK1
Managing Editor
• A Challenging Future
Michael Cassidy
Sports Editor
John Brooks
Our Representatives Will Be On Your Campus:
Assistant Sports Howie
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Trinity Students
Pray All Night
l'
forac
theepresent
world
Vigi
Co cernPe
In
ua„ion has initiated a twentyfor peace by Trin1 or hour vigil
■tv college" students in the atcollege
began oneThe vigil afternoon
chapel yesterday
and
thirty
continued throughout the night.
The whole body of the college,
including students from Saint
Hilda's, are taking part. Individual
watches are being kept at half
hourly intervals. No difficulty was
encountered in organizing volunteers."' a theology student said.
The vigil was instigated by
Trinity Theology students. It began today with a Litany service,
which was led by the Reverend
Edgar Bell, chaplain of Trinity.
The service consisted of a number
chants calling upon God to
preserve peace and to help those
who are struggling to maintain or
regain happiness and freedom.
The chaplain made a special plea
for those involved in the Hungarian crisis.
j ■ ,
— Epprldce
ndergraduates,
so he says, is 33-year-old
A similar service will conclude Granddaddy / Sidney
Elliott,
n n his
last
year
of Architect the
ture. He started at U of°f'h
:he
war,
thinks
no
one
can
beat his
T
after
v,
the vigil at half-past one this eleven
year record on campu
s advice: "If you want to stay, just
afternoon.
don't make up your mind."

Cathie Breslin Meets:
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CHRISTMAS
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Kingston
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Flip Decides
Unless the Blues can come up morning, and Varsity lost the toss.
Should the two teams tie this
with
a win
against Queen's
Kingston
on Saturday,
they willin weekend, a playoff will still be
have to travel back to George necessary, and since Varsity would
Richardson Stadium on November be on top of the league by two
17 for a playoff game.
here.
points, the extra game would be
, This grim possibility developed
rulyesterday
after oftheControl
Queen's
Athletic Board
had Theing original
stated that Intercollegiate
a playoff should
turned thumbs down on a Varsity be held if there were two teams
proposal that, in the event of a tied with an equal number of
playoff, the game should be play- points at the close of the regular
schedule, or if the second place
ed hereWarren
in Toronto.
Athletic
Director
Stevens made
the team had defeated the top place
team during the season.
suggestion
last
week,
taking
into
consideration the fact that the A later ruling states that if the
post-season tussle last year was second
place team has tied the
staged in Kingston.
first place scheduled
team duringmeetings,
their twoa
The Athletic Directorate of regularly
Queen's met on Tuesday night to playoff is necessary.
discuss the proposal, and demand- The Blues, of course, can,
ed a flip of the coin to decide the eliminate any possibility of a
site. The flip was made yesterday playoff with a win on Saturday.
40

Carabins

Chosen

Results Out Monday
Letters to the 40 students chosen Toronto Carabins will return the
to go on the Carabin weekend visit in February.
will probably be sent out today Five U. of T. students leave for
Weekends
chairman Ann Mogan
said
last night.
Friday with
as Toronto's
inCornell
a weekend
a dozen share
other
Those chosen will be announced American
and Canadian universities.
in Monday's
aftercom-the
letters
arrive. Varsity,
Six Carabin
committee members taken
mittee members will go along with forTheCarabin
were chosen from the
the 20 men and 20 women chosen.
faculty
External Affairs CommitOnly one first-year student was
tee representatives 'who were inorpicked.
fourthMost
year,were
she insaid.their third
terested in the weekend', Miss
University of Montreal students Mogan said. They have formed an
for
first weekend,
come theto Toronto
Nov. 29 toandDec.the2 Ijplans.
organizing nucleus for Carabin

Aileen
Taylor
Tonight
at
eight
o'clock,
a
world
Aileen's
in acting began i well scouted. We'd get a note to
ol Tennessee Williams will come when she career
we'd
phoneon aourproducer
for California,
alive on the stage of the Hart starry-eyed left
best bib— andthentucker,
eighteen.
She spenta jput
House Theatre. With it comes a two years studying at the Pa- and trot over for another try.
sadena Playhouse, and a few more "They were all so nice and so
sparkling young actress, new to
the campus scene. Both of them working at the Theatre in the interested.
I did and didn't want
may add a touch of spice to our Round— an old house, reduced to to get an offer.
would sit
university pudding.
its shell, and furnished with sixty you in what we They
called the fishcomfortable
armchairs
for
the
bowl'
—
a
great
glass
bowl
where
t Strangely enough, one of the audience.
they were looking in, and you
hardest things about "Summer
Smoke"
for Aileen
Taylor
couldn't see out. So you would
i the
cultivation
of a Southern
sit there, acting your little heart
accent, though she was born in
o.ut. (Continued on Page 3)
rownsville, Tennessee. "Being
t"sed
accent,"
>vingto the
gotten
rid she
of itsays,for "and
the
age. I have trouble making myself produce it now".
A'leen is, quite frankly, frightI'm Undergrads' Qrand'dad"
ened by the lead of Alma in the
""'
.
Most
of
the
parts
I've
''ore have been ingenue done
Says
Years
bits,
After 11 years trying to get—
a stopped.
ricular activitiesAfter
have almost Eleven
phy-history
course.
He lostto get
hia
™re_I flitted about the stage.
DVA
benefits,
but
returned
degree,
Sidney
Elliott
thinks
he
™a is a challenging creature.
holds the indisputable record for "I've got a family to maintain the year in the Pass course and
»e gone along thinking, 'I'm
"length of service to the univer- and an education to get," he said. go on to second year.
«meitingnot!"if, and then the next day
I started to wonder what
"This is my first extracurricular I "Then
do when I finished. I
Last night,
the challenged
fifth-year effort
since I entered Architecture. wentwould
Architecture
student
into
Meds so I could serve
1 fh0UEh'
he*! andanyway,
sure I'll win."
h-■ a[e1hMUg
mat moment
she
anyone in the University in a I'mElliott
my fellows. I'm still trying to
failed
his
first
year
at
sity."
contest to find 'the under- University College, in a philosoShe paused for a thoughtful
learn
Afterhow."
a year of Pre-meds, he
|Wnent
over .the"I question of actthink graduates'
I am,"Grand-daddy'.
he said. "None
m general
took three years in Medicine.
do it for love". "I liked this better than any- can"I hold
a candle to my record.
says simply. "Thafs just the
"Then
I
couldn't stand it."
t
h
i
n
g
I
have
ever
done,"
she
says.lt
was here that Aileen had the "I may be the most studied LIBERALS IN
l j*plam
evm - it-\ toFvethenever been able honour
He made up courses he was
of a Hollywood audition, undergrad
in
Canada."
family-mother
now 33. enrolled during
lacking for Architecture, "got
s enthusiastic,
"We did a lot of them at the theElliott,
away . from
sl asked why!" but" my father Playhouse."
1954.
veterans'
boom here,
in 1946.he Durshe says. "It was very
started
third blood-and-guts,"
year Architecture andin
- PC TOO
CANDIDATE
ing bis 11 years
has FAR
LONG"
taken three years Arts, four of
Every Canadian should make Elliott estimates he has spent
Medicine,
one and
year as three
an occasional student
years Conservative
politics his hobby,
a Progressive
fourhethousand
candidate
told the about larsthree
Architecture.
He
married
in
1953,
in fees orsince
came todol-U.
Settlement Moving
Out:
PC
club
in
the
Faculty
of
Law
yesterday.
of
T„
and
about
$15,000
to live.a
plans
to start 'working
good'
next summer.
His boy forStephen
In summer jobs he has become
topflight
salesman
for
Fuller
was
born
in
1954.
said,
"We owe it to our country and Brush Co., an ironworker,
Don'
Kno
4
Whe
0eVS'
"butre
we don'tTo
know During his first seven years on tion.
nUndrt
ourselves."
said
David
Walker.
ed child
™. w
campus. Elliott played lacrosse, Q.C., nominated for the Rosedale plumber and a world traveller.
-■"re■ for
fa their
.hS°0nlives.WOn'1 have
worked
for
The
Varsity,
and
acted
where".
"I
thought
I'd
never
come
back
riding
in
the
next
Federal
ElecUniversity settlement is in two
houses — 15 and 23 Grange Rd. in Hart House Theatre producfco0l*t
have been There
when university
I got to Siam."
said. after
"But
has on heappeal
The Liberals, Mr. Walker said, this
are 10 full-time professional tions.
v 3iyearsh,°TUSeS
University
Settlement
will
tumbling workers. School of Social Work Since he entered Architecture, have been in power too long. A
™ lo rubble thiscome
many nine
years.different
And they've
let)
graduates. More than 100 volun- in the fall of 1954. his extracur- Conservative government is need- so
May.
petitions."
ed to clear out the inefficiency naeHehave
teers, mostly students, help with
nt hl»,are -laid for a new settle- the program.
made his grand tour in 1952,
and
top
heavy,
bureaucracy
of
the
Lewis Perinbam, Executive
3 to, ,>e ln the Grange St. area.
visiting 38 different countries.
.65,000 ° years unlil tnc The settlement was founded in Secretary of World University present government.
Elliott said he would wait in
1910
by
Sir
Robert
Falconer
of
the
i
A
supporter
of
John
1
Diefenfinish«
Service
is
featured
speaker
at
is the settle- the University of Toronto. It has
N'etL "laywh*Te
The Varsity office Friday at t
n?hadve
vhaveto used
do without one. been largely supported by the second general External baker. Mr. Walker, called Diefen- p.m. to meet any other candidates
meeting to- baker a . "statesman of great
municipal campaigns, benefiting AffairsnightCommittee
in Falconer Hall at I7:00U stature and a true friend of the for "The Undergrade grandUl"*h-have
So■ v somewhe:
! theMi, new tocentre
ready
,
'"is
uum
u»c
poopier.j ( 1 1 j j j j j i
this
year
from
the
recent
United
M IIIItIIIII
is
read,
P"Ow, settl. ement dirt* AppteaLldtfci.t U H I I \\\\\
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To McQ^
Nite Sold Out - Goesand Dick
Skule
the Carnivalr>h„.p
For
and Chairman ofHutchison,
row shows In
in Eastern Canada and
year inin aa row
third year
the third
For the
the
United
States.
McGill
Tickets
for
Skule Nue ^ 1
of
the
entire
carnival.
the
to
go
will
Nite
Skule
Winter Carnival Review.
from thewent
21st ontosaletl t.
Because of the problem of runs
of November,
two McGill
In a letter to Skule Nite offi- picking the best acts,invited
down
been
have
day, and_are now nearly S(J^ ^
cials, McGill said "the review students
night of the show.
is a combination ofingshort ex- for the last Sheila
McCormick,
cerpts from outstand campus Thev are

November 8, 9 & 10
AT HART HOUSE THEATRE

summer

smoke
By TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
Directed by CURT REIS
PRODUCED BY BILL TEPPERMAN
Tickets — S1.25 — U.C. Rotunda
Hart House box office

TOURS To EUROPE
75 Days — $1398
RMS SAXONIA
14 Countries Sails June 7
Lichtenstein,
Germany, Switzerland,
Holland, Belgium,
England, Yugoslavia,
France, Scotland,
Monaco,
Marino,
San
Italy,
Austria,
Wales.
Conducted throughout by well-known University of Toronto
professor. Age limits 19 to 26 years.
66 Days — $1236
13 Countries Sails July 2
SS HOMERIC
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France, Scotland, Wales.
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor. For
students
young teachers.
STUDENT

53 Days — $1075
11 Countries Sails July 2 SS EMPRESS of ENGLAND
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France.
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor. For
students
young teachers.
Folders now being prepared. Full information from
UNIVERSITY TOURS, LTD.
(Kenneth B. Conn, President)
2 College St.
WAlnut 4-1494

SHELL
On

OIL

November

GOING OUT ON THE LIMB(S) can be a pleasant pastime (see cut above) but SIGMA ALPHA MlJ
the
dance ofisn'tthegoing
year. out on any limb when it states that the SAM "Anniversary Charity Ball" will bif
Fraternity
SAT. EVENING, DEC. 1
PARK PLAZA HOTEL
PROCEEDS FOR
Empress Room — 9:00 - 12:00
Semi-Formal
DYSTROPHY
$3.00 per couple
Door Prizes
MUSCULAR

COMPANY.
12-15

campus

to interview

already

in possession

our

students

EXPLORATION
GEOLOGIST
Geology
Geological Eng.
Mining Eng.

representatives

graduating

of a Bachelor's

are interested in a Career
uction Departments.

CALGARY

AREA

will be

in 1957

and

or Master's

in SHELL'S

on

also those

Degree,

Exploration

your

and

who
Prod-

DEPARTMENT
GEOPHYSICIST
Physics
Mathematics & Physics
Engineering Physics
Physics & Geology
Elecrical Engr. & Geological Engr.
PRODUCTION

DEPARTMENT

EXPLOITATION— Eng. Section
Mining Engr.
Geological Engr. & Petroleum Engr.
and Graduates from other Engr.
branches interested in Exploitation
Engineering

MECHANICAL— Eng. Section
Mechanical Engr.
Ciyil Engr.
Electrical Engr.
Chemical Engr.
Metallurgical Engr.

For further detailed information about these jobs see your departmental notice boards for location of appointment schedules and literature.
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s wei.
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deal", She has always wanted to University Alumnae
Dramatic
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S'" JL young
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Presents
the
the South
she says, "Well, come
Theatre 49. After this came it'sAbout
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a
New
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directedWlj-LIAMS
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it
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planet
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Canadian in Yugoslavia No. 1

The

by Diana Shoer^

or praise the system but to
nd
Backgrou
toaboutfind theout countr
what y ari(j
fluence are seen everywhere.
Two
important
facts
the Moslem forceably brought to
Only recently have
un-in people. our '4
public
in
d
women veiled.appeare
e
influenc
This eastern
culture and architecture is any
tention.
Theof Yugoslav
first was life
that"1"
fieldmust
always be c Jn
also in the predomiof- present
noticeable Greek
nately Orthodox areas
with the past— with n?"
Serbia and Bosnia-Hercegovina, pared
in pre-warreminded
days ti*
were constantly
the north- country
On the other ofhandSloveni
a and
republics
ern
.selves
and
old
our
the
of
understa
traces
this
by
the
Yugoslavs
show
Croatia - Hungarian Empire in was undoubtedly hampernds,,
Austro
ed h
the fact that we had not htj
and facades
l spires
gracefu
the
in
the
church
countr
Gothic
y
an
prior
Europe
to
of the
We found out also thati94jo
'as found in Ljub- wester
ctureZagreb.
' ljana
architeand
n concept of freedom hal
to be modified and that th
Things Mean Different
Words
reia*
be usedno only
word
tively could
and under
dogmata
Most of us had never ofbeenus absolute.
to Europe before. None
had ever been in a Communist
Before Oppression
the war Yugoslavia
ar
doll
er
we had was
Foreign
country. We foundthatthatwhat
dull as a silv
an extremely poorounliy
we
an^
to learn,
much
to
on Today's Challenget to
had automatically associated backward country. After long
In his Tuesday lecture
assistan
Rus- years of foreign oppression
ism in thethe words
with sianCommun
Students, Bishop Stephen Neill, former
which
sense, in ion',
the Turks and Austrian
who
"To one dull,
ury, said
n- undervarious
Canterb
'propaga
'Oppress
'fear',
shop of
the Archbi
states were formed
ably
da', 'censorship', are of such sig- the
listens to confessions, sin is so intoler
into
one
country in 1918. The
same
the
not
have
nificance,
infinso
are
ss
goodne
for
govern
was a monarch
whereas the opportunities
significance in Yugoslavia.
which ment
did little to relieve they
itely variable."
things
many"
learned
We
to
limited
being
ns
Our experience of confessio
internal
situation.
was almost
whollyTheagriculturMrs. Shoemaker, last years
the repetitive mewlings of beer-hall acquaintances
al. The illiteracy rate was high,
magavice-president
the Students'
Few people had the opportunity
and occasional sneak perusals of the 25-cent
Administrative ofCouncil,
tourobtaining a higher education,
zine counters, we are not prepared to judge the
ed Yugoslavia
this summer,of of During
under
the
sponsorship
the war years, as
remark in exactly the same light.
Bishop's
WUS.
This
is
the
first
of
three
Reverend
well
as fighting the German
But sin dull? Really, Bishop.
articles describing
her
exand Italian armies, the Yugoperiences there.
slavs were engaged in a fierce
If the opportunities for goodness are infinitely
Surely
sin?
for
ies
civil war. King Peter and his
opportunit
the
variable, what of
about
this
country.
But
before
court
fled to England. The
hundred
a
we could understand anything countryhad was
for each path of righteousness there are
rose-strewn ways to evil.
of her special situation, we had and Slav foughtsplitSlavinternally
in the
to free our minds from making
Dr. George Gamow, in his book One, Two, Three
name of race and religion.
any
value
judgements
as
to
Sometimes
these
internal
Infinity, talks of three different levels of infinite
the rightness or wroagness of
Communism. The purpose of
numbers. The number of ways to sin, however,
fought the Germans and
our tour was not to condemn groups
sometimes
they collaborated
countwould probably have set even Dr. Gamow to
with
secret.them both openly and in
ing all over again.
And quantitative considerations aside, every little
A Vic Reader Writes
In Serbia,
the moral
'Cetnik'support
group
which
had the
sinful by-path has excitement all its own.
of the government in exile, was
After all, your Grace, sin may be a lot of things—
by General Mahilovic while
SOW'S thatEAR
and we understand your position rather makes you
actor x has fouled up the led
one of the leaders of the preWe
realize
that
it's
pretty
hopehold it in an unfavourable light — but it is not, and
to make a silk reviewer out of lines by having jumped half a
never will be, dull.
'Ustasi'
dominately' Croatian
was
Archbishop
a sow's ear,
but if Mr.reviewing
Cassidy scene, and^then panicked so movement
intends
to continue
severely that he is frozen to the Stipinic.
for The Varsity the least we can point that he is unable to reare Partisans' Power
do is give lessons
him .some
only 40 days left
constructive
in thepositive
ethics - audiblespondtoto thetheprompts
last rowwhichof the
of reviewing.
During this time a third
house.
Actress
y
does
indeed
Partisans
under Tito
The asback
pages of today's
Lesson 1: When reviewing a look bad as she tries madly to group—
-grew thesteadily
in power
almost
disheartening
as the daily
front. newspapers were
show with whose script one is bridge the gap and make some
unfamiliar, it is unwise to a sense of the scene, but she will by 1943 it was the group reEaton's announces with an eight-column banner
and aided by *he
large degree to say that in a not appreciate having the public U.S.A.
andcognizedBritain
as well «
that "Exciting TOYLAND Opens Thursday!", and
that she forgot her
scene between actor ■ x and informed
Simpson's in three colours (red, green and black)
actress y, that actor x was fine lines. End of lesson 1.
In 1945 the Communist
Russia.
but actress y forgot her lines.
ent.
the governm
claims the title of "The Christmas Tree Store". (No
3 Vie partytrol oftook
over complete conDangerous because it may be
exclamation point here).
.of the
IT. A. E. some idea, I hope,
At Eaton's, you will be glad to hear, "Counters
This brief account has g>ven
are laden with all the toys boys and girls love so
And Some Others, Too
don*
"that avhashistory
and
and confus
recentarionYugosl
nated
well . . . . " and some gentleman named 'Punkinhead'
ncep is ^
importa
particul
Of
main
groups,
the
sity
what
would
asuch
"fanatic"
ALL-KNOWING EDITOR
is so overcome with excitement that he can't stop
like but
me matters
know that
about
intriconfront
those fact that unlike "the other
riding on the Snowflake Valley Express. Eaton's rePardon me for being a fool of thecatejournalistic
ed *
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the
of ofthera°Lt0'S
waslessconcern
fraternity.
ent
movemunifica
y regard
prints a"Santagram" from the North Pole that lets
and a fanatic. I must be beBernie Singer countr
cause the all-knowing editor of
all of us know that "Yo ho ho! It's a lovely day up
n.
religio A great deal of ^
The Varsity says that most peoDONE IT AGAIN
here."
ple thatpaperswrite
letters
to
newsare in the above class.
Simpson's has not confined its Christmas joy to
Your editorial of Nov. 5th . .
this fa "
the tocountry
Sinceity1945is due
popular
What a clever editorial that was "Our
one insignificant department. The whole store is "all . to
strife
Readers Write?" .... good been
t ong Commu
see right through me. Of
rebuil
les.
Durin
princip
a-twinkle with welcome for you." As a matter of fact
nationalize
industry the
course I have violent opinions grief, you've done it again. In years
the government
:
letter, I"Justmerely
One Minute,
Mr. sources. Her main c
Simpson's, "resplendent in Christmas regalia, is a tour
and time on my hands— I even my
Editor"
set forth
• this
killed fanatical
two wholeletter.
days writing
of Yuletide magic."
several
points
which
youhave
But
I
So we guess the poor old Varsity is left behind
the Eastern tuJ"
wasted my time because this seen fit not to refute, merely was with
break (
her famous
until
contenting yourself with cloud- the
Cominform
again. Here it is November 8 and we haven't even
must
be
one
of
the
"good
many"
In
recent
yearsinthe1948.
Y"sfl.0n'
with
your
editorial
started planning our Christmas edition.
nationalization
to
onehUjidinf!
untr'Vde, I|
that the editor will "hold in con- and ingitsthe issue
inference. I have talked policy has been shifted^
to several people about it and
There isn't any snow yet and Christmas carols
Keep
away
from
this
part
sung now bring laughter by their anachronism.
tempt".
is that theas being
letter centralization and the b1 sougfl.ri1
mister editor because I am one the consensus
not
be construed
of those who "scream when a could
and mg ^#
either
foolish
or
fanatical.
up
It's
even
too
early
to
write
a
Put-Christ-back-intoment.of local
This industry
new policy
Love,
Christmas editorial.
paragraph is cut". There's only
for the
batiK _ ^thet„e |
veryonlycarefully
regarded
one thing
that Every
perplexes
"vioBut we can imagine an extraordinary picture.
Pranklyn Glozier ever,
lent" old me.
day some
country
is
the
gover
euy
writes
long
letters
to
The
4th
Architecture
Eaton's advertising executives pacing the floor wonVarsity that appear beside mine
iilly cont rolled.
but he calls them by the fancy
dering ifSimpson's will get the jump on them with
through which policy 15
EDITOR'S
NOTE
—
Yuletide advertisements. Simpson's in a similar tizzy
name
of
editorials.
He's
a
very
These
are
the
two
strongest
smart
man
though
because
his
ernedto us
conc
all wasion
of
four
letters
concerning
our
over Eaton's.
of them
than never
L fanatical and I guess
are
alloThewed
Monday editorial. We are
farther
and Both
farther
over like
theeager
line milers,
until thecreeping
starter
orr
hbasic
tent
to one
whicgrow
freedquest
he is infinitely more informed
pleased
to
say
most
readers
blows his whistle in protest.
In attempting to ans^ rfil)lion
took
it
in
the
spirit
in
which
it was intended, but space
Why just the other day he was
Or possibly— although we cannot believe it— a
on Yui
notjocular
permit notes.
printingKeep
the that
our conc
of
10 f{
worried about the Jewish circul- does
came
wet epti
question
more
Canadian proverb tumbled in this case and Eaton's
ation of the Tely, I should think
dom in this still ver^|S
writing 0n to the end of the
he
would
worry
more
about
the
told Simpson's what they were doing.
■
or nobevol'
was tryof littl
coun
can e only
c
■n mm?* Wm Plwtw-i ItfftHllUlil
The
This summer seven students
from all parts of Canada spent
five weeks in Yugoslavia on a
World University Service study
an Econotour. With us wasfrom
Laval
mics professor
University.
we trathis period
During
but
this small
vel ed al around
vital Balkan country. Our main
stops were in the capitols of
the six republics: Ljubljana
( Slovenia) ; Sarajevo ( Bosniad (MonHercegovina)
); ; Titogra
(Macedonia);
tenegroSkoplje
;
e
Zagreb
and
(Serbia)
Belgrad
(Croatia).
We also penetrated deep into
and colourruralsouth
the backward,
ful areas in the
where
the Turkish influence is still so
strong. We were taken through
and farms
to date
inup the
richerfactories
north. We visited
mosques and huge cathedrals,
small villages and large industrial centre's. We saw intricate
and passionate folk dances, and
Moslems in their strange dress
bartering in the market places.
Finally, we spent a never to be
forgotten six days on the
Adriatic coast, at Dubrovnik,
which is undoubtedly one of
the" most beautiful spots inEurope.
The most noticeable thing
about Yugoslavia is its variety.
In one country there are two
alphabets,
(Cyrillic
Latin);
three
religions,
four andlanguages,
five races and six republics.
There are high rugged mountains, rivers, and dry, arid
plains.^On the coast tropical
vegetation
hot Adriatic issun.found under the
The Moslem influence is centred in the south in the areas
formerlytion.under
Turkish dominaEastern culture
and in-
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Russian
some homely
homelv1 Eiitish
RHtich
Salad——with
with some
the dish at Massey
Hall last
night,
unwilling
to
was
unable,
or
unwilling
to
appear,
s
ef wa
nil Gilel apology and substitute, we heard a
music by Moussorgsky,
from Yugoslavia,
tenor
long-a^waited Canadian premiere
Williams'
B°'S
a suave performwith symphony.
opened eighth
concert
°f h uehan
for strings.
l°v?0
mV,ctl
Elga,'s
f
T
coaxed
ance ot Walter SusskindtoSerenade
produce athefineToronto
silky
o This, added to Susskind's skill,
stAripnghony performance
completely satisfactory.
madMie roslUnav- Canvalovic is the leading bass
at Belgrade Opera. He has a rich voice
Sl!1fel good sense of robust humour that was
■a &t in three Mozart arias which he sang—
' Figaro and Don Giovanni. The Orchestra
ent.y
cwere
'"""ided a solid and sympatheti
accompanim
particularl
. the tempinevhanu
aHoin playing
y Mr. andCanvalovic
/-.Qnim.irtwic
la(>lr« that
perhaps
lacks
s.
tou enunciation so necessary to convey that
felici,se
the
but that
vfinement of eighteenth century opera,that
rareof little consequence to a company
t produces such operas.
a
is
Symphony
8th
Williams'
Vaughan
thful WOrk for a composer of 84 years. It
comry
contempora
a
for
ear
the
fs easy onand has
none of the neurosis so often
poser
music. In fact, all
1,'dent in so-called "modern"
instruof percussion
A battery
goodments ifun.
movement,
opening
the
s arraigned for
is never abused. The scherzo
novelty
their
out
\ for wind only, a group with which Vaughan
Williams excels. By way of further contrast,

n — Sa
_ lad
^m
roccata finale,
we have tlft works,
andIn very
T„,,*,
, c?vat,n*-is'«>>>>y-'tor
the
exciting
they
are too. This is an ..Wrings.
and it was flawlessly
played. engaging work
In the second part of the concert, Stavinsky's
Scherzo
a la Rtisse was given a brilliant and
witty performance. It is rare that
operatic
anas out of context produce the effect
intended,
but
the
audience
was
electrifie
d
the
hallucination and death scenes from byMoussorgsky'sviouslBoris
Canvalovi
c wastongue
oby at homeGodounoy
in this. more
native
and showed himself as a dramatic
tremendous power. Much of the creditsinger
for theof
cumulative effect must go to. the orchestra
which collaborated most efficiently to produce
1 the necessary tensions.
The concluding items were from the now
familiar "Prince Igor." The March and Polovtsian Dances were given stereophonic treatment.
They are exciting in themselves and the fact
that thetheOrchestra
audience. seemed a little tired did not
worry
Perhaps this is the sort of concert that we
would not have attended had we not been
held at ransom by a season subscription, but
having overcome initial prejudices, such evenings usually turn out to be pleasant enough.
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf is the guest artist
in the next pair, and she will sing the FoulLast Songs of Richard Strauss. The programme
will include works by Schubert, Mozart, Ravel
and Roussel's 4th Symphony.
Chris Wilson.

Clifford
Curzon
Clifford Curzon, one of England's recording pianists, wa.u
he first artist to be featured in this year's International Artists
eries in Massey' Hall, which began- Monday night, Curzon's
laying is characterized by a cleanness of expression, feeling for
ontrast, surety of attack, and an instinct for tempo.
These were all well illustrated in Haydn's Andante and
'ariations in F Minor with which Curzon began his programme,
hythm and phrasing were quite crisp, but he lost his melody
ccasionally when the accompaniment consisted of a trill figuraThe frequent recurrence of, the main theme in this comosition is a symphonic characteristic which Haydn apparently
ouldn't leave alone, even in this variation form.
Four short Brahms selections (Capriccio in D Minor, Interezzi in E Flat and C, and Rhapsody in G Minor) followed the
"aydn
so rapidly
that the
cut off.to The
agitation
f Brahms'
syncopation
was applause
effectivelywasrelayed
the audience,
he first intermezzo was prayerful and sincere, and there was
transparency to the combination of voices. The Rhapsody
onveys a spirit of destiny and purpose by using incessant drive
f i hythm, at which Brahms was so expert.
Schubert's Sonata in D, Opus 53, closed the first half of the
'"cital.
Petulance
is the inorder
here. Curzon andindicated
e thematic
fragments
the development,
his toneclearly
was
, even in passages marked ppp. The odd phrase was hurried,
he second movement, a well proportioned larghetto, exemplified
■he melodious mastery of Schubert. In the scherzo, marked
jivace, the contrast of tone and style between the scherzo and
3"io was gratifying.
here, destroyed
as in the the
Haydnexpression.
work, there was
occasional
hesitationButwhich
In Liszt's Sonata in B Minor, drama turned into melodrama
vminiscent of a theme from this composer's Les Preludes used
y Lone Ranger Inc. Liszt's score definitely wants the warmth
£ Haydn and Schubert, but we were reminded several times
.at he showed the way' rd"RacTTnTaninoff. Curzon had the energy
jhich the work demands and let it forth unstintingly; the piano
ve out all it possibly could.
It is to be lamented that the hall was only about half full
this recital. As if to add insult to injury, the audience's
aimers were far from adequate; they shuffled in late, they blew
eir noses, they coughed, and they interrupted with applause
tween the movements of the Schubert sonata, whioh were
.a% indicated in the programme. But Curzon took it all
th a grain of salt, and gave them two encores, the second of
ch was one of Schubert's delightful little impromptus, a subtle
d of rhythm and melody.
Ted Barnes.

t.s.o. concert
artists series
serigraphy

Serigraphy
stencils. ThTs is very
Silk screen prints (dignified preparingdescribed
in diagrams
by the recently invented word clearly
which
accompany
the exhibit.
"serigraphs") are becoming
are also limitations to
pr.pular with artists and buyers. thisThere
The process is nut
The process has been technically well medium.
adapted to linear designs,
improved and much publicized or gradations
of one tone. These
lately. The popularity of the limitations shape
the character
medium is mainly due to the of serigraphy as surely
the
National Serigraph Society of assets, and the artists inas this
New York, the society that is exhibit have again used this to
sponsoring
exhibit Seri"50 advantage. Most of the prints are
American andtheEuropean
abstractions or semi-abstractiona.
graphs'* now at the Art Gallery. The
few realistic pictures in
Unlike most multi-artist ex- the show come off badly and,
hibits this is not a confusing dis- merely point up the linear ana
play. There are many styles and tonal difficulties. A Vermont
many subjects but the unique snow-scape looks like a bad oil,
character of the silk screen and a peculiar owl and leal
medium unites the exhibit. Tex- colour.
ture and colour are the prerog- picture looks like a bad waterative of serigraphy, and most of
Where depth is required, some
the artists have taken advantage,
of the artists have used colourof this.
perspective
instead of atmosThe colours are varied, many,
pheric perspective. This alone
and wonderful. Though a separ- would enforce
stylized rather
ate stencil is required fof each than a realistic aapproach.
If the
colour, (artists may use from two pro-film
method
for sharpTCul
making
or three stencils to more than stencils is used, flat
twenty),
the use of colours
transpar-a areas of colour are obtained
ent and byoverlapping
practically
obtained.
great range of colours can be which metric
abstractions. dictate geoThe
best
prints
I thought were
The textures these artists have
complete abstractions, This
found are equally wonderful. the
is
not
a
free
flexible
medium,
There are spattered, stippled and like oils but a narrow medium
brushed textures, textures made that focuses our attention <as tli«
by printing over rough surfaces artists of these 50 prints have
well) on a
ia process
"make-ready")
and
prints called
on textured
paper. done ofsuperlatively
the elements of art. For
Most of these effects are pro- few
this
the
economy
of
abstraction
duced by the "tuche'' method of is belter than realism with nil
rich paraphernalia of poetry,
story, thought and religion.
Silk screen prints like lithoSNEAK
and etched skill
prints
rePREVIEW
quire greatgraphedtechnical
to produce any other than crude efthe Avenue
fects. It is this requirement oil
nextAt Tuesday,
Nov. 13Theatre
at 8.30
precision and control, which mo.st
of
the
artists of the exhibit
p.m.
will be ofa students'
sneaktherepreview
Patricia
achieved,
coupled with the opart.
portunities of the process that
Joudry's new play. Three
Rings For Michelle. All ticjustify us in calling sengraphs
kets
are
$1.10
and
are
now
available at booths in the
Perhaps, though, the best thing
front halls ,of Trinity and
about the prints is their price.
U.C. and in the Vic Coffee
$45 is tops, most are about $2f>.
Shop. The preview is sponAnd perhaps this is one reason
sored by the
Victoria College
Dramatic
Society.
serigraphs.
for the increasing popularity ot
Janet MacDonalct
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atory

MANUFACTURING— Engineering, Technology and LaborMARKETING

—Sales and Operations

TREASURY

—Financial Administration

Shell Oil Company of Canada, Limited, is Expanding!
You can expect:

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
•
MR. w. d. MATTHEWS
J^der Secretary of State
Apartment
of External Affairs

r ^ILL DISCUSS CAREERS
jW EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
10 a.m. Friday* November 9th
I ^^oni
153) Economics Building
iates who intend to write the examinations for
apartment should take advantage of the oppor°f hearing Mr. Matthe

!

•
•
•
•
•

Many Opportunities for advancement
Interesting Work
Competitive Salary
Extensive Benefits
A Challenging Future
Our Representatives Will Be On Toe* Campus:
November 12th, 13th, 14th and 15th.

Interview Schedules can be arranged at the
Engineering Faculty Office.
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BITE
SKULE
FEATURING
The Greatest Show Beneath the Earth
Hordes of Honeys
The Sewer Scene
The C.B.C.'s Answer to "The $64,000 Question",
and

Introducing the SKULEHOUSE
FOUR NIGHTS ONLY
November

CHORUS

HART HOUSE THEATRE
21st

to 24th

Tickets on sale NOW in S.P.S. to Skulemen Only — $1.25, $1.50 J

a

University

off

s
opportunitie
Founders
. . . Machinists . . . Machine Builders
. . . Engineers . . . Manufacturers . . . Structural
Steel Workers . . . Sales Agents ... a, combination
of industrial talents forming
"THE CANADA IRON GROUP"
Canada Iron Foundries, Limited
Disher Steel Construction Company, Limited
Dominion Structural Steel Limited
Electric Tamper & Equipment Co.
of Canada Ltd.
Pressure Pipe Company of Canada Limited
Railway & Power Engineering Corp. Ltd.
C. M. Lovsted & Company (Canada) Limited
Paper Machinery Limited
Paper Mill Equipment Limited
Hydro Turbine Company Limited
Individually, each is a specialist in his own line of
business. Together, with a solid background of
experience and guided by vigorous management,
they have won the respect — and patronage — of
every major industry in Canada.

There are careers for many young
Canadians in the Canada Iron Group
— a group of companies owned and
managed by Canadians.

Canada
Iron
f o un dri a e. li ann il e d
HEAD OFFICE: 911 SUN LIFE Bt.DC.. MONTREAL. QUEBEC

punts at New Glasgow ■ Trois Rivieres • Montreal • Cobourg • Toronto • Hamilton • St. Thomas • Fori William • St. Boniface

To Conduct

Mission

from Lon-to
rector Monday
Anglican comes
I don,An England,
unito
mission
spearheadversitya sponsored
by the the
Varsity
|Christian Fellowship.
Stott, 35,in a Modern
graduI ateRev.of John
Cambridge
Languages
and
Theology
head a team of missioners inwilla
week-long campaign.
He will speak from 5 to 6 p.m.,
! Mondiay to Friday, and at 7:30
p.m. Sunday,
Nov.in 18.
All services will be held
Convocation
During the week he will be
I Hall.
the featured speaker on the CBC
radio program "Morning DevoIn addition to the 5 p.m. meetigs,
sessions featur|-tions."
I ing
thenoon-hour
associate
be held
in variousmissioners
colleges will
and
faculties.

talents
«
>
unique in (Canadian industry.
nd of erinq exceptional career

combination

Stott

for V(f

During the fall and winter h
universities.
Cambridge,
and ~Oxf011,
will
conduct Exeter
other campai
gn
the University of Western r/1
tario,
Manito
ba,andMichiga
n, gJ?"
ishMr.Columb
Stottia now
isHarvar
rectord 0f
downtown London parish >}.
Director
s of the student-o
Souls
in Langham
Place. rgar.
Stotting 0
missione say
ized
be availabl
for Mr.
counsell
discussion at any time diuin
This is the fourth major rma.
the week.
sion
sponsored by campus Christ!
ian organizations since the
■ In 1948
Bishop ofStephen
Nei]]'
then
secretary
the Wovlj
Council of Churches was here
Four years later, Canon T. r'
Milford
Duringwasthemissioner.
fall session of
1954, Rev. D. T. Niles of Ceylon
headed a week-long campaign.
None of these missions were
sponsored entirely by the Vcp
although it was a contributory
or supporting organization.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
TIME— $3.25 a year. LIFE— $4.25
a vear. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
— $4.00 a year. PLAYBOY — $6.01
a year. Order now, pay later.
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENCY P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O.
Toronto, Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583.
TYPEWRITERS
$1 Weekly Rents; $1.50 Buy!
Any
make,
brand newif typewriter,
(Rental refunded
you buy).
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, adding machines. Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
SCOOTER WANTED
6-3728.
scooter,
Will buy a used motor
Pay cash. Call Paul Kysellta, R0.
TYPEWRITERS
rates. All regularand
student
Special
or rebuilt;
makes:on newterms.
supplK
Also lorrented
sold
anytime
1843
and. service. Phone HI
repairs
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
sccurs, etc.. ence*
Esays.at These
Notes
n, HU.
typed
. Toront
Mrs.home.
ately .nable
o.RobsoExperi
reaso
North
0260.

Mlof"'
60%TEDDISC
issues
(52-OUNT
worth
$10.40STRA
;
H00.) SU.gj
ILLU
Sp°»'
-$3.25; LIFE— S4-25;
'
•
u
A
later.
pay
order now,
1233.
3-6547 or WA.
WA. ical.
CY, period
AGENAny

set? o" ^
teTO,52-pag
A complePLA
ANYeONE
written notes on PLAiu »
given
PUBLICHarvey
. OR.to anyone
l89e.
Phone
to type a stencil ot them !°>
IOTORCYCLE FOR SALjit|
125
Francis Barnett. 1331.
miles. Phone MO.
FRATERNITY PIN l? el
3. vre ^
Saturday.
Lost
Varsity StadiumNov.and « p,l
Delta EP» hs*
soldengraved
St Small
with name
Phone
HU. 8-7044.
DOUBLE ROOM (jf
campus,at rnea
block
u,
b,^
S. Berney
sired. See off
Harbou^
ternity House. 30
In1-0315.
Enslish.TUIT
French
EN ij
GIV"oil
ION a""
' lalified LadyGIRTeacher.
LS- \.„l »rV
YCLE /
c.c. Like
150 ORC
55 JAWA—MOT
ct'
10.
.
Perfe
able
LEs. 1-20
mileand
1,600hoffer
windslne ^
bar
Cras
permanent ($6.75)
„ id"
Come and have a banc", t»j;
\V»
w',
you
if
Salon,
Beauty
your best. 177 College
(4-6); available for p° c»ll3
a» , I
dings, etc. We likeCO<rMB
after 1 6 1) O .
at BE. [33756JAZZ
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Dents Top Trinity 20-13
Panthers Lose First LH.
Is Task Facing Varsity
By DEREK HAYES
-Stop Stewart and you stop the Gaels." That seems to be the
through a huge hole on the right
Dpnerai consensus of opinion on the campus as the Blues prepare
Some very costly fumbles end
and ran 70 yards for a touchproved the downfall of the Tri
t . the
"big" S"ame
of theStewart
vear mtheKingston
Saturday
down. The convert was incomnity Black Panthers at the hands
If Varsity
can stop
way theyon have
over the past
plete and this was the last Triof a strong Dents squad on the
'•muple of seasons (except last year's playoff) they could be well
nity
back campus yesterday. Through- Three attack.
: their way' to recapturing the prized Yates Cup.
plays after the kickout the neither
game theto Trinity
! °" in the season openerin bene,
Stewart
was
held
to
the
ignoble
seemed
be able lineto off and some good, passing by
gained 20 carries.
yards Karl
of 24 with
talAlong
Currie, Don O'Connor ran 55
block nor tackle and most of the yards
Quinn and Al Kocman, Stewart has borne
a second Dents major.
tackling was done by the back Again for
the brunt of the Gaels ground attack this semester, and not only
the convert was no good.
field.
will he be out to continue his ways on Saturday, but will be out
On the kickoff Smith ran the
ball up to the Panther 35 yard
For_ the
minutes
to break
Pep Leadley's now
all-time
record, of which
looked
like first
Trinityfewmight
repeatit line
the
pint-sized
standsQueen's
but 14 scoring
points short.
and made a very expensive
Kocman isspeedster
a doubtful starter. He suffered a concussion in
its previous gridiron triumphs fumble, recovered by the Red and
! the Western game, and may sit the league finale out. Halfback
Blue.
Pete Moin took the ball
but Dents
by their
quarter-Dave Harshaw came out on the limp, and will likely not dress
back ReidledCurrie,
crushed
the for Dents up to the Trinity 15
attack. The Oral Engineers and
Saturday. He will be replaced by Bill Surphlis who, although
Currie
it over on the
kicked off and Jim Loucks ran next play, carried
injured earlier in the year, has been working himself back into
convert was
the kick back to the Trinity 40 bad. The Redbut andthe Black
condition with the Intermediates, and should be in top shape.
seemed
Varsity Coach Dalt White had his spirits bucked a bit with
yard line. The Blue and Red be- to fall apart and after a T
op
gan a march down the field by Ellis, was recovered by fumble
the news that end Gene Chorostecki will likely be able to dress
Dents,
on Saturday. Although his ankle injury iias not fully healed he
sparked
by Currie's
passinginterbut who marched up to the Trinity
Brook Ellis
of Trinity
has been running, and should be OK. With Ross Woods and Peter
ten yard line where they kicked
for a single. Trinity tried some
Maik, the story is a bit more indefinite. Both are recuperating
a pass Theon ball
the was
Panthers'
five yardcepted line.
taken desperate
last minute passes but
from ailments picked up against McGiil. and, although they have
been out running, may be forced to hug the bench.
didn't move and the Red and
out
to
Trinity's
15
where
it
was
fumbled and recovered by Dents. Blue
took over and nearly scored
Two plays later Rod Morran in the dying minutes of the game.
went through centre for Dents
first major. However the conVic Defeats
Redmen
4-2
vert was incomplete due to some
desperate blocking by Trinity. PHE Girls
In the second half, Dents took Vic Hoop
With
Last
Quart
the kickoff and after a walk
er
Frosh
Safety
By DON McGILL
broke
through to spill the passer down the field, kicked for a
Yesterday afternoon Vic's foot
for a 15 yard loss. On third down single. The Panthers led by Dave Whew! What a slaughter!
ball squad luckily' squeaked to
was wide and once Smith took the ball on their PHE I really creamed Vic fresh4-2 win over UC's Redmen.
Green came up with fine the snap
UC had the better of the play Dick
last night in a one-sided
Green broke through to 25 yard line. From the Dents ies
tackles. On third down Weinrib again
throughout the game but Vic kicked
tackle
the
kicker for a safety 30-yard line Ellis threw a 25 basketball bout at OCE gym
touch.
in the Vic end zone
got a break late in the contest, for hisdeepsecond
running
up a score of 27-4. Lack
yard
pass
to
Pete
Saunderson
single
of
the
scoring a safety touchdown after
a Trinity score. Tom Karrys offromopposition
gave opportunity
the forwardsto
Frank Ebenhardt, running the for
PHE
ample
poor snap from center on a game.
kicked
the
convert
for
Trinity.
Early in the last quarter option offensive
third down kick.
play expertly,
Vic's Dents took the ball after the display some good team-work.
threat. was
Defensive
Frank Ebenhardt got away a chief
Vic Scores First
Jean Wills was the highest
Neither team was able to make 70 yard punt which put UC deep end Dick Green, the game's out- kickoff and Currie took to the scorer, shooting six baskets with
standing lineman, continually air but wasn't able to do any- remarkable ease, while June
any headway during the first in their own end.
big breaK came late in broke into the UC backfield.
against a strengthened
quarter. Early in the second theVic's
and Sharon Gilnor
final quarter when UC had UC's star was Sid Weinrib who Panther thing
defense and Trinity took Sceviour
period Vic had the ball on the first
shared six goals between them.
made
several
long
gains
on
pass
over
on
their
own 45. Tony This
and
ten
'on
their
own
25.
30 yard line of the Redmen, On second down Dick Green
team
used
six-man and
deBoeckh on a second down went
fense to an their
advantage
Their advance was stopped there
plays.
double bounces appeared to be
when Doug Jack came up with
a key tackle. On third down
one of their fortes.
rank Ebenhardt sent a punt
What happened to all those
free-shots gals? Its rare to get
deep in the end zone for a single
something
for nothing nowadays
point.
Also missing will Queen's
be halfbacks At Queen's,Comets
The Intermediate Intercolle- Meet
the upcoming con- so why not concentrate on the
Intermeds
Mid-wayUC through
Hart, and
closes Friday at Bob Liner and Bob
t
e
s
t
i
s
being
touted
as
the
Interquarter,
switchedthefromsecond
the Varsitygiate season
rim
and
chalk
up those points?
Stadium when the lineman Ted Graham. Nick Somediate upset of the year. There
T-From
formation
to a singletailback
wing. Queen's Comets come to town pinka, the original quarterback, is no doubt that the Comets
this formation
Blues. The will also not be around. In as have improved a great deal since
Pave Sutherland had a drive to meethastheno Baby
Interfaculty
meaning to the far as this is concerned, the their last meeting. In their last
going with passes to Dave Pal- game
Rinkies
but
the
Comets
intend Rinkies have a very good man contest, Queen's dumped OAC by
Summary
nateer and Mike Copeland plus to win this game as the start
of for the pivot spot in the person ato one-sided
be a goodscore.
game.This promises
a 15 yard penalty for roughing Varsity.
of Lorne Forstner.
a
two-game
weekend
sweep
from
the passer. Once again the
reaksclock
wentbeatagainst'
University
Alhe
them.UCOn when
the In their first game, the Selen scored 18 College's
goals in 24Bobby
minutes
mal play of the half, Sid Weinrib
conds
walked
all
over
Queen's,
of
play
yesterday
afternoon,
to
Hoop
Blues
Begin
Season
kicked a single from the 25- posting an easy 32-13 victory.
lead his team to a 26-1 slaughter
ard line,
over Medicine in an intramural
H o w e v e r, the Intel-mediate
tieing Threaten
the game.
Uedmen
lacrosse match played at Hart
coaches this
don'ttime.
expect
be as
The attack of both teams
simple
For itoneto thing,
Playing Seton Hall Pirates House. Bob Lee added four more
stalled by the fine defensive was
for
UC, while Stan Labanowich
line
the composition
Friday's
Baby Coach John McManus' Univer- 1\vere all active at last night's
team will beof quite
different
la>' of the Redmen and the Vic- Blue
practice along with intermediates drove three balls into the Med's
sity
of Toronto
Blueson open
their
from
the
one
which
journeyed
basketball
season
the
first
net.
en.
Early
in
the
fourth
quarVipond, Barry Stroud and
ter UC
to the Vic eight down to Kingston six weeks ago. day of December when they' meet Garry
Roily Goldring. A number of In a major league volleyball
yard linemoved
on tosses from John Due to injuries and various other Seton
Hall
in
South
Orange,
New
game. Sr.tectuSPS
members
fromfinalists,lastJr.year's
mbier to Ken Harrison and Sid matters, three of the orginal Jersey. So says the basketball
re A in annihilated
two games.ArchiThe
faculty
Skuleinterand
einrib. At this point the drive
engineers
won
the first contest
four
ends
will
not
dress
includMumblings
St.
Mike's,
were
also
on
hand.
schedule
just
released.
as halted when Dick Lewis and
15-4 and the second 15-6. This
ing Bobbie Lee and Jim Caskey The Blues will also meet two
more teams in the New York The Blues meet Niagara on was Skule's fourth straight win.
win put them in first place
the twenty-third of January in The
area before they return home on Niagara
Falls . . . John McManus in the volleyball league.
December 15 to face Rochester
Sr.
soccer team was also
Tech at Hart House. On the third is missing the first few prac- assuredSPSof first
place today when
of the month the Blue and White
tices . . team
. He'll
ball
untilbethewithendtheoffootthe UC.
meet Fordham Rams and on the
they won a defaulted game from
fourth, they'll battle Iona College. pigskin season.
The anceRochester
will be theirTechonlyappearhome
game
before
the
Christmas
holi% eo]umn was originally in- in various strategic places so
days. TheRochester
Blues visitbefore
Buffalo
Bests Harriers
to deal with something why not take their advice and State and
the OAC
™ out of the ordinary but head towards the Drill Hall at annual layoff.
Guelph'stook
fourth
man,
B. A SutO.A.C.'s well-seasoned cross- muller,
i*Httng to. do the subject
ninthoffing
place.between
rethe appointed times?
team won their third
in fluesSeton Hall will be the strong- consecutivecountry Intercollegiate
match is in the
title
hold
New
High
Scorer
t0
goin&
am
V
est
competition
Varsity
will
face
tnriover
Z 1X11 1 to-morrow's Varsity It was discovered that a mis- this season. In a pre-season poll yesterday afternoon by defeating the two teams, probably on Saturday, November 17, where the
take had been made in the tally- held by one of the top hoop a surprisingly strong Toronto
ro.«°?e that 1 have sufficiently
teamon hopes
to reversebasis.
the
th, y°Ur *»»*eW ^ tune
squad 16 to 21. The rugged five home
ing
of
the
results
in
last
Thursmagazines,
the
Pirates
are
rated
decision,
exhibition
day's Interfaculty Swimming as the twelfth best team in the mile course, covering freshly- On Saturday,an the
The C place t0-morrow.
senior Blues
e „a!h aie °.u'te a few ends to JWeet. So I would like to con
ploughed
land
and
rutted
roads
took its toll of both teams, as Al defend their Intercollegiate
Jan Cunningham of the nation.
The Fordham Rams should Clairmont
and gratulate
hold fast
et's
School of Nursing as the new also
Archery
Then' 80,nd°or
Inh 0fpjf,l'eli
and Jim Little gave crown of last year against Westteach
the
Blues
a
few
ern. McGiil, and a new entry,
individual high point scorer of pointers. The Rams have Jim the Guelph team first and second McMaster.
Jaw?" t0 function this com" the
off to
meet.
She
took
top
spot
m i r nay' N°vember 13, at the when it was discovered that she Cunningham back this season. positions. Clairmont's time was a slow start,TheseemSeniors,
to have arontinn- from one to two ajid
remarkable
26:32.averaged 19 points a The
Varsity
squad
was
led
by
e hn S° do^e Wednesday at had not been credited with the aCunningham
rived at last season's peak form.
last yearintermediate
as a sophomore.
Uh 0t four tm six- Meets points that she had made in the game
Meanwhile,
coach freshman Jim Snider, who Bill Varey. Jaan Roos, Bill GellCredit
ing,
Ron Toop and Malcolm Mcrace.
showed
his
best
season's
form
Breastroke
Butterfly
ve
hir61"
670111,3
in
the
city
John
Stulac
has
had
the
prod
P,anned for this term is due Jan in another sphere for
show position.
Leod comprise
year'sdriving
team,
which
showed this
strong
spective
Blues at work nights
on Mon-at byest taking
of the squad,
running asThea power
vk nJ nnext' Ae*in Bill Stad- as swimming rep. from the S. of
in
Niagara Race
and
day
and
Wednesday
lub ia Hs« House Archery N.." she did a tremendous job in the gym. His Monday practice is team, took fifth to eighth places McMaster defeating
last
Saturday.
Qu^m
coacmng the ladies getting the little ladies in white open to all comers while his I inclusive. Mike Berger, Pete Nibwill beWestern
eleven o'clock
practices faithfully. The Wednesday workouts are for in- lock, Bruce Hughes and Gord time
appear toin
at'ei^iJ, would rea"y llke down tospirit
was atimmediately
vited players only.
Hueston finished in order, just beHighthe Park.
team to everyone
Blues'
strongest
to
meet
the
I 'Mill Shepperd,
. -i r n | r, ■>. i -j. Al
— — * Vaichulis,
• — - ■• • jIfailingO to-*»displace
j . - O.A.C.'s
— .... w. v third
------ — »- «■■•*- 'Jiii' -".I ungual threat
II
h not
John
really very few are obvious
a faedh'
Rdtmah
smd'PeW
Patter'
ptadeJ
!
JiMtter
i
Jt>bri
i
Barikuy..1
a
jSjecqndj
atfajgtu;
,<f
own
lhovforStan.'
Cunningham—
Jan
Posters are up terrific
and so,,t,o
job well done.
Halt Stewart- Halt Gaels

SENIORStandings
FOOTBALL
VARSITY
PW L T F A
McGtll
..
Queen's
5083 5641
Western .
32 120
Remaining Games
Saturday
VARSITY- at Queen's
Western —at McGUl.
I NTERFAC V LT Y SOCCER
DIVISION
Group A I
Sr. SPS
P W L T F A Pte,
Victoria
5 -3i 02 0 14 2 8
uc Meds .54 11 34 00 25 1515 22
Sr.
Group B
Trinity A .... 4 4 O-O 14 0 8
Jr. SPS
4 3 1 0 8 4 6
3MC A
3 2 1 0 7 2 4
Pre-Meds
3120 1 42
Trinity B .... 4 1 3 0 2 82
SMC B DIVISION
4 0 4. II0 0 14 0
1 11
Forestry
.
f
Knox
44
Emmanuel
Pharmacy ... 44
13 1 5 10 3
Wycllffe
Arch
,
55" 0 3 2
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T

WEEKEND

now
here^mcT
7:45 p.m.— "Martin Luther" will be
shown
by
the
1 p KenTODAY
dent
House
at 228Lutheran
College St.StuBryden, Ontario Sec
will
Party,
CCF
the
of
retary
— Dr. D. A. McRae will
sueak to the University CCF g PirT1>
speak to the Math and Physics
"Socialon
UC.
4,
Club isminand room
Society
on tronomuranonics
All
.
Industrial Society
y) at U of T. in'radio
room as-8.
are welcome.
UC.
Chancellor
Beatty
will
Group
Affairs
1 p.m.-The Current
present awards_to Math and
will discussled"Theby HunPhysics
students.
The
faculty
is
of SCM garian
Tom
invited.
FROS, 45 St..
atSituation",
Symons,St.
George
8
p.m.—
U
of
T
PC
Club
will
hear
will J. B. McGeachy. CBC-TV news
"Church Architecture
1 pm. discussed
room
by SCM inLeader
be
panelist,inspeak
onmeeting
"Foreignin
Bldg.
33. Engineering
Affairs"
an openRefreshments
will
be N. Murrieh.
Falconer Hail.
will
be
served,
and
everyone
is
Meds
for
1 p'm.— VCF Bible Study213. Anat- welcome.
in roomalso schedules
is planned
VCF
omy Bldg.
a Bible study in room 111. UC. a 8:15 p.m. — Prof. T. A. Goudge will
1:10 p.m.— Newman Clubtalkplans
Progress a Superon J. speak on "Is
noonday philosophy
stition?" to the Philosophies.!
idea of humanism.
Maritain's
Society in the Croft Chapter
All
are welcome.
the House.
1-30 p.m. — A Hymn-SingVCFis onin the
Victoria
for
agenda
Miss
Wymilwood.
Music Room.
dirrecreationChurch
Bullock,
Joyce ector
the United
YPU, will forlead.
is sched4:30 p.m.—uled byAVCFBiblein Study
room 111. UC.

Sund
toTHE SPANISH
muniV
WEEVEUK
thursday
CLUB ay
wi,, *
the weekend at Caledon JBtM
SUNDAY
FRIDAY
lea.ve Friday
at 7 „s-i"a^
"~ willp.m.meet
in theCanterb
parishuryhallClubof They
— The
g p.m.— McGiM and U of T will de- 8:15
Wymilwood.
and return
Ir°*
bate theHouse
question
the
Church
of
the
Redeemer.
evening.
For
information
trii]
that this
would"resolved,
uphold
Bloor and Avenue Road. All
aparbheid" in the Anglican students on the cam- Neal Johnson. HU. 8-0421 '°nS
policy ofHall.
the Alumni
Vic
pus are invited.
8:30 p.m. — The Graduate Union
will hold a social evening for
all members at 44 Hoskin Ave.
FORMALS
9 p,m, — Can- Hall is the place for
a St. Mike's Hi-fi jazz concert.
Choose something different from our large selection or
SATURDAY
fascinating fabrics. Bring your own picture if you lit,,
8 p.m. — T. S. Eliot's "The Cocktail
Parly" will be read by the
SCM play reading group at 293
Glen 'Road.
HELM AR
8 p.m. — Rev. John Scott will lead
46 ST. GEORGE
—
WA. 1-5978
a VCF Bible reading session at
Sheraton Hall. Wycliffe.
—

RS

&
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Meatpacking

PHYSICISTS

is

Yesterday

Today

The vast operations of many
Canadian industries are very
impressive to the eye but I
think it is even cmore fascinag to" discover You
how they
into tinexistence.
mightcamebe
surprised to know how many
began — not as joint ventures
but as one-man businesses,
wholly dependent upon the
vision and enterprise of a single individual.
A good example is Canada
Packers, an all Canadian company, operating eleven packing
plants a.nd
other and
establishments in 130
Canada,
with
branches. in the United States.
This great corporation., employing moresales
thanof 12,000
ple and with
more -peothan
a million dollars a day, is the
direct lineal successor of a tiny
business founded by a young
English
in 1854. immigrant in Toronto
William Davies, who served
his apprenticeship in the meat
business
England,
was shown
amazed at thein lack
of skill
by Canadian butchers. Realizing that such competition would
not be hard to overcome, he
set up rence
shopmarket.in the old St. LawSoon his superior hams and
bacon outsold competitor products and he was compelled to
erect a new plant. However,
the necessity of refrigeration
prompted
him Don
to build
plant by the
Rivera larger
where
ice
could
be
economically
cut
and stored.
The initiative which marked
his entry into business characterized his whole career. He
was the first Canadian to export bacon and hams to Britain.
He was the first Canadian to
install artificial refrigeration
and labour-saving
moving rails
and
tables.
Thus we can see that although his resources were limited. Davies'
was short
perfec-of
tion and
that ideal
anything
I perfection was. to his mind, beneath the dignity of a self-reepecting man.
Although the aneat industry
iias made great advances in
service and techniques since
Davies*tion he established
pioneer days,livestheontradias a
guiding
Packers. principle of Canada

ENGINEERS

AND

PHYSICISTS

with M.Sc. or Ph.D.

NEEDED

NOW

in applied research and development:
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CIVIL ENGINEERS

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
METALLURGISTS

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICIANS
PHYSICS
MATHEMATICIANS AND PHYSICISTS
Convalr has the greatest diversity of aircraft pro|ects In th»
country — to offer you the unlimited career opportunity you seek.
personal Interviews will be conducted byi

WILLIAM
B. FALLIS
Group Engineer
Theoretical Aerodynamic*
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
November 12, 13 and 14

SEE YOUR

PLACEMENT

DIRECTOR

Yearly

The
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fubr
ryofof the
nds Maich,
* The smoking
^mnltinpa room
main
».Tbu
. when thers
room
theExte
main iiniua»cjf..
university
Students' totrative11
Counpressed for later hours Adminis
library will he kept open until eleven p.m. after cd
because students did
not
have closed
enough attime
to
finish
their
work
the doors
if
'study
e!!t Monday.
The
purpose
of
this
is
to
provide
ten.
space for zealous students who wish
This
late.
work room will be open five nights a week students did not become permanent because few
t0 The
made use of the extended facilities.
and will be treated as a reading room, said The primary
difference in the new experiment
Mr. R- H- Blachburn, the chief librarian. It will is the fact that
the reading period will be
last supervised
supervision.
De Aunder
similar experiment was carried

Per

$1

of the University Library was almost empty at 8.25 last night, Hope is that
whenThetheexperiment
Library iswasshuttried
up atlast9.45,
to study for an
sion.
year students
in March,willwithgo noheresupervision.

GLASS PUT IN
Bulletin Board Still Not Finished
The SAC Bulletin Board is I'll cry, "Harry King, one of the fall. It was finals- put up recentnearing completion, but still is builders said.
ly. There are only the final finishnot ready for notices.
ing touches to be done.
The idea -of the SAC Bulletin
Board
was
started
last
year
by
four,
fifth
"year
Architecture
"tudents last night added the glass Sievenpiper, last year SAC rep.
Routine permisdoors and backing to the famous for Architecture.
sion was asked of Simcoe Hall,
bulletin , board last night.
and
this
started
a
chain of
The board still has to be paint- red tape Which whole
lasted until
;d. "It is to be blue and white, January.
ulti'a conservative university
colours,
know", Ted Sieven- The wandering board rested in
iper, theyoudesigner
peace in Varsity Stadium all
said.
The glass on the board is very spring and summer.
still has to be cleaned, A group of Engineers moved it
ifM"ty,-thisandglass
gets broken, again, to the top of the bookstore this
nglo-French

Intervention

Only Way Out -McGeachy
A CBC news panelist last night to solve the Israeli-Arab problem.
ondoned
Anglo-French inter- "The Arabs." he said, "have Need Applications
ention in the
Suez.
taken a very unrealistic view of
J- B. McGeachy told the Pio- the situation. The Western pow- In Debate Trials
ers have failed miserably and
t essive
w as theConserv
only ative
move Club
by that have prolonged the dispute to There have been no applicane united Nations could which
tive yet for the AH- Varsity Debegin the breaking point."'
Tournament.
He blanied the present crises "We bating
hundreds," U of T
on economic pressure. He said Debatingneed
Union chairman Diane
the seven and one half per cent Hallamore
said
last night. Deadwhich the Egyptians have
line for the applications is MonApartheid" At cut
received
from
the
Suez
was
unday.
reasonable.
Winners of the tournament
debate At 8
'Russia's
action
in
sending
win
U of T at and
the McGinPa,',theid k the l°P>c of a Mc- planes to Syria yetserday was qui repreSent
winter Carnival,
will
oni^. ot T' deba'e t0 be heltl merely an attempt to establish j become members of the U of T
"all Victoria.
v"' 8:00 pm- a' Alumni squatter's rights to a base before - debating team. Present members
peace or armistice talks," he 0f the team can't debate in the I
said. but
"It merely
was not anan attempt
aggressiveto Jtournament,
WH°nn,
Vs suPP01't>ng
motion,
graduate can.but any other under- j
"en
(DI st- the
Mikes'
and act
keep the
Id on tenterhooks j »\ye expected the tournament I
to draw as many applications as '
prSSfc*™ wm-repre- and prevent an immediate solu the
team trials did," Miss Halla- |
the problem.''
more
'mau Colema>» said "The ul- tionHe toattributed
damage done to The said.elimination tournament
o» th p">blem of the world is
19th. The first
British
oil
lines
in
the
Mid-East
bit 11"|e,dl£'erent
which inD"
bve togetherraces
".
and said, "There has begins on _Nov,
to hotheads
been
no action
students. dethe" part of It bates,
'"°unds open
will tobeall impromptu
i|stheti«I!ion
ot South
"We're trying to incourage ination
° a a road
whichAtri«
few the Arab League to withhold theis I terest
in
debating
on the cam"™an
on W,laVt said.
'read with success". supply." Britain, however
feeling the pinch, he said.
I pus," she said.
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Varsity

Waits

For

of

Student

Asked
for
WUS
levy $1.00. This
A compulsory levy of $1.00 may suggested
mean approximately
$11,000would
for
be added to each students' $5.50 WUS next year on campus.
The money
per year forministrative
the Council.
Students'
Ad- The money would be used for
would go to World University student help projects in Asia, for
ter
annualstudent
WUS toscholarship
Service of Canada's local commit- the
foreign
come to for
Tor-a
onto, and to help Toronto students
It would replace the SHARE
campaign,
whichoverlast$5,000,
November
raised
slightly
just go Other
fund-raising
proon WUSWUSinternational
seminars."
jects, such as Treasure
67,4 per cent of its objective.
still continue
on campusVan,if will
the
Motion for the levy was intro- levy is passed.
dfairs
uced at last
night's
External
AfCommittee general meeting The local WUS committee will
in Falconer Hall. The meeting investigate the new money plan
carried it 23-1.
and "place it before the proper
The motion was prompted by a authorities' instead of taking it
speech by WUSC Executive Se- direct to the
Students'
Administrative Council.
It was first
cretary Lewis Perinbam. who sugsuggested
the
move
should
go
gested students support WUS "in direct to SAC.
acampaign
more regular
way".
The
SHARE
helped, he said, but did WUS co-chairman Ann Jeffrey
not guarantee enough support. i IV Trin.) said SAC had not
Victoria EAC rep. John Elder generally been favorable to such
suggested a student levy of ten motions in the past and it might
bettermeans.
to go about it by more
devious
cents. UC rep. Dave Greenspan i be
amended the motion to make the

HH0A

Smoking Room

Levy

Gains New

Members

As Financial State Improves
Thirty new members have been sponse from most sections of the
added to the roster of Hart University
has been excellent."
Seating arrangements
for this
House Orchestra Association
Sundays
concert
have
beenfor al-a
The list now includes 130 staff
tered
in
order
to
allow
members. 370 student members, larger attendance. This action
18 sustainers.
and eight
because of standamong
them the
Right patron's,
Honor- was eesnecessary
at the last concert.
able Vincent Massey. His Excel- HHOA
has
also
made speical
lency John Wright, Bishop of
Worcester, and Michael Smuck. arrangements to enroll members
the door on Sunday, A large
a 5T6 Skule graduate. There are at
about bers120
more student mem- crowd is expected.
this year.
The has
program
for Sunday's
concert
been changed.
Vaug-.Chris -Wilson. Chairman of han's
"Four Hymns for Cello
HHOA,
said
last
night
that
"I
think we'll have enough money and
Viola" will replace Britten's
to continue next year. The re- "Serenade for Tenor and Horn."
Memorial

Day

Service Sunday
The annual Memorial Day Service, Alumni
sponsoredAssociation,
by the University
will
take place this Sunday, Nov. 11,
in Hart House.
The service will begin at 10:45
a.m. in the Great Hall of Hart
House. Representatives of the
Armed Forces, members of the
faculty in academic dress, and
representatives of the various
collegesChapel.
will process to the Hart
House
The Rev. James Cunningham,
Chaplain of Hart House, will connisu
LlllfJI
y
House
Library
!
closing
AUn
Fmntvat 8.35
we'e lastt,ienight)
Hart President
dUCt thflprayer
servieeand
andbenediction,
give read
fie
(photographed
Sidney
Smith
wUl
at 8.45.
and
the These
UC Reading
taken
;
the
two areRoom,
lesson,
known as | peinberg ofand'theRabbi
Abraham
Holy
Blossom
the quietest places
Temple, will give a short address
campus. UC Reading room closes>n ! on
the theme of remembrance.
at 9.45 p.m. Hart House Library, After
wreaths will
open till 11 p.m., does not permit be laidtheatservice,
Tower.
be brought reading.
in, is design- morning.
<, Memorial
Sentries will
be on guard all
edbooksfor torecreational
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Nasser'sBias
"Varsity"
chance to prove that t,
was going to keep his prornj.
I see you have not been able
He did not, but declared v/'
to staysues. Idoawaynot from
Your article "Britain Bomk
mind political
the discus-is- Canada
"Editor,
(Varsitisy very
sion
of
politics
in
The
Varsity,
, Nov. 5th rJap
Skule Inferiority Complex
4) Mr. st
in
but
I
do
think
it
strange
that
a
d.funny,
bm
This letter is addressed to Look around you. Almost science on World Wars that they proclaimab-Iy "neutral" paper it makes someea
essential mistajj
artsmen, to those artsmen who every man-made article around have caused, which, kill mil- takes a starid in a political issue.
consider engineers to be below you is associated in some way
lions. Artsmen prostitute the
case the Varsity
thinksof that
rightyour
j6S
ng. For
format
ion:
not ahi"!
the opinion
all in
the^ if the}' are not too blind with an engineer. What good is works of engineers which were it Inrepresents
ed thinki
byIsrael
thewasArabi
to realize the significance of an arLsman? Half of his subjects designed to save lives into wea- students on this campus, I have slander
nations
,
but
its
very
exists.
n»
what I have to say; to those who. (?) he will never use again. The
pons of destruction which will to emphatically deny this. The was continually threatened h
around you was design- take lives. Then they write Varsity does at least not express
noting trythetocalibre
engineers'of building
preparations
of Egvnf
work
disguiseof feelings
whichwar besides
ed by an engineer. Your life - academic dissertations on the my opinion on the Suez; ques- the
kept »he
Sif
inferiority by acting superior.
wars and condemn engineers for
tion. Neither does the resolution Canal closed, for many
depends
on
his
skill,
that
preyeaJ!
All too many artsmen, it seems,
vents that very building from what
they,
as
artsmen,
have
of
the
Roman
Catholic
students
now,
to
Israeli
ships.
caused.
Israel
are obsessed with the mistaken collapsing on you.
who claim to represent fifteen wisely chose this moment to very
im
belief in their superiority. They
Look
at
the
great
men
of
down the
line ofNasser
arts- universities and colleges in Can- prove its precarious position
look with ill-disguised disdain history — the ones to whom man- menLook— Hitler,
Kruschev,
I am aad . -Christian,
upon the engineers at the south
v » I and
' -■here is Only Israel
Egyptdealtis the
aggressblow
or'
kind is indebted — Volte, Fara- — all little boys playing at what
the first
end of the campus and rather
I find,
ifChris
I do Wilson:
some right- Eeally
because they are artsmen thinking,
It is very funny
in your article
day, Bell, Davy, Marconi — how gods
Mr.
than being intolerant towards
and
can
therefore
get
into
that
Canada
,
how
many
artsmen.
Will
a
senour
them, frequently merely tolerate
did not attack Egypt. loving Canada, good, freedom
from Aristotle bring body.
government and destroy every- ItEngland
is compared with
was simply was going to Nasser'
thsXD, which is infinitely worse. plasma tence
s Egypt. How noble
to a dying soldier faster
They sneer down their noses at than helicopter?
can
exercise
its
rights which it has
Who
designs
Awake,
artsmen,
before
just
according to the treaty which it one get.
the engineers. Why? The en- helicopters? Engineers!
made
with
Nasser.
Hhere
was
gineers, they believe, are handyW. N Stassen (II Archtectiturei
To-day the world is facing a the shattered remains of a ruin- "
men to the god-like artsmen. In
spite of the fact that an en- crisis, brought about by leaders ed world attest to your "su— artsmen. Men periority".
Drama Criticism
gineer'stwice
educationascosts,
should be noted that in the
A Bark
tuition, almost
much asin ofwhogovernment
condemn an engineer if it lastIt part
of this letter, arts and
In a recent editorial, thos«
Miss Berger's definition of the among
bridge
collapses
and
a
few
lives
anhimself
jrtsman's,
the
latter
still
holds
engineering
are
not
used
to
deus
who sometimes think
to be more important.
of drama appearing in
are lost look with clean consignate actual graduates in those function
issue of Nov. 5 is true enough of the rest of the Unifields, but rather to generalize the
it our views by
enough as far as it goes. Drama way of versiaty to give
letter to the editor
on two classes of society.
is certainly "meant to depict were
denounced
as fanatics and
of all types".
D. S. MacDonald human
But the situations
honest playwright
goes loafers who only stand by the
S.P.S. farther than this. Unconsciously wayside and bark.
or not,
pronounces
The blood of other editors has
on
the he
characters
and judgment
ideas of
BLOOR
poured out before for less
his play through his treatment been
insolent remarks. Let me advise
MINISTERS
Rev. Dr. Ernest Marshall Howse of them.
you that the
tribeis aofproud
letter-towriters
one.
A large part of the audience at the-editor
Rev. Walter Sellars
last week's play responded to the "We will tolerate no such
Organist and Choirmaster
judgment
of
authors
Richardson
11 a.m.
Berney with laughter. A gratuitious abuse.
Subject: Armistice and Aggression and
Sabbath Eve
HILL EL
smaller segment has reacted by
If the editor does not retracf
Speaker:
Dr.
E.
M.
Howse
Fri. Nov. 9, 8:30 p.m.
l Infants andwill children
be cared mayfor inattend
the objecting to what they thought this calumny immediately, I,
Phil Kurtz and S?.ul Ko?chltzky on "Mai mon ides"
Nureey
was
anti-religious
in
the
treatfor one,
out week
of bed andfor
Sunday School during Morning
Sun. Nov. 11, 8:30 p.m.
Service).
ment. Now Miss Berger has pro- the
firstwilltimeleapthis
Mi. David Lewis on "The International Explosion"
nounced judgment on the critics. demonstrate
to him by means of
"Verdi's "Requiem"
Tues. Nov. 13, 8:30 p.m.
point'?
The Campus Club will meet aftsr Has she 'missed theEric
Snider a harangue that I, for one, am
Dr.
JewishHelclielheim
State" on "The Maccabcan Problem — Judaism and the
the evening service.
(II Vic) no fanatic.
Wed. Nov. 14, 4:00 p.m.. University College, Room 11
r. Wednesday
Lugubriously yours.
porary Culture"Serie.-— Dr. John A. Irving on "Freud In ContemTHE
Nathan A. Cervo
KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
B*!oor.)
CHURCH
Church (ANGLICAN)
of The Redeemer
(QUAKERS)
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister
At the Head of the Campus
Warmly
welcomes
members
of
Bloor and Avenue Road
1!
the University at its meeting
(EATON
for worship on Sundays at 11 Rector: Rev.B.A.,OwenL.Th.P. Prichard,
a.m.,
at
60
Lowther
Avenue
(at
REMEMBRANCE DAY
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
leads the IVY LEAGUE
Bedford, two blocks north of
8
a.m. Holy Communion
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
" WA. 1-0368
11 a-m.
Service
of Remembrance
7 p.m.
Evening
Prayer7 pm.
Prc-acber
a.m. and
—atThe11 RectorySpadina Ave. & Harbord
Wednesday,
12.15 p.m.— Holy
Communion
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Mission in The

University

REV. J. R. W. STOTT
Trim,
tapered
IVY
Slacks!

MAIN

MEETINGS

Convocation Hall - 5.00-6.00 p.m.
MONDAY — Jesus of Nazareth
TUESDAY — The Fact of Sin
WEDNESDAY — The Death of Christ

THURSDAY — The Necessity of Decision
FRIDAY — The Cost of Discipleship
SUNDAY — Convocati
The Goal onof Life Service in
Hall, 7.30 p.m.
Authentic Ivy League styling with buckled back-strap,
pleotless front, tapered legs . . . finished to your
individual measure, with or without cuffs. Charcoal
grey: Woisf sizes 28 to 46.
"Wedgemoor" all-wool worsted melonge Eoch
flannel.19.95
Luxuriously-soft doeskin-finished rayon fabric.
Each 13.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING - BATON'S Main Store,
Second Floor — Dept. 229
fT. EATON

C°™

Question Periods
Wednesday and Thursday in West Hall,
* University College, 8.80 p.m.

Saturday Night Bible Reading
Tonic— The Centrality of Jesus Christ in History
and in the Life of the Individual.
Sheraton Hall, Wycliffe College, 8.00 p.m. •
= THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE =

hear
DR. SCOTT N EARING
Author and Lecturer
SOCIALISMPRACTICE
— THEORY AND
SUNDAY, NOV. 11 - 8
on
Steelworkers
35 Cecil St,Hall
Admission Free
Auspices: Socialist Forum
at Yortge ^

CH
UR'S
CHEW
ITED
UNST.
ANDR
117 Bloor E., near Subw*
Interim Minister:
Rev.
Rev. George KD.
D. Kilpat"1
Organist and Choir
tor:
• theEDGAR
Duty" GOODAlB^
10.55 a.m. "The Debt■ andtW
7.30 Mora!
p.m. Studies
in the .
Spectrum
FIRESIDE HOUR 111 itlf
5-"Born to the P"1?1
Students cordially folio*'rick
ParlourService- ^
Church
the evening
to attend these Scrvie^,
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SHARE" BANQUET

Sixteen

May Invite Mme.
meeting ended Pandit
nd-a-ahait
hours
after the Iwo-aspeake
s
India'
of
r.
sister
Pandit
Madam
, ,may be the guest —heard exactlyfirsthow
er eNehru
Premi
proposed to cut its budget. NFCUS
'taker at the
annual
SHARE
Dent —listened to reports from repre
banquet in January 1957.
atives ofWUS, Host SummerEAC rep. Ralph Burgess announc- Seminars, sentOrie
External Affairs and Weekend ntations NFCUS
last night's
ed
at
meeting.
Committees.
Committee
—sighed enviously when
ve datesn for
Tentaticampaig
y 1 hear
Januaryear's
are this
SHARE
d that five students weretheyon
1957.
their way down to Cornell on th»
y 1,meeting,
Februar
toAlso
mem- excha
the /.
at the
; bers. nge in a Hei-tz-Drive-Ur-Self
bers:
—gazed around restlessly as the
Is Progress complicate
Definite?
of species as he is
Man is the only being who can most adaptd able
to his environevaluate himself, who can judge ment.
his own behavior and guide it in
the Hgnt of moral ideas, Professor "There is nothing to indicate
T A. Goudge told the Philosophic- that evolution in general will conal Society last night.
tinue of cease" Professor Goudge
Speaking on the topic, "Is Belief said. Quoting , from
Russell, he
in
Progress
a
Superstition",
the
said,
"Hope
the future is at
professor of Philpsophy at UC said least as rationfor
fear".
as
al
that man should be called 'homo
moralis*. He said that these moral "Belief in progress, far from
ideas became moral ideals.
being a superstition is a perfectly
He said that progress is develop- respectable belief for it is capable
ing in a predictable manner, but of being defined with some prenot at a predictable rate. Man. he said.cision in discussion of evolution",
he said, is at present the most
Apartheid

in South

Africa

Missions

Here

on

Monday

Plan
50 Meetings in Week
Plans for theOver
fourth Universit:
Nov. 13. from 1 to 2 i Special services will be held ii
Mission,' November 12th to 18th. p.m.Tuesday.
UC. West
Meds. Rm. Rm.
212 ■ t0the 10Vica.m.College Chapel from 0:50
have been completed.
Anatomy
Bldg.;Hall;
Engineering.
On Tuesday, the topic
Tom Robinson, president of 1035. Wallberg; Nursing, Cody
be
"The
Truth
Make
VCF, said yesterday that the main Hall; P. and O.T.. Rm. 7, P. and |i will
You
Free
....
If — Shall
Conditioned
aim challenge
of the Mission
was toThere
"present
huts;
SCM.
Chaplain's
Office.
Freedom";
on
Wednesday,
"Freethe
of faith.
are O.T.
House.
, dom in. the Son — Unconditioned
University students and professors Hart
Wednesday,
14. from 1 to 2 Freedom": and Thursday and
who have found that Christianity p.m. UC. WestNov.
topics unannounced.
B;
Rm.
Vic.
Hall;
works in 1956. It is intellectually Meds, Rm. 212 Anatomy Bldg.; , Friday,
OrThe International
acceptable and reasonably accept- Trinity,
will sponsorStudent
an instrucRm. 4; Engineering, Rm, ganization
able, but still you have to go, the 102 Mechanical Bldg.; Nursing,
tion in "The
Universality
of
Christianity", 8:15 p.m..
lastPlans
twenty
faith". week Cody Hall; Music Rm. 115. Con- Music Room,
Hart Sunday.
House. No\ H.
includefeetanbyintensive
servatory; P. and O.T.. Rm. 7, P.
An OCE Assembley from 11:10
and O.T. Huts.
of lectures,
round
tables,
discussion groups and seminars.
Thursday. Nov. 15. from 12.10 to
Monday. Nov. 12 will lisRev. John Stott, chief missioner, 12:45, O.C.E., Rm. 234. From 1 tocuss11:50
"What is Truth?"
The Vic College Music Club
will
conduct
a
series
of
lectures
2
p.m.UC.
West
Hall;
Vic.
Rm.
18;
every night from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Engineering. Rm. 1035. Wallberg: will meet from 1:30 at 2 p.m..
in Convocation Hall. His last lec- Nursing, Cody Hall; Music. Rm. ed.
Thursday Nov. 14, in the Music
115, Conservatory;
tures, "The Goal of Life Service", Anatomy
Bldg. Meds, Rm. 212, Room of Wy mil wood to hear a lecwill
be
given
Sunday
at
7:30
in
Convocation Hall.
ture on "The Ultimate Harmonia—
Friday, Nov. 16, from 1 to 2
BeyondEconomies
Music". Club
Among the fifteen missioners Trinity,
p.m. UC. Rm.West4. Hall; Vic, Rm. 18; TheTheRealm
Household
who will assist Rev. Stott are Dr.
will meet on Tuesday at 5 p.m.
John Bribeck, chairman of the There will be question periods. in the Household Economics Bldg.
Department of Physiology at the Wednesday and Thursday, in West to hear a lecture, topic unannouncUniversity of Pennsylvania, Dr. Hall, UC, at 8 p.m.
James Oliver Buswell, Dean of
the Graduate School of Theology
of Covenant College, St. Louis. Mo.
and Dr. Gordon Van Wyien, Associate professor and engineering
at the University of Michigan.
They will assist in conducting
more than forty noon hour, residence and special meetings.
'9 gea& Me, a gofe..
Rev. Stott's
topics
Convocation Hall will
be: inMonday.
''Jesus of Nazareth", Tuesday,
"The Fact of Sin", Wednesday,
"The Death of Christ". Thursday,
"The Necessity of Decision", and
3 LjQU,
Friday, "The Cost of DiscipleSB
Other
meetings
scheduled
are;
ship",
Monday. Nov. 12 from 1 to 2 p.m.
in UC West Hall; Trinity. Rm. 4:
Meds. Rm. 212 Anatomy Bldg.;
Nursing, Cody Hall; Political
Science andBldg.Economics. Rr. 151
Economics

Said
Impossible
Mclnnis
There is real
fear that South concept-of racial
equality with a
determined concept of racial suAfrica
Will
erupt
into'
a
more
serious crisis than in the present
premacy. "The Afrikaner
lieves that integration
will lead be-to
Middle siEast.
E. Mclnnis,
predent of the Dr.Canadian
Institute
mixed
blood",
he
said.
of International Affairs said on He said that apartheid was a
Wednesday.
policy,
Dr. Mclnnis said that the whites myth as far as a anworkable
idealistic syof South Africa have rejected the but wasstem.larely
Apartheid, and Africans
word, is the complete separation of
whites and blacks in South Africa.
Hungary Pleads
He said that there is utter dependance of the whites on negro WEDNESDAY
The Committee for Hun- labour.
inadequate size of the
garian Churches in New York reservesThecannot
accomodate the 5 O'CLOCK
sent a telegram to this Uni- huge
non-white
population.
versity pleading for help. The
"The Bantus
quite literally
telegram read : ''Hungary is savages
with a areprimitive
society RECITAL
dying. University students and
a cultural lag that is resisteht
hanged or deported to Siberia.
HART HOUSE
Europe's,
Asia's and U.S. 'a to Achange."
debate on apartheid will take
NOVEMBER 14th
students demonstrating.
tonight at 8.00 p.m. at the
"What are Canadian Uni- place
Women Welcome
versities doing ? In God's Vic Union.
name help. Wednesday, November 7. At six p.m. New
FLORAINE COTNOIR
York's university students deBUY FLOWERS
monstrating. Please help us
Soprano
for all occasions at the
nationwide. Help us while
JOHN COVEART
there is life left in Hungary."
PARK PLAZA FLORISTS
Accompanist
10 AVENUE ROAD
WA. 3-6361
THIRD OF A SERIES
British Auto Electric
ENGLISHVICE CAR
SER.AUSTIN SALES
.AND AND
.MORRIS
AUTHORIZED
DEALER STREAR
OF 407 HURON
(30 Yards South
of Bloor. E. side;
WA. 2-0855
FORMALS
Gowns in stock or custom made
for $45.00 and up.
H ELM AR
46 ST. GEORGE
—
WA. 1-5978

Of course.
often.
Because 'Most
a feweveryone
momentsdoesover—
ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
It's sparkling with natural goodness,
pute friendly
and wholesome
— and
naturally
to your figure.
Feci like having a Coke?
"Oka" It a reglsfarad Ira da -mark.

COCA-COLA 110.

your Possport
loApply
BelterforLiving
at
your
Branch of the
Bank nearest
of Montreal

You'lJ
find these
B of M
brunches
especially
convenient.

The difference between
Second Best . . .

ond Best is often the bolanc
in your Savings Account

Bay Sts.:
KennethBloorA. &McNeil,
Manager
Queen's
Joseph Burdock,Park:Manager
St. George
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Sts.:
James
G. Lewe,
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our readers

If Mr. Magoo is hideous, what of that horrible
queen In Alice in Wonderland, or the Duke, in Thurber's
or Captain Pooh?
Hook in Peter Pan,
or
evenThirteen
Winnie,Clocks,
the masochistic
Oh well, the kiddies will soon grow old enough
to worship their generation's Elvis Presley.
wrong shorts of clothes
Having established ourselves as critics of the cowardrobe,onewe more
wish item.
to add one more point, or
rathered'sdetract
Bermuda shorts. If every Parisian designer went
on a marijuana jag, and conferred with the leading
artistes of New York, Montreal and London, all of
whom were playing United Nations and squabbling
bitterly, they would not among them be able to produce adesign as unflattering to the female form.
At American girls' colleges, perhaps they have
some value. After all, the students there have little
contact with men, and draping themselves with unshapely clothes may have roughly the same effects
the army is reputed to expect from salt-petre.
But here, or at other co-educational institutions,
the girls have a certain duty to perform. They have
not been allowed to drink at the primarily male fountain of knowledge for purely humanitarian reasons.
If men had thought eventual equality was the reason
for admitting women to universities they would have
provided for girls on the football team, or built a
distaff Hart House.
The girls must decorate the campus. It is not their
privilege to look pretty, it is their obligation.
Bermuda shorts, however, do not fulfill that duty.

the

union

jack

forever

A University College student informed us today
that, ,for the second time in ten days, the flag on Hart
House was hung upside down.
During these trying days, Britain has once again
come to the foreground or the world's news. She
may have saved the Western powers. She may have
endangered the Commonwealth's strength.
At any rate, it is no time to be careless with her
flag.

write:

catalog
of consistency
we find thLOST IN THE
LIBRARY
Ukranian)
a ^Mj
the LPolish
There is something to be said as( Literature
liteiatui
for the present classification exist'.
Now I do not suggeSL
, . do \
system of the University of
Toronto Library: it requires
the minimum of intelligence on we throw away the n . ^at
the
part of the
and adopt the r/Seilt
pclassifi
classification,
and librarian
so saves ina make-u
has t^
o be
lot of money. So "Clergy in good
Congreout
or rked
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insystem.
the ^ e*Vey
Massachusetts" is as much
HUS (History, United States)
as Under
is "Powers
HModof the
you President."
will find the basis
unhampered
by the
of a- cataloe,,!"9
"Feudal Monarchy in France system
ficial preconcepts
of Dew
O. Pidhain.,
and England", "The Triumph
m
Modern'
Hist
of Nationality", and "The Holy
Roman
Empire."
With this system it is -wellDEFENCE OF U. C. may iac!c
nigh impossible to consult
books,
on,
say,
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American
Revolution,
1 am a student at Univ.
the
thousands having
of books toof check
HUS. College,
am ofproud
to sayandso.I.We
TJ.C, hay
■ This system of classification, able
beinglessso(one general
as
to
be
usemost
been
accuse
of
many
(hinoeat
Of
d
them
being
directed
might as well arrange
books in neat little piles ac- the lack of spirit in her member
cording to the date of arrival), I wish to set people rightis largely
inaccurate.
A stu- make
them ofseespirit,
that webut we have
their kind
dent interested
in the development of the Polish Parliament a unique kind of individually
College thai is
our
in
pride
and
(Seim)less hewould
vain, unwere oflookthein brilliancy
all nurbeenown.called all sorts
of the librarian who classified at-least
We have
it as HRus (Russian History).
of adjectivesgrotesque,
— "crotchety,
droll
ludicrous!
"Ukranian Revolution" is, of eccentric,
course, HRus. In singular lack odd, ridiculous, singular, er.
ratic." Yes, you all have attackTHE HOLLOW MEN
made.ed us in some way not pausing
And so Hungary has gone to see of what we are really
under. The frantic pleas for
Within our walls we can bit
help,
have who we wish to be, act as wej
been falling
choked onoffdeafby ears,
the roars
of Russian cannon. Will we now wish to act, and think as we
forget the events of these past wish to think. If we banded tofew tragic days ? Will the gether and all worked at the
lesson, written in blood and same things, aiming at the same
goals, as our neighbours around
fire, be, allowed
un- us,
our chances of thinking and
learned? How manyto ofpass
us will
acting entirely on our own would
attempt
salve ourthought
consciences
with theto callous
that dwindle, and our individualism,
"Well I could never have done which we cherish, would disapanything
The councils of theanyway."
West stand
conBy the time you are ready (or
' moralbranded
cowardice.
Austriansdemned ofhave
the University, you should know
how,
or learn
how, tobe fend
Americans
"swine"
their . pear.
yourself.
You must
able for-to
failure
to follow
up theforglaring
go
after
and
get
what
you
promisesFreeso Europe.
often made
over
Radio
We could
want. Things ~can no longer be
have done something and we fed to you by spoon. You must
have done nothing. There is learn that you will get in return exactly what your own
no escaping the bitter truth
ofandus.its implications for each effort
learn and
this. persistance merits you.
And now there is the future A successful student at U.C. will;
to face. How much longer will
we cringe before the ruthless
Universality and Universityadvance upon our freedom of Yes,
amazingly
One words
embracesare the
pe°PIe
a malevolent Power that re- alike. both
spects andshun
f earsto only"
while
the public,
which we
displaythat— of the world,
the other prepares us to go out
force? If continued, such ah-" not
one
step
ahead
if
we
ject ends,
piecemeal abdication must
meet this world. Are w1
surely bring about our final tnand
destruction.
part, the Universe w
some University?
in our
Is this the way our world
,,„
5Jot with a bang but a colleges! . >'our
whimper?
openlookmeelithere
out Marni
anot,herLiitlejfJ
you take
So, and
eyes
Paul
R.
Van
Loan,
IV Vic.
You may find yourself swit"

watch that canary
LONDON— (Reuters)— A local
children's
advisory
movies hascouncil
decidedon that
Donald Duck- is "unsuitable for
children," Mr. AA a g o o , the
bumbling, short-sighted cartoon figure, is a "hideous character" and Tweety-Pie, the cartoon canary, is a "sadist."
-Published in a Toronto newspaper, Nov. 6, 1956
Well that about does it. Having disposed of Robin
Hood, Little Red Riding Hood (no relation), and diverse other comic characters, the Mrs. Grundy's of the
world have finally caught up to that old meany Donald Duck, the terrifying Mr. Magoo and the everdangerous Tweety-Pie, whose very name smacks of
thumb-screws and whip-lashes.
The children, we suppose, will find other heroes.
If the council is against such characters as they blacklist in the news release quoted above, they will no
doubt wish Jo forbid children to watch any distortion
of life whatsoever, and direct them to real life with
all its lovely scenes.
Have them watch the news bulletins, for instance,
with all those delightful pictures of Hungarians being shot in the belly, or jet planes dropping incendiary bombs on airports. At least there are no sadistic
canaries to teach the children bad habits.
Or every daily newspaper is just chock-full of nice
gory accidents, and the children can practice running
their little toy cars into brick walls, and playing ambulance. Better that than hideous Mr. Magoo.
Or let them sicken themselves on the saccharine
excuses
for childish
that committees.
pass as children's books
in the minds
of such joyardent
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Jolly Hockey
One must admire this
for'
Grenfell appeared in analysis. She does one talent
as muchgood
orium
as Nancy Mitford.
Audit
,0-jfesh at Eaton
j
Joyce
Grenfel
l'ladder
goes andto
s' "Career started from some theThen
other
end
of
the
ever-so-nice boy
gave mformally
,,hes that sheParties
ant
and her plastic macs. Evenfriends
London
shoppresent
portrays the mannerthe
to
her
isms
lends,„persuaded
it,
So
audiences.
public
cockney girls, talking aboutof
(she assista
nt and typists she
nnened that Miss Grenfell
in
reallv married) appeared
trays like it, because they poralreviews in
ways
series ofEndintimate
and not
of London.
themselvessee their
West
in thefriends
picture.
Some
ians,
comed
lady
characters are so real
Unlike other
ty. of these
need for dvarie
e realises thesophis
it is at times embarrassing,
ticate some that
the over
particularly
when there may be
"her songs are rather a corny,
audience. For inplea- some instance,the
have
otherspuntheyfeelin
t !ohomes
there were some delightg and are
„t
ful
American
creatures. Miss
to be Grenfell only had
fficiently unpretentianouseveni
mention
ng Culture Clubs and tomarvell
waging. So we had
ous
r sketches, punctuated from
with doctors and very one from Manpiano solos
nss and some
h
a
t
a
n
t
o
the
Middle
West
knew
ist.
Er%ccompan
It may be a disappointment to where she was going. Cocktail
me, but often Joyce Grenfell parties, well-travelled guests.
just herself on the stage, _ nursery-school teachers, childthat
book author
erely saying the silly sort of strange ren'screatur
— stheandinterior
ings that her friends say, that designe were e all
stripped of
r
fact all "smart" people say.

Lust
for
Life
"Lust for Life," the new film at the Towne, has received
uch critical acclaim. In addition, it was obviously designed for
intelligent, sophisticated audience, thus leaving its makers
ee to jump out of the usual Hollywood rut whenever necessary,
s a result, it should be judged by a, set of high standards,
hiih it must be said in advance, it does not quite meet.
What, then, is wrong with the film? Norman Corwin's
ript, adapted from Irving Stone's novel about Van Gogh, is
robably Kss distorted than the original. Coveiing Van Gogh's
e fairly thoroughly, H begins with his failure in a theological
hoo) and ends with his suicide. In between, the slow creeping
ogress
of his ininsanity
his stay
in Paris, which
the disastrous
ith
Gauguin
the —South
of France,
ends withepisode
Van
o%h cutting off his own ear, and finally his voluntary comttal to a private mental home. AH this is told with laudable
nesty, but it somehow seems to miss the whole point of Van
ogh's
at anywhoratewasas seeking
interpreted
by Stone.
For Van
as an life,
individual
for love,
and could
never Gogh
find
As a result, he became insane (there is an alternative hypoesis involving syphilis). An attempt was made to bring this
ut in the film, but it somehow does not come off.
It is difficult to pin the blame for this on any single thing,
ere is a certain ambiguity about the film in general. The
akeis did not seem to be quite sure whether or not to make
s into a semi-documentary. We are shown a large number
Van Gogh's paintings, all beautifully photographed, but witht any attempt at analysis, resulting in a confusing Jtaleidescopic
pression of Van Gogh's art. And so much time was spent on
is that there is little deep penetration into the hero's
otivation.
Also. Vincent. Minelli's direction is brilliant, but it can only
appreciated from an abstract viewpoint. The same goes for
e acting. Kirk Douglas's performance in the title role is resrkably restrained. The rest of the acting is more than
equate. But they do not excite our sympathies.
It may have been that the producers tried too hard to
too rmich, but "Lust for Life" cannot be called a failure,
either can it be called a success. The best adjective to use is
e -somewhat hackneyed 'interesting.'
Guy Groen.
2
Why
Do
They Buy :
■ V\ hat kind of art does 1 „ronto buy ? Paintings by many of
Pronto's
and byAnnual
many Sale
fromof the
rest ofArt"
Canada
were
'bited atartists
the "loth
Canadian
sponsored
the
women's
committee
of
the
Art
Gallery.
Over
half
of
m were sold. Which ones?
'ck
"big-name"
artistsHome.
were Arthur
sold — Ldsmer.
A. Y.
pson, A.esJ.si&ned
Casson,byYork
Wilson, Cleve
^lan.tic and poetic pictures with titles like "Dreaming Dory,"
Holiday," "Midsummer Night Madness," "Montmartre."
^ue blurry watereolours (as long as accompanied by some of
^u'Smly of representationalismi HkeAnn Mcintosh Duff's pine
Pictures the critics praised -— Louis Mulhstock's "Resting
and some of A. Bayefsky's series of monumental women.
t n s"bdued mushroom colours (most Toronto livingrooms
'"r|Sr
Ued colou>'
have Paraskeva
mushroom-coloured
•Pict• Realistic
picturesschemes,
like Carlmany
Schaefer's,
Clarke's.
- N "res hanging in commanding positions like Tony Urquelike William
Winter's
episodes.
Cheerful
(;tu s'""'alive
Pictures pictures
of children,
landscapes,
nudes,
pictures
with
in'?"*0 suggestions of depth.
L h
whi|e pictures were bought that should not even have
in the all
exhibit,
and conservative
some very good
pictures
uHom„ [I"!
. ' alm°st
the best
paintings
were were
sold
rei'ecteii
had
ot the
V „°ng the
good pictures overlooked were some by the "risky"
pr artists, Tom Hodgson, Jack Bush and Harold Town,
-ni Coughtry didn't sell his brilliant picture of incandescent
k '». nor did Ray Mead sell a wonderful, big. red and
for Mr. Mead; he abandoned
W*t
ed burlap for("conservative"
Thecomposition
oils).
^ulptuxetUre alS° BOld p<Mrly' bul lhe"' m°St °f 11 WM
Janet Ma*D«wld.

Sticks

ridiculous.vanity and rendered
their
About the songs: the folksy
ones
wereversion
sung sincerely
— a
classical
of the Yellow
Rose of Texas was interesting.
Some fell flat — Picture Postcard did not fill our young
heart with nostalgia. A song
about a flower seller in Chelsei
made me just a little homesick
for the first time in some years,
if you will excuse the confession,
but Mrs. Mendlicote, Hostess and
Three Brothers left an even
nastier taste. They are a devastating criticism of London and
provincial society, in the centre
and on the fringe. Each produced a pathos that was at times
devastating. Each censured a society struggling to survive, in
spite
the wars between and
social ofupheaval.
So we wondered what sort of
a social conscience Miss Grenfell
has, but all these things are too
profound to dull a witty woman.
Perhaps she summed up her
philosophy with one of her last
numbers, "I Like Lite", and prov"Theupon
Tatooed
Lady" —a
"whoed byhad
her kidney,
bird's eye view of Sydney (AusSee if there are any seats left
tralia)."
for her Good Evening on November 13th Chris Wilson

WHERE

summ
erpuzzled
of us who
butThose
enthralled
last were
year by the
Robert Gill- Production of Williams' Camino Real may have
equally mixed feelings about
his latest play, "Summer and
Smoke*' as produced by UniversityativeCollege
directionunder
of Mr.theCurtimaginReis.
We are still slightly stunned.
Once again
Mr. Williams probe weintowatched
the complexities
of the progressive decadence of
sensitive souls in a decidedly
soiled society. Like Henry James, this playwright seems to have
a symbolic
imagination
with of.a
peculiar
affinity
for problems
moral disaster and disintegration.
These problems as handled by
an extremely able cast were
however, unable to evoke the
horrific effect which the playright was evidently striving
for. First impressions are important in an atmospheric play
ofberg-like
this kind.set,Thedominated
rather Strindby a
glistening white demonic cherub
struck us very favourably upon
entering the theatre. The first
moments of the play — a scene
Irom the childhood of John and
Alma — played with simple
sincereity by Randy Michnik and
Stewart
Scmmers — are calm
and idyllic.
As the various characters were
introduced to us in the succeeding scenes, an undercurrent
scarely-repressed
hysteria creptof
into the act and' remained
throughoutticularly
the characterised
play. This
the parrole
of Alma, the lonely frustrated
young spinster-heroine. Aileen
Taylor, we thought gave an extremely thoughtful and moving
interpretation of a character,
who with a too- neurotic approach might emerge only as a
case history. Bill Davis, as John,
contrasted well with Aileen. His
portrayal of indolent, rather licentious young dissolute, however, needed a little more licentiousnes . His scenes of dissipation, as it was, were just a
little humourous in spots. Both

THERE'S

&
ebi 1 1
he andsmok
AileEn were at their
m the critical scenes when they
seek but cannot find in the
other the qualities ihey most deKan Grimstcad,
Alma's
mothersire.provided
some asbeautifully bizarre touches of pathos, but
worked a tobitchildhood.
too hard on her 1 1gression
We enjoyed Ihe performances
of the versatile Colin Hamilton.
His encounter with Alma marie
a very effective ending to ,the
play.
Bill Lyons
a Milquetoast
intellectual.
Veraas Jory.
a malicious gossip and Nadine Ragus
as
the
seductive
Rosa
were
memorable.
Although background mu^c
often tends to overload a play,
the mpsic and
of Milton
Barnes used.
.was"
tastefully
effectively
Molly Hewitt
Carolyn Gundy at Vic
Next Sunday evening at
nine o'clock, the Wymilwood
Concert Committee will present a violin recital by MisCarolyn Gundy, talented
young Toronlonian. The conin the MusicUnion.cert willofbe held
Room
the Wymilwood
Lieder at the Con.
A
Woli
liederprogramme
after poetryof byHugoMoerike
be given
the ConserFaculty
ofwillMusic
in the byRoyal
vatory Recital Hall on Wednesday. Nov. 14 at 5 p.m. Perartists are: Claudett^
LeBlanc.formingsoprano;
Annr
Stephenson, toprano; and Robert Reid,attenor;
Bernardi
the with
piano.Marin
An
unusual feature of the concert will be readings and
commentaries on the texts by
Professor Barker
ternationalFairley,
y noted Germaninschclar and retiring head of
the
German
University
College.Department.
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Campus

CCF

Condemn
The campus • CCF club last
night condemned the Soviet
Union for it's intervention in
Hungary. It called for speedy
acceptance of the United Nations
and called for a repoliceturnforce
to leadership of the American people.
The statement of the U. or T.
reads:of "We
CCF club theexecutive
condemn
government
the
Soviet Union for its barbarism,
treachery, and hypocrisy in
crushing the struggle of the
self-deterpeople
Hungarian mination
and freefor democratic
elections. A UN police force in
Europe should have been ready
to give the aid that was promised
by Radio Free Europe and we
that such a force be
suggest
immediately organized to deal
with such recurring situations of
this nature.
North
South
-1,00
1.00
5O0
MONDAY

Front

Executive

Russ; Ask
"Furthermore, we are shocked
by
Minister East,
Eden's actions
action
in Prime
the Middle
which have done untold damage
to the UN, the Commonwealth,
Anglo-American relations, - and
to Britain's prestige throughout
the world. Only by speedy acof Mr. Pearson's
for a UN ceptancepolice
force in plan
this
area and by a return to leadership by the American people can
a peace be restored in the Suez
that insures justice to all those
whose interests are involved.
A message
Minister
Edensupporting
was sentPrimeby
A. D. Fisher, Scott St.
It said: "Well done. Too long
lion's
everyone
has
stand hastheencourfirm twisted
tail. Your
aged us. Keep it up. My opinion
shared by all friends at the

GAMES TODAY
VanLoon
Bmman SOCCER
vs For
Bugarski
St. M. B LACROSSE
vs Pre-Med
SPS
II
vs UC.
St. M
Brown,
Crawfoid
Med V
vs
n
Brown,
Lee
—
MINOR
LEAGUE
vs SP3 A
Perkons
U.O.VOLLEYBALL
Killers
vs
Wye
A
Sperling
Law
SPS O
vs U.O. Loudon Sperling
====——

MISSION

IN THE

NOV. 12

UNIVERSITY

ASSOCIATE MISSIONERS MEETINGS
12-1— Miss Laura Larmour, B. Sc. Nr. School of Nursing, Cody
Hall — What Cost Peace With God.
1-2— Prof. D. D. Feover, M.A. Ph.D. — U.C. West Hall.
THE SINE QUA NON
1-2—4 Prof.
F.
E.
Gaebelein,
A.M., Litt.D., D.D. — Trinity, Room
— What is Faith?
1-2— Dr. J. R. Brobeck, M.S., M.D., Ph.Dr— Room 212 Anatomy
Bldg. — On Being A Scientific Christian
1-2— Prof. J. O. Busweli, Ph.D., D.D., L.L-.D. — Economics Bldg.,
Room 151 — The Cross Is A Radical Thing.
== THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE =====

Why is young Gordy making like
a ghost at the ice box when he
should be pounding his ear? Beworking
late
writing causeuphe"shisbeennotes.
Well, why
doesn't
somebody
tell
him?
one buck a week, he can ownFora
brand new Remington Quiet-Riter
— which makes like a ghost, loo.
Result—he'll be able to type up
his notes— get them done in half

the time — and be able to read them
afterwards.
What's that— you work late,
too? Well, for Pete's sakes, go
get a Remington at, once. Notes,
essays,
projects,
them
in a breeze
and getyou'll
betterdomarks,
too.
got everything
that a»Remington's
full size typewriter
will
give
you.
Try
one
at a nearby
dealer.

Yours for $1.00 a week
Canada's Finest Portable Typewriter
ATTRACTIVE LIGHT-WEIGHT
CARRYING CASE
The Remington Ouiet-Riler comti In a beautiful carrying caie thot'i fr*«. Alio included —
"Touch-Method"
bruth for cleaningtyping
type. instruction book and
F^Opy^TS (<JF| REMW^TOH RAND |LfMlIEDj j • | Dpjlyt acps Cqn*da

Lead
US
University. Go forward, hit hard In
and peace will result. From a
first
and second onwar's
Congratulations
yourofficer.
guts.
Read, don't reply.
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or c
universities
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In Capitalism
"The Varsity" now is getting cessA handy guide to so
at Cambridge which ■
its counterpart, the
"Varsity"—a t
undergraduate
newspaper
Britain's
"other
place"
of
higher
Greed is an actual virtue in
the prerequisites for a " 3
our capitalist society in the learning, Cambridge.
party,
room,
several
invita
to and
bring
a C*gl ■
CCF'er
a abottle
Says
whol*
opinion
of
Ken
Bryden,
the
Onvitatitions
ons
lamp of finding
learn- "and
to " the
staff
tario Secretary of the CCF party. Apparently
ing is having thedifficulty
Extens
ive
film
and
a
suitable
resting
place,
for
the
sn„n
Mr. Bryden was speaking- to the
received
here headcampus CCF club on "Socialism latest linesissue
a
shortage
of
housing.
andHe Industrial
Society."
said a desire
for prestige
trip
toudent,
verage
and
desci-ip
01'! '
fiftySingapthe
week
ore,
record influx a ofsituation
"freshers"of six-st
roundj,0a?
Var
sit
y.
is the vity,
mainspring
human where
acti- hasA precipitated
and in our ofsociety,
serious
proportions
where
some
money is the measure of all
things, the individual seeks only students are faced with the pro- paper's contents.
of not havingtoilets
"all mod. Three Goal
his
gain and has lost his Cons," spectand
senseownof identity.
Win
be the orderoutdoor
of the day. may
"Our
present
system
has
failed
to take into account that man is Residential colleges report By
"Other" Blues
bulging facilities and one student
a social
animal,"
said. "Man
has
lost his
natural,he human
ten- saysFormealsthoseare unitiated
Take
Will
"just like ainto
scrum."
the The socce
dency to work with other people
r and Title
rugger EL
in the solution of his problems. difficulties of British newspaperproduction, the appearance of are off to McGill this weeU
He regresses
insteadGraham,
to a hero-or ads
on the front page would to parti
worship
of Billy
a pairn.of Jni,
"n^
cipatethein Redme
come as a hlow.
games with
Eisenhower or God."
This sad discovery is quickly case,
Thethesocce
magirc team
numberdropppjj
is m
compensated by the illustration
of a flowing tankard in an ad 4-2 decision to McGill here!
undergraduates
to ex- weekend, and must win by th
"ISHO", a world premiers of exhorting
themselves
to the virtues
goals tomorrow in order t<J
Japanese robes made from the of "a pose
glass
of
crreamy
draught
17th to 19th centuries, i$ on Guiness beer at the Pickerel." ture the two-game totalj
serie
s for the Eastern lifj
display at the Royal
Toronto, Cambridge has
' Ontario
Museum forIS
theHOnext
month. a Like
handbook
known
as
the
colleg
title.
The display, open to students "Fresher's Bible" which purports The iate
squad will
for 25 cents, shows costumes to tell the tyro student which stered Varsity
the addition of Ir
made during the time Japan are the best beers and the loca- mediatesby Bobby
Morris and
was almost completely closed
tion of public conveniences.
Pinch. Goalkeeper Ernie Ga
off from Western influence by
On
the
side
of
less
levity
there
took stitches in his k
Imperial edict. It closes Decem- are reports from peripatetic who
the last game, will have
ber 15.
Cantabrigians who have spent institches
removed today, anJ
expected to pfay".
likewise
have Blues,
to win meanri
by |
The rugger
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
Basketball
OCE Gym
points. They
lost aRedmen
narrow 1
decision
to the
Thurs.
Pot
Sr.
Wed.
Tues.
weekend,
and
victory
is
essaJ
5:30 Mon.
UC Fr.
St. H's Sr.
UC Sophs
St. M'sII A
St. H's Fr.
They are also playing a i
PHE H'sIII Sophs
PHE
St.
6:30 St.
Nursing
Sr_
PHEH'sII Sophs POT Ft.
Meds
Vic Sophs
game total-points series.
Jr. UC
St.
UC H's
SophsJr.
7:30 Nursing
practice
Vic SophsSr. Nursing
PHE Ft.I
Pharmacy
POT Sr.
St. H's Ft.
8:30
St. H's Sr. practice
Vic Jr. Sr.
LM Gym
Vic Soph Fr. Thurs.
practice
practice
Mon.
Tues.
6:00
Wed.
St. H'sI Jr.
Piano Lovers!
PHE
7:00
UC Jr. Sr.
8:00
BLUTHER
FOR SALE J
Archery Club
Practices
in
Drill
Hall,
every
Tuesday
from
1
to
2
p.m.
and
Wednesday from 4 to 6 p.m. All Women Invited. Come and Learn.
GRAND
7-foot
ebonized case
"^J
PARLOUR
Volleyball
Beautiful
tone.
There willNovember
he an important
meetingRoom
of theat Volleyball
Club,atWedgood condition. Comr«(P
in the Common
Falconer
5:00
p.m. All nesday,
volleyball 14,
representatives
i-leate be there
or send Hall
substitute.
rebuilt and re-strung
™
hone ation,
YVA^^J
telepinform
For
CLASSIFIED ADS.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
a year.
LIFE — $4.25 Francis Barnett. 125 c.c, 4,500
STUDENT? \
aTIME—
year.$3.25
SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED
MO." 1331.
$6.00 miles. Phone
FRATERNITY PIN
a—$4.00
year.a year.
OrderPLAYBOY
now, pay— later.
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGEN- Lost Saturday, Nov. 3, vicinity of
CY. P.O. Box 157. Adelaide P.O.
Stadium and St. George
SNEAKby PR[V0\r K
Toronto, Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583. Varsity
St. Small sold Delta Epsilon pin Sponsored
with name engraved on back.
TYPEWRITERS
Tues., Nov. 13th.
8-7044.
$1 Weekly Rents; $1,50 Buys Phone HU.DOUBLE
ROOM
Any
make,
brand
new
typewriter.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
off campus, meals if deTrade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- ^ block
sired.ternity
See S.House,Berney
at S.A.M. Fraing machines. Humber Typewriter,
30 Harbord.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TUITION GIVEN
TYPEWRITERS
In1-0315.
Enelish, French and German by
Special student rates. All regular Qualified Lady Teacher. Call HU.
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs and service. Phone RI. 55 JAWA—MOTORCYCLE
150 c.c. Like new, only
1843 anytime.
1,600 miles. Perfect condition.
BETTVGAR^
Crash bar and windshield. Reason60%
DISCOUNT
!
!
!
able offer. LE 1-2010.
$10.40 worth (52 issues) of TIME
—ILLUSTRATED
$3.25; LIFE— $4.25;
SPORTS
— $4.00.— Students:
! or a soft
Vase* T
a haircut
order now, pay later. ADAMS Come and haveGIRLS
AGENCY, WA. 3-0547 or WA. 2 permanent ($6.75) at the Dora
Beauty Salon, if you wish to look
1233. Any periodical.
your
0813. best. 177 College St. WA. 1WUNDER VALUES
A new ploy b*
AT WONDER PRICES
PLATO, ANYONE?
Hi-Fi. on
Lo-Fi.
Unm'atchable
dis A complete 52-page set of typecounts
all products
of R.C.A.
written notesgivenonto anyone
PLATO'Swilling
REVictor. Philios, Seabreeze and
Fleetwood. Phone Ron Wunder to type a PUBLIC
stencilOR.of 1892.
them for me.
Phone Harvey,
WA. 4-8925^ jJ.Cj Rcsjdjencp.
Hi mr til m ii
TRINITY FRO

Greed

Virtue
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lET'S
SMASH
jT Was
A
Grim
Tale
Varsity Hopeful
For
By JOHN BROOKS
t,! qapacity
tes
■„,l:acompcon
chaos
lete
Varsity coach Dalt White reK
•"J. ,x words, in a nutshell.
ports that scatback and punter
Ross
setting
the
will be in the lineup,
telv' describeIntercollegiate despiteWoods
■P°
"""■....iw's
a painful shoulde
r bruise
the Varsity Blues
""„ letween
keep him from performrn's Golden Gaels m that ingwill
full
tilt.
Convert
specialat
ist, Peter Maik, is not likely to
's Richardson Memorial
swn
[gg
ri
i'
ii
ac
play,
accordi
to
White.
Maik
St
came out ofngthe McGill battle
it j. 3 crucial game for both
ns with
. A Varsity victory retur
a badly bruised side, and
to. A has been
unable to run all week.
Te championship to Toron
tie, forces Rich
Sens victory, or a Gaels
e will handle the
win,be placemeBethun
the
kicks.
d
nt
Shoul
rff.
folav.
fj :,nst-season game willmber The giant task for the Blues
hil in Kingston on Nove
to perform is the halting of the
pile-drivers of the Gael's
I* A tie will set Varsity Stadium four
Leading the parade
e
site.
as'th
at isbackfield.
^Botli teams enter the game
touchdown
Ron Stewart,
lor
Trico
strenutgth.theTheservices of who has an king
neat-ibeL.llwitho
objective, besides
the
Yates
Cup,
a
personal
scoring
haw.
Hars
vetera
Kocman, Karl Quinn and
awn halfb
a knee injury record.
suffeackred Dave
HHL
returnee
Bill
Surphlis
round
out
day,
against Western last Satur
potent backfield.
row. A] theAlong
and v, ill not dress tomor
the
line,
the
Varsity
in, who was carried off the
Kocm
wall will have to contend
field last weekend with a mild front
with perennial all-stars Gary
concussion, and lav unconscious Lewis
Hughes. Rusty
e dressing roomeredfor fivet Radchuk and hasJim been
^Htti[ites
improving
helme
with a shatt
Be him, is expected to be
Ction. ,
nhe Scoreboard
I SENIOR FOOTBALL
Standings
P W L T P A PCs
^■SITY S.5 43 01 11 9883 4159 79
Rilll
5 1 4 0 50 56 2
^Kem Remaining
5 1 4Games
0 32 120 2
^Birday —at McGill.
VARSITY at Queen's
H&tcra
HtTERMEDIATE FOOTBALL
Remaining Gaines
flffiay at— OAC.
Queen's fit VARSITY, WesBo
SOCCER
Future Games
nirdny - VARSITY at McGill.
RUGGER
Future Games
day — VARSITY at McGill.
ERFACULTY
Group IFOOTBALL
T Pts.
5P W3 L117
545 2314 22 0015 62
Games
——Remaining
UCSMCv. v.Sr. Victoria.
SPS.
Group II
32 0 1 5
434 021 331 001 421
TuKri-- Rtmainiiig Games
■fTEKFACL'LTY LACROSSE
PWL
■BC i
i
4 4 24 TO2 00 PtiS4
i
S,\[r Group II
Bl
44 213 2 00 24
Group in 4 13 0 2
33 212 100 44
V 43 02 0. 01 05
32 2110
0 1 5
4 0 4 0 20
■ '4 0 4 0 0
2 12 0 2
FACULTY VOLLEYBALL
_ Major League P W L Pts.
tii
P

"

4cy

PARTY
Ef'ai
that Jimre>,u'tws,
loday- ucom-ls
7 eqoinn
_ on ""nrt for the party

In

EM
1955

A
constantlyRewrite
year, as have Russ
Thoman andall Floyd
Bajally.
Quarterback John Moschelle is
another obstacle that Varsity
must overcome. Moschelle, an
American citizen getting his
first taste of Canadian football,
is particularly effective on the
pitch-out
or run
killed Western
last option
week. that
Coach White is depending upon
expert defensive men Curt Russell, John Chisholm and Gene
Chorostecki to halt the Gaels.
Larry Joynt, Ross Woods, Al
Riva and Norm Williams are in
the defensive backfield to brace
against Moschelle passes.
On offense, the experts favour
the Blues. With a more diversified attack dominantly
thangroundtheoffense,
Gaels' a prefair
combination is expected from
Varsity.
The crowd will be a sellout,
likely a record.
The chaos will develop at approximately 4o'clock
It is certainly
C-day in Kingstan.

BL
UES
On the

.

.

.

HEAT
brooks

Sport 5 Editor
Quite needless to say, this is it! For the second year in
succession, the Blues travel to Kingston to battle with the Triof Queen'sJust
in "the"
of thelastregular
Union colorschedule.
as wasgame
the case
season, Intercollegiate
a great deal
rests on the crucial battle.
take Gaels,
a lookofatcourse,
it fromgives
the Queen's
first. A
loss Let's
for the
Varsity standpoint
the championship.
A victory will force a post-season sudden-death game for the
title. That game will be played in Kingston if necessary. A tie
will also force a playoff, with that game to bo played here in
Varsity
Stadium. Ron
Queen's
could will
win beits out
secondto shatter
straight theYatesall-time
Cup.
Individually,
Stewart
Queen's
scoring
record,
as
well
as
to
capture
the
individual
scoring
honours for the current semester.
For the Blues, meanwhile, it could be a red-letter day In
Varsity football history. A peck at the above possibilities shows
just
noon; what Dalt White's crew has to accomplish tomorrow afterUppermost in the minds of our lads are two things: (1) To
go down to Kingston, whip the Gaels right in Richardson Stadium,
and return, thereby, the Yates Cup to Toronto. (2) To give coaches
White, Jack Kennedy and John McManus a championship in
their first year as the coaching staff of the team.
Tim Reid and Ross Woods are both in a position to overtake
Stewart for the scoring crown, as is Western's Frank Loftus as
the Mustangs travel to McGill in a game which means nothing
to either team (except the honour of holding down last place).
Well over 1.000 supporters are planning on making the jaunt
to
Kingston, and they are just as anxious as are the Blues
themselves.
Despite the prediction that our little bird lias, made (see
below), the possibilities of a tie game are far from remote. We
Queen
Since the
lastToday
game, the all
For .those unable
mak,e the
's to Is
Here
the 75-yard single that Jocko Thompson produced
journey to Kingston tomorrow, Queen's team has definitely im- to tieremember
game here earlier this year. With his field goal accuracy
proved. They have won their last added the
and who want to see Queen's two starts
to
that
(although
has yet to boot one this year), he could
against
Ryerson
and
play,
the Varsity
Queen's Intermediates
Comets will OAC. Their latest was a 19-6 once again be the roan tohepull
the game out of the fire.
play the
And
with
Pete
Maik.
Rich
and Al Riva all capable
at Varsity Stadium today.
victory over OAC. By compari- of hoofing the three-pointers for Bethune
Varsity, and Ross Woods on the
son, the Baby Blues walloped originating end of steadily-lengthening
punts,
the Blues are in
This
is
the
last
Baby
'
Blue
game this season and is strictly OAC 23-0 the week before.
good position to do a bit of important small-point scoring
an exhibition affair. It promises The Rinkies have also changed. athemselves.
Which will appear toto be very' good though as the The team
It is certainly a game that one shouldn't miss. If you are
day is quite different from the unfortunate
Comets will try to start Queen's one that
enough to be short of money, tickets, or accommoran
out on the field in
off on the right foot this week- Kingston six weeks
dation, don't forget that Joe Crysdale and Hal Kelly will do
ago. Missing the play-by-play
end with a win over Varsity.
over CKEY, 580 on the dial, starting at 1:55 p.m.
players include the starting
Expect Win
Here it is: the bird says Varsity 21, Queen's 10.
Nick Sopinka, Bob
Fresh from their 28-0 victory quarterback
Cross
your
fingers
hope HOST
he's right!
Liner,
and
Ted
Graham.
Some
of
BABY and
BLUES
COMETS
over Western last week, the the Seconds scorers who will not
Rinkies expect to finish off their be there are Bobbie Lee and Don
The
student
train
doesn't
leave
Union
until 8 o'clock
season with a win. However, they Hart who got a touchdown each tomorrow morning (that's a good hour toStation
remember) so there
don't think it will be as simple last time and Jim Caskey, who, is no reason why a good trowd shouldn't be on hand this afternoon
as thecondslast
Se- against Western last week, went to give with a few cheers for Roy McMurty's Baby Blues.
walkedtime
over when
the menthefrom
over twice.
They mediatehostgame ofQueen's
CometsAttendance
at 2 o'clockat these
in the games
wrap-uphas Interthe season.
been
Kingston to the tune of 32-13.
This game is not the only one |
on the teensie-weensie side this year, so why not drop up to the
of
interest
to
Intermediates
this
'
weekend. Saturday the OAC have
Stadium
you. and root the future Blues on to victory. They'd love to
Aggies
home can
to thedefeat
Western
ODDS *N ENDS
Colts. Ifare OAC
the
Football meeting/in the North Committee Room at 1 p.m. on
Colts then the Baby Blues will
Tuesday
to
discuss
Interfaculty
playoffs . . . Intramural hockey
have
a
share
of
the
Shaw
Cup
's
with Western. A Western win gets underway on November 26 . . . Bob Nudluc is conducting
Women
would mean that the Colts are instruction classes before the officials don skates . . . John McManua
Sports
is about to see the Blues play for the first time this season . . . He's
The archery elub practices are sole Intermediate champions.
been onwillthebe scouting
up till. now
still being run every Wednesday This is the last Varsity home teams
announcedbeatMonday
. . . . . Intercollegiate all-star
afternoon at the Drill Hall and game this year. Don't miss it.
it has been reported that there
has been quite a good turnout.
The terproposed
and McGillmeets
are with
in theRochesplan- For-Pharm
Upsets Touted Meds
ning
processes
and
there
still
some room on the team.is Now
is the time to get into the act.
The Round Robin Badminton
First By Season
tenWin,
and ran back to8-6
the 30, thus
Tournament took place last Gaining
BILL GILBERT
It couldn't happen
relieving the pressure.
one had butto itseedid.it
Tuesday evening at the Drill Nevertheless,
Hall (what would we ever do to believe it. The lowly Forestry- line stiffened, however, forcing The Woodsmen were forced to
without it?) and from all reports Pharmacy combination not only the Woodsmen to kick. Davies kick and Davies' long punt rolled
it was a good success and all scored their first point of the had the honour of scoring the to the Med's end zone from where
involved had a really terrific year but they won the game to first Forestry point of the year it was brought to the one. After
time. Pat Wood won the prize boot. The boot, incidently, was when the Doctors failed to get Meds had gained a first down,
the ball out of their end zone Johnston fumbled and- Forestry
(a feathered creature)! There is
ice in the Arena so it will not the margin of difference « in on his kick. There was no further recovered. When a penalty put
yesterday's
game
which
*
saw
the ball on the .seven, Malcolmsorj
scoring
the first half.
be too long before there are Meds
down oftothean Woodsmen.
8-6 defeat After ainscoreless
third quarter. scored on a quarterback sneak*
blue-jeaned individuals out there at the gohands
pushing around the puck which It all started Innocently Forestry opened the final frame The convert was no good when
will be notice enough that the
a single when the ball rolled Forestry was offside.
their con-in with
to the dead-line after a field goal Meds were now forced to
women's hockey league is offi- enough. Meds
fidence whenindicated
they gambled
Hetheringattempt
Ruth
action.
cial y in
end on the first kick- the scorerwenton wide*
the Morrison
play. On was
the gamble. They did so on a third
ton, president
of the Ski Club, their ingownsituation
of the game. The next play John Hamilton took down which brought the ball into
s* calling a meeting next Interweek. strong line play
Forestry
territory.setA thebrilliant
of both teams a pass from Hiscox and ran to run
by Hamilton
stage
More about that later.
of this stanza.
the Forestry twenty-five repre- 1 for a touchdown pass from His*
collegiate basketball practices wasThisa feature
pattern
continued
into
the
will be starting very soon and second quarter until Forestry senting a fifty-five yard gain. cox to Nick Siksay. The conThe next play proved disastrous ] vert attempt failed. The game
via Kern- reports that most of
the inter- gained the ball in enemy terri- for the Medsmen. Hainesworth I ended fifteen seconds later with
both teams
the berthsmediate andonsenior
are
tory
after
an
unsuccessful
third
open.
. down gamble by Meds. The Meds intercepted a pass on his own IForestry taking an 8-6 decision.
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Of Whistler And

calendar

now
and
ere
8 p.m. — SCM Play-reading of T. S,
TODAY
Eliot's "The Cocktail Party"
Group willof will take place at 205 John St.
Meds' Miracles
SCMHealing
g p.m.
study_ "The
Please
note the change of meetp
leadershi of
Jesus" under the
ing place.
Alan McLachlin in room 213,
Anatomy Bldg.
SUNDAY
gh will
f u.m.
discussion group 6 p.m. — Hart House Orchestra reSCM McDonou
lead an Sheila
hearses in the Great Hall of
in
St. " at Hart House. Members only
GeorgeReligion
45 St. tive
FROS,"Competi
may
attend.
Members may be
will
^ p.m.—SCM Engineer's Group
beforeNo themonies
concerton and
in the Chaplain's Office, "enrolled
meet
billed later.
the
Hart House.
1 B-m- _ The Spanish Ck'b will Lord's Day, please.
leave from Wymilwood for a g p.m. — Prof. Buswell will speak
■weekend s.t Caledon Farms.
on "The University of ChristThey return Saturday.
at an International
Stu11 p.m.-lMcGill and U of T debate
dentianity"Organization
coffee hour,
Music
Room,
Hart
House.
the
question
"resolved,
that
this House would uphold the 8:15 p.m.— The Parish Hall of St.
Vic Thomas' Anglican Church i s
in the will
apartheid",
policy ofHall.
Alumni
Free Coffee
informal
be served afterward in the Al- the placecussionforled byan Rev.
H. F.dis-D.
pha Phi House, 10 Bedford Rd.
Robinson,
associate
missioner
Union
Graduate
p.m. — The
8:30plans
at the Varsity Mission.
a socialAve.for all members 9 p.m>
at 44 Hoskin
— Boyd Neel conducts the
House Orchestra in the
n Students' Hart
8:30 p.m. — Ukrainia
Great
Hall. Soloist, James La—UC"Novema atdance
Club berplans
monde.
Whirl"—
Womthe
■Sonata, Programme:
Four Hymns Rossini
for tenor
en's Union.
Vaughn Wil{E p.m. — Hi-Fi Jazz concert is sche- solo and
liams, Occet,viola:
Mendelssohn.
ed at Can* isHall,
St. Mike's.
g |3.m, _ dulRecital
on the
agenda,
MONDAY
for the Wymilwood Concert
Committee in the Wymilwood p.m,_prof.
Paul Ricoeur, profes-at
sor
of
history
Music Room. Carolyn Gundy is the Universityof ofphilosophy
Strassbourg
the violinist, and Elina Ritchie
and Professor-elect of metathe accompanist.
physics at the Sorbonne, speaks
on "The Concept of Guilt in
SATURDAY
ModernCollege.
Criticism" in room 4,
8 a.m. — Football Train leaves for Knox
Queen's in Kingston.
2 p.m.—
'MembersofOnly
may attend
"An onIntelligent
Faith"
the —topic
which Bishop
a rehearsal
the Ha.rt
House :15isp.m.
Stephen
Neill wil speak in_ the
Orchestra in the Musics Room
Vic
Chapel.
of Hart House. Memberships
ere still available for the balTUESDAY
ance -of the season — $3 for students, $6 for public. Apply to
— 'Gordon Van Weilen will
the Undergraduate Activities : p.m.
speak to the University ChemiOffice, Hart House.
Club on "The Advantages
8 p.m. — Rev. John Stott will lead of acal Scientist
Re•a VCF Bible reading session in Bldg. ligion" in room in24,Viewing
Chemistrv
Sheraton Hall, Wycliff.
HART

HOUSE

The

Carnegie

Qentle

Art

of

by Losing
Enemies
By TONY NOXON
talkwas
I
day
Just the otherwho
confided to ly, but without getting brutal
girl
a
to
ing
me that, after having spent the about it.
years of her life win- First of all, if you use one of
last three
ning friends and influencing those
toothpastes that make your
people,
too much.takeSheit breath smell sweet, ditch it. The
was couldn't
any more.she Itjust
now Zippo,
come
was tired, she said, of being in- Solgate
out withcompany
a paste hascalled
gratiating, going to parties, and which
cleans
your
teeth
just
as
found
saying
so manyShe friends
that shehellohadto people.
well, but is guaranteed to leave
that she didn't like, that life was your mouth smelling like the inside of a garlic bottle. The same
rapidly becoming impossible.
she asked me if there goes for deodorants. A new proTearfull
was anyy, hope.
duct called
"Mayin the
Morning"
smelling,
words
Well fortunately, I was able leaves you
to tell her that there was. But of
the
manufacturer,
"as
fresh
say, is that your problem too? as a breeze on a May morning
Do
y'ou
wish
you
had
never
made
friends and influenced people? byAndthe then
there are your friends
stockyards."
Do you long for a richer, fuller, themselves. The best thing to do
quieter
free from
the insane
see inthem
philoso-or
chatter, life,
defective
mentality,
and when you
pher's walk,
the onlibrary,
hopeless conventionality of your running" (naked or otherwise)
across Hoskin Avenue, is to
friends ?
ignore them. If they persist in
Well,sides theyou
not alone.above,
Be- saying
girl are
I mentioned
hello, pretend, on meeting
thousands are rebelling against them, that the sight of them has
the philosophy of making friends given you a severe abdominal
and are now trying to lose them. pain. Holding your stomach and
Manufacturers who once made bending over nearly double, run
products
help you engaged
win friendsin quickly past them. Look as
are now to actively
as manoeuvre
possible. In infact,
tise this
frontprac-of
making products that will help pained
you lose them again. I myself a mirror several times a day.
have ingdeveloped
some people this method
methods forseveral
gettinginterestrid of mayTo seem
somewhat crude. It
friends and acquaintances quick- is. A more subtle, psychological

Making
method
has
, 1J
Friend
results.
When surprise
a friend
who onlook
earthbehind
he isy0utallti.
hello,
pressio
n, clearly
Turn back
with indicat
a e
There are always some „,j
you think he is touched ° injl

he
ad
. can't tln, ^t|j
peop
born
le who
sometime
y t0ndsh ■■»'
thesssar
Withs nece
hint.
e frie
tim?0e "*^
againfriefornd'sa hous
frie
to your
overndly
a e,bookor. halfNohis
borrowor thre
, \^^*
two,
Borrow some records, too ^
toothbrush, or elect
his ricwint'razo
him
er uiw
wear. forGethisever
ything y0ur ^
lay ryourcomhand
s on,. take
Never it ^
neve
will
be amaze back
at the result
The foackedslapp
er presentss
special problem, and this ti
most
difficultful tofellow
offend,can't%
somel
next ytimecheeryou
get slapped
u
groJ,
the red,
.fally.to Turn
the
moaniback,
ng weakl
better still, white, and cultivau
off lemurmut,'
cough. Limpterrib
ainggoodabout
pa^i
you've been the
having. This
pejJ
formance cannot fail to move jgood-natured backslapping J
trovert and quieten him doiJ
considerably";

MICHAEL LETHBRIDGE (with
steel measuring tape) 1955 graduate of University of Toronto. Now
a Plant Engineer at the Bell, he is
shown here working on a project to
provide telephone service for a new
apartment development in the west
end of Toronto.

ART GALLERY all next week will nave in it an EXHIBITION of FILM ART from the National Film Board and the
CBC. Open to all members from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
RECITAL 0„ Wednesday at 5 o'clock, open to all men and
women prano,of-willthe
University.
MISS FLORA1NE COTNOIR, soprovide
the programme.
DEBATE: "In the opinion of this House, psychology is the
astrology
of the Mr,
present
day."Callaghan
WEDNESDAY
8 p.m.
in the
Debates Room.
Morley
will beat the
Honorary
Visitor.
N
LIBRARY EVENING on Thursday, evening at 7:30 in the
Library with Dr. R. G. Stanton from the Dept. of Mathematics will tell "How to become a. great Modern Poet".
Caledon Mills Farm this weekend — Spanish Club. Any other
members wishing to use the Farm overnight should check into
the Graduate Office before they leave for the Farm.

Short

of

Funds?

You con earn extra money and
gain valuable experience at
the same time by selling ads
for The Varsity.
ADVERTISING EXPERIENCE WOULD BE HELPFUL
BUT IS NOT NECESSARY
This is a new field, not
exploited before. The Toronto
market is anxious to reach
university students.
Apply

at the SAC

Office

11
To give you a first-hand account of
of the jobs at the
Bell we asked Michael Lethbridge tosome
report on his first year
with the Company. Here are his comments:
■
"My first month was spent with an experienced Bell employee, getting the feel the job, the problems and the
territory. After a couple ofofmonths
I was given responsibility
tor a number of projects. My biggest one to date
was the
planning and directing of a $160,000 cable job.
"What I like most about my work is that I can plan the
various projects
, issue the necessary orders, then go out into
the field and see the job take shape.
About 40SS of my time is
spent outdoors so that I'm not tied to my desk. And I have
opportu
nity
to
work
with
the
contract
ors
and architects and theto
meet our residential customers.
"In addition to on-the-job training, I attend special courses
The
seem value
to come
ot thee most
to me.along at just about the right time to be.
mSta*w Tfn °f ""■> frie"ds 01 the University have also
Officer
en he vmts the -'/OU
campus.
oZt
talk '?He'sthesure
Be" toEmployment
have ' ■
pjst suit youl"
which ivtlli
■'I .1.11-

THOSE

THE
UNIVERSITY
REMEMBERS

The

Nuclear
Unit

at

Varsity
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

WHO
SERVED

Energy
Toronto

Primemit
By
purpose of h
7-S
the new
ng atomic energy
n operati195
s and unit will be to provide facilities
nit for graduattse engineer
nuclear physicis will likely bet to help prepare graduate engineers planning to enter the field
built here by 1957,edPresiden
Sidney Smith announc Friday. of atomic energy development
for
civilia
n use.
"sub-critical
The unit will be a cannot
give As well, it will provide anassembly" whichreaction
or coni-ise to a chain n hazard.
other link between the DepartAlstitutehairadiatio
ment of Physics, currently planthoug t contains uranium, it
ning
to move
nuclear
reactor.
s not a nuclear
sics, and the into
Faculty of phyEnThe new unit, to cost beg
i
n
e
r
i
n
g
,
D
r
.
Smith
tween $100,000 and $300,000, will Because the design .said.
and
use
of
be seted orupscience
in one buildings
of the engineerat the nuclear reators for education is
in a state of flux, Dr. Simth
south of the campus.
said, this kind of atomic energy
unit was preferred to a research
reactor of the "swimming pool"
ACLU Scores type. McMast
er Universtiy recently announced
a $1,300,000
swimming pool type reactor
would be built at Hamilton
College.
Paternalism towards students The swimming pool type
'Paternalism'
of First Touchdown IV^Z ick sneakmade
Wilson,
plungedsignals
o'^e^orT
by college administrations has reactor
from bythequarterback
2-yard line.Harry
Referee
GordwhoStewart
the
is designed so that any
resulted from the emphasis on chain reaction
which goes out of
national security in the United control is automati
cally
stopped.
States since the war, a recent
up an
will build
T's unitdensity
study by the American Civil Uevenof smaller
of neutrons
Tties Union says,
the swimming pool type. Gaels Force Sudden
than
Death Playoff
i a report called "Academic
reedom and Civil Liberties of
tudents,"
ACLU says
national the security
by gains
such Engineering Professor Knocking Battered Blues 19-12
oiicies will prove largely illulocated elbow, the first of five
What was to have been the
By JOHN WILSON
ory, while the losses to freedom Strays To Religion
injuries to key Varsity players,
easiest path to the Intercolleand democracy
are
likely
to
be
leaving
them
considerably weakgiate
championship
since
the
The University Chemical Club fall of 1951 became an uphill death
and substantial.
ened to face the same opposition
Kingston.playoff this Saturday in
strays
from
science
this
week
again
this
Saturday.
Tackle
Student government elected by
battle for
Varsity's
un- The seven-point margin of Miller suffered a broken
arm Billin
beaten Blues
Saturdayhitherto
afternoon
he entire student body should to view religion.
the
first
half
along
with
centre
victory
came
seconds
after
the
Gordon
Van
Weilen,
an
engiin Richardson Stadium. With
xist onStudents
every campus,
studyto
Dave MclntyVe who went out
ays.
should bethefree
game offensive
had begun,
onforecasting
the first with
neering professor at the Univer- their usual home-field fury, and Blue
torn
knee
cartilages.
Centre
play,
ganize and join associations
sity of Michigan, speaks to the aided by a vicious ground attack, the disaster to follow. Rich John Chisholm and quarterback
r any 'lawful purpose.'
Wilson both were hurt on
Though it should be free to club on "The Advantages of the an alert defence and the slop- Bethune sliced off left tackle, Harry
the second play of the fourth
piest Varsity play of the season. halfback
equiie registration of all stu- Scientist in Viewing Religion."
fumbling AlasKocman
he wassnagged
hit. 'Gael
the quarter when Blue blockings
ent organizations, together with The talk is at 8 o'clock Tues- Queen's Gaels stopped the title- loose ball and raced forty yards
heii
failed miserably. Wilson pulled
purposes and officers, and
Nov. 13, in Room bound Blues 19-12, leaving them unmolested for the first touch- a calf muscle and Chisholm tore
Ihng students the nature of 24, oldday evening,
Chemistry
building.
cartilages
while throughout the
down.
Jocko
Thompson
booted
badly mauled for the suddenganizations seeking their supthe extra point with ease, and afternoon Queen's remained
>rt, the college
should not reQueen's led 7-0.
Jure
injury-free.
lists of members from any
rganization.
Gael stayed
quarterback
On the same play Bethune left chelle
on the John
groundMosfor
Name
Forty
Carabins
the game and the Blues for the
No disciplinary
should
(Continued on Page 7)
balance
of
the
season
with
a
dise taken against aaction
student
for
.mate off-campus activities of
Exchange
political nature, the report re- For UofM
l»mmends. "Rigid and complete"
The
names
of
the
forty
stu-i
Marsh; Cameron Tolton; Gerry UC
Hearse
Sntrol
Returns
campus publications rents chosen to go on the Cara- Helleiner;
Ross Morrow; Stephen
.nould beofavoided
.
bin
weekend
were
released
over
Freedhoff;
Peter
Gzowski;
Bill
Students should be advised
at 16mph
xplicitly of disciplinary charges the weekend. Of the forty, only Epprldge; Brian Breton; Pierre Travels
ST?
them' to""<*answer
he provided a one "first year student was picked. Leduc; Norman Stefnitz.
The McCauh House made it men wrote other things on it,
m hearing
them.
Students
from
the
University
Kim
Malcomson;
Joanne
Thouall the way to Kingston and back but they were quickly erased.
He administration should ex- of Montreal will arrive here on
this weekend
trip. in 16 hours for the On Saturday night, the hearse
less; Adrienne Phillipson; Mar- round
was moved to rest crossways on
p'S>t extreme <=are in making Nov. 29 for the first weekend.
garet
Gordon;
Elaine
Sossin;Ave. in Kingston. It
C,,
?
students'
campus
records
liable to others. .
Toronto carabins will return the Mary Vichus; Kathleen Seaden; . "The hearse took quite a University
was towed off by the Kingston
beating,"
Paul
Charlebois,
one
visit sometime in February. Pat Bi rdie ; Hendy Campbell ; of the drivers, said.
City Police. The hardy men of
Clendinnen; Rosemary It took the eight UC men 10 McCaul picked it up from the
The following
applicants John
were- Judy
Prince; Ruth Faiden; Rosemary hours to go the 165 miles to car pound on Sunday morning.
chosen:
Gordon Forestner;
raji into
trouble They started from Kingston
Carolyn Peart; Donna inKingston.
Steele; Don Morin; Hugh Little; Bialek;
Colborne They
on Friday
night,
and at ten Sunday morning, and arRobinson; Virginia L. Weller; had
rived in Toronto at four in the
Dave Price; Michael Porter; Ed- Cathie
to spend the night there.
Breslin; Nadyne Eraser; Their
relic was painted with afternoon.
ward Cribien; Doug Hubley1; Rex Betty Lounsbury; Mary Shlen- "Kill Gaels.
"Plans
for next week-end are
We'll
bury
them",
Inglis; Tom Thomson; John car; Poanne Lappetite; Elizabeth
Rumble; Ted Walker; Peter Wilson; Rosemary Burns.
and "Kingston or Bust.'' Queen's not too sure," Charlebois said.

Cathie Meets Breslin
or
Schizophrenic Nightmare
' 311 haPPened after one of
' O'-Siastic revels which the
Wity""
,PC°Ple
of "par11,6
V T prefer
■ to call
^nsu"™hng h°me in a
1( co". por "hen I met myhlunhi,.th'"g
a lamppost,
f around
exPe"ence,
while
-c,.v-„ , sci"">ce, is a trifle
a| a„5 °.lhe average indiv'"writ.. Vs L ls an unnerving
1"%!.* h"n ' MUST have
iff irffi frfi ft* '°

tic positive19-3
approach than a negative
bull- not
on
"Wedecrease
may beunder
assured
racial tension
will
Apar
thei
dwill
Toronto studentsill
rejected Lose
the principle s
apartheid,
but
one' he termed
of apartheid 19-3 Friday night, despite headed
to an appalling
problem.it "the forward look" grow," said Gordon Coleman (III SMC).
McGill
plea
The logical extension of apartheid is "The white man fears his position may be
that theydebater
forget Syd
their Sederoff's
democratic final
tradition
territorial segregation which is "complete- undermined; economic encroachment by
and
apply
reason
to
the
race
situation
in
South Africa.
ly (Iimpossible"
leader Ken
Wy- the blacks, the growth of native political
UC)meansaid.opposition
"You cannot deny your theories of itmanwould
a "Even
numberif itof were
blackpossible,
states rights, and that "he will be drowned in a
political ocean." democracy
and equality,"
said, "butAfrica
the surrounding the Union of South Africa.'' blackLocal
situation which
exists inhe South
segregation means degradation
"The iNegro who works as an unskilled of the natives
and deprivation of their
forces
us
to
forget
some
of
them."
laborer
in
a
mine
is
not
going
to
learn
Wyman
said. of"Gradually
the native
Sederoff, government leader in the first as much about democracy as in his own rights,
is
becoming
aware
the franchise,
and
intercollegiate debate of the year, between self-governing nation," government speakClaude
with
left
McGUI and Toronto,
er
Sheppard
said.
South
Africa will explode as Hungary
Armand-Sheppard Saturday to continue a
"Either white or Negro is bound to of better jobs."
debuting tour of Canadian and American dominate. Equality is impossible. The did, and as any nation where the majoricolleges.
whites act in setftdnfensei"- he- said: i t % \ ■ J ty of people1 are subjugated; be said.^
Calling apartheid lirtore of a p*terna|ts-
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Perinbam
PLAYOFF

INTERCOLLEGIATE

November

Saturday,
Varsity

vs.

Queen's

Special Train
RETURN FARE - $5.65
Leaving Toronto
(sharp) 8:00 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
Arriving Kingston
'The
will sellTICKETS
TRAIN onTICKETS
ONLY. S.A.C.
All GAME
Sale at
Athletic Office, Hart House — (See
other half of this advertisement.)

in

Kingston

Game Tickets— $1.50
With Playoff Coupon
at the Athlfctic
sold a.m.
willfrombe 9:30
game
All Harttickets
Office,
House
to 5:00 p.m.
. Unsold
on
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
will be returned to Kingston at close oftickets
sale
on Wednesday. All seats are reserved at
special student price of $1.50 plus playoff
coupon. Tickets without coupon, $2.50 and $2
GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY AND
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!

Tickets valid on all trains returning except No. 15 leaving Kingston
6.47 p.m. daily. Tickets allowing travel on train leaving Kingston at
6.47 p.m. may be purchased for $8.50 return.
GAME TIME ■ 1 p.m. Kingston — consequently Dining Car Service
will be available for breakfast and lunch on train.
CHAIR CAR will be -available each direction going to Kingston, returning from
Kingston, Saturday 6.47 p.m. at cost of $9.70, plus Chair Car $2.00 return.
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JOHN RISK ASKS:
What

are the opportunities in Vu Pont of Canada

for a Mechanical Engineer who wants to specialize in design?
W. S. BEARS (MO received his B.Sc. degree in Electrical in the Company has reflected this. He suggested that
Engineering from the University of New Brunswick in 1948 John's question could be answered more completely by
and is now Chief Supervisor of the Department in which WAITER MERCY (right) who is Chief Supervisor, Design, at
Works and who by coincidence is also a graduate
John worked. Bill's interest's turned toward the mainte- Kingston
nance and production fields and his background of experience of U.N.B. in Electrical Engineering.
WALTER PIERCY ANSWERS:
Du Pont of Canada is an organization which is expanding rapidly, John. At the present time, the Company has two major projects well into. the design and construction stages, one being a modern highly
mechanized
commercial
explosives
"Orion*" acrylic fibre plant. In addition, a
number of smaller
projects
are also plant
under and
way, the
and other
there anis every
reason to believe our rapid growth will continue.
For further information, or
This being the case, it is evident that excellent opportunities
to make application, write
will be offered to graduates interested in design, not only at the
to Personnel Division, Deplants but at the central Engineering Department in Montreal.
partment FfDu Pont ComClose liaison between this Department and the1 design groups
pany
of
Canada Limited,
at the plants provides wide and yaried experience for graduates
P. O. Box 660, Montreal.
in the engineering design field.
So you see, John, there is plenty of scope in Du Pont of Canada
for a mechanical engineer who wishes to specialize in design.
DU PONT

COMPANY

OF

CANADA

LIMITED

World
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m
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"The events of the last ten days involve
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other
.n°se
.. .them
^
have brought anxiety and despair means of seminars,with
they
g
t
y
"There ishasa made
lesson war
for know and understand f0r
toallHeall
of us."
of said,
Us.
Science
a terrible
thing.not University
Ideas are t0brought
h'811
and communicated
their faff1!
ents are still
nearer to studeach students.
other. However, these events have ask"The individual student
exactly what he gets out!!
helped to draw us closer tostuden
Mr. Perinbam said that WUS WUS,"
Canadians.
ts Perinh
carry amback said.
^eUo*'
memorie^,
tries to cultivate a realistic ap- their association here. por
proach by building a universal ample beforeone theEgypt
crisisianin who
the Jwhad
society
in personal terms. He said die East,
gether."
that
in " Eastern countries people been a student here wrote me of
have an inferior feeling from be- feving an exchange scholars^
for a Canady, presen
ing dominated.
student tevents
in Eg™ma,
The Western countries have re- Unfortunatelian
linquished many of their colonies, Mr.
but still hope to dominate the rule this*Perinb
out am
temporalso
arily.urged
" \M
newlysaid.freed nations in other ways, support for WUS be thought
he
0f
in ' a more raiser money
way. f0r a
"We try to develop a feeling students willregula
of unity — of mutual aid and project and then have the whofo
mutual protection. It is not a
flop because, they lack an
policy of help from countries thing
that have to those who need it additional $500 or $1,000, He sires,
sed thatts WUSns were ( not
but of equal participation of all handou
the country
since donatio
cerned had to raise four-fifths of
the money for the project itself,
while WUS gave one-fifth.

17th

J.B. M.
is studying
for his
Eng.RISK
degree("centre)
in Mechanical
Engineering
at McGill. During the past summer he
worked as an Engineering Assistant in the
Maintenance Group of the Engineering Dertment at Du Pont Like
of Canada's undernylon
plant at paKingston.
graduates, John is trying many
to determine
what typeafter
of work
he should follow ^
graduation.
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Protestant Union
Is U.S. Appeal
Students on U.S. campuses ara
discussing merging their foul*
major Protestant student groups
The United Student Fellow
ship,al Christian
a mergerand ofEvangelical
Congregation-ami
Reformed
started theChurch
plan. student groups,
Other groups which agreed [a
go
, along
with the
plan at i
recent
conference
in Chic
the Methodist Student Move*
ment, the Westminster Fellow*
ship of the Presbyterian Church
in the U.S.A., and the Disciples
of Christ Student Fellowship.
On campuses with under 6M
students, the plan is that all
Protestant groups will be united.
es should
tinue the four
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groups con-but
campus
Larger
strive ngforto closer
all should
n, accordi
sociatio
the as
group
student
The notMethod
urtj,
the plan
on1958
decideist
will
.
of
summer
the
ship.
1960. The others will decide a
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Campus Christi
United
In colleges
in lar
merger
will follow
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individualgrouped
some
by f
fittinginstances
Specialarea."
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on long
way. it sounds awfully
this notes,
flat
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little boy's forehead creased by
Miss Ritchie was not noticed
HATFUL
throughout except for the second
by a frown, the quiet water
With Vivian Blaine, the never- movement of the Grieg Sonata,
gardens; all bear witness to this
exotic life. The sympathy of Bia>
to-be-forgotten Miss Adelaide of and in this she has superbly fulGeorge Bloomfield and Dyne Mousso in rehearsal for Three Rings chof was with these peoole
filled
the
duty
of
an
accompan"Guys
nnd
Dolls",
making
her
iirst dramatic appearance in the
ist. We noted that she has light For Michelle, a new play by Patricia Joudry opening at the Avenue among whom he lived and bis
starring role, "A Hatful of Rain", hands.
Theatre this week. A special students' sneak preview will be held feeling is reflected in 'ho
Michael
Gazzo's
new
drama
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One EveningfirstAt year
Nero's, members.
by A. F.
respecting producer would ever
But the Germans break epic was that spoken by an Talbot,
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directed
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release a war-picture in which through
at
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and
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lest we forget
Remembrance Day, 1956.
A politician in his most dignified clothes walks
sedately to the foot of a monument and lays a twenty-dollar tangle of flowers against its cold concrete.
The weather is uncomfortable but he is rather proud
of his solemn walk and really it is the least a man in
his position can do . . .
A mother weeps a silent tear as she watches the
parade of smartly-turned out cadets tramp by, eyes
glued to the right, backs straight, arms high ....
The laughing-eyed son who once left that parade
went down in a flaming Spitfire in 1941 and she is
ill alone at home.
A burdened young mother wipes the porridge
rrom a burbling four-year-old and wishes she could
give him enough time that he would grow up like
his father.
His father was machine-gunned on a Korean hill,
helping
had to. in the "police action" because he thought he
Remembrance Day, 1956.
Two minutes from a life-time. Thirty-eight times
since 1918 have they gathered at Soldier's Tower to
offer two -minutes to those who gave their lives.
Thirty-eight times— seventy-six minutes.
It is not the two minutes. What can you do in two
minutes to tell them that you know? "Nothing is here
for
want tears",
tears. the carved stone says. They would not
A prayer? They can't hear it, those whose names
are written on the wall. What good is a prayer, read
from a little black book.
For two minutes, think of this . . .
They did not give their lives. Life was as dear to
them as it is to you. They had educations to finish,
sweethearts to come back to, careers, dreams,
futures.
Their lives were taken from them, taken by the
world, wrenched away.
Twice within the memory of our fathers, the
young men of this country have been called to fight
for a cause they can hardly understand. When you
have been brought up in freedom, you do not know
that it is worth fighting for.
It is possible that we will be called upon again,
very soon. We will be asked to give up what we
know and to become parts of a vast military machine
designed to protect our world.
If that happens there will be more names upon
the wall— if there is a wall.
Think of that for two minutes. If they died in
^ain, you may be called upon to do the same.
The world now is' perilously
to a third world
war. It has been perilously close close
for a long time, because two armed camps are watching each other
across a horrible void.
Every Remembrance Day that passes by, observed
by a hollow ceremony, greeted by trite editorials,
welcomed only by florists and drill-masters, the
world does not get farther away from that war.
When it becomes a part of the world's thinking,
when we realize the terrible price that
will have to
be paid, then Remembrance Day will mean what the
owners
mean. of those names on the wall would want it to
We wonder how many people have read properly the lines written by a young graduate of this uni- .
versity who died in the first world war.
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses row on row,
That mark our place, and in the sky
The larkf, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset's glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with th,e foe
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch, be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

Two minutes silence. Remembrance Day, 1956.
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THE

CRUCIAL

CONFERENCE
The National Conference of Canadian Universities starts a special meeting today in Ottawa to consider "Canada's Crisis in Higher Education".
Here is a report on what to expect from the conference, written by Varsity
Managing Editor Michael Cassidy.
The Plateau Committee report United States organizations are Who Pours the Gravy?
to the University of Toronto gathered in Ottawa to find a
If Mr. St. Laurent
the
Senate, in June
1956. recomNCCU it must decide tells
in wHat
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for
perhaps
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g -will
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keep last
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the split",
acceptyear's
probably
universities' problems before it willing "just
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gie Foundation, which is just
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University, but in time could
be- out,
from outside the universities io south of the border as those con come^ independent.
help delegates look into their
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personal
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previously a rate is high: University of British
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Photo Editor
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but the time
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ten delegates
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the
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INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY PRACTICE
Practice forMntermediate Hockey team will be held
Tuesday and Thursday, Nov. 13th & 15th at 6.30 p.m.,
Varsity Arena. Report to Coach Jack Wheldrake.

JBu;t
North
South
North

GAMES
TODAY
FOOTBALL
vs Sr. SPS Bark, McLean, Stc
3.30 U.C.
SOCCER
vs Vic
St. Rose
12.30
Sr.
St. M.Med
A
Bradtii
12.30
Trio.SPSAB
vsvs PreVon Loon
400 Trm.
LACROSSE
l 00 SPS,VOLLEYBALL
V
vs Med. VILEAGUE
Uhrynuk, Crawford
5 00 Arcil
Arch volleyba
A ll. — va_ MAJOR
Jr.
SPS
Upatnlefcs
s.oo
minor
league
1 00 Vic
vsvs U.O.
U.C. Ossuarys
Sperling
4l00
St, M.n
A
Pllams Rosenberg
1.00 Sr. U.C. A SQUASH
vs Sr. SPS

calendar

Montreal, P.Q. (Novemi,

now
and
here
TODAY
first year students are especial— SCM discussion group
ly welcome..
4.00 p.m. — Prof. Paul Ricoei 7.00 p.m.
led
by atRuthWymilwood.
Lor in the Copperis
"The
on
College
Knox
to
speaks
Room
Concept of. Professor
Guilt inRicoeur
Modernis ■Mission of the Church Topic
in CanCriticisms.
ada'. Another SCM discussion
professorversity ofof Strasbourg,
Philosophy andat Unipro- group will serbevatory of Music.
held at The
the topic
Confes or-elect at the Sorbonne.
This is in room 4 at Knox.
is 'Life of Jesus* and the leader
Betty Victoria
Colwell.College presents
5.00 p.m. — SCM is having a discus- 8.15isp.m.—
Bishop
Stephen
Neill speaking
sion
group
on
"The
Christian
Faith'
by Prof.15A Joblin.
on "'An
is held ledin room
at Vie. This
All Vic
Chapel.Intelligent Faith" at

Ms&m
M0PUCTS

LIMITED
OIL
IMPERIAL
offers Positions with a Future for Graduates in

ENGINEERING - oil branches
SCIENCE - geology, geophyics, chemistry, etc.
Commerce, Business Administration, Arts
EMPLOYMENT OFFERED
with
Operating Departments
Exploration and Production
Refining
Marketing
Pipeline
Chemical Products
Corporate, Service and
Staff Departments
Research
Accounting
Economics
Personnel
and other functions

Western IS.)
Takes 3rd P
/^

SEE YOUR NOTICE
BOARD
For Information on
Where to Find
Detailed job descriptions
Job opportunities for
graduates
Summer Employment
for Under-graduates
Descriptive bookret "CAREERS for
UNIVERSITY GRADUATES"
Interview arrangements

IMPERIAL'S representative,
B. 23,
Hull,
November Mr.
19, Ralph
20, 21, 22,
26, will
27. be on the campus

TUESDAY
8.00 a.m. — VCF mission prayer
meeting in room 111 at UC.
12 to
- 2.00allp.m.members
— Coffee ofis available
Newman
Club. Bring your own lunch.
1.00 p.m. —ficersLOCK
election CFCCS
of ofand discussion
Education
Project
at
Clover
Hill, SMC.
1
1.00 p.m. — The Liberal Club presents Paul Hellyer. M.P. and
Parliamentary assistant to
Ralph Campney,
Minister
Defence.
He will speak
on Theof
11 of UC.
Trans-Canada
Pipeline in room
1.20 p.m. — The Victoria College
Music Club, in co-operation
co-operation with VCF presents
Dr. Douglas Feaver speaking
on '"The Realm Beyond Music",
the Music Room at Vic.
.30 p.m. — LOCK election of offi, cers
and discussion
CFCCS
Education.
At Newmanof Club
.00 p.m. — The Slavic Circle presents a guitarist and songs at
the Women's Union. There will
also be music, dancing, and refreshments.
.00 p.m. — The University Chemical
Club presents Mr. Gordon Van
Weillen
on "The
Advantages
a Scientist
in Viewing
Relig-of
ion" in room 24 of the Chemistry Building.
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rn before
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position.
in play, and outgained th i
Gillmen in yards gained n, S
and passing. They held th ^
when the final gun sounderi
on the Redmen two-yard
W'
Halfback Bill Britt„n se°
Mustangs out in front in ,h '«
quarter,
he plunged*
converted when
by' Neil
Desbor<h]?
fromMcGilthe
two.
The loudM"1*
l
battle
capped a 76- yardd back
march.to tat.
lead
on
Bob
Holla
nds
and a safety
when„,,Picard nailed touch
Western quada!
back Art Turner in the end u2
Jan Sandzelius provided L
d
of the. hegameranin 72the yart
key play
quarte
r when
for a touchdown. The convex
added &
Sandze
was
finalmissed
McGil. l pointliusin the las
frame with a single.

Bored
We get bored every now and
then seeing the same old facet
in The Varsity office. In fact
sometimes we turn to each
othered seeing
and the
say same
"aren'told youfacesbor-in
The
Varsity
office?"
down, work for us, be Come
a repor-od
ter, photographer, sportswrilef,
lay-out man, and you too can
be an old face.

UBC Joker's
VANCOUVER
(CUP) — The Club Revives
Jokers' Club, a zany collection Some of the more erratic a
old club'sjumpexploits
oftheveterans
dedicated to 'liven
up' the
a '100-foot'
off theincluded:
librarj
University
Columbia campus afterof British
World War
II, roof by an. ex-paratrooper wH
maySome
soon students
revive. at UBC said announced that the pressured
university life was too greal (a
they
planned
to meet
a second edition
of theandclub.form him, into a concealed net; '
mock rape in the middle of tW
when aa clubmefr
cafeteria, under
UBC
tai?8"*
ber crawled
a handful of feminine m
with
ments and threw them out, m
by one.

WHAT
IS ACCOUNTING
Accounting is a means of expressing in clear terms the financial results of
complex operations of business, Government, and other institutions. It provides the
information on which management decides whether things are going well or
badly.
This job is neither easy nor simple. It is no mere matter of adding up columns of
figure*;
because
ing all the
time. the figures represent a lot of different things which keep changTime is in fact the key to modern accounting. It is compe.ratively easy to figure
out what happened in a transaction which is completely over and finished. It is
something
which are else
still agali
eoins toon. measure the progress of a whole group of transactions
Consider, for example, the problem of a small retail merchant who wants to
lind out at the end of the year how much profit he has made. His records will
show the amount of cash he has taken in, and
he has paid
But what
about the volume of merchandise on his shelves,what
which may not beout.worth
now
what he paid for it several months a£o? What about
money his customers
owe him, some of which he knows he will never collect?the What
about
the
insuris paid two years in advance? Wha.t about the taxes still to be paid?
These ancearewhichonly
a few of the questions which must be answered before the retailer
can determine his profit or loss. Questions
are multiplied a hundredfold in the case of a laree corporation. Theylikecanthesebe answered with precision down to the last penny, but accounting has never
been
developed by the joint
efforts of many men over many years to provide usable answers
winch everyone
can rely upon for practical purposes. That is why the accountant
must have
judgement as well as skill, and above everything else; integrity.
The man who has mastered the processes of accounting should always find his
services in demand, because they have become indispensable to modern business
and government.
New machines and new techniques have reduced the need for
routine manual bookkeeping, but better records,
have expanded opportunities for
using the services of trained accountants in dealing
with more and more transitions and a larger variety of hems.
This
is the second of a series of articles published in the interest of a wider public
understanding
the career opportunities as a Chartered Accountant The Institute welcomes ofenquiries
about how to become a C. A.

THE INSTITUTE Of CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO
69 Woor Street, East - Toronto 5, Ontario - W A. 4-3379
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the quarter seemed to have
to come from Queen's continued to dominate ol
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Second
For Baird
latter was not In the last five minutes, the
liuad although the too
On the first play of the last
isistent proved* - much for Baby Blues' attack began to click quarter,
[ John Spence passed to
Gaels.
They moved a Comet kickoff
fee Junior Interm
ediate action on from their 51 to the Tricolours Knowles at the 17, and he took
fin other
it
to
the
9, Two plays later Forstde45.
and then Forstner passed to
feturday, the Western 'Colts asner again found Baird open in
thusplace Tan Knowles at the four. Knowles
14-13 ofandfirst
lated OAC lves
themse
trotted over for the touchdown. the end zone. Once more Asten's
and theStartShaw Cup. The convert was blocked. Three convert was good.
jridisputed Bad
minutes and eight plays later Halfway through the quarter,
George Kerr fell on a Junior Queens' Taylor attempted to kick
|ThestartJunior
on theBlues
thirdgotplayoffoftothea Gael fumble at their 15. After from his five but several Varsity
feme when on a third down the Rinkies lost five yards for linemen led by Pete Eby broke
Eck. Bill Trimble fumbled the being offside, Forstner passed to through to block it and the ball
lap from center and the Tri- Doug Baird in the end 'zone. bounded into the end zone, from
fclour recovered on Varsity's 22. The half finished with the where Taylor booted it out of
Blues on the short side of bounds. It was scored as a single
fhree
aylor plays
kickedlater
deepQueen's
into theBarry
end aJunior.
14-12 score.
for the Baby Blues with Eby
Bne for a single. The Rinkies Varsity continued to display getting credit.
ill failed to get started as they their strength as the second half The Comets closed out the scorbmbled twice more and then commenced. From the kick-off,
ing when Turner took a Belfoi
licked short to their eight. On the .Baby Blues advanced from foss at the Varsity 30 and went
over.
their
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on
strong
running
and
ird down, Queens' Jim Turner

COMETS

On the
HAT
brooks
Sports Editor
En route to Toronto (Sunday) — A season-long tale was told
in reverse yesterday afternoon in Richardson Stadium. The Varsity
Blues lost to Queen's Golden Gaels in the most important statistical
department—
score — but they led the Tindallmen in just about
all the other the
figures.
In previous games, it was the exact opposite. Varsity was
the
scoring ofleader,
trailed in the other "stats."
(excluding,
course, butthe invariably
Western free-for-all).
The Blues led the Tricolor in first downs, total yards gained,
yards passing, penalties and pass completions. Queen's were on
top in yards rushing, average punts, fumbles and pass interceptions.
One department in which the Blues were hard-hit was the
injury
tale: (1)(2) Rich
dislocated
(on
the firstlist.playIt'sofa grim
the game),
Bill Bethune—
Miller— broken
arm, elbow
(3) Dave
Mclntrye— torn cartilages, (4) John Chisholm— torn cartilages.
(5)
Harry
broken
finger.Wilson— pulled calf muscle, ((6) Norm WilliamsWilliams is the only one expected to play on Saturday back
in Kingston. Wilson, although an extremely doubtful starter in the
up-coming playoff, will check with the doctor today. The others
are definitely through. Chisholm, incidentally, must undergo an
operation to have the- damaged cartilage removed. Earlier In
his football career, he suffered a similar
and had to have an operation then as well.injury to his other knee,
The Tricolor escaped unscathed, and will be in first-rate
health for the sudden-death finale.
Ross Woods, who summoned up a great deal of courage even
to put on a uniform yesterday, gamely handled the punting for
the first quarter, but had to call it quits when he found that his
shoulder injury kept him from getting away any lengthy punts.
AfterhimBethune
injured,
and with Peter Maik's side injurv
keeping
out of was
combat,
Al Riva
and Larry Joynt were called
upon to attempt the converts on the next two Varsity touchdowns.
Maik should be ready to £o next Saturday, and will be in for
ago happy
back" who,
from although
Dalt White.
will likely
out to "welcome
the Baby Blues,
they The
won call
on Friday,
lost
co-possession of the Shaw Trophy. Western Colts edged
OAC
14-13
on Saturday
win the intermediate championship.
Halfbacksto John
Spence and Brian Aston, along with a centre
and a tackle, could join the Blues for the do-or-die affair.
The
Queen's
victoiy
the Blues as definite under-dogs
for the playoff.
feelingwill ofmark
pessimism
hanging over the campus
this morning isThe
not unwarranted. But one
must remember that
in pre-season predictions, the Blues were rated a third-place team.
They've been on top all year and are still there.
will be a game and determined band of Varsity footballers
that Itrevisits
the Richardson Stadium turf next weekend. They may
be underdogs, but you can bet your last buck that they'll be right
in the thick of the fight all the way, and that if they die, they'll
goto down
if they win, they'll add a sparkling chapter
Varsityfighting.
football And
annals.
Don't count them out yet.
ODDS 'N ENDS
When Queen's lineman Jim Hughes was shaken up on a play,
the P.A. announcer addressed him as "an unsung hero" ... a good
handle to tack onto a perrenial all-star . . . Did you know that
Ron Stewart once tried out for the Blues? . . . Bob Masterson,
then coach, sent him home with a "too small" quote . . . AI Kocmaa
has lost none of his fire ... He was engaged in a few near-battles
yesterday . . .
Tim Reid topped the Blue ball-carriers with a 5.8 average . . .
Dave Cresu-eU was tops in pass receiving, taking four of nine for
54
yards
. . All-star
selections
have been. . .delayed somewhat, but
should be .ready
for release
by tomorrow

ds
First Yar

Gaels
Batter
Blues
five Varsity passes,
later Stewart scampered
fifteen intercepted 19-12
[ (Continued from Page 1)
yards around the left end for twice stalling them deep in
another
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forty-six
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and
a
first
down
in
four
plays.
I Moschelle threw only four Two penalties pushed them back o.n offence for the first time
passes, completing two; but one
this season Norm showed very
their own fifty-four. joynt well,
and broke a finger doing
P'as a thirteen yard-strike to to
to Cieswell and Wilfntl Jay McMahon that gave the threw twice
both incomplete, then it. He'll be back this Saturday
paels a first down at the Var- galloped liams,
eighteen yards to the though, as will Bill Beamish who
gty twenty-two, setting up Gael thirty-eight with less than sprained an ankle . . . Thompson
Stewart's
wide-end sweep two a minute left, but the gain was averaged 43 yards punting, while
Bays
later for the last
Queen's still two-yards short of a first Woods and joymt averaged 30.2
Bouehdown.
between them. Joynt took over
down.
Queen's
took
overthe andBluesin kicking
duties in the second
two plays
had
forced
I■ther
Joynt and Wilson, on the into
a sudden death final,
hand, threw a total of
quarter after Woods was in■psses, completing eleven for28 Brilliant defensive play by
jured
when GraypuntHarrison
a Varsity
at the
yards. Possibly the best linebacker Bill Mclntyre, high- blocked
thirty-five.
The
in
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play of the afternoon
blocking a third Thompson's secondplayfieldresulted
goal
.the• •
*as Wilson's thirty-five yard field goallightedbyby hisThompson
ea,r-ly
in
Observers
were
stunned
in
■tnte to Dick Risk at the the third quarter, was the best
Bueen's
fifteen that brought the part of the afternoon for Var- third quarter to find the score
Wues back
the
sity fans. Still this was not 13-12 for the Gaels. "Queen's
Risk
■prally took into
the ball game.
from Stewway aoutpoi inn t front,"
enough
deter- ought
on e saidto ,be"and
could
minedtoGaelprevent
line fromthebowling
iinn s after gett'lS in beBlues
over
almost
as
badly
as
a
I™
the
deepest
Gael
defenders
tie
it
up."
It
Blues ashavebadbeenas
B™ 'aced for the touchdown. week ago when McGill visited all that but thewasn't
known to play better ball. With Varsity Ties Redmen 2-2
lu, conv«-t attempt was in Varsity Stadium.
those five injuries to contend
jra^ed and the Blues traUed Other Bine linemen and backs with Dalt White has a big task But Lose Title On Round
held their own against the pow- ahead of him for this' week . . . Saturday was a sad day in During the second half, the
%l^'°'e that Queen's had exerful Queen's always
attack, but
Stewartto Varsity's twelve points bring soccer for Varsity. Although the McGill team was rarely out of
lua, , °r a 10-° Iead in th<= ft*' and Kocman
managed
Blues were able to force a 2-2 their half but despite the balance
find holes for the needed yardage, their total to twenty-two gained draw
ta„',lr
after
Kocman's
early
against McGill in Montreal,
|uchdown and a twenty-one still rolling for those extra two in four games in Richarson
could not score.
1 " field goal by Thompson or three when they were hit.
they lost the series 6-4, and, for of playcameVarsity
very close twice when
in the past three sea- the first time in four years, fin- They
shots by Billy Webb and Roger
|t, w the period. Thompson With the aid of Bill Surphlis Stadium
ished out of top
place in the Peretz beat the Redmen's desons. Four games and four losses,
Bud, °nCe more from eighteen who was not overworked in the
League.
fence but hit the post and reluart„° . mWway in the second Queen's backfleld, the Gaels but as the man said, the field's Intercollegiate
play. Thethe same
It seemed that Varsity was last week,bounded Intotowards
If thirt give the Gae!s a lead rolled up 177 yards rushing to still the same size.
end asof
not
destined
to
win
this
year.
Lineups
I ""een unanswered points. the Blues' 121.
the
game
the
Blues
threw
everyThey
dominated
the
game
comVarsity: Ends— Risk. Stacey Nelson,
Ites 'j","
Queen'sthe fumble
min- Yet the key to the game lay Chorosteckl:
thing,
attackthemand too
a Monpletely again this week, and by
fifst
„ y, gave
B>ues their
tac Idea— Casey.
Schmlda,
trealintorushthefound
fan
not so much in injuries to the Martini
Beamish.
Miller.
Watt;
playing
almost
perfect
soccer
guards— Russell,
Johnston.
Copland; ran up a two-goal lead in the up-fleld and McGill scored.
t°"'s terCrLdeep
tne °PP°sicentres
— ChrUholm.
D. Mclntyre;
&>the
i„ 0ry' BininBeamish
fell Blues or in weak defensive play
twenty minutes, which tied The final score was 2-2; Varhair backsde- Woods
alert and
Wilson, Joynt:
a uarters— Bethune,
Bngworth.
Rlva. first
Ken
at the
G^l Han'y
nine- by Varsity*
fensive playasofinthetheGaels
up the series. They then scored
sity scorers were Ulo Sarna and
ruson8 ' hI,6 ba"five
plays
Creswe'll,
Tattle,
Reid.
Williams.
B.
what
appeared to be a good goal Roger Peretz.
V Q
the
educated
toe
of
Jocko
l"°-yardP UI,fred over f °nr the
which
would
have
put
them
Able to produce Mclntyre.
Queen's:
Ends
—
Fedor.
Red
fern
I'temnt , e' but Rivfl's convert Thompson.
Roy.
Hlrock,
tackles
ahead
but
the
referee
disallowed
the
tally.
points when they are needed, BeckHughesMcMahon.
Trzop. Radchuk.
Tureakl, Tboman;
do six euards—
couldn'tStadium,
they
something
Statistics
l°n brnn Jf!" Uurd lUVter Wil- weeks
centres— C.G Lewis,
Lewis. Wherrett: Harrison;
(|Uftrt*rs The Montreal team seemed to
Varsity
in
ago
—
Moschclle.
Pow:
halfbacks—
Thomp- take heart from this and made
frttki,,'
the B'uesandwithin
depended excessively on
son. Howe. Clarke. Dolan. Stewart,
lassed t'?lit
»"ce
then Queen's
Stewart
of
Kocman. Quinn,Summary
Surphlis.
several quick attacks on the Plr
first Downs Rushing
Passing;
7 9
the running ability
Blues' awarded
goal. On a onepenalty
of these
they
Moschelle's passYardst Downs
Etusblng
1217 1779
and ingKocman.
First Quarter
were
shot,
on
dr^' bUt
fciPpeaw,atheI ehallen
being what it is, theyandwisely
gersf^ysis
■•eir
to end
Pa*saa
Tried
28
(Kocmatt). which Ernie Gaser made a fine Pw*» Completed
the 1 Queen's touchdown.
on the ground
n0 245
convertRoal(Thompson).
■tie. " for victory and the stayed
Paswes Intercepted By
Queen's field
(Thompson), save. However, his effort was Penalties
was another crack at the «—3— Queen-s.
result
Cup.
i Second
Quarter
nullified retaken.
when the
606 102
Blues in defence of the Yates 4— Que-n's
ordered
This kick'
time was
the Yards Penalized
field
goal
(Thompson).
■^'Vf'ra^„dtf'n3ive
P>ay
in
the
5 varsity, touchdown (Wilson).
Kek t^e held the Queen's atshot was wide. McGill finally got Own Fumbles Roeovered 2 3
Notes . . . Statistics tell
Third Quarter(Rlak).
Irence i„,,,"T'mum'
the Paul
Blue theBluecomplete
Into the scoring column when a Field Goals Tried
story. The Gaels 6— Varsity touchdown
I'dor
aU"i whenbut big
0 3
free kick was pushed home.
Fourth
Quarter
y forty. Four plays I paee 8 ror Score
7 Que oil's touchdown » Stewart ).
3
3043
1210 1791
ae
Ayera Field
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Rev. Stott Says:

al the subject of his fhs
... at. i ^noo trk r'hrisstianitv" He said the
albyReve
the
subject
of divinity
hishasto con(,. "
which
heStott
hopes
rend
'The
standard
of
morality
evidence
for
Students
Aren't
More
Sinful
to Christianity". He
said
Universities is no worse than any- ance
there are many students who reous missions in Engii l ^
where else — the fact that studreligionit is.without really know- numer
ingjectwhat
ent are students doesn't make
versities and has received ^
he has never visited
them any John
more Stott,
sinful",
Reverend
headsaidof the
the theAlthough
all of the3
University of Toronto before, respo
versinse
tyonedof from
Durh
am cular
where X^1'h t ^
forthcoming
in parti
last night. University mission, Mr. Stott is very eager to meet menti
the different types of students in the student population att 1
Mr. Stott said the aim of the personal interviews..
"God is going to WOrlt
mission was "to present the Chris- In discussing this he spoke of week", he said
tian'gospel to the University, and three approaches to religion — the mission. speak
_,ing ofn<N^
make Christ relevant to student philosophy, history and personal. forth
mission, and de '-^
comin
g
Philosophy, he feels, is "a long
He said the greatest need of and tortuous road through which ed it as being conducted
life".
not
many people find Christianstudents
at present ofwasChristianity
"a personal committment
ity." His own approach is historic- spirit of expectancy", iTl <
which is no different when,
preached
to
student".
Mr.
Stott
has been reading The Varsity
ATTRACTIVEIN CAREERS
for the past
commented thattwo
someweeks
of theand letters
and articles "revealed an ignoricepj .
FEDERAL PUBLIC SERVICE
for Citizenship ^ j
migration,
Foreign
Service
HH
Chaplain Explains
ExternOffal ftf
I have had a great many requests from members of the
is
chief
mis• Customs Excise Headquarfairs and Cojnmerce
Trade and OfJohn Stott sioner at the Faculty and the student body for information concerning the
ters Trainees
Mission in the University' which begins to-day, (Monday). It
Commerce
' *-eek-long University Christian appears.
• Economists and
from these enquiries that there is a considerable amount
Mgreatest
ision starting
today.
Students"
Trade and ninistrative
need is "a personal com- of cbnfusion as to the nature of this Mission and its sponsorStatisticians
ship. Xfeel compelled, therefore, to set certain facts clearly
ent to Christianity,"
he said
last night. mit mHe
said many students
readers.
ficers
• Finance Officers
reject religion without knowing beforeTo your
Junior
Adi
begin with, the Mission is under the sole sponsorship
Officers
what it is.
— Crlpps,' of the Varsity Christian Fellowship. It is in no way a co• 'Personnel Officers
operative effort on the part of the various Christian groups on
These
posts offer
interesting work,
the campus and therefore, it is, as-its title suggests, "a! Mission
opportunities
for advancement
and numerous
generous fringe
in the University" and not a University Christian Mission. The
benefits.
Varsity Christian Fellowship has every right, of course, to
The Scoreboard
Starting
salaries
range
from
$3750
to
Under-graduates in their final year of$3900.
study are invited i
conduct a mission of this sort an the ' campus and we can
SENIOR FOOTBALL
only wish them every success in it. However, many people regret,
to apply but appointment will be subject to graduation. |
Students from all faculties are eligible to compete. s
Standings
afid I" share this opinion myself, that the Mission is not a coand that no other Christian groups were invited
T (F A Pts. to share inoperativetheeffort sponsorship
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS will be held Friday evening,!
or the programme of the Mission.
VARSITY .... P W L 1 110
NOVEMBER 30 and Saturday, DECEMBER 1.
9
1C2 -it
53
I
trust
that
these
remarks
will
serve
to
clarify
the
situation
Queen's
65
63
i
ftteGIll '6 1 5 0 62 135 : for any who happen to be confused regarding it.
Complete
detailsfolders
regarding
the examination,
forms l|
Western
and
descriptive
are. now
available fromapplication
your University
I
James S. Cunningham,
Placement Officer, 5 Willcocks Street, Or at the Civil Service 11
Saturday's Results
Commission desk in the foyer of Hart House each noon. If you Jj
Chaplain to Hart House*
need more information, write immediately to the Civil Service Jj
Commission, Ottawa,, specifying your fields of interest.
Future Games
!■■
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ rBiBEsiiii:
.
Canadian
Music
Associates
(Ontario)
present
Saturday
—
VARSITY
at
Queeu'i
U~udden-dentb playoff).
INTERMEDIATE
FOOTBALL
Results
VARSITY
2714 Queen's
213
Western
OAC . . .
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
TWO
OPERAS
SOCCER
Result
.. 2 VARSITY
2 Premiere of Maurice Blackburn's UNE MESURE DE
; two-game series 6-4>
SILENCE; Sat.,
Harry Nov.
Somers'
THE Student
FOOL. tickets
Eaton Auditorium,
17, 8:30.
CANADA
($1.00) available at Auditorium Box Office
on presentation of lecture card.
Representatives of .our Company will be conducting
HANDBOOKS
interviews on the campus on the following dates and
would
glad to discuss
our requirements
with students
in Arts,be Commerce,
Engineering
and Science.
Come And Get Your
MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
Nov. 19th, 20th and 22nd — Graduating students in EnCareer with Canada's largest Sales Finance Company — 90
branches
coast
to
coast
—
openings
for
aggressive,
young
men
gineering, Chemistry and other sciences.
"STUDENT
with ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company
Nov. 19th, 20th Commerce
and 21st — andGraduating
Economics.students in Arts,
offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee
benefits.
For
personal
interview,
telephone
or
write
Regional
Office.
For application forms, details of actual openings and
BIBL
Any Day Between
9 andE"
5
interview
appointment
times, see your department °r
college notice
board.
Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited
AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE
69 Bloor Street East
WAlnut
^69 Bloor Street East —
NOV. 12
DuPont Company of Canada Limited
TODAY
Personnel Division, Montreal, P-8'
Mission

in The University

ASSOCIATE
M1SSIONERS MEETINGS"
12 - 1.00— Miss Laura Larmour, B. Sc. N. — "What Cost - Peace
with God?"— School of Nursing, Cody Hall.
1:00 - 2:00— Prof. D. D. Feaver, M.A., Ph.D. — "The Sine Qua
Non"— U.C. West Hall.
1:00 - 2:00 — Prof. F. E. Gaebelein, A.M., Litt. D., D.D., "What
Is Faith?"— Trinity, Room 4.

EXPORT
CANADA'S F I N E ^
CIGARETTE

1:00 - 2:00— Dr. J. R. Brobeck, M.S.. M.D., Ph.D.,— "On Being A
Scientific CliristiaJi" — Room 212. Anatomy BIdg.
1:00 - 2:00— Prof. J. O. Bu swell, Ph.D., D.D., LL.D., "The Cross
Is A Radical Thing"— Economics Building, Room 151.

==

THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE ==

HOUSE
HART
GALLERY for the next two weeks will hJVpj]nl
exhibit of Film Processes from the National
Board
Open daily
a.m. P-"1to 1» V- ^
and to. and
womenthe onCBC.Wednesday
from104-6
RECORD HOUR at 1:15 p.m. on Monday in the Beco
Room. Dialogue recordings will be presented. ^
REVOLVER
CLUB Open Meeting, in the Bangegre
welcome
attend this
7:30 p.m. to tonight:
All meeting.
members of hte House
RECITAL
Wedaesday
at 5 o'clock
in the soprano
Music Room
FLORAINE
COTNOIR,
with John Coveart, accompanist
All members of the
D E University
BATE are welcome"In
the
opinion
of
this
House,
psychology- ;inis thethe;DcD3
art»* jpO
the present day." — 8 p.m. on Wednesday
Mr. Morley LIBRARY
Callaghan will EVENING
be the HonoraJT VlSI ' j
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Library
Professor
G. Stanton,
Dept.Modern
of Mathema<ic
"How R.to become
a great
Poet
^ jfl
Glee Club Part Practices
with
week:
1st
Tenors on M01^^/^
^nd Basses on Wednesday

ART

1

■ ■ .1

, )' ' i I i ! I I i

1 """"^

AND

The

GAELS

Plan

GOALS
E lost a set
GOsN
n University
ee
Qu
f o-oalposts last weekend. Skule
Jas°them
The postsnow.were stolen Satur-at
nce
tea-da
fromy a morni
day .nightMonda
ng they
aueen's
erEngine
the
to
were presented
ng Stores.rs plunged the teaEnginee
dance
into darkness to get the
took the colored part
posts. They
of the uprights in the confusion
a waiting
the aposts
[and putAfter
(truck.
short inscuffle with
foueen's students, they drove
away, the Queensmen close beBind.
Officer cadets on a free weekend in- Kingston brought the
posts back to the U of T. Some
Irtsmen in the army bus relists. gretted that Skule had taken the
"Why not," replied a military
Engineer. "It took engineers to
get them."
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$100

Million

To
Us
Council—
of all types to PM
the creation
Ottawa (Special) — The govern- artists
ment will ask Parliament at its of a distinct Canadian culture.
next session to approve a $100,- Parliament also would be asked
000.000 grant and use it to set up to double federal grants to universities to $16,000,000 a year from
the long-delayed Canada Council,
Prime Minister St. Laurent an- 58,000.000. Mr. St. Laurent proposnounced last nieht. Half the grant
ed grants be administered by the
would go to university building National
Conference of Canadian
during the next ten years.
Universities to avoid criticism that
The other half would be in the the Federal Government is trying
the exclusive proform of an endowment to provide to encroach
vincial right onto education.
funds for university scholarships,
(Continued on Page 2)
and bursaries, and help Canadian

Stott

Opens

Mission

550
Hear
Take Christ away and you
disembowel Christianity, the
leader ofversitythesaid yesterday.
Mission to the Uni"Christ is essential," Rev. J. R.
Stott
his opening Hall.
5 o'clock
lecturesaidin inConvocation
He
speaks today, same time, same
place on "The Fact of Sin."
Most of the 550 students remained at the end of the lecture
cold
to
hear
Rev. Stott give a 'pracather
has
arri\
■nixed emotion;
First Snow The
tical suggestion.' Finding Christ
last. long
It willexpected
be me
For
isk
bite
is
"an
inconveniencing experithe
air
will
be
wt
i,but
the fob this poor
as real football weaence" he totd them. Most people
student it means another__ season
of
forced
disent of her undoubtedly attractive form.
don't seek Christ because they

First Talk
don't want to. This is caused
intellectual and moral coward-by
ice.Beginning his address, he
urged the students to listen with
an opendencemind.
thenproved
gave eviwhich heHesaid
the
57 Skule Nite
divinity of Christ.
Christ's divinity
be "the
Sold Rite Out
fabrication
of pious may
fantasy,
but
Skule Nite 5T7 is completely
I believe there is abundant evidence to which an honest student
old out for all four performances.
can subscribe without commitFirst and second year engineer.students never even got a
ting intellectual
suicide."accepted
Tack at the tickets, to say nothing
About
ten students
students from other faculties,
copies
of
St.
John's
Rev. Stott offered Gospel,
to thosewhich
who
ickets for the show which runs
ovember 21-24 inclusive were
would
"Seek
Christ
this Week."
11 snapped up by upper school
Christ's claims, his sinlessness
ngineering students,
and the historical resurrection
Goes
Club
"We are very sorry about this," Law
"are
strongly suggestive of diTo Bigger Hall
aid Bill McReynolds, Skule Nite's
vinity," he said.
irector, last night. "We are trying
"If this is true you can never
think of something to remedy
Will Debate
On Strike Question Jesus
be theat same.
place
e situation."
the end You
of a can't
microscope
Producer Jim Vasoff predicted "To strike or not to strike?" The particular topic
will
be
David
Lewis,
prominent
under
dis
at this year's Skule Nite would That is one of the questions to cussion is "Labor and Law." Atti- labor lawyer and national presi- and say 'how interesting.'
! the best ever. '
dent of the C.C.F.; Dr. Eugene Rev. Stott's first evidence for
tudes of labor and management
argued by the members of a
understand several profes- be
was— thetheegocenman's
Director of Research for Christ's divinity
Faculty of Law Public Affairs towards picket line conduct, ille- Forsay,
ional show people in Toronto are forum.
claims
the Canadian Labor Congress; extravagant
gal strikes, prohibitions against Harold
tric
character
of
his
teaching,
hterested in seeing the show op- The discussion will be held strikes
Clawson,
Director
of
Inutilities and
am the
Sing night if we can accommo- Thursday. Nov. 15, at 8:00 p.m. methods inof public
dustrial Relations, Steel Com- such as his
enforcing collective
and statement
"Before "IAbraham
date them. It is very important in Cody Hall, School of Nursing, agreements are some of the probpany of Canada; and J. C. truth"I am."
Yet. he said, Christ
Adams, Q.C., Counsel for the was,
hatpReynolds
we find a solution," said Bill 50 St. George St. It open jto ! lems to be dealt with.
Ontario Industrial Re- prized humility above all other
the general public.
I Participants in the discussion Central lations
Institute. Moderator will
be Professor Bora Lakin of the qualities despite this "fantastic
Faculty of Law, veteran arbitra- "Indirect claims" made by
jnithgtNCCU
tor in labor-management dis- Christ included performing functions properly belonging to God
the forgiving of sins, and makForums held in Hart House —egotism."
ing
Himself judge of the world.
Need
Second
Universi
in
previous
years
have
included
ty
Here
putes. and Medicine" and "Law Christ's claims also include the
versities at the NCCU continue "Law
Toronto will need another uni- "The results of assembly-line
miracles.
rs«y if population continues to education would not be higher meeting today and Wednesday to and
the Press." All have drawn These claims cannot be elihe said. "There must consider problems of higher edu- huge crowds.
In order
mithaSe'
T- President
Sidney beeducation,"
modate the even
largerto accomcrowds
h saidU' at°f the
personal contact between staff
from Christ's
teachings,
special meeting
cation in Canada,
Stottminatedsaid,
and lead
to the
expected
this
year,
the forum Rev.
and
student
and
among
the
stud'an
h6
National
Conference
of
Dr.
Smith
stressed
the
need
for
conclusion that He is either an
has
been
moved
to
Cody
Hall.
^"aoian Universities yesterday.
ents
themselves."
«e also said that lowering of "We cannot teach them by the more residences, while warning Admission is free. Staff, stu- imposter, a maniac, or the truth.
sinlessness was the
awards is not the answer to thousands.1' , it is wiser to ensure good staff
e count
ry's crying need for uniinvited.dents and the general public are
(Continued on Page 2)
■lS
(Continued
on
Page
2)
11y gra
duates
Delegates from 35 Canadian uniChrist's
These

4

Blues

made

TIM REID

CUP

Sports

writers

CURT RUSSELL

All-Star
— — See Team
Story on !■>.■■ -

GENE CHOROSTECKI
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Smith
. .
(Continued from Page D
than just have more buildings.
He compared Toronto, with its
one university and metropolitan
population of about 1,350.00 to
Montreal with 250,000 more people
and three universities. A special
committee report to the University
of Toronto Senate in June strongly recommended 'under no condition' be
should more
U. of than
T's student
population
double
its present level.
Dr. Smith's speech followed a
report bysidentCaiieton
preDr. Claude College
T. Bissell
which estimated university enrolment will increase "by well over
100 per cent by 1964-65" in the
central provinces unless more restrictions are imposed.
Dr. Bissell predicted university
operating costs will double in the
next ten years, and the bill for
'urgently required' university
buildings in the time will vbe
$285,000,000 across Canada.
Staff needed to teach the booming student bodies will have to be
63 persent level,
centhehigher
said. than its pre' We forcannot
meet our
country'sby
need
university
graduates
dropping our standards, taking
everybody in and shoving them
through".willDr.haveSmith
More
students
to besaid.
graduated

AIM:

by "other than mass production
methods".
Dropping standards would be
"simply an attempt to fool ourselves and cheat the public," he
said. Though
were often uneasyuniversities
about expanding,
"none will repudiate what appears
to be its duty in the face of a
crisis
national
Otherof U.
of T.importance."
officials also
outlined the need for residence
growth. Victoria College Principal
H. Bennet said surveys at his
college showed more resident
students than metropolitan students gained first class standing.
More administrators and professors should live in residence, Trinity Provost R. S. K. Seeley said.

an
adi
Can
(Continued
from Page
1)
He foreoutlined
the
two
plans
beover 100 university, business
government representatives
and
gathered at a special meeting of
to consider "Canada's
the NCCU Higher
Education." The
Crisis in continues
morrow.
meeting
today and toThe Prime Minister maintained
the Federal Government has the
right to provide financial aid to all
fields of culture, under royal preThose universities,
srogative.
umably in Quebec,
which prefeel
they cannot acctept the grants now
would be able to claim them iri
the future when they feel able to.
The
until money
then. would be kept in trust

.
Council
decade,to Canathe nextexpect
During
dian universities
spend
ties,
some $350,000,000 on expanding
buildings and other capital facili"We feel it is our duty to assist
universities to meet this urgent
need and to encourage others who
may bevices ofalso
dependent
on thetoser-do
university
graduates
likewise,"
Mr.
St.
Laurent
He said he did not want said.
to pose
as a. benefactor of universities. He
was confident the provinces, private industry, and individuals
would continue to contribute to
meet the pressing needs of universities.
Theits Council's
from
endowmentannual
will beincome
about

Radio Astronomy Gets
New Interest — McRae
RADIO
—a
There has been a new breath
of interest in uranonics, or radio
astronomy, on this continent, Dr.
D. A. McRae told the Math and
Physics Society last week.
Dr. McRae, a member of the
U of T Department of Astronomy,phonecitedas theJanski
Bell Tele-of
first ofdiscoverer
the principle
of
solar
bodies
providing interference with radio
Iwaves.

The $50,000,000
universities
would
be used for
by the
Canada
Council to make capital grants to
universities equal to 50 per cent of
the cost of specific building or
capital equipment projects, the
Prime Minister said. Distribution
of the* grants Will be "with appropriate regard to the population of
each
and will be spread
over aprovince"
10-year period.
The Council would invest its
other §50,000,000 and use the revenue for current operations. It
wouldtrol in be
this outside
way. of federal con-

(Continued from Page 1)
Mission leader's second piece of
evidence. Christ cannot be
called the
"JesusOnly"thehe Great"
"Jesus
said. but
"Christ is love incarnate. If
God is love, and Jesus is love,
then the logical conclusion is
that Jesus is God."

To Major in Big Business

J«
$3,000,000 a year. How mu
this will go to aid universe. '
dents will not be known unn^*
in15-man
the 1951
body,Massey
first Report
recomm'0n ^
Arts, Letters and Sciences ■ ^6
University of Toronto's shai
the
amount for universi
ty bu'W0'
up.
' 15 <tt
vill decide
could be between $5,000,ooo ''°
$8,000,0
00 over
iod,
dependi
formular ^'^
ng onthetheten-y'ea
tomor
distribu
row
tion.
The N.C.C.U,whether to take n Whic
$16,00,000 it" proposanded distribute
tawa'sgrants
eral
delegates
have said accept
rests on the formula propose^
the government.
• The •British
• minister
piece
of
evidence
was
historical
can only beresurrection,
explained
supema,
turally, he said. The fact that
disciples such as Peter and Jameg
were so strongly influenced «
sufficient proof of its happening
he said.

HILLEL
WEDNESDAY LECTURE SERIES
I— Wed., Nov. 14, 4:00 p.m. University College, Room 11
Or. John A. Irving — Prof, of Ethics and Social Philosophy,
Victoria College, U of T, on
"FREUD
On the occasion AND
of theCONTEMPORARY
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Mr. W. A. Stewart of Midland Securities will be at the University on
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Please contact Mr. J. K. Bradford, Director,
Placement Service, 5 Willcocks Street, Toronto.
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MISSIONERS

MEETINGS

1:00 • 2:00— Rev. J. M. Wilkie, M.A..B.D., — "Revolutionary
Christianity-— U.C. West Hall.
12:00 - 1:00— Dr. J. R. Brobeck, M.S., M.D., P.H.D.,— "Mechanism of the New Birth" — School of Nursing, Cody Hall.
1:00 - 2:00— Prof. J. O. Buswell Jr., P.H.D., D.D., L.L.D., — "The
Unknown God— How Can I Know Him?"— Room 212, Anatomy Building.
1:00 - 2:00— Prof. G. Van Wylen, A.B., So.D. — "Morality and
the Engineer" — Room 1035, Wallberg Bldg.
1:00 - 2:00 — Miss Laura Larmour, B.Sc.N. — "Is Faith The
Product of Man's Mind?" — Room 7, P.&O.T. Huts.
11:10"What
- 11:50—
Prof. F.— E.Assembly
Gaebelein,
A.M., LITT.D., U.L.D., is Truth?"
at O.C.E.
=

THAT

YOU MIGHT
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/AND
\><»fr- LET TH£|R
[ Quarterback get too
) Ci-ose TO TH£ fc£Fea££ - SHE

There is very little wrong with the manner in
which the Varsity Christian Fellowship is conducting
its mission in Convocation Hall and sundry other
meeting places this week.
Rev. Stott is a very fine speaker: the atmosphere
during yesterday's opening session (calm and attentive) was pleasantly reminiscent of the lecture hall: "
there was no embarassing discussion of hellfire, brim-stone and damnation. The whole meeting, as a matter of fact, was a jolly way to spend an hour.
What we do object to is the principle of the
mission.
Mr. Stott and the VCF are selling a product. More
exactly, they are selling a way of life and the teachings of one man 'and
. They are trying
to convince the studentshis'offollowers
Toronto that they should
accept those teachings and that way of life.
Now, whether or not that way of life is a worthwhile one is a question upon which this paper does
not intend to comment. If Mr. Stott, who has presumably spent most of his life examining
needs a week of talking to explain histhesideproblem
of the
case, we will have a great deal more difficulty in
summing up either side in 12 inches of 12-point type
No one would deny that General Motors manufacturesfine
a
line of automobiles. Their cars add to
the comfort, prestige and frequently the economi
c
potential of anyone who buys one.
But there would be a loud, discordant clamour if
Mr. Harlow Curtis were allowed to stand on the podium of Convocation
and tell the world how
wonderful were his latestHallChevro
lets.
The University-whose proudest boast .is that it is
a seeker after truth-should not allow the public eye
to see it as seeking to establish one theory
, however
popular that theory is.
smithmdnshsp
Two thoughts from President Smith's paper at the
National Conference of Canadian Universities
indicate
a very encouraging trend in his thinking.
First: The crisis of the next ten years
will not be met by "dropping our- standards and pushing everyone through."
Second: "Production-line methods of
university operation (the proposed use
of television) will . . . defeat themse
lves
if the aims of the educational endeavour
are lost."
The future of Canadian education mav well be
decided by the distinguished gentlemen meeting in
Ottawa this week. There are a great many
crucial
problems that have to be met-now.
It ought to be a source of pride to this university
that its president is emerging as a standard-bearer for
maintaining the true meaning of education

Canadian in Yugoslavia No. 2
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ing a country that formerly had been almost benefits from them. Surely this is amni u%
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'
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'industrial revolution'
is still in its scheme
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early stages. Machines are crude ajid archaic,
and a great deal of the work is still done by Editor on Foreign Affairs
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v Foreign Policy by the dynamic
will
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The transportation system is far from ade- •the
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quate. Only government and business officials Yugoslavs
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only form of passenger transportation.
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is" not families
serious because
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be ininsured
rapid industrial growth in the
before
are
allowed
move
from
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not have been possible without country
Marshall aid
The government is faced with another prob- Many war-torn areas in the country have been'
lem which is hampering the industrial growth. rebuilt with American dollars.
It is the Yugoslav traditional t love of the soil.
Many thousands of peasants prefer to live on Peace in Europe Needed
The whole security of Yugoslavia depends i
their own land rather than leave it for the
material advantages oi the town.
on a peaceful Europe. Another war would ruin
The government is obviously trying to lure her. and she knows it. Her position is one o|
these people off the land by the benefits given neutralism, but it is not impassive neutralism.
to the working population. Almost twelve per She is actively aware of and concerned with the
cent of the gross national income is given to whole -European and world situation.
Socialof Insurance.
This figure is second only to
We asked many people their opinion on the
that
Great Britain.
question. The general feeling seems to
This insurance covers health and accident, Trieste
be that the outcome was an unhappy one for,
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Women Breadwinners
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Weekend
A afternoon
party New
Saturday
is pl^
spent
in
touring
y K
Toronto Students
IRC Invites 30
Purpose
of
the
week-end
is
to
their
own.
nation
New
in
d
week-en
A low cost
study the United Nations, but Sunday evening.
is free, with an il
by the TheIn- still to see New York, and have Saturday
offered
York is beingternational
Relations Club.
week-end is open to any U, of T. .a! good
time. is chosen on a first party
^9
The group
The at
groupIntern
willationa
leavel n°
f0r
30 studately
Approxim
student.
come,
first
served
basis.
The
numthe
for
city
big
to the $25.
ents will ofgo about
ber depends upon the number of at 8.00 p.m. on Sunday ^
low cost
cars available.
n°*$l
afternoo
theForei
ntssn.
can
0hlaj
on Monrt"
classe
in time gnforstude
S
To inggoron Wednesday
you must attend
a meetat
1.00
p.m.
HILLEL
Professor
Nelso
n in byroomC0(1(ni t*.^
inUnion.
the ACopper
Room
at
the
Vic
visa
a
for
missi
on
TONIGHT
five dollar deposit wil^
TUESDAY,8:20NOVEMBER
13
be collected at that time.
p.m.
Flavelle House.
Theday group
will leave
on ThursFor Spencer
further atinfoiWA
night, arriving
in New
York Chris
DR. HEICHENHEIM
on Friday
morning. morning
All day will
Fri- i Don Lilly at MA. 3723.
day and Saturday
THE MACCABEAN PROBLEM be spent at the UN building.
Judaism and the Jewish State.
low

there's drama...
there's

Cost

New

York

Two

4 BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University
Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to85 6 cents
p.m.
ONLY

Whe, *evei
ver lovely women gather . . . wherever exciting
things' happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN— fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's jine Botany, new dressmaker creations, 1
new full -fash ion ed collars, new Pettal Orlons, new hi-bulk
heavy-knits, and ever popular Iambswool.
Colours and range of new styles
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere.
Look for the name /$&fi,

£sso
MODVCI5
IMPERIAL
OIL
LIMITED
offers Positions with a Future for Graduates in
ENGINEERING - all branches
SCIENCE — geology, geophyics, chemistry, etc.
Commerce, Business Administration, Arts
EMPLOYMENT OFFERED
with
Operating Departments
Exploration and Production
Refining
Marketing
Pipeline
Chemical Products
Corporate, Service and
Staff Departments
Research
Accounting
Economics
Personnel
and other functions

SEE YOUR NOTICE
BOARD
For Information on
Where to Find
Detailed job descriptions
Job opportunities for
graduates
Summer Employment
for Under graduates
Descriptive booklet "CAREERS for
UNIVERSITY GRADUATES"
Interview arrangements

IMPERIAL'S representat
ive, Mr.19, Ralph
November
20, 21, B.
22, Hull,
23, 26, will
27. be on the caniDiis

Pages

On

Toronto

'■JiiC-.
Mr.
Stein
drew
character,Post
Mr. Varsity whn ,
In
Thiscompetitor
Week's
The Varsity's
in the ers its-about
theCollege
university
Arts
s, Engineer
college newspaper field yesterday ...
featured the University of Tor- facilities, and athletic opp0rtu5
onto in a center-spread devoted ies.
to "Mr. Varsity", an all-encom- Mr. Varsity realizes
pas ing U. of T. character.
is nowhere else- in the :Worl$|
Canadian University Post, de- "some quiet, out
of the wayjjj
but occasionally
■
students signedinto reach
Canada, allhas university
only one him",
like U.B.C." It may be signing
reporter on the campus, David that, besides being a social wwt
Stein (I UC). He represents over er, or a writer in the -dice
11.000 Toronto students. It was his
offices" of The Vara;
feature that appeared in the Post. nrbustling
an SAC representative, V
alsoWhena nurse.
University Directories^
Gene Lockhart
pear
they
will Post.
be usedTheas Toroti
ma'
Gene Lockhart, the star of lists for the
Directory
is
not
yet
out.
Thursday.
many stage
productions, will and
visitscreen
Toronto
this
He will present a programme
of varied dramatic readings in.
the Museum Theatre on
Ears
Thursday, November 15. The
Ears, in a newspaper, are tin
visit is sponsored by the Sr.
boxed spaces to the left aaj
Michael's SAC and the St. right
of theon flag,
bannered
page (The
1). Varsilj
Michael's Senate Club'.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
— $3.25
a year.
LIFE — $4.25
60% DISCOUNT !
aTIMEyear.
SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED
$10.40 worth (52 issues) ofSP0IT
—a $4.00
a
year.
PLAYBOY
—
$6.00
LIFE— $4.25; $3.25;
—
year. Order now, pay later.
STUDENT
Stud$4.00. ADA'
CY. -E.O. BoxPERIODICAL
157, AdelaideAGENP.O. order
ILLUSTRATED
later.
pay —3-6547
now, WA.
or W»
AGENCY,
Toronto. Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583. 1233.
Any periodical.
ALTERATIONS
1-5978. your formals in to be alterBring
TYPEWRITERS
ed. tJust below Knox College.) $1.50 Weekly
Rents;
HELMAR. 46 St.' George St. WA. Any make, brand new typ",
if you refunded
(Rental
TYPEWRITERS
>.
$29. Cash .regis!
TsP"
Special student rates. All regular Trade-ins
Humber
machines.
ing
6-H»
makes;
or rebuilt;
and 375 Jane Street. RO.
sold on newterms.
Also forrented
supplies,
repairs
and
service.
Phone
RI. MARRIED STUDENTS .
1843 anytime.
.ce
8-3929
«LI! ,IOnly
for
suran
r with
bette
ROOM AND BOARD
Term1
studyOwn
0.00 fmanci
$20,00
ity.
in exchange
for sitting and light
duties.
OR. 5879.
Cost. Call R. N. Richard*
READ! VIEW! ENJOY!
CA HI, with 12 1« „
LEI
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE — RUSH
SAU
$5.00 for a year of the most colleg- evenings.LEICA FOR
er. *i« .« '
iateversal
magazine
ever published.
Univiewsell
mete.r,s will
rforand
ectofind
proj
Enterprises,
104
Ridge
Hill
Argu
$700
Dr., Toronto 10.
TIME— $3.25 a year. "*;altej
LEICA CAMERA WANTED
STU^ENT^
year.SPECIAL
Order now,
pal gjflC]
Will erapayin good
fp.ir price
for Leica
Camcondition.
Call
Mr.
White. WA. 1-194L
DENT PERIODICAL A q I
Box 157. Adela* r ^
P.O.
onto 1, Ont. Phone
STANOLIMD

OIL AND GAS COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA
OFFERS CAREER IN;
(1) EXPLORATION
GEOPHYSICS J
If you are interested in investigating the Possib^il0o ei^'V
ment with b. progressive oil company of over 8. -fitf>0^1
and one that offers opportunity, advancement .f -'fO**
there
may be a place for you,
with Stanolind On 3 -M
p*ny.
A company representative will visit the c2'mpuSaI,d 20 0ff*
applicants
Monday
Tuesday.at November
for
further onare
particulars.
Applicants
asked and
to inquire
Engineering'9 .ity j
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INTERCOLLEGIATE

Saturday,
Varsity vs.
GAME

PLAYOFF

November

17th

Queen's in Kingston
TIME - 1:00 p.m.

Special Train
Game Tickets-$1.50
Leaving Toronto
(sharp) 8:00 a.m.
With Playoff Coupon
Arriving Kingston
11*45 a.m.
tickets will be sold at the Athletic
game
ALL
RETURN FARE - $5.65
p.m.
to 5:00tiqkets
from 9:30 a.m.Unsold
Hart House
Office,
and Wednesday.
Tuesday
on
to Kingston at close of sale
returned
be
will
Tlckets valid on all trains reon Wednesday. All seats are reserved at
special student price of $1.50 plus playoff
turning except No. 15 leaving
Tickets without coupon, $2.50 and $2
coupon.
Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily.
GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY AND
RETURN FARE $6.25
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT!
The S.A.C. will sell train tickets
pickets valid on all trains returning deluding No. 15 leaving
ONLY. ALL GAME tickets at
Athletic Ofice, Hart House.
Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily. )
—
and lunch on train.
breakfast
for
available
be
will
Service
Car
P-jniag
N°TE GAME TIME.
Chair Car will be available each way, going to Kingston at 8:00 a m.
and returning from Kingston at 6.47 p.m. FARE: $9.70 return, plus
[*4, 0 chairs. (Total $11.80).

Skule

TEAM

Thrashes

To Gain

UC

37-0

First Place

Draw

Six Players Score Majors
By JOHN VOJTECH
ter as the Skule team relentlessSenior Skule's football team
closed out their season yester- Haltly toreentered
holes intheUC's
gameline,at Don
the
day by romping
over win
to a ridipivot slot for Skule. He promptly
culously
easy
37-0
over
dispirited University College.
tossed an 18-yard pass to Harry
Sis Skule players shared in Cornish to end the scoring.
the scoring as each tallied a Harry Swadron, Doug Jack,
touchdown. The win put Skule Bob Dann and Bob Nadin played
into a tie with Vic for first place well for UC but received little
supportwerefrom
their toteammates
in the Intramural League stand' who
content
play out
ings. Vicwillhas bea game
hand
which
playedin today
the game with little enthusiasm.
UC's
blocking
and
tackling
was
against
St. Mike's,
one
point third-place
behind the leaders.
The poor. It was not the team that
winner of that game will have put up such good fights against
undisputed possession of first Vic. Skule, and St. Mike's in
place. The game meant little previous encounters.
to UC, who ended the season in Skule's defence charged
last place with but one win.
UC's line at every opporNeil Perkins, Elvi Molinaro, through tunity.
Arnie Krikorian, joe FurKen Selby. Sam Clements, Bruce gal, Bruce Nicholson, Bruce
Smith, and Harry Cornish each Westwood, Ed Rohacek, Lee
scored single touchdowns while Davis and Bill Davis tossed UC
Selby added a convert to his back for losses.
score.
Few spectators turned out for
Perkins started the scoring as
game during a cold afternoon
he intercepted a John Lambier onthe the
campus. Skule completely
UC in statistics. Skule
pass early in the first quarter. outclassed
He ran 68 yards down the side- gained but 30 yards on the
lines, dancing by Lambier and
UC'sup 17.133Skule,
Jim Trenton, the only two men ground ever,to picked
yardshow-in
to get back in time, for the the air to UC's 25.
major.
convert
good.a
On theThenext
serieswasof noplays,
bad snap to UC kicker Ray Dunn
gave the ball to Skule on the Vic Sophs Trip
UC 17. Clements pitched a short
pro pass to Molinaro who romped
through the UC team for a
touchdown.
32-10
was
no good. Again the convert Nursing
Vic Sophs definitely
night atin OCE
aoutclassed
rousing
basketballlastmatch
Late in the second quarter Nursing
Clements tossed a 25-yard pass as they maintained a steady gym
lead
to Stu Eccles which put Skule
throughout the entire game, finishon
UC's
17.
Clements
spotted
ing with a score of 32-10. Prue
Selby all alone in the end zone
Smith started
Vic's inscoring
and
and tossed to him for the touch- netted
nine baskets
two and
down. The convert was no good.
half quarters.
Selby started the' second half a Nursing
stepped into the battle
by
the kick-off
to UC's
15. running
Selby turned
the tables
and at the second quarter and chalked
tossed a pass to Clements for up a presentable score; luck was
another Skule touchdown. Selby on their side for a brief moment
converted.
when three Vic guards were misWalt Niemy intercepted a UC
sing and to add to the general
hilarity
thewere
unsuspecting
pass
to
put
Skule
on
UC's
26.
forwards
unable toNursing
net a
Smith scored on a seven-yard
plunge. The convert was blocked single basket! It must be mentioned
that
Sandra
RickeUs
was
by Norm Bergstein.
Midway through the last quar- the star of the free shots.
INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY PRACTICE
Practice for Intermediate Hockey team will be held
Tuesday and Thursday, Nov, 13th & 15th at 6.30 p.m.,
Varsity Arena. Report to Coach Jack Wheldcake.
GAMES
TODAY
FOOTBALL
its
Bark. McLean, Smith
to Vic
Jr. SPS Stadnyk.Ganmowltz.
SOCCER
vsvs U.C.
Avis Pasternak
,
LACROSSE
Pbarm Bugarskl

SPS I
1.00 Law
U.C. IVI
vsVS Mod.
500
6.00 U.C. IT
vs
Dent
7.00 Vie I
vs
Knox
vs SPS F
1.00 U.C.
SPS ETaylor VOLLEYBALL
4.00
vsvsvs Law
Pre-Med
U.C. McCaul
A
6.30 Knox
Med. I B II
vs Wye. C
Dent. A
vs Trin. A
Wye.SPSB A
Jr.
vsvs Sr.
U.C. B
Fharm.
SQUASH
Wyclltfa

Lee.
Lee, Jeans
JeansNaylor
Uhrynuk
KenBrown,
Rundans
Bergstein
Stein
Borgstetn
Bergstein

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
BASKETBALL medical ratings: PHE n
The
following
The following team
teams hashavenot notsubmitted
completed their medical ratings:
St. MsSt;A:UCSt.Jr.MsSr. B. St. Hs Sr; St H's sophs; UC Sophs; Vic Jr. Sr;
POT
Please have these completed by the end of the week.
SWIMMING
will beat a4:15meeting
the Swimming
representatives
this There
afternoon
p.m. atof (Falconer
Hall. IfClubunable
to attend
please
send reliable
substitute.
WOMEN'S SKI CLUB
Mettlng
P-m. General
at Falconer
Hall. of all Interested skiers. Taurcdey Nov 15 at 5
FIRST AID FOR SKIING ACCIDENTS
Two lectures by Dr. Harry Ebbs. Mem. Nov. 19 and 28 at 5 »m
Howe-hold Science Auditorium, all women students welcome.
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Debates Value of stantial
Psycholog
public opinion
night
only
thing
Tomorrow's Hart House debate
are expected
do J
debate psychology
night that
that "the
"the
only good
good nowa
thing gists
resolution
"reflectsto quite
accomplishes
session will
argueastrology
whether of"psyc-j
to
USJrm
days
is
that
people
feel
freer
to
fic
metho
c
h
o
l
o
g
y
i
s
the
the
ds,
and
deserv}je
es the,■„■~,,lJ^
is unrealistic".
here
and
now
in public." He will be which
present day." The debate begins scratch
•the
psychologist
is
usin„Sa'<N
joined
by
J.
Mogan,
SGS.
The Mission to the University
THURSDAY
to use a unique approach'
at 8 p.m. in the debates room.
Alan Marcus, IV \jq
provides most of the meetings in
Mission service George Kell. SGS first speaker First speaker for the opposition speaker
for the opposition
todav's column. Biggest feature is 9.50ina.m.the — VicSpecial
College Chapel.
Velio Sermat, IV UC said that the
for
the
government,
said
last
Rev*
John
Stott's
talk
at
5
p.m.
in
Convocation Hall.
12.10in -room
12.50 234p.m.—
Mission
Meeting
psychology
student, said "u^*
of OCE.
chology
is
astroli20th
TODAY
p.m. Hall,
— Mission
meetings
in UC
present and
day,thethen
Men
in room
18. Victoria,
g.50 a.m.— Discussion on The Truth 1.00West
physics
js
ective COTC
Warden Josepchemistry
in Room 1036 of the Wallberg Prosp
h McCulley fo
Shall Make You Free. At Vic
chemy of the present day *
Building,
in
Cody
Hall,
in
room
College
Chapel.
A
Mission
ment
er
Treat
Offic
Given
115 of the Conservatory, in
event
attended
212 of the Anatomy Bldg.
A,bout 35 Varsity- students paid ston, andDaySunday
1.^.00 - 2.00 p.m. — Newman Club room
services at the ayes, and John Pierce n <.^
Building.
the penalty for a free trip to Memorial
serves coffee to all member;
college's
Memorial
Arch.
Most will be antellehono
Morley'ca,
Queen's last weekend and got ents.
rs. rary
visitoru ^
who
p.m. — U. ofClub
T. Progressive
were first and seconcLyear studthe cup.bring lunches, at 9 cents 1X0Conservative
presents a
up at breakfast.
8 Sunday morning for an"
discussion group on army
1.00 p.m.— Paul Hellyer, MP. will Roundtable
Dominion Provincial Relations,
speak to the U. of T. Liberal
Except
for $2 the
apiecetripforwas
tickets
in room 109 UC.
Club
the game,
all
11, U.C.en The Pipeline in room 8.00 p.m. — Law Club Forum on to.
HART
HOUSE
courtesty of the Canadian Army.
1.00 p.m. — SCM presents Rev. John
Labour
and
the
Law
at
Cody
The
male
students
slept
at
Vimy
Robson. Minister o,f. Queen St. Hall. School of Nursing.
CLUBS
TODAY
Barracks in Kingston, ate, drank
E. Presbyterian Church, . speakand played ping-pong and pool
ing on the topic The Conflict of 8.00 p.m. — Question period with there.
were all prospective
the Chaplain's leaders of the Mission in West membe. They
Authority,
CODE CLASSES commence today in _ the Debates Ante
Office
at Hartin House.
j pf the Canadian OfHall. UC.
Room at 5 p.m. Any member interested in Amateur
ficer's
Training
Corps
or
Re1.00 p.m.— SCM Bible Study led by
Radio is invited to attend these classes. The Classes
Officer Training Plan on
Alan McLachlin in room 14 of
FRIDAY
will also be held on Thursday, same time and p]ace
campusservehere.
Emmanuel College.
p.m. — Mission meetings in UC They toured the training
TABLE TENNIS meets every Tuesday and Thursday night
1.00 p.m. — SCM group on the topic 1.00West
Hall and Trinity, room 4. school of the Royal Canadian
Politics,
History
and Race.in room
Leain the Fencing Room at 7 p.m.
der is Marie
Perinbam,
5.00 p.m. — Rev. John Stott speaks Corps of Signals, engineering
BRIDGE CLUB meets every Tuesday evening at 7:15 p.m.
5. Trinity.
on
The
Cost
of
Discipline
in
laboratories
of
the
Royal
Militin the East Common Room.
1.20 p.m. — Victoria College Music
ARCHERY CLUB meets every Tuesday and Thursday
ary College just outside KingClub in co-operation with, the Convocation -Hall.
night in the Range at 8 p.m.
VCF presents Dr. Douglas Feaver speaking on The Realm BeANY MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE MAY TAKE ADVANTAGE
Tomorrow
WEDNESDAY
yond
Music,
in
the
Music
Room
OF
THESE CLUB PROGRAMMES TOMORROW
at Victoria. A special Mission
event.
RECITAL AT 5 p.m. in the Music Room
5 O'CLOCK
1.00 - 2.00 p.m. — Mission in the
DEBATE AT 8 p.m. in the Debates Room
University lunch talks at UC
RECITAL
Floraine Cotnoir
West Hall, in room 212 Anatomy Building, in room 1035 of
the Wallberg Building, in Cody
Ha.ll, P. and O.T. in room 7 of
Soprano
the P. and O.T. Huts, and in the
Hart House
Chaplain's Office, Hart House.
5.00 p.m. — Rev. John Stott, head
Missioner, will speak on The
Fact of Sin in Convocation
Third of a Series
WOMEN WELCOME
Hall.
5.00 p.m. — Household Economics
Club meeting for the Mission, TODAY
NOV. 13
in the House, Ec. Building.
5. C0 p.m. — The U.C. Modern Letthe Women's
Union,ters Clubto meets
discuss inSonnets,
MISSION IN THE UNIVERSITY
WEDNESDAY
8.00 a.m. — VCF Mission Prayer
Meeting in room 111, UC.
9.50 a.m. — Mission meeting in Victoria College on the subject
"THE FACT OF SIN"
Freedom in the Son. in Vic
Chapel.
1.00 p.m. — Mission Meetings in the
West Hall, in room 8, Victoria,
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
in room 212 of the Anatomy
Building, in room 4, Trinity, in
room 102 of the Mechanical
SIR
WALTER
Building, in Cody Hall, in room
Chairman:
115 of the Conservatory, and in
room 7 of the P. and O.T. Huts.
6. COMissioner.
p.m.— Rev.speaksJohnon Stott,
head
Professor Graham Cotter, M.A., P.H.D.
The Death
RALEIGH
of Christ, in Convocation Hall.
English Lecturer at University College
8.00inp.m.
—
Mission
question
period
the West Hall of U.C.
MILD
BURLEY
CONVOCATION HALL 5. P.M.
Spurn CFCCS
TOBACCO
In SMC Vote
at its best
The St. Michael's Students' ===== THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE
Administrative
Council last night
rejected a motion to rejoin the
Canadian Federation of Catholic
College Students. The vote was
8-2 against.
TEXACO
EXPLORATION
COMPANY
John Leo, SAC president said:
"There
have
been
no
concrete
CALGARY, ALBERTA
improvements to warrant outre-entry at this time. After careful consideration the council has
EMPLOYMENT For ENGINEERS And GEOLOGISTS
decided to adopt a wait-and-see
policy."
All those who attended the recent CFCCS conference as offiRepresentatives from one of Canada's leading oil producing companies will be
cial delegates voted against the
teryiewing students in Chemical, Mining, Mechanical Engineering
proposal. Miss Mary Pat McWillcocks Street on November 19th., 20th., and 21st.
Namara, one' of the two dissentois, said, "I feel it is the duty
ing and Geology at
of
St. Michael's
Permanent employment for graduates and summer employment for undergo
Catholic
College toas bea anCanadian
official
ates
m
their
third
year will be available.
member of the Canadian Federation of Catholic Students."
Appointment schedules, personal information forms, and descriptive literati
may be obtained from the following:
TYPING
Theses. Essays, Notes. Charts.
Engineering the Engineering Faculty Office
French.Prices
German.
Latin, English '
Upon
Geology
Apt. 12Request
the Geological
Sciences Office
21 MRS.
AVENUEM. D.RD.-WA,
2-7624 |
STOTT, B.A.

Doubled
NCCU

Grant

Starts

Accepted
Moving

To
Handle
New
Ottawa (Special) — The Nation- universities, the Prime Minister
al Conference of Canadian Uni- promised grants would be kept
versities yesterday agreed t0 disif they could not accept
tribute the, Federal Government's inthemtrustimmediately.
proposedadian doubled
Universities. grants to Can- * Delegates from 35 Canadian universities were enthusiastic about
The Ottawa conference began
three financial offers from
to set up an organization to hand- the
the
Federal
government; $16,000.le the grants and started legal
a year in non-capital grants,
steps to incorporation, on the pre- 000
double
the
1956 appropriation;
sumption that Mr.
increase will
be St. Laurent'
d bys S50.000.000 for university buildParliament at its nextapprove
ings in the next ten years, adsession.
new Canada
Quebec delegates waited anx- Council; and minisantered by the
unknown amount
iously, their enthusiasm for the of new scholarships
and
bursaries
grants lessened by Premier Mau- Council.
from the endowed income of the
rice
Duplessis'
announcement
he
is
examining
carefully the Prime Despite, the impressive sound.
Minister's proposal.
He said yesterday he will make 550.000,000 -will only be a starter
for the $285,000,000 it is estimated
known acsoon
government's
tion to thehisplan,
For Quebecre- Canadian universities will need

900y. The*
told yesterda
?ev- J°h"tionsto"Hall
Sin Is Universal Convoca
crowd
at
the
missioner
second
's
talk
grew
400
from Monday
Four students 'received Christ'.

Open

Recruiting

Now

Funds
in new buildings these next ten
years. Delegates at the conference,
which ends today, called it pooling the pump'.Ottawa
Their universities
must
share watch
of the sum. to gain their
The fact that Ottawa is thinking of them at all buoys the
members of the conference.
The Prime Minister's financial
proposal
was considerel
finance committee
of the by
NCCU<the
which included all the executive
heads of Canadian universities,
plus NCCU executive.
The committee praised Mr, St.
Laurent for his understanding of
the critical position of Canaii r.n
seats of higher learning in accenting the responsibility of passing
on
federalof funds.
There wa*.
mention
the formula
to nobe
used in distributing the money
The finance
committee
recorded its approval
of thealsoPrime
Minister'? proposal to recommend
creation of the Canada Council to
the next session of Parliament.

For Federal Services
cialization required. Most graduCivil
Service
ates in arts and commerce will
set
out
this
weekrecruitingto hire teams
1,000
The
Varsity
graduates and 1.100 under- be offered about $320 a month, Callaghan On
Wednesday, November 14th, 1956
Pol. LXXVI— No. 32
graduates from Canadian uni- engineers up to $375. Some stu- At HH Debate
versities inthe next four months.
dents with post-graduate
train-as
may get
Their prediction was they muching inasthe$450sciences
Morley Callaghan will be *he
a nionth.
wouldn't get their quota.
Some vacancies
honorarydebate.
visitorMr.at tonight's
have been . House
CallaghanHarta
But the Federal government earned over from previous
graduate of the University is .ne
\SCM Asks
for Church "expects to get its fair share" Commission surveys showyears,
that |0f Canada's outstanding novelist^
arelease
Civil Service
said. Commission press many young graduates who prove
The resolution — In the opinion,
satisfactoiy
double
their
salaries
of this House, psychology is the
At the graduate level, students
said. or six years, the re- astrology of the present da: —
To Serve All Campus are required fqr continuing em- within leasefive
be defended
by G. iS.GS.).
S. Kell
I Kitchener 'Special) — A uni' of the university on matters of
ployment from virtually'
all facul- Permanent needs include 225 will
iS.G.S.)
and J. Mogan
ties, but mainly
arts, commerce,
ersity church for all faiths at doctrine has degenerated into lack
engineers
of
various
kinds,
J20
be opposed
Serof T. was proposed here yester- of concern about doctrine.
engineering and agricultural agricultural scientists, 200 or They
mat (IVwillUC.)
and L A. byM. V.HarcUS
ay by the Student Christian For the SCM, the $30,000 would science.
more
commerce
graduates
and
«IV
U.C.I
Ft.
R.
Price
will
pr?
ideovement of Canada.
mean expansion at the rate of Undergraduates hired for sum- scores of arts graduates for as Speaker of the House: Debating
a 21-page
report, theCouncil
SCM one full-time worker for every
mer work will receive up to $280 assignment throughout the Civil will begin at 8:00 p.m. in the
soIn asked
the Canadian
Service.
1,000 nominally Protestant stud- a month depending- on their exDebates Room. Hart House.
Churches for a $30,000 plan to
perience and university training. The recruiting program for
ents (those affiliated with reombat gross religious illiteracy
Summer requirements include various
ligious
groups),
at
a
rate
of
$5,administrative classes,
Canadian campuses.
000 per worker.
180 survey assistants, 200 forest- such as foreign
and junior
Confirmation . classes, baptisms
and 200 geology students, and administrative service
and finance offi- WUS has Hat
student is aBaptist
human minister
being," 250 ry agriculture
hd marriages would be conducted the"A Hamilton
undergrads.
c
e
r
s
i
s
already
underway.
the different denominations
staffOther
will
"and therefore his emotions Starting salar es for gradu- 1 classes and summerJanuary
aking up the university congre- said,
and Just like CUP
tes
vary
from
class
to
class
be
recruited
and
his
will
need
as
much
contion if it was thought necessary,
The Canadian University FVess
s
i
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
a
s
his
intellect".
depending
on
the
academic
spe]
February.
E. M Checkland told the
isn't alone in its search for politicouncil for the SCM.
al leaders'
hats. World
University
Universities no longer intend to
Service
of Canada
has Prime
M$n9JSe the basic philosophical and
ister
Louis
St.
Laurent's.
As well it has hats from more
1 > g i o u s questions which
"Ham-handed" on Pipeline
thtionally have been the reason Maybe
than twenty other nations, includtheir existence," he said.
ing Chile.
Britain,
and
Ireland.
South
AfricaScotland
and Ko.ea.
The search for truth in univerhe
told
the
campus
In
explaining
the
necessity
for
Liberals,
But
"The
government
was
perhaps
The
hats
were
donated
by
varGov't
differently,'
Ethical,
ses has been "eclipsed by- its a little ham-handed but ethicalSays Hellyer
the bill to be passed this year,
ious governments. WUS national
odem function
as a technical
committees, Canadian diplomats
that, was
"Theripegovernly correct" in its method of deal- In explaining the length of time the MPment feltsaid
*>ool for the training of young
the time
to go abroad
Canada.
ingonto
with the
pipeline
issue,
a
Tor°Ple for the professions.
required
to
secure
passage
of
the
and foreign diplomat' in
ahead." With all the time spent
Hart House Chapel has been yesterday. member of parliament said bill, Hellyer said, "A great many acquiring
rights-of-way;
contracts
This
'International Hat Back'
words
were
spoken
—
not
about
the
°Posed as the centre an inter- Addressing the U. of T. Liberal
for purchasing the gas. contracts will accompany
pipeline, but to obstruct the for
nominational worshipof centre
WUSC's Treasure
in
gas
sale,
the
Trans-Canada
club,
Paul
Hellyer,
member
for
Van
of
foreign
oo its
years. It seats under 50 peo- Davenport, spoke on the recent government". The government ap- Pipeline Company received a final present national merchadise
tour.
plied closure, he said, because of jolt when the credit they exti-led,
7 lhQa plan
for
a
chu«h
was
pipeline
debate
in
the
House
of
public statements by opposition
Provincial premiers* hats are
pected did not come through.
new building would Commons. Hellyer is parliament- members
that they would attempt "Between
ve to be found.
by the CUP, which tuues
us, I'm sure that they sought
assistant to Defence Minister to obstruct the bill.
to
display
all ten atDecember.
its conferenceSo
ftudy programs of an inter Ralphary Campney.
wanted
to
wait
another
year.
But
in
Toronto
urch nature could be carried
Closure is simply a time al- I'm sure they were happy to go far.one, that ofthisPremier
°y denominational ministers "If you had to do things over
location order, reducing the num- along with the government terms". of Alberta, has been taken.Manning
again, you would probably do it
°™innd gsaid. together, Reber
of
days
Checkpassage to necessary
eight. Thisfor isa bill's
time
for even the most importIe said the hard-won neutrality Second Set of enoughant issues,
he said. The pipeline Skule
Nite Previews
bill took 19 days to acquire the
necessary
legislation.
{Canadian Actor
Gael Goalposts
Tickets
Soon
The Liberal MP also struck oui jMore
at the "deliberately misleading Because of the unprecedented Skule House Four to appear durAt Pharmacy
statements over radio, TV and demand
for
tickets,
Skule
Nite
r°
ing
their
March
Pe
rf
reneof Loc, khartormCanadian
Here
ter from Vassar Jamboree.
said one ofA letthe
-born
press." He made
cited by
in particular
play one
extra Nov.
perform-20.
s University lost not just statements
the CCF 5T7 will
TV m°''e than 80 movies, oneQueen
ance
Tuesday
evening,
girls
had
heard
the quartei at
set
of
goal
posts
last
weekOriginal
schedule
called
for
four
Plays,
oathva
and numerous
last year's McGUl Winter Carniyal
on television.
sets.owners
Pharmacyof leader
that politicians
will "It
stoopis a toshame
that Saturday
showings. 24th.
Wednesday the 21st.. to and was "so impressed she ubU y Productions, is Visit- studentsend, butarebothproud
mitted their name ahead of i uythe
second
set
of
posts.
ricd riT" He wiH aPPeai' in
sortAnother
of thing."
attack was made at Producer Don Elliott stressed
useum 0'^malic reading in the Attempts to capture the goa1 communications
president Dave that the extra performance is not one else".
posts immediately after the game Greenspan who by introduced
s m Theatre Thursday.
the an openingElliott
night—
failed, due to the overwhelming
said."It's a sneak
* '-^fnt
the
Grey
id
movies
have
SAC Advance
The
Man
nel
Suit ruj "Carousel." number of Queen's students. How- speaker. He said that the club's preview,
Tickets
for
the
extra showing go j The SAC president said
aim
was
to
give
a
non-partisan
ever,
while
the
Engineers
robbed
I aPPeaied n Broadway's the Queensmen of one set at the view
"Tonight
the SAC will do
of
public
affairs,
a
thing
view vi pu«»i m— mi a, "■•••s
Wilder tea dance two Pharmacy students students could not get through the 1 on sal,! Thursday from 12 o'clock nothing, and I hope it will
only. After stayGordthatForstner
cutting down -the other Toronto press. This was especially J unl" 2~ ,or engineers
werein busy
igh]
set
the stadium.
way." said that this
from other faculties would
students ail
students j-,natas
far
as
said,
he
so.
orie dull
need'meeting,
bother
aPP'yposts
to ji maySkule Nite sold out its original and thathe anovery
theythetend
parts of the
for
coloured
concerned,
The
were
take
their
opinions
from
Globe
Pleaseissue
waitto for
.* *«'»
from "The were brought back to Toronto by and Mail— "the most Tory of the . quota of tickets in two days. Even coming.
Papers". Stephen
controversial
eo.uea
the Pharmacy students whoses only
Tory
press".
News
repurti
were
engineering
students
in
the
lower
>f Courage"; comment
are
engineer
-ip;
he
said.
"The
is
n,.ni„ j --"«crness".' and not the only
not truthlul. he : years wereCo i
not complete andd.
""In-Douglas
people on campus I|sai
vited
the!
Debates. who can engineer
y tii-kets.
I Vassar
things".
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Editorial
bah! what's a dollar
LastCommittee
Thursday voted
evening,
Affairs
23 tothe1 inuniversity's
favour of aExternal
motion
asking for one-dollar-per-student levy to assist the
work of World University Service.
Readers not frightened off by the use of two
organization's names in the first paragraph will be
interested to know that this matter will be put off by
rhe Students' Administrative Council until next
spring.
Their fascination is confirmed by the overwhelming response to the story carried in The Varsity when
the EAC motion was announced. The story ran in the
top right corner of page one— the most prominent
position we could give it— and we got two whole
letters about it. One was from the National Affairs
Commissioner of the SAC.
The WUS dollar— if it is approved by the students'
council and by Simcoe Hall— will increase the levy for
student government by more than 18 per cent.
A good many SAC activities suffer from a lack of
funds. The student levy has not been raised since
1946, when Toronto's enrolment was nearly half
again what it is now.
This might be the time for the SAC to begin a
campaign to strengthen its financial condition, and
thereby enable itself properly to carry out some of
the functions for which it was designed.
But, as our SAC president pointed but yesterday,
there aren't any coming up at tonight's meeting.
GAMES TODAY
Bi'Qden
SOCCER
vs Emman
Wye.
LACROSSE
Med.
VI
Vic. II LEAGUE
Brown. Crawford
VOLLEYBALL
— MAJOR
Forestry
vs Arch.
A
Upatnieks
Med
vs
Jr.
SPS
VOLLEYBALL
— MINOR LEAGUE PerJcons
St.
M.
D
4,00
vs
St.
M.
O
Sperling
6.00 Med. m Yr.
vsvs Pre-Dent
Perkons
7.00
Dent Incisors
Tj.C. Wallace
Stgal
C
6.00 Pharm.
vs Knox
B — Sigal
SQUASH
1.00
va Vio
4.20 St. M.
vs
vs Arch
Dent. B (game cancelled)
. 5.40
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Dogs, Knitting and Footsteps
A, few impressions of an American campus, gathered by Gord Sheppard
the fres(lit
hmanVic)classandcoiflN0pu.
(II UC) during last weekend's visit to Cornell University, fthaca, NX heigFive
student^S
hts Toronto
andpictures
acs Y%
ing each name
until Sunday as part of the weekend exchange plan.
Cornell
SinCe ?h%
]
CornellFriday
is a university of
Knitting in class is carried on number women . three
curious and quaint traditions. If by the bulk of the female studADIPOCERtE °'
men
of
Cornell are Ve? ^'t
a girl refuses to kiss her date
a practice which can
while they are ensconced in the prove ents,disconcerting
when the ful for this singular
middle of Cornell's suspension needles plummet to the floor
bridge,lapsethe
structure
col- A Speech Class is given— which
If The Varsity need, .,
and they
will bewillswept
all engineers are compelled to
into Lake Cayuga's "rushing attend— at the university.
Contrary to our pre-conceived tissu
up the
inchees toof fill
12 point
ty„ *" !)
The bridge is still standing
waters".
opinion serious
the American
about hisstudent
studies:is editorial page perhaps th°0 ^
Any girl who sits in the lap of indeed
in fact in on
bothFriday
sororities
and own objections to the V(?
the statue
of the
university's
evening,
first
president,
Andrew
White, fraternities
u 's ^
of place. I vptV1
out Unive
bein the
not
j.s certain to marry a Cornellian: many
of
the
students
remained
not help
but revolrsity
t at sua, V**
but the U. of T. girls remained "in" for study purpose. It is an sion
true to their own campus.- and impressive experience. Probably
did not make the effort.
rowminde
the main reason for this activity entit
led dnes
"Sales"smansas the !r nat"
You object to thehip"
White painted footsteps run- is that the students are subjectVw5>
ed to preliminary exams (about » product to The Vni "
ning from one side of the arts
quadrangle to the other, excited two per month) comprising 60 Shoul
d
bye your
scienc
departow'nT
ment I
the interest of the group.
cent of their final marks, tion, thenot,
Tradition maintains that if a per
thereby
necessitating
constant the departments of the hu ^
and
consistent
study.
virgin walks between the two
seated sculptured figures at each
Rules of the sororities and porten
vincintsg their
studen
ts theofston"61
thV*
of accept
ing
of this
univer
"s
sity
end of the quad at the hour of- girls residences are very strictly ities
midnight, the two gentlemen will enforced: and to that end a so- tific
as a d"
tool and
to beselling
arise, walk to the centre and
used in»'?
cial calendar is printed each, them Metho
shake hands ... Simply a week listing all parties and so- proaching their problems?
tradition.
Should not all religions .
cial activities, and their location
political, all cultur
The first president of Cornell for each day.
ev s
beczation
omeal sand
a onea?
self-i
stated that dogs should be al- ed.No girl may attend a. social all athletic organi
lowed the freedom of the cam- function (particularly at the
pus; therefore
dogs (looking
ex- fraternities) unless they are list- closets :o andinto their
tremely intelligent)
pass freely
elusive group, not daring to in*
the freshmen portion
in and out of lectures, the stud- ofFinally,
the students directory lists laress upon the campus v.ent union, _ and residences.
betheyaccbeli
useeve
d ofandsellthin
ing ka lest
prodqtifi
A CONTROVERSY RAISED
pusHow can the University bei
It is heartening to see the we realize the difficulties you true seeker after truth ii jj
closes 'its eyes without so titutjj
gad-fly of Toronto is with us have faced in finding an issue.
again, challenging the great The very inconsistancy of your as a look at some evidence u
brown god of perennial apathy. arguments should drive a hun- even so-called evidence of Jruthj
dred budding intellectuals to How. can' one impress on otheff
I' like so many others, welcomed
type writers. Your efforts the
truth which he claims ii
your
Tuesday's their
editorial venture
to raise _in
a controversy
are to be congratulated by all have found unless he tries li
in the face of constant student who are concei'ned with this la- sell it or at least interpret i
mentable state of affairs.
disregard. Your attempt becomes
but the more admirable when Robert C. Pinto
II St. Mike's to others?
Jealousy of those who jriake I
larger splash while jumping into the pool of truth has no pla*,
CURLING
in
a University. Perhaps the>There will be a meeting of the U of T Curling Club, TODAY,
"loud discordant clamour" tj
at 5 p.m. in the Fencing Room, Hart House. Anyone Interested in
those
who claim either to han
trying out for the Intercollegiate rinks, please report.
found the truth or to have «*
posed "theoffalse
is the great
evidence
tance from theignorance
truth. and i
DENT
ANTICS
A Few Tickets Are Still Available For
Both Performances on Friday, November 16
and for the First Performance on
Saturday, November 17
Saturday Second Show Is Sold Out
Tickets may be purchasedEngineering
at Hart House
Stores.Box Office and at the

FERRANTI
Hand-Washable
Tartan
Housecoats
Voted unanimously as a
basic for college living
is this fine wool-andrayon
"Vanitywraparound,
Fair" housecoat!
Styled
the
comfortable
with Shaw]
collarin and
deep patch pocket and cuff. Woven in historically authentic tartans! A snap course in easylaundering . . . it's hand-washable!
• Dress Campbell
• McGregor
• Black Watch
Sizes 12 to 44
Eaton price each 16.95
PHONE UN 1-5111
EATON'S— Main Store— Third Floor— Dept. 209K
T.

EATON

C1.

Transformers,
Kilowatt

Hour

Let ifthe they
V.C.F..think
sell -their
buying,
duct
they P»<«
Who knows, it may be wofl

Electr
shCABAuto
Briti
AUTHORIZED
!
VicicFountain
ENGLISH
SALES"f^Vr
ANDm >jm
To3rd
.MO*1"]
-AND
VICE .AUSTIN
\VA. 2-0855 ___^
Bloor, b- ST..,
Yards OFSouth407of HURON
(30REAR

ELECTRIC

Voltage
and

Ltd.

Regulators

Demand

Meters

WILL INTERVIEW PROSPECTIVE
SALES ENGINEERS 5T7
AND POWER TRANSFORMER DESIGNERS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16th
AT THE PLACEMENT SERVICE

Appointment Schedules -Are At The Engineering Faculty Office

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, ENGINEERING BUSINESS
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ours,victorSt.
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y, and
Vic
3<5
a 13-9
scoreneighb
tot or
Frank Kielty threw to Brian Receiving the kickoff, the
' top of their league.
rson who was uncovered on Double Blue launched a despera
out- Ande
were than
Blue extent
The Double
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tion drive from their own 30. Aran down the
r
greate
a
by
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sidel
ines Hefor then
:L wore indicates. They wen Cawkell
the touc
hdown. Bill Kielty pass to Anders
on took
conve
rted.
the Vic 28, and then a
Play todown
only able to make twolatefirstin
Myers Gets Second
third
pass
took
play to
downs, and theses were
As
the
five minute whistle the five. One
Vic managed
later with the
game;thewherea
the move
the Red and Gold got a minute flag play
yardsticks 13 times. went,
waving
>
,
the
drive
ay which put them broke down when Vic intercedrive
TDe reason for the low score m theunderw
pted
lead to stay. After they a pass,
was that the Red and Gold were picked
up
a
fumble
at
third.
their
own
Mike's
.
The
standings
leave
Sr.
unablee tooncecracktheythe gotSt. into a 45, they moved on the ground in second and St. Mike'sSPSin
defenc
on. Vic once held with runs by Myers, Jerry Azziz
scoring
on the SMC one and in
bail' positi
the
put it across.
couldn'tScore
three. -tries
- Early
The Red and Gold got into
trouble the first time they got Trinity-SMC Open Playoff*
the ball. On third down, Prank One of Canada's longest -estab- Group I and the top two in
football leagues, with nine Group II to enter the playoffs,
rdt's kick y/as blocked teams lished
competing: for the historic will send Trinity against
and Tom McJoe Girdlestone
bvEbenha
Cormack at the 34. Vic recovered Mulock Cup, completed its sche- Mike's in the quarter-final, St.to
their kick and Ebenhardt tried Back dule
yesterday afternoon on the be played on Friday afternoon.
Campus.
to kick again, this time from
game, to be played in the
within his end zone. Once more Both games, fought in the The
Stadium, as are all the playoffs,
d
fn,
poure
line
Mike's
St.
the
bitter
November
weather,
were
will
start
at 1 o'clock.
and this time Knobby Walsh vita] to three of the four parti- The winner
of that game will
tackled Frank behind the line
cipants.
Victoria
defeated
the
enter
the
semi-finals, and will
for a safety. Vic then got a drive Double Blue of St. Michael',
meet
Victoria
on November 21.
undei-way but stalled on the finish in undisputed possession In the other semi-final, scheduled
25.
Blues'
Double
of
first
place
in
Group
1.
An
for
November
20, Dents will
The Red and Gold got onto Irish win would have given St, tackle Senior Skule.
I the score sheet early in the sec- Mie's
the and
top Senior
spot bySkule,
one point
who
picked, up over Vic
Ken atMyers'1 aondSMChalf.fumble
their
have been tied for the
score.eight and would
ent over for the
runner-up position,
"On Campus" on dress
In Group
II, climaxed
John Gray'san Denmake the decision?
tistry squad
un- WillCanit you
be the "Arts-Crafts" or
The Scoreboard
beaten
season
with
a
smashing"Ivy next
League"
your
win over the Junior Engineer; the
wardrobe
fall. look
Specialin guest
INTER FACULTY FOOTBALL
By virtue of their win, the Bill
Sayers
will
discuss
men's
FINALGroup
STANDING
and "Blue overtook Tri- college fashions with Ted SchaI P W L T Pts. Garnet nity's
Panthers
earn fer tonight. It can be heard at
Victoria
fl 4 1 1 9 themselves Black
a bye
into theto semi7:30 tonight on station CJBC.
Skule
'
6
3
2
1
7
finals.
Although
they'
were
out The program is "On Campus."
Mike"s
6 8 13 53 00 62 of the running, the Skulemen
Group
II
could have given Trinity first
Dents
4 3 0 1 7 place
with a win over Dents.
The Interfaculty ruling, which
For-Pharm •. ... 4 1 3 0 2 permits
the top three teams in

Gaining

Whip
Bye

Metis
into

24-0

Playoffs

O'Conner Scores 3 TD's
11Dentistry
It'll HIclinched
HI themselves
By DEREK toHAYES
ran pass
for the
firstball
down.to Stirling who
anoon
play-off
spot
yesterday
after The second half opened up
when they slaughtered
Junior SPS 24-0 on the back with a quick Dents attack. Tho
campus. Despite the lopsided Molar Men kicked off but Ernie
score, the game was quite close Kovacs fumbled the ball on the
between two fairly evenly SPS 30-yard line and Dents took
matched teams. The Dents line over.
Currie, after some beautiful faking to the left end, threw
didn't seem to be able to tighten
up until the second half but their a lovely pass to Keith Hunter
backfield played a hard game who was standing unguarded In
throughout; on the other side the Skule end zone to make the
it was the opposite. The Skule second Dents score. No one
line was hitting hard but their seemed
to expect the convert to
backfield never got rolling. SPS
it wasn't
edandandYellow
had a lot of offside penalties beThecomplet
Blue
took the
called on them, and these, along ball but again
fumbled
it on
with
numerous
fumbles,
didn't
their
own
20-yard
line
and
Dents
help their cause.
recovered. Another pass from
The Engineers -kicked off and Currie to O'Connor resulted in
the kick was run back to the convert.
Dents 30-yard line. The first the third Dents major. No
score came quickly as Bill Pen- A] Vaichulis made a lovely
man came through centre for
Skule on their own 35 yard line ck-off for the Garnet and
and fumbled. Dents recovered the Blue down to Skuie's seven-.vard
ball and two plays later Don line. SPS made another bad snap
O'Connor
got a 30 yard pass on their own 10-yard line and
recovered. Don O'Connor
from Rejd. Currie for Oral En- Dents
gine rs first major. As usual, the ran around the right end with
nice blocking from the
Garnet and Blue's convert was some
Dents line for another Molar
no good.
Dents, in desperation,
The Engineers, led by Nestor major.
tried to run the convert but that
Snihjia, threatened Dents at the wasn't any good either.
first of the second quarter and Vaichulis gave another very
got up to Dents 15-yard line good kick-off for Dents and Mike
after a 20-yard run by Snihjra, Cassels
followed this by interbut the play was called back
cepting aSkule
running
rds topasstheandEngineers
on a Skule offside. One of the
ne. On the next and
best plays of the game came at
of the game, Cassels
the end of the half when Currie,
back to kick for Dents, received
got another
down_ for_lyDents
by takingtouchthe
a very poor snap but managed ball to the Skule 10 yard line.

COMINCO

EMPLOYMENT

BULLETIN

Ptaipectiue QnaiLudei. ol 1957
An important Canadian enterprise offers careers to graduates in
Geological, Mining, Metallurgical or Chemical Engineering,
Honours Geology and Honours Chemistry
Plan an active future with a well-established Canadian

in
Geological Engineering
Mining Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Study Our
Undergraduate Vacation Scholarship Program
Supplement classroom training with practical experience
Arrange at the Engineering Faculty O'.'ire to see the
COMINCO representative, November 19, 20
„ ■ feel so new and fresh and
tooa _ aii ov(.r _ wl)en
pauje los
, " Cola. .It's. . sparkling
wiih quick
""esnment
and
it's
so
and
wholesome — naturally pure
friendly
» jour figure. Let it do rhings good things — for you.
^*8'»,et»d trademark

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING
COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
CQCA£OlA ffl5L
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Sin

Boosts

Four studentsFour
walked up the
here
and
now
As
aisle of Convocation Hall
1 p.m. — Economic Security with centre
TODAY
to
"receive
Christ"
at the
end
Fair
Sharesby for
of the second Mission
meeting
1 p.m. _ Andrew Brink will lead
sponsored
the All"
U of will
T CCFbe yesterday.
Club
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room
4,
UC.
Open
to
all
"The
of
discussion
an SCM
students.
Reverend J. R. Stott took as
to ContempQuaker Approachin the
Of- 7:30 p.m. — Instruction Classes in Jiis topic for last night's address
SCMRussell
oraryHartEvents"
fice,
House.
Bob
colour
film
processing
will
be
"Sin is uniwill also lead a discussion on given by W. J. Blackhall and "The Factversal," heofsaid,Sin."
and quoted the
'Faith and Reason',onalsameRelations
place.
D.
A.
Sprott
for
the
Camera
Ten
Commandments
as an exClub
in
the
Hart
House
Club
p.m.—willInternati
1:00Club
thoughts in
.meet in the Copper
Room. The meeting is open to the sightample.of "Murderous
God are the same
Room. All those planning on n on -members.
as murder,"
and "adultery
the
going to New York City must 8 p.m. — Gene Lockhart, Canadian acme
of selfishness.
Commonis law
attend this meeting, or else noactor, will give a dramatic readtify Chris Spencer, WA, 3-8411.
is
interested
in
theft,
but
God's
ing
in
the
Royal
Ontario
Museum Theatre. The reading, is law is interested in covetousness,
"Self— FROS
1 p.m.
nt", will
St. George
at 45discuss
fulfillme
iii deed
and heword."
Street.
sponsored
by the St. Mike's notThejustresults
of sin,
said, are
Camera Club will SAC sionandfree. Senate Club. Admis- condemnation in the eyes of
p.m.—in The
1:10meet
the Club Room of Hart 8:15 p.m. — Vic Classics Club will God, and bondage to the self.
House. Members only will be sponsor a speech by Dr. D.
. HonJ. Blackhall
allowed.oraryW.President,
the Greeks'
will give a Feaver on "To
in the
Copper
of colour slides (35 Foolishness"
criticism
Room, Wymilwood.
mm to 2V4x3Vi)
CALEDON
4 p.m. — U of T CCF CLUBto will
disTrinity,
5.
meet cussintheroom
All
The Varsity
Model Parliament.
HILL FARM
students are welcome,
Published by
Archaeological ngInstitute The Students' Administrative
4:30of p.m.—
OPEN WEEKEND
lecAmerica is sponsori a MuCouncil of the
Ontario
ture in the RoyalCorneliu
November 15, 16, 17
University of Toronto
s VerProfessor
seum.
Toronto 5, Canada
mule, of Bryn Mawr College,
Editorial
and
News
Office
EVERYONE WELCOME
l
on -'Classica
Basement, S.A.C. Building
Penn., will
ies astalkSeen
Through
Antiquit
WA. 3-8742
the Eyes of Rennaissance and Today's Issue
For information:
Liz Binks,
JorLater Artists".
Sullivan, ...Doug
Marshall,
5 p.m.— EHse Miller, from Welles- Mike danCassidy,
The Graduate Office,
Pete
Gzowski,
ley
associatein missionerCollege,
of theanMission
the Cecily 'Coddington, Susie BresEppHart Kouse-WA. 3-7578
University, will speak to the lin, Cathie Breslin, Bill ridge.
House Economy Club in the
Household
Science
Bldg.,
room
117.
NOV. 14
TODAY
5 p.m. — Discussion Group on "The
Authority
will be
led for SCMof the
by Bible"
Alan McLachlin
MISSION IN THE UNIVERSITY
West,at UCTS, 77 Charles Street
6 p.m.— Rev. John Stott, head Mison "The Death
ofsioner,
Christ"speaks
in Convocation
Hall.
THURSDAY
"THE DEATH OF CHRIST"
1 p.m. — A Round Table discussion
of Dominion-provincial relations is planned by the U of T
Progressive Conservative Club
in room 109. UC. New members
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
are always welcome.
HILLEL
Wednesday Lecture Series
I. Today, Wed., Nov. 14,
4:00 p.m..
University College,
Room 11
DK. JOHN A. IRVING
Professor of Ethics and Social
Philosophy, Victoria College,
U of T
on
"Freud and Contemporary
Culture"of the 100th
On the occasion
Anniversary of the birth of
Sigmond Freud
Everybody Welcome

Chairman:
Prof. R. R. McLaughlin, M.A.Sc, M.A.. PH.D.
CONVOCATION

5.P.M.

QUESTION
PERIOD TONIGHT
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
Chairmen:
Rev. R. Armitage, M.A., D.D., LL.D.
Rev. K. H. Cousland, M.C., M.A., B.D., D.D.
West Hall University College 8 p.m.
=
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CIGARETTE
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i
saviour, and then name q\
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the only
le tosavi0,n
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heart
his
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'God
is not a namby-pamby must
"Receive
Christ
sugar daddy,
he
is
absolute
per1St r°t |I
use a batter
"puts "He
the y J?
then "count
and doesn't
'me' first fection.
and"Sin,"Godhe insaid,
the background— what a tyranny the ego Reverend Stott listed
5^ 1
Christian discipleship.
Mr. Stott advised the cure for philosop
hical,
historica
l
and
to
Christia
approa
nity1.'1
ches
sin as "intimate union with sonal. In discussing the ner ^11*9 I
Christ." He used the quotation view he gave the analogy ^
"I stand at the door and knock." drowning man clutching a *![*
Calling-tor," heChrist
"great not
liberasaid Christ,
manthe should
try belt. "In this case," ile ^
to imitate
but let him
"the philosophical and histo^'"'
come and live in him.
him '1^^
question
s don't
compelli
ng.
Like
is extremg
needbother
the personal
Christian
ity 1?
Four steps
essential
to
the
receiving of Christ were listed by belt is a desperate experit^
Mr. Stott. Man must first admit
his sin and the need for a
is!"
WEDNESDAY
5 O'CLOCK
RECITAL

HART HOUSE
Floriane Cotnoir
Soprano
Third of a Series

TODAY IN THE MUSIC ROOM
Floriane Cotnoir, soprano
John Coveart, accompanist
Open to any member of the
University community
In the Opinion of This House,
Psychology
the
Present isDaythe Astrology of
S. p.m. TODAY
MORLEY CALLAGHAN,
Honorary Visitor

OPEN ART GALLERY
The
CBC today
SHOW may be visited' by women
from NFB
4-0 - p.m.
HOLY COMMUNION
Tomorrow at 8 a.m, in the Chapel. All welcome.
CAMERA CLUB
Today at 1,10 p.m. in the Camera Club Room. All
members brine their slides for criticism by W. J.
Blackball,
Hon. President of the Toronto Camera
Club.

WOMEN WELCOME

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
IflP
IP

CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting
interviews on the campus on the following dates, and
would be glad to discuss our requirements with students
in Arts, Commerce, Engineering and Science.
Nov. 19th, 20th and 22nd — Graduating students in Engineering, Chemistry and other sciences.
Nov. 19,th, 20th Commerce
and 21st — andGraduating
Economics,students in Arts,
For application forms, details of actual openings and
interview
appointment
times, see your department or
college notice
board;
DuPont Company of Canada Limited
Personnel Division, Montreal, ?A
TODAY

BELIEVE =

HOUSE

TODAY

Mission
ASSOCIATE

in The

University

MISSIONERS

MEETINGS

1:15—1:45.
Laura Larmour,
School Miss
of Nursing,
Room 103.B.Sc.N.— 'The Problem of P>"
NOV. 1'
1:00—2:00.
E. Gaebelein,
Know Prof.
God"—F.U.C.
West Hall. A.M., LITT.D., D.D.— "Ho* °
1:00—2:00. Prof. J. O. Buswell Jr., PHD., D.D., LL.D., — "Tel°sJ
Victoria
Meaning, College,
Purpose,Room
and 18Judgement as related terms1:00—2:00.
Dr. J. R. Brobeck,
M.S., Building,
M.D., PH.D.,
"SottilU
Thermodynamics"
— Anatomy
Room— 212.
Non" —Prof.
Trinity,
4 M.A., PH.D., — "The Sins <3U
1:00—2:00.
D. D.Room
Feaver,
eering
ChristianBuilding.
Literature, on Sale at Vic, U.C. Medical Bldg- E"fi
1:00—2:00. Prof. G. Van Wylen, A.B., Sc.D., — "Has SO
Made God Obsolete?" — Mechanical" Bldg., Room W>
1:00—2:00. Rev. H. E. Lewis,— "The Possibility of Your
Christ" — Conservatory of Music. Room 115.
P.&O.T. Rev.
Huts,H. Room
1:00—2:00.
S. D. 7.Robinson, B.A.. LTH. — "Why L
=
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VARSITY

Grave

Emergency

Is NCCU
Ottawa (Special) — Canadian
university representatives yesterday warned their problems have
become an emergency of grave
national consequence.
The National Conference of
Canadian Universities also heard
the rector of the University of
Montreal support acceptance of
federal grants by Quebec universities.
The Throne Speech to the Quebec Legislature in Quebec City
promised "remarkably generous
grants"
universities
and
otheryesterday
levels of'toeducation
and
Provincial action to help solve
university financial problems.
There was no mention in the
Speech of the university a.id controversy over Federal grants, now
to be distributed by the NCCU.
The university crisis in student

Jealous"

War
numbers, staff,nin
finances and,g
faculties within the next ten years will
be solved only by co-operation of
all levels of government ajid industry, the NCCU warned. Enrolment will more than double itself
as the percentage of universityage
men andone women
increases,
report atsaid,university
"I believe the (federal) funds
offered can be accepted," said Rt.
Rev. Irenee Lussier. of the University of Montreal. His speech
caused the most applause since
delegates from 35 Canadian universities met Monday. He was
supported by the President of McGill University and a representativcher's
e of theFederation.
Laval University Tea"We are all behind you" the
NCCU President told Rev. Lussier.

Novelist

Helps

Ages Win Over Science
By a margin of four votes last sist their reactions and then aclunight's Hart House Debate decided ; ally fired a gun. The House's re"Psychology is the astrology of the action was as predicted. This he
present
day." The vote was 2G-22 used
for
the motion.
worth. as a proof for psychology's
Novelist Morley Callaghan, hon- Morley Callaghan said, "psycholorary visitor at the debate, admit- Lgists are with us everywhere— in
ted he was "jealous of the psy- | business, in industry, and even in
chologists because they have stol- I lavatories." Callaghau said "There
hearth so poor that does not
en
stuff.poetsThey've
the havets no its
stuffmyI the
psychologists, just as all
and notstolen
realized
were equipped in former times
with
their
astrologists who delved
um and one usually thinks of dinosaurs. But G. S. -Kell, the first speaker for into the entrails of lizards for
ayes,
said
"psychology
is
not
a
rethetobuilding
interest andthe itsindividual
than these few dry science. It is one of those bastard
contents.
J Eucrldtre
portents."Mr. Callaghan, Kell
subjects which do not promise their
Supporting
said "Psychology was born of
phrenology
out of wedlock with,
A. M. Marcus, who spoke for the
AC
Criticizes
Cornell
Visit
His opponent, Mr. Marfruition."
noes, maintained "psychology is science."
cus, disagreed, saying, "Those who
an empirical, scientific, objective
so from ignorshalscience, just as medicine or phy- atack lowpsychology
thinking and doprofound
Rep . Claims
No
Organization
ance which surely have a psychoThe recent Cornell weekend that despite the lack of organ there was always the question The government's second speaks criticised because "it did not ization, the visit was much enjoy^
the resolution because J. Mogan, speaking for the ayes,
lfill the purpose of a weekend ed by those there. As an exchange from Cornell students, "Who are "bothersics upheld
"bothlabytry said "Thelogical basis."
isdepend
." into onthe belief,
psychologist is like the
weekend it was disappointing to they"?
change", according to SAC all
to
delve
shadowy
Miss
Middleton
said
that
grey-beard with a sterile couch,
who went from this side of throughout the four days at an
ember Flo Middleton.
which
is
Cleopatra,
upon which
Speaking at the SAC meeting the border,
cf the soul."
dramatic moment of the common man lays his burdens.
American university, she did not The rinthmost
1 night, the Trinity represent- "I even ended up going out get
Both
astrology
and
psychology
are
the
debate
occurred
when
Mr.
V.
a proper picture of American
ee objected to the lack of or- with a fellow Torontonian on
leader of the opposi- deterministic, the one using zodiac
mzation of the whole weekend, Saturday night", she said. After students. She said that all she Serment,tion,thepredicted,
esides Cornell, only one other expressions of sympathy from the saw was that they had no respect what the reactionbyof psychology,
the House and the other usins environment
as the basis of men's actions."
mei'ican college was represented. other reps, she hastened to ex- for their professors, they wore would be if a gun were fired.
wasiraa N.Y.
small women's college time. plain that she had a very good bobby sox all the time, and knit- 'You cannot defeat your reacElm
ted during lectures because there
phere were repres atives To back up her claim that the
if you theareHouse
prepared,"
he sa.td.tions,Heeven dared
to re- Carabin Favors
was not organized. Miss was not enough to take in.
fim many Canadian univent
ersities. weekend
Middleton
said
that
the
Cornell
f 's a pity that we have to cross
Keen Faculties
e border to meet fellow Can- Daily Sun had only one short
Nearly
150 applications were
story
about
the
visitors
to
their
ons."
Mis
said
Mid
s
In Demand
ISs Middleton hasdle
filed lastaccording
week forto Ann
the- Carabin
tenton
ed to say campus. Throughout their stay Artsmen
weekend
Mogan,
St. Michael's SAC rep.
he Cross Is Essential Factor
Addressing the SAC meeting
For Summer
Work
last night, Miss Mogan said that
ally
educated,
and
then
ready
to
95
eirls and 45 men replied.
There are hundreds of jobs av- earn a living.
f A Biblical Christianity-Stott
ailable for Toronto grads already
In an attempt to answer some
tout 800 students attended the when he died on the cross.
Most
of
the
companies
who
em
of the criticism about the selection
year. Many of these jobs are
,a Mission meeting yesterday • Therfore". he concluded, "Jesus this
Arts students do not start of those going, she said that 3rd
tne Reverend John Stott died as a sin-bearer. The blood for Arts students as well as for ploy
recruiting
until
after
Christmas,
Engineers
and
Commerce
grads.
years
Col. J. K. Bradford, head of the he said, although there arc many onand
thisthe4th
wasweekend.
theirwere
last picked
chance because
to go
Chris?
the death of bulls and goats cannot take 'University
Sto"tt'adti'
Placement
Service,
dr!'ew'€ssanon analo
companies
employing
them
now.
awayreferred
sin". to Simon Peter who said that there are 160 companies
He
gy
to
cautioned stu- If any favoritism seemed to be
between
which have booked interviewing Col. dentsBradford
to get are
jobs more
beforeandgraduaobjectedcause hetowanted
Christ'shimsuffering
religi
to any particular college it
mt^
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EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting
interviews on the campus on the following dates and
would be glad to discuss our requirements with students
in Arts, Commerce. Engineering and Science.
Nov. 19th. 201h and 22nd — Graduating students in Engineering, Chemistry and other sciences.
Nov. 19th, 20th and 21st — Graduating students in Arts,
Commerce and Economics.
For application forms, details of actual openings and
interview appointment times, see your department or
college notice board.
DuPont Company of Canada Limited
Personnel Division, Montreal, P.Q.
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foil
&J
Toronto. Ont. Phone WA 2IMI

TWO
OPERAS
Premiere of Maurice Blackburn's UNE MESURE DE
SILENCE; Harry Somers' THE FOOL.
Eaton Auditorium, Sat., Nov. 17, 8:30. Student tickets
($1.00) available at Auditorium Box Office
on presentation of lecture card.

Special
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rates. All
makes; new
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—r I
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rente^l
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st combination

off

talents

unique in Canadian industry
ana of/erina exceptional CCll'eer
opporluniliei . . *
Founders . . . Machinists . . . Machine Builders
. . . Engineers . . . Manufacturers , . . Structural
Steel Workers . . . Sales Agents ... a, combination
of industrial talents forming
"THE CANADA IRON GROUP"
Canada Iron Foundries, Limited
Disher Steel Construction Company, Limited
Dominion Structural Steel Limited
Electric Tamper & Equipment Co.
of Canada Ltd.
Pressure Pipe Company of Canada Limited
Railway & Power Engineering Corp. Ltd.
C. M. Lovsted & Company (Canada) Limited
Paper Machinery Limited
Paper Mill Equipment Limited
Hydro Turbine Company Limited

Individually, each is a specialist in his own 'line o!
business. Together, with a solid background
experience and guided by vigorous management,ofthey have won the respect — and patronage — of
everyjnajor industry in Canada.

There are careers for many young
Canadians in the Canada Iron Group
— a group of companies owned and
managed by Canadians.

Canada.
Iron
foundrio a. limit e <A
HEAD OFFICE 1 HI SUN Uffl BIDC MONTREAL. QUEBEC
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Fight

.
THE QUESTION:
If the government of
Canada declared war on
any foreign power would
you volunteer for military service?
Because of the variety
of the answers a numerical breakdown is impossible. However, the majority of students said
they would volunteer.

Love Of Country
"I would £o for what I guess
fcu'd call love of country. We
pave to die sometime. Wihy should
pe men back down on his coundecision
must deBend Aonperson's
a personal
interpretation
hi the country's motives."
Bob Cody (II St. Mike's)
No Hero
J"I
have
offera
Besides my something
life. Thereelsemayto be
gioral necessity but I am no hero,
is more important for me to
hish my education."
G.W.F. (Ill Mining)
[Devoted To Peace
I "I wouldon gonationalistic
along with the
govSnment
grounds,
nationalism is something Canada
■fuld do with some more of, as
pg aswas,it isbutnotdevotes
warped, itself
as Hit-to
Promoting John
peace."Wachna (I Dents)
Nationalism
IpE would certainly join up if I
N finished my education. The
■Jpson could be called nationalism
of a better word. I live
B_Want
■» e; 1 would
prefer not to live
»re under Commun
ism."
B^an Gemmell (II Chem. Eng.)
Not A Well Man
I &d join up immediately if not
. 1 le trouble in my back— there
[ ye»°w
streak down it."
Jim- Boase
(II Chem. Eng.)
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And
one
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The
forno said
ne Noon this
Imm
uni
page
is a*
The headli
headline
thic
»
so out
of fear.ty
Truth
relic
of the answers we thought
has many levels. Some who
By SAM AJZENSTAT
we were going to get. We ex- students who said yes did so said no, felt they were bearing
pected dozens of reservations, without asking for immunity of witness to a higher level of
conditions and
qualifications, in
truth than they could by saying
any kind and without
forgettin
which a simple yes or no would about
More and
moreg yes. Beyond a certain point of
get lost. We were wrong. The they aredeath.
of inflicting sufworking death into their the degradation
majority, a very small one, but
fering, they said, life is no longthinking. Those who go to fight
a majority just the same, said tomorrow
er
worth
preserving.
When we
hardly
dare
expect
to
,
yes unconditionally. It was not
come back; so they talk about cease to act with love, is it worth
as simple for them to say why. principl
e— the one thing they it The
Responsibility and acceptance of
any more?"
students who said they
the consequences of life to-day can be sure of.
would fight also think about
are less deliberate, more innate,
Others, not even sure of prin- love,
To
them love is a fierce,
now than they have been for a
ciple, said no. Perhaps, as one not a flabby
thing; love does
long time.
of
them
said,
"Preparing
for
but defends. ChrisWar takes adjusting to. To- war is the surest way of getting not accept
tians
or
not,
they
have learned
beingtogiven
into one."
not easy to be that there is no incompatibility
more day's
timestudentsto areadjust
any wise
before Ittheis event.
between
the
man
of love and
future war than their fathers
It was almost, but not quite, the man who drives the moneyand grandfathers were. The
changers
from
the
temple, but
to say no to the quesnumber of unqualified yesses we as hard
tion as to say yes. For some ft that the cleansing of the temple
received are a measure of this
was an admission of fear — usual- is actually an act of the highest
adjustment.
be cruAdjustment to war means more
ly a flippant one — "I have a love. ciThey
fied— but don't
they want
are topreparing
than learning to kill and like it. physical defect — no guts."
themselves
just
in
case.
But
not
all
of
those
who
said
It means learning to die. The
Golden Rule
Ounce Of Prevention
War Immoral
"Yes, out of pride in a growing
"I am a member of the Navy "War is immoral no matter what Canada.
We must maintain our inReserve — not to fight but to pre- your excuse is. Why should I kill
tegrity among the nations and the
—
or
be
killed
for
that
matter?
vent war. Bloodshed helps noth- Preparing for war is the surest only way we can do this is by beto extend to other naing." Jerry Zadiyko (I Premeds) way of getting into one, I'll try to _ ready
tions the aid we would expect
survive
as
long
as
I
can
without
Trusts Parliament
from them." Don Wakefield
"We can trust Canada not to encroaching on anyone else's right
Why Not Me
declare war unless there is a very to survive. When it is no longer
possible, IHarvey
don't know
what (II UC)
can "Canada, is the greatest democgood reason. Our Parliament do."
Sokoloff
racy and if necessary it is worth
knows what it's doing and it is our
dying for. Somebody will have to
Rubble-Pickers
responsibility to stand behind any
Higher Law
do it. Why not me?
Mud (I Trinity) "People in the universities have
decision
it
makes."
"Yes,
if
I
were
satisfied
that
Tom Boeschenstein (I Premeds) Canada's action was in line with
more important things to do than
to go out and fight. In any case
Good Enough . . .
my interpretation of the Jewish
fighting
men will not be much
"If
a
country
is
good
enough
to
ethical
tradition
which
owes
alleDoesn't Seem Right
giance to a higher law than the live in it is good enough to fight good in the next war — except to
"I'd join up — call it patriotism law of the
state and a higher truth for." Rae Cornbill (I SPS)
or the protection of democracy. It
pick upT. theWozniak
rubble."(I Mech. Eng.)
just
doesn't
seem
right
to
me
to
than
nationalism."
D.
Greenspan
(III Mod, Hist.) TODAY
sit back and let others fight for
NOV. 15
these things; that's the way I am. Awaits Instructions
Dying? It's one of the risks you "Before I can say anything for
to check with MoshaveKimto Shikaze
take." (II Chem. Eng.) sure I'llcow."have
Mission In The University
Marty Lipson (I Premeds)
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ASSOCIATE

MISSIONERS

MEETINGS

12:00—1:00. Miss Elise^Miller, B.A., — "Is Christianity Hard or
Easy?" — School of Nursiny, Cody Hall.
1:00—2:00. Prof. J. O. Buswell, PH.D., D.D., LL.D. — "Telos —
West
Hall. Purpose, Judgement as Related Terms" — U.C.,
Meaning,
1:00—2:00. Rev. J. M. Wilkie, M.A., B.D., — "What Christ Can
Do For You" — Victoria College. Room 1R.
1:00—2:00. Prof. D. D. Feaver, M.A.. PH.D. — "Up to Date With
Some Old Ideas" — Room tois, Wallber» Bide.
1:00—2:00. Prof.^F. E. Gaebelein, A.M., LITT.D., D.D. — "A
ofCharter
Music. For Christian Thought" — Room 115, Conservatory
"What Think You
12:10—12:45. Mis Laura Larmour, B.Sc.N.
of Christ?" — O.C-E,. Rnnm 2T14.
1:00—2:00.
E. Lewis,—Bldtr."God's Voice and Man's Response"
—Room Rev.212.H.Anatomy
Suitable Christian Literature is on sale at U.C., Vic, Engineering
Building and Medical Building.
=
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Your Students' Administrative Council heard two
— both from the
worth-while suggestions last nightpush
both of them
same member-and proceeded to
toward the abyss of incapacity that characterizes all
too manv of their activities.
One of the suggestions concerned every student
the
on this campus - through his pocketbook — aridcounother was a technical matter, dealing with the
cil's own machinery.
Harry Arthurs, representative of the School of
Law suggested first that the council investigate raiss
ing the student levy, as was suggested in yesterday'
constiVarsity, and second that some review of the
tution be undertaken in order to clear up some obviously vague points.
Finance Commissioner Steven Freedhoff spoke
against Mr. Arthur's first suggestion. Almost immediately the matter
commision
for study.was delegated to Mr. Freedhoff's
Now, while Mr. Freedhoff is a capable financier,
and very little criticism can be levelled at his handling
of the council's money this year, it is apparent that
in this case he does not know quite what he is talking
about.
Mr. Freedhoff based his argument on two points
—that there was little need for more money and that
the There
studentsis awould
need. raise "strenuous objections".
The very first time this year's council met— March
21, 1956— a budget was passed which cut the number of issues of The Varsity from 88 last year to 78
this. Before that budget was passed, according to our
notes, there was a two-hour-and-fifteen-minute debate on its justification. During that debate, virtually
every office-seeking member of the incoming council
spoke
in favour
of cutting
Varsity's
The
major point
in nearly
all thoseThedebates
was issues.
that other
activities needed more money, The Varsity was the
council's
biggest
Varsity must
suffer.single expense, and therefore The
Furthermore, we seriously doubt that raising the
levy by 50 cents or a dollar would raise many student
objections.
News that the External Affairs Commission would
ask for a dollar, a year from each student brought only
two letters to this office. Fee raises averaging 11.2
per cent this fall were undergone, on the whole, with
stoic endurance. In these days of rising costs, even
the university student realizes that what must be paid
must be paid.
Mr. Freedhoff said, too, that the administration
would be against the raise in levy. "They feel the fees
are high enough," he said. Of course they do; but
they have raised university fees 38 per cent since
1 949. The student levy has. been static since 1 945 and
the council s activities have, or should have, increased
proportionally to the administration's.
Mr. Freedhoff said there had been unsuccessful
attempts to raise the fees in recent years. There was
one, three years ago, which petered out due more to
SAC timidity than to official stalemating.
This is not intended to be an indictment of Steven
Freedhoff. He has done a good job as finance commissioner.
We hope, as head of the committee in charge -f
futher" dealings with the levy question, he will do as
well, and rectify the lack of information he displayed
last night.
Mr. Arthur's second suggestion had a dash of
cold water thrown on it by the represent
atives of the
School of Graduate Studies/Jerry Case. Mr. Case,
who claimed considerable knowledge of constitutional matters, said, in effect, the council should wait for
specific cases before attempting the suggested examination of its constitution.
Mr. Case, if he will read the constitution, will discover there is no allowance for a representative of the
School of Graduate Studies.
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rated tobe God is most as- really Is today. into vital re- 1
answered 'Boy'. The remaining
suredly nomtonstGod.
esty to bringwiththemthe world as it |
lationship
2 per cent were undecided.
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Largest

in

Canada,

MJSEUM
IN 44th
YEAR
By CECILY CODDINGTON
In July of 1955, the three divisions
became one Museum, under the
ie Royal Ontario Museum is forty- finally
direction of Dr. T. A. Heinrich.
years old, but it has come a long
"The attendance at Isho has not been
ay since its small beginnings in 1912.
up to our expectations," Dr. Heinrich
is now the third largest in the British says.
"This is partly due to the fact that
mmonwealth, second only to the
a great many people still don't underitish
Museum
and"
the
Victoria
and
ert in London. It houses the finest
stand its unique
qualities."
"These
wonderful
costumes were
lection of Chinese art outside China.
by the greatest artists of the
The present building was erected in designed
33 and provided one roof for five times, much as modern painters in
design fabrics. Most of the Jauseums — Archaeology, Palaeonto- France panese
designs were done anonymously,
JSy, Zoology, Mineralogy and Geology. and nobody
seriously collected them.
Whese five were subsequently united One
great silk family in Japan realized
Ito
three, each operating autonomously.
Three separate directors, Dr. F. A. their worth and began buying everyone
qnnart, Dr. V. B. Meen, and Dr.' A. D. they could find."
"The costumes have been considered
hingham, managed these three disions and were responsible only to so valuable that they have been shown
Ie Eoai'd of trustees. Associated with only once before in Japan, as the owners
K™1 was
Miss N. E. Heakes, who are afraid the silks may fade or become
waded
the department
soiled.
of Educations
"We secured the
exhibit through the aid
of the Japanese
ambas ador to Canada,
who
persuaded
the
owners to let us have
it for two months.
Since it cost us $10,000
to install it, we feel
justified in charging a
small admission, and
students can get in at
are ' very inhalf■'We
price.
terested in this exhibit
and all its modern im-»
plications. It is most
important
for us because it demonstrates
the subtle uses and application of design
the articles
of dailyto
Dr. Heinrich soys
that securing fine
shows such as Isho for
their
exhibits
use.'.'special
involves
a tremendous
amount nf planning and
simpersuasion. to"You
get into
ply have
the
want
you
if
queues
big shows, for they a*
' in' few aentanU.I'

The

Trying

To

Varsity
a special section
Document

Culture,

Art and Arch. Director
Says
What we are trying to do is docu return for two and a half years. During
dig with him in the near East, Dr.
ment a whole culture," said Dr. Tush- Tushingham
accepted eagerly, for alingham. Director of Art and Archaeothough he had taught archaeology lor
logy. This can perhaps be considered the some years,
he
never had such an
overall purpose
the Museum,
foi* opportunity for had
excavation.
seventy-eight
of theof eighty-four
galleries
Dr. Tushingham and his wife planned
which votecomprise
Museum are de- to stay
d to Art and the
Archaeology.
for six months but they did not
Dr. who
Tushingthis time Dr.shinghamTuham,
was HjjMH
taught
in
He
named director
was Jerusalem.
asked to stay
only a short time
indefinitely'.
because
of but
his
ago,
says
"Ever
since ber,IIhave
can remem, . growing
wanted
decided family,
to returnhe
to be an archaeohome.
taught for
ist." In fulfill' twoHe years
at
ing thislogambition,
he hasied had
a varcareer.
He
Queen's,
then
received and
an offer
came to Univerfrom Princeton By
sity
College
in
1^32 with the idea
of training for
timeofthevl'niarchaeology.
veisity
Toi on-to
inthis
him.
to whswent
interested
"I
Since the counPrinceton and
time tryin wasthe atgripthatof
the depression,
he says,
made then
no ments,"the
commitwas
advised byhe
"and
UniPrincipal Taylor
versity
offered
me
to tal
go Languages.
into Orientor
of Art
and
the post
of Dnccter the War Afhe
Archaeology a t
went toversitythe
Unithe Museum. I had
of Chicago
thought I was to be a member of
and tools his Ph.D. in Oriental Langu- the
staff at the University,
then taughtInstitute.
Eiblical Archaeology and teaching
was rather unprepared for my
at theages,Oriental
Dining tins time he considered the present administrative job. But my very
minfsti-y.
doinginterested
field workin able curators have given me valuable
In the FarandEastwhile
became
Archaeology proper. After studying
Dr. Tushingham's
position .involves
philosophy and theology for several
from administrative
work
years, he decided to specialize In everything
archaeology.
tothought
actual that
supervision
of
had
a few hoursexhibits.
a day "Iwould
His wife comes from a family of take care of the Administrative end,
archaeologists, and has dug in Greece but since J took the job I haven't read
a book or written anything," he says.
with ton.
Homer
Thompson,
of Prince"Canadians have an inferiority comWhen Dr.
Thompsonnow offered
Dr. help."
Tushingham and his wife a chance to
plex about things cultural." he says.
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Almost
Unknown
Here
The museum is the authority in
The Royal Ontario Museum is the
By
tDUNCAX
CAMERON
Public Relations Director
many fields of natural science for
happy result of the foresight of citithe Province of Ontario, and as such
Royal Ontario Museum
zens of Upper Canada a hundred
we serve lectors
industry
and business.
years
the years
enthusiasm
and scholars
rely on Colthe
toniansago,fifty
ago, ofandToronthe is true of the ROM, it is a very small museum
for aid in research and our
brilliant work of a staff of scholars part of the story.
First of all, the museum serves daily mail comes from all corners of
and scientists over the past fifty
the world.
the public. That's
what thecourses
galleries,
years.
And while all this is going on,
and extension
are
It is a very large and very exhibitions
designed to do. Then the research original research continues, and year
famousout themuseum.
It
is
known
throughcollection
and
the
staff
serve
the
world as a research centre
by year butions
the growslistlonger.
of scholarly contriand the home of incomparable university. Staff members lecture in
many courses. Students come here
So it's not- just a storehouse.
collections. We are offering the laymen or
the materials.
Graduate
The unfortunate harmonic of this to- study work
in our laboratories.
the
public The
relaxation,
loud toot on our own horn is that students
education.
student recreation
is offered and
the
Our
education
division
serves
elementhe museum, on this campus and in
facilities
and
material
for
study and
tary
and
secondary
school
pupils,
Ontario, is relatively unknown for and while thousands of them actually research. Industry and business
come
what it is.
visit the museum, our teachers travel for consultation. And we accept our
By definition, a museum is a
the province with port- responsibility
to knowledge. to make contributions
storehouse for objects. While this throughout
able displays, teaching thousands.
Cathie Breslin Meets;

Kimonos. ja(J!U
TV
A*
Heinrich,
Director
Little outward change marked his M.Litt. and his Ph.D.
High above the entrance of the
and Air Force ArmaThanks to his rather solid Artillery
ments — and after having missed
Royal Ontario Museum lives a the advent of the new director.
busy man. From the inner sanc- The totem poles still stood with foundation in the history of art a commission on several occasions
tum of his office, he watches all the vine-like stairs twisted about and archaeology, Mr. Heinrich was
many yards
of red
tape ■—
Sgt.soHeinrich
was sent
to England
the hustle and bustle below, and them ; the little Chinese tomb invited to spend a year at Holly- by
wood, as historical adviser for as part of the nucleus that was
it is quite likely that he shares figures kept their solemn, unhappy
to develop into the Supreme
in the excitement. For the Royal ranks; the Piranha still swam their several films.
But Hollywood had nothing to Headquarters of the Allied ExpeOntario is the largest and fastest- ugly little circles, looking for a
— commonly
growing museum in Canada — and man to eat; the dinosaurs con- compare to the charms of Europe, pnpmh«r"riditionaryasForcesGeneral
Eisenhow-reTheodore Allen Heinrich is its
tinued to dream of better dino- and until the outbreak of war in
er's SHAEF. : *: -141!)
first director.
saur days. But there was no doubt 1939. his interests kept him
Our cultivated sergeant
looks '
soon became responsible for
the Mr.partHeinrich
of- thehardly
revolutionary that one might expect
a range of territory that
him to be. The first thing
btretcned north
terranean, southof ofthetheMeditop
one notices about' him is his
tip of Norway, and west of
monumental moustache;
then one sees him as a quiet,
Russia.outAndall his
was the
"to
find
aboutjob how
conservative gentleman with
Gex'hians were using their
a shiny head, a sartorial conservatism, and an infectious
ground transport — and the
best way to bring it to a
air of well-being.
But the fact is that the
distinguished Mr. Heinrich
Information on his prototal
is among the busiest men in
diguoushalt."task -pofcred in to
Toronto. A typical day might
the
desk from
every sergeant's
available source,
and
begin with visits from the
French ambassador and an
his department kept the
art dealer from London; the
highest priority on the straafternoon is absorbed by a
tegic bombing missions from
board meeting, and a lecture
England.
outsjde the Museum; beThis consistent strategic
attack was acknowledged by
tween these he squeezes conferences with his staff; a
Churchill and Eisenhower —
dinner engagement is broken
as well
by Goering
in the rush, and the evening
one
oftheas most
decisive — fac-as
plane sweeps him off to
tors in the outcome of the
Ottawa.
war. The fact that it was to
some extent devised by .a
In the midst of the chaos,
mere master sergeant added
the calm young director has
taken over the guidance of
a considerable degree of comthe waxing Royal Ontario.
plication — particularly
The job and Mr. Heinrich
when he had to argue with
were both new to Toronto
generals and air marshalls,
last year; previously, the
and
occasion
even withof
Museum was composed of
the onmost
redoubtable
Prime
Ministers.
, three separate divisions —
Art and Archaeology, Bioafter thereally
armistice,
logy and Mineralogy, Zoothe But
excitement
began
logy and Palaeontology — infor
Mr.
Heinrich
—
from the
the single building. The three
viewpoint of art. at least.
separate directors managed
their own departments, and
Throughout
the war, looted
paint- "
ings
had been
maintained a peaceful coand lost.
The stolen,
task of Mr.
existence.
Heinrich
and
his
colleagues
Each of them, too, cultibecame the grand job of
vated their own moustaches.
rounding them up and sortSo when Mr. Heinrich aring them out.
rived on the scene, as the
The bulk of these paintfirst director of the Royal
ings was concentrated in
abroad.
Ontario Museum proper, the
2 000 repositories
only tradition he had to maintain about
it;
the
Royal
Ontario
was
throughout
Germany. Thescattered
object
was that of the moustache — coming of age.
Thenbably began
"what
was
proof
Mr.
Heinrich's
staff wasand a match
game
one
Mr. Heinrich began his busy military of the most unusual of sorts: find the object,
which he already had, in magnificareers in history — and the claim to it. Through their
cent proportions.
years at Tacoma. Washington, in
He was schools
educatedofinAmerica
"public a book
itself." a promised
hands passed
some of the masterWhileinwaiting
"I enjoy life a good deal," he 1910. private
pieces of Europe.
also admits, "and I love all the and
mission from the Navy comthat
Europe"
—
with
his
European
good things about it, not only art and
would
establis
h.lm in a responscattered throughout
By tially
1951,
was essenand architecture, but food and classroomsGermany
sible position mh Intellige
finished.theMr.jobHeinrich
bein the
and France.
came Curator of the Art CollecPacific. Mr. Heinrich was ncesnatched
friends and superior drink, gar- England,
His
first
degree
was
a
B.A.
dens
and
landscapes,
tions
at
the
Huntington
Art
Galr
spring
and
up
by
from the University of California, T. A. the
draft - and the Army.
all that.
in California
later,
Heinrich
but some of his undergraduate
Pvt. . M. Litt., Ph.D., lery
Associate
Curator —of and
Paintings
■ "Oh yes — and music too, years were spent at Bonn. A year became
at theYork.
Metropolitan Museum in
After l*ng juggled about in New
especially chamber music. And, of private study at Tours led him
to Cambridge, where he collected sahpole ;as,ufidejy varied as Field.
always, travelling."
I j (Continued on Page 8)
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i^UM 'DEBATES
EMPHASIS
PROBLEM
material is buried so deeply that it
anyone
who
knew
all
that
it
contain
ed
~2L
S?NS
IDER
museum
that
any
canno
SCHO
would know
t . beLARS
reached. Some
a greatall deal
valuable C
PUBLI
about fish.
museum faces is hm. ,™ 'nat .
"nyone
who knew
,„.,
....AND
WULIVmens are deter
iorating
becau
se ofspecilack
I ran into the very opposite opinion
public
to
exhibits
Th.
»
U,'att
the
from
Dr.
A.
they
Museumpossess"
is "oltj,
W^at R°yal °ntari0 problem of howD. toTushingham. On this me that the annual budget for buying
present
material, he mea'1'h^n^'i0ni"g' D'\ T"shingha„, told
scholars only, unless i rfl„ * tmSt t0 said that
to present a MO.Ooo,
to buy a set of Chinese bronzes
in an intelhv hie VT n be Presented culture." He"wesaidarethattrying
might
no
one
Prohicost
ancient Egypt by seeingcanoneunderbitiv$25,000.
e prices are always a
pot
visitor. Thf casTar6'' '° the aVeraSe or one standstatue,
em. When lecen"y
of papyrus probl
Dr. Currebeen
sio onn-^SK
lly wasraised
buyingto
A whole cultureor isonetoopiece
comple
x
to
be
there
adequately explained by a small group piece was much less demand for museum
s,
and
he
able to persuade
of objects. He feels that one
n dealers to give himwasgood
ins. Now
lamp may give the viewer anEgyptia
idea of there is a tremendous barga
demand and
how
a
lamp
is
made,
but
not
of
how
compe
titio
n
for
them
homes.
and
good
the
pieces
ancient Egyptians lighted their are difficult to find.
=bX~1r0?£
H
Dr. Tushingham says that one conAnother problem a museum faces is
dealers are rather
where to get the money to run to ex- glad to solingsellfact tois athat
young, relatively poo.
pand and to buy. I was told that the but already widely
known and highly
century
eighteenth
or
Jf?
Zr£«*
Museum has vast piles of material which respected museum such
as the Royal
the
ry on are literally rotting away
exhibitcommenta
.hi
SZ
a each
running
0t the ««WWtJ
my t0U''
llvp"of°"
in the cellars Ontario. "As for millionaires,
I wasworth
we enbecause they cannot be used. Other
courage them!" he said.
n,„^Sh,ty lCa''S ag0' il was considered
the museum
„f 1°grew ""ything
Ihidsuppose
460,
up the notion
that all
museums,, were
rows
IBu
of
stuffy
Theatre
Then museum planners discovered cases.
Se
at
s
people just wouldn't come if they that
exhibited uninspiring piles of bones, lines
of pots, or rows of portraits. In passing
a
case
showing several animals caught Caters
to All
Isho
■n a tar pit,
told that this was
Qroups
typical of theI was
style
of
exhibit
ion
at
■all incorporated in almost every kimo- about
turn of the century There
■jio. But, surprisingly enough, there is was an theattemp
to present the animals
■ nu tendency toward gaudiness. The in some lifeliket pose;
one struggled in
■woi kmanship is so fine and the design
the
pit
while
three
others stood ready
to attack him.
■so
las aintricate
work of that
art. one sees each piece
My guide
me that a more
One of the most intricate and time modern planner told
would try to recreate
■consuming of the methods of printing the natural habitat
of
th
|on the silk is called kanoko. A certain tiger. and_the wolves inthethesabre-too
he
on of the -silk was tied tightly would be able to build the wholescenetiny silver nails. The -silk was from the bones. In one exhibit the animal
visitor
■then dipped dye. When dyeing was would see just what the prehistoric
■completed theinties
and nails were then animal looked like, and would gain an
idea ofin. what sort of environment he
^removed,
leaving a puckered area of lived
plots and circles.
In the 17th century, wood blocks
On this point, my guide complained
u-e.e used to produce a similar effect
was not enough to merely reEmbroidery is added to give the that itstore askeleton
and place it in a natural
kimonos a jewel-like effect. Gold and pose,- the exhibitor
must be able to
poloured threads are used most fre- the
place
it
age. in a •background typical of
quently.
Although the kimonos are of intriThe exhibit on fish is an example
cate design,
hand-made, they of an intelligent use of material. Here
reie-woin byandtheallmiddle
Only there is a story to tell: it is told through
■> the end of the Tokugawa class.period did color, models, and diagramsj Although
By MOLLY H ADE
-hey become so expensive to limit
their itinformatio
The Toronto Field Naturalists meet
When the Royal Ontario Museum
possible
does notn pretend
that theatre
was alltold
on fish,to'I give
pe in the upper class and the -clergy.
was built as a part of the new- once a month from October to March
the theatre as do the members of the
wing in 1932 there was no thought of inArchaeo
logical Institute of America.
using it for anything
lectures. In Dr. Graham.
1945 it was adapted but
Associate Professo
for
commerci
Art
al
use. Sinc.e then it has- accommodated and Archaeology in the Universir tyof and
concert groups, drama and film societies Curator of the Greek and Roman deand lectures on all subjects. It has
partment, .s also Secreta Treasurer
|er, Charles
Currelly
been used as well for special
of the Archaeological groupry that
Museum theatre each month.meets
and displays on Museum Open exhibits
Nights. in the
In the spring the Museum theatre
The Museum Theatre seats 460. It is turned
les Home
to Toronto
over to the
Camera
By DOUG MARSHALL
with the best possible methods of dis- has two dressing rooms, just big enough Club
for a color-slide Toronto
exhibition thai
for seven actors apiece. The stage is runs three
lo
play and arrangement.
evenings.
The
Toronto
Film
feet square and the acoustics Society and The University Film Society
and a number of chance meetings
Perhaps after reading this book the twenty theatre
are almost perfect. There use the theatre for their showings.
llr F?a j6 hlm tne chance to work with casual visitor to the museum will see isin the
a good light board back-stage and
The- Jupiter Group, an amateur
?trie °" the staff of the more in its long halls than a place to equipmen
16 millimetre projection. drama
society, now defunct,
ationideaFund. It was at pass time. Every creation bears the Because tofforthese
d
superb
facilities
J'rSt
°'nt ExP,or
the
"at the
for a Canadian mark of its creator and a museum is theatre has been much in demand for "The Lady's Not For Burning" presente
and another
play
by
Christop
no
exception.
Dr.
Currelly's
dedicated
her
Fry
at
Currel
Drm
''00t
°k
I,
fold
thr
ly's
amaToronto
by
years
eleven
past
the
Museum
theatre, in the first years oi
Ifluence
*" nsidea wnich was to interest in his. work cannot help but
teur groups of all kinds.
"ee his actio
its
ial operation. The theatre
for a long time. add a distinct personality to the buildThe Museum itself does not sponsor was commerc
also
thel home of the New Play
ing
and
its
contents.
WaTo'i,*''
WUh
DrBu™ash
of
Vic-any
of
the functions
for some
thatconnected
take placewithin Society
time until that groupMject the Possibility of such a
The book itself has an amusing and the theatre
except those
moved into
the Avenue
Theatre.
j905 ^fs given full consideration. vigorous style. As the story unfolds
Among the first
plays presented by
Nights. The Museum is plan'ficVn.i - Dn|versity of Toronto was we are fascinated by the picture of a the Open
Defor
program
Night
Open
ning
an
the
New
Play
Society
at
the Museum
man wholly caught up in his subject.
cember 1 with
music, dancing, theatre were Strindberg's "The
Father".
his ^mrelly as the official collector There is little to criticize and much to judo exhibitions Japanese
etc. Japanese-Canadians "Ah,
Wilderness" by Eugene O'Neill
and
will
admire
in
his
ambitions,
and
through
wear
colurful
kimonos
Moliere'
and
s
there
"L'Ecole des Femmes." Peter
6teriaJiSn|f : Pantasies .were rapidly his efforts all of us can indeed see will
be special displays of Japanese art Mewes was seen in these earlier plays
and
crafts
in
the
theatre.
There will be along with Peggy Brown, a recent
t*2EStaS:
ac<!Uirthree more Open Nights, once
Inp
eDr-andCurrelly
materialwas in
the the . . . "ages brought home."
month, graduat
ty of Toronto.
in °ypt- Syr'a and Crete he took
from now until April. Thesea special
Robert e of the, Universi
and Don
Harron of
evenings when the Museum Is open to Stratford.Christie
PVe the ?
ons wnich helped to
Ont. repute was seen
the
ew-v of Ioundations to the modern
the public tor the purpose of highlight- Museum theatre in such plays as at"CanThis
special
secing different divisions, will point up the
tion began to take interests
come hom?ae°IO|ry- The "Ees be8an
Tempest
"The
dida"
and
."
of
the
":-'><r
Art
and Archaeology,
Lc " was presented by the
shape after Cecily
and Mineralogy sections of trie New Kay £;-,.iety at the Museu
Coddington, a St. 'Geology,
led *itr.Ut'hre'iy "0W beanie- preoccuMuseum.
theatr
e
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the same year as m
Michael's
College
* his
and organization
Victoria College has presented glee exceptional presentation of "Oediptheir
student in her first
0 'omuseum
inch.rtTU ,?''"<
Purpose
was broadeeol„HV 6 dePartments of mineraloyear
on campus,
club concerts at the Museum Theatre Rex." In the summer of 1948 the tbeatrusp
became
excited on
*S'<ks th!. Pala«>ntology and zoology
two occasions. Other events directly was rented to a group from New
Btlon ne original archaeological
over what the Mu- concerned with University activities called "Boyne and Bell" who keptYork
the
have included speakers on various sub- theatre active
summentr stock
seum
offers
to
stuductions. At with
the prese
time, prothe
'Useums an iexamir,ation of foreign
jects,
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by
the
Hillel
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dents.
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organMuseu
m
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is
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for the Latvia
ci,'c eric. a fantastic memory for
ised the issue, Foundation. This group, set up for the
Drama Club's presentations of nationaln
benefit of Jewish students on campus plays
1 easie,' imade his wo'* a good
Peter Gzowski de- has
about
Latvia
brought
such
lecturers
to
Toronto
n
folklo
pre1ftt a«as"mail
eS.
he
l°
bUy'
nted in their native tonguere. and
A Greek
signed imade
t". Michaelit as Dr. Oscar I. Janowsky who spoke drama segroup
J, exhlb't>on. a foretaste of
does
plavs
of
the
same
1 Ie°7 Wifh"16' w,ls held in Wycliffe up. and Bill Eppridge Cassidy
nature.
not
long
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on
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topic.
"The
Ameritook the pictures.
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The comer of Bloor stre^
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On theneighbourhood.
north-west corner "1
n
that's 3I give Feet
a eight HousByeLIZ HARRISON
How would you like to live
ers all
theshesately
Park Who
Plaza,has^
qu°W'
I've got half4a of
them peanuts. by
surveys.
hours every day in a house measuring
haven'ta added to his learning with
they them
but
now,
order
on
and
pound
give
too."
to
radio
have
a
You
have
I
yet.
tidy.
come
be
to
have
what
That's
four?
by
feet
three does, and He loves it. You Ed showed me where it was. "I like special kind — shelled and roasted,
roughly
Grahajn
Ed
sophical flights on the fQ.
my with no salt. They don't like salt on
a listening to music. Classical is get
probably see him dozens of times
wings of her nut-brown ^
but of course you can't
favourite,
beis—
he
who
knowing
year without
"It
sounds
as
if
you
might
make
a
From the gloomy depths
time."
all the
cause Ed is the man who supervises the classical
I
asked
him
what
he
thought
of
the
nuts."
good cook the way you cater to these
parking lot behind the Royal Ontario Elvis.
King Cole Room to the
Museum.
said. to be a cook once,"
He has come a
Tve got nothing squirrels,"
"Well
II used
heights
the Roofgarden
long way from
said
Ed,
(and
I
think
he
was
blushing).
hotel is anof essential
part of ev"j?!
against
the course
kid," "I was cook in a private school on
South Shields
he said. "Of
where he was born
Island. That's about twentyOn the education.
he
can t tosing.
north-east is a house 1
student's
listened
a lotI'veof Catalinamiles
— a little town
off the west coast from
opera, and you can. eight
about sixty miles
Los
Angeles,
in
the
Pacific.
But
I
tell he's not a good ' wouldn't do it for a living again. I God.
churcheOne
from the Scottish
Toronto
olde \[
s — ofreligio
us's mother
border, but thirtysinger. But triguing
he'sall the
in- just cook for myself now, ■ and not
many
a
soul-we
ary
underg
o
ate.
seven years in Canhaving a family, it's pretty simple. But
ada and the United
I do have the squirrels," he added, with
same,
andof he'll
grow
out
that
States have not
On the south-east is the House,
haircut of his. I a twinkle in his eye, "and they're a hold
made ence any
differEconomics building, j.
to his accent.
used toburnshave
sideAnd
if
ever
Ed
Graham
does
decide
when I was to retire after all, those squirrels are . whose concrete bowels are nre,
'•Don't you ever
handful."
a kid, too. Not as going to have a rough time of it, to_ pared the recipes that will catej
find yourself getting bored with
nothing of all the University people
long as Elvis' say
who are beginning
thinkcampus.
of Ed Soas to that most urgent of all desiresthis job'.'" I asked.
roundto the
though."
Stil] thinking
sideburns,
I look-of" annext-institution
"Funny,"' he said,
time you pass through the parking
But .on the south-west corner is
"Everyone wants to
ed outdow .and
of thesawwin-a - lot,, say' hello to him. And you never^ hunger
know the same
the most intriguing building 0j
know
he might offer you some 01
thing. But how
dusky face peering Toots' —peanuts!
them all— the Royal Ontario Muin athadme, sideburns
and this
coulded with
you1 soget many
borone
seum, whose very name smacks
people to talk to?
even longer than
of We
her inherent
grandeur.
Most of the Unithe"That's
Pelvis Toot
himself.s,"
T. A. Heinrich
have tried
our best in
versity kids come
(Continued
from
Page
7)
Ed
e
x
p
l.a
i
n
e
d
by here and I get
these
short
four
pages
to give
"She's probably
to know a lot of
Than he came to Toronto, as
them. Some of
you some idea of the hours ol
the Directbr of the Royal Ontario.
them come back
come
Though
admires theits flatness
trees, Mr.of .
Tootsforisa adrink".
black
fascinating pleasure that lie beHeinrich hedeplores
year after year.
squirrel
ently who
knows a evidgood
Why I even helphind the Museum's walls. The
Toronto's
landscape
and
archied a couple
tecture, the length of its winters,
thing when she sees
printed word, however, has limof them get engaged once. The two of it, Because Toots, Toot's boyfriend and
and the shortness of its cultural
itations — as even The Varsity
them used to come past quite often, another pal of hers named Whitey are
horizons.
But he is sure that these are
figures round the shack.
and I'd tease them. 'Try going up to familiar
must
admit.
"I wanted to install a drinking
^tfJut to enibark on a .period of
High had
Park!'a car,
I'd tell
time.
Hops-inspired philosophy is
They
thesethemtwo.allandthefinally
for the squirrels," said Ed,
-expansion.
"Except
for has
the
they went. Well, a couple of days fountain
"so the people at the Museum brought - new
climate,"
he says,
"Toronto
one
thing,- religion is another;
later they came to show me the ring me over a milling stone. It's one like
food another stillr Each in its way
a good deal in common with Los
and said if it hadn't been for my the early pioneers used in this country.
Angeles.. panding
Both enormously;
of themneither
are ex-of
is a necessary part of existence,
suggestion about High Park it might Look over there. You can see her
never have happened! I've been here drinking out of it now."
them is museum-conscious, but
and each may be found at the
ten years now," he said, "And I'm not
corner.
And there it was — a flat stone_
they're filled with a very vital sort
bored yet."
of
ambition.
As
their
situations
foot inanddiameter,
out"
"Have you ever thought about re- inabout
the acenter,
perched hollowed
on the edge
But the wondrous delights ol
crystallize,
they are
bound to de-of
was Toots, drinking busily.
tiring?" Iwanted to know.
velop a greater
consciousness
the Museum are in a class all
"Retiring is all right for people who
"I fill it every day for them, and the
their
own. and
For Bloor
the best of Av-|
are married," Ed explained, "But I
At the
Royal Ontario, he feels,
things
cultural."
use it too. Toots likes peanutenue road
wouldn't know what to do with myself. pigeons
there's the chance of turning a
butter
sandwiches,"
Ed
went
on.
"They
Go
there.
I'll
this shack eat cheese sandwiches too, but usually
good museum into a great one.
and probably
then theydiecanright
tip ithereoverin backwards,
and it will save them the trouble of
buying a casket. No, I wouldn't dream
of retiring. It's too much fun right here.
SCENES
THE
BEHIND
Nearly everyone who passes has some- MORE
thing to say. Of course, if you were
To the casual Sunday afternoon
By CECILY CODDINGTON
the kind of man who never said a word visitor,
the Museum seems a place of
try to make Geology I
are very fine and com- the department. "I more
to anyone, you'd probably go crazy. remote scholarship, efficiency, and per- Museum.plete There
thsn I
far
exhibits
of
Oriental
art,
and
I
something
into
But
I'm
a
talkative
guy
and
I
like
fect order. But the casual visitor sees noticed particularly the crowds of stu- just rocks," he says. Mr.important
Hillen is njI
people. Strangers come around and
only the finished exhibits. I might condents in the North American Indian
and has sp611 II
geologist, East
professioninal the
right
away"of themselves.
I start talking
tend that the preparation of exhibits galleries. Some of the Galleries, such a-asome
Indies^
them out
But inand
the draw
sum- is almost
time DuringDutch
sp^J
the war he
planter.
more fascinating than the as Geology, are in the process of being three
JapalL,.|
a
in
years
half
a
and
mer
it's
dull,"
he
added,
"and
I
miss
shows
themselves.
remodelled
from
lifeless
collections
of
the kids. We do get a few tourists,
Perhaps this is because I was given objects into connected exhibits which Dutch
camp, then went back an(jop^l
prison East
but winter's the best time of year."
Picture Service in
a NewsIndies.
"tell a story"', as Mr. Churcher put it, atedAround
tour of the "back-stage"
part and
"But don't you find it hard to keep abypersonal
the wall of the c~J(jfi»
are
intelligible
to
the
public.
In
some
well-informed
and
interested
warm in the winter?"
members of the staff. Rufus Churcher, order to do this, masses af material
is placed
be ^ I
"No problem at all," he said. "Look, Helen Devereux and Dr. K. E. Kidd have had to be sifted over, the most exhibit
things
as they"what
are,might*"."hnifli
there's the heater."
made sure that I gained a good idea significant pieces retained, and the take
statement of the purpose.
Hillen's
I looked down and sure enough, of how a museum as large as the Royal whole
given an appeal which only the
there it was, fitted snugly under a Ontario was run smoothly.
use of color, effective lighting, and I reason with regard to that which
shelf.
Mr. Churcher took me on a tour of clever design can produce.
sent
such endeavored
a way as to j|
been." Hein has
have Geology
exhibits themselves. On this trip I
JohnhibitsHillen
Geology
"I even booli.
built Ina aspecial
for you
the the
for Dr. designs
Walter the
Tovell,
head ex-of some meaning in the life of the.
telephone
place shelf
this size
realized the size and scope of the
, and from
of the Toronto
Modelsexplanations
with
of the Subways
g^°}°^lCZ^
lems encountered in its cons t ^
the visitor.impress.- es W
make a vivid
naturally Interpol
Specialist in Alligators' Fossils
skill
of produc
an artist,
a carpent
exhibiter,requa rf
geology
dif Toan
and
interie oreach
worker
: decorator
Keeps 2 Live Ones for X-Rays
s
told
me.
Many people consider that a Museum on the thumb. "That is the first time
twelve
to fifteen
days.
$M
■window"
may take
I've ever been bitten," he- said.
houses
nothingbut
the
dead
past.
In
Mr.
Churcher
left
meanywn<»
in ,d jutj
Alligators have a unique system of
reality the Royal Ontario Museum har<T4
bors the very live present in the person acquiring teeth. Mr. Edmonds said
of Helen
of Albert, the American Alligator and "Human beings lose their baby teeth
Ki
Dr.
and
Devereux
lelen
his smaller friend Spooky, also an and get another; .they lose" those and
This room,1 •^jfj
Boyle ofRoom.
Davidbowels
the
the Museum,
American Alligator. N
buy a third set. But the Alligator keeps
Ihe"
• wpW
Albert and Spooky are not entirely getting
neware teeth
all hisabout
life."every
Half sixof
work-roma ^ '0\oP2
andIndian
saw
some
of
the
storage
many
his
teeth
replaced
pets though. Gord Edmonds, of the months.
and 1
Palaeontology department keeps them
from the Scarboro Ai-cn^^l
came
and Albert, who is about
is cleaned,
labelled, and s] ie o» j
for research. He is studying fossil rep- fourSpooky
ch as a year.
years
old
and
twice
as
large
as
tiles and amphibians, "so I study live Spooky, live in a tank in Mr. Edmonds*
much as a y'ear. ks ago.
ones too," he says.
gruesome
chamber alsothattold^pos*^ ^i.
office. Their existence is brightened by
Miss Devereux
jjj
"At
the
end
of
each
month
I
put
the
presence
of
three
turtles
In
the
existence of the "mjg-room
them to sleep and take X-Rays of their tank.
Along with his contemporary reppractica
jaws."
very come
serves a that
tiles, Mr, Edmonds also studies ancient
He invited me to pick up Spooky,
in nslA Pu* b°ftf A
animals
the soialler one, who is about two years ones. In his office, he showed me fossil
on the i bee(je
reduced tohit skeletoi
toandbe someone
old and about fifteen inches long. He remains of the ancestors of Spooky and
the domestic or carpet ^
explained that they were quite tame, Albert, some of, them many million
whereupon Spooky turned and bit him years old.
M !'l I I
ei ^
beetle eswillal*f0ll,jl$
the carcass
larvae
flesh, soof the
Thisdicd
larvae under controlled c
tu
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Floriane
the Hart House
The policy of erts
ng
is payi
Conc
y
esda
Ledn
many
• dividends. Altheough
d
lave
disP
nav
sts
arti
lS nsr
e intimate
nts inperfthes
r talefew
Ci tals
ormers have
much promise as Floso ir.
Sown Cotno
Lno
soprano
■The French-Canadian
a fine
voice,and
g lyric
a pleasin
nas
a
e
sens
Lerpretative
group of
"arming manner. The which
beItalian songs yed the
iassica
thel program displa
gifts as wellhaveas
Singer's many which
will
fh/ problems
florindo
me. Theti "Se
be overco
was
fedele" of Scarlat light,a welleasy
—
p
warm-u
[hosen
ring and well within the ar>
jsfs range. Bather thin tone
polled an otherwise effective n,in"Vergi
Durante's handle
rerpretation. was
d,
[utto
Cotnoir spunwella web of
[jss amor"
ound with the delicatethesweep
if her phrasing andornament.fine
jontrol of the vocaltreatment was
The same fine
salve" by Hantccorded "Cara
|el. Another facet of the singin the
fr's gifts wasic evidenttation
of
livid dramat presen
Donzelle, fuggite"' by Cavalli.
JOne of the boasts Miss Cotioir's publicity made was that
he artist could sing in 7 languages. The German group provId this is a very dubious claim.
ft was efficiently sung thoughg
without depth of understandin
[fmood or language. This brights the group smwere
moment
_-ffovid
ed byof the
lyrici of
;h ubert's "SeligkeiP and the

Hi-Recording
Fi
■ The Westminster
.ompany has come up with a
few series of poetry and dramab recordings that far outstrip the
jresent Caedmon, Argo and Harferd Vocarium labels with rePrd to quality of sound, and in
my opinion, choice of material.
■Under the general heading
g)oken Arts, this series includes,
jctures on the nature of poetry,
Jstory and culture, readings of
pnch, german, and irish poetry;
fcere are as yet no complete
jamas
the series, but selecIpris fromin famous
plays,
■upled with an modern
informal talk
■ the authors of the plays.
Pe"e are also a couple of experimental records in the cata■jPSue
on one an
Bear — for
Wildeinstance
enthusiast,
Frank
■l
tingell
gives
a
brief
outline of
■Ude's
personality,
and
then
■Pdly reads selections
nis
■»*>rns, fairy stories and{roman inRV!ew a P^ss report had with
■jj°e yesdurmg
trial.
Hr
tnerehisis ainfamous
whole record
BK . of s. j perelman reading
■ tamous "Is there an OsteosynHr°ntlroitician in the House"
Wm e Wlth three other of his

cont
Cot
rastmg tone
noi
colours r
of Wolf
-Ub
er Naehf. .-Der Gar,M1...s
was
prob
ably
typi
cal „f the
whole recital. *he openi
es displayed a tine voice in
sympathetic interpretation of.
lyric, only to be marred later
by an unfortunate lack of control in the higher register
As abest.
group,Adroit
were
the French
handlin'songs
g
mood markea
the two Faureof
songs. Three brief "Chanso
ns da
Theatre'' of Milhaud provided
an outlet for the artist's dramatic ability. Le Petit Chien" presented the picture of the do£
The final
adr
oit
selecti
ly,
on "Donde^
Lieta" from the third
act of
"La
the
heightBoheme
s as " it never
might reached
have. Miss
Cotnoir's voice seems well suited to the role Mimi although
the problem ofof upper
register
was most exasperating. The
climactic high notes were clear but
the
attempt
ed
decresc
endo
was
disastrous.
•Miss Cotnoir is a young lady
of obvious talent. Despit
the
temporary problems mentioe ned,
she possesses a versatile voice
with a large range. With experience, her deft interpretative
touch will be strengthened. The
singer displayed her wisdom by
, choosing nothing beyond her vocal and interpretative reach.
The Wednesday Concert series
presents performers of known
talent who are beginning their
careers. It is well worth a listen.
Bob Crummey

PoNew
etYorker
rygemsfamous
Paul Rogers, recently seen here
with the Old Vic Theatre Company gives a recording of excerpts from Shakespearian plays.
Of the playwrights represented, Marc Bllizsiein gives an exciting account of the first night
The Cradle Will Rock, an ultramodern musical drama first rehearsed in 1936 by actors supported by a federal grant. The
play contained many criticisms
of the American way of life, and
the government refused to permit the premiere. Orson Welles
was directing it, and undaunted
by the government edict, rented
another play house, and had the
actors sit in the audience to
avoid union dues and explusion
from the Federal theatre and
actors'
providedequity.
the Blitzstein
orchestra, himself
sitting
alone on the stage with a piano
and not knowing how many of
the cast had had the courage to
come and sit in the audience.
He began the opening bars, and
the cast chimed in at their proper cues from all parts of the
house. In Blitzstein's account on
the Spoken Arts record, "The
OSCAR
WILDE

Last nightisi
Cru
Barbara Chilcott
barged down the Nile ng
as
patra and sank. In so doingCleoshe
joined the company of several
famous stars— Tallulah Bankhead, Vivien
Catherin
Cornell etcetera,Leigh,
etcetera. Whet-e
her
or
not
you
admire
Miss
Chilcotfs efforts will depend largely

Sco
Cradle Will
Rock" has never
res
yet been performed
as he wrote
it,
but
after
the
owners rushed premiere,
to book thetheatre
play
as it had been staged that opening night.
Blitzstein's contributions to
music drama are interesting experiments worth: hearing once; I
doubt
it
they
long.
The kind "will
of live
seriesfor which
Spoken Arts has recorded is obviously geared for the classroom
and circulating record library
The excerpts from Arthur Milplays, the Blitzstein
the ler's
Perelman
talk arerecord
not
especially records one wants to
-play
again. However
there again
are twoandpriceless
gems in
the Spoken Arts roster thus far;
One, a record containing an
autobiographical talk by Moss
Hart and a reading of excerpts
from "The Man Who Came To
Dinner" and the first act of Lady
in The Dark. Hart is brilliantly
articulate, and much as I dislikeautobiographical talks, his description of his first sight of
Broadway and of his early life
in Brooklyn, broken by neverto-be-forgotten trips to the theatre with his Aunt Kate, is both
moving and unsentimental. He
reads his own plays with memorIt's terrific.
But ableI'vegusto.saved
the bestrecordings
for last.
Collectors
of poetry
like myself will long ago have
sworncord onever
another
ref a womanto buy
reading
poetry.
Two
in therather'
Argo disturbing
series are renditions
examples
o£ how awful that sort of thing
can be. A recent issue by Angel
of Dame Hdith Evans reading
Shakespeare's sonnets did not
add to the credit of this questionable pastime. But Spoken Arts
have been careful in entering
the field: they got the dynamic
irish dramatic star Siobhan McKenna, and she reads in her
motht-r tongue. Yeats, magical,
lyrical, the real Yeats, emerges
as she pours forth: gaelic poems
from the year one; the unforgettable ballad ofofBrian
The Woman
ThreeO'Lynn
Cows and
are
heard in .all their green glory.
The depth, range and emotional
of Miss McKenna's
modulations
her art
are breathtaking:
voice
Anne Carnwath
superb.

cast, effective
set and skilful
Do
wn
upon
whether
or not you would
the
Riv
direction
of Douglas er
Campbell.
rather
see
one
of
the
world's
greatest plays performed badly,
In the fast-changing scenes
thai
make
up
Cleopatra,
it seemg
or not at all. It is doubtful if
any of us. in our lifetime will see that the ones between Cleopatra
Cleopatra with the right star and and her two attendants. Iris and
an integrated cast. The current Charmion i Deborah TurnbuJJ
Crest production is partially re- and Amelia Hall) are the treble
de med by the strong supporting to which the group scenes play
bass. In the Crest production,
the
rathertetecrass
atmosphere
boudoir
a tetes
and fernalqof
conflab
is
perfectly
Barbara Chilcott arrivesre-created
at these
committee meetings blatantly
shouldered in on a sedan chair.
She then gives the girls a talk,
on
'how that
she time
doesis if,
realizes
suddenly
passing
and
Antony may leave her In the
lurch, and quickly organizes the
girls into some scheme for furth.
ering her interests (i.e. "Come
on now. girls, let's . . .).
If Max Helpmann's Antony
gets any more kudos than Barbara Chilcott's Cleopatra,; jt will
be simply because some people
like an ultra-masculine Antony
who stomps,
clomps andofrompn
through
the exigencies
love
and war rolling fiery eyes and
howling like a wild boar.
In a cast that included nearly
all
permanent
roster
of the
stars—Crest's
William
Job^ Powys
Thomas. Tony Van Bridge, Alan
Nunn. Richard Easton's polished
Caesar was outstanding. Evident
ly Easton takes his Shakespeare
very seriously, and as Caesar he
was surprisingly free of many
of the mannerisms he has used
too freely in the past.
I like the simple stage setting
— an indigo backdrop with grey
side
walls. Stratford fans will
Lockhart Reads recognize
the effective Romaa
Gene Lockhart, noted Ameri- costumes and Campbell's staging
of the war conferences and Pomcan actor,Thursday
will give night
a dramatic
reading
at 3 pey's
party summer
were reminiscent
our
Shakespeareof
o'clock in the Museum Theatre. fest.famous
The whole production left
He will include excerpts from
mixed feelings, becaustthe Lincoln -Douglas debates, me with
leads were so inadequate
Stephen Crane's "Red Badge of ihe
'when it comes to Antony and,
Courage", Dickens' "Pickwick Cleopatra,
who isn't?) yet the
Papers"
and
Eugene
O'Neill's
staging
and integration of ihe
"Ah, Wilderness".
supporting cast was good; th»>
opportunityon totheseestage
Antony
The reading is co-sponsored by Cleopatra
rare. and
the
St.
Michael's
College
SAC
and Senate Club.
Penny Morgcnstero
Some Spoken Arts Issued
Siobhan McKenna reading Irish. Ballads and Lyrics.
The Golden Treasury of French Verse: read by Jean Vilar
The Golden Treasury of Irish Verse: read by Padraic Colum
The Nature of Poetry: Frank C. Baxter.
The Uses of History: Preston Slosson.
The Care and Feeding of the Mind: Jacques Baizun.
An Informal Hour with S. J. Perelman.
Golden Treasury of French Drama: Barrault and F.enaud.
Marc—Blitzslein and his Theatre Compositions.
An Informal Hour with J. B. Priestley.
John Van Druten reads: Voice of the Turtle and I am a
Camera.
Paul Rodgers reads Shakespeare.
Selections from Oscar Wilde read by Frank Pettingell.
Moss Hart reads: The Man Who Came to Dinner and Lady
in the Dark.
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-Despite the non-accept
ll fe.
Vetoes $5 Footba
Manitoba
Manitoba,
berta may Saskatchewan
try to form u
Torontonensis
Westproposed
the
of
chance
University of Manitoba students
any
with some Montana and
ern Intercollegiate Football Union. Dakota
malast Tuesday voted by a large
It was
A REVIEW OF THE YEAH
proposed league would have earlier colleges.
a football The
not to finance
jority
that both colle^
ewan
,
Manitoba
included
Saskatch
team. A campus-wide referendum
vetoed the five dollar increase and Alberta. It was hoped that favourable to the schern
necessary to finance the costs of
The University of hti\^
the Interplaying
e, Manitoba,
EvergreeninConferenc
TODAY
NOV. 15 operating a ball club by a vote of UBC, nownational
all.
would have entered later.
1,644 to 1,132.
umbia, which was seekitheir
ngiJ^I^9
Despite
a
telephone
poll
last
Weste
the
into
tance
rn
By turning
down also
the defeated
fee increase the students
Sunday
conducted
by
the
Mani^
t<t[{
Union,
Athlet
legiat
e
ic
toban, the U of M paper, which
Mission In The University
indicated support of the move, the the league
team was
wouldformed.
guaranty «?*
defeat did not come as a surprise ball
entry into the Athletic ti S
to officials at the university.
Dr j}*?
SaundersonPresident
said earlier
Said student President Julius Manitoba
UBC's entrance into the i ^
Koteles,
"I
feel
the
students
were
"THE NECESSITY OF DECISION"
would
probably mean a fe/^
reluctant to set a precedent
whereby they would pay for some
crease
to cover
sport directly, rather than have it The three
team the
conference t
rost.
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
paidIn for
by
the
university."
explaining
the defeat,
felt that
a five dollar
increaseothers
was ready has a full sports
too
much
on
top
of
the
tuition fee with the exception of f0otb;
Chairman :
raise this year.
Dr. J. A. MacFarlane, O.B.E., B.A., M.B., LL.D.,
F.R.C.S., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
Intercollegiate Ski Team
There will be a meeting for all those interested in com
petitive skiing on FRIDAY, NOV. 16, in the North Com!
mittee Room, Hart House, at 5 p.m.
HT
TONIG
QUESTION PERIOD
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
GAMESSOCCER
TODAY
Chairman:
Bugarskl
VanLoon
Pharm
vs
Knox
Prof. R. A. Ward, M.A., B.D., PH.D.
Law LACKOSSE
9t Forestry
Sperling
University College — West Hall, 8 p.m.
Med. IH
Med. II
Allan
fBALL — TO MINOR
LEAGUE Rimdnna
EXPORT
1.00
SPS.
O
Stein
IA
Trln Commerce vs Med.
West Hall University College 8 p.m.
Vic
6.30
U,C.c. McCaul
4.00
Knox
B A
vbvs U.Pharm.
B
CANADA'S
FINEST
7.30
Hutton
Emm
an.
CIG ARETTF
vs Wye. A
THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE
1.00 Trin. B
8.30
vs Pre-Med
SQUASH
SPORTS SCHEDULE— WEEK OF NOVEMBER 19th
FOOTBALL — MULOCK CUP PLAYOFFS AT VARSITY STADIUM
Quarter-Final: Frl. Nov. 16 1.00•
Trin vs St. M. Bark, Stadnyk, Weto-rtt
Semi-Finals:
Tues. Nov. 20 1.00 Sr. SPS vs Dent Sgambatl,
McLean.Stadnjt
Glbio
(Downbox, Smith; Yardsticks — Pasternak, Druckman)
Wed. Nov. 21 1.00 Vic vs Trln or St. M. Sgambatl, Stadnyk. Welnrlb.Druckman)
Garsfcowitt
(Downbox, Smith; Yardsticks — Pasternak,
AL: Tues. Nov. 27 1.00 — Porter, Bark, McLean, Stadnjt
(Downbox, Smith; Yardsticks =— Pasternak. Druckman)
SOCCER — DIVISION I PLAYOFFS
Group. Playoff: Ftt, Nov. 10 12.30 Jr. SPS vs Pre-Med Avis
Quarter-Final:
Mon.
Nov. 2119 12.30
12.30 Vic
Jr. SPSvs orTrln.Pre-Med
Semi-Finals:
Wed. Nov.
A St.vs St.
Rcse,M St.B EM

ALVA WHITE (with blueprint plans)
1953 engineering graduate of McGill
University, Now an engineer, buildings, at the Bell, he performs the
duties of field supervisor on new Company construction projects of all kinds.

What are some of the reasons why more and more coll ?ge
the
the Bell? Read Al White's report on his first year with
"What I like about my work as a field supervisor is the
feeling of responsibility. I like the way I'm handed a job
with the statement, 'We're going to build — it's all yours 1'.
which my
collegequite
training
is beingof
put"I toalsouse.likeInthemywayfirstin month,
I made
a number
visits witli an experienced Bell engineering supervisor to
new buildings under construction. These visits gave me a
clear picture
of that phase
my mywork.
I'm training,
always surprised how frequently
1 can ofapply
college
for
example, trigonometry, maths and considerable surveying
for new micro-wave tower sites at remote locations.
the all
earliest
possible moment,
I wasaskputfor.'onDelegating
my own*
and"Atgiven
the responsibility
one could
of authority has been 'tops' and the teamwork is good, too,
for the Bell is a company where management-employee
relationship really works,
"At and
present,
50% the
of my
timearchitects,
is spent contractors
out of the
office,
I enjoyabout
meeting
public,
and other professional men in my work.
"I'm glad I joined the Belli"
Numerous friends of Al's at the University now also
work for the Bell. If you, too, want interesting variety
and increasing responsibility in a rapidly growing
organization, have a talk with the hell Employment
Officer when he visits your campus J

graduates
Company; are joining

BELL TELEPHONE
Employment
Officers
will be visiting
your college soon
Ask ceryour
Offinow forPlacement
our new career
booklets and to arrange
an appointment for you.
The
Bellofofh-rs
a v*de
variety
opportunities
for Engineering,
Arts,
Science and Commerce
graduates,
both
men
and
women.

THE
BELL TELEPHONE
COMPANY
OF CANADA

Thur. Nov,22 12.30 Sr. SPS vs Monday's Winn" At&
FINAL: wed. Nov. 28 12.30 Auld, Avis Braden
DIVISION
II PLAYOFFS
WTLL please
BE ANNOUNCED
ASSt.SOON
ASBradoPOS-»
ITIONS
DETERMINED,
Managers
check at Intramural
Thursday
&, Friday.
Rooe,ol"«
Vaniool
LACROSSE
*ri.
U.C. HI
vs SPS I
6.30 Med.
vs SPS V
20 1.00 Med.
Vic. nIV
wn, Al«»
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s - Trin
vs
TJhryn.uk, Bro
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21 1.00 SPS II
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IV Brown.
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Pharm
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Lee,
s
s£
Allan, 0»«»
II
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Ill Lee,
Jcons,
St.
ue,„ Mea.
stU.C Mm
«er
23 7.30
1.00 sps n
Uhrynu
Kenk, K"!
vevs . Med.
Vic. IIV Lee,
VOLLEYBALL — MAJOR LEAGUE
Sion.Playoffs
Nov. 19 start
6.00 Wed.Sr. SPS
Pharm
— vs Watch
The VarsityPerkons
ana
lntiamural office
MondayNov.for 21schedule.
Eft*
VOLLEYBALL— MINOR LEAGUE
S1G»|
sie»;
SPS F
V
St. M.BB VV U.C.
Ossuarys
Vic
Commerce
Med.
II AI B
7.30 SPS.
Pre-Med
SPS. D
X U.C. Taylor
4.00
\
6.30 U.C.
Pharm.Pilams
Knox
AB Vi Arch. B
8.30
sieaJ „.
U.C. M.McCaul
21 4.00 St.
C \\^ Wye.
BIll IYrB
U.C. Hutton
Pre-Med
SPS.
A
Med.
7.00 Law
\
22 8.00
1.00 U.C.
0.00
SPS. Wallace
EI A \\l St.
Med.M.M.ID BB
4.00
6.30 Pre-Med
Rosenberg
U.C.
Loudou
\1 St.
Wye. an.
Emm
7.30
Med.
IIA. B A
Arch.
B
aS en*'
19
Speperli
8.30
24 1.00 Pre-Med
rkons
II i Emman. B
Wye.
C
4.00
Jeanneret i St. M. A
5.00 U.C
Med. IIncisors
A
1.00 Med. II B i Dent
Mon. SQUASH
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VS Trin. O
SPS IV
Tues.
2023
Med. IVO
Dent.
D
SPS
III
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Wye
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6.20
Pharm.Ill B
Wed.
7.00
Mtd.
21 4.20
Sr. U.C. B
1.00 Law_
Arch
SteW Sperunl
Frl.
Sr.
5.40
Sr.
SPS
Stein
Thur.
vsvs U.C.MedIll
22 1.00 Trin.
Med. VA
spcrlW
Stein
Sr. U. C. A
vs
PRACTICES
{From
a.m. &to V30^^*
4.00 If10''
Mon. Nov. 19HOCKEY
9.00& 10.00—
Vic; 11.00—
vsFor;7.0012.30
Tues.
ltonS
8.00 p.m. —Intramural vsVSRules Clinic (St. »- ^PK
— U.C; 4.00—St. M. — SPS; 2.00-"^i;
Wed.
20 7.00 & 8.00-^Mtd; 10,00— Trln; 1,00
1.30 — U.C;9.00—4.00—
SPS; Pharm;
M; 10.00— Trin;,H**"" ^A
St. Law
21 8.00—
Thur
4.00— Emman. ^
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3.00—
1 30— SPS;
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12.30 8.00—
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— SPS; 9.0O—
4.00-^Dent.
St. Ml l0-**"
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une,
Harr
y
Wilso
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Dave Mc that he was sure to be ready to
Blues, bruised, bat-t
Varsity
The |3ut
The
re
go
entrain for
of spirit, Isn'
full
It
on
A
Saturday. It will necessitate
'Second
several Ch
visits to the whirlpool
J°hnRossChiSWood
and sive
Bill bath
Scat
r'back
h0lms, defen
KLgston tomorrow afternoonfoot-in MiHe
durine
remainder of the
legiate
Intercol
half
the
Norm Williams, and d_ week, howeverthe. He
fuest of
is a sure bet
tackle Walt Schnuda aretheon least
championship.e under-dogs to doubt
Iball
Six weeks of hard fought football games; six hard weeks of
to
see
almost
the
60-minu
duty.
ful
list.
Woods see action, Schmida, meanwhile,te develop
I Rated definit
nightly practice; six weeks of study neglect; six hard
weeks
ed sweat
death likely of the three to
Gaels in thewillsudden■Queen's the
a
and cuts and bruises go on the auction block Saturdayof
lame
ankle,
which
without
be
has
been
givblavoff. Blues
He entered the game last week
ingtice thishim week.
great difficulty in prac- afternoon in the city of Kingston, Ontario, when the University of
"services of five reguls-rs, Rich with bruised ligaments in one
Toronto Blues lock horns with Queen's University Golden Gaels in
shoulder, and lett with torn liga- Pete Maik, who has been side- Richardson
Stadium. The prize that these six weeks of work has
ments in the other as well,
lined for the last three games led up to is the Yates Cup, Canadian collegiate's most sought after
prize;
the
Yates
Cup, emblematic of Canadian collegiate football
with
a
bruised
Interfaculty
side,
William
reports "not supremacy.
in additiowith
n to'aa badly
bro- much improvement". Should
ken s, came
FORTY-NINE YEARS
Ma.ik
bruisedfinger,
shoulder. upAssista
nt
be
coach
forced
ride the bench again.
John McManus reported that it Coach Daltto White
Summary
is the forty-ninth occasion on which the trophy will be
will likely go givenThis
away. Its donor was Dr. Henry Bridges Yates who passed
would be a "miracle" if Williams along with Al Wong, who was inJ Forestry moved into second saw action
along in 1898 to the then newly formed Canadian Interon Saturda
jured earlier in the year. Wong the trophy collegiate
r
Rugby Football >Nnion. Football 'had been played by
Norm reported that y.his Howeve
glace
of
the
Interfaculty
Volleyshoulder would play with a full face-mask college teams previous
,all League yesterday afternoon was "feeling much better
to this date but 1898 was the first year
to protect his injured eye.
"
and
that Canada's three big eastern colleges — Toronto, McGill and
njy
virtue of Architecture A's default.
Queen's
—
formed
an
official
For it when
was McGill
who intro: Victoria Seconds knocked off
sport to the U.S.A. inleague.
tliis decade
the Redmen
met
Harvardduced theUniversity.
Weds Sixths in lacrosse action. Blu
es
Dr. Yates had himself been a football player of note. He had
Face Carabins
Led lies
by Victoria
Brucenosed
Doidge's
four
talbeen a member of McGill football teams for four seasons and
out Medicine
captained the Redmen in
(1-6. Bill Baldwin had four goals
year on the campus. Yates
a losing cause for the Red
graduated in 1893 and wenthisonfinal
to serve on the staff of McGill
Puck Season
until
the
First
nd Black.
World
War
when
he
died
in active service.
Begins
The prized trophy has been up for grabs everv year since 1898
[ St. Michaels downed Victoria With their first league game seventh. From there they will go
[ a squash match, two games to two weeks away, the Senior Hoc- to Ann Arbor for games against With the exception of the two World War periods.
Saturday on the rock-hard turf of Richardson Stadium, the
key team are working out nightly the University of Michigan on
le. Vic opened up the day with
Blue and White will be out to capture their twentieth championi: only win when Lewis defeat- as they prepare for their defence December 8th and 10th.
Their total far surpasses that of any other team who have
Cushing
15-11,
16-18-17-15.
Cup. forThetheBlues
This year's team is loaded with been ship.
n the Irish came back with of
of the league. Queen's has claimed the crown
last talent
the Cup
havethewonQueen's
andunsettled.
so far the There
team's are
rosterat thirteenmembers
ivo successive wins when Flana two years and they are prepared remains
occasions. times while the cup has fallen into McGill's hands on six
[an downed Alexander 15-3 and to win it again.
present 26 players trying out for
)-5 and Sheder beat Gardiner 12 For the last two weeks the the
WESTERN ONTARIO'S RECORD
16 positions and of these 12
15-7 and 15-10.
team has been put through its are
The University of Western Ontario has had perhaps the most
veterans
hockey
wars. of the Intercollegiate spectacular
paces by coach Jack Wheldrake.
record.
Mustangs joined the old triumvirate in
Wheldake. who will again take Forwards out now include 1929 and two years The
later the Purple and White captured its first
charge
of
the
Intermediates,
has
veterans Ken Linseman, Brian Yates Trophy. And in the eight year period, beginning in 1946 and
[Jnbea.en Meds
been standing in for Jack Ken- Anderson,
John M a c d o n a 1 d, ending in 1954 the TWO crew won the cup six times.
nedy
who
is
with
the
football
Blues.
Besides the big -four, only Ottawa College has captured the
George
Whyte, Ted Rogers and
Jump SMC, In
prize. The reversal of form occurred back in 1907.
Men Wright, and ex-Intermediat- coveted
Three other teams have competed for the honour of the Yates
The
Blues
open
this
year's
es
Mike
Elik,
Dune
Brodie,
Grant
schedule
in
the
new
McGill
Arena
Sal's
Dud Kearney, and Don Cup. MeMaster University joined the loop in the '54-'55 season
Tilt victory on the 29th of this month when Mills,
[Medicine Cage
added another
Borthwick. As soon as football and after a winless season and cries of double cross from the
their unbeaten record when they play the University of Mon- season
closes Clare Fisher and Hamilton campus they were voted out of the league the next
treal Carabins. The next night Ross Woods.
fey defeated St. Mike's A 40-22 they will
of two years year. Osgoode Hall and the Royal Military College have also
meet the McGill Red ago will joinBlues
girl's
basketball
action
last
others. From competed.
ight.
men. Before these league open- these 13 players,theKennedy
Continuing with our interesting history lesson. Toronto and
ers, Varsity will play at least choose nine forwards, but must
from Queen's both hold the record for the longest consecutive champion[Meds were sparked to their tn- two exhibition
games.
The
first
ship streak. From 1908 to 1911, the cup found its home in Toronto's
the way the boys have been flyJiph byKerrthe whobrilliant
of
feris
sank shooting
ing of late, this is going to be Hart House while Queen's held the crown from 1922 to '25.
20 points game is on Friday the twenty- a very
hard
job.
MUMBLINGS AT MIDWEEK
lid Sally Wallace who added
third
against
St.
Briget's
at
the
nine. Arena, and the following TuesOn defence only veteran out so
Now
that
Manitoba
has voted out any chance of playing interfSt.
Mike's
second
half
comeback
St. Michael's
fes credited to the driving play also dayat theytheplay
far is Dave Jackson. However j
football, any chanceandof Alberta
an east-west
football
The only Majors
league come
Monday he will be joined vanished . collegiate
. . Saskatchewan
had both
been playoff
anxious hasto
^Rosemary Burns but the failure game beforeArena.
Christmas
at
Varsity
the forwards to stretch for Arena will be against McGill on by veterans Dave Stephen, and form a western college loop resembling our league . . . The
John Casey. Also coming out then University of British Columbia also wanted to join the set-up . . .
|ose
ended their chan- December 14.
Stacey.
> forrebounds
further scoring,
UBC presently plays its football in the Evergreen Conference
The Hockey team again will will be ex-Intermediate Larry against
American west coast teams . . . Victoria College seem, to
Both teams used six man de- journey
to the United States for At present the other blue line be the likely
choice to retain the Mulock Cup again this season
fce to an advantage and the some games.
They
will
go
to
.
.
.
Surprise
of the year is the strong showing Dentistry is makI^ds really strove for the jump Houghton Michigan to meet Michi- players out include ex-White Bob
Church,
Doug
Lougheed
and
Pete
i
n
g
.
.
.
The
Dentists can't be overlooked as definite threats to
gan Tech on December sixth and Warren who played with Leaside Victoria . . . The
playoffs begin Friday at the Stadium with St
Biltmores last year, and Neil Milte's tangling with Trinity in a quarter-final.
AND MORE
Munro who hails from the Regina
Pats,
and the University of
Turning to the basketball court, we note that Wilt Chamberlain,
Saskatchewan.
the seven foot Kansas sophomore, has been picked to several preAil-American cage teams . . . This, despite the fact that
Al Cecutti
from last
team,
Hugh Cnrrie
from year's
two Wilt hasseason
play week
any Varsity
ball . .for. College
basketball
years ago, Larry Irons, an ex- under way>-ettheto first
in December
most teams
. . . gets
The
White, Ray Dunn from Port Blues will open the season on the first in South Orange, New
Arthur and Ted Derritt from the Jersey, against Seton Hall . . . Don't forget game time in Kingston
it is really worth getting in on. Winnipeg Monarchs and Maroons
Saturday is 1 :00 p.m. . . . The cage Blues gel their first taste
Ve'y *"*
Tlast sat* befo"'
K since
1)11 Teams will be competing from are competing for the two goalies' ofon action
K,
■tie
"lack
machine
temper] to communicate
Hart House.on Friday when they tangle with Andy's AC at 7:00 in
and what
at- UC, Vic, POT, Nursing, SMC. and
: been taking place and what possibly PHE. Word has been
received from the U. of Alberta — jobs.
they run the Intercollegiate Bowlthe Torontotelegraphicalcontingent Soccer Finals Start On Monday
fli'sl iL " ,s "ft news that ly— ingthatChampionships
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■ Archery club Starts
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matters
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Hart
here
TODAY
incial Re1 p.m.— "Domini
be discussed by
lations" willon-Prov
Conserive
the U ofvativeTClubProgress
in Room 109. UC.
New members are always welcome.
1 p-m, — "Church
Architecture" is
the topic for an SCM discussionin
McMurrich
N.
by
led
group
Room 33. Engineering
Bldg.
1 p.m.— Morden Lazarus of the will
Cooperative Press Association
speak
to
the
U
of
T
CCF
Club
in room 4. UC. His subject will
be "The New Means of Social... ism."
1 p.m.— "Soviet Policy in Hungary
and
'he Middle
will be45
discussed
by SCM East"
at FROS.
St.
George ofSt.Mathematics,
R O. Robinson.
Professor
will
speak.
4 p.m. — Vic Debating P3rliament
will argue the question "This

House

Today

d

an
now
Dr. D. Feaver will speak
House
in the Vicfavours
Alumnifreer
Hall.divorce", g p.m.—
to the Vic Classics Club on "To
5 p.m. — Mission in the University
the Greeks' Foolishness" in the
— Rev. J. Stott speaks on 'The
Copper Room. Wymilwood.
Necessity vocatofion Hal . Decision' in Con- 8:30 p.m. — Graduate Student Union
will
sponsor an Olde Tyme
7;30 p.m.— Prof. Ralph Stanton will Ave.
Square Dance at 44 Hoskin
speak at a Hart House Library
evening on "How to Become a
Great— Modern
. is the
g p.m.
Museum Poet."
Theatre
Special
$6.75 Only
Lanolin
place
where
Gene
For
Students
Airy Perm
Style
will give a dramatic Lockhart
reading.
The reading is co-sponsored by
END BOUFFANT
CURLYouFOBWish
NEW
LONG
STYLE
.
.
the St.andMike's
Senate
Club,
there SAC
is noandadmission
DORA BEAUTY SALON
charge.
COLLEGE
WA. BLDG.
1-0812
5 p.m.— The L_aw Club will spon- 177.
OPPOSITE
THE WALBERG
sor
a
forum
on
"Labour
and
Law"
Nursing.in Cody Hall. School of
"8 p.m.
Club willon
TYPING
hold— Modern
a panelHistory
discussion
"Communist Strength in Eur- Theses, Essays, Notes", Charts,
German, Latin, English
ope Today" in the Music Room, French,Prices
- — Wymilwood.
Upon Request
21 MRS.
AVENUEM. Apt.
2-7624
12
D.RD.-WA.
STOTT,
B.A.

TORONTONENSIS
YOUR ALL-CAMPUS YEARBOOK

CRINOLINES
FROM 3 AND 4 DOLLARS
DROP IN TOMORROW BETWEEN LECTURES
WA. 1-5978
HELM
A
46 ST. GEOKGE ST.

For the first time in Canada.

■man
Shoes for Men with the new
SHU-LOK

AMATEUR RADIO— code
classAnte
heldi Room
at 5.00 p.m. in the
Debates
TABLE TENNIS — at 7.00 p.m. in the Fencing Room
ARCHERY CLUB— at 8.00 p.m. in the Range
LIBRARY EVENING
Professor R. G. Stanton, Dept. of Mathematics
"How toat Become
Modern Poet"
7.30 p.m. a ingreat
the Library

U.C. LECTURE SERIES
"ANCIENT EGYPTIAN
FOLK TALES IN LATER
Professor R. J. Williams
LITERATURE"
TODAY
WEST HALL
at 5 p.m.

4 BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday through Friday
ONLY
8 a.m. to85 6 cents
p.m."
University Blazers
Custom Made
Especially Priced for Students
Fine Flannel Worsted Trousers
$27.50
Credit Terms if Desired
Business Hours:$16.509 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
PARNES Clothing Co.
703 QUEEN ST. W.
' Sample at S.A.C. Office

off !in
ws
er 70'
TANY
L*
new ^^
supj^
s finesho
BO
This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you with
its exquisite new high-fashion fiat look! Very
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finished,
shrink-resistant, mothproof —sizes 34-40 in
many, many styles, many, many vibrant new
Fall colours! At good shops everywhere.

2KU6

$6.95 - $7.95 - $8.95
Lookfor tlie name "KITTEN"

INTERCOLLEGIATE

Saturday,
Varsity vs.
GAME

Here's a brand new
RITCHIE that goes on
and off in a jiffy! No
laces to tie — no
shoestrings to knot, fray
or break. You just adjust
the fastener to suit your
own instep and a-w-a-y
you go!
When you shop for your
new Fall shoes, ask for
RITCHIE with the
SHU-LOK fastener. It's
RIGHT in style for
the man in a hurry!
Priced about $13.00 Other RITCHIE shoes from $9.95 to $19.95.
T H ■ JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY LTD.,
QUSBHC.
T .Q •

PLAY0F

November

17th

Queen's in Kingston
TIME — 1:00 p.m.

Special
Train
Leaving
Toronto
(sharp)
8:00 a.m.
Arriving Kingston
11:45 a.m.
RETURN FARE - $5.65
Tickets valid on all trains returning except No. 15 leaving
Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily.
RETURN FARE $6.25
Tickets valid on all trains returning including No. 15 leaving
Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily.

LAST CHANCE FOR
1 .50i(
With Tic
Playoff
Coupon
kets-$
Game
" „
be9:00solda.m.at the
will
tickets
game
ALL
to s.
from
House
Hart
Office, Unsold tickets will be 'elur
Today.
*ll
Kingstonare reserved
at close atof special
sale onstudent
Thurs
seats
P _^ol]tol
coupon,
$1.50 plus$2.00.playoff coupon. Tickets * ,

Y ANP
TICKETS TODANTGET YOUR DISA
PPOINTME
AVOID
ticke'
sellEtrain
. willGAM
s j
The
ticket
. -ALL
ONLYS.A.C
, Hart
Dining
Car Service
for breakfast
lunchHouse
on w
tic Officeand
NOTE GAME
TIME.will be available Athle

Chair Car will be available each way, going to Kingston at 8:00 *
and 0returning
from $11.80)
Kingston at 6.47 p.m. FARE: $9.70 return. V
chairs. (Total

— Epprtdge
HAROLD CLAWSON
m A,,ore
°R are
ar^me
menLr,
PROFESSOR
LASKINrerelations ana the law at last night's Lair Club - forum.
the FS»»W
aistmguishea members
or Me panel whxeh
mscvs BORA
sea labor

ITheWrsity
^TlX^-"0' 34

CCF's

Convention

Friday, November lGtH, 1956

First On
Campus
For the first time at the Univer- plank to be discussed and voted on
sity of Toronto, a campus political at the convention.
(Workmen, Public Don't Understand
29.
party is to have a mock conven- "This is an extension of the
tion. The CCF convention, model- regular yearly meeting to formuled ings,
on thewill beparty's
late policy,'' John Brewin, one of
soon
collapse
if
both
sides
are
not
and
persuade
them,
if
they
are
Present
held national
Thursday,gatherNov. the possible
"Picket
know upheld,"
don'tlegally
" he Law,
candidates, said last
picketingtheyworkmen
Says
said.
workersPanelist
going -to their jobs, not
nether
are acting
not. an expert on Canadian Most of the Forum's time was said.
to" he said. This can even in- The convention will choose the night. "It will be conducted along
regular convention lines though."
volve physical obstruction, he,
jor problems said last night.
taken in attempting' definition of
CCF
leader Inforaddition,
January'stheModel
a mem-or
Dr. Eugene Forsey, director of illegal strikes and picketing.
Parliament.
par- Anyber ofundergraduate,
another politicalnot party
esearch for the Canadian Labor - "The purpose, of most
Adams said when alleged acty's
platform
will
be
decided.
club,
who
is
sponsored
by
some
picket
c
o
s
t
i
n
g
o
n
picket
lines
is
brought
ed
ongress,
pre- lines is to intimidate,'' Adams into court, physical violence is The CCF proposes to amend the member of the CCF club, is invitnt law oncomplain
picketing istheobscure
said.
Objects
of
intimidation
may
ed
to
attend
the
convention
as a
more
often
involved
than
mere
Model Parliament's constitution, voting delegate.
the layman.
be present
or prospective employ- accosting.
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Arab in
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An important Canadian enterprise offers careers to graduates in
Geological, Mining, Metallurgical or Chemical Engineering,
Honours Geology and Honours Chemistry
Plan an active future with a well-established Canadian company
Trim,
tapered
IVY
Slacks!

An
Geological Engineering
Mining Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Study Our
Undergraduate Vacation Scholarship Program
Supplement classroom training with practical experience

Authentic Ivy League styling with buckled back-strap,
pleat less front, tapered legs . . . finished to your
individual measure, with or without cuffs. Charcoal
grey. Waist sizes 23 to 46.
"Wedgemoor" all-wool worsted melange Each
flannel.19.95
Luxuriously-soft doeskin-finished rayon fabric.
Each 13.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING - EATON'S Main Store,
Second Floor - Dept. 229
^T. EATON

Arrange at the Engineering Faculty Office to see the
COMINCO representative, November 19, 20

THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING
COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED
1 1 1 1 1 M I I'LL
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ripperty, rapperty
Throughout the football'season, this space has
team. Originally
ignored the university's football
third place, they came very
picked to wind up inseason.
close to an undefeated
Crippled by injuries, and with a pessimistic press,
—
this weekend to play a Queen'sits team
they leave
power.
dangerous at any time-now at the peak of we
would
With due respect to Grantland Rice,
like to offer them a parting thought:
And when the One Great Scorer
Comes to write against your name,
He writes not if you won or lost.
But win it all the same.
Best of luck, Blues, and thanks for an interesting
season.

secretarial science
There are a number of stupid practices by underthat
gradutes on and around this campus-practices from
obtaining the most value
from
them
prevent
.
their education
Some waste their time playing bridge, which our
president guarantees will make them good bridge
players; some devote too much time to extracurricular
activities, ranging all the way from sports, to politics
to working "on The Varsity; some become intrigued
by a field of knowledge outside their course, and
convenexplore literature and texts that could more
iently and rewardingly be read later; some merely
fritter away their time.
But there is no specific activity that wastes more
time than taking notes in lectures.
Professors have spent a god deal of time and
effort gathering the material they disperse from the
inlectern. They are— probably without exception—
telligent and interesting men. Why not listen to
them?
Much of what a professor has to say, admittedly,
is bone dry, concise fact. In order to remember book
titles, dates, specific theorems, and the rest of the
sections of a course, a student must make a fevv
jottings. What we are objecting to is the verbatim
copying of all the intricate argument that embellishes
each lecture, of even the driest professor.
It is impossible to follow a delicate line of thought
while writing down the words used to develop it.
In Aldous Huxley's "Brave New World". there is
a sketch of an educational experiment. Children,
sleeping in their dormitories, were subjected to a
recording, played over and over again. "The Nile is
the longest river in Africa," the record droned and all
through the night it repeated a discourse of geographical facts. When questioned on what they had
heard, the. children could repeat exactly everything
the record said.
But they didn't know what was the longest river
in Africa.
Education is a wondrous thing. An educated person is a thinking person, not a stenographer.
If lectures were for the transmission of notes, the
courses could be handed out in mimeographed form
and no one would have to bother about coming to
university.
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A

debate,

involving:

(1) The

SAC

finance

(2) The

inadequate

(3) The

Varsity's information
By PETEREditorGZOWSKI

By STEPHEN FREEDHOFF
Finance Commissioner
'news
has misconstru
Varsity importance
to edthea entire
is ofTheparticular
whichagain
item Once
student body. During the last S.A.C. meetingthatthe shecouncilhad
heard a report from Joan Fidler stating
received an apology from the Varsity reporter who had
misrepresented the facts re the proposed increase in
fees for W.U.S. At , the meeting previous the council
he had made a
heard Mr. Gzowski state thatof-"perhaps
the fake U.C. election
mistake" in the reporting
has misconstrued remarks
Varsity
The
again
Once
story.
in order that it might provide suitable copy for its
editorial.
The statement attributed to my'self that the students
would raise "strenuous objections" to a raise in fees is
a- .complete fabrication, (even though it may b,e true
in fact). The minutes of the meeting will show that this
objection
likely be raised by the administrative
staff of thewould
university.
Administration Frowned
Mr. Gzowski continually refers to a lack of inforon my S.A.C.
part. was
The that
only ininformation
thatuniversity
I volunte rmeadtitoonthe
the past, the
administration frowned on any .increase in the student
levy.
There wasMr.noGzowski
other "information"
be given.
this instance
neglected to topublish
all theIn
facts
which
pertain
to
this
matter,
namely'
that
every
student committee which has asked for additional funds
has received them; that an additional grant is to be
made to The Varsity for the publication of additional
issues; that it would be rather difficult to impress the
university administration with the demand for an increased student levy when the S.A.C. has been operating
on a profit basis each year; that the expected boom in
student
coffers. enrolment would considerably swell the S.A.C.'s
Mr. Arthurs asked that the S.A.C. look into the
possibilities
an increase
studentheing
fees', permanently
necessitated
by
student ofactivities
whichin were
curtailed due to a lack of funds. I immediately expressed
considerable interest in the matter, called for committee
reports re their grievances on lack of funds and called
a meeting of the Finance Commission to deal with the
matter. I, at no time, expressed the fact that I had any
information to divulge nor did I do so. Hence the
Varsity report of "lack of information."
Varsity's
Allocation
Cut be accused of the same
The Varsity
can indeed
crime. Mention is made in the same editorial of a meeting of the S.A.C. of March 21, 1956, in which the present
council is accused of cutting the allocation to The Varsity.
First
that been
this prepared
year's council
was
voting itonmustan beissuementioned
which had
for them
by their predecessors. The minutes of that meeting
show that an objection to the proposed cut in The
Varsity budget was opposed by Harry Arthurs and Flo
Middleton who made a motion to that effect. The
minutes further show that not one other member ■ of
this year's
proposed from
cut. Ita
would
seem council
here thatspoke
Mr. against
Gzowski theis suffering
"lack of information."
This is not intended to be an indictment of Peter
Gzowski. He has done a good job as editor of The
Varsity.
I hope, as editor of The Varsity in charge of further
dealing with the levy question, he will do well and
rectify the lack of information he displayed last night.

commissioner

student

levy

Many thanks to Mr. Freedh0ff
'an interesting confirmation of ,

At slasteditoria
terday'
l. meeting, jja]
year's
Arthurs was speaking as a c0]uen
der for the publications commissyears,
i
ership, a position he ■subsequent^
won,
order and
to dowas
the fully
job itaware
is suppose^ %
do, The Varsity needed at least as
much
moneyn, aswhenin previous
Flo Middleto
she spoke, \va3
still women's sports editor of the
paper, and also aware of its finan.
cial difficulties.
Activities Need Money
The importantpoint about the student levy, however, is not that The
Varsity is being cut down year after
year (from 100 issues in 1945 to a
budgeted 78 and a possible 81 this
year), but that other student activities are growing so quickiy they
need a great deal more money, D
members of last year's council were
the principal speakers during the
lengthy March debate, it is all the
more evident that those experienced
with
more student
money. affairs know they i
Expenses Up
Increased enrolment, if the SAC
is to remain or become any sort oi
effective organization, will increas
fast aseven.it will ft
just —as faster
expensesincome
crease
Any knowledge of the economic
organization of -this— or anyit otherform of government makes obvio*
that . it is more than twice as &'
10,000
pensive to lead 20,000 people tM>
Mr. Freedhoff's opinion is
there is "no further information^^
be given. He insists, however,
an openof mind
has reports
tohe the
variousabout
comn»lirt^j^
he d» ^
information
We- trust the
backing
committees—
those
itfromundoubtedly
will the °Pl JJ
spoken ,at the March meetin£j
neither comeideas.too late to be e
conceived
nor fall on ears deafened W

AND A SUGGESTION FROM A READER
I was surprised to learn from made responsible for financing
Friday's Varsity that the SAC scholarships or similar projects.
decided
"levy" onof nate voluntarily.
one
dollarto onimpose
every a student
They can only be asked to do- 1 c-nts do not understand- |
the campus for the WUS. I am
Secondly, a genera) approval for a purpose which tne
sure that everyone can easily from
all students, by a vote,
even tn
Thirdly,
afford one dollar; nevertheless
re,
thisof measu
prov
nts 1n ^^> |
rity
majored
erstude
it is on a matter of principle ought to be obtained before a Still
j
othe
y °he A ,|
ssaruniVe
nece
bememb
that I seek to question this levyly onmaythem.
be imposed
The EAC"permanentor WUS the WUS are doing V^J
policy.
be entrusted
First, as mpst scholarships. are should,theof course,
t#J
ic^ ^ii
, «
is illog
WUS.
expenditure of the only
*{
As theit Unive
me jts1
the
ofrsity
entirely handled and awarded . with
money thus designated, but the leone
vy.
sti0[i
by the University, exchange decision
of
a
permanent
levy
thong*1
scholarships, in . my opinion, should not be made by a few
should not be made exception, people. Only a minority on the
but should, in fact, be financed campus understand the functions beI hope
imp°s>ne '
"in my
unique that
by the University authorities. and organization of WUS; theremitlee
members
°f ., j
The student body should not be
draw the attention
fore itis unfair to impose a levy WUS
„ ove. !l*
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and
produced
Tiger",House
Ride a Hart
University
by theTuesday
"T°
is the first 'threelum:
Norman Williams.
. .tourplaywright
«'onro
known
ctoi °y Toronto
yea he has become
last
the
ond
at
for the variety
bey
™„ada and somewhmance
of his one-act plays,
ich inhavpere for
d T^hlitv
just been published by Copp
Apart,
s
World
under the title
in a lively manneenr
Irhe present leplayfor deals
power betwe
ual
effect
f he strugg
g Hsuending
th , miff Chinese Emperorer Kwan
and
Tzu
Empress th«Dowag
the. -.^
>rr in Hsi,
aunnt
fn»-m#
1908
(and
few
days
forme
the
of
death
The
aunt ).• Mr. Wilphantmentioned
y of thethistrium
ctuall
is not
• though
atel' attempts in his characters to present ideas
aIu s rather than flesh nand blood: probably
the clear oppositio of the Emperor's
a
>eSfor enlightenment and reform son Western
Dowager' grasping
' and the Empress
ervatism that commended this particular
ab.him. However,
""torical situation Isto counterba
lanced bythea live
rading tendency
two
the
between
' ecting tissue of interplay
operty Men. sometimes involving the actors
emselveS, which serves also to bridge the
"scenes."
ther
and the theinextricaof tableau
quality
action
Theirstatic
the Property
litv
w;
tit,,from
*..«™ MenMr.
" ofboth
Williams'
very
result
from
Dper,
nterprising decision to make use. not only of
~ Chinese historical subject, but of Chinese

LOCKHART

stage convention as well. Hence the stage is
almost •bare, the
y Men dash
supplying articles Propert
promising tea toabout
the
weary actors, the and
characters introduc
themto the audience, and thee action
includesselvesa directly
good deal of miming.
The presentation itselt was more than adequate, and went off very smoothly. Powell
Jones personated the overshadowed Emperor
with increasing persuasive grace, and Marian
Stewart's vigorous and flexible voice added to
her formidable presence
as the Empress Dowager. In smaller
parts, among a cast always competent and pleasing,
Rex Southgate as Jung
Lu, Godfrey Jackman as Kang Yu Wei, Raymond Carl as Wang Shang, and Russ Waller
and David Eedard as the Property Men, contending for smaller stakes with quite the force
and
cunning of their betters, were particularly
notable.
■ It seemed to me that the iqjiestion of the
Emperor's heir, introduced . early and later
dropped, could have been worked more firmly
into the
are days
we really
believe thatplay's
at thestructure:
end of her
that tohighly
intelligent old lady believed herself immortal?
But this is a small weakness in the most ambitious sproduction
so far of an writer:
unusually
reourceful and dramatic-sensible
we are
lucky to have him. It was a pleasure on Tuesday
.night to see all personages on stage not of
royal blood fall flat before him: public kow-tows
to Authors are infrequent. JJVI.

The Golden Age Singers of
An
Artist Comes
Home
London will give a concert,
Last night an artist came home. inimitable style. Or it may have forth, or with a prolonged pause,
of English
and chansons
Italian madrigals. French
and
And his return was triumphal.
been in the bluntness of the En- the joy of a parent.
contemporary
carols
and folk
glishman who bluffed his way
Gene Lockhart gave to his
Mr. Lockhart's timing was the
songs at the Royal Conserfeature o'f the entire
vatory of Music
home-town friends, acquaintanc- through
"a serious
an unknown
friend.calamity'' notable
this Friday
at 8:30Concert
p.m. Hall
programme. One pause to scratch
es, and admirers a dramatic with
Perhaps
the
feature
of
the
reading which emphasized the evening was the graphic image his ear caused unbridled laughA quintet
first rank En-by
ter, one fling
the head
proversatility and experience of
glish singers,of conducted
nounced ofimmediately
the heat
drawn
from
Eugene
O'Neill's
Margaret
Field-Hyde,
the
thirty-six years in the theatre.
"Ah, Wilderness", for here an of an outraged Italian. His inNever has this reviewer seen entire
family was drawn with
flections slipped out at exactly
group
Sixteenth
Centuryspecializes
repertoire.in They
perany audience hang on every artistic precision and skill. Mr. the proper moment. In this
form seated around a table
word and gesture of any actor Lockhart showed a frightening
genius for dramatic readings Jies.
in the informal manner of
as those assembled in the ability to submerge himself in Mr. Lockhart's
that period when every memMuseum Theatre did last night.
The one defect
the percontrasting charactber of a household was a part
Mr. Lockhart has the ability to completely
was theof distracting
ers and to transfer their intri- sibilant 's'formancewhich
singer and sight reader.
occasionally
paint living pictures with a
c
a
c
i
e
s
i
n
a
purely
one-man
show.
Composers
included in the
His voice conveyed the treble grated his audience. Otherwise
GOODMAN
mere whispered phrase or eleprogramme
are
Weelkes. Wilgant
gesture.
In
one
particular
of
youth,
the
murmur
or
aged
the
reading
was
extremely
wellyman Goodman, concertbye. Gibbons.
five charac- femininity, the crispness of argu- presented, well-timed, and perteverdi. Di Lasso,Morley,
and ofMonthe
aster of the Toronto Sym- sceneters ahet onceportrayed
and
gave
individual
ment,
the
controlled
concern
of
fectly
executed
by
a
master
of
■ftony, will be guest violinist complexity to each.
fatherhood. With a slurred stagecraft.
present day. Rubbra and VauKlnday night at 9:00 in the two
ghan Williams.
Jordan Sullivan
Kindred and seventy-fifth Hart
To pick out a highlight of the phrase, drunkenness sprang
Buse concert.
show would be impossible. Perhaps it might have been from
■Mr. Goodman, who will be acmmpanied by Leo Earkin at the Longfellow's "Tales of a WayBBano, is a Toronto born violin
side Inn". Here his, voice was
Jffirtuoso
who audiences
is chiefly through
known harsh in the arrogance of a
SB Canadian
King— and sonorous in i Hart House Library talk on how to become a good satire and impossible to find good parody.
kis numerous C.B.C. recitals and proud
humility of a re- great modern poet.)
But
parody
no longer
sybecause" modern
Concertmaster of the Toronto the heart-felt
Poe
to
uts
rtc
formed monarch.
poetry
is itsisown
parody. needed
Sho
Bffiiilharmonic Orchestra and the
"Not poetry
but ofprose
run
mad."
Pope's
He
reads
it
himself,
then,
because he finds
description
of
some
the
verse
of
his
day
Hwonto Symphony. During the
Or it may have been the abbroad- it amusing, "but it must never be taken seriousthis
With
modern poetry.
most Stanton,
.dgst war he played hundreds of
sorbing sketch of the salesman appliesside D.toRalph
Assistant Professor in
ly." He detests the argument that the failure
jBjghceits
alliedAmerica
servicemen
Mathematics, and to "understand" is the fault of our narrow
throughoutto North
and who does not know how to live the Departmenthis of57 Applied
'i minute course on How minds. "You can believe it if you want to: I
Bfirope and was heard as soloist or how to die. In the excerpt Statics begana Great
Modern Poet. With a voice prefer to believe Miss Stein is mad." However,
B th« B- B. C. in London and from "The Death of a Salesman" to Become
"the avalanche of modern poetry has begun
«adjo Hilversum in Holland.
Mr. Lockhart was superb. He and dramatic ability excellently suitedtheto readled ofHart
Dr. onStanton
such poetry
to melt; the modern poets are in retreat."
H^e concert, which promises conveyed the fatigue of a man HouseingLibrary
the
tour
guided
a
Evening
By this time the meeting was considering
■Bbe one of the season's best, who knows he is a failure with poetic insanse asylum.
the subject more seriously. The question whether
IsSU include: The Devil's Trill a hunch of the shoulders, a
Wordsworth, was the first great modern our Department of English is misleading ua
Sonata
by
Tartini;
Mozart's
by including many of these modern poets in
■Data No. 8; Air on the G rambling, ever-changing dia- poet with his lines on a Mud Pool,
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[Musical Sculpture
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at
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al Work
Award Set Up InThe Soci
bursary
will be known as
Meworth
Woods
o
The OntariFoundation has allotted the Philip Murray
Award, It is
morial
'made
possible
through a. 55,000
$100 a year for five years for a grant received earlier this year
bursary to a U of T student in from the Philip Murray Memorial
Social Work.
Fund.
'
FOOTBALL
Trinity vs St. H4lk3s
Quarter final — Stadlun 100
— 12 30 Prc-Med.Berk,
vs Jr.Stadnyk,
AvisWelnrlb
SOCCER — Gmup Plavoff LACROSSE
,Lee.SPS-„Naylur
-;<•
IV
SPS
vs
wwa- IV
1V
(game cancelled)
Med
VOLLEYBALL
—
MINOR
LEAGUE
1.00 Pre-Med I B vs Prc-Med I A PerKona
Killers Rosenberg
45,00.00 Pre-Den
Rosenberg „
SPS O
vsvs U.C.
Med II B t SQUASH
Sr. SPS vs Sr. Med (game cancelled)

They must first set up
es
First Time For Fraterniti
pendentaffiliated
local fraternu
loosely
with the' lnk
as
independent,
off
campus
national
ities
group. After
t\v„""'l I
Hamilton (CUP) Fratern
at organizations.
time
first
the
The
Toronto
chapter
of
Sigma
for
begin
may
year.
this
sity
Univer
tight
bonds
can
be
forn,e(i
'
McMaster
Chi fraternity is helping one
Interested students have ap- group of McMaster students.
fratwo internat
proachedorganizatio
and have
ns ional
ternal
SOCCER - DIVISION 11 PLAYOFFS
outa house
to rent
plansMcMaster
laid side
Friday, Nov. 20 12.30- Forestry vs Pharmacv
Tuesday.
in Hamilies would
ton. The fraternitcampus,
likely Semi-Finals::
Nov. 23 00 Emman vs Knox Avu Tn^M
be free of administration conTiics. Nov. 27 12.30 Auld Avis. Braden
trol, the McMaster Silhouette
reported, because they would act

They're

Roasting

Rock

Grow!"
- to help Canada
Every day at the gigantic new Villeneuve
Plant of the St. Lawrence Cement Co. near
Quebec City, hundreds of tons of limestone,
shale and other ingredients are quarried,
crushed, cooked to clinker in a giant kiln, then
pulverized and mixed with gypsum. The resulting product is cement, required for roads,
bridges, hydro-electric developments, industrial, commercial, agricultural and residential
construction.
This $13,000,000 cement plant, one of the
most modern in the world, is equipped with
crushers, grinding mills, screens, kilns,
motors and controls supplied by Canadian
Allis-Chalmers.
There's hardly an industry contributing
to your better living today that isn't served at
some point by Allis-Chalmers, one of the
world's largest builders and suppliers of cement
plant equipment. For further information, contact Canadian Allis-Chalmers Ltd., P.O. Box
37, Montreal, Quebec.

MADE IN CANADA

CANADIAN

ALLIS-CHALMERS
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time
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■ The Blues, on the other hand, and proved
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how
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on the
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will
do
it.
ODDS 'N ENDS
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ished third in Group I had a 3-3
A reliable source has it that Ron Stewart will pull another
^fencri ever since, will be spelled in the persons of Larry Joynt season record.
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now
and
here
9.00 p.m. — SMC M and D presents
TODAY
a Hi-Fi man,jazzEllington,
concertandwithBrubeck.
Goodstudy group on
1.00 p.m. — SCM Religion,
Presented by Talson Rody at
tive gh. Thisledtakesby SMC
ComparaMcDonou
Carr Hall.
Shiela
place at FROS.
. 45 St. George■
, St
SUNDAY
Alan McLachtin leads 7.30 p.m. — Rev.
1.00thep.m.SCM— Meds
John Stott speaks
in
group
study
on
The
Goal
of Life Service in
the Meds Building,
Convocation
Hall.
1.00 p.m.
—
SCM
Engineers'
group
8.15
p.m.
—
International
Student
office. Hart House.
the SCM
Organization in co-operation
1.00inp.m.—
Mission meetings in UC
with
the
Mission
presents
West Hall, room 18 of Vic. and
struction inThe Universality in-of
Trinity, room 4.
Christianity.
y.00 p.m.— Rev. John Stott speaks The Canterbury Club will meet in
on The Cost of Discipleship at
the parish hall of the Church of
Convocation Hall.
and AvHoward Ferguson Hall the Redeemer,
8:30is p.m.—
enue Road, for aBloor
discussion
led
the place for a Hard Times by associate
missioner
refreshdancing,
Party with
Haile, Sunday evening P.afterK.
ments, and an original short
musical comedy sponsored by the last meeting of the Mission.
the UC Red and White Society.
US

Gives WUS

SAC
The Students' Adminisngtrative
nothCouncil besides discussi
Wednesday
night:ing of importance,
—couldn't find a staff advisor
for the External Affairs Commission.
—heard it had made $87.41 on
the Book Exchange.
— felt it was not practical to
have a tour of Russian students
this
decide
meet year;
if it will
is next
year.at the next
— approved $200 over the budUnion.$600 for the U of T Debating geted
—applauded
Carol
Broadhurst for Meds
raisingrep.
$5,913.35
for the United Appeal, as compared to $2,475.01 in 1955.
-commended The Varsity on
the handling
of the present situation in Hungary.
-smiled on learning that five
students on the Cornell Weekend

Free Alterations
On all short and long gowns in stock.
Drop in anytime between lectures.
46 ST. GEORGE ST.
HELMAR
WA. 1-5978

Close to Million
United States students gave
more than $250,000 in cash and
$567,000 in gifts and food surplus orders through World University Service last year.
A recent report shows that
#15.000 of1 the amount went to the
NOV. 16
Jfjiternational Programme of WUS
action. The balance was used for TODAY =====
scholarships and loans for student
refugees,
a nation-wide education,
programMisson In The University
me of international
and national regional services.
British Auto Electric
ENGLISHVICE CAR
SER.AUSTIN SALES
.AND AND
.MORRIS
AUTHORIZED
DEALER STREAR
OF 4U7 HURON
(30 Yards South
ol Bloor, E. side;
WA. 2-0855
University Blazers
Custom Made
Especially Priced for Students
Fine Flannel $27.50
Worsted Trousers
$16.50 if Desired
Credit Terms
Business Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
PARNES Clothing Co.
700 QUEEN ST. W.
' Sample at S.A.C. Office
O.C.E. PRESENTS
PL AYNITE!
Happy JourneyMorton
— Wilder
Two Gentlemen from Soho
A. P. Herbert
plus Entertainment from
the Far East
ONLY 25e
Time: 8 p.m., Nov. 29
Place: 371 Bloor Street W.
Central Auditorium

ASSOCIATE

MISSIONERS

HART
HOUSE
THIS WEEKEND

ft
HYMAN GOODMAN
SUNDAY EVENING
CONCERT
November 18th I violinist
| 9 p.m. in the Great Hall
Tickets Available at the Hall Porter's Desk
CALEDON HILLS
FARM
OPEN WEEKEND
Members
are requested to check into
the Graduate Office before leaving
OPEN ART GALLERY
Sunday the 18th
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Film Strip Art
Open to Women

MEETINGS

1:00—2:00. Rev. J. R obson,
— WestM.A.,Hall— "The Basic Axiom of Christianity" — U.C.
1:00—2:00. Prof. F. E. Gaebelein, A.M., LITT.D., D.D. — "The
Religion of the Educated Mind"— Victoria. College, Room 18
1:00—2:00. Prof. J. O. Buswell, J.R., PH.D., D.D., L L D. — "The
Cross is a Radical Thing" — Trinity College, Room 4.
THAT YOU MIGHT BELIEVE
TRAIN
TICKETS
There will be tickets available for the
Train Trip to Kingston until 5 o'clock tonight
— in the S.A.C. Office —
The Train Leaves Toronto
8:00 a.m.
Arrives Kingston
11:45 a.m.
RETURN FARE — $5.65
Tickets valid on all trains returning except No. 15 leaving Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily.
RETURN FARE — $6.25
Tickets valid on all trains returning including No. 15
leaving Kingston 6.47 p.m. daily.
Dining Car Service will be available for breakfast and
lunch on train. NOTE GAME TIME.
Chair Car will be available each way, going to Kingston
at 8:00 a.m.. and returning from Kingston at 6.47 p.m.
FARE: $9.70 return, plus $2.10 chairs. (Total $11.80).
EMPLOYMENT
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at a Qlance
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— 'decided"Capital
to omitPunishment."
the Deans' no —applauded
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ing the National Federation of —heupardon that
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t
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Canadian University Students
Committee to National Affairs
Smith considered the """Hill,,
<s **i
Committee in the SAC constitu- reports.
and m aest
tion.
pleaSjnsat""*!'*
Roo
"archeti
hitecall
ctury ally
—
spent
$1.13
for
an
electric
cord for the Book Exchange.
— found it could not get its —laughed when Knox rv„
150 handbooks back from U.C, — heard Acadia has S'"
100 from Architecture, nor its rep. Geoffrey Johnson su» '!
NFCUS.
that the three spectators ent«m
If"'money
from
St.PloMike's.
—felt
that
Middleton's
presence at the meeting of the meeting could not get *i
Association of College Unions in
Ithaca, N.Y., would be very libr
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ary.

HART

HOUSE

Emergency

Debate

Resolved : In the opinion of this House, hisin Egypt.
tory will justify British-French action
Honorary Visitor: Marvin Gelber, National
President, U.N. Organization in Canada

er
Wednesday,8:00 Novemb
p.m.
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LADIES INVITED
SUNDAY

.

Mission

..

In The

, suND^

University

OPPORTUNITIES
EVENING

WW
CANADA
Representatives of our Company will be conducting
interviews on the campus on the following dates and
would be glad to discuss our requirements with students
in Arts, Commerce, Engineering and Science.
Nov. 19th, 20th and 22nd — Graduating students in Engineering, Chemistry and other sciences.
Nov. 19th, 20th Commerce
and 21st — andGraduating
Economics.students in Arts,

SERVICE

For application forms, details of actual openings and
interview appointment times, see your department or
college notice board.
DuPont Company of Canada Limited
Personnel Division, Montreal, P.Q.

"THE

OF LIFE"
GOAL
REV. J. R. W. STOTT
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.... AND WE
DESERVED A WIN
Monday, November 19th, 1956

4
QUEEN'S
VARSITY
2
By JOHN BROOKS
Varsity Sports Editor
Kingston, Ontario (November 17) - The Yates Cup was in
Toronto fur 59 minutes this afternoon, but for the 60th minute, the one that almost invariably tells the tale in Intercollegiate football, it was on its way back to Kingston, there
to remain for another year.
With the clock flashing off the few seconds remaining in
the
Varsity
the
ball fourth
on the quarter,
Varsity 40andyard
line. ahead
All the 2-1,
BluesQueen's
had toheld
do was
hold
them
for
two
plays,
force
them
to
kick,
take
possession
and run the clock out.
Such was not the destiny. Four plays later, Jocko Thompson killed the Blues again. Standing on the 27 yard line, he
calmly split the uprights with a perfect field goal, a 4-2 victory, and the championship.
Only twice in the entire game was Queen's able to move
the ball into Varsity territory, and each time they scored.
Thompson kicked a single early in the second quarter the
first time, and the second resulted in his title-clinching
placement.
The Blues controlled the play throughout. The statistics
favour Varsity in almost every department. Their inability to
score when holding the advantage probably cost them the
game. Twice they held possession within the Gaels' 15 yard
line,
and touchdown.
both times They
were marched
unable to75come
with thethe'field
allimportant
yardsupdown
the first time they had the ball, but lost a golden opportunity
when Stewart
quarterback
Ed Skrzypek fumbled on the goal-line and
Ron
recovered.
Their second sortie deep into Queen's territory came when
Woods recovered a quick kick by Joynt on the Gaels' 21. Unable to move on the ground, Peter Maik tried a field goal
from the 20. The ball was inches wide, but Bill Hunter nailed
Al Kocman in the end zone to tie up the game.
Midway through the final quarter, they were halted on the
11 yard line after moving the ball from their own 46. Ross
Woods kicked the point to put Varsity ahead 2-1, but it was
totheirno winning
avail as the
Tricolor travelled down the field to set up
points.
Stewart, playing his final college game, was very nearly
the goat. The Gaels held the ball on the Varsity 29 in their
final desperation drive, when the pint-sized speedster fumbled and Johnny Tattle pounced on it to give the Blues possession. Varsity, however, was unable to gain yards, and the
Gaels took over on their own 51.
Stewart hit for six, and quarterback John Moschelle completed a14-yard pass to Paul Fedor to give Queen's a first
down at the Blues' 40. Stewart sailed through the line and
broke away to the 20, where Larry Joynt, the last man between him and pay dirt, knocked him into touch. Pete Howe
and Stewart moved the ball to the centre of the field, from
where Thompson booted the final, devastating points.
The Blues had two plays before the final gun sounded. One
was a 17 yard pass to Woods, and on the other.Joynt carried
(Continued on Page 6)
to the Queen's 49.
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d it
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long, and
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One
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reslly ton is this: only one notice 5 p.m.— -The SCM and Prof, K, Jobiv-tric
15A at
lin get together
in advance of the day Victoria
College.in room
Group is
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studying
coverng *a>
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are 'particBestage andwayib> ofattend
students
year
First
s)
(perhapand
ularly
welcome',
a
spokesman
notice into Here
is to get
said.
Youra word to the Varsity
No-jv.
meets with an<who can, 7 p.m. — Ruth
reoorter you know
other SCM Lor
group, in the Copmay notr
forget things)
Bometithes, editors
per
Room
at
Wymilwood.
Topic
reporte
and a
mpeach
;y nottheget sent.
of the group is 'Mission of the
is religious this Church in Canada'.
The campus
8 p-rTli
_ FineClubArtsare groups
Monday.
Watch:
Newm?Ji
urged atto the
get
out all their members to the
TODAY
Club, 89 St. George, for -an 'im10: p.m. — Nursing study School
group
portant meeting'.
meets in room U6 in theChristian
Student
TUESDAY
Nursing.of course. Leader is
or
Movement,
Mrs, J. B. H. Hutchinson.
12-2 p.m. — Newman Club Offers
group— this free coffee at lunch time. Bring
1.03 p.m.— Meds study
one is Vairsity Christian Fellow- your own lunch.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
ROOM FOR RENT
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
$4.25 Large front room for two boys.
TlME— S3.25 a year. LIFE—
RATED Single
with board. 2 meals
beds
a year. SPORTS ILLUST
$6.00 dailv. S13.00 a week. 607 Huron St
—$4.00
now, Ypay— later.
OrderPLAYBO
a vear.a year.
Great Bold Playboy!
AGEN- See The NewMagazine.
STUDEN
Sold for the
Adelaide P.O PLAYBOY
157, ICAL
CY P.O.T BoxPERIOD
time at the special student
Toronto. Ont. Phone WA. 2-0583. first
rate
of
only
$5.
a
year.
Rush payments to: Universal Enterprises,
TYPEWRITERS
Snecial student rates. All regular 104 Ridgehill, Toronto 10.
mj,kes; new or rebuilt; rented and
M-3 FOR SALE
s?Ld on terms. Also for supplies, Brand LE1CA
new; privately brought from
repairs
and
service.
Phone
RI.
Germany.
With
f/3.5Kyselka,
Elmar lens
1843 anvtime.
and case. Call Paul
RO.
MARRIED STUDENTS especially 6-3728.
study better with financial secur60% DISCOUNT M!
ity Own surance
$20,000.00
In- $10.40 worth
'52 issues) of TIME
for Only Term
$40.00 Life
Yearly
C>>t. Call R. N. Richardson, HU. — $3.25; LIFE — $4.25; — SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED — $4.00. Students:
8-C929
order now. pay la.ter. ADAMS
LOST
AGENCY, WA. 3-6547 or WA. 2Man's wristwateh on University 1233. Any periodical.
Csmpus8, Finder
or Queen's Park. Wed.,
GONICK
Nov.
SERVICE,'STENOGRAPH
330 BAY ST. IC
4387. Reward. please call WA. 3ROOM
1409
WUNDER VALUES
All types of manuscripts, Theses,
AT WONDER PRICES
and
secretarial
work.
Hi-Fi, Lo-Fi. Unmatchable dis- at 226 Bay Street. Phone Formerly
counts on all products of RCA 5813 days, or 3549 evenings.EM. 4—
Victor, breezeHallicrafters.
and Fleetwood. Philips,
Phone SeaRon
TYPEWRITERS
Wunder,
WA.
4-8.925,
U.C Resi- $1.50 Weekly Rents; $1.00 Buys
dence.
Any make, brand new typewriter.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
CRINOLINES
Trade-ins
$29. Cash registers, addFrom 3 and 4 dollars. Helmar, 46
ing machines. Humber Typewriter,
St. George Street. WA. 1-5978.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.

IUS

Protests

Invasion

of

r«si0n

Egypt

bring about
thetheres,
Theple andIsecr
iat of, mien:
mi- I
*U. TTTCfor
..1
1— letarconditi
_1
.. n,, T*
Expresses _ .Sympathy
Student*
peacefu
of
ons.
The secretariat of the IUS sup- upon the memb
ers
Interof
the nj ^
the
ot
iat
ports the demands and actions
The secretar
national Union ot Students has
and everywhere
student
or- students and their
for the
issued a statement protesting of studentsganizations
actions they may
to consider
against the 'foreign invasion' of immediate ending of hostilities everywhere
Egypt.
against
Egypt.
It
expresses
its
Worn
Canada is an observer to the hope that a solution will be found sary against the agg
refused several times which will fully guarantee the for the establishment ol
has
but
IUS.
in the past fewareyears
to join. IUS sovereignity of the Egyptian peoheadquarters
in Prague.
a»i I
The statement reads:
The secretariat
of the inInternational Union of Students
view Two Students for Toronto
' Po,licy^
of thedle present
events
the MidEast when Egyptin has
been
ministration, and Gen.
the '
At National Security
jviof Pcac,
Meet
subjected to open aggression by
foreign military forces and consid- Two Toronto students will at- lor, Chief of Staff, U.S. year
Delegates
will betheirdivide-.
ering the actions and requests alcentering
diSf *
eighth States
StudentAffairs
Confer-in groups
encetendon.theUnited
ready made by a number of studaround TJ.S,
ent organizations, wishes to under- West Point, N.Y.
line the 'gravity of this situation. R. A. Fenn and W. P. Rosenfeld, specific sections of th<
The secretariat of .the IUS, act- both
is fourth
of University College, will Mr. Fenn
at the collegf
ing in full accordance with the
among 160 delegates attending sident
IUS constitution and the decisions be
conference open- Rosenfeld is president
of the Fourth World Student Con- the ingweek-long
Dec. 5 under the sponsorship versity's Historical Club. ^*
gres (In
. Prague, August, 1956) of
Academy.
the
West
Point Military
voices strong protest against this
foreign invasion and expresses its Coming from 63 colleges and Histor
y Of Man
sympathy and solidarity with the
Egyptian
who defending
together academies in the U. S. and Canada,
with
their students
people are
delegates will discuss national
their homeland. This attack has the
security policies of the U. S-, em- Yours For Free
phasizing the vulnerability of the If
already had very serious affects
Birthday Right
free world,
onThe
the life
of the students.
ferencesaid
chairman,W. D. Mead, conaggression
against Egypt
Among the speakers will be Were you
on Noveiabgi
alsothemenances
the~ achievements
of
fight against
colonialism C. T. Wood, assistant director of 23, 1936? If born
so, you can havi
and endangers world peace.
the International Co-operation Ada copy of 'History of Westeq
Man', free for nothing.
All you have to do is phot*
Saul Merrick, U. of T. Time-Lifi
Packed with Pix
rep. at WA 2-058 and have defi
of you and your friends
nite proof of age.
This gift is part of Life!
1957 Torontonensis
twenty
brations.years of publication eel*
Western
a "History
reprint inof book
form Man"of tfcii|
articles of "History of
WANTED
which
of Life appeared
magazine, in several usuij
STAFF FOR SUMMER CAMP
OPENINGS FOR CABIN COUNSELLORS,
UNIT LEADERS AND SPECIALISTS
ORGAN
Camp Lake Pembina
22 MILES NORTH OF ST. AGATHE, P.Q.
RECITAL
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
MRS. A. WASSERMAN, OR. 1622
by Dr. TODAY
Charles Peaker
Convocation Hall
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Does a Chartered Accountant

Do?

A.'s in- public
practice
makespend
theirallliving
tilings.
Contrary
toC. popular
belief, they
do not
of theirdoing
timeinteresting
dealing with
figures.
Conferences with clients about business problems and financial affairs are among
their most valuable services. They have opportunities to observe the operations
of. many different enterprises, sometimes in different parts of the country.
There is no such thing as a typical C. A,, nor do all of them do the same kind
of work. Yet the individual practitioner in a town of twenty thousand people
has the same professional standards, requires the same kind of training and
experience, and deals with problems of the same type as the partner in a large
city firm. Here are some of the many things which may come up in the working
days of C. A.'s in, public practice:
Setting up an accounting system for a new business, or revising an old one.
Preparing plans for an audit; reviewing audit working papers and reports.
Discussing with a client the information obtained in an audit.
Taking
part in Commission.
preparation of the papers for registration of a security issue with
the Securities
Helping
manufacturerfor develop
required ainformation
a contract.a cost accounting system which will give the
Assistinfi a client to obtain a bank loan.
Attending
meetingproblem,
of his professional society to discuss the proper
new accounting
solution of aa committee
Planning a system of internal control designed to prevent fraud or embezzlement
Appearing in court as an expert witness.
Preparing
a client's oftaxNational
return, Revenue.
or discussing his problems with -a representative
of the Department
Preparing a monthly financial statement for a small business,
Advising a client on his needs for working capital over the coming year
%ReviewinK the financial report of the local community chest or united appeal.
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The Columbia University Students' Board are continuing their
Rattle for reduced rates for students' guests at football games
K present all students tickets to Columbia games are free but
BL students' Eoard feels that many students have not been
Ktending games because of the high cost of tickets for their
^Elites'Theseats.
Director of Athletics and the Dean are dead set against
■he Plan and feel that they are shouldering a big enough loss by
Rein" one of the few institutions which, provides free tickets to
HndeTgiaduates for all home athletic contests.
The University of Saskatchewan has won the Corpuscle
■ CiiP. The Corpuscle Cup is presented annually to the university
■ with the be-t percentage of blood donors by NFCUS. The
I presentation was made to Saskatchewan at the recent NFCUS
* £ 4
■ meeting in Montreal.
The wonderful love of a beautiful maid
I The love of a staunch true man,
The love of a baby unafraid
Have existed since life began.
But the greatest love, the love of loves,
Even greater than that of a mother,
Is the tender, passionate, infinite love
OF ONE DRUNKEN BUM TO ANOTHER,
The Georgian.
I A two year survey of the status of the liberal arts in
^fcmerican undergraduate professional schools is being undertaken
fty the new Columbia University Institute for the study of Higher
■Education.
[ The study ofisEducation
being directed
Dr. Earl
Commissioner
of the byUnited
States.J. McGrath, former
1
Dr.
McGrath
said
Ehat
"most
professional
technicalWhether
schools
Ban well afford to give more time to liberal andeducation.
■he future engineer can see his work in broad relation to our
whole culture and world developments will depend in part on
■Is grasp of the social sciences and humanities."
Two Columbia University medical scientists have been
■warded the 19-56 Nobel prize in Medicine for perfecting a method
Hbf probing the living human heart, and thereby facilitating
■Cardiac diagnosis and research previously impossible. The scien■ists are Dr. Andre F. Cournand, Professor of Medicine, and Dr.
■Dickenson W. Richards, Professor of Medicine at the Columbia
■College of Physicians and Surgeons. Sharing the honors and the
■38,633 prize money with the two will be Dr. Werner Forsmann
■who
1929 originated
"cardiac catheterization"
■furtherin developed
by the the
two process
Columbiaof scientists.
MeMaster co - eds were reminded lust week of the strict
■filiations to protect them on the campus after dark,
[ The rules state that any girl leaving a residence after dark
■or any destination off the campus should be accompanied. No
■frl may usrone particular cinder path which leads past -a power
Bouse nt night.
When girls are returning from an evening in the city, they
'■top
must bytelephone
two girls.the residence and arrange to be met at the bus
The
■bcidents. reminder of the rules was prompted by several recent
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STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
open lecture series
"THIS PRESENT AGE" (PART II)
PAUL TILLICH
Speaker — Prof. W. O. Fennell, Emmanuel.
Date
20th November at 5 p.m.
Place — -Tuesday,
Room 8, U.C.
Chairman — Prof. J. W. Wevers, U.C.
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bubbling faith
"Sitting in a pew on Sunday morning, listening to a sermon that hits the spot for your im- N
mediate spiritual need you likely feel a warm
glow of comradeship for your minister. And
when he shakes your hand at the door and gives
you an encouraging smile, you leave the church
carrying you on his back."
that he's
feelingabove
paragraph — though not the sort of
The
thing we read regularly— came to our attention when
someone brought Saturday's Telegram to the office
to show us the opening sentences of Aubrey Wice's
column "Report on Religion."
The first section, reprinted over to the right, hardly needs comment. Neither, for that matter, does the
paragraph quoted above. But it caused a spontaneous
burst of song in The Varsity off ice— a song that bears
repeating:
Christianity hits the spot
Twenty minutes, that's a lot
Piggy-backs from your minister, top
Christianity's the thing for you.
now is the time
On the tenth of next month, the Progressive
Conservative party will meet in Ottawa to make one
of the most important Canadian decisions of the
decade. They will select the man who is to lead them
through at least the next general election.
The decision is important because it will be largely up to that man to save Canada from becoming a
mockery of democratic government. If anything is to
be accomplished during the next five years, we must
have a radical change in our federal government. We
are not being ruled by parliament when a handful of
men can push through virtually any act or law they
wish to conceive— with no regard to public, newspaper, orparliamentary comment.
Regardless of party ideals— and who can differentiate these days between Canadian political parties
on an idealistic basis— the time has come for a change.
The Conservatives, whether we like it or not, are the
only logical contenders to form either a new government or a much stronger opposition.
Upon the shoulders of the man chosen at Ottawa
next month will rest the responsibility for bringing
about that change. And the shocking aspect of the
whole affair is that the public just doesn't care what is
going to happen.
With the exception of a few newspaper profiles,
there has been little opportunity for the Canadian
public to get to know the candidates, Davie Fulton,
Donald Fleming, John Diefenbaker, and, perhaps,
Sidney Smith.
We venture to say, the average Canadian voter,
and what is worse, the average undergraduate,
knows more about Estes Kefauver than he does
about any one of the Conservative candidates.
This unfortunate situation can be blamed to a
large extent on the U.S. elections this fall, which because of their overwhelming publicity value, drowned local issues in a wave of news copy.
Or it could be blamed on the Canadian voter's
lethargy— if things seem to be going well, what does
it matter that our parliamentary system is being
nipped away, a principle at a time?
Student apathy tabout the S.A.C. is one thing; but
about issues that may affect our whole political future
is a far graver and more significant failure.
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Bassroom and would need some help. However,
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And indeed it was. Ernest Adam's Fool was
moved
pathos
acci. andwithlikeallso the
many in hisof a greater
defunct Paglioccupation, he was a philosopher, now
one
who
for freedom in flight, only to crash to a searched
horrible
death. We grow to love him, and his death
hammers at our
all the way
the
parking-lot. Both hearts
the polyphon musicoutandto the
portrayal of these dramatic icactors
helped
dnve this home. The desperation of the finalto
scene is devastating.
The plot concerns a fool in the household
a king i Andrew MacMillanl ahd his queen (theof
superb Phyllis Mailing). Mary Morrison as the
lady-in-waiting is in love with the fool. His
intention to fly from the castle
battlement
an attempt to find freedom. The story as I seeis
is is an allegory, stated briefly: Whatever the
evils of autocratic rule (it needn't be a monarchy
by name), tne search for liberty (i.e. democracy
or some substitute) is fatal when the end is
precipitated by rash action. In other words,
the play we saw was concerned with principles
rather than plausibility. Its simple philosophy
seems to highlight so much of today's politics.
Ted Barnes.

Deep
Blue
Sea
White Dance on Friday night, The turn-out at the dance and
was a lot more palatable. Basing show, left much to . be desired
their offering on a take off of but such is the apathy of Univer"You Are There," Marvin Catzsity College even with such talman and Phil Cowan presented
right under" their noses. If
their idea of what happened to next entyear's
U. C. Follies, which
the famous U.C. cornerstone. Marv and PhU
are in the proBacked pleasantly by original
cess of writing; is anything like
music (Phil Cowan) the U.C. this offering I'm sure University
students presented "WHERE College will have much of which
THE HELt WERE YOU" to a to be proud.
Barry Upson
thoroughly delighted audience.
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A blood
relation to Ben for
Jonson's 'comedy of humors' appeared
rings
at3the Avenue
Theatre Thursday eveningnricheUe
when Patricia Jbudiy'3
new
play,
"Three
Rings
for
Michelle,"
development suffered under the
rigorousopened.
demandsIn, itOf character
symbolic,
intent
much
as
Jonson's
did
under
the demandsearth,
of aJJegoi-y.
whether the symbolic stars Hashed traditional
air, fire
and water or not.
I thought I could avoid the responsibility of saying in a few
simple words what the play is about by quoting a press releas«
straight from the horse's month. The release's ambiguity anil
misrepresentation — "Thee Rings for Michelle, though not
love story, is a story of love" and "Michelle is as strongly pro-Hien.
as Maud is anti-life" prevents me from doing so. Left with tho
task, I can only say that Three Rings for Michelle is a play m
which two mothers and two sons re-hash their own particular
conflicts (the two fathers are either dead or in prison) and a fay
like creature Michelle arrives unexpectedly on the scene To
further confuse and then resolve the issues.
Three Rings for Michelle is not a love story because Michelle
is not a woman. (.Can she still be pro-life?) She sits through a
whole proposal scene by one of the sons i Eddie) without realizing
what he is asking of her. A friend of mine remarked at thin
point that Eddie was probably well out of it under these circumstances, and I agree. If Three Rings for Michelle is a 'story of
-love," then it is to the fay Michelle we must look as the conveyor
of this more congenial kind of experience — the other four peopln
are too preoccupied with their own frustrations. (Eddie's mother
less so than the other three). What kind of love Michelle brings
ahd
answerhowforsheme.brings it is a question somebody else will have to
There is obviously an answer (which I have stupidly missej)
because the whole plot turns on her success with the two familiea.
When she arrives, all the flowers in the garden have gone t<seed, and one of the mothers, Maud, is absorbed in the death
columns of a newspaper. Michelle promptly brings in sorno
flowers and sets them on the t£.ble. but by the end of the se,eon»l
act she rips them off and breaks ail their necks — possibly she,
too, has some misgivings about the nature of her mission
Symbolic homeostasis is restored in the third act when Eddio
graciously gives Michelle the engagement ring simply as a gift.
This is the point at which the plot conceived as a 'story of love'
-deals the-death blow to any plot conceived as a 'love story.' Maud
quietly sits down to read laha!) the birth columns of the daily
paper,
and again.
I presume, the flowers will soon, start sprouting p\
the garden
More disturbing than Miss Joudry*s 'cute' evasion of issues
that commonly make up a drama is the audience's reaction
— i.e. "Here is something beyond me, but I enjoyed the experience of seeing a play I didn't understand . . ." In my opinion they
have been robbed and don't know it.
The acting on the part of the puppets engaged in this symbolic charade showed evidence of much rehearsing but littlo
enthusiasm or fiery polish. Betty Garde went through the motionu.
Dyne Mousso made quite an effort, and Hugh Webster brought
what vitality the evening had to offer. George Bloomfield and
Claire Murray were weak, although Bloomfield probably had thu
most difficult assignment on the cast.
Anne Carmvarti.

TriA highlight ofUniver
the autumn musicalsity
season on campus Chorist
takes place Nov. 24. aters
8.30 p.m. in the Great Hall, Hart House.
The sixth annual Tri-University Concert — an event which has become as traditional at the U of T as pep rallies in the
drill
— again features
Varsity's own Hart House Glee Club, this year playing host to
two ofhall,
the Skule
most initiations,
distinguishedor final
choralexams
organizations
in the North-East.
In the past, Tri-U audiences have been treated to standout performances by choruses from Kingston, MacMaster, Buffalo State Teachers' College, O.A.C. at Guelph, Cornell and other schools. Now presented for an evening of musical fun
and entertainment are The University of Rochester Men's Glee Club, and the Sudbury Male Chorus.
The Rochester group has recently won nation-wide acclaim in the United States for its versatility and quality, bringing home top honours in inter-collegiate festivals, and the highest award in the country- from the Fred Waring National
Competition in Carnegie Hall. Under the direction of Dr. Ward Woodbury, the club features music from Bach to Broadfrom Hymns
to pops,of seven
folk songs
Forway, the
short period
years,andthecollege
Sudburymedleys.
district- has been enjoying musical entertainment from the Sudbury
Male Chorus, but seven years has been plenty of time for this aggregation, led by Mr. Grant Boland, to establish itself aa
one of the top groups in the country and to profoundly impress audiences and critics, alike. They have swept the music
festivals of that area and are now to appear here at the U of T for the first time.
Toronto's Hart House Glee _
Club needs no introduction to
the campus or the community
at large, having been an integral
part of U. of T. musical activity
for the past 30 years. The youth
vigor and versatility brought to
the club by Corwhictor Ward
MacAdam have brought success
whether singing at the Blue and
White Christmas Tree, a H. H.
Church Service or a Sunday
Evening Concert. Off Campus,
the clubcasionshasaroundsung
on many
ocToronto,
and also
at Western in London, in Cornell,
other cenand manyOntario
Rochester,
tres throughout
and
New York
State.
This Saturday Night, each
club will present separately a
varied selection from its repertoire running the gamut of
hymns, colspirituals,
lege song.madrigals,
etc.
e at
availabl
still
Tickets are
Hart
the Hall Porter's I>esk in booth
week, a Hall
H£uset and all this
Main
the
in
will be open
that
just inside the front door so who
the women of the edcampus,
into they
will benal welcom
traditio masculine sanctuar
, will be able to
occasion
on this their
secure
tickets.
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Probably not . . . but you certainly want to make a monetary success of your chosen career. Equally important,
however, in your hopes for the future is your desire to have
an important place in your commmunity and a position of
leadership in its affairs. Right now, at university, is the
time not only to learn a career, but to train yourself for
leadership.
The Canadian Officers Training Corps can give you -this
vital training. Your membership in the COTC will tell your
prospective employer that you .are the type to assume
responsibility. After a three-year training period (one
night a week and summer holidays) and your qualification
as a Commissioned Officer, you may continue your Army
interests if you desire. The choice is yours . . . but in any
event you will have gained invaluable knowledge in making
decisions and in handling men.
The COTC offers you guaranteed summer employment for
three years with take-home pay competitive with civilian
summer jobs. By taking part in the full range of COTC
activities it is possible to make up to $1,000 a year — with
board, clothing, medical and denial care provided during
the summer.
Classes start on December 5th, so you must have the foresight to make your decision now — a decision that will
contribute much more than mere dollars toward your career.
But you must act now! See the Resident Staff Officer al 110
Saint George Street for full details on his excellent opportunity for Varsity freshmen who are aiming high for the
future.
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This Little Character Helped Trip Us On Saturday
Dan Nelson Mores in To Haul Down Queen's Star Ron Stewart
Soccer

Blues

Take

Two

From

Aggies

KINGSTON Ont. (Nov. 171 — You came to Kingston Saturday to watch a highly-underrated University of Toronto team
-battle for the Yates Cup. You knew
who the favorites were and
yet you knew the Blues were not going to be pushed
around They
weren't. They pushed the Gaels around.
The Queen's fans knew what Toronto's chances were when
they walked Into archaic George Richardson Memorial Stadium.
What they did see, for 59 minutes didn't agree with them.
COLD ALL OVER
It was a cold raw day as you made your way to the press
box. The sun occasionally peaked
the clouds to spread
its warm rays on the assemblage through
gathered below. The Toronto
band .tiled to brighten the bleak afternoon
with
Jingle Bells.
Then came the opening kickoff and
turned silent quickly
as the Blues marched down the field on they
five
straight
only to fumble on the Queen's goal lino. That hurt. first downs
Still the Blues hemmed Queen's in for most the half If
it weren't for Jocko Thompson's fantastic hoofs, theof Golden
Gaels
wouldn't have been in the game.
SLIPPERY STEWART
Thc Blues aiso hart to put up with the fantastic running of
Ronnie Stewart.
Acting as if he were covered with ten tons of
grease,
twice histhesize.little rocket slipped and slid out of the grasp of men
You were sadistically, happy when Stewart fumbled the ball
to Toronto with just two minutes left in the game "At last "
you
"the littleBlues
speedster
troubletoldheyourself,
has caused
in the will
last make
four up for all the
So what happened? theA minute
later he drove theyears."
Golden Gaels
right back into contention and an eventual win.
DEAD SILENCE
But before that eventful last minute — well, you can still hear
that silence that emanated from the Queen's fans. Once in a while
aButfantheir
wouldvoices
chastise
a" cheerleader
for notmanleading
resembled
a drowning
cryingher teamhelp.vocally.
They
picked on the officials. They did everything whichfor would
help
them explain why their favorites were being stymied by a Blue
defensive and offensive wall which played its best game of the
season. Time and time again. Curt Russell, Bill Beamish, John
Casey, Santo Martini and linebacker Bill Mclntyre were charging
Queen's quarterback John Moschelle.
And speaking of charging Mosclielle,
who
gave Neither Moschelle nor Jocko Thompsonthereany wasroomone toBlue
breathe.
That was Gene Chorestecki. His "53" sweater was found everywhere
in the Gaels' back field. Just ask John Moschelle; he'll tell you.
THEN IT HAPPENED
You saw the Blue team about to lose the game when Jocko
Thompson approached the ball on the 18 yard line. Thompson
never misses them when they're that close. You saw his foot hit
the ball and you knew it wasn't good. Way too low. Why it went
under Bill Mclntyre's arm as the agile lineman leaped in the air
to stop the ball. You couldn't believe your eyes when you saw it
nose over the top of the crossbar and register a victory for the
Queen's University Golden Gaels.
AFTER THE GAME
You remember the parade through Kingston's streets after the
game and the big Blue team sitting in the bus, hearing the noise.
Hotel didn't
happy returned
scene. Sombre
faces
were ThefoundLaSalle
everywhere.
Many present
of the aplayers
to Toronto
that You
night.could
They come
didn't out
feel with
like celebrating.
a pseudo-philosophic statement,
consoling the football loss; butNOTES
really, the better team cad not win.
Going back to the history book; the game was reminiscent of
an1925old. .Queen's
- Varsity
of October,
. The Blues
led thatcontest
game back
too, byon atheslimeleventh
two-point
margin,
going into the last minute of play, when Pep Laidley kicked a last
minute field goal to break Toronto's heart ... It seems that all the
field goal kickers go to Queen's.

Seniors Capture Division Championship
good defensive by the
Blues therefore
■pie Varsity
denied, The
the Senior
Championship
which keep
they
Onight
the seasonsgecer
to a teams
close The Blues were not to be Aggies.
however,
and eventually Roger won last year.
■ Saturday with a double win
Peretz.
finding
himself
in
the
The
Intermediate
Blues
had
the visitingGuelph OAC- clear took a shot that beat the
OVC teams
in Toronto.
very little difficulty in winning
■The Guelph Senior team played Guelph defence for the Blues' their game from the Guelph H
tally. Towards the end of team. Throughout the game they
Bpd soccer and during- the first third
Bp minutes only several fine the game Billy Webb closed the had control of the play and ran
by Varsity goalkeeper scoring when he banged in a out 3-1 victors. The goal scorers
through a maze of players were Bracken (2) and McKenzie.
Bgne TheGaserBlueskepttoothe Aggies at corner
to make the final score Varsity By their win the Baby Blues
WWwere having —4,
Guelph— 0.
IB" chances but
the Aggies
clinched second place in the Intercollegiate Leage (IntermediHa, • proved equal to the task. This victory means that the
H|pei
ate) with a record of six wins
swung
Senior
Blues
finish
their
season
from
end
end in in the Western Division of the
fine „tyle. and afterto twenty
and
one
defeat
^Eute:
sixteen. points
Their
Intercollegiate League with a out of a possiblefor-twelve
to Dave Woodspassed
who perfect
^»
went ■n* onGord^Czimbalos
record
of
six
victories,
no
goal
average
was
goal before pushing defeats, and a 40-1 goal record. for and six against. twenty-eight
the
_ "all past the advancing
^"elPI. goalkeeper for the first
Mf'■an'yKing
^core. Shortly after this
quickly took advantk.
o," n second
GuelPb error to score Dave
Smith
Scores
Three
Majors
« Blues
goal. The half
aACJ^ With the SCM'e 2-°
BtaeTT8 , thc seco"d period the Trinity
Trounces
Mikes
24-0
By DON St.
McOIIX
and lwe'e
u kept
the brUe1'
P'ay
out only01 bythe some
third down Dave Smith crashed Early in the final stanza when Frank Kielty tossed a 50
Paced by Dave Smith's three over right tackle for his first quarterback Brook Ellis kicked yard pass to wingback Brian
touchdown
efforts,
a single from the 15 yard line Anderson. Anderson was the
Black
Panthers
trouncedTrinity's
Saint TD of the day.
the final play of the first after he had intercepted a for- Stanton
game's top pass
receiver.
Ken
Michael's College to the tune of halfOn Brook
several
long runElljs kicked a single
ward pass on the Double Blue's backs onmade
kicks
for
SMC.
Bill
24-0.
Trinity
was
definitely
"up"
from
the
20
yard
line.
Trinity
for this game and it seemed that
16 yard might
line. Trinity's
show lateof Brown, Jake Huscholt, Joe Goetz
scoring
have ended
they could do nothing wrong.
got
possession
on
the
SMC
34
and
Tom
McCormick
all
looked
in
the
fourth
quarter
when
Tom
a poor snap on a third Karrys. cousin of former Big good along the front line for the
^»4UnTerSity
Tor°nto
bas- A glance at just a few of the after
of
had o£,heir
'"-St taste
statistics tells the story of last down kick.
Four greats Byron and Steve, Irish.
■f lost °" Fliday eveninS as Friday's Mulock Cup quarter- Mid-way through the third kicked
a 15 yard field goal. This Both Brook Elite and Brian
final. Both teams racked up quarter Dave Tavendftr inter- score was
A1l,cl°se 75-'l decision to
when a St Anderson got away good kicks
cepted an SMC pass and ran it Mike's fumbleset wasup recovered
HI dot VK Club- The Blues eight first downs, but Trinity
despite the gale which blew all
to the 12 yard line of the the Panthers on the SMC by
22 afternoon.
■ bat? 4 :26 at lh* 1»« but recovered four Double Blue fum- back
Double Blue. On his third carry
■to m H""1 a 45 P°ln' second
bles
and
intercepted
four
passes.
virtue of their win over
Dave Smith dove over right yardStarline.of the, game was without St.ByMikes
P«<r P„.. lhe same close.
These recoveries and intercep- tackle/
Trinity has won the
for his second major.
a" Blues wilh
from
v.,'8"
a
doubt
Dave
Smith.
Dave
Tas
Mike's
St.
right
to
Victoria in a semi■omt
tions
stopped
final nextmeet
Wednesday.
■"an ,„ 'fan g"ard Ruby getting any sort of co-ordinated On the kickoff the ball
vender was also a consistent
Summary
■ *ort£Unt6r«l nine. The attack going. SMC certainly bounced crazily from the 25 ground gainer for Trinity. DeK E4'°8 *as evenly distrj. didn't have the luck of the Irish down to the two yard line. A
fensive end Pete Saunderson was
First Quarter(Smith)
touchdown.
Bffits whi, ",na also had nine on Friday. Every Trinity scoring second down pltchout went the defensive star for the Pan- 1 — Trinity, Second
■ClS HeSh Ro'man and play was \the direct result of astray and Bluett Overholt
thers.
Best
linemen
for
the
Red
»—
Trinity,
rouge.
(Quarter
Elite)
|B Stroud eari,ered
eight each.
Joe Stulac
each one of these SMC miscues.
and Black were Dave MacDonald 3— Trinity, touchdown,
Third
Quarter
pounced
on
the
bail
for
Trinity
(3mtthi
off
started
The Red and Black the first on St. Mike's eight. On the first and Eugene Traswick, an ex- 4—5— Trinity,
Trinity,
touchdown.
(Smith i
convert, (Karrys)
way in
g
scorin
a
rugger
player.
Smith
in
scrimmage
from
play
a akirted left end for his final
M»°£r£°nB >«> the visitors quarter when they recovered
Fourth
Quarter
The game's most exciting play
24. From
^knee J'* a" 18 Point per- tumble on the SMC
Tom Karrys made came
late m the final period ^Z^1^ n^T'eo'ai. (Karrys)
aW'»
U* Gerburt
h=d 16 the.e Dave Tavender and Tony touchdown.
H. wwson
12.
the
convert
good.
On
one.
the
to
Boeckh carried
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STOTT

PLEASED

WITH

RESPONSE TO MISSION
. "Jesus visited the city and the question periods which his assisthad reported as having had
University this week", the Rev. good ants
attendance.
John Stott~-saidthe last
night
when
Only
a
small number of students
success of the
asked about
had come to him to "receive
Mission. He spoke of it as a Christ",
but Mr. Stott said this was
"heartwarming experience", and
due to the fact that he
hoped the response would inbe hisas probably
had
onade
the cost seem difficult.
be
to
it
felt
had
he
as
great
"I did not want irresponsible enaudiences.
thusiasts to come", he said, "and
He was especially enthusiastic
about
the noon-hour meetings and so I made the decision hard."

"Christ

Before

Mission
Church"

As
Stott
Ends
The Rev. John Stott ended his the young in years but the open ini
Mission to the University last
does not imply obscurantnight by describing Christianity as "This
ism or murdering the intellect, it
a "rescue religion*.
approach."admitting the limitations
Repentance's for
rewardthe issoul
rest and
and implies
refreshmment
of
the human came
mind."'to the front at
spirit, heensong isaid.
He preached
n Convocation
Hall. at ev- theOneendperson
of Mr. Stott's address. Bestarting, ofthe theevangelist
thankThis was his sixth major address
edforemembers
university
for
in Convocation Hall.
their
'kindness
and
courtesy'.
"The emphasis here is not come He urged his audience not to
to
or philosophy,"
he church,
said. "Atcreed
the very
beginning, stop seeking Christ, and described
you must come to Christ. There is the mission as 'only an episode in
somebody here tonight who is God's plan and purpose."
stumbling over the simplicity of "You must now get it into perthat — you are too proud."
the human mind as
"God only reveals himself to He described
and fallen, and one which
babies," he said. "This means not finite
spective."
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Dunlap Observatory Founder,
Russ. Orthodox
Dr. Clarence Chant Dies
of the American Astronomical
The founder and director Society.
Western Christians
"emeritus 0f servthe
David Dunlap
Ob- Dr. Chant leaves two daughters,
atory. Dr. Clarence
Augustus
Orthodox liturgy to„iEh>l
Mrs.
R.
W.
Hopper,
and
Dr.
Jesse
Chant, died at his home in Richship according to the "r
ChantwifeRobertson,
both of Toronto".
end
died in 1940.
one. mond Hill Sunday. He was ninety- His
JohnChapel.
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The rector
Very » '•I
Diachina,
Russian
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Catheter
Dr. Chant was also professor
of Astrophysics at the university.
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inves3|
t *l
at
He founded the department of as8:00 p.m. The Greek
cathedral LI
trophysics here, and planned the Wreckage
of Half-Built Towers
observatory from its inception
willAfter
sing.vespers the ne\vly.ot„. I
until its opening in 1035.
ized Fello
wship of St. Al£|
Born in York County, he came In Christian Landscape, Says Stott
and
St.
us (Canada), aiZI
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ting
understanding k.%
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versity
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Christian
Angli
night
at
an
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and mteL
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es will
Dr. Chant wrote the Ontario landscape.
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A noted Russi
an OrthodnIl
and abovetheallselffor isChrist's
Stott.
really schola
High School Physics Text, evenChrist
and confess Him, said Mr. sake. "Denying
r, and lecturer at Oxfwjl
tually used throughout Canada, The Rev. John Stott "Friday
discovering the self", he said.
man'sexperience
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University, Doctor Nicolas $M
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your
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g
a
cross
for
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j
Royal
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He was Society from lft04 His address on the Cost of Dis- that of the criminal on his way
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tp 1907, and a former vice-presid- |cipleship was the last of five in to execution — an attitude of crucifixion. "Following Christ he
said, "involves denying- the self,
crucifying the self, and losing the
Girls, Are You
Broke?
Aren't we all! A new dress for Christmas
Emergency HH Debate
would
be
nice
,
.
.
especially
if_it
can
be paid
This includes man's career, his
for after tomorrow
New Years'.between
Why don't
you drop in
lectures?
marriage,
and
his
money.
"People
self".
are too inclined to think of how
46 ST. GEORGE STREET
Mid- ■east Crisis much of their money they must
Tal
ks debate
HELMAR
An emergency
will be that the prompt action of the An- give to God, when actually it is
WALNUT 1-5978
held in Hart House, Wednesday,
glo-Trench force has retrieved the how much of God's money they
the 21st, at 8.00 p.m. to discuss re- Middle East situation." "However, should keep", he said.
we
cannot
let
Russia
have
a
bloodIn
confessing
Christ
one
must
cent British-French action- i n
Egypt.
do so "publicly before men, for
less victory!"
Emergency debates are debates
which are unscheduled and are
called to discuss important events
HART HOUSE THIS WEEK
as they come up.
RECORD HOUR
I Today
The Honorary Visitor to the de- in the Record Roo
bate will be Marvin Gelber, Na1:15 p;m.
tional President of the United Na1T. S. Eliot
tions Organization in Canada.
ART
TALK
Speakers for the Ayes will be in the Art Gallery
Wednesday the 21st
third year UC students S. R. Peck,
1:15 p.m.
a member of U.T.D.U.. and D. B.
Greenspan. Supporting the Noes Open to Women
On the Film Art Exhibit
NOON
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CONCERT
Alexander Speaker of the House
East Common Room
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■will be R. E. Saunders, IV Vic.
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Inco Metals

AInico magnets help solve
crimes by enabling police to
locate
weapons
and other bits
of hidden
evidence.

Powerful
Inco
even

hold

made

help solve

false

USING NICKEL supplied by Inco, a
Canadian manufacturer is producing an
alloy called AInico.
When magnetized, AInico becomes a
powerful magnet that retains its magnetic strength indefinitely.
Several million AInico magnets are made
in Canada every year. These are used by
Canadian companies in the manufacture
of hundreds of products such as motors

in Canqdr

AInico magnets sometimes help save
lives by making it easier for surgeons
to recover small metal objects swallowed by children,

magnets,

Nickel,

at Work

teeth

with

crimes . . .
tighter!

AInico magnets are now
being installed in upper and
. lower sets of dentures to
hold false teeth securely in
place.
AInico magnets are used
by Canadian companies in
speakersvision sonets. radio and tele-

and generators, aeroplane instruments,
telephones and children's toys, to name
only a few.
Since every single one of these magnets
contains Inco Nickel, it is easy to
sec how this Inco metal helps provide
jobs in Canadian industry.
_

Wrileillustrated
for a free boofclef,
copy of
"The Romance of Nickel".

AInico magnets installed on refrigeraand cupboard
easy,torsecure
closing. doors provide quiet,

THE

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
COMPANY
OF CANADA,
LlM
25
KING
STREET
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of Inco Nickel. Nickel Alloys, ORC Brand Copper, Coball, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Meiak'
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THE

I„ ihe past few weeks dozens of inquiries have been pourin"
into the Varsity office, asking us to explain what C.U.P. stands
for C.U.P. stands for Canadian University Press. The Varsity has
a sy tern of exchanging papers with the college newspapers which
are nuembers or the C.U.P. and with many American colleges
to say,
supposedly
which leedless
from
these aren't.
papers Wein print
this column,
whichinteresting,
appears
bits c rnews
we have any space to fill.
Now for the news?:
The Faculty of Science at Queen's took over the chore of
Wishing the Queen's Journal for one day last week. Headline
"Engineers
Egypt"forandbeing
it included
u paper
oftelegipthe
from wasColonel
Nasser Invade
apologizing
unable toa
participate
in
the
receiving
linefor
the
Science
Formal
-I am having domestic troubles and am being plagued with because
guests
in."
barging
In a history' lesson for Sciencemen. Archimedes is credited
among other things, as having invented the principle of hydraulic
displacement,
whichof states:
"the displacement
three quarts, that
an Artsman
two dixie cups,of athatScienceman
of a Meds-is
man one hypodermic needle full, and that of the Queen Mary
80.773 tons — no wonder she * was
* *a Queen!"
«■
The MeGill Daily reports that Acadia University of Wolfville,
N.S., has decider! by a vote of 319 to 240 to re-enter NFCUS. At the
end of the story it says that Acadia has an enrollment of 375.
This
ballotsounds
boxes? like dirty politics at Acadia. Who's been stuffing the
PENNY MILE IN McGILL
Montreal (CUP): MeGill students have started a drive
to raise $10,000 for the MeGill Building Fund.
The fund's objective is over $6,000,000.
The students' drive started last week with a 'penny
mile' stretching
fromof the
Roddick
gate to the University
grounds
to the steps
the Arts
Building.
Chancellor B. C. Gardiner opened the campaign by layingpletethe andfirst
Within
five hours~the mile was com$200 penny.
had been
collected.
Male Prowlers
Scare Residents
(CUP)Hall— Girls
living
inGuelph
Macdonald
at Ontario
Agricultural College have been
bothered lately by male prowlers
almost every night.
There have been no serious
incidents
have had yet
blazersbut andmany
itemsgirlsof
'personal
clothing'
stolen.
Girls have been awakened on
several occasions by males prowling about their rooms but the
intruders disappeared before they
could be identified. On one
occasion the house manager ran
into several males. She wasn't
wearing her glasses and was unable to recognize them.
The Dean's Office regards this
situati
on as serious, and the
u«ui has warned that "any male
student caught invading the
women's residence would be relisted to leave College-fast."
CHRISTMAS SHOP
AT
TREASURE VAN
NEXT WEEK

SKULE NITE!

DENTANTICS!

THE SHOWS RECAPTURED IN
TORONTO
WEN
SIS
Orders being taken by faculty reps and SAC office at the
reduced price of four bucks until November 30.

VIC "BOB"
HART

GALEN

Occupational
Diseases
Therp are few things more
jtheNosymptoms
seem theto harrowed
spread.
sooner does
valuable
than
one's
health,
so
sickness and disease on the one
By Tony Noxon
seekhe relief
with that
a horhand, and the advances in medi- An unusual aspect of the dis- ! patient
rowis,
but
discovers
hi3
ease is encountered in the final, j friend claims to have the same
cal knowledge on the other, often
exert a great fascination.
stages. The > symptoms, but in an even nmre
Certain facts led to the recent or tapering off
claims no know- acute form. When this occurs,
publication of information on patientledge ofoften
the
early
stages
of the there is little the patient can do
some of these afflictions, namely, disease, and will express amazenotus Mlegibilis (illegible notes),
bed and wait
ment at being told that he Ii except
for some remain
cashus infamlllornm,
cxamhto finaHuni, tcdio lectnrum, pushed a peanut flown the main I 3. EssayitU, or Essay? What
for the body.
benefit of the entire street of town with his nose
student
(nutum nosibiis), spent an hour i In its mild stages this disease
Since the discovery and classi- arguing with » lamposl (fracas I may be considered to be in the
fication of these diseases, The postornm) and threw a brick jsame class as the common cold
Varsity's medical research staff through
... ? a damn nuisance about
the hotel window (tink- jEssay
has been
constantly
on the look- liis cristalihus).
which little can be "done. In .he
out for similar
afflicitions.
Characteristic of this last stage acute
stages, however, considerSo far three diseases of this
are a feeling of revulsion
able discomfort (discomfort us
peculiar nature, to which we also
(n-gurgitu)
at
the
thought
of
considcrnbllis)
may be experihave given - authentic Latin food, and an inability to go to lecenced. A feeling of Joss, hopetures (txnay leetiinis). and oftpn
tormn.
names
in
order'
to
facilitate
their
l
e
s
n
e
s
,
a
n
d
unworthiness.
incorporation in accepted medical a severe case of lu-adus splitcates he is in t he gripsindi-of
texts of the day, have come to
<nii may bring about
light.
1. LftCkns
de Casho, 0r weak- eqsAiyltis
perspims pleasant
fvlgtdUB,
The first is called:
nes in the bankbook.
symptoms.and other un1. ballWeekeiulus
lostus,
or
footThis disease may strike at any The patient then begins to
fever.
experiences a sud- evince an apparent fascination
The disease almost invariably time. denPatient
dismay on looking at his with the eseayus in question,
begins on a train or car leavinj bankbook,
a strangeness in reading tevtus recommendlis, and
Toronto. The patient shows i his manner and
becomes immediately ; showing a strange desire to woi-k
compulsive desire for alcohol
(liquorus) and soon acquires an He exhibits a reluctance to eat jinto the night.
amazing sense of well-being, and apparent.
Although
disease
go weekend.
to movies,In orsevere
take cases
in a |have
somethisill this
effects
the may
lifus
an
off intense
key. urge to sing, usually out.
football
socialis,
is only ontemporary
As the malady progresses the he may require a pawnus watch- and most patients recover quickly. However, should the disease
patient exhibits a lack of control, oriirn, pawnus oamerae, etc., etc.
accompanied by one or more
assumes a rambling and purpose- Thelief with
patient
usually"
seeksfrom
re- bebouts
a
small
borrowis
of lostiis wevkeiidus, a
less gait,experience
and may a- sometimes
and it is at this point complete collapse of the patient
actually
complete athatfriend,
the
most
dismaying
characcollapsis liquoris; eyes become
inevitable, blankus
and is evidenced
eristics of the disease are noted, j! mark.
ais complete
in the tevrnby
ghissieous, or fixidus, while the namely, tthe
rapidity with which
patientus. mumbles in a deler'mm
stink
However, if the patient is still
able to walk, he may do so, although he becomes less conscious
of his surroundings, and the
OFFICIAL
togame,
recededances,
fartherandand parties
farther seem
into
UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO
a fantastic world of unreality

Student Christian Movement
OPEN LECTURE SERIES
Prof. W. O. Fennel], Emmanuel, has graciously consented to
withdraw
this space. his lecture "Paul Tillich", previously advertised in
Instead, the S.CM. will join Prof. Fennell in supporting the
lecture "SOLOV1EV— PROPHET OF UNITY"
Speaker — Nicholas Zernov, Visiting Lecturer at Duke University.
Place — Trinity College, Convocation Hall.
Date — Tuesday, 20th November — at 5 p.m.

HOUSE

Emergency

HILLEL
Serie
WILL HERBERG
Autho sH PhilosoM speak
"S0CIA«LIS
I ie„
M, ZIONISM AND
E MESSIANIC PASSION"
"^"esday,
8.30 Nop.mve. mber 21,
Museum Theatre
Ra°l>i Kamer|ing
W'H Speak Qn
"PR°"HECY AN
REVELATION" D
"le8'30
"Uy.P.m.November 30,
EL HOUSE

MODERN

Debate

Resolved : In the opinion of this House, history will justify British-French action
in Egypt.

Honorary Visitor: Marvin Gelber, National
President U.N. Organization in Canada

Wednesday, November
8:00 p.m.
LADIES INVITED
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CREST

PINS

and RINGS

May be obtained to your Special Order at
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
S.A.C. BI.Dfi.
FRED SHORNEY LIMITED
70 Bloor St. West (Corner Bay St.)
A. EARL
Insignia Jewellers

EDWARDS
536 Boy view Ave.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ROOM FOR RENT
WANTED
A ride with anyone going as far Large front room for two boys.
west as Regina on or before De Single beds with board. 2 mtals
ember 21. Call Carol. WA. 4-9888 daily. $13.00 a week. G07 Huron St
FREE ALTERATIONS
See The New Great Bold Playboy!
On
short and4G St.
longGeorge
gowns SIir PLAYBOY Magazine. Sold for the
stock.allHelmar,
first time at the special student
rate of ments
onlyto: Universal
$5. a year. Enterpri-es,
Rush payWA. 1-5978.
MARRIED STUDENTS especially 104 Ridgehill.
Toronto 10.
study better with financial secur- AVAILABLE — LARGE ROOM
ty. Own surance
§20.000.00
Infor Only Term
$40.00 Life
Yearly
2 students. New furnitures
Cost. Call R. N. Richardson, HU. Suit
Fraternity house. Reasonable. 115
3929.
St. George St. WA. 3-0650.
JOIN DATE MANOEUVRES
60% DISCOUNT
$10.40
(52 issues) M!of TIME
Single,gage in dated
photogenic
females:
Enevenings. Volunteer — $3.25;worth
LIFE—
— SPORTS
now for
"Sammy"Avruskin,
date reserve. ILLUSTRATED $4.25;
— $4.00. Students:
Call
"Admiral"
blackout:
S A M. Fraternity. after
WA. order now, pay later. ADAMS
WA. 3-C547 or WA 21-9423.vre. More
Charity
first manoeu- AGENCY,
1233. Any periodical.
to be ball
promulgated.
TYPEWRITERS
ATTENTION SPORTS FANS
For sale — two motor rugs, all $1.50mnke,
Buy*
brandRents;
newif $1.00
typewriter,
wool, $8.00 and $10.00. MO 5185. Any
i RentalWeekly
refunded
you
buy).*
Trade-ins
$29.
Cash
registers,
addFOUND
machines. Humber Typewriter,
Lady's wrist watch near south end 375 ing
Jane
Street.
RO.
6-1103.
Iof1-3331
campus.
Contact Mr. Heide. OX.
evenings.
TYPEWRITERS
LOST
fre«u,»
"lef; AUPhone
Spt!cial StUdent
on "ft"1"™
purse of cheerleader
red returning
One
and°F service.
HI.
,and
r^U,lt:f rented
from Kingston 1' repairs
train
3:47return
°n A1f> to'8UPP'««.
toPlease
S.A.C.Phone
Office.BE 3-6979 , 1843' anytime.
Saturday.
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international, hah!
The International Union of Students is making a
mockery of its name.
This week they released a statement to, as far as
press. The statewe know, all the world's student
ment _ more than 250 words long — expresses the
for Egyptian students.
sympathy of the IUS secretariat
There is no mention of the Hungarians, none at
' there may be some reason for sympathy
While
life
with the Egyptians, it can hardly be offered because
menaces the achieve"the aggression against Egypt
ments ot the fight against colonialism and endangers
world peace", unless a parallel sympathy is extended
toward Hungary.
The IUS has blundered before. Throughout their
world conference in Prague this summer, they raised
the colonialism cry, pointing their Kremlin-inspired
fingers at Britain, the United States and France.
We had hoped they would refrain from further
comment when the Hungarian revolts broke out last
month.
We doubt that any time in world history has seen
students of the world so united in one feeling as they
have expressed for the heroes of Hungary. The cry
of freedom has echoed across the world and has had
such
impact
the toStudents'
Councilterrific
of Toronto
decided
offer its Administrative
moral support,
only two weeks after everybody else.
If the IUS is to claim the slightest right to its
claim of internationalism, it will have to act against
the line laid down by the Kremlin.
Even the Oxford University communist club
broke up over the Hungarian issues.
the maple leaf forever
It's several years and thousands of words late but
Canada is going to have subsidized culture.
Prime Minister St. Laurent told 35 university
chiefs gathered in Ottawa last week that Parliament
will be asked next session to approve a $100,000,000
organization to promote arts, letters and education
in this country.
There are grave dangers in the scheme. We may
cultivate shrinking violets instead of hardy perennials, but at least they'll be "Canadian" and perforated with good Canadian seal of approval and a lot
of people will be happy.
We are not sure, however, what "Canadian" implies. Possibly the Canadianism of Joseph Brant, Louis
Papineau, Louis Riel, or even William Lyon Mackenzie.
On the other hand it may be that of Mackenzie's
distinguished progeny of the King species or others
of that ilk.
Frankly, we dislike the notion of "Canadianism"
in culture as in politics.
We are foreordained to be eclectic, it is a role we
have come to fill well— even nobly— in the councils
of nations, why not in the salons of culture.
By all means allocate the money for the support
of essential but non-profitable cultural activities. The
council we need but please— in the name of sanity
and a last desperate attempt to avoid provincialism
of the crassest sort— let's not have a Canada Council.
Call the thing "IT" or the Massey Benevolent Fund
for Harassed Artists or Culture Unlimited— anything
but Canada Council.
Thanks.
C.C.B.

SALESMANSHIP

AND

THE

MISSION

the

member ' its
says a VCF
students.
Organizationally,
then, we ,sha
By STEVE HAYES
to admit that a creditable job- was done
accomity"
Univers
the
in
n
numbers at the main meetings were
Has the "Missio
but the University was. reached by
plished its purpose? I believe that it has. The number
of subsidiary meetings. The mes^
the
purpose of the Mission was to present
of
the Rev. Btott were demanding, even r
you might beclaims of Christ in order "that
have
would
Mission
turbing,
with sake
the ofresult
that tofewhearcareda spealte"
to c '
lieve." The sponsors of the
tor Lie
coming
liked all students to come to Christ, but the j'uct1 uither,
let
mc
add
that
there
was
nn
does
this
that
experience of the church shows
Ui..j>t u (icveive anyone by any aspect
for
plan
and
do
not happen. The best they could
hiisbion. rl he advertising honestly decla
as possible the claims purpose — "'that you might believe," ;.
was to present as widely'
were
issues
The
did.
they
this
and
of Christ,
ne— "Christianity
is Christ."
No Smith
one" ^&
compelled
to attend. President
Sidney
made clear and the necessity of decision now the:
lies with the students. The Rev. Stott spoke with Hall
claredforlast
weekpurposes
that thewasuseopenof toConvncau0*
similar
the mem
a clarity that could not be misunderstood. He
bers Varsity"
of the Jewish
and
Roman
Catholic
spoke honestly and with simplicity, without The
Christian Fellowship was notfaithout'
s. Some student,s did to force anything on anyone; they were out to
appealing to theansemotion
and
Mission
share
their
experience
of a living Christ with
the
h
become Christi throug
the students of this University. I believe that
othersan have
manyChristi
the
faith. seriously started to consider the
Mission would have been worthwhile if onjv
one student had received Christ. As it was it
Consider some further factors in an underalmost did The
muchMission
more. in the University did not end
taking such as last week's Mission. It was Univerof this by four
students
by
organized
entirely
exceeded
was
budget
original by the sacrificial giving .of last Sunday. It only began.
hundredsity. The dollars—
"A

Success"

The Varsity
President Commends
VCF
over Toronto in- the first half
I would like to say a very of Page 1 of Monday's Varsity of the game.
T. R.Toronto
RobinsonChapter
he says, "the Blues controlled
hearty thank-you for your-cover- the
President
From
my
age in the past week of The pointplayof throughout."
view,
(section
H,
row,
Varsity Christian Fellowship G. seat 5.) the Gaels walked all Varsity Christian Fellowship.
sponsored Mission in the University. It has been more than fair
and exceptionally comprehen- One Confused Philosopher
sive.I' had the . privilege last
spring of- being on the comeditor ofmitteeThethat asked
Varsity,youat to
whichbe' Suffered No Disservice
time I was in hearty agreement^ In your letter column lately, and emotional language to chide
there have been many refer- you. It seems to me not at all
with
"cocktail
parties whoever
and freedomsaidof the
press
ences to such items Cor con- nice to call your editorials "gibcepts? or things? or what?) as
berish," and accuse you of "disare the two greatest cur- truth, Truth,
decency,
service to humanity." I am one
ses of our age". I would like to justice, "real" spiritual,
of
humanity,
I hope, and you
peace,
sacred.
At
say that I am proud now to the risk of flaunting my ignore did me no disservice.
have been on that committee, ance before the entire UniverI do disagree with your editor,
ity, I should
and happy to say that I look what sthese
wordslikemean,to toenquire
what ial, however, I think that everyon the press with somewhat
one, including Communists, car
refer, them,
and how
less of a jaundiced eye that I they
understand
for I Ifearshould
that salesmen, Christians, Liberals,
have done in the past,
my education, (or else my own Progressive-Conservatives, automobile mechanics and even
has given me no
Concerning your much dis- stupidity)
means to understand what they Americans should be permitted
cussed editorial on "Salesman- are?
In truth, I do have some to use Convocation Hall to exship' Idon't think I endorse it
comprehension of them, seems pandto theirme.ideas. I am not sure,
wholeheartedly but I commend feeble
in
that
I tocan
relatewhich
them Isomeyou for it. If all on this campus
actions
and of course, but that is how it
were of like-mind there would others timesactually
perform; but I
be little purpose of a mission. cannot speak of them with such
I really am confused. All those
In the same paper there were passion and vehemence as words,
see much
I can't betwee
and
two excellent articles on the other letter-writers do, and
n theseessential difference
Mission including a poem of therefore conclude that my
the autofeelconvent
I useful.
ion
fault.
ghnics'
exceptional calibre.
mecha
groupsle, bealthou
awareness and perception are at -mobi
would
the most
I continue by saying that I
have nothing but praise for_The
t you tellam meI, what
it »j
Further, Mr. Editor, I should Won'
tooConfu
practsedical? Or . . Mr.
- Editor.
phy.
Varsity this year with one ex- like
with
mywn
ception, your sports editor; fellowsto inremonstrate
h?
enoug
tual
who have isAmit Ilike
not ifspiri
I'm: "Spiritual " Am
John Brooks, In Paragraph 5 been using thissuchpage,nasty
words
and ruw> J
W. F. Smyth (IV Math siCS.
■ \Vh
An Engineer Throws A Challenge
Your editorial on Salesmanly a childish
effort atand "tubship was merely in extremely
— an obvious
holbad taste and has been expertly thumping"
(albeit successful) reducing the number ot
commented upon by other writ- to stirlow attempt
up a controversy.
to whichstillI ref^r,
ers. I feel that most of them
more
Varsity
the latest example editorial
of The "Bubbling
course,
Faith- ^_ efl,^
overlooked the most important ofHowever,
journalistic idiocy is the ever
a
person
believes
ne , jje
point that the editorial was on- best case that I can think of for own. business and
titled to his own opim° ^
does not need the in"1* \o
And Another Apologizes
ments of your edlt0" pt*
belief. It is a n
I should like to correct a
It was meant to apply to the ticular
weaken""^{©fl
paper
indeedor which
strengthen
possible misinterpretation of my popular
level,
and
was
not
a
very
letter published in Monday's Mission.
reflection
on
the
VCF
sponsored
Varsity titled "Cosmic Bell
ble ignorantly about
newsp
On the University level, a in order to make staff
15 filal
If the editori
third main direction is apparToo Mitch
^ »
rousing
ing for a good
ent, represented by the VCF
p
Boy."
s
and SCM, etc; i.e., an intel- ment, as they always
tian ligent
beliefs.critical study of Chris- be doing, I challenge or)
Emphasis
I
Mondays Varsity, on page
ther ein j-ij
com^
make I'm
eight, carried not one but three
riages,
orsome
some
topic.
sure oT"
tnat , ^fjct
My
Main
source
of
inforstories on the late "Mission
mation was a "University of motherhood, common-'3*
Buffalo Roundtable'' two weeks in keeping with nust-1.(3A|
in
the this
University.*'
Aren't
we ago.
eqUalP°l ^
giving
sort of thing
a little
ill SPS) marks would be .rial
too much emphasis?,
i | i
Prank Hematemtais
E. H, Nosibor standard ot editor';
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work
was
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SHAME !
jl;would-be
might bemusic
well critics
to remind
fil
that
|a little learning is a dangernis thing." Obviously the muisc
fiticism Nov.
in "The
Bonday
12 wasVarsity"
concoctedof
fe one who has not the slightV knowledge of violin playThat prize remark about
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Adonis
AUlous Huxley: Adonis and
' the Alphabet: Clarke Irwin and
Co., Ltd. 19M, S3.75.
This collection of Aldous
Huxley's
recent Integrated
essays is
of desultorymostinterest.
by the traditional humanist distinction between knowledge
and wisdom, they are knowledgeable rather than profound.
Interest
Huxley's writing
primarilyin dependent
upon theis
suspense created by a quest.
His explorations are of unbounded scope. For noboby has
been more stonewalled by life,
more determined to find an
answer to those things notoriously past knowing. The values
Huxley attains in this group
of essays are anti-climactic. His
extraordinarly historical sense
errs only once, to my knowledge. He' is unaware that the
drastic change in English climate from balmy to temperate
is based upon a legend of vine-

r THE
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HbaUie and d i Koreathe captain was decorated for bravery
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5S. after, h Uhicn he was taken as prisoner of war. Neverths ne finalt W8S placed in solitary confinement for six
■>» eapturedy aeiefd to aid and abet the cause of the enemy
1 of hisNew
bi th Amel'ican
out of battlefront.
loneliness, despair and
Paul
S dcath troops
on a Korean
1«eHzationnai' play9 ttle ,ole °r the caPtain superbly. His
he arrive 'h eoraPletely credible from, the film's opening.
1,6 is conS' f'om Korea invalided, to the film's end
iel is Plaveri 'hted °f colIaboration. His sympathetic defense
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& yardsth
Alphabet
cultivatedein England
but it ignoresofthethe"Newarchetypal
Critics"'
during the middle ages, recent- .rediscovery
ly challenged as a misreading of nature ofmunication. Tsymbolic
comh
i
s
omission
alone
a mediaeval text. This is an
ironical lapse in an essay which invalidates Huxley's premise.
On the basis of chemical and
probes the relativity of alphabetic communications!
physical research into man's exIn these essaps Huxley chamon ofthe earth's resources, Huxleyploitatipredicts
pions the validity of immediate
the most
experience as opposed to ex- likely from of futureas society
return of agrarian existence.a
perience conceptualized into a The
alternative is a completely
degree of falsity. His panacea
for unrealistic thinking is a controlled, collectivized industT
a "Brave ttew
mystic leap beyond all sym- rial
World."'society,
An internati
onal, free
bols to a direct experience of industria
l society in which
huthe divine immanence.
This may not be a bad idea
man beings can live in reason-

atFoo
1394HisWilson
Avenue,number
Downs-is
view.
telephone
Ch.
1-0826. led
Golden Agers
The Golden Age Singers
London, quintet of first rankof
English avocalist
s, specializing
in the reportory of the days of
Good
Queen
Bess,
will Nov.
present23
a concert on Friday,
at 8:30 p.m.. in the concert hall
of Organi
the Royal
zed inConserv
1950atory,
by Miss
Margaret Field-Hyde, the GoldAge Singer
wideen attenti
on s first1951claime
Fes-d
tival of Britaiatn;thesince
then
they have concertized extensively in Europe. Their records
are alre
label.
adly
ble in
America on the availa
Westminster
Seated in Elizabethan round
table
the group will sing
Englishstyle,
madrigals and
canzonets.ballets,
French
Italian madrigals. chansons and

soloisti di zagreb
adonis & alphabet
edward VII & circle
the rack
able harmony
with their
vironment isa desirable
but enre
mote possibility. -Adonis and
the
Alphabet"
is
a useful.
un stimulating collection
of 20thiC
century anxieties. admirably
arranged in correct
perspective.
Rosemaryh iston'cai
Tweed

Edward
VI
& a's attitud
Ci
rcl son but
Edward
VII
Im -,r,lHamilton
I'll and
nTwl
r.Virginia
. . Cowles, Iabout Victori
his Circle. By
e toward
Hamlsh
, London.
we learn little of his true feelingss her
towards her.
On a November 11th day of the last century This like the other books, when dealing
with
... a date to be remembered later for other this particular mother-son relationship, content
things ... the second child and first son was themselves with pointing out that Victoria did
born to Victoria. Queen of England,
her not approve of Edward because he was so unlike
husband Albert. This son of the royal and
This of course is true as far
parents Albert.
ascended the throne of England in T901
as but the real reason lies a bit deeper asthanit goes
thio.
Edward VII and the life thus begun ended in
's father died when she was a baby
an acute attack of Bronchitis on a May day In and Victoria
consequ
ently
years prior to her ascen1910. This is the highly readable account of the sion to the throneherwere
spent largely in the
life of the monarch, his growing up, his friends, compan
y of her ambitious and over-solicitioua
his kingship and his relations with most of the mother,
the
Duchess
of
Kent, and the ubiquitoui
crowned heads of Europe to whom he was
lated. As a king, Edward VII
good and faithful Baroness Lehzen. Consequentiywhen
one. The author takes pains to pointmadeout aseveral
Victoria became were
and from
Queenopened
the doors
of herthenclols-on
existencehad to have male companionship
tered simply
being royal."dreamHe she
addledVictoria-Albert
- "Bertie
times thatearly
realized
that the
first
in
the
person
of
her
first
Prime Minister,
of friendship with Germany was a lost cause missing.
Lord Melbourne. This was a "real"
romance
and he did much to promote friendship with for
both even though the physical side
waa
France and Russia.
As a father, he was a great success and was
came Albert in whom she could
loved by all his children. His own childhood sinkThenher along
had been one a bit worse than the traditional rather entire existence so much that he.
than she. wielded the royal -power. Her
Victorian upbringing of children. Albert was an
intellectual and was determined that his son love for her Albert was an intensely neurotic
one
with
more than the normal father love
should
one not
as great
well. but
Edward's
transferencefar present.
As a result of this father
capacitiesbe were
this did-intellectual
not daunt Jove
of
Victoria
and the resultant coldness tohis parents who along with Baron Stockmar
wards her =on, it is possible perhaps, to explain
prescribed long hours of tedious study, seclusion Edward's
constant quest for women and hit.
fromAs people
his ownEdward
age andwould
an absence
of fun.a long successor,
Qf miM-'esscs in spite of the fact
a husband,
have made
that he and beauriful
Alexandra loved each
poor one for anyone else but his wife. Alexandra, other.
AH
his
life
was simply seeking tho
Princess of Denmark. He embarked on many love of a mother forhe her
child, which
had
amorous extra -marital adventures all of which never
really known. Never once does the heauthor
his wife overlooked and when he lay dying it
to explain his deviation from the virtuwas she who summoned his latest paramour to attempt
ous life and about
conclusion we can
his bedside.
draw from what she thesaysonlyis that
Edward acted
The book is appropriately titled "Edward VII according
to the custom of the times.
jiml
His
Circle"
and
as
such
it
gives
"a
good
However,
in
spite
of imperfections such as
glimpse of many of the important and interesting these the book is a good
the Victorian
people
who lived
Edward's Marlborough
lifetime and and Edwardian eras and itoneis onstrongly
recomin
particular
of during
the fashionable
mended
for
those
interested
in
the
times and
House set of which he was the leader. In its
scope, this reviewer feels that it fails to giva^ personalities of these periods.
us more than a superficial picture of the king
Mi>.irt D. IJiivt. i
Himsalf. For example, we kre> told a good deal
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Susie

Breslin

Meets:

"T

Breslin
Cathie
do
the
talking."Pete
That
summer
Cathie
us Cat them
ago a Champ
Not long The
Gzowski claims "she has a tap tripped off to Europe
Varsity claimed water
on
column in
technique
—
she
turns
on
a
bicyle-hosteling
schizowas
n
Bresli
that Cathie Although Cathie may ' the faucet, and she inevitably Bicycling proved totour.be
phrenic.
her columns are, gets results."
an unfortunate
or may not be, two
lities
iences. "It seemedexperthat
Cathie spent what she calls
lor there arearticles—persona
the person "a disgustingly normal child- every European street
in Cathie's iewing and
.
h
o
d
"
i
n
Pittsfield
Massachusetwas
miles
long
and
pavshe is interv may notherself
have
ed with cobblestones —
So although you have alread
ts, wheretrician.her
is a pediay
She wentfather
for three
years and on a blestones
it, you .
ed
realiz
bicycle
cobcan be most
met Cathie Breslin
to
a
small
convent
highChances are she will meet school in Albany. New York, uncomfortable." Then
For and four days after graduation there were the hills —
you before the yearhasis up.been
in Eurpeople
up to Canada to attempt "everyopecountry
meeting main
haswhere,
hills,like
except
occupation since came
Cathie's
the
fifth
form
Malrics,
which
Holland,
the
she was born twenty years ago. she passed with flying colours.
job After a summer at Harvard Uni- wind
old Dutch
proverb,against
'the
"myI like
why,— sheandsays,
Thatso iseasy
is
always
why
is
versity, where, as usual, she
the "met all sorts of fascinating
it so much." And from does
really
she
it,
of
sound
people and had ain wonderful
away time",
love it, for she comesbubblin
first year
g Historysheandenrolled
ew
intervi
every
from
Philosophy at St.
with enthusiasm.
As for her column, one of her Michael's College. Before long,
biggest problems, Cathie says, Cathie met The Varsity— and
you'.rt
is "convincing my friends that beang her career as a "perennial
in my interviews I actually let
staffer."
NOTICE
First Instalment of University of Toronto
Scholarships may be picked up at the Chief
Accountant's Office as of November 20, 1956.
THE BRITISH AMERICAN OIL COMPANY LTD.
Company
representatives
be on
the University
Torontoare
campus
on November
28 , 29, will
and 30.
to interview
studentsof who
Interested
courses : In various careers In the oil industry from the following
PRODUCTION (Formerly the Canadian Gulf Oil Co.)
Exploration
Geology:
Graduates and.and Physics
undergraduates
in GeoMathematics
and Engineering
Physlca. logical Science.
Exploration
Geophysics:
Graduates
and
undergraduates
Geological Science, Applied Mathematics. Mathematics andin
Physics,
Engineering Physics, Electrical Engineering and Mining Engineering.
Production
Engineering
(and allied
worki : and
Graduates
undergraduates
In Civil,
Chemical,
Mechanical
Mining and
Engineering, Business
Administration,
Commerce and
Finance
and
Arts
(Economics)
Students
Interested
in
Production
work
from
the
above
courses may sign the Interview list in the Geological Sciences
Department.
MANUFACTURING
Graduates in Chemical. Civil, Electrical, Mechanical and
Metallurgical
Engineering,
Engineering
Business, Engineering and Physics,
Chemistry,
Businessand Administration,
aiid
Commerce
and Finance.
MARKETING
(Sates,
Operations,
Administration)
TRANSPORTATION, CRUDE AND PRODUCT SUPPLY, ECONOMICS
AND
CQ-OROTNATION,
FINANCE Business
ETC. Administration, Commerce
Graduates
Engineering,
and (FinanceIn and
Arts.
In Manufacturing,
Marketing,Faculty
Transportation,
etc. Students
may sign Interested
the Interview
list In the Engineering
Office.
A general pres"question
and students
answer" will
session
between
Company
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
a
n
d
interested
be
held
In
Room
E-21 re-In
the Information
Electrical Building
at
1:00
p.m.
on
Tuesday,
November
27th.
about the various departments and the opportunities
inbooklet
the Company
outlined
"GraduatesOfTlceand andB-A."the This
is Facility
availableisOffice.
to studentsin aat booklet
the Placement
Englneerlne

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
ELECTRICAL

VOLLEYBALL — SEMI-FINALS
MAJOR LEAGUE PLAYOFFS
1st Match
Match Mon.
Wed. Nov.
5.00 Jr.
Forestry
Jr. SPS Uptitnieks.
Upatnieks. Perkons
Perkons
2nd
Nov 2621 5.00
SPS vsvs Forestry
FINALS
1st Match Wed. Nov. 28 5.00 Sr. SPS vs Winner above Dienier, Tannis
2nd
Match Wed.
Mon. Dec.
Dec. 3 5.00 "" "" "
" Dlemer. Tannis
3rd
Match
IF PHARMACY
WINS 5OVER5.00 SB. S.P.S.
Mon Nov. 19 gameDiemer. Tannis
SEMI-FINALS
1st Match
Match Mon.
Wed. Nov.
Nov. 2621 6.00
5.00 Pharmacy
Sr. SPS vsvsPharmacy
Perkons. Rundans
2nd
Sr. SPS Perkons,
Perkons,
Rundans
1st Match
Match Mon.
Wed. Nov.
Nov. 2621 5.00
1.00 Forestry
Jr. SPS vsvs Forestry
Upatnieks
2nd
Jr.
SPS
Perkons,
Upatnieks
FINAL — DATES AS ABOVE
GAMES TODAY
SOCCER — vs SEMI-FINAL
Knopf
12 30 Forestry
Pharmacy Brad en. VanLoon,
FOOTBALL — Semi-Final:
Varsity Stadium 1.00 Sr. SPS
vs Dent Sgambatl.Stadnylc. Gib-Ion
iDowubox Smith; Yardsticks
— Pasternak. Druckman)
LACROSSE
vsvs Ttin
Uhrynuk. Brown,
Naylor Jeans
1.00
6.30 Med.
Med. IVII
SPS IV
St. MLEAGUE Brown, Jeans
7.30 SPS VOLLEYBALL
II
-vs MINOR
vs Pre-Med I B Sperling
1,00 SPS. D
vs
C. Taylor
Stein
4.00
U. C. Pllams
vs UArch
Wye,
B
Bergstein
6.30 Pharm.
7.30
Knox A B
vs
B
Bergstein
vs U.C. Hutton
Bergstein
8.30 U.C. McCaul
vs
Trin CC
5.40
SQUASH
vs Dent
6.20 Dent.
sps inD
7.00
Wye
vs Pharm. B

•I '

ENGINEERS
We will require 1957 garduates for the following openings.
Electrical Engineers for cable design, product control,
development and research work.
Mechanical Engineers for plant Engineering and
machine design work.
Interviews will be conducted on Nov. 22 and 23 in Room
26 A Electrical Bldg.

CANADA WIRE and CABLE CO. LTD.
'T T

way
to travel
Euroof e »«lj
"itchhikj'111"!
its
sive, inand"—
can inexpen
set
your
—"you meet all sort?1"*
wonderful people." ghe "
friendliest
on the _ d*-'
Yolks wagons
velope
d a cars
,great
_„„ul.affer.t;
a in
they always manage t0 EQU ^1

in one more person," anY**!
give-and-take,
hajal 6 101
hostelshere
youth
—and"they
oftheyfUn
atmosp
great
seem
bunch toof attract
people. Ina' magni
a word ffl
And what comes after gra(ki|
ation
Cathie this
saysMay?
vague"Ily.don't
"Thereknow*are!
so many
fun." interesting things 1 [I
grand
do. I'm trying the Ameri«J
Fore
ign Service exams in Dec- 1
chan
ce :but
of getti
I ngdon't
ember,
them.haveThen I
there's journalism— in Montreal \
Toronto, the States? But vim
ever she does, we're sure olI
willg beit. mat. "
thinge,— Cathi
one
and elovin
ing peopl
can be ordered from faculty
reps and SAC office at $4.00.
After Nov. 30 the price jumps
to $4.50.

BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University
Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
i
ONLY
85
cents
\o- Career
with
Canada's
largest
Sales
Finance
Company
—
90
branches coast to coast — openings for aggressive young men
I with ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company i
7. offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee
benefits.
Office. For personal interview, telephone or write Regional j
Blazers
ty MADE
ersi
- $16.50
I Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited | UnivCUSTOM
Especially Priced for StudeoB
| 69 Bloor Street East —
WAlnut 4-8745 j Fine Flannel Worsted Trou=eP
CreditHou-.'s:
Terms
Business
9 ifa.m.D^lrejl
too*
$27.50
When you've exciting things to do
smuitfW
Through
Monday
706
QUEEN
ST.
W.
#
. . . wear your
Sample atNES
S.A.C.Clot
Office.
hing Co.
PAR

and MECHANICAL

A member of our Technical Management will be present

After three weeljs
the tour leader turnM
be a- psychopath, an<J "m
Afte
"""*!»t
rwithsome
on i">S!o
ed
the
toi,1.
struck
out allon toinde
hercisi
own'
with
relief
her
means
of
transno
Hitchhiking she calls

I

New for Fall . . . super 70's fine
Botany, new dressmakers, new
full-fashioned collars, new Pettal
Orlons, new hi-bulk heavy knits. In
lambswool too, all full-fashioned,
mothproof, shrinkproof— vibrant Fall
colours. At good shops everywhere.
$ff.95
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Battle

Senior

On the

Skuie

Winner
Gaiies,
nsit mightFinal Berth
with short
T$ SEAT
Pete Moran complete a wellthe worthwhile memor
today,culty
one o'clocthek interfa
to note ttat thishe balanc
ed offensive
John brooks
Skule
I d same °fs will get under same Trinity team trampled pass defenders will trio.
have to be
highl
plavoff
nwith
y-tou
mC°tL
ted
sharp
St.
in
Mike
order
the
's
to
27-0 Hunter and Alkeep ends Keith
only last Friday.)
Dentistry and
lr
Valchulis in
Sport 5 Editor
■*^'„ ,. Engineers opposing eachm One of eapon
Just one final
the sDentis
t's
Both are favorite targets
chief
of- check.
f
e
n
s
i
v
e
w
peek at the Intercollegiate football picture
Stadiu
y
is
halfb
Varsit
the
ack
on
Don
EBh
for
quarter
O'Connor,
back
Reid
Curry.
■ The spee back The chief defect of the Skule- before I pack all the data Into mothballs for another year in
victor's reward
Kd'ron The playoff
berth and fielders four majors anddy stead
Kr'hP a final
more a look-see
futureand than
y men is inconsistency. This was realityAfterit's hauling
a notethrough
of retrospect.
cart off the Mulock
out all theat the
rosters
E chance toatic
grou
sorting
nd-g
aini
a maze
ng were a major most clearly shown when
they of courses ami figures,
interfaculty factor in accou
Kf,, emblem acy.of At
the
follou-ing
nting
were
conclusio
for
upset
Dent'
n
seems
by
s
,
the
jump
last-plac
present
first-place finish in Group Two Redmen 7-6. However, one U.C
Kntball suprem
out: On paper, the Blues and the Western Mustangs should(„ return
the
ty
proper
the
is
bauble
silver
Halfb
K ,
ack
to
their
Ray
slightlyLaine
forgotten
credit
and
personal
fullb
side
Yates
of
ack
Cup
the
feud.
ledger,
§ Victoria College.
.The Mustangs lose halfbacks Walley Delahev and Keith Machas upset victory and S.P.S.
over andefendi
cons Only
ng champio a tit Donald, end Art Gleeson and Don Killinger, tackle Dick
today'
enter
will
■ nents
MacDuffee
record.
perfect
a
and centres Jim Kennedy and Don McGee. Note, if you please
who finished the season non Vic,
to- 1 with deadlock with a highly
top
Messrs.
One heap.
Turner,
Loftus, Britton and Desborough will be backthatat
Minor Sports of IntheallGroup
war
next
season.
ity,
ted the
Engi
Medserssquad
up
coming
frompreven
neers willprobabil
alriled"Engine
enter the the
game ai
The queen's Golden Gaels. Hallowing in the plaudits of a
Roundup
ed
Hj a oerfect season. Featur
slight
favourit
es.
If
they
are second straight title, will feel
the effect of graduation (and Okely
es, was
threeovervictori
ibnff their
"up",
this
optimism
pro
offers
as well) in a much more
will
be
justi
umph
their
closest
painful way. Ron Stewart Bill
. 20-13
tied.
If not, watch out for the Surphhs, Russ
Dentists.
Radchuk,
Jim
Hughes and Buss Tuoman will oil
fvals, the Trinity Black PanFENCING
nander
platform-b
ound
in
May
to
pick
up their parchments.
tiers. [For the benefit of those
In addition,
are "that Gary Lewis. Floyd Bajally,
The Varsity fencing team deGraham Redfern, reports
Don
Roy
and
Brian
are apparently
feated Royal Militar College, Basketball Blues planning to sit back on their laurels and Wherrett
the future games
Kingston, on Saturday yafternoo
from the comfortable planks of RichardsonwatchStadium.
n!
Jack Penciner,
Kostiw,
Skule Tops
A tiny character, name of Jocko Thompson, will be around
John Andry allWally
were victoriouands Terrible Trio
for three more years. Just
to main- us happy!
division.
sabre
the
in
Down the creek at McGill. the Sullivan weeping towel is out
re
In the epee class. Howard Tate, Trounce Trinity again. Larry is quoted as saying, "We spent four years building
Meds 1-0
team. Now we have to start all over again."
Wally unanimous
O'Neil and victories
Nick PearcfLast night at O.C.E. there this One
lain Semi-Final won
over were
can see why Mr. Sullivan is whimpering on the shoulders
three and one-half rip- of his sympathizers.
the visiting RMC team.
roaring
basketball
Adrian,
Armstrong, Joe Bernot
games, the Des Desimone, Paul Ricky
Junior Skule defeated PreDingle, Dave Merdy
Hawlev, Rob Holland.
John
latter
being
a
"fun"
game
since
sets semi-final
1-0 yesterdayberth
afternoon
to
Larsin,
SKIING
Bill
Picard
and
Bob
only half of St. Mike's B showed cruel life of Itread-u inning. Rogers all journey out into the
in Arts
up.
Vic
got
the
laurels
with
Cup soccer playdowns.
critics as the most three wins, {.one by default.)
Coach Sullivan is just lucky that McGill has a five-year
ne was closely contested Hailed by sports
film yet pro- Now for the details!
engineering course
[1 Hie way, and it was not until spectacular
otherwise,
McVeyhe'daslose
well.Len Sigurdson. John
duced. "Ski Crazy", the first fea- The most spectacular game Tilley, Sam Yuska, .and. . Vaugn
four minutes of play
is the Vic Juniors & Seniors
I
guess
he
has
a
right
to
shed
some
salty
stuff.
■ither team -was able to I has
'""-length
ski
film
in
colour,
been obtained by the Tor- versus St. Hilda's Juniors, with
Barkley, shooting on a
Last, and far from least, the Varsity situation . . . and it's
onto Ski Patrol for a one-night the tremendous combination of a bright
Ly shot, scored for .SPS to
Although the Blues will miss Pete Maik, Aldo
showing at Toronto's Oakwood Mary Foster, Sylvia Kerr, and Riva, Normpicture.
Theatre.
them into the playoffs.
Pete Copland, Al Wong, Eddie Skrzypek.
Caroline Fleming driving to an Harry Wilson,Williams,
Al Watt, Walt Schmida, Curt Russell, Pete Polewinners now play their big This thrilling movie with a overwhelming
victory
of
54-18.
crone,
Dave
and
Bill
Mclntyre,
and Trevor Eylon. the host of
?rs, Senior Skule, next cast of top Olympic stars should They might have broken their
proven
comers who rejoili us next semester is just about as
jhuisday at 12:30 on the Front not
overwhelming.
record
of
55,
if
the
Saints,
aided
be
missed
by
a
single
skier.
pus/The victor in that battte
The admission is one dollar, and by Liz Rourke and Mary WilJust take a quick listen. Returnees include centre John Chlsearn the right to meet the all
liamsin the
hadn't put
onquarter.
the presproceeds will be used to furhohn
(>); guardstackles
Nick Bruchovsky
Hunter (21,
sure
last
Vic
inner
of
Tuesday's
Trinityther
ski
patrol
work
and
safe
skiing.
Johnston
John Casey (4).(II,andBillBillBeamish
(1), Don
Kill
itoria game for the championSophs
wallopedbut St.equally
Hilda'sexciting
Sophs Miller (1),VI);
Boh Sit, thorp (2); ends Gene Clinrostccki (S), Burt
p. The final will be played on
in
a
slower
Tuesday. November 28.
The film will be shown tomor- game. The forcefull forwards, Kellock (1). Danny Nelson (I), Izzy Pastuchuk (2), Dick Risk(2) : quarterback Larry Jo.ynt (SI; halfbacks Don
row night, November 21. at 8 Prue Smith, Bev Davidson. San- ^fa), Lorry Staecy
A "dream"
for soccer
(2), Dave Cresivell (2), Harry Hall (4), Tim Reid (2).
p.m., at the Oakwood Theatre, dy
lis is coming upgame
this week
when corner
Grant,
Emily
McCormick
and
'
Johnny
Tattle
(I),
and Ross Woods (1).
of
Oakwood
and
St.
Clair.
Jill Segond chalked up the points,
inntial Engineers vs. ArtsQuite an array, what? Those figures in brackets indicate the
battle is re-enact£d. . Both Tickets are .available from lead- but again in- the second half, the
ing sporting goods stores, Ski Saints began to drive and Gladys number of years left at Varsity. Santo Martini, if he decides to go
will field the best players
and Jane Amys kept on to OCE, could be back in his usual spot once again.
ible from both Intercollegi- Patrollers, and Toronto Ski Club Johnson
And then we can add in intermediates Brian Aston, Lome
nd Intramural teams,
office. Telephone HU. 9-1253 the ball out of Vic territory. Forstncr,
Don Cornish. Bob Lee, Boh Miner, John
(day) or BA. 1-6676 (night) for However, the Saint's honour was Spcnce andEd JoeBlirgar,
phis game promises to be a reservations.
Whltmoro. Eric Nesterenko, with a bit of help
saved
by
the
Freshies,
who
battle, for the Engineers
from Lady Luck, will he set to go next year, as should Rusty Gee,
alicked
close Ph'ys
call! Ed. 19-17. Was that
We should certainly ODDS
be able Nto ENDS
say' "wait till next year."
CURLING
^1fence,
likely while
field the entire Blue
By the way. are the Vic gals
the Artsmen
Keep an eye on the Front Campus at 12:30 tomorrow . . .
the only athletes? They won the
,ve at their disposal the com' The Varsity curling club stai'ts baseball,
by the looks of Another Engineer-Artsman battle is on tap . . . Hockey Blues open
its schedule this afternoon at things . . and
fte Blue forward line.
. May the best team Arena
their activity
. . . on Friday night . . . They play St. Bridget's at the
4
o'clock
at
the
Victoria
Curling
[The game is set for 3 p.m. to- Club. Those wishing to play as win !
jrrow
afternoon
substitutes
are
asked
to
drop
on the rfroat
mpus.
down at the aforementioned hour.
The Scoreboard
INTERFACULTY
FOOTBALL
Seml-Final PlayoHs
Today
—
Sr.
SPS v. Dents (Varslt?
Stadium. 1— p.m.)
Wednesday
(Varsity Stadium.Trinity1 p.m.)v. Victoria
SOCCER
Final Standing
having
a
swimming
pool
of
any
P-4 W 2 L 0 T 17F 3A Pt».
&ini
t °men's
Sr. SPS .
Victoria
5 1 0 14 5 108
*ek e„r"i
ls off Intercollegiate
to McGill this proportions. True, they do have
Sr.
Meds
UO
bete,?
■
,°r
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BIG
MEET!
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A
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ests is justifiable."
sponsored
Newman toClubthoseis serv12-2 p.m.
Association.
by the West Indian Students'
who
frte coffee
3:30 p.m. The Bridge C l u b will
bringing their
meet -at Newman. 89 St. George
Street. lunch a.t 89 St Street.
George
12:45 p.m. VCF will meet to study
the Bible in room 116, School
WEDNESDAY
of Nursing.
1 p.m. LOCK will meet in Clover f:'15 p.m. William Aide will give a
Hill.
SMC. to discuss Catholic piano recital at a Wed, NoonEducation.
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Face Serious Crisis— NEA
The shortage of professors will j degrees and only two in five
be the biggest problem facing faculty members now employed
university administrations for have Ph.D.'s.
the next ten years the National The report says well-prepared
Education Association said in a teachers now on faculties are
recent report.
reaching retirement age.
A study of more than 600 Research also revealed that
American colleges and univer- colleges are drawing to a great
sities made by the NEA research extent from high school staffs,
division showed that 40 per cent while high schools, with their
of these colleges have vacancies expanding enrollments and
on their staffs which cannot be dwindling supply of teachers are
filled.
facing the same shortages.
Second only to this question
of faculty shortage is that of
adequate preparation. Colleges
and universities, the NEA warns,
HART
HOUSE
must soon face expanded enrollments with an inadequately preTODAY
pared staff. Ten per cent of all
Art Library A fine collection of Art Books on loan to
faculty members hold masters'
11 - 12 noon the members. In the Art Gallery.
Amateur
5 p.m. Radio Club Code Practice Classes in the Debates Ante
can be ordered from faculty
Room.
Evening
reps and SAC office at 54.00.
In the Chapel
5:15 Prayers
p.m.
After Nov. 30 the price jumps
Table Tennis Club In the Fencing Room.
to $4.50.
7 p.m.Club
Bridge
In the East Common Room. This is the
7:15 p.m.
Club's
play. Full
All are
welcome.
In the weekly
Music Room.
rehearsal.
Glee
Club
Practice
7:15 p.m.
BUY FLOWERS
Archery
for all occasions at the
In the Rifle Range in the centre of the.
8 p.m.Club
North Wing. All members are welcome.
PARK PLAZA FLORISTS
TOMORROW
10 AVENUE ROAD
ART
TALK
at
1:15
p.m.—
In the Gallery. Open to Women
WA. 3-6361
NOON HOUR CONCERT at 1:30 p.m.— in the East Common Room
DEBATE at 8 p.m. — In the Debates Room. Open to Women,

Van

Enjoy a pipe with

WALTER

SIR
BOX OFFICE OPENS THURSDAY
MOLIERE'S
The School for Wives
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1st to SATURAY, DECEMBER 8th at 8.30
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
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Wins
NFCUS

Photography
Contest
will be on exhibition on this
year Uni- campu
Ronald Can-, thirdstudent,
s
next week, and at a local
cap- week. galle
versity ofToronto
ry for the following
?300 grand prize art
■ lured the
I c-atm-day in the first NFCUS
in
Contest
National Photography
London. Ontario.
Bio- Trinity "Worms"
and never
ogy had
Physiolwho
can*, a major
[[Chemist
nteied rya contest before, took Revolt-Stabbed
!h)s winning picture last summer For Troubles
Village while on
Greenwi
fin.cation
in chNew York City. He ■ A mass revolt by Trinity
freshmedical remen last night sparked oft
into
go
to
Iplans search, and refers to photogr
aphy free for
all brawl which endeda
future.
a
not
a fancy,
"justcame
(asCarr
in one 'worm' being aceidently
close to submitting stabbed
in the hand. The fresh[■another
instead
the
man, Chris Purton, was taken
to
'one
whichpicture
won him
the ofGrand
hospita
immediately.
l
Ipiize. On the advice of his father, The revolt
began
when
the
]hewitchmadein his
a lucky
choice. last-minute worms refused to wear their
Several other Toronto students special ties at dinner. Tact and
Trinity's dean prevented the
[shared $800
in prizeLabatt
moneyLtd.con- sophs
from exercising their
tributed by John
First prize of $100 in the authority in the dining hall itself, but after the meal the freshlElack and White section went to
menridorwereoutside.ambushed in the corD. A. Urquhart; second prize of
§20 in the portraiture section to
Bev Best, and third prize of $10 In the melee, scissors were used
to Paul Eidinger; third prize of to cut off the offending ties.
S10 in the Sports section to Bev One pair unfortunately missed
tiehand.and pierced the tie-own-Best; second prize of $20 in the the er's
Human Interest section to D, A.
Urquhart, and third prize of $10 The soph-frosh smoker, which
to Ronald Carr; first prize of takes place tonight, officially
$30 in the pictorial section to ends the period of initiations at
D. A. Urquhart, and second prize Trinity. "This was our last fling
of §20 to Jocelyn Zuck. Honor- at displaying our hostility," one
able mentions went to Bev Best worm said afterwards.
(5). Paul Eidinger and D. A.
rquhart.
Judges were John K. Elliot,
Law PC's Vote To Uphold
associate editor, London Free International Affairs Discussed
Press; Bob Turnbull, Photo ediDiefenbaker As Party Chief
tor. London Free Press; Bill In Two Debates This Week
Brooks, Picture editor, Toronto
Women will be admitted to Hait House tonight for the
The School of Law Progressive t h e Progressive Conserve live
Telegram; Ken Bell, President, first of two major debates to be held this week.
Conservative Club yesterday vot- party. Throughout the years, he
Canadian Association of Press
has been active in many phases
This evening's subject — "History' will justify Britished to join
main-campus
coun- of
and Commercial Photographers; French
Canadian public office and
terpart anditssupport
John DiefeninGreenspan
Egypt" — will be debated by Sidney Peck,
and Davis Garratt, art director, III UC),action
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for
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to.
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Canadian
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University
in
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The School of Law club is » w
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continue directPresident
economic aid
to foreign
refused to comment this year. They received tem, mong Canadian universities, but
Canadian
of the
United countries."
Nations Association onDelegates
recognition from the
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the
possible
drafting
of
Prejust what fine work Marvin
Caput lastporary
Friday.
Gelber will be honorary visitor for tonight's debate,
sident Sidney Smith.
ttould be turned out in this which begins
at
8
o'clock.
of votes at the The club was formed because
puntry."
Peck, first speaker for the Ayes said "Britain has stood Dec.Total10 tonumber
members
public." felt they were too far
14 Mike
convention
is 1400.
An exhibit of the prize-winning aloneSidbefore
and history will justify her decision once again
President
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and ies
ictures
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will tour Canada for a to take the initiative
in
the
complicated
international
situation."
ear. being
In local art
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Series and shown
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wil] represent the law club
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Dave
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Other
-Fourth speaker,
Martin, former
national comment.
president
"We feel that Mr. Diefenbaker are cast by constituency
of 1NFCUS,
could notPeter
be contacted
for pre-debate
organis the most capable man to lead
izations, members of both do|«nity Nativity
minion and provincial parliaments, and appointed members.
Ptene Junked,
John Le Claire, president >(
Pinto Colorful at St. Mike's
the campus PC club said iast
night he felt Sidney Smith was
CalledColleSe
Too
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To
Outlaw
LPP "more useful where he was." .
Ugly'
I
will not
put up Debaters
subversive
actions
of
the
Combis r, y Scene at »ts front doot Speaker Jerry Case saved one I displays by many other members
munists. Why add another law to Offer Instruction
Case said in
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Fl« too
ton ugly., ln stt"'aee because it 'unbefitting
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did
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move.
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Case
Before
^irt.^committee
,n outdoor paint. ing. Norm Stefn'itz (IV SMC visting Canadian Government.
not only
motion It could
|Government
Valenti said.is f■ ment
it "accomplishes
andInterested
snow andstudents
ice techniques,
found pur- rose
which
does theoutlaw
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theno speaker
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more,
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They
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come
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Leader
J
Smith
Act.
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With the backing of the World University Service,
a campaign to raise money for Hungarian students is
in its embryonic^stages on this campus.
In the complex maze of initials that surrounds our
organization for dealing with outside affairs (EAC,
WUS, PROS, SAC, NFCUS) it is rather difficult to .tell
exactly where this campaign is starting and who is
behind it; but nevertheless we are assured there will
be money raised for Hungary soon.
The exchange newspapers that flow into this
office every day carry a great many stories about
donations from other campuses.
When the Hungarian crisis first arose we. advised
a careful appraisal of the situation before any attempt
was made to raise money here. Since that time the
plight of Hungarian students has become — if anything—worse. The United Nations has blatantly failed
to act and the rebels are suffering untold hardships.
The first move to raise money here— Skule Nite
offered to run a benefit show Sunday— was squashed
by unfortunate administrative principles.
We hope a further, more organized attempt will
soon be evident. We hope that attempt has official
backing and we hope you support it.
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THE JAZZ ELEMENT IN RELIGION
the spirit filling your sails. Jufl
Today I had the pleasure of minister takes time out to pat imbibe it and be moved. Uik
on the
shoulder
reading one of your shortest you
fortunately,
historydrunks
is full'win]
oil
as one
might
burp — averybaby.much such
enthusiastic
and
mostderide
tellingthat
editorials.*
it, you
spirit Inof
have
succeeded
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nothing
so
Some
people
think
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"bubblingthefaith"
go to the Bible as though it much as tearing the entire
about
samewhich
effecthas asjusta were
a bottle of rum; a couple fabric of Christianity to shred*]
"happy-pill:" it makes you feel of swigs
you're suddenly
of benevolent
winds, — so it would appear.
good all over, especially if your in an area and
SPIRITUAL
I wish to comment on your
editorial entitled "Bubbling
Faith"
in Monday's issue of
The Varsity.
Your flippant, irreverent and
irresponsible sarcastic jibes
about Christianity in general
and the John Stott Mission in

You're Not Rich
so order your torontonensis
now and save money! From
faculty rep or SAC office.
Just the
light
note to
take
you away
from

POVERTY
•particular reveals an appalling
spiritual poverty and illiteracy
that I had always considered
belonged
press"
of theonlycity.to the "gutter
If the promised Second Coming "of Jesus Christ should take
place in the near future, there
might
"a spontaneous
burst ofwellsongbe from
The Varsity office" but it would be
rather in the nature of "weeping, wailing and gnashing of
teeth" than the type of lyric
mentioned in your editorial
"Bubbling Faith."Derweyn Foley
IV Modern History
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cramming
and
your
co-ordinate
a social

ELECTRICAL

and MECHANICAL

' ENGINEERS

get-to-gether . . . most harmoniously!
A. Sweet note.
B. Grace note
Lush cotton velveteen
Provocative . . simple . . .
yet so beguiling! Cut to
quilted . . . fully circushow the young collegiate
. a skirtscale!
beautyTo
figure at its best! Plushy
on laar '. grand
take
you
anywhere
.,.
cotton
velveteen
blouse
.
."
with a maximum of the
•looking
minimum! In colours of
□r Eac
Red.n your
Sizes00best!
10 to Black
18.
25.
Black, brown, royal, red.
gold colour.
Each
9.95 Sizes 10 to 18
PHONE UN. 1-5111 — SPORTSWEAR
EATON'S— Main Store— Fourth Floor— Dept 246
and EATON'S — College Street— Main Floor.

<*T. EATON

s' » M„

Last Week Heretics

ings.
We will require 1957 garduates for the following openElectrical Engineers for cable design, product control,
development and research work.
Mechanical Engineers for plant Engineering and
machine design' work.
Interviews will be conducted on Nov. 22 and 23 in Room
26A Electrical Bldg. . "
A member of our Technical Management will be present

C?„
J

CANADA WIRE and CABLE CO. LTD.
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Sincerely
Nathan l"\
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TREASURE VAN PREVIEW:
ATTRACTIVE

S FEDERAL

CAREERS

PUBLIC

SERVICE

• Foreign Service Officers
• Customs Excise Headquarters Trainees
for Citizenship and Immigration,andExternal Affairs and Trade
• Economists and
Commerce
Statisticians
• Trade
Officersand Commerce
• Finance Officers
• Junior
OfficersAdministrative
• Personnel Officers
These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities
for advancement
and generous
fringeto $3900.
benefit's.
Starting
salaries range
from $3750
Under-graduates in their final year of study are invited to
apply but appointment will be subject to graduation.
Students from all faculties axe eligible to compete.
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS will be held Friday evening
NOVEMBER 30 and Saturday, DECEMBER 1.
Complete details regarding the examination, application forms
and descriptive folders are now available from your University
Placement Officer, 5 Willcocks Street, or at the Civil Service
Commission desk in the foyer of Hart House each noon. If you
need more information, write immediately to the Civil Service
Commission, Ottawa, specifying your fields of interest.
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CJSU
ENGINEERING
AND
SCIENCE
GRADUATES

Canadair Limited, in Montreal, has attractive openings
for graduates in the following categories:
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR PHYSICS

These openings are for desjgn, research and development of advanced aircraft and guided missiles, as
well as commercial applications of nuclear energy.
An interesting training program is offered to selected
applicants. —

OUR

s ""he.
■craft,

REPRESENTATIVE

WILL

BE

HERE
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
NOVEMBER 28th, 29th and 30th
Sign for appointment in the Engineering Faculty Office, Mining Bldg.

CL CANADAIR
Limited, Montreal, Canada
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(il^'CL'SHAUSTIN
CAiJ SALES AND
SEIt[J|V1CB
.MORRIS
AUTHORIZRU.AND
DEALER
REAR OF 407 HURON ST1 Yards South
of Bloor, E. side;
WA. 2-0835
PENNY!
fit costs less than a penny
ft Page t0 order the 1957
orontonensis
the Nov-

The big. genial coach, who has
five children — including four
budding football players of his
own — feels that the spirit of
the Blues is one of their biggest
assets.
But sesome
the Blues
lves felt thatof their
major themasset
was Dalt.
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DO YOU KNOW
• CERAMICS • JEWELLERY
• ESKIMO CULTURE
• WOODCRAFTS • WEAVING
• FINE ART PRINTS
33% DISCOUNT ON CHRISTMAS CARDS
51 Gerrard West at Bay
EM. 6-4412

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR

ELECTRICAL

and MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

ings. will require 1957 garduates for the following openWe
Electrical Engineers for cable design, product control,
development and research work.
s for plant Engineering and
Engineer
Mechanicaldesign
work.
machine

he conducted on Nov. 22 and 23 in Room
ws will
Intervie
l Bldg.
2CA
Electrica

A member of our Technical Management will be present

CANADA WIRE and CABLE CO. LTD.

Wherever lovely women gather . . . whererer exciting
tilings happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN-fashion-leading for fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's fine Botany, new dressmaker c reations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Petlal Orlons, new hi-bulk
heavy-knits, and ever popular lanibswool.
Colouis and range of new styles
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere.

Look for the name f&GiAC
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INTRAMURAL SWIMMING MEET
PRELIMINARY HEATS — Wednesday. Nov. 28 5 00 p.m.
FINALS
— Thursday. Nov. 29 7.00 p.m.
ENTRIES BEINB ACCEPTED NOW AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE
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IVY-LEAGUE
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SAM LEBO MEN S WEAR
59 BLOOR STREET. WEST AT BAY
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• SUDBURY MALE CHORUS
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To Major in Big Business

TRI-MVERSIIY

CONCERT

Saturday, November 24th, 8.30 p.m.
IN THE GREAT HALL
Tickets — $1.00 at Hall Porter's Desk

HART
HOUSE
THIS WEEKEND IS A FULL ONE

METHOD:
Enter the Investment Business
There are unlimited opportunities in
stock. Where you know the financial
this most fascinating career. Here's
dealings of the country's public comwhere you can help guide the Finanpanies. Where you'll have the pick of
cial destinies of every type of investor.
the finest opportunities to make a lucrative future for yourself.
Where you learn the whys and wherefores of buying and selling bonds and
SOLUTION:
Join Midland
ing experience and are able to offer the most
At Midland Securities Corporation you'll
learn every phase of the investment business
complete investment service to their clients.
. . . understanding, distribution, trading and
There's no finer business in which to learn
counselling. You'll be training under people
about business in general . . . there's no finer
who know the entire business thoroughly.
firm in the investment business than Midland
Securities.
Midland have over 30 years investment dealRESULT:

The World

is Your

Oyster

Mr. W. A. Stewart of Midland Securities will be at the University on
Dec. 4th toemployment.
interview members of graduation classes who are seeking
permanent
Please contact Mr. J. K. Bradford, Director, University of Toronto
Placement Service, 5 Willcocks Street, Toronto.
Midland

Securities

Corpn. Limited
MEMBERS: The Investment Dealers Association of Canada
1J

TRI-UN) VERSITY CONCERT at 8 p.m. on Saturday the 24lh in
the Great Hall of Hart House. Tickets available at the Hall
Porter's DeskHartandHouse
the SAC.
Glee $1.00.
Club Bring your friends.
Sudbury Male Chorus * •
Men's Glee Club, University of Rochester
Full
House. HILLS FARM all weekend. The United Nations Club.
CALEDON
VISITORS SUNDAY on the 25th from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
afternoon. Members are invited to bring their relatives, friends
and
gals.Gallery.
Tea in Young
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from 3 - 4 p.m. New Show in
the Art
Quebec
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Illustrate

ate studies inLecture
zoology here and
The RCI
field secretary
of the
Naturalist's
Federation of Ontario Natural- gained his Ph.D. in 1951.
ists willnadianaddress
Ca- He is co-author of a number
Institute atthe itsRoyal
meeting
in Convocation Hall Saturday of scientific articles and has
played an important role in exat 8:15 p.m.
ploring the relationships between
' Dr. W.trate hisW.lecture
H. Gunnwithwillmotion
illus- weather and bird migration.
pictures and his own recordings j
of the songs and other sounds of ]
birds. His film will feature the'
Help Needed
whisper song of the robin, used
in choosing a nesting site, as
All those wishing to help
well as male and female singing on the Tag Day committee
together, and a chick peeping for the relief of refugee
before it leaves the egg.
Hungarian students should
Dr. Gunn graduated from the contact Bill Witchel in the
University
of Toronto
in Some
Com- Dents building Tuesday, or
merce and Finance
in 193-1.
call him at WA. 3-9863.
years later he undertook graduCLASSIFIED ADS.
READ! VIEW! ENJOY!
MARRIED STUDENTS especially
PLAYBOY magazine— Rush. $5.00 study belter with financial security. Own surance
$20,000.00
Infor
a
year
'of
the
largest
selling
for Only Term
$40.00 Life
Yearly
college catering magazine in North
Cost. Call R. N. Richardson, HU,
America. Write Universal Enter- 8-3929.
prises, 104 Ridgehill, Toronto 10.
LEICA CAMERA FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Refrigerator.$50 cash.
Astral. Used. Good Leica III for sale with f£ lens,
condition.
western meter, view finder, accesRangette. Used. Table Top Model.
bag,/ Argus projector, screen
2 burners, small oven, $10 cash. cory
and accessories. Cost $700.00, sell
for best offer. RE. 7491.
LE. 2-2028.
TYPEWRITERS
FOR SALE
student rates. All regular
"Olds" dition.
Trombone,
inMillar.
perfectWA.con-3- Special
$205.
David
makes;
new
or rebuilt; rented and
20G4.
sold on terms, Also for supplies,
repairs
and
service. Phone RI.
TYPEWRITERS
1843 anytime.
$1.50 Weekly Rents; $1.00 Buys
TRIUMPH
Any make, brand new typewriter.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
for sale. 1956 TR-3!
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- Sportscar
White with red upholstery. 12,000
ing machines. Humber Typewriter, miles
and lop notch condition.
$1900 or trade for snowmobile.
."175 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
Call
Dick
Hobson, BE. 1-7888 eveFOR SALE
nings.
Philco Portable combination radio
TYPIST
(with phonograph). Model 46, exWilling
to
type
manuscripts, etc,
1CostM, nl$185.00.
condition.
25
or
60
cycle
S1.507-2416.
an hour. Fast and accurate.
Offer. RE. 7491sell for $40.00 or best PL
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Fairy

Revised

To
The
Modern
Do fairy
you tales
remenjber
somewhenof
By TONY NOXON
those
you heard
five o'clock shadow, but the
you were a child? You know, had
third
was a real hep cat who
those tales your mother told you
a hi-fi set, television, and
"to keep the little brat quiet for owned
a
Ford
convertible. Their names
half
an hour."
as I were Gloop,
remember
them,Those
had totales,
do with
Glunk, and SL-50.
princes and princesses, mermaids One day as the three brothers
who turned into beautiful girls, were driving around the valley
and witches who lived in the in SL-50's Ford convertible, they
came across an ugly old witch
middle breadof houses.
the Itforest
in gingerwas all
sort of standing at the entrance to a
huge cavern in the mountainside
mediaeval, wasn't it?
Things certainly are different whose gaily lit exterior bore the
legend "Beautiful Valley' Used
today. With the advent of tele- Car
Lot." "We give you the Best
thousands ofindoctrinated
small childrenvision,
have become
Deal
for your
brothers
were Dough."
curious,Theso three
they
with the unsubtle philosophies
drove up
to
the
cavern
and
of American commercialism. I looked
inside.
There
was
a
late
doubt very much that they would model Buick convertible. At once
still go for that old mediaeval the eldest brother determined to
type of hogwash.
in andButseeasif hehe entered
could make
In fact, do you remember a go
a deal.
the
cavern,
he
was
confronted
by
story called
'The Golden
about
three brothers
who River"
went a trio of leggy dancing girls, all
looking
for
something-orother,
withtoldanhimidiotic
and the, two eldest were turned smiling
sion which
at onceexpresthat
to-stone, but the youngest was they were none other than a
successful (the youngest always
Singing gives
Commercial.
was in fairy tales) and lived Blobbo
you all-day"Only
prohappily
ever
after?
Well,
I
don't
tection."
they
sang
in an unendremember the story too well, but
ing
chorus
of
discords.
it seems that for the modern age
it should be re-written, some- "Well," said the witch, "what's
thing like this:
eldest brother thought
theThepassword?"
The Golden River
"Blobbo
nice
and isventured:
(Rewritten by me, and approved quickly',
by the Board of Censors.)
Blobbo is swell
Blobbo is peachy
Once upon a time there were
three . brothers who lived in a
beautiful valley. The eldest
But boy,saiddoestheit witch.
smell." And
brother had what your best "Wrong,"
friends won't tell you, the second then, becoming suspicious, "Say,
is your breath kissing sweet? Or
Trinity College Chapel is your mouth like the vat in a
Weekday Services
limburger
7:30
Holy Communion
The eldestfactory?"
brother was forced
8:45 a.m.
a.m. —— Mattlns
6:00
p.m.
—
Evensong
11:00 p.m. Services
— Compline
to admitafterthat every
he justmeal,
couldn't
brush
the
Sunday
8;15
a.m.
—— Holy
Communion
9:15
a.m.
Holy
Communion
6:30 p.m.
BLOOR
11:00
p.m. —— Evensong
Convoliae
EVERYBODY
WELCOME
MINISTERS
Rev. Dr. Ernest Marshall Howse
Rev. Walter C. Sellars
Organist
Church of The Redeemer
Frederickand C.Choirmaster
Silvester
(Anglican)
At Bloor
the Head
of the Road
Campus
and Avenue
11 a.m. Dr.
— Freedom
Under God
E. M. Howse
Rector: Rev.B.A..OwenL.Th.P. Prichard,
8 a.m. Holy Communion
7.00 p.m.— The Meaning of Life
Rt. Rev. J. S. Thomson
11 a.m. "The Ba^ic Approach
Moderator of the United
7 D.m.at "God's
Jewels"
Preacher,
11
a.m.
and
7
p.m.
Church of Canada. The Campus
— The
To Rector
God" —
Club will meet after the
Andrew's
Day,
Evening Service.
12.15Friday,
p.m. St.— Holy
Communion
KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister

with casual new

Tales

Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Harbord

THE
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Warmly welcomes members of
the University at its meeting
for worship on Sundays at 11
a.m.,
at 60twoLowther
Bloor.)
Bedford,
blocksAvenue
north (atof
WA. 1-0368

BOOT STYLINGS for men

A - WINTER BOOT FROM ITALY! New low-boot in
black or brown calf, or brown suede . . . lambswool
lined for Winter warmth. Sturdy rubber soles.
Pair 14.95

B - CHUKKA BOOT from England . brown suede with
crepe soles, supple brown calf. . with
leather soles
"Sanitized".
Poir 16.95
fnot sketched) DESERT BOOT by v"C|ark's" of England.
Campus favourite in brown or sand suede, crepe soles.
Sizes 6 to 1 1 included. Pair 12.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111 — MEN'S SHOES
EATON'S Main Store, Second Floor — Dept. 237
LIMITED
/T. EATON C°,

f^ICTORIA
COLLEGE
CHAPEL
A
Preacher:
Dr. George
C. PidgeonSERVICE^
POSTPONED
I
UNTIL DECEMBER 9

: DON'T THIS WEEKEND
Spend All Your Money
because you'll need four bucks next week
to order your 450-page all-campus Torontonensis at (he low price! Just five days left!
Displays and salesmen will be at your
college or faculty all next week.
J

witchTaste
waved her wand, and »k
brother was turned into fln
Outside in the Foid Conv
toothpaste tube. olt>
tible,
the second brother ber ^
he enter
caver
impat
onlvrn^?
's n,retu
ientedfortheGloop
be
confr
ontedand bythe the
Sin'ein
Comme
witch
rcial
"What's the password?

lookedanxiously
aroundbroth"1
v^
the "They
witch.
The'usesecond"
all
Blobbo frorn
and Itfinally
Dlurted
out:
"
'
Dad
Aunt Nelly
wouldto really
be fine if it
weren't
so smelly."
"Wrong
again,"
said the witch
"and I'll bet you haven't bought
a new blade since the U)Uis
Walcott fight." "No," admitted
Glunk, and
witch waved her
wand, turningthe him
into an electric razorting
cord.something wrong,
Suspec
SL-50
"Not walked
again,"into
saidthethecavern.
witch.'
word?"
the
"What'
s
"Mum's the word," said SL-50.
"Do you own a television set,
a washing machine, and a Ford
convertible? Are you hopelesslv
in debt trying to pay for them?"
asked
witch.SL-50.
"Yes,"thesaid
"Well then," said the witch,
"you canqualify
as a normal
idiot. Come
in and Ameritrade
inandyour
down
the Ford.
rest ofFifty
yourdollars
life paying
Wbereupon SL-50 got into the
Buick and drove off with the
Singing
Commercial to live hapfor it."
pily
ever after.
There must be a moral to this
think
one. right now I can't
story, ofbut
SABBATH EVE
, Nov.
Hillel
Friday,
23, 8:30 p.m.
Yak Greenwald and
Harold
Greenberg
"CHASSIDIM AND on
Sunday,Student
Nov. 25,
8:30 p.m.
Panel
GDIM"
MITHNA
Sydney Friedberg—
Peck,
Moderator
Peaiiie
Danny
Rotenberg— Millie Rotman
Wednesday,
28, 4 pmUniversityNov.College,
Room 11
Dr. Charles E. Hendry
Director, School of Social
Work
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-Salvation
HOURLY,
or
Betray
al?
OPINIONS
CHANGE

DECIDE
INDIVIDUALS
MUST
When debate
W*tfnesday
Hart will have to give an answer. To ten as the idealism is perverted
House
on thenight's
resolution a.n
the selfishness, there remains
agnostic, ''Ibutdoto notanyone
know"Whois by
that history would justify
the satisfactory,
the possibilily^that the selfishAnglo-French action in the Midness will be transfigured by the
not believe in making a
dle-East was over, one student does
creed out of confusion an answer ider.lism. Britain and France,
said, "I don't know what to think must
be given. The students on there can be little doubt, were
anymore. -My opinion
this this campus
are anxious that it acting in their own interests. But
thing is changing justofabout
they wereterests of the
also world
acting in the inbe
the
right answer.
every hour." He was speaking
by keeping
Some, of them are hoping that the Communists
for the students who are not
out of the Midthe answer lies in the relatively
represented in to-day's Forum, easy
dle
East
and
playing
the gadfly
path of pragmatic justificathose who. for the moment
THE SPIRIT OF '76
least, cannot bijing themselvesat ion. "We have to wait and see tu the UN's cow.
They did what many students
either to praise or to condemn.
what the results are." But the
They cannot praise because results are not going to help. A of this university have not been
able
to do. They have faced the
of
the
next
generation's
they are the heirs of a tradition, reading
books will reveal little paradoxical
huilt up to a great extent the history
besides which side wrote them. action
wouldpossibility
destroy that
the their
very
two countries on' trial now.by that
as the present situa- principles on which the actiun
recognizes l'stw as the only alter- Certainly,
tion
has
gone
as
lar
as
it
has,
and have accepted it
native to chaos and morality as
results will have to decide, 'wasa based
necessary
condition of an
Wh
the only alternative to spiritual the
tlisintegration.
but one day this campus is going aseffective
national life. There is
to
be
faced
with
the
necessity
of
nothing
H-bsoIut
eitmatheir
ins our
They cannot condemn because
deup Its mind, if there is cisioit. Our dec
tial is that
they realize that the tradition is making
any
sense
of
morality
whatsouseless if it cannot be defended.
own
ever in this university that deWhs.t is bothering them is> the
cision will have to be made on it is mad
selapparent paradox that the only motives.
the basis not of results, but of idealism orfishness.from
ntwo
comph'ie
There arecomplete
sides
way to defend the tradition is by
to
our
natures,
one
dictated
by
violating it. This is the real isThe tablymotives
of bea Ration
inevi- the necessity of maintaining life,
turn
out
to
an
inextricthe
other
by
the
necessity
of
Another thing that bothers
able combination of pure ideal- maintaining dignity and integthem is that sooner or later they
ism and pure selfishness. As ofrity. We can ignore neither.
Historian
Will of the People
Sharp Notice
THE QUESTION
"Egypt hadtheevery
History
of theintoCom■History
will justify
the " "The munists
Suezright
canal.to
actions
of Britain
and France
must be taken
ac- nationalize
because although it appears on
count. We must remember, for Weighing all consideration it is
On Wednesday night a Hart House Debate was
the surface that the Western Al- instance that they have been theirs. It is a poor country.
liance has been split, I believe sending arms to the Middle Only by raising the level of the
held
on the resolution, "In the opinion of this
that history will see the Briaverage man can it be assured
D. A. Fisher that
house, history will justify the action of Britain and
Communism will not take
tish French Suez move as sharp
notice which recalls the West East."
over. Britain talks of destroying
France in the Middle East." The house approved
Nasser without realizing that
to its job of facing Russian agWell, Almost . . .
the resolution by a vote of 59-32.
Nasser is expressing the will
gres ion — a job which has been
let slip due to the poor leaderthe people. What good is a
"In the interest of world peace ofleader
if he cannot do good
ship of the USA, which, egged
We were interested in finding out whether the
on by the selfish interests of anything R.is P.justifiable."
Kaplan (III UC> to his own people. I feel that
students themselves would vindicate the Anglowhen Britain moved into Egypt,
their big business, were, by allowing the Middle East situation
French action without passing the buck to history.
counting
US support,
Crying Wolf
ed againston every
nation itinmovthe
to worsen,British
trying' and
to cutFrench
even
further
Commonwealth,
except
perhaps
Below, our results.
on the
economy and lessening even idea"ThethatUNtherewas isformed
a moral order
further British and French in
It has been "said that Britain
Australia,
world
.affairs.
Britain
and
moved in because Communists
voice in world politics."
supposedly upholders of had
J. R. Stevens iGrad. Studies- France,
already moved in. It was
ideals,
moved
in
not
in
a
police
lian logic it is merely twu-vahtPhysics) action but in an act of aggres- just the other way around. BriSagging Shoulders
ed and thereby fallacious and
"There's only one way to treat of
tain's
actions
gave
the
Comcourse
unsupportable, Hission against
a dictator— with force, the only
UN Failure
munists their opening."
tory will not justify this action
Egyptian
armyan— already'
interestedbeaten
not
thing he understands. The UN because
in preserving peace but only Ajit Mirchandani (I Mech. Eng) is
international considerutterly incapable of using
"If Britain and
had in subduing one man — Nasser.
ations which prompted it were
force — after Hungary there can
situation
not interfered theFrance
Their action was contrary to
a
direct
result
of blind and inVerily, Verily* . . ,
would have become more cri- every known precept of interbe notain andquestion
as toto that.
BriFrance had
take upon
tical, in the face of the failure
sup ortable trust in the foreign
national law, and if justified
"Peacesurd. without
justice
is
abtheir
shoulders
the
burden
ot
Justice without God is
°f the UN to take action."
well justify RusWoodsStates.
itH UC)
Evan Evanoff (Grad.) wouldsia'sequally
actively, maintaining world policy of theJohnUnited
action in Hungary. It can '
St. Paul (Graduate)
only
go
down
as
a
grave
blundimpossible."
Jerry
Sperling
il
UC)
er— an immoral and ultimately
Means and Ends
Latest with Leastes
impotent act on the part of
Betray Ideals
"The
Britain
and France arrived in
attack
was
certai
Anthony
Eden,
a
wolf
in
sheep's
nly
not
Logistics
justified especially m the light
"It seems to me that the
too late with too much
The resolution is unfair be- Egypt
« the fact that the countries clothing."
motives
behind
the
attack
were
Michael
Rasmlnsky ill 1 ft ! |
Barry Watson (Grad. '55) largely hypocritical and selfish
involved belong to the UN and
cause in the manner of Aristotenave a responsibility to carry
though there may have been
peace.''
"ut their obligations to the UN,
Blatant Imperialism
an intention to keep Russia out
■•fie THE SPIRIT OF
I ,° "ft believe that the end
"It
that the of the Middle East. On moral
'Waif.
es the means and that action isof incredible
grounds
the
attack
was
unBritain
and
France
ecn>s to be
JOHN PAUL TONeS.
justif ed— a demonstration of
philosophy was t( police action. It was an
Siting the attack.the
thewhereas
bully inthere
BritainmayandbeFrance
"
imperialism.
Tory
blatant
of
—
some
act
Evelyn Rivaz (II Vicl We are no longer living in the
for security
That this at- partial justification
days tackof hasDisraeli.
The final evaluation
Morally Wrong
alienated the peupl.'S ofreasons.
whether
the
moral
outweighs
of South-East Asia is evident
The attack was morally in the UN. This travesty is prediction
the practicalof must
rest onInone's
the
results.
my
r°ng and Britain and France helping us lose in South-cast opinion Russia would not have
tion. aggressors without ques- Asia
into the Middle East;
a confused
toPeter
Marsh neutralism."
HI Trinity) gotten
Ostensibly I can see no
thereforeations bearthemoremoralweight
considerme.
with
*°n for the attack that could
Policeman's Lot
6 consi^red justifiable."
The
method
and
timing
of
the
Fred Johnson I II Vic l
"Justification for US action attack were especially out of
must lie in its belief thai jl can place. The whole incident could
s«fe Ground
Asianto countries.
beentaken
prevented.
over nottheseem
win does
This
m to be have
had been
through Iftheaction
UN
a only
sensible. Success nnot ; be
after
Nasser
had
refusedjustification.
If
Ufj J*; thc'
last
eight
years
the
not demonstrated that
sanctions, it would
Hitlei f wein tohaveheedbeenUN justified
action.
of dealing
would have to accept yere
Pract
The
West
regards itself as
being
as
Stalin
and
1942
rianner
with
the
prothe
good
and
noble
of the
tain and "eFianMiddle
n and UN but it has not inside
East.
justified. However Britaimorall
ce
its actions
y
me
to
seem
do
safe France
sufficiently represented its
Bri- justified on- the grounds that ideals, though I admit this is net
]y., a l-'acticaHy and moral
"
man
to be a policePolitic
George Lowen (I UC)
S. has
J, fl. BiiKtedo J.there
Wolfe (LecturerEconom
yal' always easy."
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salute
On the foyer wall of the William H. Wright building, King and York Streets, Toronto, are engraved
three words— "Canada's National Newspaper."
It is a proud title for any publication to claim for
it implies the service of a mighty dominion, whose
opinions and characteristics are as varied as the people who have come to live in its.vast expanse.
But The Globe and Mail, which is published in
the Wright building, comes as close to realizing that
title as any newspaper coulcj.
Today marks the beginning of The Globe and
Mail's 2 1 st year of publication. On Nov. 23, 1936, it
first appeared on the streets under the new name.
The Globe, one of Canada's oldest and most distinguished newspapers had purchased The Mail and
Empire.
Since that day, The Globe and Mail has grown
mightily. Recently, it added to its staff one of the
world's foremost reporters, to open a Washington
bureau. Its coverage of our own capital has long been
the most comprehensive in Canada. In all probability,
a London office of the Globe and Mail will be established shortly, and we may expect the same high
standards to be evident in Canadian news originating
overseas.
We look forward to the day when The Globe and
Mail enters the Sunday newspaper field, and its readers will have available the opinions its writers form
after examining the week's news.
Throughout its 20 years The Globe and Mail has
earned a reputation for accuracy in its news columns
and integrity in its editorials.
Today, Toronto's
morning
er
takes great pleasure in second
saluting The Globe newspap
and Mail,
a source of pride to its city, its country and the profes ion itrepresents.

snowballs at all
The first snow of the year fell last night, and during its presence on the ground a fact came to light
that once and for all condemns our generatio
n to the
ranks of the apathetic and the home of the bores.
Ever since Canada was just a little minnow in the
Empire's ocean, residents of Canada have had one
claim
distinction-one national habit almost unique
to our toland.
Snowballs.
From the lofty position of our newly gained maturity, even this generation can look
to the days
when the first snow went flying againback
almost as soon
as it hit the ground. Girls screamed, boys hurled,
women scowled but laughed underneath and dignified men took tighter grips on their hats and wished
they had the old pitching arm back again.
But yesterday afternoon, around the university
grounds, all that could be heard was a few
curses
from those who had to drive home through the snowfall.

There's a great deal wrong with our generationthe war babies-that
more important than us.has been decried by writers
But things haven't seemed irrevocable until yesterday, when the first snow fell to the ground, and
stayed there, i

HUNGARY
died fighting for f
ENVY FORrationing.
HUNGARIANS WHO DIED
I wish lo commend you on put up with such nuisances as
Dfri a,
ho e bet
ther
I ame ismor
your most excellent editorial in
incter
]iOyfV
Now it might be that the stil
sym
aliv
forgiorith0
hye, f,who
Thursday's
Varsity. I agree with Kremlin
thaltpat
noSpw '° iEg
brie
2
entirely.
is
only
bluffing;
there
your noble -arguments almost
is a chance that Russia has not freedom, who see them
Yes, we must continue to sell yet recovered enough from the tree
our wheat to .Russia, in order Second World War to start an- tra
d,n ther
wh0
And
rlv-b,:
theand
, «<■
yedworl
forge ottare
are,™S>
hWho
other; possibly
misto keep
up ourIt luxurious
standunderstoodourfriends dear,
are only
slow death of slavery °E h
ard of living.
certainly would
stalling
for
time,
until
they
are
dreamers right here . .^i
not do to be forced to drive strong enough to make us all not
themscomf
i ort
a liferesig
last year's car machines,
or do without
of nease,
„
dish-washing
for our.
the join
the
saltminers*
union.
However,
it
would
be
folly
to
chance of saving a few paltry
call the bluff and expose our- while millions of huma. "d »>.
Jives. Long live our economy!
selves to the possibility of war.
And you are so right about
However, there is one point are sending
-soondespa
" "«%•*
these
rau, an.
our athjetic and cultural ties
with the Communists; they on which I disagree with you. for help. However tw .pp'"k
sympathy
must not be broken. There is You feel, garians
who have for
died;the I Hunfeel cries will be choked „« , *a
nothing so lofty as the love almost envy.
They threw off the for thembetween two parties linked by bonds that tied
them down and
mutual hatred and spite. How
puerile of the Hungarian studisy!
ents to expect us to forsake our
lets
ng reon tryi
the ngmain
whileflyithey
J
REMEMBER
1960
duplicity, to stand up for our
£ Jj
beliefs. Long live our hypocrs-I say too
there,much,
old chap,
you'reOf ry out
asking
really!
their ordering1
s if \\x
it p'
As you say, the third. Hun- course I'll be glad to give you They
them. said
Now 'nobe shoot
a good feiw, JJ
garian plea is hardest to- ignore, well
don'
ggleletswhen
you'r
almost cruel, but not quite. money to buy iodine and band- whetn stru
Z
he
,you up e Welj
ages, but if you
I'm going
However, it would be folly to to interfere
in athink
private
fight, have a collection to help
risk war with Russia, now or
m
the doctor's bills
in the future. It does not really
!
bother us that behind the Iron % "Why. am I dressed in this can't do what you, imask sorry
Curtain millions are leading a police" uniform? Why, the peo- least I'll do what I can bU|Her*-i
twople
gave
me
it
as
a
sign
that
bits— every little bit hel^
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In 1935 the League of Nations
whether it is right that we do
"You want me to arrest him? failed Ethiopa.
not try to help, for better or for class,
eh?" it easy!. No sense in
Remember 1939?
take
worse, we can quickly dismiss Now
1956 " the United Nations
such annoying thoughts- by making a fuss if he won't co- youIn know.
operate. He's as much as said failed Hungary,
watching
a
thriller
"on
TV
or
Remember
I960? J. Kennedy
wandering down to the K.CJI. that he'll resist arrest."
"Certainly I have a gun — all
War would indeed be most inconvenient: before the people police do. And I know how to
IV Vio
behind the Iron Curtain could use it too! But the good citizens
Editor's
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We'd opinion
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YES, VIRGINIA
oncould
-Hungary.
Thursday's
editorial
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I -am in my first year at the University Coll-ege. I am very important
in my. first year of food chemistry. I voted for J-erry Cald- And On:
well for first year U.C. president. I bougrht ten dollars
worth of tickets to get a date with a French movie starlet,
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one. Iofcampaigned
to getI had
Mr.
Pogo I elected
president
the United very
Stateshard
-because
read in The Varsity where he was the best man for the
EQUALS
job. asHe follows:
didn't get elected. The results of all these things
are
Although
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a) I was humiliated by my classmates for voting for a we, the women of the Univeratj
of Toronto do more than decornon-existent person ,for the presidency of the U.C. Lit.
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We come &Eie
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to learn!
If we that
-wishis our
to ff*
■Bermuda
Shorts
with a non-existent movie starlet.
business.
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many
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and thesuckered
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annualMeanwhile,
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our Christmas
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have been so for q"lte 3
AND ON, ON CHRISTIANITY
All hail the advent of an- activities and events, but I do
other free-thinkerf Mr, John not feel that it is the duty of inane.
certain belief that
the editor to insert the cynical would
Gray ol UC, who obviously prejudices
be cynical
religious
values his "mind," has done an convictions ofintohistheownpaper,
Perexcellent job of paraphrasing
haps there was a message for
my recent letter to the editor. everyone
I 'f !
in the two editorials
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is, no doubt,
of activity
of the his
mind.conception in question, but it was lost in
of mockery, cynicism
I must admit that when I the midst
TAKE HIS
prejudice. The Varsity is
wrote my letter I had had hopes and
supposedly a reflection of the raise any
i|
on this campus. I can
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I cannot let your ..ej*".
versy about thea "quiet''
freedom controof the thought
the K
sorry, however
not concede that everyone else irepress or, more precisely, the on
this
campus
condoned
the
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unan
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faceti°»s
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argue
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Far
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editorials
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want
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like to clarify my position. I on Motherhood, I have merely
ftnatica. »°-jm«
agree that it is the duty of The challenged the editorial staff to
Varsity to comment on campus emote on any. other topic in the
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c
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391

This secluded little Christmas shop is all yours
from now on, men !
The ladies visited us on Ladies' Day
Ithe only day when ladies are allowed in.)
They liked what they saw; now we'll see to it that
you see what your lady liked best! For chances
ore thot she whispered in our ear . . . and we'll
poss the hint along. Or (in cose she wasn't able .
to come Ladies' Dayi, we'll help choose wonderful
Christmas surprises for her !
CLUB 391 - A Men's Shop filled with Christmas
Gifts for Ladies— Third Floor, Centre

A member of our Technical Management will be present
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the University of Toronto Athletic Association for
ers including former St. Mike's day,
of Montreal. The other exhibit
Boniors
Major star Pete
Huggart and game will be against St. Michaelion's S3 years, undertook his work at the request of The Varsity, and
e' wh0 ex-jumo
e sWhy,
, i».the^°>zBlue
r star Brian McAllister.
Majors at the Arena on Tues- his production will not soon be forgotten.
last year,
„ith d up from
In- All told this team isn't going
the thi
More important to the undergraduates at the present time, is
k.™ s.calleThis means that
another gift of Mr. ReeTr. It spends its time
Ete this year will have
in the Hart House
doubt, one of the most beautiful cups
without competition.
case andforis,athletic
trophypresented
at center andr John
ever
and eithe Mert
s Off
T. A. Reed Trophy was first put up for annual competition
to McGill
Whyte on the wings, Swim Gal
By MERLE
OVERHOLT
back Thein the
fall of 1936. As well as being an impressive cup, the
the lines on this This
title
it
bears,
and the competition for which it is presented, are
is
diction
the big day and off we
but win or lose we all equally outstanding.
not be rated one,
■s team can
The division winners of "The Intramural All
ability,of go to Montreal! As I am writing know that these ten girls will Year High Point Championship
j three in orderlinesof are
the cup.
T. A. Reed Trophy" have
the wind is howling and the do their best for the old blue their names inscribed on the large,forgold
f the forward - al, and— this,
and
white.
snow
is
Last
snowing
year
and
found U,
so I am
Wv the same potenti
Fourteen
colleges
and
faculties
compete
ng if the team is wishby Western Univer- the winners of which receive ebony plaques forwiththe anchampionship,
■ is no reason why the so- wonderi
emblem of
that they were destined for of T.sityedged
for the championship. Al- the
I third line should not get the ingUnivers
trophy suitably engraved.
ity of Southern Cal
though Ihave been keeping the
Before
the
winners
can
be
announced,
John
MacCuteheon
any points as the first line, or Florida instead
of that found- eagle eye on the exchanges from his genial secretary Kay Boyd, must sort through a maze andof
morrow's Blues lineup will
the Collegiate Big Four no men- registration figures and points.
ed by James McGill.
Var- And
new to eman
players
re twoThey
so the University of Tortion has been made of their reare defene
fans.
attempt to delve completely into the scoring system
onto's Women's Swim Team
teams aspir- wouldTo necessitate
swimmingments.
Munro ft'om tne University
almost a complete separate edition of The Varationsspective
or achieve
So no
askatchewan, and goalie Ray off to McGill for the Intercol-is
sity. Generally, the various sports, from football all the way' down
i of the Port Arthur North
legiate Swim Meet this Saturday. news may be good news, at least to water
polo,
are
divided into two groups. The first constitutes
j_ Speaking of goalies, coach I am not calling in the old one- case.
we hope that this will be the the team type of sports,
football, hockey, basketball, lacrosse and
; Kennedy intends to have eyed specimen to make his presuch.
The
second
consists
competitions in track,
It is expected that Saturday fencing, boxing, swimming ofandtheso individual
on.
morning
in Montreal will be
The
various
colleges
and
faculties
are
classed according to
taken up with practices and
Class A has only one member, the Faculty of Applied
kule Teams
Battle
warm-ups for the afternoon's registration.
Science.
Victoria,
Medicine
and
University
College
make up Class B.
activities. After the meet is over
St,
Mike's
and
Dentistry
are
the
members
of Class C.
all those participating are to be Trinity,
Classes D & E make up the Second Division.
banqueted
in
true
style
by
the
Points
are
awarded
for
entry
per
team,
games
won,
eniors
Victors
hostess university. Some of the won, placing in the finals, and, of course, winning the title. groups
Skule made their 2-1
way
a pass from Barkley
team
members are returning on
the Intramural soccer finals took
Points are subtracted for defaulting games and scratching
scorescore
and column.
put theTheJunior's
the night train after the banquet entries
rday noon by scoring a 2-1 the
game into
was while
in individualAthletic
sports. office
One certainly
ttie staffa
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remainder
will
be
reeven after this and the final
of the Intramural
in their doesn't
task of envy
announcing
*TyJunior
over Skule
their baby
the city red winner
of
the
Reed
Trophy.
team. brothers.
As the whistle found the score Senior (or will itmainibeng to paint
blue and white?)
suggests, the game was Skule 2— Junior Skule 1.
to the All Year championships, there are no fewer
throughout, and Junior It would seem that Senior The speed participants for than In20 addition
other trophies which can be won during the course of the
: put up a very good fight, Skule will have to develop more Varsity will be Ada Macpherson, year in interfaculty
competition. Three special awards, the Chane Junior team won the toss spirit if they are to beat Trinity (captain), Jan Cunningham, Sue
cellor Cody Trophy to the individual winner of the track meet, the
elected to take advantage in the final next week. While Evans, Gail Royce, Jean Crowth- Don Barton
Memorial
awarded to the most improved
er,
Jane
Furness,
Linda
Krissa.
[the stiff breeze during the they won, they did not look like and Janet Medland. Doing the gymnast, and the McCattyTrophy,
presented to the winner of the
half. The play swung from champions in doing it. Most of synchronized routines will be 200 yard breast stroke in theTrophy,
interfaculty
swim meet, headline the
[to end but both defences the credit for this must go, of
list.
strong, and neither goal- course, to the Junior team who Ada Macpherson, Pat Elsley, and
Add
In
the
various
team
cups,
including
the historic Mulock
^ fr was seriously troubled. refused to give in and gave a Janet Medland while Rosemary
Jr Skule's forward line was very good account of themselves, Whealy will be doing the honours Cup, the Jennings Cup, the Slfton Cup and the Arts Faculty
and you begin to understand one of the factors that makes
patchy and none of the Especially outstanding- for the on the board. (Apologies ladies Trophy
,ards seemed able to shoot. Juniors
was their centre-forward if I have any of you in the wrong our Interfaculty system the best in existence.
ODDS *N ENDS
3fc, just before half-tin^, Barkley, who looks like a veal section.) And so, we wish you
.°r Skule scored a fortunate star for Skule and perhaps Var- luck. Win or lose we know that
Thanks to Peter Bangs (U SMC) for going along with the
when in a desperate attempt
sity in years to come.
you will do us proud ! ! 1
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PARK PLAZA HOTEL
Room
New Empress Dress:
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Semi-Formal
Dancing 9 — 1^
a
ELLIS McLlNTOCK and his Orchestr
DOOR
AT
INED
TICKETS CAN BE OBTA
Only $3.00 per couple
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26 - 29

FRED SHORNEY LIMITED
70 Bloor St. West (Corner Bay St.)
A. EARL EDWARDS
536 Bay view Ave.
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Polite

Attitude'

Alarms
tive canA Progressive Conservanew
Canadidate said last night
dians realize that slavery underby
caused
was
sts
the Communi
own apathy.
their
Arthur Maloncy. speaking to the
tive
campus Progressive Conservatism
club, on the topic Conserva
anxious
are
they
said
You,
and
not to let that apathy
and eager
again.
occur
the crop'
have the he'cream
We Europe,
per
said. ofEighty
from
und?
backgro
from
coming
are
cent
equivalent to university standards,
if not better. "They are rather
alarmed at the too polite a.ttitude
to the Communist regime here."
The political picture in Canada
is becoming easier to define, Mr.
governMaloney said. The g Liberal
ment is declinin in the provinces. He cited the startling vic-ive Conserva
the Progress
torytivesofin Nova
Scotia.
"West of Ontario, the people
have found satisfactory alternatives to the
Liberal
He
said that
Quebec
had party."
not found
any alternative to the Liberals,
and will be prepared to turn its
political
tive party,support to the Conserva"French Canada lias contributed
more to the culture of Canada
than can be realized." It was the
duty of all Conservatives to dispel
false beliefs that they are enemies
of all the things French Canada
stands for.
Louisiana State
Plan Relief Fund
Students at Louisiana State
University in Baton Rouge, La.,
have approved a plan to raise
510,000 for the relief of Hungarian refugees. to
The the
money" refugees
will be
channelled
through the World University
Service, and 90 per cent is to be
for direct aid with the remaining
id per cent for Radio Free
Europe. The only opposition to
the plan came from those who
thought it might conflict with
the United Fund drive which will
start soon on the campus.
University
Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for Students
Fine FlannelS27.S0
Worsted Trousers
S16.50
Credit
Terms
Desired
Business
9 Ifa.m.Saturday
to 6 p.m.
MondayHours:
through
PARNESQUEENClothing
Co.
ST. W.EM.6-2025
Sample 706at S.A.C.
Office

To

Reds

— PC
Immigrants
Mr. Maloney said that the workcant
factor
in
the next election."
ing man finds his best and surest The field of public
service is the
friend in the CCF party. But, they worthiest
of all, Mr. Maloney told
are alert enough to realize that his audience. You cannot harm
the CCF cannot form a govern- yourself by giving your allegiance
ment. "This will be a very signifi- to the Conservative party.
APARTHEID CONFLICT
The Government of the Union of South Africa has
announced its intention to extend apartheid to the open
universities of South Africa. It is expected that legislation to this effect will be introduced in the next session
of Parliament in January 1957. The independent universities, led by the University of Cape Town, are strongly
opposed, to this plan. They are arguing that apartheid
would have to be enforced against their wishes and
therefore would violate the independence of the universities, and that non-segregation has worked very well so
far, and not only has proved workable but also beneficial
to the universities.
The first two students to take part in the exchange
systemish between
the Universities
of Cape
and BritColumbia have
been chosen.
The Town
exchange
was
arranged by the WUS committees of the two universities.

FORMALS
Gowns in stock or custom made
for $45.00 and up.
HELM AR
—
WA. 1-5978

HART

HOUSE

THIS WEEKEND
Caledon Hills Farm
Visitors' Sunday
2.00 - 5.00

All week-end. United Nations Club P t'i
Men and women welcome. Tea in -the r
' u"
Hall
from 3.00. -.4.00 —
p.m. Exhibition?*
House.
young
Quebec artists in the Art Gallery

HIGHLIGHT
WEEK-END
Tri-University
Concert OF— THE
Saturday,
_24th, at 8 p.m
in the Great Hall. Tickets available at the
Hall Porter's Desk and the S.A.C. $1.00.
Hart House Glee Club
Sudbury Male Chorus
Men.'s Glee Club. University of Rochester

How to lose dates and alienate people — get so behind in your
work that you're among those absent at the Prom. The solution?
Get yourself a Remington Quiet-Riter — the finest portable typewriter made. Costs only $1.00 a week. Helps you get through
your work in half the time. Gets you better grades. Notes are
easier to read — more useful for future reference when you type
them. You don't have to take our word for it. Get yourself a
Remington
did
without from
it. your nearest dealer. You'll vsonder how you ever
Yours for $1.00 a week
Cartada's Finest Portable Typewriter
ATTRACTIVE, LIGHT-WEIGHT
CARRYING CASE
The Remington Quiel-Riler comes in o beautiful carrying case that's free.
Also included —
"Touch-Method"
brush for cleaningtyping
type. instruction book and
PRODUCTS OF REMINGTON RAND LIMITED • Dealers across Conado

You feel so new and fresh
and good— all over— when you
pause for Coca-Cola. It's sparkling with quic*
refreshment ... and it's so pure and wholesom
—naturally
to yourforfigure.
things— friendly
good things—
you. Let it *°
"Coke" It a registered Ira de-mark.
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Fight
12

With

City

Resignations

In Nfld.
Student
Protest
Eleven of 13'Student Representative Council members and the newspaper editor have'
resigned
at St.over
John's,
Nfld.,facilities.
Memorial University in the aftermath of a squabble with
civic
officials
hockey
William Lebans, former Muse editor, said in a telephone interview last nigrht that the
quarrels Junior
was touched
by the refusal of officials to let a university team join the St.
League.
Hockey off
John
Focal point of the dispute was on incident at the SJJHL opening game when authorities, including Mayor Mews, were booed by students.
A column by George Perlin, campus stringer for the St. John's Daily News, where the
Muse is printed, suggested that students owed the mayor an apology.
Bill Eompkey, SRC president, had made an appointment to see Mayor Mews to 'explain'
mayor.
the
students' actions. Then he called an SRC meeting to present his plans for meeting the
' Then 60 or 70 students march- Remarking that University stu- At the height of the controversy
Cd on his office protesting his dedents had no hockey facilities be- the weekly Muse brought out two
cision. At a meeting they voted
fore this squabble. Mr. Lebans mimeographed "specials" to keep
students in touch with latest deagainst his plan to visit the mayor said:
— Epprldge but
"Now we have lots of offers. velopments.
he
went
anyway;"
Mr.
Lebans
said.
Prince
Copies of them reached Tha
ed the ofuseWales
of itsCollege
artificialhasiceofferand Varsity
WVlClOrS
K^wc ~hy
were night.
VarsityThe Btues
their firstto game
the "That motion of no confidence
season^r—
Friday
Blues inslammed
an 11-0of win
this weekend after the
games
have
been
arranged with editor
meant
a
campus-wide
referendum
. Brigids, used all three goalies in the process.
and the council member!
on the question had to be held, in teams from Grand Falls and Bell
had resigned.
accordance
he said. with the constitution."
The motion against the president was upheld on that vote 354 Island."
Phillips
To
Open
to
248
was 9 Million US Students
just 20 but
votes.''unfortunately
short of the itneces51 per cent majority," Mr.
Treasure
Van
Lebanssary said.
Armed with a Gurkha sword. first time this year. Some of the "Meanwhile I was off on a geByStates 1970
Committee
college and uni-- Canadian
college enrolment,
Mayor Nathan Phillips will offi- display is at the Institute.
ology trip to some mines 300 miles United versity
about
90.000 is expected to
enrolment may triple in now
■cially
slash
a
ribbon
and
open
double
by 1965.
Sidney" Smith, War- from St. John's," the third-year the next 14 years, to 9,000,000
■Treasure Van at 2:30 this after- President
den Joseph McCulley and StUr student said, "and when I return- students, an interim report of the Unless the states as well as th»
|:noon.
ed I found the staff had gone President's Committee on Edu- country plan for the influx, preCouncil president Gordon
Approximately 4,000 guests dents'
sent public-school problems will
Forstner have been invited to against orders I had left, so I ten- states. cation Beyond the High School be repeated
have been invited to the cere- the
in the colleges, the
opening.
dered my resignation."
mony in Hart House Debates
warns.
room. The first few minutes of "A chance at early Christmas He told Varsity staffers that Present enrolment is about 3,* .report
Thousands
of
qualified
pressure mounted on the SBC un- 000,000 students. Most current es- will graduate from
the show may be televised.
highstudent*
school
til all but two members — both
t
i
m
a
t
e
s
a
r
e
that
figure
will
doushopping"
is
what
the
local
WITS
and
find
they
have
no
place to
women— r-had resigned,
The World University Service committee calls the display.
ble
by
1970.
go. There will be overcrowding,
I show runs until 10 p.m. Thurs, day evening. Hours are 12-6 in
arooms
shortage
of professors,
class*
and laborities
and a finani the afternoon and 7-10 p.m.
cial
crisis.
The
committee
Ryerson Institute is in on the Hungary Campaign
regional meetings beginningplanaitk
Is Under Way
sale of foreign hadicrafts for the
January, and may wind up with)
a national conference to form)
final recommendations.
Funds, Taggers Urgently Sought
HH CAMERA AUCTION
The Hungarian Relief campaign to the situation in Hungary. The SCM is having an emer- Committee recommendations inHart House Camera Club
gency meeting at 100 p.m. to- A broader range of educational clude: '
members will auction their depends for its success on "mak- "Every penny collected will be
ing the students realize the. emer- given hurst
dayficein the
House of-in opportunities and less rigid tim«
to said.Hungary,"
Misscollected
Broadsurplus equipment Wednesday
for allSCM's
thoseHart
interested
The
money
Mi the clubrooms.
gency of the situation,"
requirements.
helping with the campaign.
Service Carole
Com- will be handled
by
World
UniAuctioneer Bev Best said Broadhurst,missionStudent
versity Service, and will go "This campaign can be com- ofRecognition
— and equal
rewardwith)—
Chairman said Sunday
the auction, first -tried last night.
professors
pared
to
the
student
campaign
directly to student refugees in
othercollege
professions.
year, was patterned after
during
the
war
for
Dutch
Relief,
Austria
A tag Service
day, sponsored
the Bill Witchell. (V Dents) can be relief to England, and more re- An explicit, considered Federal
'nose operated successfully by Student
Commission,by and
Ine Toronto
cently the Hurricane Hazel Re- Government policy in education
reached at WA 3-9863 by anyone
- many years. Camera Club for a Student Christian Movement interested
lief Fund— all conducted by stud- beyond the high school.
in volunteering for tagorganized fund are part of the ging.
ents."
Miss Broadhurst said.
State areby tostatebe analyses
how"
response this campus is making
many
educated,of what
the costs will
what rear-of
rangementsbe,
and expansion
facilities will be needed and
what
types of institutions
will benewnecessary.
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SPORTS!

SHOWS!

DANCES!

HIGH
GEAR
Yes the fall campaign offering you a special
discount on the 1957 Torontonensis shifts into
high gear this week!
NO DISCOUNTS AFTER FRIDAY!
DISPLAYS in most colleges and faculties — or order
at SAC office

CLUBS!

FRIENDS!

COLOUR!

ON,

our readers write:
FOLLOW
THE
On Thursday you ■ published
an editorial in which you asserted the inadvisbility of adopting the three suggestions
made entsby, Ishould
some like
Hungarian
to assertstudthe
advisability, and further, the
necessity
of
acting
on
these
proposals.
We should discontinue all
trade with Russia. Admittedly
we have a surplus wheat problem,, but towe Russia,
do not"norhave
sell wheat
wouldto
we be materially inconveniencany degree
theiired to market.
Let through
me pointlosing
out
that Poland is also in great need
of wheat, and the immediate
necessity of befriending this
nation is painfully clear.
As things stand now, the
lack of opportunism shown by
our leaders has obliged Poland
to
aid — andselling
the
wheats^eekwe Russian
are so blithely
Russia she is promptly delivering to Poland! This reveals more
than simply what patsies we
are for clever Russian policy.
It points up the disregard of
the Kremlin for the welfare of

ly.HUNGARIAN
its own people all in order to
keep its> satellites bound tightFrom strategic consideration,
also, we are cutting our own
throat ,an accurate expression
here) in the long run. By selling
wheat to Russia we are alleviating their agricultural crisis,
covering up the miserable failure ofstem,their
collectivepossible
farm syand making
for
them to continue unabated the
heavy industry which is producPRECISION
On reading your front page
article on the convocation today, I was rather surprized to
find you refering to the awarding of Ph.D. and Masters degre s as hand-outs. Some of the
graduate
student's
at hefeeluniversity
might,
perhaps
they
have earned
their degrees,
C.Yours,
E. <UC)
very precisely
Editor's note: Not so precisely
as to spellferring""surprised"
or "recorrectly.

ENGINEERING
AND
SCIENCE
Canadair Limited, in Montreal, has attractive openings
for graduates in the following categories:

GRADUATES

Hp
4>1

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NUCLEAR PHYSICS

These openings are for design, research and development of advanced aircraft and guided missiles, as
well as commercial applications of nuclear energy.
An interesting training program is offered to selected
applicants.

OUR

REPRESENTATIVE

WILL

BE HERE
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
NOVEMBER 28th, 29th and 30th
Sign for appointment in the Engineering Faculty Office, Mining Blag.
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words
Words come easily . . .
"Today's Varsity editorial says we can't give to
the Hungarians exactly what they ask for. The Varsity
wants to cut them off. The Varsity is against Hungary. The Varsity
is a foolish,
Words
come easily
... selfish newspaper ..."
"Can't cut off trade with Russia— imagine! Have
to do everything we can. Don't think, rush in. Stop
sending wheat to Russia. They'll know we're not on
their side. Let the Prairie farmers go hungry for a
while. Let everybody go hungry. Just as long as I
feel I'm helping. Stupid Varsity! Imagine trying to
keep any semblance of economic order."
Words come easily . . .
"Sports! Stop the Olympics. Pull the west out. If
the Russians beat us they'll have strong propaganda
weapons. But if we show we're afraid to compete
with them, that's different. Blame the athletes because the government's wrong. Blame everybody.
Kill the Russians. Start a war. Just don't bother me."
Words come very easily . . .
No police force! Don't be silly. Look how well
the United Nations can organize a police force. Send
them some typists. The Varsity says it's too late. Don't
give up. We can still start a war. Let's not think the
U.N. has learned a lesson. Let's not assume that
events of the past few weeks have taught the nations
of the free world a lesson they'll never focget. Let's
bungle around some more."
Words come easily . . .
"Write letters. Expose The Varsity. Show they
don't care about Hungary. Lead the way. Help the
- Hungarians. Write letters."
"What's that you say? A chance
money
for Hungary? Sure, I'll help. Here's toa give
dollar. As a
matter of fact, here's a dollar and a half. Sure I get
that for an hour's work. I'll give an hour's work anytime to help those poor students. Didn't they die?
What do you mean not enough? It's fifteen draft
beers isn't it? I've done lots. I've talked in coffee
shops by the hour. I spoke
on a debate. I almost
wrote a letter to The Varsity. Those poor Hungarians!
Our Words
governcome
isn't doing
ment easily
. . . enough."
Let's give something that doesn't.

new, encouraging
voice
On another page of today's paper is a review of
New Voices, an anthology of Canadian University
writing.
The book is not all it might be. But where it faiJs,
it is the fault of the contributors, not of the judges or
the publisher.
J. M. Dent and Sons deserve hearty congratulations for this venture. It has brought a bright glow
to the dull sky of young Canada's artistic attempts.
If there had been more thinking along the lines
the Dent company has drawn, their book might have
been more successful artistically.

worsizing the language
We thought English had reached its lowest ebb
when the president, in his report last year, referred
to a "slow process of democratization."
But there is a sign near Eglinton ave. and Yonge
St. that advises home-owners to PORCELAINIZE.
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was
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blem in hand, I accept that
— which is the outfit Britain
capitalism gradually collapses
through historical circumstancfirst
If we are violently opposed to
month. sent into Egypt this
esentthefrompeople
are
quite
differtheir fellow creatures
to the communist system then
in the West, The difference is
surely we must prevent bj '
manifested in a form of jea- an attack would have suited force
lousy or distinct dislike (to a
purpose only if Egypt ist , if necessary, any national,
certain extent, of course., entire- Russia's
trend towards such a system.
absolute byvictory.
ly justified) of the Western peo- had
defeatgained
sustained
EgyptTheis Britain may have seen the
ples.
Britain,
quite
naturally
reings. ceives the brunt of these feel- the greatest defeat suffered by Egyptian situation in this light
Russia since the days of the The American leaders have
May I suggest that the under- Russo-Finnish war. Her firm . shown awareness of the pro-,
cause precipitating
Anglo-in base has lost considerable re- blem on the home front.
Frenchlyingmilitary
intervention
spect, through the defeat handEgypt was due primarily to a
real danger of this sphere of influence falling into the hands of
Russian Imperialistic control.
On the surface this danger may
have- escaped observation, for
the military intervention oy
Anglo-French forces had caused panic amongst several, of the
Western nations, hence they
were
by their emotions and
not byledreason.
I believe that this sphere was
listed by Kussia as an obvious
weak
on theSheperiphery
capitalistspot-control.
knew thatof
the Egyptians, and for that matterernall nations
the middle-east
had no loveandforeastthe
West. Russia also knew that
they had no particular love
for her, as yet, but given time
and economical encouragement
would ' probably
munism in favour follow
of the com-old
classical form of 'capitalist imperialism'; iffor no other reason than that she was as yet
an illusionary power, a power
that was not really known. Russia probably wanted to use
Egypt as a firm base for future
expansion in the Moslem world
leading
kingdom ultimately
of India. to the Hindu
warOneis ofto the
attackbasicthe principles
weak flank,of
establish a firm base, and then
advance for further conquests.
I believe Russia was infiltrating, not by military force, for
this would be too obvious, but
rather by its old mechanism of
gradually inflicting economic
control.^Russia had already committed Egypt to supply her with
vast quantities of cotton during
the next two years; in exchange
she was to receive, in advance,
obsolescent military equipment,
thus theoretically building her
into one of the most powerful
nations of the middle-east. A
shop window was being built by
Russia.for other middle -eastern
nations to observe. She hoped
that they wou Id look toward 3
this window and follow a similar pattern in their own homes .
Thus by a natural process, communism would creep through
this area. One can perceive tho
glamour of the military might
which • Egypt was displaying.
Her strength was expressed by
e series of insults directed *t
Britain by Nasser and his pre-
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ich are essentially witty decorations vieux." This part of the program ended
f time-worn themes, such as the fol- with a sprightly song called "II est bel et
housewives were conwing eulogy of a mistress's charms: bon"; two doting
gratulating themselves on the domestic
"Sweet honey - sucking bees,
virtues
of
their
husbands
at a rattling
why do you still
pace and this was the hit of the evening.
Suifeit on roses, pinks and
G.R.
violets

NEW
\V\v
1&>6)
"I had forgotten,"
acquaintance
recently,
could
be so gloomy^"

Voices
(Canadian
.1. 31. Dent,
and Soils,I_'idver>.ft£-.
Toronto, Writing
s:(.im. of
said a graduate
Eliitubeth H°me, author of 'One 01 Mi . .
"that the" world most unusual stories in the "topk, i«
listed as coming from Bishop's Univer'is now doing
post-graduato
atsity, butTrinity._Her
Paradise
Mislaid in
. New Voices — 'theentry
Dent into
company's
financially-dangerous
publi- awo*k
quaint
attempt
to
express
Adamcation of student writing — is, if any- and-Eve-and-apple story inthe modern
thing, remarkably free of the God-ifs- terms. Its lack of any real meaning
awful-to-be-young attitude that charac- seems toticatedwaste
pen. the talents of a sophisterizes so many youthful attempts at
expression.
William Kinsley is a native of, the
Judged purely . as an anthology, United States, now working, at St
Especially during these times when every Michael's. His "The Hole" will remind
publisher in the world is printing the our graduate friend how gloomy life if)
great short stories of all time. New
laborer'stheinability
It tells of a young reading
Voices is pretty horrible. With very few work
story, woto
exceptions, no stoi-y in the book is all knowhard.thatAfter
digging ir distasteful work,
worthy
of
publication
in
an
unsponsored
medium.
Mr. Kinsley has done some,
that else.
and
but little
But as a first example of our naLast,
but
far from least, among tho
contributors connected
with Toronto, j:i
tion's literary— youth,
it is remarkably
encouraging
even surprisingly
so.
■lay MarPhtrson. Anyone interested in
Five contributors represented in the writing on this campus is surely awaro
book are, or have been, connected with of this lady's ability. Miss MacPherson
the University of Toronto. This fact in now lectures at Victoria College. Of tho
itself, as our own Warden McCulley three poems included in New Voice i
points out in his forward, is of no parti- i The Garden of the Fall. The Gentln
cular significance. The ways of talent
and The Caverned Woman)
are unpredictable at best and we can do Shepherd,
two have been published hereabout o
previously.
little
more
than
say
we're
lucky
to
have
five
such capable writers affiliated with
This does not detract from her abiliour campus.
ties as shown in this book. Miss MacToronto contributors were:
Charles Chadwit k, a fourth year Tri- honours. Pherson appears to have taken poetndoes not permit comment on
nity student
editor ofis that
college's everySpace
Review.
Mr. and
Chadwick
no stranger
contribution in the book. Mention
to Toronto readers, and the two poems of the Toronto writers is by no meann
in New Voices will do no harm to his meant to imply theirs is the best work
Short stories, on the whole, are of a
growing reputation. His style is among
the most mature in the book, and he has higher
quality than liked:
the poetry.
I particularly
Swingbox, by
a lilting feel for rythms:
Now alone in deserts empty;
David Young, of U of Manitoba, and T3l»
Now the golden spaces lie.
Pony,
Elizabeth
Morning lingers into morning;
The byDentUBC's
company
is no Lampert.
doubt exSummer loneliness caresses
pecting to lose gome money on this venInto slumber every child.
ture.
The
only
motive
that
can
— Lullaby.
buted to them is a desire to bedo attrithat
Remembering, sleep slowly
now.
tritest
trite things — help Canadian
writers ofgrow.
James Gregory Doncgan, is a graduThey deserve a great deal of credit
St. Michael's
and isinnowthestudying
at aate ofBasilian
seminary
United for their first effort. I hope they get
enough-support,
financial andMr.otherwise
Sratttt.
His "A
Morningexpression
for Makers"
aStates.
delicate,
symbolic
of hisis to convince them to d,o it again.
religious inquiry.

Canadian
music
journa I
A lew weeks ago, this page noticed the ar- render it unpalatable to six-headed sea monsters.
Journal is published by the Canadian
ival of a literary 'quarterly'. The Tamarack, to MusicTheCouncil,
is an organization devoted
'"e devoted to creative writings and criticism to the furtherancewhich
of music in all its facets, across
eivun with the emphasis on 'Canadian stuff,
ow it is the turn of the writers on music, and this country, whose praises have too long refirst issue of The Canadian Music Journal,
mained unsung. If only to find the vital importguild of tireless volunteers, this first
hich appeared late last month, sets off a series issue anofce of this
quarterly should be looked into.
hich,, let us hope, stands better chance of con- Sir Ernest their
Macmillan
the President leads off with
nuing at length in this- difficult field, than any a short introductory article
on the achievements
°ther
its
not-so-few
predecessors
appear
to
have
had.
and ideals of the Council, on its difficulties and
its
slender
hopes.
Then
follows
main feature
One of the features of the first— and the se- article, on the two 18th century theEnglish
musical
nd—number is, indeed a survey by Helmut historiographers, Dr. Charles Burney and
Sir
flman lof the C.B.C.'s Toronto music library.) John Hawkins, by the renowned compiler of The
f previous essays at musical periodicals which, " Oxford Companion to Music, Dr. Percy Scholes.
th its chronicle- of short" lives, small circui- This is a touchingly avuncular pat on the head
red bank balances, seems hardly a for the young^ hopeful, the youthful magazine
wtmtousts andsend-off
young hopeful. However, that must be got off to a good start. But I should
am assured thatforina the
second
the not be so cynical. The paper is a little scholarly,
«, some conclusions are drawn half
thatofshow
a little dry in spots, but it does not condescend,
what ways,, this Journal has a right to expect and
as it relates both men in their being acquaint■ fortune than the others had. Certainly,
ed with Samuel Johnson, it has more than an
rom a few minor shortcomings which I merely
academic musical interest.
'0 no will be dealt with as time goes on,
The other two important articles, besides Mr.
itv*UrnaJ's desserts are very good indeed; Kellman's
are, those by Glenn Gould, entitled
aEa? *h€y ate better or worse than ^
-urcT"65 surveyed by Mr. Kallman I am, of "The Dodecaphonists Dilemma.'' and by Harry
Both
»S m no position to say. *
Adaskin on "Music and the University."
of promoting immerit because
the, delightful
these haveargument;
~d how Should tne aims of a musical journal be, emdiate
the
latter
it
is
up
ft* are
to differ from a purely literary
around the
former because itisis one
the pole, and the Now
ited ? main ^Unction will be. that they are bend;
of the
Gould
Mr.
definitely.
abt °tco.mment and criticism, instead of begencertainly
bieni 1° lnclude original material. A further brighter geniuses
that ofhethisknows
no doubt
therein isCanada,
^Ple c in ltle fact tnat' wnereas most more thanerationaand little
is talking; but
he
what
about
e to re ***** more-°r-less. relatively few are the sooner he realizes that the expounding of the
irest jn -t music- or even develop sufficient most obscure topic to a public who. however
c|es on
t0' bother
involved ortechnical
a reasonable
composition,
theory, literate they may be, will not, atsubject,
uoscurr
-* style, ofwith
anMith
d h r,v,musical
is not
"re, details
musical history. Yet guess
his
know too much toabout
aphorisms,
polysyllabic
adherence
by
dership form majority of the potential furthered
article invites disagree15 econom- a ,music magazine. How then, where the better.. Mr.soAdaskin's
ment but does so entertainingly that it becomes
"ltr*k,
stand
unfeasible
to
have
two
Music
as to differ.
well
as
his Publi dard. as it were, and tourist class, a pleasure to read
E m ieGparrte0m5 *° De drawn 'n. without placsorts of reviews that
various
of
string
The
1 th* m0r f .Standards and critical criteria bring up the rear are the weak part of the .ssue,
es"_ bvshould
sighted
musicians
and
musical
10usu,aly demand?
bv and large. There are some good points made,
but it is patchy work. One interring section,
H d bet\v-e4 S°n °f a course nas to be that should appeal to some of out professional
,ht ChatiVj ^y113 of over-intellectual ism rank-and file, is the group of commentar.es on
^uroai I °f banality- T*1* Canadian "Music Education in the Schools." Here short
fS of eithe d°eS n0t entirely escape the hor- contrib
utions will be made by active music
"Eiflc tha/ ■ ^eSe monsters- In its aims, I teachers at primary and secondary levels, from all
thUn
Would "ther fall prey to the
most
parts of :he country, urban and ruralhas- toOlver
^'"tain lattef. provided it can achieve o0nebe.
enlightening, to what is. how muchMJrbMt
»iH tQ ^me
Son
of
financial
immunity,
8 reteh my -metaphor to the limit.

ACTA
VICTORIANA
It is unfortunate this year that Acta Victoriana hau
strumpeted its first issue with so many editorial pats on inback. Innovations claimed for this issue are a 'new' Art, Musn:
and Drama policy, a foreign language section, and contributions
from faculty members.
"Few post-mortem reviews," and "we shall attempt to present,
Sheppani
Gordonarticles
editorThree
of thingson tothecome,"
a preview
atetc. section.
Art promises
his comment
in
presented.
Daphne Knights' comments on director Tyrone Guthrie are
descriptive,
not critical,
and fail'
fit within those editorial
limits. How long
since Guthrie
was tohere?
In a 3 50 -word article 'On Jazz' Frank Cochram also misson
the editorial pigeon-hole. His quick review of where jazz was and
where it will be sounds like bright, brief Brittanlca. The conclusion is that jazz "is a permanent part of our modern culture."
Janet MacDonald theorizes on the painting of Grant Ma< ~
donald. She tempts one to re-view Macdonald's work. But some
of this work went on display at Victoria a month ago.
In French and German, we have a short story and 200 WQJtjp
of German (which I don't read). Qu'a-t-il, Ce Vieillard ? is thr
title
Ray teeth.
Dugan'sThough
story. Itgrammatically
turns out the correct,
old codger
have offalse
thisdoesn't
story
shouldn't have been published in French. German or English.
I enjoyed
Jay other
Macpherson's
light fantasy,
and think
Afternoon
Men, Miss
by the
faculty contributor,
Kenneth
MacLean, should start to grow on one at the third reading.
The gem in this issue was Mr. Smith and Incredible Grace, by
Nancy Kenyan, which scintillate.- through a page and a half. Tht^
other
student
storiesseems
can't tomatch
or Prof
MacLean.
Way short
land Drew
changeMisshis Kenyon
style after
two
opening paragraphs. Jonh Grant's The Born Salesman is heavyhanded.
I like the new cover on Acta, and the layout, which is clean
and consistent, though conservative. Perhaps Janet MacDonald
could continue her doodles and add with illustrations. Non Campiut
Mentis could better be mimeng.-s-heo* «;-d distributed to Victoria
students receiving the magazine. Give the alumni the same treatment with their section and forthcoming 'Class Notes'.
In his next edition, Mr. Sheppard might do well to return to
his old, honest review policy, and not attempt competition with
the more current — and possibly le.s-s reflective — press, Ther«
are few limitations to thought in publishing four times a year.
Until the foreign -language articles can rise to the standard
of the rest of the mas.izlne, they, ^oo should be limited.
Nancy Kenyon and Jay M&cpherson bring lightness to this
issue, and I would urge more apice along their line
to avoid
the
Micbael
Casstfy.
magazine's potential fall to bV-«?"*fft
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WHEN APRIL SHOWERS

COME, DON'T

ed e Ait
provinceary
Blame
s, bra
the (Meteorolthe
andnchHep,
Tangle
on
Fighting
tort,
ogi
st)
Wood will take the negative.
By LIZ WILSON
University
College
students
and staff will debate that this "We don't want to fight bethe weatherman the rocks antipathetic, he and
cause we want more time for isTraditionally,
House Refuses to Fight for
pictured as a musty his crew moved to Toronto. They ed
auxili
7s' s«'.|
H.Cary
.A.P.branInch..
Queen and Country, Tuesday, leisure and recreation," Green- mystic
who
sits
buried in his started in a place on the water- to the
atRoom.
4 p.m. in the Junior Common
said, lastsay,
night;
the office from dawn to dusk, confront, then moved to the univer- stations,
several
hundred^'S
dotting
Latins spanwould
pro "or
bello,as and
lh bs»vi,,f I
sity campus— a cairn in front of from north to south
sulting his complicated intruThe debate is sponsored by
TO"»lt,
physics building marks the 7cero
MacDonald said that the ments, and having little or no the
proDean
creation."
TJC's
student
parliament.
jng
at
Alert
on
En
I*
first spot. From there they mov- land
ing
with the outside world.
the
more
spots
are
in
Dave Greenspan (III UC) and British prime minister, an ex- contact
the
missi
Arctic.
.also
onaries, Hudsoreceive
ed to what is ,now the S.A.C.
nr'Ra,, h
Or else he is considered a Building,
ponent of fighting who opposed blase
Peter Martin (IV UC) will supknown still to many
bloke who sits back in his
this motion in 1956 and in 19-38
port the motion.
chair, and reels off fan- oldtimers
assee" thetheObservatory"
At the Meteorologica, n
Ian MacDonald, Dean of Men, is now holidaying in Jamaica's swivel tastic
—you
can
slit in the
.reports
that
are
usually
and English instructor R. S. garden of Eden.
roof, once meant for a tele- ies. and the R.C.M p y ,Jct«.
never right. In reality however, scope.
a1 meteorologist (weatheiman to
At the turn of the century, in Toronto are numerou. ."""'"I
you) performs a vital function
the Magnetic Observatory was cated but faseinathie m<*
in the community.
moved
present spot at the 'He s used in Weathe, t "K'n'MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
Upon incompleting
universityhe corner toof its
change i„ mois
Bloor Street and De- ment
course
Maths, andhisPhysics,
'PatteMrn
| Career with Canada's largest Sales Finance Company — 90 | proceeds
Amoogra
themwhicjsh a„°*
vonshire
Place. In the early aing.
ng phconsi
to take his M. A. in
hydr
mech
anis
jI with
branches
coast
to
coast
—
openings
for
aggressive
young
men
~
onestsend0f =' w°*-* on
ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company I meteorology <U. of T. has the days, they busied themselves ofes huma
are n mhair
s (as
? offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee ~ only course in Canada). He is with astronomy, telling time,
recording
earthquakes
— anch
ready to embark on a and
| benefits For personal interview, telephone or write Regional i now
however,
the
Bloor
streetcars
or redhairs
but difficult job
ata change
one enri
, '
"E,j™
{ Office.
f stimulating
lever
th„ „«,":
caused too many quakes to make These
that requires him to study this
is10 attach
ed attolen^
a
mar
last function satisfactory.
weather conditions, prepare
f
| Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited | weather maps and forecasts, The present building is now the leve: " "* "'""lure, and tcompile information for public head office for the Meteorological Division of the Department
and press, do research, and give
the ve' structure
the record
white s beehi
Transport for Canada, other which
j^6!> Bloor Street East
WAInut 4-8745 j out special advice for' transport- of
graph. behind the Meteorolo^
seen
ation, agriculture, and forestry 1 smaller functions having become Buil
ding
Recruits in Canada are very less important. It is an ad- corde house temperature re.
rs. They must be kept i»
ministrative building, and all
much in demand.
forecasting is done at Malton lated
Meteorology began in Canada Airport.
char"--from weather, forces Uh
in 1839 withina 'military
the sun
and ngwindmay so bethatobtain
an edat- 1
e readi
interested
magnetic general
work,
There are ten main forecast curat
who went to Montreal. Finding offices located in the capitals of ■These instrume
nts
that
are
local
ly ogic
are made right at iu3
Meteorol
al Building, but th»in
SKULE
INTRAMURAL SWIMMING MEET
the building itself, they are used
Preliminaries Wed. Nov. 28 at 5.00 p.m.
forNation
demonstration and research.
Thurs. " 29 at 7.00 p.m.
Entries Finals
will
al forecasts come from
formation, *?ulboat accepted
in trc muraluntil
office.12.00 noon. Wed, For Detailed InMontreal, and regional onesfroni
Malton Airport. Information
1.00 SPS V GAMES TODAY
from observ
ing stations is rp
LACROSSE — PLAYOFF— PLAYOFF
Uhrvnuk.
Lee
vb LEAGUE
Vic I
layed
to the weathe
VOLLEYBALL
—
MAJOR
vs
Forestry
(Meteo
Buildinr g offices
being
rologi
cal
Up.it nieks.
Perkons
AUCTION
Jr.VOLLEYBALL
3PS
—
MINOR
LEAGUE
Roaeubera
one)
in
two
ways.
One is bj
U.C. Oiisuarys vsvs St.
5.00
1.00
SPS
O
Sperling
M A
4.00
1.00 U.C Taylor
telegraph lines leased from the
Pre-Med
vs SPS III
SQUASH
C.N.al hundred
and CP.R.
are sever12.30
HOCKEY
teletypThere
e machines on
vsvs Sr.
Green, Nadin
Sr. Vic
Jr. Med
SPSIII
Naylor. Scott
1.30 Jr.
these two networks, and the
Dent. B
vs Med
4,00
Pulfer, Churcl
line totals 26.000 miles in lengti
TODAY
The other is by means of a
Your University is represented in
wire-photo system, which produces a map7 called a weather
facsimile. This was installed ffl|
NEW
VOICES
1952 and its purpose is to. slant* |
ardize totheavoid
analysi
s ofion.weather'
maps
duplicat
Canadian University
Writing;
1956
are threeFirst
chiefis purpo^
in There
meteorology.
the to** '
Skulehouse at 1 p.m.
casting! of weather— and is
Last winter students in Universities
smallest part of the stuo'y.
across Canada were invited to subports are given on radio ar
mit entries for an anthology of Canfor
thepublic.
information
in the newspaper
and
adian student writing.
television
general
CLASSIFIED ADS.
New Voices contains the best of the
stories and poems submitted and is
READ! VIEWI ENJOY!
MARRIED STUDENTS especially
PLAYBOY magazine— Rush. S5.00 study better with financial securpresented in the hope that the early
The third purpose involves
for a year of the largest selling
ity. Own $20,000.00 Term Life Inf'1"
d izati*
promise of these young Canadians
aroun
mechan
revol
that
m on ofwhich
cardsves
punch
syste
vast
college catering magazine in North
$40.00 Yearly
will be fulfilled. $3.00
Cost. CallsurancR.e- for Only
N. Richardson,
HU.
6-3929.
'Americ;..prises, 1 )4Write
Universal
EnterRMgehili, Toronto 10.
are stored, ^
past weather tant
at your booksellers
GIRLS!
consuS3
is veryhealtimpor
FOR SALE
travelfor and
hful
tion,
Refrigerator.
Astral. Used. Good Come and have a haircut or a soft
oil delivery, because ret_
condition. $50 cash.
permanent i$6.75> at the Dora
conditions will irtfft
opera
anweath
er tion.
Rangette. Used. Table Top Model. Beauty Salon, it you wish to look
J. M. DENT & SONS (Canada) LTD.
your
best.
177
College
St.
WA.
12LE.burners,
small
oven,
$10
cash.
2-2028.
0813.
big difference to the success
TYPEWRITERS
WANTED
A ride to Fort William on Decem- Special student rates. All regular
ber 21st. Call Carol. WA. 4-9888. makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
Don't miss this opportunity to be in on the
sold on terms. Also for supplies,
TYPEWRITERS
repairs and service. Phone RI
planning for the Greatest Weekend
$1.50 Weekly Rents; $1.00 Buys 1843 anytime.
of the Winter
TRIUMPH
Any make, brand new typewriter.
tRental 'refunded if you buy)
for sale. 1956 TR-3!
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- Sportscar
White with red upholstery. 12.000
Typewriter. miles
The
and top notch condition.
375 ing
Janemachines.
Street.Humber
RO. 6-1103.
SICall900Dickor Hobson.
trade fojBE. snowmobile.
1-7888 eve^
SAVE!'
WINTER
LIFE— $4.25. TIME
— $3.25, SPORTS nings. IFOR SALE
ILLUSTRATED— $4. NEWSWEEK
S4.50. FORTUNE — $7.50. ESQUIRE "Olds" Trombone, in perfect con—8 months,
$3,00. READER'S DI- 2004. dition, $205. David Millar, WA. 3CARNIVAL
GEST—16 months,
$2.00. Write
Harveyonto 10.Haber,
or Call 104OR,Ridgehill,
1892. TorSPECIAL STUDENT RATES
If you want to do interesting and enjoyable
TIME $3.25 a vn <2 vrs. $6,501 —
BOOKS FOR SALE
work — Contact orMichael Berger
LIFE
$4.25
a
yr.
(2
yrs.
$7.50)
—
Interesting books for sale. Effici- SPORTS ILLUSTRATED $4.00 a
ency and personnel magnetism. year 16 months $2.00) — STUDENT
Write for information to "The PERIODICAL AGENCY. P.O. Box
157. Adelaide
Varsity."
Leave your name at the SAC office
WA.
2-0583. P.O.. .Toronto. Phone
WUNOER VALUES
AT WONDER PRICES
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
Hi-Fi. Lo-Fi. Unmatchable disSERVICE,
BAY ST
ROOM330 1409
on all products of RCA
Come to a meeting on orMonday, November 26,
Victor. countsHallicraf
ters,
Philips, Sea- and
All types
of manuscripts, Theses,
breeze
at 5 p.m. in the SAC office.
and
Fleetwoo
d.
secretarial
Phone
work.
Ron
Formerly
Wunder, WA. 4-8925. U.C Resi at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4—
dence.
5813 days, or 3549 evenings.
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BLUES

GEfiASY
UWO
Swim
Gals
b. Brigid s Are 11-0 Victims
'
Kearney,
Anderson
Splash
in sti iking distan and Jackson
To
Score
Crown
By DAVE GAWLEV
ty hockey BluesFridagoty
and Stephen whoce,Trios
played their
Theto Varsi
a flying startoped
usual
game.
compe
tent
At
one
game.
time
St.
Steph
in
the
s they wall11-0. For frame St. Brigid's was two first also did a good job of killinen
men
Varsity
fen? of the THL
Run
ies using his famousg
victory short and the Blues were unable off penalt
it was an easy ed
By MERLE OVERHOLTner-up
Blues
e .to rag the puck
the Ke11 Linse
time anddazzl
again
man notch the o get one good shot on goal at razzle
MONTREAL, P. Q, (November sity's Jane Furness and Rosemary
Veoal
of the
gameandwhenfromit I ized
s old,
,ule-though°ncethe they
Sot organ- The officials
Varsity
— The Western
third rekept busy 24t
49 econd
ty Whealy placed
Varsity
never looked playTheproduced three goajs power as they handed were
spectively in first
women's swim team Universi
the and
diving comsplashed
a total of their
(ho"
Seniors used all three of 42 minutes in out
petition
and
the
Free
Style
way
to
victory
here
this
Reties. The afternoon to be crowned with
back tl„, Seniors the game was their goalkeepers, each of them only serious outbrpenal
finished just behind
red their third successive Intercol- Westerlayn Team
working one period. None of the midway in the thirdeakframeoccurwhen
giving
them the require
"coach Jack Kennedy put it, goalies were hard pressed thoug Linseman took excep
legiate Swimming Championship, margin. The official standingsd
at- as St.
h
tion to a The Western
Brigid's
The stwo tackeasy."
are: first. WESTERN (50 points):
team,,
in
serious.
the
Brigid
peak
's
did Itnot
only
St.
manag
defence
Brigi
and
ed
d's
to
playe
r's
glove
get four shots on goal in each face and started swingingin hisIn of condition, were sparked on by second. TORONTO (35),; third.
test the Blues. must be perio
Munn,
d. The Varsi
the superbJackie
perform
team McGILL (30); and fourth.
ce the resulting melee only Linse- captain,
ancesandof Mary
Brigid's defence
el,tioned in St.
helpe
Tait,
d to give the tygoaliedefen
QUEENS (22).
s
have
man
got
not
a
clear
did
decis
they'
ion
that
as
he
inlgh
easy
the
eveni
intercollegiate
record
in
ng as they rode off managed to wrestle his opponent
eir full team out and had ten attacking forwa
The shining li^ht of the Varsity
holders.
rds
and
only
block
McCar
minutes
team was a newcomer to the Unithy, to the ice. For their
f;rst five
any dangerous shots. Particed
troub
ule,
the
The
University
of
Toronto
cap
two
versity,display
Janet Medland. Janet's
playe
noticeable on the Blue line
ceived majors for fighting.rs re- tured second place honours in i outstanding
^The centers
big gunsBrian
for the
Blues squad larlywere
chronized solo event inwonthehersyn-a
hvele
Anderson
Lorry
Stace
closely-contended
race
for
points
y
who
Lnd Dud Kearney who each lit flattened anyone who came with- Varsity has one more exhibi- with McGill. The red and white tremendous ovation from specttion game before they entrain team took an early second place
ator and competitor
times. Kearney
lamp three
She himself
and an
Wednesday for
a fourth goal but it
Montreal, and the lead and were not overtaken un- easy first place from alike
the judges.
s disallowed the
because
he
had
opening
of
the
league.
Her
control,
smoothness,
Clobber
til the last two events when Var- gracefulness, unparalleled in and
net. Other Redmen
Thrown
the
Toronto scorers were Clare
meet,
made herone performance
a
Fisher. Ken Linseman, John Mac- Polo Team
most
beautiful
to
watch.
donald, Dave Jackson, and Dave McGill Univers
Another first year girl. Jane
20-9
127
Cage
Teams
ity
trounce
Entere
d the
d
tephen who each tallied once. Univers
Furness excelled herself in the
ity of Toronto water polo Friday noon, the Intramural
Throughout the game the play
a single three minute diving to give Toronto her only
team 20-9 in an intercollegiate Basketball Committee met to games
overtime
will
be
played
to
deterwas all Varsity's. At times the match
red ribbon.
Janie's skill
at Hart House on
mine the winner. If the game other
up basketball grouping and
lues' attack
and Friday. played
the board
was rewarded
with ona
ecame
ragged,bogged
but down
this was
The win enabled the Red- draw
discuss
rule changes and other remains deadlocked, it will be consisten
high
mark
on
each
tly
related
matters.
nostly due to -the fact that this men to take back a commanding
entered in the records as a tie. her six dives. And Incidental! ofy
the Seniors' first game. St. 11 goal margin in the next game This year there will be a total defaults
Any Minor
leaguegame
team,willwhichno it's thanks to Jane that we find
its first
of the two-game, total-point of 127 teams competing in Interourselves in second place!
;id's attacks,
only mounted
two dan>us
and after
the series.
faculty
competition,
This
is
a
longer
be
eligible
for further The Varsity girls in the speed
iiddle of the second period their Charlie Evelyn led the Redmen one team decrease over last sea- competition.
events gave their best showings
*i set
gavein. out and disorganiza- with nine goals while Bernie
A college
mayif enter
son's total. There will be 41 teams extra
Toporowski chimed in with five.
to date but the strong Western
teams orin faculty
any series
such contingent
league, 32 in Divjust could not be bet■ weakest part of the whole Ray Mandell led Toronto with in theisionMajor
one and nine in the second entry is approved by the Intratered. In the first event of the
arsity
mural
Sports
Committee.
Such
an
attack
was
Division.
The
Minor
league
will
their
tallys.
George
Watkin
and
lay: and this statement ispower
only ' four
Dave Berger scored two each.
Butterfly
86 teams.
entry will be accepted, after meet, the 50AdaYardMacpherson
true for the first part of the The next game of the series comprise
In the Major league, the ten players have been chosen for tha Breastroke.
finished 2.2 seconds behind Mary
will be played in Montreal on top teams will be divided into regular teams.
Munn of Western,
the first of December.
team shall be detwo groups of five and the re- A regular
Relay Events VarInterfac Hockey
fined as a Junior or Senior team,, In sitythecame two
mainder into groups of four. Minout with a blue ribbon
or league entries will likewise or the first team in a faculty or
divided into groups of four. college where several teams are in each. In the 150 Yards Medley
McGill Gals Get beSkule
Begins Today
Jan Jean
Cunningham.
LindaIn
will have the biggest entered according to their ability. Relay, and
Crowther and
Interfaculty hockey beats the
single entry, with ten major and The Intramural Sports Com- Krissa.
the
closest
race
of
the
afternoon,
IMulock Cup final by one day, New Swim Pool 24 minor squads.
mittee will have the authority to the 200 Yards Freestyle, Ada
gets underway at the Arena
any flagrant disregard
year, each game consisted ofinvestigate
afternoon. Sr. Vic and Sr. The women of McGill Univer- of Last
the
extra
team rule and shall Macpherson, Sue Evans, Gail
three
ten
minute
quarters.
This
sity
are
to
have
their
own
swimat
schedul
the
off
kick
e
arrangement
has
been
changed
ito
the power to discipline a Royce, and Jean Crowther were
2:30.
ming pool. The announcement two 15 minute halves with a two have
by declaring the match in just lightly
battered
torious Western
squad. by the vicJr. Skule, a playoff finalist came from Dr. Roscoe Dean of minute intermission. To avoid tie team
question a default.
last year, gets its first taste
Women at Royal Victoria Colof
lege last week and it was learned
action at 1:30, taking on Jr. Vic.
Denis and Meds HI tangle at that construction on the new
gymnasium-swimming
pool will
4:00 to 'ound out the
play. begin as soon as possible
this Knox
Moves
Into Soccer Final
Defending champioday's
n Trinity
«s not play until Friday,
It wasof stressed
the Knox College completed the
By Paul Avis I manuel forwards rarely provided
construction
the poolthatwhich
Which time the hockey Panthersat 'spring':
serious threat to the Knox
meet the junior engineers in a is to join the East Wing of RVC rout of last year's finalists in sideling the conditions undei backs.
came with the
will not be in conjunction with the Arts Faculty Cup — Division which it was played. The ground j ~cJtl atHalf-time
1-0 for Knox.
toTh-w 01 their i"ay- that
of the other building to be Two when they defeated Emma- was hard and slippery, and
During the second period Knox,
nuel 1-0 in soccer action Friday.
team has nine erected from the proceeds of Mcholdovi ersTrinity
breeze didn't
help toss
matters,
now having the wind with them,
in the line-up, with- the Gill's present $6 million funds Last year's other finalists Fores- stiff
Emmanuel
won the
and kept
their opponents pinned in
try, were beaten out by an in- elected to take advantage of the their own
er campaign but has been made posof the field and
goaltend
bfng le£t
"Joliifr?
Jl|ii Ooodwin.
Mac—Bluesby John
spired Pharmacy crew last week. wind in the first half. However, several timeshalfcame
sible by an anonymous gift which
close to add[tlonalcl and George
Whyte are completes the Pool Fund started The game between Knox and the Knox defence proved able to
to the especially
score. Knox's
right
^hing the p^fher
in 1949.
Emmanuel was very good con- handle anything that came their wing ing was
dangerous
due to fine plays between the
way
in
a
competent
fashion
and
the Emmanuel forwards never wingnian and the right-half. The
got the
feally close end
to theof Knox
net. Emmanuel team were unable to
At
the
field
get
attack ended
launched
and athesustained
final whistle
the
the Knox other
attacks were
launched
withterritory.
the Knox team deep
in fits and starts but were al- ingameenemy
ways dangerous when under way.
The Emmanuel defence gave Credit must go to both teams
for putting
on a fine display
Knox's
room under
such conditions.
to work attack
throughplenty
not ofmarking
their men closely and finally By virtue of their win, Knox
Caloren was able to move right now advance to the final next
in on goal before putting the Tuesday when they face Pharmacy. If Knox can play soccer
ball pastkeeper.theKnox took
Emmanuel
heart goalafter like they did today, and Pharthis goal and controlled the game
macy can repeat
Tuesday'sto
from then on. Play still went effort then
the finallastpromises
from goal to goal but the Em- be a real battle.

Linseman Takes Up Where He Left Off Last Year
Starry Varsity Winger Shown Scoring After 49 Seconds of Start

Interfaculty Summary
Victoria College Firsts downed beat Bob Pezzack 15-9. 15-11.
SPS Seconds
9-2 Fridaylacrosse
after- L. Freeman defeated B. Rice
noon in an interfaculty
15-6 and 15-7. AI Higgins won
match at Hart House.
his gatne
default, to complete
the
Trinitybysweep.
Georffe
Kerr
led
the
victors
with five goals. Jim Caskey and After losing their first game,
Bqb Corter chimed in with two the
St. Mike's
win
next twoA came
contestsbackandto thus
apiece
winner's
a volleyball
victory
oven
scoring. toJimcomplete
Jones andthe Bob
Har- gain
Pre
Meds
Seconds,
Friday.
The
scored Skule's
In rison
squash
action tallys.
Trinity A medicine men took the first
swept three
matches
Uni- match 15-11 but dropped the
versity College. Ron from
Mathews
next two 15-3 and 15-6.
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Viking Visitors Valid?

ca lend ar

Museum
Officials In Quandary
1 p.m. SCM schedmes Bn
R. Holand, a United States Norse sagas, the accounts of hen
A sword, an axe head and a niar
cy meeting in the sV^^,
tew bits of rusting iron,, worthless, archeologist.
early voyages and- the famous
Toronto anthropologist, E. S- "Flatey Book" are among the
junk or priceless evidence
sources
of
the
belief
that
Vikings
piecing
together
the
story
of
TODAY
Carpenter
says the
"complete,
ab- did visit the North American conP. .
man?
ThoTfnton
Hous^Reliet
Hart
e^or
.• Toro
sence of bone
fragments
is one
A discussion
on agenda
"Faith and
Refugee
™» f1
*»J
tinent centuries before Columbus. 1. p.m.
Reason"
is
on
the
for
This problem confronts Royal damning piece of evidence" Historian
are
invr
led to hear Al"i"i,
W. S. Wallace, says t SCM in the SCM office. Hart 1:30 - 5:30 p.n
Ontario Museum staff members against the possibility that the
House.
Speaker
is
Prof.
E.
L.
Fackenheim, UC,
who are trying to decide whether
were found at the spot. they "almost certainly reached"
asked to attend. amM.» ^
these items the late J. E. Dunn, weapons
speak
on "Sal
Bay. of St. Lawrence and Baf- 1 p.m. Skule will auction useless
Stone Tower
of 'Min-of the finGulf
cho
Sex"cs„lj„a ™ WK
logyan
claimed he found in 1930 near The Kensington
nesota and the Newport
SCM Prof.
Joblir,growillu„>
discudK.ssion
,U
odds and ends in front of Skule- 5 p.m.
33eardmore on Lake Nipigon, are Rhode Island have been put "Is there anything inherently
Godiva Memduthentic evidence of the pre- forward as evidences of intra- impossible or improbable in the house. orialTheBand Lady
and
the
Skule
cansence of Vikings in the area.
idea that they may have also
-coastal Viking reached
non will be there.
Dr. C. T. Currelly, then ROM continental
of
Hudson Bay by way of
visits to Northor America.
Canadfi
a" ce
.
iswelcothe
Ft""
Fait
Chris
topiclhe
h"ofme.the
tian
7 p.m.
'IMission
espec
ially
chief, paid the Porl Arthur pro- Archeologists now say neither Hudson Strait?" he asked.
rt" 11%H
VCF
Meds'
Group
will
meet
jector S500 for them five years the Stone nor the Tower are aut- This-is what ROM investigators 1 p.m.
to
study
the
Bible
in
Room
213,
SCM
discu
ssion
led h 4
late;.
Anatomy Bldg.
hentic. Mr. Carpenter said.
will decide.
Lor in the Copper n„ H
Writing of the Beardmore Find,
he says:
7:30 p.m. Newman Club's P
"The idea has always been that
the Viking
were to the
Circle and Fine Arts r. ^
Carols, Nativity
Scenes:
lantic coastsvisits
of America
... At-It Ask
meet -to, organize Room.
a["S^
does not seem to have occurred
milwoo
TUESDAY
d.
io anyone that the Vikings may
have come down into Hudson
*8 St
balance between
our busy physi- 1:20Georg
Hay and down James Bay to "Christmas
p.m.e Str
A cross-campus committee has
Belongs
Mary eet
Lou .Carbi.
To
include:
cal worldChrist
and our neglected
been formed to emphasize the Suggestions
Club
Sending
Christmas
cards
with
)Jake Nipigan."
solo
noonhour
at
a
Vic
concer
CoC
t
(PS
"M2
Therementisthatnotheapparent
disagree- belief that "Christmas belongs to nativity scenes,
spiritual
world,"says.
a brochure for
the committee
items represent
Setting
up
Nativity
scenes
in
Most faculties and Christian homes and on campus,
Viking culture of the period Christ."
p.m. Dr. William Maytr.olka
"We want people to know why 8:15will
u round 1,000 A,D. The question is religious
organizations have
Union
Room.on Vic"Civili
Musicspeak
they exchange gifts and pay
zatioiS"'1
carol services,
v nether they were found near members on the committee. Plan Attending
Ancie
nt Mexico" to the Ann,o|i
visits during the holiday season,
■13eardmore,
to encourage individuals to Telling children the story of why
it
is
set
aside
as
a
time
of
ropology Club in Carlwri*
Prof. T. F. Mcll wrath, now, Christian practices during the Christmas, "not once, but every peace and good-will.
anthropology department head Christmas season, through perbud then a museum official, said
, "We do not want the
true
sonal contact, student associa- Books recommended are Char- meaning
trampled
tions, spot radio announcements
he did not believe Dodd realized
les Dickens' Christmas Carol and in our rushof forChristmas
Hilda's.
Hall. St.WEDNESDAY
gifts and greeting
the value of the find or he would television.
cards.
and — perhaps — some time on O. Henry's Gift of the Magi.
M0
p.m.
Bev
Best will suc|i„
have tried to sell it elsewhere
"We are trying to maintain a
photographic, equipment tor tin
for more money.
' "We want Christians to appreHart
House
Camera
Club in ibt
ciate Christmas not only as a
Dodd died two years ago but
year." CAMP
STAFF FOR SUMMER
his wife said recently he died
time of gifts and Santa Claus,
club rooms. Bring your odii
Various Positions Open
believing he had been given a
but also as the birthday of and ends, club members.
CAMP OGAM A
'"rotten deal."
In the Heart of Muskoka
His claim has heen supported
by authorities like Prof, JohanPhone EM. 4-9339 or Apply in person at 25 Melinda Street.
nes Broensted, a world special
Christ."
ist on the Viking era. and "Hjal'
HART HOUSE THIS WEEK
Skule Auction
ALL WEEK
New Art Exhibition Young Quebec Paainters.
10 a.m. 10 p.m. Open to women Wednesday 4-6 p.m.
Today At One
Tickets
Sunday for
Can St.be Mary
obtainedMagdaline
at Hall Porter's
Evening forConcert
Singers, Desk,
under
CANNON
direction
of
Dr.
HeaJey
Willan,
Sunday,
Dec.
2.
9
p.m.
Aids Hungary
MONDAY
The Hungarian Relief Tund will
Record Hour
Recording
of Solomon's
Song of Songs-^et another boost today when the
1:15 p.m.
read by Orson
Welles. Presented
by
Annual Skule Auction takes place
Library
Committee
in
Record
Room.
Glee
Club
at 12.30 p.m. in front of the
1st
Tenors.
Part Practice
SkuVehouse.
N.B. Changed to North Committee Room
5:00 p.m. Club
Queen's goalposts, used Skule
■Revolver
Rifle Range
'Nite sets, old pictures,, and dates
7;00 p.m.
' for the Cannon
Ball,
the
EnTUESDAY
THE
BIG
DANCE
gineering informal, will be aucArt Library
In the Gallery. A fine collection of Art
tioned off. The dates — girls —
11-12 noon
books which members may borrow
come
complete
with
tickets
to
the
Amateur
Radio
Code
Class. Room.
N.B. Changed to North
dance.
5:00 p.m.
Committee
Of The
Fall
Glee7:15 Club
Full
rehearsal.
Changed to Great Hall
"These
are
completely
useless
p.m.
from a practical point of view,
Archery Meet
invaluable from a memorial
Hart
House
meets
O.A.C.
in
the
Rifle Range.
8:00 p.m.
and
THE PLACE Other Clubs meeting tonight Bridge and Table Tennis
Schultz,souvenir
Publisity aspect'-',
director ofJohn
the WEDNESDAY
Engineering Society, said last
Camera
Auction
2nd
Annual
Auction
of
Photographic
night.
1:10 p.m.
The Lady Godiva Memorial
5 o'clock Recital Equipment
Music
— George Horvath, cellist.
'8and will play at the auction.
rt House
Women Room
invited.
THE DATE — Ha
Lee Collection
Cam Ferguson and Hunt ChrisOpen
to
Gil
members of the University.
5:00 p.m.
tie are masters of ceremonies.Glee Club
2nd Basses. Changed to North Committee
Part Practice
5:00 p.m.
Nov. 30
Room Club
- meets tonight
Revolver
day
Psychiatry
THURSDAY
THEFri
TIME
— ,9.00 to 1.00
Holy
8:00 Communi
p.m. ion In the Chapel
Plans Hospital
Amateur Radio
Codetee Classes—
Changed to North CommitPlans are being made by the
In the Big Gym — Frank Evans
5:00 p.m.
Room
Departments of Psychiatry and
Record Room
In
the
Record
Room.
All
members
who
Psychology, and by the School of
Instruction
wish to class
use the machine must take this
' 5:15 p.m.
:v>cial Work to build a Children's
weekly
In the East Common Room — Bob Scott,
Psychiatric
Hospital
near
TorArchery
Club
meets tonight
for Square Dancing
onto,
SUNDAY, 2nd December
UNIVERSITY Solemn Mass
This will provide an opportunity for present post-graduate
CHURCH
SERVICE
Great Hall,
11 a.m Under Auspices of St Michael's College
students
ranking inin Canada,
the children's
AH members of the University welcome
field, to remain
There
SUNDAY EVENING St. Mary Magdaline Singers
In the Music Room (no lights) Bill Lea - f<»' 1 '
has been a tremendous migration
CONCERT
Dr. Healey Willan
of these specialists in the past to
Great
Hall.
9
p.m.
■ Britain and the United States to
Xt Half Time, Doug Roumaine and
Members may bring friends.
find work.
Jack 'Elvis' Law
SATURDAY, DECEMBER

1st to SATURDAY, DECEMBER

8, at 8:30

MOLIERE'S
The School for Wives
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION

For the Date Bureau, See Dagny Vidinsh
AU This
For Only $2t'^
TICKETS FROM THE STORES.
OR FROM CLASS REPS

d challenge
This is a challenge-to the students, faculty and
I wdent governments of the University of Toronto
Varsity
There is not one person on this campus who The
w0uld deny that the students of Hungary are heroes
During the last bright days of October - days when
! we'were laughing over our undergraduate pranks
cheering about our football team, thousands of students ofthat far land were dying, their bellies full of
an oppressor's bullets, because they would swallow
his tyranny.
no more
For theof last month they have fought to be freein a death-struggle too terrifying for us to comprehend.
During those contused days this newspaper advocated immedrate expression of sympathy, and a
thousand Toronto undergraduates stood silent near
Soldiers' Tower in brief tribute to those who had
died. During those confused days we suggested an
appeal for money be held up, until some clear definition of the situation should emerge.
That definition has emerged.
The best figures available indicate that 5,000
Hungarian students have escaped the terror and are
refugees in Austria.
World University Service has begun to establish
contact with those students, and to bring- the power
of its organization to their aid.
Read these figures: Denmark, $8,000 for immebe circulating
diate use, more to come,- New York
$21 000 and only beginning ($10,000WUSfromoffice,
ughout
Louisiana
Taggers
campus
today
to
collect
funds tha
for
State - University alone); England, $3,000 during the
Hungarian
relief.
HereKilu,Maryort
Kantaroff.
and
Slyvia
posa
first two weeks of November; Finland, $5,000;
Swit- $4
with
tagging
boxes.
7
To
zerland, offers to accept 1 00 students, and on and on,
Hungary
mostly little nations, with little enough of their own!
opening their hearts to Hungary.
TAG DAY FOR
And throughout Canada, universities are respond- Fro
Skule
m
Sale RELIEF FUND
ing: Queen's,
cash; British Columbia, three
By MR SMITH
Toronto students will be aake4
, $2,000 scholarsh$1,600
ips, with employment
offers (fees
to contribute to a tag daj
Varsity editors are worth $6.90: j waged over Varsity editor Pete today
waived by the administration); Saskatchewan, $1,000
for
Hungarian relief.
and Engineering Society
Engineering Society Presidents go Gzowski,
President
John
Rumble.
• from students' council funds,- Acadia, 50 cents a'stu- for $5.37 cash and items of barter:
dent; Carleton, a mile of pennies,- University of Mont- and Presidents of the Victoria Gzowski, snatched from in front Sponsored byministrativetheCouncil,Students'
the driveAd-fa
real, $650.
College Union are available for of his College st. apartment this the first official attempt
this
only
$1.25,
morning,
imprisoned
in* the campus to collect money foron HunAnd what are we doing?
engineeringwasstores
until auction
At least those are the current time.
gary. * |
We-the students of the biggest, wealthiest uni- rates established at the Annual
Proceeds will go to the World]
versity inthe Commonwealth-are holdinq a taq dav Skule Auction yesterday after- I He was recaptured during a University
Service
to aid with)
to help WUS in Canada.
their work in assisting Hungarian
students now in Austria.
We do not mean a tag day would not be a worthAn appeal to the beauties of his college, has gone
Volunteers, under the direction)
while endeavour. Money donated to WUS will be
out from Victoria College UnioU president 'Rich of SAC representatives Bill
Newman.
used for admirable ends and that organization deWitchell and Carole Broadhurst,
Newman, up for sale at yesterday's Skule auction, will try to appeal individually to
serves hearty support in the work it is doing during
the present
successftdly tried to increase bidding on himself and each
crisis.
student. Tagging will be conBruce
Stewart by offering dates with Vic girls, and
ducted in some class-rooms and ift
But no matter how much money is raised today,
free tickets for the Vic formal.
Two handsome engineers took him up in his offer, centres of extra-curricular activ'he tag day is a mockery of our responsibility, and a
shocking denial of our duty.
and now Neivman needs the girls.
ity.
Ten per cent of proceeds frond
The University of Toronto has one clear path to
brief but fruitless escape attempt today's Treasure Van sales will
follow. We must give of what we have.
noon of the front steps of the SPS and
his
head
was
placed
in
the
to the Hungarian drive.
We must offer the use of our campus to the stu- building.
stocks while bidding began. goWUS
Total receipts — to go for Hun- Skule
funds are being chanellofl
dents
Gzowski
was
purchased
by
the
who
saw
theirs
bombed
before
they
would see
garian relief — were 547.95.
" prostituted.
to Vienna, where they augment
cast of Skule Nite — who wanted to international
Other than human merchandise- thank
Red Cross work and
him for his kind review of
As a start. The Varsity would like to outline a included a matched set of Queen's their recent
provide
opportunities
for Hunproduction
—
and
regoal posts, ($5.25), a picture of
garian students to continue their
leased when he promised The
Lady .Godiva herself (about $3),
sh'lTt,
scneme-an
objective,thisso campaign
that those who and
studies
in
other
lands.
(Continued
on
Page
6)
i
d nave
two
tickets
to
the
Vic
formal
started planning
weeks
90, may have some goal at which to aim.
C$5 and of$7 Victoria's
each, with co-eds
the winner's
Ir»s is what we suggest:
choice
to acc
o
m
p
a
n
y
t
o
the
dance).
(1 ) Waiving of tuition so that five Hungarians
Biggest bidding battles were
"lay study at this university, preferably at different colleges and faculties.
Sword Slash
^ W Separate campaigns— perhaps competitive
~'n every college and faculty of the university
thnetheutablisn
a central
fund and
for
on of
Opens Show
tr, Toronto
T^r„„+„
„J transportati
«uair books,
knAt<
do
ur>garians
to
for their
,Hunaarians
Mayorished a Gurkha
Nathan sword
Phillipsyesterday
brandnere. n9 and living requirements when they get
afternoon,
and
University
of
(3) Des
onto students had a chance toTorget
early.
their
Christmas shopping done
WUs"' ,"es,9natiori °f today's tag day receipts to
Used, tW'tn
money first be
,° °rir»9tneour suggestion
five studentsthe here.
Mayor Phillips opened the fourday Treasure Van sale in Hart
House
debates room. His Worship
Students'
our
by
donation
outr'9nt
Adrnmentioned that, although he was
•reserveStratlVe Council' if neoessary from caPital
not a graduate of the university,
he had come to believe World
the U^An aPPeal to the Faculty Association of
University Service was doing an
to brjn'Versity
°* Tor°nto
enough here.
money
, !?9 6 9raduate
studentto raise
or a lecturer
Treasure job.'
Van. led by Mrs. Ethel
admirable
Mulvany.
travelling secretary
Vienn
essa9es frpm our SAC to WUS in
the
WUS-sponsored
sale, will be
day.
'ess cfa',say'n9 we will take five of the homewitt,
until ThursHouse
Hart
in
ppen
^e 3That^
ree nnt l. i
Executive
Assistant
Murray
ns your challenge, Toronto. Show the work Ross represented President Sidney
Ethel Mulv
Let's obhvi°us to what is going on.
Smith at yesterday's
opening,
and |Here S HOW £„J"^or' SmvSH Phillips at the
ive.
president
Gord
Forstner
appeared
And th!3"
bV giving
tag day an
drid our for the Students" Administrative Treasure Van ye.terday. Mayor Phillip, had ju«t .fashed a ribbon
rts
en !0c!ay'
et s really
open to
ourtheuniversity
Council.
i the knife to begtn the four-day telling ipree.
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Communists

In University

Campus

■"'listed 0T
Supports
from
univerar
sity ;K^ %J
Hutheng
Wreck Newfoundland Grant
National and local WUS com than from WUS." She • tf%,Kit,
doubling its entire grants to mittees
provincial government plans to isUniversities.
are in complete support of
He said that there the Hungarian
finance a program of construction
h WUS was no?'Ulhatal
for the university but does not is no money from private enter- this
campus. Relief campaign on thoug
plans for thr 'ntorftiM
plan to exert any other influence
which
prise to subsidise the Govern- Joan Fidler, Chairman of the about
de
nt
in its management.
ment of Newfoundland in build- WUS committee here, said last LewiService Commit"* V
ing
the
University,
nor
does
the
s
Sim.. S
ea
its
ve
"mPeri
ostnbam
definiexe
"We arethattrying
to follow even
the Government plan to spend any night that "this is one of the most
te'^t *<J
principle
a university,
retary of WUS said "this
worthwhile
things
that
university
v"J
more
money
on
the
present
Unithough the government pays
buildingsup.before the new students can do. It is a good idea appeal is one at the D ot
most of the cost of operating^ it, Universityversitygoes
that the campaign should come Unive
can
respo
rsitynd oito anToro
urgennto
t *a»
ought not to be government doperate human situaion »
wood said.minated institution.'' Mr. Smalltha.t
"Thetheresponse
all over
country has b ta.
The premier said that he could
Will Blush As
generous
"We areandurgspontaneous."
not say exactly when the new Campus
ing universeat *e dii,
University was likely to be built.
He also denied that the delay
cross the nation to aid untheiversities«
garian refugees with scho],r ,
in getting started was due to Carabin Brings Michelle
A very pretty
25-cent tickets for a
financial
reasons,
"It
requires
a
tremendous amount of detailed girl, whose face
chance to date the
planning. I imagine that the
and Canada
financialtoaid.equal
Thisthek .re,!?'8
, 11
"French starlet." Raf- for
embarassingdrive.
government of Newfoundland in is
fleUnited
proceeds went
to shown
natior Js a chat
by - other
ly familiar to
■
the
Appeal
the next 20 or 25 years, will have Toronto
Canada are
cilities in individual
stuas part of struits
duty,University.
further con-It
dents, wril visit
ction of the
he
said,
Onlyter wasonereceived
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Would
OrganizSt.
John's
(CUPi
ation of a campus -Communisl
club at Memorial Uoj versity
here
might jeopardize
grants to the university. provincial
Premier Joseph Smallwood,, interviewed byStudent
ative Council
members Representand staff
members
of
the asked
university's
weekly Muse, was
about
political organizations on campus.
He replied:
*'I wouldmovement
say thatthat
the could
only
political
start in the university that would
meet the disapproval of the
government would be a Communist party."
"We would have to consider
carefully whether we could continue financing a university that
had a Communist party."
"But Socialist,
as for any Social
other kind
party—
Credit,of
Tory,, liberal— there's no question
about it, that's none of the
government's
business," said
he said.the
Premier Smallwood
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a
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thorou
good
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ford, where he sang Tarquin in
with than
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"Rape
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of
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pinch-hittinvividl
g reviewde-er.wiseMr.yourMossfi
was almost Oshawa is his farthest point
as well as works including other
b,e ents.
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influence
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Gieat
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.vorksimmeasura
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howevent
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will have
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of hisHouse Orchestra, directed by Boyd forTo1,tc.hcs,';Ci nUnr\be'' W3S 3 Concert° Grosso
gve allHart
is
singin
the
g
role
of
Scarpi
a in
ex lemely broad, and well executed.
On Sunday
in this concert
winter's se-he
The fueue
cond Wymilwood
was
Th^ave the third of its season's- concerts
in extreme^ h 3 D mino'' Its "foduction
the 1957 Opera Festival's prorreat Halt on Sunday. It consisted of* four bass line up. was presented in an interes
sang
a
very
pleasant
programme
duction here of "Tosca": "I alEnglish, Italian and German
thev-valdi's concerti, each for a different com- manner. The
movement's activity wastedfs ofsongs,
ways get to play the real la'.."
with two Maori ones as
°f tion of instruments: *cello and orchestra, boisterous as last
dian."
the
greate
st
of
Each'
/
toccata
s
b'na mandolins and orchestra, orchestra alone and was thoroughly enjoyable.
J. >r.
*?h certain of its players playing solo roles,
Parts
of
the
Piccolo
lo
and
orchestra.
(By
"orchestra"
we
Concert
o
were
written
c
ol plus continuo, i.e. a keyboard or too low tor the instrument, and came out
mean pi■ ocnstruiiieht
used only as accompaniment The soloist, however. Nicholas Fiore, more fuzzv
uhan
justified his existence; indeed, he was prevai
and contrabass.)
'cello
with
together
upon
to
repeat
the
last
movement
as
an encore
• We are sorry that Mr. Pratz, the concert- In the
movement the 'cello was too heavy
aster, could not take his position with the for thefirst
spinet I continuo
I; but in the second
"rchestVa, owing to a burnt left hand. He was lime through
the last movement, he softened
Jo have played the solo violin in "The Four down to achieve a perfect balance
with the
instrumen
keyboard
Seasonscerto",withbut
was
replaced
by
the
'cello
cont.
soloist Reynold Siemens. This artist
The
second
movement,
a
song-like dissertahas a vital tone and deft touch: "ars celave
tion, conjured up the sprites and fauns
artem." It's a small ispoint,
but worth mention,
of
Arcadia, with its simplicity of accompanim
Ihat his portamento superb.
ent
The violins in this work were guilty of some and flowing Pan-like melody. The two outside
movements, on the other hand, were very devils
"open-stringitis";
whole the a group
blended well, Just but
in theon lastthe movement,
rapid for technique. Mr. Fiore's tonguing and breathsix-eight, did they become a bit ragged. In the control met the heavy demands imposed upon
quieter passages, the tone of the orchestra was them by the rapid and intricate figuration.
supple, mellow, and extremely delicate.
This third concert far surpassed the second
In the Concerto for two mandolins, the solo- of two weeks ago. The group was well integists were two masters of their instruments,
rated and fairly well controlled; why, wo even
Anne Balay and John Moskolyk. There were
become
some mistakes, but .none such as to mar the discovered
lyzed fromthat
disuseDr.inNeel
the hadn't
past. How
oftenparawe
enjoyment of the work. After listening to the regretted that the programme wasn't being
good-hum ou ied discussion between the soloists, recorded, or broadcast, so that it might reach
and the felicitous blend of tone with the orches- a larger audience! True, the Hall was filled.
tra, one wonders where this music has been But such a performance surely deserves a
much broader hearing.
'hiding
for the last
heritageitself
of northern
Italy.200 years. Here is the
Ted Barnes.
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Douglas Bush: The Renais- "the Mass and the Maypole"
sance and English Humanism: U school of history.
of T Press. Toronto. Canada,
Bush discerns that the term
1956. S3.00.
"Middle-ages" is unhistorical.
A definitive study of the Ren- For it implies "that a period of
a fairly large segais ance has not yet been writ- 1000 years,
ment in the recorded life of
ten. Until this is accomplished man. wag
not itself an integral
Douglas Bush's "The Renais- and consecutive
part of the
sance and English Humanism", great panorama, but a sort of
copyrighted by the U. of T. interlude between the two
"ess in 1939 and now in ils 4th periods which really mattered.
edition, remains the.
most valu- Andre
Maurois* caricature
this unhistorical
attitude is ofa
Wh6!1"''6'
°f the period,
while thesl""*y
Renaissance
knight's
exhortation
to his foldefies
">e dogmatist and the "middle
lowers; "In truth, then, we men
vacillate, it still is not of the Middle-ages
must not forget that tomorrow we set off
?°s*Me to apply the old denmon of a scholar, ■• a man for the Hundred Years" War."
™° draws attention
As Bushtradition
sees .it.
pa">hout dinning a„yto ofa fog
did thenot ancient
overthrow
it." the ganmediaeval
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Lectures..
He is iconoclastic too about
theveSe lectu,'es a'e as lively as the rebellious individualism we
abiM*? lre"chant.
tone all admire. He finds it "much
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planation of Renaissance
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1
'"spireH d,sm'*al of the il- more orthodoxy that
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than ima MW °tfSP''ine!' "Il's such religionmoralandindividualism
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,are fur' Bu* is one of those shrewdly
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that
"if
the
task of the Renaissance was its
"e
Oeli„i?,?SDWho
good
: Bush isinstructs
aware thatas justification of imaginative
Written Sm must he as well literature as divorced from its
is hjs as prose. Le mot juste moral and social function,, then
v*abl and he can work- it obviously failed." For Bush's
convincingly persuade
histor..
.a,ppi'a,sals
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nun
°«e. u_
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^estert. and
one that the classical humanism
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viewsocial ,°n Product
funof religious. of the Renaissance was
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mediaeval and fundamentally
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Rosemary Tweed

hh sunday concert
renaissance
and humanism
harry mossfield
death of scoundrel

Vic Drama Club
The Vic Drama Club will
hold annight at open
meeting
to8:15 p.m.
in the
Wymilwood Music Room.
Nancy Pyper will talk on
"Theatre Unlimited" and
short skits will be presented,
Vienna Phil
Tomorrow evening at 8:30
Carl Schuricht will conduct
the world famous Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra at
Massey Hall in a program
consisting of Haydn's SymSymphonyphony No.No 104.
7 andBeethoven's
Mendelssohn's office
Midsummerreports
Night'so
Dream. Box
few tickets still available.

horvath
at House
hh 5 o'clock
5 o'clock
This Wednesday's Hart
concert will be
accompanied
by
George
Horvsith.
'cellist,
as
be accompanied on the piano by Casimir Bern.guest artist. He will
in Hungary,
;..r. Horvath
at theAnion
RoynlWaltei
l'«n*- inrvatoryBornof Music
in Budapest
and alsostudied
with Prof.
Munich. Germany, where he guve numerous recitals anu radio
concerts. For five years he was a member of the Budapest
Symphony
Orchestra.
Since his
arrival in Canada, Mr. Horvath has joined the
'cello
section
Toronto
Symphony
Orchestra
and the and
C.B.C.in
orchestra. He ofhas(he also
played
as a soloist
in recitals
C.B.C. programmes.
His Martinu's
programme"Sonata
will include
op. populaire
38 in E
minor,"
No. 2 inBrahms'
F." and "Sonata
the "Suite
espagnole" by de FaNa-Marechal.
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cadent pastime to see the Red
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les, and the further he climbs Bloor will present Sheila Henig.
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However, if this particular him.
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mov- himself from the people around baritone, in joint recital on Satpeoples feeltheythatshould
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it all end'.' wounds
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They
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the
Wheel?
For some time now there have been
distressing signs of cheap commercialism appearing about the University. The
latest
ijf these Van
is theat advertisement
the Treasure
the wes$ side forof
Wycliffe College. The Treasure Van is
a very worthy thing and deserves our
wholehearted support but this1 kind of
publicity is surely out of place on our
campus. The University is supposed to
contain the future leaders of the community; ifwe think that bill boards for
any purpose are beautiful and nave a
place in our lives it is time we stood
back to consider whether or not the
machine
has taken
hold inof control.
us complcte'y
and Mammon
is indeed
The University area is already nearly as ugly as the rest of the city by
messy signs in the Bookstore and cars
which straggle around the circle because
there are no proper parking lots provided for them away from pedestrians.
- tf this sort of thing goes on much
further the campus will look like a
highway in up-state New York.
Surely something can be done to
prevent the erection of more of these
eyesores b_y other irresponsible people.
I know that the students of Wycliffe
College
realize forthatuglyth'eirbillgrounds
are not will
the place
boards
and will not let this sort of thing happen
Alastair Grant,
again.
IV Architecture.

JONES!

Fight For Ideas
Not Armed Win
I have the utmost respect for Mr.
^Jones'
first handman understanding,
senior military
of the human asgeo-a
graphy of the Middle East. However,
I am unable to entirely accept his justification for the British-French military
invasion of the Egyptian Republic.
But one can hardly consider the
Ei itish-French invasion anything but
reckless folly which was both badly
timed, and in complete contempt for the
alliance of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, and the authority of the
United Nations. If the governments of
Great Britain and France intend to
send delegates, to the United Nations
in good faith, and at the same time
completely disregard its authority, it
is very little different than the Soviet
Union's
massacre in the recent
Hungarianmass
Revolution.
If the General Assembly of the
United Nations passes a motion to expel the Soviet Union from its organiza■tion,
it seems
perfectly
justifiable
that United
Nationslogical
would andbe
under
moral
obligation
to
expel
both
Great Britain and France.
The action of ttie United States in denouncing Britain and
France, and their re,
iteration of supporting
the United Nations
constitutes, in my
mind, a far greater
victory in the struggle
against Communism
than the futile, almost
comic
Port Said.occupation of
Today, the conflict
between the Soviet
Union and the nations
of the West is a struggle for the supremacy
of ideologies; it is not
a struggle
for themate victory
of ultione
military power over the
other. The West will
never win
ance of the
the allegiArab
World by the use of
military force that Mr.
Jones advocates. The
"colonel blimps"
of ihe
British
and French
militaries would be
well advised to review
their textbooks on military strategy in the
light gle.ofIn this
new strugthe future,
ihe
political strategist will
be of more utility than
a host of tin soldiers
and clumsy tanks.
Richard- H n fftn : i n .
Ftfculty of Law.

Peace
or
a Sarajevo
Although Mr. Jones has given us a maintenance of what might remain of
good deal of factual information, he has Western good will with India and her
failed to provide an adequate analysis supporters in their wobbly neutralism
East and West, regardless of
of the causes of the recent events in between
the bloodbath in Hungary.
the Middle East.
In order to forestall the continued
I agree that Russian expansionist
of Russian influence in . the
aims in the Middle East led her to build-up
Middle East, to avoid further demoralizsupply arms to Egypt and other Arab
ing
police
actions the
and task
to re-establish
of British,
nations. However, I do not. think that Western prestige,
and United States foreign policy,
the Russians have suffered any real ifFrench
it
can
be
united,
is
challengingly
clear.
defeat in spite of the military disaster
which the Israelis inficted on the They-'should make a concerted attempt
a permanent, peaceful settleEgyptians. The Russians have made to effect
ment of the Israeli-Arab dispute. It is
their point: Russia is the friend of the the existence
of tension between Israel
Arab states in their dispute with Israel,
states which really motiwhereas the Anglo-French have always and thevatedArab
to send arms, experts and
been the opponents of Arab nationalism. observers. Russia
This encouragement of NasDespite eruption within the Russian
empire in Eastern Europe, Anglo-French attack.ser's sabre-rattling provoked the Israeli
action in the Middle East has driven
Peace in the Middle East must be
the autonomous nations of Asia and found,
such a settlement
Africa further in the direction of align- the areaforwillwithout
continue to be the scene
ment with Russian foreign policy. To of bitter tension,
ignore the effect of armed force in of World War III. perhaps the Sarajevo
Egypt on the thinking of neutral leaders :
IVG. TJCTulchinsky,
would be extremely dangerous to the
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g More than 450 pages.
0 More than 5000 students' faces.
g) Four-color pages.
|$ Individual index.
@ Pictures of every campus
event.
g More readable graduate
section.
@ Caricatures and sketches
a;: well.
® Washable white cover.
| $ Largest yearbook in Canada.
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the work
making
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Grads editor Dave Bernhardt has an even
bigger headache in keeping; track of 1800
photos and matching" biographies. Even one
picture out of place can bring an irate phone
call when the book is published next May.
A total of 30 reps, in every college and
facultyspace
-lookcontracts.
after sales, grad biographies,
and
Keeping an administrative eye on this
complex machinery is the Editor. Al Tough
says
anxiously,can "Even
weak part andin
the machine
cause one
a break-down
delay production. A- schedule set up with the
U. of T. Press , this year will ensure that
the book is out by May 20, but only if we
keep things moving quickly at our end.
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Nensis
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Less
our, more
Jr"'°nInsi5 «*
■»«
more
Delay7
colour,
morrieJs°TnH0nenSiS
have7**>P
the
book
wur^f
out
IT*
Whlte
And
Out
in May
since 1953. May ioy tne time
^?LUt! '£Z fealU,eS SUCh as ™dern
up-to-date " says Ecf-tn * kept ™«
^ of cheesecake anri
gh' "The use
Legs, Too
coveJrSlhSI"wflNenSif had a WashabIe vvhite
will rnnt»?„ °Ped that this t**» book

v.l
a modern
vT be
hi discarded
h g "dSforP°rt''aits
and tookL
biographies
and
h. e'.s 2"** Wr"*-'U> ^

•« grouped "n

> ex
and0^,;?'0?8,
wl"
have effect.
mwe modern
enswely to
avoidt0°'aWhUe
crowded
StenS
F l!,5'°1"'
s"ace "ePhotos
used
an „L,m0rerneWSy and wH1 cover a" events
r? f,«l. rara
S °n and
the the
campUs..More
photos
smal'er faculties
sketches, WhiCh
drawn in a me3n
than
m°'emodern
free and
pa es
«6 Many
style
be used throughout Torontonensis
tor The
thewilfirstalsotime.
individual index, which last year listed

2

the name of everyone of the 477S students who
had then- pictures in the book,
be
included. "This is a handy wav towinfind again
of your friends." says the editor, "or pictures
of
the
people you have just met. If you forget a name
or a face. Torontonensis is the place to look
And it's a smart way to find out
next
weekend's blind date is going to lookwhat
Perhaps the most important featurelike!"
of al)
this year, is production schedule set up with
the U. of T. the
Press. It is expected that the Press
will repeat
nensis in Mav.its 1953 feat of producing Toronto-
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Copy for this page was
ha
members of the Torontonensis written
staff Pictnres were taken by Varsity Photo
Editor
Bill Eppndge. Michael Cassidy laid
tin
page out.
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Toronto Grads Aren't Ordinary
.Rob Graves, Win At Hopsco
What does a person's future plans tell you such plans as "researchtch
ing aumnd" and "the
only storekeeper in Toronto
about them? A glance through the
with a
biographi
The more imaginative graduates B.A.".
list an alin the Grad section of Torontonensis showses
most
endless
variety
of
improbabl
futures The
many ideas for putting in time when exciting
following are some that help adde spice
to the
life on this campus is over. Such future plans Nensis staffers' life:
as marriage and work are taken for granted,
"First woman on the moon"
and never reach the printed book.
"President of China" ifrom a St. Hilda's
"Graverobbing"
The general trend of the more serious gradugrad.)
ates in the Arts courses seems to point to
"Oil tycoon"
Europe and teaching, although some include
"The resolution of confusion"
Most of the professional schools on the campus have grads with definite
for the future.
The Dents grads plan to setplans
up private offices
and some POT'S intend to go potting and panning.
ments like:Others relieve the monntonv with state"Make a million in industry and then retire"
"To be tohopscotch
champion of the world"
"Plans
sell Brooklyn
Bridge back to the
"Dust control engineer"
Have you a scholarly future like "ad altare
Indians"Is your future decided? Then why not
dei"?
look through
the grad section of Nensis? It
may have some hints for your future!
For my money, the girl with the right idea
says just four short months before graduation:
"Take ye therefore no thought for the morrow ;
sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof."
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Would
Buy

The Pitch Begins
their sales pitch on Moryo,
reps. Molly Davis and Phil Spencerand practice
HOI
front halls throughout the campus
'"<■ \,,r's Vm* Nensis reps in coffee shops
^similar displays. The 1957 Torontvnens.s may also be
vearb00k
**Sfef
fed «t thetheS.A.C.
office.

^NQaoiciCMaKin

Z

Will
Nensis

H
IO
m

"To buy, or not(Unseann'd)
to buy, there certainly was ?
no
question.
For
what
was
Nensito
me
tr
I
to
Nensis?
was but another poor sti tnt Wiio struts
And frets his time upon the campus
And then is heard no more!
But then confronted by the book. I. found
The quality of Nensis was the very best.
Read on, read on. give me excess of it
For I come to praise Sen^s, not to condemn it!"
And so like Shakespeare I give my four dollars.
DKEAB.
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Editors,

(Continued from Page 1)
Varsity would publish a special
SPS issue.
Varsity staffers, whose lack of
funds prevented them from rescuing their editor, demanded John
Rumble be put up for sale.
A spontaneous collection to
back up Hie bidding of Dagny Vi4 BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Just
belowBasement
College
In the
Open Monday through Friday
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ONLY 85 cents

$6.90

Qoalposts

dinsh, girl engineering student,
drove bidding on Rumble into the
higher brackets.
The Varsity, throwing in free
advertising, a date with Liz Binks,
and several other unlisted benefits, finally settled for half of
Rumble when the collection grew
out of the range of reality.
No announcement has been
made
of The
Varsity's plans for
their half
of Rumble.
Humorous hits of the afternoon
were the appearances of two Vic
"lovelies". VCU executive members Rich Newman and Bruce
Stewart, captured when they journeyed south with a peace-offering

$5.25

A

P

Photos By Eppridge
( Trinity's historic chair) were
presented in female garb.
Newman was sold to an unnamed female engineer for $1.25
and auctioneer Cam Ferguson had
to promise the purchaser would
get a fore
dateanyonewithbid a onrealStewart.
Vic girl beIn between the spirited bidding,
the chanting crowd of 200 heard
jokes
(engineer's
not
ours) from
Huntleydescription
Christie, —sundry remarks by Cam Ferguson
(an obviously popular auctioneer),
explosions of the Skule cannon,
roll.
and occasional bursts of drum-

NENSIS
NEW

FEATURES!
SEE PAGE FIVE

STUDENTS
If you are interested in supplementing your Christmas
Financial Budget, call Mr. Doug Graham, BE. 1-0296
(in (he evenings). The proposition is a natural one to
pursue during the Christmas holiday season.
None of us is fast enough to keep up with our good intentions— so act now!

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ! !
Evening and cocktail dresses ordered now can he paid
for after New Years. So drop in tomorrow and order one.
WA. 1-5978
H EL MAR
46 ST. GEORGE ST.

EXPORT
c a^;ada;s fi nest
CIGARETTE

INTRAMURAL SWIMMING MEET
Wed. Nov. 28 5.00 pn
ENTRIES CLOSE WEDNESDAY At Thur
NOON.."Nov,I N T29It A 7.00
ft 1 I 'K "■\E_'

C-L

HOCKEY
(JAMES
TODAY
A

R

E

C-L
!©J

to Engineering and
Science seniors
Canadair Limited
will be interviewing on

C-L
:0.

M

1

N

D

E

R

WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
NOVEMBER 28th, 29th and 30th
Please Sign For Appointment Wi The
Engineering Faculty Office, Mining flldg.

„

11

Law
Pliarm Killers
Lnwrle. McW
VOLLEYBALL
— vsvs MINOR
LEAGUE
Med
11
Med IIIIA
AYr.
vsvs U.C.
U.C. Loudon
8.30 Wye.
Knox
A
5.40
vis Jr.
0.20 Dent. B A SQUASH
DentSPSA A
7.00
U.C.
vsvs Pharm
Arch
MULOCK CUP Sr.
FINAL
1,00
STADIUM Bark VARSITY
MacLean.
(ofMclale— PoiUi
P:\st Iiiiik,
12.30 —Stadnyk,
Pharmacy ViA^^i
SOCCERYardsticks—
— DIVISION
FINALDruckman)
rkons
. Sr. SPS
PePeperkrkoion*w
IN TOKONTONENSIS

Anything

Funny'

\
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Mulock
Senior

Cup

Engineers

Up
And

For
Victoria

Fight
ric Silv
erware
~4U. football For
season is all Histo
SPS
i„ ft.<>si of
u,...„Mr.
midst andof Vic
snow willandclashcoldrenewal
Ebenhardt who led them
to
."■fhe Grey and Yates will be the sixty-and^cow'Tht
the
second
last
oTm"* Aziz
£championship
S* **"
the. famous battle. A possible J^rry
but I' l'e both gone to their old of
Ken generalship
Myers year
can
onement of the game was be counted and
cupS ■„ Edmonton and Kingston postp
upon
to
make
long
not
carried through.
""""lively 0nlv the Ml,lock
gams along the ground and Jerry
Weath
SPS
captured^
erhea
ed the season as a ceiver. d is a capable pass re. !remains
1894to Sirbe William Mu- questionstart
Back ,_ Vice-Chancellor
. Co-coach John
of the Short statmark
ed
then
that Ken Selbv It all shapes up as a great gam?
lock,
famous
this
woul
donated
d
be
his
bread and butter The .weather will add more to the
Staiversity,
gone
years
In
EL of silverware.football
man.
This
predi
nt of doubt which already
coaches when the hard ction held true eleme
. %iich famous
exists as to the outco
tune
-run
ning half-back prepa
me
and players the scored three touchdow
o'cloc
Slukus
k.
Annis
for
a Game
ns in the the red
cold afternoonComeat
^ of Dick Brown have sought Skule victory over Denti
Stadi
um.
stry
last
the
1
at week. Along with Selby, the EnTo-day Senior
(Sessionir of it.Stadium
o'clock
gineers boast a
quarterbac
in Neil Perk fine
and good passk
catching endsinsin Stu
Curling Club
s and
Jim Russel. Ed RohacekEccle
will
lead
a fine defense which boasts such The University of Toronto CurlStaff Meeting
dependables as Brjice WesUvood
ing Club schedule is now well
Elvi Molinaro and coach Short underw
ay. Several substitutes
There will be a slightly Importcould
ant meeting of the entire sports
a game last
Vic
not follow the same Thursday,haveand had
in the of- pattern.doesUnlike
it is expected that
staff, male and female,
noon.
they had some will needed
(ire on Wednesday at 1.30 p.m. a relatively easySkule,
for
this after,
schedul
e
but
assignment-as- ran into difficulty in the playAside from mere
signing (??). discussion will take
Anyone
offs.
who
On
the
would
strengt
h
to
placeat onhand.other critical matters Ebenhardt's right toeof Frank
participate is asked to belike
at the
they
now
Victori
squeak
Club on Huron
ed by Trinity 8-7. Again Street aat Curling
Pencils are essential, so is
4
today.
paper Water guns could come to-day . they will be counting
in handy. Just make sure you
are here yourself.
Anyone else interested in working on The Varsity sports staff Hockey Blues Play Majors
will be most welcome.
Swimming
Results
The results tercollegiate
of the Swimming
"Women's
InTournament, held over the weekend at
McGill, are as follows;
M Yards Butterfly:
Munil (W),
-Mitupherson
iV), 3— lj—Dubrule
(M),
-Brown
50 Yards(QkFreestyle: 1— Hutchison,
HI.
(Q).
50 4—YardsMorseBreaststroke:
1— Lovink
a),2-Orser
i Thomas
(W). (M),-3— Kvlssa (V). 4—
synchronized Figures: 1— Dubrule
y/L
2-CoIe(Q).
(W), #-Medland (V),
4— Gracey
*"
hit nrrf^n,2,-Roc]iman
,ndlvi1ual (M>.
Medley: 1nmgharn (V>, 4— fclljot (Q) 3-Cun^ncl.ronizt-d
1 - 3—Medland
wi /^Dub^B Solo:(M).
Duncan
2is,,lar<ls Freesry"e: 1— Munn (W),
' Vards Backstroke: 1- -Talt (W),
Cuunfng'
nn"'!vir°",!S?
D"et:Choulnard
1-<*>1«. GrlfTuck*? '•B*-rG''ftcey.
<Q),
Jards Medley Relay: 1— ■Wes:
Divi
-wn,rFlimesB <v>'
2—<Q>.Haas
ReW 1-West*mt Yap2?^y
S/r'Vlf<Vl- *—
R^ay:

Ba
ttle
On the

Today

RT#
HAT
John brooks

Sport 5 Ldltor
While
precision squad from Edmonton was pulverizin
Peahead Walker's crumbled Alouettes last week, there was a lidg
or two flying sky high down Newfound
way. You probably
caught sketchy glimpses of the situation land
in yesterday's Varsity
The Muse, the campus paper of St. John's
Memorial University
teU> the Complete Btory in a recent edition. I'm
back to it
because it bears a close resemblance to a situationgoing
which evolved
on the Toronto campus last year.
The John's University hockey team was refused permission
to enter St.
the city junior hockey league. The students attended the
first
league
en masse
about ran Mayor Mews (no
relation
to thegamepaper)
out intoandthejustAtlantic.
Mayor Mews was on hand to officially open the league, and
although the. students were relatively quiet during his Interval at
the P.A. mike, they cut loose shortly afterwards. Banners
Hockey League Stinks") fk-w. tempers flared, and the buttle was("The
Last season, the Varsity Whites entered, without any difficultyon.
the Toronto Hockey League Major Series. Only
people were
of the opinion that it was a slightly underhanda few
way of keeping
ineligible players and such on skates.
But the' whole situation worked out pretty well. Playing twice
ain week,
the years
Whites had considerably more action than they had
previous
in the dilapidated Intercollegiate Intermediate
League.
The Whites were placed in the League without hullabaloo, and
produced some pretty fair hockey. No fewer than eight of them
present on the roster of the Blues. Under the tutorship of
Ja< tatWheldrake.
they're back* in the same league again this year.
permissionof
was refused because
team competition
St. John'scollege
the Lacking
It isn'ttheclear
league.
city why
to enter
the isolated position of the University, it would seem natural that
they be permitted to play in the league for which they applied.
The President of the league only made matters worse by
refusing to clarify the situation on a between-periods radio
In Arena At 5.30 Today broadcast.
Canadian university hockey is, without doubt, growing in
their
second game of the
season
the last title
two years.
!?luesArena,
p,ay !Jronafor
^to-collegiate
they Wedhave
and potential each year, as more and more athletes realize
thisZ^-Y-I'^K
afternoon, ?oc*e?
in Varsity
•nesday night the Seniors will calibre
the advantages of a university education. It seems only natural
'journey
to
Montreal
to
do
battle
when
St.
Michael's
Majors
Will
that
this
talent shouldn't be wasted.
be visitors on Blue ice in a re- with the University of Montreal
As an editorial in the Muse states, we aren't "bespectacled
newal of exhibition rivalry begun the following night. The Blues
some five years ago.
of our fellow
studentscan arebe pretty
will meet McGUl on Friday to bookworms"
players.andIf some
the University
of Toronto
used as fair
an
Blue coach Jack Kennedy will round out the series. Reports hockey
example,
we
did
enter
an
industrial
hockey
league,
and
we did
have a full team out for today's from Montreal indicate' that both make a fair showing.
game. There were only two in- 'teams are stronger than last
If the St. John's Hockey League officials turned down the
year. Over the weekend the
juries in the ^me against St. Carabins
because "college boys" weren't quite good
and-the Redmen played I rniversttytheyapplication
Brig-id's,
wounds,
ought to reflect a moment on a couple of benefits
to Mike bpth
Elik head
and the
other oneto strong Eastern American Col- enough,
they would undoubtedly derive.
Ken Linseman, and both of these
lege teams and beat them.
The big one would he the financial gain. In a compact, 900have healed. Actually coach Ken- The Blues aren't scheduled to member
University such as St. John s, the spirit would be unbeatnedy will dress two more men g-et much rest after they return
An extra 500 or so people in attendance, even if they did only
than he can in a league game, home before they entrain on De- pay a able.quarter
for admission, would swell the coffers considerably.
and one of the extra players will
cember 5 for Michigan and a
Then you can add in the swell in publicity, the added enterbe a third goalie.
four game series with Michigan
t
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
f
o
r
the spectators, and another shot In the arm for
The Irish who are currently Tech and the University of
tied for second in the OHA Jun- Michigan. They will finish off Canadian University A sport.
REBUTTAL OF SORTS
ior ."A" series should provide a their pre - Christmas schedule
I
understand
that
not
a few people were in disagreement with
much tougher test for the Sen- when they play their opening a story written in The Varsity
after the football playoff, a story
contest at Varsity Arena,
iors than they got from St, Brig- league
which
started
out.
"The
sun
went behind
. ." Happening
id's onnedy a good
Friday.ideaIt ofwillthegive
Ken- with McGill on December 14. to have a close connection with
authorthe ofclouds
that . blurb,
and also
strength
The news about the Inter- happening to have been in the the
Varsity
dressing
room
after the
mediates is still pretty sketchy.
of his lines which up to now
have been untested by a strong They appear to be in a commer- game, and on the bus, may I assure you that every word was
league of the THL with four gospelIt truth.
opposition^
was exactly the way the team felt, and exactly the way
This is the last exhibition othercialteams
but the identity of
game the Blues will have before the other teams is still not fully the Varsity students at the game felt. It's unfortunate that many
of our campus critics don't quite know what they're talking about,
they open their defence of the known.
or even why they're talking. Bitter bananas? You bet!
Interfaculty Summary

\ was
sayi
by Merle Overholt llgn

Victoria
held the limelight up atCollege
the Arena
as interfaculty
hockeyyesterday
stepped
into the opening games of the
schedule. Bolh the senior and
junioroffRed
Gold squads
there ar! * footbal1 weeends and them a visit. Our Mend ths
came
with and
victories.
coach did not seem to appreciate
ft my !, f00tba11 weekends but the
In the Group I game. Vic
excursion but his charges
^ meSL,?y they have a hard
downed netting
Senior aMe^ds
a*av witll g UP to a weekend were very co-operative with the
Johns
pair 4-1.
to with
pace
!eani! Havi an -^tercollegiate autographs. And so this was perthe
attack.
Staples
and
Graham
M(,"treai »eJUSt 8ot ba<* from down! haps the highlight of the trip
scored
the
other
two
counters.
McKinnon notched the lone Meds
'Vltt> the 3 we«*end trip
;!Pam. J ■ w°men's swimming As for the pool that the McGill
women
use
for
their
splash
partwaiting t0 be timeIy
With three players sharing the
,n5sjustwaiLm"Ui
sa>'"
said So
ies, well .... there is none more
scoring.
Junmodern or more beautiful in use
ior SkuleVicin juniors
the Groupdowned
II opener.
And
Four.
Big
Collegiate
Manley.
Woods
and
Godsoe
all
the
by
was'
m«t
a"y
as
far
aS
d
hav
I
5!e|
uJ^5
^ZtLas
t^,nur
blinked the light for Vic. while
yet countered. when I read that they weretoo getft?
g
i
n
e
r
s
.
Jul,
enM«
s
wasn't
team
f
McHardy
scored
for
the
Enpool,
' « Praf, S were genui
genuinely
ting aviousnew(on the behalf of the Tornely
|goal.
a"d ever WhC're sraiSe was
is)! The Sir
women, that
in ft* seeme<i 'o be ArthurontoCurrie
It was Vic again in lacrosse
Gymnasium is a
feelin2
play,
they downed battle.
SPS VKerr
7-1
to the athletic
, Wei. ,5ommon
heaven compared
in
a asquarter-final
facilities
for
the
women
of
this
7 and n'l K to «wnpote
<3). Gilbert '2), Carter and Cascampus. A beautiful gym.
key were Banks
the marksmen
winners.
tallied for for
SPS.the
dinien-*
of enormous
positively
w'"e Montrea, Can- sions.
squash
courts, fencing j
PreMeds
downed
SPS
III
3-0
room, lecture rooms, and on top
— Epprldge
J ,P'«W company in of it' all, this gorgeous pool. It
Charlton
and
Taylor
swinging
to
j|
!
in
squash
play,
with
Dmckrnjan,
was almost too much to believe
the win. SPS D whipped UC Osit
' '" 'he e„l"lai,n"i° by dis- In my account of the meet
suarys
in
Minor
League
volleyHistoric
Mulock
Cup
Up
For
Auction
Again
is almost impossible to break
ball.
tion to■ con- Victoria-ami Senior Sknle Battle At 1 O'clock Today
away " fromgratulate conven
the team as a whole
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Students

Discuss

UN

At Annual
Conference
More than 20 students from six librarian, as- moderator. Mr.
recently ended a 10Ontario universities this week- Campbell
cud discussed the United Nations year stint with UNESCO in Paris.
and its specialized agencies at Toronto professors, E. McWhinney and D. Smith, described to
Toronto's" Caledon Hills farm.
the composition and
Fifth annual conference spon- delegates
sored by the United Nations As- function of the atomic energy
sociation for university students, agency
and its significance for
>the sessions focussed on the woFk Canada.
of UNESCO, the International Conference officials said they
Labor Organization and the new- hope next year to extend the
ly formed international atomic
of the sessions to include
energy agency. . - . scope
of western, QueLarry Henderson, CBC cor- representatives
bec
and Maritimes universities.
respondent recent! y-returned ! Hubert
Peacock ( II Trin.) a
from a tour through the Middle |UN club member,
said he believEast, gave his views on that
ed
the
conference
had demon1 rouble spot and the current
Suez crisis.
s
t
r
a
t
e
d
t
o
students
that are
the more
UN's
international
agencies
International labor problems than social services.
were discussed in a panel discussion headed by Vincent Pha- "In effect these agencies are the
len. Canadian ILO director, and basis
of world which
government
Hugh MacDonnell with Henry goal towards
steady 1 —pro-a
Campbell chief Toronto Public
gres is being made," he said.
calendar

nov. 26

ELVISMAN1A
needle for pl
ProductsPresley Inc.
By TONY NOXON
would be made of jn|3 ^
to humane societies across the ley
records
only J nS P,e
country. The board would con- ch.cken
w,re and
Woal°' V%
t
a
i
n
a
picture
of
Pelvis
and
his
7.
Presl
ey
poeo
hound dog along with the copy 8. For the .toughsti ,
set !ol|„
"Don't be cruel." This one could abou $3
.0
also be made up in the form of Presltey Cadil
lac0.pink w C°N*
a simple calendar or picture and
sold to animal lovers everywhere. brass knuckles made ' %
4. A special Elvis Presley
haircut to be offered by barbers. for hitting gas station'51"11"!)
words "Fill 'er UD" °*»tn
The haircut would be the same The
as any other haircut, but it would ins9.criSpecial
er on VV°°lak<
bed in silv"love
be called the Elvis special, and
would cost 25c extra.
box10. ofSmall
chocolates
,u,*w
trinketalli„,„„ '*H
5. Since many Presley fans are
high school students, a Presley of Any
of
heartbreak
gimmi
ck.
notebook with the magic face at would
be' thes
madeehotel.
of ih'G
„ae shjIe
nl*t
the top of every page might sell. would soon disintegrate Per a"i
The pages could be made up be easily and cheaph- mL m
quite easily with some glue and should be extremely „„?. ^
some high grade kleenex. ^.
6. For the fanatic, a special to the enterprising manu,™*

Presley
It is interesting to watch the
never-ending procession of heros
in
of entertainment
who theattainworld
a fantastic
popularity
for a brief time and then fade
into comparative oblivion. Perhaps more interesting is tfce fact
that these fads often reach far
beyondment. the
media that
of entertainFor it Seems
any hero,
fictitious or real who appeals to
the small fry of the North
American continent, immediately
becomes big business, not only
in the field of entertainment, but
also in that field of manufacturing which- specialises in" the proion of gaudy andandgimmicks
usuallyworthless ducttrinkets
which have some connection, real
or imagined,
of theto
moment.
Thuswith'
we aareherolikely
see Hopalong Cassidy toy guns,
Rudolph the Rednosed Reindeer
delabra.
skipping ropes,, or Liberace canThe latest to join the charmed
circle, of course, is Elvis Presley,!
see in thebusiness
papers inthatPresley;
there'
isanda Ibooming
paraphernalia. The figure quoted
was so impressive that I sat down'
right some
away rand
tried* tqproducts
figure!
out
interesting
which could-be made- by manufacturers wishing to capitalize onj
the Presley craze.
For
the
benefitwhich
of any
mercial concern
wantscoin-^
td,
make use of them, I will freely
give away, for $10,000, Dny of the
following ideas;
1. Super Dandy Presley guitari
containing one string. It would
be pelvis
shaped' of blurb
course,onbearing the advertising
one
side "Super -Dandy Presley Pel2.visAGuitar."special Elvis Presley
Hound Dog dog leash made of
string. The string could be cheeply obtained from any grocery
store, and the only item of cost
would be the clip in the form of
a 'P'. However,, ingenuity and a
coat hanger have been known
to work wonders.
3. Large billboard to be sold

here
and
now
TODAY
WEDNESDAY
12-2 Members of Newman 1 p.m. 'FROS will discuss "CanadClub are invited to bring their
ian" Education
a BasisSt.for
lunch, favourite
get free records
coffee and
Culture"
at 45 Stas George
their
at 89hearSt. p.m.
Dr.
Charles
E.
Hendry,
Director, of the school of Social
George Street.
12:45 p.m. VCF will conduct a Work here will speak to the
study in room 116. School
B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
ofBibleNursing.
on l ."Values and the Human
UC.
i p.m. Room 111, UC is the place Service
Profession" in. room 11,
for a VCF Bible study.
1 p.m. LOCK will discuss Catholic 5:15 p.m. New members axe welEducation
the SMC.
English Semicome at a Newman Club choir
nar, CloverinHill,
practice, 89 "St. George Street.
I p.m. The SCM Politics, History, 8 p.m.
The U. of T. Flying Club
and Race discussion group will
meet in the Music Room of
talk about "Race Problems in will
Hart House.
Malaya",
led by5, Trinity.
Marie Perin- 8:15 p.m. Newman Club will debate
bam, in room
1 p.m. Alan McLachfin will lead a "resolved, that divorce is the
New Testament study in the principal cause of juvenile deSt. George
Chaplain's office, Hart House.
■There will belinquency" at89a social
meetingSt.
1 p.m.
The Women's
Association
will Undergraduate
meet in the afterwards. Newman Club will
debate "Canada is letting
Women'scuss theUnion
to dis- also
merits Theater
and possibilidown her immigrants" at 8:15.
ties of a joint athletic society
separate from the Lit. and the
WUA.
WEDNESDAY
1:20 p.m. Mary Lou Carbin will
solo in a noon-hour concert
presented by the Vic College
5 O Clock
MusicUnion.
Club in the Music Room,
Vic
4 p.m. UC staff-student debate on
RECITAL
the topicrefuses
"resolved,
that this
House
to fight
for
5 p.m. Prof. E. L. Fackenheim, UC.
Queen
and atcountry"
the JCR.
GEORGE HORVATH
will speak
an SCM in open
lecture on Martin Buber in room
Cellist
8. UC.
8 p.m. The SMC Oratorical Society
will debate
the question
"resolved, that Western
inactivity
has betrayed the Hungarian
CASIMIR BEM
people" in Brennan Hall. SMC.
Accompanist
9:15 p.m. Newman Club will play
bridge at 89 St. George Street
8:15 p-m. Dr. William Mayer-Oakes
will give an illustrated lecture
In the Music Room
on "Ancient Civilizations of
Mexico" for the Anthropologv
Club in St. Hilda's College.
November 28 TOMORROW
University
Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for Students
$27.50
Women
Flm- Flannel
Worsted Trousers
$16.50
Credit
Terms
If
Desired
Invited
Bustues.*
9 a.m.Saturday
to 6 p.m
MondarHours;
through
PARNES Clothing Co.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
MOLIERE'S
by Miles
TheAdapted
School
forMalleson
Wives ( '
Directed by ROBERT GILL
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1st to SATURDAY, DECEMBER S, at 8:30

runneth

over

Queen's University
raisedthe §1.628
so farwillforbethegiven
Hungary
Relief Fund. The moneyhasfrom
campaign
to totted Cross for distribution in their Hungarian Relief Section Thi-eligious groups who instituted the campaign were complimented
last week by the Kingston Whig-Standard for their efficient
organization.
, Three of the four Arts candidates for King of the Mardi Giu
at the University of Alberta were kidnapped by Engineers. The?
nominated
by variouswere
women's
undergraduate
societiaami
onhadthebeen
campus.
The candidates
kidnapped
one at a time
taken to a hide-out. The Engineers ^urrounded one building in
which one of the candidates had a.cla?j9 arid then rushed the building. They finally found him hiding in the,darkrpom. .
HART
HOUSE
TODAY
CLUBS meeting tonight in the House — Glee; Archery. Table
Tennis and Bridge Clubs— in their usual spots.
TOMORROW
WEDNESDAY 5 O'CLOCK RECITAL in the Music Hoom. George
Bern. aeompanWCasimir
Horvath, areCellist
Women
invitedwithto this
concert.
CALEDON OPEN WEEKEND. Membclre must check into 11"
for
the F.arm.
Office of Hart House before leavinS
Graduate
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Mulock
Shade
Vic

Cup
24-22

In

the SAC office to count
Volunteers for the Hungarian Student Relief Fund tag day gathered i
across the campus. returns (about $900) and plan the second day's campaign Tagging continues today
Tag

Day

Continues

BULLETIN
Room and board for a year
for aent refugee
was pledgedHungarian
last nightstud-by
Campus Co-operative.
Action was taken after Coop members
overwhelmingly
indicated
themselves
in favor.
Each will pay a special levy
of $3.50 as his share of the
student's lodging.
Accomodation for another
Hungarian student has already
been found by executives of
the United Nations club. The
club seeks general student
support of its plan to find
funds and free living for as
many sibrefugee
students
as pos-X,
le at a meeting
in Rm.
Trinity, at 4.15 p.m. today.
Tonight'sistrativeStudents
Council meetingAdminwill
hear a proposal
that thenumber
University set a target
perhapsdents it will
50 — ofreceive
Hungarian
and aid.stu-

Thrilling Finale
By BILL GILBERT
The historic Mulock Cup returned to SPS yesterday after
resting a year at Victoria. Vic Carnival Plans
put up a valiant effort to retain
the famous
the "Bigger, Better"
score
was mug
close,butthealthough
issue was
Plans for the Winter Carnival,
never much in doubt. Skule was on campus and at Caledon Hillg
never headed and after two five farm. Feb. 4th to 9th, have beminute overtime periods, they
emerged as 24-22 victors.
"This year's Carnival will be
The game was featured by a bigger and more on campus.-1
..«„,
last night
attack
gun.
and theSkule
equally
fine and
Vic diLM.wdiwS'Sj
defen- 1 carnival,
sive unit. Except for Vie s strong Innovations include student
defense the game would have voting on carnival queen candiended in a rout. The Artsmen
dates from 17 colleges and faculwere never able to put to-gether
ties, an all-campus show including the best from college and
a cohesive attack and this proved
to be their downfall. Evidence of faculty shows, and curtailment
events only.
at Caledon Farm to
Saturday
this is offered by the fact that of
SPS rolled up 24 first downs to
only seven by Vic.
A student vote will eliminate
Early in the first quarter Vic 12 of the 17 royal candidates,
received a punt on its own four and the remaining five will visit
parts of the campus duryard line. On the second play various
ing Carnival week, competing in
from scrimmage SPS recovered
pancake
flipping and other cona fumblecond on
the
twelve.
On
sedown Don Ashley ran tests.
around right end for a major. The queen
be presented at a chosen
Fridaywillafternoon
Ashley's sistent
end gainssweeps
went for conall afternoon.
The hockey game.
sculpturein contest,
convert was blocked. Late in the a Anewsnowaddition,
planned also
fop
period Ron Bertram fumbled a Friday noon.
Neil Perkin's punt and tackle Plans for Saturday at Caledon
Bob Gibson fell on it in the end
both sports and
zone for another SPS touchdown. Hills include
events, and will end with
Stu Series caught a pass in the asocial
dance.
There
will be no events}
end zone for the convert. The
Caledon ofonsleeping
Sunday space
because
quarter ended with the defending ofat shortage
for
champs behind 13-0.
those
who
wish
to
stay
over.
In the second quarter an SPS "We hope for a large crowd,'*
(Continued on Page 6)
Bergcr said.

Over
$900
Given
Second-chance tagging will be conducted today in an effort
to drive receipts for Hungarian student relief over the $1,000 mark^
Carole Broadhurst, Sfudent Ad' Student Service Commissioner,
mini^liative Council member and ■said
last night there was already
about $900 in the office and a
lot
more was expected to come
Treasure Van
in today.
Many taggers wanted to keep
Nets $2,500
their tag boxes another day because they could not reach all
In Two Days
Treasure Van receipts Tuesday their
Debaters Squabble Over
Miss prospective
Broadhurst "clients."
said no target
rose
50
per
cent
from
Monday
to
had
been
set for the drive since
m°re than $1,500.
Patriotism Versus Pacifism
tag day was unique and it
Total for two days has topped the
By PETER GZOWSKI
was impossible to form an idea
$2,500.
of how the students wo ild reHarsh words flew across the The debate— "That this House
One official said daily gross spond.
Junior Common Room yesterday refuses to fight for Queen and
could rise to more than ?2;000 "Present arrangements are to
afternoon when a University Col country" — reached its peak of exWednesday
"with adequate wea- turn all money over to World
ther
conditions."
lege
Parliament debate left the
citement when the topic was opTen
ened to the house.
realm of undergraduate tongue
per cent of Tuesday s re- University Service," she said.
today.
Ten
per
cent
of
Tuesday's
proin-cheekery and turned into ; Bill Davis (II UC). speaking aa
ceipts will go t0 the
ceeds from Treasure Van sales
ian
two-hour forum on the youth of a private member, argued for the
•students' Relief Fund, Hungar
travelling wereian also
earmarked for Hungargovernment ths.t he would rather
Pleasure Van secretary Mrs.
relief.
live under a communist repima
^uive,ny announced yesterday.Ethel
than fight for his freedom.
f»und-ah'Sshe
WiU said.
Come "Itout won't
of a sPeciaI CCF Convention Set
Olec Pidhafni (III UC) said Daaffect
vis, and other government speaknet proceeds o£ the sale."
"Qe of feature of the sale is an
ers, were "either joking or seri*
of^•national hat-rack,_, with
with from
hats
officials
If
they're joking, they ought to
9 Resolutions
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better". isPidhaini
"And
table the motion. know
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nine policy
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program at 7.30 p.m., in the abolition of university tuition to John
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MiWe hats a Mexican Fiesta Cap.
ate science student, supported the
Assembly Hall at Falconer Hall, fees coupled with an increase in
Some
may arrive tomorrow. are ready forclubThursday
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which
holds
as
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peoin
bursaries
and
scholarships;
handconvention
government
because
"only
CCF
campus
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we
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i
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memo
to the sac
Yesterday the students of this university were
asked to donate through a tag day to the Hungarian
student refugees.
Judging by the calculations thus far, they— the
students you represent— wish to contribute to that
cause. They want to help.
A tag day, however, is just a beginning. It cannot equal the results of an intensive, extended drive.
Yesterday this newspaper ran a front-page editorial outlining a six point program for doing something positive. We have yet to hear one of those
points refuted.
They are not, however, the only way in which
the kind of aid that we ought to offer, can be effected. They( are a suggestion, a starting point for you,
our government, to work from.
Whether you decide to follow our exact plan or
not, your duty has been clearly laid out to you.
If you cannot improve on it, implement it.
If you cannot approve it, better it.
memo
to the students
7 o'clock
you
choseAt last
spring,thisor evening,
this fall, the
will representatives
gather in Falconer
Hall to discuss your business.
Two weeks ago, when the Students' Administrative Council met last, there was one spectator for the
first
break.half of the meeting. He left during the coffee
Tonight's meeting is an important one. The AllVarsity Revue — the show you own, you finance and
you will see — is going to come up for some crucial
discussion.
The council will be forced, by popular opinion, to
consider the Hungarian situation, and what you
ought to do about it.
This year's council is a fine organization After a
weak start, the members have assumed the . responsibilities oftheir positions and, with few exceptions,
have carried out their duties faithfully and efficiently.
But they are not perfect. The opinions— on Hungary in particular-that have poured into this office,
deserve a hearing where they can do some good.
Falconer Hall is the large building on University
Ave., just north of Flavelle House.
If you have something to contribute, or something tolearn, we suggest you go there tonight.

memo
to the staff
There are, ve undestand, 1 ,700 members of your
association.
That association, we undestand, meets this week
-although because of its failure to realize that students here are interested in your activities, we never
hear about them, and we can't be sure.
Faculty members from other universities have
helped considerably in campus drives to help the
Hungarians.
The academic freedom you enjoy should extend
your sympathy to members of your distinguished
profession who have not been so lucky.
We hope the suggestion we offered you yesterday will not be ignored.
hall
memo
to simcoe
The University of British Columbia has announced that tuition fees will be waived for three Hungarian students who can be Brought out from Austria.
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Varsity photo editor Bill Eppridge caught this lively scene during the wT
auction yesterday. Although the auction is a day older, we couldn't reskt n
such a candid picture that at the same time shows interesting composition AnTs 5
of campus life will be welcomed to this page.
"
J'
Canadian In Yugoslavia No. 3
by Diana ShoemaL

Education
and
Religi
onIn general the
and out Marxists.
vidual need. However, obvious students
There axe about sixty thousseem more non -commit,
and university students in Yugo- preferences is given to the children of Workers. Scholarships, tal: They seem to think that ad.
slavia, the main universities being in the capitals of the six re- supposedly b2,sed only on marks, aptation to life in the counlr;
publics. The average enrolment are far more easily obtained by is the most sensible approach.
is about six thousand while the active party members.
One of the most noticeable
Zagreb university has about
Here then are just a few gen- things to us in travelling around
eleven thousand and the univereral facts about university edu- Yugoslavia was that in any
sity of Belgrade over thirty five
cation in Yugoslavia. After church or mosque we entered
thousand students.
meeting
many students
Education is financially free. informallya £rea,t
congregation was aJmost en«
over the country the
Entrance is based on examina- we found all
that we had a great tirely made up of older people.
tions
taken
after
the
final
high
deal
in
common.
There
were
the
school year.
Religion
is 'free':
— thatand,is,
same criticisms of course, the there
is'freedom
of worship
This student enrolment is same if not greater love of
of
religious
organizations,
(This
growing every year ajid there is
last is hot trne in Russia,) Howa great need for teaching staff,
This is the last of Mrs.
ever religious publications are
more buildings and improved
banned. The government and
Shoemaker's articles describfacilities. In most of the student
ing
her
W
USsponsored
tour
residences the rooms are small
churches (with the exception of
of
and poorly lighted and the saniOtherYugoslavia
students this,
who summer.
enjoyed
some branches oi tne Catholic
tation often quite primitive.
travel in countries currently
worship.
in the news are invited to church) have signed ai| a6rK"
Due to the large industrial
nient
submit
similar
accounts
to
church separating
and state andthe atpowers
the sawo,
expansion the engineering,, sci- this page.
entific and architectural courses
time guaranteeing freedom oT
are by far the most popular.
There also seems to be a great sports, clubs and recreation. The
Nevertheless, so *ai
interest in the language courses. students certainly have a. greater
Here the curricula are quite freedom to do and say as they
of relig'"
power g™un
see. the losing
similar to our own. For instance, like than we had imagined. Of- iscoulddefinitely
an English student is given a
ten there was criticism of gov- the country. And the main
ernment officials and policy. Dethorough grounding in the -whole
is the extensive
field of English literature from
spite the thorough grounding in home,
in school.steacb^,
son communism
of
Old English to the present. Communist philosophy which university. This cannot help
(Hemingway is a great favour- they receive, we met few out influence the young pe°Ple
ite.) A detailed study of the hispite the religious teaching
tory of the language is also required.
may receive in churcn
In any course graduation is
not possible without a passing
mark in the study of MarxismLeninism, which also forms the
basis of specialized study in Economics, Political Science and
Philosophy, In these aourses
other philosophies and systems
are taught only as a basis for
comparison. Here of course is
; sr.:
the mockery of academic freecountry.dom as it is professed in the
There are also compulsory
military, training courses for "
both male and female undergraduates, inscription is automatic after graduation.
The extra-curricular life of
the students is run by the Communist-control ed 'Youth League'
in each university. It also organizes political meetings and rallies. Admission is automatic and
the' students not included obviously be out of sympathy with
the system.
A living allowance is granted
to each student, varying from about 3,000 to 12,000 dinars per
month,
(eight to thirty dollars)
according, theoretically, to indi-
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ABOUT "HUNGARY
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And
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0ur Readers
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VARSITYnot mprelv
ntsy degrade
Laude
certainl
merely a to be fi'ee. They rosewhoup wahted
s thed Soviet
It is unfortunate that in this Union
against— SoftYouwordares so right. dear editor!
Com"""115."! i," is a philosophy certain immin
ent destruction
in
the
eyes
of the world.
age— advancement,
this day of fabusynonymes like day and
»li"c3' Photh deterministic and willing to give their lives rather appeasement nice
We. as members nf the Unilous scientific
act(l.e. defeatism) coprac- than move about like zombies.
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e
r
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i
t
y
o
f
Toronto,
must recall
ions
such
as
those
in
Hungary
I** ?JL communists
existence .i.e. progressive surthestudents
leaders of this revolt
"i f they think: and the
In a recent editorial you sugare taking place. The advance that
render to Communists), culturwere
like
- r loss of human diggest that Russia is vital to our
of
Russia
upon
the
people
of
(i.e. they give * Hungary in past days is a We must credit them ourselves.
with the
■""For
'Sr them,
a manState,
is butor ana economy, that it is strategic to andal exchanges
we
receive
„f the
propa- prime example of how much bravery and herioc efforts
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which
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Doubtless,
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the
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not
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are
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over
was
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rethe
idea
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and
our
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We
must
leave
old
conmoney
cannot
in Hungary, but in every
Perhaps it is wise to wait and help Hungary any more? Helpcepts of war behind. An armed only
country
in
the
world,
to
main^ Hungary, ther
to hope for an internal collapse;
ing refugees is quite different battle with Russia would altain afair standard of living and
Weltenschauung
most surely become a nuclear
perhaps Chamberlain was wise. ' from helping an independence
greatrespective
standard countries.
of freedom in
Perhaps
the
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bewar. A nuclear war„ say the atheir
fight—
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exk
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aproe." Some people
ThisHisis Circl
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would
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nuclear
war;
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students'
And so I take this opportunity
d
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order notto messagegary, notasked
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pennies to in- the destruction
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sal. But if it cannot be so is SANCTUARY
ersonal experience, is a very appear to be. Sincerely yours. possibility.
ist?
Any more words?
mass suicide the only answer?
leasant fellow who has the
No other morning newspaper
Nathan A. Cervo
Rein Taagepera, H SPS If some men cannot be as free
In his review, for
tof iirony.
has suggested in a front page
when
he
writes
that
as
ourselves
does
it
follow
that
xample,
"ward VII died of "acute
all mankind should cease to ex- editorial that Ontario might
Russian Boycott Condemned
help the Hungarian refugees oy
ronchitis."' he is casting an eye
them to our province
Modern war— is an answer to bringing
cross the border— where EisenIn
Thursday's
Varsity
you
comment
on
and setting them here in great
a
message
received"
the
problems
of
the
world;
an
"s.
ower
is
'getting
healthier"
from
Hungary,
which
calls
for
(ll
economic
boycott
of
Russia,
rough a succession of, physical (2) postponement of athletic competition with Russia, (3) a answer complete and perman- numbers just as Austria has
ent and simple enough for a been forced to do.
police force for Hungary.
God to understand; an answer
The review is a very unusual,, UnitedYourNations
Surely,vince arewemuchin this
comment
is
headed:
"An
unhappy
necessity"
and
you
more richablepro-:o
teresting, and provocative one. state (a) we cannot forego a cash sale of 44,000.000, bushels of to 'end all hate and all love.
do
this—
and
do
it
immediacy
But
possibly
the
idea
of
the
U.N.
r, Baxter's
contention
is that wheat to Russia because of our choking surplus, lb) we cannot is a more human, if less deis no analysis
of motives,
—than any of the overcrowded
competition with Russia because we will put ourfinite
answer,
that
we
should
He discerns something stop athletic
countries.
selves in a very susceptible propaganda position, (c) we cannot try before we plunge ourselves European
dically wrong with a society
This is a practical suggestion
United Nations force to Hungary because it is too late.
herein a wife can , bring a send I aagree
into thePossibly
nothingless
of
afterwhich
we
can support inwith you on the last point, but I am at a loss about death.
we should have
y bylettersof toParliament
our Prorestitute etc.
to her
in regard to the other two requests.
vincialdividualMembers
eath-bed.
It is husband's
not the your I attitude
culture.
more
communication
with
Rusapplaud the action of Holland's Olympic committee (where
sia
through
trade
and
sports
and
ife'scallscharitable
action
which
and
by
votes
of
local
student
ortwo newtheworld
in ladies'andswimming
in question but the they hadcancelled
. If we agree
will
IV —Meds
trip records
to Melbourne
donated last
part week),
of its
Ron -Shirt Ml f <ui FJ.CJ we act? RunsganizationsManuel
t of the prostitute. Mr. Bax- which
fund
($27,000)
to
relief
of
Hungarian
refugees.
, to fill a lacuna — as it were.
A. De VilUt, SMC II
3hen suggests what might have
Seen the case; and since he is
I apologize for my first letter. My mind has since been
tore versed in Edwardian literilluminated by the immortal wisdom in your editorial. "Words."
1 than I am, he may very As
I
realize that you do riot like letters that criticize your viewell be right. I object neverpoints. Iam happy to announce that I now wholeheartedly share
eless to his extended theoriz*9 gea& 5xk cl Safe,
your
opinions
in the Hungarian situation.
i book review — not to his
stagnant
hebries as such.
Imagine the gall of these Hungarians to disturb our
expose
to
us
ask
We live in an age which takes atmosphere! It is really very rude of Hungary to gracious and
Is madnesses and neuroses very ourselves to possible injury; however, we have been
ends, at
-nously-which it should since pretended we could not hear them. Our duty ofevidently
landand a donations $1.55 asforhockey
fy are symptomatic of some- a few sympathetic editorials,
much worse. But un- aids There are more important matters at hand, suchthere
should
shocking indeed that
fortunately we do tend to see games and midnight shows. It is midst
who suggest the infringe: even in one's love of flow- be subversive elements in our
if such an action should
jP. etc. Such love is a fetish—
ment of our business interests! Even
•ch it may very will be if intimidate Russia, we would each have to contribute an additional
The suggest.on
J do not praise God for flow- $1 55 to compensate for wage losses on the farms.games
is utterly
of the Olympic
out
think
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of
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them
we
that
as
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Of
e* but
female body, etc.
of the world by the
shamed in the eyes Union.
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Soviet
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Sf
phil°sophy of sex, or its scoldin- propaganda
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for the Hungarian llycause,I If the opportunity
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shallandgivemayanother
suggest ever arises
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of
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s
e
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"nehasr-indiffesrences,
re
et. al. But
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ositiveiy d™e ill not to state my. conscienc
hav
oulri
hi L thal
Edward VII
„ neurotic
Wd^ have
been
under
£ W'nditions,
tragedy
HILLCL
,»lny case- wewhatabandon
the
God and its attendant
TODAY, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28,
for the so-called rcal4:00 p.m. University College, Boom 1
n PublicNathan
regions.A. Cervo
DR. CHARLES E. HENDRY
^uTTlowers
PAD., 0"asi°ns at the
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A-DefToR
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CHILDR
°»«ui, P , * MADB
fi„, $27 So s"",cnu
» Desired
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s»*s"o"
f ni.Saturday
toTro6usep,m.
Silt... '(IE h.
ttlrfyw'ng Co,

Of course.
often.
Because 'Most
a feweveryone
momentsdoesover—
ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
It's sparkling with natural goodness,
pure friendly
and wholesome
— and
naturally
to your figure.
Feci like having a Coke?

captured in TORONT0NENSIS
FT!
3 DAYS LE
Triday!
No Discount Alter

"Ci

It a rtoliKrtd tracfa-r

COCA-COIA LTD.

CLASSIFIED
/. REAOl magazine—
VtEWI ENJOY!
PLAYBOY
Rush. »$5,00
-- a year of the largest selling*
ge catering magazine in Nc/fth
Universal
prises, 104Write
Ridgehitl,
Toronto Enter10.
)}\ BOOKS FOR SALE
Interesting
for sale.
Effici?nJdy a-nd books
personnel
magnetism.
W|)ite forBox information
lo "The
Varsity".
99.

ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
$1.50 -Weekly Rents; $1.00 Buys.
Any.malce, brand new typewriter.
(Rental ^refunded
you buy),
Trade-ins
$29. Cash if
registers,
adding machines. Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TRIUMPH
Sportscar
1956 TR-3!
White with forred sale.
upholstery.
12,000
miles and , top notch condition.
S1900
trade forBE."snowmobile,
Call Dickor Hobson,
1-7888 eve
nings.

TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
sold on terms. Also for supplies, SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
repairs and service. Phone RI TIME $3.25 a yr. (2 yrs. $6.50) —
1843 anytime.
LIFE $4.25ILLUSTRATED
a yr. '2 yrs. $7.50)
SPORTS
$4.00 —a
year
<6 months AGENCY.
$2.00) — STUDENT
FREE ALTERATIONS
PERIODICAL
P.O.
Box
On all short and long gowns in 157, Adelaide P.O.. Toronto. Phone
stick. Helmar, 46 St. George St. WA.
2-0583.
(next to School of Nursing). WA.
1-5978. SAVE!
LIFE—
$4.25.
TIME—
$3.25. SPORTS
LIVING ACCOMODATION
$4, NEWSWEEK,
For woman undergraduate — com- ILLUSTRATED—
$4.50.
FORTUNE
—
$7.50,
ESQUIRE
and route
board inin return
Rose- —8 months, $3.00. READER'S
DIdale homefortableonroom bus
GEST—16 months. $2.00. Write
for light household duties — Two
adults. Telephone: EM. 8-2343—10 Harvevonto 10.Haber,
or Call 104OR.Ridgehill,
1892. Tora.mrto
p.m. p.m.
or WA. 4-2887—7:00
p.m. to 510:00
MARRIED STUDENTS especially
study better with financial securFOUND
ity. Own surance
$20,000.00
Infor Only Term
$40.00 Life
Yearly
We have in the S.A.C. office — 1
Cost. Call R. N. Richardson. HU.
ring, 1 pen, 3 watches. Owners 8-3929.
please claim.
SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including: Watches, Diamonds. Silverware, Lighters. Wallets,
Pens and Pencils. Radios, Clocksr-Coslume Jewellery etc., etc.
You must have your A.T.L. caxd when making a-iHirchase.
SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM. 6-0977
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tosa_forecast of snow! 1
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(
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Fleece-lined Snowboots
by Brevitt of Bond Street!

winswhat
the college
vote! needs
CoW wool
lined boots . . . .just
every coed
to keepfleeceher
toes warm at hockey games ... or walking from lecture
to lecture! In smooth aniline calf with crepe rubber soles.
See them only at EATON'S in Toronto!
A. Tan
"Icelander
Three" — high boot style withPairside22.O0
zipper.
only.
B. CherorA,
"Greenlander
Fiveivory— orsidegrey.
buckle effect
slip-on.
red, tan.
Pair 20.00
Sizes 41-/ In 83& each
B widths
but not every size in
style only,
and colour.
PHONE UN. 1-5111
>N'S — Mainand Store,
similarSecond
styles Floor
at — Dept. 338
EATON'S — College Street, Main Floor
*T . EATON Cfim.
I

Best

Package

Massey

in

Years

Hall
Jammed
By BOB PRICE
On Monday night, Massey Hall was the flute. This is the most revolutionary group to
scene
of inthe recent
best jazz
"package"
to come
co enter the jazz world since" Gerry Mulligan's
Torontosible
years.
groups
were tiie Count
BasieThe.Band
withresponblues quartet four or five years ago. "Blue Sands,"
on awas
haunting'
rhythm similarof the
to Ravel's
singer Joe Williams, the Ertol Garner Trio, based
"Bolero,"
the show-stopper
night
the Chico Hamilton Quintet, the Geny Mulli- The two or three-minute single rhythm drum
gan Quartet, the Kai Winding Septet and the solo was the highlight of the tune and seemed
Australian Jazz Quintet.
The Kai Winding Septet, consisting of four todrumaccomplish
-solo withmore
the than
BasieSonny
band. Payne's
As longloiigbs
trombones, piano, bass and drums, opened the there are fine musicians' like these around,
evening. The four trombones were able to get new innovations in jazz will never cease.
the soundfeeling
of a ofbiga small
band while
the
relaxed
group. keeping"
New York
Gerry Mulligan's .Quartet, the second group
t#n'
a piano, bass
musician Al Cohn's arrangement of "Whistle to appear without vthe use' of trombone,
While You Work" was the high spot of this sisted of baritone sax, valve
group's appearance. As is Necessary with a and drums. The- rhythm section was onetoePof
group of this instrumentation, all of the ar- the few on the programme which could
rangements played were in very close harmony,
"Ope"
in the big hall.
using the big trombone sound as it should be together consistently
trombone
Country", writtenwasbythethebest-valveused. The Septet had the finest rhythmn sec- Bob
pr*
be
to
tune
Brookmeyer,
tion to appear on the stand all night; it worked
that Jlull'°j~
think together
I better
by the Quartet.
as a unit and swung constantly without be- .sented
tflg
played
Brookmeyer'
and
coming offensive.
on the slio^
Who appeared
musicians
otherlines.
any
a
ideas develop
because their
probably
Next on the programme was the Austra- similar
lian Jazz Quintet, with ex-Torontonian Jack
Lander playing bass. The most impressive
The Count Basie Band appeared n«t
proved itself to. be one of the best big ;
musician
in the
was the
Earlv most
Buttell,
playing tenor
sax "Quintet
and bassoon;
im- around today. The finest of the very feW or
pressivjB group on the programme was the ists in- the bp.nd was Prank- Foster on
Australian. Among the five men they play
Garner, was a«J
sax. Thi sdriving band, likeflawless
piano, bass, drums, alto sax, tenor sax, bas- crowd-pleaser
in its ' ^
and was
soon, flute and
vibes'.by However,
sound • tion. The drummer. Sonny Payne, Vel ' ^e '
musicianship
is offset
a lack of their
spontaniety
ves
and jaza feeling, caused by over-arrangement the usual showy drum solo while theBlues
and excessive stylization. Their best selection blues
t _«
and
band left the stand for a smoke.
was
"Koala",
written
by
ex-Kentonite
Bill
Holsang
and
band
the
joined
their
Joe Williams
man, with the best solo of their set taken by verge
asof only he can. Williams sings ^
Earl Buttell on tenor sax.
the tMj
The Australians were followed by the trio through unnecessary antics
be <l<ies "°bands"
butvoices
of ErroJ Garner. This gentleman played the He has onerock-and-roll,
of
the
finest
most, commercial jazz to be heard on the field today and is probably the bes J(f
concert and was therefore the most successful crowd-pleaser. To my ear, his style persists to have appeared with the Basie B.
in being monotonously repetitious; but, as the Williams
sings in ,the same vein as
audience reaction proved, this seemed a very bination.
while he
personal view. The part of his playing which Basie Band plays, giving, an unbea1
seemed to appeal most strongly to the crowd
is the lagging left hand which he uses either
most dsucc<
y theappeare
to haveprobablever
This was
on or just after each beat. Although Garner concert
does not swing in the true jazz sense of the both musically and financially,
word, his style is very pleasing — although the sixth city which the concert pi
one must deplore the grunts with which he many days, and the musicians a;
marksembarrass.
the "beat, which serve only to distract was the most receptive audience to
and
had
played.aabsence
This was
probably
spicuous
of "go,
go due
After intermission Chico Hamilton's Quintet took the stand, the most exciting group to hand-clappers and foot-stompers eed ...alls'
appear on the program. The instrumentation of this concert has definitely P1'
was drums, bass, guitar, "cello, with one man to be a jaz-wise city, and any
presenting
of this high
with musicians
overwhelming^^
doing triple. ^diity^OJi clarinet, tenor sax and meet
fansTor<

1WJ

modern

jazz

eets:
K^jin_ M

yy Hamilton,

Winding,

fhe AusI tra
lia
dig. I think almost
all good ns,
jazz musicians
was * have
Hal' tnele
a
solid
classical
nd. Only
™"SS nietit' Empty instru- difference is that comes inbackgrou
form, jazz
ow is your own, and that comes book
after,
W the narr
S high
,ere wandering amontheg
"Background is very necessary if you're
going to stay
in ttie business — or just be
"back rooms ccame
coming a passing
friend. But some of them
musi
of
— some
Sound
ere in town,shakes like of the greats — have got that natural gift.
registerguy sitting in Me, I've had eighteen years of jazz — I've
Csee that
to love it!"
Joe' got Royal
like rrow
Marchall, lead alto, > thinks "jazz
lyns tomo
in r?BrookLook
TL„te
is
definitely
a part of American music —
the people of the New World have little
rfcture to Biidland, that's and
actual
originality
in their music; -most of
ed
[„ Carson Smiths; play
from band
different times and places."
John it comes
■he dressringwithroomthe
The
Basie
just returned from a
bass semi-hyste
mita
rical European tour; Royal still
' Jazz Quartet. Kai has
writer's cramp from signing autographs.
Canadian "Terrific
^0U5 with hisrelie
reception — almost fanatical in
f, c.conon,
_j tensi
musi
all,
e
fand abov
some places."

I'Wsirband, in their baseJthe
noms and shared
that guy," said the
: of my best friends.
"
EPay that debt
lou«t like about music?
I got myself into. Only
°f ha»>
iomef
"
of youto put
, a Part
*L,
i>toatrT''
">«W
looked mysteriousa
ISine" 'hatintere^
m°re andin
I the ? a"
Kg a s'rtence Qf the
• from 6 an form "
SUv
Lldn- Iea'ly
guess I'd
inletor
""Pted from his
'he only thing
^,bass player
G9e' 3 bin
J* Breslm is
-adsrs of
The
, are by Sf
euP was

y.

"These Canadian people," said Royal,
"especially in Toronto, seem to be a throwback to staid old England. They've got a
weird way
of" expressing
emotions.it
When
the Canadians
enjoytheir
something,
takes you two years to find it out. They're
very warm inside, but they've got such a
cold
way atof times."
showing it, that it's almost
ridiculous
Upstairs, Carl Fontana of the Kai Winding group, leaned on a piano and said, "I
think jazz is an expression that the individual can partake in;> actually I can express
myself more freely than in any other way.
It's the same as an artist when he's
painting."
Carl likes the Canadians — especially
their ale — and finds them very responsive.
Music is his first love, but next some sports,
then girls and Baton Rouge. He plans to
retire soon, and go to Florida to skin dive.
"They say it's cooler down there — and the
underwater species drink less."
Kai ' Winding — a quiet, smiling person
who seems to be interested in everybody
—
is excited about his four-month-old group.
"It's sort of an experiment, in a. way,"
he
out of
said, "taking the trombone section
a band, and putting* it with a rhythmn
response has been just wonsection.derfulThe
— beyond expectation. We do both
jazz sets, which makes
. dancing music and Seems
to work out we
it quitethisversatile.
gets that big, full.
and
—
band
with
sound."
Like most of the other players. Kai
has made the rounds In jazz circles, from
"I tlnnt
nightns clubs.
to the
bandsjazz
the pit find
pretty mU.cn
musicia
you'll
y, bin
educated," he said, "not only musicall
a certain extent. 'Lieb one
academically to jazz."
Dick se I
said, "becau
good ne player?
"I liketrombo
of Kill's

Mulligan,

Qar
ner
preciate
the instrume
ntal skill, and I like and
"Tell them Carl Co,
green gin." -said
to listen to these boys because
she passed.
girl as drinks
play a long-naWed
-well. Improvising on the spot istheya good
"Whenever it's possible, we get together
play,"
Carson.object,
"But you'd beg
surprise
d howcontinu
manyed people
"We had a ball, had a ball," said Dave and
outlet,"
Bailey,
the happy, hungry drummer from the men in blue. They have laws includin
the Jerry Mulligan group. "I live for Toron- this sort of thing — say it's noise." against
"They've been trying to open a club in
to, just to. eat banana fritters at this place
downtown
The best banana fritters in the Montreal." a gray-hai
player added.
world. Oh. man!"
"Jazz has never been redverysax.successf
ul there
"We like it very much here." said the
they
have
mostly
stripper
and
acts.
s
Australian Jazz Quartet. "But we miss the Toionto has two successful clubs,other
and
prosunshine, the swing and the beaches. You
duced afew good ja2z musicians. I forget
should see our beaches. We'd love to go
Joe Williams waited in the
home for a few months,
for his
place — maybe next year. just to see the entrance cue. "Here, honey." he hall
"hold
said,
these cameras for me. And thank the people
"But there's no
about it —
American jazz-groupsdoubt
are the best ones thein for buying my records, for liking me as a
Basie daggregation
of theJoe,"greatsaidCount
."
a fresh-face
young jazz
Chico Hamilton wandered in, looking part"Hey
the world.'"
sweaty,
player, "would you sign this for my wife
dered wild-eyed
out again. and exhausted, and wan- Yvonne?
Y-V-O-N-X
-E. It's
who.''Basie
The
band came
out aforrealtheirhanger."
break,
. ' "I think that the rhythmn type of jazz
that is happening today is eventually going and the cigarettes lit up. "Hey man," said
"how does this bii about the Queen go?"
music offor tomorrow,"
American
to beFredthe Katz,
the Hamil- one.Somebody
the drummer
said
whistled it. "Used to be Ameriton Quintet. "Now I'm going out to find a
can untilgruntled
thirty
horn man.years ago." muttered a discup of coffee somewhere."
"You have to mingle with the people,"
"Last week we played in Carnegie Hall,"
one of the Hamilton Quintet, "and it
said young John Pisano, "to* show ihem said
that you're real. I can play jazz 24 hours a felt like a big barn compared to this. You
an immediate feeling from the people
day, and not get tired. In fact, that's just get
in the audience, and after a while you know
what we've been doing."
"Some of our compositions," said John of what to give Them — something intellectual,
the
"aren't Fred
actually
jazz or just above rock ard roll*"
in theHamilton
sense of group,
improvisation.
has writ"Did you know." queried Bill Crow, the
ten some that are very similar to chamber oass of the Muiiigsn Quartet, "that flying
music. We play good music, and all kinds saucers are real ? Three or four people on
Count Basie's Band alone are from Saturn.
of: good
music."
"JazzSmith
is thefrom. mostbehind
basichis music,"
said You can have fun with these musical instruCarson
bass fiddle,
ments, al getting together
in peoples' base"that there is. I always thought I'd like to of fun ments
hereand playing
tonight. them. We just had a lot
become a jazz musician. Now I am, and I
"But the best thing about Toronto is the
don't know why I ever became one. It's
really a wonderful thing — but then again,
banana
fritters."
Somebody
abouttapping
losinga brass
their
there's
years
of
scuffing
behind
it.
A
very
coat: somebody growled
else began
insecure business.
cymbal. "You're on, boy!" called another.
"Actually
I
love
music,
and
there's
nothing else I could, be. I tried them all ■—
"A goodly amount of the music at towar plants, fishing boats, mechanics shop,
night's concert
wentbest,on inbackstage,"
said
of the
fact."
building cars — and always came back in Fred. "Some
I, for one, agreed with him.
the end."
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— Feeley
i 1 ft • • explains the tradition of Kokeshi dolls
MlhokO ShimiZUfrom Japan
sale at Treasure Van, to
Macpherson. Val, left, is attiredIn inthea
Marion Leslie, centre, and Val filtigree
earrings and sandals.
Indian
sari,
Indian
genuine
foreground are Malayan carvings and a Mexican doll.

Cupid Going Again
are strictly for the pleasure of
The
Girls'a flourishing
Archery Club
once more
campusis the participants. Practices are in
Drill Hall on Tuesdays from
group, this year under the pre- the
sidency of Marjorie Reid, (III 1 until 2. and on Wednesdays,
Vic) Bill Stadnyk of the Hart from 4 until 6.
House archers is coaching the Monday night was . the comgirls, and under his direction, the
petionandwith
Eaton's
Girls'
enthusiasts are improving daily, Club,
U. oftheT. was
representin preparation for one or two
Reid,
June
Scevtournament coming up in the iour,ed by (IMarjorie
P.H.E.) Joy Walker, CI
near future. So far the high
and Carol Woods, (III Vic.)
scorers are Marjorie Reid Marilyn Vic)
High
scores
for Varsity were
Ernest, (II POT) and Ann Pendle- June and Marjorie.
Congratul
ton, (III Vic.) There are others ations, girls!!
whose scores are mounting,
though, and competition is keen. So come on out and see what
It's all in fun at the Archery you can do with an arrow or two.
fun. no difficult, and it's lots of
Club — everyone is welcome to It's
attend and join in; competitions
GAMES TODAY
HOCKEY
12.30
St.
M.
A
vsvs Sr.
Taylor
vie
m
M.U.C.
B. Nnylor.B.
Green.J.Malk,
Anderson
41.3000VOLLEYBALL
Jr. U.C.
vs St.
Pre-Med
Anderson
MAJOR
LEAGUE
—
FINALS
Jr. SPS
Dlemer, Tamils
1.00 TrieVOLLEYBALL — MINOR
Med. I LEAGUE
B Perkons
cancelled)
Med. HB Yr. A vs U.C. Wallace (game
77.00
vsvs Wye.
OC Slgal
Slgal
8.3045 Knox
Pharm B
Pharm
Slgal
DIVISION
SOCCER — FINALvs Sr.— SPS
12,30 Trinity
Auld, IAvis, Bra den
SQUASH
1.00 Trln. A
vsvs Law
Sr. SPS
s
4.20
Pharm O' A
vs Med V
5.40 Trin.
INTRAMURAL
SWIMMING — Preliminary
5.00 p.m. office.
Entries
close 1.00 p.m.Heats
at Intramural

ATTRACTIVE
IN
FEDERAL

CAREERS

PUBLIC

SERVICE

• Customs Excise Head• Foreign Service Officers
for Citizenship and Imquarters Trainees
migration,andExternal Affairs and Trade
• Economists and
Commerce
Statisticians
• Trade
Officersand Commerce
• Finance Officers
• Junior
OfficersAdministrative
• Personnel Officers
These posts offer interesting work, numerous opportunities
for advancement and gunerous fringe benefits.
Starting salaries range from $3750 to $3900.
Under-graduates
in theirwillfinal
year of tostudy
are invited to
apply but appointment
be subject
graduation.
Students from all faculties are eligible to compete,
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS will be held Friday evening
NOVEMBER 30 and Saturday, DECEMBER 1.
Complete details regarding the examination, application forms
and descriptive folders are now available from your University
Placement Officer, 5 Willcocks Street, or at the Civil Service
Commission desk in the foyer ui Hart House each noon. If you
need more information, write immediately to the Civil Service
Commission. Ottawa, specifying your fields of interest.

Skule
Regains
Mulock
Cup
During the intermission, the j end -eone and was tackl \
(Continued from Page 1>
chilled
onlookers
were
treated
to
j
for
a
safety-touch
^ "1<:->
march was stopped on the Vic
bandSkule
interlude
by some
erst- !jpoints.
twenty-four from where Perkins awhile
musicians.
They were
Vic was unsuccessful jn<ii m
kicked a single. From the twenty- accompanied by a snow ball bar- maining seven minutes i refive Vic began its only concerted rage from the back rows which ! close. SPS ended the ga^*1''11*
drive of the game. After two threatened the spectators. I ning out the clock on Hn rulfirst downs put the ball at mid- Almost immediately, Vic got a i « by Clements. The MulLl^Nfield, Jerry
Aziz,enda VirTstandout,
skirted
his left
and ran the
to start VictheCo-second
Jerry Koshan.
Cap- \|was^ w°n
win 24-22.
was solely a t <•« %
touchdown
ball brilliantly to the Engineers half.
.1 . . .1. . ,Smith
. - i»and ' i :. *.
tori- Selt>y.
seven. When two half-backs tain, picked up a loose ball, when |I limn.
Moriarity blocked an SPS were standouts. Vic was C,
plunges failed, Frank Ebenhardt. Steve
and scooted over unmolest- :[conditions.
Ebenhardt, Aziz and Myer
Vic Co-coach, scored on a quarter- kick,
un- jgratulations are due lo ,
back sneak. He then proceeded to ed. Ebenhardt converted. This and
; teams
outstanding
Victoria*>r— anCentres
Cam „ th
kick for the convert thus mak- expected event sparked Skule
also
of theproduced
game. the best football Put llP under adverse 6
ing
the
score
14-7.
Another
bit
of
luck
saved
Vic
son;
guards.
Thonison
Beforeanother
the halfsingleton
ended Perkins,
booted
for the from disaster. With Skule on the I gg-f ^^"^ L» *£§
Sheppard
halfbacks.
pi!,,'e; G^a
quarters
Weatherliead;
Skulemen.
The
score
at~ half time Vic one yard line, the Artsmen j •"irdt;
was 15-7.
recovered a fumble in the end n.SkuleAziz.- Scovell,
LCClu»
NewZl
Shontm %V*zone and got away with oi ly an. Gee, Centres,
' H,"'i,
Wills. Myei*
a one point damage. The last Cross,
Cooper" iSft*;
Rohacek;Nicholson,
guards, 'ShttnnonC\nipbt'L
Basketball Blues quarter
Russeli, Krlkorian; quartet ^P«.
ing a slimbegan
16-14 with
margin.Skule
SPS holdsoon Toye.
Smith.
Sejby,liuirback*
recovered possession but, when Perkins,
Cornish
^
Clements;
Laywine.
Stewart'vP**.
— Ashley
Referee,
Beaten By One they were forced to punt, the dellOfficials
k; JudgeBob oip0 pi;;'
kick was blocked and booted up
field twice
by Vic's
In Initial Game
First Quarter
MacLeaii;
Ron
Bertman
fell Linemen
on it in until
the Glenn
Bill Stadnyk.
Last night in the Y.M.H.A. end zone. Ebenhardt converted 1— Skule, Ashley (touchdown)
Second (touchdown)'
Quarter
again. The score now read 22-21 23—— Skule,
Skule. Gibson
Eccles
(convert)
gymnasium,
Blues dropped Varsity's
a narrow basketball
one point for Skule.
(single)(touchdown
5— Skule,
Victoria,Perkins
Ebenhardt
decision to the "Y" Blues in a SPS seemed to have the game ■5—
hard fought exhibition tilt. The won until Clements attempted 6— Victoria. Ebenhardt (convt-rn '
final score was' 56-55. Although a pass which was intercepted on 7— Victoria. Keshan (touchdown)
the team opened its season on a the SPS twenty-seven by Moriar- 89—— Skule,
Third
Quarter
Ebenhardti
Fourth
Quarterconvert) 1'
(single).
rather inauspicious note, the playity. Vic manouvered the ball in Victoria,Selby
Selby
(touchdown)
ers showed considerable team- close and Ebenhardt kicked a 10l K—— Skule,
Victoria,
Bertram
work and some sharp shoot- single on second down to knot 12 — Victoria, Ebenhardt (touched
(convert) n i
ing in the secondhalf. when they the score.
Overtime
Ebenhardt
rallied from a 16 point deficit to After Vic gained possession 13 — Victoria. First
Quarter(singk-1) '
almost pull the game out of the deep in its own end SPS made its 14 — Skule. safety touch.
Second
Quarter
proverbial fire.
final points. Ebenhardt was fore- ,
In the first half, the home team ed to run back into his own ' No scoring.
rapidly piled up a large margin
on highly accurate shooting and
neat teamwork to take a 16 point
lead at half-time. Varsity, play- Knox Edges Pharmacy
ing a man-to-man defense, seemed unable to cope with the quickTo Win Division Title
moving "Y" men and the visitors
were
consistently
out-fought
and
Knox
College
as men's backs, too, were strong
out-rebounded under the back- champions of the emerged
under pressure and as a result
Interfaculty neither
boards. Willie Silverman paced League (Division Two)
goalkeeper had too much
after
a to do. Just
his team with a first half total
before the halfway
snowy' battle on the Front Cam- mark the Knox
of 10, on five field goals.
forwards had
yesterday. They downed a several chances to
In the second stanza. Varsity keen pusPharmacy
score but
team
by
a
score
reversed the picture. After a
do it.had to go into over- were- foiled by some fine netweak start, guard Gerry Edelist, of 1-0,time tobut
minding by the Pharmacy
utilizing a terrific jumpshot,
had the, advanhooped 16 points for an 18 point The tageKnoxmen
The tie.
end of the half found
goal-less
of the wind in the first akeeper.
game total. After Edelists's shoot- half but could make no impres- At the beginning of the second
ing had brought
the guard
Blue's within
sion on the hard-tackling Pharstriking
distance,
Ruby
macy defence. The icy ground toperiod
Richman and forward John Shep- made ball
take the
the Druggists
lead on a theatened
couple of
control very difficult,
pard came up with some fine but both teams, playing some sharp shots on the Knox goal,
shooting
of
their
own,
to
carry
victory.
the
team to within two points of inspiredtakes. Asoccer,
few Drugmis- but they were in turn stopped by
standoutmade
for the
by thetheopponsaves With
goodnetminder.
some ents
WW
gist's
defence
was
John
Stephan,
the centre-half, who stopped helping them. Pharmacy MP1
Edelist
was
Varsity's
top
scorer,
followed
by
Sheppard
with
10
many
Knox
attacks
before
they
and Richman with 9.
on the defensive
got really' launched. The Knox- their opponents
inl
Gradually,
their way thebachKn«fought however,
men
do»n
plays
fine
WOMEN S ATHLETICS
with
game
the
the right-wing. Again Step»»
and histhatmencamedealttheirwithway:eve f
thing
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
game progressed verythat=ve"lyL
IMPORTANT NOTICE
the I
it became
The
tensi6n
rose
^(
decideasthet"eg'^
wouldobvious
break
The following score sheets have not been submitted to tne SAC
rf
doin,
teams
both
with
neared
November
Vic. Fr. — Nursing Jr.
office
— 198 7:30
attack when gotwoahead;
snotJ00|
by
November
6:30 Vic. Fr. — St. M's B.
£
ra'to
could
a
they
had g ^|lie
the Knox defence
Also — U.C.
Sr. and St. Mike's A must complete their
Pharmacy
missed the
medical
ratingJr. lists.
These items MUST be cleared up by Friday of this week.
inches. The final whistle s
neeW ^
was dead
so overtime
still
and
teamsresume
with
d tn ^
The theteams
down
the
field
with
n»W
went
ball
the
and
tie
putting
it past the ^ ^"V',jj
THE ALEXANDER LECTURES
ON ENGLISH PROSE
by Professor James R. Sutherland, University College, London
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Monday to Thursday (inclusive), December 3 to 6,
at 4:30 p.m.
i. The Problem of Prose
ii. Apes and Peacocks
iii. The Age of Prose and Reason
iv. The Nineteenth Century and After

■
■■
■
I
■
U
■
■
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e End CopiTCup
Veteran Defensive
End
IBRB
Voted
Gene
Worthiest" Blue

ootb»nyt
Bl esof^h
of thewinner
end 195G
named
^tfeydefensive
''""A W3SVetera"
? 1 a''"0ld
the
J ,^ C°PP MemorU1 Tl0Phy.
awarded
"Stick",IZmJ^
as he
is known
*■*
"most
6^
thy"a bythrh'team. mites
around the dressi
ng mom
ee-year
d
He
and
>ear
the Canadian University Preress poll thii
thatirofin
thebothCanadian
th^.I"te™»egiate All-Stars
p Press.
i^bn^T'

— Burns
A

WINNER

VarI,-tPvfmmthRealSCa«S
h I » ? aImy B6achl' of180theP°Uncls'
Se»io'' Gene
ORFU.ca™
where*o
^ grad"atin* f''<™ SfcS?
side^regia?:. '
KrearthofCZPiTowhy
c°mmem<»-ates
a Varsity football
in his parents'
tattempting
til !to prevent
30 S' Th°a theft
Was accid^tally
killedhome.
when
» Johnny Copp played for the Blues in 1932-33 and
his name was the first inscribed on the trophy.

ALL

THE

WAY

On the
Blues Edge St. Michael's 4-3
RT#
BEAT
Brian Anderson
Stores Twice
By DON McGIIX
onds
left
St.
Mike's
pulled
their
Yesterday evening the 'hockey
goalkeeper but were unable to
Blues nosed out the St. Michael's
tK John brooks
College Majors by a 4-3 count Blues
box. had a man in the penalty Varsity
keep anysquad.
real pressure on the
Sports Lditor
Paced by Brian Anderson's Late in the period John Mactwo scores the squad gave an
years ago this Friday, tragedy struck the family
Today's victory was the Blues'
Twenty-three
■
donald
scored
when
Mike
Elik
exhibition of fast-skating hockey. slipped the puck to him from a first over St. Mike's in pre- of Doctor ami Mrs. Charts Copp. it ivae :i tragedy that, reacted
season competition. First game far hoyontl the wails of the modest (mnie vtWIcsley Street
St. Mike's of the OHA
faceoff.
the Copp family lived.
of the season is Thursday where
A League provided a good Junior
hardagainst
University of Monhit ing test for the Blues.
Va rslty scored, early in the
For the death of Johnny Copp, a popular l ulversity of Toronto
treal atthe
Montreal.
Lineups
Varsity got off to a good start second period on Dune Brodie's
student and athlete, was a sudden blow to thousands of class-mates
from Elik and Macdonald. Varsity; Goal, Cecttl. Dunn. Cur- and friends
who knew and admired him,
at the 8:05 mark
the first score
Period when Brianof Anders
Throughout the period the Blues Stovens,
rie; Defense,
stacey,
Muliro,
Church,
on
Johnny was critically wounded late one evening when investiJackson:
Forwards,
Ander™PPcd in a pass from Clare were pressing; hard but were ungating the presence of a strange Inrker ut the rear of tlie home.
Fisher.White,
Linesman,
Kearney,
able to score again. Late in the Brodie, son.Mills.
Fisher. At the
Elik. Macdonald.
He was taken to hospital with a gunshot
wound in (lie abdomen,
were shorthanded.timeJustthe"43 Blues
period Elik was robbed by St. Wright.
and
secpassed
awayto save
three Idsdayslife.later as Toronto's best
doctor* lost
St. Michael's:
Goal Savage.
Manonds later the boys from St when
a valiant fight
Mike's
goalie
Caesar
Maniego
dlego;
Defense.
Fuller,
polentl,
Anhe
broke
into
the
clear.
gottl.
Draper;
Forwards,
Mahovlich.
M'kes tied up the game with
A
fourth
year Medical student. Johnny played Intercollegiate
Mattiussi.
,no u°riaco driving home passes Center Brian Anderson picked McMaster.
riaco, Boucher,
Sonoskl,McKnight,
Sly Dlsera.Ub- football
Summary
tram
Prank
for two years
up his second score at the 10:55
Blue theteam.Blues, as well as'spendmg a season
Baby with
w ith a ehampion
First Period
Mattiussi
. Mahovlich and Dick mark
of the final stanza after 1— Varsity, Anderson.
(Fisher)
. . 8.05
Johnny — an accomplished musician — was to lead his band
B<>» B»,Klm notched his first receiving" a pass from Dave 2— St. Michael's, Mattiussi)
Ubrlaco.
(Mahovlich,
8.48 at the annual Atldetie At Hume, scheduled for the day after the
£01 at 12:31 banging in his Jackson.
tragic accident. The dance was, of course, cancelled. Tribute was
3— St. Michael's Mattiussi)
Boucher.
12.31 President
72 Mahovlich.
L0lmd afterThetalti"g
a
pass
Late
in
the
game
St.
Mike's
by many members of the University staff, including
Boucher . . . , 15.25 paid him Cody.
Blues were missed two glorious chances to 4— St. Michael's.(Mattiussi)
a man short at the tjme Bouchei. tie the game. Twice Double Blue 5— Varsltv, Macdonald. (Elik) .. 16.26
Johnny
to Varsity from City of Toronto Schools, where
'
Penalties:
Mills,
(tripping)
6.25,
forwards
broke
into
the
clear
and
cashing in
Munro, (elbowing ), 12.20. Brodie. he left behindcome
him a distinguished record.
pass hit the goalpost.
uteshlSat:r0nti
th'eea min
(crosschecking),
'"»
An editorial in The Varsity said, in pari, "Johnny Copp was
" Mattiussi tal'y
(served by Polentl),13.41,(tooSt,manyMichael's,
men).
Once again the With one minute and 15 sec- 18.40.
a gentleman, a scholar and a sportsman . . . his life is an UujplruSecond Period
6— Varsity. Brodie. (Macdonald. Elik)1.30 tlon; und although the world may be poorer by Ids death. It Is
t
richer
for his memory."
Penalties:
Boucher,
(crosscheckAlthough
material
bran res cannot match the respect
2.55, Boucher,(hooking).
(high sticking),
7.27 ing)Anderson,
13.49, and admiration still held reformemJohnny
by the people who knew him
Fisher, (tripping).
15.10.
personally, the University of Toronto Is a proud possessor
Third Period
of (be
Johnny
Copp
7 —Penalties:
Varsity, Anderson,
(Jackson)
10,55.
Memorial
Trophy.
Polentl, (tripping).
4.45
This trophy, a picture of which is carried on this page, is
McMaster. (elbowing).
9,00, Boucher,
(charging).
14.42, (hooking),
Anderson, 16.47.
(knee- awarded annually to the Varsity Blue player ad judged worthiest by
ing). 15.47. Fisher,
his team-mates. A trophy In memory of Johnny Copp could not
be awarded for anything
but worthiness.
The winner of the trophy this year Is Gene Chores tec ki, a
Knox Winners . .
sta<i of Varsity football over the past three seasons. His name
(Continued from Page 6)
will be inscribed alongside the greats of Varsity football. Am! It
goalkeeper
who tomade
but futile effort
stop athevaliant
ball. will be added to a list that is beaded by the name "Johnny Copp."
So, Jack McMurray will be the Ia n*mp belonging to one of the finest gentlemen ever to attend
toast of Knox College fans to- *hp I'niversity of Toronto.
night. a The
by took
now
Far ^*ne, it's anON honour
and truly SCENE
deserved,
were
tired Druggists
crew, the goal
THE HOCKEV
the sting out of their attack and
Those who took time off from supper to sit in on the Blueduring the second overtime peri- \game (vith St. Michael's Majors last night, were treated to a
matched the Irish bump-for-bump,
Bluesscoreboard.
hockeyonegame.
'fine went
odandtheyso didKnoxnot won
seriously
threaten
better Theon the
by the
only and Particularly
noticeable was the way in which tire Blues came
tally
the game.
a shaky first period to outplay the Majors, who
Onceof again
both teams must roaring back from
place In the OHA Junior "A" scries. In
be congratulated on producing are currently
and Inthirdsecond
frames.
fine soccer in fine spirit under the second
Father Crowley. Irish coach, yanked his goaltender with a
very
conditions.
and the Blues didn't permit the visitors a
The adverse
champions
of the Senior minuteshotremaining,
on goal, while themselves coming very close to adding
Interfaculty Division will be de- single
to
their
lead.
.
cided when the Senior SPS team
It should be a great
yearTHEfor GROAXERS
Jack Kennedy's lads.
meets Trinity at 12:30 today on
WITH
the front campus,
The
University
preliminary
wrestling
matches are coming up
able to break through. Finally
on December 3 and 4 at 5 p.m. in the Hart House wrestling room.
the break came. The entire Entry
points
count
for
the
Reed
Trophy
competition,
and winners
an atPharmacy team pressed
matcheswrestling
will enterteam.
finals on December 5. They are eligible
fast clear- offor these
hard,
A
tack
up-field.
the
Varsity
ance bv the Knoxmen. ^carried
by
Novice meets will be held for beginners on December 8 and 9.
W;
Druggists
the ball
I the wind, caught
the
went AH interested should report to the wrestling room at 5 today or
4 *0b aV Up, But Down Without The Ball "Fc*1Iy Ii unprepared
jo a Knox and
forward
who careifullV controlled the ball before I tomorrow. Left have a good turnout.
°f Shule Receivers Watch The Oval Fail

Deba
(Conte
tinursed frSqomi of
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UC

Women

Meet

To Discuss

Separate Athletic Association
University College women will meet today to -discuss the'
formation
of their own Association.
athletic society separate from' thd'
Women's Undergraduate
The meeting
is at 1 athletic
p.m. in the
Women's
Union.WUA, will
Mamie
Littlejohn.
director
of the
introduce the motion. "We hope that by this action efficiency
• and
in sports
last night
the
new interest
society would
have will
its increase."
own budgetSheandsaid
officers,
and that
it would be entirely separate from the WUA. "There has been
no opposition
to the president
motion fromMargaret
the WUA,"
she said.
However WUA
Penman,
said there
was a great deal of opposition on the part of WUA officers.
She refused to make comment on her position with Yegard
to the motion and said, "I'm supposed to be impartial."

beginn
lo aceptingthe of
Unitedan Nai ^e
government," he said """X?!
fighting for the United >I
Prime Minister jj ' .
Ined his
tpry
'Canada'",„,la'«>t.
sa,1 If
time—
final
not
outshowed
theforrebuttal,
duaiQuee„
level N£
bate.The iiu„e jvunister Prolong
.
government might Uzb, li k
day prec
this
thcn Wl
age Quee
and
v buiJ
ing
tojumpsee
in for
ise
b^
The speeches of Mr
Mr. Macdonald were - v,e°ur
.try.
intricate examples *
Dean Macdonald mi— ■ us^ual un
logic
the .topicBothwas drew
the sain. w
! seM in «
caused Winston Churchill6
plaus
e.
5 from ft
sign from the Oxfordrealit
Uniy_wt0erttf"t
The
debate
liamentary
spirit
and
it was passed in the 1930'sOt! ^
any
this ohservorSpeeches
haL
UC Parliament.
floor— both on the
graduate level and
ened
pitch
of
unusual
quality
Only woma
n speaker of ihe
ternoon, Sandra Sky m uq
ed hearty laugh
ter with a ge,
parody of -Mr. Wools appea]
nature lovers to fight for

here
and
now
5:15 p.m.bers AM
SCM Council
mem-a
TODAY
are requested
to attend
1 p.m.
the Bible
meeting a.t 77 Charles Street W.
room VCF
421. studies
Mechanical
Bldg.
p.m. practice
Newmanat 89ClubSt. plans"
1 p.m. Andrew Brink will lead ar> 5:15choir
Georgea
St. New members are welcome.
SCM discussion group on "The
Quaker Approach to Contemp- 8 p.m. The U of T Flying Club will
fice.orary
Hart Events"
House.in the SCM of- meet
House. in the Music Hall. Hart
1 p.m. The Engineering Debating 8 p.m. LOCK philosophy group for
Society will argue the question
professional
and other
interestresolved, that nuclear weapons
ed students meets
in room
405,
Hall.
have made
Tony
Simms land
and forces
Julius obsolete"
Tomms; 8:15Carr
p.m.
Newman
Club
will
dein room 1033. Wallberg Bldg;
bate "Canada is letting down CCF
Convention
Debating
for
the
ayeswill
be
her
immigrants"
at
89
St.
for the noes. Stanley Fromoritz,
George St.
(Continued from Page 1)
Brewin said he doubted all reM. O'Shaughnessy.
8:15 p.m. The Newman Club public
solutions wilAboutgo anbefore
group will debate the prices to expect in the fall.^and
1 p.m. FROS
will discuss
' Canadvention.
hourtheandcon-a
ian Education
as a Basis
for speaking
question
"resolved,
thatof divorce
half
has
been
allowed
for disCanadian national
support
for
the
InterCulture" at 45 St. George St.
is
the
principle
cause
juvenWheat Agreement.
cus ion of the party platform.
1 p.m. Fr. MacDonald will lecture
ile delinquency".
p.m.
Fr. Nash will conduct a Ottawa is urged to press for The convention is , patterned
on Philosophy for Newman 8:30Newman
Club discussion group. removal of British and French
Club at 89 St. George St.
the last three days national
CCF meet.
8:30 p.m. The Commerce Club troops from Egypt and replace after
1:10 p.m.eer forBevthe Best
ment
with
United
Nations
police
Hart will
Housebe auctionCamera
sponsors a panel discussion — on
motion calls for a Nations Club auction. Reserve bids will
"The Shortage of Skilled Man- in another foreign affairs plank. Final
al Bill of Rights to be written
power
in
Canada".
President
The
FederalGovernment
should
insure
the
owner's
protection.
into
the
constitution.
Club members only.
Sidnev Smith. Dr. Eugene For- also press for a permanent peace Candidates
Brewin, Irvine, and
sey,
CLC. V.W- W.
R. McLaughlin,
between Israel and its Arab! Fenn are members
4 p.m. Etienne Gilson will lecture
and
Prof.
Bladen,
are
of the CCF
on Medieval Humanism in the guests. Place is the Vic College neighbours.
executive.
If
one
is elected leader,
Carr Hall Auditorium. SMG.
Union.
Long tioneddistance
transportairlines,
men- he will likely resign temporarily
includes railways,
4 p.m. "Values 'and the Human
THURSDAY
until the Parliament is through,
bus-lines and truck firms. Pur- then
Service
Profession"
the topicE.
for a lecture
by Dr. isCharles
resume his post. Lewis is
"The
Middle
East
Crisis"
Hendry, director of the U. of T. 1 p.m.
pose of publicpolicy
ownership
"scrthat
will be discussed by the U of T a national
of transports
School of Social Work, to the PC
son ofDavid
national
CCF Allpartyfour
"chairman
Lewis.
are
Club in Room 57. UC. All
in honor courses.
are welcome.
ation
at last beofcreated."
inB'nai
roomB'rith
11, UC.Hilfel Foundation
"In could
consideration
the moI country (side).
The will
Engineer's
4:15 p.m. The United Nations Club 1:15ers'p.m.Club
nopolistic nature of the (steel) inmeet
inBullshootthe floor,
Faculty
Council
Room,
1st
that it will
expand'
plans a meeting
Caledon
conferenceto sum'up
in room theX. Mining Bldg. Purpose of the to meet dustry,needs,"
HART
HOUSE
TODAY
and not
of its
'key
- Trinity.
activity isperientoce in public
give engineers
ex- role' steel should be owned by
speaking.
5:15 p.m. St. Michael's French
Art Library Collection of Art books for loan
the
people,
the
other
motion
states.
Club will hold a jneeting to
11-12 nooji in the Gallery
elect
Camera Club Auction Sate of photographic equipment
room officers
E. SMC. in Tejsfy House,
1.10 p.m. in the Club Room.
Art Gallery Exhibition of young Quebec artists
HART HOUSE THEATRE
4.00 - 6.00 p.m. open' to women.
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR
RECITAL
5.00 p.m.
In the Music
George
Horvaith,Room
-'cellist
AUDITIONS
Lee Collection
BEGIN NEXT WEEK FOR
5.00 Communion
p.m. - 6.00 p.m. Tomorrow,
Open to menThursday,
and women ,., .
Holy
8.00 a.m. in the ChapeL
THE
TEMPEST
CALEDON HILLS OPEN WEEKEND
OR CALL AT THEATRE OFFICE
December 1 - 3. Please register" at~th€ 'Graduate Offic
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PHONE- WA. 3-7193
WEDNESDAY
5 O Clock
RECITAL
GEORGE
Cellist

HORVATH

CASIMIR BEM
Accompanist
In the Music Room
Hart House

2*1
ODDS
The odds are almost 2 to 1
that YOUR picture will be
in the 1937 yearbook!
It's 1,000 to 1 that your
FRIENDS will be in Torontonensis '57.

November 28

TODAY

Women
Invited

HART HOUSE THEATRES FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
MOLIERE'S
The School for Wives '
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1st to SATURDAY. DECEMBER 8, at 8:30

ws °ff in
ML
(m70'
new /(
super
s finesho
BOTANY!

This fabulous new Kitten will inspire you wit"
its exquisite new high-fashion flat look! VeC
light yet warm! Full-fashioned, hand-finishedj
shrink-resfstant, mothproof —sizes 34-40 i"
many,colours!
many Atstyles,
many vibrant nei
Fall
good many,
shops everywhere;
2KU6

$6.95 - $7.95
Look for the name "KITTEN"

: new I

S£T^P

COMMITTEE

TO
CO-ORDINAT
E
Tb» is wb»t we suggest;
AI
Dr
4// 14
f Member
s Favo
()} Waiving of tuition so that five Hungarians
„-„,-,■' study
at this
Relief for Hungarians
faculties. preferably at difand university,
cotlegss
vrcMii
(2) Separate campaignj-perhaps competitive
... every college and faculty of the university
BULLETIN
establish a cental fund for transportation of
The SAC executive committee will meet Friday at
•he Hungarians to Toronto and for their books.
1 p.m. tions
with represent
Nothing ar.d living roqutremfnis. when they ae!
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better late than never
On October 23, 1956, Hungarian students touched off va revolution that has gained sympathy— if not
support — from virtually every corner of the free
world.
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year (depending on marital status).
Officers are employed in flying, executive and administrative
duties.
Promotion is based on demonstrated ability and merit.
Applicants may indicate on entry their choice for either
Permanent or Short Service terms of engagement.
Get full details from Commanding Officer,
RCAF Recruiting Unit, 27 St. Clair Avenue
East, Toronto.
N.B.— National Employment service figures show that the
verage monthly salaries peered C: nsdfan university gradiil
tes U956) by Canadian ■ '■■ ■■ >■ were: Engineers. $345.26;
All other courses. S270.00.
The RCAF offers university the following compartive monthly salaries: Whtle under training. $340,001: After
radiation. $461.00.
Figures are hieher for roaxrifrd persons.
In addition, the RCAF rrfj>r» other benefita such, as free
dicsl and denial Ictre. '•' J*4^ f . - *-f i f J t i
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"School For Wives" At Hart House
TV Version A Other
Mistake
— Director
include John
Moliere's "School for Wives," Douglas, players
in his sixth year at and says that "I could have cast
second Hart House Theatre pro- Hart
play four
times." for Wives"
Theatre, as Chry- thisSettings
for "School
duction this year, opens Saturday salde, House
Judith MacLeod as Agnes, were
designed
and painted by
at 8:30 p.m.
Donald Sutherland as Enrique Astrid Weymen, Trinity, and
costumes were designed by
The play is an adaptation, not and Alex Eftimoff as Horace.
a translation, of the original Mr. Gill calls the new talent sistant.
Marion Walker,- production asFrench. It was adapted by Miles on campus "simply fantastic," |
Malleson for the Bristol Old Vic
in 1954, and is not the version
used on television two weeks ago,
starring Bert Lahr.
Army A 'Venerable Cavalry'
"I feel the TV version was a Defeated In Skule Debate
mistake, because it was played About ten students went yes- The House defeated 6-2 the
without a live audience, and
terday to hear land military
"that nuclear weapons"
comedy theatre
needs andirector
audience,"Robert
Hart forces compared to "an old and motion
have
made weapons
land forces
obsolete."
House
Nuclear
are only
prevenerable
cavalry"
by
governGill said, last night.
ment speaker Tony Simms at
liminary, and ground troops are
an
Engineering
debate.
the "coup d'etat" in a fight;, opFred Euringer stars as Arnophe.
Euringer played in four produc- "They should be relegated to
position
speaker Maurice
(II SPS)
said. HeO'Shaumaintions lastfessional
year,stock this
and summer.
acted in pro- parade grounds where they be- ■ghnessy tained
Japan surrendered in
long," he said.
World War II because of the loss
of her army and navy, not on
account of the A-bomb.
you answer
think nuclear
forces
are"If the
to the world
Separate WAU
Grant
question, you're signing your
death warrant," he said.
Opposition speaker cited the
But Board
Postponed
recent fights in Korea. Indochina
Hungary where land forces
Formation of an independent The new association would and
been used and nuclear forces
women's athletic board at Uni- athletic
with aproposed
men's had
were impractible.
board, being
versity College was postponed work together
soon to the UC Literary and Government retaliation was that
yesterday graduate
by theAssociation.
Women's Under- Athletic
Society. If the Lit pass- troops and supplies can be deInstead, the WUA granted es the Men's board, the WUA will
stroyed by atomic weapons and
athletic director Marnie Lirtleare "therefore for practical reajohn a separate athletic budget. reconsider Miss Littlejohn's prosons not worthwhile."
Profits and losses will be carried posal.
over from year to year under
the new scheme, rather than
being returned to the WUA.
Miss Lirtlejohn had proposed
that
now run
by thewomen's
WUA, athletics,
be run separately
under an independent association.
She would be first president.
It would have one representative on the WUA, and have its
own officers,, class representatives
and constitution.
TYPING
rheses, Essays, Notes, Charts,
French, German. Latin. English
Prices Upon Request
12
21 AVENUE Apt.RD.-WA.
2-7624
MRS. M. D. STOTT, B.A.
u.c.
LECTURE SERIES
"The Dawn In Britain
AfterBarker
FiftyFairtey
Years"
Professor
TODAY
West Hall at 5 p.m.
University
Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for Students
Flue FlannelS27.50
Worsted Trousers
Credit S16.50
Terms If Desired
Business
9 a.m.Saturday
to 6 p.m.
MondayHours:
through
PARNES Clothing Co.

4 BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Just
belowBasement
College '
In the
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
ONLY 85 cents

HART

HOUSE THEATRE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR

A UDITIONS
BEGIN NEXT WEEK

FOR

THE
TEMPEST
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PHONE WA. 3-7193
OR CALL AT THEATRE OFFICE

A.V.R.
Musical

Director

Applications for the above position
will be received by the undersigned until
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

30th AT 1:00 p.m.

A. E. M. Parkes,
Associate Secretary, S.A.C.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
MOLIERE'S
The School for Wives
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1st to SATURDAY. DECEMBER 8, at 8:30
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -j WA. 3-5244

calendar

p.m. The CCF
an d
here
holds its
ertionsHall, The cm
TODAY
, leadership
-1 p.m.
come.The U. of T. PC Club will Mode
O
l Parliament ^
discuss the Middle East Crisis
^ %?
cial
leade
r
in Room 57 of UC. All are welDonal
d
note Address gfcJJJ"**?
highlighted b/'S:11"
1 p.m. VCF will conduct a Bible
study • in Room 21, Victoria
M.L.
A.HiU,Also, ret? I,:' ■ College, in Room 213 Anatomy
ver
SMC i„
Building,
and Room
111 UC. on
bv LcXP
spons
mg
ored30li0
1 p.m.
Newman
Club lectures
"I* '
™? l»'
ap°lo
.An
p.m.
Marxism, at 89 St. George St.
Seminar Room. EQf
■ Bring your lunch.
30
p.m.
UC
Player..'r
duction o£FRIDAY
"Hell,, i ftr.
1:15 p.m. All engineers are invited
Chercover .?S«N
to come and shoot the bull at enby sJackson
Union Theatre!
the Bullshooters Club meeting
by William I Sarova°U,,,TW!'
in the Faculty Council Room
concert
on the first floor of the Mining
Building.
Hall
Audittheorium
award.
\ Bullshootfeatures
er
will beChampion
presented
with an
complatet 03
.30 p.m. Hi-F
4 p.m. VCF conducts more Bible
production of ShakeS V"
study;
'Midsummer Night's rf™
of UC. this time in Room 111
inclulding
5 p.m. Professor Barker Fairley,
SATURDAY
denta
music
.Mendelssohn?"*
UC, will give a public lecture
on "The Dawn in Britain After 8.30
p.m. Saturday Eveninn c I
Fifty Years" in West Hall, UC.
Newman Club, 89 St T p.m. HartsociatesHouse
As- atMembe
hold an Orchestra
open meeting
rs SUNDAY
and guests v,^of the student executive in
in Room X. Trinity. Any per- p.m.
Overse
studentChap,e
s wink,,
received inas Crott
sons willing to work for the
House
Associate
are
asked
'to
attend
by
the
Univers
ily Co'
*or lea.ve their names at the
Undergraduate Activities Office, Hart House.
lege Women's Club,
CUSTOM
MADE
FORMALS AND COCKTAIL GOWNS
HELM

$5.00 & UP
46 ST. GEORGE STREET
AR WALNUT 1-5978

HART

HOUSE

TODAY
TICKETS FOR SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
Can
be obtained
at Hall Porter's
Healey"HallWillaJi
directs
the St.
Mary Magdaline
Singers Desk.
in theDr.Great
on Sunday,
December 2' at 9 p.m.RECORD ROOM INSTRUCTION
Room.
Hie Record
ARCHERY CLUB— meets at 8.00 p.m.atin5.15
the p.m.
RifleinRange.
THIS WEEKEND
f atDecember
Caledon
Hills
1 - 3.Farm
Pleaseis "open"
register
the Graduate
Office.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
READl VIEW! ENJOY!
PLAYBOY
magazine
— Rush.selling
$5.00
for
a year of
the largest
college catering magazine in North
Trade-ins TYPEWRITERS
$29.brand
Cash
newWPJ^S
OTelw|.
America.
Universal
**
$1.00
Rents;
Weekly
prises, 104 Write
Ridgehill,
Toronto Enter*
10. Any$1.50make,
>'°u
if
TYPEWRITERS
refunded
(Rental
Special student rates. All regular 375
Jane Street,Humber
RO. Type
tag machines.
makes;on newterms.
or rebuilt;
and Whit
e with red W*°j™2jii
sold
Also forrented
supplies,
repairs and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
TRIUMPH
sale.
for
Sportscaror trade
for >950 , „t
$1900
nings.
LIVING ACCOMODATION
miles anef top notch —
For woman
undergraduate
—
comfortable room and board in Rosedale home on bus route in return Call Dick. Hobson, BE. l-«
$4.25 a STUDEN
yr. « KrD M
for light household duties — Two LIFESPECIA
TIME $3.25L a yr. (2T RE\--4}\'
adults. Telephone: EM. 8-2343—10
a.m.
to
5
p.m.
or
WA.
4-2887—7:00
p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
"
ILLUSTRATE = „,pfM8*
SPORTS months
$2.00>SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS PERIO
^
(6DICAL
year 2-05
83. AGENC
WA.
A varietyenteenofjewels,men's
watches — antisevSAVE! sp(,jr
waterproof,
magnetic. Incabloc. unbreakable
'"»
mainspring, one year guarantee. ILLUSTRATED-^.
157, Adelaide P.O., To.°
1%Q'Z
Call LE. 3-0244 after 6. Factory LIFE
l(E£J
TIME-S3-'.
$4.25,
—
prices, $18.55!!! LOST
*
$4.50. FORTUNE-$'-™'dESS
RE« ,V''d
$3.00, voices
wunoer
One skull (human), at Beta Theta -8 months.
months. **
GEST—10,16o^CMORj^
Phi Fraternity, Friday, November onto
16, p.m. Please contact, or return Harvey Haber. 104 "'"A,
to S.A.C.
Office,
since
it
is
expenAT WONDER P"'> J
sive to replace.
HOOP RENTALS
Long
short, 46allSt.sizes.
StudentSt.
1 -5978. and
rales.
Helmar.
George
Just below Knox College.) WA.

counts
all pr°dllcS,i'
Victor, onHallicraftcs.
' ?]
Unmale"
Lo-Fi.
Hi-Fi, and
Fleetwoodbreeze
dence.
> *. ^ v- I
4-890.■ |1 , |
LET ME DO YOUR TYPING
Wunder, WA. form:1
Dressmaking,
Notes, Essays, Theses, etc.. accur- service,
prices ""^gO1^
^tJsjtW
der,
crinolines
ately typed atMrs.home.
Experienced,
^
reasonable.
Robson.
HU. 1- alterations, crinoline- sH°
0280.
North Toronto.
,,
Tnoune
EM, 4-9688.crphop.
Crinoline
79
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Vii1 lXXVI-No.
Meet

Friday, November 30th, IMS

at 1

Joint

Effort

Refugee
^^ta^^^^r
individual
efforts '

For

Students

Ad"»™ve
Council
meetoto with
all inte,
r00m
37' University
College,
coordinate
all

A" organizations contacted last
night were in favour of the coordinating committee and said
they
would
Picks
send
CCF
a representative
Club
to the meeting. Only
Emmanuel
had alreadyfor begun
an additional
funds.
campai
gn
"Wa are willing to contribute
Lewis
Leader whatever they decide
as
upon al
governm
the meeting." Law Club president
ent, the son of the W.
Stephen Lewis was last
said.
Corcor
J.
an
elected CCF leader in the nighnationa
l
CCF party chairman,
first
political convention on this cam- said that there had been an "In- Up to now, the SAC has raised
credible sell-out of the Trani- 51300 with its two-day tag camThe second year UC student Canada Pipeline to American in- offered paign.
pus.
freeCampus
roomCo-operative
and board haa
for
was elected on a third ballot
a
Hungarian
student
next year;
over
(John
Brewin
(III
Trin>.
Carabins
Arrive
Lewis
said
he
would
stand
beThe
UC
literary
and
atliletio
hind the traditional CCF demands
Two other candidates, Bob Fenn terests."
donated a $100 bur(IV UC) and Russ Irvine (Ifl of better housing, health insur- societysary.hasThe United
Nations club
UCi, were defeated on previous
ance, equality of opportunity, and has located four places
for reguaranteed
human
rights.
ballots.
On
Brewin's
motion.,
the
fugee students to live. Trinity;
With
election was made unanimous.
Galli
In
his
acceptance
speech
the
College
has
offered
accommodathan 40 men and women turnedcto theBang
early disto- In his acceptance speech Lewis newly elected leader expressed
tion. The SAC executive comludents from the University of day to participatecampus
in lectures,
the importance of uni- confidence in the co-operation of
mittee has decided to ask the
cussions, more singing— and later, stressed versity
'ontreal
whooped
and
halloed
students having a vital his fellow CCF'ers. "We are go- university senate to change term*
[their way into Union Station parties. Discussion continues Sat- interest in politics.
"It
is
just
as
carry on with the utmost of its annual $600 scholarship so
iasl night as Carabin weekend
urday, another party Saturday
now as anytime in vigoring toand
go[ underway.
energy in the Model a Hungarian student may receive
night, mass Sunday morning, and important
history," he said.
it. and to double the amount so
leader dashed off the train,
(Continued
on
Page
2)
Criticizing
the
present
federal
The
convention
voted un- he may be maintained for alParliament."
and threw his arms around Ann
most an entire year.
animously that the government
Mogan 'III SMC) before his Xelshould allot $500 million per year Proceeds of the Student Service
Dows could even
their
Commission
tag-day this weels
for
economic
aid
for
the
UN
orSatchels. Miss Mogangrab
is Weekends chairman and unofficial Debaters Leave For States ganization.
will be set up as a relief (und.
with
the
permission
leader of the Toronto Carabins.
Also resolved was the national- University Service. of World
ization of the steel industry in
Other students left the train
id mixed with the Torontois. Will Oppose 10 Universities this country, "in consideration of "Let's all work together to
the
monopolized
condition of the make possible the most effective
■ngmg-French and English— I F°ur University of Toronto de- . travel first to the University of industry will not expand to meet relief for the Hungarian studtarted rieht ff ™T
"haps 100 in i d troupe of jbaters leave tonight on the first Rochester
to debate
on the States
topic industry wil lnot expand to meet
resolved that
the United
ents," SAC rep and exec, com*
leaders, headed for Trinity's
mitte member
Gerry Heltciner
discontinue direct
To "ten
col- should
6-day" tourand
>»P °f *eiruniversities
°f T' IAmerican
ti^fV
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where
they
talked,
In
the
field
of
education
the
economic
aid
to
foreign
counsaid last ordinate
night.activities''Weof want
copacked, and sang until after 'eBes'
variousto studelegates
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that
the
governpnidriight.
ment should an immediate finJohn Pierce (II SMC), Steve The national topic will
dent
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campus."
interests
program to extend univerfigures cost of bringLewis (II UC), Sid Peck (III UC), bated at seven of the
needs'."sityancial
"™I?bi1S
vrithandtheir
facilities. Another resolution Theing SAC
students here wil] be about
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are "resolved that the United
be deof determined
the post*
Nations should assume control
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"iws7sduring
ba^d"on"corti
ARights
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J WWO-ea'ch",
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of
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at
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executives
CCF Party Not Finished
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THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Warm ly welcomes members of
the University at its meeting
on Sundays
l,■ worship
at 60 Lowther
Avenueat (at1 1
Bedford, two blocks north of
Bloor.)
\VA. 1-0368

LAST
CHANCE
TODAY
TO SAVE ON
Torontonensis '57

EW'S
ANDR
St.
UNITED
CHURCH
117 Bloor E.,
near Subway at Yonge
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D. Kilpatrick,
D.D.
Organist & Choir Director
Edgar Goodaire
11 a.m. - "The great disclo7.30 p.m.sure of-God"
"Forgetting and

remembering"
HOLY
COMMUNION will
be observed at both
Services.
Students cordially invited
to (attend these Services.

/(EATON!
leads the IVY LEAGUE

with casual new
BOOT STYLINGS for men
A - WINTER BOOT FROM ITALY! New low-boot in
block or brown coif, or brown suede . . . lambswool
lined for Winter warmth. Sturdy rubber soles.
Pair 14.95
B - CHUKKA BOOT from England . . . brown sue.de with
crepe soles, supple brown calf with leather soles.
"Sanitized".
-Pair 16,95
(not sketched! DESERT BOOT by "Clark's" of England.
Campus favourite in brown or sand suede, crepe soles.
Sizes 6 to II included. Pair 12.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111 — MEN'S SHOES
EATON'S Main Store, Second Floor - Dept. 237
:*T. EATON C?LIMITED

BLOOR
MINISTERS
Rev. Dr. Ernest
Marshall Howse
Rev. Waltei- C. Sellars
Orgajiist'and Choirmaster,
Silvester'
11:00Frederick
a.m. — THEC. IMPOSSIBLE
EXISTENCE.
Dr. Martin Niemoeller.
7 p.m.—
OF PEACE
Dr. THE
MartinWAYNiemoeller
The Campus Club will meet
after the Evening Service

Industrial
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S<
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LabMr.
our Nes
Conbit
gretss e*presSEd.
8 & 11 a.rn. Holy Communion
The Rector
— 11 a.m.
- - —M.At
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7 p.m. — Rev. K, J. Frampton, ence that the
rta„„ ""'t.
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KNOXwelcome_
ourtruewal
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Students cordlolly
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are anything, it ls b life
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8:30 p.m.
PRESBYTERIAN
for
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CHURCH
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Chanukah
Musical
:— r ityeanot
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8:30 "p.m."'
oPPoenain.
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licens
of
suppl
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ed
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister
Recital
Orenda, but also becauff * "*«„"
Featuring
to give „.„„,''
a respon
opsibili
themstyelves
throwi, i
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7, p.m. devel
Joann Shulman
The panelists also discu
ssed th,
rect liti
"Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m. faci
exper
ience
in
and
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"
es for engineershop
ing
,pe<*
tech
ind
l trai
the nica
ust
ningryin Cana 1
Spadina Ave. & Harbord
Susan Fingerhut
Smith warned against the daw J?
turn theory of quality i„ lrajllJ
"It's one thin
,,
use formulas, ganottohertrainto mai
educat,
them," he said. Professor Bladm
sugg
estethe
d that
•' We might I
LAST
CHANCE
crease
producti
vity 0f out
country if • we turned out fe«i
but better, men."
TODAY
Carabins Arrive
(Continued from Page 1)
No discounts on the 1957 Torontonensis after today.
parting dinners and a tea Sunday
afternoon.
Order from your rep or at S.A.C. office.
Most Toronto Carabins had bine
and white toques as they met tie
Carabins. The French-Canadian
students wore name-badges witil
white University.
and rust ribbons to shoff
their
i
TORONTONENSIS '57
juiiimmnniininimnnmit'
Trinity College Chapel
THE
t:30
a.m. ——Sen-ices
Holy Communion
Weekday
8:45 a.m.
6:On
p.m. -* Mattlns
Evensong '
CALIFORNIA STANDARD
11:00
p.m.
—
ComplUicSunday Services
8:15
bommimion
9:15 a.m.
a.m. —— Hoi','
Holy communion
COMPANY
6:30
p.m.
CALGARY, ALBERTA
11:00
p.m. — Evensong
Comutlne :

EMPLOYMENT
INTERVIEWS
on the campus
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5 and THURSDAY, DEC. 6
Positions in Petroleum Exploration and Production
in Western Canada
GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
Graduate, graduating and third year students in Arts fHonours);
Geology and Applied Science; Geology. Permanent and summer
employment.
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
Graduate, graduating and third year students in Arts (Honours);'
Physics and Geology and in Applied Science; Engineering Physics (Geophysics
option).
Applied
Geology and Mining Engineering,
Permanent and
summer
positions.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION
Graduate
Engineering.and graduating students in Applied Science; Mining
For appointment interviews please see your departmental
notice boards.
your Passport
toApply
Betterfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

The difference between
Second Best . . .

and Best is often the balance
in your Savings Account

You'll find these B of M
branches especially
convenient.
Bloor & Bay Sts.J
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manager
Queen's Park:
Joseph
Burdock,'
Manager
St.
George
&. BloorManager
Sts.:
James G. Lewe,

EVEKl'BODil' WELCOME
Blazers
ersi
UnivCUSTOM
£27ty SO
WADE
,,
Priced for Students
Especially S16.50
Fine 'Flam* Worsted Trousas
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Let

Us

FORUM
Peace on Earth
d we withdraw?
Whyicsshoul
TO!olvmp
have nothing to do
I ^
feiin pontics. A group of Sthtefes
L getting together in the Olymwill.." ill UCI
|„ics to foster H.goodMandell
Bowing and Scraping
■'V/e shouldhavewithdraw
no more immedi
of this
I alely.' Let us scrapin
Ibomns and raping."
J, Cooper (I Arch)
Let's Face It
'No, the only way to live with
Communists
— andthemlet's— faceis byit,
wethe must
live with
lihowing them we can play toI gether. If we wish, to do something
tor Hungary let Us do it through
■ the Red Cross or Ihe UN. Protest
I of a political act should be politiprotest, found
not -athletic.
Hollandof
■ shouldcal have
some means
I expressing their protest other
than a withdrawal from the
Humes, Their withdrawal erased
til ihe good their contribution to
I Hungary did." Vic Lotto (II Vic)
Peaceful Linkage
"Sports is one way of linking
I people peacefully— the picture of
I |tah Levenson with a Russian girl

that appeared in the
show*
it can be done. If paper
people can
come together andthe realiz
e that
they are all the same their leaders
will find it more difficult to stir
them into a war. The communists
have done wrong, but two wrongs
don't make a right. The athletes
are not responsible for the damage and destruction.
state of
the world should not The
be held against sport-lovingPaulpeople.
Roth (I UC)
Communication
"The Olympics are not concerned with politics. It seems ridiculous to withdraw from every form
of communication, throwing away
a chance of contact on a level
other than politics.!. It was commendable ofHolland to give Hungary money but they should not
have withdrawn from the Olympics. Since they did withdraw it
was a good thing they did give
the money to Hungary."
Paul Wessinger (II Poll Sci & EcJ
Little Things
"We must not let little things
like aggression and world conflict
interfere with good sportsmanship.
The Olympics are not meaningful
on a political level. Holland's
withdrawal represents a complete
misrepresentation nf the games.

Keep
OuTMed
Wast
ing Time,!
Money
aT
"Canada should withdarw. Too
THE QUESTION
much time and money a,re being
wasted playing games.
Both time
and
would be much better
have wiZ* ridic^lous *° ask whether Canada should spentmoney
studyi
ng
scienc
e
in
order to
really m the Olym
to develo
new ads
and and
T . tHe 0l^P<cs- A glance at the be able
bel" pics
unofrV-l
ter thermo
nuclearp warhe
real v n thC°nf f° many ,hat Canada is not
Merv.
Deitel
III Premeds)
games and the *re
^^Ti
ofwillHolland
fromin the guided missile
Not s."For Glory
fact wi,hdrawal
that
not play
the
World Amateur Hockey Canada
Question combine to make
"The Olympics were designed
the question diplomatically important, especially
tion without considerVI6W °f the international respect Canada commands in for competi
ation for nations' glory. This
tradition has stretched from ancient
Olympic competition is not between individuals. If we are going co-existence. The only alternative , times. If it fails, it wou|d oc a d,
war."
aster for worId spor((. „
to
on the playin»- is atomic Joh
Turner (II Premeds) |
fieldbewhymoral
not start
Ron Raisman (II C£F)
being morll
Dave Berger (II Premeds)
at the UN?"
Battleground Sorry Swiss
I "International sports go far in ' "No. sports have nothing to do
All That Glitters 1' helpins
t0 foster
relation- Ijwi* that
politics.theyThe withdrew.
Swiss were They
sorsl,iPS between
men,better
in particular.
Mandelbut(Vcouldn't
Arch)
The ostensible purpose of the jand nations in general. Let us changed theirRay minds
Olympic
is toathletic
promoteendeagood have
fight set transportation.:'
the sports"armies"
fields rather
will
andin games
amateur
"it out ouron opposing
vour;
fact
the games
are
Sport
just another propaganda, devicenowin than on theAl battle
Cheskesground."
II Premedsl "WithdrAmateur
awal from the games
the psychological cold war used to
You
Win
would help to contribute to the
Build up the prestige of the competing countries through the unofficial point system. Canada
should withdraw from the Olym- withdrawing
"There is no connection between1 I?" SI *?. f**1'*" ac,uaUS
Olympic*.
i&P**
Z2S W*etf
pics or from
TT* lirtftatta* an MM
institution in sending moneyfromto theHungary
which the actual anypurpose
does not
by Canada implies the ,"Tv *"n, ° ST " "*=
agree with the ostensible one. Withdrawal
with- ITj ^
h"P de"
Such an institution is a,t best in- befeeling that everyone should should
S . 'he , «"""Sa«°™
tellectually dishonest and at drawno andOlympic's.
finally Ifthatthethere
games are I
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1 ■ 111
.-. E"9. Bl S
worstD. immoral.
"' (III Mod. Hist.) sians
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J .j, ' R'dC"h
propaganda isbyas thegoodRus-as ;
used asa withdrawal
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saying
win". ThetheOlympics
| "Withdrawal
Ideologies
opnot prove
draw from
the"youenergies
nations
doesStClash
getting ofat each
others ,( anything.
The conflict
is a conflict
"There should not be a complete away
There still are people who ! be,ween ideologies— those 01 h<
break, If there are no cultural throats.
would
rather
play
than
fight."
;
free
world
against
the
suppressed
both sidesTheof this
are tibe
ties there is no chance for politicGeorge Takahashi (I Premeds) nationscommonconflictpeople
on
ally incompatible systems to exist
side by side, and there must be
While We're asAhead
same a,,d Ihev snould be able *
medal.
well with- ' f,ivi,|l|;„
■■w«' .We .1 might,
«*» together
and „„,
play^together
ihol,M
„ : id
Marty
Lipson
(I
Premedsl
<
M . , - ,0
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Engineering
and

Have
Science
Graduates

'

a

you

career

thought

of

in Steel?

The spectacular growth of The Steel Company of Canada,
Limited over the last ten years — and the certainty of
its accelerated growth in the coming years — has created
many line opportunities for the technical graduate.
Modern steelmaking at Stelco requires engineers and
scientists of all kinds . . . metallurgists; chemists; chemical
engineers; 'electrical engineers; mechanical, industrial, and
civil engineers ... for a wide range of activities in production,
development and research.

In the near future representatives of Stelco will visit
- Toronto University to acquaint you with the advantages and
of a career with Canada's foremost producer of
prospects
steel
and steel mill products.

FOR
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FURTHER

- See University Placement Office

ENGINEERING

- See Engineering Faculty Office
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Executive Offices — Hamilton, Montreal
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INFORMATION:

Fourbelieve
Years'withdrawal
Effort can | "Quitting would be an outright
"I don't
indication of the political sigaiRhelp the Hungarians in any way. ' cance of the games. When (fiat
Aid has already been generous. point is reached wc might as we1S
When international relations be- stop (he Olympics
altogether."
T. Grostield
(II Meds)
come disturbed with a tendency
toward hostility every effort
Soapbox
should be made to counteract it.
of the games would
In addition to this, withdrawal •'Pulling out that
Russia had sucwould be unfair to the athletes be admitting
c
e
d
e
d
i
n
using
the Olympics as a
who have been training for the
Chisholm ill Med»)
Zeileg ijl Premeds) | propaganda L.soapbox."
games Lauren
since 1952,"
Ahem!
A Thousand
Times no.NoThe | "A ridiculous suggestion! If one
I| " Definitely.,
emphatically
Olympics are for the protection of feels that sports are significant
to justify the consternathe fellowship of man where peo- j, enough
ple can get together on a common tion of an international meet, one
scale and forget war. It is one of must very certainly concur that
they are above the ineffectual vathe
cil ations ofour international poliwhere fe~wmen remaining
may haveinstitutions
combat
' with peace." Art Green (I C&F)
Bridgit Cowan (IV St. Mike's)

tics."
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leaders to lead
While we would like to dedicate this space to
welcoming our friends from Montreal who arrived
here last night, there is an important matter which
must be laid before the student governments of this
university before it is too late. And it is to them that
this message is addressed.
You who were elected to lead this campus during
the current school year are facing a situation unique
in this university's history.
From the ocean of apathy that drowns most Toronto spirit, several currents of interest have created
waves of feeling.
The plight of Hungarian student refugees has aroused more common feeling on this campus than
any issue we can remember.
That feeling— a desire to help, somehow— was in
very grave danger of losing its impetus because of
no common leadership, until the Students' Administrative Council took action Wednesday night.
At one o'clock today, in Room 37, University
College, a committee will be set up to co-ordinate all
help-Hungary movements on this campus.
Ybu, the student governments (a mong others),
are asked to attend that meeting. And when you get
there, you are requested to have some idea of how
your college or faculty is willing to help.
It is a time for you to use the power you were
given when you were elected. If the Hungarians are
to be given all possible aid, some sacrifices, perhaps
some major ones, will have to be made at the University ofToronto.
It is up to you to lead in these sacrifices.
Too often students governments have been criticized for being afraid to act because they did not
know how students would go along with their decisions.
You know what campus feeling is.
Do not be afraid to direct it.
VOTRE
"MICHELLE"
ET NOTRE APATHIE
Bienvenue aux Carabins! Ca nous fait grand plaisir
de pouvoir vous connaitre et de vous recevoir
spontanement, avec
gracevous.a l'esprit de gaiete que vous apportez
toujours
A l'Universite de Toronto, cet esprit nous manque
Comme
preuve, je cite le tour ingenieux que vous nous
avez joue pendant votre campagne pour le United
Appeal; la vente des chances sur une soiree payee avec
etoile de 1'ecran francais, "Michelle Boudet".
La plupart des etudiants a l'Universite de Toronto
souffre de ce
appelle "apathie" comme votre
visite (ou cellequ'on
de Michelle Boudet) pour
creer un
petit peu de mouvement. Ce qui n'est pas connu universellement c'est qu'il a fallu que l'affaire "Michelle
Boudet
' sort arrange d'avance en tous ses details jusqu
aux reactions
diverses qui en sontdecoul
trois
Carabins de Toronto de eette annee. Seuleees,la par
donnee par les journaux locaux et de Montrealpublicite
(et de
TIME) a ete authentique.
La premiere visite de Michelle manquait le fait
qu il n y avart qu'un petit groupe exclusif qui 1'a recon■.
par C011s«iuenee la reaction des etudiants etait
indifferent*.
Nous esperons changer
impression pendant
la fin de la semaine. Nous eette
desirons vous connaitre
maeux, sabelle, ainsi que les autres Carabins, et nous
mieux Isabelle, ainsi que les autres Carabins, et nous
enthousiasme. nous pouvons agir comme " Les Ecoliers
a la Montagne."
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AUX

de
CARABINS
Ula "eti aa

Enfin! 11$ hut
Id
Jin tour en autobus de la
Hier soir a. 9 heures 30, quarante Cara- Toronto a ete organise a 10:30
bins de l'universite de Montreal sont
A midi un diner aura r
arrives a la gare Union pour participer a matin.
Roof Garden du Royal York
assis
teront quelques dignitaires de
un week-end plein d'activites et de "fun"r
Les "cheerleaders" par leurs gaies cabri- ville. Au Co-op du College St. Michel 1
oles ont aide les 53 etudiants de Toronto resumes des discu
ssions d'aujounlV
(en toques de laine) a leur faire meilleur
accueil possible.
seronts.prese
ntedse par
groupe
Ainsi
termiles
neradirect
un eurs
des ^.d"'
La vraie reception aura lieu dans le importants aspects du week-e
nd, car k Z
"Buttery" de Trinity College oil les jeuhes de ce week-end est d'augmente
r l'entent
gens se recontreront. Chaque etudiant ici, entre
les Francais et les Anglai
s d»e
sera l'hote special d'un certain Carabin
a.
pour le week-end.
Demain
soir tous les Carabins parti,
commencement
. . .Mais ceci n'est que le Canad
au nord de Toronto pom
Maple,
pour
ront
Tie matin les Carabins aui-ont Foccasion d'assister aux classes qui leur se rendre a une soiree de danses carrees
interessent _et de faire le tour de- Hart au son de la musique de "Sally and her
House. Apres avoir dejeune avec leurs Mates." Le village de Maple ne se remettra
hotes, les etudiants anglais et francais se jamais de la visite des Carabins.
reuniront au Vic Union pour discuter en
La plupart des participants, etailtd
groupes de dix ou do'uze personnes, le Catholiques, iront a la messe de 10:15
sujet: "L'effet de 1'industrialisation sur
l'eglise St. Basil. Un diner ohez les
l'education et sur la soeiete." A six heures aetudiants
preeedera le the a 2:15 au Vic
tout le monde se trouvera dans le Common
Room de Test," a Hart House, avant Union servi par les trois Cercles Francais
d'assister au banquet dans la Grande de l'universite. Nous ferons nos adieux
Salle. Monsieur Sidney Smith, President
de l'universite de Toronto, sera l'invite a la gare a 4 heures, mais ca sera vraimenl
un "Au revoir" . . . au revoir du week-end
d'honneur.
Une soireePhipleine
suivra,
a la fraternite
Chi. d'entrain du 17 janvier.
Ceux

Qui
Travail/en t
C'est Lavery qui nous
, Qui organise ces fabumene, qui nous mene, seil des Etudiants oil elle
leux Carabins
week-endscomme
d'echange
C'est Lavery qui nous s'est interesse aux weekdes
ceux
mene en haut . . .
de Cornell etc. ? Eh bien,
ends d'echange. Un veriparfaitement a
Ann
chaque annee il y a un co- s'applique
table "bout, en train"
lui!
mite compose de deux
est extremement habile e'
personnes — une represen- ANN MOGAN
tante de S.A.C. et l'autre
mom's quadirigerenaumeme.temps.
peutprojets
de E.A.C. Ces deux per- . Ann Mogan est venue a tre
fortune i-en
Elle aun bonne
sonnes sont elues au prin- Toronto finir ses deux der- avoir,
conseil special„„,
nieres annees de high sitaire.
temps
l'annee precedente
personne
la
par lesdemembres
de S.A.C.
expertde »»
Murray,d'un
et E.A.C. Ann Mogan et school a St. Joseph's. Des freres,
entree a l'universite
Elizabeth Van Every tor- son
ou elle s'est
inscrite,
a la connu de l'etiquette univertEbisieme
annee
du cours
eomite Lavery
"pour '56'57. Lement ce pere
est Generate, elle a ete tres
en sommecai o»» .
Ann estCarabine,
ancienne
l'ange
gardien
eomite.
les organisa- de
l'annee passee, <*\
Le eomite
changedu tous
les active tionsdans
et les clubs de St. nees.
ans, mais lui, comme un
a deja assiste au weeK-»
veritable Gibraltar reste.
agent «
bon deux
un les
fait d'elle
-entre
liaison
PERE LAVERY
ELIZABETH
VAN
EVERY
Lavery,
du Pere
College
St. "registrar"
Michel est
I'homme qui assiste a la
naissance du week-end des
appartient a Quebec, fl|].
elle a zab
eltiethdomicile
Carabins, qui l'a vu grandir
de i*i?"*rpori
,habite
Eli Elle
tario.
a {l
et atteindre
l'age
de
maturity. II est indispensable au
aToronto
fait seset c'est lcl.,Vff
week-end et c'est grace a lui
Credit aux environs J
que le week-end des Caraws etudes <-le,,',il
bins est devenu une tradition celebre au campus.
taires et seconda11"^^
C'est ltd -qui. aide le eomite
a choisir les Carabins de
tio' t|
de 'T0a
i^in
et a lants'in
MG)
Toronto et il est toujours
mie etudia
aime
Ellehistoireterem°? 81«
„annU.C.
ee' en
pret a les aider et les contianse
seiller. Le week-end des
e, sul"'^JM
la dans
aauto
etudi
fond.t (curt
^ Ce&
Carabins est son passes edea spor
temps favori. Comme il dit
V
»e'
tie»
egyp
lui-meme; "Chaque weekFrancaisrecedente ii .,
end a ete plus grand et
reunion
College elle:oni"'
a et^^ „| po'
meilleur que le dernier." II
tion
prend plaisir a connaitre
venient
apPla"'^f'<|
PERE
LAVERY
personellement tous les
son de "Voodoo ^
participants anglais et Jlichel. Cette annee elle est,
*.„..' I
1111
admirable
francais tlu week-end, et je entre autres, la represencrois que la chanson :
au 3£
tante du college au Con- apportera
El izabeth, comme » J «
collaJaoration.
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1st Con. Concert
The music of three Italian
I composers will be featured
I m the first concert of the
I season by the Royal Conservatory's Collegium Musi|cum,
IP-m. lnnextthe Wednesday
Recital Hall.at five
The
fWinter" section of Vivaldi's
rt , ^sons"
have
IW*
G™dy will
as violin
I soloist. Janet Horton joins the
IIP0UP
concern m andPaisiello's
Ottorina piano
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Yesterday,
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o'clock
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byconcert
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to the- Hungarian Relief Fund.
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Brahms Sonata
minor, opened
programme."
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marredopusby 38thein Eoccasionally
harshthetones
of the
artist.
Mr.
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accompanying
was
often
too
loud.
The
'cello
instrument whose tone can easily by smothered by the piano. is an
Martinu's Sonata No. 2 in F was Mr. Horvath's second selee:io'i
and was beautifully and thoughtfully executed. It is an unmistakably Slavic modern composition. The artists were obviously boih
on intimate terms with. this selection.
The last selection was a Suite Populaire Espagnole by Falls
arranged by Marechal. The technical demands of these small pieces
were well handled bv Mr. Horvath. Perhaps the rendition was not
Here, as in the Marimu, Mr. Horvath
sufficiently
showed
thatSpanish,
he had however.
good varied tone.
concerts, the ceiling lights be dimWe would suggest in future
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"Hello
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most OutWilliam
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final There"
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the itsU.
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time
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Haylor. ThoM
GAMES TODAY
SPECIAL ATTENTION
Putter, Lawrle
HOCKEY
vs.
SPS VI
12.30
UO
III
25% DISCOUNT
LAST
gcott.nberg
Meconf
1.30
St.
M.
B
vs
SPS
IV
FINAL Rosenberg
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
4.00
Arch
vs
Fori
B
5.30
SPS
III
vs
Dent
A
Including: Watches, Diamonds, Silverware, Lighters, Wallets,
CHANCE
LACROSSE — St.SOUM
1.00 SPS T
Brown K
Pens and Pencils, Radios. Clocks, Costume Jewellery etc., etc.
VOLLEYBALL vsvs — SPS
MINOR
You must have your A.T.L. card when making a purchase.
1.00 UC McCaui
P LEAGUEUpatnleks
vs
SPS
A
vs SPS C
to save on
vs SPS IV
SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
SQUASH
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
VOLLEYBALL
—
MINOR
LEAGUE — PLAYOFF SCHEDULE
DIVISION 1
323 VONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM. 6-0977
Mon.
Dec.
3
1.C0 Vic. II vs SPS
Rwenbfr
Group
Playoffs
Torontonensis
'57
M. AD Roseuta;
Mon, Dec. 3 4.00 (11 necessary) Pre-Mcd
ir vs SL
today"
Game 1
Wed. Dec. 5 1.00 SPS E vs Vic. II orUpatnlffe
SPS D
Thvr. Dec. 6 6.30 Winner (1) vs Med. inPerkoni
Yr.
Wed. Dec. 5 4.00 Pre-Med II or HutSt. tonM. Rosen
A vs ber?
UC.
Wed.
7.00 Mtd.
SPS BIIVsYr.Med.A vsI ASt. Upatniefc
Tues. Dec.
Dec. 45 6.30
M. C
Seml-flmils
Mon. Dec. 10 5.00 Winner (2) vs Winner Bergstein
13)
Mon. Dec. 10 1.00 Winner (4) Perkons,
vs WinnerupatniEk
(5)
Rundans.
Rosenterc
Final
Wed.
Dec.
12
5.00
Upatnleks,
Perkons
or
Dim-:;
DIVISION It Playoff schedule will be published. In. Monday's Varslty
Is Your Mark
of Success

Gives
UC
The University College Literary
Athletic Association yesterday an
nounced it will award a $100
bursary to the first Hungarian
refugee student to attend UC,
The decision to aid the expected students came at a Lit.
executive meeting Wednesday
afternoon. The statement given to
The Varsity said:
at expression
(he"Any
awe attempt
and respect
in which weof
hold our Hungarian fellow students is bound to be hopelessly
inadequate, however we feel we

'$

CLASS OF 5T8 - SUMMER WORK
ugh

it
sign

Probably not . . . but you certainly want to make a monetary success of your chosen career. Equally important,
however, in your hopes for the future is your desire to have
an important place in your eommmunity and a position of
leadership in its affairs. Bight now, at university, is the
time not only to learn a career, but to train yourself for
leadership.

The Canadian Officers Training Corps can give you this
vital training. Your membership in the COTC will tell your
prospective employer that you are the type to assume
responsibility. After a three-year training period (one
night a week and summer holidays) and your qualification
as a Commissioned Officer, you may continue your Army
interests if you desire. The choice is yours ... but in any
event you will have gained invaluable knowledge in making
decisions and in handling men.
The COTC offers you guaranteed summer employment for
three years with take-home pay competitive with civilian
summer jobs. By taking part in the full range of COTC
activities it is possible to make up to $1,000 a year with
board,
clothing, medical and dental care provided during
the summer.

Classes start on December 5th, so you must have the foresight to make your decision now — a decision that will
contribute much more than mere dollars toward your career.
But you must act now! See the Besident Staff Officer at 119
Saint George Street for full details on his excellent opporfuture. tunity for Varsity freshmen who are aiming high for the

Canada Packers Limited
Offers summer work to 3rd year students in
Arts — Commerce — Engineering — Chemistry

to discuss a wide variety of positions
Anwillopportunity
be provided on December 10th and 11th, when
representatives from the Company will be In Room •
the S.A.C. Office, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. each day.
Make your appointment now through your
Employment Service in the S.A.C. Building.
WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
OCE Mon.
Gym Week of Dec. WOMEN'S
3Tuesto 7. BASKETBALL
Wed. m orotic
5:30 Meds
PHK '—
III rntercoll.
practice
6:30 Vic
Intercoll.
PHE Sophs
II— practice
Winner Leigue f
7:30 PHE
St. H-sI Fr. —
8:30 Vic
Nursing
Jr.
—
Fr.
ue VI°uy P1*q£j
Winnerthe Leag
NOTE: All
cf Mondny'e
?ames ite to decide
w|n,ie'fe
ties.
coin. Teams
Winnerswillof decid
Leagi
*,P**im*
ue IVv ■rjiiirs.
Leag
gue
Learenter
Winne
: home
I and team
League
fllia
Winnerrat IIthe
gaii»
will consist ofThe8 minute
quarters,
stop time.
are quBr e"tXl
Wednesday
on
games
semi-finals.
Each team will supply their own oranges on
They Thursday
will be notified
the time.for teams en^
Wed.
will Ocofreserved
vs.
Meds
League standings as of Nov. 22.
League I
League
II
Vic
Sophs
PHE
II
PHE M'sIII A.
St.NurseH's Sr.Sophs
St.
St.
H's Sr.
League
IV
LeagueFr. V
PHE
I
Vic
L.M.
UC
Fr.
St.
Nurse Jr.
Vic H's
SophFr.Fr.
ecelV'
Monday
Soph
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Time
Vic
Fr.
&
5:00—6:00
Tuesday Wednesday
6:00—7:00
7:110—8:00 Pharmacy P.H.E.
8:00—9:00
Meds
NOTE: There will be an St.InTcrcolleerifl
Hilda' vnennt.
6:C3
L.M. All
positions
If anyone
wishing
to playare volleybal
have a me
team needed
— phone
COACHESdoesfornotvollevb.ill
desperC
Interested phone Cnthy (see above)
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THE VARSITY, Friday, November 30th, 1956
SAC Requests

SAC
at
The Students' Administrative
Council last night., besides moving to help Hungarian students
coming to the university:
— discussed the feasibility of
ation.booklet for freshman orienta— worried over a report that
All-Varsity
Revuebe $198
potential
ticket sales would
less than
forecast to make room for the
orchestra,
— adopted a $6,275 budget for
SHARE, World University Service's fund-raising
the provision
it becampaign,
approvedwithby
the Finance Committee.
— laughed and applauded
Joan Fidler's
W US chairman
'rhyming
— heardreport.
Knox- rep. Geoffrey
Johnson had been appointed
chairman of the WUS inlernation
exchange program on campus.
— learned the University ot
Toronto Debating Union will
Sponsor intercollegiate debates
every other Thursday next term
with 'drawing card' universities.
— wondered 'how'." when as-

HART

a

Qlance
sured by UTDU chairman Di HalJamore that a four-man debating tour to Boston and New York
will leavehasFriday,
sporation
yet to though
be found.tran— recommended to the Uni
versity of Toronto Athletic Association that it recommend to
the Canadian Intercollege Football Union that it add §200 for
cheerleader and band meal exs to its budget at next year's
football pensefinal.
— changed the name . of the
NFCUS committee to the 'National Affairs' committee.
— was asked by Pharmacy
rep. John Dube if this change
was in retaliation for supposed
NFCUS offenses.
— discovered Chief Libarian
R. H, Blackburn had been 'most
gracious ceivinand
most Committee.
suave' in reg the Library
— on three motions, were askanyone
whated ifwas
goingwason. "not aware' of
— heard nothing from eight
out of 21 members.
— met "for close to four hours.

HOUSE THEATRE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR

AUDITIONS
BEGIN NEXT WEEK
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TEMPEST
THE
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PHONE WA. 3-7193
OR CALL AT THEATRE OFFICE

About three quart,

Extension Of Libraren
yts usiHou
ng the rs
Sm?.s « „
now are closed by 10 p.m. Stud- fes
A
committee
of
the
Students'
sio
preili
nal
sentieeyd
fac
tat
Vr
y!nhnTed
Administrative Council will ask
ive
untfacilt ult
Dolne
°S^
u
"Th
ents
may
study
an
extra
hour
s
toklt
^>gCf2
onin the Smoking Room in the
to meet the Senate Library Com- basement
of the main library, A books. They need
mittee to discuss extension of library staff
member stays with Wynia was apDoft,
Library hours.
them.
SAC also requested a detailed
report from Chief Librarian R. H Mr. Blackburn "doesn't really sen
teetatwhi
towilthe
ivechy.
l conhWtin,a^/Pla
ud
Blackburn giving reasons why a wish to come here . . . and be st
"
reading room cannot be kept open subjected to question," the Rev.
C. J. La very, faculty advisor,
for students until 11 p.m.
Council He had talked
All branches of the library totoldthetheLibrary
head earlier.
"e Us 3
,
paign.

HUNGARIAN

STUDENT

"ORGANIZATION

AID

MEETING"

The S.A.C. Executive Committee will meet on Friday, November 30, at 1:00 p.m. in Room 37, University College, with representatives ofinterested campus organizations, to set up a coordinating committee for Hungarian Student Aid.
Each student government organization and each religious,
political, ethnic and fraternal group is particularly asked to have
a duly authorized representative present.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
Girls, Are You Broke?
Aren't we all! A new dress for Christmas
would be nice . . . especially if it can be paid
for aftertomorrow
New Years'.between
Why don't
you drop in
lectures?
HELM

A R

I 46 ST. GEORGE STREET
WALNUT 1-5978

MOLIERE'S
The School
for Wives
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1st to SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8, at 8:31)
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244

HART
HOUSE
THIS WEEKEND
SUNDAY.SERVICE
DECEMBER
UNIVERSITY CHURCH
Solemn2nd Mass
Great Hall. 11 a.m.
Under the auspices of
St. Michael's College
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT Dr. Healey Willan directs
the St. Mary Magdaline
Great Hall. 9.00 p.m.
Singers. Tickets may be
obtained from Ha.ll
Porter's
desk.
ALL WEEKEND
CALEDON 1-3.
HILLSPlease
FARM is "open
December
at the Graduate
Otfice. register
CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
RE AO! VIEW! ENJOY!
Weekly Rents; $1.00 Buys
PLAYBOY magazine— Rush. 55.00 Any$1.50make,
brand new typewriter,
for a year of the largest selling
college catering magazine in North (Rental refunded if you buy),
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, addAmerica.prises, 104Write
Universal
EnterRidgehill, Toronto 10.
ing machines. Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
sold on terms. Also for supplies, A variety of men's watches — sev
repairs and service. Phone RI. enteen jewels, waterproof, antimagnetic, Incabloc. unbreakable
1843 anytime.
mainspring, one year guarantee.
GONtCK STENOGRAPHIC
Call LE.$18.55!!!
3-0244 after 6. Factory
SERVICE. 330 BAY ST.
l»rices,
ROOM 1409
All types of manuscripts. Theses,
LIVING ACCOMODATION
end secretarial work, Formerly
undergraduate — comat 22G Bey Street. Phone EM. 4— For woman
fortable room and board in Rose5813** davs. or 3549 evenings.
dale home on bus route in return
TRIUMPH
for light household duties — Two
Sportscar
1956 12.000
TR-3! adults. Telephone: EM. 8-2343—10
White with forred sale.
upholstery.
p.m. p.m.
or WA. 4-2887—7:00
p.m. toto 510:00
miles and top notch condition. a.m.
$1910 or trade for snowmobile.
Call Dick Hobson, BE. 1-7888 eveSAVE[
nings.
LIFE— $4.25. TIME — $3.25, SPORTS GOING OUT ON THE LIMB(S) can be a pleasant pastime (see cut
LOST
$4, NEWSWEEK, ALPHA MU Fraternity isn't going out on any limb when it states th|
One skull (human), at Beta Theta ILLUSTRATED—
FORTUNE— $7,50. ESQUIRE sarv
Ball" will be the dance of the year.
Prfi Fraternity, Friday, November $4.50.
—8
months,
$3.00,
DI- SAT.Charily
above i I"' „f
EVENING. DEC. 1
PARK PLAZA HOTEL
GEST— 16 months, READER'S
$2.00. Write
16, p.m. Please contact, or return
9 - 12 P-1?, Od
Harvey
Haber,
104
Ridgehill.
Torto S.A.C. Office, since it is expenONLY
S3.00
New
Empress
Room
Ellis
onto 10. or Call OR. 1892.
sive to replace.
per couple
Tickets At Door
TVlcLinJ"
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the
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HOUSE THEATRE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR

AUDITIONS
Now Being Held For
THE
TEMPEST
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PHONE WA. 3-7193
OR CALL AT THEATRE OFFICE

THE ALEXANDER

LECTURES

ON ENGLISH PROSE
by Professor James R. Sutherland, University College, London
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Monday to Thursday (inclusive), December 3 to 6,
at 4:30 p.m.
i. The Problem of Prose
ii. Apes and Peacocks
iii. The Age of Prose and Reason
iv. The Nineteenth Century and After

EMPLOYMENT
FORD

MOTOR

CLASSIFIED ADS.
WUNDER VALUES
READ! VIEW! ENJOY!
AT WONDER PRICES
PLAYBOY magazine— Rush. $5.00 Hi-Fi, Lo-Fi. Unmatchable disfor a year of the largest selling
on all products of R.C.A.
college catering magazine in North Victor. countsHallicrafters,
America.
Write
Universal
Enter
breeze
and
Fleetwood. Philips,
Phone SeaRon
prises, 104 Ridgehill, Toronto 10. dence.
Wunder,
WA.
4-8925,
U.C. ResiTYPEWRITERS
SERVICES
Special
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or rebuilt;
and Christmas is coming
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Also forrented
supplies,
With dresses
parties remodelled
galore
repairs and service. Phone RI. For
1843 anytime.
Come
knock
on
our door.
The Crinoline Shop,
79 Hayter St,
GONICK
SERVICE,STENOGRAPHIC
330 BAY ST.
(in the Village) EM. 4-9688.
ROOM 1409
TYPEWRITERS
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of manuscripts,
Theses,
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
ajid
secretarial
work. Formerly
Any make, brand new typewriter.
at581322Gdays,
Bay orStreet.
Phone
EM.
OR. 3549 evenings. i— (Rental refunded if you buy).
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, addPEDIGREE POODLE
Humber Typewriter,
Puppies, whites or silvers, toys 375 ingJanemachines.
Street.
RO. 6-U03.
SAVE!
and
miniatures.
Exceptionallypretty. Will reserve for Christmas LIFE— $4.25, TIME — $3.25, SPORTS
present
Jill Genge,
4-0898. ' ILLUSTRATED— $4, NEWSWEEK,
SPECIAL
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$3.00, READER'S
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104OR.Ridgehill,
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$2.00)
—
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or
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PERIODICAL AGENCY, P.O. Box
GLOVES FOUND
157. Adelaide P.O., Toronto. Phone
Brown lined gloves, found in room
WA. 2-0583.
Mathematics
Dept. At S.A.C.
LIVING ACCOMODATION
For woman undergraduate — com- Office.
LOST
board inin return
Rosedale homefortableorroom and
bus route
One skull (human), at Beta Theta
Fraternity, Friday, November
for light household duties — Twr, Phi p.m.
Please contact, or return
adults. Telephone: EM. 8-2343—10
Office, since it is expenm. to 5 p.m. or WA. 4-2887—7:00 to S.A.C.
sive to replace.
p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

INTERVIEWS

COMPANY
LIMITED

OF

CANADA

for opportunities at
TORONTO — WINDSOR — OAKVILLE
Representatives will be pleased to talk with , members of the
graduating classes who are interested in a challenging, satisfying
and profitable career in the automotive industry in Manufacturing, Engineering, Finance, Sales, Industrial Relations. .

Interviews will be held December 10, 11, 12 and 13
Appointment schedules are now open at the Engineering Faculty
Office for Engineers, and the University Placement Service
for Arts.

A
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Growing With The Profession
Aaccountancy.
university degree in Arts provides an excellent background for a career in
Staff members of the public accounting firms begin 35 junior accountants. The
university graduate starting in on his first job is likely to be given fairly routine
work at first, especially in connection with audit engagements. He may therefore
be given such tasks as counting cash on hand, or analyzing the amounts due
from customers of the client to show what proportion are current and how long
others may have remained unpaid.
The new junior works for a time under close supervision, gaining an ability to
form his own judgments through experience with a variety of different businesses. Before long he will begin to take personal responsibility for some of the
operations, and as soon as he has demonstrated his ability he becomes a semisenior, able to handle small engagements by himself, or to take charge of specific
sections of larger jobs. Rate of progress depends on personal ability, and may be
quite rapid for outstanding individuals. •
After a total of from three to five years, he Should be qualified as a senior accountant. The senior is usually in charge of an entire audit or other assignment.
He may work alone or with the help of one or more assistants. The senior conducts the audit, trains the juniors, takes care of any details which require special
judgment and technical knowledge and handles the routine contacts with the
client. Important conferences with the client usually include the supervising
senior or a partner.
Supervisors usually have several years of responsible senior experience in
public accounting. They are generally first in line when a partnership opportunity arises.
The practical training is supplemented by a correspondence course which is administered byQueen's University for the Institute of Chartered Accountants of
Ontario. The course of study for university graduates runs from three to four
years depending on the type o£_ university course taken by the graduate.
This is the fifth of a series of articles published in the interest of a. wider understanding of the career opportunities as a Chartered Accountant. The Institute
welcomes enquiries about how to become a C.A.

THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO
69 Bloor Street, Easl ' -" Tofonlo '5; Ontario ■- WA. "4>337» • ■ •
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CLASS OF 5T8 - SUMMER WORK
Canada Packers Limited
Offers summer work to 3rd year students in
Arts — Commerce — Engineering — Chemistry
An opportunity to discuss a wide variety of positions
will be provided on December 10th and 11th, when
representatives from the Company will be in Room 110,
Tlie S.A.C. Office, from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. each day.
-Make your appointment now through your
Employment Service in the S.A.C. Building.
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vivent
This weekend, a group of University of Montreal
students visited Toronto for the purpose (if Carabin
weekends may be summed up so simply) of furthering understanding between Ontario and Quebec.
While there is no doubt that such weekends do
contribute to mutual understanding, the most amazing aspect, from our point of view, is that two provinces so close to each other should depend on weekend visits of student leaders to cement their relationships. Canada must be the only country in the world
where young people from neighbouring areas feel
it necessary to arrange formal visits in order to get to
know one'another.
Whether we like it or not, we must face the fact
that such a condition does exist. In terms of the common ideas that should tie any two groups of university students together, the Carabin weekend might
just as well have been an exchange visit from the
University of Mars.
In both its ideas and the way it arrives at them,
the French-Canadian mind is an unknown quantity in
Ontario.
' ■
Saturday afternoon's discussion period should
prove beyond a doubt that problems which are vital
to French Canada (we are thinking specifically of
Federal grants to universities) are simply remote to
us. Leaders in Ontario can solve Quebec's difficulties
with great ease mainly because they have no understanding ofthe roots of those problems.
Carabin weekends do a great deal to further mutual understanding. The fifty-odd Toronto students
who took part in this year's weekend no doubt feel
they
appreciate
Quebec's
people
and problems in a
different
sense than
they did
last week.
But the weekends are not enough. What is
really needed is a revision of the basic thinking in
both provinces.
Ideally, both Ontario and Quebec, should be
working toward a state where Carabin weekends are
not necessary. This country, which is built on two
very different ethnic foundations, should make an
attempt to have each of those groups understand the
other.
The lack of mutual sympathy is not Ontario's
"fault alone. French Canada in a way has tried too hard
to preserve its uniqueness. When one group empha. sizes its individuality at the expense of all other ideas,
the country as a whole is bound to suffer.
But we in Ontario will have to accept the fact that
the great province to our east has played an integral
part in building Canada and— God willing— will play
that part for a long time yet.
Both French and English will have to do a lot of
work before the wall that separates them will be
brought down.
Leaders on both sides of the provincial boundary
will have to begin with a new set of principles— designed tomake Canada grow as one country.
Until they realize that responsibility— and we
imagine it will be a long time-Carabin weekends
will continue to play a very important and very satisfactory role.

leadership
Leadership has appeared— at last.
The co-ordinating committee established last
week by the Students' Administrative Council is rolling into high gear along what seems to us to be the
right road. Out of their meetings this week should
grow a concrete plan whereby this university can
provide accommodation and education for a suitable
number of Hungarian students.
From now on it is up to the small groups of this
university to support the movement the committe
e
is spearheading.
If individual organizations get behind
plans,
this campuscan taise itself out of the mire their
of selfishness that has characterized it in the past.
Spontaneous student feeling has given birth to
the help-Hungary movement.
It is up to the small groups to direct that feelinq
properly.
The
Varsity
Member Canadian University Press
Today's issue
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INTERVIEWS
EMPLOYMENT
on the campus
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5 and THURSDAY, DEC. 6
Positions in Petroleum Exploration and Production
in Western Canada
GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
third year students in Arts (Honours);
and
Graduate, graduating
Geology and Applied Science; Geology. Permanent a-nd summer
employment.
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
Graduate, graduating and third year students in Arts (Honours);
Physics and Geology and in Applied Science; Engineering Physics (Geophysics
option),
Geology
ing,
Permanent and
summerApplied
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, and Mining EngineerPETROLEUM PRODUCTION
Graduate and graduating students in Applied Science; Mining
Engineering.
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GAME
S 'TODAY
12:30 Sr. Meds vs. Sr. SPS w aHOCKEY
.**
1:30 Sr. Vic vs. St. Mike's A •
Green
>n<
Naylor, Green
4:00McCombe,
St. Mike'sChurch
C vs. Dents c '
VOLLEYBALI
MAJOR
5:00 Sr. LEAGUE—
SPS vs. Jr.FINALS
SPS, Diemer
Perkons
VOLLEYBALL
MINOR1 Group
LEAGUE
Div.
1:00 Vic II vs.Playoffs
SPS B. Ftosenbetj
SQUASH
1:00 St. Mike's
vs. SPS IV
VOLLEYBALL
MINOR LEAGUE PLAYOFFS
Division II Semi-finals
Tuesday. Dec. 4. 7:30. Wye. A vs.
Emman B. Perkons, Bergstein .
Wednesday. Dec. 5. 8:00. Arch,
vs. Fharm. C. Upatnieks, Perkonj
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
WANTED!
Applications
for basketball
ees are now being
accepted atrefer-theA
j iritreiriuralicOffice,
Hal tor Fiidaj
is slated
Dec. 11 at 1:00 in the Fene]
Lll-J
University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
, Especially Priced for students
Worsted Trousers
Fine Flannel
$27.50
$16.50
Busmen
Hours:
Credit Terms9 Ifa.m.Desired
Monday vhrougn snturaay
PARNES Clothing Co.
sa„,ple'a! SSS"o&

Du Pont

Encourages

Promotion

From

Within

JOHN HILL asks:
What is Du Pout of Canada's policy as far as assessing
John M. E. Hill (righl) has aln ;ady oblamed his B.Sc. degree in Chem
a
man's ability and rewarding his efforts? Are opporexpects to receive his B.A.Sc. in
Engineering from the University of Toronto
tnnities for advancement with jD// Pont good?
in the spring of 1957. John hos worked
during Ihe lost two summers with Du Pont
of Canada in the technical departments of
the Showinigon Falls ond Moitland plonts.
Right now he is interested in selecting the
best job opportunity for a successful career
In employing a university graduace, John. Du Pont of Canada gains the services
based on his technical training.
of a person with an established level of basic knowledge. When the graduate
working, he is immediately given the opportunity to apply
GORDON STEWART answers - starts
this knowledge to actual industrial problems in the specific field hehas chosen. The supervisor to whom he is assigned introduces him
Gordon A. Steworl (left) received his
to Company practices and helps him become familiar with the procedures inM.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from
volved mhis particular job. At some locations orientation programs lasting from
Queen's
in 1935
ond 'since
four to six weeks, are available to new employees.
graduationUniversity
hos had wide
experience
in the
chemical industry. He is presently in charge
As an employee gains experience, his responsibilities are increased. Exof the Process Engineering section of the
perience on different jobs can be gained through transfers and bv formal inTechnical Department ot Moitland Works
Com
party training courses covering specialized subjects. When a transfer is
where
nylon
intermediates
ore
manufactured.
being arranged,
the work interests and performance of the employee are always
taken
into consideration.
Wherever
possible,
Du P< : of Canada fills positions by promotion from
For further information, or
within the organization on a >mpetirive basis and the advancement of an
to make application, write
employee
depends,
thereinto,
his ability and performance under the guidto Personnel Division, Deante ot trained supervision.
partment F,Du Pont Company of Canada Limited,
Each employee is kept informed of his progress by means of a periodic
P. O. Box 660, Montreal.
performance review. At the time of this review his work performance is discussed and, where necessary, suggestions are made through which he may
improve. The employee is encouraged to contribute his own views as well.
So, to sum it all up, John, Du Pont of Canada rewards the efforts of an'
employee sibilitby
opportunity
increased responies intheendeavouring
line of work toit isgivefelthim
he isanbest
suited to for
perform.
DU PONT

COMPANY

OF

CANADA

LIMITED

. MONTREAL

NO WAITING
600 Uni
ee nue
w yColleAve
belosit
Justver
ugh '
throment
the Base
Open Mon
In day
8 a.m. to 6 (>•"•
ONLY 85 cents
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an SCM group studying the
STAFF FOR SUMMER c«w
New Testament ■ in the Chap- ; Cannula <a*uxda\
First year students are particulain's Office. Hart House.
OPENINGS FOR CABIN COUNSELI n
larly welcome.
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UNIT LEADERS AND SPECIALIST^ •
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Farquhar Oliver, leader of the
MissionSCMof the
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Camp Lake Pembina
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cial Affairs"
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will speak to the Ukrainian. Stu- 8 p.m. Frank Underhill, Curator of
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTAr
the UC Street.
Women's
MRS. A. WASSERMAN, OR. 1622
Laurier House, will speak on
Union, dents'
79 ClubSt.inGeorge
"Politics: Great Britain, CanTUESDAY
ada, History
United States"
ModHelp Fight TB
Club into thethe Music
2 - 2 p.m. Members are invited to Room,ern
Hart House.
bring their lunch, get free coffee,man andClub,hear
WEDNESDAY
89 St.records
Georgeat St.NewHART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCT^""
Barbini
will conp.m. The SCM "Politics, History 5 p.m. Ernesto
duct the Royal
Conservatory
and Race" group will discuss
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ConThe
Arab-Jewish
MOLIERE'S
by Marie
Perinbam,Problem",
in room led5, Collegium servatoRecital
ryMusjcum
.
Hall.
The School
for Wives I
Trinity.
will be: Carolyn Gundy, violin,
and Janet Horton. piano.
p.m. Alan McLachl in will lead
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
TONIGHT
-- AND ALL THIS WEEK
jar
HART
HOUSE
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
THIS WEEK

ALL WEEK
Chapel Services
9.15 - 9:30 a.m.
- 5.30 p.m.
Art5.15Gallery
10
a.m.
MONDAY - 10 p.m.
Glee Club
5.00 p.m.
Revolver Club
7.00 p.m.
TUESDAY
Art
Library '
11 . 12 noon
Amateur Radio
5.U0 p.m.
Glee Club
7.15 p.m.Club
Archery
8.00
Table p.m.
Tennis
7.00 p.m.
Bridge
Club •
7.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Noon Hour Concert
1.30 p.m.
Art Gallery
- 6.00 p.m.
Lee4.00Collection
5.00
Glee Club6.00 p.m.
5.00 p.m.Club
Revolver
7.30
Debate p.m.
8.00 p.m.

Morning Devotions
Evening Prayers
Exhibition of Quebec
Artists
Second Tenors Practice
Debates Ante Room
. Turkey Shoot
All welcome. Rifle Range
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In the Gallery.
Code Classes.
Debates Ante Room
Full rehearsal.
Music Room
Rifle Range
Fencing Room
East Common Room
East Common Room
Art Gallery open to women
Open to men and women
1st Basses. Debates Ante Room
In the Rifle Range
Profesor Underhill, Curator of
Laurier
House. the
Ottawa:
House appauds
rise of"This
Canada." !
InConservatism
the Debates inRoom.
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Engineering
and
Science

POLYMER
CORPORATION
LIMITED
SARNIA — ONTARIO

. . Hap e you
a

career

thought

of

in Steel?

Graduates

Will Visit the Campus
DECEMBER 10th, 11th and 12th, 1956

The spectacular growth of The Steel Company of Can*
Limited over the last ten years — and the certainty of
,da,
its accelerated growth in the coming years — has created
many fine opportunities for the technical graduate.

To Interview:
1. CHEMICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for technical assignments with projects related to product and process development,
chemical engineering phases of design, installation
and operation of plant equipment.

Modern steelmaking at Stelco requires engineers and
scientists of all kinds . . . metallurgists; chemists; chenii<*
engineers; electrical engineers; mechanical, industrial
civil engineers and. . .research.
for a wide range of activities in Pr0
development

2. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for Project, Design, Inspection and
Maintenance Engineering positions in this expanding petro-ehemical industry.

In the near future representatives of Stelco wiH vislt ,j
Toronto University to acquaint you with the adva ^
foremost produce
with Canada's
of a career
prospects
steel
and steel
mill products.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

3. CHEMISTS — •
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for positions both in the Control and
Research Laboratories. Completely modern facilities and equipment. s
Company literature, information on travel allowance,
details of actual openings and interview appointments
can quickly be obtained through The Engineering Faculty Office.

ARTS

- See University Placement Office

- See Engineering Faculty
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
OF CANADA,
Executive Offices — Hamilton, Montreal
HAMILTON.
MONTREAL.
SWANSEA. BRANTFORD. LACHlNt

THE
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Will Visit the Campus
DECEMBER 10th, 11th and 12th, 1956
To Interview:
1. CHEMICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for technical assignments with projects related to product and process development,
chemical engineering phases of design, installation
and operation of plant equipment.
. 2. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for Project, Design, Inspection and
Maintenance Engineering positions in this expanding petro-chemical industry.
3. CHEMISTS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for positions both in the Control and
Research Laboratories. Completely modern facilities and equipment.
Company literature, information on travel allowance,
details of actual openings and interview appointments
can quickly be obtained through The Engineering Facultv Office.
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Shopping

Days

Left

Hillel
Today, Wednesday, December 5, 4:00 p.m.
University College, Room 11
Dr. John Coleman on
' "RELIGION AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF
MODERN SCIENCE"
SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including: Watches. Diamonds, Silverware. Lighters, Wallets,
Pens and Pencils, Radios. Clocks. Costume Jewellery etc.. etc.
You must have your A.T.L. card when making a purchase.
SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM. 6-0977

The Graduate Committee of Hart House offers
a limited number of tickets to Undergraduates for

NEW

YEAR'S
EVE
BALL
• Dancing from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
with Stanley St. John and his Orchestra
• THOld
E' and new movies in the Music Room
from 9.30 to 11.30 p.m. and from 12.30 to
2.30 a.m.
• Supper after midnight in the Great Hall
at 12.15, 12.45, 1.15 and 1.45 a.m.
• Splash
in Hart House Pool at 2 o'clock
and at Party
2.35 a.m.
Tickets $8.50 per couple
Semi-Formal
Graduate Office and Hall Porter, Hart House
ONE TICKET ONLY ON EACH A.T.L. CARD
Be sure all your party order tickets for tine same supper hour.

For Pure

'!
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„

'Continued from Pa„ 1
OS.
1:15 p.m. The Re
in Crof. Chatrt^iS?
J.tureOwens
speife, • Prow
of Metrohv.2"
Tl* J?
Students
7:45. p.m. TheAssoChciation
sent a Drama, Musi ■
ety Show, in tip
8:45 p.m. The St. Michael,. „
DAY Hal " ' '
cert a.t SMC.FRICarr
Music
DramaAY
Co"t--»
URD
W0ni
>' UK-V'S'SfV
Un
n.
put io
on and
aSAT
Cniiithias
u"aiu c Will U .
2:00 p.m. Trinity
ma s J,cZ/>
Co"'
men, in St. Thomas'
"Quiet DEC.
Day 27-31
for Tr^ Ma ,
The SCM Christmas Cnm
held at Huron Collei.
Ontario. Theme: "The Irre™"1.
of God in the 20th Century »Ce

ONTARIO
HYDRO
We have openings on our Junior Engineer Training Course
for
1957 graduates
Mechanical,
and inCivilElectrical
Engine ring, as well as Engineering
Physics.
Representatives will be at the
University of Toronto on Dec.
10, 11, and 12, to interview in^
terested candidates.
You are invited to attend an
advance showing of Ontario
Hydro'scatinglatest
film ofrelease
indithe program
expansion
throughout the Province, This
film
will beBuilding,
shown inonRoom
Electrical
Friday,21,
November 7, at 1.00 p.m,
You may obtain a company application form and an appointment at the Engineering Faculty Office..
"MILD"

Pleasure
...HAVE A

SEPARATES
Eminently
SUITED
for
Saturday

ft/?

the MILDEST

. . . the Princess
silhouette to
take you fit
f
as sl fiddle and
ready for all the date days . . . and holly days
ahead. Delicately patterned . . . fine quality
cotton lace. Fully lined with rayon taffeta for
a soigne swish and bouffant that resists wrinkles.
In junior sizes . . . figure-flattering . . .feminine!
Sizes 7 to 15. Eeige or powder blue.
Each 29.95
EATON'S Main Store — Fourth Floor, Dept. 241
PHONE UN. 1-5111 — YOUNG MODERNS' SHOP
S^T. EATON

' 1 mm

BEST-TASTING

EMPLOYMENT
FORD

MOTOR

«eARETTi

INTERVIEWS

COMPANY
LIMITED

OF CANADA

for opportunities at
TORONTO — WINDSOR — OAKVILLE

Representatives will be .pleased to talk with members of *e
graduating classes who are interested in a challenging, satisfy1 «
and profitable career in the automotive industry in ManufacW
ing, Engineering, Finance, Sales, Industrial Relations.
Interviews will be held December 10, 11, 12 and 13 „y
Appointment schedules are now open at the Engineering Facu University Placement Service
the Arts.
Office for Engineers, and for
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Varsity's Christmas Issue Next Thursday
_ (Continued on Page 2)
TYPEWRITERS
pTAoTviiwl ENJOYl
Weekly Rents or Buys
$5.00 Any$1.00
Rush.
OY ofmagaz
make,refunded
brand new typewriter.
t selling
larges
theine—
, = year
.oiAYB
(Rental
you buy).
North Trade-ins $29. Cash ifregisters,
nesalin Enterg magazi
olle«e'a.caterin
addUniver o 10.
ing
machines.
Humber
Typewriter
Americ 104 Write
They're
Coming . . .
Toront
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
pr?s« Kidgehlll,
TYPEWRITERS
SAVE!
regular
aoecial student rates. All
— $4.25, TIME— $3.25, SPORTS
rented and LIFE
BELL
makes; new or rebuilt;
ILLUSTRATED— $4, NEWSWEEK,
Also for suppliesRI, $4.50,
gold on terms.service
FORTUNE—
$7.50,
ESQUIRE
Phone
.
and
repairs
—8 months,
$3.00, READER'S
DIanytime.
1843
GEST—16 months,
$2.00. Write
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
Harvey
Haber,
104
Ridgehill,
TorEmployment Representatives
SERVICE, 330 BAY ST.
onto 10, or Call OR. 1892.
ROOM 1409
NORTH?
will be on! the campus to interview Engineers
All types
of manuscripts,
Theses, Am goingGOING
to Noranda and have
and
secretarial
work. Formerly
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
room for 3. Leaving Friday, Dec.
at5813226days,BayorStreet.
Phone
EM.
4—
OR. 3549 evenings.
21. about 1 p.m. Call WA. 2-2976
DECEMBER 5th, 6th and 7th
after
6.30
p.m.
and
ask
for
Ted.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
WILL SHARE EXPENSES
TIME
S3.25
a
yi\
1
2*
yrs.
$0.50)
—
LIFE
a yr. (2 yrs. $7.50)
driving21. toCallChicago
SPORTS$4.25ILLUSTRATED
S4.00 —a With
aroundanyone
December
Sam
Call in at The Engineering Faculty Office NOW for an appointment
vear
(C
months
$2.00)—
STUDENT
after
6
p.m.
"WA.
3-7441.
— and be sure tu ask for informative booklets
PERIODICAL AGENCY, P.O. Box
SERVICES
157. Adelaide P.O., Toronto. Phone
Christmas
is
coming
WA. 2-0583.
With bargains galore
WANTED
To buy or rent crinolines
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY <>l CANADA
Come to our store.
Aof ride
to
Fort
William
on
the
2'lst
December. Please contact Mar- The Crinoline Shop, 79 Hayter St.
guerite LeMay. WA. 4-2121.
i Greenwich Village) EM, 4-9688

The

Perfect

Christmas

Gift...

Long-playing

Columbia

Records

Records

Buy

of the Month
These

Two Albums are
Only
Available During December
v V> HANK hOfliSt.lt S
The host haw mla

At a Special Low

Price

REX HARRISON Jf
JULIE ANDREWS
MY FAIR LADY „

Take advantage of this by ordering
now
»la.»»»*»*>.x^.***>i»^•>>'*3•»■,i*s,*,'>*^'>*>'s'5'*5'**>'>'a•*3■*i'3,>'>,,•s,

AoA
35l YOAIGE STREET

Record
Toronto

Bar
EM. 4-6832

The ONLY RECORD BAR that is OPEN from 7 a.m. till 12 MIDNIGHT every day, including Saturday.
THE CITY
WE HAVE THE LARGEST OPEN COUNTER DISPLAY OF LONG PLAYING RECORDS IN

SPECIAL PRK ICS.
AH Long Playing records sold to STUDENTS and STAFF at

4
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don't vote
k, once
ifTheyou
past fewdrin
days have
again brought up a
local folly that is criticized again and again and yet
never, apparently, enough. The Liquor Control Act of
Ontario.
Thursday evening, a group of Toronto students
wished to entertain some of the Carabins who had
just arrived from Montreal. They invited them to a
Bloor Street night club.
The Toronto students were ashamed — or they
should have been— when waiters brusquely informed
their Montreal guests that they would have to chew
on thirty-five cents worth of pseudo sandwich in
order to be served a drink.
For the whole of Monday every outlet for beer,
liquor or wine in Metropolitan Toronto was closed. It
was election day. We are sure the bootleggers of
Toronto had a red-letter day, but what of the visitors,
what of the tourists, and what, of the poor, tired
working man, who had cast his vote and felt like a
ten-cent glass of beer?
The ridiculous provisions of the LCA have been
maintained long enough.
If they had proved to be adequate controls of
excess drinking, and we had developed a particularly sober and industrious community, there might be
some excuse for keeping them.
But they have not.
The act is the laughing stock of the continent,
and a disgrace to those who claim maturity for
Ontario.
it is high time the people of Ontario expressed
their opinions; and some common sense was allowed
to supplant the inanity that is purported to govern
our drinking.
is this

our

culture?

For the first time since September, when The
Varsity started publishing daily, we had a night off
Monday,
vision. and we chose to spend it watching teleBasically, there seemed to be few changes in this
ever-so-powerful medium from the days when we
were trying to grow a set of antennae for eyes.
Oh, more things are available when you squeeze
a bottle (we remember when the models just poofed
their underarm, but now they wash windows, ice
cakes, decorate Christmas trees or lather their hair
simply by aiming a bottle-top), but generally things
are the same.
Drama from across the border we found, during
the evening, worse if anything from our TV addicted
days. One play proved conclusively that a waitress
needs only a million dollars and an Italian count to
be happy.
But— and herein lies the point of all this— Canadian drama appears a little better.
Never has our Canadian nationalism swelled so
proudly as when we switched to the CBC's outlet
and watched a pointed drama, tastefully directed
and forcefully acted.
We are far from the first publication to point out
that Canadians appear on the Broadway stage in
numbers that far outweigh our proportional population.
Currently, Diana Van der Vlis, Christopher Plummer, Don Harron and Walter Pidgeon are playing
leading roles in successful New York productions.
Tyrone Guthrie, with whom this country can claim
some affinity, is directing another recent opening. A
further list of examples would only be redundant to
those who follow theatre.
It appears that amid the tumult and the shouting
for a Canadian culture, Canadians of theatrical bent
have worked quietly away at establishing a firm
reputation throughout the world.
If Canada's theatre continues to thrive along lines
very soon we will have a
it is presently developing,
national art, and the Canada Council may use all its
money to aid universities.
editor's note
There is absolutely no connection between paragraph four of the first editorial and paragraph one of
the second.

Where

Is
The

Free translation
of aduring
conversation overheard
the Carabin weekend.
— How goes it with you, my
friend from Montreal?
—Fine, thank you. I remark
that you speak French!
—But yes. I have studied it
in high school.
—It end,looks
does it like
not? a good week—Pardon?
— But yes. I have a red pencil.
— I have a red pencil, and a
blue one too. What colour is
your pencil.
— I do not understand.
—Oh! Then what colour is
your
aunt's arepencil?
— You
making a joke.
Shall we talk English.
—But no. I want to practice
my French. At our house there
are
and chairs
a bath and
and tables,
picturesand.. .. .beds
— Very good, I am happy for
— .... . and
ceiling
, four walls and a
you.— Very good . . .
—A
—Andstore?
my father is a store.
— Oh, I mean a medicine, a
doctor we say in English.
— Oh, yes a doctor, very interesting.
dow.
—"Would- you open the win-

y Aunv
Pen MOf

Qui A Perdu Son Pardessus
;ysome
isn't oftootheboring,
others?shall we
ould you speak more slowache.
— I m sorry you have a head—And also I have a pain in
the tooth, a pain in the stomach,
You in-arethesick?
a —pain
foot, and a cold.
—But no. I was just practicing

my French. I have five •
-Well, alright, but „.
i ""Sfrs.
talGood,
k somebutFrecouldn't
nch agai Wa«>ce
my— English
a little
Good-night.
——Ah
Goodnight.
here is another m
fro— mOhMonyes.
treal, I nanv *
pencil and a blue ...

3 re<i

and what's a little
NOW
WE'RE betweMARXISTS
friends?
In a recent letter, I suggested very en
ideal
istic fellows who t?
that your reasons for not going that
pacifism
the ansJj
to the aid
Marxist
— of
and Hungary
they are,wereif that we must waitis and
see
will happen. But it is preci
those are your only reasons: 1) beca
use we have already ^
material profits; 2> expediency
at the cost of definitely violated be
what hasmed,happeThe
n, that
sleepweing mou.
human rights; and 3) a willing- ster alar
was not so busy smiling and
rtess to '-play ball" with Russia drink
ing- champagne that jj
in order to gain culture. Each
of these reasons is selfish — could not press a buzzer and
arid Marxist. No mention is have the rape
of Hungary remade of the people who are not newed,
so fat as we are — the very
"Again, some are. in -dread of a
people
whose
liquidatedalongrights
with aresome-beingof
■nuclear " war.
let them* art,"rethemselves.terialistic
Marxism
=-is
a
mamember that But
the Russiaa
philosophy^ of life: it
is totalitarian and /relentless, a too. And if the U,N. did not
into Hungary,, it was because
Juggerfraut which, plows men go
and women under ~r with the it had no army that could match
tacit approval o r The Varsity., the -JUis^&ajf1 divisions there. Marxism is imperialistic; -aim- well-trained 1 and . devoted to
—Well
yes,enough
but don't
think
its cold
already.you
ing _at_ .world conquest; and the peace, Marxist-style. But il we
— r mean close the window. very fact that it caij suppress had a right and an obligation
I rtad and write French but Hungarians in Hungary, shows to help Hungary, and yet were
sometimes I am not so quickly that it is no semi-idealistic unable to (thinking foolishly
theory otoks. It isbeenergetic,
studied in
text- that the only kind of war must
when I 'speak it.
ruthless,
— Oh, you speak it very well. arid ~ bwhat
■ be a nuclear one), let us not
is
worse
—
slowly
—
Thank
you.
What
are
you
in
at —Subject?
school?
ascribe it to a form of Western
but surely extending itself.
Marxism, I^et; us regret the
Some
students
here
think
that
— I mean what do you study? Communism will somehow melt,
At Toronto, we study English, dissolve itself into a dew and chance gone by, but let us not
suggest ians
.the 'same
ever betrayal
rise up should
again.
and Mathematics, and Philoso- fade away if they sit back and Hungar
phy, and phys. . . Physi . . . wait until a collection of used If we should Have helped Hunand many other things. What clothes
arrives in Hungary.
us admit ourourfailure;
do you study.
They do not understand that let usgary, letnot
belts
extend
—Medicine, I am going to be this
is exactly what Communism
and say, "It was
a doctor like your father.
notch
another
wants
them
to
think:
it's
all
— I have a pain in the head. very harmless and misunder- all for our own good!"
—That's too bad. I hope the
sto d; it-wants to be friends — ■
Sincerely youn»
NS
FOR EGYPTIA Nathan A. Ceroi
ROOM
MAKE
blind thinking Canadians to the
'
fact
that
-many
innocent Egyptie"V£5>
uT^e"^ff
corig?ar
must
I stronghu- support t of totheassist
sity's
low human beings.
an movemen
manitari
ians have also suffered recentthey need help « felly
from
the
terrible
of
use
s vic- modern warfare? Is itravages
beca
pennyles
and
the homeless
our
tims of the Soviet tyranny in benevolent Christian that
ch dcensor
Charity
the shVr
and lyFrenveile
sh
successful
Hungary. It is refreshing, in- and humanitarian spirit cannot hasBriti
to
of
light
the
thatsee
deed,
m
n
liberalis and Christia Charity be extended to countries that suits ofpenedwhat
actuabutlly H hapSaid,
in Portanyhas
not strongly support the are to place
is still faintly flickering de- do
validity m
spite the relentless - obscuring 'Western Alliance', even though many
eel
lent newsr
cults of nationalism., isolation- they have suffered from the_ graphs, excel
fairly «
ars
very worst degradation and that manyit appe
ands of mn« jl
ism, and self-interest.
thous
However, it leaves me rather brutality? If this is the case, as Egyptian civilians n^'e .
puzzled and confused as to why I suspect that it is, our altruistic doubt
edly were
le» mm^l %.
and many
no
of the Hungarian Peo- theire lives,ims
that-one
we has
also assendyetaidsuggested
to the assistance
iQn,
agS*
of
'vict
thes
rian
nita
ple
is
nothing
but
a
strategic
huma
our
tend
no' or^w
d wesp^
Shoul
destitute
and recent
impoverished
move designed to humiliate the and homeless.
tims of the
British vicand despotic
rulers of the Soviet we
we
toof let
Huoga^pre»
liberty?
to the
havegoing
French aggression against the Union; in short it is nothing but are
Egyptian Republic. Is it that a hypocritical sham of false vir- labelled by our hyste."„„ an'
the 'hate Nasser', and 'despise
tue. We therefore are only help- as enemies
Egypt' campaigns
been so
ing the Hungai'ians
as aandmeans
successful
as tohave
temporarily
of political
expedience,
not

PLAYBOYS
For the last few weeks, we.
have been reading the Playboy
Magazine advertisement in The
Varsity.
us are interestPlayboy.
ed, butMany
knowof nothing
about
We have read Time and Newsweek, but we know nothing of
its personality and character.
Since Playboy is supposed to be
"collegiate",
ask it.you. to inform us more weabout
Martin Terry (JII Vic)
Budd Humphreys (II Vic)
Larry Gross (II Grad.
Business)
Editor's
What would The
Really! note:
Varsity
know about playboys?

"
Richard Huff"»
icerely
VarsitT freedom
The
Published by
c
FOUNDED 1880
The Students' Administrative o
of Toron
University
of theToronto
5, Canada
y
Universit
Canadian
Member
Editorial and News Office Press
Basement. S.A.C. Building — WA
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
;HIEF
PETEMich.
ManagingEditor
Editor
■•■
Sports

Todays issue Doug Marshall, Bob Johannes.3-8742
M1^
Susie Breslrn, Cecily Coddincton, Ptte G»vwsk".
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ffyd
Da
pa
ffndilir
i<"' Asphodel)
is a yellow and highly poetic
Narcissus
family.
It
has no known connection
rue
■»«
of
jvDl2"'an
indestructible
annual,
wherein the look
flowerat
JL DAFF1^„ and womanhood
takes a narcissistic
.vaters of satire.
"lelf"edic,aL^i"'ddering
tnB
..;^n5
Of
1" first mirins
conjectured,
ut*b of Daffydil
, , can nfonly,i,„be„,...,
. but
T»f
,-ticle in a hoary copy ot tne students' Medical
adile 3» some hint .of its antiquity. The author quotes
I.f.l" al r"v «" critic, a' Mr. Wordsworth, writing in 1804 _
early vaJ * jj ato-olden
0nce IDAFFYDILS
saw A crowd,
but little
and
had tfought."
me.though
SH0W
thehundre
altbonega^ed,
,?Itwe
1Wfj^d'
d tayears
before the first AVR! In
11 over
I*is'. its longevity, Daffydil can, and invariably does, boast
lditi0" "t lrun of any review on Campus. It regularlyllyinns into
, long« nt During this time, the cast gradua gets to
r elations of the refifth B'| s a3 intimately as the lateral
ow i's 2Cai nerve, while the censors, eminent Medical men,
p-ent la . „^essively radical resections on the script.
and much of its format, like its
rf<"TO p'°rs,is a tradition;
is traditional. Each of -the four Medical years
DaKsh
i skit of its own, the subject matter ranging from
is" or "Loose in the Bowels of Africa", to "MakeBeth"
t on on a theme by Shakespeare. A vast glee club, aided
■Pk lines consisting of the total female Medical enrollment,
des. Music g.is directed by Bob Cringan,
' i more esthetic interlulong
standin
r Im Medsman ofEpistaxls,
a yearbook comparable to
*
ed
containing program notes, learned dissertations,
fS ^ featur
whatnot.
and assorted
"ihrstrations.
■■Matnmematicians,"
proclaims one memorable Epistaxis
ad
work it out in logs . . ••
"can
laxative,
„But0H-l>ased
enough of this history. What of this year ? Bob Rowe,
or of this year's production, which opens on December the
ith, claims a revolutionary new twist. "This year," he
lWCes.
•'Daffydil
be glee
clean!"
addition,
this onyear's
win include
the will
largest
clubInever
to cavort
the
Hou*e stage, and an enormous orchestra, composed entirely
jdsmen. Two very intriguing production numbers are in
of production.
:tss
Bludgeon your nearest Medsman into buying you a ticket,
have two weeks.
P.M.O.

Love Me
»„ '\Love Me Tender" more
p a There
week ago,
acsnt.
were purely
no riotsby and
screaming teenagers. The
. credits read "introducing
Presley",
Elvis doted all butbuthalf-a-dozen
s after the first half-reel,
fhose who are unbiased, and
s not too ardent fans of the
i James Dean may fm^ cer.
a similarities between their
jte. Both have a bad habit of
ling away from the camera
I mumbling. The chief difbetween them is the
Presley sneer, which
; up much better on film
, it ever did on T.V. It
mi, however, be brought to
1 ,hat avis is not in any
! as dynamic in emotional
l as Dean. A comparison
ilj' be drawn in the more
■ ,!,Kaie*.
where both be«i*e
lost." With
, to"little
was boys
a part
of his
.. Elvis looks lost
because
» action, he has not had the
. « an imaginat
ive dike^rt.Webb ha= gone
Hw f,fr'Pt eMePt ih the
P "ames The four songs
Jsic r„*°™e"'s Chamber
ilonely
-oS m""^ fa o£
Fa^soring
I Col^ at 5 P.m. in
Ibinr

UC,ed ^ Ernesto

Carolyn
b.tS5«
o
,i n T01'0nt
a„„ fanet
fc°is> an<1
fist.
Horton,
will
u 6'
E?Be v'valdj
Jr110'' lV/i*Xs Concerto
*-M,,certo
1°. oSSs?1.. Paisiei"
Anti' , ' antl Rc-

m CI!siom -7 !a*ers

Tender
which Elvis sings ere effectively staged, and fit unobtrusively
into the story which is one
reason why I believe that this
is "the role born for Elvis to
about.
play" rather than the other way
To relate the story would be
pointless, since it can be found
in most movie magazines and
the Toronto dailies. It is sufficient to say that its setting
is somewhere in the mid-South
at the close of the Civil War. I
hesitate to call it a western,
since this is not strictly true,
and to say that it is more implausible than any other western is grossly unjust.
If you are a Presley fan, this
film will undoubtedly stand
first in your list of musts. Otherwise Ihesitate to recommend /it.
P. S. Richard Egan and Deborah
Paget also ran. Curiosity the
major attraction for non-Presleyites. A B-picture it is, and
will remain, — even if it breaks
all box-office records, as I predict it will. If you have nothing
to do, fan or not, I think I can
guarantee that you will find an
evening with Elvis can be pleasant and interesting, perhaps
even enlightening. P. S. The cast
also includes Richard Egan and
Deborah
their
own Paget
right. both stars in
D. S.
BUY FLOWERS
for all occasions at the
PARK PLAZA FLORISTS
.10 AVENUE ROAD
3-6361 to
io^0WA.discount
STUDENTS
AND STAFF

HART

Magd.

He.lv S-,f
he St
Singers under Dr
become
an annualy' event
whichMary
U ofMaS«alen
T music lovers
looh fen »M
ThisGreat
choir Hall
has was
always
known foral.
to. The
filledbeenas usu
the rendition offorward
litu.-'

GIGNAC

« is rare thing to hear a
soprano a sing
ently
and as warmly asas intellig
ite
Gignac did Sunday Marguer
night
^i-ennan Hall. Whether shein
caressed the tones 0f Scarlatt
or sparkled to thrilling heightsi
in Rossini, her voice was vibrant, amazingly evenly producbrilliantly controlled
from ed,theand subtles
t pianissimo
the most resounding forte— andto
not once did she produce a
strident note. Imagine! a coloratura with character.
The flexibility 0f her voice
was most evident
in the Bach
"'Alleluia" and in the arias "Qui"
la voce
soave" from "I
Puritan
i" bysuaBellini
and in 'TJna
voce
poco
fa"
Rossini's
"Barber of SevUle.:from
'
In
the "Nun
wandre, Maria" by Wolf,
Gignac sang the vocal line Miss
like
a violin, and captured perfectly
the tender compassion so necessary in this ldvely song where
Joseph is comforting Mary on
the trip to Bethlehem; In the
"Geburt Christi", by Hindemith,
she
melodynotes
delicate
ly
amongspunthe theintricat
of the
accompaniment. e
Of particular interest were
-five songs from the Ars Nova
as realized by Roberto Lupi.
They were adaptions of songs
from the 12th and 13th century
and were at once primitive and
polished. They were something
of a mixture of jazz and gregorian chant. companiment
EarlealwaysMoss'
acadequate,
was masterful in these last
numbers.
Miss hancGignac's
ened by a vivaciousartistry,
stage presence, impelled the audience to
thunderous applause, and to demand two encores and half a
dozen curtain calls.
Brian Breton

_ Wf** PX

vo" concert
sTnd'tufn ,tnPil,an,iS
'° m°,d 'of varied0ttonal
^ potential
«S*
Th»?h
mt° °ne instruraent
The
was mnote
Dr.°f Willan
has an instn ment ''
™!
C^01r Tand.
lhe perfect.
imitati°"
different
of tuning
tempo.
The choir's
dvnamic musicalexoellenTS
fact
— i - <*— "JESS

Erev.s was beautifully
It was not the compSe Mass
since the Agnus Dei was sung.
lacking. The flute tones through
out this
nro"Sbo
audie
ut th,s
the
by
nce
well appreciated
gr oup h were Chri£tr"as
inr If^X.
-T'""1 sea=°"
°0nCen
the
""OfficialChristSs
openHouse.
Appropriately
the
second
group consisted
entirely i"l'SUa"y
of Hart
carols.ma,ks
Willan's
"Hodie
65
rS,°"e
°f
the
m°St
beautir"'are «»«><*
has heard. The liltmg parallel harmonies
revtovef.
unique.this
"King
Jesu
'
„b
Ph,ai
!"«
a"d
l™PO.
For
the
first
time
in
our
memory
-theunerb
^""^Christmas
K was ••"larSed
did"not* ^
include "The ™S
The choirby
sang concert
twoSS™
encores
before
proceeding12 todaysthe oftraditional
"First
Noel."
John Rastnpopoulo*.
1-act Play Festival
ed," a short play by Tennessee
Barry Morse,
famous stage,
radio and television personality, Williams, will be presented by
will adjudicate at the annual Trinity, directed by James Cunningham, and the final play of
One-Act Play Festival, presented onto
by the
Tor- the evening will be St. Mike's
Drama University
Committee, ofat Hart
Prick.
the
"Helena'the
entry, behind
s Husband"
Trojan , War.
House Theatre Friday, Decem- story
ber 14 and Saturday, December It will be directed by Stephen
15. The festival, a yearly undertaking of the UTDC, will be the
Strindberq's "Ghost Sonata,"
biggest and most ambitious to Vic's
ambitious entry will raise
be presented to date.
the curtain on Saturday evening, directed by John Douglas,
On Friday evening, UC will
by Noel Coward's faopen, theOutfestival
Saroyan'sby followed
mous comedy, "Fumed Oak," the
"Hello
There",withdirected
Trinity contribution, alJackson Chercover,, to be follow- second
so directed
by James
ham; The festival
will Cunningconclude
ed by "Suppressed
Desires'' by
Susan
Glaspell, presented
with
UC's
presentation
of an
Nursing and directed by Toby
early Rope,"
play ofdirected
Eugene byO'Neill,
Gordon and Dorothy Hutchin- Shirriff.
"The
Jack
son." This Property is condemndo you know ...

MOV. Thru. THURS. EVGS. At 8:20
Fill 6:15 & 9:15 '.
2 SROWS SAX
SMASH BIT
MUSICAL COMEDY
mi
BOX
FRIEND
jOAfJN
BAYLESS OPEN
* JOHN HEWER
BOX OFFICE
10 a.m. TO 6 p.m.
15 S4.U0 S3. 50 $3.0(1 $2.00

|
33% Discount on Christmas Cards
| 51 Gerrard West at Bay
EM. fi-4442 |

| 10 DAYS UNTIL THE DEADLINE FOR
TORONTONENSSS
SPACE

Hart

CONTRACTS

House

Debate
"THIS HOUSE
S p.m.
TONICHT

APPLAUDS THE RISE
OF CONSERVATISM
Speaker
IX CANADA"
•Mr.
Low, ofIVtheUC House:

HOUSE THEATRE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR

AUDITIONS

TEMPEST
THE
WA. 3-7195
FOR AN APPOINTMENT PHONEOFFIC
E
OR CALL AT THEATRE

I

&f)e grtisians
j
= • ESKIMO CULTURE • CERAMICS • JEWELLERY i
| • FINE ART PRINTS • WOODCRAFTS • WEAVING '

!tof unive
1

Now Being Held For

^

aleners

AYES
P. T. Marsh, III Trinity
R. E. Saunders, IV Victoria

Honorary Visitor: ProfesUnderhill,
.tor ofsor F. H.
Laurie?
House,CuraOttawa.
NOES
H. W. Arthurs, II Law
R. R. Price, II Law

supplied by Inco, has becotn
The development of stainless steel has produced many with lnco Nickel are a good example. They nol only steel sinks, using nickel
industry in Canada, providing empta)*
a thriving
house- for,
they make
con- brighten
and made
appearance
both the
changes inhomes.
remarkableof Canadian
many Canadians.
of stainless
manufacture
Thekitchen,
easier. the
hold tasksandfarbeautify
steel sinks
Stainless
venience

for

INCO
Write for a free copy of
the illustrated booklet
"The Romance of Nickel".
• Based on a survey conducted
Canadian
an afliliateby
oj the GallupCross-Section,
Poll.
THE

half

a

million

Canadian

Stainless steel sinks made

with

Inco

jobs in Canada

Nickel

help provide

Ten -years ago, hardly any homes in Canada had
stainless steel sinks. But a few Canadian housewives
tried the new sinks and thought they were wonderful
— wouldn't stain or chip, were so easy to keep bright
and clean, and best of all, glasses and dishes that
were accidentally dropped didn't break as easily.
That was the beginning of a new and thriving
Canadian industry. Today, most of the new homes
being built in Canada have Canadian-made stainless
steel sinks. And practically all of these sinks contain
Inco Nickel.

sinks

Ore from the mines near Sudbury, -Ontario, is W '
smelted and refined by Inco here in Canada. Re ^
nickel is sold to o'ther Canadian companies to ffl ^
stainless steel. This stainless steel g°es
sinks. And Can:
that make
builders
in the the
homes.
firms them
Canadian install
These operation^M
j"infor
provide
ore 'sisJO
the timed— the
-fromis installe
until the finished sink
how
thousands of Canadian workmen. That s .■- ,
ofNickel
industry
Canada. the growth and develop
helpsin promote

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
OF CANADA,
I--1
2S KING
STREET COMPANY
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of lnco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, ORC Brand Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore ami Platinum, Palladium and other PreciQ"
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Blues

Off

Today

The Varsity Blues
On
hoekev team me
4to belting people from,,
USAare used Jau
By DAVE GAWLEY
win leave this
afternoon Ga
one end of the rink tont
the other.
four
series
Montreal,
and
will
bring
up
Tom
The
Blues
are hoping to do betStatesgame
. Thursday and
for' a Watt a first year student in PHE.
the United
Friday
ter
in
this
series
than
they did
nights, the Blue;— . will meet from the Intermediates.
last year in Colorado. At that
Michigan Tech, last year's run- In prepartion for this trip, the time they only managed to get
tie in four games. However
national honours in Blues have been using American one
Americanner-up forCollegiate
hockey,
Collegiate hockey rules for the the
cord. thin air of the Rockies may
Houghton Mich. On Saturday andat last couple of practices They be
partly to blame for this reMonday,
last year's winner of tne especially had to note that there Chip
national finals.
Shots:— Blues play their
is
no
center
red
line
in
American
Coach Jack Kennedy is not rinks. Also they have noted the first league game at home a week
without his problems as he pre- rule that you are only allowed to Friday . . . opponets will be Mcpares for this trip. .Two defence- bodycheck in your own end. This
Gil . .anothe American rule
forbids . fighting r. . . provide
last rule has been especially
men who were with the Blues
s for
explusion from game as penalty.
in Montreal will be unable to on a couple of the Seniors hard
who
make the trip. Dave ijackson is
suffering from a score
he received in stopping hip which
On the
Leo Konyk in the McGilal shotgameof
Friday night. The doctor who examined him yesterday has ordered him off skates until the end
T# SEAT
of the week, and even then it
is suggested that he refrain from
John brooks
body contact. Also Neil Munro
is not going to make the trip
as'Inhe order
wantsto tofillhitthisthevoid,
books.coach
Sports Mtor
Coach Jake Kennedy leads his hockey Blues onto foreign soil
Kenedy will play Bob Church,
Red" is shaking hands here but . . .
this week for a four-game stint with top American college teams.
who didn't make the journey to The
Blues take off from Union Station
He won't be this week'as the Blues head south
afternoon and entrain
to Detroit, where they spend the nightthisbefore
plane-hoppine to
Houghton, Michigan.
From there, they travel by bus to Michigan Teoh where they
play on Thursday and Friday nights.
s Shut
Ann Arbor on
Saturday for games with Michigan StateIt'sthatbacknightto and
outs
in Interfac Hockey
Monday.
was
seven
minutes
old.
The
puck
Jake
was
hit
by
the
worry-bug
on
the
eve
of
when
C A - 2 Sr. Vie - 0 rebounded off the boards to the Jr. Vic - 7 Pre-Meds - 0 it was discovered that two defensemen were unable theto trip
make the
side of the Engineers net and Victoria College Juniors skated trip. Dave Jackson is still under the weather with a hip
iay
injury
hockeyafternoon
team was Victoria
defeated's from
there Jim McKinnon push- to an easy 7-0 victory over Pre- picked up against McGill, while Neil Munro is bugabooed with flu
Michael's
A's not
by
ed it into the far corner of the Meds in Group II Interfaculty and a series of tests.
Hint. The College
score was
In addition, Clare Fisher reported in with the flu yesterday
cage.
For the rest of the period hockey action yesterday. Rick
ive of the play as Vic was Medicine
was content to shoot the
little trouble in re- missed the light workout last night. However, Clare will likelyandbe
By Double
no matchBlue,for the hard- puck to center ice whenever it Gossling had
gistering his first shutout of the with the team.
into their end.
To alleviate the situation. Kennedy moved "Fish" back to the
■hin the first five minutes came
The second frame started off year. Godsoe and Bruce Doigs blue-line
, corps,
be bolstered
the additions of Bob
Tike's got off to a good start fairly evenly with the play first ledPete
Church
and Tom which
Watt, will
a newcomer
to theby scene.
the Vic scorers with two goals
|Dotya who was standing at around one goal and then around
That
leaves
just
nine
forwards,
five
defensemen,
and goalTal-mouth, tipped in a drive the other. Both sides missed what each. "Chico" Woods, Brucer tenders Al Cecutti and Bay Dunn.
Brewer and Barry Nourse added
DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE . . .
phe right point. Through- seemed to be goals. Pete Maik singletons.
The win left Vic in
first period SMC kept
ings.
Blues manager Dave Gawley came up with an interesting
Engineers'
lay in the Vic end but were hadJohntheDuff
salted thebestgamechances.
away first place in the league stand- note yesterday. It seems that McGill spent §500.000 on their new
|
to
score
because
of
the
Winter Stadium, a sparkling edifice that boasts a large, fast ise
for Meds late in the period when
Clonal netminding of Vic he
lifted the puck in over two Pre-Meds played with just two surface, modern design, and spacious dressing rooms.
K Bryce Tanner,
But it is interesting to note that the searing capacity ranks In
Engineers and the goalie who forward lines and the pace proved
^-way through the final were lying in the crease.
to be too much.
neighbourhood of only 1,500 and is as cold as that "other plate"
isthehot.
1Iwhen
Si. Mike's
got
their
final
Paul Legge
A small Ontario town of notable hockey fame recently cone a pass from behind theslapped
goal.
structed anew arena at one-fifth the cost of McGill's outlay, an
P of the game was without
arena
that has a seating capacity of almost identical proportions.
87"
35
|bt Bryce Tanner.
It
may
lack
the beauty of modern architecture, and it may be cold,
TheFordham
University ofBests
Toronto Varsity
last night in a game which was
basketball Blues suffered a 87-35 too late for report in today's pap- but it looks O.K. from the outside, and no one really seems to
Ms 1 Sr. SPS - 0 shellacking
about must
the inside
and
economical;
er. With the team arriving back care There
at the hands of Fordbe gold. . In.ODDS
themit's'Nthar
Montreal Iiills.
feterfaculty hockey Monday ham University
Rams on Monday today, a complete report of the
ENDS
three games will be carried in
1 loSeni0r Med£* dripped night in New York City,
Interfaculty
wrestling
finals
in
the
Hart House mat room at
It
was
the
second
consecutive
Varsity.
2-°- Skule untr
wasackeun- loss suffered by the Varsity crew Friday's
The Blues have an open dace 5 today . . . Positions on the University team are the rewards to
bLD^ft♦' them
es
d'
pou
the selv
game, and the in their three-game junket in this weekend, but entertain Ro- winners . . . Squash coach Ralph Rimmer will journey to Hamilton
chester Tech on December 15 in this weekend to compete in -the annual International Invitation
'•^mg advantage of this, the United States. They dropped
decision to Seton Hall. a game which will be the feature Tourney at the Thistle Club . . .
Isww? m each ** the tw° No. 87-52
12 in the national rankings, attraction of the season's first
The Queen's Journal is quite upset about a report in this
Bed ?a shutout.
t g0alie Jim Gordon on Saturday.
Athletic Night. Full details will column that Ron Stewart might take his leave from Kingstontown . . . Apologies, chaps, it was only a suggestion from another
s wtgotae when the game They moved on to play Iona be carried next week.
member of Queen's athletic fame . . .

gals lose twice in B-Ball finals
teams. Prue Smith, (who won the PHE Freshies held a steady
1 cam ?'S °f wom™-s day with her last basket,) Sandy lead over St. Hildas, thanks to
■ n>Iht with Meds down- Grant and Jill Segond attacked the pressure laid on by Sharon
for Vic but were held in check Gilmor, June Scevior, Jean Wills'
n ,« ,"Vic S°Phs beat- by
Jan Tennant and Barb Camp- Gwen Thorn and Elda Smokum,
S* Cur hand PHE Sav"
bell. Nancy Fleming and Jackie
Allan,Auden
Ruth
Davis collecting for PHE met St,
AnnHilda's
Scott Adrienne
and Nancy
strong
opposition
from
Kay
Gruup the opposing strength.
eds ho,d' nau and Bev "Westman. It was a made
«lencecljn
ur aaMPerseverTo-night Vic Juniors and Senmighty
close,
fast
game,
giving
P>°tinB
if a"a
s°me
dazzliors
battle UC and PHE I chal"* J=y
sany Wallace. Vic Sophs a berth ia the Intralenges Vic Freshies. Spectators
mural Semi Finals.
by pA P°w«ft,i line diare welcome!
■*lU°n't s«r'S but they
GAMESHOCKEY
THURSDAY
°K>SS:
a«a°vghThe*°
12.30 Sr. U.C.
evem a«ack.
Malk. TaylorNaylor
vsvs Sr.
Vic
SPS
VII
1.30
4.00
ho"'St.
Thompson,
l6d
omaW
- e*St ng ln cl'ecking
Nadln. Scott
vs Jr. M.U.C. C
t*ih, Passes
5.20 Jr.
PhnrmVic
Nadln, J. Anderson
vs For. A
1.00
Sr.
Med
SQUASH
VS Trln, ALEAGUE
on freeof
■"■"jeS most
6.30 VOLLEYBALL
SPS E or SPS D- vs MINOR
Med. Ill Yr.
L ^oob h, s considerable
- j^hc^uarcls of both
GAMES TODAY
Trln. C
B. Anderson. Walsh
vs HOCKEY
Med. IV
Trill.
B
vs SPS V
Naylor.
J. Anderson
Dent. A
Pulfer, Jjawrle
vs Vio III
Jr. SPS
SQUASH
vs
Sr.
CO.
I
u.c. rrr
_ playoffs
'ase
1.00 VOLLEYBALL
SPS E
MINOR
LEAGUE
4.00
thi m
„
SPS
D
5.00
Rosenberg
Pre-Med
II
'°P-u9m.h Friday
Upatnleks
vsvan u.c.
Med IButton
A
Arch B
cents
vs Pliarm. C
Uputiilrlcj Perkons
Upatnleks,
LACROSSE
—
FINALS
vs SPS I
Uhrynuk, Crawford.
I

REDUCED RAILWAY FARE FOR
CHRISTMAS VACATION
The Canadian Passenger Association has announced that reduced
fare arrangements have now been authorized for the Christmas and
New Year vacation period. Students and members of the teaching
staff may obtain at College and Faculty offices forms which will
permitonehalf,
them to buy a return ticket at current normal one-way fare
and
These forms carry the dates of the University vacation period,
December 21st to January 7th. and no member of the University staff
has any authority to alter these dates.
SPORTS SCHEDULES HOCKEY
- Week of December 10th
vs Dent.
Jr. SPSA
Green Thomson
Mon. Dec. 10 12.30
Jr. U.C.
Green
1.30 SPS
IV vsvs Trln.
A
Nadln. Thomson
Scott McCombo
Nesterenko,
4.00
PreMed
vs
Sr.
U.C.
Tues.
11
1.00
Sr.
SPS
MiUk, Taylor
Wed. 12 12.30
Wye.
vs Arch
U.C.
m
•1.00
Me"ti.
TV
Puller, Lawrle
McCombc,
Church
vs sps IVrv
Thur.
13 12.30
SPS
Walsh, B. Anderson
1.30 Trln.
St. M.IIIAC vsvs Vic.
Jr.
U.C.
Navlor.
Nesterenko
4.00
Malk,
Taylor,
14 12.30
Sr. M.U.C.A vs Sr. Med
Naylor. J.Nadln
1.30 Dent.
St.
4.00
A vs Sr.
St. iM. B
Scott,
Anderson
5.00 SPS V vs Dent. B
Naylor, J. Anderson
SQUASH
vs
SPS
III
11 5.40
Phann.V B
6.20 Pharm.
Dent. D A vsvs Med,
The following team registration lL>ts must bo (lied at Intramural
Hockey office
— St. byM. Dec.
A. B 11th
& C; — Sr. SPS; SPS V; Dent. A. B & C;
Squash — TTtn.
Dent BC && C;D; U.C.
Law; ITJ;
Wye;MedSr IV;
hied;Law.Pre-Med: Med in,
inTV & V; Sr. 5PS; Jr SPS; ps m: Sr U.C. B; U.C.
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MPs
Forum

In HH
Next

February
Three — or perhaps four — Federal members of Parliament repreticalsenting'
parties varying
will Canadian
be invitedpoli-to
take part in a forum at Hart
House probably during February.
Announcement of the forum —
to follow the same format as the
popular
discussions
was madeLawlastClubnight
by Mike—
Temple, president of the School
of Law Progressive Conservative
club.
Tentative date has been set
for February 28.
No definite subjects have been
set out, Temple said. But there
will be a list of prepared topics.
An impartial chairman will
. conduct the forum. Presidents of
all campus political clubs have
backed the idea.
"We thought it would be particularly appropriate following
the
said. Model Parliament," Temple
A new plan for the model parliament, announced at last week's
Students' Administrative Council
meeting, has made campus political leaders optimistic,

1957 GRADUATES
In Engineering, Chemistry, Physics
Geology ond Minerology
NORTON COMPANY, Electro-Chemical Division, Chippawa,
Ontario, will have a team of interviewers at19, the1956,Employment
commencof Toronto on December
Service,
ing at 9:00University
This
is a.m.
an Electro-Chemical Plant which requires Graduates
Development, Industrial EngineerEngineeringandandResearch
for Product
ing, Plant Engineering,
Departments.
The NORTON COMPANY is a leader in the Abrasive Industry, and is now in the process of a major expansion in the
field of refractory metals and nuclear development which depends on its ability to recruit competent University Graduates.
The opportunities for advancement are exceptionally good.
Brochures are available at the Engineering Faculty Office

Squash
lectut^
In Hart House

December 7th and 14th in the Fencin
at 1 p.m.
g ftoon
Mr. D. Bocquet.
Pro at onthetheBadminton
& Ra ls Ck
will speak
fundamenta
NOVICES' ARE VERY WELCOME

Wfiere there's drama,
CLASS OF 5T8 - SUMMER WORK
Canada Packers Limited
Offers summer work to 3rd year students in
Arts — Commerce — Engineering — Chemistry
An opportunity to discuss a wide variety of positions
will be provided on December 10th and 11th, when
representatives from the Company will be in Room 110,
The S.A.C. Office, from 9 a.m. -'4 p.m. each day.
Make your appointment now through your
Employment Service in the S.A.C. Building.

there's

ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL — CIVIL —
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
ENGINEERS OF '57
II S NOT

TOO

LATE

There's a great deal of interest in a career with Ontario
Hydro — this is evidenced by the fact that our original
interviewing schedule is filled. However, additional
representatives will be along to see more interested
candidates.
AS A RESULT
You may still find an appointment time to your liking
available by consulting the schedule in the Engineering
Faculty Office, Mining Building.
Failing this, do not hesitate to telephone Mr. Idiens,
EMpire 8-6767, Local 2-2853, to arrange a convenient
appointment at 620 University Avenue.
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTIETH ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
MOLIERE'S
The School for Wives l
Adapted by Miles Malleson
Directed by ROBERT GILL
TONIGHT - AND ALL THIS WEEK
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244

W,e ever lovely women gather . . . wherever exciting
tilings happen . . . you'll find the fabulous
KITTEN-fashion-leadingxfor fall in new full-fashioned
super 70's fine Botany, new dressmaker creations,
new full-fashioned collars, new Pettal Orlons, new lii-b*
heavy-knits, and ever popular lambswool.
Colours and range of new styles
utterly breathtaking!
At good shops everywhere.

THE
CALIFORNIA STANDARD
COMPANY
CALGARY, ALBERTA
EMPLOYMENT
INTERVIEWS
on the campus
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 5 and THURSDAY, DEC. 6
Positions in Petroleum
Exploration
in Western
Canada and Production
GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
Graduate, graduating and third year students in Arts (Honours);
Geology and Applied Science; Geology. Permanent aoid summer
employment.
GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION
Graduate, graduating and third year students in Arts (Honours);
Physics and Geology and in Applied Science; Engineering Physics (Geophysics
option".
Applied
Geology and Mining Engineering,
Permanent and
summer
positions.
PETROLEUM PRODUCTION
Graduate and graduating students in Applied Science; Mining
Engineering.
For appointment interviews
notice please
boards. see your departmental

shuie

nite

St '7

Is pleased to announce that arrangements have been roa
supply recordings of the show at the nominal cost of 5 d°"a
per set. Each set consists of two 12-inch, 33.V3 r.p.m. breaKant records, pressed by RCA Victor. They are edited from aC^
minutes.
audience presence tape recordings. Total playing time 96 g'01 i

Cash orders will be accepted in the Engineering St«i'cS
Wednesday, December 12.
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The wave of international re■ei still continues. Latest figures
epori
WUS that:
Hongkong is raising funds, House Applauds
Rise
has requested that 10 perof its annual appropriation
i WUS headquarters be given Of
PCs
in Canada
lungarian relief funds.
The United States National St- A Canadian political expert be- partner Ron Price (also II Law)
lieves
Social
Credit,
a
newcon- called -a conservative "one who
cJents'
Association
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WEST INDIAN STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Students

Engineering,
and

CHRISTMAS

in

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
CANADA ai
offers
Unexcelled opportunities for Research and
Development experience with some of Canada's top engineers and scientists.
Modern laboratories at Ottawa, Saskatoon
and Halifax. Competitive starting salaries
and prompt recognition of demonstrated
ability.
CAREER, TERM and SUMMER positions
are available. Information and application
forms may be obtained at your Placement
Office.
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CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
READ! VIEW! ENJOY!
I PLAYBOY magazine— Rush, $5.00 $1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
for a year of the largest selling Any make, brand new typewriter.
(Rental refunded if- yuu buy).
college catering magazine in North Trade-ins
$29. Cash registers, addAmerica.prises, 104Write
Universal
Ridgehill,
Toronto Enter10.
ing machines. Humber Typewriter,
TYPEWRITERS
375 Jane Street, RO. 6-1103.
SAVE!
Special student rates. All regular LIFE— $4.25. TIME
— $3.25, SPORTS
makes;
or rebuilt;
and
sold on newterms.
Also forrented
supplies,
ILLUSTRATED— $4, NEWSWEEK,
repairs and service. Phone RI- $4.50, FORTUNE — $7.50, ESQUIRE
1843 anytime.
— 8 months,
$3.00, READER'S
DIGEST—16 months,
$2.00. Write
GONICK
SERVICE,STENOGRAPHIC330 BAY ST.
Harvey
Haber,
104
"Ridgehill,
Toronto
10,
or
Cadi
OR.
1892.
ROOM 1409
PEDIGREE POODLE PUPPIES
jand
All types
o"f manuscripts.
Theses, Whites,
secretarial
work. Formerly
silvers, or blacks; toys and
miniatures. Exceptionally pretty.
at5813226days,Bayor Street.
Phone
EM.
4-^
OR. 3549 evenings.
Will reserve for Christmas. Jill
Genge, WA. 4-0898. After 7:30 p.m.
WILL SHARE EXPENSES
I With anyone driving to Chicago
. WUNDER VALUES
around Dec. 21. Call Sam alter 6 please.. AT
WONDER PRICES..
p.m. WA. 3-7441.
Hi-Fi,
Lo-Fi. Unmatchable disWANTED TO BUY
on all products of R.C.A,
I Motorcycle. Will pay cash. Call: Victor, counts
Don Walker. WA. 2-3289.
breezeHallicrafters,
and Fleetwood. Philips,
Phone SeaRon
dence.
BIG SAVING!
Wunder, WA. 4-8925, U.C. ResiI Tuxedolent shape.
for Phone
sale. Size
OR. 42.0914.In excelPLAYBOY'S SPECIAL ! !
SERVICES ,
Opportunity Knocks!
Playboy
ONLY
Christmas is coming
for amagazine.
year of theRUSH
Ivy League
And your wardrobe looks sad $4.75
magazine.
Write
Global
EnterprisWith parties a-humming
es. Box 1000, SAC Bdg.. University
gown'sShop,
to be79 had.
I TheA new
Crinoline
Hayter St., of Toronto.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
(Greenwich Village) EM. 4-9688
TIME, $3.25 a year. LIFE. $4.25 a
RICHMOND HILL
year.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED,
I Transportation available from $4.00. Give
Life andGifts.
Sports
Richmond Hill, arriving College Illustrated forTime,
Christmas
All
Land St. George via Avenue and orders accompanied by gift card.
Spadina
Roads
for
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a.m.
Mon5-3695.day through Friday. Call Joss, AV. STUDENT
CY, P.O. BoxPERIODICAL
157, AdelaideAGENP.O.,
Toronto. Phone WA. 2-0583.
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RECI L j
j
Dr. Heale.v TA
Willan j
Jj Monday,
Dec. 10th, J
J CONVOCATION HALL j
|
at 5 p.m.
University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for Studenti
Fine Flannel$27.50
Worsted Trousen
S16.S0
Credit
Terms
Business Hours: 9 tta.m.Desired
to 6 pa,
Monday Through Saturday
PARNES Clothing Co.

MOON

The NFCUS
Travel Department
Cannot yet offer trips to the Moon. It can offer trips to Europe, Mexico
and the world, at prices that compare favorably with commercial or
semi-commercial agencies.
It also offers first class charter flights — leaving June and returning
August and September — at prices actually comparable to shipping
rates. The Department is pleased to arrange trips on a group or individual basis.

Let it snow! Let it blow!
'S
EATO
YourN feet can face the elements
in these
Sheepskin-lined
RUBBER OVERBOOTS!

It makes two special offers this year:
1 . To any student at any university who organizes a group of
twenty or more students wishing to make a trip to Europe,
the Department will provide free passage and accommodation. Itwill make all group arrangements and make reasonable charges.
2. After administrative costs have been covered any surplus
remaining
year'sTravellers.
operations will be distributed as
dividends toon alltheNFCUS
The NFCUS TRAVEL DEPARTMENT is organized by students for students,
and is the only organization of its kind in Canada. Sundry other organizations carry "university"
and and"educational"
in their
titles, but
are commercial
organizations,
all have higher
overheads
and many
costs
than the NFCUS. The more students that support the NFCUS the cheaper the cost and the wider the choice.
Ask your NFCUS Chairman for the NFCUS Travel Brochure, and write
today, adding your name to our mailing list for our monthly travel
bulletins.
Please send me information on NFCUS Tours 1957,
and send me regularly the NFCUS Travel Bulletin:
Name
University (and Faculfy)
Mailing Address

.'

Good-looking, rugged boots for men
campus favoured, because you ivear the
over your regular shoes! Two P°Pu1^
to 12.with heavy sheep
sizes 7lined
skin.
styles,Fullwarmly
Front slide fastener style (illustrated) or
pull-on-style with buckle adjustment.
PHONE UN 1-5111 - MEN'S SHOES
EATON'S Main Store, Second Floor,PairDepfH 5°
ST.
EATON
C«-»
Flo°r
Main
,
and EATON'S College Street
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POLYMER

CORPORATION
LIMITED
SARNIA — ONTARIO
Will Visit the Campus
DECEMBER 10th, 11th and 12th, 1956
To Interview:
1. CHEMICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for technical assignments with projects related to product and process development,
chemical engineering phases of design, installation
and operation of plant equipment.
2. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for Project, Design, Inspection and
Maintenance Engineering positions in this expanding petro-chemical industry.
3. CHEMISTS —
Graduates and 2nd and 3rd year undergraduate students required for positions both in the Control and
Research Laboratories. Completely modern facilities and equipment.
Company literature, information on travel allowance,
details of actual openings and interview appointments
can q.uic]£ly be obtained through The Engineering Faculty Office.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO
Requires for its expanding RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT and PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES, particularly inconnection with the development of atomic
power, graduates and posT -graduates in:
ARTS & GENERAL SCIENCES I ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION] ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING. ! MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY j I METALLURGICAL .
ENGINEERING
PHYSICS
FINANCE I
COMMERCE ANDBUSINESS
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
[theoretical PHYSICS
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mention(Might
the last.)
mention that it costs only $1.00
a week. How about lonighl!

Costs only $1.00 a week

MILDEST

BEST-TASTING

"GAR

Canada's Finest Portable Typewriter
ATTRACTIVE, fIGHT-WEIGHT
CARRYING CASE
be-aolicomerANoin oincluded
RemingtoncareQuiet-Riter
The carrying
. fol
free.
od" lhal'i
typing
—and"fouch-Melh
type. inilrudio.i booL
bruih for cleaning
PRODUCTS OF REMINGTON RAND UMIIfD • Dealers ocrcss Co
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Students involved in the committee to co-ordinate
Hungarian aid on this campus are to be congratulated. They have acted quickly and wisely.
Judging by the spirit evident at yesterday afternoon's meeting, the students of Toronto are opening
their hearts, their pocketbooks and their homes to
Hungarians who may wish to study here.
Mors than $2,000 has been pledged for their relief already, and there are indications of a great deal
more to come. Offers of free room and board are
pouring in to the committee, and several groups have
expressed a desire to donate books, clothing, tuition
and other necessities of undergraduate life.
Five of The Varsity's six points for action have
been implemented as far as is possible at this time.
They are the five points within the range of student
activity.
The sixth— and possibly most important— remains
in the air. We refer to the waiving of fees.
We understand that the administration faces a
vast amount of red tape. Because of Toronto's complex nature, the process is probably more difficult
here than at ariy other university.
But that red tape must be eliminated. This is the
time for decisive action by the administration.
We understand that several colleges have unofficially indicated that they are prepared to do everything they can to waive the fees.
They must act quickly. The students have led the
way.
Let the administration follow in the same spirit.
don't panic
Anyone perusing the business section of The New
York Times, the bulletin board outside the student
employment office, or the advertising in this paper,
cannot help but be struck, these days, by the number
of ads for engineering graduates.
Industry is literally crying for trained personnel.
In the United States, where the situation is, if anything, worse than in Canada, every high school student must be aware of the opportunities for high
paying and important jobs for graduate engineers.
Many of the larger companies are openly competing with each other in recruiting drives. Society, to
put it bluntly, is panicking.
There may be a dangerous trend evident in these
high-pressured campaigns.
If industry continues to put the emphasis on scientifically-trained personnel, the young man is gradually going to sneer at his general education. No
matter what his motives for education— quick money,
community prestige, possible contribution to society
—he is going to decide his best route is the engineering course.
A technical training is, of course, valuable. In order to advance, every society must have a balanced
proportion of doers with practical training and thinkers with broader educations.
It is precisely that balance we must preserve.
No matter how badly the world needs engineers
and scientists, we must never forget that the general
education answers a very real need.
The
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that prin
the cipl
upholehds . i»
insist thatWest
our
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thereis,
and
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should
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to
no-one
to
ask
what
these-'
ies . ;
students are fighting ior. what
vestigate that possibility. But
lieve in.
they represent,
or what they be- we should do it first, before we
I wish to remind the council waive our immigration laws to
of the barbarous treatment re- permit those people to enter
ceived by the Jews at the hands this country. of the Hungarians before, during
many years and particular
and after World War I. This
SUSPICION
alone does not preclude the
in
this Isra
momeel,nt,fr0both
m Xgy
in Eevn
£^£
t8
We shall always, have among
possibility "that these students
Canadians would like to
are freedom-loving believers in us the cynics who regard every
democracy,
but I that
wish _for
tfl the
re*- act of heart-felt generosity with
mind
the council
suspicion. It is unfortunate that tendy diff
their eren
past ten years Hungary has been on one of the rare occasions man
Chritstia
causn esCharbuti J*
controlled by Communists, and when Canadians have responded secu
quently . .the
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are opposing1 Z
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that for ten years before this, unanimously to the real needs supptipn
ort is. practicable onl
Hungary was controlled by fas- of a foreign people, by opening the whole country is ^yW
cists. No one needs to be remind- their hearts, their purses and them, as it is behind the
Hue
ed of the barbarism of the Nazis, their homes to Hungarian re- gariarts.. The
ns andcause,
Jews are just-Egytwoptiasuch
especially ""to the Jews. But refugees,
that
Mr.Richard
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member also the -the
Nazi-youth
"practice
of ' indoctrinating
-of December 5th) sees fit to at- izerssing
' among .Canadia
captured lands.
tribute this, generosity to "a embrace them, wouldns,justandhiif
We have been requested to ,
give moral and financial report hypocritical sham of false vir- us on. to others equally worthy
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that country with things aJ
Wednesday's , editorials, a sin- sham of false virtue" but mine to
repugnant letter
appear-fit and everyone's I know have they " now are,, would be a
ed. Mrrgularly
Huffman
has .seen
travesty
to democracy. Mr.
an oppressed peoto condemn our motives for beenpletowho assist
have made an inspiring Huffman is apparently unable to
demonstration
of
bravery
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helping Hungary, and for not a rotten communist tyranny.
distinguish between. aggressions*
helping Egypt. As for Hungary,
in Hungary and intervention a
Mr. Huffman's motives may be
As for Egypt, to give a sous in
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The Egyptians
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nationalism
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porting Egypt in the fight Huffman, that We should aid by a demogogue who c ^
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America,"
Russia
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"Make Way For Egyptians."
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many students against Russian can find a parallel in the recent
atrocities in Hungary. The cry British-Cyprus crisis. The United
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starting a Third World War?
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Let usinobserve
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'Life'

In these lectures from "Life's" collection of pictures of the Hunganan Revolution, "Hungary', Fight for Freedom", a security
man (left) sits quietly under
Presently he leaped out policeof the
w.ndow and tr.ed to escapejjguard.
ut
was
caught by the crowd outside
and trampled to death (right).

in Hunga
ry
The editors of Life magazine have recently
a
truly remarkable collection of photographs from thepublished
Hungarian Revolution, and have combined them with their own commentar
ies
and those of Time-Life staffers on the scene. This the first
photographic summary to date of the revolt, is a verv impressive
The photos
themselves
are, in many cases,~ not technically
pr
uc
perfect,
butod
in a situation
of t.
this sort, certain allowances can be
made
(the
fact"
that
they
even
got out is a small miracle in
itself,. Probably the two most descriptive
sequences were those
by Rolf Gillhausen. a German news photograph
on the Life
staff, who was somehow permitted to enter the erborder
of
Magyarovar immediately after the massacre of 85 citizenstown
by the
security police, and the account by John Sadovy of the lighting
and murder
a Communist
Party Headquarte
pest. Sadovy around
comments,
"I
years in rsthe inwar"Budabut
nothing I saw then comparedhadwithspentthe three
horror
pictures prove it. Although some are underexposofed,this."out— ofandfocushis
muddy
and ofgrainy,
they doer.display an indescribable sensivitv
the photograph
on the part
Problems of the Western journalists were many and varied—
the most prominent being the fact that their lives were in
constant danger, "for they were part of the fighting,
not only
by proximity and emotion, but by their function." In that function
they received full co-operation from the Hungarian people, whose
chief aim it was to send their desperate message to the Western
worldBill EpprWre.

MOSTLY
MOZART
LOVER
BOY
soul-sea
ring
'
of
his
right
hand
was
a
trifle
product
Gerard
ion,
Philipe
but
stars
as
Andre,
the
Boy' in a new
ed
film at the International Cinema. -Lover
fcome of the most enUghtenwe
Andre proves that a
. affected.
4, . then we doubt if it really can foreign
Frenchman
can
have
as
good
a
time
id delicious Mozart, that,most
in
London,
as
the
As a tribute to the late Guido be, except for the ears of some does in Paris. Arriving in London after World .War II,Englishman
Lfi vet heard was the
he works
Cantelli,
Susskind asked the stunned moon-struck teenagers
thru his female boss in a lowly government depart■ week'sat audience to refrain from ap- at their first concert in the Hol- his wayment to aupslinky
this erts
.at ■ Conc
fare tion
e crip
Memor 0frablSubs
minky
heiress
who
carries
a
solid
gold
cigarette
lywood Bowl. -Some people are case and quotes Mallarmee.
plause after the performance of.
sey HaU. The young Aus- Smetana's
How
does
he
do
it?
Gerard
Philipe
as
Andre
is
a
Symphonic Poem annoyed by Tchaicovsky's exu- captivating lover boy. In ail life situations he is hopeless,totally
pianist, Paul Badurawith
berance, which they brand as
"Vysehrad"
from
the cycle "Ma
Tothe
Vlasf
sok>ist With
the only one exception^ that counts. The female form, whether
Jtoda'vTEs
banal, but it can all be rather passing
Bto Symphony Orchestra
down
a
bus
queue
or
knocking
on
his
door
for
lessons
The harp introduced the work fun if taken in the right spirit in French literature (aboijt* which** he knows nothing), brings out
Eider its conductor, .Walter Sustrue talent in ail its purity of style and form. "You are
convincingly and the orchestra and we were suitably devastated Andre's
like a flower, a beautiful water lily, slowly unfolding . . ." he
ffdzart's Piano Concerto K 395 produced a volume of rich in the finale. Tchaicovsky's 6th. drools
in
a limpid accent, as his victims protesting petulantly, *
betbeen
never
has
Sympho
ny
Jnild not have sounded more sound befitting the work. Sussuccumb to his charm ...
played in Massey Hau\. nor quickly
■sh. This probably arose from
skind is indisputably a master has ter
The
plot
Boy" is simple, it's climax ambiguous, and
more attention been paid to not, I would ofsay,"Lover
entirely successful The whole film is spotty,
kind's appreciation of the interpreter of the music of his polishe
d playing by the T.S.O. but the good moments are delightful. The artistic camera work
kirk, as much 'as" Badura- native Czechoslovakia.
feoda's skill and enthusiasm.
All that wa»' lacking was the almost overwhelms the rather thin and drawn-out story. The
IV- result was an equally .^satisOskar Morawetz is presum- dynamism that is required to opening sequences of the first few minutes of "Lover Boy" are
fying accompaniment from the
Tchaicovsky completely
ably a New Canadian, having . make
piece of despite
photography
as I've seenrelapses
since "La
convincing. No doubt this will as fine
Thisa picture
its momentary
intoStrada."
banality,
^rche;tra, which has rarely
to this country from come
time.
in
Bunded as sensitive. The pace come
is
highly
recommended.
P.S.
Joan
Greenwood
appears
as one of
Ras perfect. The piano fluent Czechoslovakia in 1940. His .
I
Chris Wilson Philipe's victims, and nearly steals the show. " Queenfe MoCabe.
Divertimento for Strings did not
pdtriment
limpid,of yetthe never
the • sem
music.to- -:The
to be a typically Canadian
insiiions from sola to tutti, work, if such a thing even exCanadian music is either
|d every crescendo were com- a trifleists.pompous,
COLLEGIUM
MUSICUM
particularly if
gtely musical and meaningful.
written—
oy
an admirer of the
The
three
movements
of the
On
Wednesday,
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5,
at
5.
opportunity to great
padura-S k o d a' s articulate English Cathedral
or
violin concerto described very yield
musical, expression, but Miss
fying was further demon- else it Ijarks to theSchool,
p.m:,
in
the
Conservatory
Rewilds —
Horton
could have at least
well
the
"shiver
and
tingle
of
rated on Tuesday night by Western or Northern, Mountain
cital Hall, the Collegium Musicontentment of sit- paralleled the orchestra, whose
pzart's
in D, played as or Tundra. This piece was very cum of the Faculty of Music winter,"ting bythe
phrasing
was admirable.
T encore.Rondo
the
fireside,
and
the
Fortunately
he
gave one of its performances. "howling of wind." Here we
but acceptable, interest- The
*■ yet iost sight of the has urbane,
Danze ed Arie
programme included Vi- heard an inspired soloist well- wasThe theAntiche
ing and well played,
the composers whose works
the that
orvaldi's opus 8, No. 4, concerto equipped technically, having a
chestrashowpiece
. Itshould be ofnoted
iP'ays - though at times we
'Tchaicovsky's
Pathetique
for
violin
and
string
orchestra,
I a tendency to verge to- wept all over the beautifully well known under the name round tone and well-supported the orchestra is well balanced,
effects that woul in- polished floor" (Varsity, 1946). of "Winter", from the Seasons, by the orchestra. However, some and the 'cello players should be
pte this trend and the dwork
This was not a ravishing or with the concertmaster Carolyn executed
fast passages
too clearly
tro Barbini recommended.
did an excellentMaesjob
by weren't
the soloist,
which especially
reminds us that Miss Gundy has in guiding the orchestra. At timGundy
as
the
soloist;
Paisiello's
Concerto
for"
piano
and
orchestra
made
some
four
public
appeares
Mr.
Barbini
had
to
resort
to
with soloist Janet Horton; and
ances in as many weeks.
Convocation Concert
extreme gesticulation to get the
Antiche Danze ed Arie freely
The piano concerto was a bit chestra.
contrasting moods — transcribed for orchestra by on the boring side. Miss Horton required effect from the orL E^erS"i6d ^""w will presents
Indeed, the faculty should be
had clear tone, her technical
Uni™^ty of darkly brooding and satirical. Respighi.
Kto
ability was adequate, but her proud of their Collegium Musitra Professor Richard Johnston's
S and
Ilite
« fufirSt of Orches
st conc(if
phrasing
left
something
to
be.
cum
Orchestra.
(he
'
The
Face
of
the
Night"
is
writgea_
On Wednesday Dec. 12 at
ra < Convocation Halt, Thursten to a text from Patricia
desired. True, the piece does not
Miroslav Bugarski
Joudry's ■ prize-winning play, 8:30 p-.m., the University College
Cercle
Francais
will
preMe How to Cry."
1 Ce Z CanaSia" work, "Teach
its annual production in
The orchestral portion of the Hart sentHouse.
This year the
the baton of ProntsK«ch-for concert,fessorunder
bv ,°h^ Moveme
ptra»
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Robert
Rosevear,
will
inc™,
y0UnS
-giving Moliere's
club is comedy
COm^«, Alfred Kun2.
clude "Norse Legend'' by Frank
sparkling directed"Le byMalade
U.C. CERCLE FRANCAIS PRESENTS
Imaginaire",
ProBridge and a suite from "Dardfessor C. R. Parsons. The
anus" by Jean Philippe Rameau,
Transcribed by Eric Delamarter,
hyplay, which pochoportrays
ndriac and satirizesa the
Conducted by Professor John- medical profession
LE MALADE
IMAGINAIRE
MOLIERE'S
of nth
ston, the chorus will sing "Lines
RoFrance,
for Late Autumn" by Anthony
centuryderick
Macgregor ascastsArgan,
WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 12
Donato, and Robert Delaney's the malade and Adrienne
8:30 p.m.
"So We'll 'Go No More A-RovHunter
as
Toinette
in
the
ing" and "My Lady Clear," and leading roles. Tickets are on
Ticket, on sale at Box Office and U.C. Rotunda — $.75 and $".00
withes the
three chorusfrom orchestra,
the Christmas
portion
in U.C. Rotunda and
sale
Hart House Box Office.
of Handel's "Messiah."
IN*

nun

for freedom"
tl0r* eoneer
ts

camp sT/irr
NOW HIRING
NIORUNITCOUNSELLORS
HEADS
Tripping. Arts & Crafts, Riding)
td Counsellor
JhU 1-1438 evenings. EM. 1-5813 day..

SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including:
Watches.Radios.
Diamonds.
Lighters. Wallets.
Pens
and Pencils.
Clocks.Silverware,
Costume Jewellery
etc.. etc.
You roust have your A.T.L. card when making a purchase.
SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (S doort above Dundns) TEL. EM. €-0977

srTcu*
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REDUCED

RAILWAY

FARE FOR

CHRISTMAS VACATION
The Canadian Passenger Association has announced that reduced
fare arrangements
now Students
been authorized
for the-ofChristmas
and
New
vear vacation have
period.
and members
the teaching
staff may obtain at College and Faculty offices forms which will
permitonehalf.
them to buy a return ticket at current normal one-way fare
and
These forms ritrry the dates of the University vacation period,
December 21st to January 7th, and no member of the -University ctaff
has any authority to alter these dates.
1957 GRADUATES
In Engineering, Chemistry, Physics
Geology and Mineralogy
NORTON COMPANY, Electro-Chemical Division, Chippawa,
Ontario, wilt have a- team of interviewers at the Employment
Service,
of Toronto On December 19, 1956, commencing at 9:00University
This
is a.m.
an Electro-Chemical Plant which requires Graduates
for Product
Engineering andandResearch
Development,
Industrial Engineering, Plant Engineering,
Departments.
The NORTON COMPANY is a leader in the Abrasive Industry, and is now in the process of a major expansion in the
field ofpends refractory
and competent
nuclear development
which deon its ability metals
to recruit
University Graduates.
The opportunities for advancement are exceptionally good.
Brochures are available at the" Engineering Faculty Office

Find that
University directories went on
sale at the Bookstore yesterday
at Out
a students'
price of delivered
$1.00.
of 440 directories
so far, 390 have been sold. Mr.
Richard Saul, manager of the
Bookstore, estimated that about
700 directories will be delivered
in all. The price will be cut to
25 "cents toward the end of the

Girl in New
) died will be delivered free to
organizations and offices on the
campus, and the remainder will
be ' sold in the Bookstore.
The university compiles the
diectories from registration of
students and university payroll
lists. Every student and professor is listed, with - his faculty,
year, Toronto address and phone.
Phone directory of university
About this
1200 year.
directories
willhun-be' numbers is included.
printed
Several
year.
GAMES
TODAY
HOCKEY
McCcmbf. (
12.30 Vic. m
vs
sps inC
vs
Trln
Green, Thompson
1.30 Dent.
SPS VI C
vs Vic IV
Nfsterenko,
Scott
5.00 Med. Ill
Nesterenko, KerrJ. Ander' SQUASH
4.03
son
LACROSSE
— FINALS
vsvs SPS
Wyo T Uhrynuk, Crawford.
WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
BASKETBALL SEMI-FINALS
and FINALS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
HART HOUSB
GYMNASIUM
"Winners in
Thurs.
Tues. Dec. 11
Losers in
Meds vs. -Vic Sophs
- Senli-tinals
7:00
Vic
Jr.
Sr.
vs.
PHE
Semi-finals
8:30
Notice
— "supply own oranges
teams
NoAll timers
or scorers needed from teams
Come dressed ready; to play. Coats may be left In the (Fencing Room.
All players In finals must have played in two regular league" games.
intercollegiate Practices
OCE Gym
Tues. Dec. 11. 5:30 — 7:30
Thurs. Dec. 13. 5:30 — 7:30
If you are interested be sure to come out. Cuts will be made soon.
These will' be the last practices before Christmas.
LET'S RETURN THE BRONZE BABY WHERE IT BELONGS!
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We still have some
in the SAC office.
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games were turned in by in„ ^ppfrent'y 1 wrotc a column that listed a few of the gradualLee 2-2 tie. The match which was forwards
feless SPS 'keeper. Once done,
Jim Anderson of Vic because of the fact
fast-moving and hard-fought and John Cottenden
j shown him how itandwasin short
that several of those listed hung 'em up a few
of UC. Both
throughout
was
one
of
the
bethimself
scored
fen fired in two tallies to
teams
ter games of this young Inter- fast withkept the game moving beLus'oT'theTacr ST ^ a'OUnd ^ ^ BUt<* ^ ^
their
faculty
season.
/
excellent
passing.
the score-sheet read at
| end of the first period UC 3. At the three minute mark of In other action to-day in lyTheafl°woyAtmTaA0n 'r0m a P«c"city rcleJeP issued
the first period Bruce Doige Group I, Senior Victoria was deTo.
feated by the Senior UC squad
notched the first goal for the
the local interest a "Powell's Howls" column.
Jr. Vicmen. The score came on by a 4-1* count. Goalscorers for SorryThusto concluded
contradict you. Butch, butin it's
UC
were
Passmore (2), Scott bes.des,
somethin
a
solo
end
to
end
rush
down
the
bulletin right boards, finished off with
ey
"eat.
Jock
drink
'Nirff
said.
Touche?
and
be merry, for tomorrow we gdie to d o Td
and scorer.
Allan. Redrupt was Vic's
poughtcn, Mich., Dec. 6 (AP) a low 30 foot sizzler.
lone
ODDS 'N ENDS
i Tech Huskies edged
At the half-way mark UC got
Into hockey Blues 5-4 on a back
Plans crystallizing for the THL Major Series . . . Six teams
on even terms when Stan
minute goal. Scorers for
include Varsity Blue-Jays, Porter's Real Estate. St. Brigid's, Yulll
were Dune Brodie, Brian Lebanowich slapped in a passout
Vic Sophs Win ^
person,
John MacDonald and from the right corner.
^ea* s<C,eane"' Md Fraser's Grads ... The nfL "iSZ
i Linseman.
There was no further scoring
hat all
Varsity T"second"
teams office
may y«'erday
bear that . moniker
?w
J,V°ve£,.
. . It's possible
in the opening stanza mainly
future
...
The idea isthethatAth'etic
they are Junior
teams to the Blue.ih the
because of the fine job of back- Top UC 52-28
In the Quarter-finals
of the |League
should . get
onmembers
Decemberof 12
checking done by the forwards women's
se Battle Running of
Did activity
you know?
. . underway
That
tournament,
the Grey Cup
both teams. Several fine Vic Sophsbasketball
champion Eskimos
attend the U. six
of Alberta . Steve
sliced UC 52-28 and Oscar
Mendryk
saves were made by Vic goal- PHE
Kruger,
Jim
ShJpka.
John
I
creamed
Vic
Freshies
Woyat,
Roger
Nelson
and Bill
tender
Johnny
Goslin.
Women's Bowling
42-24
in
two
action-packed
595,271,346.00
Early
in
the
final
period
Alvio
women's
bowling
tournain
boxing
take
since
44
...
O
goody!
...
t has been underway for some Delzatto put UC ahead with a games.
ESS oa/fienn °SK ^ m.e",ti0n ■ ■ ■ That the US has Sr03£*d
f now. and
following are drive from the left point which In the first game, UC, with left
frpecl? yesterday,
Note 10 Q^en's,
. . . Tim Held10
and he Western
won't be and
[results of the
back McGUl
. . . until
Friday afternoon
deflected off a Vic defenseman. only five players for three quar- . ^ Vareity
Is on holiday
to visit
his parents
in India, January
where his
pament staged through the Mid-way through the frame
ters, had to face the now famous fatherTimmy
is
the
Canadian
High
Commissioner
...
i of November.
Doidge picked up his second goal Vic forward line of Mary Foster, * Pi«t -Athletic Night of
November 9
on a play identical to his first Sylvia Kerr and Caroline Flem- As a Christmas present the year coming up a week today .
the Athletic Association it will be
■»FJ ~ 3^389.St-NursingM^e's — 353
score. This time he got in closer
ing, who instinctively' know an "on the house" night .from
November 16 — 343
. . Let's all go . . .
and let go with a 15-footer into where
the
next
man's
going
to
be, while Mary, with two hands
the"Four
bottompenalties
right corner.
were assessed and a shifty swing, drops the
ball
in. Yet UC put up a terrific
during
the
game,
three
to
UC
- 467,473:e Nursing - 370 and one to Vic.
fight with Marni Littlejohn What
Novemb
's
collecting
the points and Ann
This About?
Vie
defenseman
Barry
Nourse
POT
—
408
UO — 301
made the UC forwards keep their Miller (normally a forward) and
Mary Vickers holding the line.
In the necond game, it was Freshmen
Top Blue
again wardtheline case
a strong
for- In a thrilling exhibition swim to their victoiy, each staking
with ofSharon
Gilmor,
during the week, the two events. Freeman copped the
I was
June Scevior, Jean Wills and Pat meet
Freshmen defeated the Inter 200 yards freestyle and the 440
^
Scully. The guards, Gwen Thorn collegiate
Blues 43-42, winning yards freestyle. Maclnnis won
and
Elda
Smokum,
also
helped
by Merle' Overholt
meet by virtue of points cialty.
the 50 yards freestyle and the
PHE keep their constant lead. the
gained
in
200 yards breaststroke, his speIn the second half, Vic began the card. the final event
to pick up thanks to Sue Evans,
what
is the vei-y' best
in the way
into the final race, the Blue captain John Redpath
of Interfaculty
basketball.
All a stalwart defenseman and the 400Going
yards sprint relay, the Blues paced
"! p.m.the losers, winning the 200
speedy and
manouvering
of
Jean
. . . will be well worth seeing Samells
held
a
42-36 edge, but the yards
week ik- but over sogames
backstroke, and swimming
Pat Chalmers. .
ball T„„ Intertaculty
on
victorious
Freshmen
streaked
home
to
cop
entry. 300 yards
On Tuesday at 7 in Hart the winning points in a thrilling medleytherelay
House
over On Friday the Intercollegiate House:
be there to see Meds, finish.
Tonight,
the
Blues play host
»ay 5 h.°n Tuesday and Bowling Tournament will be run Vic Juniors
and Seniors, Vic Larry Freeman and Joe Mac- to the University
of Buffalo
hi» «na S for the Cham. off.
There
is verybecause
little to-do
Sophs,
and
PHE
I
battle
for
a
mermen
in
a
meet
scheduled for
about
the
event
it
is
Innis
paced
the
first
year
men
1 °n th* i«
Tuesdjday nigh
season.
place
in
the
finals.
just
a
matter
of
telegraphing
Results
t bill the best results to the University
_ Pm- Will k ~
300 yards Hill
medleyGofisit^c,
relay:Redpath),
1— Blues
McCulloch.
of Alberta. This year all the
P-the highly ™a match ^ colleges
— Freshmen. Time — 4:32 4.
in Canada will take part Blues Drop 3rd Straight
teams »d Meds a"d and it will
200
yards
freestyle:
l—
Freeman
be quite some time
' card »m hN"™bei' T™ before we know
have been playing. Last season (B).4— O'Hora fFl. Time— 2:30.6
the results. In New Rochelle, N.V., Dec. 5, Toronto
freestyle;. .1— MacrnnH
lost a half time lead and (F).50 2—yards
one-eyed placed
last year's
tournament
Varsity
(Special)
—
Forward
Joe
BerBut this year Aplln (B).Taylor
Time—(8).25.9.3— Ferrte (F). 4—
third^
E""thel;dandPHE
prevailed
nard! scored 24 points Tuesday]..
Mmp"7-«
the decision
was never in doubt. ,J!m«y!l?'is
The Synchronized Swimming
butt*my: 1— McCulloch
" Toronto returned home after Allan
breezed
aseasyIona92-53College
night
Club tice will
hold
their
last
practo
an
victory
over
Dlvinir:(B). I — Bo n ■ r. ■■ . 1 1e if). 2—
'^gamesTtTcome
of
at UTS next Thursday night the University of Toronto Blues this game. The Blues will meet !3f-(B^*ny
e.cn'tee^.f'rst.thre,
3~Lord1—(F).Hill
(P>-Time—
Time
freestyle:
(Bl.
hour. This is the basketball team. It was the third Andy's AC in an exhibition con- 2— 100Fcrrleyards(J"), (Fl'
3— Guest
cn=d at thecallregular
team
nomat'
doubt,
for those who want to straight
Ksr*
fitheir
test this Friday night at their 200 yards backstroke: l— RedDath
^L^wleSliPHE
loss for the touring
ai|ve and en- last
be in the show which will be Toronto
Oolmnn (B). 3— Colman
squad. The game was Hart House Court. This game (B), 2-^T. —2:35.6.
scheduled for sometime in Febru- Iona's opener of the season be- will be preceded by an Inter- Inn(F).Is Timeyards
breaststroke:
Mavmediate contest at 7 p.m. when
ary. So if there is anyone who
fore the home town crowd.
fFl.
3—
3—1— ManTime— Gos«a«e
2:4047 (B(.1— Freeman
s interested yet finds the deluge Guard Ruby Richman led the Andy's Juniors meet the Baby del (B). yards
freestyle:
McCulloch (B), 3— Maclnnis
of incidentals, like essays and losing Blue squad as he scored Blues. There will also be a swim <F).MO Time—
»t Jhe fina?eJ*? first to testa,
5:2....
too pressing there is only 15 points, most of them on set meet on the program with the 40O yards sprint
30- Aii t£ tIng undei*
relav:
(Ferrie.
Guest.
FreemanI—
University
of
Bufralo.
The
swim
toZi?r* into th spectators
this
one
last
time
to
come
for2—
Blues■
Time
— 4:06.0
from the outside.
are in for
ward — then forever hold your shots
meet
gets
under
way
at
8.
The
win
was
the
second
for
peace!
Iona in the two years the schools

Gov't Fire
TrinityUnder
Government of Trinity College
Literary society saved itself
from defeat Wednesday night by
tabling a motion of no confidence
to next Wednesday.
Acting opposition leader
George Swallow
moved
resolution. Seconder
Jim the
Baillie
in Trinity) criticized the present
administration for: lack of ento few ordinary
debates, and anthusiasm,increasing
tendency
to
waive
Trinity's
interests
when ia opposition to those of
Hart House.
More Lit members are expected at the next meeting since
both government and opposition
members are mustering support.

ONTARIO
HYDRO
We have
openings
on ourCourse
Junior Engineer
Training
for 1957 graduates in Electrical,
Mechanical,
Engine ring, as wellandas Civil
Engineering
Physics.
Representatives will be at the
University of Toronto on Dec.
10, 11, andterested12.candidates.
to interview inVou are invited to attend an
advance showing of Ontario
Hydro'scatinglatest
film ofrelease
indithe program
expansion
throughout the Province. This
film will be shown in Room 21,
Electrical Building, on Friday,
November 7, at T.00 p.m.
You may obtain a company application form and an appointment at the Engineering Faculty Office.

STAG OR HOOKED — You Must Be At The
ISO
ST. NICHOLAS

DANCE

HART

HOUSE DEBATES ROOM
DECEMBER
7th (TODAY)
8:00 p.m. — V.00 a.
FUN
75c
MEMBERS 50cSANTA — PRESENTS — NON-MEMBERS:
HART

Squash
1.00 - Club
2.00 p.m.
Archery Club
8.00 p.m.
Open weekend
please register

PLAY

- ACT
FESTIVAL

TO

So
Wonderful
to GET!
PORTABLE

Smith -Corona

SPECIAL
STUDENT PRic
Es
at the

I
7ayoniv OF TORONTO
UNIVERSITY

ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL — CIVIL
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
ENGINEERS OF '57
IT'S NOT

UIDC
ONE

EASY

HOUSE

TODAY
An unusual exhibition of the Japanese game
"GO" bates
willAnte beRoom.
givenAllbywelcome.
Mr. Wang in the DeLecture and
by Mr.
Derek Club,
Boquet,in ofthe theFencing
Badminton
Racquet
Room.
11th Annual Christmas Shoot in the C.O.T.C.
Drill Hall, 119 St. George Street.
THIS WEEKEND
at Caledon Hills Farm. All those interested
at the Graduate Office.

Chess
1.00 Club
p.m.

SO

TOO

There's a great deal of interest in a career with Onta '
Hydro — this is evidenced by the fact that our origin,]
interviewing schedule is filled. However, additional
representatives will be along to see more interested
candidates.
AS A RESULT
You may still find an appointment time to your likino
available by consulting the schedule in the Engineering
Faculty Office, Mining Building.
Failing this, do not hesitate to telephone Mr. Idiens,
EMpire 8-6767, Local 2-2853, to arrange a convenient
appointment at 620 University Avenue.

Adjudicator: Barry Morse
HART HOUSE THEATRE
DECEMBER 14th & 15th
TICKETS 75c

5T7
17th - 18th DECEMBER
Make a note now to come in for an interview with
representatives from _
CANADA

PACKERS

LTD.

Where attractive positions are available not only in
Toronto but in our offices across Canada
COMMERCE & ARTS — Graduates may make appointments through the placement office at 5 Willcocks
Street where interviews will be held.
EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
C IG ARETTE

ENGINEERING & CHEMISTRY— Graduates can apply at the Engineering Faculty Office for appointments in room 115 of the Mining Building.

EMPLOYMENT
FORD

MOTOR

INTERVIEWS

COMPANY
LIMITED

OF

LATE

CANADA

for opportunities at
TORONTO — WINDSOR — OAKVILLE
Representatives will be pleased to talk with members of the
graduating classes who are interested in a challenging, satisfying
and profitable career in the automotive industry in Manufacturing, Engineering, Finance, Sales, Industrial Relations.
Interviews will be held December 10, 11, 12 and 13
Appointment schedules are now open at the Engineering Faculty
Office for Engineers, and the University Placement Service
for Arts.

You taste the difference . . *
even the bubbles taste better.
You feel the difference . . .
there's life, there's lift in Coke;
lotte" is o f*<jisl«f»d Jrade-marlc. c-J

U of

T

BUYS

EXPANDS
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Ixxvi-No- «

\UofT
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Doors
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Jo 250
in Sopron
ty of
■If they accept a Universi
2d0of
ay,
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"ring
offerstude
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staff
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nts
Ljnee
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on.
of Sopr
in-. University
teach■ Will be studying andSept
emon this campus next
extend
Sidney Smith
Presidentinvita
Imtion throughsgill.
the
Picker
ter
Minis
ieration ent
presid heard of the faC!.: 's wish to leave Europe Friof the students.
expenses
|All staff
|nd
salaries, have been
Hedgedation;, atby
Canadia
least to June n1958.corpor|The plan would not interfere
pith the Hungarian Relief co■dinating
committe
for
, of T. students
to e's
help. plans
The two
programs would be kept
This move by Toronto parallels
of British Columbia's
gtablishment of an entire Hunfaculty of forestry — 400
Bpdents and staff — at Powell
Byer. B.C.
,:.^?^IIB!&'
|Xate
Sunday night, a 24-yearSopron student arrived in
■pronto to negotiate a new home
— Epprldge
his 250 fellows. Arpad Kornel
id without knowing of the
to negotiate freeHungarian 1^^^^ . Toronto
rsity's
offer.Liberal
His sponsor
with sponsor Paul Hellyer
was
Hellyer,
MP
for
yesterday.
Smithhe made
pvenport.
Sopron, President
hours before
arrived.his offer to Kornel's home university,
Toronto's
tions are:
_ -ach studentcondimust
be examined
Wividually to dete
rmine his
pyem
ic
stand
ing
by
U of T.
landings.
Buildings Will Go
tjhey
not be separated or
Kregatedmustfrom
other engineerjg students.
Concerned
t^ey must have an adequate Residents
said that the redisbelief and disap- Dr. Smith
classesof. English before they Surprise, pointment,
_ ile«ge
sidents of the area should be
coupled with a re^KibiliPreside
promised 'utmost
encouraged
by
fact that a
ty inntcourse
c
o
g
n
i
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
University's
s to fit the need for more space, were ex- period of threetheyears
usually
elapse
from
the
time
buildings
pres ed by residents and businessCfns in- He suggested an
first
put
on
the
drawing
board
men in the Harbord-St. George- are
|K n toHeSeptember.
ComSe of English from College-Spadina
last night. until construction begins.
"'vitation asked them to Most buildings area
in the area will
Tl ln September.
be expropriated in the next few
months
to
make
for U. of
C^sn3" professors will be T. expansion. The room
University will
temi„iiCIal
aPP°intments
caUy qualified,
Bursariesif buy homes and lease them back
to their former owners until needPoll°winB ,„
ed. Miss Gertrude Miller of 324
Huron,
that the situation
interview exce''Pts from should thought
beactionwell
thoughtout,out beKeliveV*
Wsterday
between
fore,
is
carried
"Msity staffers).
I" Varsi.V'
flpad Kornel,
Dr. Helen' Glawdan, of - 581
whosehome hadcompletely
reP°n? 'g 'S *e University of Spadina, furnished
cost a total
ofwe $43,000,
said,
"we
have
lost
all
twice. Canada is the
"
of America land owned
of the free . . . we ask that
, adca:
fro Bid
- th» you expect any we be given a chance. All our
"net J Yes.Americans'
ideas ..."
Wed
"I 'was shocked." said Mrs.
'After aid a«e.' you Shiff. of 20 Division St. "I don't
"ighSgf
want they should take it. They
I d„n.lheunderstand.
OUestton was don't pay the price."
Mr,, waont
The twentieth BattaJion Club.
had no official opin,el^<*« out? When «« 16 Willcocks
ion, although members privately
similar de- said that they were not surprised.
g0tWOrd" Generally speaking, reaction to
it
fC
^^
'el suppor(? the news was one of annoyance.
^C
bef,,^
One man told Varsity reporters
that he would put the matter into
he Russian";*
the
hands of his lawyer immediately.

ACRES

SPADINA

By MICHAEL CASSIDY
Expropriation of 26 acres of land for new University
buildings west of the main campus began yesterday with fiiing of papers at City Hall.
When the purchase is completed, the university will own
all land between College and Harbord, St. George and
Spablock with the exception of the Public Library and a small
din
at College and Spadina.
Di cision to annex the property should solve the univerexpansion problem for the next 15 years or more. During that time, decision on new colleges and faculties will be
necessary. Possibly, a limit on U of T enrolment may be set
sets up
Possiblylecture
the first
line for constructi
on are:of aarts
'women's
building,
room,in engineerin
g and faculty
sitv's
buildings. Decisions on priorities won't be made until an 11-man
planning board committee, with staff, members of the board
of governors and administration officials included,
a University
long-range authorities
program. ~*
have not [ five years ... We do not intend
yet revealed how money will be i to remove
buildings
raised to finance expropriation, until the landthe isexisting
to make
Plans for the new land began way for specific required
constructio
n
last summer. The Board of Go- , Wherever the property is
vernors approved the purchase at j required for immediate use not
its last meeting,
flitfl be happy to lease it back we
Authority for legal action com-: the present owners should they
es from
the provincial
Univer- |jso"We
desire."
sity
of Toronto
Act, 1947.
hope that it may be pnsPresident Sidney Smith last r sible to agree on the price to be
night hailed the decision as the i paid for the property without
most momentous
to arbitration."
sical
development relating
sinceto phythe) j proceeding
"This tetter
merely to
original
acquisition of land by acquaint you as quickly as posKing's College.
sible with the principal facts of
That was over 100 years ago.
CAdministxa"I'm very pleased," he said. theV ice-President
situation."
Will the Province support this I tion ) R. stone said last night
move financially? 'unofficial' help Will be
some group?— such as fraternities
"I hope so."
No official estimate of cost has in moving to new quarters.
Half a dozen fraternal groupsgiven.
are
yet been made.
Until the planning committee i'n tne area on or near St. George
starts theto next
map few
out years,
construction
over
little;; ™*<Houses will eventually be rewill be known about the build- 1moved from the area. The Payings. Possibly they may rise far chology buildings. 20lh Battalion
club, and Loretto College buildabove orpresent
ings will be demolished in time.
storeys
more. heights — to ten.
substation which supLetters were distributed to re- A Hydro
plies the University will be left.
sidents in the area yesterday af- The University
heating plant, and
explaining the Univer- school of nursing,
read: sity's ternoon,
plan. Parts of the letter buildings, will remain.both recent
"It is expected the immediate With the expropriation of this
area on which your property is land, the total holdings of the
17,000 acres.will be raised to over
located will be required for uni- University
versity expansion within the next
map shows the blocks which will become part
Shaded ofareatheonUniversity
campus. Present buildings will have to
y for the new schemes planned by University

now
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WEST INDIAN STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
CHRISTMAS

h

PARTY

|

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21st - 9:00 p.m.
TRINITY COLLEGE
Orchestra
—
Refreshments
Everyone Welcome %
Admission $1.00
>**>l*****a*
>>'>*>'>'*
ii»ij>»»»>i»»»»i>»»»»»»">>>>'*
CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
READ! VIEW! ENJOY1
PLAYBOY magazine— Rush. $5.00 $1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
for a year of the largest selling Any make, brand new typewriter.
college catering magazine in North (Rental refunded if you buy).
America.prises, 104Write
Universal
$29. Cash registers, addRidgehill,
Toronto Enter10. Trade-ins
ing machines. Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street, RO. 6-1103.
TYPEWRITERS
S A V El
Special student rates. All regular
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and LIFE — $4.25, TIME— $3.25, SPORTS
so (d on terms. Also lor supplies, ILLUSTRATED — $4, NEWSWEEK,
repairs
and service. Phone HI. $4 50, FORTUNE — $7.50, ESQUIRE
1843 anytime.
—8 months.
$3.00, READER'S
DIGEST— 16 months,
$2.00. Write
TUTOR WANTED
Harvey
Haber.
104
Ridgehill,
TorGrade XIII Algebra tutor wanted.
onto 10. or Call OR. 1892.
Undergraduate, preferably living
in Woodbine - Danforth district. PEDIGREE POODLE PUPPIES
OX. 9-5931.
Whites, silvers, or bla-cks; toys and
miniatures. Exceptionally pretty.
MOTORCYCLE
Will reserve for Christmas. Jill
Motorcycle wanted to buy. Will Genge,
WA. 4-0898. After 7:30 p.m.
piv
cash
Call:
Don
Walker.
WA.
2-3289.
please.
WUNDER VALUES
RICHMOND HILL
AT WONDER PRICES
Transportation available from Hi-Fi, Lo-Fi. Unmatchable disRichmond Hill, arriving College
on all products of R.C.A.
and St. George via Avenue and Victor, countsHallicrafters,
S.'jdina Roads for 8:30 a.m. Monbreeze and Fleetwood. Philips,
Phone SeaRon
dt.
-'
through
Friday.
Call
Joss.
AV.
Wunder,
WA.
4-8925,
U.C. Residenc,.
6-SG95.
KAPUSK ASING
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Anyone going to Kapuskasing any TIME.
a year. LIFE, $4.25 a
time before December 21. willing year. $3.25
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED,
to accompany five-year-old, please $4.00. Give
Life andGifts.Sports
ptione HU. 1-0804. Will pay part of Illustrated forTime,
Christmas
All
your fare.
orders accompanied by gift card.
COAT FOR SALE
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENCY, P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O.,
Fur coat, racoon, excellent condi- Toronto.
Phone WA. 2-0583.
size 12.turquoise
Cocktailtaffeta,
dress, worn
customtion,made,
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
once, size 12. RU. 1-1894.
SERVICE,
BAY ST.
ROOM330 1409
CAR FOR SALE
All
types
of
manuscripts.
Theses,
1954
Dodge
Royal
V-8
sedan.
Powerflite, whitewalls, custom radio, and secretarial work. Formerly
Must sell to continue course. LE. at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4—
7-1516.
5813 days, or OR. 3549 evenings.
The

Special

Christmas

Issue of Varsity
Will Be

on

Thursday

ere
.TODAY
12:45 p.m. VCF plans a Bible study
in room 116, School of Nursing.
1 p.m. LOCK will discuss "What's
with University
Life"
inWrong
theSMC.
English
Seminar, Clover
Hill,
1 p.m. Andrew Brink will lead an
SCMer discussion
"The QuakApproach to onContemporary
Events" in the SCM Office,
Hart House.
1 p.m. The CCF Club will hold a
membership
meeting
discuss
resolutions and
the tocampaign
inlunch.
room 4. Trinity! Bring your
1 p.m. VCF wilt study the Bible in
room 111, UC.

—
and
—
1 p.m.
The
Liberal
Club
plans
shadow cabinet meeting in thea
UC rotunda.
1 p.m. SCM will discuss "Judgement andOffice,Hell"
the' Chaplain's
Hart inHouse.
1 p.m. Marie Perinbam will lead a
discussion on "The Jews in the
Greater
Community"
the
SCM
Politics,
History andby Race
group in room 5, Trinity.
1:20 p.m. Frank Cockram and
friends
for the will
Vic give
Musica jazz
Club concert
in the
Music Room, Vic Union.
8 p.m. "Christmas
Christian Student willandbethediscussed
by LOCK in the English Serm
inar. Clover Hill. SMC.

TORONTONENSIS
SPACE

CONTRACTS

Should be turned in to S.A.C. Office

ESDAY

mrl Hon
1 p.m. VCF plan, „ „
1:10 p.m. Adolf Vi„„
-'ill speak
^room
42!, Mecha*bloa„it^
to the u ,u
tion
only ally-known ■
Impro
£*.
"Sh3"S^
CameravingClubvouron (■S

monSyl Room, Ha?.
1:20Com
p.m.
piano
concerO>0|o
the Cl„h
t ""n
ur s?,«Htit.
4:00in p.m.
Warden McC, „
SDAY P„ !» Mi
speak to TH
theURHillel
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This WeekFUNCTIONS

5T7
17th - 18th DECEMBER
Make a note now to come in for an interview with
representatives from
CANADA

PACKERS

LTD.

Where attractive positions are available not only in
Toronto but in our offices across. Canada
COMMERCE & ARTS —Graduates may make appointments through the placement office at 5 Willcocks
Street where interviews will be held.
ENGINEERING & CHEMISTRY— Graduates can apply at the Engineering Faculty Office for appointments in room 115 of the Mining Building.

After You Become A Chartered Accountant,
What Then?
The great advantage of accounting as, a career is that it does not limit vocational
opportunities.
A C.A.
certificate
a vocational
in- the -road"
you have several
career
choices.represents
After passing
the final"forkexamination
you. where
can;
(1) STAY WITH YOUR FIRM. If you have what it takes, you may look forstarted.ward to an eventual partnership in the public accounting firm where you
£2") least
STARTfiftyYOUR
OWN PRACTICE.
Any theprogressive
businesses
(counting even
smallest) community
can supporthaving
a smallat
accounting office. Larger places offer more opportunity, and of course
more competition.
(3) GO INTO PARTNERSHIP WITH OTHER?.. One of the difficulties of
starting
practice
earlyrange
is thatof "you
broadyou experience
take careyour
of theownneeds
of thetoowide
smallneed
clients
would prob-to
ably get.nershipIt withis one
usually
better
for
a
young
man
to
associate
himself
in partor more other accountants.
(4) SPECIALIZE IN SOME PHASE OF ACCOUNTING. A C.A., by graduate
study or specific experience, may specialize in -some phase of accounting
such
as systems
or in some business activity such as public
utilities,
insuranceor ortaxation
transportation.
(5) TAKE A PRIVATE ACCOUNTING POSITION. It is not difficult to go
from public accounting into private accounting and staff men in public
.accounting firms are quite likely to have offers from clients or other
business and industrial companies who are impressed by their ability.
Many
C.A.'sbudget
are employed
controllers,
auditors,
treasurers,
directors,asorexecutive
heads of accountants,
tax departments
in medium
and
large-sized
corporations.
(6) TEACH. There is a real need for accounting teachers. The C.A. certificate
is; accepted by many universities as the equivalent of a Ph.D. in this field.
(7) GO INTO GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTING. There is hardly any branch
oftunitiegovernment
— local, provincial or federal — that does not offer oppors for the accountant
This is the sixth of a series of articles published in the interest of a wider public
understanding
the career
a$ a aChartered
Accountant. The Institute welcomes ofenquiries
aboutopportunities
how to become
C.A.
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HART
HOUSE
NOTICES
ART SHOWS IN THE HOUSE
In the Gallerybers —from 10Contemporary
to mema.m. to 10 p.m.Israeli
Open Art.to theOpenpublic
from
12 noon to 6 p.m. daily. Catalogues available at the
Hall Room
Porter's— Desk.
In the Map
Arsof Medica
tomorrow.
This
is a collection
prints will
and start
woodcuts
of medical
subjects down through the ages.
OPEN SUNDAY ON THE 16th
The House will be open to the public from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
this coming Sunday. The Permanent Collection, the two art
shows mentioned above will be on display. The Lee Collection will be open. INVITATION
Tea will be served
DINNERin the Great Hall.
DECEMBER 19th, 1956
Members are invited to bring their lady friends to dinner
in the Great Hall prior to the BLUE AND WHITE CHRISTMAS
TREE. Dinner starts at 6:15 p.m. Reservation Tickets are available at theTHEHallCHRISTMAS
Porter's Desk.TREE.
BRIXG A BLANKET TO SIT ON
DURING
SQUASH LECTURES
Mr. Boquet. Pro at the Badminton & Racquet Club will give two
lectures on squash fundamentals in the Fencing Room on Friday
the
14th and Monday the 17th at 1 p.m. Novices are particularly
welcome.
CAMERA CLUB
On Wednesday. December 12. a.t 1:10 p.m.. Mr. Adolph Vignale
will give a colour show "Taking and Improving Your Colour
Slides."
ELECTRICAL — MECHANICAL — CIVIL —
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
ENGINEERS OF '57

IT'S NOT

TOO

LATE

There's a great deal of interest in a career with Ontario
Hydro — this is evidenced by the fact that our original
interviewing schedule is filled. However, additional
representatives will be along to see more interested
candidates.
AS A RESULT
You may still find an appointment time In your liking
available by consulting the schedule in the Engineering
Kacult\ Office. Mining Bttlldirtg.
Failing this, do not hesitale to telephone Mr. Id fens,
EMpire X-67G7, Local 2-2n.j3, to arrange a convenient
appointment at (>2U University Avenue.

oilers
Unexcelled opportunities for Research and
Development experience with some of Canada's top engineers and scientists.
Modern laboratories at Ottawa, Saskatoon
and Halifax. Competitive starting salaries
ability.
and prompt recognition of demonstrated
CAREER, TERM and SUMMER positions
are available. Information and application
forms may be obtained at your Placement
. '
•
Office.
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STRUGGLE

The

robbing peter?
The administration is to be congratulated for two
imaginative and intelligent programs that are mentioned intoday's paper.
The announced expropriation plan is a dramatic
illustration of this university's intention to do something concrete about the forthcoming crisis- There
are still a great many challenges to be met by plans
for the new land. Will buildings incorporate enough
recent engineering advances that they will not become obsolete within twenty years? Will they be
architecturally satisfying, or fall into the mosaic of
different styles that spoils this campus aesthetically?
Will more land be acquired in time?
These, and many more questions will be answered as the program— so obviously under way— unrolls
during the next few yearsThe second action is, of course, the offer to educate 250 students of Sopron University- But an ironic
point about our society is unveiled by this step.
From reports given to us, we are led to believe
that industrial concerns have come forward with offers of fees, jobs, room and board, and cash to alleviate the plight of the Hungarians.
The Hungarians, of course, are deserving. Their
heroic youth have inspired us all and this campus
and this newspaper have been, if anything, too stow
in rallying to their aid.
But it still seems an ironic comment on our world
that the industry which is crying for assistance should
suddenly find money for 250 extra scholars when
potential scientists are leaving school because of financial difficulties.
gvng pmnt
to pi
Of all the objectionable speech habits that clutter
modern conversation, we find none so discouraging
as excessive abbreviation.
Many words are clipped to their primary syllables
and a great many more disappear in a shower of
initials.
The most outrageous example of both abuses occur, we are sorry to say, in places rather close to
home. For no profession is more guilty than journalism of dropping extra syllables, and we doubt if
initials abound anywhere more frequently than in
university jargon. Newspapermen talk of putting
three-col pics with four-para folos, and one-line heads
are easier for the comps to set. Students argue (according topoliticians) about NFCUS, the SAC, CFCUS,
the WUA, WUS and IUS. They join COTC or UNTD, or
the ISO, FROS, LOCK, or the CCF or PC clubs. Fraternities translate their names into Greek but they are
monograms all the same.
English has a reputation for ugliness. It is certain. ly not going to gain in beauty if we all talk like
bingo-callers.
The small amount of time arid effort that would
be needed to keep words at their proper length
would surely be justified by the softening of the
language.

The

Refugees
In Austria
By OLIVER FOX-PITT
(
It was midnight, and trays of brown bread and garlic sausage
the refectory table. In front of each place a small (South African) 0r °d oi;
by an iron spoon. The shaven head of a Franciscan monk appeared *.a,l^e ku
" door.
"AM been
und talking
achtsig quietly
kommt around
gleich," the
he over-heated
said. Fifteenstove
young
°Un49!,,'s
t)ie
GJifi
who had
movedmenivinf
other word. A steaming boiti of -goulash was placed beside, each orow J a''then the room, began to fill with a shuffling, silent crowd. These w?e'
Hungarians.
of Gussin-g
a hillsome2 miles
had not had The
suchhallguests
before.monastery,
Many youngon men,
in the from
brown ft*? ^
of the air force, others in the yellow khaki cloth of the army, a few wen^0^
old men, still fewer children, slowly took their places. Few spoke at first%ttn^
ignored their soup. All ate their orange — a trkeh of freedom some nf offe er
had
never'andseen. Then the first of them went off to sleep — three to f'ie,li"
mattress
a blanket each — others stayed as if too weary to movewanted to talk and talk. Then the next group were upon us. And so it a
till dawn without a break. "How many came to Gussing last night", everlt 0,1
a br
tras asking. The answer tva-s "more than ever; over 600." By half pasf Jbo^y
last 'had had their breakfast. The same fifteen still washed
plates eath^
are fortothcdothe
omingthe andjob the
scrubbed the tables. At twelve there was energy left ouhj
trian authorities contesinue
say a kind word where it was needed. .
that-vti ■
support of the idea. ^
It was the fourteenth of November, the day when the
Oliver Fox-Pitt, an Oxford
camps inside Austria could hold Graduate, was working in Tor- camps will afford
no more. Our 600 must stay;
to the colleg.
ontoution
when broke
the out.
Hungarian
e all
eve
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ings or jobs can be found for just reached Austria. I found
The mid-day meal was fin- them. They will now have the them keenly interested to learn
chance to learn English or Ger- that I came from Canada. Theif !
at 6 was
supperclearbeg-an;
man and if equipment can be
by 9 ishedtheby 5; hall
and
clean in preparation for the -provided they will be able to questions were innumerable
ski and generally enjoy their and many expressed a strong
new arrivals at midnight. We freedom
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could
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at a time
week
Both the Aigan student camp country. Most were very keen
there was no letting up. Seri- and the border camp are depen- to continue in their studies ani:
ous overcrowding and chaos at
dent on the private funds and
Gussing was prevented only by personal direction of the stu- were delighted at the prospect
the variable effectiveness of the
dents of Oxford and Cambridge.
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type de-of Austrian student groups and hopes are now pinned support
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of every
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University College UC'S
is. perpetuating the racial Fuperiority
myth.
Outside
the Registrar's
office you
will find
a scholarship offered to. those who believe
"that the ' preservation and
development of civilization along the best lines are primarily
functions of the white race; that
the progress of the world depends in the future, as in the
past, upon the maintenance and
spread of the Christian Religion,
and that the stability and prosperity of the British Empire
are essentiali to the peace of the
world and the advancement ot
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RY
civilization."
Furthermore,
the
Trustees of the Leonard Foundation feel "that the attainment versity College. It places-^
all mytb\^
of these objects is promoted by Hitler'
versitys and
superof race
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Meets:

Paul
in a between-acts routine, and
he once wrote
skit in
Daffydil's history"the_ worst
hell, it laid
the stage."
right isonprobab
egg ility
anVersat
ly the key
to Paul's genius. He appears at
rehear
sals in khaki pants and
over-sized rubbers, snappi his
fingers and belowing. "smile,ngdamn
you, smile
astic
medsman not!" onlyThe enthusi
but sings
and dances as well.smiles
The
directo
himself invariably loses his voice.r
a part
It'sForall the
sevenof Daffydi
years l.that Paul
has been directing, he can claim
about 150 productions. Most of

Stei
auer
them have been, amatenh
ur— many frank. They have that energy,
at summe
r camp.
But
all
of
them
were
ambitio
us.
freshness and vigor— and they're
In view of his record, one so damned honest! They've got a
stuff
afraid the
might ask why
is graduating world tojustthembeatsthatout I'mof them.
And
this year from Paul
Meds.
"And
you
know." said pau, with a crooked, I like working with them.**
beguiling smile, "they often do -I suppose I'm interested In
ask
that".
Well,getwe
there'sen' a lotgoodof kids."' said Paul, "because actualdiffe
rence
ly it's
first at.
thingAs I-ashowed
amateur and even a poor aprofesrealthetalent
kid, I
to eating.sional. I've gotten kind of used any
was a brat— precocious and obnoxious, slapped down regularly.
"The idea of counselling appeals As a counsellor-in-training. I
to me too — being able
to help found kids that were just as ora kid. Kids are go much easier
nery as I was, so I tried the
to
tactics on them that had
get at than adults— much more same
gotten response from me. And
they
Asideworked."
from his counselling at
camp. Paul also teaches Sunday
School at Holy Blossom Temple—
from which he was once expelled
for assaulting a teacher, "but it
really
assault."
He got andon
the staffwasn't
through
dramatics,
course. up teaching a history
ended

"They said I didn't have enough
training for a history course,"
said Paul, "but I told them I
didn't have any in dramatics
Another distinctive Steinhauer
claim is that though he took leseither."sons till age eleven, he can't
write a note of music. His private
method looks like: S DM LTD—
"which has its ■ advantages," he
claims, "but can be sort of difficult if I forget the tune."
All of which
indicates
native
Steinhauer
brilliance
whicha makes
itself apparent every examtime.
"Academically, he doesn't work

worth
a — ,— a well,
doesn't
work,"- testified
friend.heNonetheless, Paul lost a case of IPA by
getting a first last year, and he ia
—despite
ternity. himself— a member of
AOA, the honorary medical fraThe fydil
energetic,
director, whoeffervescent
is claimedDaf-by
his medical
accomplices
as "definitely and absolutely a genius",
took a rare moment of relaxation
in a rehearsal break to discusi
the show with me. He was honest
about
future. its failures, realistic about
its virtues, and glowing about its
"I like Daffydil," he admits;
'■first of all for the friends I've
made
and allalong
that with
I've
learnedthrough
about it,getting
sing.
people.
It's
also
a
tremendous
thrill to write music, and actually
hear it sung. Incidentally. I can't
"It's also a question of the art
and science of medicine. Some
know much more of the science
ihan 1*11 ever know. Sut you
can't learn the art — the rapport,
the ability to size up your patient,
"The only way of getting that
is by knowing people, and Daffydil is one way
doing from
that. the
It's
important
to getof away
books, for part of the time anyPaul laughed:-- "A lot of the
other people in my year think
we're completely nuts. Frankly,
I find
them atrather
way."
Dullness,
least, dull."
will never be
the tragic flaw of Daffydil — or
of its versatile young creator.

TOWN
Harold Town's newest are being shown
the Picture
Society.
Thisat artist
has for Loan
some
time now been developing his
style of coloured lithographs.
Brighter
Mr. medium
Town's
increasing colours
control andof his
display.
have
made this a very lively

Croons, Spike Carols
■lie latest Verve releases of- previously
not recorded by Bing tasty Shelly Manne.
W a «ide variety of music; Crosby.
This album proves that hu■fie of it soiid
mour can be present in modern
Crosby
sings
in the accepted
sc.me 0( it
■™> not to forget Spike Jones,
manner,
but
to
have
him
pulled
jazz,
as well known tunes are
R° is neither.
about by the sparkling and adapted to swing and improvisation. Iparticularly enjoyed
sharply accenting modern backWF'ft example titled: "Ella
ing results in an uneasy con- "Get Me To Church On Time",
trast.
Compare
Bing
to
Ella
or
one
^tim is
•fc th
Sinatra, and you can and the swinging "Wouldn't It
ation "fPPtMt vocal combin- Frank
the difference.
Australian Jazz Quintet
Be"The
Lovely."
Kyrt °f«ndtheLouis
War. Armstrong
Ella Fitz- hear
The result is a collection of At
Thealbum
Varsity
Drag" popular
is the
best
by these
slightly
dated
song
stylings,
that
Patient
Very
eBn»vol™T f0r WMSvBUa
Bethlehem, artists since they
over armwell,from
thanks
to
the
shot
per- ingo the
Bregman.
started recording, The variety
of instrumentation possible with
'™«ey
* e Louis was out to
For
those
who
don't
likejazz,
with
such,
talents as Dick Healy (alto,
the
popular singing we'll mention the square spike
™« dutieland, songs, a„I in a round whole: Spike Jones' flute) and Errol Buddie (tenor
Xmas Spectacular. Unfortunately bassoon) provides an interesting
V£l*"Se OI So°d songs, ,-the hackneyed carols remain sound. The quintet on this record is in reality a sextet, havhackneyed,
and Spike
an extra rhythm man to
any great
musical doesn't
satire. make ingthe
So ^
Oscar Peterson deliver
sounds swing.
<Wish
somebody
would
record
SrftS'
'din.
^s out *Herh
** Walt Kelly's Crispness Carols.)
The arrangements contain
This Verve offering should some elements of classical
« "Sriy ^ numbers nevertheless be popular, as It baroque music, with touches of
provides
"All The Xmas Music modernism, while swinging true
S* PeTe' We * >™end."." You'll Ever Want On One He- to jazz most of the time.
Peeier Sepp
cord,"
if
anybody would want
•hesan,™"^ 'Romance", 35 songs, carols,
and hymns.
:h * Tat I8"31 ^ apShelly Manne & His Friends
at s Present6 ^ M"st
„^t about V- Is are °"en on Contemporary (C 3527) have
DON'T YOU NEED
a ball Previn
with "My
Fair friendly
Lady".
A
is the
t'an *oMa*t Ulatr„ePeter- Andre
s «C V Jemain d"f to pianist, and Leroy VInnegar
handles
the
bass
with
ease
along
to S
» Pleasant with the discreet drumming of
tor a J " *ew mote
STUDENTS
r„"n imn,enfervine artist
1°' ">e Sf "nderstand4 BARBERS
Hea"bi£k,himSe" ™
NO WAITING
HANDBOOK?
Up
up the
tf"13resta"dof Ray
*tlir.
the 600 University Avenue
8a>«*«y from t*
Just
below
College
We stiU have some
ga *e bave an L
In the Basement
an LP: Open Monday
in the SAC office.
coUe«
throuoh Fr!d«y
8 a-m. to 6 p-m.
PCS'
iU>n of tunes
25c
ONLY 85 cents

COMES
guished designs seem to achieve
a new significance.
Since each print is unique the
results often seem to be the results of accidents, rather than
a carefully organized design, but
both colours and arrangements
of forms are actually so precise
Fascinating forms both print- as sometimes to be even preed and pasted paper have emercarious. Much as Mr. Town's
ged from the past year's khaki effect is certainly due to his
gloom.
The
artist's
compositions
unique
use
this medium and
are no longer merely subtle; in this showof to
his increased
they are also exciting.
use
of
colours
it
The basic design is still over- is this precisionandof contrasts,
and
printed with layers of neutral two dimensional form colour
that
label
colour but these monoprints at
tists.
3 Charles St. have now a strong him one teofl igent arToronto's
most inover-all effect that is not neuJanet MacDonaLi)
tral but even optimistic.
Harold Town has used his
colours as the Flemish painters
used their glazes. By printing
University of Toronto
one colour over another 'and
Mr. Town will sometimes print
dozens of colours over one area)
CHORUS
and
he achieves blends that retain
all the intensity of the original
colours and are not dulled as
colours are by mixing. One
ORCHESTRA
print hasminousa blue-green
background
of luand another
radiant orange. Behind these intense colours the close- woven
shapes of this artist's distinWELLER
COLLEGE
LIMITED
SELECT SECRETARIAL
SCHOOL
ACCELERATED COURSES
for University Students
Shorthand Typing
Bookkeeping — Dictaphone
2 St Clair Ave. E. WA. 4-4355
Principal: Mr,. E. Maun

¥
Ttour s., Pec. 13
Convocation WWII
t 10 p.m.
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INVITATION
DINNER

HILLEL
Tuesday, Dec. 11, 8:30 p.m.
Rabbi Kamerling

BEFORE
THE CHRISTMAS TREE

'The Messiah Idea

December 19th — 6:15 p.m.
Members may bring lady friends
to dine in the Great Hall.

In Jewish History"
Wednesday, Dec. 12, 4 p.m.,
University College,
Room 11

on ha i
of th.
' inJapan^
^
Judo, Mikado weann;
shown,
And
The Festival fti
A Japanese Festival Night is the Royal 6ntar,0u S
f%
planned tonight.
by the Royal Ontario
Museum
Activities include demonstrations of Judo, sword fighting-, partment of An %"•fir, *
Japanese dancing-, games, and Txventy-five
the famous Japanese tea cere- logy, and will 't' ' a«a S\
A film on the traditions and
for admission"
mony1.
!>opment 0f
Atomic Energy of Canada
uit.,,
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO
Mi,
ECTRICAL ENGnuir
Requires for its expanding ELRESEARCH
INEEB| ,
MENT and PLANT OPERATING PRO€RaKP'L*
ticularly in connection with EL
the
, N>
' Wr. 1
MEEC
CHdevelopment'
ANON
ICin:
TR
AL ENENGIG,Ne
IC
>
power, graduates and post-graduates
ARTS «. GENERAL SCIENCES
TALLURGICAL *
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ME
THEORETIC
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
AL PHY5|CS
CHEMISTRY
COMMERCE AND FINANCE
ENGINEERING BUSINESS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
PHYSICS '"H
Details and application forms can be obtained from the e
eering Faculty Office. Applications for summer entDl
from third year Honour Science Undergraduates ana e>T*
are also invited. »
Interviews will be held at Toronto University 0n Dp
ber the 20th and 21st.

Career Opportunities for
ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING

GRADUATES
You should consider the
TORONTO

HYDRO

ARMOUR

provides
'the

fast

'

m

punch"

The Royal Canadian Armoured Corps — mobile, hard-hitting, toughskinned — provides "the fast punch" in the Canadian Army. Its mighty
tanks, that carried the spirit and dash of the Cavalry through World
War II, are mightier than ever today. The RCAC is, indeed, a powerful
weapon in the defence of Canada.
There are openings NOW for leaders in the Armoured Corps. Would
YOU like to qualify? Consider carefully these four plans which can
prepare you for a great career as an officer in the RCAC, or any of the
other Corps of the Canadian Army.
Regular Officer Training Plan. A plan applicable to all three services . . . the
Army, the Navy and the Air Force. You will be given a College education
at one of the Canadian Services Colleges or at one of 36 Canadian Universities
and affiliated Colleges across Canada. You will be trained to become an
officer in the Regular Forces.
Canadian Officen Training Corpt — University Contingents. A plan for young
men attending Universities or Colleges that have COTC contingents. You
receive winter theoretical, and full time summer training. Successful completion ofthis course qualifies you as an officer in the Canadian Army.
Canadian Officers Training Corpt — Command Contingent. A plan to train
young men for commissions in the Canadian Army Militia.
Officer Candidate Programme. A plan to train a limited number of young
men as officers. Successful completion of this course qualifies you for * Short
Service Commission in the Canadian Army.

Because there is opportunity: Increasing demand on power utilities indicates pherm
enal load growth within the next 25 years. Torn*
ond i
Hydro is a growing and vigorous organizationol prt»
Electrical Engineers to toke core
now engaging
and
potential needs.

Because pay is competitive: Toronto Hydro wages are realistic. They compare
Toronto area.wages paid by the better employers »
ably with
Because "Fringe" benefits are excellent
A joint-contribution Pension and Insurance Plan geo ^
ion. Non-contributory Blue Cross
salary
employee and his family. Generous ™C0^1S,
the progress
for
holld°V ^
statutoryHydro
and paid
allowanceenjoyed
paid sick benefits
by Toronto
"Fringe"
lOi'.V
Because there is security: Toronto Hydro is of course, affected by a
is basically
for electricity
the demand
but results
t s «^
of employmen
in a maximum
this

Because there is satisfaction: - J
You will be conscious of a "purpose" m ^"^^rff ;
development of an essential service to
We want to talk to you about Toronto Hydro ^ o'"'"\J
during or after the Christmas vacation. Vou ^ ^ evS"J
interview appointments during business hours, ^
EM. 3-2261,
Phone Room
on Saturdays
or
Bridges,
14 Carlton- Street,
706. Loco

For further information, visit your Resident Staff Officer.
"THERE IS A CHALLENGE IN EN^J
FOR ELECTRICAL POWER ^
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If Takes
Lacrosse
Title In responsible
Two
Straig
ht
W 't5
college
_Re4; »Urt
Lee putting them into into By 1'AUL AVIS personally
pe,
..„..for this | SPS
sr.- were
„,,. never
„„•,, inm the game0n e of the Bruce
Onive« „;tv Col
3sileg
two goal lead. SPS now came the
by
Allan
f6),
Lee
(2),
Scott,
times *!atJ?_e
to give SPS a one-goal i ?Ulin.g„
icacyof to life and fine plays finished Greenecontention.
quarter and
theand»**Passmore
gavegoa!3
the
Skulel
movepoint
in edge.
once eachAtto this
Tension rose^„keepe^thre^
ophyemblem
as Lee evened Martini
■■V«e
Tri/
supatrem
Redmen
the
decision
over
Skule
off by Len Ruse and . Dave leave the
ame
UC's
Allan
had
to
the
floor
score
but
for
Ruse
repairs
and
Wawrywhen
:
Thompson soon balanced the
who could only record counters
widened
Engineers'
liev def?atea " *w0 days- score-sheet, but while the En- he ran into Ruse's stick and took chuk
Thompson f 2 ), Falby and
to two
goals.the Allan
and lead
Lee by
a blow in the stomach, SPS were again
Parted the
Ruse.
gineers on defence stood back Unable
1
scored
but
Ruse
and
Falby
28 - SPSThe18.final score was UC
r first to admire the work of the for- absence toandtakegoalsadvantage of his Skule
equalled
their
tallies
to
keep
ee of thei
EnC""""na
i with
on
top.
by Lee for UC
only
Stars for UC were of course,
wards. 'Allan and
with Larry
three, Scott
Stan and Ruse and Clark
for SPS
! *iSS enabled them to Labanowitch
the roof fell in for Skule. Allan and Lee with most of the
d each other, so that the TheThenentire
;e sC0Ut^ all. Whether the gave UC a 7-2 lead. Just before cancelle
other
Redmen playing an averSPS
team
was
up
end of the quarter Frank score
SPS 7. at the half was UC 9. and roaring, when an Engineer
.» KamJfde any difference the
age
game standing
byfor Skule
comparison.
were OutLen
Wawryehuk
tallied
to
make
the
defenceman received a one min- Ruse, who
' bl00^ players had
a coach
mahThe
rest
at
half-time
did
the
turned
in
one
of his
their
^th
ute
penalty,
and
that
was
the
score
7-3.
*eSfl
ntest nobody knows, Skule began the second period Engineers good as they started game. Apparently this was the finest games, Pete Falby and
1
** °^ot the same team at a good pace and started to at the whistle and took the lead waiting.
Dave Thompson who, on defence,
break for which the "terrible more
^^ 26-12 beating
than once turned back the
worry the UC defencemen when for the first time in the series. twosome"
of Allan and Lee was
Ruse and Pete Falby beat Ken The old faithful Len Ruse was
■[SU
entire
UC attack single-handed.
l
usua
ir
to the

Tie

Michigan

State

*//o«//e /7We//>
Spartans Score in Last Minute
OF
Anderson
Nets Varsity Goals
(Special To The Varsity)
Ann Arbor, Michigan (Dec. 10) - Michigan State Spartans pulled their goaltender in
5 PORT
■ <inal minute and the move paid °ff as a goal with 26 seconds remaining gave them a
Ktie here tonight with the visiting University of Toronto Blues. The single point gave
■ sity three out of a possible eight points on their four-game tour in the States. They
ALL AND NOTHING
Huskies, and lost to the Spartans 4-3 on Saturday.
Rjt with Michigan Techgoing
Christmas spirit everywhere and not a drop to spare . . . The
disc from Haiton, and then de- The Varsity team returns home
a 2-1, lead
Blueslasthad frame
Ke Ihe
and held
posited the rubber behind rookie early tomorrow morning to prep, University of Toronto Athletic Association gives the students of
M
for its opening Intercollegiate this school a Christmas present this Saturday evening . . . The
19:3-1 of thea Ray Dunn in the Varsity net.
■ margin untilSwitze
took
The
goaJ
disputed encounter against McGill Red- Association will charge nary a penny for their first Sport Night
r
U canto when mate MacDon- by the visitors,was.whohotly
men in Varsity Arena on Friday of the year . . . The cage Blues headline the evening's events as
claimed that evening.
K from teamthey take on their first Intercollegiate competition of the season
the puck had not touched the
Jfwho in turn received the ice
Summary
on the local Hart House court . . . Rochester Institute of Technology
when dropped by the referee
furnishes the opposition . . . Three Tech men to watch are centre
at the crucial faceoff just prior
First
Period
Interfaculty
to the tying counter.
Harold Baucon who stands six-four and captain Fred Maas . . . The
Centre Brian Anderson, who 21—— Michigan,
Blues will be out to grab their second win of the year after four
Varsity.
Anderson
Mcintosh
".",T!".3.01
played a sparkling brand of
(Linseman.
Mills}
3.49 straight defeats . . . Coach John McManus will dress ten men for
Summary
Elllc
(V
)
6.
10;
Kendall
the contest . . . AI Vaichulis, who scored 19 points in the Blue win
hockey over the four -game jaunt, (M)Penalties—
fentistry
A defeated SPS
both combined
Varsity
An- (V). 9.14,
16.01; 14.33:
RendallHaiton
(M) (M).
18.32. Brodle over Andy's will start at one forward spot along with lanky Harold
an Interfaculty
hockeyIV scored derson
with goals.
linemates
Rotman
. . . Rotman hooped 20 points in the contest . . . Veteran
Second
Period
;ue game played at Varsity Ken Linseman and Grant Mills 3— Penalties—
Varsity, Anderson
guards Ruby Richman and Peter Potter will also start . . .
Gorley (M)(MUls)
8.09; K
I a yesterday afternoon. at the 3:49 mark of the first
But that isn't the only event on tap that evening . . . The
, Harston, Frey, McDonald period to tie the game. The ney (V) 15.45.Third Period
night starts at 7 when John Stulac's newly christened Blue-Jays
[Halbert
scored
for
the
Denscore
came
out
just
48
seconds
4
—
Michigan,
Swttzer
entertain
End YMCA . . . Also on tap are boxing, wrestling'
i wliile Uzanoff and Adams after Mcintosh had sent the
(Macdonald,
Haiton)
19.34 and fencingWestmatches
. . . Boxing coach Tony Canzajino will have
Rendall
i.Mi 9.46; Haiton
Bled in both of the Engineer Spartans out in front with an (M)Penalties—
10.48;
Fisher
(V)
11.00.
most of the members of this year's Intercollegiate team in action
tally.
.d There
penalties unassisted
while
Jack
Amos,
this
year's new wrestling coach, will have his
out were
in thetwo'encounter,
took a pass from
men grunt and groan against the Montreal YMHA squad . . . Our
L going to the losers. Uzan- leftAnderson
winger
Mills
in
the
opening
fencers
will
meet
the
University
of Buffalo and Lawrence Tech of
Blue
Hoopsters
ps banished for two minutes seconds of the middle frame to
Detroit in a triangular meet ... So why not drop into Hurt House
slashing penalty while send the Blues into the lead for
Saturday
for
an
evening
of
athletic
entertainment.
! also sat out two minutes the first time in the game — a
But before these events get underway, the hockey Blues take
pe
encounter
with
a
hooking
to
the
ice
on
Friday
night
at
the
Arena
the opponents on this
iemeanor.
After suffering three straight occasion are the McGUl Redmen ■ . . Game and
lead theyscoreheldby until"
last- Trounce
the the
Michigan
time is 8 p.m. with public
losses to collegiateAndy's
teams south skating after the contest . . . Blues defeated
'PS B were Knocked out of minute
State crew.
McGill earlier this
■Volleyball semi-finals yester- It was a fast, rugged game, of theballborder,
Varsity's
Blues returned
home,basketand season 4-2.
although it tended to be scrappy
py
one but
themsel
ves.
The
hockey
team
had
a
real
picnic
earlier
this week . . . They
1 SPSno crew
decided not to at times. The officials handed
pounced upon
AC, last
Saturday
night, Andy's
to the
re- were supposed to fly into Haughton, Michigan the home of Michiup for yesterday's semi- out a total of 11 penalties, five promptly
cord
their
first
victory
of
gan Tech, on Wednesday . . . But a snow storm came up and forced
1 ''"ntest.
to the visiting Varsity team.
points
86-52. After a spotty first the plane down at Marquette which is 100 miles away from theiC
P standinglosing
s
their in the The Blue penalties included a season,
I advancing for
the Blues found their destination ... So they were forced to motor into Haughton . . ■
their St. faculty
Mike's misconduct to Clare Fisher for half,
|nents wto the minor league arguing too heatedly a minor shooting eyes and piled up a They arrived an hour late and lost the contest 5-4 .. . But were
form Thursday and grabbed a 2-0 win. *
infraction
commanding
margin. Andy's
in contention
after was
the backThein Star
Hed SimSt eUher UC Hutton last
frame. midway through the never
Santa Clans fund, which gives many an impoverished
first ten minutes of play.
family a happy Christmas, holds its annual cage contest this year
In the second half, the Var- at St. Michael's College School Gymnasium on Tuesday, December
sity attack moved into high 18 the
... rubber
In the match
featureofevent
of the. . evening,
Andy'shavemeetwon thea single
Blues
the year
. Both teams
gear. As Andy's faltered, the inencounter
from each other . . . Tickets can be obtained from mem\ was
Blues' quick
passing
and
opportunistic defensive play enabled
bers of both participating teams . . . Our Blue-Jays, the new name
them to pile up points on neat for our Intermediate squads, start that evening when they battle
by Merle Overholt
St. Mike's High School in the opening contest ... Be sure to
lay up shots.
Rotman was the Blues' top attend . . . It's a worthy cause.
with
team
AND, AND, AND.
the
pacing
ment month. So there is plenty marksman,
fh\ UP aft« the New
effort, on four
The
Interfaculty
baskethall
gets under way right after
a twenty pointtwelve
enthuthose
for
of opportunity
shots. the Christmas vacations ... St. season
goals and followedfoul closely
field Vaichulis
Mike's and SPS look strong once
siastic types to put sports in Al
the Intercollegiate style on their with nineteen points, chiefly on again . . . Intermediates who are up with the basketball seniors
this year are Roily Goldring, Gurry Vipond and Barry Stroud . . .
Resolutions
normally
lin S i8 °n taP. al* but list of piled
Gary We've
January
1. com- his fine jump shooting.
got a terrific hockey team this year; let's pack the Arena
Kv auk "y month of Around around
Gerry
and
twelve
added
Vipond
these parts there will
kbaii i,th°^h Interfaculty
. . Niagara downed Seton Hall 83-63 Saturday evenFriday night . Hall
Doug
Andy's,
For
eleven.
Edelist
fa
.
ing
..
be renewed activity in the Inter- Armstrong and Ed Rigby had later on Seton
rmedejager
this season. smothered Toronto . . . Toronto meets Niagara
are jus
newt
■ win ' br'at
in "P.s The
faculty
fields
of
archery,
badminton, and fencing. With the thirteen apiece.
'actices
arrival of snow (and we hope
*n prepara- that
BULLETIN
it stays), the skiing will
As The Varsity went to press
get under way. Judging from
2-2
ity
Trin
fstcss. y *»ns the honours numerous
Tie
n
sme
girls seen trudging
pass from the corner. After a last night, there was still no
t ybal]
from that Arena on the northern Med
and tiePre-in shaky start, Trinity roared back word «o the- fate of the 59 pasersa 2-2
Panth
ty
Trini
borders
of
the
Campus,
I
would
to
d
to outplay
battle
members
' amiira1!01!1
Inte"facultv say that the hockey practices Meds
theand three
TCA crewNorth
Star
but
were
unable the
to putMedsmen,
the puck butin aboard sengers
y action
hockeThe
II oon.
Groupaftern
squad- [he net; As an indication of the ivhjtoh i-- b$llei$gl t-> haw crashed
games will be are well under way. The Inter- dav
Trinity yester
in the Vancouver
lt<K'Uy -Mountains
en route
al- had to yank goaltender Hagood margin of play, the Panthers, from
start the
schedule will with
to Toronto.
mostfaculty
simultaneously
e and
their opponents 25-5 in Aboard
last uprninut
the .rds
Hardysixin forwa
'*ered
has been," ™»tUntil
the first day of term.
front in outshot
tin- plane were lour
the
opening
canto.
send
appro_ >rs £
The Volley- We were planning to run a order to notch the tying counter in Tony
Higglns tied it up early memhers ot the Saskatchewan
brief recap of the action which
ton movedat the second period, firing the (iord
L",is
C°nverging
n Olirls .lohns
DeMarco,
sturtrilfer.- Mario
Mel Beckett
and
luarv atl took place this fall in Softball in Captai
shot puck off the goaltender's leg Rougfarlderg
close to hammer ason,
and . basketball but one of our Pre-M
behind theoutnet.in AlfrontHartat sent
and from
eds goalie Ander
Ray
Syrnyk
—
ami
one
member,
the
Medsmen
the
most
energetic
reporters
is
in
Arch y will no position to do anything but Mike de Pencier was Johnny-on- 15:50 mark after some sloppy Calvin Jones, of the Winnipeg
Intercer
Hlue Bombers. Mrs. Sturtrl6ge
d.
the
oll
totookbangthe
ot Z~'of
the
atperiod
clearing
goaltender
better and quickly. Hope you the-sp
'
thein lead
firstreboun
. Medsmark
Lon»ng touegirnaate- get
no
chancegave
on the
shot. Hardy was also aboard.
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Mollv!
are soon "alive end Ikiclungf. ,j110
1 ' |when Brad GuarU slapped in a
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ne of the most spectacular and complicated works required for th»
St. Lawrence Seaway is now in progress. It is the permanent raising of
the southern end of the Jacques Cartier Bridge ... the largest operation
of its kind ever undertaken anywhere.

Pictured above during a C.B.C. radio interview on site
are two Engineers vitally concerned with this project:
Dr. P. I. Pratley, (Centre) well known Consulting
Engineer, designed the original structure as well as
the raising operation. He spent fourteen years with
Dominion
Bridgein gaining
private practice
1920. experience before going into
Ross Chamberlain, (left). Project Engineer with
Dominion Bridge started with the Company on Summer jobs, where he had. experience in the shops, office
and on erection work, while studying for his B.Eng.
degree at McGill University. He later did post graduate
work at the University of Birmingham, (England) and
has been with the Company since his return in 1953.
At 27 years old, Boss, working with Senior Officials of
the Company, is responsible for the engineering aspects
of this great undertaking.

The purpose is to provide a minimum vertical clearance of 120 feet abov*
high water level in the seaway ship canal. An interesting feature is that
uninterrupted
must be maintained
over the bridge throughout
practically all oftraffic
the construction
period.
The work has been entrusted to Dominion Bridge which built the onghuj
bridge
typifiesengineering.
the resources and experience of "*
Companyin 1929.
in the This
field project
of structural
Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian Company, is the foremost fabricaW
in this country of bridges and steel structures. Less well known
Dominion Bridge's leadership in other engineering fields. Cranes
other handling equipment, hydraulic machinery, boilers for .heating
process steam requirements, mining machinery, refinery towers, pwP
digesters,
oil of
wellDominion
machinery—
are but a few examples of
diversification
Bridgethese
operations.
To-day we have the largest and strongest Canadian force of
engineers in our field. Much of their work is of a pioneering nature^
they are constantly being called upon to solve problems connected i ^
large projects in virtually every type of industry. Theirs i* 8 ^
fascinating
chapter This
in their"Unique
story. Bridge Raising Project" is onl"
ending
challenge.

There are interesting careers awaiting young civil and mechanical engineers
in Dominion Bridge Company-Limited. With 15 plants from coast to coast,
we
are now engaged in the largest expansion programme of our 74-year
history.

You are cordially invited to v
for descriptive booklets or further s information
at P.O. Box oi310, Terminal ^
have in mind. Or telephone our Personnel Dep. artment ^n^^mfl
Please
mention
The
Varsity.
Information
interviews will b
through the University Placement Serviceforsoon.

n any question
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Every day, around the clock, this
and many other mighty rivers across
Canada turn giant turbines at high speed
in the production of hydro-electric power so vital to
Canadian industry, business and homelife. And every
year sees new power developments — both hydro and
steam turbine — brought into production to meet
the ever-increasing needs of our expanding economy.
Allis-Chalmers is one of Canada's leading suppliers
of equipment for the power industry, with steam and
hydraulic turbines, rotary and butterfly valves, surface condensers, pumps, blowers and compressors,
motors and many other products on the job in installations from one end of the country to the other.
In fact there's hardly an industry contributing to
your better living today that isn't served at some
point by Allis-Chalmers. For further information contact Canadian
Montreal,
Que. Allis-Chalmers Ltd., P.O. Box 37,
MADE IN CANADA

CANADIAN

ALLIS-CHALMERS
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santa

claus

Some weeks ago, a befuddled University College
freshman— signing himself I. B. Leve— wrote to this
paper inquiring about the existence of Santa Claus.
Shaken by the Jerry Caldwells and the Michelle Boudets of his early university days, his faith needed reaffirmation.
Yes, I. B. Leve, there is a Santa/Claus. He is not a
pseudo-candidate in a Lit election, or a Montreal undergraduate posing as a movie starlet; he is a very
real, and a very wonderful thing.
No, I. B. Leve, he is not the fat old soak in the
red, department-store costume, either. But, read on,
I. B. Leve, and you may see what he is.
Look around you— now, wherever you are.
See that student sitting next to you in the lecture
room? He gave a month's allowance for a Hungarian
he will never meet. And his girl friend, I. B. LeveShe sent a coat she will need this winter, but she
didn't tell a soul. That, I. B. Leve, is Santa Claus.
Or are you at home? Pick up the daily newspaper. No, no, not the back pages. Those are advertisements. That's not Santa Claus. Turn it over and
look
at
the
front pages.
Sure, that'sandright,
all the news
about murders,
and accidents,
unemployment,
and war threats, and war incidents and politics. Do
you know what the men you read about in those
stories will be doing Christmas Day? Those brutal,
kind, cruel and gentle men, do you know what they'll
all be doing? They'll be praying, I. B. Leve, they'll be
praying. v
not all Christians.
Some of and
themsome
are
Jews,Sureor they're
Mohammedans,
or Communists,
of them have no God at all. But they'll pray. On
Christmas Day, the year of our Lord, nineteen-hundred-and-fifty-six, I. B. Leve, they'll pray.
Because
a verydays,
special
time." more
And
during
these Christmas
tense and is
terrible
it is even
special than it has ever been before..
And everywhere in the world, on that very special day, a spirit which began so many years ago in
that little town near where men are dying today,
will fill this world.
And men who have never heard of Jesus Christ;
and men who do not believe in Him; and men who
love him, will know it is a very special day, and in
their hearts they will pray.
_ •
They will pray for peace, and for freedom, and
that the spirit of Christmas day may last a little longer, or change a few men. And on that day when all
men pray together, there will be a Santa Claus.
Yes, I. B- Leve, there is a Santa Claus.
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Volume 76, Number 49. The
last few headlines will be writthe printer's
sealed,ten,and
my first envelope
term as
ovei.
editor of your paper will be
I use the words
"your it,paper"
deliberately.
-You own
your
money terest
supports
it.
makes it what andit is.your inA lot of things have been said
—to me
someabout
good,thissomeyear's
bad.Varsity
A lot
of letters to the editor have
crossed the desk in the basement corner — some of them
saying nice things, most of them
saying bad.
One of the few policy changes
I've tried to initiate is to keep
the paper out of the paper —
to stopfers writing
stafdo, and toaboutstopwhatrunning
pictures
of thepossible,
staff. It's
always been
for not
we
have some newsworthy people
around here, but I think we've
succeeded
well. And I'dto
like
to takefairly
this opportunity
talk
about
The
Varsity
— from
where I sit.
I guess the most important
difference
thistheyearpaperis we've
tried
to calm
down
a bit. No big headlines; no
screaming make-up; and-no sex
where possible. Overall, I think
our
Public opinion around the
campus - is-' far from inhibited.
Judging by rthe number of letters we have received~this
the individual
still maintainsterm,
his
or her right to be heard. Most of
the opinions stated so dogmatically in Our Readers Write col- .
umn have been stimulated by
our
dogmatic views editor's
in his own-equally
editorials.
It is not by coincidence .tiiat
most of them are written in an*Your flippant, irreverent and
irresponsible jibes about Christianity in general, and the John
Stott Mission in particular reger:
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REVIEW

mulating thought an* ■
ifs improved the paper, and I
hope editors in future will think
the same. But sometimes I
wonder if we miss a lot,of fun . .
Speaking of future editors, I
would like to assure you. Not
for
at leastas wethreecan years
far ahead
see now— —as
will an editor have to be brought
in from outside the staff.
When we started this year,
frankly, I was pretty worried
about staff.hadMostgraduated
of last and
year'sI
masthead
didn't know where anyone
would
But come
they from.
appeared,, mostly
from1 first year. Younger . students who wanted to work on
The Varsity and showed enough
enthusiasm to make a go of it,
And — I know this is a trite
thing to say — they've really
done a mentsgood
in the job.
paperAnyareimprovein the
end due to the wonderful way
the first and second year types
have worked and learned.
All this may sound, as if I
think the paper is pretty good.
But I Know, too there are a lot
of things wrong with. .it.
Editorially, I've tried to steer
a fairly middle course — and
I'm not too sure I've been right.
The function of a student newspaper, undoubtedly entails sti-
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readers wrote
- Some resorted, to their own
v.eal an appalling spiritual pov- brand -of flippancy;
erty and illiteracy that I have - 'Like many, men you cannot
always considered . belonged to bear to see women do .something ]
theOthers
.'gutteraxepress*
of the
slightly
morecity.'
subtle1 better than men, and womea
in their rage:
certainly look better than men
'I nearly, wept as I read your,
editorial about all those poor, In Bermuda, shorts.'
Finally we "have the serious,
tired working - men who were
forced to go for one. day out of philosophic
of letter,generalwhere
freely: typehistorian
the year -without their glass of the izesamateur
Minority groups expressed failed
'In 1935
the League of Nations
Ethiopia.
themselves clearly:
Remember 1939?
' ... It leaves me puzzled why
no one has suggested that we failed Hungary.
also send aid to the -destitute and
In 1956 the United Nation)
beer.'
impoverished . . . Egyptians."
Remember I960?'
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Slow
Joint

*

Start
Effort

-Varsity

On

Aids

Refugees

Campus

May
Greet
Up To 300
30, a
after fighting began in
By September, up to 300 Hungarians ber
Hungary. week
About 800 student
s stood in
silence,
prayed,
mayBut
"be 40calling
this
campus
'home.'
and
watched
days of revolution passed
laid at Soldier's Tower. as a wreath
before Toronto students decided they was Spurred
student action, the SAC
should help their fellows who had es- the next daybypassed
a motion to 'salute
Austria.
caped
to
students of Hungary.'
Though it started slowly, offers to the A.gallant
week
later,
plans
for a tag day
refugee students show this drive has
been the most successful all-campus began.
days.
two
in
than $130*0
more
gave
Student
s
action since World War II.
November 28, the SAC formed an
Offers to date total about 25 rooms interim
co-ordina
ting relief.
committee of its
with board and tuition for more than 30. executive for student
The Administration has wired it will
take 170 students and 80 professors and
All campus groups and student governments were asked to help. Organidependents from the engineering faculzation grew out of the chaos which had
ty' of the University of Sopron,
when several groups were
Students were inspired by the revo- preceded,
find sleeping space, pocket
lution, and shocked by Russian retalia- trying to
and tuition-for refugee students.
tion. They showed their feelings by money,
First
offer,
of room and board for a
demonstrating, by writing letters to
year, came from the Campus Co-operative.
The Varsity, and by material aid.
First campus support came at a
Offers to help are still coming in.
demonstration outside Hart House OctoA pattern similar to Toronto's was
emerging on other campi. Student councils offered board, tuition and incidentals to three, 10 or 30 students dependSome Action
ing on their means.
University of British Columbia
were as usual greatest schedule di
adopted
faculty
of Forestry*
In A Glance
at Sopron,theandentire
classes
at Powell
River, Football ofweekends
the fall term. Authorities had less trou
B.C. will start in early 1957 for the year with bottles, rubbers and other throwable debris. A here.
students and their professors.
loosed at the Homecoming game at Toronto, though. Playt r Dave
Mclntyre relaxed with a friend at the McGill-Toronto game
At the SAC
University
of " Minnesta
'adopted'
the
Besides helping the Hungarian Re- University
of
Sopron,
get on its
feet lief
thisco-ordinating
fall, the committee
SAC:
promised nancialtoaid sosendthosefi— undertook to produce Finian's 'faculties.- left _can Students Hoaxed, Doused
Rainbow
as"
this
year's
AH
Varsity.
start classes
in Austria.
Revue, in February.
— successfully pressured the National
Federation of Canadian University
Canadian
universi-all in Friendly Campus Jousts
ties were almost
Students to pare down its budget, its
For a month and a half after registraA two-week campaign ended in sucfees and its activities. Other universities staging fund-raising
ces as government officials released 500
tion this fall the Toronto campus hi-jinkwere in on the economy fight.
campaigns
by
the
end
of last week.
Pogo buttons
to The.card
Varsity
—once NFCUS
whichandhadthetostu-be
Students
were
"kidnapped,
hoaxed,
orrejoined.
, . approached its ideal,
"ed. ' ganized into a campaign against Canada presenteddent;. Anforadvice
delivery of the buttons was
— postponed decision on a visit to Turn to page
Customs and doused on fire escapes.
lost, so more than 200 students responded
Canada -by Russian students, then
It was the most light-hearted interlude with substitutes.
dropped the matter.
the campus has had for years.
13 for more
— sent seven members on the Carabin
-ranged from "Ignore GzowStudents paid over $200 at 25 cents a ski'sComments
weekend in Toronto, plus several more
cheap bid for_publicity. Just give us
summary of chance
for a, date with a French film act- those buttons." to "Go to hell."
who joined discussions and parties.
The buttons were snapped up in two
Weekend. Michelle
— spent an hour and a half, then gave
campus news .Boudetress overwasHomecoming
billed as a 20-year-old starlet days when they arrived'here. Despite this
a 'salute . . . to the students of Hunwho won acclaim last summer at Cannes. support, Pogo lost to Mr. Eisenhower.
this fall.-. '
Visiting her parents in Montreal, she
gary.'
Before the silly season ended, University College freshmen were hoaxed into
was
pontacted
by two Students'
members
and persuaded
to dropCouncil
in at electing one Jerry Caldwell as their Literary and Athletic Society representative.
Toronto for ' the weekend— so the story
was told. She'd soon be in Hollywood for
a try-out
with Universal-International.
But Monday
after the game, students
RELIGION
found out she was University of Montreal
co-ed Isobtlle Lafontaine. "She had me
FLOURISHED
fooled completely and I'll never forget
her" duped engineer Terry Dawson said
clergymen and the Rev.
afterwards, He won the date but hurried 'JohnProfessors,
Stolt came to the campus the week
home
at
11
p.m.
to
see
his
steady
girlafter
Remembrance
Day to talk over
Christianity.
friend.
Early in the year, feuds broke out beOver
50
meetings
later,
the 1G of them
tween Trinity and Wycliffe and between
Victoria and Skule. Engineering Society had
left. come
Thoughforward
only a athandful
of 'converts'
afternoon
meetings
President John Rumble was kidnapped by in Convocation Hall, the miisioners
were
Viemen, held ■ almost 24 hours, and re- pleased with the results.
leased from a panel truck at half-time of
Other religious activity on campus included: recommendation by the Student
a Queen's-Varsity
Three Vic girlsgame.
were later kidnapped Christian Movement of Canada at a conference in Kitchener that a university
and let off in a field near Markham. Enunofficial
Force' church, with clergyman, be set up on the
committeegine rs set up
to anorganize
more'Brute
retaliation.
campus: unveiling
of plans for '
Other engineers painted horse-shoe tracks Toronto
astreet
Lutheran
to servestudents"
U. of T.,centre
Ryerson.on College
and all
up Vic's front steps.
Trinity and Wycliffe staged a running other students beyond high school; a
venture here by Bishop Stebattle for nearly a month before authori- preaching
phen Ncill; Great
a Russian
ties called a halt. Several Low Anglicans
Hall. Orthodox mass in
were caught and stripped in Trinity; a HartAnHouse
estimated 6.000 students came to
Varsity staffer at Trinity was threatened
with a three-day boat trip to Montreal, hear and discuss at the Rev. Stotl's mission. For three, weeks letters in The Varthen ditched at Malton Airport; the colsity argued the pros and cons of Chrisup eachstudent
other's was
frontreleased
walks;
IS It Pl\/Ie or isn,t as Jack Law pc formed at Skule Nite anotherleges painted
tianity. Mr. Ptott, an old hand a.t univerWycliffe
Sku" «■>te■ was '57-only9therone show!
were the ofV |p Bob and Dentantics. from captivity when his dean threatened church.sitydentsmissions
in Britain,
emphasized
manifestation
should first
seek Christ,
then findstu-a
year,
this
spirit
Skule
to
make
trouble.
Plan
was
to
tar
and
fea■
,
i
1
^r*&
the
to
won
camnh
a[S°
included
'skirmishes
with
Vic
.
enge
chall
a
.
nd
ther him. then auction him off.
(SP<tUS first P,ace the United Appeal fund-raising campaign.

"Put,
M '«"i"™d *»!"*A **P°1 i*H I^S
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Reason

and
of laws
Young Mr. Wheeler sloshed along through the
snow on the afternoon of Christmas Eve, the Vigil of
Christmas, the Last Shopping Day, whichever you
like, but the twenty-fourth of December, anyway. The
streets were crowded, but Mr, Wheeler had no visible
He is a
meditated as he inwalked.
companion, and be greatly
esteemed the world of
Research Fellow,
and
complex
were
thoughts
learning, and his that he was quite unconscious absorbof the
ing to the point
the come -all-ye -faiththe shop windows,roared
splendors of jingle-bell
from loud speaks that
fuls and the
lights spanning the
ers along the way, the colored
among whom he
people
hustling
jolly,
the
and
street,
moved.
In front of the Nativity window at one of the big
.stores, his way was barred by a little crowd that was
Mr.
gazed and wondered.did Young
stationary while it the
not really
figures, but he
Wheeler looked at
see them, for at the moment he was pondering an
thus wholly
argument in quantum mechanics and was unmoved
by
moved nor
preoccupied. He wasIt neither
the tender scene. was the same with Santa Claus
along the street; his eyes saw but his mind did not,
for he had become lost in the implications of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics. He got into that
curious little square where a church stands surrounded by warehouses, and drifted on an eddy of the
crowd so that he found himself seated in the nave of
the church with the organ singing and thundering
about him, but even this place did not render him
pious, at least in any conventional way, for his mind
became engaged in a recondite area of acoustical
theory. In .fact, his whole trip downtown was like
that. He gave the matter of Christmas no real attention at all, but merely (a.t last) performed the errand
for which he had come, got his car, and drove home.
Yet he was able to tell his wife approximately
what he had seen. She, being a religious young wo-

Once upon a Christmas Eve, Sir
Humphrey ffoulkes-Mitford, worthy Knight of the Round Table,
found himself in desperate straits
on a nerSwiss
alp. Humphrey,
-This was themaking
manof it: Sir
his laborious way on foot from
Zermatt to a Swiss chalet to
celebrate Christmas with friends,
had been swept down a mountain
slope by a sudden avalanche.
Dazed, but unhurt, save for minor
cuts and abrasions, he struggled
to his feet and attempted to regain lost altitude. By this time,
however, darkness had descended
and an icy blizzard was whipping
the mountain side. Lost and confused, Sir H. battled valiantly up
the slope until, his resources finally spent, he collapsed exhausted
in the enow.
Salvation soon arrived in the
form of a trusty St. Bernard, who
chanced to be patrolling this par-

3taspiresi

®m

compasses
man, felt that he might have yielded something to
the spirit of Christmas in-the way of a faintly holy
to the afternoon's activities. When she said
response
her prayers that night, she took God very reverently
to task about it, suggesting that He might have given
Tom that day, the cira little more attentionbeento her
reasonably propitious. She
cumstances having
had her answer, as she always did (though neither
she nor anyone else could explain just how, by what
mechanism, by what inner voice, by what secret
knowledge),
her
Christmasand,verywhile
happy.it surprised her, it rendered
"My dear," was the tenor of it, "man seems to be
less clever than 1 intended when I created him. InMe and love their felfew contemplate
deed,lows,onlyand aanother
few contemplate My works, the
laws by which, as a well beloved old poet of Israel
wrote, I balanced the foundations of the world. The
rest seem not to think, to love, to contemplate or to
study. Alas, I fear man is a lazy creature for the
Mrs. Wheeler did not perceive the relemostYoung
part."
vance of this.
"But Tom— he's anything but a lazy creature. It is
that
he may mysteriously
be close to Thee
praying."
■ Again,
beyondI wasbelief,
she had her
answer,
"Close? Why we disputed several matters while
he walked with Me this very afternoon."P. B. Hughes
Philip
B. Hughes isEngineering
the Assistantat Professor of Mechanical
this
University. Mr. Hughes was aioarded the
President's Medal of the University of
Western Ontario for Canadian Short Stories
in 1954.

yule
ticular alp on this particular day.
This resourceful animal, by judicious use of its hot breath and
the application of secret artificial
respiration methods, soon had the
poor knight
sitting up
and drinking nourishment.
However,
his
weakened condition and the excessive vented
weighthim from
of hisascending
armour prethe
slope. For the second time, the
admirable dog saved the day.
"Jump upon my back, good Sir
knight," he said, "and we will
seek shelter together." Sir H.
clambered aboard the dog's broad
back and up the alp they* went.
After some hours of redoubtable
plodding by the gallant animal,
Sir Humphrey spotted a- dim light
glimmering through the snow
ahead. Spurred on by fresh hope,
they pressed on towards the light,
soon finding themselves in front

get yours
of a small cottage with smoke
curling from the chimney and the
warm glow of a lamp visible
within. With a croak of relief and
joy, Sir
H. summoned
last
shred
of energy
and poundedhis upon
the door with his mailed fist. After
some delay, the door creaked open
a crack, and a malevolent eye
peered
suspiciously.
"Whaddya
want ?"outsnarled
the eye.
"Pray,
give shelter and warmth to this
poor, brave dog and I, for we are
both on our last legs," replied the
mounted knight. "Not on your
life,"
roaredshut.the eye, and the door
slammed
This was the last straw. Wearily
raising his ice-encrusted helmet.
Sir H. sighed brokenly; and, in a.
voice of infinite sadnesi.and despair, he said to the world at large,
"I" wouldn't put a knight out on

siles
Writer
nt

n1 *ants
igfy

As the hand of a dying man who i
To drown gives up
And sinks in an ecstasy of taunts
care
Of darkness
So
you the cup
and of death allow to fl00ti

Your frantic soul
Possessed of brittle baubles as of God '
Men
of wisdom
So you,
the drollwhich is folly, submit
To
phantom
Of acquisitiongleeand the sure audit
Of books
fee. the voices in the air
And
turningand from

'> you

Whichgivesing,
To
His "God
hand!" came
you swallow up the 3 you
Of -Death's
new nameand — what you have
For
anthropologists
Give
you suggestions
which can never save
Of prophets
now
Your
tortured thebrow.angry wave that hates
Sink beneath
And scorn the star.
Drink the vacuum-juice as Science fates
InAnd,a glass
jar. pray to the gods you trust
in despair,
And
do not
To give
you choke
life —too loudly on their dust
Of
futile
strife.
For I am weary of your cries when you
Reject
King. by your eyes when you
For I amthesickened
Grow there a thing
As monstrous as a gallows and a corpse
Which
mock are tombs wherein warps
Our life.spins
Yourto eyes
And weaves — a worm.
And you are dead men who pretend to live,
Who take and eat
The hearts of unborn children — you who give
Them your defeat.
For you are monstrous men who will not know
The Man Who stands
Beneath
the fury
of your wrath, but show
New-washed
red hands.
Yet guilt and sin and hate and death all sing
Carols somewhere
In your souls, and their echoes — how they wring
You unaware —
Until vision
epiphany
The
bearsis here and down
You
in anguish
Of absurd
wares of no-purpose — the clown
To the nosad onesongwants. And you sink, and you sink
Which

The seatwitching
of wrong.memory might sing — and drink
Your
Oh, Christ
poverty and wisdom, teach
And
fill ourof hearts
With
love. like
Receive
Our cries
darts! us blind, pity our reach,
For we are lonely men who need
Your
light —who, laughing, weep
InDying
the men
night
And
drown
in the flood of grief
And
Of- intense
pretense: Nathan A.
W*
Want, who go under the wave

a dog like this."
Nathan Cervo is <»,fSi
can student now « m W0
year for his doctorate at 'Mt„,
to The Varsity, ^d '',m i»s
to. He is a frequent cow'
any controversy. ^
ready to state his oj»»w"

iff
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cltrLstmas
ew
in
Errant knifht and errant maid.new
e
sublin
and
l
tinfoi
ed
crush
o£
The Gr^il contains a tender piece
,„ rivers
d word,
Of sirloin from the west, and niece
of the ofprinte
i,-. urates
sewers
where Time
ZLmpto
— absurd,
And uncle cross their knives
Above VM -ia
In sacrament of secret lives.
as the moonlight carves
Grows haggar <
eyes of whores
The vacant
The ;now is but a. sneeze and germs
lboxes
pythonstrange
scarvesamores.
Iniect the naked steaming skin.
vra« 1
And lawyers somehow come to terms.
In hallways where the stench of sin
is a fester sign
Hangs leprous on the paper,
iiiL, ,amplightmarin
To warn the onate erdiseasofes,nine
Two
On triegargoyles
wall. execute' a caper
Exotic passi
e
on ambuscad
in and
Ccme
one,
come all.
ng
Waiti
the flesh which pleases
Ol money

and all
as thouofghthosit'se
it looks
Hey lime
for some
about
bet you
s tests. .I'llMyse
Christma
lf. I
can'tdedwaitthat
just deci
are
they
have
ss the
M good: theythehara
tion,
diges
mind and spoil
and so don't write Iheme. *.ny
But
more just on principlwho
do,
(or those of you rest
wouldn't it be inte ing to
you
see a few samples thatcan get practised up on?
the
e, y.there's
For oldinstanc
good
standb
English.
English is supposedfulto do all
sorts of wonder things
for you, and to find out if it
has done them yet, they usual y ask you something like
this:
ENGLISH 2b
1, From your reading of
Richard It, discuss the views
oflowing:
Richard's horse on the fol(a) existentialism
(b) the use of the double
negative by Shakespeare

that
(c) oats
2. In the play Macbeth,
said the following to
■ who
whom and under what circumstances.
(a) "What hp there."
lb) "Ho there."
(c)
id) "Ho!"
"My name's Macbeth."
3. "Out damned spot", says
Lady Macbeth in Act II.
Tell in detail just why she
became angry at the dog
and what happened afterwards.
4. I thought I saw a city
clerk
A-getting on a bus
I looked
was <v;ain and saw it
A hippopotamus.
If that should come to
dine, said I
There won't be much for
us. ' — Lewis Carroll.
(a) Analyse in detail the
thought of the above poem.
(b) Draw a graph of it.
5. I have an awfully good

theory about the modern
trend in poetry, Explain it
back at me in all its sickening detail. < 80 marks)
Professor Blodgett.
. , . ■ English Dept.
And of course no Christmas is complete without a
test in History. History is
good for the mind because it
shows you not only that people were incredibly stupid
in the past, but also that
they tests
haven'tgo changed
The
like this:much.
HISTORY 4a
1. Who was George Washington? Why? What do you
know a.bout
(a) his golf score
ib) middle east policy
(c) ileumDon't
write more than three
pages
you feel you
have to.unless
1 10 marks)
2. Who was Mrs. Napoleon?
(a) Helena
ib)
Elba
<c) Berlin Decree

santa
meets
cathie
Before departing for distant parts
I asked him what he really thought
northty known
to meet
infamous
about it.
as S. that
Nicholas
Claus,personaliI armed
"Have a drink, my dear," he said.
myself
with
the
opinions
of
some
you know. It's
experts.
"They're quite right,
they think -r I'm
even worse
to fur,thanI suffer from the cold,
"Formerly and historically," said an
allergic
economics acquaintance, "St. Nicholas
and "SoI loathe
was the spirit of giving and receiving,
how didreindeer."
it happen?" I asked.idea
harmless
who descended on the night of Decemall began when acouple
"It
of brats,
ber 6th. But now he's the spirit of »ot out of hand. Help a
buying and beating the Jones' — the
Keep them off the streets.
brand-new marginal man — so his visit IIt thought.
was
has been
from the 6th to the
"So .a . nice
. ?" thought."
25th
to giveextended
the public 17 more shopping
"So this thing caught on. in mad
ce
what the Conscien
proporti
They
WorldJustwas looking for. Have
the ons.
of
"Giv'ngy inadequa
is one te"
aspect
of al,
Santa as
tesicall
men.
of
out
individu
man
said
made a boogie
local social worker. "Genero
has
"Thanks."
ecome: a compensation, and sity
the suba drink."
>e>ged aggressive component in this
and stuthese alcoholics
"They
"adequacy finds its expression in his
to impersonate me.
the streets
dents off get
P'operisity to wear- red clothing. The
brew
They
me.
over
They tie bells all
as 1S' of course, an attempt to appear
of cocoa - cocoa!of it.And
cups
million
a
npJJi tner figure and thus overawe
dollars out
a million
make thev
they"Then
leave me up Here in
aeitv ^° thnt they ,e£ard nim as a
big
with an antihohohoho's
igloo,
hollow
rather
rsaken
,
give 3 ClUe to the innei' conflict
this god-fo
betwe
quated toy-shop and a herd of damn
deei
impulses ",11S aadistic and masochistic
you'dOrratha erSoutbe?"
Any . Plac
h Sea isbellJ!"5 exDlanation for Santa
land, Sure
Flore ida,
warm. Have anothei
rhosis SaU' a niedical savant, "
e
plac
Some
fluid dp'0Uur'ing
ascites
is a
CaUsertT
tim of
the which
peritoneum
drink."
by fibroy 'ymph capillaries closed ciroff
-sfltlup here, rumbling hohohoho.
Pioduced 1 ,saues. which is of course
"H' Tronic alcoholism.
>he nasa?6 "OSe is due t0 dllation o£
symptom
ge rockets and S1.M »'°mlc
long-ran
I *°«lm»» , f'Cte
tne Sllb-papillare,
same disease. anotheof """"
When Dear Virginia turns out to he
UI«'climh concluded, "only And
d runic
Win, " °1> and down chimneys
Science i h " Te£utllble
evidence of
defense. north
'"e ease f t0<* myself
to hear
"l, ut"ste sittin''[S before
uhesoaked
def™se.
Mr.
a fire I found
misery,
-Thanks." Hear— the idea
"' ha,
asbessordid" mess. Quite out
ink." you know, my deal
a dr-But
was still a good one."

york
The world is full of life and light,
beds clangs
are fullhisofbell
hea.ltoothisloudnight,
aJ&h'tiPflnta
And wind a rebuke from the crowd.
ln:tl drunkard, how he reels and grins,
Upon his back a sack of sins
Which he. wio merry mein and slap,
W:ll put in stockings by the fire.
So, too. the merchant with desire
hubs his ued hands and sells a cap i
i
And
cup that
pnd hecutshuHis!
and can't
contain
A carul
Ah, plain
To all l.iat God once came to earth
To gWe to mankind all this mirth,
Beyond the hills of city lights,
1
Beyond the orgy of keen sights,
Beyond the gleaming sprngled tights
Of dancers in the burlesque house;
beyond the sweat and strain
3. There is an awfully good Above,
Of turmoil both for joy and gain,
joke about Mahomet and the » Above, beyond the hunger pain;
Mountain, Tell it. Be amusAbove, beyond, look up — a plane
With straggling light exclaims to all;
way. ing,120but don't
marks)get carried a- "At Macy's there is Mickey Mouse!"
And
somewhere from within a ea.U
4. What do you know a- Of children,
there springs out a jeer;
1
bout
Cleopatra's
domestic
"To
Hell
with the world, and
life? Be lurid and sensational s,% possible. * 30 marks)
5. Kin"
Canute
is" saidback.to
have
ordered
the tide
Happy ofNewbroken
Year!"match-sticks and deluxe i
In floods
When it didn't go back he is Ribbons; in deluge of a million bucks
And hinds, the forest of enchantment looms
supposed to have said:
(aJ "let's set the hell out of Behind the glass, and in secluded rooms.
vagrant dallies as the moonlight drowns
ib) "There is a tide in the The
A tinsel star in splendour. Gee!
What modern man has done! See those
|
..."that's
tin clowns,
( affairs
c J "Well,of men
I guess
How
humanlike!
The
world's
an
ecstasy!
how the seaweed sloshes."
here."
Tony Noxon
Nathan A. C'ervn I

The gray morning dawn perched
indistinctly on the horizon, giving
the silent
a vagueness
ber daybreak.to Snow
was Decemfalling
in large, soft, cotton-batten blobs,
landing silently. It covered the
tiny farm with a heavy moist
cloak, settling over the scanty
woodpile
about the and
small wrapping
barn and itself
quiet
farm house.
As soon as^the faint grayness
appeared in the sky, Johnny
crawled from his bed, dressed
hurriedly, ami waded through, the
drifts to the bain. The morning
was extremely quiet- every sound
was muffled by the thickness of
the heavy mantle. But despite the
loneliness, cold, and semi-darkness
the boy did not complain; he was
pleased.
happy that day — happy and,
Two months ago he had seen
an article in the paper. It had
caught his eye because of the
picture surrounded
above it- bya grave
Claus,
ragged Santa
little
children. The small boys and
girls were all staring J at the
sparkling toys in a resplendent
and eventhe Santa's
store
empty.
bag wasanwindow
came
article Under
that Johnnypicture
had
had trouble reading; he was only
in second grade.
chil-s
how some
told obtain
Thedrenstory
would never
Christma
their parents were
presents since
time Johnny had
too poor. Atwhythe Santa
Claus did
d
wondere
not
take them any gifts, but after
much thought he resolved that
was not able to visit poor
Santa
know why.
boys.ra. He didn't
Continuing, the story had said
contrireaders
the
that ifbute money for would
these needy
the newspaper would
youngste
that rs"Santa" would .send them
see
presents. Again he had wondered
why the funny little marks were
This
word "Santa".
around the
sion.
time
no concluhe could hereach
However,
did think
about
seriously.
the uticle; he thought about it
And s< Johnny resolved his

the secret
secret. He would save all the
money he could for the poor boys
so that they too might have a
happy Christmas, It was his very
No one knew. And this snowy
morning
to send
his
moneyhetowas
the going
newspaper.
With such gay thoughts the hoy
completed his chores quickly. He
ran back to the house, ate a fast
breakfast,
and Onleft hissoonwaywith
thirl; envelope.
downa
the road he turned over in his
mind the many ways he had
earned the fortune: running er(•ajids for the grocery store after
school, helping the neighbors
gather kindling in the woods,
pushing
and drifts.
shovelling cars
out
ofof athemonth
snow
and two Over
weeks a heperiod
had
Collected pennies here, nickels
there,
until his
ninetyfour cents
waswealth
all inof the
fat
envelope. He had even written a
Short note and enclosed it, too.
Not wanting his parents to
he did not leave the letter
know,
in the mailbox outside the house.
he intended to meet his
Instead,
friend Jerry, the mailman, and
deliver the letter to him in person.
He saw Jerry coming then and
when in hailing distance yelled
a letter
Jerry,
"HeyDon't
out,you.
Dor
tell here's
Mom and
Dad
I gave it to you. You see, it'a
"Sure Johnny." The mailman
smiled.
myThesecret!"
His sevensmiledwasback.finally
boyheart
yvar-old
of
the burden.
He ran down freed
the
road to school.
The snow still covered the little
farm on Christmas Eve. That
were talkJohnny'sin parents
nighttogether
ing
hushed Ralph.
tones. The
"Thank goodness,
paper in Millridge sent us presents
a blessing."
Johnny.
for"Yes,
it's aIt'sshume
we couldn't
get him anything that damned
"It certainly
a blessing,"
she
replied
quietly. isJordan
Sullivan
crop
though."
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I
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either
Cathie
Breslin
Finally
able. In fact, he will be very
reatest game in the world, and
,I After
introductions
have thebeenendless
making
through that he can drink 89 beers in a hard to forget.
night; Glowering behind him is
like something^ off
The
year,crew
it's time
you Varsity
met the this
motley
who John Gray, who is a handsome theLooking
pages who
of Dick
Tracy issleeps
Mike
make up what we fondly term fraternity boy and hat-snatcher Cassidy,
consistently
par excellence. In reality he has through two alarm
The Staff.
They
are
a
multiclocks,
and
colored collection, notable for never been known to glower.
makes up magnificently risque
their abundance of good cheer,
songs
when
so
inspired.
He
can
Getting
it
in
the
neck
is
and their Jack of what is com- Howie Mandetl, who owns an also sing news stories in Gregormonly termed the saner virtues. entire dictionary of sports
cliches.
Nonetheless
esting lot. they are an interNext comes Our Hero Peter
The wild character in left front Gzowski,
shown here without his
is Crawford McNair, who lives wine, women
and song, and his
for the moment and loves every enormous capacities
for all three.
minute of it. He claims that in
He
is
the
only
real newspaperfirst year he spent $100 a week,
and has never recovered. He
man of our acquaintance — and as
also claims that, rugger is the an editor, he has been memor-

able
Comes
Dowrx^
p<*ef * (8,to t
ian chant, slightly off key. pillar ■ Wif
eoa 1
Money-bags Brooks follows ;
he is probably the only one on Chij
the staff who makes money with- \00
vH £?
out bothering to try. Doug Mar- lovesmuc^thhianhaV
n?
alysis« "enii,,
shall was recently excavated
,
from cutBritain,
and needs
Guy G
rather badly.
Usuallya hairSam
Psychology
Ajzenstat needs a shave even
more badly; he got eleven firsts
in his fifth forms, has worked
for the CBC and is in MP&C, comment.
nd quite?
also km
but he is really very nice.
about
Mud, or Iain Macdonald, pic- courtesy
movies. "JSS
tures himself here as something
of a virile monster, but he mpre psycho-;
commonly terms himself Boy
Geenyus. He is also a hat-snatcher supreme.
ows an '

Cassidy (to Brooks): So what's

Gzos

got to do but
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cc and
boy
who is in realityire
.. _„ i,nmi-n
foto man.
and
liv^e in the
u
known Mee
man, ts
and lives
Jewish lawyersEnt
: Harve three
Levy and
Brooklyn. Susie BreMin guards record
fctei
ns. AH of themy,have
L„ I."1'1' \e is pi'O- the Skule Cannon; I refuse to
police
»»"" writer in 'he comment on her, on the grounds
dge will admit to
impartiality.Tweed is seen lift- oneEppri
,,ie spelled of Rosemary
of the world's greatest being
photographers; he is
the thinb
Rob
ing
phrases
from
the
Toike
Oike.
! police
nest man live, and also
he
claims
to
Carmvath is wrapped be sexles
E"" proximity to Auntaround the post, and she looks yet to s. .This, however, has
be substantiated. j
thevisehorsknoe,wn as charming in long pants.
flf
f
the
Carol Smith is underslung.
P'Sv holds
Trotting behind are The Nigtit
eerful s.as
._ B°? 'chert
hoot
Watchman
and Merle Overholt,
des
...
the handiwork of one
,00ts f°r ofadmiring
B
her
archery
girls.
r
i
hrpnic sits on
On the wagon for the first
time in their lives are Harvey
* „ hei expression Levenstein, Bill Eppridge, and
Paul
Kyselka. Harvey is a joyK stocking-MP

anything else The

wofw them make up that
Var
Kyselka issit
shown inyhis favor-StaAllff
ite pose. He is the only staffer homogenous organism known as
who, after ten beers, dances like'
a Russian soldier r i.e., the High- TheTheyStaff.
.really some
have ofno them
common
land Fling from a squat).
characteristic;
love
Spook Robinson, our copy- newspaper work, and some of
runner is hiding under the sign ihem are here for the good times.
are talented—
to Budapest. Spook is a talented Some
are
the rare ones. Some, butin they
boy, but rather shy.
fact are
simply simple.
In the plane is the half of
But all of them take time out
John Rumble that we purchased
at the Hungarian Relief Auction, from the routine of lectures,
and some unidentified staffer term papers and coffee breaks
to- the subterrawho is "quite probably overhung. to comenean-down
reaches known as The
Following behind in the tank
Office, and do some work for a
are the
the wagon.
many who wouldn't fit newspaper.
on

Varsity can do for Hungary?
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Further

Fiction

hark
Once upuii a time there was a dragon.
He wasn't
ferocious
dragon which
who
lived
in a u u.ider
a mountain
was full of bones. He was more or Jess a
fake dragon who once in a while tried io
blow fire out of his nostrils and to swish
his tail, but nobody paid any attention io
him, and. he was a failure. Nevertheless
he thought it best to keep in practice, and
whenevercasion torthere
\9as hea festival
any' the
ocrejoicing
would runor into
marketplace and sneer and blink and olow
no smoke out of his distended nostrils. But
in spite of ail his postures and horrible
gestures, in spite of his standing on corners
to snort and to make faces, now and then
a little old lady or a child would come up
to him and smile, and he would lead them
across the street — hoping nobody would
see him because it was bad for his reputation.
Of all the festivals, it was the, one in
December which bothered him the mostV
What did they call it — Christmas. The
birthday'
of a sostrange
who
loved
mankind
much hegodly
choseking
to leave
his castle and to live among them — and
to lead them to heaven. A nice story really!
But how could a dragon, of all people, believe it? Anyhow it was full of giving and
singing and worship and love and— Well,
he had to think of his reputation.
So he looked out of his window with
the greatest apprehension when the golden
and scarlet leaves began to fall and che
trees grew black and bare and full of
arms that seemed to reach up for something. He began to swallow more uneasily
when the autumn wind came and whirled
the fallen leaves in front of it and brought
the chill and the splendid sunsets. So he
looked out the window when it was almost
December and began to wonder what would
happen to him when little children collected under his window and sang like
sparrows about the angels who gave glory
to the new-born King. Bah ! Who could
think of singing angels — even when little
children sang? No self-respecting dragon,
you bet!
And it was with the greatest misgivings that he observed the first fragile
snowflakes like fine lace against his hand —
a most undiagonly hand it seemed then.
And then snowflakes would get into his
eyes and anybody looking at him would
think he was crying. He — the scourge of
the countryside. Grrrrrr!
Thus the last date fell from the calendar as he lurked in his house — afraid
and uncertain what Christmas would
bring. The festival of humans he most
dreaded — but which called him out to
roam like the smile of a young maiden.
Hear the laughing voices! See the merry

J

faces! Smell the turkeys and the puddings!
Taste the egg-nog which the little old
lady brought
over heand waswhich
he couldn't
refuse
— although
a dragon.
Feel
the gaiety, the love, the innocence! If the
strange King did have a birthday, why
this was the way to celebrate it! But what
kind of thought was that for a dragon.1
And, putting on a special scowl, he
wrapped his nack up in a big, warm
muffler and went out to ravage the
Countryside — even though nobody noticed
him!
Christmas here again! Grrrrr! And he
tried to make talons grow on his fingers,
but he was glad .in his heart that he
couldn't
— because
then hethecouldn't
put
on the soft
woolen gloves
man, next
door gave him that morning — for Christmas!On the street, the dragon walked
sternly up and down, starkly staring at
passersby as though he would eat them
up, but they just smiled and wished him
merry Christmas, and once in a while a
child would cry out, "God bless you, Mr.
Dragon!"
And hissome
would
fall into
eyes. more snowflakes
Yes, it was Christmas again, and he
was doing his -best, prowling conscientiously to spread fear and terror. He was the
magic dragon. Bosh! And the smile, the
child's voice, the happiness — it was magic!
Sentimental poppycock! He had ravaged
the town for years. Was he getting old ?
Maybe he should retire . . . Bosh! He would
keep on walking like this frightening people
until the very last Christmas. It was his
job. He was the dragon in this city, and
. . . well, before
he'd dohisa candle
lot morewassnorting
growling
put out!and
Yet, why did the little children sing so
sweetly ? Why did their young happy innocent faces haunt him, surround him with
the King, and tie him up with fine brittle
threads of love? Why did they follow him
into bed at night and why did they sing
like candles in his heart, standing in the
snow and praising the new-born King?
But there are no angels! Grrrr! And if
there were,
why snow
he'd .frighten
too.
Grrrr!
But the
. . and them,
his eyes;
and the sweet fragile song, remote and
fine, soft as lace, surrounding and loving
him even though he was a dragon, dancing"
out from a distant place and reaching
even to his heart ... It was killing him.
It was killing the dragon.
"Hark! Hark!" " The herald children
sang. And the dragon — against his Will —
stopped to listen, and— wonder of wonders
— he smiled, becoming at that moment
nothing more than (and nothing less than)
a happy, happy, oh so Nathan
happy man!
'
A. Cervo.

santa

snatched
From an Unknown, though
ticipated the question. "Yes", urged the full support of his
usually reliable source, he said. "We
have ona whethpolicy, party, called for a vote of ,
there is a report that Russia, but it all depends
no-confidence in the , gover Santa Claus is an Ameriernment and a genera] elecin the most daring and original political manoeuvre of
tion.
can."tactedMr.laterEisenhower,
conThe Secretary-General of
at his vacation
the post-war world, has kidnapped Santa Claus. s retreat in the south,, said the U.N. emphatically denied
he was in complete a- that Eskimos were being reAs a result, New York that
cruited for a proposed force.
with Mr. Dulles.
stock prices have fallen, and greement
Mr.
St.
Laurent, when asked One student questioned, said
merchants are in a panic.
to comment, said, lEven quite hopefully, that one of
The Kremlin has made no though the character and the fundamental problems,
comment, though N i k i t a position of the great man one of the questions — the
Krutshev, at a dinner party, had been noted), that Can- great doubt, facing and perin an off-the-cuff statement,
ada had little use for great
plexing each new generation may be solved.
blamed Anglo-French Im- men (particularly if they
perialists. In the absence of came from Europe).
Prime Minister Eden, conMr. Eisenhower from Washby telephone, . said
Mr. Bevan (the British La- that the tactedwhole
matter was
ington reporters questioned borite)
was
most
voluble.
ridiculous.
Mr. Dulles. He laid his ice
charged collusion, said
cube aside. He was grave. He
And,
as
yet,
there
has been
He fastened his earmuffs that there was a conspiracy Pole.
no word
from the North
.
to
deprive
the
common
man
and wrapped his scarf tightly around his neck, He an- of his Christmas dinner. He
J. C. Glunna.

our reader
writes
Dear Sir;
i difficulties involved in doing this. There
It has come to my notice that Christ- are certain aspects of campus life which
mas is drawing near. What has The Var- simply must have space in the paper. An
sity done to show their many readers this editor is always under fire for avoiding
interesting fact? It would seem to me that very important institutions
which
after having conscientiously played up the be given space. But it seems to meshould
that
many trite and uninteresting events that even if there is no Santa Claus, The Varsity
have occurred during the last term, you should display some Christmas spirit.
•Fames Giinthr-r, II I C.
might at least give the most important
Editors note:
holiday in the year some space.
Of course. I can appreciate the many
We tried ...
r

mun
seumd
Rou
pie Oils °'gen
makes
o£clllthindj,
Now is the season when film somed Wa
,: ,hJ>0 .
critics inflict upon their readers ^aear'elie
r
ac
ce
nt
a list of what they think were
uaShteakd e i„
the
(and This
ten worst)
»>* film '»
filmstenof best
the year.
is in
id Ok
many tice,ways
an
unfortunate
pracsince it is after all slightly
ridiculous to attempt to compare
War and Peace, say. with La
e
Strada. Also, the critic tends to ma Wene fimusic.gi"
de • we
statichavseee!„0^hiCod- «sj
tai
n
,
feel
a
fool
when
one
of
"
his
t°™
that
nomination for the ten worst is
classic.
, acclaimed
abroad as a great inseemthesta little ' ' *° n"'
'he
However, quite a few of this ations
year's films are worth men- Dolls,
tioning. First and foremost are earlier 'he mul '°°«ll
probably La Strada, Fellinis
strangely moving little story of have h other
an idiot velling
girlacrobai,
and and
.a brutal
tra- which
the final
A fe
arrival ir Toronto 0-' Orson mentioning. Fro
m ,.
Welles's almost legendary Citi- a kind
zen Kane, Both of these stand
head and shoulders above any- °f The Trouble Wit
thing that has come to Toronto
in a long time, and make one
somewhat more optimistic about AUred
Hitchcock »„ **>
film.
the
artistic (aspotential
opposed ofto the
showed hiT^
commercial)
the aGuinn
l°nSessperiod
ot de2
Unfortunately, this optimism m two widely ditrerent
that yof retur
the n^card
"mSt0i
is slightly dampened by the ap- finall
ingS?
pearance of enough super-spec- criminal i„ ^
tacular, multi-million-dollar ex- Pmoner. and that „fLad,th*1
travaganzas toindicate a gener- well ofmade,
al trend toward this kind of both
by Wtthe
J"**
^blinewhichhis
film.
Thesehave several
characteristicsfilms
in common:
They isthis.a rather sad note
Ealing
Studios vlT
are adapted from some literary
work (either a great classic or the great Alee Guinness rl
a best seller), they employ thou- ies and many other fjw
sands of extras in huge crowd films were made, has
scenes, they are beautifully so
it is rather doubtfulbteo,'
photographed, they are excru- there will be any mo,,,fat
ciatingly long, and, despite their like The Ladykillers „, ]
length, they attempt to do so
much that the story does not ManTakenIn onThethe White
whole, Suit
thef
hang together. The two most
glaring examples have been War shown in Toronto this jeji
prese a seneral pattern,
and Peace and
mandments. WaThe
r and Ten
Peace Comwas thougnt
h it may not be ippi
almost a good film, mainly due
to beautiful photography and at first sight Hollywood ~
to have reached to televiai;
some brilliantly handled battle three
ways. It has sold litai
scenes. Of The Ten Commandments it is probably kindest to television, thus depriving 1
say
De Mille is
still that
Cecil Cecil
B. DeB.Mille.
their
cw
small custo
neighmers.
bourhoodIt hastheaua1
Three films turned up that trated
to a certain extent <t}
were in some respects of the
same calibre as La Strada and trading customers to the ta:
Citizen Kane. Moby Dick was theatres by making supers
commendable for the joint ef- taculars. And. probably mas
forts of* director
JohnBradbury
Huston portant of all. it has cut J
and script
writer Ray
to stick as close to the spirit of the centralised system, of!
Melville's novel as possible, and ing films under one bigpn
refrain from turning it into a lion head, leavin fi°Kt
fact points tog bc*jj|
iip-roaring sea adventure. Un- last
fortunately, the film somehow for independent product!!
did not seem to get off the
ground. The Last Ten Days, films in the future, st»
directed by George Pabst, one independen
ts bave oefl
of the great German directors
long
time
of before the war, and with a alas.
typM™I
been*«aPP™
to
has instcreo
script by Erich Maria Remarque, proneThis use
of All Quiet On The Western peopl
in such
low
to*
e as Stanley *fl
Front fame, was brilliantly directed, and almost managed to The Killing. Le' us,'_]
be a bitter denunciation of war, make a large "in* ^
yeart nSJS
newenden
pro**1-]
priat
the eindep

Film

Le Cercle on
Prancais' production lastArg
nit
Malade Ag
Imaginaire was an For
all but unmitigat an
satisfactorily dominated the scene from his s
get those chairs?) in the middle of th
intervals of rushing" off to attend to his i
array of flasks and clysters was as horrid as i»
was reminded of the horse-thermometer that to
Binks prematurely. With two exceptions — the
impression of having been efficiently drilled, or
It led
the caseendearing.
might beIt— isn't
the actors
did nobly:
t1i & m
were
easy toallsingle
out
Argan (Roderick Macgregor), Toinette [Adne 3jid
scheming stepmother Beline (Milada Tresn
speakable Diafoirus' (Bernard Etienne, Jacq
all energetic
and imaginative.
Patricia
Coultoii^ (ioVcf>^e '
estive Louison:
her masterly
wriggle
pentine, depending- on the point of view
The chirurgical hocus-pocus is climax
with
the power
of
of Argan,
his Medtcandi,
hypochondria
cast out, as hims
Purgandi,
Seignandi,
Percandi,
Taillandi,
Coupandi,
Et occidendi
Impune per totam terram. elfr"'a d.: ■
it's glorious.
In flat print
perhaps.finalit'srelease
not sofrom
iunn^'
"
all ceremony
as Argan's
1 )C

iff

A

f \ rp

*
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cal sketches, oils and sculplur
for what was supposed you go along, since these
"tor. That's what a consensus of to be1951a Canad
standes; and Gerald Scott, who dis- ,,f
ards are such relative things.
ian
holida
y, he was
""I.
Morse
is
Canada's
best
the
nation's
played
portraits
radio
To
of
and
WW.'SfSs*****«?
and
Gerald
Scott,
whoV
acfc^"!!
"
b«t
*
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te
what
was
f
.
9
y
and
sketch
an
establ
TV
"This
es
Art Galler
ishedof
critics
whole
star.
■SPar
busine
f"t'Ati,
morse-utdc
judge
ss
of
dradecided
,n a
actors made jt Stratford
Acting certainly runs In the
Liberty Magmatic criticism is a tricky thing
enthusiastic the
azine poll. Mr.recent
Now
Morse,
at
the
Morse
who
Galle
ry
family
will
are
The
Fled
Con
two
—so
o£
childr
many
y
en
human
ler
values
'V. Gal the picture Ross' Renaissance in rags paint- adjudicate at the University of of Barry and his actress
into it.
I judgemust
wife, enter
Toronto Drama Committee One- Sylvia Sturgess,
&rary . ind the Grenperformance, IWhen
more remarkable for their Act
bring my owna
are
probab
Play
ly
Festival
commercial dis- poeticings, and
on
FrWay
— l *°dely
"~',,„v commerc
imagi
nativ than Saturday evening
the busies
He was
childoldactors in Can- ' biases along,
tic
. Of e more
College Street, aesthe
House ada.
lieved that"there
Elevent -yearwouldmuchbe re-no
Melanie apMP Pi en's
commercialappeal
Theatre, is probablyat Hart
galleries intheToront
the
o
busie
st
j Roberts American,
giving
of
p
e
a
r
e
d
i
last
n
awards
season
.
"It's
's
Crest
proada
today.
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and
most
as
usual
versa
art
to
the
had
tile
Louvre
some
actor
Canadianthlis fall
and pinninlike
in Can,„dexhibited
duction of 'The Women', and
g going
■P'3" ",rt
ings well worth lookingpaint-at,
ribbon on the best picture."a blue
both
she
and
her
nine-y
ear-ol
Br.urh 3
d
Since
hidden as usual
comin
g
brothe
to
in
r
Canada from
Haywood, are seasoned
the rear
Mr. Morse expects a high stanrooms. and
of Toronto
ts had their us native England five years
Galleryseason
performers.
M!\rtr, their
solidly annual exhibitRober
amateudardrsof acting,
ago, Barry Morse has appeared TVWhen
of
he willeven from
■M
small
pictur
es
judgingthe.
asked
what
he
would
be
'he permanent
by members of the Ontario so- in no less thin 800 CBC radio looking for in the seven one-act "Amateur actors canbeachiev
W hnsizine
this
contrasted
show
and
s and 90
ciety of artists. Some of these
JkP
productions. ploys to be presented during the vigour, though a little uncontreol-a
col were gems.
And the total is TV
a P-ate
mount
ing every festival, Mr. Morse replied
led, which is very refreshing, ofMS^^
of
Mr.
Victo
College collected
The collec
ide, not most of ria
wastionmade,
ten more so than the profession"Why,must
A quick survey of a few of the You
the J. S. MacLean colI
never
look
for
anythin
g.'
set
your
standar
ds as
ies he was engaged in last
(ratioonsns ™for - study of first lection of Canadian art from the activit
■Titrati
Hart House show and re- season will give an idea
of
his
versati
lity.
d
i
s
p
Not
l
a
y
e
d
in
i
t
October. This
only did he play
~af- was followed
"withintelliasVn ed"and
?2nitio
WJPrybuintu
by "original free- the title role in the television
I ,„,• the enjoyment of two
hand
produc
paintin
tion
by
gs
Scotty
of
'Macbe
"
but he
chibit featur-h- charming pictures showing all also presented— and th',
_EdU-only This
still prethe s,chicbutandpictfort
HL Mrs.
senting — his radiois show,
ures oftheanimagination and primitivism
— - Zack
■»
untrained child guided by Touch of Greasepaint', a weekl'Ay
Eh' ntemporary and brilliant artist,
■Jo
l lump mass the practiced hand of a mature pot-pourri of things theatrical.
H>, and a specia
of his latest ventures was
usly being
Hart House Gallery placed the to One
^Leli art, obviosophi
direct the fabulously success
sticated emphas
—Voted in very
is this fall on exhibits,
production of 'Salad Days',
not exhibitors, Perhaps the most the ful
Englis
h
musica
l
which ran
■"""Lily
influential Wo- interesting and at any rate the for
ws Committee of the Art most
controversial was the Dis- i House,soandmany weeks at Hart
their annual
sponsored
then
ry
migrat
ed to the
I
Arts
Decora
play
of
tive
.
n successfully. It was inAlexandra for anothe
r two
But for exhibits as exhibits Royal
weeks.
This
HKng to see what the artists,
show
was
the
Museum
takes
the honours. of a surprise success somewhat
well-known Tor- The Isho exhibit Japanese
of themthought
cos- Originally staged for intheEngland.
Joames.
would sell,
al."
Bristol
tumes was not only a good col- Old Vic, it
Women's
Mt thewould
running to
lection but very well displayed packed housesisinstill
MLht
sell, Committee
and what
London
.
and supported by exhibits of
"old- modern
The unless
■ public
Of the Toronto production,
Japanese photographs
Hd"
had abought.
field day,
WKr pictures were bad,-* and and seventeenth century Ja- Mr. Morse
says,
"It's
an
extraordinary example of just what
prints, tea ceremonies,
can
very kimono panese
fashion shows, kites, be done if only the idea enters
r"avant-garde,'1
time unless theira pictures
Very good. The exhibit of lanterns., records and even par- someone's head. There is an
tes. Janet MacDonald opinion over here that English
Jreen
art relegated
prints atto the
the
Ttime. was
musical comedy will never
success in North Americabe. aI
aratively unvisited upstairs
, but proved to be an i ithink this idea is entirely fallajng show. Most exhibitors
.is new and untraditioned
Barry Morse has the cause of
m were Americans. Many
the
cious."Canadian professional actor
', exploited
"serigraphs"the assilk-screen
they are
very much at heart. For the past
two years he has been chairman
"s well, with the accent on
of
the Association of Canadian
c and texture,
Radio-TV Artists. He decries the
jking
in
prestige
with
the
existing
Canadian frame of mind
THE
BOY humedFRIEND
collection was the exa frivolous and ingen
that tends to underestimate the
h of Zadkine's sculpture,
work
of
the
Canadian
actor
on
Opening
night
of
the "Boy uous air. The choreography by
it of European sculpture,
Friend" proved an enlightening
his
own
soil.
Not
until
he
has
Heawood showed a comfor con- John plete
t : a pioneer in the process
gone to London or Broadway if anomaloustemporaryevening
understanding of the era
-nsfming what the jargon
theatre-goers; nostalwill a Canadian audience sit up
"modern Art," from canwe saw so adequately dewhich
gic
for
the
older
members
and.
and take notice. However, he
bronze and wood. Poetic
film roundup
Royal Alex. Quelle
the
p
i
c
t
e
d
a
t
to say
the least, "educational" joie! Quelle musique!
the younger.
feels that the condition of Cana- for
"Steal, Zadkine's works
Quel comexhibit achieved a climax
dian
actors
generally
has
imart roundup
When,appearance,
in an unusual
pre-curproved tremendously during the tain
bronze cast, of the "DeDawn
Clarke
Egan
John Hewer
five years he has been here.
of Rotterdam," a great
announced in a delightfully plotj
ed figure with every disbarry morse
Mr. Morse got his start in the- broad accent, "I'm English", he
1 of natural form justified
atre by winning a scholarship to epitomized the mood of under- Xmas Concert
statement characterizing the enthe
Royal Academy of Dramatic
K MS">etieany but
p.s. on jazz
Art
in
London.
This
was
before
Christmas concert
lire
play.
He
"an the
af- willA bespecial
Canadian Group show,
fectionatecalled
spoof of itwhat
he had ever read or even seen a
held in the Royal Conthe breadth, but not the
play. By the time he left London Americans termed the "roarservatory's
Hall Usually
on Deboy friend
, » "tope, „, eanadian arl
at 3:00Concertp.m.
ing 20's" and the British, (since an annualcember 20affair,
'"we certainly was but
these
seasonal
"in England20Vnothing
"the celebrations are of particular in* .
<"« with a show such
tittering
And roars")
thus began
terest this year inasmuch as all
a piay of decided charm.
P.S.
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JAZZ
v,W,yS' acolI
ther
e
«"on
""M
faint odour of
of the participants are students
Sandy
Wilson's
overture
gave
from
various parts of the Unithe
beat
for
the
mad
plot
and
The major contributions to recorded jazz comes usually from
'■"fortunately not so
versity, and directing of the prolyrics
of thein gay
continthe smallest companies. These companies are often willing to jazzy ental
*»e Paisucnticesngssfu. l as in experiment
farce.
Set
the
French
in the hands
with practically unknown artists, and often as a Riviera in 1926, the rather hack- of Facultyce dings iofsentirely
Music students.
result
launch
"new
sounds"
or
"schools,"
Three
of
these
proneyed plot of boy meets girl, The outlined program is promgressive labels are represented below.
^""'"^'emp ary
boy loses girl, boy finds girl
ising and of professional scope.
Storyville (STLP 912) introduces Toshiko Akiyoshi, who is a again
SiSfe" or
and pm'was
against the A performance of Bach's cantata
" ter in, three shows of young Japanese pianist, "discovered" by the well-known jazz- background played
of
romantic,
careexhibit
"To
Us
a Child
Born" will
Tar=?en'ng
promoter
Norman
Granz,
during
the
tour
of
his
"Jazz
at
the
"ive
free Nice. The singing and given under
the "is
direction
of Carlbe
Philharmonic" to Tokyo.
dancing teams of girls and boys Morey,
She has since continued her musical studies in the U.S.A., were
iin'to Sou
m h C4an'SCluptures
Ame™a. was
leading
a
vocal
chorus
the most popular and a small orchestra of strings,
Porarj w«h the where she recorded this album, with the backing of Edmund of thedecidedly
evening
with
such
songs
recorders
and
oboes.
Mr.
Morey
's
Gallery
the
Thigpen
on
drums,
and
Paul
Chambers
on
bass.
,
T>e era
will also direct the strings of the
She has an excellent feeling for jazz; her own compositions: as "The Boy Friend. Sur La orchestra
influ"
fMt
'e Neg™°
in
a
presentation
ve
Safetyand
in Numbers."
is m J1?" P.rta«i
"Sunday
and feeling
"Blues offorauthenticity.
Toshiko", to mention only Plage,
The andactors
actresses Corelli's "Christmas Concerto",of
have Afternoon",
the swing and
5Ir«t intae'y °V" but two, Bethlehem
brought
to
their
characters
(BCP 6006) contains four selections apiece by freshness and vitality whicha Op. 6, No. 8. The choir will give
iS,s
still 1.P cas^
so and,hr°Ue'1
Zada capella rendering of two
of the foremost young vocalists in the borderline category must have been an enormous an
I bv strong. This was three
groups of traditional carols.
between jazz and pop: Chris Connor, Julie London, and Carmen feat after five years in pro- Douglas
Webb, one of the forewho =f"">« of John MeRae.
duction. Mme. Gabrielle lent to
most student organists in the
0 artis, an. eminent
her
role
a
sophistication
not
tunesareseem
to
be
previously
recorded
"hits,"
although
the
raUed „' • pamters can linerThenotes
Faculty of Music, will present a
obscure on that point, even neglecting to tell
l»« r*?' acknow- the recording dates. Carmen McRae's versions of the Cole Porter reached by any of her pupils prelude and postlude to the conh ar«is^ „mfluence of tune "Easy to Love", and "Tip Toe Gently" by 6irard-Ma thews, at
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'
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to fanBrowne
again who
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Credit goes to Michael Olver
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it
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direct
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one
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Friday
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r.„;j„„ Evening
I
SING
7 p.m. gS

V.C.F.
CAROL
Leaving Hart House

TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR
AND TORONTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Sir Ernest Mac Mil Ian, Conductor
HANDEL'S
MESSIAH
TUES WED., JAN. 1-2-8 p.m.
ISBERTMARSHALL,
SopranoSoloists:
MAUREEN
FORRESTER,Bass Contralto
REID. Tenor
JAMES WHIOHER,
MAIL (Box
ORDERSOfficeNOW:SaleS3 Opens
— $2.50Dec.
— $2IT)— $1.50
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope with remittance.
-MASSEY HALL-

—

TODAY
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213,
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Bldg.in VCF
a Bible study
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111, plans
UC.
1:20 p.m. VCF and SCM will give
a joint carol sing in the Music
Room, Wymilwood.
4 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in
room 111. UC.
4 p.m. The UC Literacy and Athmeetingletic inSocietythewillJCR,'holdUC. an open
8 p.m. A Christmas Party is on the
agenda
Italian Club in
the
Vic for
MusictneRoom.
SOSo
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and
—
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December
8:30 p.m. The Canterbury Club
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singing
readingcarol
in the
Churchand ofBible
the Ml Colleg" ChriX
Redeemer.
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So
Wonderful

Wonderful
to GETS

Career Opportunities for
(ELECTRICAL

iere

to
GIVS!

ENGINEERING

GRADUATES

Smith-Corona

You should consider the
TORONTO

SPECIAL
STUDENT PRICES
at the

1
I

HYDRO

Because there is opportunity: —
Increosmg demand on power utilities indicates phenomenal load growth within the next 125 years. . Toronto
Hydro is a growing and] vigorous organization .and is
«! now engaging -Electrical Engineers to toke;core of.-present
y. and potentldl' needs* J
: ij? | jp
si
Because pay is competitive: —
Toronto Hydro wages are:/ea!istic. They compare favourably with wages paid by -t-he better employers in theToronto area.
—
Because
"Fringe"Pension
benefits
are excellent:
A joint-contribution
and Insurance
Plan geared —to
salary progression. Non-contributory Blue Cross and P.S.I,
for the employee and his family. Generous vacation time,
paid sick allowance and paid statutory holidays are all
"Fringe" benefits enjoyed by Toronto Hydro Employees.
Because there is security: —
Toronto Hydro is of course, affected by business trends,
but the demand for electricity is basically essentia! and
this results in a' maximum of employment stability.
Because there is satisfaction: —
You will be conscious of a "purpose" in being part of the
development of an essential service to the community.
We want to talk to you about Toronto Hydro — See us before,
during or after the Christmas vacation. You may arrange for
interview appointments during business hours, in the evening
or on Saturdays - Phone EM. 3-2261, Local 238, Mr. J. A.
Bridges, 14 Carltoji Street, Room 706.
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NATIONAL RESEARCH
CANADA

COUNCIL

offers
Unexcelled opportunities for Research and
'.Development experience with some of Canada's top engineers and scientists.
Modern laboratories at Ottawa, Saskatoon
and. Halifax. Competitive starting salaries
and prompt recognition of demonstrated
ability.
CAREER, TERM and SUMMER positions
are available. Information and application
forms may be obtained at your Placement
Office.

FOR ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY"
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Leave Toronto:
Special9:00C.N.R.
p.m. Train
Friday, January 25
Leave St. Sauveur:
Sunday, 7:40 p.m.
Arrive Toronto:
About 6:30 a.m.
Monday, January 28

ALL EXPENSES
Hotel, Checking
Railway, Meals,
Deposit of$30.95
$10 Required
Balance by
Jan. 10, 1957
Application made at the
S.A.C. Office
Sleeping.
Car at
Extra Cost
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ISSUES IN JANUARY

Skule Party
The Engineering Society will
Provide a Christmas
for the
children of the Univeparty
«**
rsity Settle sues
,an- 10Ttj**
will fe^tS
beof published
inThey
the li°nPriday's
issue
be an*Farliaelec-»•
afS:week
first
theJan.term.
issue
for -dthewill
Model
ment on Monday the 17th Begin-- will
be Tuesday.
8. Thurs1 meot elections, held that day.
ning at 4 p.m., the programme includes games in the Hart House
gymnasium, dinne
r and entertainff^tjjyrnovies and a magician
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO
WELLER
Requires for its expanding RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT and PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES, particularly inconnection with the development of atomic
COLLEGE
power, graduates and post-graduates in:
ARTS & GENERAL SCIENCES ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SELECT SECRETARIAL
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
METALLURGICALENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
SCHOOL
COMMERCE AND FINANCE PHYSICS
ACCELERATED COURSES
ENGINEERING BUSINESS
THEORETICAL PHYSICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
for University Students
Shorthand Typing
Details and application forms can be obtained from the Engineering Faculty Office. Applications for summer employment
Bookkeeping — Dictaphone
from
year Honour Science Undergraduates and oraduatos
are alsothirdinvited.
2 St. Clair Ave. E. WA. 4-4355
Interviews will be held at Toronto University on DecemPrincipal: Mrs. E, Haun
ber the 20th and 21st.
ii a o an a o njLaii 8 o a al8jLg_a.a j a oj^ulbjlo. mom

A FELLA . . . . .

...WITH A GIRL
l's
chil
Chur
Response was 'enthusiastic'.
trying for _
^1
po*.
CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
pfcADTvlEWI ENJOY) $5.60 $1.00. Weekly Rents or Buys
■BOY magazine — Rush.
Any
make,
brand new typewriter.
ing
larges
gear
(Rental refunded if you buy)
ne tin selling
North Trade-ins
magazi
caterinofg the
$29.
Cash registers, addsal
Univer
10.
Toronto EnlerRidgehill,
■Vl04 Write
Jane
Street.
HO. 6-1103.
375
TYPEWRITERS
ON HIS...
8 A V El
H) student rates. All regular
. . . MIND
new or rebuilt; rented and LI?E— $4.25, TIME— $3.25, SPORTS i
ILLUSTRATED—
$4.
NEWSWEEK.
ft and
terms.service.
Also for.-Phone
supplies,
RI. $4.60, FORTUNE— $7.50. ESQUIRE
J anytime.
—8 months,
$3.00, READER'S
DIGEST—16 months,
$2.00. Write
TUTOR WANTED
104 Ridgehill, TorH XIII Algebra tutor wanted. Harveyonto 10,Haber.
or Call OR. 1892.
pwgrndu:ife, preferably living PEDIGREE
POODLE PUPPIES
^^Mbdbine
IX- t-5931 - Danforth district, Whites, silvers, or blacks; toys and
miniatures.
Exceptionally
pTetty.
I MOTORCYCLE
Will reserve for Christmas. Jill
■fiycle wanted to buy. Will Genge.
WA.
4-0898.
After
7:30
p.m.
■psh. Call: Don Walker, WA. please.
GON1CK STENOGRAPHIC
RICHMOND HILL
SERVICE, 330 BAY ST.
1409
■gajortation
available
from
ictaond Kill, arriving College All types ofROOM
manuscripts. Theses,
OUR STORY BEGINS with the same problems . . . what to get my girl for Christmas
■St George via Avenue and and secretarial
work.
Formerly
■°a Roads for 8:30 a.m. Mon. . . will she like what I get her . . . and golly, only a few more weeks rill Christmas.
Bay orStreet.
Phoneevenings.
EM. 4—
■Bough Friday. Call Joss. AV. at5813226days,
OR, 3549
Well fella, we suggest you pay Evangeline a visit and put your mind at ease ... our
ROOM AND "BOARD
■ KAPUSKASING
story isn't through . , . read the rest and see if we can help you.
Poplar
Plains
Road.
WA.
3-1078.
■Nowg to Kapuskasing any
YEAR AFTER YEAR, thousands of men bring along a list to Evangeline — pick out
■^Pore December
FOR SALE
21. willing
dress suit. Size 38. In new
^«v<-y«u,
please Man's
their gifts — and we do the rest. Every gift is beautifully wrapped with ribbons and
1-0804. Will pay part
condition. Reasonable. Call CR. 8of 3297.
bows, all ready to put under the Christmas tree — all at no extra charge!
'SSENGERS WANTED'
GIFT PROBLEMS?
IF YOU'RE ONE OF THESE MEN, we're all ready to serve you again this year;
vi* Find out how unbelievably easy
Francis 26- _and
? L™b"
aJrL?.e
IWt
If you haven't discovered this exceptional service, come along to Evangeline whenhe to
IKng
for'LiJfefember
and
and
inexpensive
it
is
giving
his
B*an. Kn?' LoUege.
„m Cal1WA.Jack1- I favorite
periodical.
ADAMS
can you.
and let us show you what we do. You'll find an interested courteous
AGENCY,
WA. 2-1233Call
or RE.
3288
staff everto youhelp
today
or tonight.
EVANGELINE HAS THE FINEST, in nylon stockings, imported sweaters and gloves,
beautifully styled housecoats and lounge wear, luxurious and practical lingerie,
besides all the fashionable accessories in scarves, handbags, blouses, costume jewellery
5T7
and imported handkerchiefs. It's all in one store — so easy to shop for. In many
things it will help if you know her size.
Hake . Uth _ 18th DECEMBER
IF CHRISTMAS SHOPPING is just too much for you to endure, Evangeline Gift
n»te now to come in for an interview with
Certificates are an easy way out for you, and she has all the fun of picking up what
representatives from
she really wants.
SEVEN STORES IN TORONTO
CANADA PACKERS
113 Vow >1 Adelaide, • MM Tons! al City Llmlti
LTD.
7tsrwf>atMoor • est Danforta al Pipi
tracti
totont
n ive positions are available not only in
1451 Y«?i •at444St. Eslinlon
Clair W. at• 62A
Bloor at Bay
'""to but in olu. offices acros3 Cana
CanMnock
('0J
da
ISt,enta thr,Jf
* AI!TS — Graduates may make appoint0
' whero,°u8* the placement office at 5 Willcocks
THE SHOPS FOR MEN
6 ",te«-iews will be held.
—Who Shop for
STORES ARE OPEN EVENINGS FROM
NOW
DECEMBER
IT'S A
I1* at the ^ & CHEMISTRY — Graduates can apMOREUNTIL
LEISURELY
TIME 22nd.
TO SHOP.
Women!
!»ts in 00m
' 18",eei'ing
Faculty
Office
for
appoint113 of the Mining Building.
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King out the old, ring in the new,
Ring, happy bells, across the snow;
The year is going, let him go;
— Tennyson
Ring out the false, ring in the true.
. When Alfred, Lord Tennyson, wrote the above words in "In
Memoriam" more than a century ago, how little he realized the
validity that the last line would bear for many years to come,
years of bitter warfare and turbulent peace have dimmed
into the past since the time of Tennyson. And invariably, as the
Christinas season approaches, as Father Time prepares to relinquish his throne to the New Year, man has hoped for "better
tilings next year."
Often these hopes have been turned to realities; more often
yet, they have faded away, only to be renewed as still another
year is recorded in the annals of history.
This Is the world in which we live. Through this turmoil and
hifternoss, however, shines the small group of true sportsmen,
themselves a small proportion of the vast fraternity of men and
women who participate in many fields of athletic endeavour.
The sportsman battles to prove Tennyson wrong in the last
line of the above quotation. Again, it seems like a losing cause.
Peoples of the athletic world will look back on 1956 and remark,
"it was a good year."
Has It really been that outstanding? Yes, the Yankees did
win the World Series, Queen's did win the Yates Cup, the Canadiens
did win the Stanley Cup. All were thrilling and exciting to watch.
thesepicture.
"happenConsider
every the
year;criticisms
think foranda .moment
■ ofButtheevents
other such
side ofas the
political
disagreements which clouded the Olympic Games, consider the
ever-increasing desire to win at any cost.
It is strange that these potentially dangerous factors are
brushed aside as we enter upon the new year. It is stranger
still that the people who know they exist are content to shrug
them off.
Granted, one cannot do much to halt the political bickerings
at the Olympics. That should be left to the personalities involved.
The Olympic Games have been, since time immemorial, contests
of ability and skill. With the aid of professional influence and
thoughtless headlines that scream across the newspapers, their
centuries-old life may well meet its end within the next few years.
The seemingly overpowering urge to win at any cost is
identical with Tennyson's "false." As Hart House Warden Joe
McCulley wrote so truthfully in the Golden Rule Code, "the game
is a Do
gameviolent
for happiness."
protests, suspensions for rule infractions, and
unnecessary bloodshed really provide a valid definition of sport?
These are what the true sportsman finds barring his way
as he struggles for at basic ideal, again tabled in the Golden Rule
Code — "the greatest good for the greatest number."
To word,
the people
consider sport
in theyear.
trueTosense
of the
1956 who
was, doin " not
all probability,
a good
the
small, determined band of sportsmen who strive for the rapidly
dying principles that once formed the pillars of sport, it was a
bad year, even worse than usual. Olympiad year, a year when the
nations of the world gather for athletic competition, supposedly
free of political warfare, could usually be counted upon by the
sportsman as a shot in the arm to the fading principles for which
he strives. Even that, apparently, Is no longer trustworthy.
What can we do? Small as it may seem, we can fight the
professional influence tooth and nail, we can strive to maintain
the principles so rapidly disappearing, and we can remember, there
is a small band of people who desire sport as it should be — honest,
enjoyable and obedient to the golden rule of life, not a ruthless
and destructive plaything for the perpetrators of the downfall.
Once more the bells ring out the false and in the true. And
Itarring a sudden awakening, they will probably do so again next
ye«r at this time. Their tone may never change. That's up to us.
WE WISH YOIT A MERRY CHRISTMAS . . .
And when we say you, we mean quite a few people who play
5. large part in University of Toronto athletics — Directors Warren
Stevens
Phyllis
Lea
and and
Kay "Mac"
Boyd, MacCutcheon,
Lance and histheirladsgenial
at thesecretaries
North Toronto
Herald who slave over our six-point type and never utter a
whimper, Pete Gzowski and his news staff who have been remarkably peaceful this year, the men and women on the campus
who perform the deeds that we do our best to record on these
pages, and last and far from least, you who have struggled through
the preceding column and are a bit bored.
See you in 1957.
Ice Blues
Varsity hockey Blues, with two
league wins already in the reLord books, open home defence of
their Intercollegiate title in Varsity Arena to-morrow night when
the McGill Redmen are visitors
on Toronto ice.
the Blues will ice the same team
that beat the Redmen two weeks
ago. Defenceman Dave Jackson.,
who picked up a hip injury last
time out against McGill, and who
consequently
make the
trip
to Michigan, isdidn't
a doubtful
starter.
It all depends on how well the
inj ury responds to treatmen t
whether Jackson will return to
action behind the blue line. Defenceman Neil Munro. who also
missed the American journey due
to academic pressure, will again
be at his regular position.
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By Single Western Point
The Blues were not the only kept the Blue- Jays' hopes for a
football team this past season share of the Intercollegiate title
to see a title go-, sailing past on alive. The hope was very slim
a boot of the opposition. This though for it required OAC to
year the Baby Blues just missed beat Western.
The next week in an exhibition
the Intercollegiate Intermediate affair,
got some
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for a great year; to thosH
tulated on a well played
\ season.
tune of 29-7. The Ryerson fsns
wasturnings— a
they
University ifl
might have been consoled though
greater j»
behind you for a ^
with the fact that the Rams did
score one of the few touchdowns
they have ever made against
Varsity, in this game.
The following
Intermediates hit a week,
game the
in which
bf Merle Overholt
they could do nothing right. In
Little Stadium where many Varsity teams have seen their title 'Twas the night before Christmas, when all thvoug
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse;
hopes die, the Baby Blues were
The elves had descended deep into my head.
edged 15-14 by the Western Colts.
As I lay there dreaming asleep in my bed.
Itrunning
was a combination
of
the"
hard
of the Western backs., But
Through
I then was a-taken
old U.make-believe
of T. I had realms
not forsaken,
plus a long kick in. the final two
minutes that broke a 14-14 tie, For there on the crest of the new-fallen snowStood the new Women's Building all in a glow.
thatIn killed
the Rinkies'
chances.
their nest
game, the
Baby
'Twas a wonderful sight, all sparkling and new.
Blues completed their league
Before itme,wasgreatgreater
doors,than
whicheverI soon
would pass t »
Inside
I dreamt,
schedule as they shutout the OAC
Aggies 23-0. The win in this game
With
place
for
all
sports
that
one
could
The gym was the largest, most modern onattempt.
The scene of many games, in fun and great nuT ■
within great
floor
ofwegold,
were
hoops
The
werethealldescended
ranged
line. snin ,
Head
For 3 Straight
Next boxes
to theand
poolhorses
rapidly
Hastening
ere
the
vision
was
ended.
earth,
McGill, who finished third last Maule., and Jimmy Grant, to the
year, have only retained eight blueline corps, and forwards
Its
breadth a and
beauty,too too
behold, _
Presented
sceneitsmuch
greatmuchto beto told.
of their players but Rocky Robil- Jackie McMullen, Des Senior, and
The fencing room, squash courts in rapid sUCC.ggSj0n,
lard seems to have found enough Warren Allmand. The new playreplacements to fill the holes and
Tennis
These allcourts,
passedpractice
in suchrooms
a flashin speedy prog1
Without the time a question to ask. Iea]]|
provide a stronger unit than Mc- calibre.ers are mostly of Junior "A"
Gill has iced for a long time.
The Redmen's most serious loss In their meetings last year the A lunch bar and locker room, sparkling and Ceatll!
was Brian McCann, who last Blues took three of the four games
The showers, the common room, oh what a d
year centered the highest scoring 10-5. 7-3. 6-4. The Blues' only Away we whirled to the top of the place
loss was a close 2-1 decision. In Where
and soalleys
line io the league and as well their
Alas it the
was archery
ended, range
a voyage
shortfound sp
encounter this season
was second high scorer in thc_ Varsityfirst
grabbed a 4-2 win.
And soon we were back at our starting pointloop.
Up toto find
now anyone
Rocky tohasn't
been able
till In their other league game this There
all wasoddcontained,
to go hithe
places allno inneed
a Cither.
Blues took a 3-1 de- To fourteen
McCann's skates. However Mc- season the
from the University of No need to walk miles, twenty-six, I belief
Gill still possesses two of the big Montrealcisionwhile
From classes to classes without a reprieve. ^ed.
guns on the first line. Leo Konyk
one to Laval.the Redmen dropand Dick Baltzan who were right In pedtheir
great
was this
vision that
so far the Blues So
behind McCann in the scoring have compilgames
That
through
the dream
worldto Imewaswasgladl,n'I '^ad trflVe
ed a record of five My small
column are still around.
guide
departed
with a twinkling s ,
wjiis,
one tie and two losses the
The other returnees to the Red"Hope this is all yours in a very short wh i'emen include Len Sigurdson, Doug losses being to American teams.
And I heard him exclaim just before I aW° v0']<e."
"Happy Christmas to all, for them, this I 111
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The Blue and White also had
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to do as well the following week
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Appoints
the form of a 6-0 Queen's in that order.
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the
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big
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hire
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.icine ruined a Dentistry won. The singles champion was result of the second place finish
The Grey sport,
Cup' game,
is supposed
from the Univer- of Jaan Roos and the third place m Canadian
the big This
contestis
t for early
a perfect
by Fred sityReaume
pointedwhich
out the
small to be'
operation.
i effort of Bill Varey.
them
of Western Ontario.
in theseason
schedule
the game people wait for each year and time
every
year.
So
,1s was to represent the The Varsity track and field men In soccer action this year Blues happens? The game has to end before time ran out becausewhat
the
edged out at Montreal on took the Western Division crown. Canadian Rugby Football Union ran out of footballs.
' only point of the year. were
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the
team
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I
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team
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taking
the.
enry-Pharmacy, after being McGill. Varsity finished with [ tire league championship when here. One week Montreal beats Hamilton by 50 points and the
three straight times,
points, just five behind the men.
week the Treats turn the tables and romp to an easy win
they were defeated 8-4 in a two next
an 8-6 victory in their last 57^
victorious Redmen,
game series with the McGill Red- over the Als.
As SHOI'LD
for myself,WE I'd rather watch our college ball, any day
SEND Ol'R CAGE TEAMS SOUTH?
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The soccer Blue-Jays finished
The Varsity Blues basketball team now malic, an annual
the season in second place.
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pilgrimage
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The Blues got off to a good
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start when they defeated McMas- country.
at those schools
who
and
grade,
fifth
since
game
the
with
lived
ter by a 10-0 score. In their se- an sports scholarships. Naturally the Blues are are
walloped soundly.
Wnity Close Runner Up
cond match the Blues and Blue
these games do teach them a few pointers in the
*ng champion SPS holds Knox owns a 277-point margin Jays racked up 5-1 victories over art ofAlthough
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the OAC Aggies.
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B'ack throughout
most Mike's, Meds and Wycliffe are This year , the University of ,'e'd like to wish eaeh and every one a merry, merry Christmas.
That goes from everyone down here — Dave Gawley. Bill Gilbert.
vh' SteppetJ int° «he also in a position to add to their Toronto rugger team tied for first
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CUP

Conference

In

Intercollegiate Hocke\

Toronto

Soon

it was won
eau from
Prime Minister
Louis excellence. Last year
More than 70 students from 26 to
Delegates
Bring
Premiers'
Hats
Canadian
university newspapers St. Laurent.
The Varsity is angl- by the Queen's Journal.
meet in Toronto the end of this
"We hope we'll get it this year,"
ing for discussed
Winston Churchill's.
month.
Topics
at the meeting editor Peter Gzowski said yesterThe newspapcis are members will include the CUP's national Toronto.
day. Two years ago it came to
nf Canadian University Press; the press wire service; competition day.
st udents are delegates and ob- offered by The Canadian Uni- Judging is on three issues published right after Remembrance
versity Post u competing paper
servers to the annual CUP conference. Dates are Dec. 27, 28 and published for profit every two
weeks, and conducting what some The conference will decide if
CUP papers consider an unfair it can publish a CUP paper with
It is,expected
nation- and
«"* will the
be upCUP's
for auction
untrue advertising campaign; news of the conference, features
2falf; hat-rack
curing the three day meeting. the merits of Western and Eas- and pictures from campi across
Trophies so far include Premier
tern ales; and a change in rules the country, and editorial views.
Bennett's (BC), Premier Man- for CUP competitions between Copies would be distributed to
every student who reads a CUP
papers.
ning's (Alberta), and Premier theAwards
will be given for best member paper. The paper would
Frost's.
Prize is the University of editorials, best French-language ference.
be set up one evening of the conWestern Ontario Gazette's chap- paper, best English paper publishing more than twice a week and As well,sistants editors
and Telegram
their aswill tour the
best English weekly.
The Varsity is competing for and Globe and Mail. Meetings will
the Southam Trophy for general be held in Hart House,
UTDU
TOUR
University of Toronto Debating
Union's
was competing
placed fifthin
out
of theteam
25 teams
the Rochester Invitational Debating Tournament. The four man
team returned last Monday from
a six day tour of the States.
Twenty five universities were
met during the tour Members
taking part were Sid Peck. II U.
C. Steve Lewis, II U.C., Alex
■ Havrlant, II Trinity. Uohn Pierce
II St. Mike's.
Several .American universities!
were visited including Boston
University and Williams College,
in New York.
Two other members of the
Union, Gord Coleman, III St.
Mikes and Ken Wyman, I U.C.
were placed third out of 90
American and Canadian Universities in Pittsburgh's
annual
Cross Examination
Tournament
last weekend.

SQUASH LECTURES
1:00 p.m.
DECEMBER 14th and DECEMBER 17th
This coming Friday and Monday in the Fencing Room,
Hart House — North Wing
Mr. Bocquet,
Pro at the Badminton
and ofRacquet
will lecture on the fundamentals
of the game
squash.Club,
Novices
are
especially
welcome.
NOTE: Novice players may now sign lists posted on the
Squash ceive
Notice
in Hart inHouse
they from
wish senior
to repersonalBoard
instruction
the ifcourts
members of Hart House. These instruction periods will
■will take place in the new year.
INVITATION
DINNER
BEFORE
THE CHRISTMAS TREE
December 19th — 6:15 p.m.

VARSITY BLUES vs
^
P.rn
FRIDAY DECEMBER 14th - 8:0o
i-ved Seats S1.00
General
have E notFORalready
Students
- SPECIAL PRIC
STUDdone
ENT Tir„ "**
g them
them toto all
all six
six IntercoM,.^
Inters,
book
admitting
"""V. .
$1.00. On sale at Athletic Office, Hart Hou
When you've exciting things fo

New for Fall . . . super 70's fine
Botony, new dressmakers, new
full -fashioned collars, new Pettal fj^ J0<.
Orlons
ons, new too,hi-bulk
heavy knits. In ^ "^T\^ - s
lambswool
all full-fashioned,
mothproof, shrink proof— vibrant Fall
colours. At good shops everywhere.

TO THE STAFF AT VARSITY.
Thank's For The Christmas "Wishes"

Members may bring lady friexids
to dine in the Great Hall.
Reservation Tickets
at
Deskthe Hall Porter's

HART

T

Tonight - Dec. 13
Convocation Hall
S.30 p.m.

HOUSE

BULLETIN
ART SHOWS IN THE HOUSE
In the Gallerybers —from 10Contemporary
to mema.m. to 10 p.m.Israeli
Open Art.
to theOpenpublic
from
12 noon to 6 p.m. daily. Catalogues available at the
Hall Porter's Desk.
In the Map
Room —22nd.ARSThisMEDICA
from December'
December
is a collection
of prints11thg,ndto
woodcuts
of medical
throughstudents.
the ages,
of particular
interest subjects
to Arts down
and Medical
OPEN SUNDAY ON THE 16th
The House will be open to the public from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
this coming Sunday. The Permanent Collection, the two art
shows mentioned above will be on display. The Lee Collection will be open. Tea will be served in the Great Hall.
INVITATION DINNER — DECEMBER 19thF 1956
See Ad. in this issue for Hart House Invitation Dinner,
which
will Tree.
take place just prior to the Blue and White
Christmas
SQUASH LECTURES
See Ad, in this issue regarding Squash Lectures and
novice instruction in the courts,
U1DC

That real Great Taste of &
puts you at your

ONE - ACT

sparkling
PLAY

FESTIVAL
Adjudicator: Barry Morse

Friday and Saturday, DECEMBER
SKEZIT HOUSE

THEATRE

14th and 15th
Tickets 75r

best

You taste the difference . ; ;
even the bubbles taste better.
You feel the difference . . ;
there's life, there's lift in Coke
'TCoke" is o registered trade-mark.

C. U.

RONTO. DECEMBER- 29th. 1956H
Canadian J
MMiu^rrr~
p.
OURNA
L
Efillll^scoNTiSiii^iT^
p.

Southam

Jacques

\les Francois
Maintient
Ses Positions
I by Normand Lacharite
I "Les grands seigneurs
|de la presse universitaire
Icanadienne" (M. Ross dixfit) se sont reunis du 27 au
130 decembre, a l'universite
|de Toronto,
sous Gordon
la presiRJence
de M.

Trophy

U.

c

Ouest
Goes

East
Bureau

Fli

Quartier Latin
Triumphs Twice
At CUP Meet
For the first time in Its nineI year history, the Southam Trophy—for the best Canadian stuIleast
dent year.
newspaper
publishing
twice
a week—
went westat
this
University of Alberta's The
Gateway
Toronto's
The
Varsity byedged
one point
in a total
ofOntario's
three judge's
reports.
Western
Gazette placed third.
The Southam's little brother,
the Jacques Bureau, for the best
weekly, went all the way east.
The Muse of Memorial UniverSt. John's,
Newfoundland,
toppedsity,The
from Saskatchewan, andSheaf,
The Carleton.
Biggest trophy collector was
Le Quartier - Latin. University
of
weekly tabloid.
EditorMontreal's
William Gauthier
Morris
collected trophies for the best
French-language weekly and for
the best editorials in Canada.
Trophies wer presented at the
final banquet of a three-daf
Canadianference inUniversity
Toronto. Press conThis is the first time the
Southam trophy has gone out of
the east— and it very nearly did
not. Two judges placed The Gateday first and one rated them
fourth. The Varsity was second
to Alberta twice and topped the
third
report. judges were
All judge's
competition
professional newspapermen.
Previous Southam winers have
been: The Western Gazette (four
times);
Queen's Journal
(once); Daily
TheTheVdrsrty
McGill
(once). (twice); The
Editor Sid Noel of The Muse
took over the Newfoundland paper in October. A crisis over
paper policy
had forced the resin-chief.
-ignation of 1956's
previous editorThe Ubyssey, from British Columbia was placed a highly-rated
second in the editorial- writing
competition. Based on three editorials of each newspaper's
choosing, the Bracken trophy is
the only competition open to all
22 CUP members.

[Vichert,
du (Hamilton,
journal "The
Silhouette"
tario). Us etaient
les Onincites du journal "The
[Varsity" de l'universite de
[Toronto.
Environ 65 delegues de
[23 journaux universitaires
pcanadiens, de Vancouver a
jla Terre-Neuve etaient presents.
feresL'atmosphere
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Editorials

by

War began, we've
the Cold
sinceallowed
Everbeen
to forget what a tough
never
time the average Russian has, and how
much better off we are by comparison.
Those "Grin And Bear It" cartoons that
show Ivan dressed in rags, apparently
subsisting
on nothing'but
and
hero medals,
approximateblackthebread
popular
North American conception of the average
Russian's economic condition.
And so it comes as a stunning revelation
to learn that within a decade, Ivan will be
living as high off the hog as we are.
If this state of affairs comes to pass —
and the best authorities think it will — we
will have to do some hard thinking about
the real advantages of our way of life. For
in prosperous North America, we have
slipped into the complacent attitude that
our way is best simply because we have
easy access to television sets and refrigerators and new Chevrolets.
As long as we are sure Russia is Lower
Slobbovia, it is easy to believe that
America is Paradise with power steering,
and that Free Enterprise made it thus.
But when we face the fact that Russia
will soon be as prosperous as we are (TV
in every home, plenty to eat and drink,
a fine vacation every year) we will have to
jettison a number of comfortable economic
truisms of ours, and return to some of
those fundamentals that prosperity seems
to have obscured.
We must relearn, apparently, that man
does not live by bread alone; and so we
must again learn to prize our freedom, not
our prosperity, above all things. For freedom is what we have, and what Russia,
under Communism can never have; and
all the overfulfilled quotas in the world
cannot alter this fact.
Also we must see to it that our society
is spiritually rich, not just gadget-rich. With
the 30-hour week on its way, the question
"What are we going to do with all our
leisure?"
We'vea
go to learnlooms
to uselarger
this and
leisurelarger.
to create
meaningful society which maintains a
reference beyond itself.
For without this larger frame of reference, no society can endure. Unless we
care to preserve and enlarge this vital
quality in our society, we'd better fill the
libraries with engineering textbooks, replace the cathedrals with gas stations, and
settle down to a wonderfully prosperous,
utterly circular existence.

Bracken
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mock
or model ?
Friday of this week, every student of this university will be given a chance to exercise one of the
principles that undergraduates of another nation have
died to gain. They will be asked to cast a ballot for
the political party of their choosing.
The campus political party which receives the
most votes will be given a majority of seats in the
University of Toronto Model Parliament, in Queen's
Park provincial chambers. There, for three nights next
week, that party will present a program of legislation
to be enacted by the entire parliament.
Last year, as must be common knowledge by
now, the Model Parliament was a farce. The blame
for the low calibre of last year's meetings can be laid
directly at the feet of students chosen to represent
the three campus clubs.
During the next few days, those students, or their
successors, will do a lot of talking about student
apathy in general and about lack of interest in their
particular hobby in particular. Unless, however, there
last year's childish antics
assuranceour that
is complete
will
not be repeated,
campus politicians will have
to
realizeabout
that their
the average
a damn
debates. student just doesn't give
Fortunately, signs this year are encouraging.
Bruce Lister, Trinity SAC representative who has had
charge of Model Parliament plans this fall, has done
a remarkably fine job.
Because of the proximity of a federal election this
summer, and because of recent world and national
events, student political interest is high this year —
probably higher than it has ever been before. If campus political clubs are anxious to display their relative
abilities, they could ask for no better atmosphere than
that of this university at the present time.
In this respect, such hearty congratulations are
not in order. Although the judgment may be premature, we see little hope of any single party producing asimple, forthright and effective policy.
So far, of course, only one club has issued its campaign platform. A mimeographed sheet, which will
be reprinted in The Varsity later this week, outlines
the Liberal program. It is nothing more than a sketch
of socialism, well written, but meaningless in its reference to local or national university life.
The Conservatives, no doubt, will follow in the
pattern set at their "youthful" convention in Ottawa
and blast away with nebulous generalities, which
take great care to offend no one, to adopt all the
good of both other parties' ideas and to suggest no
true principles, no concrete programs and no sensible
change.
From the CCF we have yet to hear, and there is
still hope. But if their campaign posters (delightful as
they are) are any examples of the kind of campaign
they intend to run, there is little to be expected from
that quarter.
While these groups are undeniably spokesmen
for the national parties whose names they bear, they
are to a much greater extent spokesmen for the
students of Toronto. They will receive fairly extensive
press coverage and what they say will be taken to
represent student feeling, just as what is said at
Ottawa is taken to represent the feelings of Canadians as a whole.
Do they not realize that this country is facing
an acute crisis in education? (to look at just one aspect) Do they care more for their own flowery phrases .
than for the fact that Canadian universities will be so
cramped in ten years that model parliaments will
probably have to be used for class-rooms? Or do they
not care? ■
This newspaper has never come out in favour of
one political party, But it would lend all its support to
a party which suggested —for instance-the passing
of a bill to promote federal aid to education.
The
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LESLIE BINDER
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ONE OF A SERIES
by IBMer Doug Coutts
What

Wednesday

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

is this

IBM?

IBM is many things. Physically it's International
Business Machines Company Limited with a quartermile long ultra-modern factory located in the suburbs
of Toronto, a group of twenty-one branch offices in
the principal cities of Canada, a private golf and
country club where employees spend their leisure,
and a large group of intelligent men and women who
proudly give themselves the strange title of IBMers.
People who work at IBM call themselves IBMers
because it's the natural thing to do. And it's the
natural thing to do because the company is friendly.
It's friendly enough to pay your hospital bills when
you're sick, to provide you with a pension plan and
up to $25,000 life insurance. But more than that, it
encourages you to grow with the ever-expanding
business, to advance rapidly and to be able to afford
to live in the most attractive areas in your town and,
above all, it gives you interesting work to do.
For university graduates this interesting
work takes many forms which offer much
scope and afford the exercise of individuality
and originality. In the coming months I will
outline some of the opportunities at IBM
that will interest you.
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Campus

Gates

Swing

Open
for Hungarian
Canadian Student To Head
WUS

Refugee

Committee;

To Clear 25,000 Students
A Canadian student is heading a Co-ordinating
Committee of World University Service in Vienna
formed to channel refugee Hungarian students to
universities in other parts of the world
He is Chuck Taylor, a McGill graduate, who has
been studying at the University of Paris. He and his
wife will work for WUS in Vienna until all student
refugees have been cleared to other centres.
Presently there are 25,500 former Hungarian
student freedom-fighters camped in Austria waiting a
chance to enroll in other universities.
Mike Iovenko, a member of the WUS permanent
staff in Geneva told the Canadian University Press
conference that most of the refugee students want to
come to Canada or the United States.
Iovenko explained that 25,000 students had
already been cleared through Vienna and most were
attending classes in other parts of Europe.
Just how many students will finally come to
Canada is not known nor is it known how. many students
the universities can handle.

— Photo by cnvanneh
Til Is particular shot was at the University oF Toronto but it could have been anywhere as
I students paid humble tribute to dying counterparts. Canadian students opened their hearts, pocketI books, and classrooms to Hungarian freedom fighters. Activities to raise money for Hungarian
I relief ranged from cheerleader auctions to campus-wide tag days.

Ouvrons Nos Portes
by Marcel Landry
(Le Carabin)
Commettons-nous une erreur en favorisant l'entree
de professeurs
et d'etudiants
les
universities
canadiennes?
II faut croirehongrois
que non,dans
si Ton
regarde l'activite deployee par les autorites de plusieurs universites pour accueillir le plus 'grand nombre
possible de ces immigrants. Certes, 1'acceptation, dans
une
posedifferentes.
des problemes,institution,
a cause de d'elements
langues et etrangers
des religions
Des conflits peuvent naftre ayant pour cause la
diversite
et des quihabitudes
de vie.quand
L'on
sait que cedessontmentalites
des difficultes
se presehtent
des groupes differents se rencontrent Cependant, sans
vouloir etre genereaux dans nos affirmations, nous
pouvons
y a surtout
avantages hongrois.
a ouvrir
nos
portesvoirauxqu'il
etudiants
Et auxdesprofesseurs
Ceux-ci nous arrivent ici au Canada, en possession
de techniques d'enseignement et de travail qui, pour
une bonne part, sont differents des notres. Cela ne peut
que donner de bons resultats, entre autres, de nous
fournir
de verifier et d'etentre nos connaissances etl'occasion
nos methodes.
Sans doute, fourniront-il un complement a notre
culture, surtout du point de vue artistique.
C'est une chance qui nous est fournie d'avoir a
leur
procurer
ies moyens
d'existence.
l'occasion
pour nous
de pouvoir
acquitter Enuneeffet,
partiec'est
de
notre dette envers les peuples malheureux qui reclament
la chance d'obtenir une partie de notre bien-etre.

' : ■Varsity
■ k Whatcil turned
Some
over its $450Universit
foreign
ies
OttawaDid
fund and raised an- L'universite d'Ottawa ouvre les
Students at the University of studentotheraid$500 with
a
tagday
and
Toronto moved over and made raffle to bring Hungarians to portes
de an'importe
quelle dehonses
deux etudiants
room for more than 25 refugees Western. WUSC at Western has facultesgrois et leur
accorde
une
bourse,
' onber.campus by the end o£ Decem- also organized a refugee aid procomprenant pour
les frais
l'enseignement
toute lade duree
[ They raised S1300 in a two-day gram.
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Laval
Nstudents.
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i lhe end of the term.
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than 100 students and faculty from the University
; !-on, Hungary, will come to the University of Toronto
monthl8The
Department of Immigration yesterday confirmed
decision by the group to come here. President Sidney
L-ii hail offered to take Sopron's entire Engineering
[ tv on conditionfromstudents
take ers.
lectures in English and '
other engine
be segregated
sityts ofbecau
ed h tosenior
' T|ie
Manit
declin
take
se oba
Sopronuniver
studen
there earlie
were r not
enoug
lofessors with them to teach during an orientation period.
I Below is an interview with three of the Hungarians,
L arrived here yesterday. Additional pictures are on

Arrived

Jumps

Campus
Draws
To
The three campus political parties set out last night for a final
day of electioneering before Friday's Model Parliament vote.
While party members try to influence the vote in other faculties.
Engineers will have a chance to
cast absentee ballots from 12 to 2
today. A ballot box will be set up
near
house. the main lobby of the SkuleVoting for everyone else takes
place
2 p.m. Friday
Ballot "between
boxes will10 bea.m.set andup
in most faculties and colleges.
Skule will have balloting Friday
too.
Returning Officer Duncan Campbell tillfor
Vic) had all his deputies
readied
their posts by noon
yesterday.
The CCF is the only party planning a pre-election rally today.
Two speakers are scheduled, in
Room
4.15 p.m.37 of University College at

Trinity

■ Two students and a professor
Bpm the University of Sopron,
■fcingai v, checked into the Unifteisity of Toronto yesterday.
■ They are the first of 114 stuRnts and faculty from Sopron
Bio win arrive here over the
Bxt two weeks. That group left
I* Havre ship January 6 and
■*'ve in byHalifax
the 13th.
Wie student
Sary and
BN'el Benedes,k,Zoltan
both in Geo■gysic
s
and
Mining before they
Br their univers
ity, moved into
■room in Trinity College. Their
Buni
Jeno on, Geodetics professor
Dei*enyi, will stay with
p$ Cannot

By Harvey Levenstein
Dean M. St. A. Woodside
the Faculty of Arts.
None of the three can yet
speak English. Yesterday they
were accompanied by an interpreter from the Department of
Immigration.
Theyyear.
won'tAn start
classescourse
until
next
intensive
in English is being arranged for
them, and their fellows, through
the Department of Education of
the Provincial Government.
All the students coming to
Toronto from Sopron will likely
take Engineering courses once
they have learned sufficient Eng-

Regain

Prestige

Gun
Campaign
A
Close
Final Progressive Conservative
caucus was yesterday afternoon in
Hart House. Premier Leslie Frost
came to help the party and meet
students.
The Liberals were represented
by Provincial Secretary Boyd Uphonorary guest
Trinityper,College
debate.at last night's
Both the CCF and Progressive
Conservative
parties have brought
out pamphlets to state their platforms. As well, an issue of 'Cominenf, irregular CCF publication,
is scheduled for today.
Party platforms are reprinted at
Varsity.
some
length on page 4 of today's
The Liberals seemed the least
unified of the three as the election
neared. Their executive in part repudiated a foolscap -sized sheet
posted around the campus to state
the party'sgraphedplatform.
statement wasThethemimeowork
ot President Dave Greenspan till
UC>.

Upholds

PCs

Trinity College last night decid- Grier said, "There is no real differencenativ
between the Liberals
and
'Only
As
ed that the Progressive
Conserva-Alter
e'
Conservatives,
and this
has
tive Party is the only logical alter- the
native to the Liberals in Canada. brought about the political apathy
Despite the stand of Doctor that exists in Canada today. The
Boyd Upper, the Executive Secre- solution seems to be a more vigorous two party system, with the
tary to the Liberal Opposition
Leader in the Ontario House, the Liberals opposed to an opposite of
motion was carried 10-5. Many
CCFers." I Trinity dismembers of the House were not theirs,
Haroldthe Davies.
counted because they were not atagreed.
is a difference."
tending
Trinity
College.
40
attendsaid,sis."ItThe Conservatives
is a"Theredifference
empha-he
ed the debate.
arein fighting
Doctor Upper maintained that to safeguard Parliamentary su"there
is no Party.
logicalIt successor
premacy, tobuildIll upTrinity
Canada."
the Liberal
is the onlyto John Brewin.
and the
'National' party in strength, belief, Vice-President of the CCF Club,
said. "What is needed Is a new
record
and consistency."
However,
the debate centered a- political parly with a. fresh apround the CCF party, and particproaternative
ch. The CCF
because weis thecan logical
do some-alularly as to its adequacy as the
only other logical alternative to
the Liberals.
"Evangelizing" he said, "for the
Tony Grey, III Trinity, felt that Liberal Party", Doctor Upper felt
the CCF "is a gad-fly, which stings that the Liberals were the only
party in Canada because of
the tide-worn parties into revivi- logical
catipn and revitalization. It is one their
thing."results of progress, unity and
of these tin-pot parties that have prosperity.
Steve Lewis, leader of the CCF
to Defending
give their the
littleCCF
sting."against this party
on the University, and one
charge was Terry Grier, HI Trin- of those running for election tomor ow, felt that the CCF was the
ity. As the leader of the Opposiparty which would be elected, and
tion
he
protested
against
the
"mass
which
would
become the future
of misinformation and faux-pas of
the Government Leader."
opposition.

lish. The other faculty at the
Hungarian
university,
Forestry1,to
has
been moved
en masse
Powell River, B.C. under supervision of the University of
British Columbia.
Trinity College is supplying
room and board for two students.
President Sidney Smith received the students, then handed
them over to Trinity College
where they were interviewed.
Asked about the Hungarian
Revolution and their role in it,
they said that the Hungarian
students organized revolutionary
councils and the students of
Sopronted theUniversity
direcrevolutionledinandwestern
Hungary. It was not a case of
students with no previous military experience taking up arms
for the first time for there is
compulsory military training in
Hungary and the students had CCF Imports
had three hours military train- A labor lawyer and a labor leaa week during
during the
the summer.
year and
one ingmonth
will be speakersrallyat this
the CCF's
final derpre-election
afterThey sal-d that the training noon.
and emphasis o n military
Andrew Brewin, Q.C. is now
tilings
In
Hungarian
schools
backfired on the Russians National Treasurer of the CCF
when the revolution broke out. and candidate in the federal riding
Most students had been taught of Toronto-Davenport.
how ttoails in school
make and
Molotov
Bert Gargrave is a representthey cockused
V9
ative of the Steelworkers Union
(Continued on Page
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agitators can opfall'« the Prestige lost when she that communist
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the University of Toronto
Hungary, a sludent free. speakserate inwell
Labor
Congress.
for the democratic
Th, „er
system.
Campus club leader Stephen
Tuesday night.
Lewis (II UC) will also speak. The
J»h> ",lgarian- calling himself 'In Hungary it would have been
meeting
is at 4.15 in Room 37, Uniimpossible to get up on the camLKccl
r„i
7
.
'
!or
Protection,
versity
College.
pus and talk about democratic
m» co„„ a"Ce t0 ans«er quesrights, and even the mention of
a™y overof democracy in general being in
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'"'lure „,ne„tL C"l
Hu»8M
existence would ha.ve been consid■
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ot
'he
states
to honour
ered a serious crime against the
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liams, psychologist.
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Politics And Posters
Sir:
ducers Co-operatives, I im- tradition,
as some-to
thing that presented
suddenly occurred
mediately recognized the idea
The three campaign posters as one common
the
Liberal
Club.
The
last parato
guild
socialaround the Campus offer much
graph is really a slur. As far
ists, syndicalist socialists, and
food for thought. Inevitably the champions
as
co-operatives
are
of
a
Co-operative
first to strike the eye is the Commonwealth. It is a very the C.C.F. has alwaysconcerned
wanted
C-C.F. poster of that lovely
such
organizations
to
be
indeidea.One
is
inclined
for
young Swedish athlete. This is agood
pendent and has long realized
moment to think that perhaps
somewhat of a surprise from Liberals
the
limited
application
of
public
are
just
C.C.F.ers
in
such a serious-minded group as
to the task of breakde- ownership
the C.C.F.. but I think a touch a hurry. The centraliprinciple
zation ofindustrialofpowing "the stronghold of private
of humour does no harm to the
monopolies
the life of the
er
and
the
application
of
the
campaign since I happen to Democratic process to factory nation andon facilitating
tbe
know that their platform is a life
social
planning
necessary for
is
something
that
has
long
serious, challenging, well been worked for by Democratic economic security
and adthought-out
prog-ram,
the world over. In
vance." (Winnipeg Declaration)
will
be distributed
later. which Socialists
the last year or two several
So, -with the Conservatives
Since nobody likes to stop in
have come to Cana- valiantly pressing on to bring
this weather to read a crowded delegations
da
from
India.
Burma,
and
In-'
their
thinking in line with ormimeographed sheet, the next donesia to investigate the
thodox ideas of the with
1890's,
and
poster to claim attention is organization and operation of the Liberals
an idea
probably the Conservative. workers co-operatives. Where of the Pioneertoying
Socialists
which
What a non-committal collec- did they go? They went to the they don't understand themtion of pious platitudes and coastal towns to observe the
no defined
generalities this one is. One fishing co-operatives and then, policy onselves,anyand with
of the other vital
would not be surprised to have to quote the Globe & Mail, "to matters. I predict
a landslide
read that they'
endorseandHealth,
where more advanced victory for the only party
which
Motherhood,
sunshine
cour- Regina
technical
study
of
co-ops
is
has an adequate education poliage as well.
possible."
The
C.C.F.
Governcy', the only
which really
ment of Saskatchewan is the believes
in party"
Co-operation,
the
But now to look at the Liberal poster. This is by far the only government in Canada only party which really believes
which
has
established
a
special
most interesting. Reading it
in the social security the Tories
gives
sensation
Co-operatives are now touting, and the only
as if one
one the
camesame
across
Adolf Department is ofa Cabinet
Minis- party which really believes in
Hitler leafing through the Holy whoseter, head
and the C.C.F. is the only the social reform the Liberals
Bible, or turned around in the
New York Stock Exchange to party which has consistently are now belatedly taking an infind Nikita Khrushchev vigor- and from the very beginning
in. ' is of course the
ously trading Proctor & Gam- believed in co-operatives and
That terestparty
ble shares.
tried to foster the idea.
Co
operative
Commonwealth
I must admit to being a very
In other words this Liberal Federation.
strong advocate of Industrial
Ron Fyffe,
Democracy and having made platform is a direct steal from
II U.C.
something of a study of Pro- the C.C.F. policy and Socialist

Club Bo
nable? I ys ,
touchable f the
virtu? >
h de
"Baest
isPed
tott albe
Dear Editor:
Cluofb1left
h?°>d
Ufli^
fN
We. staunch members and
frequent guests of the famous
20th Battalion Club, on Wilcox
St., cannot help but feel that beerIn voicing this
was stm "E0»e by %
the University is committing
an unpardonable breach of
patriotism in tearing down for realize we
bnf'^t1Ve^(t,
e?may Ze56s
brutal commercial purposes this vogu
w"
neh inpickled
venerable monument to Cana- and
memories cei"s
,
dian courage and capacity.
Many a time have we students frequent
ttVen„
Uy, tat this
^UsH
A
Con«n
rubbed shoulders with the ve- nated
terans of Flanders over kegs
of Brew, Now this friendly shovel
association is to be terminated
by a brutal blow from the stools.
Senate of this University. This
act of selfish interest disregards all human decency and
respect for our veterans.
Why are nurses impregbeing introduced bv u,
Expropriation
pria
tion
theatioT.wT
■,,n" «»^
inte
rest theofofUmv
educ
» that
evsnit^
^
Dear Sir;
The decision of the Board
of Governors to expropriate the to, bemg-a worthwhilev- >»■
C**
be , need
private property west of St. tion
spacen Thl
eeH>
George is not necessarily right, very given ingthe new
, attr
activev idea
t0 J*1
and just because it happens to peo
ort
Shouple
ld ofthemanAvL
n al>
h
overlap terewith
the
corporate
innot
expropriate theterentir
sts of the students need not
e
be accepted without reserva- urst - Dundas - Spa*^
is
To have and hold private lege
impo
educnoatio
qualess
Su,ett, tiW
jV*?
n.drangl
Wha
te rtan
abou
ihtl
property
one may
of thecomebasicto
rights. Theis state
tion's.
curity of property then? ttS
believe that it is in overwhelm- about the rights of the Jl
interestpaying
to takeforoverit, living on the properties?
someing public
property,
This expropriation is Mt ij
in very limited cases so, the
essary evil.
only way to build, say, roads , "nec
the bells
estatis to use expropriation. It is solution would " beA much
lis
hme
nt of several local t*
very difficult to justify expropriation even in those cases. leges all over III
the proving
The building
Lawr-up There is plenty of UCspace ij
ence Seaway ofis the
beingSt.held
Ontario. O. Pidhaini
by legaldians living
action
of several
in the
valley. InAn entirely new principle is
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ing machines, Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All lepilai
SALE typewriter, makes;
new or rebuilt; rented and
A RemingtonFORportable
on terms. Also for supplin
slightly$65.00.used.PhonePriceDon new.
$99.00, sold
1843 anytime.
now
Strangway,
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and service. Phone RL;
any week night. WA. 2-0316.
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To giue you .some idea of the opportunities which the Bell offers to
college graduates, toe asked Mrs. Bethune to report:
"When / graduated, I wanted a position which would not require secretarial or other vocational training. I wanted a position
in which my college education would enable me to earn a good
Salary right 'away and that's what I found here at the Bell.
, "Soon after joining the company, I was given a Service Representative's course, a pleasant one which consisted largely of practical 'learning by doing' and which prepared me for actual
situations which"* I would encounter in my work.
"I also wanted an interesting job with variety and my job ns
Service Representative offers plenty of that! I find the wide range
fif services and equipment ulk-ied to business and private customers bythe company quite fascinating and I enjoy talking to
people, too,
"Othersat the
among
college
'havejobalsoopenings
found because
what theyof
wanted
Bell mywhere
therefriends
are many

BELL TELEPHONE
Employment
Officers
will be visiting
your college soon
Ask ceryour
Offinow forPlacement
our new career
booklets and to arrange
an appointment tor yoii.
The Bell offers a wide
variety
of opportunities
for Engineering,
Arts,
Science and Commerce!
graduates, both men and
women.

THE
the company's constant growth."
Whether YOVIl personal job rctpiiicments are similar to Mrs.
BELL TELEPHONE
Mctlnme's
a job whichOfficer
uill
COMPANY
suit you at orthevastly
Bell. different,
Have a talkthere
with istheprobably
Bell Employment
when he visits your campus.
OF CANADA
I i.l.l

ALL-UNIVERSITY
RELIGIOUS SERVICE

BLIND
SERVICE
JEWISH
OF WORSHIP
nuary *3
Sunday,11.00Jaa.m.

H°»se
The Great Hall, Hart
Speaker
RABBI LEO JUNG
Centre
sh City
York
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Messianic
Traditional
part, of Christmas as Church and ^
in some witty repa„ee in ,.Rejoice
As much *ding is Handel's Messiah, and
bristWaS r places in the world where it
in Toronto,
canned
hv""
S°'0iStS voices
"'^ hard'
wel'e "andiJlner thanW1itteh
t*eie lnm
the
colourless
thatofbut
seem
fares
at the beginning;
of the halmark
be the
th weak
lLuy
tale"'.to ""ving
of the?Par°nt
Tnis „„«Mirv'.
is inspired
by three factors:
North lack
American singe. The
real
y
y
lusty
tur
basses and forceful tencTare now
,ntn cen texts, the use of the human voice
passages from the ■S on68'ation^and g°°d
Lie scrip^ch'estral familiar
accompaniment
searching
deal of ert0''
'"I" enuncifor wenl
feeling,
effects weretieundone
lack of stam nabutor the
reThe.l^w Testaments, many of them being
sources at the criticalbypoints.
and
Christmas
Old i turgical services around
The ladies were excellent, Lois Marshall and
,i the work falls more or less happily Mauree
n Forrester continue to flower, and both
EaSter.t'1* sections dealing with the coming, have nch
, perfectly controlled voices.
toh si "d death of Christ. Recitative, arias and M,ss Marshalsmooth
in
off pitch if she is not
rt
bi us 1 are appropriately written and are careful but l shedoesnowget infuses
her work with
chor 5 expressive and dynamic, except
in
one
a
spiritua
l
and
accompl
ished
one
that is most
instances where
ias andHandel
used ithasin lifted
the new ed.fymg "He was despised" grace
and
"I know that
or
sorbing.
my Redeemer liveth" were flawles
HI? miithope
s and abat ratoficOratorio.
ances place considerable rer\ se circumst
h there were a number of fresh faces
ihilitv upon the performers. A degree of in Althoug
Choir, apparently young people do ,lo
and an in-if otherthe things
the dramatic essentia
S- sity a sense ofdedicati
besides roll and rock, there was
ls
short isof to succeed.on Itare
a
weary
y
P i tion
^—mance
is not
necessar
in most of their contributions.
a battery of The tempoovertone
of the "Hallelujah" chorus and "Lift
your, heads"
the per- up
make selection
did nothing
|£eha*v'e0ch^rs
ofinstrument
make solid
jine antique
the parts
exciting
and there
It is thes to
judicious
was tousual
mass
iru-e uthentic.
a carefully balanced choir and a of sound on most occasionthe
rfoforgmaesoloist:
s,
redeeme
d
only
.
■ ^pathetic orchestra that make for success. clean tenors and basses and the naturally sear-by
ing sounds of the sopranos. Generally, things
■The degree to which this is' realized in the - were drab and muddy,
the enunciation being
Ijfassey" Hall dictates the excellence of the poor. We
suspect that it was
Lois Marshall who
■evening.
I Last Wednesday, we had Lois Marshall, inspired the two excellent moments — "Since
I. Maureen Forrester, Robert Reid and James by man came Death", "By man came also."
Richer as soloists, with the Toronto MendelsThis year's Messiah, then, was like the
sohn Ghoir and the Toronto Symphony Orohes- Curate's Egg, 'Good in parts.'
must be one
of the best on the Continent ifIt the
■tra conducted by Sir Ernest MacMillan.
Philistine
[ We have not yet discovered exactly which effort of the New York Philharmonic Symphony
■■score Sir Ernest employs, whether it is thick- and Leonard Bernstein is any indicator of wha't
lened Mozart, tampered Prout or very original. goes on south of the border, though we can
look to the Buffalo Philharmo
|At
any a*ratesympathetically
it is completely1
iplayed
and disarming,
fluently asandit tor a very sound performance. nic under Krips
l,was on Wednesday, it is completely acceptable,
If you are
thinking of buying a recording
of Messiah, ourstillorder
of merit is Boult
tin the Chorus "For unto us a Child is born" the spiritual
the
and enduring, MacMillan for theforhome
Soodwind was particularly effective, weaving
■among the voices. The recitative "And suddenly ' for
brew,theScherchen
the fireworks Chris
and Sargent
Victorian for
Traditional.
Wilson.
■there was ofwith
Angel"
a literal
■fluttering
wingsthe from
the produced
strings, who
later

The
decline of a great art
silence
medium is always a tragic
event.- When the medium is
destroyed with a blow as sudden as that which fell upon
the silent cinema in 1929, the
public is often unaware of what
it has lost. The Gold Rush'
now showing at the International Cinema,
of the
silent
film atis anits example
very best and
in imagination and technique it
makes its sonorous counterpart
ofan today
look apprentice.
like the work of
immature
Like all Chaplin comedies.
ofThetheGold
littleRush'
man tells
in a the
worldstoryof
forces too complicated for him
to understand. His efforts to
combat these forces, to pretend
he is their equal, is the very
essence of comedy and pathos,
and with the subtlety of a
master, Chaplin manages to confectly.
vey these delicate emotions perThe scene is set in the Yukon
during the. great gold rush of
'98.
The story
simplicity
as weunfolds
followwiththevivid
adventures of the shabby tramp
through a glorious succession
of catastrophes. All problems
are met with and unintentionaly

solved until, with indomitable
golden
spirit. phantCharlie
emerges triumand, as always, happy.
Someservescenes
particularly
demention. Few
people can
watch
Chaplin,
at
the
peak
starvation, casually boil his bootof
and then sit down to eat ?t
with the apparent conviction
that itliziisng the full
a steak,
reascope without
of his comic
genius. Tliis is slaptick par excellence' with all the subtlety
and charm
is missing
from
present which
day comedians.
Again,ately inwhen
Charlie,
love with thedespermost
beautiful girl in town, prepares
a dinner with trimmings for
his belle who forgets all about
the invitation, a depth of true
pathos is reached which could
never be equalled in the sound
film. Facial expression conveys
all the meaning that is needed
and the raising of an eyebrow
speaks volumes. ,
The film is necessarily episodic, but still retains a semblance
of unity byItvirtue
the central
character.
is all ofChaplin,
and
no other character emerges out
of the stock stage. For this reason the film has an epic quality
W ith our hero in the baggy
trousers battling against fate
and fortune in the classic manner.Chaplin has added a sound
track to the version released
ihis year,corded aoncommentary
which he ashas well
reas the various 'noises off. This
cuts out the need for sub-titles
but achieves
littletheelse.filmThisin re-its
viewer h3S seen
original version and feels that
much the atmosphere of the
film is lost when one is forced
to listen to a constant flow of
words from behind the screen.
But these are minor faults in
a great work of art. Taken all
in allten,theproduced
film, and
whichdirected
was writby
Chaplin
himself,
is
a
'must'
for
any connoisseur of the cinema,
and we should remember ih it
many
of thenow.comic
well copied
were situation.;,
first conceived in this movie.

Vic Art
A student art show is scheH H BURLESQUE
duled for the March exhibit
—The
from the cups
IIcital
At [heyesterday's
mid-day turnin Alumni Hall at Victoria,
cups smell
doth rise,
Music Committee
messiah
but it's not
limited
Vic
Dolh ask a chaser fine.
led out in full force to provide
students.
Anyone
from toother
n very enjoyable pot-pourri
But once I of Joe's nectar sip colleges who has not been
Banging from Brahms to burparlow quartet
I cannot walk the line - - able to exhibit in the Hart
Resque
—The smell— the smell."
House student exhibit (nTeanThe
only
diversion
from
the
B For the first number Bill
ing women) is welcome to
rush
contribute. Get in touch with
Barnes, master of ceremonies slap-stick was Bill Christmas'
hgold
h recital
glayed
recording —of with
the popu- performance of Brahms' Bal- Anne UffJeman HU. 8-3174.
lar : a "Sisters"
John
or Cam Tolten,, (RO. 9-9855 ».
gerald finley
lade in Gin minor
and The
Chopin's
D major.
Balfierce and Chris Wilson, cos- Mazurka
very well
Doug rvin rsli .i 11
pmed as nuns, miming the despitelade wasitsperformed
difficult ritenutos.
frords and actions of the singPs. These two drew many The D major mazurka is one of
faiehs from lhe audience.
the Itmost
popular
of Chopin's
is the
mazurka
used in
[Next the Music Committee 54.
Brewers
vs. Brahms
IWiestra, formed half an hour the ballet "Les Sylphides". The
performance
was
competent
but
Kidd,
Toronto
Telegram critic, B Minor, Op. 115 for clarinet,
Guest
Critic:
Salem
Katz
was
|*'°re the performance and lacked the necessary Chopinesinsisting
of a piano, trombone, que fragility.
music critic for the McMasler that the empty seats represent- two violins and a cello. The
rarmel. tambourine and
ed absentSaturday
music lovers
concluding work, the Septet in
the last act, Chris Wilson Silhouette "back in the hoary in their
night absorbed
beer,
gave a limping rendition ofsticks,
that theForvanilla
Gousing
major.highballing
Op. 36, ended
days
of 1953"thisandreview
was forinvited
of
society,
flavoured
.j
attack with
whicha
to
undertake
The
|Me,'a,ed Bach fugue "The the pot-pourri with his "Turkish Varsity.
"You just can't got a crowd neatly
executed this work. Fine
out
to
a
concen
in
this
town
K
S,rutto-s'
Ball",
folwt by "Rachmaninoff in Delight''. In a pair of red pythat crazy old Brahms. on Saturday nights." he added. stuff there.
jamas,
waving
a veil and
be- OrLove
Comparisons may perhaps be
at least what we heard of AH
praise then for Messieurs
Memb'03
01
"Jamaica
Farewellsmeared
with
cosmetics
he
imiluriJ^ of the orchestra inand Labatt. Brahms odious, but we would like to
ated a shapely Turkish that spade-bearded German O'Keefe
Kfi*Pete'Brawley., Marc Le- wench who personbemoans
would
have
understood
He
too
note some differences between
her fru- composer's music during two
fed'Ri oWood- Ted Barnes.
strated love affairs. Michael Bar- solid hours at the Royal Con- haber.
was a beer drinker, a bierlieb- this chamberservatory
groupConcertatHall
the Conand
ry
accompanied
at
the
piano.
s
e
r
v
a
t
o
r
y
o
f
Music
Saturdav
when the Parlow String
some
concerts
at
Hart
House.
us ^ Stratf°ld FeSti" This act proved to be the most night
faTh,Chorthird
From
another
'quarter
we
We
consider
the
latter
generally
Quartet
began
the
first
of
a
learned
however
that
chamber
was very well reseries of Saturday music has been a going tra- preferable in asmuch as some
■»as tC~\ «™UP to perform enjoyableceivedand
by the audience. Let's three-week
and groups at Hart House
evening
recitals
of chambei
u*
music.
mit
ditiLoyalist
on in Canada
ever
sinceGeorge
Em- artists
Com
have
more
of
such
"recitals"
to
c
fsi
■our hpf\u formed one half answer those who object that
create a more relaxed and
pire
Days
when
nce.
Perf
ihe
betweenby
gan mi8eieonal°rear»b
Surprisingly, the hall was Washington fiddled and York- friendly
«ionsupplant
the AM & D page is overly ser- about
is tl*
of orma
themselves atmosphere
and the audience,
this the
or- ious.
one-lhird empty. We had town burned.
to
a
few
choice
informal
remarks
every
assurance
from
George
about
the
program.
Elmo Ciprietti
Actual string quartet beginfceir
m leeinterpretation
Club but afterof
nings in Toronto are marked by
rWill ° '"'y
The
Parlow
group
the founding of the Hart House achieve a greater measuremightof
1^" tdPHi .° Come Back
Quartet in 1924 and the Toronto rapport with its audience by a
Ers of f *09te4 t0 ^ose memFINLEY
Conservatory Quartet in 1929. similar
GERALD
tn ,„ ,committee who are
After all. the
01
the
petnbers
1
a
Second
«me)
the
The
Parlow group has been el- membersapproach.
chom
decided
are not complete
:,see*
better than the unsymona fau- elsewhere.ltsTheir
Gerald Plnley's oil sketches deserve
b
o
w
i
n
g
i
t
s
way
in
and
out
of
University
the
in
given
Canadian concert halls Since the strangers to local audiences.
pathetic exhibitic-n they have been
smallnotlandscapes
his twenty-two
Room. I'm y sureidentical
LibrarybeSmoking
1940's.it gets
Likemellower
the winewithIn aWould
little? someone please unbend
hung in early
were
they
if
monontonousl
less
would
ihe
bottle
l^d to ',Thine Eyes", deinch
twelve
twenty-one
between
frames
white
Hart House concerts are also
the years, butovertones
it does have
.
twenty-two littleces
i<^s
...
.
now some
and more
"rinkwer ^ Warden- The spa
agreeable because aude vinegarish
charming ami attractiv
are at the best both
sketches
The
then.
Individually,
its
performience and performers in the
Stent,
,
Sta*
Shack:
It
t
in treatmen
b0l. ,
frames) are all similar
ers
are
top-drawer
musicians,
but laside from the
Great Hall are on a fiat— not
graduate Art and Archaeology
would be a shame If Mr. Finley.his a level
sloping—
darkened
only for
-urwi,h Ar- pleasing
when.that level is%ja,.a
effort, they
although
Ensemble,
deservenowan and
-A" and
already found
had com
cozierfloor,
room.in Ata the
Constudent, and
petent
then
things
don't
come
off
too
must from
contend
ing. Heie. happily because they seemingly with a glareservatoryofone lights
s are much more interest
the
The five large canvasenot
e of the senior
free of the influenc
too hard to overdramatlze rear half of the recital hall.
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post-script
The Canadian University Post, whose fifth (or
campus yesterday, prosixth) edition arrived onthethis
most controversial topic of
vided far and away
the recent Canadian University Press conference in
Toronto.
After wrangling for a day and a half, delegates
voted not to support the Post. The vote, by roll-call,
was 1 1 to nine, with one abstention (the Queen s
from Sir
Journal) and one paper (The Georgian,ballot.
George Williams) absent during the final
The Varsity voted for the non-support motion,
responsiand must, indeed, bear a great deal of the
ental
bility for its passing. Our delegate was instrum
ee
in drafting the motion during the editorial committ
McGill
meeting, and the editor, teaming with the
Daily, led the fight on the floor against the Post. to
What the non-support motion will be taken
mean remains to be seen. Its wording stipulated that
individual papers would not be bound. The policy
statement was meant to demonstrate the feeling of
C.U.P. as a whole.
Generally, the Post was backed by the smaller
independent of their adverpapers, who are largely
tising income, and who appear so infrequently as to
be supported in their news coverage by the Post.
larger papers,
Opposition, of course, was led by theUbyssey
, whose
with the notable exception of the
as a stringer for the
editor, it might be noted,a acts
Post on the British Columbi campus.
Debate was very even: both sides presented strong
arguments. It was so even, in fact, that closure had to
be applied on Saturday afternoon in order to reach a
final banquet.
If opinions were changed during the conference,
who
they were changed toward moderation. Papers
came to the conference prepared to censure the Post
as violently as possible— and The Varsity must be
included in this category— left it with an understanding of other views. Those who came to champion the
Montreal paper, on the other hand, left with better
understanding of the problems it may pose.
The Varsity opposed the Post for three main
reasons:
Inevitably, its advertising must bite into our income and we will have either to go to the students
for heavier subsidy, or lessen even more drastically
the number of issues we publish each year. No matter
how co-operative the Post's publisher may claim to
be, money that is going into his paper cannot go into
ours.
Second, the Post is not bilingual. Never can any
newspaper claim to serve the needs of all Canadian
university students until it recognizes the French
language as of major importance in this country.
Third, the Post is not controlled by undergraduates. No one would ever ask Mr. Levy— the publisher
—to submit his copy to a student censorship; but the
fact remains, every word appearing in the editorial
columns of the Post will be taken to represent student
opinion. Editors of undergraduate papers are elected
by the students for whom they write. Mr. Levy holds
his position by virtue of a superior business acumen,
which does not give him the right or the privilege to
voice student thought.
The motion passed by C.U.P. is not intended to
censure Mr. Levy or his associates. It was simply intended to imply that Canadian University Press— as a
body— does not recognize the value of the Post.
In certain ways, perhaps, we will co-operate with
it— where our aid may help it approach closer to the
ideal of a national student newspaper.
But until it does approach that ideal a great deal
more closely than it does now, The Varsity, in concurrence with the rest of C.U.P. cannot support the Post.
The
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proceedings
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t support bec
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goveerntheis r «»
(to say the least) party plat- approach that has been prom- meographed platform has w
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pre-sitting
activities.
a subject for mmB£
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Most elections can be fairly
suitable question material in
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those twenty-odd pages of poli- easily'
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business thein observer
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CCF Winnipeg conference has
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issued a manifesto stating their unfortunately, results depend
is
more
on
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individual
party
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policies in no uncertain terms.
Subjects for questions from the being able to bring students to from its pure Socialist line.
floor seem one of the lesser the polls than on their ability
problems to be faced next week to convince the average voter

Party
QC-R
Many statements of policy are
characterized by platitudes and
generalizations. In this article
the CCF is making 'the effort
tomings.
put our beliefs and platforms
on the table without any trimWe wish to do so because
CCFers consider the field of
politics of fundamental importance.howers,
The St.Khrushchevs
Laurents,
Eisenand Nehrus
— for good or for ill — are the
Board of SoDirectors'
future
humanity.
we rebelof against
the attitude of the old parties
who insist on treating politics
as a game. The CCF suggests
that this distorted conception of
political action is incompatible,
with the policies Canada should
pursue as a major world nation.
What then is the answer? We
think the solution lies in the
CCF which
an entirely
different andhas
positive
approach.
What
exactly that
does init acontend?
It contends
country
of Canada's
resources
there
shouldwealth
be noandreason
for
unemployment or low standards
of living. It holds that everyone
without exception., is entitled to
medical care
and education
regardles of means.
It regards
denials of human dignities as
intolerable. It asserts that Canada must attempt i.o alleviate
the impoverished conditions of
the underprivileged countries.
And above all, it hopes to give
some moral basis to society.
This is what motivates the
CCF.. — how are we to succeed?
The CCF; has a practical program ready would
for implementation.
The CCF.
undertake a
nation-wide Medical Care Plan
similar to that in Britain and
Scandanavian countries.
The — CCF. would increase
Federal cation,
Aidabolishto Tuition
University
Fees, Eduand
grant $385 million over a ten
year period for expenditures on
buildings and facilities as suggested by the Inter-University
Commission.
The CCF. would nationalize
basic industry such as steel,
coal and communications lo insure that profits be used to
raise Jiving standards, and as-

Platforms

Liberal
The U.dorsesof theT.program
Liberal Club
enof the
National Liberal Party, including, — on the domestic scene, ,
(for example), the establishment
of health insurance and the
Canada Council, — and in foreign relations, unqualified support of the United Nations and
the Colomb.o Plan. In addition,
we are following the advice of
Bruce Lister (organizer of the
Model Parliament for the S.A.
C.) in presenting an original,
controversial program, something which has never yet been
done on this campus by a traditional party. To stimulate
fresh thinking on fundamental ,
problems is pre-eminently the
function of the university sections of the national political
parties.
•
1. We propose to appoint a
Royal Commission to' investigate
the basic social problems underlying human relations in industry, with a view to increasing
the
rate
of co-operatives
salaried and
wage earners.among
2. We propose, in order to
prevent andthe aggression
states
to effect ofthenationrole
" of the United Nations as THE
arbiter of international peace
and security, to make the United
Nations police force responsible
Nations.
to and paid by the United
sisi in financing the schemes
outlined. The CCF. believes
such a policy would insure
workers' security, and eliminate
monopoly price-fixing.
The CCF. would repeal the
present Immigration Act to rediscriminatory
practices andmove itsestablish
Fair Hearing
Boards, intelligent quotas and
refugee rehabilitation.
The CCF. would legislate a
National
Bill of onRights
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TRACK(4x1MEETS,
l£P> 1957
J. .it. 15. — 505:00yd. P.M. INDOOR Relay
Tues TUESDAYS
100 yd.
660 yd.
Tues J a 11 22
Tues Jan. 29
Relay
330 yd.
yd.
1.000 yd.{2 x 1; 1 x 2; 1 x 3 lap)
220
Tues Feb. 5
3^ mile
Relay (4 x 2 lap)
Feb.
12
Tues
440 yd.
Relay (4x6 lap)
Tues. Feb. 19
1 mile
300 yd.
Tues.
Feb.
26
.lump; Rilav
Tues. Mar. 6
High
Jump
& Standing
(4
x
3
lap)
Shot
Put;
2 milesBio
Tues. Mar. 12
Distance medley relay (2 x 3; J x 6; 1 x 12 Inp)
ENTRIES: All entries are accepted at the track. to those who show
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CREDITS: Will be granted
sufttcUnt Interest and profiress and who attend training periods
regularly.
PRACTICE
p.m. COACHING: Mondays. Wednesdays and Thursdnys —
— C.30 AND
4.1,0
GAMES TODAY
Pulfer, Lawrie
4.00 Dent
VS HOCKEY
Trln. B
1.00 Vic
vs SQUASH
Mtd. IV
— MAJOR LEAGUEBurnett. Grossman
1.00 Law
Arch. A A BASKETBALLvs For.
4.01)
vs St, M A
B Applebaum, Miilward
b.UJ
Vic.
IV
Gray,
Glblon
Ray
7.30 BASKETBALL
Emman
Knox B
Gray.
Giblor.
Ray HOUSE
MINOR
LEAGUE
- HART
Golden
1 00 U.C. Pllams
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Vigilantes
St.
M.
Yankees
Stein
4.00 Med.
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6.30
Ill A '
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II Yr
U.C. Hutton
7.30 VicBASKETBALL
Sou'ii House — vs MINOR
VIC GYM
LEAGUE
Vic Union)
just beyond theCarson
cast on Chants
blockSammies
a5 0003 (1U.C.
vsvs St.
VicSt. M.Hobblcrs
Pre-Med
II B
F.
Flushcrs
Carson
8.00 Vic Middle House vs U.C Loudon Corless

Sports Schedules
Week of January 14th
HOCKEY
Ian. 1415 12.30
St.
M.IVA
VS
Nadln. ScottChurch
1.30
SPS
vs Sr.
Vic.SPSIll
McCombe,
4.00 For. B
J. Anderson.
Walsh
vs
Knox
vs
Jr.
SPS
Thomson.
B. Naylor
Anderson
Wed 16 1.30
4.00 Pre
Law-Med • vs
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17 4.00
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Phann ITT
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SPS V
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4.00
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Med. VIIIV
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Pulfer,
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WATER POLO
Grosfleld,
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4.00
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I
SPS
I
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O'Relllv,
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O'Reilly.
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on payment of th,
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this fielWW
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My
Road
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Juice. We have thousands of
Arejob?youAredissatisfied
your
you stuck with
in a ' satisfied
customers."
Below this
was a picture of cover "pvn... Lftr' 1 had
positionbility which
offers no Would
possiof advancement?
a
dull,
logy,
compressed lookyou like to earn more money ? with ingtheman following
ure was aasu,.^ tha, * ,
of aboutcopy:
sixty-five ^Jan
big
ieagUes
Well, ten short years ago I too
ads
paying
Steffa„S[,n
■n which
I, twen
as ^^a *»»>'«(
'vetmJ,>
A"«(
"J. Swan writes: For years
was frustrated and dissatisfied.
said
that
I
useQ
,an1
Inin my
job oflifesavers,
putting- the„
holes I used to wake up with a
breeding tropin >B1N
orange
I could
feelclaime
d
to
be
ma>!i«»
sta„ing
barely make ends meet to sup- dull, ing.logy,
I tried compressed
some little liver
week growing n,,~"8 liH, 'e
wife five,
and andten wesmall
sce
childrenport myunder
got pills' but I guess they weren't
big enough. . Then I tiled
not long before
awfully
'1 1
lifesavers.tired of eating orange Pickworth's Essence of Blueberry Juice, and to-day I $100 on
Nightly I would pace the feel
big money
fine.
Manyonthanks."
' . N»
Immediately,
reading the made
that "buyin
floor of our third storey gar- advertisement,
g and
™yre S>«,
your
entn»8
ire 2
the idea came, vision
sets,
ret, cudgelling my brains to the idea of a lifetime.
repair
manua
l
has
^
To test
think of some way out of the
rut. That's right, every evening my theory,
' four*
I
rushed
to
the
kitchen
table,
knocking
over
two
after supper I would say to
Just 5a»«li
great, u
of the small children under hund
reds
and
devoted
to
."
my
irrit
new
able,
work.
my wife, "hand me the five,
I
grouc
Martha,
,
hy,
^Jj
penned a letter to the
cudgel Martha", and start cud- local andnewspaper.
In gushing I freely admitted th,
gelling. But the task seemed
impossible until one evening, prose, I told them how, with an sorts, but that efferv ,1*
tired of cudgelling, I laid aside ad in their paper, I had sold no objection, for Um„u1r
up a ma- my 1928 Essex four-door sedan
picked
my cudgelgazine.andThumbing
idly through within an hour after the paper made me feel
the pages, my eye happened to had hit the streets, adding that admitting that i US*J
catch an advertisement of a I was "immensely pleased" and the Hercules muscle
I "should not hesitate to a skinny weakling but tbll, °fe
I had seem many that
type which
recommend
excellentI ■ also
sertimes
before.
vice." In a their
post script,
enjoyed
who were pushing
twice mype0pie
"Yes friends, try Pickle- added that they could have full | fantastic
amounts
ofsiM i^*
worth's Essence of Blueberry permission to print my petter my spare time as a cold ci,
salesman, at metallizmTHE S.A.C. presents . . .
In short I sharpening^
shoes,
eminently h
mowers. and was
eessful. In fact I want tow
this success on to you. Hjm
FINIAN'S RAINBOW
DIRECTED BY CURT REIS
can write testimonials. My
correspondence course will ^
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!!!
you all the information jj
each
$1.50
—
Office
need. I have thousands of a
From 10 to 4 at the S.A.C.
fied customers. Hans Scbat
February 11-16
_w rites
Hart House Theatre

Send This Coupon . . .

4 BARBm
Canadian
National Communications
REQUIRES GRADUATES OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
ENGINEERING BUSINESS

NO WAITING

600 University Avenw
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday through Fri]
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ONLY 85 cents

for the Engineering of
MICROWAVE SYSTEMS .
CARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
CARRIER TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS
FACSIMILE SYSTEMS
MESSAGE RELAY CENTRES

Canadian National Railways Brochures and Application
Forms are available at the Engineering Faculty Office.
If you are interested and wish to discuss details please
See our Representative who will be visiting your
University on
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 14th, 15th and 16th
ROOM T-404, MECHANICAL BUILDING.
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR UNDERGRADUATES
Undergraduates, in the courses indicated above,
interested in summer employment should arrange for an
interview with our representatives on these dates.
MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW
Leave Toronto:
Special9:00C.N.R.
p.m. Train

' Checking
ALL EXPENSES
Hotel, Railway, Meals,

•

Friday, January 25
Leave St. Sauveur:
Sunday, 7:40 p.m.
Arrive Toronto:
About 6:30 a.m.
Morula};, January

Deposit of$30.95
$10 Required
Balance by Jan. 15, 1957
Application made at the
S.A.C. Office
Sleeping Car at
Extra Cost

SKHNG

•
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TODAY
1:00 p.m. VCF is sponsoring a Bible
study for the Meds Group in
Room 213 of the Anatomy Bldg.
1:00*U.C.p.m. Another BibJe Study, arranged by VCF, in Room III,
3:00Soccer
p.m. Team
The' Victoria
College
hs.ve steps
its
pic-of
ture taken on will
the front
Victoria.
4:00 p.m. VCF will hold a Bible
study in Room 111 of UC.
4:30 p.m.tarioCome
Royallecture
OnMuseum toforthea free
by Professor Bagnani of UC on
"Greek Treasure in Celtic
Lands", accompanied
colour
slides.
theby ArcheologicalOrganized
Institute byof America.
7:00 p.m. Di and Mike Shoemaker
are to speak on the WUS seminar which they attended last
summer in Germany as repre-

sentatives of the University, in
Room 1 of Trinity.
1:00 p.m. U. of T. Slavic Circle will
present
Kononov,
man of theSerge
Russia-n
CulturalchairSociety of Toronto as Guest
Speaker, at Cartwright Hall of
St. Hilda's
ments will be. College.
served. Refresh;:45 p.m. A Hi-Fi jazz concert is
scheduled in Carr Hall Audiorium of St.University
Mike's. All
members of tthe
welcome.
FRIDAY
3:00 p.m. Dr. William Fitch will
conduct a Bible Reading on
"The Trinity—
the Father", in
Sheraton
Hall. Wycliffe.
SATURDAY
r.-30 p.m. Rev. Stanley Plunkett
will viofficiate
EveningChapel.
Serce in WycliffeatCollege

Attention EAC Reps
THE E.A.C.
GENERAL
MEETING
has been changed from Falconer Hall
to Room 1, Trinity College
7:00 p.m. — Thursday, January 10

MALE STUDENTS' OPPORTUNITY
Career
Sales for
Finance
Company
brancheswith
coastCanada's
to coast largest
— openings
aggressive
young — men90
with ability and desire for responsibility. Expanding company
offers opportunities to start in training program. Broad employee
benefits. For personal interview, telephone or write Regional
Office.
Industrial Acceptance Corporation Limited
69 Bloor Street East
WAlnut 4-8745
HART
HOUSE
TODAY
In the Smoking Room of the Main Library
This exhibit under the auspices of the Hart
House Art Committee is of the work of Mr.
Gerald Finley, member of the School of
Graduate
Studies. It will hang until the end
of this month.
ARCHERY CLUB
8 p.m.

In the Rifle Range.

SING SONG
1:30 noon

TOMORROW
In the East Common Room. All the old favourites. Mr. Ross Workman will lead and
Mr. Stan Farrow will accompany on the
piano.

round their room in Trinity by
Dean Earp, Above left: from
left to right are Zoitan Sary,
Bob Langlois, Daniel Benedek,
Jeno Derenyl and Dean Earp,
Students will not start classes until next year because of language
difficulties but will take up residence in Trinity immediately.
Above right; students looking out of their bedroom window. The
only disappointment with Toronto was the lack of interest in the
arts.

Thought For Food
It all began in 1854 j,
year a young English mmim
named William Davies si
the business that has grown'
Canada Packers — an all 0
dian Company employing i
than 12,000 people and opera
11
plantins anil
estapack
blising
hments
Canada130, o
Phoenix of London Group
showing the initiative and ei
of Insurance Companies j prise that enabled Davies to 6
up his early business into
foreonrunndolla
's miG
er r oforgantoday
milli
ization,
Interesting opportunity for selected Arts graduate.
da Packers is expanding in
See the University Placement Service for
vital and fascinating fields
meat-food production, edible
further information and interview.
biological chemicals
cultural products. The com
for better methods of sen
Canada has led Canada Pad
into many new enterprises m
envisaged by William Di
D
when he started to market
Victoria College Presents
a hund
years andago, bacons t
supe
riorred hams
E I E C T R A
by Jean Giraudoux — Directed by Herbert Whittaker
Hart House Theatre
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, January 17, ,18, 19
TICKETS $1.25
On sale at Hart House Theatre Box Office
CURTAIN AT 8:30
Q

Coming . . .
University College

Arts

Ball

Friday, February

1st

Howard Ferguson Hall
9 - 1 p.m. — $3.00 per couple
Benny

Louis Orchestra
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TODAY
VOTE TODAY
VOTE TODAY

Can't think of anything
VOTE TODAY
Friday, January 11th, 1057
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CLASSIFIED ADS.
TUTOR WANTED
TYPEWRITERS
Correspondence tutor, Englishman,
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys Grade
XIII Algebra, Undergrad
Any make, bra.nd new typewriter, only, writing
fluency, longhand
(Rental refunded if you buy*.
work,to any. Trade-ins
$29. Humber
Cash registers,
add- explanations,
where in city, verify
phone noon
7.00
ing machines.
Typewriter.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
p.m., OX. 9-5931.
WUNDER VALUES
FOR SALE
AT won6er PRICES
A Remington portable typewriter, Unmatchable
student discounts on
slightly used. Price new. $99.00,
now $65.00. Phone Don Strangway. tape-recorders, hi-fi sets, recordplayers,
radios
of Philips,
any week night. WA. 2-0316.
Breeze, R.C.A. Victor.
Phone SeaRon
RENEW your subscription to Time dence.
Wunder, WA. 4-8925. U.C. Resiorwriting
Life student
by phoning
WA.
2-0583
or
Periodical Agency.
P.O. Box 157. Adelaide P.O. Tor- ATTENTION FRATERNITIES!
onto, Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 vr. <6.50 For sale at a very low price — mahogany dining table. Will extend
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yp-. <7.50 - 2 to seat ten
yrs.)
5364 after 5 oror twelve.
weekends.Call WA. 3TYPEWRITERS
COUNSELLORS
Special student rates. All regular
makes: new or rebuilt: rented and N'orthern Michigan camp is intersold on terms. Also for supplies,
estedsieln oVarsity
students asafter
coun-10
rs. Cat Don Rosenthal
repairs and service. Phone RI.
p.m. at RE. 7572.
1843 anytime.

our

readers

write

Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Harbord

Religions
of Man
A series of sermons
by
Dr. Ernest Marshall Howse
in Bloor
Street
United
Church
Sunday Evenings at
Seven- HINDUISM
o'clock
January 13th
January 20th - BUDDHISM
January 27 - CONFUCIANISM
February 3rd - JUDAISM
February 10th - ISLAM
A Sympathetic
Christian
sideration of other
formscon-of
religious faith.

THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS).
Warmly welcomes members of
the University at its meeting
for worship on Sundays at 11
a.m., at 60 Lowther
Avenue (at
Bedford, twoBloor.)
blocks north of
WA. 1-0368
BLOOR
MINISTERS
Rev. Dr. Ernest Marshall Howse
Rev. Walter C. Sellars
ORGANIST.
Frederick& CHOIRMASTER
C. Silvester
11 a.m. - Foundations of Sand
Dr. E. M. Howse
7:00 p.m. - Hinduism
Dr. E. M. Howse
The ter,Campus
Club will
meet My.
afthe Evening
Service.
Arthur Maloney will speak on
"Capital Punishment"

Student Christian Movement
in Victoria College
"RELIGION
MASS MEDIA"
an informal AND
debate THE
with question
period
Speakers: Dr. E. S. Carpenter — Rev. W. O. Fenncll.
Place: Music Room, Wymilwood.
Time: Monday, 14th January, 8 p.m.
Trim,
tapered
IVY
Slacks!
m
1

Authentic Ivy League styling with buckled back-strap,
pleatless front, tapered legs . . . finished to your
individual measure, with or without cuffs. Charcoal
grey. Waist sizes 28 to 38.
"Wedgemoor" all-wool worsted melange flannel.
Each 19.95
Luxuriously-soft doeskin-finished rayon fabric.
Each 13.95
PHONE UN. 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING —EATON'S Main Store,
Second Floor — Dept. 229
<*T. EATON Cfc™,

that
are Ver,

as long
Female
Fanaticism
University.
The
gradual
infilMiss Potter is right. We arc
; are
into the sacred women
Julfilli
surprised to find that women precinctstration ofofwomen
Hart House makes Vie
come to university to learn. us
men h
shudder. They have worked
We thought their main reason
or
their
way
into*
the
Arbor
Room,
As
we
for being on the campus was to
have e'y held
gallery, and just recentsnag a husband. After all, an the ly,artinto the
for emphasis,
debates room. What
rdM ained
engineer, medsman, or even an
artsman is a pretty good catch. next? We are just -waiting to in
favcamorpus ot h e" hav,
the
,
perfume dis- rea
Someday be may make enough see thempensers ininstall
the locker room,, or
lize that
money to provide his wife with
such necessities as fur coats, to see the Lacrosse final: Nurs- pus
sup
erior in Gv are's will
es vs. SPS. Someday they may
Cadillacs,
looki
and so on. diamond necklaces, even put up a beauty parlour
man
endeav
beside
the
barber
shop.
that
God
has
o
We agree
one x*e-lo
spect.
Womenwithhaveherthein right
about time we, the
wear Bermuda shorts if they menIt'sofjust
the campus, followed the for women
so desire. Frankly, we would lead of Sir Anthony Eden and been, and
just as soon, see them walking defended our rights, even, in supreme.
- s\
ward to aWeful
around in suits of armour. (At ■the face of great opposition.
least, as engineers, we could Don't get the wrong idea; we
manufacture can-openers.)
are 100 percent in favor of
Sinceious to Sally
Potterthe isrights
so anx-of women, but we believe that asto God
hold intended
theBodom
inan,^
maintain
l» Ca
rson s
they
should
be
put
in
their
prothe women on the campus, persex.
weak
er,
place. Their main object on- in their Bob
Ball ' ^
relations
haps she will concede the men the percampus
is
to
add
the
neceson the campus the right to use
sary
of beauty
videtouchamusement,
one and
way pro-or
Hart House for the purpose for
which it was intended, namely another, for the hard-working
Monday Ni9|j
as a club for the males at the engineers and artsmen.
KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister

"
ON'S
(EATleads the I
1

on:

STUDENT

TOUR

OF EUROPE
ARRANGED BY TREASURE TOURS
ESCORTED BY
DAVID MILLAR
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH,
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE.
TORONTO
SAILING FROM MONTREAL ON R.M.S.
CARINTHIA. JUNE 21st. VISITING 9
COUNTRIES IN 48 DAYS, WITH OPTIONAL EXTENSION TOUR OF SPAIN.
— RATES —
Including Transatlantic Transportation
From $1070
PHONE OR WRITE FOR FOLDER
FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
68 YONGE ST. (at King)
EM. 3-5191
and Mondoy Until 3 p.m.
Open Saturday Until

SCM Debate
"Religion and the rna£Smeii,
isbatethe spon
topic ford anby infor
mal
Christian sore
Movementthe atStud^
eigtt
o'clParti
ock cipan
Mondtsay Will
in Wymi
Lwm,Be? '
be the
W. O. Fenncll 0f Emmam^
College and Dr Carpenter ollig!
Anthropology department. '
Church
11 of The Redeemer
(Anglican)
At Bloor
the Head
nf the iRoad
Campus
and Avenue
Rector: Rev,B.A..OwenL.Th.P, Prlchara,
8 a., m. Hi Communlor
.m. Morning Prayei
Broadcast: CJBC
Preacher: The Rector
Students Cordli'lly Welcome
Hillel
Sabbath Eve
ry U>\
Januaberg
ay, Green
Fridell
' Mitch
8:30 p.m.
"HASKALAH
vs. r
Frank Glazie
oh

lel IOf\
Hil
NAL!^
TRADITK°
13, 11 a'B'
Jan
Sunday, uary J«
RabbirtLeoHouse
Ha
Sunday evening, »■■>
Rabbi Leo Jo"'

ge. G
A.n^drei
Geor
St
117 Bloor E.,n;ar
urch
ted Ch
ni
HaU
.m
.S^^
ge
at Yon J
''
interim P^

••IJefa^'V
7.30to att
p.m.end ^\^A
2 . .Heretic- »«d
Students c".*8';^
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Campus
Hates
By SAM AJZENSTAT
Varsity Forums Editor
,.f maforitv of the comments we received shnu- ntti- -e

CPR

11
I"

~&%s*£2
p^\ttr.«.
on the other hand, with 'railMc
^'"'^"the'i'esult
clear,withlogical
thinking. Perhaps
P'ed
lotions tied upof and
the association
of that ugly word "strike" *m, ■
tha of labour. The
1,11111n'rt»n with management, who are often no less strikers door
i"
tal. ,e been engaged for years in a campaign to ^\xp^ZhTZl^Z^ T"
Wh- \l-~-n" and this highly to be commended; management r „ „ muconwption of a
rrSi'of
b.ood:Sucking
cutthroats-nothing,
^1
change the tra<3.t,onal
picture
the union man how^Sas
as a small minded
gangstei K
v
»nd bad En^h- otConsequently,
ofitimial
course,
is usually more than
! ready
cli trust union motives in any labour disputespublic
that opinion
may arise.
Sometimes
is right. It is almost never
for the right reasons The rail''
blii opinion
point! the w«d has gotten around right
that the dispute is a question of automation and
pu iately
in the impressionable public mind
becomes convinced tint the „„!,„•
einneinmu'y1' „f progress. From there it is only one short illogical step to an attitude in which
■he union has become the enemy of free enterprise, the democratic way of life et ai
K- The union's stand is not concerned with automation. There lias been no proposal that a
■Lchine ran do the work that the union feels the firemen should be performing in fJt
| |<taachinfi can. The question is one safety. The engineer simply cannot keep his eye on
■Lrything that must be watched, or atof least
so the union says.
savs one man
■nning the tram is qui e safe, but since the CPR stands to save Management
about four million dollars
K,y the change, isn t it slightly more practical than good will toward firemen'W It is of ciurse possible that the union is mistaken, but if its contentions are to be dis
Inissed they must be dismissed on the basis of serious
not on the basis of
■that readiness to condemn which the specious sophistry consideration
of the professional propagandist
■has taught us. We must get used to the idea that, although
in
it is always the
■union that goes out on strike, nevertheless it is occasionally the papers that
has actually
ftone out on strike. We must get used to the idea that it is notmanagement
easy to go on strike that it
Ms
nevermanagement.
undertaken' lightly, and that it hurts labour in a more immediate way than it
■hurts
I Theenough
Marxistin industrial
concept of relations
continual inclass
between Itcapita'l
and labour
has held when
swav
long
NorthwarAmerica.
is at present
so strong
■the public is told that every railway in North America -with the exception of that
the
■maintains firemen in the contested position it is easier for them to believe that it isCPRso
Because of union pressure rather than because of a recognition of the safety issues Why
Rhen have a number of American states made it law that a fireman
is to accompany the
imgineer
Obviously
a todrastic
change
ofnecessities
attitude is very much in order.' It is
fcot enoughon toallgiveruns?
a
man
the
right
fight
for
the
of
life.
There are things a
■man does not want to have to fight for.
I Perhaps the union should return to work. Perhaps they should wait until a man is
[killed
has his legs cut off while a train is shunting or in yard service. Maybe it does
Itake a ormartyr.
the interests of the company
ILLOGICAL
GUINEA PIGS
and thementunron
makesnecessary.
govern| "Strikes can bp justified but
"The yondunion
is
not
looking
beintervention
its own immediate ends. Nationalization
is
not
the
answShis calonequestion
isn't.and
It isshould
a technologibe left Its arguments such as the one
er. Whether the government or
En the hands of a board of ex- that a firerhan in a train is as private
capital
is
behind
the
perts. The strike is a test case important as a co-pilot on a
the problem remains
Uiai the struggle between union plane are illogical. If the railway
the
same.
This
is
evident
from
pd management— we are th? situation assumes the propor- the strike of 1950 in which the
tions of an emergency the
pinea
pigs. As for nationalizat
Bion,
don't see the point. A government should not let the CNR tookIanpart,Campbell (III UC)
IJttle icompetition
i3 a good coming election stop it from
F"ne and there has been no ir- stepping in and it should not
SELFISHNESS
for public opinion to make
"The sti'ike
^gpon^bility on the part oi th ■ wait
of therepresents
union and theits
mind.of enthusiasm shown selfishness
John Vickars (II Vic) upTheits lack
failure
to
bow
to
progress. It
by other unions toward the is obvious that firemen
are not
SILLY
strike is significant. They are needed
on diesels.' Unquestion■ » seems siily to strike. I becoming more aware of their
ably the introduction nf diesels
■»°rked for the CPR and I knew relation to the general prosperwill open up possibilities for
■Femen. They seemed satisfied
ity
of
the
country".
other
jobs — no one need be laid
H° me B"t it may be said in John McConnell (HI Mod. Hist.) off. The
union should submit
Kf? °f the union 'hat the
to
conciliation,
I can understand
the
DEMOCRATIC
why
the
government
is biding
Hffi?'
devices
on
used
■,„„'
not
enforced
with
""
its
time
but
some
settlement
»"»ugh slrictness."
RIGHTS
Michael H. Kater (II UC)
"Striking is one of the demo- Manuel
reached."
(IV Chem En*;)
cratic rights of the individual, should beDdlfen
GRADUAL
however in this case the comNO SAFETY
pany seems to be right. Of
1
CHANGE
PROBLEM
course the workers have im"There is no safety problem.
mediate problems, but the union
Kd7h„What 1 have read and
Outside
of the yard— the only
is
ignoring
progress.
Diesels
,611owtag teehno- are bound to take over com- place where
safety measures are
■"WeninB tfiC us,lally en<ls in
pletely sooner or later and fire- really important— there will still
|«kn, L! J°b opportunities,
men will be defunct. Their pro- be three men available. It {s
blems should not be ignored just that the union had to go
the ehi Change is S''adual.
- >* Th, at CpR seems to but the complete difference In on strike to gain what every
actbe
|"f .V
r.";*e fea>' °f «€*>»
■■Ode
B-~ — ^MMOTitch

Strik

THE

ers

TOPIC

Refusing to accept, the reccominendations of a federal conciliation board the
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen
have gone on strike at the CPR. Asking
the students to comment on the strike, on
labour relations in general, and on the
proposal of the CCF that the railway be
nationalized we found student opinion
dead sel against the union.
The general opinion wa? that onlv
forced arbitration can solve the problem.
Below, a selection of the opinions and a
personal dissent.
other fireman in North America
iace. sained in order to save
had
The other CPR unions do not
seem to be actively supporting
the firemen. It seems to me that
the union is hurling itself more
by striking than it could any
other way. This strike has no
Julian Porter III Vic)
public support."'
FIGHT IT OUT!
"The .union did not have a
strong enough case to warrant
a strike; it is making this a
test case. The union shou 1d
huve accepted Ihe conclusions of
the federal concilia I ion board.
But the government
shouldit out
not
interfere;
let them fight
— I hardly think this strike will
cripple the Canadian economy
and forced arbitration is hardly
a good basis for lasting peace »n
the future. There does seem to
be a movement tow ard more
mutual understanding between
Charles
Withered
capital and
labour.''(IV C & F)
SOMETHING
ROTTEN
"The fact that a few thousand
men can slow down the life of
a country as this strike has
seems to indicate something
basically wrong with our society.
unions books
as corporations Running
with audited
and
possibility of some government
control might place them on a
higher level. There is no reason
for this strike — neither loss of
job, nor seniority, nor pay. An
examination of our labour laws
especially as to the limit to
which a union may be permitted

to exert its influence seems
J. C. Taylor mi SPSk
necessary."
IN THE WAY
"A strike can only hope to be
Successful as long as public
opinion
behindbeen
it. The
seems tois have
fair CPR
and
the union's reasons are weak;
they are standing in the way
Bob Pulnim (II Viet
of progress."
MORALLY
WRONG
"The rights and wrongs nf
this sti'ike reflect problems we
will have to face in the future—
specifically the effect of automation on labour and then suspicion that lies at the base
of world problems. It is th^
duty of every
be in-of
terested in thestudent
workingto out
an acceptable
basis
for
the
tion of these problems. soluThe CPR strike is morally
wrong. Unions should be willing
to accept thedependentruling
authorityofas some
long in-as
the authority is independent
Michael Sylvester (I U.C.)
BUTCHER, BAKER
."The problem is technological one and should be left up to
the scientists. The strike is no
more
justified thanat thethestriking
of candlcmakers
introduction of electric lights. There
is no edcrisis
for
capitalism
involvin automation. There will
merely he an casing off of workingvivehours.
surbecauseCapitalism
it is not will
a static
system which changes to meet
changing conditions."
3, Sperling (I U.C.)

(I Meds)
Apply
your Passport
lo Belterfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

I Happiness Doesn't
twCome In Pius «
K6 can't J"0"18 30 »ft *at
tlife's normal
K>? T^thout tranquilizing

ILSCr r,eS,to fa>"ily -pal*.
fc,*hv '•DiMa2er*s Die«' tells
ifc11*" our ' S ity
C3n evontUally
^aHP'°
to adjust
I
Udt,oni and oircum3 "rtainto
S T""' «your«^u y 18 n°nna
-Di„
Kg* tod"vJa""ary Roaders
KTl-''".-ave
^terLv ?" articles
condensod°f

The difference between
Second Best . . -

. . . and Best is offtn the balance
in your Savings Account

Vou'II find these B of M
branches especially
convenient. ■
Bloor A Bay Sts.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manager
Jeseph Queen's
Burdock,Park:Manager
St.
George
& BloorManager
Sts.:
James G. Lewe,

aid,
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This newspaper would never criticize unions in
anti-government editorials
principle. Although some
have led to our being called Tory earlier this year, we
would never suggest government control of unions.
Their right to strike is an essential one in our society.
But we seriously doubt if there has ever been an
instance of union behaviour that has done them so
much harm-in the public and governmental eye-as
the current C.P.R. firemen's strike.
The onus of settlement — it seems to us — rests
square on the shoulders of labour leaders. We hope
they will come to their senses before it is too late.

w!
Elizabeth Arden's New phe
Perfume, Memoire Cherie,
A Star on the Horizon
There's a new star on the perfume horizon! Elizabeth Arden's Memoire Cherie, created, bottled and
sealed in France. Here, at last, is the perfume of
divine proportion.
Every perfumer works with the essences of nature
and science: Jasmin, Rose, Patchouly, Vetyvoer, just
as all artists work with the same mediums: oils, water
colors, or pastels. But, where is the magic that causes
the brilliance of Cezanne to tower over paints of lesser artists? The answer is, of course, in the artist, so
with perfume the genius of the creator lies in the exquisite sense of proportion, the delicate balances that
produce, all too rarely, a perfume that can truly become a great classic. This is Memoire Cherie! A perfume capturing the imagination, becoming an intimate part of you, adding its warmth and brilliance to
beauty, adding the indefinable fourth dimen- •
your
sion, the elusive charm, the assured loveliness that is
the mark of a great beauty.
No, Memoire Cherie is not just another perfume,
it is the result of a lifetime of inspired genius, of love
and devotion to an art— a perfume destined to become
one of the truly great fragrances, an experience almost emotional in its impact, a perfume that men
adore.
Well, sir, I guess that just about does it. We
thought the end had come with sweet-dry ginger
ales, and cars you dream about at night, or models
spraying their lovely under-arms with something cold
from a bottle, but that's the end.
"The result of a lifetime of inspired genius, of
love
devotiongenius,
to an who
art . might
. . " Can't
picturea
it? Theandinspired
have you
invented
great medicine, or written a mighty symphony, sitting in Elizabeth Arden's laboratory night after night
sweating over one great masterpiece, one great perfume that with one whiff will knock Milady's manprey flat onto her nuptial bower, with no brains,
beauty, or sense of humour required from the purchaser.
And,release
incidentally,
didn't make
the
entire
that waswereceived
exactlyit up.
as is,It'sfrom
Elizabeth Arden.

simply
open letter to A.
maint
Levy. David
I started and ranLevy
a
r
'' T a\r\i T I ->.■».-,. I . i
*
Dear Mi*. Levy:
this summer, and we" publish/'1' \
I'd like to make it clear right at the outset
16 issues,
getting
°Ule t%
advertise
rs, andthe I-distribute ca
that I'm writing this letter from my own point our
n»otX;
also know something know
about
of view, and anything I say does not necessarily
experience
%ta '
bind The Varsity, this year or any' other. This
business
I
from
other
paper's official editorial stand was printed
from
that
experience.
I
maint„
*ell.|
T
yesterday, in the editorial column, and it
scarcely needs enlargement.
supporting your paper
Ordinarily, i would have been pleased to
But my biggest point of contentlet our little quarrel stop there, for there are
is this, if I may quote your editor;
hopes
that
your
paper
will
eventually
become
"The conference also ! Publisher.
a worthwhile addition to the Canadian university
scene,
and
I'd
hardly
like
to
see
The
Varsity
stand in the way of your improvement. ,
ilifeynotto letter
producefromsuchthea*?i
1
But today, because someone suggested it, I ours.
(Iiougi'i
And"At
' your
its officially;"
recent conference PlL
read the editorial and the letter from the
publisher in your most recent issue. And
ittula
it was inccaapa
t pea
ed rlytha-ap
0rp^ -■•>
ble pa
iiadmreg
ring mpus
frankly, Mr. Levy, you're asking for a reply.
N
As you are apparently aware, 11 student
editors at last month's CUP conference voted
Now really, Mr. Levy, do you read F
against supporting your paper. I was one of Copies
ofk ourarefour-p
nat^' ^
agear, bilingwi
ual,th
thi
appe
s
them, and I'd vote that way again.
newspawee
per in Canada. inThag t means all
But I frankly doubt, Mr. Levy, if you read
the motion we voted for. In case you didn't,
will read it. It won't hit the waste-pape^Si
I'll quote it here.:
atignorea thitherd of
an-qU
d '.^
Whereas a national student newspaper
needsour ofuniver
rougsithliesy , one
an^
should be bilingual, and should carry up to
Can
stu
ada
den
an
's
it
won
d
ts,
be
i^
't
date news and features, whereas editorial
pro
fes
polity should be controlled by undergraduate
wri
Slo
sioslo
tte
(pl
p
note
nal
/"
eas
n
e
ly
to
the
p because it's slop, not becauljl
editors, and whereas Canadian University
Post does not fulfill these requirements he
it resolved that Canadian University Press,
Nowsionalof course, it isn't regular, yet,
profes
as a body, does not support the Post . . .
was your ).paper last fall. Maybe it ^ ^
I feel fairly strongly about that motion, you
be published more often than once a year m
see. I helped draft it. And where, I would like
it's a beginning.
to know, is the mention of advertising on which
And furthermore, CUP has within it3
you seem to base your entire argument ?
organization, a set-up (I'm referring to «rj
I also feel fairly strongly about that partiwire-service) that can obviate the need fori
cular point,of mainly
as the
originator
the idea,because
was in The
chargeVarsity1,
of^producing
national
With paper.
our wire-service handled properly iatf
a CUP ments
journal
year. I(I'llsaidhaveit more
about thatthislater.)
during comthe
it will be some day) we can hsiti
confident
I'm
conference, and I'll say it again now: The only
national stories flashed- across this country a
reason we couldn't sell enough ads to produce
a matter of hours — not the weeks you n
the planned 16 pages is because of the existence
for mails going both ways, and your profession^
of your Canadian University Post.
Now I'm sure, Mr. Levy, that you'll run a editing staff.
That's about all I have room for, Mr. Leijj
reply to this open letter, and you'll say1 our
campaign wasn't strong enough. But before you
There's a lot more I have to say. I'm not against'1
do, I wish you'd take a short trip to Toronto,
the Post because it represents any "ogre of hi"
business." That's a ridiculous attitude a
and I'll show you some of our letters of refusal.
Canada.
You constantly refer, both in the editorial
and in the publisher's letter, about our lack of
all-outsuchco-opV;
knowledge of advertising. You seem to consider
ationSomeday,
from Theperhaps,
Varsity.you'll
But getwriting
ufr
yourself an expert on newspaper advertising,
between-your-legs
appeals
as
were in ynf
and you maintain your presence in the publishas I'm editor.
January
5 issue won't help you — not as M
ing business will help all the poor struggling
college papers (which, you so ironically note,
Sincerely,
could get along without ads anyway).
That's why I'm writing this personally, Mr.
Gz«»^
peterBusig
The Varsity's Minding Your
Left,

Right,
Left,
By PETER GZOWSKI
(With apologies to George Bain)
Programs, programs, get cal Care Plan similar to that in
yourparties
programs,
tell Britain
tries. and Scandinavian counthe
withoutyoua can't
program.
Conservatives : The hedging
(Following are excerpts from
Conservative and CCF party on health insurance will be
and active steps taken
programs, published in yester- ended
day's Varsity. Because of some in this area. In view of the
confusion as to what they actu- decade-long string of surpluses,
ally wanted to say, the Liberal and the fact that government
program
was comparison.)
too short to pro- revenue will rise by an estivide suitable
mated 18 per cent next year,
we see no difficulty in financing a modern welfare plan,
CCF:late a national
The CCFBillwould
legis- including Health Insurance.
of Rights
Socialists,
close
to safeguard fundamental freeboth your capitalists,
eyes
To hell witli retiring and
doms.
Conservatives: We believe
early to rise,
that a national Bill of Rights
TheSocreds
Liberalsarearewise,
wealthy, the
should be enacted as a reaffirmation of the respective rights
But we'll make you healthy,
of the citizen,
province
Dominion contained
in the andBritish
and nationalised.
North America Act.
Oh one was left, and the
other was right And one had spots, on its old
George Drew
The other had a ring around
its labour union winy
Heigh, ho the merry-oh.
CCF: The CCF has a practical programmentation.
ready
for impleThe CCF
would
undertake a nation-wide Medi-

Right

e onand f^cy*^
uragati
enco
igr
ori1I
imm
llitepohcountn*-*^
rshasate
othe
theh ourdowabilofityMost0cow"j^t
H
wit
much la1**1 . M
whi
dch
brenptris tleve
i»'ve^om
s*l of 1o
cur
m
partment of ™f*2
ent
pend
an .
inde
Boa
We rdwill establish °y
igrannj^^J
ch rtme
! depa
immntal
to whi
pea
wide powers ot i
t by .s
deci
Oh sion
theys of<*°»tha
1 Ltrim
to r*Ci^,«9
subject
be MHd
the iron
^
kingly «»"»' „,
<
ey
th
n
To Sata
■Till »errr
t„e sin Ms 1
Will

CCF: The CCF would repeal
■ * ' '-IM
the present Immigration Act
to remove its (question: whose,
l !^,
The
usua
„f sjjS
With .^se
P.°f;e$
the party's orcriminatory
thepractices
act's)
disand
establish Fair Hearing Boards,
intelligent
rehabilitation.quotas and refugee •on. it'sLiberal jo'6'"
-nj ' j ,#A
Conservatives : We welcome cut a goodsqu«
are a«» ^,„#
rightmiddle
lt!m i
to Canada those people seeking The
government
refuge from
tyranny
and
oppres ion, as demonstrated
recent events
in Hungary andby
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beecham
L tho*"5
battle of ^
river plate
p S. on jazz
e
robert norgat

JAZZ
. ON
p.s
vear
a certain
Mr. Presley captured the adolescent
" also a record number of albums released in all cateb(ie> s* mUSic, hi-fi sound-effects and bird songs. Drum solos,
mTi6S Belafonte and My Fair Lady sold briskly, and even jazz
m*Tvy,d „a wider market, to judge by the great number of new
line
G) features a bongo-drummer: Jack
(Cle/'an■1. >H0- > who(ZPhas12003
been part of the Stan Kenton organization,
-suit is amusing, but no significant contribution is made
scene.
lazz
,tige (LP 7033) is called '"The Jon Eardley Seven"; and
■
,[?
s"
a°pleasing
exampleZoot
of bop-derived
jazz, sax,
with isalltheof bop's
Kmonius hide-and-seek.
Sims on tenor
most
ELnding member of the septet, but the others put in their
vigour.
equal
with
■■Sessions
Bethlehem
a surprise
in the and
form there
of Missis
Morris;(BCP
her 6010)
voice offers
is direct
and sincere,
in the way she sings numbers such as "What More
matinA yWoman
Do", "My Old Flame", and "How 'Dja Like To
Can
Me." (MGN 1086) is a successful tribute to the great
RoveNorgriui
Hnd of Count Basie, paid by the dynamic drummer Buddy Rich.
Kiddy' has gathered an excellent group of well-known jazz
K-tisls - Pete Condoli, Frank Rosolino, Bob Cooper and Buddy
Boiled among others — to play the truly swinging arrangements
5i0f Marty Paich. The extended drum solos aside, this is a very
' exciting album.
I Bethlehem (BCP 36) entitled "Daddy Plays The Horn", is
■.small-group effort showcasing Dexter Gordon on the tenor sax.
Kith rhythm backing. This album has one fault common to many
Becoi dings of small groups. Unless the saxophonist is a man
Kving the imagination of Parker, Getz or Konitz, or the arrangements are equal to those of John Lewis or Gerry Mulligan, a
Mai
let cannot
compete
with improvisations.
a larger group which challenges
He soloists
to more
exacting
I Baton (BL 1202) which is called "The New Charlie Ventura
B HI-FI" reveals how an established leader from the early stages
ft cool jazz, is able to keep up to date with current developments. The album contains a few of the tunes which were associKed with him a decade ago, and also current compositions, such
K: Gerry Mulligan's "Bernie's Tune."
Peeter Sepp.

Davis,
■Bill Davis is finding that Vic
■pf.R.
and Crest rehearsals are
■plering with his rehearsal
■jeduleBrowning
for the U.C. version of
■The
Version",
■pnee Ratligan. Colin Hamil-by
■g". playing the English pro■p»r Crocker-Harris is reJfs- lor Og in "Finian's
mumBob Remnant who
MP* 'he -other man". Frank
>s in Vic's Electro- and
■pen Wilson who plays Tap-

SIR
Even if they won't serve Sir
Thomas Beecha
m with wine
his hotel room, they can't stopin
him serving the finest vintage
in Massey Hall. -Wednesday
night's concert with the T.S.O.
was fruitful.
0f this quality, mellowed
and
Tlie unassuming 97 th Symphony of Haydn
the
concert, A perfectlyopened
controlled
opening movment set the standard. Mature musicianship, courtly style, wit and urbanit
y,
all comwarmthbined tand
o makehumani
this tyHaydn
as
should be played. There is lit-it
tle sustained melody in the work
until the last two moveme
nts,
but all was gracious and tuneful.
The searing quality of the
' strings and their pianissimo in
the minuet was the sort of
sound that it takes a Beecha toexploit from the T.S.O , or m any
orchestra in fact. The romp
home in the finale was taken
at a fine clip and added, the
finishing polish to the performance, which we rated as tops
and characte
ristic.
The secret of Beecham is the
care and affection that he lavishes upon a work, transforming even the most mundane into
the sublime. Any liberties taken
with the score are usually justified by the results. For
Beethoven's Fourth Symphony,
I must abandon the journalistic
we and lapse into a personal I
to perpetrate
personal
gramme for thea work
that Prohas
ruined the Symphony for as
many people as have been exposed to this new slant. Quito
simply, it sounds like a train.
Contemplate in the opening"bars
if you herald
like, but
the crashing
chords
a departure
on a
surge of motion that can not be
stemmed. If this speed diminshes, slackens in pace, it only
gathers momentum and emerges
triumphant to continue1 on its
course. The andante leaves one

THOMAS
crash of the Allegro
a tritime
contemplate
and thewasbassoons
scene.to The
one I hadthe inpastoral
mind wereflenottruncated
sufficiently
bubbly, but
was studded with stately cathe- that
Andante
drals and and
laced with abandoned more than w,as superb and
railroads
ever suggested
canals that have Beechar
the
Pas to ■a) Symphony
fn which
always held a morbid fascination The scherzo is an attempt maikab; also excels.' Most re*
once more was the
to gather speed again, and was
often in my mind when stand- control of the strings in the
ing on a bridge north of York softer passages. The horn secwaiting for onetotrain.
-The Fiom tioninjected
was superb",
Nicholas
someandmagnificent
Northumbrian"
approach,
gaining momentum after a short pathos into his passage;] on the
stop in the city. The finale is flute. I cannot assess the imthe last lap, on a course high not pendeared
act of the symphony
t0 it, upon
but those
as a
above deep valleys and then the
hooter chiming stridently as the performance of a personal favorite, I found it completely
train approaches the suburbs of
the last city in the journey. So
The last work was
symifNorthumbrian".
I call the Symphony
"The satisfying
*« a calle-i
you'll know
phonic poemSpinning
by Dvorak
the Golden
Wheel. It
why.
And
if
you
don't
believe
me. get out a record and listen
sort of programme music
to those chimes, chords played isheldthe together
by its tale.
by all the wind and the scurry- Some incidents only
were easily reing of the strings like ihe click

Gallery, Hungary
low the student, spends his days author is Eugene O'Neill, and
rehearsing for a large part in the play is "Ah! Wilderness".
The Art Gallery of Toronto
theAileen
Crest'sTaylor,,
next show.
who played op has been going in for the parlour- ment.
posite Bill Davis in the U.C. game type of exhibition more of rail joints, in the last move- cognizable, such as the arrival
uf the King, with huntsmen and
three-act "Summer and Smoke" and more, . lately. The "guess
Mercifully, it is possible to the spinning of the wheel. After
the hit
O.S.A.
is
now working
direction
as Millie, under
the bitchBill'sof big
last artist
spring.contest" was a dismiss the literal demands of a while, it all became rather inI
heard the cut-olf
the play. Bill admits his cast
choir "Var- a Programme in a really great hands, orvolved.never
tne vizard, but forlooks good on paper and he is The Lithuanian
performance, and in any case,
giving
a
concert
Tuest
u
n
a
t
e
l
y
t
h
e
King
dashed in on
looking forward to seeing them pas'^ dayis night
January 15 at Hart Beethoven never saw a train in
all on stage at once. This should House Theatre
his great
white
charger,
so ali
for the Hungar- his life. One is just left with a was
well
and
the
piece ended
be some time before the play
synthesis of personal experience
ian Relief
of
magnificent
orchesopens on January 30, in the WoformingFund.
exerpts fromThey're
operas per-by expressed by the music and it in a blaze
sound and I woke up to
men's Union Theatre.
Verdi, Gounod, Ponchielli, F. is the actual sound and con- find tral
out >hat it was really still
NORGATE
struction ofthe piece that holds the T.S.O.
The play at the Crest for Von Floto, C. Saint-Saens, re- the attention.
in Massey Hall, but
This sound from
ligious songs and folk and dance
Wilson is re» torrnented, i„te„se pencil which Warren
the Wizardry ail.of Sir Thomas had
songs. Tickets are at the Hart the T.S.O. was superb. Beecham transformed
hearsing is announced by the House
box-office
now.
unfolded the construction with
Mk n„ a ;ace was one °£ R°- Crest publication as a "heartJanet MacDonald lucidity. Perhaps the Opening'
STS. last drawinssChris Wilson
warming family comedy". The
his
'°
key
3
15
ra"
;
„
K
■Alum s m tne exhibition
jfee n m °£ Vict0™ c°'fcwptaVoet thC dra™gs of
THE BATTLE
OF THE RIVER
PLATE
■Bon'lTf
,his eol■lptor'« ™r™tB h3S'
dna in"Sures,
the
documentary
approach. For one thing,
finally
is
forced,
to
take
refuge
in
Monteand
6St in pose'
■ftree
Despite the presence of a few distress- Video harbour; the Uruguayan government they have* humanized the Germans to such
BostVdi 6nsi0nal
extent that one feels soriy for Captain
ing' cliches, "The Battle of the River insists the ship must leave within three an
Bhns da?P lfled head* <re- Plate" (which was at the Odeon Carlton days, British intelligence spreads a rumour Langsdorff < sensitively played by Peter
Ed to Ld2S8 eSgs) which and should return to the neighborhood that a large naval force is massing off the Finch) when he watches the flaming Graf
■th'nk i, blt a comic note theatres) is one of those rare war films coast, and the Captain is forced to scuttle Spee slowly sinking. For another thing,
■bre new!! t0 Mr- Norgate's that are honest, fair to both sides and the ship. Incidentally, he committed much of the film takes place inside the
an accurate account of what happened. suicide after the ship had sunk but this is Graf Spee or in Montevideo. And, in the
Kllea ^s feeling for give
shown in the film.
Montevideo sequence, Powell and PressAt the same time, it is exciting to watch. not The
style for a film of this burger
have let their fantastic inclinations
The film is an account of the crippling kind to obvious
use — if it wants to avoid the get the better of them. We are introduced
of
the
German
pocket
battleship
Graf
Spee
^s ^f°apf
1
:s
also
a
p°etto
the
by means of a sequence of
•mouW
1
oE
the
art"
over
preoccupation
with
melodrama
that
three relatively lightly armed Britishof has marred so many American war films shots of city
■»*,.. ..theuns,7: powerful
lights to an accompaniment
PWerf"l and by
outbreak is — is that of the semi-documentary with of Lati i neon
HK
with the Graf
begins War.
cruisers. It World
American
music. And the final
ar>1"'" have taken the
Spee
The
Second
lots
of
beautiful
sea
photography
and
a
departure and scuttling of the German
to British good share of finely edited battle scenes. ship
■>> fact ',
at sea doing heavy damage
is
accompanied
by an American reofficers of the This has been done in a large part of the
merchant shipping. The aboard
runningbecommentary
that sounds
the Graf film, especially the first half (although as if it porter's
taken
are
'ships
sunken
would
more
appropriate
with
ot Mr. c°'our.
with such the battle scenes are somewhat confusing a football game. But. however
< '*Jf
the Spee, where they are treated
superfluous
ear, be Norgate's
Langsdorff,
by
labelled consideration and chivalry
all
these
contrivances
may
seem
at
first
at
times).
Unfortunately,
the
stilted
stiff«» *» the captain, that he wins the lasting upper-lip style of dialogue that is one of sight, they certainly add to the suspense.
Mhnt i s '"e
respect of at least one of the major defects of the standard British As a result, .what we are left with is a
draw- the
admiration
capturedandofficers.
semi-documentary is also used. This is strange variety of fantastic realism that
breaksto hea new
, a ship manages one of the major drawbacks of the film. out
Christmas
before
Just
a deadpathend).(although it may turn
»»
Spee
Graf
However, the team of Michael Powell
the
««
of
position
tt
the
out
,o
send
to
b5
sk
fcr^ani"
the
and
Emeric
Pessburger
who
made
this
result,
a
So,
taken
all in all, "The Battle of the
As
sunk.
just before being
River enjoy
Plate"warshould
bothandto those
those
and Achilles waitof film, and who are best remembered for who
Ajax, Exeter near
cruisers German
K
and su • 7n,1> century for
filmsappeal
as such
mouth
the
ship
the
such almost anti-realistic films as "Tales who enjoy a well-made
many
is
■ S "'"onJa°y
bt°
*e
e"i»«d,
story
the
of
rest
The
Plate.
river
movie.
of
Hoffman"
and
"The
Red
Shoes",
do
rjqt
the
n« MacDonald
cinisei seem to have been content with a formal
The small
well knpwn
ship, which
much bigger
the history.
engage
Guy Grnen.
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Breslin

Meets:

Mike
Porter
Mike had a
onto,
where
he
has
since devoted The official function of the job
You probably have never seen ended up as valet and cook to
Mike Porter climbing mountains. an Albanian lord who lived in his energies _ more convention- was "to count the trees." By die
Geneva, but wintered in Cairo al pursuits, 'But I get terribly end of the summer, Mike says,
The slim, blond Second-Medsman, with
his race-horses.
Prospecting
itchy feet every spring," Mike |"I never wanted to see another -chased
with his British mutterings and
alon V"^ ^
damn tree in my life."
his self-effacing air, would seem But the passion really de- admits.
to be more at home over a Bunveloped the summer that he went
sen burner, or perhaps a friendly to Lapland, 250 miles north of
.for the w:
glass of port. The fact remains the Arctic Circle. He was interthat Mike spent his Christmas
ested then in birds — "banding,
holiday on a mountain in Ver- not watching"
in
mont, cooking his breakfast over a Lapp village— sowithhe astayed
Finnish
a wood fire at thirty below.
family who spoke no English.
Such activity could be ex- "I had a pretty ropey time
cused as part of his job, as presi- up there," Mike says, "and I'd
dent of the Hart House Explora- go
back tomorrow, with half a
>rvice, and hence .
tion Society, except that Mike chance. It was light all night —
!where hopes
they have
.tifike
to „. arn/"*!
Pa*~
admittedly thrives on it. "It's you could read till one. Really
In Toronto, Mik
desolate and wonderful," he says. threw you off. No trees, a lot
where!"_pel.h
g,.ele =j
"You sort of get lost in the of reindeer roaming around —
leaar
to ye
cusu™
!c
rn „itongf\y
e nS
wilderness of it, with a wonderSot^e<v
ful feeling of insignificance — veryA romantic."
few years later Mike left
very much of a religious feeling." his native England, several days
I the other fifteen or
In his Mike
expedilion
the Adironbeforeconscription
Her Majesty's
forces
and
|are somewhat
dacks,
was tojoined
by six the
hamper^
caught
up
with
l^rsot
the Exp^
™'>
other members of the Society. him. He "came out" to Canada
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600 Students
answered questionnaires, and most
of them said they'd like to study
in the reading room (above) in- Library Poll - Later Hours
culties
stead of the smoking room (left) —
voted overwhelming- rooms.
and until 11 p.m. Results go to the Students
ly
to
have
library
hours
extended
Senate
till eleven, results of a recent Other opinions brought to
Tuesday.Library committee meeting survey
showed last night.
plaints othe
f the survey
bells rungwereat comclosCommittee member Dolf Wyn- lighting by
and studying conditions
ia said about 600 students re- in the timeSmoking
Lounge
between
plied in the survey conducted
11 this
ten and eleven. 'The Smoking
fromweekTuesday'
Thursday
calendar
and twotodays
last term.of Room
was described by one stuHe said the results were surdent as "too smoky" and was
prisingly representative of the
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|an,
d
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library
ana
now
:30 p.m. Rev. Stanley Plunkett problem s were presented from
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officiate
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Ser- the different angles of profesfcOO p.m. LOCK will meet to revice., in the Wycliffe
sional and Arts students.
view and plan the year, in the
Chapel.
SAC
office,
St.
Mike's.
Besides
requests for later hours
Concert Com3:45 p.m. A Hi-Fi concert will take i:00 p.m. Wymilwood
mit e isscheduling a recital in some students wanted use of the
place in Carr Hall Auditorium
library
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afternoons and
atthe St,University
Mike's. All
members of the Wymilwood Music Room
invited.
featuring Greta Kraus, harpsi- use of* the stacks until eleven.
chord; Hugh Orr, recorder, and The latter, said Wynia, is imSATURDAY
possible due to financial diffi3:00 p.m. Dr. William Fitch will Elizabeth Benson Guy, soprano.
conduct a Bible Reading — "The
Trinity—
Father", in Sheraton Hall,TheWycliffe.
SUNDAY
2:15 p.m. U. of T. Film Society will
present
the Royal
Ontario "Orphee"
Museum atTheatre,
for
members only.
Debate
DR. E. S. CARPENTER
and
PROF. W. O. FENNELL
on
"RELIGION AND THE
MEDIA"
Music Room ofMASS
Wymilwood
Mon., Jan. 14
8,00 p.m.
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES

Undergraduate
and Graduate Members
Members of Hart' HouseShow
and male
Hart House
'Faculty and Administrative Staff of the University are invited
tobefore
submit their amateur, art work to the Undergraduate Office
2 p.m.
'"I
Wednesday
the 23rd of January
The
Show will hang from the 24th of January until the 6th of
February.
The works will be judged and those of superior merit hung.
All maletribute andmembers
university
are most
urged to ofpassthe this
information
alongwelcome
to friendsto conwho
might be interested.
INFORMATION: UNDERGRADUATE OFFICE, HART HOUSE,
WA. 3-1302

HART
HOUSE
TODAY

($1.00 per person

I Dancing Every Saturday jj Friday the 11th
SING SON G
1:30 p.m.
ART LIBRARY
2 - 3 p.m.
I
Mart, ii ARTDailyEXHIBITS
f
I Kenney's
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RESERVATIONS
I
I

WA.

1-6102-

Needi

jj
Saturday the 12th
AT THE FARM
Sunday
the 13th
RELIGIOUS
SERVICE
11 a.m.

East Common Room. Come one. come all.
In
Gallery.
Books ma.y be borrowed
for the
a week
at a time.
Hart House, Canadian Figure Painting
Gallery
from Wednesdays
10 a.m. to 104-6p.m. p.m.
for
members.openWomen
Smoking
Room
of
the
Main
Library.
Mr. Gerald Finley.
The Victoria. College Union.
In the Great— Hell. The Orthodox Jewish
Service. All members of the university
community are most welcome.
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You taste the difference . . .
even the bubbles taste better.
You fcel the difference . . .
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ries Poll 964 Votes
In the largest vote ever recorded in a U. of T. election,
[the campus Progressive Conservative club earned the right
model parliament
all three nights.
[ t„ |ead
The this
CCF week's
were second,
Liberals third.
| Only one-half of one per cent off an absolute majority,
■the Conservatives
polled 964 votes. CCF recorded 5?o'
[Liberals 457.
To facilitate government, the
last Conservatives
■ Total vote was up 512thefrom
will be given 49
Liberal seats.
Bvear s 1435. Last year
ent af- 22 CCF will take 26. Liberals
Hbai-tv formed the governm
Hjer 3 constitutional battle with the Last year. Model Parliament
BpC>.
B Because their vote exceeded the turned into a ruckus when the
government
only 42
BcCF by more than 12 per cent of Liberal
seats, 49.and the combinedhadoppositio
■the total, the Conservatives will be held
n
Bh» government all three nights of. CCF leader Steve
Lewis will
Bthf session — Tuesday, Wednesday,
the opposition. Last night
^Bhursday. Had one party come lead
said his party had underBlost
the PC's
they would
have Lewis taken
considerable resarch on subHormedto the
government
Thursday
Blighl.
havehavechosen
jects the PC's
H Conservative bills have not yet their bills,
a num-for
and they
ber of amendments to propose;
Been released for publication alBhoush they have been- circulated Liberals did not comment on
their plans for the three-day session.
But" I'm rival party leaders.
B John LeCalire,- president of the
grampus club, will act as prime
Bpinister during the session.
is are congratulated by their national party
G i\ Tnor-general Joe McCulley
H arr7
A I"! r>V about
results, campus
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dropped around to
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the young
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on othe ■ingbusiness,
v,i!l n ad the speech from the
Conservatives
celebrate
the result-table are, left help
to right,
John
overwhelming
victory.
Examr
Bhronf in the Ontario Legislative
A series of lectures on jour- Leclaire, club president and Prime Minister elect, John Diefenbaker,
Janet Kerr, fifth vice-president
nalism in general and news of the PC club, and Del O'Brien, first vice-president.
Biambers at 7:30- Tuesday evening.
■Voting was reasonably uniform style in particular will begin
Biroughout the university. Conser- tomorrow afternoon at one in
office. The lecturBions. vative led in 15 of 18 polljng sta- The esVarsity
will be given by Peter
BBoth polling stations in St. Gzowski, editor of The Varsity. Parties Reflect On Election Results
Bik^
one from the School of
Any one who wishes to learn
Post-election statements were this University, helped elect Liberal parly said last night.
Bediciniand■ returned
Liberal majori- something about writing news issued by all three parties last John Deifenbaker to the leader- "Furthermore, it seems the
stories is welcome to attend. night. John LeClair, leader of
CCF has gained almost as many
B VoUn* was heavy at University The series will consist of six the Progressive Conservatives Steve Lewis, leader of the votes as the LPP's received last
■allege, where Conservatives lectures and will deal with the and Prime Minister for all three CCF party, said:
year, in a lighter vote.
nights of the Parliamentary "The CCF feels the most out- "Therefore, I feel the increase
writing. subject of journalistic session
B^113- Liberals 107 and the whole
said that the results
standing fact about the election in. the CCF votes can be written
■ Trinity College was overwhelmas former LPP votes, and
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W. L. Laing, chief crane designer at Dominion Bridge, is shown
with two of our large staff of mechanical engineers. They
worked with others on the design of this major project.
Douglas D. Hunter, [left) a '42 graduate, has been with the Company since 1936, with interruptions for war service and college
work.
Gerald Rothschild, (right) has been with the Company since
graduation in 1947.

300-TON

' TRAVELLING

POWER

HOUSE"

; . . designed by our mechanical engineers, one of the largest
gantry cranes ever built is now under construction at the
Robert H. Saunders Generating Station, Cornwall, Ont.
This crane, weighing over 400 tons, illustrates a new
trend in design. Completely enclosed, it serves in effect as a
"travelling powerhouse". It incorporates no less than 30
motors for various hoisting and travel movements and has
all the facilities and functions normally provided in a
conventional powerhouse. This project typifies the extensive
resources and experience of the Company in the field of
mechanical engineering.
Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian Company, is the
foremost fabricator in Canada of bridges and steel structures.

There are interesting careers awaiting young civil and mechanical engineers
in Dominion Bridge Company Limited. With 15 plants from coast to coast,
we
are now engaged in the largest expansion programme of our 74-year
history.
Yj>u are cordially -ited to write us at P.O. Box 310, Terminal A, Toronto,
CAMPUS

INTERVIEW

FOR ST. LAWRENCE

POWER

PROJECT

Less well known is Dominion Bridge's leadership in other
engineering fields. Cranes and other handling equipment, hydraulic machinery, boilers for heating and process steam requirements, Turning machinery, refinery towers, pulp mill digesters,
oil well machinery— these are but a few examples of the diversification ofDominion Bridge operations.
To-day, we have the largest and strongest Canadian force
of design engineers in our field. Much of their work is of ft
pioneering nature, and they are constantly being called upon
to solve problems connected with large projects in virtually
every type of industry. Theirs is a never-ending challenge.

for descriptive booklets or further information on any question yo
have in mind. Or telephone our Personnel Department, LEnnox ifl0
Please boards.
mention The Varsity. Information for interviews will be fort . cPtel
notice
the University Placement Service soon. Watch your depart"1
through
DATES FEB. 1st and 4th
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impolitic policy
The genial face of President Eisenhower appeared
on television screens across the continent one day
last week, as he "went to the people" with his proposals tor a new Middle East policy.
When all the generalities are taken out of the
president's speech, it boils down to just one simple
fact: the U.S. is going to put its foot down to prevent
Soviet Rusia from taking control of the crucial Middle
East.
American publications — at least those we have
seen — have hailed President Eisenhower's announcement with disheartening unanimity. In other parts of
the world, feelings may be a trifle different.
To the British, if they read between the lines, the
U.S. policy change, by its manner and timing, must
appear an ill omen during a period in British history
already discouraging enough. For, very simply, the only difference between the
president's announced policy and that which has recently brought Sir Anthony Eden tumbling from
power, is that the British chose to enact theirs at a
politically dangerous time. To judge by his speech to
the joint session last week, President Eisenhower's
only
criticism
Eden's Suez action is that Britain was
too weak
to beof successful.
But the ill omen does not lie so much in the fact
that
the U.S.
is cheerfully
taking upher
Britain's
only
a few
weeks
after censuring
in thelineUnited
Nations, as it is in the great addition to the evidence
that Great Britain's great days are over.
While Sir Anthony no doubt made a lot of mistakes during his tenure on Downing street ("he knew
all about the world and nothing about England") the
gravest one that history will record is surely that he
allowed his country and the United States to drift
apart.
More and more commentators are saying these
days that the world is heading toward war. There is
certainly plenty of justification for such a view. If
there is a war, any time within the forseeable future,
all will depend on the balance of power. By no
stretch of the imagination can one envision a United
States-vs. -Russia war. It will be East against West,
freedom against communism.
While the world is in its present tense state, the
slightest rift in the solid wall presented by the west
may prove to be catastrophic.
Particularly now, when Russia is having obvious
difficulty keeping her satellites under control, we
must all be together.
That is one reason why President Eisenhower's
policy may prove to do harm as well as good. It is
as though Uncle Sam had publicly slapped Britain out
of the way, with a "you were naughty boys to do
whatThere
you did,
now letreason.
us show you what is right".
is another
The president has flouted the United Nations.
Now while no-one but a fool would claim the U.N.
has done an effective job since its inception in 1945,
it is still the one remaining bulwark for peace.
No matter how many times the diplomats
wrangle over problems without coming to any solution, no matter how many times the U.N. fails in its
obvious duty, no matter how many times Russia
makes a laughing stock of the organization by disobeying its outright demands, the United Nations
must be regarded as the only way.
President Eisenhower's new policy may
right.
We think it is. But he went about it the wrongbe way.
The
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still escapes their grasp.'
The Liberals also point out that CCF oneOh honor
nny LeClaire, may have grey in
hisJohhair.
votes
are
equal
to
last
year's
showing
by
the Labour Progressive party. What they
By the time all the sessimxs are over,
mean, incidentally, is that the numbers
And the Liberals too, have a reason
are
equal.
Actually,
the
LPP's
totalled
seven per cent of the total vote last year,
for rue,
and most observers feel they would never
And Sir Wilf in his^rave turneth over,
have come close this year, after Hungary
Oh even the left, is a trifle bereft,
and all. »
Of- its power by detestable Tories.
Oh the Commies like the Socialists,
But still there remains, one reward
And the Liberals i-ote PC
for their pains,
But the CCF support themselves,
The last of political glories,
Which isn't fair, you see.
Butgoodif little
they'reploys)
good boys, {meaning
They
all
may
achieve
even that,
As expected, the vote was heavier this
Forcourse
between
year than ever before. Apparently, students
C.V.P.)you and vie, {awl of
are beginning to take an interest in what
Some reporter may steal all their hats.
goes on around them. Several" campus
open
letter from
the
Post
Dear Mr. Gzowski,
But, in so doing, you also attempted to deprive the students
Since you have declared the
of the Uni-an
this University of the right of a whole
versity Post issue
to themselves;
season for open letters officially ofof rnaking
own minds. issue that would have been paid
open, we of, the University Post (3) You. all upby their
and apbe- for mainly by our advertisers
have taken this opportunity, so
fore the paperyourself,
had even
kindly provided by you. to reply
peared, decided that it was a and circulated by us. It seemed
more important to you to snub
toPost.your letter to Mr. A. David threat to campus journalism and the
Post and produce a f°ur
a bad thing for everyLevy, publisher of the University therefore
body. Acting on this assumption page issue, than to imply re' I
you proceeded to use whatever cognition of the Post issue
and prothat jjI
page have
However, we must admit at the means were at your disposal to undoubtedly
duce a sixteenwould
been
its cancerous (4) pages
outset, that v/e find your attitude prevent
falling into the hands of did appear. (7)
towards our paper a little be- from
greater value than the four
wildering. Early this fall. any unsuspecting student. Sure- of
"Supplement-' that fmalV
pages
ly, if ourknife
paperat were
Michael Cassidy, your managing obvious
your "such
jugularan
as >«■ ,■
editor, received a letter from vein, the student body would the fact that there eis.upset
over
quit
seem
You
Mr. Levy offering his help in have come to the rescue of the Fren
on «
secti
ch Language
and
your
wor* ,
securing advertising for your dear riesoldwouldVarsity
wel
ly
you
rent
Appa
r.
pape
have been over.
C. j
at the meeting of the
paper, and with the understood
If
you
were
really
afraid
of
Wj
ined
expla
th
rial
that
—
Levy
weal
mates and in_ the
,f;*the ,
whentingMr.ofcost
prin
hope of coming to some sort of
advertising why didn't you
,ust already go^o^
working arrangement with you. your
comely andoutopenly,
and fight(5) forletting
it cleanthe
The letter is still unanswered. advertisers decide where they
Perhaps you already know all would receive the most value such
a have
sectionsofrom
far 3PI* u,aS
there is to know about the ad- for their dollar, Your terror is paper,
the *a „ ,
note,
please
vertising business and feel you inexplicable. You already have And
by Mr.
could learn nothing from Mr. a classified ad. section and a not rejected
[Die /
of local advertisers who
un
postponed
Levy's experience? Prehaps you number
*. pj,
heartedh
whole can
was simply
«cbeyond our reach. (5) And but
be folin
advertising
did not have time to write a are
attempting to strangle your com- tor it. Surely with you ^
reply?
(U Perhaps you simply could
petitor
before
he
even
makes
an
siness
you
have
s0l™,mS
the nejVSP^^rperience otin1 these
not afford the postage stamps? appearance is carrying compet- standing
pro&lu
.(II. J]
Pro" t0'n>l
You
said
m
s"
ition alittle far don't you think?
Now, I would be the last one
What ever the reason, you
...
Lets
seemed to have pretty definite to criticize the crusading ferly ;"'»'* '
stand
ideas about the University Post, wonderful.
vour of The But
Varsity.
think it's TheYou
woul
you1'
even I righteous
saidtyd inhard
You'varsi
even, before its first issue ap- indignation must recognize cer- stand
in
the
w»y
youement.»»°.„rpnc*
veryled
tain limits. You made references provement,
peared. When the S.A.C. asked
istencc.
(9)
of its improv
in
your
letter
to
the
fact
that
your opinion about allowing us
national
ser- stand, in the way of
to circulate our paper in cam- the proposed
vice of the C.U.P.
will wire
seemingpus buildings, as The Varsity js
ly eliminate the need for the
circulated, you objected violent- Post. This seems almost like else's writing. r .
s!op
vours
tord your
ly, and subsequently permission saying that the A.P. and The theAndso-casalle
««
rs «fl
on»ro »01lC
we canbad„nly
U.P. have eliminated the need paper,flagrant
was refused. You did this even for
y0ll
such
TIME
magazine.
(6)
when many university officials
not occur again *" ^
had already
given, (2)their ap- You also stated that the only
proval of the paper.
reason
you couldn't
evaw
sixteenthatpages
in the produce
national
Now let's just for a moment C.U.P. paper was because the attempting to
take a closer look at what your Post had siphoned off most of
action meant. You presumably the available advertising. You
did this in order to safeguard neglected to mention that the David Lewis S***..^'
your advertising from the Post. C.U.P. refused Mr. Levy's offer University Post' J"-1"
Toronto
lActing
Merrick
Saul
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our

readers

write

ASSASSINATE THEM
The current strike of Locoincome, and yet is e\motive Fireman and Enginemen prolonged strike is abortive; io loses
at the CPR is a further demon- recover the striker's monetary pected to provide an increase
stration of tfie undeserved in- strike
loss occasioned
six-weeks' pay with depleted funds.
for more bypaya necessiates
convenience and unmerited
The current strike is achievir g
nishment that these quibblpu-es a period of months or ' even precisely what it set out to prebetween union and management years at the new rates of pervent, namely the unemploymerl
hourthemore.
But of the firemen, and moreover
impose upon the public. Any during hapsthe10c anstrike
company
the enginemen too, and many
othcri
Federal conciliation has betn
RETURN TO REASON
rejected; what remains? A proThe following is an open let- do. That is all but one. As I
longed strike by which no one
ter to Mr. R. E. Maddocks:
anything? No! What then?
stated, twice before in The gains
The
solution
is this. On every
In reference to your letter have
Varsity, I am a member of the
published in Tuesday's Varsity, 1st. Unitarian Congregation. Wc day of the strike, excluding Sundays,
one
representative
"light I criticize this entirely offer you fellowship, and an management and one from from
the
negativ
e attack upon orthodox opportunity to develop your
Christianity.
sense of reason beyond pv=nRT. union shall be executed publicThis could and
be performed
You must realize thai a church
I once heard of an insane wo- quitely.painlessly
humanely,
man who could be relaxed only the
must meet the needs of its by hearing
cost of funeral, etc., to ba
meni.
the
sound
of
tearmembers. The Roman Catholic
ing
cloth.
So.
she
spent
her
days
borne
by
the
federal
goverrappeals mainly to the tearing rags into bits. There are ranteed;
Church
uneducated.
The weak, decadent some Unitarians like this; you
An
early
settlement
is
guacountries of Europe are also the . us.
R-C countries. In America, their may find many friends among
R. J. J. Furnell
appeal matches the demand;
E. R. Nosnibor.
they preach a return to the
faith, peace of soul etc. Like
most religions. Christian Science,
SOCIALISTS!
referred to in your letter, found
a partial truth, and made an
Concerning your article Old type of journalism, it is biased
entire religion out of it.
and suggestive. Print such trash
1 t'C
The only positive suggestion Parties
I can Fossilized,
only sayCCFthatCharges
I am ' if you like but let .the other
of your article illustrates that thoroughly disgusted. Not only parties
fertilizera little
too. of their
you wish that churches give up is it written by a mealy-mouth- natural sling
their dogmas of revelation, and
ed, rabble-rousing socialist, it is In the interests of ethics and
accept the,, at least first ap- the only article devoted to one political apathy.
p
r
o
x
i
m
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
.
truth
as
unI remain sincerely.
political
party. The first sencovered by science.
tence, indeed the whole article
T. G. Drew-Brook.
This, they are unprepared to is representative of the worst
2nd Trinity

Some people love their hobbies. Varsity photo editor
Bill Eppridge, who is never seen around campus without
camera in his hand, even took pictures during the
'acution. This is a scene he snapped near the docks of
his koine town, Wilmington, Delaware. This page is open
■ picturesnates.
of all types, so long as they were taken by
uidert/md
Delta Gamma Fraternity
The Anchor
Bail
Saturday, January 19th
Royal York Hotel
JOHNNY PERKINS ORCHESTRA
$3.00 a couple
IN AID OF THE BLIND
FOR TICKETS PHONE MO. 2507
CLASS
SIM
TYPEWRITERS
,51-OCI We ekl, Re„,s or Buys
lentai «t ?d new typewriter.
Me-ins 590 S6d a y°u bu-v»
»L reSisters, addmachine,
!*I Jane
st» ? »h" Typewriter,
eNew~^7 — ' —
^—
r l«» bv "rhS"bscript:°n <° Time
I-i,B0rt7nlAPfV^ical
1 1 1 1 A"elaide p.oAgency.
Tor=—i.25 - l yr.
*" Ufl5£*»
" 1 (7» 50'«•«)
.2

ED ADS.
ATTENTION FRATERNITIES! |
low price— maFor sale at a very
table. Will extend
hogany dining
twelve.
or
ten
seat
to
5364 after 5 or weekends.Call WA. 3TAILS FOR SALE
Immaculate evening tails styled by
36. regular, worn
Ed Provan. Size
on onlv two occasions. Vest, shirt,
collar,3-5091.
'tie and silk scarf included.
RO.
FURNISHED ROOM
56.25 per week.
For rent. Grill.
Nursing School. Leave
door
Next
?«iill st„r,' -""I I ERS
number, name. Box 34,
phone Office.
S.A.C.
rK,eS' A"
h term,o? S^Ui
I-"*
re«ed"^ular
and
ig"5 and™;*50 «°r supplies.
FOUND
"i^Wime
Vlce- Ph°ne RI We have in the S.A.C. Office:
2 men's watches
'ad,
shman. 1 pr ladies' beige chomoisette
Undergrad
■XlII Algebra
ti„.iA,'U!or' Englisl
brown glovesscarf.
1 pr. men's &lined
1 red. blue green checked gloves
Xe'a,i«ns.
n citv vewlS^'
S',y"e noon
work,!onShand
to any7.00
HAND-KNIT GOODS ns,
Hand - Knit sweaters, .cardiga
, made to order.
skirts,fuldresses
continental styles to
Beauti
from. LE. 5-8C38.
m r»<V^°»?^ is inter- choose
im Ca" Don R"ems as
ES
WUNDERERVALU
^^_RR 7572Rosenthal after
PRICES on jI
AT WOND
ts
discoun
student
hoble
Unmalc
^
l
p tiJ
sets, record- ',
, hi-fi
corders
tape-re
P*
players, radios of Plgj
Phone Ron
St. Geor8e
Ge„. St.MenReward
» Resi- dence.
Breeze, R.C.A. Victor.
Wunder, WA, 4-8925. U.C. K"i- |

THEY'RE

/^^Jty

COMING../
BELL

representatives
employment
will be on the campus to interview
MEN and WOMEN
on Thursday and Friday
January 17th and 18th
(
Call in at your placement office NOW for an appointment — and be sure
to ask for informative booklets.

(jlqS_ a THE

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY

OF CANADA

6
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Cathie

Breslin

be .10C1
Path,
e of
"the chanhang Soot
enVaceti,canL( Se in {

Meets....

Father
Daniel
lus
,exaniple. O.
students, for
do all This P,
benignly. bible
A round, genial monk beamed Vitirbo, he became Regent of Father Callus admits Cal
their
exogesis in the original HeStudies
for
the
Dominican
order
in
"No
doubt
about
that!
But
I
have
out
from
behind
his
visitor's
desk
Italy.
a sca
ci le Fj tour
brew and Greek. "Dominican stud- >ngous
at the Pontifical Institute of Medigood health, and I'm never tired of
rua
ry
he hg
cal Studies last week, and intro- "Regent is an old medieval title intellectual work."
ies are very serious," he said. "Oh,
duced himself to me as the Rev, that still holds for us", Father Cal- Physical work is quite another I make
them
work!"
(I
made
a
mental
note
of
Daniel Callus, O.P.
a friar, who usually delus explained. "It involves all the thing for
Father Callus, who was born in
■ 8
pends on someone else to see that thanks that I was not studying =-<^
studies, including exMalta, has an unusual accent and direction of aminations,
his
buttons
are sewn on firmly. He under the Dominicans in England.,!
degrees,
preaching
—
confesses to a certain amount At r,ny rate, Father Callus dea most engaging manner. One
It also
involvesand ana also
mands nothing of his students that off on a lecture
would hardly suspect him of being everything."
of absentmindedness. Apart from
enormous amount
of power,
an eminent international scholar, Dominican regent is understand- this, he is far removed from the he is not prepared to give himself. Colors, Cal
if0r!a
Having travelled and lived
and a Very Important Person.
of the enjoys
"typical"thescholar.
ably a man who commands a sig- earmarks
He obviously
good throughout Europe, he speaks to the
nific£.nt amount of respect.
assui'ea; the
He
remembers
Malta
as
"a
very
nice little place in the Mediterran- For a time Father Callus became things in life, and his happy laugh French, Italian, English, German,
a professor at the University of infects most of what he says.
and "a little Spanish". He also, of WiSco„si„
ean,
very
loyal
to
the
Crown."
But
ot
thi
d ng,^;
he had little chance to appreciate Malta, but he soon moved on to "I am too kind — I wish I were
and in Ma,ie_anhev.
fluidGreek,
knowledgemi CW»
classical has
Latina. and.
as wellof
it, for at the age of seven he was Hawkesyard, the Dominican house more strict," said the friar regret- course,
whisked off to Florence to be of studies in Suffolkshire.
fully. "Of course, I am very kind as a touch of Hebrew.
educated.
When Blackfriars, the Oxford to those of my students who work, He has published several scholThis was the beginning of a house of the Order of Preachers, and for those who don't — well, I
April tohe; bebus
*my Mbe'h
the ph*
arly books, ranging
"Robert seem
the potty monk
habit — both of studying and opened. Father Callus was on am a bit more severe."
Grosseteste"
to "An from
Introduction
travelling. After the University of hand. He took his D.Phil, degree "If a university student doesn't of Aristotelian Learning to OxFlorence, he went to Rome to be and became a lecturer and thesis work,
then — " Father Callus made
ordained a Dominican priest. At director at the University. He also a definite,
emphatic and unequiv- The XII and XIII centuries — Wan Week
end
became Regent of Studies for the
ocal gesture. "If one is not doing "really the greatest period" — are
well,
then
why waste his time? his
field,
bu? XIII century Oxford
English
Province
—
which
included
is
his
specialty.
Scotland and South Africa..
Natwilivel satteofndPi,
Much better that way." 0
"Oh yes, I am a busy man," The monk explained that his "I lecture on the history of medi- At
Western
ford." eval thought," said the friar "not
philosophy or theology, but every- Four re
calendar
thing. Including
art." he considers
He laughs
at what
his limitations. "When you arrive sity
at a certain age, like myself, you versitofy To0f Western Out
jan. 14 must limit yourself," he says. change weekend. The i
"When I wa.s young, I thought that February 21 t6 24, ^ f
here
d
ana
now
and American lL
Canadian PIV:
1 could
do everything."
8.30 p.m. Ukrainian Students Club But it sounded to my untutored
general meeting to be held in ear
that
Father
Callus
hadn't
yet
TODAY
learned those limits. In addition to sities
The. weekend is being a
the Women's Union of UC.
9.40 - 9.50 a.m. SCM morning worhis regular duties, he has uncover- under the p.uspice; of the W
TUESDAY
ship every morning but Thursed
a
certain
group
of
philosophers
day.
Holy
Communion
Thurs12.45 p.m. VCF Bible
group
had previously been complete NFCUS Committee and »
days at 8.00 a.m.
- Study
be held in room
116 of the who
1.00 p.m. VCF Meds Group of toSchool
ly unknown. He did some work on
of Nursing. □
Bible Study to be held in room 1.00 p.m. SCM
Bible Study led by '.he largely undiscovered thir- elude a program of discus
213 of the Anatomy Building.
Alan McLachlin in the Chap- Oxford and Paris.teenth-century faculty of arts at parties. All those inlerestei.
1.00 p.m. Religion and the Mass
lain's Office of Hart House.
Media is the topic of an infor- 1.00 p.m. Politics, History and Race Working primarily from unpub- leave their nnmes at the J
group of the SCM will be led
presented
SCM. Speaklished texts, he spends his summer
ersmalare Dr.
E. S.byCarpenter,
and
and will be contacted
inMarie
room Perinbam.
5. Trinity. This is to vacations in the library — which fice
Rev. W. O. Fennel. This takes 1.00bebyp.m.
ing further information.
VCF
Bible
Study
group
place in the Music Room of will be held in room 111, UC.
Wy mil wood.
Vic College Music
1.00 p.m. SCM presents a discussion 1.20Clubp.m.willThepresent
a noon hour
group.
Faith
and
Reason
led
by
concert
in
the
Music Room of
Alan McLachlin in SCM office
sing.
Governmen
Wymilwood. Dave Watts will Ontario
at Hart House.
5.15 p.m. John Lee will speak to an
open
meeting of SCM
on. Youth
and Nationalism
in present
day
A 15 to 20es
percent Coll
increase in ege Grant
Rais
China.
John
Lee,
a
graduate
UC in 1956 has just completedof provincial grants to Ontario unia four week study tour of
- Victoria College Presents
s isexpected
man.
comingversitiefiscal
year. in the forthChina. Chairman of the meet□
ates «
ing will be Professor J. Cole- The new capital grants to the The increase indicexten
for
idea
a d*
seven universities in Ontario jun
em
ted
syst
jec
ege
E L E C T R A
pro
coll
should amount to $3,000,000. Total williorbe shelved. This waL
WEDNESDAY
by Jean Giraudoux — Directed by Herbert Whittaker
1.00 p.m. sionPROS
a discus-at number of grants last year from the anticipated enroll
of the presents
United Nations
the Frost
to six45
St.
George
St.
t thou
teen and Government
a half millioncame
dollars.
-Itorfirs
wascoll
decided
was
Hart House Theatre
egesght.wasWnot a
juni
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, January 17, 18, 19
univ» I
develop thecapacity
BADMINTON
maximum
man
said.
TICKETS $1.25
Intercollegiate
trials
for
trie
Badminton
Teains
will
be
held
at
the
«J
one^'»
onlyabl
Ciilton
Club, are94 required.
Hnyden Sc..
on TUESDAY,
JANUARY club
15th,pro.nt Sfgii
2:00
far est
On sale at Hart House Theatre Box Office
P.M.
Whites
R^oort
to Hart
Mr. N.House.
Griffiths,
hasSobeen
up
for
try-out
in
Athletic
Offic
e.
Candidates
will
be
cr.
temb This will be ^
1 lnited to tournament
Bedniintrm
Coram lttee. players, approved by the Athletic Association
CURTAIN AT 8:30
head.
Q
GAMES TODAY
HOCKEY
Nadin, Scott
12.30 St. M.
Sr. SPS
SQUASH
100 Vic
v?
St.
M
BASKETBALL — MAJOR LEAGUE
1 00 BASKETBALL
Jr UC. — MINOR
vs Jr. LEAGUE
SPS — HAJtT
Scott, HOUSE
Moilprty
100 UC.
I Elec.McCaul
A
4(J0
vsvs StII Minins
M. Attacker* Krempulu
Haesler
5.00
H.p.'s
1 Eng.Bubes
Phys. A Pasternak
Pasternak
6.00 Vic
Med.
n B
vsvsMINOR
Vic
BASKETBALL
VIC GYM
LEAGUE
Livingston
vs
5.00
vs Trlnateers
I Civil A
6.00 Pre-Me'i
I Chem AIC
Livingston
GAMES HOCKEY
TUESDAY
SPS V
McOombe,
Knox
J. Anderson,Church
Walsh
P'laim.
B
SQUASH
5.40
Law
6,20
Dent.
(Postponed)
Pharm. A
A
7 00 Sr.
Wye SPS
BASKETBALL
—
MAJOR
LEAGUE
1.00 SPS
Sr. VicE
vs Sr SPS Goldrlnu. Applebaum
^-s SPS F
Bxirnett, Buyarskl
7G.Z0
30 BASKETBALL
Knox A
Wye.LEAGUE
A — HART
3urn(U,HOUSE
But;arskl
— „\s
MINOR
vs
II
Criem
1.00
III
Mtn'ny
4.CO
Vic
South
House vs Trin Hill Toppers Haesler
LUker
6.30
AjC.i
R
vs
Pharm
Pestles
Golden
7.30 SocIhI
Work
ya Pharm Anions Gulden
- vsMINOR
LEAGUE
VIC GYM
5.00 I. BASKETBALL
Chem. C
Elec.
C — Stcln
6.00 U.C
U.C. Oasuarys
vsvs I,I.I Geol
Elcc. B
fetelu
7.00
Taylor
stein

WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
HOCKEY SCHEDULE
DAY DATE TIME
VISITING
Moil.
Jan. 1415 4:00
ST. MTKES
Tues.
8:00 —— 5:00
9:00
P.O.T.
II I
W<.d
16
12:30
—
1:30
fT.
Tfcurs. 17 12:30 — 1:30
U.C. HILDAS
I

UoiT

Ski

Trip

HOME
NURSING
VIC, II
P.H.E.
MEDS

000 UnivewWjS

ivers

Just beOl" WAfflN"
to St. Sauveur, N '
Monday

ALL EXPENSES -$30.95 - Jan. 25 -Jan. 28 - App'y
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|ues Smash
•ke

Larries

7-1

Elik ByScores
Twice
DAVE GAWLEY
- Varsity
Staff Reporter
potential to its fullest
Jan. 12)— The Varsity hockey Blues exploited the
n.
jnto ^'■uid'walloped the St. Lawrence University Larries
It seemed7- they could do but little
las the best the Blues have played so far "
play
the
carried
they
times
"t alltfn^k was led by Mike Elik with two eoak whua 1,1 i2^ —rs were Ken Linseman, l£ Church; ^^fj™
scoring. Then when Dave Jackot without its
son went off for a so-called R„ F'sher. Elik."" Mil to. WrUmt
boardingwentpenalty,
Ray' Dunn's
Early in the shutout
2££f
in smoke.
Three
""^U 1"=' the ia<s Blues made aup rush
riod
up the ice
Geoi
r^
[nge
KB
if
and whengetthey
the puck,' 1— Varsity, Elik
lyjiyte, attempting toset'' couldn't
back lost
in time.
Ron i ir(Wright
McdonalPeriod
d) . inn
fell
, Flrst
d,
O'Brien
war
broke
past
for
the
lone
ng
Var- M«enaI,
stacki
lrhooking
~ Munro
sity
defender
and
slid
the
puck
3 13
o
Munro
int
d
5,37 tell
Jack*
she
InTitrtn
cra
Ping)
and
underneath
Dunn.
14.23,
es
Elik
kne
Vliegai
e
chTcfc],
abl
15
was
gh he did not
,c Althouice,
Linseman got this goal back 2—,Varsity, EHk
he
Second
Period
iff the
, ,n
lafe in the period when he was 3— Varstty. Wright..
inri
he game- 11 wiM not left,
uncovered in the Larries' 4— Varsity, Fisher . . "
' how long he will be end.
irji
took a pass from nm!hfer0'Brlen (hooking) 645
he sees the doctor to- AndersoHen and
walked in to put
it past the goalie. Stacey put
1901. ,*' Morr:son
the f"'st «iinute' the the
Third PeriodUHegai check),
finishin
touches
g
goal,r he shot from 30 feeton outwhento 6—^ZfHIiltyhad a unde
O'Brien
they' puck
^^erson(Presl
(Munro)
ueht
ey) ..51213
7— -Larries.
Varsity.
Linseman
16.38
17 0058 Joe Maclnnis Shatters
lied the
(Anderson, Fisher)
and beat Coir.
net
the
eoalie into
11.40.
out. At
Jackson(Kear'neeyi'
(bonrd.ru
Varsity. — Stacey
good per- 8— Penally
uclf how back
the Blues saw Dunn put in a verydidn't
is
CCS A Swim Record
allow
the goa] judge and the Larriesformance. Ttohe Blues
get any clear
A young freshman by the name of Joe Maclnnis added yet
't
'didn
see
it
that
way.
on Ray.caught
The out
defence
' was Indoor Track Meets
confusion on the play, shots
of posianother
the net. usuallytion not
brunch to his laurel' wreath on Saturday afternoon.
as a puck still in-ups
the
forward
came
while
s
One of the Dominion'
s top Olympic prospects Maclnnis
back fast to cover the attackers, Start Tomorrow
r from the warm .
shattered
his own Canadian College Swimming ,Associati
d Tor- Dunn was ready though on the
on
ii's prevente
penaltgetti
of
Toronto
Inrecord
an d.attack three times a St. Lawrence at- The doorUniversity
for
the
200
yards
nIy in theng-perio
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Raided

Lid, Stones
Gone
Thieves carried off 25(1 pounds of gold ore and dia,n[]s, valued at $50,000, from the Minerology gallery of
lllie Royal Ontario Museum Monday night.
| Police believe they entered the Museum earlier during
g|,e day and "id in tne first-floor gallery until night-time,
i "The gold specimens and diamonds can't be replaced,"
i museum official said. "That's the real tragedy.
The Exhibit was set up for scientific and studv purSeveral ofbeing
the gold
ore samples came from Ontario
Hmes poses.longer
worked.
ore
d.
:urance will "cover the finan- difficult
Diamonds arewereonlyuntouche
one of
| loss.
e diamonds (including a several varieties -of jewels on display, Valuable sapphires, rubies
Hge. blue marquis cut stonei.
gold nuggets and 36 specimens and emeralds were left — ap[old-bearing quartz were taken. in marketiparently because
of the difficulty
Bolice said the thieves escaped
ng them.
Bough a cellar window. Marks First escape-route attempted
im the bag used to carry off was an emergency fire-door on
loot were found near the the first floor. That plan was
abandoned when the lock jamiro'ow
guards — university em med,
— were on duty during To get out the cellar-window,
night, but they told police the thieves carefully moved a
■
••<« j "ieu wim a crow bar.
i heard nothing.
tea-pot from the sill to the floor.
HUseum officials were workin„ It was the first major theft in
Ihe Geology gallery, across the the museum's 44-year history.
jrfrom the scene of the theft, One $2,000 gold specimen was
10:30 Monday night. A" taken in 1955 from one of the
Itchman was in the parking lot cases pried open in Monday LeClaire Blasts Oppositio
n,
[which overlooks the escape- night's raid.
■ until 9:30 p.m. —
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Offici
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fell from a sky-light on to his no way to blame f "1,>
table.
The workman, Paul Fortuna, Fo
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ough
15 for\^t],
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t. eci hr
was injured by the fall.
Fortuna. 24, was mending a
leaky skylight on the roof of
Atlantic
the building when he slipped on
Trio
the
supports
and
fell
through
iKioi.
the glass.
Below, Stassen had just stepped back from the table on which
he was working when
Fortuna landed on it Students can cross th "
ouncement was
toand thebounced
floor. from there andAnnback
by plane th™A1
Mary Patterson, the National Federation^ S working at a nearby for only $340. sui»«li,
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Career

Chances

Outlined

In Special Post Edition
The Canadian University Post this week brought c
long-publicized career issue.
The Post's 16 pages are crammed with information ti
assist the Canad ian undergraduate in choosing his career
Stories outline the demand for virtually all occupaliom '
open to graduating students.
The banner headline says: "Campus Hiring At Peak",
and the story backs up the statement with figures on fee
number of recruiting teams visiting Canadian campuses il
this time of year. •
issue" isarticles
full of oncartoons,
TwoThehumorous
how to apparently
get ahead instudent-drawn
the business
world round off the career theme.
A lively politics
editorialandcomments
on the positions of studtnU
in campus
other offices.
A letter from publisher A. David Levy says the I
could not possibly outline all openings in Canada so thy :
have tried to deal specifically with the Northland.
Varsity

Resignations

Cause
Staff Changes
For the first time in at least
mental system is widely used by
tlje last ten years The Varsity nada.
student newspapers across Cahas gone on to the associateeditor system used by most Also announced yesterday was
Canadian undergraduate news- the appointment of Janet Macpapers.
Donald to replace Crawford
.News staff appointments an- McNair as Art, Music and
nounced last night by editor Drama editor. Miss MacDonald,
Peter Gzowski included associate third year Victoria College stueditors in charge of news, makedent has worked extensively on
up and features.
the AM and D page this year.
The new appointments were She has been associated with
forced by the resignation of Acta Victonana, and brings to
managing editor Mike Cassidy. her new position a wealth of
Cassidy left the staff because experience in art and drama reof academic pressure. While re- viewing.
signing his position, the second- Chris Wilson is supervising
year Trinity student said he music reviews in The Varsity
would still help the paper as ofandmovies.
Guy Groen will be in charge
much as possible.
Gzowski expressed his sincere Crawford McNair, who replaced Anne Carnwatli as AM
regret at the resignation. "Mike's
been a real worker all year," he and D editor only last month,
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can understand
he'll withdrew from the university
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and Bill Eppridge, photo editor.
.John Gray, Associate editor No new appointments have been
in charge of news.
made in those departments.
Doug Marshall, Associate edi- Open for applications are the
positions of three assistant news
tor, in charge of make-up.
Sam Ajzenstat. Associate edi- editous and three assistant maketor in charge of features.
up editors. The positions were
Marshall is in second year created by the appointing of
Trinity; both Gray and Ajzen- departmental heads.
stat are in first year at Univer- A series of lectures on news
sity Collegt.
begun by Peter GzowThe three associatea will have style skiwasyesterday
afternoon.
equal authority about paper poli- "Organization is what we're
cy and practice. The depart- after," Gzowski said. "We've try
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who was Deputy Minister of Pen- effort to regain lost Commonwealth and European , markets.
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al Reform before becoming Warden of Hart House, said: that his I and that in the meantime the
made by Governor-Genera!
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hensive national development po- i sity of seeking an immediate
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throne for a loss
Model Parliament got under way last night, and
Warden Joe McCulley, acting as governor-general,
read the speech from the throne, written by members
of the Conservative government.
Aside from a strong stand against icy sidewalks
and man-eating sharks, and a hearty endorsation of
motherhood, the Conservatives seemed to have
crammed into a 20-minute address all the political
cliches that can be imagined.
We were encouraged, however, to read the seventh paragraph, dealing with education, a subject
this newspaper feels rather strongly about.
That paragraph read:
Aware of the opportunities of our nation, and the desperate shortage of trained
personnel to maintain and increase our
economy, my government believes in increasing federal aid to Universities and University students. Legislation will be introduced whereby directly, and also in co-operation with the provinces, and without infringing upon Constitutional rights, aid will
be given to ensure that Universities are able
to cope with the increased enrolment, and
whereby all those young people qualified
for higher education will be enabled to attend University, regardless of financial
ability. It is a basic principle of my government that all should be given equality of
opportunity.
Strong words indeed, and we were exceedingly
pleased to hear them.
However, disillusionment was not far away.
The government also distributed copies of the
four bills it intends to pass. The third of these deals
with university education and should have been a
manifestation of the principles laid down in the
throne speech.
It was not. The Conservatives are going to recommend six points, which, to use the terminology of
management-labour negotiations, are really only
fringe benefits.
Recommendations range from the abolishment
of student employment dues, of sales tax on university building supplies and textbooks, through raising
the student income tax exemption to $1,500, and
allowing business concerns to deduct university
grants from their taxable income (up to the limit of
15 per cent), to increasing the number of DominionProvincial bursaries.
Individually, of course, the proposals will be difficult to argue with. But they are so far from a solution of the oft-mentioned oncoming crisis as to make
them ridiculous.
Canadian universities are facing a situation
frightening in its implications. Within twenty years,
more than 40,000 students will want to enrol in the
University of Toronto alone.
But apparently the Conservatives are just not
aware. Here is a crucial paragraph from their bill's
preamble:
Whereas: ah increased flow of University graduates is essential to the expansion
of this nation.
Surely they are jesting. Perhaps we are not judging their intent properly, but an "increased flow"
sounds to us like a slightly larger number, when the
facts prove the flow will be trebled at least: and "essential" seems a weak word when this nation cannot
survive without providing for that trebled flow.
We hope the bill will be amended considerably,
and will be phrased in a great deal more stronger
language before it is passed by Model Parliament.
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PLAY THE GAME
I could tell you more specifically,
But thinking makes me sick.
Twice in recent months your film reviewers
have criticised British war films on the grounds
Chaucer, Freud, Dos Passos,
I diseuss at any time,
that the dialogue was of "the British stiff upper
I know nothing much about them,
lip
these films
werevariety",
otherwisewhilegood.asserting
Is suchthatquerulous
and
But my friends don't seem to mind.
And when I'm not discussing,
petulant criticism justified in a university newsI would remind your reviewers that this type
paper ? dialogue rs not an affectation to supII have
scadsstoned'.
and scads of female friends
just get
of British
Whom
I see most every night.
port the prevailing misconceptions of the North
If you suspect a sexual connotation,
American
public,
nor vaudeville
is it confined
ficial world
of the
stageto the
and artithe
You're positively right.
Aside from phallic phantasies,
television screen. The . "old school tie" accent
and vocabulary is typical of many hundred
I sometimes get stoned.
thousand Englishmen (absurd though the accent
and the fact may seem to your apparently
I'm an expert on world conditions,
little travelled, little experienced reviewers) and
I do hope there'll be no war,
is not uncommon in Canada. Your reviewers are,
For they bring financial crises,
in fact, criticising the, English for speaking as
And
poverty is such a bore.
Englishmen — may I respectfully enquire what
Actually most things never bother me,
other type of dialogue would be more approEven
elements!
I don't give a hootum
You seethefrom
head to— toe,
The Canadian audience is at liberty to derive
priate?
I'm
clothed
in
Aquascutum.
And when things do,
any amusement it wishes from British dialogue.
This causes no rancour and such dialogue is I usually get stoned.
often amusing to the British, who are adept at
the art "of debunking themselves. But when did
On women; I prefer a double- bed nil.
an amusing dialogue become a point for criticism? Does not film criticism which permits
strikes; I think they're positively dreadful.
amusement to become resentment indicate a On
On Oriental literature; I've an entire headful,
lack of mature judgement ? British audiences
On
I'm aninclinations.
atheo-agnosto-nihillst
frequently derive amusement from the comic
Withreligion;
Albigensian
strip vocabularies of Hollywood war heroes, but
On politics;
I have yet to hear or read any resentment from
With
no faithI'min ultra-pseudo-neo
United Nations.
them on this count. Americans are not criticised
I'm not engaged in profound thought,
IWhen
get stoned.
for being American.
Colonel Blimp is the personification of the
English officer class. We may laugh at him but
Well!
Enoughrather
iambicbored.
triviality;
I'm
surely his achievements alone should preclude
I shallgetting
get SLOSHED.
This
weekend,
just for variety,^ R ^
the arousing of any resentment. Bad show, sir!
W. Shepherd,
Engineering Department

ILLOGICAL
-May I, through the medium of
your columns reply to the inane
and pseudo-humorous communication entitled "Assassinate
Them" which appeared in your
paper on Monday, January 14th.
Seldom has it been my misfortune to read a letter that was
as hackneyed in its humour as
it was illogical in its arguments.
The main objection seemed to
be that the public is occasionally
inconvenienced by the assertion
of the legal rights of organized
labour. Might I point out to your
correspondent that this is ex actly the intention of a strike.
It is by inconvenience of the
public pelthat
the public
is comed to recognize
,the injustices
ihat an unenlightened capitalistic society still attempts to force
upon its working class. A strike
is the only resource that labour
has of hitting back at the imposing array of ill-gotten wealthy honest
prejudiced
dislawyers, arbitrators,
and blind fools
that
are graced by the name ol
management.
The specious arguments of the
letter in question reveal that
its writer — from UC; where
else? — is a bigot and a Philistine, having no thought for anybeyond his own insignificantthing
comfort.
Yours in disgust,
Samuel T. Gompers
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QuarleS
House peculiar all-American family. choice Middle English words .when
■ri'„ 1- a so°d exhibit, cal- When the theme was appro- and, their contemporary Engiisn way things — for instance the touch enough. At several points
he admits
that the
putting
toa n aKan Fieme Painting",
gether of words
(praxis)
is just
"
ron
t
bes
our
as
important
as
word
choice
\
m
ar»
s'
men
andrwo^TSm
"lexis), but there doesn't seem
abslra«ed.
to be any consistant tussle with
this
cricial problem. After all,
"Xiinp,!; S ,n the Bloomy
you can list the words that go
'hi,c Ifi""™ ,n ^ek Nicholas
Harpsichord
Ensemble
into a perfectly wonderful lythe tired
t'i'ramtalized " ark
like "Hark, hark the Lark",
courageous little wo
Some of the most talented musicians in the perforated with holes, with no reed and little and ricthen
make a perfectly hidlength
does
not
have
the
valves
and
tubing
to
eous
poem out of them. To start
city
brought
the
Baroque
to
Victoria
at
the
control
all
the
breath
that
passes
through
it,
.so
I,.;,. ^ B»'d Market
'el ad is Wymilwood Conceit on Sunday night. Greta it is to Mr. Orr's credit that he sounded as he off with you have that brilliant
mPll>»
heard. ,
Holgate tow
Painting of Kraus at the harpischord, Elizabeth Benson Guy, was
bathers,
which
context has
example out ofof aphesis
-"gins"no
soprano, and Hugh Orr on the recorder were
Ltlti abslract
magic whatsoever.
ed
responsible for some of the most distinguished ,A partita in G major by J. S. Bach was Miss particular
How
about
a
first
line
reading
Kraus' her
solodexterity
contribution.
can neversonorities
fail t<i "Mary, rise! Phoebus 'gins to
in~Z-Ta are the fi- music-malting we have yet heard on the Cam- admire
and theWe delightful
pus. Each an expert in their own right, they which she
Ckfc«, and MmgS by Dub01s' combined
extracts from her instrument. These
on
occasion
in
a
most
felicitous
manner.
The fair-minded will rejoice
were particularly pleasant in the higher keys
Ct form, V ~ an and ab"
that in the section devoted to
and the plucking effect in the Sarabande was Milton's
C™^'
well
handled.
At
the
same
time,
the
music
was
diction there is no flayA
cantata,
"Nel
dolce
dell'
oblio"
by
Handel,
\Phitta
Cn
opened the concert. Miss Benson Guy was as played with great affection and feeling, so was lark";ing of Milton a la Leavis
^
becontain
*sthetl0
j sWund0W"both th* sternexpressive as ever and in good voice. A suavity extremely
fresh and delicate.
cause he didn't use the diction
and
assurance
gave
the
performance
its
air
of
^'^Poet^0'
abst^t
The
last
work
was
a
Cantata
by
Teleman-i,
of
contemporary
oyster
wench"arrati? * 0f a sueeested accomplishment, which was particularly evident No. 24. "Auf ehernen Mauern". We were told
es for Paradise Lost. But there
M.,m °r sltuat«>n.
and recorder com- this was about death, though it did. not seem In is very little reference in this
in the passages where voice that
book to Blake, or to Donne and
was proficient- the least bit morbid. If expression was wanting Hopkins,
bine, a demanding situation
ly realised.
although Mr. Groom
on that account, it was not lacking in other
"undirections and Telemami received the exact explains that they don't fit into
Hassler
.
Scarlatti'
—by
followed
songs
Five
his
critical
pattern, all these
Baroque
treatment
that
he
demands,
with
the
Benson
Miss
.
_ "« , c^^CsR'orbtheir
composers
and anonymous eGerman
slanrf- Roberts Guy's
seem
sufficiently
articulat enunciation was particularly engaging blend and occasional descant between poets
It.t, " <,(£"«
me
to
force
a change great
of the*o
««ure i„ fascinating in "Le Violette" by Scarlatti and in voice and recorder.^
ion
critical
pattern.
The
determining
voice
her
songs,
us
The
Music
Room
at
Wymilwood
contributed
anonymo
slower
two
thet well controlled.
was
pattern of this book
much accoustically. and the audience will have critical
"°n
seems to consist in discussing
Mati 0?°*1}"Z
" Cnag=ll'"fants
and
had
an
advantage
over
those
who
go
to
hear
Handel
the
about
doubts
had
anyone
only
poets
I
If
1 that f P&m,s a maze Recorder Sonata which followed, they should Miss Kraus when she plays at Hart House on would call thewhosamehavekind what
of dicFebruary 3rd if Miss Kraus is obliged to use tional avoirdupois as Edmund
and
ty
simplici
very
The
once.
at
them
dispel
^Pen!
and expressive
expressive rangeto amplifiers on that occasion.
of its
tone
" aS Imitations
its tone
Xpfc«-ienC(r^ehered
ons recorder
limitatithe
This Wilson. Sp>r;5tr, J, \\
an instrument
t
make
difficul
« a cami" handle
Janet ftfacDonald
instrumA entpiece-difficult
at the•ecorder
best ofan times.
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SQUARE DANCE
■
THURSDAYS 5 - 6 p.m. — IN THE DRILL HALL
■ For- all University men and women who want an hour of fun,
■ dancing the old time square dances as well as learning many
■
, '■new
••5Iones — BEGINNERS WELCOME.

here1 - 2 p.m.
— FROS
and liscuss
— the
TODAY
United Nations at 45 SI. George
1 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in
m th<= oakR "W 1i
Mrs. • Hutchinson will lead
Street.
Room 421, -Mechanical Building! 2 p.m.
the School
of Nursing SCM
1 p.m. Andrew Brink will lead an
group
gospel study, at the
fchool inof aNursing.
SCM kerdiscussion
"The Qua1:15 P-m. Fa,hcr Wf
Approach to onContemporary
Events"
in
the
SCM
office,
5
p.m.
The
National
Harl House.
,
in the ComSAC
Office.. mittee will meet Affairs
testimoni
;
speak to ,the. 'V, '^
J
5:15 p.m. Theodore Jaeckel, United
°" "R«We,
i0;s CH,|
International
Church
Missionary,
will
speak
*****
c,in8i»;
University
to SCM on "Industrial EvangelW. ism in Japan" at 77 Charles St 1 *>•*
Organization
Dra•ma"
j„ ^,| »n ^
Engine
8
p.m.
A philosophy lecture for
that =n,i.AmerFR. ID;AY s
requires
professional
students
and
others
interested will be given by FaYoung Woman
ther Belyea in Room 405, Carr
Typist for Office Work
Hall. SMC.
Hall, SMC.
15 Hours a Week at
8:15
p.m.
"The CPR Strike was a
Rather Low Pay
Sabotage of Progress" is the
Western Wor]d„ ™> 4
Phone WA. 2-1978
1 P-m. The U. o, t, „«„
Between 5 & 6 p.m.
EXTRA MONEY
FOR PART-TIME
solved,argue
thr.tCo t„e
Britain,"'*
SALES HELP
will
fieri
in
attacking p ^!«
SPECIAL
MALE OR FEMALE
the Suez crisis" «,m?l *
Work from your own home
STUDENT RATES
telephone. High commission on
a low article with a January to ISMMi:p.m. TheSMCMusie,,.
maweeklySociethi-fi
y vviu sm
March peak season.
conwi j
See Mr. Halse. SAC office, or
Carr
j $1.00
Hal!
Auaitorinm, sj
i phone
Mr.
L.
Dermody
—
per
person
HU. 9-2877 days —
Dancing Every Saturday
PL. 5-1933 evenings.
Alumni Hall. * 11,6
i
Mart
(

GAMES TODAY
vs HOCKEY
Jr. SP3 Thomson. B, Andrreon
vsWATER
For. A
Green, Naylor '
POLO
14 0000 M?d.
II
vsvs Trln
\'c
Grosfield. Ko?oy
Selzer,
Boase
Arch
6.15 Med. 1
vs SPS I
Watkln. M.Smith
SQUASH
vs
SPS
III
Trin.
B
vs
Arrh
vs Law
Dent. C
Pr?-Metl
BASKETBALLvs SPS
— MAJOR
A LEAGUEBurnett,
Scott. Goldrlng
Jr
VicB
vs
Emman
Grossmai
For.
W.C.
Ill
vs
Vic
in
Zelitt,
vs SPS G
Zelltt. Thomson
Thomson
Vic IV
BASKETBALL
ChanntcK
III LEAGUE
Eng. Phy;.— HART
St.
M. Sllpshots— MINOR
StanlesHOUSE
Pre-Mcd
■s•s Med.
U.C. Jeanneret
Stanley
I
A
II Mrch AII A
Stanley
IB
St.
Black Han« ■6•s Med.
Cor I ess
Vic M.M,Gators
III Eng.II Yr.Fhys. A Oorless
St.
Yankees
s MINOR
Dent.
LEAGUE — VIC GYM
BASKFT liALL
s St. -Med
M. Brown
civii n B
Pasternak
Pasternak
Ii Chem
I B Baggers
Pasternak
I. En? Phys. C ss IIPi c Metal
BARGAIN
Special Sale of Current
STUDENT'S
HANDBOOK
SAC OFFICE
While

They

Last
h's
nc
!
Ra
ey
nn
j Ke
I
RESERVATIONS

Ollly 10c (Ten Cents)
PER BOOK
Act

Now

J

I WA.

ARTS
B
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 1st
Howard Ferguson House

I
I
I

1-6102 |
1 p.m.

i
"Your
A&A

BOOK

Buy

Of

The

Month"

STORE and COLUMBIA

RECORDS

Proudly Presents

LOUIS ARMSTRONG and
EDDIE CONDON at NEWPORT

Benny Louis Orchestra
$3.00 PEIt roupu

'
Intercollegiate Basketball
HART HOUSE GYM
Saturday - January
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE

19

UNIVERSITY VS.OF TORONTO
2 Games — Senior and Jay-V's — First Game,
Admission 50c Tickets At The Door Ad"

CL 931

**"t 1957
TRI
I
K
S
January
25th
_flt
THE PHILADELPHIA ORCH,
EUGENE ORMANDY, Conductor
ML 5115
DVORAK: Symphony No. 5
in E Minor, Op. 95
("From The New World")

2»p
January
QuE
R,Ad
UVbyEU
Students'
arranged
ST.d andSA
Organize

ES
minis"*1?
HOTEL
— NS
INGPE
— LCHECKEX
RAILWAYAL

At A Special Low Price
A&A
3 51 YONGE

RECORD
Toronto
STREET

BAR
EM. 4-683*

The ONLY RECOKI) BAR that is OPEN from 7 a.m. (ill 12 MIDNIGHT
every day. including Saturday.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST OPEN COUNTER DISPLAY OF
LONG PLAYING RECORDS IN THE CITY.
We Carry a Complete Line of Medical, Dental and Pharmacy Text Hooks.
All Lons Playing records sold to STUDENTS and STAFF at SPECIAL PRICES

Leave Toronto — 9:00 p.m. by Sp*
Friday,
0.95 2otH ,;|„|v I
$3January
January^ j>»<! |
Leave St. Sauveur — Sunday,
Arrive Toronto— About 6:30 a.m. >10'

Z Full

Days'

icial C

1
The Hs!
He Made AtHi
Application May
in theJANOAB
?
THURSDAY,
Sleeping Car Available ctrs

S.li'
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Anderson,
In

Early

Fisher

On

Top

Intercol

Scoring
' raiD*V8P.M.-LAVA
Iiership.
VS. VARSITY
Four players, two each from the too
f- the tatt^lS6^

d""5 in ,he tnterc0lleeiate hockey

d
n
nl
y
o
a

16
W'13 103 1117 13 114 '»2 102

CtARE FISHER
Koy A am, with the aid ot a match misconduct, bri,rings the University of Montreal CaraBRIAN ANDERSON
Alain
has collected a total of 33
bins into the picture as the league'*
. . . iojjS i)i assists
flyiny start
the sin bin.
""
*»»«»••« a local ot 33 minutes in
» The four top scorer
s
will
be
•
out to fatten their averages this
FruJay night when
et Or visit town forthetheRouge
time this year. « win be first
the Skulemen
Grab Lead
rs/f y Hockeyists
first
season.meeting of the clubs this
Laval, although the winner
two games, was relegated to theof Downing
Vic 43-26
Meat Blue
Jays
J-/
hkip
harmlessly
over
the
net.
cellar
using an ineligible
By Arnie Englander
an- ot ex-Varsity hockey A mad goal-mouth scramble player after
Pocklington's ten points topped
its opening two games
sto early in the final period sent St. against inMcGill
Brigid'
A
strong
Senior
SPS
team
St.
in
now
Jurts
and the Carabins. scored 13 points without a re the losers. Three others George
uniforms, came back y Brigid's into a 3-0 lead.
Claude
Aubre
Dufour
,
who
McMinn and Frank
played for sponse late in the second half Ebenhy.ardtBobeach
[t the Blue-Jays on Monda
Defenceman Bob Church, the Carabins last year, and
added four for
yesterday afternoon, to turn a
whose
hockey
is
improvi
ng as
ed as well, joined the Laval flunkclose basketball game into a Althou
n Cossar and Tomthe Riley,
crew
Blue fast as the rest of the team's, this semester, and put the team rout and a 43-26 win over Vic- Vic.
gh he potted only five
carried
of,Tiitewhom
toria Seniors.
into their hockey wars cut the margin to 3-1 after open for protest. McGill and U.
points, Jerry Wojdon's great
a spectacular end-to-end dash. of M. filed an official protest, The victory moved the Senior court
play was a key factor in
[year, scored the two goals
"Church
ie"
carried
past
which
Skule's
3-1
three
was
ays
triumph. He intercepted
upheld
Blue-J
Engineers
into
a
first
place
deadby
the
the
ed
CIAU.
jaefeat
passes
men
before
revers
his
ing
ded well, and
Pe Arena.
lock with St. Mike's A at one fought ,forreboun
As ataken
result, both Laval victories win apiece,
the Junior Blues, who course in front of the visitor's were
every loose ball on the
in
Group
I of the
away, and credited to
better each time out, it net and sifting the disc through the teams they
floor.
Roy
major
division.
Senior
Vic,
sportWebb's
had defeated.
i tough one to lose. They a maze of legs into the net.
ing was also
instrumfine
entalrebound
ing a 1-1 slate, and Sr. U.C. and Enginee
in theIndividual Scoring
win.
Just Jots . . . The sub-zero outr
Iriwl the play throughout
Meds
A
with
identical
0-1
reSenior Skule may well be of
side weather carried indoors as Player
A Pts. pim
cords, trail the leaders.
J first two periods in the
Senior Vic, down by eight championship timber when Ed
,hmi: tr<l game, and came well ... A St. Brigid's player ANDERSON" (V)
21
FISHER. (V)
Dies away from carting off came
out complete with jacket Raymond
k, from last year's squad,
points early in the second stan. Skrzype
Br first win in seven games. in the third period
. . . Doug Mich. Lagace(L)(L) ... 42
za, rallied to cut into Skule's ofandlastDave Primeau. a member
» first period was scoreless, Lougheed picked up a shiner LINSEMAN" (V)
Junior yesterda
tapPockling
Tom
until
lead
Engineey,r
ton'swithin title crew,season's
after coming out on the short Alain (U, of M.) 32
both absent
[it
not untilcantomidway
in brought the Artsmen
ugh was
the middle
that end of an elbow exchange with Konyk
June
this
At
26-25.
at
point
one
future
its
for
team
the
join
3
br sneaked past the Blue- Riley ... He got the short end Baltzan (M)
2
ture, Vic's repeated fouling and
Sefence to snare a stray puck of the penalty deal, too . . . The BRODIE iM)
(V)
2
shootfree
Engineer
accurate
the
le blue line and skate in on refs ignored Riley's part, al- ELTK (V)
ing spelled defeat for Victoria. games.
ie Al Fleming.
01
though he planted a joint on Arsenault (L)
Six successive free throws by TheS core
3
fcar half-fanned on his Lougheed's noggin in full view Lemieux (L)
board
four by Hank Galka and
Skule,
Roy
and it just rolled past of one of the officials
Hockey
two by Jerry Wojdon, spurred
Renaud(L)
(U. of M,| 31
INTERCOLLEGIATE
It was a rough battle all the Houle
and
action
into
Enginee
the
(tag's outstretched
skate
into
rs
(U. or M.) .... 1
of the cage,
way, with a misconduct topping
Vic 17-1 in the
they outscore
(U. of H,l 1
made it 2-0 minutes off the fray late in the third Dlonne
remainde
r of dthe contest.
KEARNEY
(V)
1
. cutting loose with a high period . . . The THL, apparently JACKSON (V)
Hank
Galka
paced
SPS with VARSITY P3 W3 L 0 TOil F 6A Pts6
0
from the left side that not trying very hard to make MUNRO (V)
11 points, nine of them in the Montreal
0
W■ej the upper corner behind the league a success, ran into Smith (M)
MoGUI
3J3 021 23\ 000 1069 11II6 042
second half. Bill WawTychuk ^VBl
1
The Blue-Jay goalie time troubles, and the game was McMullen (M)
Future
Game*
1
displayed some fine outside
the shot, apparently
Marols (L)
21
shooting for the victors as he Friday — Laval at VARSITY. McGlU
from
it's
reLaroche
fL)
ling it had enough rise to cut togular45hour minutes
at
Montreal
length . . .
chimed in with six points, on
Basketball
Bouchard <L)
0
three field' goals.
Maur Lagace (LI 0
Assumption
St. Jean (U. of M.) .. 0
P W L T F A Pts.
McGill
.1 1 0 O 60 51 2
Hebert (U\ of M.) . . 1
Western
Blue Wrestling Team
STACEY
{VI
1
.0
0 0 0 890 720 0
ace-setting Irish Win 5-2
MACDONALD (V) .... 1
.0 0 01 00 510 600 0
VARSITY
WRrGHT (VI ........ 0
Edges
0AC
Aggies
19-16
McM
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1
U
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Dibble (M)(Mi.i 01
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Agricultural
ColFriday
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Assumption at MeMaster,
Genereux (Ml
1
B.v DAVE GAWLEV
lege Aggiescollegiate
19-16exhibition
in anmeetInter-in Saturday
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at Queen's
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Maule (M)
0
Queen's
Western
McGUI. at VARSITY,
Hart House on Saturday.
(M)
01 <
from ten feet out, Senior
Turcotte
(M)
5-2 in lowerThecorner
INTERFACULTY
'acuity hockeySkule
finished with a
The Blue-Jays dropped a 20-10
M.) . . ... 1 I
action Mon- fight as(fame,
GUonna was checker! Beland (U.(U. ofof M.)
decision to the OAC intermediin a r
HOCKEY I
Division
ate grapple is.
in to his goal. He and B UJ Roy-.-r
e-st f»st game,
Duhalme (U. of M.)..... i 01 I1
The Blues won six of tlie
STEPHEN (V) ..: 0 (
Group Y
Adams
then
proceededto
mix
He.™ 5 s ?ttack m it
nine events, one by default.
up for which they eacli Joyel (M) , 0 (
team n .Wh0 SC01eti twice' earned
In the intermediate matches,
P W L T F A Pts.
two minutes for rough- Slgurdson (M)
0
C
4 4 0 0 8
Doug Grant and Herq Brown
0 D
ing. Before they were finished, Lawes (M)
°uy Dl'°>et all the
a1d
p
Ided
McDonald
(M)
..
..
0
C
wer«
the
lone
Varsity
wrestoilier players on the Monfette (L)
John TB]e- In a losing
0 0
lers to gain victories.
ice
had
joined
in
a
shoving
match.
Blake (L)
0 0
Nextvels to Western
Saturday,for thean team
traBernler (IT. of M.) ... 0 0
exhibition
*he„
fill Ue slappod
SOt started Ed Rohacheck played well for Lamoureux
(U.
of
MJ.
0
0
L Ghonna
Skule
as
did,
most
of
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mates
Messier
U.
of
M.)
....
0
0
meet.
Skule goalie before their legs gave out. For
Results
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nri L°a"\e out to clear . St. Mike's OIlie Kostyk and
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»» ftont.
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Hoffman
36-30 Victory
Ill
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Dents.
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7* »ucktne' 1"- shoved
Gracey
6 1
•eoaue
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faculty Major
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9
4
uo ni
191 lbs.(V).— Brown (OAC) pinned sps
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win
over
Meds vrCIV ..
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Trln.
Heavy
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—
Van
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(OAC)
declsloned. Dunbar (V).
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The Redmen led 15-13 at the Mills
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regained repeatedly before the
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ended, The outcome of the
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Weisma. n, each with McGill, Paul Avis. Derek HayStan
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go^^hort^PO'iod with scored three
27-22. They never
es, Dave Gawley, Pete Stanley,
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make their
fro' *hen ,1£0rT« aSot!oose
his lost
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Tonon,
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Diok Jaworskl of SPS led
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Informal
Given

Student

VCU

Group

Recognition,

Assembly
Is Chagrined
not seriously anxious to stay
Seven members of the Victoria
By MR, SMITH
there.
College Union assembly railTheir club was formed as a
loaded an informal club into reIf they'
walk out, no business spoof on red tape. From time to
cognition by the VCU Monday can
be passed.
night— and Vic's student gover- But there may be a fly in the time they meet — over lunch — and
nor's are somewhat dazed.
pass inane motions with no purointment.
pose but to amuse the members.
The club— known as the Fri- FATS
VCU officials claimed last
day Afternoon Theatre Society night
did however, sponsor a
that their constitution re- visitTheyby girls
from the
(C'ATSi
quires any club wishing recog- Settlement house
to aUniversity
Toronto
a joke.— applied for recognition
n
i
t
i
o
n
b
y
the
assembly
to
submit
theatre.
During the absence of John a copy of their constitution to
Burbidge. fourth year presidaht the vice-president at least ten One member is a friend of a
and constitutional authority for days before application.
theatre-manager, and free
tfie VCU, recognition was ob- If their case is right, the FATS city
passes through him are really
tained.
the only valid reason for the
will be out before they were ever club's
existence.
Recognition implies that the
club may send a voting repre- No one seems to be taking the In their application for recogsentative to assembly meetings. Ihoax too seriously.
nition, they emphasized they did
The VCU becomes responsible The FATS are pleased to be not want -any subsidy from the
for all debts incurred by member officially in the VCU, but are assembly.
Clubs.
The FATS had no constitution |
before they applied for recognition. Originally, they had in- Ian MacDonald
Gives
tended to draw up an official
document, spirit Burbidge away
Lecture
from a meeting, and have their Orientation
c institution voted on.
The annual series of Orienta- "agencies.
is not usually found in travel
tion lectures sponsored by World folders or obtained from travel
But Burbidge became ill Mon■ iy find could not attend the University Service will start today and continue every Wednes- Ian Macdonald, Dean of Men
assembly meeting. The opportuday for eight weeks at 1:00 p.m., for University College will speak
nity was too much for the FATS.
Seven of the fifteen members Room 4, University College.
Abroad" title of today on "Motivations for TraOf I he FATS sit on the assembly. the"Innocents
current series is given by The series of lectures will
In the ten minutes preceding
people who have been there pri- velling."
the British Isles and most
t fie assembly's
marily for students planning a cover
quickly
drafted a opening,
constitution.they
of Europe.
Gerry Helleiner, SAC rep, and trip to Europe. This information
a mem beV of FATS, read the
constitution to the assembly.
Only one question was asked, and
Kelleiner quickly covered up.
Nil one seemed to notice that
Victoria College Presents
She I'ATS constitution was a
direct
own. steal from the VCU's
EL E C T R A
Constitutionally, recognition of
a club requires a two-thirds
by
Jean
Giraudoux
— Directed by Herbert Whit laker
majority in the assembly. No
one officially counted the votes,
Hart
but one member estimated either
□ House Theatre
3S-6
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, January 17, 18, 19
nition.or 19-6 in favour of recogThe FATS may be able to
TICKETS $1.25
stop themselves from being
thrown out. Of the 36 members
On
sale
at
Hart
House Theatre Box Office
of the VCU assembly, 30 are
needed for a quorum.
CURTAIN AT 8:30
Seven of those 36 are FATS.

CLASSIFIED
TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter,
(Rental
you buy).
Trade-ins S29. Cash registers, add- Square tjn_ „r"?8T
'ng machines. Humber Typewriter,
175 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
3ENEW your subscription to Time
<
ir Life student
by phoning
WA. 2-0583
writing
Periodical
Agencyor
&
P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O. Tormto. Out. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. (6.50
2 yrs,). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2
COUNSELLORS
Northern Michigan camp is interyrs.) ested isellors.
n Varsity
as counCall Don students
Rosenthal
after
10 p.m. at RE. 7572.
Correspondence
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular 1 pr. men's linilr, . * 1
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and Grade XUI A, t >W
fold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs
and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
-ex
only
natwr
veSg s'»»(' !>■
ion9-5931.
s,itin
P-m.pla, OX.
SERVICES
Essays, theses, manuscripts typed ^"U." Phone.?"
WA. 3-4437.
„ *-«y, p
□
I "°Qn
TODAY
In the Gallery
Art Library
Canadian
11.00 - 12.00
Figure Painting.
Open
to Women
Art Gallery
Open to men and women.
4.00 p,m. - 6.00
Lee Collection
5.00 p.m. - 6.00
1st
bassesAnte-Room
Debates
Glee Club Part Practice
p.m.
5.00 p.m. - 6.00
In the range
Revolver
7.30 p.m.Club
p.m.
p.m.
Tomorrow, 17th January.
CANADIAN -INDUSTRY FILMS — 1.30 p.m jn the
Music Room. □
The House Committee presents a film "Birffi
ofindustries.
an Oil Field"
the first
leadingat theCanadian
These asfilms
will ofruna series
every onweek
shore
mentioned time.
CAMERA CLUB will soon be holding its 35th ANNUAL
EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS. The closing date for entries
is Friday, 22nd February, at 6.00 p.m.

D
Attention:
1957 GRADUATES
IN ENGINEERING — ARCHITECTURE '
CHEMISTRY — PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
A Federal Government Recruiting Team will be here

January 24, 25, 28, 29
To interview - and select - 1957 graduates in the above fields for
continuing employment in Ottawa and other centres,
Initial Salaries Commensurate With; Qualifications
Interesting Work — Numerous Benefits
To Arrange Interviews
Appointment Schedules and Civil Service
Application Forms are available
Engineering
Faculty Office (Preferably Beforeat thethe Above
Dates)
- The Engineering and
Faculty
has descriptive folders
otherOffice
literature.

BOX

OFFICE OPENS TOMORROW
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
' °n f'cic,
The Innocents
Directed by Robert Gill

Saturday, Jan. 26th to Saturday, Feb. 2nd, at 8.30
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
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Bring an Industrial Research
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told the questioner that it was not the pohcy of the oovr foablished under the authority over tonight by police state methods.
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in the internal affairs of (he provinces
the Trade and Commerce min- ( A mysterious
message received in The Varsity
Iry.
Cordon Ross. Minister of Trade office last night carried the following ultimatum:
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Dear Mr. Holland,
In reply to your letter on the subject of
white superiority, we should like to say first
that we are white, British subjects, and Protestants, and therefore eligible for aid from the
Leonard Foundation, but we nevertheless condemn it as a prime example of prejudice. Howalso recognize
the
right ever,
of being"
the democratic,
Foundation weto award
scholarships
to whomsoever it pleases. This is not the issue.
Mr. Holland, in a sweeping generalization
which, like most such statements, sweeps right
out of the realm of truth, you said that everything we have accomplished is the result of
•white effort; you neglected to mention any of
the achievements of the non-white races — the
Arabs gave us our numerical system, and indeed,
were it not for the Chinese invention of paper,
you, honourable sir, would spread your ideas
through the medium of waxen tablets.
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Court To End Wars
granted the right to single out
A newtilities imethod
ending
sneeded for
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era. hosWe the trouble-makers. In special like in WW n t ,m auft™s
cases I assassination.
would ^even Isadvocate
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will mean annihilation for all.
%
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not allowed speaker
The Canadian public learned only too well last
summer the difficult position of the Speaker of the
House of Parliament. It will be indelibly engraved on
their minds that a speaker must, under all circumstances, avoid any actions in the House which would
endanger the faith of members in his impartiality.
This should serve as a warning to all speakers of
all times, but at times in the Model Parliament debates last night it appeared that the lesson had. not
been learned.
During the early part of the debate Speaker Bora
Laskin used several opportunities to cut down members from both sides on questions which perhaps deserved more hearing. While it is a very serious offence to attempt to criticize an adjudicator in such a
critical position, we must take.exception to the repeated witticisms of the Speaker at the expense of the
members.
At several other occasions judgements on questions of relative importance to the house seemed a
little hasty.
With inexperienced politicians acting in very responsible positions, the Speaker was sorely tried with
the number of decisions, but we hope that there will
be a higher and more objective standard of judgement as the Model Parliament comes to its final
debates tonight.
j.G.
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Now that my visits to a certain
[patient
not
too far atfroma certain
here arehospital
no longer
[necessary (certain said patient
rbeing now quite mobile) this
! column will be appearing with
a great deal more regularity and
[in not such a disjointed state
is it did on its last showing.
Apologies to the victorious
[ladies from the School of NursHeard rumour that you
were ing.
a little the
hurt that no mention
was made of the slaughter you
"aged at the Arena late last
week (7-0 shutout against an
opposing red and white team,
[wasn't it?) As it is never too
■"u, congratulations!
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the games will be covered completely.
Just one more item before
going on to a few matters of
current interest, there are one or
two openings in the sports department for reporters and
anyone is interested there will
be a meeting at 1:30 this Friday
in the dungeon under the SAC
office and so present yourself
and you will be very welcome,
The fencing match with the
Rochester I. of T. foursome has
been cancelled and now plans a
in full swing for a home and
home series with McGill — much
to the pleasure of all concerned.
The archery meet with the
Eaton's Girls Club was also can
celled. The Interfaculty meet
has been scheduled for Wed,
Jan. 30 at the Drill Hall at 4:15.
In the Interfaculty division, the
hockey games are in full swing,
the volleyball schedule will go
into effect next week, the bad
minton enthusiasts are warming
up, and sumedtheaction.bowling team has re-
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UC 111. walking off the court as Blues Try For Fo
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The Varsity hockey Blues face and Pierre Raymond
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present
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all
this
tied
ing contest. Bob
Friday when the Rouge et The Rouge
with six points earn.
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make
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Bible
TODAY
Bldg. in Room 213. Anatomy
3
p.m.
MeLachlin will lead a
p.m. Alan .MeLachlin will lead BibleAlan
study group
in Room 115.
the Meds' SCM study group in Conservatory
of Music.
Room 114, Meds' Bldg,
Bible study again for VCF
p.m. The Vic VCF Bible study 4 p.m.
in Room 111, UC.
group will meet in Room 21, 8 p.m.
Skule and SMC will debate
Vic.
the
question "resolved,
that
anti-Americanism
is increasing
p.m.
VCF
will
study
the
Bible
in
Room 111. UC.
dangerously in the Western
p.m. VCF Meds will study the world" in Brennan Hall. SMC.

now
8 p.m. The Christian
Orzation wil hold Science
regular
testimonial ganimeeting
inits the
UC
Union.Wey of SMC will
8:15Women's
p.m. Father
speak to the Vic Classics Club
on "Restrictions of Ancient
Drama" in the Copper Room.
Wy mil wood.
FRIDAY
8 p.m. U of T and the Royal Militarysolved,
College
will debate
"rethat Britain
justified in attacking
Egyptwas during
the SuezHall.Crisis" in the Vic
Alumni

C L ASS I F
TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
(Rental
you buy).
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add(ng machines. Humber Typewriter,
175 Jane Street. RO. (5-1103.
3ENEW your subscription to Time
ir Life student
by phoning
WA. 2-0583
writing
Periodical
Agency.or
P.O. Box 157. Adelaide P.O. Toronto, Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. (6.50
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular
makes:
new
or rebuilt: rented and
yrs.)
fold on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs
and
1843 anytime. , service. Phone RI.
TUTOR WANTED
Correspondence tutor, Englishman,
Grade XIII Algebra, Undergrad
only, writing fluency, longhand
explanations,
work,to anywhere in city, verify
phone noon
7.00

ILLUSTRATED $3
LIFE— $4->=l Tr,"t!

Write HarwvV; ,„„,. '
Payers, radios" ,
Breeze, BCl

1h

ested m Varsity l^i,,
Northern
Michi L
Tourist Advice— MacDonald
RIDECall
™wD0„
oSTT\»
pilars.
Just move along from day to maritan" types that hang out at
SATURDAY
day and let things happen as they stations. "Don't get involved with 8 p.m. Dr. Tozer will speak on
usually
somewill, Dean Ian MacDonald advised them. tThey
God" into
10WouP.m.
at KEa rid
75"2R«sei
hing in return
and expect
the majority
a"The
VCF Immutability
Bible readingof group
ld Hte
e *^
prospective travellers to Europe are undesirable company."
Sheraton Hall, Wycliffe.
vici
nity
of
Si,
Friday, about 8 Gen,
30 ,"•■'
yesterday's first "Orientations"
atlecture.
Shorets.
stre
RetuZ:m
e, LE.
rning - ** ' Col
"Obviously some things must
p.m. OX.TAILS
9-5931. FOR SALE
•ty.of Bloor andllC5!", F' •«,';
'■
HART
HOUSE
be done on this side of the ocean
Immaculate evening tails styled by
but don't plan too much," the
Ed Provan. Size 38, regular, worn
TODAY
on only two occasions. Vest, shirt, and Bloor. WA. 4.5067 * *
Dean of Men for University Colcollar, tie and silk scarf included. two gentlemen, Nea ' , '
lege said.
RO. 9-5091.
Canadian
Industry
Films
In
the
Music
Room:
"Birth
of
an
Oil
Booking a passage, finding out
Large comfortable^"*"'
1.30 p.m.
Field."
of aindustries.
series of films on
leading First
Canadian
for which countries a visa is needed, and vaccination are a few of Archery Club
P-ItlHumber
Valley
Archers
vs.
Hart
House
in the Rifle Range.
these beforehand preparations.
7.30 p.m.
"You can eat anything and
SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT — 20th January.
drink water or milk without any
The Royal Conservatory Opera School in the
danger in Europe, but if you are
Great Hall. Tickets available from Hall Porter's
Desk.
especially liable to illness, you
MEMBERS ART SHOW — members of the House
should be innoculated for typhoid
are invited to submit their amateur art work to
fever as well," Dean MacDonald
the Undergraduate Office before 5.00 p.m. on
said.
Tuesday, 22nd January. Further information from
A student can obtain special
Office. and
WA. undergraduate
3-1302'.
This Undergraduate
show is for senior
members.
rates in travel and entertainment
It will be judged and works of superior merit hung.
by taking his Admit-to-Lecture
card with him which identifies
him as a student, In addition he
BOX OFFICE OPENS
TODAY
can obtain a student identity
card from the Youth Hostel As4 BARBERS
sociation, he said.
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
NO WAITING
"Always take a lot more money 600 University Avenue
The Innocents
than you think you will need.
Just below College
Directed by Robert Gill
It's always comfortable to have
In the Basement
something for an emergency," the Open Monday through Friday
Dean said.
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ONLY 85 cents
Saturday, Jan. 26th to Saturday, Feb. 2nd, at 8.30
Dean MacDonald also cautionHART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
ed students about the "Good SaInternational
University
Organization
requires
Young Woman
Typist for Office Work
15 Hours a Week at
Rather Low Pay
Phone WA. 2-1978
Between 5 & 6 p.m.

Meet
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your

managers

He's easy to meet-and »
'good man to talk things over with;
t
Not just because he knows a lot abou
on
ted
tanking, but because he can be coun
and
ledg
knowicul
that part
ar eneed.^
toy your
experientoceappl
fig«esthan
kingthanis more
more
him, ban
dollars JandTo cents
the,
V a ledger. To him, banking
es to helph wltb
'through bank tyservic
people-"i
opportuni to work wit
'
• .Jto^0*'
Jnat is what he has been trained^pl»^n,'(
problems, jmr hopes and
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to Y°u
d s man
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©del

Parliament

ngineers
Issue
pipeline
y
Settled
Quickl discu
ssed pipeline
mUCh
settled under
will be quicklAy report
issued
new regime.
of
office
tne
from
night
[ast
'
Christie
r Hunt
Ministe
jtfairsthat
the entire resources
surmechani
I the civil,
entscal,hadand been
departm
|red to prepare. estimates and
Irking
; finaldrawings
decision has yet to be
on whether the pipeline
will supply all S.P.S. drinkRich
; fountains will be built from
Bison'sacted,however,
or O'Keefe's.
It isissue
exthat the
PI be decided by early next
Tie initial plan of establishing
independent brewery in the
frd sub-basement of the Enfeenng
building
was :hat
dropped,
it was
realized
the
would intoxicate neighmring medical students.

Definitions
■or

Dumb

Artsmen
Hn order to aid Artsmen with
Qeir new technical courses, the
ng list of Engineering terms
| been prepared.
Airship
hull ....
airship.
Arctic front A Anwhole
attitude asped by an unco-operative co-ed.
Fmiw A garment used to
flimize the effects of flutter and
(ration,
? rasti"e A form of gamhnd
Penmanfor
ship.ging illegal form
"Mrogen An alcoholic beverLC°mpos«' °* water and gin.
f mvasher .... One who washes
5?s
accessory An animal husBn■mmet,n.
^ who eats
er * tme
|etc7m ""ting, Ohm made
».« "? Momc"t A short
&uto LUSUally Prior
Wrjr mducta"ce).
Co'oSy. 'A da'1Ce d0Ile at 3
mak= a body yield "(see
a«on of°e'orma«on
to the
*»ce. (see duepregnanhouses. A smaJl j
Newly weds.
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Hart

House

Dissolved

By ED KERR
Occupy
Campus
fjMce
state
has
on the campus.
Irate members of been
the establishe
Popular dEducation
Part,,
list
night
suspen
ded
the
Model
Parlia
ment and proclauned a totalitarian police state
Dissatisfaction with the Model Parliament was
voiced early this week when
ering students
returning fro,,, writing mid-ter Engine
examinations, realized
that the parliament had been melected
in their absence.
paity the Popular Education Part,,, was formed, and
D"'Ce, Co»'""tte.e
a political
aJrtuH
list of demands
was drawnwasup mobilized,
to be
before
parliament The measures
to be taken placed
in the event
that these demands were refused
were also decided.
Ihese demands were published in
's
Varsity, and as a result, the parliament wasyesterday
for a forceful display by Engineering students.prepared
Anticipating that such an inrasion of the Model Parliamen
would result in possible injury to innocent spectatorst,
the I arty
means.decided to gain entrance to the chamber b,i
other
So perfect was the plan evolved, that The Leader
of the P.E.P. sat through last night's session, disguised as a member of the house. Even when The
Leader rose and presented the Engineers' demands the
representatives failed to realize his identit,/, thinking
lie was merely presenting the bill on behalf of tlie
Engineers. When the Popular Educational
Part,/ demands were laughed at, The Leader quietly took his
seat, but other Party members, seated in the gallery
left to mobilize the Brute Force Committee.
Within an hour, the B.F.C. had control of the
Varsity and Hart House radio, for the dissemination
of propaganda.
The Model Parliament was allowed to finish its
session, as it was felt that its members would cause
no trouble while they still believed themselves to be
As a generous gesture, the B.F.C. allowed the
in power.Is Held
deposed Varsity staff to report on the last hours of
the legislature.

In Brilliant Manoeuvre
In a decisive move last night j course. We plan to remove all
the P.E.P. took over Hart House j churlish, pro-Conservative, proas part of its programme of liber- Liberal, pro-CCF books from the
ating the University of Toronto j library and replace them with
from reactionary elements. The epistles of truth sush as the A.S.
manoeuvre
brilliantly
exe- M.E. Code and the S.A.E. manuals.
cuted with a was
minimum
of fanfare
After blasting , his way in
as the Minister of Cultural Es- through the outer wall of the
tablishments moved his head- barber shop, the Director of Physical Cultivation set up headinto the Warden's
Office. A fewquartersreactionary
committee
quarters in one of the squash
members who resisted the coup courts. The director, who is new
were
treated
to
a
quiet
liquidation
at this university, soon came
ceremony in the pool.
rushingwithbacka from
Asked about the future of Hart tour
gleam anin inspection
his eye.
House after the action was over, They've got a lovely track upthe Minister said, "The House will ! stairs." he said. "But I can't find
be open to Engineers only, of t any
stables inso the
we'llgym.have to keep
the horses

CABINET
In a directive issued shortly after assuming campus
control, the Popular Education Party announced Hie following government appointments:
Head of the Government, President of P.E.P., and Chairman
of the Brute Force Committee
The- Leader.
Minister of Truth and Public Enlightenment
(Toikc Oike editor)
John Stewart.
Minister of Policy Enforcement
(in charge of liquidation)
John F. Schultz.
Minister of Affairs
(Foreign, Domestic, and Illicit) Huntley Christir.
Minister of Games and Wild Life
(who wants to fish?)
David Oakcs.
Minister of Cultural Developments
(leader of the L.G.M.B.)
Rob Main.

REQUIEM
issue,one,i of Vars'ty's List
Spoke
"I really can't say that I'll miss
Bum news and low views,
It you.
lacks any use,
'Twould
tissue. better be printed on

?9ime Announces

Aims

pneeEng
rs
ineer: Are Supreme
,7"c arrivea The
neering departments
the
willnon-Engi
cease immediately. The
ety
be com"am" :i^ine
,ech"°1°sy Physics departmentat will
pel ed to donate. least half of
;vi'l encourage
aittitrhee 'Mure
its laboratory equipment to^thea
to wear JCH.
new museum to be set up in
'""Ser'S ar''and music If vou are an artsman:
of slothful living
Your daysKiiecnve
Intro" a bos of nave
ended. Effective immediate 9ET* —-. 1 lot |tk»*»<t*i»i| pf
have ended.
IttanJJfcV*
■UUtt U|r* rT&ffiff in &VT '"'• «''Proclamation
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tor a recepti0n t

The
first act
ofo[ Qrad
the
new prime
prime
The first
act Popular
the new
SPS
Minister
of the
Education
Party'sthepolice
decreebe
thati
SPS state
Grad was
Ball toshall
even better in 1957 than in previous years despite the fact that
it
is presently
social
event. "ThisToronto's
will be No.done1
ar. all costs!"' shouted "The Leader" fetter making the decree.
Leader"
as good as
hij"Theword
sincewas arrangements
were immediately made for a colossal program. An early morning
interview with Dave Stewart. Entertainment Manager of the Ball
revealed
had helped.just how "The Leader""
A_ full course banquet dinner
ivill be provided which includes
wine (all boozers please note J.
The dinner will be attended by
all the University dignitaries such

St. Andrew's
United Church
fl" ISlftoratE.,Yonge
near Subway
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D. Kilpalrick,
D.D.
Organist & Choir Director
EDGAR GOODAIRE
Studies of the Prophet
Jeremiah
U a.m. — 3 - "The Power
of Praver"
DR. KILPATRICK
7.30 p.m. — "How can I
find God?"
MERVYN 6.A.
DICKINSON,
Students cordially invited
to attend these Services

had
the committee
from most,
most, isis something
novel. Leader"
as
Sydney
Smith, Joe
McCulley. from
£S
McCulley.
had togiven
given
committee
aLeader"
free rein
make
necessary
Ball
to thissomething
a fabulous novel.
quar arrangements.
"The
Qreatest"
the Sydney
dean
andSmith,
others.JoeMarcus
Long In addition
Mtheall
of
The
chieftain
of
will be present to say a few tet called "The Ad-Fours'' w:ll the Popular Education
Party
be onlevel
handtype
to provide
a
little
on
words about Mechanism, morals the
ordered
all
of
the
clubs
(Civil,
singing.
and the ladies.
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Ivy League SLACKS. Soft
doeskin-finished rayon
flannel. Buckled backstrap, tapered legs. Charcoal only. Sizes 28 to 40.
Each 13.05
'BIRKDALE' FLAT -TOP
HATS, only at EATON'S.
Narrow brim, trim backbow, fine fur felt. Grey,
blue and brown — sizes
6% to 7%. Eaton Price,
each 7.50

• Phone Un 1-511 I
JACKETS, SLACKS: Main Store - 2nd Floor - Dept. 229.
HATS: Main Store - Main Floor - Dept. 228.
Similar styles at EATON'S College Street - Main Floor.
*T. EATON Cfcrt,
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CHURCH
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Harbord

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Warmly welcomes members of
the University at its meeting
for worship on Sundays at 11
a.m., at 60 Lowther Avenue (at
Bedford, twoBloor.)
blocks north of
WA. 1-0368

is Christian Unity Possible?
w
(a series of talks by students)
January 21-25 1.15Music
Room, Hart House
- 2.00 p.m.
FOR MEMBERS OF HART HOUSE

January

INTERVIEWS

To Service and

OF

Church of The Redeemer
(Anglican)
At the Head
of the Campus
Bloor and Avenue Road
Rector: Rev. Owen P. Prichaid,
B.A.. L.Tq.
8 a.m. & 11 a.m. Holy Communion
7 p.m.at Evening
Preacher
11 a.m. Prayer
& 1 P-m—The RectorCoffee Hour Following Ine
Evening Service
All Students Cordially Welcome
BLOOR
Rev. Dr.MINISTERS
Ernest MaragaJJ How
t?pv Walfr C. Sella'-'
Ch»lrn«.<r
andc. Voice
SlvesarWe
a.m. "Tlic
00 Frederick
11 ofglnisn7
Not Heard * W
"BellfiMB
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7:00 Dr. E. M. Ho«»
niiddlnsm
Dr. E M. HOwse :
PebSSiry 3rd J»«»
February lOt.i s»m

24

ENGINEERS

Sell ^Aeters

and

Controls

Exceptional opportunity for young Canadian Mechanical, ^lectl'C.a.'arv
Chemical Engineering graduates with fast-growing new Canadian su ^
of
plantprominentcontrols. American manufacturer of industrial instruments an
Extensive factory and field training is provided jit attractive starting B^.||S
Field-work will include engineering service in the many large p»Pa ^
of other industrial plants, <tirl ,
a great variety
and in Canadian
plants
chemical
from one of
Republic's
Offices.
Best engineers will be prompted most rapidly to sell instruments an ^ (0
tors
lo industries.
RapidSalary
growth
company expenses.
requires frequent prom
responsible
positions.
plusoftravelling
REPUBLIC FLOW
3 52 Munster Ave.

METERS CANADA

LTD

ing Faculty Office Tofor
Apply Now at Engineer
o
rontln*ef
on January 24
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The

Ministry

Of

EDITORIAL
The Popular Education Party has long been dissatisfied with the state of affairs in the campus society. The Leader has ordered the Ministry of Truth
and Education to publish the following Directives.
The recipients will observe and adhere under pain of
severe penalty. The Truth shall make you free under
Party Regulation No. 795-643, Subsection 87.

directive to faculty
You will immediately withdraw your heads from
out of the sand. You, the educators of tomorrow's
leaders, will open your eyes and, looking around
you, you will tell them what you see that is wrong
and what you see that is right. Too long have you
sat in your offices and stood at your lecterns speaking
only of what is written in the calendars of the prescribed courses. Henceforth you will criticize! And
you will start with the University of Toronto. You will
tell the lowly undergraduate what you think of the
comings and goings of the powers that be. Your
positions are guaranteed by the Party. Stick out your
necks. You have nothing to lose.

Truth

Readers
Writ*
lowing

To whom it may concern:
Persuant to our conversati
the
Minister of University planning onmy with
wishes to make the following proposals:company
!
Beer and spirituous liquors
be supplied
to The Skulehouse Sly Drool will
Saloon, to the
Mechanical
Lounge,
to
the
Chemical
Ca'sbah, to
the Electrical Elbow Benders Club,
to. \4he
Dugout Bar, and to the Vending machines
scattered appropriately about the hallsStofilthel
Engineering Buildings
a case (large case). for a price of 17 cents
It is understood that the Minister may see
fit from time to time
to Establish outlets in

per J. Jones

G CnMfiV

Great boredom reigned on the campUs
But Skulcmen hod f/ie solution :
The Model Parliament's sitting
Let's have us a revolution.
They entered the Government chambers
' Presented their, list of woes
. And behind their written ivords
They hod an army of Joes.
The buildings toe-re. all confiscated;
. It icas the Engineers' rule; And supreme on the whole campus
Stood their exalted Skule.
They gave out handbills by the score
And of boasts there was no scarcity,
But the ultimate triumph came
When they put out. their own Varsity.
They spoke, they listened, they wrote
And artsmen they strongly did scoff
And then they gradually went home
To sleep the whole fool thing off.

of architecture
You will henceforth apply yourself to the task of
becoming a strong force on this campus. You will
develop until you are worthy of your name and able
to play a leading role in the development and expansion of this University. We want no more of the
decadent and uninspired building that has been done
here during the past five years. We have had enough
of Mediaeval Art and that which passes for a traditional style. You have been thrown the challenge. See
that you accept.

"Suffer yourselves to be blamed,
imprisoned, condemn
ed; suffer
yourselves to be hanged; but
publish your opinions; it is not
a right, it is a duty."

Cocktails For All
I would like to make public
this note of appreciation for the
task performed by my fellow
Skulemen and dearest friends resum
noon and con *
for the enlightenment of all to-moe.rrowNoat expense ^
humanity and my own benefit. until examsent.and will thei^M
tainm
Mye, j|
enteroned
To celebrate
oc- menti
10 .
casion I would this
like togalainvite
providing
spared in tim
all my fellow ministers to a
cocktail party that will start will pick you up at iat
With kindest regards
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EPILOGUE

to school

directive to library
You will remain open until eleven p.m. each evening sothat the caterwauling which assails our ears
will come to an end.

Educati0

""

Our

directive to undergrads
You will, as of nine o'clock on Monday, the twenty-first ofJanuary, cease whining and crying of the
burden you bear. You will cease accepting-the spoonfeedings given to you by over-indulgent professors.
You will begin to assume some responsibility for the
education you are here to acquire.
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to another; Father is unique. All I can say is go and participat
Gardner,
and
and son; original and copy; Venice as seen by a and compare!
Vivian Sturdee.e, Craig Kamcke*s Young Man.
The sets for Electra were
simple and effective, the pacing
of the play excellent. There
were no the
trickscontent
or twists
the
direction
of thein play
making
any
such
additions
superfluous. Don't ask me for an
analysis of that content. Electra
is a whirlwind shocker that denu.stiiinrtenisAnne
but isCarnwath
a 'must'
toliessee,

Rene Magritte — The False Mirror (1928) Collection Museum of Modern Art
H. H. Concert
The two hundred and severityseventh Hart House Sunday conAH!
WILDERNESS
cert program includes Mozart
Verdi. Donizetti, Puccini. Strauss
.even at the risk of obscuring Essie Miller and
■P°»d t„ k "y charming genre the
piecedark with
Wagner. In these excerpts
Millie
Hall).
Yet
there
were,
astonishing
R*ls « o'i?e "Long
obverse side Journey
°f
moments of reality and truth in her scenes with from
schmidt operas.
directs aNicholas
number ofGoldfine
Bh'".
"Long Day's
Day's
J0U of into
™.V'MiPIU,a waf>m Snostalgic
evocation
the Mr. Davis.
soloists
and
the
full
of
In the focal role of young Richard. Warren the Opera School of Chorus
a2," Ah Wild. " sma" New England Wilson
the
Royal
tended to out-ham the hammy posturings Conservatory of Music. Also sing■pmt rohero'!
«• crisisl evolves
the .of a young
manticHist
of love; around
the
youth's
rebelling against a society he
his swsweetheart's knows onlymanthrough
ing will be a boys chorus which
ML > Hi npy „ assault u"on "is
favourite authors. has bten
down on When O'Neill gives him hisemotions
prepared by Helen Simhe can feel, mie.
m■Val 'am all .M»es,
",rt ental
disapproval
driving him into a wildly family bickering or tender young love.
Wilson
"ight
tavern-bed
makel-°n-the h '3 rest01'ed in a wonderful is convincing
timing,bibulous
— fineNunn's
delightAlan
is sheerenough.
People with u SCCne between the two Uncleup andSida real
beneath
personality
the
of
sense
F'he Water. and music heard distantly the stock figure. The other players gave smooth
f^foundine n..
Jonathan White as the
in particular
support,Harvard
senior who tempts Richard to
V,e s«nes „i Is tl"Site. lovely thread of raffish
' £the'' and I"'.""1, life' dominated by the a house of sin.
>,P and
' thesister
n»n?°. 61''sPinster
the roguish
drinking
Day's atmosAunt Lily
and
After paying
finally
one spmes
sceneryto, Mimi
pherically paintedtribute
_Best"'ay' aVjo. ' rr'
time he scores
This
n.
directio
Enter's
Mr
to
I ,1 e Portia, ,Vea a compassionate and a nice triumph (last time was the paceless dis*?U||«1 piece Nat Miller: " oareful
dinner
Hat"). The offamily
jointed "Italian Straw him
■tai Sm°oth awl °£ acting with Warren scene especial
much its naturally owes
*>th a"d
1*
"",
bolstering
Mr.
Davis'
ly
master
O'Neill'soverweighingcomic
warmths. without
helping the "performance <ense nessheand respect
the
*J Wtfai, of makii
all.
, »ctergnized
i"„"."""nS typicalety out of more
play. All in OE
s of the fine
episode
vulgar
a pnduttf
V '^"Bn^T, fepenoire
Ha" P|uved
well within ■Th Wilderness " is nearly as
ofoi mannerism
mannerisms,
s
good thin r —
doubtles
will
and
"Thee Sisters"
''iklric- Es3,?,erhaps
— a' chrixacter
'east she ashavethe aCrest's
point to In' ie. MlHer .a, stpe.k
h d week to make .Its Bill
.
Bennett.
Cerent Toronto aiidienc.s

Varpas Choir
Artistry takes on many forms:
it is evident when thirty-two
women appear on a stage weavnational dress
with ofninetysix ing
different
patterns
cloth
and thirty-two different chemises.
It
is
evident
when
the
artists
have a zest and sincerity in
day.
what they do. It was evident at
the concert
Lithua-in
nian Choirgiven
Varpasby the
concert
Hart House Theatre on TuesThe Varpas Choir is good.
What it lacks in finesse is made
up for by tremendous energy,
volume male
and section
expressiveness.
strong
was onlyA
occasionally swamped by the females, and on those occasions,
when things were at full throttle and the pace was hot, things
i^i>l a little too raw and strident.
This tendency was most evident
in the selections from Grand
Opera.
The tolk songs bore the stamp
of good folk music, where much
is expressed by music and tempo
rather than by actual words.
Miss Dalia Melius made a
charming commentator.
The dancers'Withperformance
magnificent.
accurdian was
accompaniment they wove around
the stagementsinwithwell
executed
simple
gracemoveand
at times the whole effect was
kaleidoscopic.
Mr. Vjclovas
dislinguiAhed
himself,Verikaitis
ir his upper
register and forte tend to give
under strain it does no more so
lhan with many
proficient
singerssupposedly
that we more
have .
heard. His control and range in
the lower register is superb and
theThesoundrousing
full blooded.
Anvil Chorus
from 11 Trovatore was a fitting
conclusion.
Altogether, an unpretentious
evening that
good relaxationprovided
and a considerable
j'i ' ii.'- M , money to a good
«U».
Chris Wilson

whether
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lot.

Skule
Of
Fall
in one
i
. iib-« Says
thic-) i-taion pir.aign in fine
fino otvipRepeat
— all
All-Skule final
between Senior
inn the
lhn four
four Perform^
mm relay
vola« this
thic
all iho
the tp.qm
team an AH-Skule
how do opinion
you likeofthis'
Junior SPS. With many week. Trinity has been busy too, j
It Say
is thenow.considered
the sports except style—
lacrosse (and that and
damn
it!
a good showing by apologies to the other side of
Voice from the South End (of the cnly after
Wawrychuk and company) Queen's Park, the Voice fears that Water Polo >s starting and Nick i
campus, you Eoo*s!) that the En- Frank
Aplius'
hope to drown 1 th* Voice fr il'< ahn
the
Skulehouse
herd is ready to they
gineers are here to stay— and to
few splashers
spectators
tinction.are doomed to sudden ex- achampionship
(?). enrouie to a J
stay in possession of the Reed repeat it in the spring term.
Farther
north,
in
Varsity
Arena
Trophy for many years to come The Voice i rom the South En.1
In fact, when you look at the
Ah. please. Trinity, just give up predicts that SPS will have no to be exact, the slow-starting Sen- whole
sports picture, you find
ior SPS hockey team may surpeacefully.
less than five teams in the basvive yet — they finally scored it's hard to select any sport, withketball playoffs—and with luck.
After cleaning up the Fall Camout
having
to say • thanks to a
some goals yesterday — a 5-0 rout
of Meds. With the single excep- bunch of fellow South- Enders.
GAMES TODAY
tion of the SPS Vths, the rest of Nearly every Varsity team that
the hockey crew can do much wins a fair share of its j*ames
HOCKEY
12.30
vs
Vic
III
SPS
IV
Maik,
Taylor
is loaded Soccer,
with Engineers
look ^t
vs Med. IV
better. mentMaybe
the newdown?
equip- Football.
4.00
Maik. Taylor
Rugger, — Hockey,
has slowedall them
5.00 SPS
Fuller,
Lawrle
vsiVATER
SPS VIIPOLO
Dent,VIr
n0 Wav ofrt>e pO■ "
and
so
on.
Basketball
usually
has 'ncollection
Back
to
Hart
House
and
up
1.00 TJ.C.
vs Med. IV
Mandel, Grosfleld
a
rough
time.
Maybe
a
few
Ento the track. The situation is be1.00 Sr. SPS
vs SQUASH
Sr. -V.C. A
gineers would help — or a sevening hotly contested here with
— BMAJOR LEAGUERay
Angus Bruneau, Bill Gelling and Enders
1.00 Vic III BASKETBALLvsvs SPS
Strain.
Kostlw
foot centre.
we Sourh4.00
are Anyway,
behind the
Blues
Med IV
SPS H
Applebaum,
Haesler
company
off
to
a
winning
start
HOUSE
BASKETBALL
— MINOR
LEAGUE
— HART
BRay
1.00
vs
IV
Eng.
Phys
Chapnlck
IV
Civil
vs
Arch
■
B
For.
C
4.00
5.00 Vic Nelles House vs III Eng. Phys.
in<i Nobbv Bill -5
should provide
Swimming
Blues At Niaga
' 1 ■ ' » **" "'"
ra, £>l
The
Doug
McCuUoM
he Blue
Blue mermen
mermen face
face their
their hosts
for
Saturday's
meet".
,
and
Nnhh^
,„ ,
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Coach forCress
McCattymeet".
will be rounding
hosts
Saturday's
srtfon to lheint
Niaga a***',
toughest
of theto season whenopposition
they journey
the depending
largely
upon
breastand
Ted
Bein^J
United States this weekend for stroke ace .Toe Maelnnis to bolevents.
Diversand
Mi™ 7"Ji<3b
sterlnnistheset Bines'
point
total.College
Mae- the
a meet with the powerful Niagabutterfly
a
new
Canadian
ra University swimmers.
SKI
TOTRIP
Swimming
Association
record
John Gossage, „■».„■
Not only will the Blues be out
to increase their record to three jlast weekend in a meet with Gerry Coleman Bill
will ,3
wins and one defeat, but will College.
Brockport State Teacher's
also
be
out
to.
snap
a
five-meet
i
On The Level
Captain John Ridpath has been
winning: skein held by the showing
ST. SAUVEUR
QUE.
well in practice this
Niagara squad.
I
ItF- is six5 years since a week, as have Larry' Freeman theDesptiteeathem.
a,
Toronto team has defeated the ! and Bruce Taylor. Bob Fenie wh.ch make theirradit
tmm,\
Jan. 25th -■ Jan. 28fh
on
the
page
s
of
Sporls Department,this i„ „
Biue-Jays Trounce Erindale 4-1
ALL EXPENSES
atio
n with UnivmjJ
the goals
Varsity
Blue- Jays
MEALS — RAILWAY — CHECKING — HOTEL
Jays
their that
secondgavewin thein Blueeight onto AthleticIhe Assoc
playThesontheir
best game
ofnight,
thedidn't
seaialio,
on Wednesday
but games to date.
Al Fleming had comparatively to assure local sports htsi
they' did skate off the ice with a little
$30.95
work
in
the
Varsity
net,
the
sche
event
un Ihiim
s
dule
4-1 win over Erindale in a regud
but was called upon to come up end will ( (irae off as pi;
lar THL game.
Information and Applications at S.A.C. Office TODAY
Bob Church, Dave Osier. Gord with some dandy saves to keep Minor uprisings may IK™,
Frey and Don Boethwick fired the score down.
that could be expected com
2 FmiS Days Skiing
ing the rebels involved.
in the Laurentians!
HOCKEY
VARSITY vs. LAVAL
!
SPECIAL
Tonight At 8:00 p.m.
RESERVED SEATS — $1.00.
GENERAL ADMISSION 50c
Student Ticket Books may still be purchased
at Athletic Office, and at Arena on night of game.
I , STUDENT RATES
"9 ^Qj^olQJ^
t $1.00 per persoM
WOMAN'S
Time HOCKEV ATHLETICS
SCHEDULE
Day Jon.
Date 21
1:30
Mon,
I
( pancini! Every Sat»*|
Tues.
" 22 12:30
8 —
Wed.
1:30 P.H.E.
Meds.
Thurs. ■'" 23
24 12:30 - —4
TJ.C. I
. ". " 24 3 - VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
St. Hilda's
LM,
Games
Week Beginning Januar; 21
5:00 — 6:00
Pharm (pract)
67:00:00 — 7 .00
I pract.)
Vic
8:00
PHE Ft.vs UCvs St.
I Mikes
Thurs.
Wed. 9:00
POT I vs U.C.
POT II
Vic Jr.
rt(
Meds va Nurses
| Ma
Pharm
vs
St.
Hilda's
II
■
St.
Hilda's
Ipract)
h
REFEREES
COACHES
— There
will bebe there,
an Important meetinn at
LM.. Monday,& Jan.
21 at 5:00
p.m. Please
j Ranc 'n
DENTS.,—
If
Donts
would
like
to
play
Phone
Cathie
Lynden
WA
2-2095.
e
n ONSy
nATI
LcaguLI l Meds.
League II
League
j KRESeERV
U.C.
Vic. Jr. III
Sr. League
FOT IVI
I
St. Mikes St.Vic. Hilda's
F.H.E.
<Fr.
Jr.
Sr.)
Sophs
Pharmacy
Music
St. Hilda's
Vic Ft. Nurr-es
FOT
II II (Sophs) UC. II
;j wa. 1-^1
W.U.S.

SUMMER
GOLD
WEST

Of course.
often.
Because 'Most
a feweveryone
momentsdoesover—
ice-cold Coca-Cola refresh you so.
It's sparkling with natural goodness,
pure friendly
and wholesome
— and
naturally
to your figure.
Feel like having a Coke?
"Coke" 1* a registered trode-mark

SEMINAR

COAST
AFRICA

APPLICATIONS MAY NOW BE OBTAINED
AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE UP TO JANUARY
30th.
Further information may be obtained from
John Elder — MO. 6727 or from Louis Perinbam, National Secretary. World University
Service, WA. 2-1978.
■H-
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Varsity's hockey and basketball Blues both swing into action here on the weekthe same
first time
this year that both squads have been home to Intercollegiate
teams end.onItis the
weekend.
Tonight, Laval Rouge et Or are in town to do battle with Jack Kennedy's pucksters
in the Arena. The Quebeckers are in the cellar, put there when they used an ineligible
player against McGitl and the University of Montreal.
they'll Game
be outtime
for isblood,
to keep
recordSo intact.
8 p.m.while
sharp.the TheBluesSACwillwillendeavour
sponsor the
usual their
publicunbeaten
skating
after the game.
Tomorrow night. Coach John McManus leads his 1956-57 cage squad onto the Hari
House floor for their home Intercollegiate opener.
Their opposition will be the Assumption University Lancers, who downed the Blues
60-51 in Windsor last weekend. Rated definite underdogs in the upcoming season, the
Blues can jump into a first-place deadlock with the Lancers by virtue of a victory.
The Blue-Jays tackle the Assumption Junior Lancers in the opener at 7, with the
senior game going ot 8.30.
In addition, there will be a gymnastic meet with the Blues meeting the German
Harmonie Club of Toronto in an exhibition display. —Photos by Michael Burns

CAGE BLUES
TACKLE ASSUMPTION
ABOVE: Coach John McManus
LEFT TO RIGHT: Gary Vipoud,
Harold Rotman, Barry Stroud, Joe

ADS.
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A Short Problem
To ing"write
the onwords
"Engineeror "Arts"
the same
piece
ofPoles,
paperto isbring
to fusetogether
the Magnetic
a lion
and a mouse, a dollar and a cent,
a mountain and a molehill. But
mouse?is the lion and who the
who

Mary May Demers i,V*SS£- W ™,
Home dance. For reasons which are visually obvious, the dance should
be pretty exciting.
Skule

Will Go

Roman

To settle in our minds which
type has the better
SOLUTION
to theapproach
problemsANDof
life, an artsman and an Engineer
were asked
to solve
a mathe-as
matical problem
as accurately
possible. The question was:
"Find, by accurate computation,
the length of a three foot line.
The
artsmanandreported:
read
the question
boy did "Iit look
tough.
In the first place it is my
philosophical
verse does notbelief
exist.thatIt the
is alluni-a
dream in the minds of men. The
grueling 10 hour week endurance
tests, the
falseourexaminations, thetrue
probesor into
bridge
ability and our booze capacity.
Therefore
a straight line does not
exisl.
Thus it follows that the length
of the imaginary given line is
Avogadro's
numberof billiard
(Avogadro's
No. is the number
balls
that can be stacked in the Drill
Hall at the boiling point of snow.*
Engineers
Report:
"Dearya Prof.
That
was a good
question
tried
to floor us with, heh, heh. Hen,
it nearly fooled me.
I found the azimuth of the line
from
eye-ball
naval meas right
I looked
at theto ^ma
UC
weather vane and divided me
age — 20. The answer I estimated
was tbo large and since I act like
a kid anyway I divided by 8.
andIt got
answer then
of 7.13'
is tome befinal
observed
that"
the poorbutArtman's
methodenough.
was
sensible
not accurate
The
Engineer's
method
dead
on. (The
Professor
got was
the same
answer by counting his fingers in
a fast moving Morris Minor.)

Novel At-Home Dance
The Skule At-Home will be In the small ballroom M.C. Cy
held on Thursday, January 31 at Leonard will make with the
the Royal York. As usual no chatter and the acrobatic con
effort has been spared to make tortions of Mary May Diemers
it the best and biggest dance on will keep the crowd gasping.
the campus.
Dress nineishalfsemi-formal;
comes formaltheandfemithe
This
year
"Skule
Goes
Roman"
male
in
suit
or tux. All this will
and this promises to produce
some novel ideas. Dancing from be yours for a paltry $3.50 if
9 to 2 is to the rhythms of Benny you hurry. Tickets can be obtained from class reps and in the
Louis and Frank Bogart. There
will be free favours and corsages Engineering Stores.
and for those who want a lasting
souvenir a free sketch artist will
be on hand.
Intermission
entertainment in the
Main Ballroom
HART
HOUSE
wMl be by M.C. Joe Murphy and
the Videoettes. famous Swiss
TODAY
Bell Ringers.
§
Sing Song
East
Common
Room.
p.m.
Art1:30Library
at-home, 31 january; at-home,
In the Gallery.
2-3 p.m.
"I january; at-home, 31 January; at-home. 31 january; atSUNDAY THE 20th
home, 31 january; at-home, 31
HART HOUSE SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT
january; at-home, 31 january;
9 p.m. Great Hall
The RoyalNicholas
Conservatory
Opera School
at-home, 31 january;
Goldschmidt
Members of the House may obtain tickets from the
Hall Porter. They are invited to bring guests.
SAVE!
ALL NEXT WEEK
LIFE— S4.25. TIME— $3.25, SPORTS
The
Undergraduate Office will be accepting the contributions
ILLUSTRATED — $4.00. NEWSof
members
of
the
House
who wish to exhibit in the Mem"WEEK — S4.50. FORTUNE — ST. 50,
bers'
ArtJanuary.
Show. TheThedeadline
for hang
this will
5 p.m.
the
ESQUIRE — 8 months - S3.00, REA22nd
of
show
will
frombe the
24thon until
DER'S DIGEST— 16 months— S2.00.
the
0th
of
February.
Write
Harvey10,Haber,
All members are urged to enter this exhibition.
hitl. Toronto
or Call104OR.Ridge1892,

CLASSIFY
TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
(Rental
you buy).
Trade-ins S29. Cash registers, add- Dimanche,
;t-a Cuisine 20^ ,^'tr, LU'
a ^1t
'nt; machines. Humber Typewriter, 3Nor
femmes.
Com
8e'"
the
rn
Mi
c^
I^
7974. mmuniqi „ilh
S
5^
175 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
3ENEW your subscription to Time
°* ^
0N5
'Tl
5JD
tMU
or Life by
phoning
\VA. 2-0583
writing
student
Periodical
Agency,or }fj Tre
P.O. Box 157. Adelaide P.O. Tor- seil
esteors.
Varsl itL8
d in about
3"slu«m.
Cal
DJ:
*n .'Hv,N
onto, Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. (6,50 Friday,
Xa^Cl
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2
TUTOR WANTED
Would
■tar of like
Bloora. rido
an' 7^ '"Tfex
<S
yrs.>
Correspondence
tutor, Englishman,
Grade XIII Algebra, Undergrad vicinity ot St r„ h"'
only, writing fluency, longhand
— — - — " no,
explanations, verify work, anywhere in city, phone noon to 7.00 *eets Re,urn°nS'
p.m. OX. 9-5931.
BUY A TYPEWRITER
You can have that new SmithCorona
always
wanted portable
for 15 you
centsha.ve
a day.
No
down payment required. RI. 1843.
Social sl„dent "'TERS^
ANNOUNCING

Special

Charter

Flight

To

Glasgow,
London,
and

Paris

sponsored by
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
ONLY

$340.00

RETURN

LEAVING MONTREAL 25th MAY, 1957
RETURNING SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1957
FOR UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO .
STAFF, STUDENTS1 AND GRADUATES.
ONLY 68 PEOPLE CAN BE ACCOMMODATED.
Reservations must
made by January 31st at the
Students' Administrative Council Office, accomiin^
by a deposit of at least 10%.
While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces,
the
1957.S.A.C. reserves the right to cancel the flight if
sufficient numbers are not obtained by January 31s,

SCHOOLS

ITALY

HOLIDAY
ROMAN
COMMENCING AT OR ABOUT IX O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING OF THE XXXI
JANUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD MCMLVII, AT THE ROYAL YORK HOTE
THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO WILL PF-ES
THE SPRING FORMAL, THE SCHOOL-AT-HOME. DANCING TO THE MUSIC OF
MR. BENNY LOUIS IN THE BANQUET HALL, AND MR. FRANK BOGART IN TH
CRYSTAL BALLROOM WILL FOLLOW UNTIL II O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING.
THE
LADIES TOWILL
RECEIVE
A CORSAGE,OF AND
BOTH LADIES
AND GENTLEM
A FAVOUR
PROVIDE
A MEMENTO
A PLEASANT
EVENING.
ENTERTAINMENT OF AN UNUSUAL SORT WILL BE PRESENTED DURING TH
ORCHESTRA INTERMISSIONS, AND A SKETCH ARTIST AND PHOTOGRAPHE"
WILL BE PRESENT. TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE, AT A PRICE OF *3.50 FR°W
CLASS
REPRESENATIVES.
ENGINEERING
STORES. DANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS, OR FROM THE

paRLI ament
HOCKEY
I.N XVI

PARLOW
(Page 5)
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Failures

At
Given
Christmas
Boot
• More first
felt pretty bad when I got the letng stu- I By PAUL DUNSEATH
M\ dents
failed year
out ofengineeri
their courses
I
ter. Iguesswhose
T'll justaverage
go homewasnow."
just
|i, this
SPS. ever before in the I flunk too many," said one profes- Another,
historyyearof than
sufficient
for
him
to
stay at the
sor.
Officials
would
not
disclose
Ninety-six freshmen — almost
university, said "whew". Later, he
exact tomark
double the usual number— were jthe
to attain
stay that
at thestudents-had
university,
flunked for failure to come up to but
Engineering
had the
it
is
believed
to
be
about
thiradded
"Gads!"withPhysics
standa
exams. rds on their Christmas
best
record,
no failures.
ty per cent.
Students
credited
the
low
marks
Sixty
per
cent
of
the
freshmen
At least twenty-five others drop- enrolment had less than fifty per on lack of work, strangeness
of
ped out of Skule prior to examina- cent.
writing their first set of University
exams, and to changes being made
Several
officials
refused
comsaid,
tions,
authorities'
The Students received the first
ment on the situation, but profes- in the examination paper long afnotice they had failed on January
sors and lecturers expressed conter the exam had begun. In one
12 by a mimeographed letter.
concern. "The statistics room, a question was changed
Over the past several years, Gtu- are grim",siderable
"It has us when the examination was half
dent averages have decreased rap- worried. Wesaiddon'tone.know
the over.
idly, and the failures ha.ve increas- exams were too hard, or if theif stuWorld War II. the reed proportionally. "This year we
work enough. It was Following
sults of the examinations were
had to adjust the failing mark sev- probablydents didn't
a combination of both." used merely as an indication of the
eral times so that we would not One student
who failed said, "I students work, and carried no effect. "It was rather unpleasant,"
said a spokesman. "A lot of students just didn't show up for the
examinations.'
Next year into
the the
results may be incorporated
'Montreal Wonderful'
final mark for the year.
Of those who started school in
48 Carabins Return
September, another twenty per
cent will be failed on the final
SMITH
examinations, bringing the freshMR. French-Canadian hospitality.
Forty - eight weary - Bylunged,
man year total up to about thirty
bleary-eyed University of Toron- Friday was ski-day. As French per cent.
The percentage failures
to students sang their way into and English college songs echoed in other years
decreases rapidly to
Union
Station
last
night,
after
across
the
Laurentian
highlands,
is handed to Tom Virani, Co -Chairman for Hun<
having the time of their lives. students — indistinguishable about one per cent in final year.
by
Museum
DirectoiA.
V,
Tushingham.
The
i
$1,000 Relief
one in three students finish*
in the Hungarian Relief Night held a week ago.
They were "Les Carabins", except for the color of ribbons tsAbout
the course in four years.
on coats
chosen, by' application earlier this worn
the hills.
_ — skimmed over Exams
this year were half an
year to play hosts to counterUniversity
Mon- Bonhomme bonhomme sais tn hour shorter than they were last
trealpartsand from
to visit
them inofreturn.
year. The average freshman mark
Montreal
(Continued on Page 8)
was about forty-eight per cent.
IpM
Exhibit Raises
derful time. showed them a wonThe select group, representing
virtually every Varsity college
jouer
TOO
For Hungary
left Toronto Thurs- Skule Invaded Campus
t of $1,000 was made last Hungarian Night, described by and faculty,
day
afternoon.
They
"were
met
by the Royal Ontario Mu- Dr. Tushingham as " a great suc- at Montreal's Windsor Station
r Hungarian Relief,
cess with something for every- by friends they had made in the
money was presented by
body", included an exhibition of Toronto weekend last year.
Reaction Very Mixed
3. Tushingham, Director of HungarianArt, two films about
strains of "Old Tor- The hypothetical police state
and Archeology Depart- Hungary, and music ranging from Familiar
onto"
filled
the
10-below
zero
posedideapolice
state. adding
Most thought
which
was set up on the campus the
:o Hungarian Relief Co traditional and folk to classical. Montreal air Thursday evening —
was good,
interest
n Tom Virany. Funds were The exhibition will tour various but this time the song had a Thursdayaction night
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life,
but
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brought
mixed re- was
from
U.
of
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students.
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in
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for the
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cities
in
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to
raise
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d
at
the
Museum
HungarNis;,t*" held a, week
Many persons were completely "definitions for dumb artsmen,"
ago Friday. for the organization, and will be^ Varsity visitors were whisked mystified
The
whole
move
started
shortly
by
Varsity
that
appeared
next in the Art Gallery to a U of M reception — first Friday with the reports of the sup- before 9 p.m. in the Model Parlia«ds totalled $920 and "at a indisplayed
meeting of the board of go- London.
instance of a three-day flow of
ment,
when
Engineer
Bill
Mae's Mr. G, M. Turner PresiReynolds servative
stoodranks up
from thean Con« Canadian General Electric,
to
deliver
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read theand "rumor"
in theas
- ""mission charges alone.
Varsitybers hadFriday,
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Chairman
F from cheques and an- Smith
Seen Arts
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P <rom a box in the cafeMacReynolds and Prime Minister
before the session officially openMain PPS objection was the fact
that elections had been held beed.
T
Uof
mfurthering
Frofor
the
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Resign
the engineers
returned from
ht
Mig
holidays.
would receive Thean The idea of the Council has their foreChristmas
►tof' Theft
lion Council$20,000
Smith jestimated
Sidney choice
U of T toPresident
annually.
logical
the
brought
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from
most
poll
be
First
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necessita
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and
a
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be
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by
Social
Credit
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Solon
Arts
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the
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for
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the
M»™
on
building
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An
included: nafavorite, Brooke Claxton.
■
-nave not been discov- earlier
distributed provin other responsibilities before it Further demands
tionalization of such places as
former defense minister appears cially onses, toabepopula
basis.
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undertook
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the
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the
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travel, tours, talks...

WHAT'S
GOING
Product

WUS
In Africa
wu.en
s cescam
inar will consider the problems Per
submitaclSha
, pus
Ik..
'5 ti
*.S
Thirty-five Canadian students and
outlooks of developing counwill be chosen to join more than
and
Treasure Van 7** <5
tries, and will attempt to provide
100 students and professors from
20 countries at the Eighth Interna- the delegates
with for
a. basis'
of per- at.ves
sonal experience
unaerstandtional WUS Seminar in the Gold
section
b„ °i,1 '«P>,
will review
ing
African
problems
and
condi- theA' basis
Coast of Africa.
tions.
of
a
„un7 staff.
SAC the
\n\°l*
Applications are being accepted
and make
a»Pt
now at the SAC office for the The discussion period will folSeminar, which Will take place
low an orientation program in
from May 24 to Aug. 1. The Sem- London and two weeks of study °t
S
JanuaryAnne0"'1
"J'^Ii
tours in the Gold Coast or Nigeria. beapplicants
Two additional weeks will be proThe
seminar
i.
',',
to be held „'irs' oi
Particularly
expense.vided for travel at each student's kM
UofT's Long
ft,
T1choice rtgnl^
o?,,,">4°
'°n
m
the Commo„Jor J V
Anyone
may
apply
but
special
Is Now Editor
consideration will be given third
or fourth year students. Delegates becomes the tirsl " ' » W
Of Commentator
University College professor
Marcus Long brought out the first Christian Unity Posssik)
issue of a new magazine if Canadian opinion last week.
Unity; on Thursd 1 ^mmiii,,
Prof. Long is editor of Canadian Discussions Begin Today D ,
ay
Commentator, published in Torseries of student discussions
S»M»
Commentator will be published on the theme "Is Christian Unity (Grad Studies) wi„ ^ .veairafc
Frid
view
monthly during its first year. It is Possible?" will start today aoid tist
ay'seVaJ£f "*»
.topurp
foru
open
and
gen
a
dev
m.
"Bas
ote
ic
d
ose
of
these ...
continue each day during the
aonto'.
medium-sized, 16-paged conserv- week.
ative looking publication. Price is
Cunningham said. "We don't
25 cents an issue or $2,50 a year.
The talks will' take place at 1:15
cr,ls—i8hl
p.m. in the Music Room of Hart that
to get they
into may
The magazine
intends
"in- House.
argument
\ **I
formative without
beingto beboring,
rm. I think it j.
humorous without being offensive, Monday, JimT)den (II Vic) will info
the discussions will be other 4,i
and
jirovocative'
a
spokesman
said
speak
on
the
United
Church's
view
la.st week. "It will be liberal with- of Christian Unity; Tuesday, Rob- that
theological stud
studeents
nts,"if
he **
said.
Pinto, (III SMC) will discuss Mr. theCunni
ngham
expresse
d
out being pink,"
said. Wilson the ertRoman
Catholic church and
Assistant
editorshe include
that the talks would t, -J
Wqodside on Foreign Affairs. Jas. the Ecumenical Movement; Wed- hope
nesday, John Hill (IV SPS) will beginning of an annual coining
M. Minifie from Washington, and
CBC-TV producer Mavor Moore explain the views of the Anglican gether of Christians on Cir,
on the Arts. Articles on the Con- Communion regarding Christian pus to review points on
servative Convention, Eden, the
they agree and do not agree' I
Suez Crisis and the new Canada Skule Invaded...
issue.
Council are included in the first
(Continued from Page 1)
Backers of the magazine hope from the Brute Force Committee Britain Not Justified
for a subscription list of 10,000 by left.
the end of 1957.
The original plan of the new UofT Defeated
"government" had been to invade
the chamber en masse to present
RMC Cadets
the bill, but pleas of the Model ByUniversity
of Toronto Debatinf
Parliament Committee dissuaded
Hipster
them.
It
was
reported
that
a
large
Varsity player Ruby Richman contingent of engineers had been Union lost a molion th;il "Br:::
"nudges" Howie Triano of Asattacking Estf'
at the front door of the was justified m crisis"
sumption inSaturday's
clash. stopped
to the Rojthe Suez
Triano, stunned
by anhoop
awkward
Legislature. Five plainclothesmen alduring
Military
College
Friday night
landing, did not return to the from the Metropolitan police force
game. tainBlues
on duty in the building.
(IVPrime
Vic) Ministe
argui 'r thaiBobB Si»*i
an earlywerelead,unable
losingto tomainthe were
Taking
over
The
Varsity.
SPS
Purple and White 60-51. High left the sports page and one page France could only see the £' j
scoring Blues were Richman and of news for the regular staff. Aside
Potter with 12 each, followed by
Al Vaichulis with 11. For complete from one review of a non-existent Canal as a no man's land belm«
screen play, the Art, Music and "This
<*
an andation.IsraeliTn- ana!
was justific
VSP by Bill Eppridge. coverage see page 7.
Drama page was left intact. Other the Egypti
rat»«
a
as
taken
be
cannot
news
vaders. was fabricated by the in- the right", he said.
from saidBMC
en ive,
negat
forSigtheCarls
made
—
military
EARL CLEMENT
upon which
threone belevelWsBriti
are acti
sh case"^*
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of the 'fJ
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Mike Berger <H ^ ,
YOUR
LINE
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cal. inBy thenonMiddle
BE?
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Britain's Postwar
French ^ac;^
Anglothe
Prime Minister
iral and^ P*
tactical stand against.

Design
Field Engineering
Production

Production

must ^ wilting ,0 .

Control

Quality

Control

SERVING
UTILITIES
AIRCRAFT — ELECTRONICS
CONSTRUCTION
ORDNANCE — ELECTRICAL MFG.
The straightest line between you and
terminal blocks, pressurized panels —
the point of most return . . . the job
singly
in combination. You'll be
workingorwith
a constantly changing
you're
the field
variety of metals and plastics . . . from
aiming aiming
for . . .for,
leadsin right
from you're
where
the most basic elements to the newest
you're sitting now to Burndy. Once at
man-made materials . . . using every
Burndy,
you'll every
be dealing
withfield
prob-of
lems involving
facet and
variety of production technique. If
your line is cast towards any one of
the all-importanl electrical industry . .
daily. You may be developing, designthe careers above, if your field is coning, testing or producing important
nected with electricity or electronics
new electrical connectors, tools, fuses.
— Burndy is looking for you!

Burndy representatives will be at U. of T. January 23rd. Be sure and
look them up through jour Placement Office.
1 1 "" 1
'
■ ■ ■ -"Hill
tin. 1 | | | | ) | i | | yfcu

tions force, he ^d
paved the way for
The second
lestifwhieicd.knew
h Wo"Mj^
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,^
vembjuBritain
act were limited, and W
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ai
CLASSIF cianple,offe
henssaeid.ag
TYPEWRITERS
vor of RMC. e was 1
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
The final vot
(Rental
you buy).
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, adding machines. Humber Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
3ENEW your subscription to Time
■>r Life by
phoning
WA. 2-0583
writing
student
Periodical
Agency.or
P.O. Box
157,
Adelaide
P.O.
onto, Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. Tor(6.50
2 yrs.h Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2
yrs.) BUY A TYPEWRITER
You can have that new SmithCorona
always
wanted portable
for 15 you
centshave
a day.
No
down payment LOST
required. RI. 1843.
SAC Office.
.One black
Waterman's,
cartridge WEEK — $ q --'hs'
bMll
M"l
Mif)
InpMr*
Me**!*!
turn to S.A.C. Office.

speaks on
The World Today"
Fri., Jan. 25 - 8.30 p.m.
MASSEY HALL
TICKETS $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Box Office opens
Monday, January 21
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V.AK'.A. Geneva,Statf
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PLACE — ROOM 4, U.G
CAMP
TEMAGAMI
DATE — TUESDAY, 22nd JANUARY AT 5.10 p.m.
4 BARBERS
(COCHRANE CAMP)
NO WAITING
Applications for Senior Counsellors tfow being accepted for
canoe
year
600 University Avenue
medicaltripping,
student sailing,
required.hobby
This cra,ft,
pioneeralsocampwaitresses.
is situatedThird
on Lake
Just
below
College
Tema
garni
and
was
established
in
1900.
Apply
in
writing,
giving
ANNOl'NCINC
In the Basement
complete information as to previous experience to:
Open Monday
through
G.
W.
COCHRANE
Friday
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
437 BLYTH WOOD ROAD —
TORONTO 12
ONLY 85 cents
Tel. Evenings: MA. 2355
Special
Charter

Flight

To

Glasgow,
London,
and

Paris

sponsored by
THE ST! 'DENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

ONLY

$340.00

RETURN

LEAVING MONTREAL 2501 MAY. 1H57
RETURNING SEPTEMBER :!rd, 1951
FOR t'NIVERSITY OP TORONTO
STAKE, STUDENTS AND GRADUATES:
ONLY (is PEOPLE CAN HE ACCOMMODATED.
Reservations must be made by January :ilst nl (he
Students' Administrative Council Office, accompanied
b\ ;i deposit of al least 10%.
While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces,
l'J57.
(he S.A.C. reserves the right to eaneel the flight if
sufficient numbers are nol obtained by .January .list,
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memo.

Parliament
no visible supp
Hin
ort
BY JOHN GRAY
Model
hastened lho
Parliaments in any form are usually a good thing.
As the Model Parliament drew
to a close Thursday night, most
should be thrown
Through their involved and complicated procedures,
of the members seemed happy noout government
merely subjects
on technicalities.
that it was over, but most of
we have some idea of a ponderous democracy at
Diverse
such as the
them seemed to feel that the recently approved Trans
work.
Canada at>1e about h, ~-'"v t.
— three-day session was very Pipeline
°Pe"«g of the J^.K
Company, strengthen- ™ssed.
successful.
vote,
movem
w 6 Pt„bS
»*i
entbut
If for this reason only the University of Toronto
ing
of
Commonwealth
unity,
increased
All three of the campus party
university grants, and
s in
Model Parliament richly justifies its position.
leaders last night expressed the plight of Eskimos in the far
their satisfaction with the results north who were reportedly aJohn
smokeLe Clair,
Withi"eh*'
a»t*.r M
But the Model Parliament has a further intrinsic
of the session, and all of them
in the nude disbenefit which gives it more distinction than any other
nils
had reservations about the forced tocussed.sleep
for
Many of them drew fine important
debatingwashroom
th, > ,
whole Parliament
system onis which
the debate from both sides of the when-tWo
body of its kind. It provides a realistic sounding board
, il mem
•»«berPoint
the
Model
run.
of
hi
P.6c,aC
for our future leaders.
floor, not a few o' them drew ladies
With the tight schedule of the great laughs.
Parliament,
time
was
very
much
Biggest laugh of the session
is usually
Criticized* Sue^V
restricted,, with the result that when a CCFer broached the suba bad"Future
taste inleaders"
the mouths
of mosta phrase
students.which
But leaves
in this
none of the government or priv- problems.
ject
of
one
of
his
constituent's
itwn
context it is particularly apt.
cheers greet,,., Ul> 0
ate bills received final ratifiThis woman, he said, was a slim : majority i„ fK. ,
cation, though some of them prosiitute,
Someday, and not so far ahead as most of us
and was suffering
debated during some part
would like to think, the responsibilities of decision ^were
e" "%I
of all three nights. It was on this from "what might, be termed as ual return.
and government will be ours.
point that Opposition leader occupational disease". He did
not
know
whether
she
should
motion of
not happen again'"
fidence was based.
Theno-conmove
Our present education system is lamentably in- Steve Lewis'
the Unemployment
in- serted that
the
was defeated by one vote when apply to surance
commission or the Deadequate toprovide us with the essential foundations
partment of Labor for relief. adjo
vagrant government memvot„'hV
m^Cla
hisurnm
effo
pre
ent
w*„i7
rts
ir
,'3,':,"
e
of leadership, initiative and responsibility. Many of two bers
were allowed in after Lewis Bewailing the fate of this poor
woul
us do nothing to correct this weakness in our uphad made the motion.
unfortunate soul, the Govern- P""amdhav
"*
e„t-ceatwea,,
bringing.
Speaker Bora Laskin quelled
ment speaker, however warned
when amea;
next :na
4?'
the triumphal roars of ths him of maintaining too close an ity
Such institutions as the Model Parliament provide
Opposition when he ruled that affinity with his constituents. He f'^ked five
an opportunity for doing so. Judging from the events
of the three day session which ended last Thursday,
the opportunity was not wasted.
HAVE
A
HART!
the McGill Daily)
With one excusable exception, the participants in
(Re-printed
from
is
a
large cafeteria whose only ecmiv,,
the debates and discussions were sincere and genThere is a certain nostalgia that hangs around McGill is Redpath Hall, a pleJa
uinely interested in their experiments. It would even
the Ruin of Sherbrooke St. The McGill Union, place,
airy and full of. light, nfi?
C0£l:'
be true to say that the whole parliament carried itself
bursting at /the ,searrts, and settling slowly on chairs and long tables wherewith
elbows 1«
its
foundations,
has
about
it
a
venerable
air,
a
with a dignity which has been conspicuously absent
One of the finest collection of Conte *
charm that (?omes ,with I age, and which is the stick.
ary Canadi
an paintings decorates the wail- Tl
from certain more powerful governing bodies.
building's only possible asset. Not until he visits everywhere the eye is enlightened and
enchi^
other
University1
Unions
does
the
McGill
Student
This speaks well for the enthusiasts.
But more than the mere facilities of tj
realize how much he fs missing.
building is the feeling that here is a real stutej
This editorial' is really a paean of praise centre,
But unfortunately the leadership of a country is
in the spiritual as well as the matertS
about pne Union — Hart House, the Men's sense,
not just restricted to the enthusiasts. It is a duty with
that here students can meet mingi
Union at the University of Toronto. By combinwhich everyone should be concerned. The almost
ing all that is best in an English college residence in pleasant surroundings. The very and
walls sea
with the newest in modern facilities, Hart House to exude an air of welcome. Here, more 'ia
empty public galleries at Queens Park last week show
taken Styled
and blended
together the best
of both
that the vast majority of the students oh campus are "has
worlds.
in non-gargoyle
Gothic,
the anywhere else, is the real heart of the Studsmt
UniverMcGill
sity, and
not particularly concerned with their future at all.
building is built around a quiet guadrangle. The what
lacks.of student life. And this i'
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our readers write on:
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their franchise, elected a government with a greater
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World
Court
then proceeded to forget all about it.
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you «■
werecoldfromwar.all
ical bench,, who would enforce were neutral, the plaintiff, if by the
its rulings, or how .the offenders some miracle he were present,
The Model Parliament has proved its possibilities.
another
with
up
would be brought to trial. The would refuse to be tried by for- end one paragraph yon area:
In
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only
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eign judges. If they were from Eden should have °«» .
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Richard
Sports Editor
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J0hn Brooks
and numerous other students of are indebted
Assistant Sports Editor
Howie Mandell
this University that the first Africa causeandwe brought
civilized them. Tell
ilization ^
Women's Sports Editor
paragraph of your letter in the
Mer,¥ Qverholt
Mr. Rolland, what makes civ
AM&D Editor „ .Janet
January 16 Varsity applies not me,
MacDona|d
you
think
that
the
negroes
Features Editor
ple. You_
peo
to Mr. C. Rogers but directly to
Cathie BresMn
you. In the dictionary it says wouldn't rather be just "natives tians of *e AI jft
CUP Editor
Harvey Levenstein
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person with
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ionHolla
race that than
they the
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Issue Doug Marshall, John Gray. Paul Dunseath,
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Susie Breslin.
Cecily Coddington, Carol Smith, Roger
You
say,
"History
proves
that
ment to a cause or creed."
talk
PeteMacqueen!
Gzowski.
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built
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entire
world
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vou
3re
a ho*
you
are
exceedingly
erroneous
are wrong— it is a
"Suffer
yourselves to be blamed, imprisoned, condemned;
in your information and your ation."--You
suffer yourselves
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fact
that
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of
22
civilizations
way
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thinking.
it is not a right, it is a duty."
history of the world, only vie
white-? (I.
not ws'
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originated by white world.
you e»«'j,">
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Jazz
Norman Granz is without a For Sale" and "Easy to Love"
gracefully pleasing
should appeal to
doubt the most prolific jazz the added dimension of intense
musical
expressiveness.
Some
impresario in the worjd. Commany
*V if son'sbesides the swing era
mencing with the inception of of the other wonderful selections approach
"Jazz
Philharmonic"
are: "Blue Moon", "Tenderly",
concertsatandthesubsequent
live and
NORGRAN (MG N - 1084) —
jazz-fan.
"Moonglow".
recordings (whistles and apCLEF iMG C - 721)— "Lady i (Dizzy Gillespie's: World
plause
supplied
by
the
audiSings consistent
the Blues",album
is a fine,
a powerfully imence), he has embarked on less
by but
the Statesman"pressiveis big-band
album. John
several highly successful re- above singer, Billie (Lady Day)
cording overtures. The number Holliday. This record offers i Dizzy) Gillespie formed the
of jazz and pop artists now several cuts with changes in band for the first U.S. State
recording on his three labels: mood, such as the more cheer- Department sponsored jazz tour
Clef,
Norgran, and
all
ful "Too Marvelous for Words". in history. The arrangements
too numerous
to Vei-ve,
list in isthis
of the album is slight- aren't courageously imaginaspace, but a few of them are Thely title
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as only
true
tive, and most soloists, except
represented
on
the
following
blues
numbers
are three
included.
records.
Nevertheless her treatment of Gillespie himself, are capable
the
standards
"Love
Me
or
not yet
CLEF IMGC
- 690)—
"Soli- Leave Me" and "Willow Weep but
teresting.
The exceptionally
main appeal in-of
collection
of mistily
romantictude", is aballads
by one
of the hear.
For Me" is a definite treat to this album lies in the spirit in
truly great vocalists in the
which it was conceived and the
jazz genre, Billie Holiday. Her
VERVE iMG V - 2022) —
position at the top in the "jazz "The George Gershwin Song guts with which this muscular
hall
of fame"
couldFitzgerald.
only be Book" is performed by two top unit blows up a wailing storm.
challenged
by Ella
jazz artists, both of whom have
CLEF I MG C - 684) —
been voted the leaders on their "Krupa
Miss Holiday's persona] suffer- particular
and Rich" is an earlier
instruments by the issue which
ing, has given her interpretahas been one of
for setions of such songs as "Love readersveral ofyears Down-Beat
running. Buddy De the best-selling jazz albums
since
its
release
in 1956. This
Franco's
and usuallyby
cold
clarinettechnical
is supplemented
success is not entirely due to
Oscar Peterson's fluid keyboard the extended drum solos by
technique at the piano. A four- Gene Krupa or the equally
teen piece string section along
with a full orchestra provides popular drumming of Buddy
Boys
lush setting
someknown
fine Rich, but can in part be attriboys were obviously enjoying arenditions
of theforbest
themselves. This is a tribute to
buted to the other artists
the musical director, Xavier Gershwin tunes. As a tribute I Oscar Peterson,
piano; Illinois
to Gershwin it is an excellent
Meyer, ses edwhom
we
found
posalbum, as it is meant to be, Jacquet, and Flip Phillips, tenor
of extraordinary powers.
saxaphones;
Dizzy
Gillespie,
but jazz-wise
it is Tony
not asScott
exSitting in the wings, we were
citing. Incidentally,
able to see his enthusiasm and
and
Roy
Eldridge,
trumpets:
sensitivity befng transmitted to and Erroll Garner replaced De Ray Brown, bass; Herb Ellis,
the boys, who kept their eyes Franco and Peterson respec- guitar). All these men are firsttively in the latest Down-Beat rate improvising jazz soloists,
glued on him while Mahe rcdirected.
Leduc
VERVE i MG V - 2029) — playing in the studio as If they
"For Quiet Lovers" features had an enthusiastic crowd enTeddy
at the piano,
couraging their efforts on the
Music Coming Up
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assisted
by Jo Jones, drums, stage of Massey Hall. All
and
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Hinton,
Bass.
Mr.
soloists
have
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with
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Krupa, in trio.
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Hart House Orchestra
Goodman
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Copper is one of 14 elements obtained from I nco copper goes to Canadian companies for the manu- supply and drainage plumbing are easy
ores. Inco produces over 2 50,000,000 lbs. of facture
of copper tube and fittings and hundreds of economical to instal 1 . . . and will usually last as <
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products. Copper tube and fittings for ■ or longer than tb,e buildings in which they area
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1 OR LONG LIPE and trouble-free
service, there's nothing quite like
copper plumbing in the home. It
won't rust; it resists corrosion; under
normal conditions, it will last as long
as the building.

at Inco's plants in Copper Cliff,
Ontario. Refined copper is sold to
Canadian companies for the manufacture of tube, fittings and other
plumbing items. Then plumbers install
them in Canadian homes.

Today, nearly all the new homes
being built in Canada have copper
plumbing. And more than half of
this copper comes from Inco.

All these operations help provide
jobs for thousands of workmen.
That's how Inco helps stimulate
the growth and development of
industry in Canada.

Here's how Inco Copper helps make
jobs for Canadians. Down in the
mines, Inco workmen blast out the
ore. It is milled, smelted and refined
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interesting opportunity for selected Arts graduate.
See the University Placement Service for
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HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
The Innocents
Directed by Robert Gill
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For Refugee Students
Beverages
f The campus Hungarian Relief English once of twice a week from 2
Me
al committee
UC's
six houses.
Ten days of negotiation and agi
By JOHN GRAYA
committee needs more accommo- now until September. They will be tation
negotiated with theThecaterers
ended for UC men residents the caterers
fetion for students who are al- enrolled at Varsity next fall.
decided to limit the sounded out student opinion andon
Tuesday night when they were number of beverages.
the matter.
Most of the students coming to told they would be allowed bever- Student reaction was violent
pady beginning to arrive.
on The committee met some four
ages with all meals.
I While the university is looking Toronto are in engineering. Unforof the first announce- times during the intervening week
Bter engineering students from
tunately, most offers in December Shouts, cheers, and clapping the night
ment, as they stamped and chant- and presented their report to tht
filled the dining room of the Sir
Eopron. the committee — which is were for Arts students only.
of the meal. A Residence Council and
ed
through
Wilson Residence when Food Liaisonmost
Committee was set Macdonald last Tuesday. Dean Iau
fctireJy student-backed- — needs Instructors will be asked to Daniel
Residence
Council
President
Jim
work
either
one
hour
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two
with
the
investigat
to
up
e problem, with Reversion to the old two-beverfiving quarters for its scholarship the Hungarians, They need not be Sawers announced the decision. one representative
from each of
agenentsystem
not becommittee
a perma-is
parges.
English majors.
move.may
A new
Trouble started on January H
| Most of them are engineers, too. Teaching materials will be pro- when students were rationed to
being set up to Investigate the
problem of economizing on meals,
iParticularly required are marvided for the classes which start one beverage per meal. Formerly
they were allowed both milk and
and all final decisions will prob.
tei quarters. The committee in two weeks.
coffee
at
the
same
meal.
ably
be on their approval.
Hould like to find accommodations Applications ror opportunity to
No indication was given as to
Industrial
Caterers,
who
provide
I
teach
or
offers
of
living
accommowhen the committee report is expere the wife can work as a cookdations should be submitted to the food for the residence, blamed the
pected, but a questionnaire Is beJ?ieral,
or where she can find out- Students' Adminstrative Council rationing on rising food costs. AtBde employment.
ing sent out to all residents asking
office as soon as possible.
tempting tocut down expenditure,
dations.
their
preferences
and recommen|A committee source said yesterDean Macdonald seemed happy
m <hat many of the promises
'beveraee affair" was over. He
I* when first appeals went out
»ve not been kept.
.-as reticent about the initial demGet to know
People,
smiling.
onstration ten days before: "It
I When the committee met for the
gave indications of unrest", he said
<ime, in December, offers
Overseas
! Plentiful. The committee It Helps
He was very happy with the
Wood said the best ways to see the
handling of the situation, with
"Get to know the people of the country
fKA <o take care of 20 students. country
were by bicycle or hitchrather than trying to see
close cooperation between students
Ihen several of the offers
hiking. "Bicycling, you can stop
and staff, giving great credit to the
everything",
DaveTheWood
|ve la»ed to materialize.
dents yesterday.
talk told
was stuthe anywhere you want to, and talk to
work of the Residence Council
which was created at his sugges*'S0 needeti "e English instruc second in the "Orientations" series anyone you want to." Hitchhiking
tion last fall.
sponsored by World University is good for boys and girls— "it's as
f aM sem™r leaders.
the 1
Service.
safe as riding on the London sublIu"Saria„s-hcre wm be
A 'Grad Geography student, A visitor to Europe last year,
^
Wood advised students not to dress
too gaudily when hitchhiking. Council Advances Flight
Since it seldom gets very warm in
summer,
ski-clothes could be worn.
way."best
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and Paris
University Settlement
FOLK DANCE
GROUP
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INSTRUCTRESS: IVY KREHM
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
T.veuSKIr, TRIP
of Sau
toU.St.
Mondays, 8:00 p.m.
Beginners - -Thursdays,
8:00 p.m.
To accommodate those who are graduating, it has been
Advanced —
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Interpretive
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Teme London
ckel
June 5th.
Thursdays — 6:45 to 8:00 p.m.
Please pick uPti
At 23 Grange Road, behind the Art Gallery.
TODAY !
ONIY

$340.00

RETURN

LEAVING MONTREAL WEDNESDAY. JUNE 5th.
RETURNING SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1957
FOR UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
STAFF. STUDENTS AND GRADUATES.
ONLY 68 PEOPLE CAN BE ACCOMMODATED.

Reservations must be made by January 31st at the
Students'
Council Office, accompanied
by a depositAdministrati
of at leastve10%.

While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the_spaces,
the S.A.C. reserves the right to cancel the flight if
Sufficient numbers are not obtained by January 31st,
1957.

BARGAIN
Special Sale of Current
STUDENT'S
HANDBOOK
SAC OFFICE
While
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Last

~ ONLY IOC (Ten Cents)
PER BOOK
Act ,Npv>J.

S.A.C. Office
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suffer yourselves to hang
Like most cities of comparable size, Toronto has
established a few characteristics all its own. Smokey
air, blinds-down Sundays, a too-short subway and
Casa loma are all unique to Toronto.
But probably its most extraordinary feature is its
afternoon newspapers. Certainly nowhere in North
America, and probably nowhere in the world, do two
journals compete with such fierce intensity as do The
competing headTelegram and The Daily Star. Their
lines are flashed hourly across Canadian Press wires;
their rivalry has become an institution.
Occasionally, this mutual jealousy acts in the interest of the Toronto newspaper reader. If The Telegram
has reasonably complete coverage of a story, it is
a certainty that Star readers will be treated to at leastIf .
as full information within the next edition or two.
the Star buys a new feature for its readers, it is not
long before The Telegram will come up with one of
equal appeal.
But it is not always so. There is no need to list
here examples of stories that have been driven to
extremes by the inter-action of the two newspapers.
Last Saturday, a five-year-old girl was brutally
murdered in a Toronto ravine. According to even responsible journals, the crime was as fiendish as senior
police
officers
in thistocity's
The Star andcould
The remember
Telegram went
work.history.
From
every conceivable angle they wrote about the horrible crime, exposed the anguish of the parents,
brought in similar crimes of the past two years, hunted descriptions of the killer. All these examples were
within the realm of good— if sensational— journalism,
and may have had no small part in the intensity and
so-called success of the manhunt which took place.
The worst is yet to come.
Late Monday night an arrest was made and a 17year-old schoolboy was charged with the murder.
Charged, that is, and innocent until proven guilty. He
is a suspect in the case and can be called no more
until he is brought to fair trial under a Criminal Code
which applies as equally to sex maniacs as to newspaper editors.
The Star and The Telegram both ran pictures of
the youth, and each tried to out-do the other in digging up his back-ground. "This is Peter Woodcock"
screamed the one, "Did the same murderer commit
other crimes?" bellowed the other.
The libel laws of Canada' are very broad indeed.
Probably a reader could search and search through
both newspapers without finding the actual statement that Peter Woodcock killed Carol Voyce. (Unless
you could count The Star's description of their artist's
conception of the murderer as being in fact a picture
of Peter Woodcock.) But every word in both papers
was designed to show that the police had arrested
the murderer.
We doubt if one single citizen who would qualify
for jury duty could honestly state that he had not already made up his mind (or had it made up for him).
And worse, under the technical terms of the law,
was the printing of the boy's picture before he had
been sent through a line-up. What person who had
perhaps seen someone near the recent murder scene
could fail to pick young Woodcock from a line-up of
fifty boys?
Competition is the spice of good journalism, as it
is of almost any business: and we would be the last
to suggest control of the press. But freedom to write
the news has been hard-won and is a dearly-cherished
property of all who respect that profession.
We hope such clear defiance of good conduct —
not to mention the law of the land — will not occur
again in Toronto, and we hope that this performance
is severely criticized in the courts.
If not, Peter Woodcock may be an innocent
sacrifice on the altar of sensational news competition.
The
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period. The Sanatorium to which Canadian students contributed $1500, was officially
opened in July 1955.
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The World University Service, a service
organization fo» the world university community, acts as a world-wide channel for
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THE NEE
doctor for every 25,000 population, yet
one
; for non-whites.
■>oex
siv
jsto penand
Asia, one in every thirty students has
_l pjrope
desperate need of
has 4 000 tubercular students in

.rsities do not have health services for the detecvith disease.
in Israel has jumped 600% in four years; enWj ]000% in Indonesia in six years. This story is
■j ersjties throughout the Middle East and Asia—
H into any available housing and many have no
ijjer these facts without realizing that these stu[consi
on their path to an education and leader
||,eir
interests
and ambitions should we not share
'
e
tor
we can?

SHARE

IT

THE BUDGET

The f. uf T. SHAKE objective for J9S7
It will be allucated as follows: -

Amount %
(5,600
$1,000 71

(1) World University projects (al tl univer-ities)
(2) World University Service Scholarship
(to outstanding foreign scholar)

$1,200 21

13) U. of T. contribution to support National WUS office
(4) Campaign expenses and publicity
<5) Balance

$. 200 4
* 100 2
$ 100 2

The Purpose
es funds from university" must ensure that international
so that World funds for WUS projects are augmented
vide material through appeals to their government, industry and general public. In most cases our
students and
international contribution to a WUS project
forms
the core around which local contriis in Africa,
butions accumulate.
Bastit, and North
This
program of action provides us with
jrld Univerugh w raises
funds the opportunity
to help young people who
of action.
are willing to help themselves
reatest need
— the highest order of service by us
ate members.
— the most effective form of assistance
ch "recipient and encouragement for them.
Message From The
President
to endorse officially and personally the SHARE
^B»me, and in spirit, seeks to fulfil the Golden Utile. The
^■psrty haVe ^en generously responding, on behalf of
Bf""g within our gates; to the abiding question: "Am I
■BHARE, designed to help students in other lands, also
Ht^es' faculties and schools in the service of a great
pood of man.
—
ssaaBtt tli
HP ere wlll be again a generous response to the
■■multiply and share our talents.
Sidney Smith, President.

THE RECORD
U. of T. SHARE contributions in the past:
1952— 53
1953— 54
1954— 55
1955— 56

J5200
S5180
$5580
$4960

Through" your SHARE donations in the past, WUS has:
(J) built student health centres at Aligarh. Calcutta. Delhi, Madras and
Patna, India; at Bandung, Bador, Indonesia; at Karachi, Pakistan
(2) constructed TB wards at Inado Noborita in Japan; Madras and Shillong.
India; Tjisarna, Indonesia
(3) erected student centres at Haifa, and Jerusalem. Alexandria. Salonika,
Karachi, Calcutta, and Djakarta.

•he Projects
?Je«s
are de
13} A pre-cure sanitorium for tubercular
6eM need
* medical at-ot students in Japan.
(4) A contribution to the African
U1' donations
Medical Scholarship Trust Fund.
15) Student
housing projects in Israel,
krhe total of Indonesia,
and Nepal.
(6) Provision of scientific journals to
universities in Korea, India, Yugoslavia,
* e<l"'Pment help
and Thailand keep abreast of scientific
gs Yugoslav advances in the west.
'a and
(7) Assistance to 100 student refugees
in
Austria, Germany, Prance, Korea, and
Vietnam.

ere Does The Mone
y Go
- and
■Aa, fleets is industry
university. The remaining exs
f
pense is shared by the various campuses.
are spenth°U
Varsity's share is $8*0 of which S650 was
- provided through footba.ll parking. Thus
t
only $200 has to come from the student
I
donations
^larship total
budget.to SHARE, i.e. only 4% of the
Hi
'41
expenses are approved by
p,Use s^olai.. 'he SACCampaign
and paid out of the SHARE re18 supceipts.
This
year
expenses will
• er"rnent. require less than 2%campaign
of the SHARE budget
*» compared to 9'1 in 1955 and 8'i In MS*

i rrrn A young Japanese student waves goodbye to the staff and
At I tK. other patients at the WUS TB Sanatorium at Inada Nobtnta. 20,000 'or nearly Bfli) of Japanese students suffer from TB.
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PUBLICATION SCHEDULE FOR THE REMAINDER OF 1957 Attlee
Is Unintere
iities,
Following is .1 lis! of dates The Varsity will be published
this year.
If
your
organization
relies
on
the
paper
for
publicity, please clip it. It will be published only once. This
fersitie's. He mi s
schedule is subject to change by the editors without prior
.
At
Press
notice, but will be followed as closely as possible.
Conferetx
(with apologies to bigdifferent
Bob Browning)
ned
greatl''e
y no,
wtkSo'vernni;;
Impresunn
sed .by the
Former British Prime Minister Earl Clement
,^',"8
■ion
i 1 0
MON. TUES. WED. THUR.
Attlee was curt, unprovocative, and tended to American unive:
FRI.
would
be uninteresting save for his abruptness answer- I lie quality
ing questions at a press conference yesterday The top universit he At|
morning.
etoitu?'
25
ee SJ„
JAN.
He was confiies
dent, whensairi
he t***
, 2
Popular opinion indicates a short poetic attempt along the line of Peter (Bain of our life) high average. ' mainti
28
1
30
Gzowski :
would 110t oli the Jt
the ConservativeMacmillan
election this
year..s If a„ electLCal1 - 4,
Oh to be in England
said,Woul
thed new
31
Macm
illa
M
n
follow Sir a ™ht.,
7
FEB.
4
6
8
beaten.
Now that Attlee's here
To be quaffing bitters
As ive shed a bitter tear.
13
foreWouldpolic
y? nt- "i shdon,
t *"'S
prese
14
15
11
the ign
governme
't he?''fore,,,,, W' he ,JJJ
nt wasnBriti
Clem thinks the States is pretty large
The antes give him quite a charge.
in any change in Commonwealth Pl"k>'
18
The papers, he thinks, are quite de22
20
21
any
do"- ,!.rel,, ti>*' what
knowge bette
"You chan
in Brita
r than
in's ICvnru
centralized
Atlee showed a brief spark
We trust he doesn't want them nawhen
askedow
about
the system
yP UsofMlcjrl
don't kn
."
26
28
tionalzed.1
He sucked his pipe and minced his
h/"1"**
sponsonment
red schola
Gover
afterrships
the starte
war, dThe
.1*3
words
MAR.
5
7
8
He thinks the Tories are for the birds.
l"**1*)
"now
are
and
succes
very
were
sful
What
would
explai
n
the rise
a lot of untapped talent
.";„ ,S
(Butthehe meeting
wouldn't was
say rather
so directly.)
All
dull
12
15
ht(P°P*!
always
has
"He
?
Bevin
Aneuri
of
n
And whenever there was a little lull,
with the Labor party, but he is „ej
His profound boredom he would show
by the Conservatives now
for , "
With this the man who has earned
By
know!"
The saying
victim "Iof don't
a three
week tour of the I don't know."
for
himself
"Refrige
U.S.
and
Canada,
Earl
Attlee
will
speaT<
at
gruff
answersas, the
suppres
sed rator"
a smilef0,asi."*
ha
SPORTS SCHEDULES
Massey Hall on Friday. His talks, mainly on hard on his pipe.
vs.
world
affairs,
have
been
sponsored
mainly
by
Week of Jan. 28th
EARL CLEMENT
vs Sr. Vic.
Km mitn .
Sr.
Med
Mon Jan 28 12.30
Nadin,
Green
6.30 For. A
J. Westwood
Anderson
Tues 39 1.00
Trin.
A
vs Jr.
Naylor,
Dc.it.spsCA
WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
Vic. IllMed
Naylor, Scott
Scott
Trin,
ATTLEE
1 1V vs Vic.
Brown,
Scott
Wed
;io 4.00
8.00
IV
1.30 a.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Maik,
Taylor
SPS
VII
Pharm.
4.00
vs
Mailt,
Taylor
For.
A
ATTENTION—
The
game
between
POT
I
and
U.C.
II,
Thurs.,
Jan.
?A
1.30
SPS V
Trin. B
Thomson,
Thur 31 4.00 Jr.
5:00 p.m. is cancelled.
Prime Minister
Green, Lawrie
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Pre-Med
vsV3 Knox
Britain's
Postwar"
ALL players
have atmedicals
playS.A.C.
their Building.
games. Managers
5.00 SPS
Wye.VicIV
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category
cards in before
W.A.A. they
Office.
St.
M,
B
McCombe,
Church
Frt Feb. 1 2.30
MeCombe,
4.00 Sr. Vic
Sr. U.C.
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13. Anderson
WATER VSPOLO
The World
Informal
club
meet
on
Friday,
January out.
25 from 1-3 p.m.
St
M.
B
28
Mon
Jan
4.00
O'Reilly,
J.
Boase
speaks onTodof
U.C.
"Big"
prizes
— Everybody
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St.M. A
Tues 29 1.00
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Smith
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Selzer
0.50
Med.
II
VS
Med,
I
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7.15 SPS
SPS [
II
O'Reilly,Mandel
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30 4.00
U.C.
Fri., Jan. 25 - 8.30pi
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1.00 SPS
Wed
Law in
Meet
onp.m.Tuesday,
January
at 1:00is optional
p.m. or Wednesday.
Med. V
O'Reilly,
M.
Boasc
at
4:00
at
the
Drill Hall.29. Date
for each team.January 30
6.15 Arch
Grosileld.
Smith
Med.
Ill
Aenterteamtwomayteamsconsist
of two archers and each college or faculty may
Thur 31 76.1500 Forestry
Watkln. J. Kosoy
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Med. I
VS SPS
MASSEY HALL
if desired.
Php.rmII
Gresfleld.
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Mandel, Wstkin
Fii. Feb. 1 1.00 SPS I \ vsvsVSvs vie
Final practice will be Monday, January 28 from 1 to ?. p.m.
SQUASH
Mon Jan 2829 1.00
III
Trin.SPSB
BOX OFFICE NOW 01ft
5.40 SPS
Sr. Med.
Tues
■ „ 'VSvs Sr.
Med. HI
Dent.
B
6.20
Pbann.
B
7,00
Wyo
V.u
vs
GAMES
TODAY
Wed
SPS
IV
30 1.00
4.20
C
vsvs Trin.
5.40 Med.
1.30 SPS VI
vs
Dent, VA
Thomson, Walsh
Sr.
ArchU.C. A
vs U.C.
Jr. HOCKEY
U.C.Ill
31
1.00
Wye
4.00 Pharm
Pre-Med
A Secondary Sthocl]
vs
Naylor,
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5.30
Frl Feb 1
Sr. U.C. A
vs Trin. A
Church, Green
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Ray
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H
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vs
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B
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vsvs StLaw M B Yankees
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vs SPf.. D
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SPS A
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Goldring,
Strain
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Pre-Dent
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Univ
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Pasternak
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By JOHN BROOKS
nine from McGill, four from rv.„i, ,
M-Seen that Bob Queen's, three from .^ffi&S***Bill Mclntyre
two each
and
still good friends and
the Universityfromof Western
Riva became Argonaut
British Co- andBillAl Beamish
s.
circleFootall
footb
„a
dian
lumbia, at the Winnipeg CFC Property, while Pete Polecrone,
V" nVnial Cana
Ed Skrzypek and Al Watt go bo
. "":' college draft, the conference.
Vancouver and Regina
r"u":; formerly coach of Masterson only pickrd two Ottawa,
respectively.
•tf latched on to no baclifielders — Stew Winter
B'"e!: seven of the 17 ex- and Normie Williams. The
Jim Hughes, veteran Queen's
linemen included Trevor Eyton, lineman, was grabbed by the
al
ssion
profe
the
g£d hy
Radzick, Walt Selimida, B.C. Lions. Team-mates Rusty
claimed Walt
Curt Russell and Santo Radchuk (Ottawa), Russ Thoicnton Eskimos ee, and Martin
man (Winnipeg) and Pete Howe
i.
the Ai gonauts thr
were the other draftees.
Saskat- Edmonton put the tab on cen- f Argos)
and
ver
cou
Van
Peahead Walker's Alouet
one <*ch- , ,
tes
tre Dave Mclntyre, guard Pete caught
Vaughn
McVey, the prize
I told 37 players were select
gvad of the McGill Redmen.
Three other Redmen, John Larsen. Rick Adrian and Bob Rodgers
nailed by the Hamilton
Niagara U. Wallops Blues Tiger-were
Cats.
The lone two Mustangs were
Gleeson (Hamilto
-49 Victory Al
MeetingBy HOWIE
100MANDELL
Killinger (Winnipeg).n) and Don
Assistant Sports Editor
Bliagara Falls, N.Y. (Jan. 23)— Niagara University Purple
l]e« outjumped; outplayed and outscored the University of
mto basketball Blues 100-49 in a lopsided game played
& tonight.
six quick points beBoo" Ellis led the vic- and hooped
fore Assistant Coach Sid Lud| hooping 32 points, 24 in the wig took
him
out of the game.
' 16 minutes
Jim The crowd then
burst into a
the Purple
10 ofto action.
added while
Eomv total
'we-want-"Boo
' chant which
Bob Tighe
lasted until Ludwig put him back
Eributed 16.
Bis started the second half in, with six minutes to play.
Ellis scored the Eagles' final two
points. His 32-point total came
within two points of the Niagara
Student
Centre Gymnasium ree
Tak
|C Redmen
cord of 34, shared by Larry
atk Lead
Costello and Ed Fleming.
Byersity College, by amassRuby Kichman
Toronto'son
|]3unarrow
points lead
Tuesday,
still scoring;,
hooping led
18 points
over SPS
field goals and four free
iTrinity in the indoor track seven
throws. RoUy Goldring added
dings. A familiar winner seven
while Joe Stnlac hooped
Bill Varey (UC) won six. Hesh
Rotnian and Peter
senior 600 yards with a time Potter added four apiece in a
B8:l, Bill Gelling finished losing cause.
pse second, with Jim Snider The Blues were never in the
I and Bruce Hughes (UC)
After ten minutes of
[and fourth respectively. The contest.
had elapsed in the game,
i' event went to NeU Seifried play
they
were
down 33-6. They re|), backed
by George
gained alittle poise by the half,
(UC), upKevin
Jones
»), and Allen Wade (Wye). trailing 57-24.
Sice Faulkner (Pharm) won It was a sad story for Toronto.
second consecutive sprint They took one shot at the basket
if it did not go in, Niagara
jgig
the 1O0Bruneau
yards senior and
took over control of the ball.
1 t Angus
(SPS)
M second, with Tim Reid Niagara shot a phenomenal 45
1 thud, a tie for fourth per cent from the field.
resulted between
In the opening: game, Niagara
Lindsay Drummond Gelling
(Wye). University Freshmen defeated
'"Jior
the Salamone
Varsity Blue-Jays
86-63.
tie century
between sprint
Bob ended
Allen Bud
led the winners
18 points, 16 in the first
pis_a»tf
jTl. Reid in 11:6. Keith with
half. Jim Tepry contributed 15
5") Hunter
"took third
(UC) posiand for
the winners. George Holm
'e■ ffh
l'ed Bob
for fourth.
F wwk's events will be the top
15 points was Toronto's
with scorer
had
ten and MikeTonyCokeWozniak
eight. Half
relay ^ and a sPrint med" time
score 50-27.

,.

Don Lipke With 20
Paces 55-52 Irish Win
Don Lipke became the first
Group One player in the major
division to score 20 points or
more in a game as he dumped in
23 on Tuesday afternoon to lead
St. Michael's
thrilling 55-52 win College
over SPSto aSeniors.
Dan Regan put the Irish into
the lead to stay when he hit on
a jump shot with three minutes
remaining in the game. The basket gavecontest.
St. Mike's
50-48 point,
edge
in the
Untila that
the second half stoi'y had been
one of SMC taking the lead and
Skule coming back to tie it up.
After Regan's
"Spook"
Robinson's
lay-up jump,
gave the
Irish
a four point advantage at 52-48,
to consolidate their lead. Despite
an all court press, SPS could
not gain the lead.
Robinson ami Callaghan,
with
each, scoring
followed'parade.
Lipke
on theten Irish
Regan
garnered
seven
for
the
winners. Frank Wawrychuk
paced
SPS
with12
points,
while Hank Galka and Jerry
Wojden each added ten.
victory
St. Mike's
a The
perfect
3-0 left
record
at the with
top
of the heap and relegated Skule
into a second place tie with
Senior Vic. each with 1-1 slates.
In a Group II game, Dents
A downed Trinity A 40-36.
Stan Goldman and Bill Schwetz
paced
Dents Swinden
with 12hooped
each,
while •John
14 for the losers.
Al Weisbrod set something
reminor league
approaching
cord when hea dunked
53 points
as his Pharmacy Anions clipped
Wycliffe B 86-40.

Attractions? Seven In All
The Athletic Association
change to NCAA rullaunches its first full-scale Ath- Gym. ingsThe
has greatly
improved Interletic Night on Saturday with no
collegiate wrestling,
and it is
fewer thanlighting thseven
e evening.features high- rapidly becoming one of , our
In the main attraction, John better spectator sports.
MoManus' basketball Blues take Although as yet indefinite, it
togamethe with
courttheat McMaster
8:30 in a Marau"must" is quite likely that an all-star
ders. Deep down in the standings water polo contest will go in the
following a double loss to As- pool at 8 p.m.
sumption Lancers, the Blues
Through the courtesy of Art
have to win this one or find Chetwynd,
former Athletic
themselves in serious difficulty. Association aemployee
and now
The Intermediate game at 6:30
president of Chetwynd Films,
pits
John
Stulac's
Blue-Jays
against McMaster Buccaneers. the movies of the East-West
The purpose of the early
played in Vanstarting time in the preview Shrine cGame,
n December 8, will be
clash is to permit nearly two shown inouver othe
fencing
room.
full hourstussle.
for dancing after the
senior
In the event that this film,
The music will be provided now in great demand, is unavailthrough
the courtesy
of Eaton's
able, one or more of the Blues'
of Canada,
and should
prove
to be the best yet in the way of Intercollegiate games of the past
post-game entertainment.
season will provide more than
An all-star supporting card adequate substitution. The movies
is also planned. Starting at 7:30 will run from 8:30 until 11.
Blue boxing coach Tony Can- All in all, it looks like a great
zano will put 18 men through
their paces in the Upper Gym. night. The Athletic Association,
At least four of the bouts will with Intramural Director John
be elimination contests to de- MacCutcheon at the helm, goea
termine places on the Intercol- all out to make these Athletic
legiate team. The remaining
a very worthwhile way
bouts will be demonstrations put Nights
on by squad.
present members of the to spend a Saturday evening.
senior
Rochester Tech will provide And it's
where elsea inguarantee
the citythaton no-a
Saturday night can you get so
the
opposition
for
Jack
Amos'
grapplers,
the wrestling
meet to followwithimmediately
after much for so little. It's only 50
the boxing show in\the Upper cents per person admission.
was sa
yin

bf Merle Overholt
A summary of the action in
the Interfaculty hockey league
has been sitting on this desk
for the past three days just
waiting to be printed. Unfortunately, there just wasn't enough
room in Monday's paper so here
it is incorporated in this column
At the end of last week, PHE
and POT I were tied for first
place in League 1. In their first
game Vic I shut out the opposing POT I team 4-0 while PHE
held St. Hilda's I to a no-goal
game
score. ending up with a 3-0
In League II SMC emerged
victoriously from their match
with Vic" II on the long end of
the 3-1 tally. In the other league

■HHf
1^^^^^ . xl-n, Sets 4:16.9 Pool Record
£'. JVfc
x
Vanity's Crack 400-yard Medley Relay e . ^

game UC I defeated Meds 2-1.
In League 01 Nursing overpowered their opposition by 7-0
shutouts on two separate occasions — POT H and UC U
were the two vanquished squads.
A great deal of credit goes to
the girls from the School of
Nursing as this is only their
second year in the league.
Without sticking my neck out
too far, just a few predictions
might be in order. In League I
the teams to watch are PHE
and Vic I. The most outstanding
playerter, sosoitfarshould
is Vic'shaveMaryquiteFos-a
bearing on the outcome if Mary
plays
In theIntercollegiate
second league basketball.
UC I and
Meds should be pretty close contenders. The Meds team waa
very highly
training
and rated
althoughin pre-season
they have
sustained two losses to date
I (also a 3-0 shutout by UC in
the opener) there is still plenty
of time for a reversal. But this
remains to be seen.
There was also a game of
hockeynoon which
played
Tuesday
received
little ofafterthe
publicity
it
deserved.
As
a
sult the Sports Departmentreagain is the proud possessor of
the Kash Trophy and 21 bottles
of boer to boot. So after 24
years the Sporties still reign
supreme,
Odds 'n Knds , . there will
be an exhibition volleyball game
to-night against OAC at Lillian
6:30 . . . the first
Massey Gym utbasketball
Intermediate
league
game will be held on Friday
night at Ryerson at 8 p.m. . . .
nearly forgot to add, I got ft
goal in the forenientioned hockey
gamester 999 tries:

mne- Ami
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Noxon
Meets
William
Butler
Yeat
Now Tony
Mr. Yeats, how
-did yoi
al
thos
B05h. •'O
t'li
ongoennwiabee
thdriall
_.s,
how-did
you arrive at the
4
keeping?
ecrbei
isabout
ve yo
u
acA"6ke
m me 'innisEree' for the place mentioned in
r?I've
'»'■ thir
- -1"'* all
MR. YEATS' POEM
this poem ?
—
And
another
"I willa small
arise cabin
and gobuild
now, there,
and goof toclay
Innisfree,
— Well, mostly because it rhymes with honey
-Well, you may be » >" •
And
and wattles made,
bee. We poets often do that, you know, get
Nine bean rows will I have there, a hive for the honey bee
Dre"y
Po™ a
the later rhyme first and then fix up the first
about
Mr.
it's that",?
—We
lt Yeats,
And live alone in the bee loud glade.
you see,'
one. Also you will notice if you break the name
glQW t. buf0,""!."1
ti"„"8.ht'
And
I
shall
have
some
peace
there,
for
peace
comes
up it says Inn is free. Pretty clever, huh ?
You
hardly itsay
Could coul
'youd explain
? thatPUl'P^ w,
dropping slow,
— Say, it is at that, especially with the cost
Dropping
from
the
veils
of
the
morning
to
where
the
of motels these days. Well. I see here that you
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ARMOUR

lead* the IVY LEAGUE
'S
N
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provides

"the

fast

punch

The Royal Canadian Armoured Corps — mobile, hard-hitting, toughskinned — provides "the fast punch" in the Canadian Army. Its mighty
tanks, that carried tire spirit and dash of the Cavalry through World
War II, are mightier than ever today. The RCAC is, indeed, a powerful
weapon in the defence of Canada.
There are openings NOW for leaders in the Armoured Corps. Would
YOU like to qualify? Consider carefully these four plans which can
prepare you for a great career as an officer in the RCAC, or any of the
other Corps of the Canadian Army.
Regular Officer Training Plan. A plan applicable to all three-services . . . the
Army, the Navy and the Air Force. You will be given a College education
at one of the Canadian Services Colleges or at one of 36 Canadian Universities
and affiliated Colleges across Canada. You will be trained to become an
officer in the Regular Forces.
Canadian Officers Training Corps — University Contingents. A plan for young
inen attending Universities or Colleges that have COTC contingents. You
receive winter theoretical, and full time summer training. Successful completion ofthis course qualifies you as an officer in the Canadian Army.
Canadian Officers Training Corps — Command Contingents. A plan to train
young men for commissions in the Canadian Army Militia,
Officer Candidate Programme. A plan to train a limited number of young
men as Officers. Successful completion Of this course qualifies you for a Short
Service Commission in the Canadian Army.
For further information, visit your Resident Sfaff Officer.
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condemned;
blamed, imprisoned,
yourselvesto tobe behanged:
"Sufferyourselves
but publish your opinions^
suffer
it is not a right, it is a duty." The

and...
faith, hope
the World
which
by
campaign
The annual SHARE
University Service raises money for its activities started on this campus on January 21 . It ends February 1 .
This year's objective has been set at $5600. With
this WUS will build TB sanatoriums, health centres,
and housing projects, and will provide scholarships
and textbooks for students all over the world.
If anything has been made obsolete by our society it is the idea that anyone in it can consider himself
an "innocent bystander". It is about time we were
over the age of innocence, over into an age anxious
to recognize its share of guilt in a world in which
there is much to be guilty of.
In that kind of world it is natural to find a great
deal of restlessness among undergraduates. Put beside the wretchedness of body, of mind, and of soul,
that presses in upon so many— many of them students
like ourselves, our English essays, Calculus problems,
and all the rest start looking like nothing but impotent, theoretical pastimes. Some of us know we will
be in a position to do something someday, but someday is not soon enough. We want to bear witness
right now to what we consider to be the truth.
One of the worthiest ways we can bear witness is
with a contribution to SHARE.
The SHARE campaign posters being circulated on
campus show a smiling scholar. They read "Grin and
Share It".
This is no idle slogan.
Of course, WUS will accept your money whether
you are grinning or not, but almost as important as
the money is the realization that the giving of say, a
dollar to SHARE is only the first step in what must be
an unfailing acceptance of a greater responsibility.
A donation tcr SHARE will be worth a lot less as
an act of conformity than as an act of love. It may not
seem an act of the greatest love that a student give
his only begotten buck that another student might be
saved, but it can be a sign that he has taken over in
part the guilt that someone in our world must bear.
A dollar from each student may not do very much
to ease anyone's restlessness over the griefs of the
world but if can make us feel much less impotent in
the face of them; somewhere a TB sanatorium will be
loosening the grip of the disease; housing projects
and health centres will be bolstering the health of a
community; a WUS scholarship will be sending a
needy boy or girl to school.
It takes time, but these things spread themselves
out. A place that has been a centre for spreading
disease becomes a centre for spreading health.
But evils spread too. They seem to have all the
help they need and more is always forthcoming. It is
so much easier for the sick to infect the healthy than
for the healthy to cure the sick.
There is no middle of the road. Between the spirit
of an organization like WUS and a man like George
Rolland there can be no halfway house. Abstention
from good is not impartiality. It is a vote for evil.
If any of us are ever going to stand up and be
counted, this is the time to do it.
S. A.
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langu wrh
own ique.
s in alhis techn
speakunusu
but the
an
most indifferent, person will
Vivian
Mordee.
says
„„„w what" he

Sch
ool
H.H,
Braun, bass-bari
case, these
tone, sang Papa-at
ings were
eclipsed by shortcom
his voice. Opera
geno's and Papagena's duet from without
drama
is
;
the second act of the "Magic this performa lackedridiculous
drama;
nce
Flute."tifulMiss
Stephenson's
lyric soprano
was beauwell the conclusio
fect syllogism.n follows in a persuited to fMozart's
trills matched
and inlections. She was well
Two Pasquale"
excerpts followed.
from Donizetti's
"Don
Shiela
by Mr. Braun although his voice Piercey.
soprano, sang Norina
s
seemed ponderou at times. Miss
Stephenson thens sang an aria aria with grace and clarity despite theThen
occasional strain in
from Mozart's "Abduction from her voice.
the chorus sang
the Seraglio." •
delightful
Servants'
Chorus.
Some of Verdi's best music the
iChe
interminabile
went
the scene
"Don from Act III of the andirivieni-.
same opera.
Carlos"intowhere
the kingfromponders
over the punishment for his sdh, Here indeed is an outstandinggroup of singers. In the Great
in
the presence
the Grand
Inquisitor,
ossip of
Hoshulak
and Chorus from Puccini's "TuranKenneth Brown attempted this dot"
in which they were assisted
scene with piano accompani- themselves
by
a
boys' capable
chorus, they
of highshowed
drament. Verdi's dark orchestration
could not be recreated by a doz- to thematicdiction
tension. Turning
a" deaf ear
and occasional
en pianos.pres ion ofThe
diction
and
exthe singers left much strain in the sopranos and tenors, we can expect great things
to be desired. In M"r. Hoshulak's from
this group. Congratulations
Mr, Goldschmidt!
Alan Crofool sang the Italian
tenor's aria iDi Rigori Armatn
from
R. Strauss"
"Derto muster
Rosenkavalier"
He was able
up
a
lot
of
volume
but
not
the
golden voice of an Italian tenor:
and not an unimaginative filmed his voice was strained and
novel or play. It is full of bril- Wagnerian. This was to be exliant touches, such as the fight
pected, for Canada is not fa(caused by the refusal of a
mous for the Leopold
great tenors
shewaiter to serve" a. Mexican) ac- has produced,
Simoneau
companied by"The Yellow Rose and Raoul Jobin excepted. The
of Texas", or the funeral of i duet between Sophie and OcMexican war hero, while a little tavian in the closing scene of the
boy plays, obviously not caring
opera was performed by
at all about what is going on. same
Stephenson and Marie
The important thing about Anne
Gauley. a rich, velvety, mezzoGiant is that it has the quality soprano.
Both of these singers
of what can best be described was
have a good
success.voices and the duet
as pure cinema. This has been
To end the concert the chorus
conspicuous by its absence in the
majority- of three hour epics. sang "Wachet Auf" from Act
However, with its advantages of times.
III ofchorus
"Die Meistersinger".
Again,
the
showed great power,
the possibility for a more leis- drowning
out the piano several
urely pace, and a more solid
building up of dramatic tension,
there seem to be indications
The Toronto Opera Festival
that films of this length are here will feature many of these good
to stay. And, surprisingly voices in "La Tosca", "The Abenough, some of them may turn
duction from the Seraglio" and
out to be quite worthwhile.
"Hansel a>d Crete!."
Elmo Clprietti
Guy Groen

In this rehearsal scene from "The Innocents", Maureen Fox as the
housekeeper adjusts the frock of Diane Mitchell as Flora. The play,
William Archibald's adaption of Henry James' famous story, "The
Turn of the Screw", with
opensRobert
tomorrow
night at Hart House Theatre,
Gill directing.
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Shown inset are two Dominion Bridge engineers
who worked on these major projects:
Above: Donald H. Jamieson, resident engineer on
the Granville Bridge, shown with erection diagram
of structure. Mr. Jamieson, 38, iB.Engj now plant
engineer, has held positions as field engineer and
erection superintendent at other important proLeft: Claude G. Renaud, field engineer on the
Halifax-Dartmouth Bridge, shown making final
jects.
check on length of strands for main coble. Mr.
Renaud,offices
33 (B.Eng.l
workedwithin'thedrawing
and
design
and on haserection
Company,
before and since graduation.

Not long ago Dominion Bridge engineers were engaged
simultaneously
two of Canada's major bridges—
at opposite endsin ofbuilding
the country.
The Halifax-Dartmouth Suspension Bridge, completed in
1955, is the largest to be built in Canada for 17 years.
With its main span of 1447 feet and total length of 4420
feet, it is surpassed only by the Lion's Gate Bridge,
Vancouver (longest in the Commonwealth), also built by
Dominion Bridge.
The Granville Bridge, Vancouver, completed in 1954, is
Canada's
firstaneight-lane
Of sidewalks
the cantilever
type, it has
88 ft. widehighway
roadwaybridge.
between
and
is capable of handling no less, than 4000 vehicles per hour.
Length of steelwork: 1773 ft. Longest clear span: 397}^ ft.
These projects typify the resources and experience of
the company in the field of structural engineering.

There are interesting careers awaiting young civil and mechanical
engineers in Dominion Bridge Company Limited. With 15 plants
from coast to coast, we are now engaged in the largest expansion
programme of our 74-year history.
You are cordially invited to write us at Box 310, Terminal "A"
CAMPUS

INTERVIEW

Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian company, is the fnre
most fabricator in this country of bridges and steel structures
Less well known is Dominion Bridge's leadership in °*et
engineering fields. Cranes and other handling equipment, 3
. draulic machinery, boilers for heating and process steam require
pulp mill Mg^eIS'
refinery towers,
ments, mining machinery,
but a few examples of the ai
are operations.
oil well machinery—
sification
of Dominionthese
Bridge

Canadian fe^
we have intheourlargest
To-day,engineers
of design
field. and
Muchstrongest
of their work n
pioneering nature, and they are constantly being calle
large projects m vl
connected
solvetypeproblems
to
every
of industry.
Theirswithis a never

Toronto, for descriptive booklets or further information on any cfl
tion you may have in mind. Or telephone our Personnel De^.onvirtui
ment, LEnnox 2-2871. Please mention "The Varsity". ln,or^cu|,y
office.
for interviews moy be obtained through the engineering
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BLUES

TO

TRYOn the
PROBALl

feptam Skrzypek
To Vancouver"
Lamish, Polecrone
By
KS as'Stay
V
Bv JOHN
JOHN BROO
PBnm,,.
' East'
far
the
1956 Blues are con
professional football clubs batted .412

1$ IEAT
John brooks

Sports Editor
. planning a
Trust the old sport where college players are kine anri (f I
n"ebTSeVen Playei'S-f0U''backs and «Tee linemendefi
are
nite
ly
Williams,
king-Si*ed l° ^ * ~ ^"hese
Skrzypek. Dave Creswell Pete b've
W.ft
, ,„ l, with eastern i clubs.
rm while BillEdBeamish
Nu
. west,
comment will travel
and Pete Polecrone will r,iv. ifit a whlr
W Stl™">«
nti ' st two others — Bill
mscusstng Teed.-r, comeback, the Blues' unbeaten streak ana the
'and Curt Russell —
'">""t its afternoo
K"m
am£chances
taZ*S&
SiZrev
Russell
from
" nshe
of a sudden
cagers
is still
the US
aheady been'W0contacted
'awaitin
ival.
the way, but
Army,
and gifword'
'obstaclesa incrack
C elubs
by the Canadian
the Payers,
that drafted°f them.
Football Council announces its 1956 college draft lists
consider cleared. if the red doesn t come through, could con- Biltlr'^f
ran be
In a player-by-player
has,shif"'d
to )thepollpigskinners
the
(no pun >»<*
join big leagues.ceivably take a crack at the i aliea^v y''6 am Skl'^Peh, have CanaTdiadnyFotoU,„n^
Intended
last night asI ran
-iHiams and Schmida willStamacross
some
extremel
notewor
y
ry
thy
ite
Calga
Al
ms.
Riva,
s
g
who
ftlasterson'
gradu
ates
in
and Maik Dentistry in the spring
pek uver
skrzyVanco
is plan- St. Hilda's Wins Pair
and
ff.. outilewith
ning op setting up his practi
saintly fashion, St. Hil- stalled
ce
was rtZir""""
l'nde,'
tHeby imP'cssi™
my conversat
Kton respectively,
commentingthatthatNormie
in St. Catharines, and unless a In da'sa B crushe
I didn'tWilliams
think
the
draftoff
d POTS II 4-0
two deal
tooionmuch
has law
difference
to him.Company.
started
offwould
8 make ''
'he Be"
TelcPh°"e
I boldly
ell, who
grtsivremai
can be worked whereby he a rather disorg
ning still
in his
anized
melee
"What,"
replied
old
73,
could
'Tm
definitely
join
Monday
the
going
,
Hamil
lo
trv
with
at
it
ton
"
Slight
Judy
work
Tigerand Sandra ^v bewilder
w, is planning toand then Cats, Al will likely hang 'em
Kennedy
ed I listenedthewhile
and form.
Sheila Westman GreswcU
Nor,,, explain,,
up showin
ifave
t;nff this
would
Dave Mclntyre. Al Watt and
g rare
summer
Banff !andthatthenL Ld
to erthe Regina Stew
back summ
football ramps 10spend
the fall. "If we can inmake
It," he added. return to
Winter
are
defini
tely
was
callHe
camp.
nchriners the Saskatchewan
On
Tuesday,
ing
quits.
it
Vic
I
proved
J
Pete
Maik.
vicin
usual
Pete
fashion, commented that
ft(,,l by
torious against POTS I adminis- might try ,t if they give me a Maik
Those returning for graduS10.000 advance. " i Don't be upsethe
n ia*t season.
tering a decisive- 4-1 defeat
include Trevor Eyton, Honourable
'eaniish was grabbed off by Santoate workMartin
mention
is due to fh
thoughrVl?
and Schmida the entire
Mr. Maik
be the George Gobel
Argonauts, while Polecrone if lie fails toi, catch
of the, Quite
dressing
seriously,'
I Pleased
1 cou,d
me may
Vic team who dis- but
out on the field,
on with
he's onesayofa">-tni"g
Se Ottawa property.
the hardest workers in uniform.room,
defense
fine
remarka
p
l
a
y
e
d
a
bly
It
was
good
clntyie, a draft choice of the pros.
to
hear,
however,
of
the
players
who
are
coming
with
the
attack
off by back for another crack at the Yates Cup.
Argos, apparently plans to pete ^Copland. Al not andbe their leading ladysparked
Mary Foster.
*11 at Ottawa Medical School. Walt Radzick could Wong
Trevor Eyton. although not a regular this year, could fit into
Phys. Ed. I stumbled and plans very neatly next fall. Same story with Walt
The
dropped to the gentile artsman- word from Santo Martini that he will probably be Schmida
at OCE next
year was the sweetest music to our football cauliflowers
ship
of
St.
Hilda's
I
in
a
closely
.
contended 2-1 victory. The PHE
Big Santo was a key lineman this past sem. sler. and should
ockey Leaders Draw
strength was directed by their be one of the mainstays
of the front wall in the '57 season.
Group I Wednesday, the UC Jr. SPS — 47, Trinity — 24 key man Ada McPherson with
The
Blues were better to the pro boys than were the Queen's
Marg
Gordon
and
Gwen
StogDick
Jaworski
potted 13 points
and St. Michael's GolGaels, for instance. Four Gaels were picked up In the draft
collecting the goals for the Golden
and Doug Winters hit for 12 to dill
and all four are creating disturbances already.
[A's played to a scoreless tie. lead
Junior Skule to a thump- Saints assisted by Angela Smart.
Jimmy
Hughes ami Russ Thoman, both scheduled for trips to
game was hard-fought
ghnut, sometimes bitterly, day. ing 47-24 win over Trinity A in Vic II carved Meds 2-1 on WIFU clubs, are unhappy with their pro
teams, both indicating
inors and one misconduct a noon-time cage fixture yester- Thursday
in
a
fast-moving
battle with Meds lone goal potted by they want to play with the Double Blue of Toronto.
tianded out by the referees The victory moved SPS into Louise
Pete
Chevalier
while
Lavina
Howe
and
Rusty
Radchuk
have
both
suggested they will
Jrta to keep the teams in a first place in Group II of the Lick ley and Pat Page netted the
sit out the big time for the upcoming season at least.
F
major division.
I
double
score
for
the
opposition.
ODDS 'N ENDS
> Redmen had a slight edge The Engineers encountered
play, outshooting the their only trpuble early" in the UC Firsts' 1-0 victory over St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Skrzypek
will take the role of parents in the
Jble Blue 12-9; However, the me when Trinity scored sev Mike's was by far the most exnext few months . . . Congrats Ed . . . We haven't had the chance
(Mike's
rushes tended to be unanswered points
langerous.
week. Suewell-played
Hamilton game
was the
the missus, but the very best to her as well . . . Our pretake' by"a 1Ithe
citin£
10-8 lead. Two jumptoshots
heroine,andscoring
the lone UCof to meet dictions
drew comment from Irwin Sankoff at the Mrfiill Daily . . ,
Winters put Skule ahead 12-10, goal
|ebcslIrish
Joe ofHorvat
had
although
excellent
teamand
they
never
lost
the
lead
chance
work was also displayed by St. He plaintively asks Konyk. BiUtzan & Co. to sharpen up their
ml when he- bursttheinfirst
on thereafter.
irons . . The football Blues held a sligi't smash at Chei
trailed 20-13 at, the Mike's. Both goalies deserve shootin'
I'C net.
shot from 'halfTrinity
Puree the other night ... It was a good party . . .
and were outscored in special mention.
t«ot out wasHis right
at the the early
Jie.
part of the second
period by a count of 31-2.
Pie second period, the Red- The
Artsmeit
10
.s Stew Passmore had two straight points thento scored
a Cagers Play Mac Here
The Scoreboard
at scoring from close in. better game out of themake
affair.
times he hit the goalie, Most of Jaworski's scoring was
after the Double
confined to the second half, when
Hockey
INTERCOLLEGIATE
■ hTO men short for 45 Blue
he notched nine of his eleven Hockey ists To Quebec
Kut faile1 to get a shotsec-on points.
He and Fred Lewis did
"wards the
Hockey Away
the major portion of the Skule
VARSITY 4 4 0L TO 17F A8 P8
dying minutes rebounding
he
throughout the fray. Basketball Here
Montreal 4P W2 2 0 11 15 4
Norm Falchuk aided the SPS Tomorrow night the Varsity Jack Kennedy's hockey Blues MOGUl
St'theMike's cause
shSt
st.a"ed
At to ,he
with
six
points.
press
invade
the
province
of
Quebec
RedLaval
44 20 24 00 17IS 1719 40
Basketball
Blues
endeavour
to
one time, the UC
t wa.
The top man for Trinity break into the winning column this weekend for two games as
Games
in »fa.Vling a11 °ve» the was John Svrinden with nine for the first time against college they continue their fight to re- Tonight — Future
at Montreal
tain the Queen's
Cup. will joust Saturday — VARSITY
e points. He also turned in a opposition when they meet the Tonight
t0 ret»ev
best
- Puck
VARSITY
at Laval
the
Blues
e had creditable job off the boards. McMaster
?s Mtempt
°rm ^enett
est
Marauders.
In
a
preThursday
—
Montreal
at
VARSITY
There was very little high
with treal
the Csrablns,
University
ofheMonliminary
game,
the
Blue
Jays
eak
■°*"utbur?
t0.b'
the
It
will
the
class
basketball
exhibited
in
the
a
take on the Buccaneers. second meeting of the two
L widshot
5*i out was
e. from contest as both sides were guilty willMcMaster,
like Toronto, is
Basketball F A P
shooting
and
wild
passAssumption p3 w3 L0 TO 184
tinS the misconduct for of poor
both Currently
times on Montreal's
still
looking
for its first win in teams,
159 40
home
ice.
the
Caraing.
Junior
SPS,
with
a
relatively
2 2 0 0 171 M4
Puck
the
Intercollegiate
loop.
The
refer( after away from inexperienced squad, and lacking Marauders have dropped three bins are in second place, tied Western
2 1 1 0 143 129 2
the whistle, in depth, will have to improve
with
McGill,
and
they
look
MCGUI
2
1
1
0
136
144
3
thus far to McGill. like they will give Varsity a VARSITY . .
plenty
if title.
they hope to retain games
2 0 2 0 102 120 0
Queen's
and
Assumption.
e
good
fight
for
the
top
spot.
af
McMaster
their
cage
li
tS
^«
The only common foe that Laval, the Blues" opponents on
3 0 3 0 197 242 0
both squads
have met
Assump-by Saturday night, are mired deep Queen's Future Cimes
tion. The Blues
lostis twice
Tbntght
—
Assumption
at Western
in the cellar'
with they
no wins
However
are innotfouras Saturday — McMaster at VARSITY
nine point
while point
Mc- starts.
Master margins,
dropped a seven
McG.ii at Queen's
They posdecision to the Windsor crew. weak sessasone oftheythe seem.
§lue-Jays Win
league's leading
HOCKEY SCORING
McMaster will be without point getters, Michele
slid
the disc to Frey. who made
ates »<»i on Wednesday -•"
Lagace.
"-no
mistake.
G A Pt PIM
ylieldr;
last year's high scorer Bert The Blues are going to be a Player
(McG)
3 6 9 2
Rogers added a quick pair Raphael but have high-scoring changed group from the one that Konyk
Mich. Logftcs
(L> .. 2fl S2 78 200
Past th "ew "PP"" midway
Russ
Jackson
back.
A
newjourneyed
to
Quebec.
Only
one
through
the
period,
the
FI8HHR
(V)
"
o hL2u"an«
comer, G'4" Doug Marshall line remains intact, that of Clare Raymond
coming from a scramble from Niagara
?L
(L)
Same'
ANDERSON(McG)
(V) .... 32 54 77 06
ed first
Falls has shown Fisher. Brian Anderson, and Ken BMtzan
™?esallow
„ •omy
lsili°na ng
around
the
net,
and
the
second
by a. <*«• of counters. after the ex-Blue took a pass quite well in early Mac games. Linseman. Dune Brodie and ELIK (V)
from Allan
statistics reare studies.
remaining George
home brodds <v>
3 2
perfect
drive.and let fly with a Someveal interesting
due toMillstheir
that Varsity could quite Grant
Alain (U)
4
?m we? Ted Ro«<"'s. Allan and Frey combined late easily have taken Assumption Whyte will play in Brodie's place Ar&enauK
O
"ted '5"°ut. Bobby Al- in the middle canto to make it last Saturday. The Blues out- on a line with Mike Elik and LINSEMAN <X<)
scored the Lancers by 14 points John Macdonald, while Bob Houlo (M)<V) ... 2t
the loan
4-0.
That
goal
came
after
both
a
se
Gil
rs
an,tifth
v«*y
"Ill'y fat
lin
gha
IS
m teams had missed glorious from the field and were only Church will work with Dud Kear- Dlonne (Ml
took
1
free throw line.
ney and Mert Wright. John
goal- beaten at thecounted
but solid goal
to score,
chances kept
26 points Casey will also make an appearBlue-Jays keeping
the potential
TEAM
PENALTIES
The Lancers
ance on the blueline corps.
J made
out ofwhile
seven. Toronto
attempts
1038S minutes
minutes
on 31three
£ *ere°Sn0out
in""ded.
front. getters at bay.
Varsity returns to meet the Montreal
Laval
o„W?r
Allan
sandwiched
a™"1^
A
,ittle
ieSs
fouling
tomorrow
nit.S'°r«ieoaf?
Marlles
Tuesday, and the McGill
73
minutes
ams f8«off counter between the two Pl,a" ni„ht Varsity will probably Carabins on
on Thursday.
VARSITY
60 minutes
"rate zone and goals
in the final frame to ■""fjJJJj its first intercollegiate win.
the scoring.
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ere
.TODAY
1&) p.m. An SCM Group will discuss 'Comparative
Religion', led
by
Sheila
McDonough,
45 St.
George
Street. at FROS
2:00 p.m. Alan McLachtan will lead
an S C M discussion on "The
"Miracles
of Jesus",Blcfg.
in Room
210
of the Anatomy
8:00 p.m. The International Student
Organization will hold its Win- ter Dance in the Trinity Buttery. .7;
8;* i p.m. SMC M&D Society will
present a Hi-Fi Concert: Han-i
[el's ora.torio
'.'Solomon",
conducted by Sir Thomas
Beecham.
SATURDAY
6:00 p.m. Friends of India Association will hold its Indian Republic Day Dinner at the Bloor St.
United Church, at which Dr.
Sidney Smith will be guest of
SKIERS!
U. of T. SKI TRIP
to St. Sauveur, Que.
Please pick up tickets
TODAY !
S.A.C. Office
Sunday Evening Concert
The Ron Collier Quintet
with
NORMAN AM AD 10. Pianist
ANNE MARIE andMOSS, Vocalist
in a Concert of
Jazz Compositions
JANUARY 27—8.30 p.m.
The First Unitarian Church
175 St. Clair Ave W.
at Avenue Road
ADMISSION— $1.00
Order NOW
For Best Seats
At The Eighth Annual
OPERA
FESTIVAL
THE ABDUCTION
From The Seraglio
Evening Feb. 25 & Feb. 27
March 2 & 5 & 7
TOSCA
Evening Feb. 26 & Feb. 28
March 4 & 6 & 8 & 9
HANSEL and GRETEL
Evening March 1st
Matinee March 2 & 6 & 9
Royal Alexandra
Theatre
Tickets — From $1.50 to $4
Mrs. David Pratt
WA. 1-9837

now
|an.
honor. Entertainment will start
in
Creative Avenue.
Design"; at 175
at 8:00 p.m. Hammersmith
9:00 p.m. HHQA presenting the
nd
fourth in a series of concerts
SUNDAY
3:30 p.m. The Victoria SCM is pregiven estra,
by the
Hartby House
conducted
Boyd OrchNeel.
Thurlow,whoa will
tea- 9:00 p.m. A social
gathering is schchersentingfromMr. J.Japan,
eduled
for
members
of
speak on 'Japan Views Religion
man Club, at 89 St. GeorgeNew-St.
in America'.
Japanese
students
■will
also
be
present
to
give
MONDAY
their views. General discussion Evening — Members
of the Canterto follow.
bury
Club are to meet at the
6:00 p.m. Members of the Associates
Jolly
Miller
for
a
skating party.
and Hart House may attend a
Ca.ll June Letheren (MO. 98051
rehearsal of Hart House Orchor
John
Lindsay
for information. (WA. 2-5129)
estra, in the Great Hall.
8:00 p.m. 1.S.O-. is sponsoring a cof- 8:00 p.m. VCF will conduct a Bible
duringOntario
which College
Mr. Pap-of reading on the theme "Personal
anekfee ofhour The
Spiritual
Advance", in Sheraton
Hall,
of Wycliffe.
Art will speak on "New Trends
GAMES TODAY
Nadin, Green
vs
Sr. HOCKEY
Mfd
12.30 Sr. SPS
vs
McCombe, J. Anderson
5.30
vs SPS
Arch III
6.30 Dent.
For. B A
vs SPSSQUASH
IV
1.00 Med. IV
Putter, -S
— MAJOR LEAGUE
1.00 Dent.BASKETBALL
A. BASKETBALL
vs— MINOR
Pre-Med
Grossman,
LEAGUE — HART
HOUSEKosthv
1.00 Vic
III Eng.
Phvs. A vsvs III
Mining
Golden
400
Vigilantes
U.C.
MqCaul
Corless
5 00 Pharm Anions
vs pharm Mortars Goriess
CAMP
OTTAWA
B'NAI BRITH
NOW HIRING
— UNIT HEADS
Specialists and Cabin Counsellors
Excellent Remuneration
For further information contact
Mr. A. Magerman
— OR. 1550
ATHLETICS
Visiting
D-ite WOMEN'S
HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Home
Time
Vic
I
PHE
Tues.
Jan.
29
8:00-9:00
St.
Mikes
3:00-4:00
Tues.
Jan. 2930 12:30-1:30
POT
I
Vic
II
St.
Hildas
Wed.
Jan.
U.C. II I
Thurs.
Jin. 31 12:30-1:30
POT II
VOLLEYBALL
PHE5.00-6.&
vs
Vic Fr.
POT6.00-7.00
I vs
Music

6.00-7.00
St.
HtwasII n
vs POT
7.00-8.00
u.c.
POT nI vs
St.8.00-9.00
Hildas
Vlo
Soph vs

6.00-7.00
POT II vs
Pharmacy
7.00-8.00
UCSt. IMikes
vs

Vic5.00-5Soph00
vs Nurses
6.00-7.00
Intercol

Vic5.00-6.00
Jr. Sr.
vs Pharm

7.00-3.00
Meds
vs
St. Hildas
8.00-9.00
Music vs
u.c. n

STAG

or COUPLED
BE AT THE
WINTER
ISO
DANCE
Trinity Buttery
(TONIGHT)
8:00 p.m.
January 25 th
Refreshments
Mem. 25c — Non.Mem. 50c
HART
HOUSE
THIS WEEKEND
Friday
Sing Songthe 25th
East Common Room
1:30 p.m.
Music
Room. An open forum.
Is Christian Unity
Possible?
1:30 p.m.
Art Library
Members are invited to borrow books
2-3 p.m.
this library in the Art Gattery.
Invitation Archery from
Sponsored by the Hart House Archery
Totirnament
Club. To take place in the COTC Drill
Hall, 119 St. George St.
8 p.m. the26th
Saturday
Caledon Hills Farm The SCM 'Agnotics Weekend'.
Sunday the 27th
Visitors Sunday from 2 - 5 p.m. Members are invited to
bring their friends to the House.
The Lee Collection will be open from 3-5 p.m.
i Tpa will berserved in the Great Hall from 3-5 p.m.
Open Art Gallery Sunday afternoon. The Members' Art Show.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
The Innocents
Directed by Robert Gill

Saturday, Jon. 261th to Saturday, Feb. 2nd, at 8.30
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. TO 6:00 p.m. — W A. 3-5244

CLASSIFIED
TYPEWRITERS
$1550 oryburtrade".•"««.
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Choose
n' "O
lit.
Any
make,
brand
new
typewriter.
(Rental refunded if you buy).
Trade-ins
$29. Humber
Cash registers,
adding machines.
Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
Tape-reeorde« ,°>JL
3ENEW your subscrrption to Time
it Life student
by phdning
WA. 2-0583
writing
Periodical
Agency.or
P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O- Tor- record played h':f'<iy,tvNT»
onto, Onti Time— 3.25 - 1 vr. (6.50 Breeze, R.c A °t PhiiL't
S.yrs.). Lfte— 4.25 - 1 vr. (7.50 - 2 portable _ £ ;'ctor J* S
price, $lio £u»r s,„H |
TYPEWRITERS
yrs.) student
4-8925, 1(>"e So, 'A
Special
rates. AH regular WA.
makes; new or rebuilt: rented and semi-private ban, With br™
(old on terms. Also for supplies,
repairs
and service. Phone HI. dent. WA. 2.7b4hr««.,^
1843 anytime.
You
buTt^E^
RIverdcan
ale
e for1843as lo„
af»i>b,(V
FURNISHED ROOM TO LET portabl
no
down
payment . '* a j
Grill, phone, $6.50 per weelt. Colege -St. George Streets Box 11,
SAC lOffice.
SAVE!
LIFE — $4.25, TIME — $3.25, SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED — $4.00, NEWSWEEK — $4,50, FORTUNE — $7.50,
ESQUIRE— 8 months - $3.00, READER'S DIGEST— 16 months— $2.00.
Write
Harvey10,Haber,
hill, Toronto
or Call104OR.Ridge1892.
COMFORTABLE ROOM
Two mihutes from campus, may
be shared." All conveniences. Modapartment. Reasonable. UN. 10331. ernFrank.
SERVICES
Essays, theses, manuscripts typed.
WA. 3-4437.

Rule*signals,
42 m.p,8.
&s $
er,
Metropolitan
Ha^T^
under"!?*',
h..
tion, reasonable Dri„ ™m m
Pbod^SSj^
and
. JillperGenge
andPhone tem
ament WA|n br(*
«tihi
7.30 p.m. or weeke^ '
for a year maea^^
of the larg«,*i»
PLAYBOY
V!
prises, 104
Amerrca.
Riojehin^N
college
catering
magad™1*"
Write
Uni»„ J° Si

Wanted
by S A C.
STUDENT INTERESTED IN
PRODUCING AND EDITING AN INFORMATION
BOOKLET FOR UNIVERSITY FRESHMEN.
Applications to be submitted to the Undersigned
by 12.00 noon, Monday, January 28.
A. E. M. PARKES,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council
GIRLS!

GIRLS!

Forestry Needs YOU
AS A REPRESENTATIVE IN THE
WINTER CARNIV|tL SNOW QUEEN CONTEST.
This is the only ail-male faculty on the campus.
OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED
For further information, phone
— Briar) Cross, MO. 3006 —
Chairman, Forestry Carnival Committee

SAG

MUSICAL

COMEDY...

Rainbow
an's
Fini
Tickets
on Sale From
10:00 to 2:00 at: SAC Office
S1.50
TODAY
at
DUNCAN
ROOM o'rNLV
(MED. BLDG.)
VIC COFFEE SHOP
FROM 12;TO 2 .

/

SORRY — HO TICK

The First Ernest Date
Memorial Lecture
"A Syrhposium

on The

r - Robertson 0a»"eS
Guest SpeakeThe
atre"
eatre
Hart House Th
At 5.00 p.m- Y i'th
TUESDAY, JANUAR
ADMISSION FREE

TheVar
sity
J£^ELMVERSITY OF TORONTO

SOPRON

REFUGEES

JOURNALISM
LECTURETUESDAY
AT ONE IN
O'CLOCK
THE VARSITY OFFICE
Monday. January 28th. 1957

HERE

Veary, Worried, but Free at Last
Past
Jtudents Try
By to Forget the
mes-hut Fast
ltd Education
W*
Bv PAULResu
DUNSEATH
and nine refugee students, professors and
1P hundred and
• families from the Mining School of Sopron University
I1 J in- from
TorontoHungary
Friday when
evening.theTheRussian
group, reign
which ofescaped
terror
■ n were met at a Red Cross reception centre at 538 Jarvis
K?t Six more will arrive later by airplane.
TShortly after their arrival. President Sidney Smith adLsed the students through interpreter Nick Korpanyi. "I
fat to wish you something that is in all our hearts— a wel"Ine— anovery
case warm
will wewelcome",
think of heyousaid.
as strangers in Canada.
. will help you to the very best of our ability to be Canjans.
"We
Canada offered
lthough most of the group
the best decide
future.d Mr.
Cox. of the
were atao Canadi
§re students, thefeotheran
legati
on in Vienna,
depenfive
n,
to the camp and registered
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several housewives, a came
He supplied the visas. All
or, athree
r. us.
a survey
j',
teachegeothe faculty was together there.
a maid,
: clerks,
Forest left for Canada
Then
an
and
ist
geolog
(ysicists, a
via Liverpool.ry
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a prots, "About January 6 we went to
ov andA civil
four engine
more er,studen
fly in later, Of the one | Le Havre by train and then by
who arrived j boat to Halifax. From there we
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fiday,
arc nine married | went to Montreal, then came to
iples and one widow,
es were delighted Toronto.
"The first problem," said Imre,
le refugesion
televi
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Red Coss.
"Inw Budasurement. Everything is so dift Andre
Melferent. Lake Ontario, for inthere is television only twice
stance, is about the size of
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Where we lived, we
HI then only in the evening." were
.
fifteen
miles from the
d free cigarI-While
soiiie
enjoye
i, and others read booklets border, and the other border was
about
one
hundred
and fifty
libing Canada and its laws
Bl customs, still others passed miles away'. Here we've travelled
mmigh registration.
for days and we aren't even half["We ask for their accurate Imreway across
and the
Tiborcountry."
were in their
ons
■mes."
a public
new-found friend, Miss Ev#
President Smith chuckles
pkeman.said "We
wantrelatitheir fifth year at university, only Coochie, Cooch
Zsilinski. The girl friend is 1! nonths o!d and the youngest child
months
away
from
graduation
s
mes, their father' name, their when their studies were
who arrived in Toronto last Friday
inter- of two of the Hungarian rt
Bthday and birthplace, their
rupted. They were quite anxious*
pfession, their nationality,
pere they are living now, their to learn about U. of T.
pt of kin, and other family All the Hungarians seemed
t^'ls. All
inform
is com- toeagermindto the
talk.cameras
They didn't
seem
. Only
P«ly
entialation
confid
and flashRed
' people see the cards.
Howbulbs, and when I questioned Uof T Students Protest Bar Ruling
any member of their fami- some in a halting combination
ffiend who wants to trace of French and German, they were
can do so through the Red quite happy' to answer..
Claim Law Creates Fast Drinking
p. Afteration
we're through here, Professor Vecsey told how
By CAROL SMITH
Jf|Geneva
registr
cards are sent many were seasick during the
."
Student opinion ranged from well witli one beer which any
University of Toronto students "Ridiculous!
crossing. "We were in roared
Toronto is tight bungler can do with two, alter
Fodor, 24, and Tibor Atlantic
in protest over the early
the "Columbia," a small boat,
Peie- 22, told of their experi- and
enough without any further re- a fashion. Anybody can get a
-v
of
Toronto's
dining
the sea was stormy," he closing
s
t
r
i
c
t
i
o
n
s
" from Patsy Rice (III "The night is still young at
E m Austria. "We were wait- explained.
lounges announced Saturday
morning.
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Medical
Art) toMall
"I couldn't
group had been in Cana- The Ontario Liquor Control Pharm).
less"
from
Metskicare(I one
feht w 'fU'ia near SaI»burg for The
o'clock," Terry' Hollands
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through
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"It
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would
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w' St Germany,
dlfferent universities Canadian people is most impres- 1 a,m- instead of the present could space your drinking better "Move with the times, they'
sive," said the professor.
say. Progress, efficiency, modern
■ a>id so on the United
2 a.m.. effective February 1. if the bars were open until two", living. Well, we're happy to re(Continued on Page 6)
Bary Cornish (OCE) said.
port that Toronto is keeping the
Tom McQuillan ( III Vic ) pace. Even if the direction is
thought
that
there
would
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much less drunkenness if the unfortunately, backwards," Bridget Cowan (IV St. Mike's) said.
bars were open all night.
d
Ellie Price (III St. Mike's)
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Goal
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Strangers

Land
— forin them
Strange
that
the life is f
A
In
sweet.
Nervous, happy, and tired, one
By PAUL DUNSEATH
them theTheyworldhaveis not
full v«
oV**'? i
hundred and nir^e refugees stood The air turned blue with
their, fill of horrors- ^n]
in a semi-circle in a hastily- smoke as more and more refugees grant
their faces n ^
converted
Rod Street
Cross refugee
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asexplain
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the
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and otherCorpus,
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terms that
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saw them all as they came to darknesses
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their first home in Toronto, She
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known
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for
no
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carrying all their belongings in
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pencils. emotions;
emotions that have tical
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alone. the
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Then
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over been twisted by conflicting ideo- many masters, and eachhaveone had
has
logies, and scarred by the sorrow told them they were free under
Howdy Doody, while the more
sophisticated students ignored of seeing a country die — them. What do they think this
it — unless one considers the smashed by the iron fist of optime ? . Will a ' glorious dream
pression, torture and lies.
furtive and delighted glances
exploian
de in
toward the television set when The young ehildi'en are per- Russ
ing.
hand-their
grenafaces
de? isMe this
the least disturbed of all.
they thought no-one was watch- They haps
a farce,
a
cruel
smile for photographs, and merely(Cont
inued on Pagejoke3) pcrfear lurks behind their
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BLAZER

CRESTS

I

The Official
University of Torontp Crest
IS ON SALE AT THE
SAC

} « w« ■« »; ■« •« ■« ■«

OFFICE
•«

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

'« hi vi 'U hi hi hi hi hi ^
OPPORTUNITIES

— For 1957 Graduates IN AKTS. COMMERCE OR HI'S ADMINISTRATION
We are preparing young men for management positions within
5 to 6 years. This is accomplished by an on-the-job training program in which these young men gain experience in line work,
staff ingwork
and supervision. Experience is obtained through workfields, such a* Marketing Research. Methods, Cost
Analysisin various
and Claims.
In addition to the candidates
for the above program, we
will have openings for a fewrequired
graduates who may qualify
for
the program
after we have other
seen their
work performance on a
assignment.
specific
Starting salaries up to $4160, plus regular and promotion inSEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER
INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD ON THE CAMPUS
JANUAJW JJlst, 1957
The Prudential Insurance Company Of America
TORONTO
M 'IIIii i i i ' ' ■ i i i i i i i i i i i i ii
II|I

CAMP
TEMAGAMI
(COCHRANE CAMP)
Applications for Senior Counsellors now being accepted for
canoe* tripping,
year
medical
student sailing,
required.h'obby
This cra.ft,
pioneeralsocampwaitresses.
is situatedThird
on Lake
Temagaml and was established in 1900. Apply in writing, giving
complete information as to previous experience to:
G. W. COCHRANE
487 BLYTHWOODTel. ROAD
Evenings: MA.—2355 TORONTO 12
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neveron forgets
no
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is always
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nil

The Seven Star Diary
a scientifically designed loose-leaf Diary
Plastic wallet with 1957 refill
Leather
1957 refillwallet
only with 1957 refill
ON SALE AT

The UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE system

nu.n-y ->Sth. 1:137
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ANNOUNCING

Change
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DEPARTURE

DATE

OF
Special Charter

Flight To

Glasgow,
London,
ana

\_hilnrcin play happ''y w'*h
se|.
1 objects they have
«m seenCl befor
e. Professor Vec.j
>ddL Sppron, acted as the
e'er
the 9roup-trains
He-was
the
6 byfor^anad'a"
and
^"adtr" *'f>c'">"':> sh°"" i»
■PM,. T W*y 0f >''''■ Students
°, *"«■«"■» in relative
«,» w
and Hungary and
"leu,."'
to learn about
J^>"«r«il,an*'»"s
of Toronto.
Jfhat Is A Baby?
over has beea beating for
hotn 'j>ht months before he is
*ckin i he s ProbaWy bee"
fte^"acle
Z7 8 thuml>, too. Behold'
that is a baby!
Digest
brtj>6srUvarV
about th°U Reader.'s
fascinating facts
"^ture m°8t he,Pless of a"
»hoha S',the new°om human
tie andS "'ready lived a dramaGet ,. ama2"igly eventful life.
Di8est f ,Pebl'uary Reader's
Ustin- °day: 37 articles ot
.oest fw'"tere»l. including the
kooks J11JCur,,ent' magazines,'
' - ^jenaed to save time.

Paris

sponsored by
THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
Student Christian Movement
OPEN LECTURE SERIES

To accommodate those who are graduating, it has heen
arranged for this Flight to leave Montreal, Wednesday,
June "»th.

"Youth and Nationalism in Latin America"
Speaker — Mr. Valdo iGalland
Assoc.
-Sec. of World
ChristianGen.Federation,
Geneva.Student
Place — Room 4, U.C.
Date — Tuesday, 29th January, at 5.10 p.m.

SAC

MUSICAL

COMEDY...

Rainbow
Finian's
Tickets on sale from
10:03 to 4:00 at SAC Office
$1.60 each
TODAY ONLY at Economics Bldg.
Front Hall
From 12 to 2
TUESDAY, Jan. 29 at Trinity Buttery
Hart House Theatre
FEBRUARY 11 to 16

ONLY

$340.00

JUNE SthTJ
RETURN

LEAVING MONTREAL WEDNESDAY,
RETURNING SEPTEMBER .Ird, I9.5Z
FOR UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
; STAFF, STUDENTS AND GRADUATES.
ONLY 68 PEOPLE CAN BE ACCOMMODATED.
Reservations must lie made l>y January .'(Is! at the
Students' Administrative Council Office, accompanied
bj a deposit of at least 10%.
While nu difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces,
the S.A.C. reserves the ri^ht to eani-el the flight if
sufficient numbers are nut obtained by January 31st,
19.17.
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we

wuz

robbed
(Les Frost's
Ontario
The Liquor Control Board of
pharmacy) has never been known as a particularly
sensible organization.
Its very nature, and the ridiculously antiquated
laws under which it must operate almost preclude
any chance of the board acting rationally.
But the people of Ontario have grown fairly accustomed tothe LCBO's stupidity, and they tolerate
it with bemused understanding, as a dog-owner will
sometimes take pride in exhibiting his pet's goof iness
Last week we even heard a senior cabinet minister in the Ontario government refer to the Liquor
Control Act as a classic piece of irrational legislation.
All these points are not new. No one expects the
LCBO suddenly to become sensible and act in the
interests of the people it was designed to serve.
But the board's latest piece of administration has
gone just a little too far. The owner of the goofy dog
ceases to be amused when his pet happily bites the
hand of a house-guest.
Beginning February 1— only a few days from today—all dining lounges in Toronto which were formerly allowed to remain open until 2 a.m. will have
to shut their doors at one.
It is not so much the hardships that will be suffered bythirsty night-people. No one is going to lose
any sleep over the fact that a visitor now cannot buy
a drink in Toronto after one o'clock morning, although
judging
from students
a story inofthethisnewsuniversity
columns areof not
today's
paper, the
too
happy about it.
The real misfortune is in what the new ruling will
mean to Toronto as a city. .
Already laughed at because of her Victorian
moral code, Toronto the Good appears to be backing
up even further. While no-one will ever be able to
demonstrate it exactly, it is a very good bet that^the
city's agedtourist
and law.
convention business will be damby the new
There is also the fact that several Toronto business
men— those who depend on 12 to 2 patronage for
their livelihood—
cause of the latestwilllaw.lose a great deal of money beThis would be a splendid time for public feeling
to make itself felt by the LCBO. Our liquor vending
system needs complete investigation, and it seems to
us their latest judgment should touch off this investigation.
But never mind, the bootleggers are no doubt
happier than ever.

Now, Jan, you'll have to learn that a knock on the door doesn't mean the secret
police any more.

cation for the masses", when
ROBBING
THE POOR
English
and Scottish students
to have paid the whole fee in go straight
Havingonce
again
divested
demyself of all the money I was September, we wouldn't have
grees
withoutthrough
prejudice,their
Jf they
to hang over until January
able toofscrape
together,
at the- had
normall
y
good
students,
office
the Chief
Accountant,
the second half. And because _are
whether they can afford to pay
I wish to lodge a heartfelt and
were
poor,
we now$3.00
'have forto fees or not; when mother (or is
serious protest against the we
pay
an
additional
practice of this university of being poor.
now atPAl'Sthe
it brother
?) s Russia
to study
student
This seems to me. to be as her
penalizing impecunious students
unfair as taxation without re- expense of the state; when even
for being impecunious.
I am referring to the $3.00
presentation, or as not letting free enterprise United States
additional charge made by the Mr. Hanna land because he supports state universities
didn't
know
who
his father or which admit students at purely
university
for
the
divided
payment of fees. In other words, mother were.
nominal fees {I paid $25.00 a
if we had been wealthy enough
In this day and age of "edu- semestre in fees at the University of California in Berkeley,
time
-it about woke
Californ
ia): nisn't
universit
that Canadia
MR. ROLLAND AND EINSTEIN
ies
Thirdly, the Chinese did not up to catedthecitizens
Dear -Mr. Rolland: •
well-eduthat
fact
are probably the
I realize that it is impossible invent "Chop Suey." Most
people have never most important, natural reto change your point of view, Chinese
tasted
what
Westerners
so
have? Instead,
could
source
we
and you are entitled to your
own opinions; nevertheless I fondly call "Chinese Food." we at the University of Toronto
feel compelled to correct some Moreover, your "White Egyp- (except, for some strange reaof the erroneous statements
tians" are of a decidedly brown
son, the Schools of Library and
caste, or else extremely dirty — Physiotherapy, I understand,)
you have made.
I
prefer
to
believe
the
formerai'e subject to this petty and
You suggested that the read- Not all of them could be so immoral
additional tax, piled on
consistently dirty!
er studyofthoroughly
Einstein's
Theory'
Relativity.
I
only
top ofwe thehaveveryto considera
ble
I could go on correcting you: sum
wish that I could -do as you
raise every
suggest, but I am afraid that for instance, the Arabs do -not studyingto. meet fees, books, and
I am not one of the dozen or wear turbans, etc, etc; but I year
so people in the world who are am sure that most people can living expenses while we are
logically for themselves.
capable of studying this Theory reasonRespectfully,
Please let's have some real
"thoroughly."
I dothedry
know, however, that this
is a
literary football
A.L.L.
(not to be confused action on this matter. It is, W
mathematical exercise, and that
with
cousin A. J. L., also me. like a tax on bread, or on
Last week, a Toronto Member of Parliament, asked
a contiibutor)
human emotions cannot be rea hittingunjust
at thetypelow-man,
a question of Revenue Minister McCann in the House
duced to mathematics. Psycho- Dear I Chem. Eng.
aflour,
thoroughly
of tax.
Sincerely yours.
logists and psychiatrists
have
of Commons and thereby managed to get his name
always been
the first to admit
in almost every Canadian newspaper.
that human* emotions cannot be
Hughes, S.G.S.
THE NEUROTICPaulineTRIBE
equations. GeneraliGeorge Hees, Conservative, wanted to know if reducedsation tois impossible
beyond the
''.
.
the
true
facts
Sir,about
God.
Mr. McCann had read John O'Hara's Ten North Fredfirst basic drives in Man.
Religion, and other mysteries of the treachery, the inhumanity,
erick and if the government had any idea of banning
Secondly. I draw your atten- life,
dge of which
utter fiendishness of the
tion to the dictionary definition would thehelpknowle
--'the controversial book in Canada.
you to face life with the
modern West, he would be w°ce
Fortunately for Mr. Hees, the minister was unable - of 'prejudice' — "premature confidence and
underst
anding.
"
and hasty judgment; unreasonBehold the promise of the reluctant to condemn n°n"
to answer him, not being aware of the book's existing objection to a person or latest
have
non-whites
false prophet
of mankind,
Maybe any
whites.invented
ence, and the exchange that followed made some
thing." Was Jesus prejudiced coming
new _faombs'
from the
tower of not
against evil?
"his an un-I his owndown
lively copy.
and maybe
they are hesitant
shabby egolatry and economy,
reasoning,Was
hasty judgement?
and maybein they
^ ^
a Pr0"
cannot accept that.
bellowing that his human dig- rob and depredate
As far as we can see, Mr. Hees' question has had
in the colour of his
only two effects, aside from embarassing the governskin nity— resides
which,, far from being
murdering
not people
slaving^
in ourandgra en"
fools inother
ment, which was no doubt his primary object.
white, is probably a suckling manner.Take Care!
and maybe they ha'
pink
dashed
with
-purple.
Behold
First, it no dcubt immensely helped the sale of
For reasons of My own, I the exaltee who probably eats not diligently propogated odio
theyofba
O'Hara's book. And second it raised the. insidious
have t:iken up residence in tin cans and throws away the diseases,
not suckedandthemaybe
soul out
censorship question again without either party being
contents — so enthralled is he human body on such a 8
Hie
next
room
toGeorge
Holland in a large resort hotel by externalities.
forced to take a stand on it.
scale — asmaybe
muchtheyas haven
'the *^ a,
maintained by my servants,
Mr. Rolland were less of ploited
The novel, incidentally, is highly enjoyable.
The Ontario Government. a IfHitlerite
and less of a hypoEverything he say* in his
Rolland,comas ^
perhaps heof wouldn't
can hardly
letter is true. I told it to liim
have; but.C'fJMr.
tioncrite,
the name
Christ inmenthe Christian
same breath he wastes about the my snicker), tell us ■
Myself.
I have shown my bounty superiority
^
"white" race. and
of success'/
standardorviolence?
the grand
The
Varsity
to George, and he has re- For what isofthethewhite
race and happiness
mere acQ1turned nothing but treachery in Accordin
what
does
its
excellence
He?
g to Mr. Rolland. the
FOUNDED 1880
and ingratitude. After con tidBut God ofand life
Religion
are ^
Published by
ing to himsonal,nilcarefully
My most
per- white
for Miraceit excludes
includes "a white mysteries
_ what^ i
Jew'treasured
but
an Arabian. must bebuthonored.
The ofStudent*'
Administrative
Council
raan
secrets,
white
I
the1
read
He
mV^e(
**■
in
your puper Admirabl distincti Then Mr. land,
theToronto
Univenity
of Toronto
a S1 n Ao«
that lie plans to reveal them Rolland esays that weon] can thank the
a savageoneonquero
5, Canada
H5^isnon-white
all to the Irreveriint mob from the white race for what we are
Editorial and News Office
a BE
publicYE platform.
just as hehismight
Basement, S.A.C. Building — WA. 3-8742
downdiss*'n
own
THEN WARNED! today —cated"'confuse
men who d and tocomplihate. —dow aridof kneel
If he holds his blasphemous But what must weneedhate?
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF PETER J. GZOWSKI
Not
must
invent
new sn^' a
meeting and spills the beans, evil as such — but evil as it
ASSOCIATE John
EDITO
Marshall (Make-up);
I shall blast him and the affects our pocketbooks; namely, "he must claim him^1'
Gray RS
(News); Doug
Sam Ajzcnstat
(Features).F:>
whole
congregation
with fir- we must hate the non-whites. new modes of corrupt"' ■ g
■ ■■■«■—>■■■, Roger
nuaei MacQueen,
"wtwueen
trum Heaven.
.
, Wade,
v
Today'sIf Mr. Rolland. the unadulter- or God; that is — whlt
Paulissue
MoMie
Dunseath,DougCarolMarshall,
Smith, Bill Stevenson,
the |
- Yours
iruthiullv.
Pete
Gro
ated demagogue in bis letters,
God.
Glory totribe
Mr. inBdU«"j
I Mau
the
knew anything about the abuses, neurotic
strenS1
Sincerely y°ur*;v0
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High
Octane
thoughts were realised- but we
fallible, and some
of the parts clarinet, horn
and bassoon, but
persons'
have their own difficulties — an extra violin, adding body to only by tratiother
ons ofsketches
and aorchespiano
enjoyed the andante with
notably the horn. For a while the sound. The keys are th*; piece for four hands and the also
its variations on one of Schubert'soperatic
■
duets and the
we were dismayed at the 'cellist, same; both works are happy. Unfinished Symphony. These
who, - with man's finest instru- Although a divertimento in the provide some ideas. In the Oc- festive and rural again manifest,
ment between his knees, did lit- old sense, it was at this time that
tet, the new element in the old this time in distinctive landlertle more than tickle it — but in Schubert wrote the lost Gastem style is emotion. It is more sin- like sections. The approach of
the third movement, he and the
cere than the agitation, of the
and we would be
Vienna Octet was as fresh
contra bass came to life and Symphony
justified in seeking some ma- so-called Tragic Symphony, the
and acceptable as ever, but then
terial in the Octet to bridge the which generates about as much how
romped along in the tempo di
menuetto to construct a distin- immense musical gulf between drama as an old lady who has their could
hands? such music wear at
guished harmony and presenta- his sixth symphony and th * left her purse in the Subway,
tion of the folk and festive side Great C Major, which is filled
Chris Wilson
It was in the finale that these
of the Viennese.
The opening movement haJ
its dynamics -exploited, perhaps
overly so, for some notes reU.C
Version
ceived exaggerated emphasis or
extension. At times the body of
an incredibly subtle play. ' Aileen Taylor, who is well re- Bill feels is essential .to the insound was thin and the need Ei)l"It'sDavis
that
d for her performance this sort of playterpretatiison. He believes
says,is ' famous
the sort for.
of thin:',
open to many
to knit this together meant a that Rattigan
You in "Summer membereand
Smoke", plays
loss of overall perspective in the have to work at every line." H-; Millie Crocker-Harris, the fe- 1 interpretations, since the playwright left a good deal to the
work — in other words, we like was talking about the '"Browning male lead Ailleen is a veteran imagination
of the audience.
the liberty taken when the work Version," the new U.C. play that of the Pasadena Playhouse in
Guild.
California
and
several
stock
is played by a full orchestra.
The
play
tells
the story of a
completely deWhen Count Ferdinand Troyer he is directing for the Players' companies including a memor- school-master,
feated and drained by life, The
\ commissioned Schubert to write
able summer at the Red Barn.
To portray this delicate dram:i
Colin Hamilton takes the male cruelty of his wife has torn
a piece of chamber music in. of people caught in their own
traps. Bill has lead, Andrew Crocker Harris. from him all affection and symwhich he could play the Clari- self-constructed
assembled
what
is
perhaps
the
net, he stipulated that the work,
Colin brings to an extremely dif- that hispathycareer
with theas world.
feels
a schoolHemaster
ficult role the benefit of this un- has been an utter
be exactly like Beethoven's Sep- finest cast to ever appear tofailure.
tet, So we have the same windgether in a U.C, one-act play.
believable versatility. In "Summei and Smoke'' earlier this year
Throughfection of athes:hool
unquenchable
afboy and the
he played
doctor and at athedignified
end of old
the play
pity
of
a
fellow
master,
he
is
a brash young travelling sales- ever so slightly resurrected. Just
so effec- how much he has been affetced
tiveman.thatHis duplicity
most of was
the audience
Innocent
and for how long it will last is
Sense
In No
was unaware that the two people one
find
"The
Innocents",
will
deof those things that Rattiters
Diane
Mitchell
and
Reginald'
Hart House Theatre offsuppor
were
played
by
one
man.
Colin
Barnes played the two children,
pend on your own orientation. will soon be seen as the Lepre- directoi.
gan left to the audience and the
from both on and tocampus
For
some
it
will
emerge
as
a
Flora
and
Miles.
How
to
convey
have reason once more chance, thank
seamless,
gaxment,
magically
held
Rattigan
is known as the peothe
pattering
fragile
impertinIt
s.
For
the
role
of
Taplow.
around
chaun
in
"Finian's
Rainbow.''
Robert Gill for taking
ple's playwright. His plays, as
ence of Miss
Mitchell's
Flora,
the together by some inexplicable whom a good deal of action in this one
does, show people in.
couldn't have been .easy to de-<It insolent
self
possession
of
Mr
feat
of
the
author's
imagination.
Innocents"
their ugly beaten moments and
do "The
it will not hang to- the play revolves. Bill has been then
two, Regof only six, two of Barnes' inaldMiles?
follow them through the
has acide tocast
Barnes Of
camethe across
the For others
particularly fortunate in secur- twistings
g
e
t
h
e
r
a
t
all,
a
chemically
unopof their mind to a
which are children)aybutnightafterit footlights
erative
solution
of
insufficient
more
effectively.
Diing
the
services
of
"Warren
Wilseeing the play Saturd
son. Warren was seen just re- slightly better world, an ending
had some terrific fact and expendible fantasy
is easy to understand why Gill lines, anethatMitchell
cently as the juvenile lead in the that is not quite happy, but radidn't quite reach past which . fails to fuse despite the Crest Theatre
ther an advance from hoplesness
couldn't resist it.
production
'O' and she sometimes spoke
Wilderness." John
Harastio,of "Ah
Bob is his trademark. At the moment
Based on the famous short row
'real'-ghosts
ond
the
too quickly. Reginald Barnes, comfortingly
dramatic
use
of
hide-and-seek,
Remnant,
Blake
Walker
and
of the Screw"
had a crystal clear, story-telling, and kiddies "dress- Judy Bostick form the support- very
Turn William
his
Tables"
story. "TheJames,
well in New
York.is doing?
Archi- however,
ary, "Separate
by Henry
measured and stately delivery.
ing-up"
interims
that
accumulate
The
play
is
being
presented
bald's
adaptation
titled
"The
In-'
Stephen Frick and Judy Ram- along the way to the final exploing cast. people have been re- inWednesday
nocents" is a drama of unmitigathe Women's
Theatre.
These
say were, so far as I know, good
and Union
Thursday,
the
sion. All in all a gripping evehearsing feverishly over the last
ted evil and terror. A governess
ning,
and
a
play
not
to
be
missed
three
weeks
in
order
to
give
arrives at an English country ghosts,
thirtieth
and
thirty-first
of
JanuHow
real,
how
fantastic,
you
on any count. Anne Carnwath Rattigan the subtle polish that
house to take charge of two precocious children; Miles and Flora.
A worn-out housekeeper, Mrs.
Grose is the fourth inhabitant.
What has transpired in this
householdgradually
prior to unfolds
the governess'
arrival
as she
finds nerself caught in a net of
childish games with the children,
uninformative and ambiguous
conversations with the— housekeeper, and nerve wracking encounters with , the- ghosts of the
governess who preceeded her
End
a
gardener,
Quint, both deteased.
Only one drab set is needed
tor this unfolding, and it is effectively executed by Wilf Pegg. It
"as breadth and depth as well as
a dilapidated staircase. A huge
window-wall with an entrance to
he garden, never seen, covers
5>age back. The unsung hero of
he Production, lighting techniClan Ronald Montgomery, I presume, provides appropriate
-jiaeies
grey from
e EPookof black
spectruand
m, with
""delabras and gas lampsdecoyto
"flight the proceedings.
Husky, black haired Judith
reague
compelling Miss
Cidden;
is. She is a blooming someW1)*
Englishwoman
c ' onebouncing
would gather,
nothing
a ph ,faunt The "innocents" are
rang Ee entirely beyond the
^iiccWstvely
0i herfrightened,
exPerience. She is
a final effort shocked,
to save
7nun alter
.
"u"6
Mile;th;s. in which she offers
a"
e
chat;aeter
support that her
can muster, deprived
■'ol.iill.
as the final curtain

think >he Viennese w>K>",u '„ the sort , that take
intf"" with their afternoon
5cl",b.e" and cakes, you are
Jioc"13 ri»ht and apparently
es ot the Queen
pfobB
do ,he ladiVienna Octet procity.
-■f°re the
music for their afterAudi-d
'"Jed - Conc
, on
sponsore
lastertThurinsdayEat
»oc°
c
s
Musi
en'
Wom
nto
m
Toro
»riu
»' ' , ' its members, guests
tSden
C?dis«'ning stu was characmmen's Septet was
hove
Tlie nro
BeetEia
«" Useful Music' that he
the la ,hat is music specifirtaining es. He
C,
,rol
cal'y >». ente
unkind whenladihe said
•» ' had written it in such a
tbat ■ that they would have
ing, but this has
'1'
v*""
10 f°P, alltalkthe more
rewarding
are
""tr modern ears -which
lectual presentaintel
to
pH
» u ° mformal busic that they
11 , times sadly frustrated.
The
*J°J\re sevenformoments.
quar-,
string whole
,u is scored
S and strings. On the
Z playing was exemplary.mMusicians are by no means

s o n v -een Fox is a not quite so
■<ji,.(. f " c ' n § housekeeper. Her
ty as\°r, °"e tn'ne. did not carilthcu J as J"dilh Teague's and
tor,,. i ,hc whining retracting
osc„ ;e injured up may have
** st>"i, keepinE with the role,
Bve Jh Ke a UUle too quickly to
tfayy fu" benefit ol her por~[tfi ' ">« bock seats.
^ i "me imPorts from tnt
|
' l:clhl"«t '.Thea'tie' School

make their prem
b Trio 5 o'clock recital, i
The Jack eGroo
mme.
progra
the
Brahms compris

. January 30th in the Hart Hou,e Mu,ie
-L Ear' Mo,* Piano and Jack Gr.o. V.olin. Haydn, Turma and
;,™WhT«°onn.™;Wednesday

win
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Need

Students

Language To
U of T students are being
asked to help teach Hungarian
refugees versitnot
entering the uniy in September.
The appeal was made yesterday bySociety.
R.of H.
vicepresident
the Robinson,
Toronto Linguistic

iliboard Hawkins, and Colin Hai
al scene from "Finian's RainboJohn
Harasti
I^X?^™.'*!1
and
socialat comment
on sale
the S.A.C. which
Office. opens February 11 and runs to the 16th,

jntheasmusical
Og the production
Leprechaun,of rehearse
fantasy
a t Hart House Theatre. Tickets are

To Teath
suit, Komnson said »i
Hungarians
be qual
d king
to help
Engl
spea
" peirh 081*toa
l-r toish-ifie
will be thos
tauge htu^byfimelEfhtS
'*tMjBU
- at first in large cl e »a.
in Arrangements
.smaller, more pw*
are *1*
l„ .^'"Upi
but he hopes students J-Slly
necessary.
to
pay the Mr.
tutors'Robin:
if ">eSol»t*

Debating Tourney
Today At On
Onee f^^SSi^
U
of
T
and
Osgoode
begin jjClasses
the Inter - University Hall
Debating
buildings.will be held i, pVQvi«Iefl
[
twoTheweeks,
League
today
at
1
o'clock
in
j
classes
Til ty Convocation Hall.
would support
the adopwill conce
I house
"Resolved
this 1jtheInstruction
end of April
C°ntinue Ui
tionTheof motion
a National
Health that
League i practical phrases and - 6tit
Appli
catio
ns
may
b, "tf'"o ilotl
will be Dave
sup- Igo
fine points
Ischeme
ported byforU Canada"
of T debaters
mar,intoMr.theRobinson
sa ri MathclSwienni u
to the Students* AdmX1^ 20
opposed
byandOsgoode
HallBerger.
men
|Bole
Qreenspan
John Mike
Woods,
and!" a-*«i{„:„*: —
Saunders
and
Each college in the league will Swimmers Los
send two teams to the debates, University of Ton m,nU5t^8
one for each side of the debate. Council offices.
The
gaining"advances
the mostin Team lost to Western
pointscollege
in a debate
Friday, despite Joe
the league,
the otherareis open
elimin-to , pool-breaking time ir
ated. The meetings
Varststro
2:35.0red the div
breas
ity kealsoof captu
the public.
ing 200
titlebacks
, thetroke
440. frees
J,
the
MiketyleBonnV
CCF Rally
castle. Doug McCuI
loucl
i,
aiid:
A CCF club post-election rally, John
tively. Ridpath won these resM&
featuring election of new officers Starring for Western
Bob!
and discussionyear's Eynm, with wins in the was
policy,
is slated of
for next
Wednesday.
220 and
The lic.meeting
is
open
to-the
pubBob Fenn (IV U.C.) will be I 100 freestyle, and a contril
chairman.
; to the winning Western
Vice - President John Brewin team.
(Ill Trin.) is the leading presi- j Thcmeet was a preview of the,
dential contender. Also open for ^Intercollegiate finals on Pebmelectionsecretary,
are posts treasurer
of vice-piesiary' 23.rougher
Bonnycastle
will run into
dent,
and j| even
competition
in thfij
publicity chairman. | person of McGUl's Jury Ander"We intend
challengewithall the
son who was
students
on thisto campus
the ' Nationals
a few fifth
yearsinago.the U.S.
ideas and aims of the movement," ■ The Varsity swimmers
said Stephen Lewis, leader of ! meet, Rochester here on Saturday
the CCF in the Model Parliament. 1 and McGill on the ninth.

Hungarians ....
(Continued from Page 1)
jan. 28
The professor is a geologist —
an oilman.
saw
in Halifax"The
were first
the oilthing
tanksI
and
the fires
the refineries,"
here
and
now
he said.
"It from
couldn't
have been
better."
He
was
also
impressed
TODAY
t
i
o
n
a
l
i
s
m
i
n
Latin
America."
by
the
comfort
of
Canadian
Valdo
Garland.
Gen.1:00 p.m. VCF Meds Group will Speaker
jtrains,
with their air-conditioning
Geneva.
, meet in Room 213 of the Anat- 8.00Sec.p.m.of WSCF.
and
hot-and-cold
running
water,
Newman
Club.
89
St.
omy Building for a Bible study.
in contrast to European trains,
St. Bridge Club.
1:10 p.m. Alan McLachlin will lead 8.00George
p.m.
Copper
Room,
WymilJ
even
though
they
travelled
in
B discussion on "Faith and ReaAbbe O'Neill, oneof ofLaval
the Europe by the famed "Orient
noled wood.independents
House.son" in the SCM Office of Hart
"My second impresUniversity will speak on Que- Express."
1:15 p.m. Prof. Dobbie will lecture
sion," he said, "was the efficiency
bec's social and political future. in Canada-."
He also heenjoyed
the
onin Room
"Aids to18 the
Devotional
Life"
Canadian landscape,
said, with
of Victoria.
WEDNESDAY
the frame houses. In Europe,
5:10Victoria
p.m. Prof.
Joblin's
office
at
1.10
p.m.
SCM.
SCM
office.
Hart
will be the scene of a
stone, and
Group, discus- the fai-m-houses Theare colours
discussion on "Christianity and House.sion ofQuaker
imfilm "Friendly Persua.- are unpainted.
the
World
Struggle"
pressed him. "Frame has a cer7:00 p.m. SCM has organized a dis- 8.15 p.m. Newman Club, 89 St.
tain
charm,"
he
said.
The
plumbcus ion on the Mission of the Group.
ing and furniture, too, he found
sion". Street. Social Debating "im-European."
Church
Canada, in the Cop- George
per Room,in Wymilwood.
The professor has a relative
TUESDAY
in Canada, responded.
withThen thewhom
he" corCommunists
1:00planned
p.m. Ain VCF
Bible
study
is
SUPPORT
SHARE
!
!
Blue-Jays Beaten
Room ill. TJC.
cracked down on foreigners, and Girl
Intermediate open1.00 p.m. An SCM Bible Study is
when the factory, where he was Theed Varsity
their
Women's
Basketball by Dorie Kerr with five. •hi
Goal
—
$5,600.00
to be fice.heldHart House.
in the Chaplain's Ofworking as engineer was ex- League < city > season by
sufferropriated, he stopped writing
ing
a
43-15
defeat
at
the
handssymof bell,
The JanVarsity
guardsandBmbSue ^mp1.00 p.m. Newman Club, 89 St. Contributed — $326.50 to Canada. p"It
Tennant,
EvaRS
was safer that the Ryeltes, at the Ryerson
George
'
St..
coffee,
tea.
milk
way, he said.
and music.
Non-members
welon
Friday
evening.
The
blue
and
(Vic
I)
made
up a powerful
tense, most effective
in stoppingdecome to join us for lunch.
The
reception
centre
was
preyellow
forward
line
stepped
into
WE
1.00 p.m. SCM Room 5. Trinity,
pared for the Hungarians by the
completely over- I|onthe the
old pr05'
MUST
drive of theroster.
forward
Red Cross in only five days. It an early lead
Washerwomen
—
Race"
and
History
"Politics.
powering their opposition.
Group Topic. South Africa.
contains
one
hundred
and
fortyHAVE
Netting the most points for
Speaker. Alan Davenport.
eight
beds.
There
is
another
centhe Bluejsys was June Sceviour
1.20 p.m. Victoria College Music
West and
Lodgewhich
whic*h was
contains
wi!h six. iullowed by Jackie Basketball . •
Club, Music Room, Vic Union
$5,273.50 MORE
1824tre atbeds
pre- Davies
noon
hour
concert
preview
of
with four. The Varsity
"Ruddtgore".
pared
in
a
week.
This"
centre,
BY
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!
!
however, does not contain guards were no match for the
(Continued from Pag" ;
5:15 p.m. SCM Room 4, UC. SCM
powerful
Ifyerson forward line,
Open Lecture "Youth and nastudents.
1 at the although at the beginning-of the minutes,
game, led 13-8soonafterr
the
in
The students will stay
half they showed some ahead andMeiTaster
led 41-35 at H»
Red Cross centre until May. Co- second
GAMESHOCKEYTODAY
improvement.
operating industries will supply' The picture was definitely Doug
Marshall
paced the !»™|
Niitiin.
Green
half.
them with jobs in the summer.
brFOl Med
Sr. Vic
J Anderson, Wpstwood While they are at the centre brighter when the* newly-formed ders in the first canto mt»w
A \s BmrABnVa CANCELLED^
they will take instruction in and not quite complete Senior entire ten point total. He
,.u- ,.
WATER
O'Reilly. J. Boase
°va fit.
M. BPOIO
English.
Financial assistance for
... vs TllnSQUASH
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&PS III
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in thetheevening
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B
the centre is being provided by team
up
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a
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tie.
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BLUES

WIN

Marauders 91-77 ' Lost Weekend
For Puck Blues
gotmanBy AHoops
25
Points
UN IE ENGLANDER
Montreal
Takes Close 3-2 Win
turned
infourhis year
fin- | Jackson,
The official
score-book
his
wearing
69, withshowed
on
five
lm
Ko
h
e
nc
ma
jr
fouls
fi
and George Munro. wearing
H je member of the U of
two fouls. McMaste:he help- 96. with that
squad when
Jackson had only Rouge
*Ef^vfJbaU
B nines smash
an eight game claimed
at Laval goalie
b
5-1had
Scal
(Jan. 21)
Iti* i nBy Gra
four
personals
him and Quebec.
Quebec P.Q.
T> o i.^n
->iEt
, — Or
nn.n
.
Lavoie,
DAVE
couldping
only Raymon
dent hisd
win that Munro shouldagainst
91-77
a
with
Varsity
SportsGAWLEY
Reporter
^'streak
tie it up.bui
was
a
lost
week-end
for
the Varhave
had
three
armour
once.
-faster Saturday night. fouls. Their contention was that
If
effort
counted
sity Hockey Blues. Last night they
ver n hooped 25 points and on an earlier foul, the scorekeeper dropped
a close 3-2 decision to as it is to say Toronto was out- the Blues at least deserved to
BOt veritable
terror
off
the
of Montreal Caratime and again h had interposed numbers a h d the University
aS,a -,<■vital
big gun for the Rouge et Or
bins; while tonight they were played.
In the game with the Univer- wasTheAndre
rebounds for the charged the personal against Jack■Hed off ;■ 2" forward's
Arseneault with two
sity of Montreal, it was the suLaval
5-1.
swamped by the Rouge et 'Or of
scoring
goals
and
Their other
perbwhich
work of goalie Cy Guvre- scorers weretwoJoeassists.
goals
Kfconsisted of eight field
mont
The
Blues
games
initiated
a
new
Bouchard, Pierre
led
to
the
Varsity
25 points
shots- ^ was
n nine f°ul
ruling in the Intercollegiate defeat. AH the scoring was con- Their
Raymond, and Lome Arseneault.
the
Rotman
fined to the see-saw second assists. leading scorer Maurice Laleague. From now on if a player
ni,nsj eby high
re"l%am
for a Blue thisgace managed to pick up three
is
an
instigator
in
a
fight
he
will
period,
with
the
Carabins
Maua tremen
rice Lamoureux finally scoring Throughout the series
He wasby handed
receive a match misconduct as
Jonovation
the estimated 900
the play
H
well
as
a
major.
This
is
to
stop
the goal
whichat stopped
Varsity's
in attendance when he fouled
the numerous outbreaks in recent win
streak
four
and
killed
of
Lorry
Stacey,
Elik
and
Macdonald stood out. Stacey John
record.
game*,
was
the hope for a perfect league especia
a,*until six and a half minutes
lly steady, whether play.Unfortunately
this
ruling
seemfor the
ding- The
ed
to
cause
the
Blues
to
hold
tf„ jess Aloutstan
Pierre Royer opened scoring for
ing at his usual defence position
big
Blues was Vaichulis.
back from their usual style of Montreal early in the second. A or at
forward
redhead saw limited dutyto injhe
tried
atthe
various
times positio
in the n twohe
hard
play.
Definitely
Varsity
has
little
over
a
minute
later
Mike
score
back
came
first half butpoints
played
better
in
the
past.
All
this
tied the score. Maurice Dein the second
H of his 18
should not be taken to mean that Elik
noncourt set the Carabins out in games.
The Blues have returned home
period,
only the Blues' relatively poor front again shortly after,
to face a tough schedule. This
Two other Blues.. Gary Vipond
play
led
to
their
defeat,
The
other
Thursday
the Blues play host to
The
score
was
onCe
more
knotand Joe
Stulac,of came
up withVipond.
their
teams were up for these games,
ted when Bernard Houde kicked the Carabins. This Tuesday Varoutings
the year.
Their
goalkeepers
were
hot.
Sad
the puck into, his own net. The
sity meets the Toronto Marlborog
gradually becoming accustomed
referee gave the goal to -Dave at Varsity
ofhe tough senior calibre of play,
Arena.
Stephen
as
the
last
man
to
touch
5,30.
the Game
Marlies time
are inig
netted nine points, including two
Wrestlers Lose
the rubber. However there is some secondCurrently
place in the Junior O.H.A.
leautiful tip-ins. Stulac notched
dispute as to whether it was Dave "A", and are considered strong
points and frequently slipped
or Brian Anderson who touched contenders for the Memorial Cup.
ide his taller opponents to grab
To Rock Tech
off key rebounds.
More may be heard about It promises to be a good game.
this
ROTMAN
The Varsity wrestlings squad it last.later.
McMaster's Russ Jackson was
Blue Line Banter . . . Dave
ran
into
.
some
rough
going
Two
minutes later Lamoureux Stephen
had to write a medical
he thorn
for son, instead of Munro. Referee Saturday night on the athletic
! most
of the ingame,Varsity's
Jackson side
utilized
put
the
Carabins
out
in
front
to
j
exam
Friday,
and therefore didn't
Olie
Mandryk
refused
to
agree
night
program
when
they
regreat jump shot to run up nine
stay with Varsity a man short. In I.arrive before the second period
a 24-5 beating at the the
field goals and a total of 25 points, to Mac's plea since they neglected hands ofceivedthe
third
the
Blues
tried
every...
50
fourth
year Toronto enRochester
Institute
j share individual scoring honors to have anyone watching the Var- of Technology.
evenminute,
pullingbuttheir
goalie
in !.gineers
sat Anderson
in on Friday's
f- scorekeeper, Jackson left the The sole winner for the home thing,
,1'ith Rotman.
the
last
to
no
avail.
.
.
Brian
a game
tooth
The turning point in the game, game and the Marauders fell team was John Bracken who At Quebec the Blues once more \ broken in the Laval hadgame;
his
i far as McMaster was concerned, apart shortly after.
occurred when Jackson fouled out Varsity started off fast in the pinned
Rochester's
Jerry Antos ran up against a hot goalie. Laval ' first since he started to play
in
a
177
lbs.
match.
pumped
first j|hockey
. . Tuesday's
slightly more than six min- game and thanks to Pete Potter's In a 123 lbs. match, Don Ban- last.
without ina three
reply,goals
two inonthepower
Marlies . will
feature game
a pairwithof
jump shots, his only points
[utes remaining and the score three (Continued
nister of Varsity was pinned by plays and then added two more in brothers — Ron Casey with Maron Page 6)
; reading 69-62 in favour of Varsity.
John with tho
Tony Palmiere of Rochester.
The lone Varsity score was Blues lies,. and. brother
. the referees in the
Toronto's Andy Beattie lost a made
by
Anderson,
from
a
pass
Laval
game
were
some of the
tho
road.
very close'
to Hans
Dotzler
in 137decision
lbs. action,
The, by Lorry Stacey. In this period best that the Blues have had on
147 lbs. bout saw Torontonian the Blues threw everything they
Paul Puritt pinned in the second
round by Jim Dozier.
Interfaculty Summary
Rochester Tech's Dick Moyei
pinned Doug Grant in a 157 lbs, With Fletcher scoring 15 points. St. Mike's D had little difficulty
they bombarded SPS H
affair.
Toronto's
Bob
Alexander
Mike's A had little difficulty when
also succumbed via a fall to St.
in still another major league
Sr. Victoria 49-21 in an 52-14
Bob Lehman in a 167 lbs. bout. defeating
hoop
contest
played Thursday.
Interfaculty Major League basketIn the final match, a 191 lbs. ball
game played at Hart House Paul Flanagan scored 20 points
tussle.
John Graham
Thursday
afternoon. The Irish |for Turning
the Double
Blue. Sr SPS
dropped Varsity's
a close decision
to Rod are
to hockey,
still undefeated
Rittenhouse.
defeated
Sr'Meds
in a major
Forestry
A
pulled
somewhat
This Saturday night Toronto of an upset on Thursday when league contest on Friday
the
Medsmen
failed
to showwhenup
will
meet.
University
of
Buffalo.
they onddefeated
last season'schamsec- for the contest, as they were in
division
basketball
Four , boxing matches were
exams. Unpions, Pharmacy A 31-28. Kill the midst offortunateltheir
held to decide places on the
y no one told the InIntercollegiate team. Dave Marsh led the winners with 16 points. ment.
terfaculty of ice of this developother
major
league
basketof SPS won via a knockout in In ball
action, SPS G squeezed by
the third
Trinity's
Dentistry 35-31. Skrypeczak. In a minor league basketball,
Jack
Purcellround
in a over
130 lbs.
bout. III
(not the football player) led the contest, Friday afternoon, at Hart
A 140 Wade
lbs. match
Mike
decision'sawVelTrinity's
Spring winners with 11 points. Brown of House's upper gymnasium, 1X1
of SPS.
Dentistry was the game's high Engineering Physics A squeezed
Pharmacy's Boris Petcoff point getter with 18.
bv III Mining 34-30.
TKO'd
Dave Simms
in
the seeond
round. ofIt Trinity
was a
— Eppridge 155 lbs. fray. An all-SPS bout
was
TKO in over
the first
I GOT IT
oundwonby by'
Boba Burnie
Eric
' Goldrin. 'ith McMaster's Noel Mason goes after a loose ball. Jackman.
by Merle
wasOverholt
\
With one Intercollegiate tourna cup,
can never tell just
will youhappen,
ment and two Interfaculty meets what but
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i0rfre-Meds
t Fiiday afternnnn
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rv ED
rn LJEBMAN
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bvby anan alert
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team
toto the
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tune
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of three unanswered baskets, Interfaculty league action, this brick, the two remaining members
Kk 2Ue basketball game, PreT
which put victory out of range of looks very much like it is going foursome
Intercollegiate
feated
Medsmen
temporarily.
At
s
be back
this year
A
tea
mJ by a narrow
the Molar Mechanics. (Gee whizz!) to be the busiest week in the from lastwillyear's
Point
irty,
Margin, 43-40. Out of this point, a superficial observer Nevertheless, Dents refused to campus.
to give the entrants some pretty
history of women's sports on the potent
might
have
forecast
a
minor
upcompetition as will Pru
"letter ™nutes of playing time
set. That observer would have die, andsucceeded
an all-court
by utilizing
The Interfaculty Badminton Smith, the Badminton Club Presiin cutting
the Meet
™«eW i teatns managed to been quite wrong, however, as press,
dent.
Although Pru won top spot
is
starting
off
on
Tuesday
to three points.
*«at c | about ten minutes of Meds recovered their dignity and margin
Jerry Gray and Zolie Janvary morning at 9.15 sharp (late-com- in the meet last year she was un>S eeskelh proPerly be defined the
at
lead
20-18
a
take
to
managed
end of the half-,
were Dents' top marksmen with ers
default) at the Carlton Club.
""ai»<ier to
■ 1 and devoted
the w
becausein the
she Intercollegiate
was already a
ten points each. Gray gave an It is shaping up to be a good contestable to play
own peculia
°°tbaltheir
Unlike most historical turning excellent
l, which
all-round display and meet this year as there have been member of the Intercollegiate
featuredr points
40
entries
to
date
(from
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POT.
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are
quite
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the
Senior
Basketball
team.
Several
was
an
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sparkplug
for
^t-'klingrambu
under
nctiothe
usnesbas-s "moment of truth", in which the ing. Guard, Jim Fawcett followed UC. PHE. and Nursing) with St. first year girls from St. Hilda's
the
deterHilda's
and
St.
Mike's
yet
to
be
heard
from.
was
and
POT
are
expected
to
prove
to
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this
of
outcome
Dents with his smooth set-shoot■ botjys,
thegame
closeness
of the
h
strong contenders also.
interesting
mined, can be pin-pointed pre- closely with a nine point effort. The meet is run on the point beBefore
departing
.
.
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Dick
Charron
of
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was
the
the "moment"
cisely. In thistwocase,
ableC?aches
and fBns
where one point is given won the exhibition volleyball
long and
minutes
l"he baiting
exactly
the hadrefer-an was
highest scorer with 14 -system
occurred at the outset of the see- game's
for every round played — win or game against OAC last Thursday
contributed
Anderson
.
Joe
points.
jwtapetf into an early lead,
ond half. At this time, an unwary eight and Stan Frileck severi jta lose. Vic with 15 entries stands by 39-19 (approx.) . . - Grin and
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Meets:

Colonel
Qrier
where but in an academic ena small grand-daughter Susan, him credit for his. fir.^t yeai,
vironment." Col. Grier will ci
all," says the colonel,
whoHe iscan
"cuteclaim
as a the
button."
distinction "I "After
had two brains to rub to- fess with a smile. "I'm just happy
ofTrinity
being College
the onlywith"graduate"
of
gether, andurging
no timeof toa wa.>te."
He that's
punctuated
the
friend, there,
all." his teaching
tendance of one day. a total at- So athappened
during
the asSecond
Worldon
- to be Raymond years
War
with
service
Lt. Col.
This singular distinction came who
Massey, he ended up at Balliol the Canadian Army
Staff in
to him by way of the First World College, Oxford.
War. which he sailed off to join After 1922 he was back in Washington, and after Pearl
after his graduation from Upper Canada, teaching at Upper Cana- Harbour he became the Director
Canada, College, and a token day
da and Ridley Colleges. For of Army Cadets at the National
at Trinity, He spent the war as
Headquarters at Ottayears he was headmas- Defense
a lieutenant in the Canadian nineteen
wa— travelling- all over Canada,
ter
of Bishop'sQue.,
College
Field Artillery, and managed to Lennoxville,
.andSchool
becameat organizing and administering the
avoid promotion by getting Mr.
Chips* Canadian" version of Army Cadet units.
wounded whenever that event a young
1951,Secretary
he became
Execuwas due.
"I'm never really happy any- In tive
of the the
University
of Toronto Alumni Association.
"I gave up having opinions when
Iclaims
ceasedthetoColonel.
be a headmaster,"
But two years after, a few
opinions made themselves useful
when he took over the editorship
of the Alumni Bulletin from the
Alumni Association.
In 1955, the University took

cation— the Varsity o
over the Bulletin~aTr—
and
hehaswas also
invited
theHeGraduate
Register
take t° auate!'
>t. ' ,
of
all living
graduate. e "Ut,e„,
students,
140.000
"Andpride,
since"the
May ,, ,s wc,al«U
all, 1
with
Graduate
Register stafT
'lit
17,000
corrections
ofhal ,01""sit
aUniver
major
please
d,sitydetective
I'moughtplease
towork-31
dbe „,
.„
u£
Col.
Grier.
is
also
proudth->«**■ I
first man to move into
fact that he can claim to t lhe 'I
"With a nose for ne
area expropriated bv tk "* '
says, "I mov
versity.
.ed to WUl
' coi
11,6JUnl.!'
Chm
befo
Frid
the
on
,'4*"St
re
ay
ay
he
is
alre
ady
theTod
next issue. And if anZ^
ant Editor can be allowed'?'
comment on her boss— if. v *
to be a good one.

Colonel Grier sat behind his
desk last Thursday afternoon,
"and
the airwitharound
him fairlyA
crackled
excitement.
magazine was coming off -the
press.
When the first copy came to
the office, he reached for it with
mingled concentration and dread.
For a long minute lie thumbed
through it.
Then his face creased into a
smile, "That's it!" he decided.
"Not bad at all. We've finally
doneAs it."
editor of the recently revived Varsity Graduate, Col. C. G.
M. prior has become something
of a pace-setter on the campus.
His 48-pageofquarterly,
circulation
60.000. iswith
one itsof
t ie most-widely
distributed
magazines in Canada. More than
that, It has something to say.
"Our job is to give graduates
hews of the university." says
( <>l Grler, "and reflections of
university thinking, factual discus ions of university problems,
NotTn news
of graduates."
The First Ernest Dale
accomplish
this end, he has
^^
assembled
a
staff
-consisting
of
^
^
Memorial Lecture
an associate editor from the
Staff, two assistant editors from
hie students, and a roster of college and faculty correspondents
"A Symposium on The
thai represents every academic
corner of the campus.
"So the venture,
magazinereaching
is an allu tfverslty
out
Guest Speaker — Robertson Davies
to the undergraduates to proBuce something of interest to the
Hart House
Theatre
graduates,"
says Col.in Grler.
Theatre"
The only difficulty
the fiveIssue history of the Varsity
TUESDAY, JANUARY 29th
Graduate has been subscriptions.
At 5.00 p.m.
'I've been disappointed that we
1; iven't managed to get a wider
ADMISSION FREE
subscription list," admits the
editor,for"There
are ofvarious
.suns
this— and
course reaone ' ■
»
Coulfl always fall back on the
excuse
that
the.
magazine
isn't
worth reading anyway.
"At any
rate, wewe hopo
HART
HOUSE
succeed
- because
want ititwillto
express independent opinions, and
THIS
WEEK
We
feel subsidized
it's fully able
do sodon'twhile
by theto
INTERFACULTY
QUARTET
CONTEST
University."
Members who wish to enter this contest are urged to
The gentleman behind this
hand in the nameto ofthetheirUndergraduate
quarters AS Office.
SOON AS POSSIBLE,
60.000 voice effort wears a mousALL THIS WEEK
1 lone, a gruff, rumbling air, and
a Kappa Alpha Society key on
Art10 Gallery
Undergfadua.te
and Graduate Members
Ins watchchain. He chews contina.m. - 10 p.m.
Art
Show
ually on a pipe and occasionally "I spent rather more time in
Smoking
Room, Mr.
Main Library
month.Gerald Finley, until the end of the
punctuates his remarks with a the hospitals than in the trensnort. He also has the largest
he admits. After four
Sunday
9.00 p.m.Evg. Concert Great Hall. Tickets available all week at
collection of Old School ties in years asches."lieutenant,
MONDAY
Sing
Song
he arrived
Hall Porter's Desk.
the* country.
back- at Trinity, where he was
-East Common Room
His special interests apart written
1.30
p.m.
into the yearbook as a
from the magazine are the boys
Record Hour
records.
li^ tutors, the photographs he student-soldier. He spent a few
1.15 p.m.
TUESDAY
Record Room. Programme of dialogue
Udtes, and words. He also ad- fruitless months trying to persuadeTrinity
,
qr UC to allow
Art11-12
Library
In the Gallery
"piitg to a certain weakness for
noon
Art Films
Music Room
CLASSIFIED ADS
TRIUMPH
TYPEWRITERS
12.30 and 1.30
.
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys Sportscar for sale. 1954 TR-2.
Clubs meetingArchery
tonight—
Classes, Glee Clu '
WEDNESDAY
Club,Amateur
Table Radio
Tennis Code
and Bridge.
Any make, brand new typewriter, Choose your colour. 14,000 miles,
i Rental refunded if you buy). excellent condition, never raced
Art11-12
Library
Art Gallery
noon
Trade-ins $29. Cash registers, add- S1550 or trade. Call Paul Caron,
ing machines. Humber Typewriter, days,
0873. RO. 2-1513. Evenings, AT. 9Artwomen
Gallery
— 4 open
- 5 p.m.to Members Art Show
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
UNMATCHABLE
Lee Collection Open to all members of the
RENEW your subscription to Time
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
5-6 p.m. University.
orwriting
Life bystudent
phoning
WA.
2'-0583
or
THURSDAYRevolver Club meets tonight in the Range.
Tape-recorders, hi-fidelity sets,
Periodical
Agency.
PO. Box 157, Adelaide P.O. Tor- record players of Philips, SeaHoly Communion inMusicthe Room,
Chapel
onto. Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. (6.50 Breeze, R.C.A. Victor, e.g. hi-fi
— regular $140. Special
2 yrs.t. Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2 portable
Canadian
Industry
iFilms—
1.30
p.m.
price.
$110.
Phone
Ron
Wunder,
yrs.)
WA. 4-8925.
TYPEWRITERS
Record Room Instruc- In the Record Room
ROOM FOR RENT
fi.iecial
student
rates. All
tion— 5.15 p.m.
_ nanJ
Third storey room, with breakfast,
nukes: new
or rebuilt;
jentedregular
and semi-private
Camera Club Discussion of Members Prints, t>>
bathroom, male stuEXPORT
*»ld
on
terms.
Also
for
supplies,
dent.
WA.
2-7349.
repairs
and service. Phone RI,
EXHIBITION
OF PHOTOGRAPHS
' 1.10 p.m.
A. Urquhard,
Programme Director- CANADA'S FINEST
1H43 anytime.
TYPEWRITERS
CIGARETTE
—
Camera
Club's
Annual
Exhibition
of photograph3
You
can
buy
a
new
Smith-Corona
SAVE!
closing date for entries is Friday, 22nd February.
portable
for
as
low
as
15c
a.
dayLtFE— $4.25, TIME— $3.25. SPORTS no down payment required, Phone
.^ILLUSTRATED — $4.00, NEWS- RIverdale
1843.
WEEK— $4.50. FORTUNE — $7.50
READ! VIEW! ENJOY!
ESQUIRE— 8 months - $3.00, REAHART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
DER'S DIGEST—Haber,
16 months—
$2.00. PLAYBOY magazine — Rush. $5.00
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
Write Harvey
104 Ridgefor
a
year
of
the
largest
selling
hill, Toronto 10, or Call OR. 1892. college catering magazine in North
America.
Write
Universal
EnterThe Innocents
WUNDER VALUES
prises, 104 Ridgehill. Toronto 10.
AT WONDER PRICES
Directed by Robert Gill
THE CONVERSAT
Uumatchable student discounts on
tape-recorders, hi-fi sets, record- Ball gowns and evening gowns orplayers, radios of Philips, Seadered not later than 4 p.m. today
TONIGHT and ALL THIS WEEK at 8.30
will be finished by Friday noon.
Bieeze.
Ron Helmar.
Wunder, R.C.A.
WA. Victor.
4-8925. Phorje
U.C. ResiBOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. TO 6:00 p.m. — WA. 3-5244
15978. 4(i St. George St.. WA. 1-
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Segregationist

High-Schooler
(towd

Opposes

at

Forum

Speaker

Jeers

At
View
By CAROLSouthern
SMITH
Negro at the School of Law
, |,igh-school student who opposed a not edfor American
initiative and daring,
. nation forum last night was booed down tionalhisAssociation
SCI?Pov Wilkin5, national secretary of the Na actices in the U.S. for the Advancement of
against segregation pi- A member of the crowd interrupted
lored People,
Mclntyre.
ng the samespoke
form of argument, Robert
"Ask your question
Torontoplanter,
high school
student,
said. sit down. We didn't
* tvre
>01 a 17-year-old
South Carolina
opposed
Mr. come to hear you," he and
son
crowd boo"ed
him, questioner
and clappedbegan:
loudly"And
for
his The
opposition.
The next
val.
^rhe crowd roared itsof disappro
for a short question."
( Tntyre cited cases Negro children abusing nowMclntyre
"The Negro has to have a
uice of attending new schools built for desire to bettersaid
himself, then the Whites will
the p".iv'iletres
him.
Until
now,
they
have made no effort tohelpdo
*e"'. said "The Negro is inclined to spend his
" lavishly almost before he has it, on Mr. Wilkins said. "The coloured people
the
clothes."
andsaidfancy
best in South Carolina, and there is no are
excuse
Siliacs
WHkins-esent
"Isolated
instances
cannot
pos- this."
for
the
way
the
Whites
are
acting."
the
millions
of
Southern
Negroes."
ly reP'' said Wilkins himself had been proving
IsibMclntyre
In his speech, Mr. Wilkins said, "Segregation
(See "Segregation" Page 2)
jjjsowh points by using isolated examples.

SHARE
has
gold
filling
The
Faculty
-of
Dentistry yesterday
PERCENT
BOIXARS
SCHOOL
challenged Engineering on ■ donations to
59.2
Dentistry
S1M.O0
43.6
1W.O0
Trinity
48.0
75.15
this week's SHARE campaign.
I Nursing
28.2
ItftW
20.00
The cliallenge was made on a total
40.00
26.6
St. Hilda's
75.00
15.1
—
not
per capita — basis. Dentistry now
] Medicine
6.00
12.7
Forestry
10.0
ttjrt
has 59.2 per cent of its total, $146. SPS
OT
Si
?
5i.50
9.1
1]Victoria
has collected nothing.
40.50
1.5
St. Mike's
|Architecture
"We consider the challenge fair,"
5.0
6.7
39.00
II University
Emmanuel College
0.09.500.0
Dent's EAC rep. Ralph Burgess said last
night.
0.0
Knox
I|Music
0.0
0.0
0.0
I Phiirmney
"Our college fees are higlier than any
0.0
0.0
|Physical Education
0.0
other school, and the engineers outnumber
0.0
Engineeringo.o
us five to one. It gives them a sporting
1Total
11.4
637.10
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WUS Applicants Picked
Dayal; Louis M. Smith; Neville
A list
of the thesuccessful
appli- Phills;
Mihoko Shimizu; Helen
cants to attend
WUS Seminar
next week-end was finally given, Marchbank; D. N. Pande^ Bevan
Nooten;
Lita Anderson; Elizabeth
to the Varsity office last night.
Irene Mital;
Kosowski;
Irene
The following people have been Jeffery;
Schatz;
Suren
p. Themis;
selected: Vera Jory. Raymond
Charles
P.
Hung;
Tama
Yagai;
Lessard;
MaryHarvey
Lou Nash;
beth Dodge;
Rich; ElizaJudy Carl St. Clair Hall; Kwamina
Christie; Mary J. Ross; Alex. Barnes; Jan van Derheyden;
Havrlant; John Stewart; Peter Livingstone C. Beckles; Satis
Marsh; Geoff Uohnson; Donna Chandra; Jess Trumper; Howie
Robinson; Anne Tolmie; Rama Rubinoff; Judy Kenly; Bart Symans; Cecily
Smale;
Kim Dout*
Malcolmson;
de Pencier;
chance."
Grant;
Dr.Mike
Nelson;
Dr. Robinson;
Professor Fennel; Lewis and
field. Perinbam; and Jane BanMarie
There will be an important
French Abbe
Sees
Political Apathy meetingof all those planning on
O'Neill
attending in Room 8, O.O. on
by John Gray
bv Valerie MacPherson
Thursday.
31st. at 1.20
A Quebec priest last night warn- p.m. The January
,?thnic sroups are not valuable
ed that the greatest problem fac- transportation.meeting will arrange
Father Louis
one
end",
own
their
to
J1™mcans
the Students are reminded to bring
most controversial figures
rest ingof democracy
the worldin isQuebec
public andapathy
Catholi
told
Church
in'J Rom™
c
their skates, skis, toboggans, etc.
V
a
a.m.
towards
government.
r
membe
sity
Political
Cars will be leaving from the
"»»!• Clubrslastofnigthe
Abbe
LouisEconomy
O'Neill,Club,
addressing
ht.
main
door of Hart House on Frithe
Political
is
one
Speaks At
1Pk*,
L°Uis °'WeU1 is a professor
of the authors of a paper published
day at. 4,30 and Saturday at 9.00
<*»phy
and Theology at Lain Quebec last summer condemn■ ^'versity. His clerical activiing election practices in that prov- •The selectors were very sorry*
bliJ,K
'^organized'
following
ince.The authors, both professors at that so many people had to be
,Mc,"'°n
an article on ■Politi°rals mof Quebec'
last
Laval University. . aroused great rejected" Douglas Grant, Host
"French Canada year.
is sufpublic interest with their paper- Committee Chairman, said last
Publication
came soon after the night. "Caledon will only house
■Uu, "atl[>nalist conscience criiin ,„, °,a desil'e Of French CanMa] UIt'ctuals to participate in
John Gray iwis a reporter
Lewis Perinbam. Canadian Secfen, QU ,!Vmes as French Canfor
the Quebec
- Chronicleand- 47 people."
retary of World University Serand
d
'S
strivinS
t0
main"
Telegraph
last summer,
r evel°P her cultural valcovered the story of the fessor vice;
Professor N. Dr.Fennel,
Pro-'
of
F. Nelson,
two priests' paper for the Professor German;
of History, and Dr. H.
Chronicle.
I inst 6 lmplies human values,
Jfejay 1?™nal>stic ones," the
Robinson. Professor of Mathema' onlv „' e Jewish people are
tics sions
at Uon colonialism
of T will lead
provincial
election
when
Premier
in discusAfrica,
*'">
the Prerogative
Maurice Duplessis and the Union
S h°heSHWi,h
_e deveIopment
of their
Nalionale party were returned In the Middle-East, and South-East
Asia (India).
a landslide vote.
end." human
X must"nabs°lute
.""ran,
prom°te basic
i The priest
warned ofthatdemocracy
the dis> vZ!,ha" limited nationrespect and violation
£ 'Wlin.
St0UDSS„r,egardless
of their
practiced
in Quebec
wouldif spread
Varsity
e saidto other parts
of Canada
people PageToday's
not to"Nationalbe seen
2— Free AVR Tickets
did
not
take
their
political
duties
more seriously.
Page 3— Literary
Issue
h °c«l i ment to take place
WUS Seminar
.„ i,h in «
and charity."
People are inclined to give over
Convention
'"u5t h °ler" cosmopolitan
the duties of leadership to others, Page 4— Conservative
II!l ««d ,„ based 'ess on sociohe said, and this is true even of
S1 value«Srf pers°nal and uniPage 6—
5— Tony
Baby Noxon
Doll
student
government.
If thiswillprac-be Page
BeiJ i ne said.
tice continues,
democracy
So ",*Le°"°
'esson
Christians
lost,
because
effective
government
Page
7—
Sports
it e"
Pare
'St, ... "u lpCommunism,"
he
(See "Father O'Neill" Page 3) Page a— Robertson Davies
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day'
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The Carniva
Brian Anderson appealed last
will be narrowed down to five
finalists next Wednesday. Judg- night for campus support of the
an
' the basis
be on speed
ing will race,
skatingof and program. "The success of Uiese
obstacle
plans
a flap-jack flipping contest.
sponse,"depen
he ds
said.on"Westudent
hope' it'sre.
Pictures of the five finalists
will be run in The Varsity next
ck
ro
Thursday and the winner will enthus(Continued
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iastic." from Page 1)
Caledon

Save

Your

speech even for the White popuion..
Segregat
policies
lation unless they agree with tha
policies have
have only
only succeede
succeeded in
frightening
the white population.
Even if economically
disastrous, hoodlum element of control,"
the Negro will remain steadily
said.'Many Whites also feel econofor his race and rights."
He said the Whites are enmic deprivation because of anticouraged to defy the rulings of
segregation s policies. They an
the Supreme Court. Negroes are totally
ostracized when they i
fired from their jobs and mortgages areWhites
foreclosed,
"If the
are so superior, sociate with Negroes."
why do they have to prove it by Mr. Wilkins cited the intangusing violence,"
"The cannotible Negro
Negroes
are unifiedhein said.
a religious
kill spirit.
such Hea said,
spirit"You
BIG DOINGS
crusade for their freedom."
Mr. dentWilkins
said "The
of the United
Statespresihas
COMING UP 1
remained strangely silent on the freedom."
subject
segregation.
He could
see the ofviolence
in Hungary
but Varsity Ad
could not see the oppression
WINTER CARNIVAL
He atsaid
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right
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k is numbered.
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your morning
Kept safe from prying eyes in
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Students'
Council
safe,
It may be worth two tickets away today, to whoever picks up will be a copy of theoffice
winning
the lucky shamrock.
to Finian's Rainbow.
number
Finian's
Rainbow
publicity
This year's all-Varsity revue,
opening Feb. 11 in Hart House workers will distribute more than lucky-n
present
k sto the
umbered whoshamroc
be
theatre, is getting very close to 600 green-paper shamrocks on The person
the sell-out stage, according to campus today. They'll be given SAC tomorrow afternoon, will be
show officials.
out in the Arbor Room, book given the two free tickets.
Saturday night has already sold store, coffee shops, and gathering
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Varsity's
Shelved
tr.iriition will die
die
al tradition willPub"
tyissue,is not
Varsi
° IJie
ry
jus f*L Mteia
nt of the departure
li-**
in nceme
year's precedent was
by editor Peter
night
K
t"1"
' ski. after consultationeditowith
rs.
iate Varsity
ree ,ssoc
iss
year'
last
that
iWet'b'deci
Jed
that
y
qualit
.10W in
, wouldn't be fair to run
IS*"1 (he same time, we not
"At run down the efforts of
t* ™rV staff. The 16-page
the standard of
'hicallybut writing was just
verse
d
e
pT0-t to make it a worth-while
IoW
The Varsity published
^Jst try at- a literary issue,
■thco»nPetitions in poetry' light

Hungarian

Literary
For
This
verse,
and
erse, short stories
stories,
and pccav=
essay...
Without exception, the judges
decried the general quality of
entries and on one category —
non-fiction
awarded. — no prizes were
'Tt's hardly fair,'' Gzowski said,
man of
"to ask a distingu
letters to judge a ished
category and
then submit to him the kind of
tripe that was handed in last
year. And if your judges are not
really qualified, then the competition becomes a farce.
"I see nowritten
reasonon why
best
material
this thecampus
shouldn't be submitted to college
magazines — after all that's what
they're
for. We're trying to run
a newspaper.
"The ideal place for this sort
of venture would be the all-campus literary magazine that every-

Students

twenty of 70
Twenty of 70- places open to
Hungarian refugees in Canada
vjve been filled, a letter from
ftorld University Service announce*.
Students being looked after by
WUS constitute a different group
inm those who are under the care
ol the universities themselves.
Of the 20 places already filled,
seven are at the University of
Toronto.
The 70 offers vary in their provision offood, board and lodging.
Several other Hungarian students have applications at Canadian universities, but are awaiting formal approval, the WUS
letter says.
The letter, signeti by UC Dean
of Residence Ian Macdonald, who
Is also chairman of WUS's national bursary, committee, announces the formation of a HunEarian bursary committee at the
University nf Toronto.
Members of the committee are:
D. Foulds. assistant U of T
tegislrar: Pr0f. james Ham. of
"Weal Engineering; Dr. E. Kolecturer in Hygiene; and
«"an Kiss, Physics lecturer.
4 BARBERS
NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
J>'st below College
0».„ Monda
„ ,hey Bas
ement
8 a-m. tothrou
6 p.mgh Friday
ONLY 85 cent's

Fill

Issue
Year
nr,a
-i . every year, and
one *-n._
talks about
yet
that said.
never gets published."
Gzowski
"At any rate, there'll be no
literary issue of The Varsity this

year.'', fall intoO'Neill
Father
would
a few hands,. .he
said.
Analyzing the politics in Quebec,
the priest said that many people
were led astray in their office because they don't know what to do.
They give power to a few people
who may misuse this power if they
have effective control.
French Canadians, he claimed,
are not properly educated about
the system of democracy. The result is that even now many do not
fully believe in it: and that this
couldcal only
education.be overcome by politiAsked what the effect would be
if the federal government moved
into the field of education, Abbe
O'Neill said it would be good if
high-minded intellectuals took
over.

WUS Places
Dean Macdonald's letter compliments university officials — both
student and administrative.
"The co-operation, response and
understanding of local committees,
particularly the SAC Co-ordinating committee at Toronto, has
been most heartening, and his
greatly enhanced the administra- I Lectures...
their ideology
tion and oforganization"
a wide [said, 'ittains tiso a.Uthatmankind,
and is pernot
variety
complex ofindividual
nationally
restricted."
'The Arab countries today are
problem!
'
The names
Hungarian
example of deep corruption of
students
have ofbeeneightpassed
on to j|annationalism
by religion and the
the
tion, SAC committee for considern- I exploitation of religion by nationpraised
Nationsalismfor." He its
work the inUnited
breaking
- Dean Macdonald says the num- j
ber of students looked after under
the WUS plan may seem small Want to Fail Your Exams?
beside the large scale manoeuvre
It's -not too late. Come ani
of the Sopron group, but, he adds:
ace \ioreport'World University Service is join ingThestaff. Varsity's
Long hours,
pay,
grateful for the opportunity pro- no drinking, no laughs, no novided by local committees to use
thing, but you're
a cin;-hseriously,
to fail.
any time,
its available resources fur this Come down
we need reporters.
task . . . " .

At -Home

~

Few
Want
Seminar,'
WUS
Officials Fear
Student officials in charge of Only 11 applications for the
the World University Service two positions have been received
seminar in the Gold Coast this at
the Students'
offices, oneAdministrative
source said.
summer are worried over a Council
Applications
close tomorrow.
dearth of applications.
Thirty-five students
will
chosen across Canada for thebe
seminai; which lasts from Mav
24 until Aug. 1, They will join
'Continued from Page 1)
more thanfessors100
countties.and profrom 29students
The education system in Quebec
Next
year's
seminar
will be
is strong enough to make a good held in Africa.
compromise with any new ideas, Preference will be given to
he said. Short of civil war, no
great
changesystem
wouldin beQuebec.
made in the students- who will return to unieducation
veisit y next year and maije
"The change will come only known their experiences while
from inside", he said, "but some in the Afriran rountiy.
dayWere
it willDuplessis"
eome." outcries against Purpose of the seminar is to.
problems and outthe proposed federal aid merely discusslo ks ofthe
developing ronntries.
for getting votes?
"I didn't look inside his own The discussion period will follow an orientation program in
conscience," the abbe smiled.
Abbe O'Neill was pleased about London, England and two weeks
the press reaction to his paper this of study and tours in Nigena
summer, especially from the pa- and the Gold Coast.
pers outside Quebec province.
be askr-dtheirto conThe spirit of self-criticism pre- Students
tribute S2.J0willtowards
own
vailing in the other papers espe- expenses. Other funds come from
cially pleased the priest. Compar- this week's SHARE campaign,
ing their own political situations
with
of Quebec,
'outside'to and
tions. from private outside donapapersthose
showed
a good theattitude
the whole problem, he said.
Successful candidates for the
seminar will leave Canada by
chartered plane for England
'Continued from Page 1)
May 28.
down racial barriers and promot- Officials in charge of the selection say the Toronto positions
ing human values.
"We must criticize nationalism, are still wide open and urge anyone
interested in going to Africa
and said.
we must
beginarewithunwilling
our own,"to this summer
to apply now.
he
"People
fiee themselves from the narrowof the successminded security of a particular Announcement
ful names will be made shortly
nationalistic
group." conscience can after the selection committee,
"The Christian
only becience,"an
up of staff and students,
he said.international cons- made
interviews all applicants.
if

?
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PART ONE: IL A

The

convention bids
A-cross section of extra-curricular pastimes on this
campus would reveal a large number of studentots
of four gently fingering packs
in bodies
groupedd paste
board.
coloure
mightge.be playing poker, or perhaps hearts,
They cribba
or even
But it is more than an even chance that they will
be playing Bridge.
Bridge, like pride, eats its way into the hearts of
men. It is a habit, which once formed, is potentially
more dangerous to the student than alcohol, and a
good deal less satisfying.
From the neo-gothic gambling dens of Trinity to
the Co-op, the habit flourthe casino-like corridors anof activity
which transgresses
ishes. Ithas become
into the curricular and tempts students away from
their proper pastimes.
It is an excellent social asset. More friends have
been made and lost over a bridge table than this
world dreams of. A bridge player is always popular
except of course when he is a poor bridge player.
in our soBridge is also one of the great levelerscreed.
One
ciety. Itbreaks all bounds of colour and
has only to be able to utter certain standard phrases
and a partnership is made.
-Bridge is a great test of the mental capacities of
the student. The ability to keep track of thirteen
trump or to evaluate the number of points in a two-no
hand is a gift which not everyone possesses.
But such training is to a point, available through
other facets of university life. Bridge can be played in
a row-boat. A university education is not quite so
universal.
President Smith made the point very clear in his
Convocation speech. He said:
If you play bridge, you will become a
good Bridge player.
Perhaps you will get honours after all. You might
just pass.
But it is more likely that you will go down seven
spades, doubled and vulnerable, and join the growing
ranks of the Old Culbertsonians wandering forlorn
through this world.
D- M.
the

first stone

Last night,
at the high
Law Club's
segregation, a young
school public
studentforum
was onbooed
down because he disagreed with the principal speaker's views.
It is probably easy to argue that there were other
reasons behind this treatment— his remarks were not
in the form of a question to the man who had been
invited to address the meeting.
But the incident makes a fine example of how
self-righteousness can become prejudice.
It is extremely difficult to deny that the South is
on a wrong moral basis when it argues against integration inthe United States. _lt would be even more
difficult to deny that we of Canada and the Northern
U.S. have, in fact, not the slightest understanding of
what the Southern problems are.
Mr. Wilkins, the NAACP speaker, was invited to
explain
his organization's
stand. have
In thebeen
south,applied
there
are many
arguments which
against NAACP practices. We understand the young
man who was roundly booed was from South Carolina and had some right to outline the opposite side of
the controversy.
Whether that high school student was right or
wrong, we deplore the fact that he was not allowed
his say.
Voltaire had something to say about free speech
that could be aptly applied here.
If we are going to criticize mora! practices in other
parts of the world, perhaps we had better first make
sure we are without sin ourselves.

Diary

Of

A

Oman's
Convention-Qoer

\ CELLAR
WINDOW
ive Conservative
The Progress
on in Ottawa
last month,
conventi
a surpriswas at the same time
ce and
experien
ingly interesting
ntment.
a disappoi
Interesting because it was the
first convention of any kind I
had ever attended; and- disapfailure. pointing because of its" political
Michael Cassidy, then managing editor ofas The
I. attended
guestsVarsity,
of theandU
of T Conservative club. Although,
we went
as press
we
travelled
with observers
students only,
who
wanted to back the party in
general, and John Diefenbaker
inOur
particular.
contingent missed the
Wednesday opening ceremonies,
at which George Drew made his
farewell speech and was lauded
by all and sundry. On looking
back now, I suppose the most
significant
pointthatof the
Mr. Quebec
Drew's
reception was
delegation sang "II a Gagne Ses
Epaulettes", which is their equivalent of "For He's A Jolly Good
Fellow" except it is rarer —
saved for special occasions.
Later, when the results of that
predictable ballot were announced,spicuously
the Quebeckers
confailed to sing their
tribute to Mr. Diefenbaker. although Donald Fleming got one
following his nomination speech.
The party had found rooms for
all of us, including the press,
and Mike and I slept in the house
where Mackenzie King had. lived
for nine years when he was a
lowly back-benchei*.
rehashed the events ofAs thewe day
both Mike and I noted the irony
of the presence of countless picof thatboard
powerful
Liberalby
where turesour
was paid
Conservatives.
The first evening, Wednesday,
was spent touring rallies, where
so much
ing wentofon.the important lobby-
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By PETER From
GZOWSKI
at least, two of the
The entire .Toronto student
delegation were packed into a Miquelon,
Paul
peoplecrown
thereattorn6
we^ 'n,ef"
loney, prominent
large roomGeorge
on theHees.
seventhWilfred
floor, esting
eCity,
Quebec
andyounrr
Arthu*ewf' °-?I
in this
where
lawyer, who will year's
Dufresne, Ted Rogers and sev- Parkdale in th be runni l°
eral baker
othersand praised
JohntheDiefenorganized
next controversial
lawyer, who will
kq Or°nto
r0fr course,
0I)was the>Miquelo Wilbur
day's "spontaneous demonstra- Mr.
ing attorneyn in the recem Cut' £
t
i
o
n
s
.
"
W
e
met
student
delegates
from all over Canada there and andMikeMr,andMallonev w». Jv"*
I couldn't find r»
gathered the impression that the
university students were strong- jFulton's suite, but
Albert.
undGlto™T*j
ly behind the man from Prince it was full of Westerners
few
defe*efj
young people,gotSaltho
lawyer.
Duringfresnehis
remarks,
Mr.- Du- again students were
said John
Diefenbaker
Even before
Coliseum
where,ofwethe
of convention
real business
being
passed,
This is the first in a was
the Americanized weair could
of the setc«i
series
by - Mr.
vention. Buttons and lapel-nV
Gzowski,of on- articles,
the Progressive
Conservative convention, held bons were everywhere, and in
true impartial journalistic I
last month in Ottawa. Coverdition, Mike and I managed |0
age of the event — which
acquire one for each, candidatehe
attended— lias
as abeen"Press
Observer"
left not
particularly sporting, per.
until after the Model Parliahaps, but very handy for atment
elections.
The
convention will be handled from a
Much tending
has suite-parties.
been made of the
student point of view, but at predominance
of youth at this
the same time, the author
will attempt to draw some
year's convention
the largest
percentage
of young— people
ever
conclusion about the future
of
th
e
Coiiserva
tives
in
to
attend
a
Canadian
political
Canada.
gathering, one speaker said.
"The Youth Conference" was a
common name for the convei
could speak French as well cs tion,
and almost every speaker
he (Mr. Dufresne) could speak managed
to mention young CanEnglish. He was loudly cheered
ada
during his remarks.
for
this slight
exaggeration.is Mr.
Dufresne,
incidentally,
the
The young were evident that |
man who attacked Jean-Pierre first night, Wednesday, Most of
St. Laureat in the House last them
wore Diefenbaker ribbon*,
versities.
year
such nasty names as particularly
those from the uni"littlewith
cucumber."
The Donald
Fleming
suite
conof nominations
tained a different
alto- wasThejusttension
beginning
to generate
gether.
Almost all thecrowd
signs were
in French, and it was the most Wednesday, and before we went I
common language there, There to bed Wednesday evening, in
MacKenzie King house, we
was no anoratory
in this
room —of our
three
days.
simply
informal
gathering
on the promise
commented
bothexcitement
Fleming's supporters.
of
during the nextj
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EveryoneINDIA
today is aware of
the tension between America
and Russia — a tension which
could
create countries
a third
world possibly
war. Some
have already committed themselves voluntarily and explicitly or otherwise to such a division of powers. India however
has
neutral,to
the preferred
reasons forto remain
which seem
be
mysterious
to
most
in this
country.
The doctrine of non-violence
has always been the basic prinexistence.
believecipleinof India's
non-violence,
not We
bec
a
u
s
e
o
f
physical
weakness
because we consider violence butto
be the law of the jungle rather
than of civilization. Moreover,
history has shown that nonRELIGION AND
We note the increased coverage The Varsity has given
to religious events and ideas
during the Academic year. This
coverage we think partially rets the extent
the religiouspresenactivities
on theof campus.
If the "here and now" column
is any indication of the amount
of time spent by students in
extra-curricular groups, then
50-75*. r of the paper should be
devoted to newsworthy reports
of the various religious groups.
We are disappointed that
there are not more reports
from students who attend lectures and discussion groups
sponsored by such groups as:
Canterbury Club, Christian
Scientist Organization, Hillel,
Lutheran Student Service,
LOCK. Newman Club, Presby-

NEUTRAL DEMOCRACY
violent approaches have always
had stable results.
However, the Western world opinion
seems inclined to feel that India
ed.
ing
oving
know
outinvolv
with
preci
ltyEver}»the |
difficu
s the
one seknowissues
isto showinga warmer since
shoulder
the Communists
our this
moving
in
ters forhadinformation./^
reporarea
Prime Minister's visit to Rus- the
press «
India Toront
for noto signing
sia.
For
us,
Mr.
Nehru's
visit
to Russia was as important and
fruitful — but no more so — as
his
to the
rning
lution
and visit
Canada.
There"United
were States
by no Nation's
resoout
inin
examconce
Hun
j'--.g
suppo
means
strings visits.
attached to absta
India
ns.y with
reasogar
ined
either any
of these
from
voting
°
^
resolution whole - heartedThen
Recent articles in the Toronsaw
wthe UniKji d
whichns irted
d e Natio
claus
to daily Nehru's
newspapers
Prime the
of oneUnite
Minister
delayedon speech
on the Hungarian issue to supervise the election in .
type fmof^
this fune
To the
gary.that
some
extent surprisedquite
me'. clear
For feel
opP**flf ^
Mr.
seis we
becau
India
ple
".
princi
vision
d
ns
Unite
Natio
that Nehru's
it would made
have been foolish
country. is to
. based
for him to voice his country's
in .the internal worWTO
THE VARSITY
Our constitution >s ^
terian Fellowships, Varsity
Christian Fellowship, and of democratic principles- i (0in A'cr.
the aiuaent
Student unnsuaji
Christian iusici
course tne
full of Communists in'st8
ionc0me-^^*
t*,* condit
political
to ptW
Movement which is not thes.illiteracy,
come :fcIa
can never
thebeing
day ranidlv
use
beca
beingcom
offender
least
rapidly
We ofthinkthe that
what goes on are
m -s pig
er comm
,ca,led
"theunisC-*^
at the meetings of these groups fost
is newsworthy to a good many
Varsity readers, if it is pro- a recent meeting 01 •■)
reported.be interested in Prime Minister
exP.y» eS
- 1 canai*
We perly
would
general articles by each of the they would endeavou. ^
lish a democrat ...
Religious
organizations
ther students
of other orwhe-no of
Socahs^
India."
have
deep f• °' d to„.
religious beliefs can be given must
"emerges
a real welcome to their meet- which
in India.
'ings, and organizations should ditions
s „» .
actively encourage articulate soilIndiaand must he
fidence
outsiders to attend their meetings because free expression of
is PW'^ jDrtai
contrary ideas is of the essence she
the tenets of
of any University activity.
she will not Student Christian Movement,

Russian or Pro;A",e
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Admission was free to the m
With the orchestra,ger
Miss Dort which was suitably transparent
distinct improvemen
een
Uren,
a pupil of Mona Bates
I
for
Mr.
Milligan's
light
voice.
h.
h.
string
orchestra
Masat
Metro
Orchestra's
first
invitat
Concer
PopSunday
the
In
the
Mozart
aria
from
The
\ed
and
now
a
teacher
at
the Contion concertevening.
for this season on
,, in which
on
m - Hall
of Figaro the Orchestra sunday t. s. o. pop
Wednesday
January 23. Second Piano
servatory,Concerto
played Beethoven's
#y
^.go. waS conducted by Marriage
provided
such
a
tour
de
force
in BThey will give another concert, flat. The work is, of course,
hgpaUl Scberman was
and James Milli- that Mr, Milligan's voice was
in
metro orchestra
of Handel and Mozart works,
occasionally
ne, e Mr,soloist.
carried
ito
away
bar
by
h e regular
threerondo-allegro
- movement
Scherman, gales of nonetheless agreeable
probably chestra
on rehearses
April and
17th gives
The or-its tform,
welcom
gan seems~
the
typical
to have spent his sound.
If was the work the
dale. in the new auditorium asbestfinale.
concerts
suited of all three on the
, conin Europe
bly
!*°Ptingprofita
James Milligan ended his cont- manner,
distinc
a
of
Earl
Haig
Collegiate,
Willowin
programme.
t0 the orchestras
tribution with a characteristic
dwith well controlled, meaningful
orchestration.
The Metro Orchestra is con- present
s. The Or- French Opera. Carrying on the
and eloquent gesture
Miss
Uren's
touch is bold, and
traditions
of
Gluck,
Cherubini
ducted
by
Dr.
Heinz
Unger,
a
_
was responsive and and Georges Thill, we had an
resident of Toronto and one of that
we expect wit!! Beethoven.
Chestra
med to execute his demands,
Where
her
techni
que permitted
the TSO's most successful and of occasional wrong
programme was notion theof impassioned display of Gallic
notes, her
widely
acclaimed
guest
conducopera,
from
Massenet's
Heroenthus
sual distressing wascollect
iasm
gave
tors. He is at present on a guest excuse. The an attempted
quite evi- diade, brought up to date with
alities. yet it
sonori
and
an
agreeable
saxophone
part.
being
tour oftivalEurope
where,Spain,
in a fes-he breadth of the adagiotiessecond
dently popular, the Hall
at Valencia.
full
- r,Eric- Sibelius' Finlandia concluded the
movem
ent
were
well
adapte
d
to
from
programme; if a little jaded, it
The three pieces
gave all oftwoBeethoven's
symphonies
complete nine
per/'nates' London Suite were was a fitting end. Chris Wilson
formances.
the
We felt she
"too
exhilarating pace.
fast artist.
a ment,
tempo
last setmovetaken at an music
because inthe theorchest
ra was
lacked defiAi times the
i being par- Williams-Kazan
led
throug
their
hurdle
with
s
h
nition, the crescend
something less than precision,
ticularly fuzzy. I must confessto
tended
andThesheprecision
often succum
herself.
bed orchestra
that I have always
of this
dismiss these tunes as the sort
introto
is in need of adjustment. If parts
of thing best onsuited
duce atelevisi series on the
had been better
preparedwouldinBABY
DOLL
dividual y, the players
BBC and was not surprised todear the CBC using them as
What has been most amusing author Tennessee Williams in so influential in founding and have been able to pay attention
well. Hearing them in a concert
hall elevates them and one can about the great controversy many of his plays. However, the whjch includes among its pro- to morequateofandMr.
di Bello's
adedirections.
te some effecducts such actors as James Dean For example, precise
begin to appreciacture
(at the Odeon Carl- atmosphere here is not that of
the
dynamic
marktive musical-pi painting in. "Baby ton)Doll"
has caused is the way in 'Streetcar Named Desire," prob- and Marlon Brando As a result,
ings were carelessly observed
the score, with folk street cries which everyone
ably the best known and most their style has coincided com- by the ment,
seems to have
players
third vivace.
moveen
Garden"
"Covent
in
interwov
minuettoin the
allegro
and the chic expression of taken the film so seriously. If typical of his plays. Instead, it is
pletely with Kazan's intentions.
viewed in the proper light, how- a more pathological version of
"Knightbridge."
It
is
a
pity
that
this
film
has
The
Metro
Orchestra,
an
amaJames Milligan treated us +o
teur group,forceisments. Inparticular
in need ofI would
reinfilm is not the terse, "The Rose Tattoo.'' This play aroused the wrath of the bigots,
some rich Irish humour in four decadentever, thedrama
for
in
a
subtle
way.
they
have
one
would
have
displayed
a
lesser
known
facet
suggest
that
three
violas,
one
folk songs. We hope that the expected from all the publicity. of Tennessee Williams. Its theme ruined this film for many peoclarinet, one trumpet and two
guardians
of
the
Toronto
Sabple.
If
one
expects
to
spend
a
trombones
are
needed,
plus
at
was
almost
as
sexual
as
that
of
bath will overlook his references Instead, it is an earthy little
to Alcoholic Beverages and Pet- comedy with a few social im- "Baby Doll", but for some significant two nours with a , least one percussionist. Since
the stature of "Street- several, in the rank are stuticoats — both unmentionables, plications.
strange reason the film version film carofNamed
Desire/' one is cerinterested university
but both very witty. Mr. Millitain to be disappointed, or even membersdents, anymight
just drop up to
Admittedly, the main theme did not excite controversy.
gan displayed his sense of the
bored.
If
it
as
a
humorous and a fluency of of the film is slightly decadent. "Baby Doll" mainly differs in pleasant meansis approached
call
Mr.
Ed
MO. 4652, to
for escape, there rehearsals Wenger.
Tuesday night, or
voice that was alarming — yet A middle aged owner of a Mis- that its most important characis
a
good
chance
it
will
be
enmost of the songs came across
ters
are
less
subtly
drawn
and
make arrangements.
sissippi cotton gin marries a
distinctly and each had their
far more eccentric.
joyed.
Ted Barnes
own little message for Toronto beautiful mentally deficient girl.
Guy
Groen
Unfortunately, they have an
However, the main strength
theIn Good,
'
the broadcast portion, Ver- agreement that the marriage is of the film lies in the acting and
di's overture to The Force of not to be consummated until the direction rather than in the
The
Chalk
Garden
Destiny lacked the urgency wife has reached her twentieth script. Director Elia Kazan has
which impels the listener to ac- birthday. As a final culmination
Royal Alex lights dimmed, centre of the action. A beautiful
claim the work as a masterpiece to his misery, his wife meets managed to make a film that theTheaudience
gathered itself and Scots burr, a brilliant sense of
and pray that by some magic and finally falls in love with a has more of the quality of fanthe comedy in the part, and yet
a curtain would ring up to rethe startled
curtain applause;
rose. Cecilthe Beaton's
tasy than of realism. And this is set
another style. And Miss Nesbitt
veal astage set for the first act : young Sicilian who embodies all brought out all the more by the country house drawing elegant
been so long in the business .
room,
of the complete opera. The the virtues that her husband psuedo realistic acting of Karl walls, arabesque-patterned, the • has
that she needn't do more than
waltzes from Der Rosen kavalier lacks, just before she reaches
Maiden, as the husband; Carol lacy fissures of a sunny, timeless play her charming grand-dame
lacked some of their bloom. An
with appropriate concessions
Baker, as the wife; and Eli Wal- decadence, furnishings graciously self,necessary
aria from Haydn's Seasons madi her twentieth birthday,
outline of this part
us speculate about the Haydn
A situation such as this would lach as the Sicilian. It is note comfortable, was just what one toleccentricity.
beau monde assurSymphony which Scherman is to seem to embody all the elements worthy that these actors have all would imagine for this very litance) to rate enthusiasm.
erate,
precious
play.
conduct in the Subscription Conbeen
havily
influenced
by
the
of
the
morbid
study
of
disintiThe manservant, Alfred Bell,
The set has an atmosphere
certs this week. There was
Studio, the New York which fills the acting space like was off in a wild funny world of
Something pleasantly straight- gration in a hot climate that Actors'
forward in-tne accompaniment, seems to have preoccupied school which Elia Kazan was a golden semi-fluid, delicious to his own, too, bounded "above" by
the leisurely playgoer and a ■ the old bastard" Pinkbell, the
frank support for the underlying former butler, behind by his
r
diffuseness of much of the writ- glorious imprisonment as a coning, but a nuisance to the actors sciencious objector, and in front
by his playmate, the giri Laurel.
going nes about
ordinary
Hart House
Strings
of amusingtheirtheir
public. busiThe Very funnily acted — but only
impression was that they were a tenuously bound to the play
Obviously
a
substitute,
because
of
its
shoddy
Half0'at the
Great execution, was a set of two of Grieg's famous bit embarassed, all of them, from "Chalk Garden".
Hartfomth
Housetime
has this
beenseason,
full tothecapacity
they were played in reverse order. The the superbly assured Judith AnOne can— torn
imagine
the director's
of it^o""5 Hart House String Orchestra in one songs;
between
the Beadown to the bit-part dilemma
is iscoyly
"First Meeting";
of just nurse, bydersonthis
HWIS s"nday evening concerts under Dr. Boyd first
whom
left entitled,
to the imagination.
The second,
whole business,
tonbittset,personalities,
the Anderson
andfeeling
Neswas f°f the Conservatory. The list of composers "Norwegian",
and
the
script,
setting
and
direction.
Not
is
in
the
national
dance
idiom.
\Varlraij"leaching:
Corelli,
Handel,Divertimento,
Grieg, Dvorak,so The pizzicato in the central section was played that I am trying to make hash of that the Enid Bagnold play realPODul- ' and BarDerBartok's
ly wanted something quite dif"War bUt so difficult, had to be cancelled abominably. Surprising it is that, in spite of the sustained art and skill of
ferent from the sum of all these
^use of lack of rehearsal time,
the orchestra, Grieg's mastery shone forth.
Misses
Andersonfor and
Nesbitt's
performances,
these
things
—
something less farcial, less
even v!^en' the orcr»estra played a seldom (if
The second half of the programme started are guaranteed both by their melodrama.tic
with
•Pera ^at<i worl<. the overture to Handel's right off with poor intonation in the 'cello and fame and their domination of last more thoughtfulniness.places,
A unified
•owtiv t """""do", in the Italian style. The bass. , The numbfir was Dvorak's Nocturne, night's audience. I would just style would have better
served
opus 40. This piece is, contrapuntally, a work of like to make sense out of the en^'kab)^' °f volces in this orchestra is re- art;
the counterpoint the orchestra played was
6 at times:
is beginni
event, which was made up of the play's complexities, but ceri horn
the
unit-it ™s
was ngbestto sound
illustralike
ted not always transparent, and the intonation some tiremildly
e audience
couldn't
peculiar dissonances
,aSWfi concJuding section of the Handel: a
pltaaiinnlyofthbeing
cheated
of a comdisin the tone evoked by the witty
was "terrible."
playcraftofandfine
acting, fine
stageone w0C^nt "tune" for violin and 'cello. Every- generally
Peter
Warlock,
an
Englishman
who
published
ornateness
of
the
dialogue.
champagne
dialogue.
suWess ' together to make it a terrific books under his real name of Philip Heseltine,
Bill
Benneit
Deirdre Owens as Laurel playstudied Elizabethan music avidly, and his own
ed with a childlike emphasis and
music sometimes reflects this training. His precocity"
"•^s'bm'
Baibel''s
"Adagio
for
Strings",
opus
which perhaps was the
oecling
"ned'Corelli
in therepresents.
plain sons The
styleviolas
pre" justly popular Capriol Suite, built up from
"na • thne l""V
Period
counterpart
of her leggy,
dramadance-tunes, has the Elizatic stage movement,
and the
two
la Cinema!
solos. Th Sh0wed artistry in their respective seventeenth-century
bethan
characteristics
of
mood
and
harmony.
may seem to make a style which
A French film that has won
register. e piece starts quietly and in the lower The orchestra's rendition was resonant, but shadows
the
character
of
the
!° lle^enrt 1 ifc builds UP- adagio all the time, when the violins turned to pizzicato, the music wild adolescent too long attached nine international awards
will be shown by the St.
fe&isteis 0UsIy powerful volume in the higher
*lretch! IC Was a treat t0 watch the 'cellos amounted to just so much noise. They are to her fantasies. But she also Michael's French club in Carr
II. til Auditorium Friday, at
capable of better things.
moved and posed like a fashion
As an encore, Dr. Neel led the orchestra model out of, say, 'Mademoiselle', 7.30 Tt.ro,
Coi,elli?'oaS °ame in late in ^his series with
M. Vincent, starring Pierre
lovely little while her speech sounded as
^loi,
Grosso No. Night."
8, opus The6, incon-G movement
of Grieg's
re-hashing
through a "The
I?'"0 con'^ncerto
■ f0r Chlistmas
Last Spring"
from Two Elegiac though it might have been ac- Feresney, will be open u,
morendo finish was the best
anyone
who can afford the
* V>ValdS'StS °f two violin3 and a 'cell°- Un" Melodies. The whole
quired
listening
too
often
to
a
readmission,
piece, and it was ruined
li than'fh Corelh's concerti contain many feature of the
cording of "The Lady's Not Fur 15-cent
A hi-fidelity concert of
no, ' but th 6 movement£J; I counted eight by someone in the audience who coughed. By
French music will follow the
^tn,;r Jfe n"mber may be one or so different
Then we have Judith Anderthe light illuminating the violas'
the way,alsomust
impulsively com*3HXkt "'ecti°n. The concluding pastorale is score
burn out the eyes of the- audience Burningson's" awkward,
film tprogram.
sub*»Ba
her
Would
criticize
sharply
the
poor
itles are used inEnglish
M. Vincent.
passionate
Miss
Madrigal,
the
eiJPr>*r
6 and there, and the intonation in directly facing? Please, someone, turn it downHtr concertino.
mysterious
governess
at
■
the
ward next time.
TmJ Burn***
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Gosh those guys in western
aren't they?
movieswhiz,are a tough,
few months ago, I
Gee
the hero
which
in
n
wester
a
saw
was first shot in the stomach,
or some other unliver, kidney
essential organ. After this forhe
galloping along
rode away,
several miles before he hefinally
was
Well,
(ell unsonscious.guess
he rested
rescued, and I and a half
before
for about a day
the saddle andor
he leaped into twenty
miles
rode off. After with
a bad guy
up
met
so he
ed after
whom he finally defeat
several minutes of hand-to-hand
untired and uncombat. Quite
daunted, he leaped oncer more
close
into the saddle for anothe
about
decision with another guy
In
along.
miles
twenty
r
anothe
survived
the hero also
this fight
had
and
ers,
several haymak
his head pounded on a rock
ng
several times before emergi
ious and riding off with
victor
the girl.
To put it mildly, this sort of
thing strains the credulity even
It's
simpletonwhenlike themyself.
of a enough
hero albad
ways comes out on top, but when

in
the bar
robbeda .- .
Poor
Little Qood
Quy
rustled
cattle,hasmade
killed
or
otherwise
himself '
knock
a
guy
out.
and
this
one
he does so despite being shot up,
By TONY NOXON
did it. None of this stuff about
exhausted from riding, and
—
™.i.n a
getting
hit guy
twentyis spicuous.
in the stomach
it js on, C<ln"
generally clobbered up in a me like that." They are both ex- everyone
In ,theand ensuin
times before
the bad
and
hausted
saddle
sore,
but
get
I figure
fights,a credit
coupletheyof have
finally
polished
off
with
a
bar
for
line it's
time
d
stool.
No
sir.
The
hero
is
out,
exhauste
more
is
this, thetheherosidekick. Naturally, out cold. The bartender quite a miracle that he lives urn1" b"V
Wheaties at the beginning of the than
this
town.the skm 1 he
Ittaken
has back
takento all
picture. In order to combatmovies,
this is likely to make it difficult properly throws him out in the is Scene
unrealistic
of
tendency
V
of a to tell which one is ofthe thehero,audi-so street and lights up a cigarette. Doc
I have written the outlinea little
and
Edwar
ds
nce
daughter to pull his ,2?1
for the convenie
western which comes
View Scene III
we show themrs.a rear
good through, but how, thee&sifr*
ex- of the ence,two
closer to what might I beintend
westerne There on Several months later. Thebecause
still recovering
pected in ordinary life. just as the back of the hero, in old his
guyjawis was
in twoEdwards,
places, health. By this time the ^
to send it to Hollywood
words
letteringand, areon the
the localbroken
doc, Doc
English Guy,"
2
acio^
might
guy
soon as I can find a stamp.
"Good
the back and
linelater,
tohaveTexas.
jn°niee«
hegoneis
months
Mexico
Cahad to operate. And in case state
nada,
or
Lot
Five.
But
does
!k?
"Sideword
the
GUNSPIT
daunt our hero,
of the sidekick,
aboutscene,
the redthe end'theof sidekick
the scene,in you're.headwondering
a taleI. of the old west
you see in this
she to uphold the law,whogethashi3sxvoi'
the herokick." Atkicks
Scene
mJJ
„
the
Doc's
daughter.
Quite
off,
rides
latter
the
the side,to and
frankly, this scene is mostly to fight for right, and stop sw
appear again.
is laid amid the never
scene
The
show that the Doc's daughter is Of course it does.
beautiful scenery of Wyoming, Scene IT
a sens' *
sweet and simple, and stands for ing
or Lot Pour. The
of Won
in the presenceBeing
Kansas, Idaho,is rising
Hardall
old-fashioned
virtues.by ble
the
setting
to
and
shifts
scene
sun
The bitten saloon in Cripple Creek. She theis good
western ously
of asort
chase
fntiiii'
the
realizi
and
which
ng
would
drag
out
as
yet
uncontaminated
over the jagged
continu
history, mathematics, philosophy, this article even longer than it
having
inside
is
guy
good
mountains. The
the distant
peaks ofalong
the physics
or theology.
In short,
we isthealready
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hero
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the
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"Oh yeah, who's gonna m
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more
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September,
a
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raise
of
up
to
$50
"I'm gonna make you."
will be effective in all Arts course Pre-medical course will now ■
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cost
$350
for
students
entering the
"Yeah."
Queens University, offi- course for the first time
in 1957.
Then the bad guy winds up years cialsatsaid yesterday.
Students registering for the first Medical .fees go up to $500 for each
and hits the good guy on the jaw. time
in the Faculty of Applied
And me?"
listen, kiddo, the good guy
of the course.
Science will pay $450 for the first yearStudents
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Big new Pogo Record!
and Big new little Pogo Record!
BIG RECORD: This
12-inch
RPM
record33*4contains,
for the first time,
18 songs of the
Pogo.nally Origiscored for
lute, harp,
comb
with
"~
tissue - paper andnightingale, they are here presented in brilliant
orchestral arrangements. The vocal parts are performed con espress/one by an almost uncompromising (they did let Kelly sing three of the songs) group
of Pogo Singers. The words of the 18 songs are
austerely printed, for serious students who wish to
employ a libretto, in a leaflet enclosed with the
record. Music collectors will not only treasure the
big SONGS OF THE POGO record, they will play
it, sing with it, dance to it, and give it to worthy
Pogophiles.
Price $5.15
ASK FOR QUALITY LP. NO. V1562
BIG LITTLE RECORD: For cautious people who prefer to buy
one movement
symphony
a time, for people
small people
apartfor peopleof a capacity,
with
smallwe atphonographs,
and forinOFsmall
with littlements, carrying
have made a SONGS
THE POGO
single.
(78 orPeople
45 RPM)
of the
the
big record.
who buycontaining
this recordthree
and like
it aresongs
eligiblefromto buy
thi big record, too. ASK FOR QUALITY RECORD NO. 1589
BY ARRANGEMENT SIMON AND SCHUSTER, PUBLISHERS NEW YORK
— Alto Available —
THE NEW "SONGS OF THE POGO" BOOK — $4.95
AoA

Record

Bar

351 YONGE ST.
EM. 4-6832
TORONTO
ONLY RECORD BAR that is OPEN from 7 a.n
12 MIDNIGHT every day. including Saturday.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE

HOCKEY

vs U.orM
VARSITY
Thursday, January 31 — 8.00 p.m.
RESERVED
SEAT ATTICKETS
STUDENT
BOOKS
ON SALE
ATHLETICAND'OFFICE,
HARTTICKET
HOUSE

1.00
6.30
8.30
1.20
0.00
7.00
8.00
4.00
5.00
6.00

GAMES TODAY
HOCKEY
f ' vsva Trln.
C
Brown,Taylor
Scott
Vic
Mulk.
POLO
vs WATER
U. C.IV
vs Med III
vs VicSQUASH
vs Sr. U. C. A.
BASKETBALL
— SPSMAJOR LEAGUE
Sr. u. a
Scott. Morlarty
SPS
G
,'s•s Med.
Pharm.IV B.
Strain.
Thompson
Emm
an
strain.
St. M. C
Ray Thompson
IS, SPS D
Strain,
Thompson
Ray
BASKETBALL
HART
HOUSE
MINOR
LEAGUE
—
Slgs Krempulec
I Eng.vigilantes
Phys A vsiriMi U.UMed C.C. IBeta
Vic
Golden
Schtxos
A
U.Med.C. inHutton
Golden
Yr B vsvsvai-sfB IU
Meti Mining
IV Yr
Vic
tors
vs
Social
Work
Arch.Gii
B
.vs
BASKET BALL t MINOR LEAGUE - VIC GYM
StSt MM Four
Flushcis vsva U. C. Sammies Chapnick
Tall House
Gunners
I Eng. Phys.
Vlc Oate
Vi Pre-Med
I B A Chapnick

SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT Chapnick**
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including:
Watches,Radios.
Diamonds.
Lighters. Wallets,
Pens
and Pencils,
Clocks.Silverware.
Costume Jewellery
etc., etc.
You must have your A.T.L. card when making a purchase.
SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. 5 doors above Dundas)
TEL. EM. 6-0977

HIRE
Simcoe Hall announced
n-Provincial
. ..ight that the Dominio
y.etfrs.at last arrived- The
upper
iIfor
es have
bursari
bursarie"s are those of "B" t>'l)L'
' fees.The bursaries are availabletestm
t':
f -Accountanbursa
[the oeChieHall.
ry
Simcrequired to All
jare
sign at the sr.
ant's office if they want thi
office
saries to be transferred onti
.holdersin
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On the
Whip
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KAT

brook.
By JOHN BROOKS Thursday
1 Meet
Carabins
'■Tliey've £one ^a^e' that's all."
Lditor
■That
wasArena
how one
the Blues' double loss last weekend. Had he been
Have you -ever been plaguedSports
,„„ the
last person
m^ht, summed
he would uphave
seen his little theory smashed to a million
by large ears?
Not
your
own,
in
this cost-, hut those of a particular thup
,l .jihereens.
insistsyoumi open
parking
cauliflowers in the nearest vicinity
s Matching the Toronto Marlboros bump-f or-bump. the Blues team-worked their way to a who
whf never
your his
mouth?
tinging 4-0 triumph at the expense of the defending Memorial Cup champions.
I
have
had
to
endure
such
i brought a partial grin | tie with the Blues
by on
dumping
from Broderick (or th,. third three days. It's not very pleasant.an imbecile for the past two or
overtime
Mon- , canto.
entor Jack KenBlue
My opinion is that people
'6-4
McGill
They make their first Fisher was Clare-on-the-spot
should be gently led away
ually as grim-looking as visit dayofnight.
from civilization and depositedlikein that
the year on Thursday.
the hottest, sweatiest xertioii
to bangandin John
the final
marker.
Elik when hockey' is the The Blues proved last night Brodie
Casey
played
«if
the
dsepesj
African
jungle.
There,
they may listen to their
0f discussion.
that they'll
be They
out for
the the
red pass-the-puck along the boards heart's content.
Que- matter
overJakethe comNone-too-pleased
as
well.
outshot
for
a
few
seconds
before
whiponstrations.
Maybe they'll ^ven be eaten by a lion.
demo The Carabins will be Dukes 23-20. out-penaltied them
out inno front
Caronping ithad
chanceof onFisher.
the
and
generally outplayed shot..
li-tip crew on Thursday, 9-3,
them
throughout.
I
have, at times, been accused of being an extremely temperaYV have to play the brand Ray Dunn, although counted
The Thursday night game handle atmental chap. I have reportedly taken a flying leap off the nearest
■Hey- we did tonight."
to make only a nominal will go at the usual 8 p.m. nastiest dig.the slightest offence, and yet laughingly joked at the
T'l,eclimbed
University
Montreal upon
number of stops, was his usual starting time. It should be a
_.v.
into of
a first-place
calm self in barring the door to dill.
And so ... LINEUPS
the discs which did come his way. Varsity — Goal
If you are in favour of: Broadway musicals; longer hours for
— Dunn:Casey:
DefenceThe Varsity blue-line foursome, Jackson,^ Stacey, Munro.
taverns
sports columnists who diverge from the usual
For- nonsense andnowbars;
minus Captain Red Stephen Macdoncld.
and then; sleepily drunk Editors; motion pictures
wards — Anderson.
Fisher Kearney.
Brodte.
Depth Pays Off
Elite,
Mills.
starring
Jean
Simmons; a stop-light on Hoskin Avenue; Harry
(studying- for a Friday exam) Llrusemjin.
Church.
Marlboros Whyte,
— GoalWright.
— Broderick.
|n SPS Cage Win
Teeder Kennedy's comeback; then pull up a chair and
wards
provided
in front son,
Dunn, aandstellar
was wall'
instrumental
Caron; Defence — Brewer, Thom])- Belafonte;
Greater depth was the key fac- inof
warm
your
tootsies
because you're a very welcome guest.
ForNevin, Boyer and Co. John Anderson,
Risely. Kennedy.
McAleese.
Boyer. "Casey:
BobMurchle,
Nevin.
If you cast your vote in support of: Tab Hunter singing
tor inJunior Skule's 56-38 victory off keeping
the scoresheet.
Marczah -Nevin,
Haughton.
"Young
over a surprising Pre-Meds team
Love";
people who
bang hammers;
Elvis
relegated to.
SUMMARY
Presley; Associate Editors; unnecessarily
Tennessee Williams
screen stones;
League Basketball ac- theKenthirdUnseman,
jn Major
line in the wholesale
Jayne
Mansfield as an actress; tomato soup; hockey players who
tion atHart House Monday.
First
Period
The Men from Meds showed shuffle following last week's l^VarEtty, Wright
argue with referees; small waste-paper baskets; lazy people who
disasters, led the Blues with
(Whyte.Linseman
Church)
4.30 talk all the time; then shut the door quietly
behind you when you
considerable
fight during'
the first two
Varsity.
(Brodie)
,
.
17.25
goals and came within 2 — Penalties:
half and outplayed
the Engineers
Whyto .(tripping) 11.40, leave.
ou
two
other
occain all phases of the game. Sparked fractions
.Linseman
(holding)
13.40.
Brodie
sions.
(hooking) 18.05, Ellk (elbowing) 19.25.
What, you are now wondering, has got into this character?
by theson andfineStanefforts
of JoeeachAnderFrileck,
with Mert Wright opened the scor- No scoring.Second Period
Perhaps this little effort is a subdivision of my reckless trail.
eight points, the Medsmen jumped
ing early in the first frame, and Penalties": McAleese (tripping) 4.15. Or perhaps it's the essay I just finished, or maybe even the
to an early lead and maintained Clare Fisher finished it up near Brodie (elbowing) 15.13. Stacey (trip- weather. It could be the prospect of exams just over the horizon,
ping)( high-sticking)
17.07, Anderson (holding)
that lead till the end of the half. the mid-way mark of the third, -Brodie
19.50. 19.40. or the thought of a carefree summer to follow. Possibly It's the
Third
Period
Dick Jaworski with six -points, Linseman's second goal, com- 3— Varsity,
new sports jacket I bought, or the knowledge that my small
Linseman
mostly on fouls, kept Skule in the
ing shortly termafter
inwill help someone in distress. Maybe it's simply the
(Jackson)
1.43 contribution
is ion, lit the the
lampSecond
with the
game, but the deadly set shots
feeling
4
—
Varsity,
Fisher
blue eyes.of being alive, or the sparkling warmth of those big
of Frileck and the jump shots Blues a man short. Dune Brodie
(Casey,
Brodie)
8.56
Penalties:(interference)
Mills (tripping! 13.20,
of Anderson finding the range was paying his third visit to the Haughton
It could be any one of those, or maybe all of them. I guess
sin-bin at the time. The Blues
er (Interference) 19.58. 15.15, Brew- I'll never know, but it really doesn't matter, does it?
for -the Medsmen helped them played
two men short twice
emerge at the half with a 25-19
edge.
during the rugged fray, but
The second half was an entirely each time the Marlies were held
different affair. After a rather
minimum
"
was oftheshots.
trigger-man
lethargic first frame, the Engin- toan aWright
Stop Monnot!
first goal, taking a pass Stop Mustangs?
eers showed they meant business fromthe George
Why.te,
stationed
from the opening jump. After behind the net, and sliding Its
narrowing the Meds' lead to one past Len Broderick in the Blues Try At Western
Tonight
point, the Skule quintet moved Marlie
cage. Bob Church
Bad news broke from the Uni- Western last season, averaging train this afternoon for the conahead
to stay onpoints.
Doug Winter's started the
play
at
the
bluetest. McManus will take Al Vai22
points
a
game,
and
scored
38,
versity
of
Toronto
basketball
six unanswered
line.
This half saw Dick Jaworski Linseman made it 2-0 with a camp last night, on the eve pf fn the Toronto game. Two other chulis,ter, Ruby
Richman,
PotMike Baida,
Roily Pete
Goldring,
against the Uni- members of last year's starting Joe Stulac.
return to his usual form in pump- blistering drive to the short side. their bigversitcontest
Barry
Stroud.
Gerry
five,
Ranee
Smeeton
and
Gord
y
o
f
Western
Ontario
Mus'ng ten points through the hoop. Grabbing a loose puck at cenEdelist and Bill Corcoran with
tangs in London. Hesh Rotman. Scratch will also be back.
Al Gardiner and Frileck each
him in an effort to upset the
he slammed
weaved past
Carl the club's top scorer, and the Rotman, unbelievably, was the Mustangs.
with six points led the Meds scor- Brewertre ice,and
it
home.
man who led the Blues to their only Toronto player to suffer an
ers in this half.
His second tally was typically first intercollegiate win of the injury
in that kicking, tripping Short Shots . . . The loss of
Top scorer of the game was-Ja- Linseman. Hopping onto the ice
on Saturday night with a and elbowing contest against the Chris Ellis and Lou Verres have
worskj of Junior Skule with 16 just in time to nab an unattended season
point performance, will be out McMaster Marauders on Saturday certainly hurt the Mustangs this
Points with Frileck of Pre-Meds puck, he sailed in from the left 25of action
Ten men, with as many
close behind with 13. Winter had side, cut in front of the net, a bad back.for the next month with night.
bruised noggins, will leave by year . . . The Blues looked far
from sharp at last night's workout.
'2 Points for Skule while Ander- and flipped the rubber over a The six-foot-three- inch forward
s°i had 8 for the Medsmen.
prostrate Caron-, who took over has averaged close to ten points
a contest, this season. Coach John
McManos was counting on his
Interfaculty Summary
height to help the generally short
Blues against the taller MusRedmen Winners
tangs tonight,
\ was
John Metras' Western Mustangs, Vic, SPS Win
University College Juniors
unlike
the
last
few
seasons,
have
In
Group
I
action
on
Monday
hf Merle Overhok
not been setting the world on afternoon Sr. Victoria downed breezed to a fairly easy basketball
the
Sr.
Medsmen
to
-the
tune
of
victory
Monday afternoon at Hart
fire
this
year.
They
have
a
two
Scal
Mm ped again! Twenty lines from second year, Eileen Johnson, and and one record in league compe- 5-1. Vic's scoring attack was led House when they defeated a hardbut weak-shooting
Tringoals.in fighting
having lost to and
Queen's
and byVicFrank
third year rep is Cathie Lyn- beaten tition,
openedEbenhardt's
the scoringtwoearly
ity A team
53-27.halfTheof the
Redmen
Assumption
McGill.
iter" * oolumn .were rather my- the
den. Seems that these young ladies The
led 32-23
at the
mathe
game
when
Bill
Redrupp
Assumption
win
was
nothing
one'^ cu*' however, since no from
jor league
interfaculty
contest.
i»ai's 31 faulti wi" illst sir"ply re" leyball.PHE know how to play vol- to rave about as the London lads banged
Norm
Menczel
led
the
winning
home
Ebenhardt's
passout
iines unfortuIla'ely indisposed
to squeeze out a close from the corner. Later in the Red and White crew with 17
The biggest Athletic Night of the managed
point win on their home court. period John Hart scored after points,
most of them on layup
is coming up this Saturday tenBack
once again this season •taking a pass from Paul New- shots. Little
^L'"t"'"'My A"hery Toor- year
Al Connoly hooped
0( nl "s half over. The first part night when the P.H.E.AJV. take to haunt the Blues is lanky Ray man.
Meds
got
their
only
goal
within
ten
points
the winners on five
over
the
programme.
Headlining
Monnot, The six-six giant led five minutes of the start of the field goals.forPhil
p.m W3S run of( yesterday at 1:90
Flieshman
and
is Intercollegiate basket«l to'"!!!.1'16 remair»der is schedul- the bill
Frank
Hawkins
scored
eight pointa
ball (McGill vs. Varsity), Intercolperiod with
Vic's
Dave penalty.
Allport apiece.
Wpeol * afternoon at It was
sitting
out
a
tripping
legiate
Wrestling
and
Swimming,
Pot p„ that 2'rls front Meds,
Charlie Bull slapped in a passout
of course, the most strenuous Eight Teams Enter
be com". and,
would however
Tom Karrys was
Trinity's
top
from behind the net.
Mi«enf 'theViclaurels14 points,
relying
activity of all— daneing.
since
Intercol Ski Meet
From this point on Vic took marksman with
an accurate one hand
torn,,"0 °ne seems to have any in- Many of the PHE students are Eight teams will compete in the charge as Frank Ebenhardt, Norm chieflyshot.on John
Swindenfive added
and Ebenhardt again eight and Don Hersey
"r»Eri.!
°°ncern
same, no contributing their services to pro- Intercollegiate Ski Championships Williams
0iS 0nreport
in a
can ing
be given.
vide extra features, including syn- this week-end at the Blue Moun- scared goals.
losing
cause.
chronized
swimming,
trampolining,
Yesterday afternoon Jr. SPS The junior Redmen have a two
•eam'i, I"torcollegiate Volleyball
t
a
i
n
s
a
t
Collingwood.
and others. The pro- In addition to the four regular turned back Trinity A's by a 3-2 wins and one loss record this seaMal,^ s al Ioni last been chosen. clown ceedsacts,
will be used to help build a InUM-col
fy«|av , trip 10 Kingston this
very few
members, Ryerson, OAC. count. There
son, their only defeat coming at
when thewerepenalty
box minwas
for students in
fund
St"">it B if- ' h e Intercollegiate scholarship
and the University of emptyutesbecause
of
the
rough
play the hands of Jr. Skule. Trinity
l*o Biri Tomnament will be the School of Physical and Health Laval
Montreal
have
filed
entries.
of
both
teams.
have
yet to hit the winning side
CaUL.» S ,Irom Social Work, Joan Education, through the co-opera- Queen's and OAC are the only
* lv„ Donna C1ark. three art- ciation.tion of the U. of T. Athletic Asso- colleges not to enter the lull six- At the 2.40 mark of the first of the ledger.
period Patterson
Skule tookcaromed
the leada when
On Thursday
UC anwill
meet
Ncjjon from Vic and UC, Bev
who have
identical
John
shot Pre-Meds.
... the badminton manThe team.
include off the crossbar into the net.
will
record
of
two
and
one.
Their
only
caro| Srn'i,hMariery Howse- and Here 'n there
squad
Varsity
this
completed
tournament will be
Mclntyre, Al PouBill
defeat
came
at
the
hands
of
unof:
six
morning
at
the
Carlton
Club
.
.
.
Trinity
came
back
in
the
secMc'""^th""!8 along to hclp bring
defeated Jr. Skule, This game
Malcolm
ond period with goals by Tony
tenen. Don
will hoping to have room to run the Leod.
r, George
Palmatee
Dave Esson,
■* Six PMp,rophy -,-resenting
(w<= hope) first
Boeckh
and
Pete
Giffen.
These
will
decideftWM
the second
and Jim Romback^
!,1 ""'
,t" aro
ar. ^Presenting
Croupprobably
tTwp, playoff
Of #Uj
I I in
Hockey league stand- Weidea
matched by two goals by and
third
positions
Full details will be carried in were
****
,GaU Soyce, Jirja Laid. Interfaculty
4ttulefsiJoha Gray
ings on Friday . . . once it!again, Friday's
an'd Fran Halsull, everybody,
Varsity. • ' I 1
flfin and share
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Live

Theatre

Prophesies
successful"
was
the■'Tremendously
verdict on the
first Ernest
Dale Memorial Lecture yesterday
afternoon.
Speaker Robertson Davies, noted playwright, critic, and editor
oC the Peterboro Examiner, coned asymposium
tre forductthe
lecture. on the theaThe annual lecture was estab1 ished in memory of Professor
Ernest Dale, Classics Professor
and drama enthusiast at the Unity for many
Professor Daleversidied
two years.
years ago.
Davies confidently declared that
leehanieal mediums — television,
movies, etc., would never take
theMovies
place ofare"livegood
theatre.for action
■ scenes, he said, but they fail completely when dramatic poetry is
tried. The speaker said that the
essential rapport between actor
end audience was lost through
mechanical mediums.
A spectator is rnore involved
while actually watching a drama-

Safe

From

Movies

Dale Lecturer Davies
tic performance. This involvment physique, a good voice, and
is not possible through such de- vivid imagination.
vices as television, a gramophone, He brought a big laugh from
or movies, he said.
the audience when he suggested
Asked what made a good actor, that a thorough academic educa
Davies said there was no absolute tion perhaps dulled the imagina^
rule, but a minimum was- a good tion.
UBC

Produce

Squeeze

Day

To Ease Out Federal Funds
Vancouver (CUP) Tomorrow is granted an hour-long interview
"Squeeze Day" on the University to student leaders who have organized the Great Trek. No results
of British Columbia caanpus, as a
that
interview have reached
day-long series of events attempts of
Toronto yet.
to impress the students with importance of their up-coming Great One main "Squeeze Day" event
is a hut-building competition between engineering and forestry
The - Trek is designed to convince
Trek.
the B.C. government with the need students^ They will race to erect
tar-paper huts.
for more funds for universities.
Last week, the government

jan. 30

now
and
here
the Wymilwood Music Room.
TODAY
8
p.m.
The
Hart
Exploration
i p.m. Geoff. Johnston will speak Society plans House
a movie on Arctic
to the Orientation Committee
flora
with
guest
speaker
Bristol
on
travelling in Ireland and
Foster, who inspent
some
time
Scotland.
Churchill,
the
Music
Room,at
1 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in Hart House.
Room 116, School of Nursing
Newman Club will debate
and Room 421, Mechanical Bldg. 8:15 p.m.
89 St. George Street.
I 10 p.m. The SCM Quaker Group 8:15at p.m.
Mr. William Dray will
will discuss the film "Friendly
the U. of T. PhilosophPersuasion"
Hart
House. in the SCM office. speakicaltoSociety
Explanationon" inthe''Historical
Croft Chapter
i 10group
p.m. will
Themeet
SCMin the
engineers'
House.
Chap- All Day— The Inter-Hillet Institute
lain'sCCF
Office, Club
Hart will
House.meet to
4 p.m.
will disc u s s "The Twentieth
electThea new
executive
in Room
Century
or Myth?
IB, UC.
A ProfileJewof —ourMan Jewish
Heri-—
2 p.m. Mrs, J. D. Hutchinson will
tage
in
Action"
in
the
Hillel
- lead peanls in theSCMSchool
studyof ofNursing.
the gos- House. 186 St. George Street,
THURSDAY
Bfl5 p.m. SCM plans a council
meeting at 77 Charles St. W. 1:15 p.m. Donald Urquhart will
fl p.m. Irving Grossman will speak
criticize prints of members of
to the U. of T. Fine Arts Club
the Hart House Camera Club
on "Form and Architecture" in hi the Club Rooms.

makes; new or rebuilt- ?''reSutjr
jold on terms. Also f0, " te<i lu
1843 anytime.
Gradu
ate or undergraduat
(female) to share larJ ■suPr,.
room on Sussex Ave r *t
WANTED ~-—
privileges. $6 per person' r».ki"8
Call
Elizab
eth
Come in. and atseeWA our2 new Week. "
range ofSHORT
colourful
formal, . *
No charge
for Fo5maTr~~~^alteration,

Helmar. 46 St. Georse o »'V
5978.
You
can buy a new Smith-rvWA,. IS
portabl
as low require
as 15cd ,_rju1^
2Tona
no
downe for
paymen
RIverdale TYPEWRrriii~~~^
1843. t

HART

HOUSE

TODAY
URGENT!
INTERFACULTY QUARTET CONTEST! Last chance
for members to enter contest. Please hand in the
name of your quartets IMMEDIATELY to Undergraduate Office.OF EXCEPTIONAL INTEREST TODAY:
TWO EVENTS
THE
GROOB
TRIOof will
at 5.00violin;
p.m.
in the Music Room
Hart give
House.a" recital
Jack Groob,
Earl
Moss,
piano;
Donald
Whitton,
'cello.
LIBRARY
EVENING
7.30 p.m.typographer,
in the Library
when
Mr. Alan
Fleming, ata Toronto
will
talk
"The History
of Printing
and the prepared
Development
of theon English
Alphabet"
Mr. Fleming
the
recent exhibition
Print" at.to thethisRoyal
Ontario
Museum. "The
WomenBibleare inwelcome
talk.
Refreshments afterwards.
Art Library
In the Gallery
11 - 12 noon
Members
Art Show
5 p.m. open to women
Art4- Gallery
6 p.m.
Lee5- Collection
Open to men and women

Miss Canada

:alendar

ED ADS.
Metropolitan Hardtop r.
aes, 42 m^g/ ^ceS
er, signals, under
n he
tion. reasonable pricecoati
rj ^Hi
Arch. I. After 6 p,i
Special student rates ah

CI ASSIF
TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
(Rental
you buy).
Trade-ins
S29.
Cash registers,
adding machines. Humber
Typewriter,
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
UN M ATCH ABLE
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Tape-recorders,
record players "hi-fidelity
of Philips,sets,
SeaBreeze,
R.C.A,
Victor,
hi-fi
portable — regular $140.e.g.Special
price, §110. Phone Ron Wunder,
WA. 4-8925.
RENEW your subscription to Time
orwriting
Life student
by phoning
WA. 2-0583
Periodical
Agency,or
P.O. Box
157,
Adelaide'
P.O.
onto." Ont. Time— 3.25 - 1 yr. Tor(6.50
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 - 2
SAVEI
LIFE— $4.25, TIME— $3.25, SPORTS
yrs.)
ILLUSTRATED
— $4.00, —NEWSWEEK — $4/50, FORTUNE
$7.50,
ESQUIRE—
8
months
- $3.00, READER'S DIGEST— 16 months—
$2.00.
Write Harvey Haber, 104 Ridgehill, Toronto 10, or Call OR. 1892.

Gould Become
Kidnapped
London (CUP rumour) Will Miss
Canada be kidnapped?
A rumour circulating the University of Western Ontario says
yes, she will, when she visits that
campus Friday to preside at their
annual Arts Ball.
The editor of their campus paper. The Gazette says, frankly, he
doesn't know.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-FIRST ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
WILLIAM ARCHIBALD'S
The Innocents
Directed by Robert Gill
TONIGHT and ALL THIS WEEK at 8.30
BOX OFFICE 10:00 a.m. TO 6:00 p.m. — WA, 3-5244

Jtfcrt Kou^e i}&fre
*et». Ji
J6
TICKETS ON SALE
S.A.C. OFFICE 10:00 — 4:00
TODAY ONLY!!
MINING BLDG.
12.00 o'clock
FRONT HALL
lo 2.00 o'clock
SPECIAL BLOCK
ENGINEERS
TUESDAY NITE

WINTER

DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR
W.U.5.

SUMMER
GOLD
WEST

Campus
Highlights
Variety Show

SEMINAR

COAST
AFRICA

APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED AT
THE S.A.C. OFFICE UP TO 5 p.m.
ON JANUARY 31st.
Further information may be obtained from
John Elder — MO. 6727 or from Louis Perinbam. National Secretary, World University
Service, WA. 2-1978.

CARNIVAL
19 5 7

CALEDON

HILLS

BARN DANCING

—

Hart

FEBRUARY

House

4th

! ! DON'T

FARM

SKIING, SKATING

Glee

Club

FEBRUARY
MISS

IT

■ !

9th

Centre Spread for
,M
5! happens when
aliy
jesit
gets Var
y.
(omeonate The

Only days
two
more
top.
tooverput theSHARE

The

a
s
THEV
UNIVERSI
TY r
OP TORO
NTOity

Freshette
From

Thursday, January 31st,

Saved

Skule

Fate

and at
the
In
Divinity students, came to the
SHARE
A first-year Trinit
S
Put on the block during the Share a
lastl
was Auction
momee
nt
6TO
almost thrown intoy co-ed
in
the
Buttery
the outyesterstretched arms oj the Engine
Amid loud cheering the bids rescue with a winning bid of $40
er- rose day.from
her.
ten cents to $33 About $107 WaS collected at the
ing
Society
yester
day,
but
'
the
good graces of iher year saved from Victoria student John Hil- sale which will be continued toton. Thirty-six dollars from Enday in the Buttery from one to
Clad in shorts and a tight sweattwo. Secon
d highest item was
gineering President John
Liz Davies, 1st Trinity, was
ble was topped by a groupRum-of scroll offered up for sale by Heada
of Arts Dave Smith bearing a
picture of a merm
aid and the
name
to DivinFlo
ity Middl
studeeton.
nts forThis
$25. went
The Trinity Literary Institute
PICK
QUEEN
for what auctioneer Gord
payed $3mbiert
Montaza
termed "educational skinbooks." and a large park'Rethe words.
ing sign
served fowith
r the Lieuten
ant GoverSHOW
NIGHT
nor Only"article
went
to
5T8
for
$10.
Other
s
includ
ed
a
top
will
reign at Caledon Hills and
Crowning of the Carnival Queen
will not take place at the Blues will face off the annual hockey hat. the "original green door.1'
the Arts All-Star a Pogo record, and a sculptured
Hockey game on Feb. 8 as pre- game
men's between
teams and one of the top head
of John the Baptist which
viously announced. The event has women's
Interfac
teams, in the was sold to Neil McLean for $5.
been moved forward to the interevening she will appear at the A half-filled bottle of Cognac
mis ion of the "Campus High- Hait
Glee Club bonfire went for $1.25 to Terry Grier who
lights" show the previous night. concert,House
and toleadendfestivitie
was advised by the auctioneer
The crowning will be the cul- barn
dance
the day.s at the not
to mix his drinks.
mination ofa week of snow sculptures, chariot races, elimination
contests,
and
elections.
This
year
and its benefits are personified by Beatrice Amartefio the Carnival Queen candidates
SHARE wearing
her native Gold Coast costume Beatrice is a will ride in their faculty's chariot,
World University Service exchange scholar, studying
Ontario along with the regular charioteer, Career
Qirls Can
College of Educat.on. Your contribution to SHARE willat the
an attempt
end • the SPS
more in
domination
of theto event.
stodents of this calibre to the Toronto campus, and help tobring
publicly
Ida ,„ fore,g„ countries. See page 8 for Cathie Breslin's impressions The day after the crossing, tha
Have
co and Toronto's other WUS scholar. Mihoko Shimiiu.
It
Lecturer
Queen,dentalong
with SAC presiand Vice-President
Gord "You can have anything you want
something
that baby. You'll
it to beforhappy.
Tri
Forstner
and
Flo
Middleton,
will
a notedtoldgynecolog
want", woman
ist andof "In order to do this, you have to
p
audience
an
career
judgetureancondition.
inter-frat
snow-sculpIn the evening ehe
200 campus women, as they act now. You have to get an eduwill present Ken Linseman with about
cation to prepare now for a career
packed the Household Economics
'Remem
Auditori
um to hear her speak.
the
Defoe
Trophy
as
the
Blues'
ber
most valuable player of the year, Dr. Marion
"Women
once had to trap a man
Hilliard is a member and marriage."
between the second and third
by the time she was 18, in order
of
the
staff
of
Women's
College
periods of the hockey game.
specializing in the prac- to avoid going through life a caOn Saturday, February 9, she Hospital,
tice of Obstetrics and Gynecology. reerless old maid and a burden to
S
I
G
n
o
e
p
blankets
and
things
about
twice
a
Dr.
Hilliard
stressed the import- society. Then she revolted, and as
SmT travellinS through Scot- tember'
ance of accepting the fact that women obtained franchise, the
year. It's in your interest and the Our Delegates
there as a time to go to school, a right to vote, and the right to be
Clf XaSm- that is in May or hostel's to keep yourself from com- Late For NFCUS
time to fall in love, a time to be- independent, she must choose beC, rj Geotf- «
ing in contact with them as little
come a mother, a time for just
marriage."
^st«°ay'son Scotland
Orienta- as possible.
about everything.
aridl l!,,<l a'speaking
"That twe n isa career
not theanddilemma
the ovMeet Starts Late
erage woman faces today. The era
She
said
"in
an
economy
such
as
Johnson advised students who
"Hostels
Toronto's
NFCUS
commitours, where it is possible for young we face now is one in which woart.
in Scotland especially felt "vigorous" to travel alone.
tee came in for criticism dur- people to marry without suffering
man, in order to maintain and deIf ; r°^ed in
velop her creative interests, to oband Augusty "You meet more people. You have
ing last night's Students' the financial hardship suffered by
Pla,Si T turned "out
tain
a sense of achievement, as
with no to, You can't talk to yourself, so Council meeting-.
in considsaid. 1 «ay, it's wet and cold,"
Vice-president Flo Middle- their parents
eration of the (especially
Gordon Commission
well as to balance her budget,
he you talk to strangers,
ton, reading- a report on last which has estimated a particularly must integrate a career with marweek's Regional
NFCUS confuture for Canada), women
"Students
going tofactory,
Dublin a should
*ir!CQt?Sh and Irish hotels, '[ visit
ference in Waterloo,
said secure
are marrying earlier now than "That is why what you want
the
Guinness'
brewproceedings had been held up ever
cent , P3yS about thirtybefore
in their industrial now will affect your attitude toonly place I've ever for a day because Toronto
lankets a?r 'Which
two I seen ery.a It'sbeerthe with
ward, and your efficiency in, mo'*i
the heofSets
cooking
a four-foot head votes were late.
"When you look at the absurd, '"Yes, intherhoad," she said,
Hi.1 Ontario region has a crumpled,
^alsor1 S.facilities- Some hos- ; on it", Johnson said.
booming economy
cute face of your first- riage."
- 1S „TPr°v">e bread
and canned
of 19 votes. Toronto
you carry
sheets Next week Gord Sheppard. Ill quorum
such
as
ours,
you
can have anyborn
baby,
you'll
feel
pride
in
holds
five
of
them.
The
Toroncareer/'
thing you want, but there is a
to delegates were a day late having created something wonder- 1
.°me
mg to cover the pillow Vic, will speak on Scandinavian in arriving.
wash their
ful. But that is not all. You'll want j price."
'
countries,
apology
SHARE Score Box
SAC
Considers
Editors
DOLLARS
PERCENT
Yesterday, The Varsity ran a story
""'ty
$181.00
72.6
and an editorial about the booing of a
172.00
68.5
For Freshman Handbook
of student government, high-school student during the School
65.0
_ 225.80
117.15
An orientation book for fresh description
as the SAC and its activities, of Law forum at the School of Nursing.
45.4
men will replace the present hand- such
15.00
of various publicaApparently, our report of that was
book issued to all students at the a description
. 28.2
31.8
tions and college and faculty pub- somewhat
20.00
exaggerated, and the editorbeginning of the fall term next
lications, Alarge portion would be
40.00
26.6
ial based on that report therefore bedevoted to fraternities, and the
21.0
came
a
trifle
biased.
Applications
for
the
editorship
95.40
21.5
middle pages to year, events and
ofyear.the booklet have been received executive
* <>»
44.20
officers of student sociThe
Varsity
is sorry if its news sense
31.00
by the Publications Committee of
ties so they .can be changed each overpowered its
20.8
the SAC and two have been found year, ewithout
120.00
good taste. The story
15.4
reprinting the entire
12.3
favourable.
73.5U
as we ran it— was checked thoroughNo definite arrangements have publication.
0.0
0.0
The
book
will
also
contain
an
ly, and carefully authenticated.
0.0
been made as to the selection of article on the theatre (Hart House,
0.0
While we must stand behind the
0.0
the editor but both Charlie Greico AVR1, and faculties such as the
fl.O
0.0
till SU. Mike's) and Dave Bern- library, athletics, bookstore, book reporter who wrote the story, we apol0.0
hardt (IU Vic) are being consider- exchange, student directory, the
ogize to anyone who was inconveni0.0
ed. The position may be split.
Health Service, and a description
enced by too enthusiastic reporting.
SI 1. ,8.7,1
The
plan
for
the
booklet
has
of
the
university
organization.
|
21.0
been projected to include: a short
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ng
to be
One of therig
most ht
controversial
subjectswro
of the year
has been the production of the All-Varsity Revue. It
has been
easyto bait
for other
Students'
Council and
members
who
had little
add to
discussions;
it has
been a tempting— though oft-refused— subject for
editorials.
last night's
a representative
read Ata letter
which council
did not meeting,
put the students
who run
the AVR in the best of lights. The letter, wr-itten to the
president of a graduate society, was jocular to the
point of inanity, and made the production seem
strapped for funds.
The council leaped on the occasion. By a very
narrow margin, a motion that would have made even
a worse fool of the author of the letter was defeated.
The point, although perhaps small in itself, is an
example of an unfortunate trend around this campus
—particularly in reference to student politics.
Certain matters, (the AVR, The Varsity, and Torontonensis) must be left, by the very basic meaning
of their existence, to people who for all extents and
purposes are professionals, at least people who are
trained to do particular jobs.
From time to time, they may get entirely beyond
the realms of good taste and good sense, and it is for
reasons such as these that they are put under political,
but still student, control.
Unfortunately, in a goodly number of cases, that
political control— the control of professionals by elected amateurs— may be taken to mean complete responsibility. That interpretation can lead eventually
to sheer meddling. Such a case was evident last night.
Thus far, those in charge of Finian's Rainbow, this
year's
AVR, have extraordinarily
done an exceptional
are proceeding
well job.
andTicket
fromsales
all
reports the show itself will be well worth seeing.
Those who are in charge of its production deserve
a free hand— free enough to make a few small mistakes.
When student politicians are willing to give credit
where it is due— when, that is, they are willing to
praise such organizations «s the AVR for the good
things they have accomplished— then, perhaps they
will have the right to interfere in matters about which
they usually know very little.
But not until.

Mr Cervo Writes:
reveal them _ „„„
Should
Have
Literary
Issue
fusc
and
,1 to »h.
e: despa
It was with regret that I really unliterary — characters. worsate
irdestofroyeVe.
read that the literary issue In any event, we had such a standing them and »„ ,"*»' .or
collection
of
bilge
published
last
will be shelved for this year.
The reasons you give are three: ■ year that a good critic would school - but, oh! how
„ ',';h'S„.h
lllpoor quality
in the (2)
worka probably enter a monastery by giving the palm t "*"lr
submitted
last year;
upon viewing it. However, I — I"st
appea
l,
there
fore
■ i4,
Pc|luc
.
uff
."
possible ineptitude on the part know that much better material
was
submitted
and
rejected
—
of
last
year's
judges,
and
(3)
name
of Canad
leit'oVN'n ,h»t
'he
The Varsity is a newspaper and for whatever uncritical reasons The
gle agains
ianforces
ty the
Varsit
cont
inue
I don't know: since I wrote
not a literary magazine.
■
ness
and
give
us
anothe - ,a'k"
of it.
,r r.thatIf I press
maymy prejudiced
be so bold asviews,
to ex-I much
Let 'me
propose, then,
either some younger Canadian ary issue and some BOn,, 'tcragree
only
with
the
second
of
these. It was very clear from critics (not so distinguished, Indee
own guish!
Vam„CtUlc«the point,
d, ourinsince
ding
the rather extended criticisms please!) be asked to judge this aboun
of letter
s - distin
but prude
this " ne"8>>Is
offered Robertson Davies, Earle year, or that the whole batch tales
the judges
VARthat
SITY!
I„ the h^6
Bierney, and the others that of entries be shipped down to
„am
they are inept, being deeply the States for perusal. I refuse the range of gunfire
ni
incased in literary theories of to believe that The Varsity culture, give the
wart
a by-gone age. They simply would give up the rusty Titans and daughters ofstal
. ?S°'
Cana
da
are not with it. Perhaps they of the past. Literature is not
realized that awarding a prize static and cannot be judged by well as an occasional AmM„ *
to an unusual, vital, definitely the conventions of ten or twen- the
that chan
racece oftochro
prov
nice ouT
hypoS"1
ct,£
■committed, stylistic work
—the todist
years ago. New techniques and
ished andcritif0cs "*
routingu
once
would cast reflections upon are ty'constantly
Your
s,
being^exploited.
with
seve
ral
short
their own very proper — if and it is up to the critic to
stories, poems,Nathanan essay
A. Cervo.
moratlityvers
, e andon my
a modi
ligh
handcu!,
s ™
P.S
I
enc
los
e a hm
The
Varsity
example.
FOUNDED
Published 1880
by
His Example
The ofStudents'
Administrative
the University
of TorontoCouncil
Toronto 5, Canada
I will
To
Doloresnot— talk about your
Member Canadian University Press
Editorial and News Office
Forravenhow haircan— lips convulsed
Basement, S.A.C. Building _ WA. 3-8742
with love pretend
To formulate a word ? Nor will
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
Sltin
from me more than
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
PETER J. GZOWSKI
yourwinwhite
a tiiin stutter,
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
.... Doug Marshall (Make-up);
John Gray (News); Sam Ajzenstat (Features).
Unable to breathe as I am in
Sports Editor
John Brooks
Assistant Sports Editor
Howie Mandell
youryour
snare.
Women's
Sports Editor
MerleMacDonald
Overholt
Andthere's
an eyes
end — ah, Dolores!
AM&D Editor
Janet
all
night
Features Editor
Cathie Breslin
To shivering, but I will shake
CUP Editor .,
Harvey Lcvonstein
If flutter.
I but recall their careless
Today's issue: Valerie MacPherson, Doug Marshall, Paul
Pete Dunseath.
Gzowski,
"Suffer
.yourselves
to
be
blamed,
imprisoned,
condemned;
suffer yourselves to be hanged: but publish your opinions;
Lips
red deserve not to
feel that
the bare
it is not a right, it is a -duty."
and Iofbend
Tooth
the wind uncovered, ■
Obsequiously — with all my blue
might—;
To their
covermutter.
them, freezing u)
For all your
banking

•••

Did you ever stop to consider «11 the
things a chartered bank can do for you?

It is more than a convenient place to
make a deposit, cash a cheque or see
about a loan. You can also buy travellers
,'cheques and money orders; rent a safety
deposit box; purchase foreign
currency; talk over your financial plans or
problems. The list goes on and on . : :
and all these services are available at the
4 branch where you do your banking.
A branch bank is, In effect, a service centre
and everyone on the staff is there to
help you, to look after all your banking
courteously, confidentially and well.

THE

CHARTERED

BANKS

SERVING

YOUR

COMMUNITY

I am laid
Oh ! Torture is your name and I
there —your
afraid!rack
Upon
yvMi
not belnj
Blazers
ersity MADE
UnivCUSTOM
Priced tor Stndenti
Especially $27.50
: 9 la.m. ^JJ
Busine
Hoursnne
TrouseB
Pine ssFla
Credit Terms « Desired
706 QUEEN ST. ;:,.«!;
Monday through Saturday
PARNES Clothing Co.
Sample at S.A.C. onto SM*",

ary 31st, 1057

Browning
of inciting civil
riskonian
lheToront
is about lo
on.
Hamilt For Hamilton
e a fine piece of work
has Here on the campus— Colin
that is, who plays
miltonHarris in "The Brown
beingL version",, currently
iTft>ed by the University College
play, by
Flayers' Guild. The
with a
is one
Rattigan,
^ence iimd
qualities,
and
under
lot of amso Davis' capable direction
tfilli ihem are realized. Aidof
■mo>,stthe unforgettable figure of
Warren
Rocker- 1Harris,
Taplow,Wilson
and
i delightfula convincingly
creates Remnant
Kona
<ontrite Frank Hunter, if a tooreticent lover in the openingto
^gnes. And cruelly hoping
abet fiirn is Aileen Taylor as
Millie Crocker-Harris — Quite
ss b .
heartlewith
tsuccess
was fully
less ahappy
John
Harasti's performance of Dr.
Frobisher — H was scarcely one
from a rather uncharacremove teristic
discernment of the devastating effect he is having on
the long-suffering master. Blake
Walker and Judy Bostick appear
as peter and Mrs. Gilbert, the
unwitting insurgents.
An extra curtsey goes to William Davis for the set design.

Version
which had all atmosphere of
a small brown thedeaner
y.
Ther
something quietly
startline's
g
abou
t
a
like
Crocker-Harris _ man that
Terence Rattigantheandman Colin
Hamilton have given life to
You'iona
re tely
with wish
him ingall the
the utter
pass
way'
destruction
of those who
have
crushed a vital human spiri
But your sympathy is somehowtmisdirected. Remove his
tragedy from him entirelybitandof
the Crocker-Harrises die — they
only seem to live
in being forgotten
9 ,1
Pat, _Folster.

p. s. On
JaRosoli
zz
no — I Play Trombone"
■ Jazz has a colourful past, and western." popular", and "gospe;," provide
opportunity for this
its development from bawdy- in varying degrees. A less offen- excellents anmodern
jazz trombonhouse background music, peppy
sive, but nevertheless limited
funeral marches,
to displa
y has
soulful form of the same phenomenon Rosoliistno,
his been
virtuosfeatity.
who
spirituals has never and
lacked ex- is usually referred to as "rhythm
ured mainly in big bands, such
citement. Throughout its short
and blues", which relies more as Stan
Kenton
history, jazz has influence
, hasfreshn
suffici
jazz and blues themes. Such inventivenes
s and
ess entof
many forms of pop music. Na-d on
Honk",
"Tonky
as
records
hit
tional dance crazes have bor- and a performer such. as Fats conception to make this vibrant
rowed its infectious rhythm, Domino represent this style.
group (Sonny Clark, piano; Wilsong-writers have found inspiraZephyr
.ZP 12002 G( — "Scooby Levey,freddrums)
' Stan
Middlebrinto
tion in its fresh harmonies, and Doo"
ooks. abass;
swingi
ng
is
subtitled
"Good
rock
now there is a trace of it in and roll for dancing", and pro- unit and provides some 'memorable
solos
rock and roll. Rock and roll is
in
the
process
.
v
i
d
e
s
a
l
that
this
title
promises,
Bethl
ehem
a peculiar mixture, possessing including the monotonous 1 Chris Connor i BCP g 60O4) —
Lullabys
some qualities of "country and "clinck. clinck. clinck" piano, of Birdland" is— asings
collectbyion oneot
steady beat and rasping saxo- earlier released song3
phones. Since these aforementioned qualities are assets rather of
highlyjazzindivid
thes infewmodern
ual
stylist
singing
than drawbacks, the record is Miss
CREST
Connor's voice is not warm,.
adequate within its narrow range nor does
she swing very hard,
of emotions. Incidentally one of
The newly formed first nighter's club at the Crest Theatre the musicians is a very compe"her re-streng
her
but
th lies
freshing phrasing
and inimmacu
will go into operation opening night of "Hobson Choice" .the
tent lead saxophonist from 'h?
late musicianship. It is with inLes
Brown
band,
who
has
alsi
Play following the current "King of Hearts"). 'sMember
s of the done some noteworthy modern
timacy that she sings "Blue Sil'Crest
Club" will meet in the theatre on opening nights jazz
with his own "Lullaby ofhouette". The other ballads.
after theTheatre
show and
discuss the play over coffee with the director group;arrangements
nd" and four
Dave Pell. This should other selectionsBirdla
are accomp
anied
and actors. The dub is the result of responses to a questionnaire, be a perfect
dance record for
most.
lively
parties.
distributed by the theatre, which discussed ways of increasing
with,
Oliver'
by Sy
tra,accomsnineOrches
tunes
remain
the
ing
Bethlehem
-BCP
64)
—
"Take
Crest patronage on the Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday nights
of the first week of a new play.
panied by Ellis Larkin's Tria.
the **A"-Train — Betty Roche"
an album showcasing this except three by Vinnie Burkes
Two hundred of the most interested patrons who answered is
Strayhorn composition, dedicated Quartet
.
Bethlehem
l BCP 32) — "Jack
particular New York subthe questionnaire met this weekend at tlTe Crest. ' The first to oneway line,
as
sung
by
Miss
Roche
Teagarden
—onstrates theJazz
Great" ofde-a
■lightens club was their decision.- Membership is open to all at
m
the swinging scat vo- lop trombonistfinewhofeeling
three dollars for the individual and five dollars for a family. Not who was
rec
a
l
i
s
t
i
n
the
Duke
Ellington
verexponenthasof the
only will the members have the opportunity to meet the Crest '
sion a few years' ago. She is traditionalmained alively
jazz
style.
This
is
actors
and
staff
but
prices opening nights will be reduced for equally free in her bop-impro- successful and sparkling session,a
them.
Arts
visation on ■ Route 66". and apvocals
may
plies her bright stylization io including four harmless
University students have also received special consideratio
Sepp
n
other
songs
and tenPcetev
uninhibifrom the Crest. For over a year now students have been able to jazz-voicv | with a convincing by Teagarden
tine
ted instrumental..
obtain
rush seats for any night at sixty cents each. For the play
Bethlehem » BCP 26)— " Frank
At a meeting of the University
Fine Arts Club last night. Mr. "The King of Hearts" which opened last Tuesday the
set
Irving Grossman discussed the aside a block of thirty-six seats, some of the best in theCresthouse,
place and relative importance of centre front of the gallery, for University students. Thes>
forms and technology in con- be reserved or bought in advance (rush seats an't), one ticket yieia
r\raUS
Sunday
Evening
concert.
f^r^t^
r^raiiC
harPsiehord
will bori
perform
Hartas
program
... VieTheat the
ncludes Bach,
Scarlatti atHouse
andtheCouperin.
She
wns
temporary architecture.
debut
she
ht
but
Fridays
and
received
her
musical
education.
In 1936 ihe made he
player
harpsichord
to
an
A.T.L.
card
for
sixty
cents
on
any'
Mr. Grossman, a practising Saturdays
3ach*s
"Musical
Offering",
conducted
when the price is a dollar, and on opening nights Heinrich Scherchen
architect, developed in a surno the following years appearances v. ithby
various musical Societ.es in Vienna— in 1937 also guest appearance
prisingly unbiased way the two when all tickets are the regular Crest prices.
in
London,
England,
with
Neel Strin3 Orchestra and
co-existing and rarely reconciled
lhe
The theatre intends to continue this offer if student response BBC. Since 1938 in Canada,Boyd
well known through her numerousoverRtdio
fundamentals on which the ar- is good.
work.
concert
and
appearance
s
chitects of today base their
work. In spite of this lack qf
side-taking, he leaves his listeners agreeing withishimnot that
"form'
in architecture
merely
a
natter of technology,
0f shimmering glass boxes,, but is poetic
and intuitive as any other art."
liberal
Canadian poetry was discussed
sketchily. but with vigour
Tuesda-v mght in Wymilwood Union
at a meeting of the Victoria
^•al Arts Club
P^of. Douglas Grant 0f U.C .
to '"Canadi
, hlsJ 'Terence
J'
j- an
*u
amiicj s the
poetess"
amused
audience,
mosl.v Vic students and well
HI
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>« M^Ph
S.
erso who ywas
"° hei-aymemb
er of n the diseu;5?" Panel. Dr. Philip Child of
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meerJ ^KKmColle
g ge,
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ions theon Canaaudie
'he
f,om
r°etr
■
and
nce
y
the panel member-;
"rinaommit
ini„wlf-c
w'»
ment."
*• flllMclal censorship of
liar, English and GansCanad|>°C'try'
POetc
n- poetrylheandcha>acler
opinions onof
Were
and modern
Each "'P1CS discussed lightlv.
intelli "embei- of*iments
the panelo made
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HUNGARY FOR
THE HUNGARIANS

The

Varsity
Varsity Gets Nikita's Hat

EAT

ith
Postageth

THIS

ANYONE

e cabled
in, order

Yesterday afternoon Varsity received
prepaid,
hat, together v/
following Nikita
messageKrushchev's
:
have been informed that you have c
Sir Winston Churchill asking for his hat
to win a hat race among the Canadian Univev 1
ties. Iwill
understand
money from
the sale
of the5'"
hats
go to aid the
Hungarian
refugees.
Permit
rn
to send you one of my old hats and thus contribute
to this worthy cause. Nikita Krushchev "
The letter was dated in Moscow, December 4, 1955 F
closed was a khaki Russian army hat, slightly blo'od-spatt "
red inkhatson atthethein^'"
in other
K. stamped
initials N.together
ed, andIt with
band.
was displayed
with all
CUP
conference in Hart House at Christmas
to demonstrate that
organization's international interests.

The
Lesson
Of Hungary
out"Tru
In the attempt by Hungarians are men and women who choose although the threat of nuclear
Ab
" ary
ng
th
Hu
The
to liberate their homeland from rather to die than to live as war can neutralize two opposwomen, sought out hiding place;
Communist domination there counterfeits, to sacrifice themThis
article
is
composed
of
on
the
roofs
in order to throw
ing powers,, the fact of a strong "factual" accounts of the recent
selves in order that we may
was demonstrated a lesson which
bombs on the troops
can never be taught on the come to understand what liberty standing army decidedly gives developments on Hungary, as homemade
of the deliverers. Finally the
blackboards of remote univer- is and to hate a totalitarianism the advantage to Russia. Hun- presented to the Russian people Red
Army had no other alternasities. This was the vital lesson which can so easily renew its
gary has proved in the crucible via, the Moscow radio broacasts
tive than to shoot all the roofs
rape when the occasion de- of its own agony that the age and various newspaper accounts.
of human dignity and worth mands.
Before
the
revolution,
the
which refused to be eradicated
off.
of
the
infantry
and
the
tank
is
Those Hungarians who perish- not so obsolescent as some think. Hungarians had been living hap- Russian
— the lesson of love, of life, of
Thus, friends
eventuallyhad Hungary's
restored
liberty. To remove any one of
ed in the fight, and those who
when a small
these is to violate human nature still live in the vital hope of a If nuclear war on a full scale grouppily andof peacefully,
peace,
but
armored
bands
still
students
—
enemies
of
and to reduce man to the level regained freedom have written is a limit, certainly a great deal the people — began agitating for kept on terrorizing the capitol.
of a beast, precisely what Com- a message which is spelled out can be done before that limit the return of Admiral Horthy. The rightful government, led by
munism wants to accomplish on in tears, blood, and sweat: the is reached. If the UN had been These provocateurs in Western Janos Kadar, having taken the
a world-wide basis, Tnis lesson message which tells us that sufficiently
a demon-by reins away from Imre Nagy, who
stration, and started
were joined
prepared, was its capitalist pay,
in action had very little to do there is a monster loose in
counter-revolutionaries, fascists, had sold the country to capitalwith the casual leafing of a Europe and in Asia which is as duty not clear?
text-book in political economy; deadly as a mad dog in the
and other eneists, called upon
In sending old clothes to Hun- big landowners,
revolutionaries tolaythedowncountertheir
mies of the proletariat.
This lesson was the clear de- streets. This mad dog is mad
gary, let us not dissipate the
This created such noise, that arms, and promised them new
monstration byaction, that men with a method. It may some- implications
of the Hungarian the Red Army and tankists got houses, new cars and washing
and women will die rather than
times seem to be content with
be forced to be grotesque a toast and a glass of cham- uprising. Let us face them curious and went to Budapest machines, as well as the removal
from all sides to see what was
mimicries
of what they should
pagne, but it is always ready to
of stamps bearbe.
bite and to kill when it does squarely and recognize them for going on. Then the Fascists at- from ingcirculation
Stalin's portrait.
what
they
are.
Only
by
"
doing
In Hungary, the Russian bear not have its own way, and yet this can we be worthy of ourtacked the peaceful tanks, beat- However, the terrorists, who
ing them mercilessly with their
has dared to act according to its the horrible part about it all is
their orders directly from
selves, and of those Hungarians bare fists. At first the tanks receive
fatal principles. It has not that we, the smug, the aloof,
g
helplessly and endured this, refused
and Washingtor
hesitated to practise what it has the ' idle spectators,, are not who died for that freedom which stood
Parisgenerous
London, this
but
at
last
had
to
shoot
a
few
been preaching; namely, the alarmed. Instead we send old was once theirs and is still ours.
warning at the agi- so the
suppression of all personal rights clothes to the victims to keep
Freedom! There are still those rounds astators,a killing
ists . . . people were obliged to
not more than
for sake of the furtherance of them warm untill the mad dog alive
three
or
four
hundred, and doing call still more of the. glorious
today
who
esteem
you
—
a totalitarian state which ascrib- again goes on a rampage. What
however. The red-armists to crush the terrores to men the function of nuts
in Hungary can- even to their own death. Men no real harm,
workers cheered this
and bolts in a merciless has nothappened
be buried under a heap of for Whom two minutes of silence Hungarian
and
asked
that
the
be
machine. By a process of rags. Truth cannot be bribed; is not-enough. Men for whom continued. However,shooting
hypnosis, the communist party principles cannot be drugged. decades of action can scarcely Army decided to retreat.the Red
ft, and
has persuaded some naive ideal- We cannot gag the loud voices be enough. Men for whom the
STUDENT
Later, fresh Mongol forces,
ists that it is the party of the of the dead.
hammer
and
sickle
symbolize
the
who had planned to visit the
future— that it and it alone can
suggest that we placate
ameliorate the human condition, theTo Communist
of death. And if his- Hungarian capital as tourists
mad dog by al- implements
GE
AN
even if it has to suppress every
anyway",
arrived,
fireworks
tory
and
the
men
who
make
suM*^*
rning a studen
time
conceago,
in their honor
were andstaged,
using wasEX
raisedCH
lowing it to feed on people is
Some
human right and freedom in the
history
have
not
clearly
deautomatic firearms. The truly change between Canadian ^
lo subscribe to its creed. It is to
process — and in the result.
monstrated this, what have they patriotic part of Hungarians re- Soviet Universities. Surely. ^
The Communist party, by feed a fair young maiden each
sponded with great enthusiasm. vious
philosophical principle, will not year to the dragon. But if Hun- demonstrated?
are nts
11' ,er„,
propo
anaive
ofWe such
folly.the
a*"*tosa'™,
stude
In spite
all this,nowthejoined
ene- that
allow a man to belong to himLove,of life
and liberty! The
gary has demonstrated anything, lesson
mies of theofpeople,
Hungary.
self. It will not tolerate his
by fascist children and nasi
having any property which is it is this: that we are not in
represent tne
age
a wouldstudent.
RussiRussian
the fairylano of schoolbooks, nor
not
the state's.
delegated students w"~,unis»
God,alsoclaiming
thatIt Herepudiates
is the in the dreamland of enchantsent
for the trained
sole purF.M*loeies
enemy of the people. And, in
thoroughly
comance, ^.®
ment and make-believe. Hungaryed to an exch
a restricted sense, the Com^ is agrecommunist
EXPLANATION
pagating
lde [0yaliy
munist party is right in this de- has demonstrated, by the syllogism of its precious blood,
claration. God Is the enemy of
on these
Their
so. pages does not pretend to be either our Universities.
or evennewsremotely
the people as they are thought that the dragon is a real one real The
ts dwoul",^,
studen
assure
easily
be
could
of in a Marxist sense; God is and devours real people.
It
is
one
of
those
unorthodo
x features which appear
famous Russian "insul . B»s'
t»e
the enemy of people who yield
Hungary has cried out in the now and then in this paper. In essence, It is an effort byevery
the power over some rela,'ve.urIf 0to a machine and give up their
rian element on campus to make their cause hea.d.
nature when they give up life, name of freedom and has been itpro-Hunga
dents
in
USSR
would
r(,|ly
hand
la indirectly a criticism of The Varsity's weak stand on the ;-sia.'
On the other
.1,. A"'v
love, and liberty. It is the Com- abandoned. It has forced us to students'
great
fight
to
free
their
country.
munists' wisdom as well as face the challenge, and it has
To a certain extent, the criticism was justified and that is allowed to see Russia as
folly that he recognises his shown
us the way; we must be Why we are re-pruiling it now.
lives^
enemy in God.
the >'°" ^ 0
If we behind
sympathize
has a rather Interesting history. One evening last term dents
But the Hungarians are a free- prepared to follow its lead or me Itvanity
staff
were
surrounde
d
and
symbollica
lly
captured,
off
the
again to be ul- fhey u,re .ntormed that the paper they
dom-loving, God-fearing peo- retreat once
majority of * »ril
athevast
out that dents,
timately defeated.
Hungarian studen . ery)o „,,*<
ple^— as history proves; and their
Bvefctag had never readied the printers and thishadhad put
gone
Instead.
role against tyranny of an InBecause
mental
slavery,
^ Vj
that
thing
we
must dothe ^hange
particula
r issue
Hungary, by its heroic ex- our
d a big news
vading barbarian horde is not
editor managed to persuade thecontaine
ringleaders to let thestory,
ample, has pointed out the imreal
a new one. They are not beasts,
portance of a strong standing print
anychains
ersatzof ■ ooSe
robots., or puppets, as the RusiT^K
e° thn,u*n'
the pages
later. Hereon itth*Is. understanding that we would accept
munisti.and
sians would have them. They army, it has pointed out that
definitely oPg,e
such proposa
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/Accuse

!

\Ve are a group of students who feel that The
.sity does not represent the views of a signifi'\\ number of U of T students on some recent deC-elopments, and we therefore wish to take the
1 jportu'iity to express these views.
\\'e Condemn:
2
The asphyxiation of Hungary's 5-Day„ Freedom by the inactivity and cowardice of
' the Western nations.
2 — The betrayal of freedom-fighters behind
the iron curtain by the empty promises of
"Radio Free Europe" and "Voice of America".inactivity of U.N. in respect to restor2— The
ing of freedom of the enslaved people.
4— The ignorant attitude of The Varsity towards the danger of Communism.
We Demand:
5— That the deportation and murders in Hungary and in the other satellites be stopped
immediately by action of the free world.
6— That the Kadar criminals be thrown out of
the U.N- in accordance with the wishes of
Hungarians in the free world.
7— That any fraternization with USSR in economic, cultural or athletic fields be discontinued.
8 — That the absolute necessity to check the
Communist advance by any means including war, be recognized before it is too late.
We Strongly Urge
That the students of this University awaken
to the tragic world situation, its underlying
causes, the conditions which permitted this
tragedy to occur, and the fact that these
events can and will affect the future of
Canada drastically.
tragedy in our time
This is written for those who have no concern for
the situation in Hungary, .who care not what fate con■fonts nine million distant Europeans so long as they
can live in comfort. They yawn and complain of the
ennui of life while tens of thousands are brutally
slaughtered. They watch television, play bridge, or
worry about their wheat surplus while school children are shipped to Siberia in sealed boxcars. And
"ley never think that their time may come.
This is written for those who are always ready to
the other cheek-so long as it is not their own.
not make. Itanywillattempt
should materially
say- "We nation
tctki U„ppeople
anger
f^e Hungarian
,he Russians."
I
Not the feeblest attempt? Okay. Sacrifice Huny^y on the double altar of Russian brutality and
plea apatny- Show Russia how much we fearPeace
dis:_ °ur
SSin9 ber, how much we want peace. Yes, "'
time." Chambe rlain, in 1938, followed the
houf
po''cy witn respect to Czechoslovakia, and see
w co-operative
Hitler was!
tfiink°W Hn We lool< at each otner in di9nity? We
inay i»We,are
road to..i Peace?
'< With +U„building
-I I a..i
i ■ We
i are pavc
| W|th the dead, with mutilated lands once free
1945 ppV! 's it not time to change our policy? Since
f^'s Policy of so-called world peace has cost
Polandp ,ne freedom of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
inania p, 1 Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, RuKorea' '9aria- Yugoslavia, Albania, China, half of
afWah 'ndo Cnina- Ar,d do we have peace? We
The anotner war more steadily with each hour!
Persjst -Sltua,ion has passed the stage where we can
Svents ;'.n.,an
aPafbetic
laissez-faire
the
n the world
outside
our own attitude
continent.to Like
are rap-lj|We are about to be directly involved. We
y funning out of European and Asian
9r:Quntrj
arn.
., a !° contribute in this ghastly give-away pro°n|y'the n°W °Ur number stands high on the list.
'ersal dct.Corril3ined action of the free world, a uniWich ha'Ve
awareness in the West of the black night
rhat a*rkrr
rP^% °ver us' can prevent immediate descent
Kness and win ultimate freedom for the

a time there were
twoOncehalf upon
sisters; One
pretty
and vivacious like a was
fJake
sd. and the other one soap
was plain
and dull like a stachanov-ite.
The pretty one was called Terry
West arid the other one Natasha
East. Terry was young, rich,
Pretty, and vain. Natasha was
poor, strong
ugly, mentally
warped,
but
and determined.
Terry liked to think of herself
as.
a good
and of the
Natasha
as a girl,
bad girl, and felt
sorry
for
her.
Natasha
didn't
care about good or
only
about her own survivalbad,
and her
own good — at any cost.
There was also a little orphan
called
Terry
wasn't
interestImre.
ed inSince
orphans
, Natasha
adopted it, and had Imre
work
tor her and do her dirty chores.
Natasha had no kindness in her
heart, and treated the orphan
brutally, working her as hard
as she could endure, and giving
ofherlife.only the barest necessities
Terry was very
at
treatment of poor shocked
Imre. She
never failed to mention it to
Natasha whenever the two met.
and always patted the little
Imre kindly on the head, say-

TO ■ • :
RUSSIAN. HUNGARIAN STUDENT EXCHANGE
please help me! She i*
rng: "Poor, poor Imre. it's awful me.
murdering me!",
and Terry had
how you're being treated.
Why
half
a
don't
to teach Natasha
you stand up to the nasty a lesson,mind
old Natasha
but Natasha
and assert yourwas ugly,
" and determined, and
Encouraged by such words, strong.
Terry
was
dainty
and
delicate:
and unable to stand it any and besides she had just
had
longer. the orphan rebelled
permanitent
want
against Natasha. She walked ato have
ruined.andSo didn't
she resorted
self?"to the Natasha, and said: 10 persuasion and admonition inup
"I'm
going away. I'm going 10
stead, using all her dignity and
with
to impress
Prestige nce
not importa
lead
of Natasha
goingmyto ownworklife,foi-and youI'm any
kind. But
more." Natasha just said: "Is Natasha wasn't being
impress
ed.
that so? Let's just see you try locked up the orphan in She
the
cellar and promised her more
did
Imre
away.'^
run
and
Liltle
caught her, suchthetricks
try,
if she ever tried
sameagain.
and but
beat Natash
her amercilessly to of
within an inch of her life. All
Once
the
cries
poor Imre
through this Terry was horrified were out of Terry'sof earshot,
she
and cried out: "How horrible, busied
soon forgot
all
about
her and
herself with choosing
how inhuman, how brutal! Oh.
a
glittering dress
you'reout ato beast!" Little tonewwearbeautiful
East, cried
Imre
on Christmas day.
Terry: "Help

LPP Convention

A Tag 'Varsit
Day
Russians
y" shouldFor
be re-educ
ated like the political undertones -if
The U. of T. Labor Progressive
Club held their model conven- at the Wood-Cutting- Academy the Hungarian Refugee program.
to lavoid the immigration
Siberia. Meanwhile Inof order
rn
tion on November 31st. It was ofhis Northe
crimina
and warmongering
duties in Toronto wilj gladly
distinguished by many demoelements
to Canada, we propose
cratic features never yet seen be
assume
by
a
student
of
the
d
that
all
refugees
famous Brain Washing Institute
be screened by
on this capitalistic campus.
.
a neutral
internalional commitTo avoid confusion in the of2)Moscow
tee
(for
instanc
e
We
must
compete
with
goslavia and India).Poland, Yuminds of the delegates,, the Russian athletes in every sport
minimum number of candidates
It
was
to take special
we can set up a strict- action in decided
was offered their choice. The in which
order to help the poor
ly amateur team. It would be Russian
delegates appreciated this fea- unfair
soldiers
recently
injurto send semi -professionture and 105% of them voted
als, as has been done sometimes. gangsters.
for Tim Dollar, A few fascist
ed
by
the
fascist
Hungarian
Therefore
the
LPP
3) We must sell our wheat Club will Aorganize.
Tag Day
warmongers tried to block the surplus
Russians, if we can.
democratic procedure by pro- We mustto sell
our butter,
posing another list of candid- sible. Sell them them
this campus. All persons
Canada, if pos- whoOn wish
ates, but their black plots toe.
help with this
humanitarianto enterprise
against the working people were
4)
We
are
not
opposed
to
detected in time, and they were helping refugees, but we do not asked to phone WA. 4-3924. are
expelled from the club.
The following platform was
then proposed by Tim DolJar,
and enthusiastically accepted by
Ode to Canada
everyone present (except a few
others failed, I sheered and turned away. But
reactionary
do
not count);elements, but those then When
you too! O Canada, my son! My son!
1) We must strengthen our
four score years ago my forebears came, and
cultural ties with Soviet Union. madeNear
their homes beside your mighty lake: you then
A student exchange program were
young. They brought their gifts of courage,
must be developed, similar to
that already existing between strength, and love, and said: "he shall be great."
Hungary and the Soviet Union.
How well you grew! How they rejoiced! For
In particular, the editor of The dreaming of the time to be, when yon should knoiv yourself a man, they saw a nation — gentle, strong, and
firm, compassionate to those in need, but made of flint
when asked to condone wrong.
FOREVER RED
Yet when tested . . .
Dear Sir:
What happened to the ComYou learned the secrets of compassion well, my
munist party on this campus? son. Nor
are you weak. But where is courage gone? For
It seems to me that it was a
surely those who, fearing God, could therefore fear no
very
flourishingbody
last
year
but it seems to have lost its man, taught you to say, "this is not right — it shall not
This to me is a great pity. be. Here's where I stand, so help me God, for I cannot
appeal.
With so many Hungarians arBut then you failed. I thought to see a sturdy youth,
withless."
changing voice and awk)vard stride, become a man
on thisa close
campus
who' do
have hadrivingsuch
and intimate connection with the work- see
of
level
a
man,gaze
but and
foundice-filled
a child. eyes. I looked, I hoped to'
ings of the party, both in theory
and practice, the red element
in the U. of T. might have
really got some good ideas.
U.N. OR U.G.
Perhapsbandedthe
had dis-of
before party
they heard
Representatives of Segrega- romantically "United Nations."
How about renaming this
the arrival _of their ex-politieal tionalist South Africa, of Saudiallies. Perhaps they disbanded Arabian slave-holders, of dicta- world-wide "assembly "United
torial Egypt, of despotical Governments"? That would
because they heard this news.
of the puppet
re- clear many misunderstandings.
In either event it seems un- Afghanistan,
gime of Hungary,
of Nepal
U.G. could admit Red China
much where never
any elections were without any hesitations. They
stimuluslikely thattothere
revivewillit.be Unless
.of course we can bring about held ...Most of African could alist
readily
throwanyoutother
NationChinavernmand
go-do
a meeting of the two elements. peoples "represented" by Euroent the Communists
pean colonial powers . . . And
Then we might really see some
not
like.
above
all
the
segregationalistAnd after all. why not call
but they wouldn't culonialist-despotical-sJave dealbefire-works,
red.
immediately
U.S.D. (United
dlctature
. .lied
. that * iso itSteve
Your* in expectation, whating SovietnowDealers)?
It T.
is
-oa
. I. -M. Free.
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STUDENT TOURS To EUROPE
75 Days -$1398
14 Countries
KMS SAXONIA
Sails June 7
England,
Holla d, B.mium
Liehtenste.n,
land,
y, Switzer
,SanGerman
Austria,
Yugosla
France, Scotland,
,
Monaco
Marino,
ia, Italy,
Wales.
Conducted tin ughout by well-known University of Toronto
professor. Age imits 19 to 26 years.
66 Days -$1236
13 Countries
SS HOMERIC
Sails Julv 2
England,
Hollan
Liehtenste.n,
land.
Switzer
y,
German
,
Austria, Italy, S and, Belgium
Scotland, Wales,
Marino. Monaco, France,
Conducted throi lohout
or. For
profess
ity
Univers
nown
well-k
by .
students and yoi ing teachers
53 Days -$1075
I] Countries Sails Julv 2 SS EMPRESS of ENGLAND
England, Hollan d, Belgium. Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein,
Austria, Italy,
Marino, Monaco, France.
Conducted
throiS. ,niShout
by well-known University professor. For
students and yoi ing
teachers.
Full information from
folders now being prepared

pace their opposition wh.
This Weekend | Gal Blue-Jays Beaten
Burnser. tied
ary
—
third
quart
In thethe
wild ^°3e.
The so-far luckless intermedi
As well as the regular basketball ates again met with defeat, in the first few
Inter- their second game of the season, ble that followed, the v 'a'11
and hockey league play, two schedadministered by a fast YWCA recovered to pull ah _ lean
collegiate tournaments are
uled this weekend.
The lead
Y squadby did
34-29 in 27-23
the notend\M 10 !
them attraction
edged cage
squad whoevening
At the Blue Mountains Resort at atthe
early"Y" last night.
from their vantage point
the
comwill
teams
fr
third
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od.
e. of th
Collingwo ski championships.
The Y girls opened the scoring the last hard-fough
t quart "
pete in the
drove
and
game
Carlton
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in
city,
early
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Here in
tai
theirers lead
creaHigh
sed scor
ahead
to
a
14-9
lead
by
the
end
for
theto Daviot„
vies„ '"^
badegiate
Intercoll
the
hosts
Club minton meet, with the matches of the first quarter. In the
quarter the outstanding
ing.
tally 34-29. "e th,
getting underway tomorrow morn- second
forward line of Jackie Davies, final
teamts,were
poin
foll Helenby Can
Gwen» ■?u """14contest
June
and
Burns,
Rosemary
tourneys will cover Friday Sceviour decreased the margin day with owed
8. Chalki„K
at
andBothSaturday.
tally for Burn:
the inte tn, "* 4;15
estRosemary
however, stillof high
was
by three points,
Full details on both meets will ending
up on the short side
be carried in tomorrow's Varsity, the half-time score* of 21-19.
Jackie
the Mon- It looked very much like the points Meand
in
results
ds Are Tops
Al
with daycomplete
edition.
Varsity girls were going to out- netted 8.
vied fo,- was

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.
('Kenneth B. Conn, President)
WAlnu. 4-1494
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SPORTS

SCHEDULES

Week of February 4th I
n l.isls Required For FollowtaE Teams-Forms Available
Registratiooffice:
AtTeamIntramural
WATER POLO— Med. I; Vic: SPS II. Ill; Arch.
MAJOR B. BAU^t. Mc ^f^^SS^S^S^M
Benders. Attackers; Trio
ivtt Ph£ St M BID k Hrnd , Elbow
Mlddlo Hse.
fflll llJS ™e . O&S. HOCKEY
I River Rats. Hobblers" Bubes.
Mon Fob 4 1.30 SPS
Thomson
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5 6,30
Nnd.n, Green
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1.00
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For., VicB Brown. Scott ,
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GAMES TODAY
Tuomson, Green
Sharp-shooters,
vs Trjn.
B
HOCKEY
bows
Nadln
honoursandin arrows,
the arche
Pre-Med
vs WATER
Knox POLO Green.
Pulfer, Lawrie
held
in the Drill Hall
yesterday'
Meds
vs Med II
Watkln, J. Boase
the field afternoon.
with
a high ^uno
GroBfleld. Smith
score of 442 points inr.janHn
a Wininth
vs Pharm
SQUASH
d end ' series of 25, 20, 15 ya J
ne
po
BASKETBALvsL SPS— AMAJOR LEAGUE
Burnett, Grossman
Closely following Meds
Goldrlng.
Apple
baum
respectively.
Pre-Med
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For.
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PViJr a rmU.C
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—Grossman,
HART HOUSE
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Livingston
St. BASKETBA
M. Yankees
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II Yr. Haesler
»j*-sf
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Newport
U.C.
Stars
post-day
vs Pharm Anions Newport
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the iaW
Vic
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total by
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points.up Third
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' LEAGUE _Newport
— , VIC GYM
St. M.BASKETBALL
Grave Rotiber -vs MINOR
Rats
NeUes
Via
U.C. Taylor
Vic,
then
St.
Hilda's
vs- St. M\ Coop Corless
by POT. Jean Haywaid followed
of PreU.C. Loudon
meds came second in individual
vs U.C. Jeanner?t Corless
scores, with first year student, :
JoyPotential
Walker,' materia!
placing third.
for Intercollegiate
was exhibited
s shown by thearcheryrelatively
high
scoring ability of some of the
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Flight
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The Students' Administrative Council
Leaving Montreal June 5th
Returning September 3rd

Only $340-00

Return

Open to University of Toronto
STAFF, FACULTY, STUDENTS, GRADS.
Reservations must be made by February 12
at the S.A.C. of fice,.accompanied by a deposit
of at least 10%.
While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces
the S.A.C. reserves the right to cancel the flight if
sufficient passengers
not applied by
February have
12, 198,7.
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ATHLETIC

NIGHT

PROGRA
..HELPSM
THIS
'Men
women graduates and
students andof the
School of Physical
all this.
and
Educati
conRec|men
Bluc-J»S's
Meet
|n Feature
irlbutlnHealth
■g• their
serviceson toarethis
.helps
provide
8.00 v- Buffalo U. g|u
supervision and many extra
Blues v.v.Rochester
Buffalo U.
programmechronized
feature-,swimming,
Entire
includi
Blues
ng onal
synTo PHE
The Physical Proceeds
Fund
professi
hand baJancins act. trampollni fencing8.30 feature.
Clown *acts *aud * others.
,11: Blues9.15v. McGill
speetaouiar in Hart* Ho XSgEfaifig*' ASS°CMi°n ^
» s-'al Ath"«o »W* Ing."Throu
.
gh the co-operation of
abyhegaTahlsTcw
^VaTured
'Xv1^M
pe™f
'""of tte "TAA. the game
PHE between
departmentthe will
present
and the UTAA proceeds will be used
3ct i».9.30rhe J"00'dmen - If
Intercollegiate
In
With
all
proceeds
going to aid inbasketball
in theMcGPHErRtdme„
School.
building a scholarship
fund torBines
students to help build a scholarship fund
i swim feature.
student in the School or
Intel-national Intercollegiate exhibition meets are on tap in wrestling and swimming, with for
Physical ands Health Education."
10-12 dancing.
seven-event supporting card
also planned
aJ1(l ballroom
With the exception' of the tfirej special " features, all events will be presented and enacted
I"esente<1 and enacted
<the School
graduates and undergraduates ''ofInclude
d in o;thePhvsical
extra Educat,0n.
pro
a girls' swim show
are on
gramme acts
clown
the trampoline
On the
in the pool, women's modern
Ray Monnot
Hoops 29 and
dance routine, a professional
BEAT
hand-balancing act, women's
fencing,
movies,
and square and
dancing.
ballroom
To Lead Western
Win
brooks
The McGill Indians and the
Blue-Jays get the ball rolling
at 6:30 with an intermediate
Intercollegiate basketball clash.
For Blues
Vipond By High
The wrestling meet, with the
Sports
HOWIE MANDELL
When the hockey Blues travelled
to oldUitor
Quebec last
University
of Buffalo visitors, to take
Assistant Sports Editor
on the Carabins and Laval, Athletic Director weeken
will
also
start
the
intermediate
Warren
events at 6:30.
Stevens went along, and the reason for his addition to the entourage
evolved from the Athletic offices earlier this week.
London, Ontario (Jan. 30) — The University of Western
Ontario Mustangs, paced by their veteran super-star Ray Mon- The swimming meet, with
While in Montreal, Mr. Stevens and Coach -lack Kennedy
McCatty's ofBlues
in against
huddled in a pow-wow with representativ
oot, defeated the University of Toronto Blues 68-51 in an Cress
es from the three other
the University
Buffalo,
gets "hockey"
Intercollegiate senior basketball game here tonight.
colleges for a wee discussion on matters of importance
underway at 8, as does the senior in the league.
A Thames Hall capacity crowd cheered wildly ei-s Monnot wrestling
card. Movies and the
Much of the subject matter was routine material, but one
(ossed in 29 points, 13 of them on free throws.
fencingtime.
swing into action at the particular
same
item stands out like a healed thumb — and the CIAU
The victory moved the Mus- •
a round of back-slapping for its ruling.
deserves
tangs
first-place deadlock
The Blues take to the main
"Any
who becomes involved in fisticuffs will be
with into
the aAssumption
Lancers, Nine Men Play
gym court at 8:30 against assessed a player
match misconduct
penalty, and a like penalty will be
leaving the Blues tied for fourth
the
Redmen
after
the
women's
given
for
any
player
who slashes or attempts to slash an opponent."
Blue-Jays
Lose
spotGordwithScratch
McGill with
Redmen.12, little
modern dance routine. The
That
may
not
be
the
correct
wording, but it's the general
The
Varsity
Blue-Jays
lost
last
act lilts the idea, and it's an idea which
i)ave Langhorne. also some night, and they can be thankful 'hand-balancing
spotlight between halves of Canadian
hockey leagues. has been gone far too long from our
shakes as a football player, with finish.
cage tilt.
years ago, such a ruling would never have been
eight, and Ranee Smeeton with that the score only read 4-0 at the the
The clown acts take over the passedTwenty
six were the supporting main- Playing as though the traditional pool
because such a ruling wouldn't have been necessary. In
by the those days,
stays of the Western crew.
the
general idea was to put the puck into the opponent's
lead was heavy in their skates. girls' atswim9:15,show.followed
Dancing
runs net, not into his mouth.
Gary Vipond, maintaining Jack Wheldrake's crew fumbled from the end of the
basketball
Too
many
penalty-box brawls have been instigated by a
and bumbled its way through 45 game until midnight.
Varsity's high
habitscorer
of having
of hot-headed gentlemen who have had a scuffle on the
different
in eacha minutes
of hockey that would All in all, it's a great show, couple
ice
and
are
bound
determined ?o get in a few more licks.
game, paced tile Blues with have
and the admission is the usual Fans seajed in the and
vicinity would be far safer standing on the
12. Pete Potter hooped 11 while collapse.made the Statue of Liberty fifty
cents
a
person.
subway
tracks.
Ruby Richman chimed in with
With the exception of Bruce
The little conference produced yet another ruling which should
and Bob Allan and Tom
ten.
make a noticeable difference to the game.
Trailing 28-23 'tat the half, the Doidge,
Watt on occasion, the lethargic
STAFF
Blues came back to tie the score, Blue-Jays
Have ofyou
noticed
the
were hopelessly outa feweverof the
playershowmeanlittle
? Onethe of'Cthe and
ideas'A'of onhaving
only to see the Purple and White
staff is reminded sweaters
Captain and Alternate Captain is to have people who are in a
classed by Porter's Real Estate, of Thethe Sports
pull away in the closing minutes their conquerors.
weekly confab in the aposition
to talk to the referee over matters which may arise.
as Bill
office tomorroiv (Friday) at
have you ever noticed, if that is what the letters mean,
Vaichulis Corcoran
ran their and
foul big Al The Varsity crew had only nine
have a full turn- how And
>nd left the floor. total to men in uniform, but that should 1:30. outLet's
many
for once.^There may bo tionalist? people there are who assume the role of conversanot
be
used
as
an
excuse
in
a
45The officiating was a cause of
a few speeches.
Them thar days are down the drain. Anyone who takes it
Peat concern to John McManus' minute straight-time game.
upon himself to gab with the ref., especially over rule infractions,
Jeronto
cagers
as
three
technical
will
find himself in the penalty box for 10 minutes.
Bills were called against the
In
other words, it's a straight-from-the-shoidder "Keep your
alone'* bH1Ch the f"'St Pertod First Place The Prize
mouthTheshut,
down,theandchanges
play hockey"
decree.May I humbly
CIAUyourhasstick
adopted
as official.
Moiumt was the subject of
suggest
that
the
University
of
Toronto
Intramural
officials take
a,1.v
a
controversy
S the Blues as the concerna quick look-see at some of their own Interfaculty games and
officials
consider
following
suit.
^"M
to whenever
take the a role of As Carabins Hit Town
Protector"
It would be a dandy move. The Interfac games are short
VarsiJi Eager ventured near the big
It will be a battle royal for Montrealers top point-getter, and enough as it is, and when one or two speechmakers insist on taking
the top defence pair of Butch the floor (ice, In this case, I guess), the refs shouldn't take any
first place tonight when the Houle
and Gaston Perrault.
nonsense. Kick 'em off and get on with the game.
of Montreal Carabins
Kit >'U6S now return home University
Individually, Brian. Anderskate
onto
Varsity
Arena
ice
ODDS *N ENDS
'he
v
3
Satui'day
evening
and
son
and Clare Fisher will be
against the defending champion
The PHE folks have come up with an A-l Athletic Night ... It
M JX ™ Hart House com-' Blues.
out
to
move
back
up
with
hits
the
spotlight
on
Saturday
at 6:30 and it should be a great
that , Redmen. The squad
Michele Lagace, starry Laval show from the opening cheer . . . Let's help Kurt Wlpper and his
battle
T',,5
°Ut
on
toP
in
u'at
The
Carabins,
taking
full
adforward,
on
top
of
the
scoring
i»sst« move int° undisputed
vantage of a double Varsity loss
aidesat make
a bang-up
. And don't
foigetHorn
the Uhockey
Ken,standings
ot- f0»rth place in the last weekend, edged the WcSill race.
tilt
the iceitpalace
tonightsuccess
. . . The. . Flying
Dutchmen
of M
r^w
The purpose of the Thursday are In town to provide half of a battle royal for first place . . .
Redmen 6-4 in overtime on Mon- game,
a
rarity
on
Toronto
ice,
day night and jumped into a first is to permit the Carabins to Speaking
I understand
the Trinity
morning atof 8hockey,
and were
able to gainer
their C'sfirstplayed
point yesterday
In three
place deadlock with the Blues. move
hineers Feature
on to weekend games with years . . . They tied Meds IV 2-2 in a real go . . . Apparently I am
JackoutKennedy's,
crew
was
withthe
University
of
Michigan.
the services of regulars
going to have a few questions fired my way re yesterday's Sports
Grant Mills and Dune Brodie for Starting time tonight is 8 p.m. Beat ... It won't matter, because I can't explain it myself . . .
ck
r ngTratot*
tthtt!inW~
over the spot- their Quebec jatint, but both will
Nt 0I "'Kday's third indoor be in action tonight.
t*o out ,season by rapturing Captain Red Stephen, who
„ta,ts <n,°, the three carded
Five Redmen Not Cnough-Skule Wins
missedwith Tuesday
Wing , "le distance star Bill clash
Toronto afternoon's
Marlboros
McCuaig was high for the
Ry ARNIE ENG LANDER
and under„ vol"6" 4n his f»'st win due to an upcoming exam, will An sizedundermanned
basketball team
Engineers with 12 points, while
&U Varev ,ESeaSon' °utdueling take time out from his studies was able Seniorto UCcontain
Rrian Aston were responsible Skrzypek and Frank Wawrythe
strong
most of the rebounds pulled chuk followed with eight each.
i fiHTsh;r_
E) inglythein senior
Wile,. ng stron
2:06. to return to his familiar spot on Senior SPS squad for half the for
down by the Redmen.
outputfromconsisted
' f'fiishi ecl third and fourt the blue-line.
game
yesterday
afternoon
before
four one-handers
the out-of
The
Skule crew could Wawrychuk's
h
The Blues apparently skated bowing to the superior Engineers usually taller
iveh,
take
three
or
four
shots
side.
*,1 elo,
weekends losses out of
Dave Sutherland and Bill
a count without
of 50-37.a man on the at the hoop while UC was being
U„"B hS*lW ,lnlsh fO*- last
their systems on Tuesday by by Playing
restricted to one attempt- on Bissett helped UC out in a
bench,
UC
went
all
the
way
with
in
4-0
Marlics
the
'"11llVitr'j
swamping
":'<,r
h»'f
mile
ivith
scoring
ble
rush up the court. The inside each. way by hooping seven
(SMC) becoming what could be regarded as one five men. They managed to hold each
shooting
SPS wasthey
horrible
of
their
best
games
played
this
SPS
to
a
20-20
first
half
deadIt was evident during the
time
and of again
missedas second
of the Trinity year on home ice.
half that the UC quintet
lock,
thanks
mainly
to
the
hercukes,Kevin
Jones and
lean
efforts
of
Danny
Turack.
easy
lay-ups
or
tap-ins.
was
beingtempo
wornof to
Peter Moens of
It
was
early
in
the
second
Varthe
Carabins,
the
Against
The
fast
the aplayfrazzle.
tired
the Turack potted 14 of UC's 20 stanza that SPS broke a 22-22 out the five Redmen
sity' lads will be up against
and made
in
more
. SiL"*> fourth.
seven
Cy
added
of
and
tie
and
pulled
away
to
their
13
points
goaltending man who the second period to wind up
standout
hg*<y. B,-, U130me of Gelling, Guevremont, the little
the Engineers, whomarks
were forloaded
with
point victory. Ed Skrzypek's set them easy
*>sy I au a"d Sprawl vas instrumental in sending as the game's leading scorer, shot.
Jerry
Wojdon's
free
throw
with
21
points.
depth.
One
or
two
reserves
for
Saturaod
Pave
McQuajg/s
lay-up
jjaye
last
defeat
down to
hem
Turack,
pto&tog
the
pivot,
,
UC
might
well
have
meant
the
Engineers
a
lead
that
they
time !jday.
"J used a jump shot to rack up never relinquished.
different outcome in the contest.a
'^■^ii/r1^'
the Blues will *have
addition,
In
University
«nd
second and third. 1 to contend with Gaby Alain, the most of his field goals. He and
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Cathie Breslin Meets:

!

Shimizu
Mihoko
Two girls dropped down to the Their own colleges, countries and
office yesterday, to share a smile background are as different from
arid a little conversation. One was each other as they are from the
from the Gold Coast, the other new land to which both girls came
from Japan; they were both in to be "scholars". Mihoko came
Canada on a World University from 57-year-old Tsuda College in
Service Scholarship; and this was Tokyo, and she is one of the 600,000 university students of Japan.
something worth smiling about.
Mihoko Shimizu came to Canada
is a baby,
'48,"
last year to study P&HE, and she says"Ours
Beatrice,
and shebuiltis intalking
liked it so much that she stayed. about the University College oi
Beatrice Amartefio is a newcomer the Gold Coast. Its 400 students,
this year to OCE, and will go back along with some 900 technical students, constitute the entire univer("Certainly!") in the fall and resity population of the country.
port faithfully to the education
or not. neither ofdepartment, to do "anything that theButgirlsdifferent
— who both smile a great
they ask".
calendar

jan. 31

Amartefio
Beatrice
and
both"And
Beatrice
lives
at
home
in a kind theyTheyagree.
thought that
deal, but manage
abroad tend
interested
in kon-'""
definable reasontowhyconvey
theythewerein- o£ "perpetual summer", and Miho- getting
ed to thin
of Part
r- t(
the
world."
ko
claims
the
same
for
Japan.
chosen to represent their countries "There's a short winter," she says,
in Canada — have found Toronto
in
term
s of the United Stai s*»
hard to get used to.
"and a long spring and autumn.
u ' CjwellonT
be more
should"And
nada
they
feel.
"Of course there are many dif- Summer
that is
is
ierrible!"
But both of them have gotten things
Mihokweo want
befortoe dolong ^"
ferent things," they say, "but still used
to the rather different wea- teach
— we don't feel too much that it's
ing y Japan
ther of Toronto.
Beatrice
"fas- be sport
and ese
healtchildr
hy atentheh ls
cinated" with her
first was
snowfall,
But after that, there will b
time.
Mihoko
has
a
harder
prospectand
she
managed
to
brave
the
cold
strange."
when she goes home. "Japan is so that went along with it— "except
overcrowded," she sighs. "For ev- for one Monday," she admits,
ery two or three jobs, there are
eyed students who come to r
to lear
hundreds of applicants. Even to "when I thought I would shrink to othe
of smil
r nlongbothlinea subje
ing *' *
ct and
one-tenth_jny
size."
Both
of
them,
too,
are
happy
to
get"Just
into now,
the university
is
difficult."
we're changing from
old government, which pays for be in Canada to study. "It's a very of
EWRITERS a *•»
liTYP
fe
great opportunity to be over here,"
.
everything,
to
the
new,"
explained
Beatrice. "They're trying to absorb
CLASSIFIED
ADS.
Specia
l
studen
t
rates. All r.„
the natives of the Gold Coast into
makes;
or rebuilt;
TYPEWRITERS
the government. But right now,
•old on newterms.
Also forrentM
SUppff
Weekly
Rents
or
Buys
there are 700 students studying Any$1.00
repairs and service. Phone
^
make,refunded
brand newif typewriter.
abroad. So after four years, it may (Rental
you buy).
TYPEWRITERS
1843 anytime
.
Trade-ins
$29.
Cash
registers,
addbe Mihoko
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All Day fileMiof our
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Jewishpresent
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an Academy Awardwinningcent". Film:
Vinaction: "Twentieth Century Jew
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Saint
all
members
the University
George Street.
welcome
at
Carr
Hall
Auditor1 1 -5:30
will hold
SMC.
Bakep.m.SaleSt. inMike's
the Coop,
(Carra 10:00 p.m.ium, SMC
M&D Society will
Hall). EAT FOR SHARE
Hi-Fi Con1:00 p.m. A VCF Bible study in presentcert, ithe
n Carrregular
Hall Auditorium,
Room 111, UC.
members of Univer1:10 p.m. Dr. K. Hockin will lead a SMC.sity All
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P and O T Study Group in the
P and O T Huts, Devonshire
SATURDAY
Place, sponsored by SCM.
plans Gordon
a Bible Brown
read1:10 p.m. Architects', Bible study 8:00 p.m. ingVCF
The Rev.
Study
Group,
led
by
Neil
McMurrich. will meet in Room 33 will speak on ''The Doctrine of
Revelation", in Shera.ton Hall,
of the Engineering Bldg.
3:10 p.m. Alan McLachlin will lead Wycliffe.
a New Testament Study Group
In Room 114 of the Conservatory of Music.
lapsed."
DEADLINE EXTENDED
FOR
4:00 p.m. VCF will organize a Bible Study in Room 111, UC.
5.00 p.m. Prof. K. Joblin will speak
on "Christianity and the World
W.U.S. SUMMER SEMINAR
Struggle"
VicV
3 p.m.
The Hartin Room
House 15A,
Exploration
Society
plans inmovies
on Northern wildlife
the Hart
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who spent some time "Foster,
in the
North, will be guest speaker.
WEST AFRICA
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ium Company of Canada Ltd.
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Bristol mentsFoster
will talk on "Arcprovided.History".
tic Natural
RefreshCamera
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Donaldgramme
A.DirectorUrquhart,
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CAMPUS
REDS
DEAD?
What has happened to the U of T Labor Progressive Party? Indications
are it is dead'
I here have apparently been no LPP activities on campus this year. Varsity
files earnno record of any news of Canada's version of the communist since 1952
Federal, provincial, and civic headquarters of the LPP's have been contacted but are
unable to give any information about any party on campus.
Shek, listed in the U of T students' handbook as interim convenor on campus
has Ben
successfully
questions all fall. He could not be reached for comment on the
last night.
fate of the party evaded
In past years, there have always been candidates running on the communust platform
for the annual Model Parliament— last year they polled seven seats for the session This
yearInterest
LPP's was
failedrenewed
to gain ina the
singlecampus
seat; last
they fall
werewhennot there
even entered
on thefromofficial
a rumor
Oxfordballot
that
the communist party there had split over Russian activity inwasHungary.
a formerarestudent
delegated' to organize campus communists
little success.
with apparently
met was
that he here,
indications
but Shek,
He
gave
the
Varsity
a
student's
name
wno
was
active in organizing, but the student
was not listed in the U of T directory.

Jewish

Toronto's
director deliversM H aleilecture
Rabbi Aaron
M. Kamerling,
/ and the Good
Society".
For
more
details
about
the
meeting
see the centre spr I in today's paper

CCF

Club
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Changeover

Heritage

Assessed

Duri
lite Convention
Jewish studentsng
from almostHille
20
in the tradition Three of the Institute's four
universities in the U.S. and Can- asfaultof ofanya failing
sessions were completed Thursada are gathered this week in or rebellion.drives for conformity
day. The four sessions are. "The
Toronto for the annual Institute The tradition, he said, by conJew and
and theHuman
and Convention of the Hillel
cerning itself with abstractions Jew
Foundation.
Good Values.'1
Society." "The
"The
refusing to address itself to Jew
and
Education"
and
Hillel
Foundation
and
Ethics"TheoC
The Foundation, sponsored by and
the practical problems of life toB'nai B'rith, was founded to foster
day, was not speaking clearly and Rabbi Samuel Cass of. McGill
a sense of identification between confidently to the twentieth cen- Judaism,"
Jews on
campus
and
the
traditury student but was at best introduced the session by insisttions of Judaism.
ing that Judaism could not be
"stuttering to him."
The
had to make an active equated with humanism although
The tute,,
subject
ofbythisCultural
year's ComInsti- effort Jew
to attune his ears to the there were humanistic aspects in
prepared
mittee Chairman, Harry Arthurs, tradition, the Rabbi said. Move- it. There was a definite religious
ment on the part of both the tradition that had to be adhered
is The Twentieth Century Jewto. The tradition, he said, had
Man or Myth?" The papers that tradition and the Jew was ne- something
very significant to say
have been delivered and the disces ary, he said, in order that
cussions
following
them
have
inall problems
of human valJew could "transmute the about ues.
terpreted this as a question of the
discussion
petty act of observance into a lowed theAnimated
presentation
of tolthe
the
Jewish heritage's
applicability An excited buzz followed the
to peculiar
modern problems.
papers. Touching by turns on the
Keynote address of the Con- Rabbi's
way of suggestion
life."
that there was problem of Jewish attitude tovention was delivered by Rabbi some truth
wards Germany, the Jewish attiin Arnold
Toynbee's
of Judaism
as a
Maurice Pekarsky, Director of characterization
tude toward man as a creature of
Leadership Training at Chicago fossil tradition. What was re- sin, and a suggestion that the
tradition had ceased to
quired he said was a revitaliza- Jewish
He suggested that defections from
develop spiritually in 1 AO
Judaism were just as much the tion of the tradition.

After Executive Election
The CCF club elected its exe- cussion- groups . will be held at
cutive for the 1957-58 term in noon and. in the afternoons to
a meeting yesterday. The officers study various aspects of CCF
are: John Erewin (III Trill.), development.
President; Steve Lewis (II UC), Members will meet in various
Vice-President; Ruth Dowds (III homes for informal sessions with
Tiin.l, Secretary; Hubert Pea- prominent CCFers. There will, of
cork hi Trin.), Treasurer, and course, be practical work in the
P-uss
Irvine (III UC), Publicity ridings, door to door .canvasChairman,
sing next year.
Erewingoing congratulated'
the
outpresident, Bob Fenn
"CI, on his splendid work. (IV
He
said gleat enthusiasm
had been
shown for the way in which the
Parly had conducted its Model
Legislation;
War,
Economics
Parliament campaign and that Not
»" members had sat for the Club
°u"ng
the
three
days of the
Parliament.
to "Even if the CCF. are unable
More
Divorces
Says Herbert
«in next year's campus elec- Make
" " 0l'tright they can at least Ten minutes of adultery in . Surgery" the noted librettist, Just as surgery is the cure for hundreds of broken stomachs;
physical
illness,
so is divorce a
is apparently considered i parliamentarian, sailor and satirs up ™°ugh opposition to in- Ontario
of mended
thanking
Sir ones."
Alan, Dean
worse than three years of de- 1 ist said postponed marriages, form of matrimonial surgery. youIn hear
ad 6 that the otner parties give sertion
G. F. Wright of the Law School
arid unhappiness in Brit- } housing difficulties and the eco- of To1904compare
tion*Uate
*"nou£nt
anci
preparathe
divox'ce
rate
with the divorce rate of said it was necessary to "inject
ni.J to forming of their ain, Sir Alan Patrick Herbert nomical and political emancipatold the Medico-Legal Society j tion of women rather than the today is ridiculous, he said.
Informs," he said.
facts
life" intoTheconsideration of thisof matter.
law has
Wednesday evenin; "Matrimonial recent divorce legislation were "There are more abdominal oper- the
i„ Colle smallFacul
[, 6X1 ^ar,
been inclined to view divorce
the
causes
of
increased
divorce
ations
today
than
there
were
in
dis-- Speaking
^_an
d Residences, ges,
rate.
1904. You don't hear talk of as purely legal fact, he said.
"The women just don't take
what
they
used
to,"
he
said.
Wartime conditions also figured.
N"es Invited By Cornell
"While the navy's away the
Skule
Skids
civilians play," he quoted.
■° Meet Pro Americans
Sir Alan was largely responSHARE officials announced
for having
the inBritish
Americans, a farm team of divorcesiblelaws
amended
1937 Trinity
encountIrar—
Blueis
wUl likely theTheToronto
last
night tributed
that anySPS
has not
Maple
Leafs,
are
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*ne*r
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SCHOOL
money
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Dentistry
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two-week
campaign
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as
grounds
for
"matrimonial
208.15
tor th ™m Cornell University
142.15 today, with Trinity having colfinal Inter- Christ's teaching of not
playthe
Ame , Blues to play Rochester The Bluescollegiate
97.00
game onir February 1 surgery."
Forestry
lected 129rc of its total objecHocke
/
cf
the
Amer
ican
y
tive.eachThe objective
Montinriot
wife"but didsuggested
thydivorce,
the University ot
put away validate
game
aSUe in an exhibition againstreal Carabins.
from
student. is one dollar
29.00
Medicine
St.
Hilda's
that man should legislate on this Law
The" Cornell on March 8.
35.00
250.00
71.00
The lowsFaculty
fol'"c 0( "as'on is the official openmatter to achieve ideal mar- P 4 OT
far behindof Dentistry
Trinity, with
riage.man
Marriageforwasmarriage,
created for
1G.00 89% of its objective.
'co |.ink"e "ew Cornell artificial
79.20
Music
man,
not
he
SE
SUMMER COUR
SHARE officials seemed wor17.00
Pharmacy
ried last night about the poor
'"st Ji2?eh tfai* Kennedy said
is ajain said.The idea that the Church CC
177.40
ty of Vienna
UniversiInternat
St.
Mike's
ional Summer
response
from the— Victoria,
larger facul">«ke ,jj 1 lha' the team will offering'
Emmanuel
ties
and colleges
UC,
nowadays
opposes
divorce
is
a
Architecture
Wil?
academic
presPermit
it.'
lecoffers
The courseCulture and misconception. Sir Alan's Bill of Vie
Courses.tures on European
108.15
Ha "'cula
29.50 and"TheSPS.small colleges are giving
1937 was opposed by only one
r I the Varsity players, Economic Structures.
bishop.
120.00
0.00 just about everything," said one
y those in Engineering,
SPS
be1 li'he
"Why have one broken family
Interested students ahould
ed'd tim,
uupp WWin
official, "any success depends on
ih hheavv
eav schoolfull
tion
informa
when
you
can
have
two
happy
r
furthe
the donations of the larger coln
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a tripnotwith-bo
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team, andwould
Austrian Legation families because of intelligent Total
the
h
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leges on the last day."
in Ottawa.
divorce proceedings?" he asked.
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well done, sir alan!
Within the past week, Toronto has. had two distinguished British visitors. One of them, Earl Clement
Attlee, received average press publicity, was rude to
and audireporters, failed to interest interviewers
ences, and was coldly snubbed when scheduled to
speak at Massey Hall. The second, Sir Alan P. Herbert, humorist, politician, sportsman, writer and holder of several other equally complimentary titles, was
taken to heart by the city, <
While perhaps the difference in receptions is
merely an illustration of the difference in individuals,
it may also serve as a comment on Toronto's famous
cold-heartedness.
Sir Alan jovially received reporters in his suite at
a manuthe Royal York, sang to them, handedof over
his Canadian
script of a Punch poem which one
hosts tried to keep from the press, and his spirited
personality bubbled through all the stories written
about him. He charmed reporters (including our own)
ar the Toronto Medico-Legal society's dinner last night
and was roundly applauded by the members.
Sir Alan will leave Toronto with an impression
probably as favourable as the one he left behind him.
(Although he certainly laughed at our liquor laws and
soundly blasted the divorce regulations). We have
made a friend; and we should be proud.
Last fall, J. B. Priestley, another British visitor,
frankly expressed his distaste for Toronto in general
and its press in particular.
Perhaps all visitors in future may learn from the
charming A.P.H.
Treat us as friends, we will accept you. Speak to
us as if we were mature and responsible citizens of
the world, we will listen to you.
Dignitaries of the world take heed! Toronto is growing up.
good chap, charlie!
And
we're
jollyinpleased
has a bit of spunk
him. to see .the young prince
Veddy reminiscent of his ancestors, don't you
know. Good show, Charlie! Keep fighting!.

Who
I V»\

To

OUT THE

\ CELLAR
WINDOW
Through the year, The Varsity has published
over
a hundred
editorials. well
Reaction
to them has varied from bitter
disagreement, to hike-warm
approval. But student comment,
and statements aroused from
the general public from last
Thursday's editorial ("Suffer
Yourselves
strong that toI Hang")
am calledwasuponso
to add to those few thoughts,
• Without exception, the peostopped thatme editorial,
on the
streetpletowhomention
said how pleased
one
newspaper
had hadthey'were
the courage
to stand against the powerful
afternoon papers. They were
happy, these people said (and
the same opinion was present
in the dozens pf congratulatory
letters we received) that the

The

Was

Blame In The
Woodcock Case

By PETER
Star and The Telegram .had
been put in their place.
Those people, and possibly
the editorial itself, missed the
main point. The fault does not
-lie with the newspapers, as a
careful examination throughout will show.
Let's just look at the case
of Peter Woodcock, not in the
lightal ofcoverage
the horribly
that hassensationhanged
him before he will be brought
to trial, but as the case fits
into our over-all scheme of
The Telegram and the Star,
justice.
are competing newspapers; in
other words businesses, in a
highly competitive
field. Theis
life-blood
of their business
the sale of newspapers. Newspapers, when all is said and
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"Suffer
yourselvesto tobe behanged:
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suffer yourselves
publish yourcondemned;
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SALE
!
SAVE MONEY ON THE NEW SELECTION OF EVENING
GOWNS AND COCKTAIL DRESSES NOW ON DISPLAY
AT:
46 St. George Street
HELMAR
WA. 1-5981

Hondsome leather boots, new for, casual wear with
tweeds, flannels, corduroys. Styled with no laces, they
ore
"tops" Elastic
for comfort,
tiiullyratedpliable.
insertsbecause
at boththey're
sides sogivebeauthe
extra flexibility and firmness that make these hardy
boots comfortable. Lightweight leather soles and leather heels. Light tan or black in soft supple leather.
-Sizes 6 to 11, including half sizes, widths D and E in
the group. "Sanitized"*. Pair
15.95
*Sanitized,
an
exclusive
process
to
help
give
shoe life, reduce bacteria and keep shoes fresh longer
inside.
PHONE UN. 1-5111
• EATON'S— Main Store-Second Floor-Dept. 237
• EATON'S-College Street-Main Floor EATON

C^™

INTER -HILLEL CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Fri., Feb. 1 6:00 Sabbath Eve
Dinner
8:30 Oneg Shabbat
Dr. Fischoff
Sat., Feb. 2 9:30 Sabbath Service
Lunch
12:30
Curly Posen
8:45 Entertainment
Dance and '
Sun., Feb. 3 1:00 Debate
McGill vs Varsity
MAY WE PRESENT...
The New Branch Of The Regent Beautv Salon
1005 Eglinton W.
Regent
of the
BEAUTY SALON
Bloor and Avenue Rd.
For the most formal occasions
WA. 4-5121
or for that informal co-ed look.
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Shampoo and Wave, $2.25
Haircut. $1.50

New PARK
Wing
Second Floor

PLAZA

Really

done,
are sold by their new simply
GZOWSK1
covera
people personal
— and Icontact
w,.
thisManyge.
through
— many people on both Toron
by the way the areWooda£"
togusted
cockevening
case newspapers,
was
Em
they are
bound handled
by economic
forces
to
write
the
news
sensationally as possible, withas

in theto limits
set by bethei law"
Not
do so would
I
do
.not
mean
commend
foolish.
either paper. Their tohandling
of
the Peter Woodcock case —
and many
was
despicabothers
le, a before
disgraceit to
the principles of justice. But
it was within 'the limits of the
law, as set by precedents of
our courts.
- If the courts of Ontario hold
themselves in such contempt
that they arc afraid of the
popular
press,doliien
is no
wonder they
not itconsider
the newspapers' attitude as being in defiance of the law.
The law of Ontario, as I
understand it (I would be
pleased to hear from lawyers
on this fpoint)
leaves ofthecourt
deinition of contempt
up to the individual judge.
The Telegram- and the Star,
inhavemanybeenpeople's
opinion,theshould
cited during
first
preliminary
hearing.
not. There is nothingTheyto were
stop
a repetition
of
the
same
haviour the next time a similarbecase arises.
IwillThecontrol
only-such
othernewsthing
that
coverage
is a wholesale cancelling of
subscriptions when a newspaper
steps out of the boundaries of
good taste.
And though
were undoubtedly a fewtheresubscriptions
terminated last week because
of the Woodcock case, The
Telegram's street sales rose by
45,000 onfullthedetails.
single day they
carried

and
to the courts
up
to stop
courts
to Ittheisoutrag
eous alone,
behavior.
such
papers would
Both afternoonplease
d to see
be more than
of coverkind
this
;
of
end
an
_tne
bedareassured
f one could
age. Iwould
to aery
not
other
calmer.
be
would
it
law,
theSensational news is ni0^
legal
kind.to present than
difficult
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"You ain't nothing but a hound-dog if you ain't goin'
to see
hts'
Law, U of T's Elvis
Presley.Campus
This actHighlig
from Skule, wails Jack
is one of the
many acts
chosen from the various campusNite,shows,
such as the A V R
and Dentantics that will be seen in the show.
Highlights will be presented in the Great Hall this Campus
Thurs
day February 7. Phil McKellan,
Metronome and Downbeat schoice as Disc Jockey of the year? will
emcee
Tick
ets, on sale at 75c each, can be obtained at the SAC office
between ten and four, at St. Mike's, Vic and the Enginee
ringy.building between twelve and two, from toda until
Thursda
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balance of parts,
again man's inter
on Tuesday night,
preta
and the other criteriaexpressi
tion stressed
a
victim
of Fort
used in York savages, from mighty
reviewing first-rate orchestr
Debussy s "over - sensitivity"
as. erratic blows of brass and wood. This
may
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But concern
ing thisconducte
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tion concerts
notable
Brahms' most sensitive sym- mine. Fetes was clear and buoy-to
talk
let's
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wrong
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an Exhibi
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finale
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of tiem
After the concert the muti- not to blame; in the third move- brilliant in the "Ballet and
ment which was not marred by Chicks
lated corpse of a short, fat
Old Castle^
in their'TheShells"
"Catacombs.*
was spoiled because the beautiful saxophone melody was
vomited
The
TSOout with
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always been
and ename
noted
for
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volume of noise
dued
and a note of gaiety. A it can
Mrs. Tutzi Haspel-Sequin
produce;
"Think
wonder
ing
Boy"
makes
a nice therefore that little
hit on what may be a bit of a
the colossal
and is quite compe- "Great Gate of Kiev"
gold mine. No doubt Suburban, use of blue,
was
retently drawn. An odd-shaped
UHra-Modern Torontonians with bas relief
kable. On the whole Mr.
is interesting for its Scherman's marinterpretation
is
great blank pastel walls 10 flowing lines which occasionally sound one which penetrate*a
match and a leaning towards the arrange themselves into faces. Ravel and
brings nut Mojsunusual, will wander through She has produced several mo- sorgsky. I am
saic topped tables which are composer would sure
objectthatto Uie
the
her Eaton's
College
}Street
exher
best
work.
The
designs
are
of the contra-bassi itm
hibition of Mosaic and Ceramic simple and involve a good use ingroans
many
places.
Tiles with much chortling and of rhythm and color.
case anyone thinks that
rubbing of hands.
thisIn review
consists mainly of
Sequin has taken the old me- irrational
diatribe may I reSequin rarely forgets at whom
diums of mosaic
and
enamel
and
developed
them
into
something
mind
him
that
stiff
she is aiming arid provides vari- marketable. Now let's lake the criticism is good a forbittheof TSO;
ety in color, style, size, shapo same mediums and probe a little it might help to keep the
orchestra on its toes.
and special effects. A horse with
a real copper mane rears within deeper. It's possible.
Vivian Sturdee
Elmo Ciprtotti
the confines of his ceramic tile,
A peacock is brightened
tip with
three-dimensional
multi-colored
squiggles of paint running down
its feathers. There are illuminated panels, and square mosaic
panels.
There are matching
panels: king
and queen, boy
and girl. And there is lots and
lots to choose from.
However, within the limits
Sequin has set up for herself,
her work is all fun., in subject
matter and treatment. She has
a nice color sense as well as a
good business sense, and even
sometimes becomes involved in
the problems of her work. An
enamel pane] of clowns has ?.
touch of pathos in it — an odd
combination of something sub-

King
Of
Hearts
The current offering at the at fault for this as Mr. Willis
Crest is very funny, but it is as 'Jonathan White as the ghost
out of place in Toronto as artist had a casual, informal
poodles on Blpor St.
manner about him that was reAlthough Toronto audiences
freshing. Little Norman Taylo.was played
will find
amus- Hey
Hagen. perfectly straight by
ing, they"King
will beof Hearts"
more inclined
to find it corny. The play was
set by Hutchinson Scott
successful in New York because wasTheextravagantly
lavish for any
it was perfectly geared to the play with a two week run. Brian
tastes of the audiences it drew. Mallei- did not handle the diOutside of its native milieu this
rection of the play as deftly
fast-moving, wisecracking co- Walter Kerr did in New York.as
medy by Eleanor Brook and A good deal of the action was
Jean Kerr looks contrived and stilted
vated. and apparently unmotiaffected.
There seems to be room for
In "King of Hearts" a phony
comic
strip artist (Austin Wil- much polishing in this rather
lis) becomes progres
more self-conspicuous eonredy, but
and more preoccupied'sively
with him- over the course of two weoks
self: and his accomplishments,
play is likely to develop .
an attractive ghost-writer be- the
very effectively. IVIollie Wade
comes hopelessly involved in
stationsmto.heand-bad no business
setting
the cartoonist's
smart little secret
ary tries to
e everybody's
problems
without much success. A dog Members'
a whimsical cartoon quality.
A great ravariety
of styles
cterizes the Members
Showcha-of J. N. P,Show
' ;cflgm.e
:v) ?ndsignificantlv
a child (Hexin Hason>
Hume'sthe three
entriesof
the graduates and undergraduates are well within
tradition
Proceedings offering some real
in
the
Hart
House
Gallery.
Most
Canadian
painting,
but
in
the
cC0*Petition for the rest of the of the pictures are representa- best tradition. Barker R. Fairtional, figures., landscapes and ley's two portraits are simple
Underneath the sophisticated still lifes.
but they vary from and bold but sophisticated. Ded eidV' ** pIa* there is 3 nature-dominated snow and seatful are the colors in "Sharon
scapes to paintings in which the Marcus." lighJanis
*riZ nole of 3atire- The pl!>yJ. Kravis' ' Figure
the Seem t0 be setting up impress of the artist's person- Study
No.
2" is a bay
nudehorse,
with but
the
ality and style takes precedence hide of a shiny
am°„r'O0,niSt as a P™»o'yP<=
marked by a good composition. A rehearsal scene from "Ruddigore", with Merla Lehman a»
tant"s
Broach P.1*'*" Professional dih over the subject matter.
I have been seeing for many Rose Maybud and Dave Watts as Richard Dauntless, proposlaid «itli the little boy
CardwellshowB.*-anAnderson's
ing to .Miss Mayhud.
sketches
emphasis on years and by many artists pic'"'diculwie
tures such as W. E. ofCarswell's
outline, an insistence on homo- two watercolours
winter
gen
ity
of
picture
and
the
ability
litturba''a GhUcott as the smart to catch the atmosphere of a woods and summer water falls.
Ruddigore
not by representations They still give pleasure.
Basin! Hauy was not as en- locality
but
by
an
almost
abstract
line
Equally
'"familiar"
are
the
nav * as 1 thought she should and colour. A Duty quality, but very careful seascapes of Harvey
The Victoria College Music Club's production of "RuddjgQi'i
of the less well-known Gilbert and Sullivan operettas conies
uoanr,.6?"' AustW Wi"'s a-i the
Agnew. And familiar perhaps one
from
a long tradition. The Music Club has been doing Gilbert
lv oo~ WR "rtoonist effective- not French, if such a combina- because
the similarity to the and Sullivan
shows almost every year since the 1926 production
tion is possible. ' Bench Warm- paintingsof of
,he ph0ntaesS
A. U. Casson. of "The Mikado."
f1
rr
Ta
^C
ers"
by
W.
Cecil
Henry
is
the
The Club was formed in 1885 when V»c
nc
Oa
■T
are
the
three
north
country
'"
part
His
pel'"
most
original
picture
in
th-3
was
still
in
Cobourg.
The Gi;and Entertainments of the Victoria,
"linsn- .seeme'i mechanical and
landscapes
by
F.
Ericksenshow,
with
a
precise
but
seemGlee
Club,
as
it
was
called then, included recitations, essays
tc«oi eould ,houe*.
but
the
diBrown.
have been as much
ingly careless composition, and
debates, as well as solo and' chorus numbers.
Naturalistic too arc A H. and After
1892 when Vic moved to Toronto entertainment was
Lacy's paintings. Not quite jig- provided by Mandolin and Guitar Clubs. In 1924 they were
saw style, but with a "profes- singing in Hart House Theatre songs like "The Garden of Your
concerts
Heart" and "Song of the Thistle Drift." All the well-known
by Irwinsional air."
Burn"Eve's
has Temptation"
a very coy Gilbert
and theSullivan
operettas
in the forfollowingtitle for four untempting apples. years,
until
Music Club
made awere
name done
in Toronto
G. and
ki"9 of hearts
It's
painted,
at
least,
with
great
S.
productions.
The
'37
Mikado
was
a
sellout
for .veek.
five nights
self-assurance. But I could find and a matinee with a demand performance tin* next
nothing other than the vigour
In 1943 Hart
they House
had rehearsed
"Pinafore"
could was
not play
of primary colours to justify the it because
Theatre for
this warbutseason
conh,,rt house gallery
assurance.,
and the crudity of
v
e
r
t
e
d
t
o
a
lecture
room.
"Ruddigore"
was
done
for
the
first
riety.
■The Yellow Floor."
time
in
Toronto
in
1950.
1957
sees
the
Club
again
producing
th:s
Certainly an exhibition of va- pleasing but almost unknown oneretla in Hart House Thcatra
*' haspel-sequin
beginning
on
Tuesday
February
5.
Janet MacDonahl
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hillel !

This month the Hillel Foundation marks its tenth
anniversary on this campus.
It is an organization which deserves more than
mere recognition. Within its own limited aims it provides astriking contribution to the cultural life in the
university.
Some people will be fully familiar with the workings of the institution. Others will have seldom, if
ever, come into contact with it.
Essentially it is an organization designed to provide the Jewish student with an accurate knowledge
of his heritage, both religious and historical. It realizes
this aim through informal lectures and discussion
groups.
. •
The Foundation at the University of Toronto is
only part of a much larger and internationally active
organization. There are Hillel ' Institutions spread
throughout the United States and in England. It embraces over 150,000 students on more than 200
campuses.
This is a startling result for an organization which
evolved from very tentative beginnings.
The first Hillel Foundation was established as a
local institution at the University of Illinois. In the
three decades since its inauguration, it has grown
into a vital and successful organization on three
continents.
The achievements of the foundation extend well
beyond its primary intention. In its present form it
plays a major part in developing student leadership
as well as adding to the cultural stimulation of the
university.
Outstanding scholars and speakers are included
in its program and topics of general interest are
launched. Activities vary from presenting plays in
Hart House to the publication of a very professional
magazine once a year.
The members of the foundation are involved in
all facets of university life. Their contributions to the
other extra-curricular activities on the campus are by
no means small.
Above and beyond these scholastic aims of providing aliaison with the Jewish culture of the past,
the organization generates an easy social atmosphere
which helps to bring the members of the faith closer
together.

Cathie

Breslim

Meets:

For the past few days, Hillel has been buzzing. A magazine — Reflections — has been
published. About 170 out-of-towners have arrived for the weekend convention. And an
anniversary is in celebration.
Activity is an old story for Hillel, though,
for the organization maintains a schedule that
would shame most o£ the more laconic elements
of the campus.
It also provides, "next to UC, the last
stronghold
rampantGreenspan.
individualism",
to Presidentof David
Rampantaccording
or not,
its membership list does include a large percentage of the leaders of the campus. Which
ought to mean something.
Director Rabbi Aaron M. Kamerling has a
more temperate definition of Hillel. "It's primarily a religious and cultural institution," he
says, "and
objective
is to transmit Jewish
values
to theitscollege
generation.
"This place enables them to grow and
grope,"
rabbi, "to which
seek
knowledge,saidandthea soft-spokendeeper understanding
is not just impressions. On a university level,
we try to teach the values of our culture."
The Jewish counterpart to Newman Club and
the SCM celebrates its tenth birthday this year.
It began in "adversity", when its first seminars
and lectures were held in any available living
room, but it has come a long way since.
Now Hillel inhabits a graciously-furnished
house
profitably.at 186 St. George St., and fills it
Its 480 members have the use of a chapel,
a music room with records, and the best Anglo-

Jewish library in the city, with more than 3
volumes. Lectures by impressive authorities
both Jewish and secular subjects
share
lime-table with classes
philosophy
Judaism, or seminars on Inthe thereligious
confl
in Jewish
history.
To a large
section- of the membership, thoi
Hillel serves its finest purpose with the Sun
evening socials.
"It's absolutely the place to go on Sundi
squealed one pretty y'oung thing.
"The central theme," says Dave, '
stant spirit
really freecauses
inquiry.trouble,
Very' i
clastic.
It ofsometimes
people want to write what the more consei
tive elements object to."
Undoubtedly some of this objection
opinion is encased in the latest Reflection^
ambitiously intellectual venture edited
Moishe convention.
Reiter, and released in time for;
week's
"It's like nothing else on or under the'
ill-concealed
tinent," claimspride.Moishe with a pardonableas he says
in hisbooklet
editorial,
"whal
haveOr, written
in this
constitute
Reflection in two planes. The first is a i*fl*
not of ourselves and our world, but of i
make.
we hope to be and of the world we hops
"The second is a reflection into our I
of our parents, of the world they n'aa
vision and understanding
ourexperience."
bound
. . by. for
us Hillel
isouralso
prone to brag
about itij

It prides itself on its traditional circumnavigation
of any controversial aspects of Judaism. It has created
a favourable element of unity within diversity.
This is an admirable achievement altogether.
&
Few other organizations on this campus, whether
racial,
political or just traditional, have come anyJ9
where near the accomplishments of the Hillel Foundation.
I
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While we appreciate the limited facets of the
organization, and that its appeal is to a small group
within our society, the achievements and general influence should be an example to us all.
It is said that the essence of life is variety, and
our multiferous Canadian culture has much of that
quality. Any organization which adds to that culture
richly deserves our praise.
D.M.

luoipeifv

mo|ni|s"-
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le best on the campus, that's all!"),
«r, The Hillelite, and its dramatics.'
sparticularly
more," saysluxurious
Dave enthusiastically,
ladies' room."
om all this, there are more informal
bull sessions in the library, and all.
He famous intellectual skirmishes
nspire.
try stimulating organization — and
lote me on that," Dave says with
f the stimulation comes from the
within the Jewish
ity are
ndely-divided points commun
presented at Hillel. of view All of
• Jews take on Reformed ; Zionists
the non-Zionists. "And' of course,
»sw with the boys," added
one
>Js cultural pluralism," explained a
»Med member. "We all belong
IT !'ms a P'ace tn"e, m spite
Ifcal »■' religious beliefs."
t evj? t"° comraon denominator to
licL
M otfudaism
stro .,ysince
Protesa Unprominent
"'^cutiveafewyears'ago.
ations SCEle 'S one of about 180
Sea Ti,!P'ead on camP' throughout
Milamlr*"6
so™ thirty
™*»ed for Hi„el,b<*un
a ?reat huma„*
bc Ee of the Maccabean
era,

[ *m are Pr«ty corny, some of

them
loronare
to sgood,"
is veryexplain
good.ed an impartial observer
"Any institution like that is a function of
the community of which it's part," he explained.
Toronto
independent one. intellectually"
Intellecistualan independ
ence, of course,
lead
to a certain amount of chaos and dissent,canalbeit
stimulation. All of these emerged this weekend
ir, the discussions of "The Jew
Human
Values , "The Ethics of Judaism andandTwentie
th
Century Issues", or 'Prophetic Judaism and the
Mores of Capitalism."
All these centered on the theme of
conference: "Twentieth Century Jewthe —present
Man
or Myth?"
According to Rabbi Kammerling, the students
are the important part of Hillel.
Kamerling has an MA and part of (Rabbi
a
from
Columbia, as well
as a degree from Ph.D
the
Institute of Religion; he ought to know.) Jewish
"The students
a challenge to
Hillel," he says. "Weknowaim there's
intensification.
"When you work with foruniversi
he
addedmalting
with a smile, 'if you give themty thekids,"
of
a contribution, then you get feeling
enthusiasm and loyalty."
Last night any semblance of organization at
Hillel was strictly organized chaos. Little yellow
signs marked the route through the house, but
they were lost behind the chattering,
babbling,
halls.
convening crowd of students that choked the'
From the noise and the enthusiasm, it
sounded like
problems
solved.Modern Judaism was having ~its
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on do
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A READER WRITES
ON asking
YESTERDAY'S
SPREAD
smugglsolve
the main
ing
jjj*
food
and *7mP(ii
I
am
therefore
that
this
COl"i '
The group of students who group of students be explicit in ous action do thev
last November, v/rote the editor iaP "J'accuse" and other articles proposing alternative positive
would have successthat were published in the actionsfullythat
- or smUgg nt^ KU
with the root of th^ der/
Thursday Varsity seem to be situation. dealtHaving
proposed these vention with conveunfr^
Plie
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s
Westdirect
"the
or
they please exnegatively
ern nations"critical
(pointof1). the U.N. actions,plain would
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nuclea
with
or
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conin
accomplish,
following
through
a
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and only
ipoint 3), structive
of(U.these
action
suggestions that would
s
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World
War
3)?
w*Po,1V
****^3
of their proposals to a logi- orwoudirect
retal
Grum^
accomplish their main aims — few cal
id Fjf
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action
world"
5). of the free ' They conclusion.
e.g. "byipoint
speak of the "inacliviity
If you can show i„e
CLASSIF ED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
ss
r what is ss^a
TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Uve plan of a*C|ion »M
Special
student
rates. All
make,
brand
new
typewriter.
.nakes; new
or rebuilt;
rentedregular
and Any
(Rental refunded if you buy). BILINGU
lold on terms. Also for supplies, Trade-ins
AL!^
$29. Cash registers, addrepairs
and service. Phone RI.
1843 anytime.
ing machines. Huraber Typewriter.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TYPEWRITERS
After my weekly leel„.
your subscription to Time
You can buy a new Smith-Corona orRENEW
Life student
by phoning
WA. 2-0583
or the Scho
portable
for
as
low
as
15c
a.
daywriting
Periodical
Agency,
111
no down
Montco
River
dale payment
1843. required. Phone P.O Box 157, Adelaide P.O. Tor- Universityol of of
real™^
wj
onto,
Ont.
Time—
3.25
1
yr.
(6,50
day.
I
hap
pen
ed
to
ADORABLE MINIATURE
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7,50 - 2 copy' of "c.u.p. Journalpick ,
Poodle puppies. Excellent breeding
closed
Furtthat
her your
investpaper
igatio
and temperament. All colours.
STENOGRAPHIC
involved in the public n"had
Phone Jill Genge. WA, 4-0898 after yrs.)GONICK
SERVICE,
330
BAY
ST.
7.30 p.m. or weekends.
ROOM 1409
this so-called bilingual at,™
st»
All types
of manuscripts,
Theses,
While I wish to cong,a,UUl
EVENING GOWNS
secretarial
work. Formerly
Ball gowns and evening gowns and
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4— newspaper.
orderedday willnotbe later
than 4by p.m.
cannoton your
you
finished
Fridayto- 5813 days, or OR. 3549 evenings.
help poin
goodtingintenout
tion,ft,
FOR SALE
noon.
Helmar,
46
St.
George
St.,
the
French copy included
WA. 1-5978.
Triumph,
M.G.,
sports
cars
for
the
atta
ched
issue display,
New and used. Paul Caron,
SAVE! $3.25, SPORTS sale.
II C.&F. RO. 2-1513, AT. 9-0873 or complete lack of basic !,n0«
LIFE — $4.25, TIME—
Macson
Motors,
355
Keele
Street.
ledg
e of the French language
ILLUSTRATED
— $4.00. —NEWSWEEK— $4.50. FORTUNE
$7.50.
VACANCY
ESQUIREDER'S— 8DIGEST—
months
$3.00,
REAleft
hand
column ofmadethe itm°
The
corrections
In
St.
George
Fraternity.
All
16 months— $2.00.
meals, many extras. Phone WA. 2- page article should prove ai
Write Harvey Haber, 104 Ridge- 0435.
hill, Toronto 10, or Call OR. 1892.
It is better to publish a pape
pie evidence.
just
one languag
e ,thanes
GAMES TODAY
distortin another
language
VS HOCKEY
St. M. B
cially
when
the
paper
is pu|
vs WATER
Sr. U.C.POLO
lished by university studffl
1.00 SPS I
Mandel,
Watkin
vs
Vic
who are looked upon as ell
— Med.
MAJOR LEAGUE
1:00 Sr. SPS BASKETBALL
Goldring,
Strain
vs Sr.
cated people.
Grossman,
Newport
—
HART
HOUSE
Vic.
Ill
4.00 -BASKETBALL
Pre-Dent
Sincerely yours.
Krc-mpulec
MINORIII LEAGUE
1.00 Trin. Hill Topper- vsvs
Lllker
Mech.
Vic
Buhes
Philippe
4.00 Law
St. M.B Benders
Elbow •
Montreal Hurteau
Public
5.00
Social Work Lllker
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Church of(Anglican)
The Redeemer
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
and Avenue
Road
Rector: Rev. Owen P. Pricliard,
B.A., L.Th.
8 4: 11 aim, — Holy Communion
11 a.m. — I'i Gordon Bates
7 p.m. _ The Rector
- Students Cordially Welcome

BLOOR
MINISTERS
Rev Rev.
Dr Ernest
Walter Merfhall
C. SellarsHowse
Organist
andC. Choirmaster
Frederick
11:00 a.m. — WOESilvester
IS ME!
REV.
WALTER
C. SELLARSOF
7 00 p.m.
—
RELIGIONS
DR.MAN:E. M.JUDAISM
HOWSE
The last sermon in this series
February 10th
— Islammeet
Club
TheafterCampus
the Evening will
Service.

LOOK!

There

Are

Still 45

Seats

Open
ON THE

Special Charter
TO

Flight

Glasgow,
London,
and Paris
sponsored by
The Students" Administrative Council
Leaving Montreal June 5th
Returning September 3rd

Only $340-00

Return

Open to University of Toronto
STAFF, FACULTY, STUDENTS, GRADS.

While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces,
I he S.A.C. reserves the right to cancel the flight if
sufficient passengers have not applied by
February 12, 1957.

Week

KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Sunday
DR. WM, FITCH: Minislfi

SHEFFIELD
JEWELLERS
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM. 6-0977

Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.f
Student Fellowship: 8:30 IM

WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
HOCKEY
SCHEDULE
FOR
WEEK
OF FEB. 4 Home
Date
Time
Visiting
Mou.
Feb.
4
4-5
U.C.
II
St. Hilda's
Tues
Feb.
5
St.
Mikes II
Tuts.
Feb.
5 8-9
3-4 METJS
VIC I,I
Wed.
Feb.
St.
Vic. Hilda's
II FridayI
Thurs.
Feb. 76 12:30-1.30
12:30-1.30 U.C,
VIC II
Meds.
VOLLEYBALL
Wednesday
Tuesday
Thursday Wk. of Feb. i
Monday
5.00
5.00
5.00
Vlo Soplis
6.00
6.00
6.00
Fr.
Music
St.VicMlkes-Vic7.00Jr. Sr.
Meds7.00
St. Hilda's II
P.H.E.UC IISt.NursesHilda's I St. Mil..:7.00 I
8.0O
St. Hilda's
UO8.00II
P.H'.E.
POTIMedsst.8.00Hilda's II
Vic-Soph
Vio Fr.
VlcPOTJr li-Sr.
Managers; Leav* the medical reports
no later than Monday
UOI-at the SACPharmNursesUOI-

Reservations must be made by February 12
at the S.A.C. office, accompanied by a deposit
of at least 10%.

Next

SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including: Watches. Diamonds. Silverware, Lighters, Wallets,
Pens
Radios,
Clocks,
Jewellery
etc.. etc.
You and
must pencils,
have your
A.T.L.
esr-d Costume
when making
a purchase.

Is Carnival Week

Apply
your Passport
to f^etierfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

nd
The difference between
Second Best . . .

Best is often the balance
your Savings Account

You'll find these B of M
branches especially
convenient.
Bloor
Bay Sts.:
Kenneth A. &McNeil,
Manager
JosephQueen's
Burdock,Park:Manager
St. George
& BloorManager
Sts.:
James
G. Lewe,

Spatlina Ave. & Harbo I

THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUA
aysKE
ship
on Sund
a.bMof11) <"«U« f>„*"
ersRS
omes
Welcity
its mee
at memb
vers
CO Lowther Avenue Ol
two blocks north of

' '. pit*"

Unit.ecAndrevA
St
' SttW3
117 Bloor E.. n«
at Yonge
George G. W
Prop'161 . .•i"f''
na.m.Stoaie^'j^
Interim W«is

Student. «*d*S*l*

A
reat Opti""5
7.30 p.gm.. 'G..The
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STEPHEN

Varsity

STAR

IN

Captain's Stickwielding
JOHN BROOKS Over
features 5-3 Hv Win
UofM
we
Stephen
couldn't
buy
a
point
last
night.
was
spearhead
o„f what the old Redhead did do was spearheid •, h,.illi

BLU
Redmen ES'
Coming
Supplied

With

WIN
Saturday
Tomahawks

To Try To Scalp
addition Blu
in theespresence of
The vastly improved McGill jolting
(Toss. The six
University
are gettin, foot-five Justin
„ baffled the University of Montreal ^rafflT^ 'XT^r:^! **"" ready to Redmen
er scored
make their annual 30 pointsinchin newcom
that Maraud
er
basketball pilgrimage to Toron- victory. The Bines
and
Will also
*
^
**
^
hi:^S:
scorer
wasn't
kind
to
the
Blues
to
where
they'
will
do
battle
,teS
^e, overwin sole
al'owf*
J^-BU.'e!be 'heofclincher
at canthe , . . Both Stephen and Mills
15-minuteto mark
have g.to contend with Don
possession
of first 1 i'.rovfd
the
final
shootin
with
John
McManus'
Blues
toIn. Pierre Eenaud and Roger weren't included in scoring plays
morrow evening. The contest Wright and his hot outside
in the Intercollegiate League Tangua
y lit the lamp in the last they had started.
headlines a full evening of sports
!!"Les Laval defeated McGill
minute
of
play,
but
events
the
sponsored
both
outcom
by the Phys. McManus wasn't the least bit
7-5. but they are
SUMMARY
not' in doubt at that point. e
Ed. Athletic Association.
t«E Sight
back of the Varsity crew. wasOutsho
First Period
oting
the
visitor
s
31-24
Both Toronto and McGill are pleasedancewith
againsthis team'sn onperform
Lj Blues rocketed into a 2-0
2—1— Varsity,
Stacey
Varsity. Brodl?
11 IS closely
nesday evening.Wester
He felt thatWedmatched. Both are tied
the
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Alain ihi-h-stickinr*-,
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(interference)
Anderson wereCup.all Mike
(elbowing)
over
the
ice
in
marthe
played
the
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they're
capable
behind
Assumption.
Queen's
and
cut
15.24.
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(roughing)
15.35.
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Lanioureux
[jurice
thwart
ing
the
Carabi
ns
continu- Jean (roughing) 15.35. Casey (elbow- Western who are in a first-place they could have pulled off ofa
„ to 2-1 early in the second,
ing) 19.12.
as the ay.
deadlock with three wins each. win. Consequently he'll have his
latter tried to get
,[ Brian Anderson and Johnny rushes ouslyunderw
Period
battling this Saturday.
3— Carabins, Second
Lamoureux
And to complete the similarity menTheoutbasketba
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ll evening gets
between the Redmen and the
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547
would
by the midway mark of the be difficult to
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6
40
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way
disting
at six-thirty when the
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a
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only
victory
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t, with the exception of 5— Penalties
■on'd frameTridents of the
Grant
Mills, counting his first standou
Anderson 8.47.
(elbowing)
. Neil Munro was his 2.42. Alain —(elbowing)
Brodte McMaster Marauders as their Sunday
a\ of the season, scpred what Stephen
league in an exhibition
encounter
.
icm^-cherking)
11.34
Munro
(holdusual calm self, and set up Mills'
McGill opened their seaing) 12.10.(crass-checking)
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goal with a perfect pass.
son defeating the Hamilton hoys
St. Jean
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see
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St.
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have
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3.07.(charging)
Fisher (elbowing)
8.12,
Llnseman15.19,
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lernoon in Interfaculty hoe(boarding)
Llnseman 11.45,
(tripping)
Neither team had much of
back this year with a helpful will begin its competitive season
this Saturday when a seven-man
edge in play. Twenty-two
mutes in penalties were called
squad participates in the Michithe rough contest, H to each
Relay LedChampionships
at Eastgan State
Lansing.
by Olympic
Hill.
track coach Fred Foot, the team
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distance
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Weary of snowballs, slush and
other accoutrements of winter,
a carefree group of sun worshipSociety.pers has formed an Anti-Snow
As soon as this news , reached
the
School of Practical
'Science,
aformed.
Neo-Anti-Snow
Society
was
As a public service, descrip-

ttionsions ofarethegiven
two below.
rival organizaNo
Anti-Snow Society
LEADER: Apollo (ed. note,
tijis is obviously a pseudonym),
jdffSLOGAN":
throwof
your snow!"Arise
The and
spector
dunshine is haunting U. of T."
i ■ MEMBERS: non-athletic, pale,
feb. 1

calendar

"Any prospective m»».
ARGUMENT FOR SNOW:
by Linda Jackson Snow
Mo'
1. Melted snow mixes well with BERSHIP: S FOR j
Thies his
wm facser
«.„J
hav
e veWashed
a ^ b<!''s»»v
anemic, tuals. radical pseudo-intellec2: It isain't
purtyableand tothe'apreesheeiggeient"
A.S.S.
ALMS:
1. You will have a „, ")
1. To have Metro pass a ate its essthetik qualities.
sheeate
the essthetil
by-law prohibiting snow from 3. Landscapes will he a nau- p
vo-fold' "3
ose
:
September to May.
seating green and
we don't like of 2.snow
ra„'ea»
^uaHt5
You atwillcloser
be able
t»J ■
on money).
2. To remove all present green (except
gin.i. The abolition of snow would
snow
Super-Sonic
Radiation
Guns with
(ed note:
these guns
may ij
drifts."
(ed. battle
While'That's
the
,,*
BgafrrH
put manychicken-flickin',
snow-shovellin',
pea- are
verb,
be obtained- by sending 4,000 pickin',
theof way
reminded note:
thp?
0I>.Pt|
students
box-tops
and
Anita
Ekberg
(or
out
of
work—
and
General
Bullroom
). facsimile) to any pool
reasonable
moose LIKES work (for other
ARGUMENT AGAINST SNOW: people i .
1. It is wet, messy and can
be used for subversive activities
(eg, snowball-throwing,
trian-splashing, etc.). pedes2. It was invented by capitalistic car-washers and snow-plow
manufacturers, and the Snow
Shovelers'
Union. and not red (it
3. It is white
is not even pleasingly PINK!)
fat.
Ji ON SALE
TICKETS
4. It encourages sadism in
S.A.C. OFFICE ( 10,00 _ 4;0(
little boys
(ed.
note:
why'
not
in
girls?)
QUALIFICATION
S FOR MEMBERSHIP:
TODAY ONLY"
"Any
prospective
memberMONEY
must
CONSERVATORY
shovel a sidewalk FOR
FRONT HALL
(of course)."
This will serve a
two-fold
purpose:
1. Apollo needs the money.
12.00 till 2.00
2. You will have become a true
snow-hater,
Neo-Anti-Snow Society
LEADER: General "SLUSHY"
Bullmoose.
SLOGAN: "Snow is good for
"IT STARTS MONDAY" ^
Generalfor Bullmoose
and what'sis
good
General Bullmoose
goodMEMBERS:
for the country."
athletic, rosy
complexion, healthy, neoistieWINTER
pragmatists.
AIMS:
1. To have Metro pass a bylaw outlawing the A.S.S. and
establishing August as MetroCARNIVAL
politan Snow Month.
2. Anita
Ekberg (or a reasonable facsimile).
1957

h ere
now
and
3 p.m. SCM mawill
read
Shaw's
TODAY
l
i
o
n
"
a
Classic
Street."Pyg1:10 p.m. Alan MeLachlin will lead 8:45 p.m. Hillelt 33 plans
a
dance
and
an SCM discussion on "The entertainment with Curly Posen
Miracles of Jesus" in Room 210, and his orchestra at the Shaarei
Anatomy
Phomayim Synagogue.
ough willBldg.
also Sheila
lead theMcDonSCM
SUNDAY
"Comparative
Religion"
group 10-1 p.m. Hillel
at FROS, 45 St. George Street.
schedules a McGill
S p.m. HHlei plans a Sabbath Eve vs.
Varsity
Hillel House. brunch-debate at
supper.
(Oneg
Shabbat)
in
the
Phaarei Shomayim Synagogue. 3:30 p.m. Mr. Wolfgang Roth will
Dr. Fischoff, Yale University, s p e a. k on "Christianity in
will speak.
America as Seen From the Gerr SO p.m. The SMC Frencli Club
man Position" at a Vic SCM tea
in the Music Room. Wymilwood.
presents
"Monsieur
Vincent"
in
the Carr miHall
Auditorium.
Adp.m. The Rev. Gerald Gregson
s ion 15 cents, open to all 7:30will
conduct a VCF evening
members of the University.
service
in the Wycliffe College
111 p.m. The SMC Music and Drama
Chapel.
Society
plans music
a late bynightBerlioz.
hi-fi 8 p.m. Dr. Morris will speak at a
concert with
Meds' Nurses
Fireside
Faure, and Poulenc. Open to all VCF
the
Wellesley
Hospital
Nursesin
University students without
Residence.
charge,
in
the
Carr
Hall
Audi8:30 p.m. (Fred Neil will lead a distorium.
cus ion on "The Role of a StuEt:30Union
p.m. schedules
The Graduate
Students'
dent as a Christian"
the
modern
dan- Canterbury
in the forparish
cing and refreshments at 44 hall. Church Club
of the Redeemer.
Hoskin Ave,
MONDAY
Ail day — Hillel plans a discussion
the "Twentieth
The Ukrainian Students'
—of Man
or Myth? Century
A ProfileJewof 8 p.m.
Club will nominate next year's
Our
JewishHouse.
Herits,ge in Action"
Union.
executive in the Women's
at Hillel
SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY
8:00 p.m. Rev. Gordon Brown will 4 p.m. The UC Literary and Athlead a VCF discussion of "the
letic
Society plans an open
Doctrine Hall.
of Wycliffe,
Revelation" in meeting in the JCR.
Sheraton
TORONTO MENDELSSOHN CHOIR—
SPECIAL
conducL Walter Susskind
STUDENT RATES
"Damnation
of Faust"
Berlioz— "Faust"
LOIS MARSHALL— "Margaret".
RICHARD— CASSILY
JAMES
M
1
LLIGAN
—
"Mephistopheles".
!!51.00 pe
perr
ViCTOR SYMPHONY
BRAUN— "Brander".
person j
TORONTO
ORCHESTRA
Wednesday
SEATS NOW: $1 - $1.50 - $2 - $2.60 - $3
MASSEY HALL
I
t
r
a
M
j
HART HOUSE THIS WEEKEND
TODAY
s
'
y
e
Sing
Song
n
n
East Common Room
j
j Ke
- 2.00 p.m.
Art1.30
Library
I Ranch
In
the Gallery
2 - 3 p.m.
RESERVATIONS
SUNDAY
— 9.00 Tickets
p.m. — available
Great Hall.at
Greta KrausEVENING
will playCONCERT
the harpsichord.
Hall Porter's Desk. Women welcome.
WA. 1-6102
|
ALL WEEK END
THE WORLD UNIVERSITY
SERVICE
CALEDON HILLS
FARM.will be meeting at
DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR
Scarborough, Canada
GUILDW00D HALL
Ideal for your
FRATERNITY DANCES
A short drive
to a beautiful
private
in thehall
country
in a romantic
woodland
setting
Reservations: AM. 1-3333

W.U.S.

SUMMER
GOLD
WEST

See

The

BIG
Of

PARADE
Carnival Queen
Candidates

Queen's

Park
1.00 p.m.

And
THE

Don't

CHARIOT

Monday

Miss
RACE

SEMINAR

COAST
AFRICA

NO APPLICATIONS WILL BE
ACCEPTED AFTER 5 p.m. TODAY.

Carnival

Queen,

Campus

Highlights

Variety
Further information may be obtained
from JOHN ELDER
- MO. 6727

Contests

Show

WATCH THE VARSITY FOR
AND TIMES

Joan Stirling

Sandy Hudson
BLUES CAPTURE
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SKI MEET:
PAGE 7

Helen Chorostkiwsky

Liz Rorke

Kay Spratt

REFLECTIONS, AND
CANADIAN
COMMENTATOR
REVIEWS: Pages 4 8, 5
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FRESHMAN
Rain Postpones

Varsity
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

CAPTURES

Carnival

Monday, February 4th, 19S7

SWIM

RECORD

Maclnnis

Clips 5 Seconds

As Blues Swamp Rochester
The previous reTomorrow Opening Day
Joe Maclnnis, the University of 2:31.7 cordclocking.
was held by Bob Gair ot
. Toronto's crack swim star, wrote Vancouver.
The Winter Carnival has been entrance is $3,00. The price if
;postponed.
\ his name into the Canadian Swim- j
not taking the bus is $1.50.
team captured seven
Scheduled to open today, the Candidates for Carnival Queen
I ming
record
book | Thethe swim
SaturdayAssociation's
evening. The
freshman
ten events on the card.
few-day program of events has will be whittled down to five on
Medical student, streaked through of
Bruce Taylor led Toronto with
Wen put off until Tuesday.
Wednesday.
Pancake
flipping
and
I the 200 yard breast-stroke in the itwo wins. The veteran Australian
Chairman Mike Berger an- log sawing take place in front
record time of 2:27.5, erasing the star came first in the 50 yards
nounced the postponement last of Hart House at 1 p.m. Simulold record by a full five seconds. free style with a 24.8 clocking and
niglit. The threat of rain was too
t
a
n
e
o
u
s
l
y
,
a
n
obstacle
race
on
perform- j1 first 100 yards free style event
.strong f0r carnival officials to skates will take place at St.
anceMaclnnis'
came asspectacular
the Blues trampled
I in 56.0.
gamble
today's planned Mike's, and a snowshoe slide at
the
University
of
Rochester
swim relay.
,Pa«de onof running
queens.
Toronto won both relays. The
Philosophers
"Walk.oneContestants
team 63-23J/2 in an exhibition' Iteam
Instead, the Carnival Queen will
of John Ridpath, in 4>1.9;
rotate
from
event
to
meet held at Hart House.
candidates will ride around the another.
while
Bob Ferrie, Hill, Taylor
Just two weeks previous to the and Larry
turned in a
meet, Maclnnis set the Canadian 3:50.4 time inFreeman
"J campus tomorrow afternoon, The five top scoring candidates
the 400 yards sprint
will
be
the
finalists
in
the
consla t parade of - Convertibles
Collegein Swimming
Association's
iav, a at ' p m- tomorrow, folrecord
the same event
with a
test. A campus wide vote Thurs
Joe Maclnnis
■tace by the interfaculty chariot day - will chose the queen. "All
Mike Bonnycastle won the diving event and Ridpath scored a
Jn an effort to calm down the effort has been made to make
win
in the 200 yards back stroke.
this
unlike
a
beauty
contest,"
fig" one half the points for the said.
Mike Berger, Carnival chairman Students Gather At Caledon
Wrestling and fencing were the
of fh ' be given to decoration
two other events contested at the
teu„? chariots. The queen con- Thursday night the Queen will
athletic night sponsored by the
W WlU ride jn ^e chariots.
crowned at the intermission of For Seminar On Colonialism Physical and Health Education
Ecuinff g of the fraternity snow be"Campus
Athletic Association. Neither Unia variety
ay™S win take place Tues- show of thfcHighlights",
Students and graduates from from the ranks of the university,
versity of Toronto team faired
this year. best of campus shows every
went to Caledon for a World too well in these activities.
continent in the world ex- University
«'JuBetS for Satu-rday at Caledon -Included in the show will be
Service
seminar.
Antartica spent the weekend
fr°m ^,0" sale at the SAC office
Jack Amos' wrestlers were shut
Skule Night, Dentantics talkingcept about
colonialism,
bus' tw« day t0 Friday. Cost for skits from
Purpose of the weekend is to out 39-0 by a strong University
(Continued on Page 6)
Fifty-seven of them, chosen exchange
Wo »eals, hot chocolate, and
ideas among students cisioned
of BuffaloJimcrew.Trenton
Gord and
Trees Dick
deof various nationalities studying
at Toronto.
Hall scored
overclass.
Don Bannister in thea fall
137 lb.
Rev. W. O. Fennell. Emmanuel
theology professor, summed up Buffalo's Paul Kehoe decisione:!
Paul Puritt at 147 arid 157 poundtv
the_resulls of the weekend:
48.5%
Yet
To
Come
The exchange of ideas has '
i
Mo
scored a fall Da,
o\ <
gherril
been
important. But more than ^ Macklin
and Bob Snerman
^
gcor e,
The SHARE deadline has been pushed forward
Percent
Dollars
to Wednesday.
The extension is necessary because UC, Vic l«!iL™ -national
121.0
Brachen
Jfohn over
viewpoints."
Alexander r. d
Bob respectively.
iMs
304.64
J?
J5Li^.S™5*
Prof. Fennell
chaired
one of Ithe
and SPS, with 4300 students, have returned S575, various
116.0
heavyweight
division, Jt
174.60
the
four
discussion
groups
during
24.60
SHARE
Chairman
Ralph
Burgess
said
last
night.
100.0
; the weekend. Others were led by Woidzik defeated Dave Dunba'
244.05
All
other
participatingschools
collected
$1728.55
The fencers fell before 1 1
98.1
with total enrollment of 4100, he said. However, jLewis Perinbam, Canadian secre- swords
116.15
97.S
of the Olympia Fenc
tary of WUS, Dr. H. t Nelson, Club. The
other schools with low returns will continue their
90.00
73.8
Olympians took
History
dept..
and
Dr.
R.
O.
A.
73.5
34.66
campaig-ns,
he
said.
foil 6-3, with Wally O'Neil. W; 1
65.0
School of Nursing challenged UC on a total Robinson of Mathematics.
16.00
return basis on Wednesday. Nursing hopes by Colonialism as a central theme Kostiw and Howard Tate e :
230.35
51.8
ost records.with identical 1-2 wc
the
challenge to retrieve a UC-kidnapped cannon was applied to different parts of emerging
250.30
50.5
16.00
the world — particularly North
won by Nursing in the blood campaign.
43.5
250.00
Vic EAC Rep John Elder announced last Africa, the Middle East, South41.8
scored a shutout
79.20
38.0
night that Vic Challenged UC and SPS on a Africa. east Asia, and the South of [theOlympia
epee over the Blues.
275.00
35.3
total
collection
basis.
Toronto
could
but manage
170.00
The week-old Dents-SPS rivalry still stands.
tea?
31.5
win
one
of
four
events in ths
42.00
"There
has
been
a
great
desire."
Dents
stilted,"
have night.
appearssaidto last
giantBurgess
"The Rep
sabre class. John Andru with a
SPS only Prof. Fennell said, "on the part winner.
4.2
50.00
30.1
EAC
needs
donations
of
13
cents
apiece
to
beat
Vic,
I
of
students,
to
appreciate
the
1-1 record wps Varsity's only
he said.
|
2304.55
41.6
attitudes of others."
Campaign goal is $5600.00.
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our

readers

Dated
Divorces
is not one bit of eviHave Sir Alan Herbert's not trying to shove divorce (there dence
supporting this claim ) ,
speeches on divorce, given both
I would be the first to oppose
at the dinner of the Medico- down
is an people's
entirely throats."
voluntaryDivorce
mat- such
legislation.
However, I am
ter, but it is important that
Legal Society and the Ontario
Ear Convention this week-end those who feel morally justi- convinced that divorce is the
fied in seeking divorce should logical, intelligent solution to
had any effect on the Canadian
public, and on university stu- have the opportunity to do so. insoluble
where it marriage
is evidentproblems
that two—
dents particularly? I would like
(3)
I
suggest
Sir
Alan's
to believe this was so. Having
cannot live peacefully'
on divorce are conserva- people
personally attended the former ideas tive,
not radical. The modern together under any circuma nd having heard Sir Alan progressive province of Ontario stances!
A man robs a bank — Sospeak, I feel that he said sev- has apparently seen fit to conjails him for five years.
eral important things which the
tent itself with divorce laws A mancietykills
a pedestrian with
Toronto papers, and the Varsity that are exactly 100 years old.
failed to bring out in their Britain twenty years ago threw his car — Society reprimands
news articles.
off these same laws because his negligence by jailing him
(l ) He strongly asserted that
ten yeai*s for manslaughter.
considered
inade- Yet,
let a young man err in
in the past, parliamentary they were
quate at that
time ! Perhaps
bodies and commissions have Canadians
delight
in
adopting
judgment
selecting a wif"
regarded divorce as a challenge ideas of antiquity! What is ra- and Societyinrewards
them bo'..)
and a threat to the healthy
with
"life
imprisonment!"
Do
dical
about
granting
a
divorce
functioning of marriage, and after (1) three years of sepa- I have a case? I suggest to the
editor
of
the
Varsity
that
wronglypose so.
Divorce
doesn't
op(2) Seven years after take the trouble to conduct hea
marriage; it can become desertion;ration; (31
in cases where
a pressure-release valve in solv- one's spouse is chronically men- student poll on divorce and
ing many of the prodigious
encourage letters on the subject from students. Divorce by
problems involved in marriage time) tally? ill {five years' minimum
(21 Sir Alan took into conIf
I
believed
that
divorce
the
way, Sir, is never "old
sideration the strong feelings
of the Church i.e. the Catholic legislation would turn the instiYours Haines
very sincerely,
Bruce
(II Trin.) tution of marriage upside down
Church in particular. "We are
news."
INCOME
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BUD LIVINGSTONE HARRY ROWLINGS
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The Income Security Plan for
the graduatingto class
is again
available
those who
can
qualify.
This exclusive plan was created
last February "by University
people
people"
and
has for
met University
with wide and
en~tnusiastic
exam-of
ple: in oneresponse.
class, overFor 40%
last year's graduates took advantage of these "More Money
—large
Less listWorry"
benefits includes
and the
of enrollecs,
doctors, dentists, engineers,
teachers,
graduates. lawyers and/olher
The plan is designed to provide
"More
SpendTo Today
. . Yet,Money
More ToMoney
Have
Tomorrow".
MAIL
TO-DAY
for
FULL INFORMATION
or
PHONE
BE. 3.5878

Step One provides immediate
tota.l possible benefits of over
$60,000 without medical examtnation if you are super-select;
$15,000 life insurance plus $100
a month non-cancellable disability income to age 65. The
first annual premium, amazingly small,tembiser, if you
payable
next now.
Sepenroll
(Monthly budget if you prefer.)
Unlike the usual term plans, for
life insurance and disability,
there is a cash refund at age G5
of all the money which is deposited, plus a good return on
your entire investemnt. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED AND
MONEY REFUNDED.
But most important is the fact
that the entire plan is under-

writ en by one of the strongest
and most progressive billion
dollar life insurance organizations in the world. Crown Life,
whose head office is right in
this district, has always been a
leader in low initial rate protection plans and is one of the
very few companies with a
record of ever-increasing dividends.
To qualify for the very large
benefits at the very low rate,
you must be a first-class risk.
One
of our University-trained
underwriters
will answer your
questions and design a tailormade ularplan
to
your particneeds and suit
objectives.
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■
I Crown Life Insurance Company,
I 120 Bloor Street East, Toronto
AUontion: Mr. A. J. Livingstone
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Schizoph Hardi-ng.India
Mr. Nehru Tt" GNo doubt if we had the empathetic oomph to get inside Mc. the
bila
ditiosame
ns in kind
the ofrealthinkin\Co"Nehi-u's mind, his actions would what
they are, it isworlf
dla?»*l»
seem natural and his words enIndia can afford to h
tirely consistent. But to this
end the letter of Ajit Mirchan- imagine him being or ' . 1 '<>
dani, "India, a Neutral Demo- for anything at all WVlj.
cracy," was of little or no help.
she cipl
can affo
to Sf
For Mr.
Nehru'sthepronounceprin
Afterdr all
„h noble
a "n:
ments regarding
revolt in her
indee.ispend
, HAS
ence
-on "0,.
tuti
on
base
d
iL?
mi~
Hungary
do not exhibit certainly
anything resembling
loIf EnglaS 'ati=
cipl
es."
gic. They not only display the prin
thou
gh,
I
wond
loose coherence and consistency duct in Indiaerhadif Mr
re,*^ConRussia's conduct in wemblei
of a dream.
is "foraggresdemo- wou
cracy" andIndia
"against
hav
obje
supeldrvised eelectioncted
on Vth.""KNsion", but she could not vote
The real force ofs Mr.
for democracy and against ag- ciple of national soveieioSlFri"-,
gres ion in the recent censure devious attitude toward, £,""
motion because of a clause cally and the United Nati™ "ing for U.N. supervised elec- grar
tions in that country. "To this itself. The U.N is oppose tor?
type of 'supervision' India is to show up a fundame, °?Sia
opposed
; she consistency in the U w ~r' '"■
doesn't wanton theprinciple"
United Nations
interfering in the internal use of force in the wtti "B
working of any country. This
bet
eren
of diff
ces
eacthe
"1
h itmem
i$ all very noble and inspiring of
natin'^
spec
onreL?
pledwee
to^
°"*'
absoisber
ged
lute
sove
but equally vague and dreamy. and t yet
The fact recurs with the crass, mea
thouns
gh forc
has
e
been
—
'fr„
of settling difficult
naggingweinsistency
of anthe alarm
timeweeimm
thereil™
rialute
l ly_ sove
n emo
abso
,clock:
have to get
U.N. bet
IN in order to get the Russians ,
OUT. This is very simple and
Force and violence are in
realistic. But India refuses to
face
up
to
the
hard
realities
of
as Inditi
a is "law
well awar
61
e, but there
deed
life: in her dream world, she na
seems the
to be on
only ofs.
onethewayjungl
oute""0f
can be gary,forfor national
democracy,sovereignty,
-for Hun- the jungle, as Hobb
es pointed
is through govagainst aggression, and against out, and that
ernment. Withou
t government,
TJ.N. interference all at once,
and if any criticism is voiced, there is no law, and without
it is because her reasons have law, there is only force. If this
not been properly assessed. Fut- entails some loss of national
ure historians might well de- sovereignty, one has ultimately
scribe present-day Indian poli- to decide which one values
cy as Traiimpolitik.
It is possible to have ideals more highly. There is doubtless
which are so lofty that one some risk involved in allowing
simply cannot act in the real the U.N. to "interfere in the
world in accord with them. In internal working of any counin arevosituation itlikeis
this case, a sort of schizo- the Huntry,"garbutian
lution,
phrenia develops and one talks
one way and acts another. This . hardly as fateful as Pascal's
is what happened in the United bet, an "existential leap", or
States after the First World a game of Russian roulette.
War, when the American peoIt is notderstandthat
we dowhich
not unple cheered for Woodrow Wil
the reasons
lay
behind India's attitude in the
recent crisis. We only ask every
CERV0PH0BIA
nation
put Weits dovotenot "where
To Nathan Aye Cervo:
its mouthto is."
blame
You are deserting of comIndia for not being pro-Russian
p
l
i
m
e
n
t
,
s
i
r
,
for
your
most
or pro-American. .We only
considerate
conduct
towards
Dolores.
blame her for not being' really
Dolores does not know how
pro-Hungarian,
for dreaming
while
fortunate she is If she can
was allthetootragedy
real. in Hungary
stop
alone your
the thin
babblestutters,
to whichlet
to Mr.
mindNehru's
a shortconduct
story bybi'inssW.
the Varsity readers are being constantly exposed.
Somerset Maugham. In it, a
It's too bad that we readOridon't have
what theDolores
given andesign
manrug ofwasintricate
young ental
has: ersThen
perhaps
long
which was said to have Ox
parades of erudition, the
flights into metaphysics and
of existence.
to the riddle
key puzzled
the 'brilliant
rug »'
would
stop. examples' ( ? ) He
over the
finally
he
before
years
G. H. Greenhow, Jr.
many
is «°
"there
the answer:
saw William
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Today
here

LADY GODIVA has falle

Skulemen

pus, courtesy of theVarsity
engineer:
Staff Photo

Cast

Godiva

In Snow

Committee
A Lady Godiva in snow was cast
by engineers on the front campus
Saturday.
The maiden is part of the publicity for the coming Winter Carnival. Modelling was done by an
architect.
Originally the Carnival commit-

Wa
nt
tee had aslced
Thear
engineersBea
SPSed
and Victoria Pol
went ahead
rs on
to their
build a sta,tue of some
own. The statue was combears were suggested assort.a Polar
pleted in about four hours. Water
good
subject.
was poured on the final result to
When work on the statue was freeze
the form and
scheduled to begin early Saturday statue from destruction.preserve the
afternoon, the party from Vic had long.
Carnival committee members are
not arrived
not too happy with the nude. Some
hinted that it would not last too

Loyola May
Montreal 'CUP) Loyola has taken the first step in withdrawing
from the Canadian Federation of
Catholic College Students. The
Students Council, by a vote of 28-1
approved the move last week.
In a brief presented on the question, itwas stated that there hasn't
been sufficient effort put into irflj
organization, and the publication of
the Catholic Campus by the CFCCS

Withdraw
was definitely not a success.
Loyola will take the first step in
a two year withdrawal by refusing
to forward this year's fee.
Loyola's fees for CFCCS last
year
for NFCwereUS. $127, compared to $20

Vic students promised to add
their contribution to the sta.tue on
Sunday.
The engineers seemed very
proudtue wasoffinished.
their work when the stasaid"Sheone.looks good from all angles'
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TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regular
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ihg machines, Humber Typewriter.
1843 anytime.
375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103.
TYPEWRITERS
Sex Cost Up
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
buy a new Smith-Corona
Vancouver (CUP) The cost of You can for
SERVICE, 330 BAY ST.
as low required.
as 15c a Phone
dayROOM 1409
sex at the University of British noportable
down
payment
Columbia has gone up. Accord- RIverdale 1843.
All types of manuscripts, Theses,
and
»ig to the latest dictum of the
at 226secretarial
Bay Street.work.
Phone Formerly
EM. 4
SAVE!
Students Council, necking
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Harvey10,Haber.
hill,
or Call104OR.Ridge1892, Macson Motors, 355 Keele Street,
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RequestEnglish
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D. STOTT,
B.A.
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for
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Applications for'ailing,
year
Third
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experience to:
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Company
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19 Toronto
Street
Call BETTY BRIGHT Home Service — EMpire 3-6941
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and
now
meeting
in
the Chaplain's Office, Hart House.
1.10 p.m.— SCM's Faith and Reason
1.10andp.m.—
SCM's
group
meets
with
Alan
McLachPolitics, beHistory
lin
taken
group
Race
in
House. the SCM office at Hart by Marie Perinbamwill
. The topic
Discussio
Africa.
South
is
n will
1.15Life
p.m. wiU
— Aids
to the Devotional
led by Marie Perinbam.
be discussed
by SCM. 1.20bep.m.—
Vic
College Music Club
The group will be led by Proand takes pls.-e presents
Rainbow ain preview
their regular
in room fessor18.Dobbie,
Victoria.
of Finian's
noon
Room concert.
at Vic. Place is the Mu?ic
4-6.00 p.m. — Tea will be served to hour
graduate students in the Grad- 1.00
uate Students' Union.
and 6.45 p.m. — Both LOCK
groups
their discussion
7.00wrll
p.m.—be "Mission
inRuththe Lor
Church"
lead
by
in
a
of
the continue
Papal Ehcylical
Mystici *
SCM discussion group in the Corporis
Christi.
Non-memb
ers
Copper Rom at Wymilwood.
invited to 3ttend, Discussion
8.00 p.m. — Nominations for next are
takes inarplace
in
the
French
SemWednesday
of Clover Hill. SMC.
room
year's executive of the UkrainComingianUpStudents' Ctub will take
place in theTuesday
Women's Union.
4.00 p.m. letic
— UC Literary and Aththe JCR. Society open meeting in
12.00 noon— VCF Bible study group
in room 213.
y Building. Thursday, Friday, Saturday
1.00 p.m.-VCF Anatom
Bible
p.m. — UC Parliament in the
- in room ill. UC. study group 4.00JCR.
Topic: Resolved that Seg1.00 p.m.— Newman Club is serving
coffee, tea. and
89 St. Business. regation isnone of this House's
George St. Membersmilkareat invited
non-members to visit. 8.30 p.m.— Quartetto Italiano is prebring ible
1.10top.m.^B
Study will
by The Royal
in theConser\aConcert
by Alan McLachlin at thebeSCMled torv ofsentedMusic
Hall.
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Paris

The Sludt'iifs' Administrative Council
Leaving Montreal June 5th
Returning September 3rd

Only $340.00

Return

Open to University of Toronto
STAFF. FACULTY, STUDENTS, GRADS.
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academic salaries
On his regular Sunday radio forum this week,
Allen Anderson led a discussion of university salaries.
His guests, or course, were men associated with this
university, or at least with the world of letters that
surrounds it.
The only unusual aspect of yesterday's discussion
as compared with the ordinary CBC forum— was the
unanimity of opinion. All the men on the program,
and Mr. Anderson himself, agreed that the salaries
were too low.
Hardly a new thought, but one worth investigating.
Some of the statistics presented yesterday were
frightening. One guest pointed out that a man graduating with a doctor's degree in engineering can command asalary of $8,500, before, as the speaker put
it, he has a wrinkle in his gown. Not more than five
per cent of professors in Canada receive comparable
salaries.
The representative from engineering outlined that
division's problems. The heavy demand for science
graduates has forced beginning salaries far above the
level on which universities may compete. For the first
year or two of his teaching career, an engineering
graduate would be lucky to be paid $3,500 annually.
In industry he can command $400 a month.
The Arts situation is as bad. A Political Science
professor explained that a Ph. D. in the social sciences
begins on the staff as a lecturer, and remains a lecturer for as long as six years. His salary during that
time ranges from $3,500 to $5,000, while in business
even a lowly Arts graduate starts at about $5,000 a
year.
The examples of figures are inexhaustible: and
they point again and again to the same fact. The universities simply are not competing with commerce in
terms of salaries.
What, then, does the ivory tower have to offer
to maintain an influx of graduates? The answer, as it
arose from yesterday's discussion, is not much.
Not so many years ago, the professor, and even
the high schol teacher, was a respected member of
his community. The social prestige he enjoyed in
some part made up for his slightly lower salary. (And
it is to be noted that the teacher of today earns relatively less than the teacher of ten years ago).
But not so today. The emergence of the 'egghead'
into public life is beginning to devaluate the professor's status as an oracle, and an unknown figure,
working privately
in an ivory tower. If the present
trend continues, if no solution is offered for the
current situation, the professor will soon become known
as the Ph.or D.notwho
whether
it is couldn't
true, i make good in business,
And just as prestige for the teaching profession is
lacking today, so is another basic element— security.
Particularly in the Arts, where a man waits as long
as six years for a permanent appointment, the young
teacher has no guarantee of his job. Except in Montreal and Ottawa, Canadian universities are located
one to a town. If a teacher finds after the first few
years he is not in a position to fulfill his potentialities,
he must move to another city, or even to another
country, to find suitable employment. Because of this
doubt, the young professor does not want to buy a
house, or tie himself too strongly to one city.
But in this country now, and even more so for the
next twenty years, there exists a serious need for
teachers.
The solution will not come easily. Governm
industry, the university administrators, will allents,
have
to come to grips with the problem.
But unless there is an attempt to meet this problem-whicb is universally recognized-the universities
will
shortly be unable to answer their responsibilities
of education
.
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PART TWO: THE NEXT^
Diary
I y \ OUT THE
\ CELLAR
WINDOW
The second
Conservative day
conventionofintheOttawa
last month was business day.
At the Coliseum, all campaigning for the leadership ballot
was done behind the scenes.
On the floor, all was business,
as themer outdelegates
to hama party tried
program
that
would please as many voters as
possible.
To me, the outstanding aspect of the whole conference
was its bilinguality (if there is
such a word). This quality was
never more evident than during
the hassling over the platform.
The vast meeting — which
occupied the whole of the Coliseum's floor — was chaired simultaneously bytwo men at all
times. One handled the English business; the other the
French. Every clause in every
part of the platform was read
in both languages, and speeches
from the floor were in whichever tongue the individual wanted. The program itself was
printed in French and English
and every delegate received a
copy
Threeof both.
microphones were established in the crowd, to facilitate speeches from the floor.
At
each official,
was stationed
a convention
who was
re- '
sponsible for whoever wanted to
speak from his section,
The floor area — where the
delegates sat, fenced off from
lowly observers — was divided
into provinces. Over each waved
a huge sign, proclaiming the
province's name in English on
one side, and the French equivalent on the other. It was the
first time I had known that
names
translated.of provinces could be
About ten o'clock of the second day, Thursday, an amusing manincident
A gentlefrom occurred.
the Newfoundland
section, with a hearty out-port
accent and a name to match
(something like Captain Blackmore) desired to speak, I think
— although I am not sure —
that his remarks were address-

Of

Convention

A
Qoer

lead*,.
By PETER GZOWSKI
for Mr. Diefenbaker m
up Thethe approach durtn
highlight of the
ed to something like national
year'
s ensuing election lh'a
housing. At any rate, the subject was not important, for
earlMan
y initothe
the worthy Newfoundlander day'
n iin Cor"l
ba.gafte
Mrwasrnoo
.Roban
tin
s mee
merely wished to tell Mr. feri
in
Mani
toba
Mr ng.RoblpinJ* .
Robl
n
Chairman that he had been a
in,. you
loyal
Conservative
fo;- many
Frennch
ch, and th ■
t in Fre
years,
and heimmensely.
was enjoying
the firs
English. Of all ,the conv*■enr in
conference
In spite
speakers, he seemed to ? ^
of general
the chairman decidedlaughter,
the delegate
from- an equal grace in eithe p?*
Newfoundland had really said flue
biling
ualrks diJe
e. His
rema
we,. l»*,'
enough, and would he kindly guagntly
conclude his remarks as soon as the point, and well pv* }?
possible and try to keep them and
Frenmchheboth
sect
ions
of the
an^icrowd'?
drew
the loud
to theter atsubject
floor. Af-of froTho
ugh the
Conservative
least onten theminutes
somewhat alcoholic rambling, seem to place a
the gentleman sat down amidst dence in Davie Fultolotn,,ofandc0J
Ti
some of the convention's loudest is obviously thought of WjtjZ
the
part
eus as the ne t
applause.
The rest of the business, I leader, Mr.y nucl
Roblin capturin il i
exciting.
am sdrry to say, was not so long
way toward capturingg tn!
command. He is young, pmone
Mike and
cadged that
Press ObserverI (whatever
is) able
poli
, succ
essfulmostin provintant
, and
cial"
badges, and managed to sneak he tics
speaks fluent andimpor
accurate
in to the press section, immedais.
diately under* the dignitaries' FrenThurs
ch. day noon, I managed to
From that vantage point, we crash a luncheon for visiting
were able to see the expressions delegates given by the Enterof various delegates during the prise Club of Ottaw All three
a.
arduous business of grinding
down the program's rough sent
candi
leade
dates
rship
althou°pre„ '
and introduced, were
edges. None of the- clauses was
consented to speak to the
controversial enough to stimu- none
late much general interest, and luncheon. Even though club of
ficials swore the order mi
few
even inspired delegates'
'speeches.'
famous drawn for, the candidates wetc
ConservativeOnlysuchwhenas aCharlotte
introduced in the correct uii
Whitton, contributed to the macti
c sequence: Fulton, Flemgeneral discussion,
did
the
coning, Diefenbaker.
interest. vention as a whole show much
The Enterprise Club, an organization for young business
At theopinion
risk ofintoinjecting
personal
what hasa- men, was addressed by the
been outlined as a factual ac- Minister of Development for
count, I would say the party Nova Scotia. Mr. Pichette is
program
long and the youngest cabinet minister
too dull. was
Whilejustfewtoo delegates
would violently disagree with in Canada, and constantly refer ed to the youth theme of
any of the planks, few would
violently agree either. One poli- the convention. His remarks
tical commentator has said — were brief and unspectacular.
and I would agree — that there
.Thursday
evening,
the nomiis little in the PC platform that
nation speeches
were made,
aiw
would not he wholeheartedly
the Coliseum was filled to overendorsed at a Liberal conven- series.
tion. All is not lost, however,
flowing. Ishall try to describe
them in a later article of this
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THE

COMMENTATOR
By CLYDE BATTEN
Commentators on the Cana- who immolate Canada on the
dian scene are like purple austere altar of Anglo-Americows. Most people would racan amity. While we have been
ther sec than be one. Knowing busy here and there the lynch
all Ws ■
h after
this we nevertheless extend a pin has rusted away and Can- Suezing —not thewhic
ian Action
Canad
courteous, though diffident,
ada's curious cultural amalgam been limited to reconnai*
welcome to the Canadian Com- has fitted it for a role of its dispu
sons— tobut
centuryof mon
13th those
missite.
mentator whose initial issue ap- own — a role more international terie
peared on book stalls and re- than parochial.
ved >«
invol
try
coun
other
viewers desks in January.
Our difference rises from the
Other
articles
—
W
Purporting to be an inde- same soil as the unwillingness
pendent journal of Canadian of any or all Canadians to ven- Woodside, lately of bfllu ^
opinion, the Commentator, with
on theMoore
ioU1"JVy.
turetution
criticism
an insti-a "art" expert
which against
is so plainly
and Mavor
an all-star roster of contribuNight,flavor
nip
to the V^f ^
tors under the chieftanship of "good thing."
Friedmann —stewedan u"^"
»
Prof. Marcus Long of this uniin-m&f^^
In the facepurpose
of the wejournal's
versity, isallegedly devoted to self-espoused
would lend inait fine
Wow
tonal
natio
is left
inter
but *
"examining the policies of those have liked to have seen in the pert
t )eIit
entrusted with power.
first
issue more space devoted
to
Canadiana.
Courtesy is the new periodiintroduce a rare
Of fourteen articles -listed in —to
cal's due. Canadians as a genus
are unwilling
to admit that the contents only five were di- of sound, imaginative
m"*, ceJJ1Uthere is anything distinctive or
rectly concerned with Canadian ]y Finally
condemn
aPPeat^ciiv*
JIUM 11.11.we the
11really
*unique in modus Vivendi cana- phenomena and a sixth only by the journal. It is u"9' jjjtf
dianensus. That a publication extension. When told one is Whether through has\,' jo I*"
devoted to this thesis should going to see a beautiful woman
be started is reason for the one is disappointed to see peer- ference
or the
Ignorance
es a but
style
ofiruP»" glfi
know
highest commendation.
the looking-glass
ra" ' ,
Precisely because this journal only inga through
bedraggled
hare.
— .pea,j,at
and
Addison.
discerns — if we are to credit
Richard
A
Preston
gets
off
the lead article alarmingly cap- to a bad start by asserting that suited to the days
We hope above a' ,.,;<? ;,
tioned "The Need"
Canadian political temperachiefly Canadian, we— problems
welcome the
ure has been raised to fever editorial board will ' ,„ I
by events
transpiring
devote ^t* ,
single-minded
We are weary to the iee-blue height
Suez and
then does
his thesisin nurture
confide-*
of afree
Canadianism
no
slight
disservice
by
discussgressiveness and£r°'unju'
tftncc m"*tt»
. ^^e*
obsession, with psople
of braggadoceio ot U!, I
from simpering r<"u

Reflect

on

Art

tL two h f0""dation * » very fine exception,
malaz ne A a"°"S 0n this We are from this
Tafvn the, V"' ,sarcastic. ""ear and well
to hea 1 . ° sui,Ml3inatecl and suited
a"d the
"near10 st5"e
3%*^
careVth
which » »
MCh iSThetiUed
the PaSe on
materia ' S W P"?Se''Ves unit* of written
^r^es^^
**«
,ua' y att^ctive is the cover of "Refle
o
for
deseed ^by t,han
"'"^rations inside.
Harvetne
but. raulllT?
y Cowan
'? °n* deckIe
than ta.rT"2""5
P''inted PaP«'
in an "nusual
wider-a
"hich adds
Head"5? "eC< t0 «"> type and Hesitations,
"ticletheh,e«y:
a'e inSet in the body °f each
above
method.
and
the
the P»g'5
ahn™ takinj
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P f'eSS
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tnanJanet
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usual
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Turv
ey
leatre
held ovei
Avenue TheatreBid foi....... _. .
week rates with^and at times
surpasses the two other
outstanding
; with\
shows of the same
genre
—
"Reluc
tant
Heroes
and "Private's
ss" that"
have poured fromProgre
vitrioli
pens
since the last war. Any cperson
who enjoyed "Private's Progress" will like "Turvey." This
stage comedy
is no sense a
step-child to the inscreen
and it
"its a good deal nearer home.
A cast of fifteen double up
to perform nearly forty characThis itself provides an
intereters.
sting instudy.
Perhaps the
most versatile is Larry
Mann
as officer. President of the
Court
Mart
ial.
Corpor
French-Canadian signalman al.
and
civilian. Turvey is the consta
nt
and the play follows the seq
u
e
n
c
e
o
f
his
doubtf
ul
service
career. Most ludicrous is the
guarding of the Wellan
There is the inevitabled Canal.
weekend in Buffalo, the Court Martial
—
the
height
of
satire
the evening in which armyin
types are piled onto the stage
one after another _ crossing
the
arrival in Ireland
AlderAtlanti
shot.c, Piccad
illy Circus,
the North-West Theatre and
onto.
then the return to DVA. TorFor any undergraduate who
has had the slightest experience of the services, which
would include
the COTC. the
evening is one "ball" from start
to finish. He will also bawl with
laughter at the gross obscenities which are all but perpetrated. If convention forbids
complete mention of unmentionables, there is at least sufficient phonetic stimulus lo
convey what was said with a
Micheneresque frankness.
It is in fact the extreme
naturalness of "Turvey that is
most isrewarding.
first
half
concerned Ifwith'thesatire,
the second adds variety with its
human interest, which is intensified with the arrival of
females on the scene, but these
are by no means all Mrs. Minivers, and doubtless we have all

experienced the tyrannical nurse
and
oU as often as the
sweetecastor
r variet
ies. Towards the
end there are moments of pathos
and
these
are on the whole
successful, afford
ing the
mum embarrassment. Forminithe
elder members of the audienc ■
they
must
have
been
suitab
nostalgic, if the silent respecly
.given them was any indicator.t
It is tions
imposs
begin citaof allibletheto types
and
Phrases
ular
delight. Wethatwouldgavemakepartic
special
mention of Ron Hartmann His
portrayal of a typical LanceCorporal is p-rhaps one of the
most penetrating of
g
for anyone who has theeverevenin
ship ed at the shrines of worsuch
tin gods. Hugh Watson goes to
town on the
effemi
Larry Solwaysoldier
pulls offnaf.an
excell
ent stab also
at some
of the
rather peculiar relationships
that at times exist
in
the
ranks
in this ease between
a
motherly type of immigr
ant
and
hypocondriacical friend, bolh
intent on gettin to the home,
country for the gdurati
on.
The set is probably the best
for the circumstances — exceedingly functional. If
comes incongruous in theit besecond act. the action soon dispels such thoughts. We will not
enter into play versus book controversies. Both should be seen
and read. One remarkable thing
about
— Ottawa and
several'Turvey
high ' rankin
g officers
actually helped materially by
co-operating in some of the
technicalities and providing effects. Chris Wilson.

hillef reflections
turvey
Groob
Grand
in an attempt to dramatize the
Last Wednesday at five o'clock music.
a new chamber music group, the
Jack Groob trio made its world
This group was received \tith
premiere. The group is composed great enthusiasm
not
beof Jack Groob, violin; Earle Moss,
cause of its talent and only
promise
jack groob trio
but because of the mere
piano
and
Donald
Whitton.
'cello.
fact
These men are all well-known of its existence. It is very
Toronto musicians; the string gratify
see ensembles of
players are players in the TSO this ing to contrib
uting
and Mr. Moss is a well-known definitenature
Canadian musical tocul-a
t accompanist. For their debut
ture. Importing musical perfecNFCUS art
■ they playecl trios by Haydn, TurThe annim] Dominion
tion
line of performers
ina and Brahms. It was indeed e.n may bein the
very
satisfyi
ng
to
the
NFCUS
Art Competition will
unexpected surprise to hear local (selfish) individual but it does
take place from March 18
lalent give such sensitive read- not directly contribute one iota
lo
'23.
The
loeal tramine: will
ings of chamber music.
he Wigible to participate.
to the establishment of this defEntry
fornix
can lie obtained
The first number on the proinite Canadian musical culture.
in the SAC office where the
gramme was Haydn's Trio No. 1. A country's musical culture is
list
of
rules
will also be
In the first movement Mr. Groob not evaluated on the basis of how
showed exceptional clarity while many foreign performers visit it
posted.
l
or
further
informa-St.
tion
contact
Liz
Wilson.
Ihe cellist, partially because of or how many Hi-Fi sets it has.
the nature of the work did not
Elmo Ciprietti.
Hilda-* College^ \VA. 3-8451.
have the opportunity to show his
abilities. The violin and piano
were in harmony throughout,
snowing that the group
»'°rked many hours to achievehada
""'tied effect rather than to demonstrate the virtuosity of the individual players. This latter is
Reflections
'57
often the defect of
chamber groups. Innewly-formed
the
adagio,
e cello in its upper register did
not Produce
searing tone
"araeteristic the
of the
"its best. The rondo instrument
was some™t of a disappointment,
with
' violin producing some harsh
lk.
an
altempt
to
achieve
,ne Proper tempo.
J1* next selection on the pro2"
"as Turina's Circulo
and
V,i0Un'vely'Ce"°
WanoT'' Thf0r
modern
ihls rele.ti
com
«on£r fhows definite impress„i, '° characteristics 'as a resch00?
studying under that
ti to' Wjth Spanish flavour addfJier. a,Iirrn his nationality.
OetWeJTM remarkaMe intonation
Vi°Un a"d 'ce"°' es"
"ooiallv
and beliefs of the Jewish people, as it has affected those of
Reflection, the dictionary tells us, is the result of medita- every
The
tt, IT 'ne second movement.
other cultural background.
ulo'
jvui-j
tion, and thus,h presumably,
the set tingdown ofof our
thoselivesprecious
Wemert"
,niOVMn
"-".ku
tent e 'crepusc
bioverdon
write)al 3a blt
and
sentiincnivp
the
nuieter
moments
"ReA sense of urgency pervades the magazine, in a spiritual
hts
one
er
ire
nts
fllet)t
but
°yerd
and
sent
thoug
which
inspi
the
quiet
mome
of
our
lives.
"Re
way which is uncommon ir. university or business circles; a.
e i mis mav hav« been flections '57", an ambitious publication of the Hillel Foundation sense
d«e lotn th*u_
something is wrong, and should be remedied. Whether
at the University of Toronto, thoroughly justifies its name by or notthatthere
something wrong is not discussed too far.
e
phere
ing
g
lativ
carry
this
specu
atmos
with
it,
and
givin
us
a
be niade opecial mention should quiet appraisal from very divergent points of view of the future "Reflections" isis directed
to Jewish people, and it does not
^PhW °f the piano- s"1"? the
pretend to speak for anyono else, ev*ept in the very general
^sted rhythms were en- of Judaism, and the best way to ensure its development.
in which we all try to det -rmine the right course of action.
While this is the central theme of the eight articles which way
a,1d werrnamIy
to th's
instrument
re expertly
One is impressed and intrigued with the drive for regenerahandled.
comprise
"Reflections,"
it
is
a
tribute
to
the
authors
and
ediexpressed
by "Ours
is a generation of destiny," in the
recurrint:
throughout.
tors that their scope and implications lie far beyond this. The editorialtion,ant!
^'o
Brahms'
the problem that has haunted every
The
writing
varies
widely
in self-expression and intellectual
V lV0aS)
£ »• Selection'
OP- 87. Thewaswork,
is in problem in the background,
man? Will
— ' ™d
<ma as
as aHjm age, is: "What is the future of the society of man?
wui nehe maturity, but is almost consistently thought-provoking and stimuBfaW°Iements
Chamber
overcome ? internal and external pressures to achieve a satisfactory
lating.
The
text
of
an
address
by Rabbi Leo Jung, and "Cohen
iu exisence
Mies for
•«•*;»«.( cries
tr music,
*ches
"Retiections
aiituipia
soive
cms
represents
some attempts
toio solve
this
Keiiy"worthwhile
6rs have 7ten
, Romantic
compos- problem, at "Reflections"
by U of Tcontributions.
Untt for
fm- the
Tewish community
and most
most,
ofot what
graduate Harvey Kerpneck are possibly
the most
least
the Jewish
community, and
what and
had this problem
"Reflections "o7" gives pleasing expression to a way of life,
Jatur* of \Jhe heavy emotional is said applies to others as well.
and interesting treatments
of the questions that puzzle all of
Sa> in 7^ muefe and BeetThe
first
sentence
of
Rabbi
Auron
M.
Kamerling's
introus.
It
not claim to have discovered any ultimate
truths
^ onjy n
last fluaftets was
duction sets the key-note: "An experience shared by many people and onedoes
must
admit
that
certainly
not. But it can, and
chb^f who truly mastered today is the reminder that man faces many predicaments in should, give intellectual stimulation itto has
a great many people at
^Ucin
mUS'c mediurn by this age of technological progress, automation, and new ways this university. We hope that other groups
will Bill
followSmyth
it up.
ftiig ** e«o
tfe,igious
The of bridging
spuce."
out verytheclearly
the
was a fervor.
to which
the -'Reflections"
modern world brings
has affected
traditions
bit rushed .extent
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On:

Arabs - the East and ik ,
Canadians at Caledon tf- Weekend
Seminar
WUS
scured by a mountain of dirty glaring realities. The f
At Caledon this weekend, the colonialism — particularly as ex- I terests of both the native and the dishes.
end were
with; Vct^k cal
emplified inNorth Africa and the central powers? And how can
their
world seemed very real.
relativestruc
politi
East, South-east Asia and one assure the allegiance of long- But the difference between our
Students representing 21 coun- Middle
suffering colonial powers to the foreignselvesstudent-guests
tries made up a globe-circling Africa south of the Sahara.
and
our- and their lack 0f poliM^la,lce,
apartheid
forum of opinion on international Or more specifically — the old Communist
The next was their ,
solidity of bloc?
the Western. anti- is' quite iass thatrealto asthem,
the stack of sci
affairs and
particularly
on
colobalance
of
white
"supremacy"
vs.
ca> ton.
dirty
dishes.
valuedous
estimnes
ate 0fs.educar
nialism. Like a miniature United colored "suppression."
%can one guarantee the ami- This was why the WUS weekNations, they sat down to talk Although the general sentiment How cable
survival
of
Israel.'
in
the
end
was
an
important
one.,
and
To
wor
benef
a
is
it
us.
it
th
things over.
of
the
weekend
was
overwhelmArab opposiwas why it mattered very for. but in some sense our^'118
South Africa explained things
ingly anti-imperialist, there were face oftion?implacable
Some of the seminar sug- this
right
that
much
that
we
should
try
to
demarks
the
to Portugal, Germany and Scot- colonialism.
gested that this might be ap"enlightened"
fine the distinction between their
They ofserved
to point
To
others,
aa"bej^^
hnati0 >- ■ 0(
land. British West Indies con- a few exponents
emergence
Can
adi
pcrogancihteidonbyanway
of Nehru's
re- economic dependence and politi- asans italsoisas saw
d support
of the UN
a- -self-governing
ferred with the Gold Coast on the out the thorny road to indethP ' ^
pe0p|e
cal independence
—
or
decide
ruling on Israel. But in view of whether
problems of an emerging nation. pendence.
nationalism by its nature
Greece talked to Lebanon; the The right of self-determination the careful Indian policy of "non- ism.
Phillipines talked to Japan.
and thecountries
laconic alignment", this solution "didn't will eventually lead to imperial- than
effortsbe ofasserted
the mother
France conferred with the may
seem wholly practical,
tion towemanwouy ldintelike
rnationa
to admi
l ™'11
t ^'
Netherlands on the fate of dis- may be deplored. — but one is When these problems return to WHo is going to decide, and how. mas
isr bly
afortrifthe
1 f^Proba
allle closest
i'
possessed imperial powers. Poland, still faced with the choices that paper, they assume the effect of the all-important question of self- answe
0fmorethiscthine
was
f
Latvia and Lithuania heard the will bring about the rise to platitudes. The difficulty of print government? Must this be gradu- in a quotation cited by 3 ^
al to be effective? And if the Indian in relation to the &m?
case for the East. Indonesia dis- national maturity.
is is never quite real. So, deciding
factor is to be the UNcussed with India; China with The girl from the Gold Coast .isto that
most Canadians,
multi-colored
patch onAfrica
the -is
map,a then must the UN find a more of-the-Sahara discussions.
Colombia,
will
claim
that
the
they-are-notThe United States, for once, prepared -to- govern - themselves an occasional name in the head- effective weapon than moral quoted,
"On a"thepiano
keyboar
only way
listened to everybody.
to d"
get w
argument is over-rated, and used
lines; and reputedly a "trouble persuasion
mony
iskeysto together
play the. black
In the midst of all this were the
as ainevitable.
pressure force to forestall
Is
a
country
responsible
toward
white
The sari!
the Canadians — considering,
Africa becomes something else another, and to the rest of the
commenting, questioning.
But the boy from Indonesia, the again when a rather solemn group nations? As a man is responsible These were the problems thai
From the mountain of impas- Dutchman, will answer that Indo- of students, each of a different to society, then so too are nations were tackl
well into the
sioned, reflective or speculative
nesia is today in dangerous straits color and nationality, sit down at — argues the Dutchman. But mor- is true of edAfrica."
she threw off the a spot."
dinner table to probe for an
hours of the morning. The smallun
als do notcounters
apply intheinternational
words
that emerged,
hard Forto —Dutchbecause
relations,
Greek. The wearied
to their future.
find a single
common it's
thread.
yoke before she had found answer
students weren't looki^
the most part the students had a workable alternative, and there- They were a fun-loving collec- determining factor — in praqtice,
a formidable fund of knowjedge;
tion at Caledon when they if Can
derst
anding.for solutions as for Un°
not incountries,
principle —then,
is power.
by openedgres iherself
to
anarchy,
reso
much
force
a
on, and the high possibility toasted marshmallows over a mid- sense of responsibility on others? In the snow-white country
added to this they have the ex- of Communist
infiltration.
perience and traditions of life in
night
initiated rite
them-of "This is nationalism, this is it.the Caledon Hills, in a )it(le<0[
selves intobonfire,
the ormysterious
almost every cranny of the The story is basically the same the Sauna.
world.
in every colonial country; only
injured pride," said Doug Grant, World that was big enough to
Probably the thing that most the development was different. They were equally fun-loving the director of the weekend. include the larger one. they found
characterized their discussions was The Gold Coast, for example, will ith their elbows immersed in "This is the problem between
the national character that get her official independence in sudsy water, and their vision ob- India and Pakistan.. Israel and the
emerged. For all his intellectual March, and she is generally acknowledged as the model among
honesty,, the Indian thought and colonial powers.
spoke like an Indian.
Carnival . . .
In an atmosphere uniquely free But in Algeria., the ending does
from constraint and convention, not promise to be such' a happy Osgoode To Be University?
(Continued from Page 1)
the Seminar students groped to- one. The million resident French
and
ward a real understanding of refuse to admit self-determination
show Daffydil.
is 75 cents.Admission to thtj
these new and in some cases dis- Tor the 10 million natives — and Queens Park Approached
so the struggle drags on.
turbing ideas.
School at Osgoode Hall Queens Park has given unoffi- Saturday the carnival moves tol
What were the issues? Broadly, How can one satisfy the in- mayThe beLaw elevated
cial approval,
to a university,
Caledon Hills Farms. Log chopthe treasurer of the Law Society The change would make the
log sawing, snowslioe racing,!
of Upoer Canada said Saturday. school eligible for federal grants. cross ping,country
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
teering
will be skiing,
Saturdayandmo orien-j
C.
F.
H.
Carson
told
delegates
of
WOMEN
the Canadian Bar Association that Mr. Carson said the $1,200,000 as soon as the bus arrives.
SWIMMING — HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE POOL
Finance Minister Harris had said addition to Osgoode Hall will be
Spring Term
the Federal Government would ready by the end of September. afternoon
for Saturday!
Life Saving BEGINNING
Classes
Forem
al Hockey
Therapy.isat on2:30tap with
WEEK OF FEBRUARY 11th. 1957
recognize the school as a univer- Opening
willschool
alleviate
overcrowding
at
the
which
now
has
sity
as
soon
as
recognition
was
These special clones are lor .students of all years who need
playing
Physicalin andall Occupation-)
Contestants
Certification
forthcoming from the Ontario 936 students.
INSTRUCTIONIn Lile Snvlng for poMilons in Camps, etc
Government.
Osgoode Hall is 125 years old. Caledon are required to bring &m
Bronze
M<d.illlon
—
R.L.S.S.
Tuesday
4:00
P.M.
Bronze Bar
Thursday 10:00 A.M.
own equipment.
Friday
Friday 11:00
2:00 AP.M..At.
Award
of
Merit
—
R.L.S.S.
Thursday
4:00
.P.M
Square and round dancing, *j
Awtiid of Distinction Friday 4:00 P.M
Democracy Unsafe In Hands
the
evening.
ride, marshmallow tot
Diving— U.T.S.
Wednesday
sleigh/
Y.WC A,Pool
Pool
Thui*day 5:15
3:00 P.M.
P.M.
skating will take place
and
Of
Illiterate
Dr.
Gilmour
Dip Time
Monday
The average man cherishes two of nothing, he told the District
5 00 and
- 6:00Wednesday
P. At
A special trophy will be P*j
illusions: That intellectual and ex- Convention of Ontario Secondary sented
Ar:tlflc«l
Respiration
5:00 P.M
basis. for the fraternity s*J
ecutive work is both easy and over- School Teachers Federation.
Feb J4 th Films and Leer Hi), -HousMiold ScienceThursday
Building
—
Auditorium
paid, and that there are shortcuts "Democracy is not safe in the
Feb. 21st Practice
Buildingtudent?
— Auditorium
and anotnea
credits for attendance ;eliold Science I Year
to it. Dr. G. P. Gilmour. president hands of an illiterate electorate", one
sports events,
forringthe contest,
sculptu
both stKalon.i in Artificial R^plratlon.ited Credit
will not beattending
granted
of McMaster said Saturday night. Dr. Gilmour said.
presented on a P°Pu,a" 1
Western society is one in which The contempt for learning and will•Thebe carnival
*> signetjj
energy and initiative is stifled, hard work originated in the mid- the enjoyment ofis tne
where people demand something nineteunth century, when the idea not as a money making"J.
GAMESHOCKEY
TODAY
for nothing, become sophisticated of the pioneer was exchanged for
v*vb Vic.
rather than wise, and know the the shrewd lawyer gaining his Mike Berger said.
For. inA
price of everything and the value ends by trickery.
of the Blue and White sc.'
POLO
vs WATER
Med. I
Apllii, AI. B
esteds at
intersport
Anyo
in the
g ne
patin
vs Sr.SQUASH
U.C. A
5
lorconta"
2-031
WA
Beck,
BASKETBALL
—
MAJOR
LEAGUE
ld
shou
Saturday
uc. B
SPS. M.B
Burnett, Hai*s>lei
Trln.
vsvs St.
C
Grossman.
BASKETBALL — MINOR LEAGUE — HART HOUSE
Grave
Robbers va III
Phys. B Rj-empulec
The U.ofT. FLYING CLUB
St.StU.C. M.M,Beta
Attuckers
U.C. Eng.
Schlzos
Livingston
SIgs vsvsvs Med.
II B
Livingston
Male University 1
Med BASKETBALL
III A
HI
Mining
Livingston
LEAGUE —LllkerVIC GYM
St. M, Coop Rats —vs MINOR
U.C. Ossuarys
in
the
evenings
WILL MEET
vill g'v
GAMES TUESDAY
HOCKEY
LESSONS
1.00
vbv* Jr.
. Nuriln.
Nadln, Nay
Greenlor
FRENCH
Wednesday, February 6th
Sr. Vic
Vic POLO
4.00 Jr.
■-wis
St. M.U.C. A
WATER
vs
CALL JEAN
Smlth,
M. Boase
4.00
6.30 Med.
Med. IVII
Vflvs U.C.
SPS
O'Reilly.
Med. IIIll
O'Relllv. GrosHeld
Grosrield
Evenings-WA._ 5-<lneN59fc.
7.15 St. M. A
SQUASH
vsvs Med,
III
5.40
Dent. CB
In The Musk Room
sps
6.20 Dent.
vs INDOOR
Pharm.m TRACK
B
Arch.
7.00
••perfection
"finest stringCons
aU°rCP
5.00 220 ydi, 1000 yds.
" ,i
ai,mllir
enirfTrt0
l
Hart House
ll.VMvl IISU.L
—-MedMAJitll 1J-. Al.l'l
OIcentury"
musicRova
n»H»?Ii,IlM.
1.00 Trln.
A
Scott.
Morlarty
vs
Pit
vs.
Sr.
U.C.
Kostlw.
GoldrliiK
Sr.
Vic
4.01)
6.30
vs
Dent.
A
Jr.
SPS
Newport,
at 8:00 p.m.
7.30 Wye, A
vs Arch. A
Newport. Zrtttt
Zelltt
BASKETBALL
— vsMINOR
LEAGUE
— HARTGoldenHOUSE
U.C.
Stars
II
Cliem
1.00
Feb. 7-9.IT»»»•
ALRITAE'NT;.©T*V0
4.00
U.C.
Victors
vsvs St.III Eng.
M. Elbow
BeiulersCliapnlk
Stein
A
UF*':
Q
6.30
Dent.
II
Yr.
Phys.
A
i„n
.p
71.
PrckctlcJI
«'" ,„u«K,V
h
For.
7.30 Pluirm
Phnrm Mortars
SteinGYM
Pestles —vsvs MINOR
PhannC LEAGUE
Cations — VICStein
8.3d
Movies
BASKETBALL
Pasternak
\
Refreshments
vsvs II Chcm.
Elec, D
5.00
St.
M Tall IGunnens
Pasternak
Pre-Med
A
6,00
Oorless
7.00
vsvs St.M.Brown
Vic RiverA Rats
I Mcch.
6.00 Vic
BaugersCorle&s
Gate B H&e
(UudcnU,
Si'-.es,.*
- *
sss.'.'s
available(students, $i-50'
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INTERCOLLEGI
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t'rB||dPmm!°n Ieams ,Winners
University of Tor Cage Blues Top McGill
The bluell
and white banner flies proudly today and w „„ a
McG.
shes
Sec
reason
imJood
"
chamriS
two Intercolle
h teams captured F,n,
giate
,^ ond
Twice
with 76-61 Eri
" «,^e WCekend'n i pTV
Collingw16^ Joints
at the Blue Mountain
swasin second,
,erformance.
ivicliiil
hth
L
»
e crown Wlth a 564" Al Vaichu
.
lis Hoopttk
«•?.««!
til^
i,fn'"
ifi
second
was
McGill
.perform
ance.
V
s 19
the
third
and
fourth
positions.
the
Blueswit"
Laval
and
Ryer-in in tne t/m*"4
iuutLii positions.
' *v" *
By courtes
HOWIE.j MANDELL
5 it the Carlton Club here in Toronto the had™*™*., +
Through
the
kind
and co-operation of a sIoddv
iate hon. McOil,
McGill University basketball team, the University of Toronto
ski was
team secoAl
nd,Pouta
{a
is
nen/S
retain
ed
nei.
..
.„«.„
Pn»t
Al
team
ski
the
for the
1
the
._..
eno„
indi«
S
victhetorryyright
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The victo
to travel to
vidual championship lor the ^'ty>, 2 - Peter Hen (McGill ) 3 Blues defeated the Redmen 76-61 in an Intercollegiate senior
- game played here Saturday evening. The win put Toronto ?nto
(Vars
Dartmouth Winter Carnival fourth consecutive year, although George
NordicWelder
Combined
: 1 ity).
- peter Reld
it
was
only
his first victory as 33MC?""'
'jianover,
N.H.
next
week-end
JacquesCombined
(vSrshJ? Queen a and Western Ontario, with a 2-3, won-lost record.
;,A1 Po«^en
2 Mercler
(U. - o(Arnold
a member of the Blues. His three1 Alpine
Montreal!
compete in tne tournament previo
Mld- Queen'
and place,
Gerry behind
Edelist,Assump
(Varsity),
L *°ssfs
us titles came as a mcm- gley
two tion!
Five minutes
Blues
(Queer. 3\) :i -1George
of '°" °/ who
Bill Mclntyre
rhicii attracts college competi- her
Gibson ball
have not seen much
were all the Redgoodand basketof
the
action
Queen
's
entry.
White
Jumping:
tors
frog!
a11
over
the
^^inefnt.
(Queen's).
Dave
were capable of. The next 35 this year was a source of cheer
teer was the lone
Varsity was able to wisi only member Palma
Dave
Palmateer
((Var(Varsity) belonged to the Blues who out- to Toronto fans. Gerry was alof the Varsity team to 3sity),
2 - ElderPoutanen
one event, the jumping, but gar- win an event.
- Murray
(McGiii..
ways battling wfUIe on the court
He nosed out team- Slalom
eted enough points in seconds
:
1
Arnold
played and outscored their op- while Roily
Mldgley
outjumped every Mcmate Poutanen in the jumping 3(Queen'
ponents. The big factor in Tors)Esson
Murray
Elder
(McGill).
"n$
thirds
to
win
the
Colling(Varsity)
Don
.
Gill
by a country mile.
by
a
foot,
onto's
win was the rebounding The player
d-oxi meet.
taking both jumps
Univer
into consideratio
Palmatwhile
eer BADMINTON RESULTS
Garry Vi- Blue-Jays didn'tsitystandof a Toronto
of Al ifVaichuli
s and missed
65 and 67n. feet,
chance
pond.
the
Blues
the in
65
and
66
Singles:
Bonney (M) def.
leape
basket, on offence, Vaich and
Poutanen
d " managed
thetsopening
contest
against
feet.
[|( Protests
Triden
(V) 15-3. 15-12: Irvlpg (M) delCornish
who
trampl
ed
Bon- Vipond were always there to tap
them
(V); 9rl5. 15-5. 15-6: Bonnyman n the rebounds
In the badminton, McGill took (V) arder
while on defence 96-45. The Trident's squad la
Victoria Win
(Q) 15-1.
15-3: Flet- they held the ,Montrea
6-5 lead in Friday's singles
one
to
cher (M) Gale
made
up
of
some
of
the
top
def.
lers
Senior Vic defeated Senior UC matches
McKay
(Q)
15-4, 15.4;
ketball players in Toronto, basIn(Q)
def.(V)Bernard
(M) 15-8. 17-18, Shot.
64 in a protested hockey game to sweep, but Varsity roared back Gale
15-8;
Elder
cluding such ex-Intercollegiate
def.
McKay
(Q)
the
Vaichulis
was
Toronto's
top
15-0.
doubles
on and win 15-6; Cornish (V) def. Kocnlg (Q) man, scoring 19 points,
Friday afternoon.
stars
as
John
Dacyshy
and
Vic
n
on
eight
The protest was made by UC tho tiltle.
15-3. 15-7; Bonar (V) def. Bartells field goals and three free throws. Kurdyak of the Blues, Hugh
The victory, the Blues third (Q)
Fftjn Vic used three Jr. Vic play- consecu
15-4.(Ml15-10;15-2,Bonnyma
n (V) def.
hooped 16, most of Coyle of Assump
and John
15-0; Bonney
tive, keeps the Jemmett Bernard
re under the emergency re(M) Pete Potter
coming on set shots from Elder of Queen's. tion
Trophy in the Hart House fon **f; Koenln (Q) 15-3. 15-5; Irlvlng them
placement rule.
20
feet
out
while
Vipond
another
year.
(Ml
def.
Bartells
(Q)
15-6.
15-7°
hit
for
Dacyshyn
led
the
Trident
In the game, the Red and Gold
"~ points. Ruby Richman dumped sheet with 22 points. Dick score
JaBonney and
attack was paced by Frank In the doubles match Cornish Doubles: o
Irlvlne
(M)
15"U'
(V)
Ell,Cr (Ql 15-5, in eight points, six of them on worski scored 10 and Bill KarH5j
Bartells
and
Koenlg
Ehpniiardt with three goals while and Bonneyman defeated Elder dei.
long
sets
and
Bill
Corcoran
and
15-4;
Berbard
and
Fletcher
pinski,
14.
Ed
Brezina
shone
(M)
def.
Paul Newman, and juniors Bruce and Bonar 15-8, 15-8, to win the Cornish
15-3; Roily Old ring scored six apiece defeat for Toronto, hooping 17In
15-8.Bonney
(Q) def.
Gale andand McKay
Bonar (V)
Brewer and Barrie Nourse each doubles championship.
for the victors.
points while Tony Wozniak added
Bonney15-11;
(M) 15-8,
and Irving
rounred once. In a losing cause
and
Gale and
and Elder
eight.
SKI RESULTS
15-3, (V)15. i;def.Cornish
McKayman (Q)
Stew Passmore scored twice, anil
DonscorerWright
was20 point
the game's
Short Shots . . . Blues meet
top
with
a
effort.
Chuck Logue, and Bob Nadin got Team Title: 1 - Varsity (564.1), ?r?!,ar=(
Bartells
and and
Koenlg and
def'Berbard
El- It was Wright's hot one-hander University of Buffalo Bulls here
Bonneym
15-4:
(y) 15-6,
»V)def.
an
singletons.
Fletcher
der
(V)
24 -- McGill
1548.2),
3
Laval
535
6
from
the
outside
that
propelled next Saturday . . . Toronto shot
(M) 15-4, 15-6.
Ryerson . (481.8).
The Red and White started off
McGill into a 14-3 lead after five 38^o
from the mefieldto . tell
. . AlyouEagleal a great pace, scoring three
minutes
of
play.
Leon
Duplessis
son reminded
that
scored 14.
unanswered goals before the perAl Eagleson manages the ]
iod was half over. Then Vic
The
hot
shooting
of
Wright
found the range, as Ebenhardt UC Edges Doctors 34-32
and company plus a few sloppy
;ot his first of three on a
plays put the Blues behind in
pray. Before the period breakended
the
early moments of the con- The Scoreboard
Ike Red and Gold had tied the Norm Menczel
test but after coach John McTop Man
Manus
called a time-out to
In the last canto, Ebenhardt U.C. Juniors eked out a narrow jump shot, to tie up the game steady them
INTERCOLLEGIATE
they began chop1 m a 15-foot screen shot to 34-32 victory over Pre-Meds. in a with eleven seconds remaining
away
at
the
McGill
lead
»lime Vic in the lead for the first Major League basketball game. to he played, and set the stage until ping
HOCKEY
they finally pulled ahead
. UC had some great chanc
for Menczel's heroics.
VARSITY
77P W54 L23 T00 2524F 21i
with a little less than five min- Montreal
and Menczel were the iod.
Kthen but couldn't capitalize on Norm Menczel scored the winning topHawkins
utes
remaining
in
the
first
permarksmen for the Redmen
kem. Once Dick Green hit the basket just prior to the final buzLaval
7 2 S 0 31 3
1 post from close in with the
zer, after a, scrappy Meds team with thirteen and twelve points Utilizing an al! court press for
Future Games
IMlie
out of the net.
respectively.
Only
two
other
field
had overcome a four point deficit goals were scored by the rest of most of the period Toronto goadtall 'ie Iast minutes of the in a last minute rally. The win the
ed McGill into throwing the ball
U.C. players.
E or
°urseUC.score<
tor
Vic
and
BASKETBALL
>
on numerous occasions. It
Then with the broke a second place deadlock be- Pre-Meds' scoring was well dist- II away
was
work of Pete Potter and Western . . .
P W L T Pts.
and White pressing, Ebentween the two teams in their diributed. Dick Charron was high Ruby theRichman
on defence that Assumption
points and Joe Ander- finally pushed Toronto ahead.
vision, after they had entered the with son,eight
«■«»„ Vompleted his hat tri<*
Al Adelman, Dave Berger and I As the Blues improved VARSITY
Queen's - . .
-ame 0n ice.Dreakaway, to put game with identical records of two Al Gardner
tke °ar!8'0ta
contributed four each. throughout the second half Mc- McGill
Mc Master
wins and one defea.t. Both had pre- In other Major League action !iGill
grew
worse.
They
opened
viously been beaten by the present Thursday, Emmanuel defeated For- the half with a 37-32 lead and
division leaders. Junior Skule.
estry B in double overtime, 29-27. gradually extended it through
Future Games
Jjes (Female)
John Donne 1 hooped thirteen for most of the period to their final
Both teams played consistently the
victors.including
the winning 15 J.nepointWOrKmargin.
W"'P Ryeiirson
Friday -at Assumption
or nouy GOIOring McMasWr
sloppy ball throughout the game, basket in the second overtime.
Western.. at Queen's.
ThA wnrlc nf Rsrilv Cnl.lr-in.r Saturday - Assumption at McGul,
'•ibali Intel'5o"egiate bas- which got off to a slow start. After
"19 vie. 10mPed to an easy a scoreless three minutes, the
""vettw. ■ ry over the Ryerson Artsmen finally broke into the
lion at '„ m an exhibition attrac- scoring column and took a slight
ftWinE son Sym on Friday
Gals Volleyball Champs
Lead, which they gave up only Western
Mbvt'!? off ,ths scoring ac- briefly in the first period. Frank
Son h!, m§: 7 9""* Points. Hawkins' play was the oustanding
extent soon recovered
the ;"?wevei'.
Varsity, Mac
Tie Behind Gaels
"'"'"aUvT1 that
that were feature of the half, as the UC for- Kingston, Ont. (Feb. 2) — The
their best volleyball of the tournaBy MERLE OVERHOLT
N»W " — ad mar
of gin
tho, Blues
by
ward
came
up
with
an
excellent
ment, picked up points to spot an
University of Western Ontario Queen's at half-time. In the final 18-18 tie.
pputti
drive,
ng
From there on it wa9
inrre
display
of
jump
shooting
and
reZiz
s«
againiatecaptured
the
Intercollega«tv rru' forward to take
half,
the
"Golden
Gals"
comcrown here this
gameburs),
until the "Aggies",
:hMjJsVr»d ahead
bounding, to combine with team- week-endvolleyball
pletely in control of the ball, anyone's
with
a
final
a 35-28
by
making
a
clean
mate Norm Menczel to give the
drove ahead to a final 42-25 win, margin just as timegained
'"'Here.
e end of the first
ran and so
sweep
in
the
annual
IntercolRedmen a 20-lfi haJf time margin.
In
Varsity's
second
game
of
scored
the
surprise
upset
of the
legiate
round
robin
tournamentN o^i^^anB Of the se- In the opening moments of Second place was won by the the afternoon (Friday), the op- tournament.
posing McMaster team led off In the Imal matches of the tourfc»«5X tho>- "HP"- drove the second half, the Medsmen hostess Queen's University, who
I" "Win d6 the »4ket again
the scoringlead.
actionA toforward
gain a push
16-8
nament, Varsity was decisively
>■ tw^"« avvay outthe.yin fought back ana took advan- bowed only to the victorious half-time
beaten by Western 58-16. In their
purple and white team.
by
Varsity
at
the
beginning
of
lookt
*?ls
l^Ition
back
final
game
against McGill, Varsity
to
t
a
g
e
o
f
some
wayward
UC
pass> 30 point
win
by
In a third place tie were Mc;
es to pull within a point of Master and Varsity, each with a |17-13
closest and most extho second
gained
vantagehalfpoint,
fromthem
whicha played citingtheir
match.
two-game
win.
Varsity,
however,
..qulclciy . rcroviM ed,
o,W'a|lac6ri?°Lhonors BO to Sal- their faltering opponents. How- was nudged out of this position McMaster
bringing
the
score
to
a
21-21
tie.
ever, UC hung grimly onto their by 11 points when the total The blue and white squad rallied Blue jots . . . Joan Galley takes
? S SW va KLCHalked "P 18
lead, until the last, hectic two lied.
the honours as the team's steadiest
in the last few moments of the player
, . . another handshake to
minutes of the game. Facing points scored by each was tal- victory.
play to surge ahead to a 37-21 Bev Davidson for good, consistent
performance a four point deficit, Pre-Meds
In
the
VarsityQueen's
game,
play
.
.
although
the team young
memgot off to a good
bers. were
comparatively
e 8ve""«ive role.'
put on an all-court press. Al the tricolor
only game of the eveby chalking up a quick 10 In their
ning, the Varsity team made a I four in PHE I and only three
« Ken.s' Ba,'b Campbell, and Qardiner scored for Meds on start
points, Gail
leaving
Varsity
start in their rnatch against holdovers), they seem to have the
S. ov^ade a eood defen- a driving lay-up to cut the With
Royce
(V) scoreless.
serving, poor
potential:
give them
year
OAC, but recovered to gain a mid- and
P°t' margin to two. Then Joe An- the nervous
score*rs attheeverv
Jy^mT'?'
Varsity
squad
gained
who yet.
knows,
they another
might upset
Western
worer for the Rycttes
confidence
and
points,
bringing
game
16-13
advantage.
In
the
seederson
outwrestled
Hawkins
for
lrl<wood with 0 point: | .i rebound and put in a short
the score to 21-13 lead for \ond period the OAC girls, playing
l
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Shamrock

Num

Good For Free
Somewhere on campus someone
it. the right to two free tickets
has
for Finian's Rainbow.
And apparently he doesn't know
Last week,
distributed show
hundreds ofofficials
numbered
paper shamrocks
aroundwas-theworth
university. One number
two ticketsCouncil
if presented
Students'
office. at the
The show
number
didn't
up. was drawn but

ber 320
Its shamrock number 5,»
Tickets
|
gerPublicity
emphasized
last Jen,*'nieht 6r-'
chairman
tickets, although they JK, lhat
ing
avail=t,sel1Thewell,
showwereopen
particularly
for still
s mid-w
Mondav « »
formances. K Per.
in Hart House theatre s:t '
But there are plenty nf . ,
for Tuesdaisy,soldWednes
~fc ay"
outday
even
ing
, arurd
day
and House
Friday. theatre
They'rebox
n J2'''
at Hart

SAC Commemorates
ton, making the presentation * ■
The Student Administrative Kelly had been an inspiraUL ?
Council last night donated a copy She read a copy of the letter *k
of the Shorter Oxford Dictionary all who knew him.
to Emmanuel College, in memory SAC members parentdeds. the _
of Cliff Kelly, rep who died this had sent to Cliff'sapplau
summer.
SAC vice-president Flo Middle- tion.
Do You Play A HARMONICA
If so, "FINIAN'S RAINBOW" needs you.
Call TODAY at -S.A.C.— WA. 3-6221
or A.V.R. Office — WA. 4-9022

Only
person
HART HOUSE THIS WEEK
the worldone
ca
hat Su:
4th Feb.
with her dance , Monday,
t'ie
Silent
is
sayi
Sing Song
East Common Room
steps. Susan, th dance lead in
1.30 p.m.
Rainbow, can talk only
Record Hour
Record Room. The Library Committee
er, feet. Helen Adams, as
1.15 p.m.
will present a programme of dialogue
s shown here with her inrecordings.
Glee Club
Part
Practice — 1st Tenors
5.00 p.m.
Tuesday,
the
5th
Art Library
In the Gallery
ORGAN RECITAL
Art11-12
Films noon
In the Music Room
12.30 and 1.30
Frederick C. Silvester
Glee Club
Full practice in the Music Room
7,00 p.m.
TODAY
Clubs meetingArchery.
tonightTable
— Tennis
Ams.teurand Radio
Bridge Code Classes,
Convocation Hall — 5 p.m.
Wednesday,
the
6th
Art
Gallery
Art Library
11-12 noon
Art Gallery
Open
to Women. Members
4-6 p.m.
Art Show
Lee
Open to all members.
■ 5 -Collection
6 p.m.
NOON HOUR CONCERT — AH Coward, piano
bass Room
1.30 inDougthe Ma^ee,
East Common
DEBATE
—
8.00.
Debates
Room.
"In
the
opinion
of this House the Christian era is at an end." .
Hon. Speaker: Lister Sinclair, playwright, author.
journalist.
2nd basses
Glee Club
5.00
Revolver Club meets tonight
Thursday, the 7th
Holy Communion In the Chapel.
8.00 a.m.
Canadian Industry East Common Room.
Films
1.30 p.m. "The Petrified River"
Record— Room
In the Record Room, for those who would
Instruction
like the privilege of using the room
5.15 pjn.
Friday,
the
8th
Sing Song
7 Prom?
East Common Room
udents rent
tiieir
rormal
wear
from
us.
They
Art
Library
In the Gallery
1.30
2.00
*
Know they
we have
the latest
stylesand—
2-3 p.m.
.hat
arc fitted
perfectly
WEEK
ART
SHOWS
THIS
r.hat
Its
wonderEullS'
economical,
■•onipare
our prices! Special rate
Members Art Show
In the GaJlery
to students.
FORMALS BY MALABAR
In the Print Room an exceptionally interesting exhibition
by Herbert Siebner
UJ-12
McCaul
St.
tat
Queen)
EM 6-3248.

! ! ITS

HERE

WINTER
CARNIVAL
1957
TODAY-1.00

p.m.

Queen's Park
See The
BIG

PARADE

Of Carnival Queen
Candidates
TOMORROW
The

CHARIOT

Front Campus

RACE
— 1 p.m.

WEDNESDAY-!. 15 p.m.
Hart House
FLAP-JACK

CONTEST

Your ideal Secretary, who requires
no salary, never forgets anything,
and is always on duty

St. Michael's College Rink
SKATING RACE

The Seven Star Diary
a scientifically designed loose-leaf Diary System
Your
date allbook,
pad, andwallet,
expenseaddress
accountbook,record
in one.menPlastic wallet with 1957 refill
Leather
1957
refillwallet
only with 1957 refill
$3.90
ON SALE AT
$1.95
$6.90

Philosopher's Walk
OBSTACLE RACE

The UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

! .'•

AND

DON'T

"CAMPUS
i

MISS
HIGHLIGHTS

Thursday Night at
Hart House

BOOKSTORE

The
Vol. LXXV'I— No. 65

Writers

Varsity
Wednesday, February 6th, 1957

Get

$1,000

ABUILDING

Construction

Begins

For
Mod
dence.
ern
will emulate
the UC rest
The class ofNew
6T2 will ,
never lines
know
what
it's
.like
to
line
up
for books in a crowded store. A publicity release from SimcoedentHallSmith:
yesterday quoted PresiSimcoe Hall last night announced plans for a brand new
book store — construction to "Careful attention, from both
start this fall and to open in an architectural and functional
September, 1968.
viewpoint, has been given to arThe building will be between
chitectural planning."
Sir Daniel
WilsonCollege
Men'sandResi-it3 Small display windows will
dence and Knox
architecture will blend with both. peep from the "north and south
sidesavoid
but a"care
has beena ppeartaken
commercial
Stone-work will be similar to to
the Knox building, and Georgian I ance."

in Fall

Buil
Movable book-ding
and show-cases
will highlight interior design. Th»
building is designed to handle
easily the estimated future flow
of customers.
rush seasons,
as During
7,000 books
a day asare man'soil
building.
over the counter of the presem
The current site was plann t

From Epstein Award
Around $1000 is being distri- announced yesterday the winner
buted to University College un- of the Frederic Davidson prize
dergraduate writers.
for poetry : Ian Snowton, UC grad
The money is the income from and graduate student of English.
a 830,000 grant donated by M. H. Most of the award winning litEPstein, in
erature wil - be published in the
of his
Jiughter Norma,memory
undergraduate magazine, The
UC, 1945.
3thes built.
on!y
a temporary
branchPr
permanent
beuntil
University
of facilities
Toronto
Comment by the committee Gargoyle, to appear sometime
Bs in marked contrast to last next month.
Office
space
in
the
pr«
year when no awards were given
building is cramped and r
"This
year
there
was
a
marked
and
the
lack
of
adequate
sto
""Piwement," a release accomspace bother the staff.
Second and third stories of
list said,
Jjnyuu
j theteeaward
s mends
'ne commit
recom
the Engineers Monopolize Chariot Race new building will be for o
wi'd of a number of substantial
prizes."
space. Access to the book £
will
be from the entrance
south gate,foi <
Most substantial prize went to
a commercial
gopher Priestly, first year Are Snowballed 4Jy The Spectators livery vehicles opening on
t and son of VC Engineers monopolized the from the contests will appear in is~pianned for Friday. Those wh< St. George St. Separate sc
"oST*esso,.studen
p. N. Pl.iestleyi Winter
Varsity Thursday, and the wish to judge can call SyViltt side entrances will serve
lestley wase.award
ed $300 for yesterday.Carnival chariot races The
Queen will be elected by student Greenberg, WA. 2-9647.
3 f "up of poems.
Demolition
floors. of the present h
Engineering efficiency, voting in the college and facul- Tickets for the Caledon week' upper
(Gen0"161' fresh(nan, David Stein onlyDuetheto Wycliffe
ties from 11-2 p.m. The Queen end will be on sale in the SAC jstore will begin almost as
float
was
ena " °UPeral)
was
grant
$200
for
ed
of short stories.
tered in the races. When snow- will be crowned at the "Campus office today and tomorrow. Cost as the new one is comp
balls failed to stop the contend- Highlights" show on Thursday is 3.00 for return fare and parti- ] No plans for the space
a»a
Lit
rr"rt<"'
(ni
EneLan^
cipation in all activities. §1.50 for I been announced yet, but run
ers,
Engineers surrounded the
0» rZ ' Won S100 for an essav
Judging of the snow sculpture those with other transportation. I are it will be left empty.
Wycliffe chariot, and kidnapped nighf.
ei' nners were Judy
Otheoj"S, t°™°Ph"e
Kennedy, the Wycliffe
y-wi General)
ti
queen candidate. She was re"S (IH
fo „P0VlJ
"50 it
sem
ned to" Wycliffe
later.alone.
Engineersturfinished
the race
W Wa Bauer (IV Modern
few ? Lit) <<»' Poems.
"Wycliffe
deserves
a
great
deal
SHARE
SCORES
"Vl «, rtln <IV PhiI- and of credit for its fine showing
'^"W '?r shoit stodesand
smart
uniforms,"
Carnival
Sao to,. Austin (in Classics) Chairman Mike Eerger said last
Efforts to boost the SHARE campaign tot:,
DOLLARS
Win! an essayhaving strange repercussions,
night.
PERCENT
135.5
SCHOOL
Earlier
in
the
day,
a
crowd
of
Trinity
S"™,**
Eng. onlookers watched the thirteen
A St.SHARE
Hilda'sAuction
girl., upwasforbought
sale inby the
340.15
Trinity
Wye pi
s5icTlf'it-) $50(IIfor(IV
an essay.
115.3
Anthropo128.3
193.00
aueen candidates parade around Dentistry
Tom
Robinson
for
thirty-one
dollars.
The UC an essay,
289.05
Problems of what to do with the girl, a
Park ofin Hart
six convertibles.
St Hilda's
e&istrar's office also Queen's
100.0
113.5
The Chef
House will Emmanuel
61.10
24.60
sight apparently in Wycliffe. were solved
97.3
Nursing
judge
the
flap-jack
contest
in
Judy
the Winter Carnival Q
176.15
Wycliffe
front of Hart House today at 1.15 Forestry
Contest appeared
representingin Wycliffe.
40.66
. TODAY'S VARSITY
86.0
After
this
a
competition
was organized for
will also
408.30
iUn\ sI>rea<l on the p.m. Warden McCulley efforts.
82.4
78.8
privilege of taking Miss Wycliffe to the Wye
candidates'
thesame
Medicine
sample
P & OT
Away.
Asked
to
state
in
25
words why he siu
es
candidat
time,
the
At
p»y
96.17
*»p»
65.0
>asE.vhibir.°"se Pi,0
46.00
do this,wonJohnthe contest
Newton, with,resident
doctorentr;
in
will be judged on their ability Law
house,
this
winning
271.85
in
shooting
pucks
Ray
at
Dunn,
Pharmacy
60.1
.
"ctur« of yester50.0
125.37
"I, John B. Newton, wish to take Miss Wye i fe
Hi- i_\ cl>arlot Race.
St M.Ike's
Varsity Blues goal-tender, at the Vlo
61.5
298.75
St. Mike's rink. The snowshoe Music
43.5
College
to theon Away
becausebody
I consider
it ■»'*
16.00
undue strain
the student
and contr;u\'walk will
310.00
race on Philosophers'time-ela
42.00
18.8
psed SPS
to
(my)
medical
advice
to
do
justice
to
the
dutU-j
5, -J* Hutchison.
40.3
be judged on a
basiJ,
UC
Architecture
30.1 of escorting the above lady."
Sow "^evv of "Ruddi234.35
The three contests will take
Only 53despite
pereentefforts
of the tototal
for has bybeena
fli|.,t.at
Hart House
"~sr*>rhthe
received,
raiseaimed
the money
candiand
,
Total
neously
.
place datessimulta
2968.70
rrumber1 of inter-faculty challenges, ' . J
will rotate between events.ts
Pictures of the five finalis
53-.3

H

H

PHOTOQR

CONTEST
Entrants in the 35th Annual By,HartJIM
House Exhibition of Photographs must
have all pictures submitted by 6:00 p.m.
Friday 22, February. The exhibition is
open to all members of Hart House.
Anyone interested in submitting prints
or slides should obtain an entry form
from the Hall Porter of Hart House without further delay. Full details are supplied on this form.
Any entrants submitting black and
white prints for the. first time will be
competingficationinfor thetheSenior
Junior division
division.requires
Qualithe winning of the Junior Award or of
two Junior honourable mentions, not
necessarily both in the same year.
This ofyearMr.theAdolf
jury Vignale,
of selection
will, .
consist
Mr. Ken
Bell and Mr. Les Buckland. Mr. Vignale
is an internationally famous exhibitor
and judge
mm. colour lecturer
transparen-on
cies. He isof a35 prominent
35 mm. colour photography and techniques. Mr. Bell is the owner of a large
photographic concern in Toronto. He is
the "winner of many top awards in the
Canadiantition. -Mr.Press
Bell hasPhotographers'
been a judge Compein the
O'Keefe and NFCUS photographic comp
e
t
i
t
i
o
n
s
.
M
r
.
Buckland
is
the
editor
of
Canadian Photo News.
The photographs accepted by the
judges will be on display in the Hart
House Art Gallery daily from Tuesday.
26th of February at noon, and to women
of the University on both of the followfromMarch
4 to 10,
6 p.m.
show ingwillWednesdays
run until
whichTheis
an open Sunday for the exhibit.
For thetherefirstwilltimebe ain public
the exhibition's
35 years,
projection
of
colour
^
transparencies.
cordially invited to see Everyone
this in theis
University College projection room
(room26. 6) from 1 to 2 p.m. Tuesday,
Feb.
One of the Best
In the rotunda of Hart House there_
is an unusually large and attractive photograph on display. It is the work of
Don Urquhart, whose continued record
of fine photographic work has won him
several awards in the past few years.
Don,, now in his third year at SPS,
started his success by taking the K. B.
Jackson Junior Award in the exhibition
of 1954. The winning print was entitled
"The Blacksmith Shop", and can be
seen in the tuck shop lunch room of
Hart House. This placed Don in the
Senior division, where he won the A. F.
Coventry Senior Award in 1955 with
his
"Eggs." for
ThisthewasKarsh
the
secondprintyearentitled
of existence
Trophy Award, which he copped with
"Food For Thought", a dramatically
lightedandlow-key
study featuring
Dave
Barr
Bert Bonnell
(both III SPS).
At the same time, he placed in a runnerup position, and won several honourable
mentions. In 1956 he took the Karsh
Trophy New
for hisEnthusiasm
picture "Solitary
NeededStudent."
The Karsh Trophy competition for
campus life and activities was introduced
in 1954. The winner of it in this year

APH

Y

COMINQ
EVANS
was G. E. Sparrow, rgrad in Dentistry,
with a While
print entitled
"Junior
Room."
the pictures
were Common
on display. Les Lawrence (U.C. grad) commented in The Varsity on the lack ot
interest in this new division. His rethere were
of peopleon themark that"campus,
but "pictures
really not
much
more" stimulated- campus shutter-bugs
intoThismoreenthusiasm
activity got
in 1955.
its spark from
Yousuf Karsh. His comment at both the
1949 and 1953 Hart House Exhibition;
was
that too much"trite
of the
photography
represented
subjects.
"There
are landscapes,veryportraits
of girls, and
the
summer vacation in the gallery. I am
surprised that there is so little representation of the many interesting activities abqutAND
the JUNIOR
campus." AWARDS
SENIOR
There was a time when the Junior
and Senior divisions of competition did
not exist apart from each other. Back
in the infancy of the Hart House Exhibition all competitors were grouped together. The unfortunate result of this
was that the rookies didn't stand a
chance
the that
veterans.
The' club
committeeagainst
decided
something
had
to be done about this, and introduced
the /Junior division as separate from the
Senior. They named the Junior Award
after Professor K. B. Jackson, head of
the U. of T. Department of Applied
Physics
— andwasfor thegoodfirst
reasons.
Profes-oi
sor Jackson
chairman
the Hart House Camera Committee,, from
1922 to 1927. In 1927 the club had about
80 members; quite a contrast to the
present
187. during
He andthesethefirst
. committeeworked hard
5 years
of
the
Camera
Club's
existence.
They
bought their first enlarging equipment
by taking photos at the yearly Han
House masquerade dances. Imagine
cooking these already over - clothed
dancers under four fifteen-hundred-wait
lights — necessitated by the slow film
emulsions they had to use then.
For Fairer Judging
The present method of judging was
introduced in 1952. It is the same electrical device that' has been used by the
Toronto Camera Club for some years.
It consistscolouredoflight abulbs
serieson ofa twelve
varipanel. Each
of the three judges holds an electrical
device upon which there are four buttons
He grades each picture in turn by
pressing the appropriate button, Thi?
signal is relayed back to the panel of
lights, and the scores are marked down
on
the Club
Committee.
usingpaper
this bymethod,
the judges
can Bybe
ference withenough
one another.
placed far
apart to avoid conThere has been in past exhibitions
the
for letting
the jury
selection
reachneeda mental
standard
by ofwhich
they
can
judge
all
prints
fairly.
This
year theto
club committee is, thei/efore, going
let the jury do so by first placing all
prints on the gallery walls to let them
have
viewing.
P1"0'
cedure anas initial
described
above Then
will betheused.
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carnivat

hi* jinks

the campus turned into a snow-ball arena as Carnival Queen Contestants
Yesterday tlZ noon
first driven in convertibles, then draggsd on chariots araund the front circle.
The s^ls, shown in this montage waiting on a car, are, left to right: Judy Kennedy iWycliffel, Sue Dav.s
(UC), Pat Prior (Dents), Liz Rorke (Trinity), Helen Chonstkwisky (Pharmacy), Joan Stirling »SMC..
Kay Spratt (Music), Nancy Ferguson (Vie), Sheila Hy:lop i Nursing), Fran Halsall (PHEl, Noreen Mar.
tini
Sandy Carnival.
Hudson (P and OT), Elaine M*anace (Meds).
will Czowski
be chosen •
Queen(Forestry),
of the Winter
(Varsity Tomorrow
Photus by:night,
Slinn.oneSteele,
WINTER
TODAY'S
Scarborough, Canada
GUILDW00D HALL
Ideal for your

Your ideal Secretary, who requires
n° salary, never forgets anything,
attd is always on duty

FRATERNITY DANCES
— A short drive
to a beautiful
private
in thehail
country
in asetting
romantic
woodland
Reservations: A.M. 1-3333

The Seven Star Diary
a scientifically designed loose-leaf Diary System
memodateallbook,
Your andwallet,
in one.
accountbook,record
expenseaddress
pad,
Plastic wallet with 1957 refill
Leather
1957
refillwallet
only with 1957 refill
$3.90
$6.90
ON SALE AT
$1.95

The UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE

1937
CARNIVAL
THE

BAY

Flapjack Contest for tlte Campus
Snow-Queen
HART HOUSE
ALSO — l.l.'i p.m.
St. Michael's College Kink — 1.15 p.m.
SKATING RACE
Philosopher's Walk — 1.15 p.m.
OBSTACLE RACE
And Don't Miss
"CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS"
Thursday Nighf ;ii Ha'rl House

VOl" AUK INVITED TO ATTEND A FREE LECTURE ENTITLED
"Christian Science: The Way to Fulfill God's Purpose'
by GRACE JANE NOEE. C.S.. of Chicago, Illinois
Member of the Beard of. Lectureship of The
In the Church
Mother Church. The First Church of Christ.
Thursday, Feb. 7
Scientist, in Boston, Massachuse ts.
Edifice
8.15 p.m.
196 St. George St. at Lowther Ave.
First Church of Christ, Scientist
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campus
The Epstein Awards
Committee of writers
University College has seen fit to reverse its decision of last year and
hand out a substantial number of awards.
Nine UC writers in all were honored— and more
tangibly rewarded — when the prize list was announced.
Those nine are to be congratulated— more particularly the top two money-earners, who are in their first
year at the university.
In the light of the committee's decision, The Varsty mght perhaps be tempted to reverse its decision
not to publish a literary issue this year. Our main
reason was the low quality of last year's published
entries and, of course, last year no Epsteins were
given. It might seem to follow that entries to a literary
Varsity would be of a higher quality.
But if does not; and there will be no literary issue
this year.
Most of the award winning entries will be published in next month's Undergrad, for their authors
are so bound by the conditions of entry. There appears to be no need to publish in The Varsity those
who did not win, for we doubt if even. the Undergrad
of high-brow UC suffers from a surfeit of good writing.
Similarly in other colleges, student publications
are hardly turning worthy writing away.
The Varsity's prime purpose is to print news; and
we are hard-pressed with our present budget to accomplish even that satisfactorily.
To reprint stories, poems or essays which should
and do appear in other publications would be sheer
useless redundancy.
there is noandneedno fpublication
6r these superior'writings Iftothen,
be published,
would gain
by our doing so, there is no necessity of putting out a
literary issue of The Varsity this year.
We would add one footnote.
The above argument in no way detracts from the
need for an all-campus magazine, to be sold in and
away from the university. The favorable comments of
'he Epstein committee merely proves that good writers are working at the undergraduate level. They
should be allowed to reach the general, non-university public. Stories in a slick-paper, well-designed
magazine, complete with original art and photographic reproduction would in no way be redundant.
The Students' Council could afford to subsidize
such a publication, even this year.
We hope it will come into existence soon.
in memonam
This is in memory of those staff members who
have departed.
The list is a long one, and perhaps some day we
will have a plaque on the basement wall. Sort of a
Soldier's Tower, for masthead members.
Every year, of course, there are a certain number
of resignations, usually some because of hard feelings. This year, to the best of our knowledge, those
who have left us, have left for academic reasons.
The moral is a serious one. The Varsity is not its
only example.
Extra-curricular activities— even The Varsity — are
an integral part of a university education. Even Prof.
Bernhardt chose to assign some periods for them on
his suggested time-table.
But they are only a part. Students must choose
carefully, for the prime reason for attending a university rema'ins in the class-room.
The point is an old one; hardly worth mentioning.
Still, we miss those staffers . . .

TThe
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Published by
The ofStudents'
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the University
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Member Canadian University Press
Pete Giowski, Doug Marshall, Susie Breslin,
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and Vodar, alas, has gone forever.

"Voice
From
ess'
A few issues
ago, severalThe
students of Wildern
the university — mostly
European in extraction — published a centre spread in The Varsity
outlining their views on the Hungarian crisis. Only one letter in
reply to them was printed. Here is their reply to that letter:
such entry is against the expressed
Dear Mr. Burrows;
member nation. The establishment 0( ts (,i
You are one in ten thousand. You alone of all the
force would suffered
ensure byus the
against
the Octob
futilitSUCtl
the students of this university had the interest humiliation
UN last
* ^a
and energy to reply to our warning in The would give a nation such as Hungary ' ^
Varsity, Traditionally, a University is the centre -important
rights
with even suchas a the
priv'i ^Ua'
untouchable
of political awareness and controversy, the hdme fundamental
To thoseandwho
are afraidnation
of the spect'U1^^'
of our future leaders, and yet only one man
could stir this slough of apathy to demand a
world" war, we say this: Communism c °*
clear statement of policy and justification of ebethird
If we hostilities
wait longjn eno"1101
^our agruments.
Soviet.stopped
Russiapeacefully.
will commence
e3. ** •
when site,
ready. toAndbringRussia
^
You ask for constructive suggestions.
exploit
everyis good
smallestandopening
the
Here are a few: Mr. Burrows, we assume you world to its^ knees. We in North America do j
are aware of the effectiveness of a few easily
Russia - is -already
at">\var with
°l
portable bazookas, smuggled . over the Austro- realizewe that
ing. And areforconstantly
those whogoing
thinkastray
that inif our
theythink'
wHungarian border by "private organizations', in and
long
enough,
the
satellites
and Russia will col
destroying
tanks? But
is intervention,
isn't
it?
We couldn't
that, that
it's unethical!
Radio Free
Europe
delivereddo inflammatory
propaganda.
The lapse .from within. \v"e say this: even if £(1cl
thing occurs,
-death Wethroes
West could and should have delivered the steel involve
the wholethe world.
are notwill inevitah]3
loaction
back if up.necessary.
by any subterfuge possible, or overt On the contrary, we are attempting warmonger
Russia from' selling us a; war when totheprevent
Also, in the event that the UN has a change of will -be much heavier. We do not pretend topr|Ceh
strategists, but we believe that the Fi>P
heart — and an alteration of its' constitution — military
we propose the creation of a UN force, composed World holds an enormous advantage at the present
of an indefinite number of units voluntarily time. Russia cannot fight a protracted war with
offered, and subject to recall at any time by her hundreds of millions of unwilling slaves an<L
member countries. The duty of the force would her long, flimsy supply lines.
These are the prososals for the future We
be obligatory, and cover the following eventualities: ft would' nation
be usedis toattacked
(a) separate
combatants
that they must be carried out,, in one
if a member
by armed
forces believe
or another,- to prevent a hideous"Jeremiah"
calamity
whose origin is outside that country, (b) prevent form
You
and
are free, Mr. Burrows, in a prosperous
any movement of foreign forces into a member land. Butweremember
that no nation is ever free
nation in 'O'which
an the
internal
occurring.
prevent
entry- dofisturbance
3ny armedis so long as even one nation is enslaved.
troops of another nation into the territory if
MR.

BENNETT

AND

SOCIAL

CREDIT

Threat From The West
Recent publicity releases intimate that John Diefeuhnker may ally his party with splinter groups in the
House of Commons. The following article is taken- from
a story written by Bruce Hutchison, British Columbia
'< unialist ,Tiere
whichis appeared
in the Financial
Its
inclusion
for two reasonss
first, to Post.
acquaint
Toronto readers with the situation in B.C. under its
Social Credit government; and second to point out to
ami student inclined toward Progressive Conservative
thinking, the danger that would follow any PC acceptance ofthe Social Credit party.
VICTORIA — It made me
By BRUCE HUTCHISON
rather sad the other day to
dox in hisspectfully
reasoning
find my old friend J, B. Mc- what Mr. Bennett intended.
drawn to hiswasatten-reGeachy heroically trying, in
tionout
here,
Mr. Bennett
No
doubt,
Mr.
McGeachy
was
this newspaper, to make some too busy, perhaps he was . too launched the glider again.
sense of Social Credit and of fascinated by Mr. Bennett's perHe said he knew perfecUy
its most notable product, W. A.
sonal charm, or simply lacked well that a devalued CanadiaT
C. Bennett.
the energy to examine the eon- dollar would raise the cost of
Mr. McGeachy's article, as tents
of
vacuum, if a vacubut he would fix that
usual, was clear and cogent but tents.um can the
be said to have con- imports
right away by a stroke of the
it was a waste of his talents.
pen
fthe
glider then soaring &t
a
dizzy
elevation).
In analyzing Social Credit from
Whatment who:is to be said, for exa scientific viewpoint, in analyample,
about
a
leader
of
governzing Mr. Bennett from a philosofix alit bysalesabolishphical viewpoint, in considering
—Solemnly declares that there , He would
tax,
the Feder
both from a logical viewpoint, is no danger of inflation except thoughing
hiscostowl1'of
not
course,
of
,
Mr.
McGeachy,
like
all
other
the
keep
inflation
policy.
would
That
investigators,
is beaten before he the Federal Government's anti- imported goods from rising.
starts.
— Goes on to say that if there
He is beaten by two facts:
chytionmaythereaskcanwhat°e
Mr. eMcGea
is any inflation elsewhere as- possibl
connec
When you get through the Columbia.
suredly there is none in British cost
tax and 'n*
an internahel may
betweeofn imports,
shiny outer rind and Christmas
gift wrappings of Social Credit
—And then, a few days later,
has hit: W
Bennett
Mr.
there
um. is only an economic vacu- announces a sharp increase in whether
liquor prices because all the
of fortheory
new
,
entirely
an and questio
When you get through the costs of business are going up breath
save Mcwell Mr.
but
might as ns.
eignGeachyexchange,
bubbling boyishness and care- in British Columbia?
less rapture 0f Mr. Bennett
has Mr. McGeachy to
there is only a puzzled man sayWhatof that?
no answer. There ,
There isclangi
Words must fail only
vacuum.
ngMcGeachy
theMr.
who engages in ceaseless speech even such an eloquent expositor. explain
Again,
if
Mr.
; q(
Bennett's
tbe0^!inS
— or what Mr. McGeachy calls But the cost-of-living index
wonder
"glider sona]flights"
—
to
hide
a
persupplies a certain grim answer.
vacuum.
Next
let
Mr.
McGeachy
as
a
Columbia^
British indebted
Still, as a British Columbian scholar of economics consider would
debt, we
be deeply
who has watched Mr. Bennett Mr.
public
debt,
he
says.
wmt yorfc
Mr.
Bennett
is
wiping
Bennett's
demand
that
the
from the beginning, I am grati- Canadian dollar be pegged perfied to hear that at last Central
manently at90% of the U.S. dol- rowing huge
Canada is beginning to study
simplicity.
sums in Ne^jirectl/
lar; has subsequent heavy bor- striking
and understand him.
r
o
w
New York; and his and elsewhere. This feat oi
For this man is not just a immediateings incomplaint
that
inThe " debt
is achieveda rf.
motioncontracted
local aberration as Central Canterest rates are too high.
petual
ada has usually supposed; he
How
much
more,
Mr.
Mcis he' ^
iff
«- genuineof and
governmentrai!w_a£en7and
by the districts,
may wellto ask,
phenomenon
our age.significant Bennett Geachyhave
paywould
now Mr,in school
for funds- :
sinking
duced newby debt
By making himself a Social American interest charges if huge
Crediter he has exploded Social the Canadian dollar were deout *
valued at his request?
Credit, By repudiating the oriranteetd fi;t
likent,,is gua
the rnme
ginal doctrine and substituting a
And how much more would gove
no
is
but
long series of his own home- Canadians
have to pay for alL is no
trical.develop! tool's11
elect
made revelations he has demon- foreign imports?
There really is no use asking all because Mr. Bennett
strated that he has nothing substantial, nothing but a very oldMr. Bennett can- bridge
ports
It sup
profits
and
fashioned thing called inflation, that notquestion.
tolls,
locali*se1
si 1 - ll3rge*
answer it and obviously had railway
Credit.
to put in the place of Social flight.
not considered it before he startll(l)rbr«
those
rates. Who
ed on that particular glider them?
Don'tpays
ask M1r ,,i5togl»dtf
This I consider a useful public
At that point
he
*^^L&>'
^
sen-ice. thdufgh : not etactly
However, wher>a «ei-tain-poT3H. Who is finally respons>
spothor«d*** , .
a tiny
are <he'
■ over
remote
chool
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Campus
Highlight!
A true review of the year's adding their talents to the procampus productions Will be pre- gramme.
sented this Thursday at the Excerpts from Dentistry's Dentantics
show and will
the A.V.R.'s
Campus Highlights show.
sented.
ian's Rainbow
also be FinprePhil McKeUar, well-known
Devotees
of
modern
jazz
will
radio personality and jazz authswinging with the Frank
ority -will emcee the events. be
Cochrane
Quintet,
which
has
"^That Fellar
as he foris been well received at various
referred
to inMcKeUar",
a tune written
campus
shows
and
rallies.
him, which he uses as his theme,
The above mentioned aje but a
has won both Metronome and
pot-pourriproductions
of selec.Downbeat
of the year. awards as disc jockey few oftionsthefrom campus
that
are
included
in
the
The Snow Carnival Queen will Highlights programme. Campus
be crowned
during the intermisThe show takes place this
sion of the show.
Thursday night, starting at 8:30.
Skule Nite Will be represented in the Great Hall. Tickets, at 75c
by two acts. Jack Law will be each may be obtained at the
rocking and rolling out his, Elvis S.A.C. office between 9 and 5,
Presley act, as well as some new and at Vic. St. Mike's. U.C., and
impersonations. The well-known the Engineering Slorw-4>etween
Skule House Four will also be
Music Premieres
Two Toronto premieres will highlight the first concert «,r
this
season by the Royal Conservatory Symphony and Chorus at
Convocation-Ha
ll, Sunday evening at 9:00 p.m.
'San Giovanni
by the
contemporary
composer,
Ciausetti, inwillLaterano",
be conducted
by Ernesto
Barbini.Italian
The
15thother is Vaughan Williams' -Five Tudor Portraits', of theHazel16tH century, Ettore Mazzolerri will conduct, with soloists
anne Guloien. soprano. Elizabeth Harris, contralto, and Victor
Braun. baritone. The "Portraits'* were given for the first time
at the Norwich Festival in England, in 1936.
There, is no admission charge.
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4r
There

Are Still 45

by many
and considered
conwill give three
world today,
in the quartet,
finest siring
be theleading
The QuartettO IfalianO ' toIta'y's
certs atIhe Royal Conservatory of Music this coming Thursday, Fridax and Saturday, February 7,8 and 9. First programme includes wurks by Vital!, Prokofieff, and Beethoven.

RUDDY
QORE
The Savoy Operas have be- strings were a bit sloppy, but by lamps threatened to totter in the
»me tradition in the English rights they should improve as I.general dance at the end of Act
Mmedy-opera world, just as the week progresses.
A G & S hallmark, the patterLEADS
Meistersinger has in Germany.
song, was murdered. The words.
p«ichole has in France, and GiWith regard to the soloists.
Open, must
etc.. de-be
"""i Schichi has in Italy. But Rose Maybud (Merla Lehman) My Eyesspitearetheir Fully
meaning,
KM of their more than profes- has a clear and confident voice, heard. Gilbert insisted on this in
interest lies in the fact and a firm, ringing tone. Her 1887, why should we not now?
was fine, clouded by too
Bill Metcalfe must be congratSuitvan:
eVeryonc
Gilbertschool
and artistry
churchdoesgroups,
pedantic references to the book
ulated. Mr. Ridout of the Con^ and university students. of etiquette (her "Bible"). Her
servatory has, up to this season,
we<*. Hart House Theatre counterpart, Robin Oakapple led the production.
But Bill, in
third year at Vic. took hold of
„» MucUor,
' e s«ne of the latest such (Terry Shells), Sir Ruthven the
reins
this
year
and
is really
in
this
Murgatroyd in, disguise, was not
COm«ly is Ruddigore.city, and the so
forceful and not so well pulling the company through.
heard. His innocence tends to
On the whole, it was a job well
114°ad^Win8 Upoa %e heels °f pall. Sailor Dick Dauntless (Da- done. It runs nightly to the end
cess r ,he team's greatest sucvid
Watts)
was
the
typical
bold
of the week, and the cast's efforts
lcss'
slightly
Sa ""ddigore,
l*eal. was being
booed offrom
the tar, and he even danced a horn- are worth a full house each
for us. Quite expert, Dave! night. Let's all see what we can
«%' , il was revived in Jhe - Mad pipeMargaret
(who equals
•otto nties' 'n slightly altered
Ted Barnes.
Ophelia, and was do, eh?
vetsi„antl became a success. The Shakespeare's
Sandercook)
by Verna portrayed
playedimaginatively
"pre? Which Vic's Music CIub was
in
0i6ht "tlnE this week from last all her extreme facets, even in
"oser t Eh t0 Saturday, is
"Uh, Basingstoke!"
'Wale h 'he or'Sinal, since the the
Sir Roderick
Murgatroyd.routine.
(John
the
taa
*e Untiest», s n b«n
01version.
a bolstered
number cutwithin Rick) who spears in the second
act only, was demonic, but his
intonation
doctoring. was in sore need of
Ust ORC*'HESTRA
A word to the chorus: more
flight th"11"11 ^^aded opening
od out as precision, please. Rhythm istheyall
lie ^ je orchestraminsto
g
unit. Its important in G & S, and to
"'rnbe perf°r
e small, slipped quite often. They (Itried
b»t sev orieinally wer
think)
-ailed uf''11 Professionals were make their words heard laboured
.
was
"lei? '° 'U1 il out- Consider- and the effect
Gentry
e
Welcom
ely.
nt
"
e
ear
Convers
? tim n?af ^ou tfentreh
erable.
e 'oiinr d'd excell work. was undeciph
s rather heavy at
ana ".wamade
S"fieul,
ruddigore
the choruses
LIVE SETS
r> w« hear' but <>» intonasets were imaginary,
Stage
The
i?HiM~; od and <hey watched and thorough, such as the real campus highlights
*^tlon" , BmU>e .sewed
Metcalfe'sact .able
thatch on the roof. The sky was
the . .narticiderlit
music premieres
.alive Too bad. the

Seats

Open
ON
THE

Special

TO
Charter

Flight

Glasgow,
London,
and

Paris

sponsored by
The Students' Administrative Council
Leaving Montreal June 5th
Returning September 3rd

Only $340-00

Return

Open to University of Toronto
STAFF, FACULTY. STUDENTS, GRADS.
Reservations must be made by February 12
at the S\A.C. office, accompanied by a deposit
of at least 10%.
While no difficulty is anticipated in filling the spaces,
the S.A.C. reserves the right to cancel the flight if
sufficient passengers have not applied by
February 12, 1957.

10 heir,
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Student Christian Movement
Open Lecture Series
•REASON AND REVELATION"
Tuurs., Feb.
'Unltarlnnl^m:
A Reasonable
Church,Faith"Toronto.
1st unitarianMull's
W. P Jenkins.
-- Rev.
the olfence
"Revelation
Thills Feb. 14th - Rev.
W. O. •Fennel.
Vic. OI Christianity" _
Thurs.. Feb. 21st - "RellBlon without God Contemporary EsLsten- BooL,Kl'llcr - s. C. M. National Study Secretary.
without Religion - an Expose."
"God Miller,
Thurs Feb. 28th - Bob
.cc-Room 4, U.C. — Time-Thursdays at 5.00 p.r

"Campus
Highlights
THE BEST OF THE CAMPUS PRODUCTIONS
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 7 — CREAT HALL
Tickets On Sole At:^
J C r oarU
/ 3C eacn
s.A.c. office - 9.5:
— 12-2
Stores
ng
Engineeri
Mike's;
St.
U.C; Vic;

1.00
4.20
5.40
1.00
4.00
6.30
7 30
1.00
4.00
5.00
COO
700
«.0t>

GAMES TODAY
vs HOCKEY
For. B
Brown, Scott
Vfi Sr. SPS
McCombe, B. Ander.sc
WATER
POLO
vs For.
O'Reilly. Selzer
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No-one is begging graduates
4-1.156 p.m.
Art Talk by Professor John Hall
to come and work with Canada
p.m.
Packers, but a few facts about i
Gallery open to women
y Salon
Beaut
t
Regen
Lee5- 6Collection
CP's personnel policies may -in- 1
p.m.
Open to all members
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
terest y'ou
whether
you're
a
potential employee or not. First of
2nd
basses
Glee
Club
PARK
PLAZA HOTEL
all, CP will hire about 120 gradNew
Wing
5.00 p.m.
Bloor and Avenue Rd.
uates this year. Naturally, th^y
'Second
Floor
are quite interested in Engineers,
WA. 4-5121
but
they're
the market too.
for
For the most formal occasions
Artsmen
and inCommerccmen
or for that informal co-ed look.
CP. which as we've noted, deals
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
in a huge assortment of byproducts runs on research. A
Shampoo and Wave, $2.25
Haircut, $1.50
constant search is conducted to
discover new products that can
be made from the same old raw
materials. This means Engineers,
also chemists, food technologists,
bacteriologists, and so on. The
At-Home?
Artsmen and Commercemen are
usually attached to the administDECORATE YOUR DANCErative end of this far-flung enterprise.
DECORATE YOUR GIRL!
The graduate, in consultation
with his employers, tries out in
only three or four departments
ELORA
FLORISTS
— not all departments, as in some
396 COLLEGE STREET
large firms — during the one-year
WA. 1-5459
break-in period. After that, the
personnel manager and the graSPECIAL PRICE FOR STUDENTS ON CORSAGES.
duate get together, and pick the
best department of the three or
four. There's
a hostbranches,
of depart-all
ments and local
requiring trained personnel. Lots
GET YOUR
of room to rise.
,Canada Packers is one of those
Coke! ... its real great taste puts you at your
firms that
doesn't justpersonnel
pay lip
TICKETS
service
to progressive
policies; it practises them. A
For SAC S
great deal of time and effort is
spent matching the right employee with the right job. If an
employee likes what he's doing
and
he's doing
does who
a better
job. it,
So with,
Canadahe
Packers spends money to bring
this situation about, because in
S
N'
AA
NBOW
the longment forrun,
it's a sound investI
FINIR
all concerned.
A word about rewards; Canada
DIRECTED BY CURT REIS
Packers pays the going rate for
graduates, perhaps a little more
for someone they want badly.
However, they're never paid less
FEBRUARY 11 - 16
than that. There's an understandYou taste the difference . . .
Good Seats Available ($1.50) — Monday 1 1 1th | ,
able wariness towards bargainbasement graduates. After the
Tuesday (12th), Wednesday (13th), Thursday (14th)
even the bubbles taste better.
initial break-in period, salaries
rise according to ability.
You fee[ the difference . . .
Packers since
has been
BOX OFFICE, HART HOUSE THEATRE
ingCanada
with Canada
1899.grow>
Are
there's life, there's lift in Coke;
you the man to grow with Can10 a.m. — 6 p.m.
'Colts" is a registered trade-mark. c-5
ada Packers?
Sandy Ross
The DbvBMm
COCA-CO^,

— BADLY
PHOTOGRAPHERS
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Finalists

Battle For Crown
A fifth-place tie in the Car- at"Camp
8.30 us
p.m. Highli
. . ,ghts"
Ticketbegins
s are
contest resulted in on sale
nival Queen,yesterday.
for 75 cents today in the
finalists
They are:
■Nancy Ferguson (Vic) . Fran boxes.
Sandy Hudson SAC office and at the* polling
Halsall (PHE), Kennedy
( Wy- The "Highlights'* program will
Judy
,
|
POT
ijffe) Marlene Metzger (SPS), include
excerpts from Finian's
(SMC).
Stirling
Joan
andContestants competed at log- Rainbow, Dentantics and Skulewell as acts from varinite, ousascolleges.
flipping, a skatsawing, pancake
incr-obstacle
race, and a snowrace. UC Dean "The variety and all-camp
shoemiss usin
ran taboggan
MacDonald, Engineering appeal of the show can't
and an anPresident John Rumble, and makingnualit a success
coevent,"
French Prof. Rothe judged the
said last
Cadsby ghts"
ordinator Lloyd"Highli
events.
Students will vote for the night.
are still available for
Queen today from 11 a.m. to 2 theTickets
Caledon week-end in the SAC
pm.
at
polls
in
Hart
House,
the
office.
Price
is $3.00 for transEconomics and Medical buildings,
portation and all events, and 50
St.
Mike's
and
UC.
Admit-toLecture cards must be shown. cents per meal and for the dance The Campus was rocked at noon yesterday by a 21-gun salute fired over Queen's Park. Occasion
was the fourth ann iversary *f Queen Elizabeth to the throne. The 29th Artillery
private transporThe Queen will be crowned for thosetation.with
The Caledon
bus will
as in charge of the operation.
at the intermission of "Campus leave Hart
House
at
8.45
a.m.
Highlights"
tonight in Hart Saturday morning.
—Gray
.
House
Great Hall.
Your
One

Of

Them

Somewhere
Judy Kennedy, Wycliffe's Carnival Queen, has been kidnapped.
An unidentified caller phoned
the Varsity office last night and
said the first year Trinity student
had been kidnapped because Wycliffe had refused to comply with
the condition in Tuesday's Chariot
Race. A private race between Wycliffe and Engineering had been
run — the winner to receive the
loser's queen.
Engineering -won but Wycliffe
refused to comply with the regulations.
[im Thompson (I Wycliffe) said
Judy's whereabouts had been
known until 6 o'clock last night
when she had been studying
Trinity College library. in the
disappeared after that," he"Shesaid.just
The Varsity telephoned Judy's
mother later in the evening. Mrs.
Kennedy said Judy had just called
and told her she would not be

Missing

In Town
home that night. "She sounded
very
she said.obscure about everything."
The anonymous caller who first
reported the kidnapping did not
say when Judy would be returned
or if she would be held for ran
som.

NANCY FERGUSON
FRAN HALSALL
SANDY HUDSON
JUDY KENNEDY
MARLENE METZGER
JOAN STIRLING

Choice

SHARE
STILL

SHORT
Final totals for the SHARE camwi!l be released
SHARElastpaignChairman
Ralph Monda;.
Burgee .
said
night.
Although the campaign is ovor
canvassers
their
returns, have
he said.not completed
Place an X after the name of your choice, and place this ballot in The Varsity will print final
a ballot box aften- showing your Admit-to-Lectures card. Boxes are scores Monday.
located in Hart House, the Economics building. St. Mike's and UC.
DEBATE TODAY
Tickets for "Campus Highlights" will be on sale at the boxes.
THE SCORE
UC Parliament today will
debate segregation.
School No. of students $
Total o(15
4136 2158.70 87.2
Varsity Editor Pete Gzow* Hart House
Elections
ski and Lit President Harry
Vic
1000
326.50 51.3
UC
1300
310.00 40.3
Malcolmson will try to justify
SPS
2000
290.50
Zi$
the Southern U.S. attitude to- To Be Held Feb. 27
Total
3085.70
35.3
wards the Negro.
from Feb. 5-15, old campaign
Thistionsyear's
Hart
House
elecwill be held February 27, posters, some dating back to the
They will be opposed by
Hart House Under- early 20's will be posted along
John Gray (I UC) and Mike John Becker,graduate
Teachers f
Secretary announced the upper corridor. After the
Rasminsky (II UC).
thia week.
Nominations will take place 15th, they will be replaced by
Debate starts at 4 p.m. in
There will be a brief or-mthe JCR.
from Feb. 11-15.
this year's crop of artistic ization
meeting for stud nts
Prior to this year's campaign, masterpieces.
who signed up to teach Engiuh
to Hungarians at 7:15 p.m., tomor ow in the Hart House Debates Room. Those who cannot
attend are requested to call
Two
Debate
either Professor Robinson at
Support
Christianity
WA. 3-6611, local 476, or Professor Wevers at WA. 3-6611.
"Era
Not
At
End'
Emotional
Necessity"
arrive at a system of philosophy People today wear* their Chris- 1 argument on the definition of an local 294.
InsUh
. Trini*3' College Literary
era as a period dominates
during whicli
suspend judgement because of tianity like a top hat, not like i one
«iie
Iast ni*ht
that aor sense
the
.' » »"o';'!isdeci<ieci
emotional
necessity
of futility. Therefore re- a girdle, Charles Mark (I Law) worldcivilization
from
the
point
a vote ofan 10-8.
ligion is an emotional necessity." said at last night's Hart House of a future historian, ofhe view
said SEE PAGE 3
to the business of debati
Gove™ulment,
Co°Per,—said; speaking
"The Christian other systems of thought such as
* that
" • -"Religion
— for•- the
• theProceeding
evening, the TCLI turned EraTheis atmotion
an end" was defeated communism influence more peoa
motion
"that
the
Secretary
"us, S8nSable lor a'l men be- down
ple than Christianity does.
36-3G.
iit,a6e , lnna'e nature \s the be instructed to write a letter to Two visitors, one expected and The first speaker for the noes.
the editor of The Varsity, advis- one a surprise, were present. D. H. Stiles of Wycliffe, stressed
°pposit"
God
"
Jim
Baill>e.
of
the
ivas i °n. said that all religion
in the
strongest
terms,to Lister Sinclair, author, play- that Christianity did not seem to
not toing himsend
female
reporters
'ine°'^
onm the
use of to"ju-jus",
be at an end, last night at any
wright and journalist spoke for rate,
Soles
? candles.
earrings
totem ordinary meetings of the TCLI."
ai>d
the ayes, and Bishop John
A speaker for the Government said Wright
from
Worcester,
Mass,
Tho second speaker for the
Oppos"(iPePPiat, speaking for the that such action would "reduce
noes. tneRobert
Pinto era(IIIended
SMC).in
the noes..for the ayes, gajd
Secondfor speaker
christian
the„u' °n' sa'd "I refer you to the Lit to the level of Nathan A. spoke
Ooa ^..rous atheists who equated Cervo."
Mark
said
society
as
a
whole
is
tne
seventeenth
century.
Arguing in her own defense, the impervious to the massages of I ended than, it cannot be atIf anIt
Mcther
If they
°l'ejectea
l«"r.In one,
theyGoose.
rejected
the Varsity reporter said that the God.
"The Christian Era exists ! end now he
"am. titnej;s of emotional stress press had no gender.
only when a society can accept
S.nviator isLister
„ " • he said.
, t . . clairHonorary
said theology
no longer
truths."
Christian
c»Be*°sp " speak«
t0 religion."
In aPPe^m^forj„ac:^l°iey
|debated in churches. He quoted
for pictures of the
Ve,0mem°"d
for the Mike
GoINSIDE
ance, a rabbi appeals to demo- G. K. Chesterton saying "Chris other Carnival Queen Candid
. e ai , „Jsa'd- "Every human beQueens — Pago 3
°'l m
llme — in his child^hlnifbf ' tie' people"' Mark
Mark jfore
l^ it has
t,ied' the,eMother.weQtta.
ha , d llfe °r on his death- Fenian's Rainbow— Pages 4 A 5 IisaW
is notnotinbeen
influence
now." 1L(Thisgpsis Marlene
wn03e pictJe
ju.
Editorials — Page 2
neCeSSa
e ryof '°a
^WLe0
yesterday.
take
,v'ie b!U,Hd
the "existenc
couldn't
opposition,
the
Supporting
I
first
SPS),
(IV
Alan Reynolds
8
'
tn
down T»S
narrowed
have
judges
Christianity
said
Wright
Bishop
this
said
ayes,
the
for
Sports
—
Page
7
speaker
J'"8'"
«M.king from
IV4k*
avrlant,he spea
to) remains a source of inspiration choice to five. From now on, ifj
be referred
will not Era.
period
O.«OorHa
Tony Noxon — Page 6
people.
many
to
J
his
Basing
Christian
a
as
said: "thinking
people

2
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any support
in the storm?

Toronto is rapidly becoming known as the New
York of Canada. In commerce, manufacturing, shipping, and the arts if will soon be— if it is.jiot now— one
of the most important cities on this continent.
Nowhere is this vigorous growth more evident
than in the world of the theatre.
Within the past three years, three new professional repertory theatres have opened their doors in
Toronto, and evidently they are managing to stay afloat financially.
We have even reached the stage of exporting
actors, and it is probable Toronto has more natives on
the Broadway stage than any city of comparable size
in North America.
Unfortunately, the university which bears Toronto's name, and is a source of pride to the city, does
not altogether reflect trtis trend.
While we have our share of talent— perhaps more
than our share— it does not always receive the public
support to which it is entitled.
College shows, like college newspapers, smack of
amateurism by their very nature. But they are not
necessarily bad because of it.
Only a few weeks ago, Central Ontario offered
its best amateur theatrical talent for five clays on the
Hart House stage. While they made enjoyable entertainment, those plays were not particularly better
than anything an undergraduate company could put
together— given the same rehearsal time.
Yet college dramatics have faced heavy going
this year. University College— with a very presentable
Summer and Smoke — lost heavily. Other faculties
have fared little better.
The university is an incubator for theatrical talent.
The academic community bears a responsibility to
supply society with' trained and experienced young'
personnel.

A Word
The Varsity has a very Jow.
but realistic opinion of itself.
You insist that it is only a newspaper and its function is essen-

The

consistent editorial polj
For The Literary Issue
tially that of distributing news, Varsity wastes lis editoriy ' ^
While most newspapers have the
h trivia like WELL n503^
added interest of influencing wit
world lake heed! Toro*
public opinion by means of a ' the
SIR
"r,:_„..
globe-tALA
S.
N. n,.dignita
rotting
rv D0!»
n
growing up." Can't you
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The ofStudents'
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the University
of TorontoCouncil
Toronto 5, Canada
Member Canadian University Press
Editorial and News Office
Basement, S.A.C Building — WA. 3-8742
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
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PETER J. GZ0WSKI
ASSOCIATE EDITORS Doug Marshall (Make-up);
John Gray (News);, Sam Ajzenstat (Features).
Sports Editor
John Brooks
Assistant Sports Editor
Howie Mandell
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Sports Editor
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MerleMacDonald
Overholt
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Features Editor
*
Cathie Breslin
CUP Editor
Harvey Levenstein
today's issue . .
Make-up: Marshall, Gzowski
Reporters: Coddington. Lansberg, Rowley, Breslin,Gzowski,
Marshall,Jenkins
Photographers: Gray, Gzowski
Dark room: Marshall, Gray, Reiter
Artists: Delessyps, Gzowski
Re-write:Gzowski,
Rowley.Marshall
Gzowski, Marshall
Tired:
Fired: Gzowski.
"Suffer
yourselvesto tobe behanged:
blamed,but imprisoned,
suffer yourselves
publish yourcondemned;
opinions;
it is not a right, it is a duty."

" ingIna tryi
textngon toadolescent p^1"1'
fin the fur,,.,
offailsa tobefore
logy
coming
TVai'0h'>'■
news
pape
Thet0 new
r
appreciate that
Oronio
s^
Mature?
the ents
stud
is news of h
thought, and literary effott
campus. Headline
mfajs
abuilding of a snewscreabook
are reminiscent of Toronto's fe!
On thisdailicampus we have think
matu
es.
re
and men.
we have
ing
and wits,
we but
havewe have
no all-campus magazine.artistThes"
Varsity could fulfill «, hj t
vocation of NEWS distribution
by making their work available
to all students on campus Y0u
say that to print any 0f the
bette
r literary efforts would
to reprint them from collegbee
magazines. But The
Varsity
servesdentsover
sand stuwhile anytenonethoucolle
ge publication serves only a small per.cent of the total land appeals
mainly to sectional interests. In
the interest of news service
The Varsity should show us
all the
inShirtlitf.
being writt
what
theen campu
remoteis garre
s.
ts ofRonald

But there is an even better reason for buying
tickets to undergraduate shows— no matter to which
■faculty they belong.
They are worth seeing.
It is to be hoped Finian's Rainbow— which draws
upon all colleges and faculties for its talent— will not
suffer the fate of earlier productions.

Live like a king under the clear
blue skies and gently waving
palm trees of Cleveland, Ohio.

:..
lib©willway
on,Flemming
^JoOure?8
roan Joe
be at your engineering placement offi"*

WEDNESDAY,

FEBRUARY

20, 1957

with alluring promises of an engineer's' paradise at
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
P. S. Joe's a dedicated man, but there's much in what he
says. Avoid the rush. Sign up early for your appointment.
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QUEEN

CANDIDATES
COMMENT
Mrf,I f,v<=Canli™'
Q"eenI through
candidatesthe shown
here and, Marlene
metzger,
whose picture.
inefficiency,
or rather
,h- \page),Photography
staff themselves
on The Varsity, is missing from
ims
have decision-.
all enjoyed
in the events leading up
to today
s final

Judy Kennedy, Wyctiffe

mi.;..ST
jf„ the Pancakes were uncooked or burnt, and the
wonderf
ul experie
nce,"
said We'e
NancyhilfFerguso
wonderf,!,
f °S We
w"y n."P the hill, it was a
The elimination contest was not without
its near mishaps
while
log
the
holding
fe"°W
P0«°r
I
w
lost his finger," said Sandy Hudson. we sawed practically
ideaM°St com|Jetito''s thought the competition was a good
"It provides a gay lively break in the winter term," said
Marlene
"I hope everybody will have a chance to get
in on theMetzger.
fun on Saturday."
Fran Halsall emphasized the practical side of the entertammenc.
"It was
opportunity to make many new friends, and
I learnt
severala fine
things."
Joan
Stirling,
who
comes from the north, was perfectly at
home in many of the events.
"I think that this idea of the winter carnival must have
been
invented
to cure,"those
is here, exams-are-justaiound-the-c
orner-blue;she February
said.
Final comment of Judy Kennedy, who seems to have become
a little confused with the fast moving events of the past two
dayn . . was
'. . a hilarious
afternoon.
cool:,"It(pancakes,
that is!)."
\ At least I learned how to

Sandy Hudson, P. and O.T.

Fran Halsall, P.H.E.

Joan Stirling, S.M.C.

Nancy Ferguson, Vic.

OUR FACES ARE RED
At no time has The Varsity
ever displayed more its lack
°f a photo editor. Marlene
Metzger (SPS Queen) made
two long trips to our office
yesterday to have her portrait taken. Gzowski took
them. They didn't turn out.
To Marlene: our apologies.
To the voters: please don't
let us influence you. To
Photographers:
please help
»s out.
TYPING
ilwses. Essays, Notes. Charts,
"<"ich, German. Latin, English
Prices Upon Request
"RS. M. D. STOTT, B.A.
,, Apt. 12
? AVENUE RD. — WA. 2-7624
G,OOD
HAIRCUT
RIGHT NEAR
HERE
4 BARBERS — NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Jusl below College
0 "n In the Basement
Monda
gh Friday
8 a.m.y tothrou
8 p.m.
_ ONLY 85 cents
diversity Blazers
El "Malij
, CUSTOM
Priced MADE
[or students
r,„ennniu'i$27.50
Worsted Trousers

pARNES
- Clothing Co.
'S"SAC.
?™M (Mice
ST. W.1 U l-?Hi

VOTE
FOR

TODAY

CARNIVAL

QUEEN

SPECIAL ATTENTION
25% DISCOUNT
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
Including: Watches, Diamonds. Silverware. Lighters, Wallets,
Pens and Pencils, Radios, Clocks. Costume Jewellery etc.. etc.
You must have your A.T.L.. card when making a purchase.

JEWELLERS
SHEFFIELD
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM. 6-0977

:
B

LOOK
! !
THERE'S Fl'.N FOR EVERYONE AT

i CALEDON
HILLS
*
Skiing — Skating — Snow -Shoeing
*
Forestry
vs. P.O.T.'s
■
Bonfire
and BarnHotkey
Dance (iame
"AND FOOD
g
TICKETS — $3.00, including round trip transportation.
■ AT SAC OFFICE — $1.50 tor those with own transportation.

STUDENT

ATTENTION

Students In Honour Chemistry
General Course (Chemistry)
Pass Course (Chemistry)

Officials of one of Canada's largest Paint
Manufacturers will be on the campus to interview prospective employees for their Central
Development Laboratory and Technical
emDepartment. Those interested in summer
also apply. Interviews will be
should
ployment
conducted on:
February 13th at The Placement Service
5 WILLCOCKS STREET
For further delails, see your plaeement service.
Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited
TORONTO. MONTREAL, WINDSOR, \ INGOJUVER.

TOURS To EUROPE
75
DaysJune- $1398
11 Countries Sails
7
RMS SAXONIA
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland. L -chtenstem,
Austria, Yugoslavia. Italy. San Marino, Monaco. France, Scotland,
Wales.
Conducted
University of Toronto
professor. Agethroughout
limits 19 toby26 well-known
years.
Days July
-$1236
13 Countries66 Sails
1
SS HOMERIC
England.
Holland,
Belgium,
Germany,
Switzerland,
Austria. Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France,
Scotland.Lichtenstnn,
Wales.
Conducted throughout by well-known University protestor. For
students and young teachers.
II Countries SailsS3 JulyDays
2 SS-$1075
EMPRESS of ENGLAND
England,
Holland.
Belgium,
Germany,
Switzerland. Lichtenstein,
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France.
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor. For
students
young teachers.
Folders now being prepared. Full information from
UNIVERSITY TOURS, LTD.
(Kenneth B. Conn, President)
#Ahnit 4-l4%*
2 College St.

Dl
II
■

•■■ II1
■■I
■I
■I
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LOOK

TO

T

AND

FOU

'Finian's Rainbow! The magical world of
Rainbow Valley, full of devil moons, skylarks,
a girl who talks with her feet, an oversized
leprechaun, and an idealistic Irishman called
Finian. But these things are just along the
way.
is notis to the09pr°;
colorfulTheall trip
the around
time andthethe rainbow
pot of gold
A
sometimes
very
hard
to^reach.
The
moon
that ovedesrlaignHOp ers
V"|„. »ri
can
bewitch
also
lights
up
the
stark
reality
of prejudice and realism.
Like Finian's search for a dream, some
associates i
seventy-five people,, for the past four months
have striven day and night, working for the
effect that
bringbeento
theatre
audiences.
process will
has not
easy.
^> Finian'sThemessage
Henry The i
from the
cast. Susai
To The
thesequality
peopleofwecreation
owe thecomes
gratitude
of their
many rehearsals to constitute the character in Buzz
2nd l>[ E(
which they were cast. From the many diverse
character leadsi to the members of the chorus
VVoody th<
and the dancers, the blend must be such to
Finian
give complete credibility to the dual aspect
e ,Sh'
NevillThe
of fantasy
and
reality.
This
means
an involvem
e
n
t
i
n
the
show
to
the
highest
possible
degree,
J«ks
r.
Sharon
which they have accomplished.
From "behind the scenes" have merged the
manifold duties of production — the other half
of the intricate business of producing a show.
From
the members
pre-castingof period,
artistic
executive
the staffthe have
met andto
decide how to present the show, manage itdesign
it, and sellhazyit.
Before it,thedress
cast it,is direct
chosen,it,thecastsomewhat
shape of the finished product is in mind,
par.ioularlfy , in ,tbq rnjrjdp (of £l)ej director, dpi"
ductor,1 choreographer,1 find cosidme' a^d set

jane
Cr
J«kAf°
ly> '
Bo"
puWiWill'
ne,»'-$|
Ra>
ssfe
B

S
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to
be paid for each
missed.
3. Cancellation of ^\
i "half-slave,
half-free"
business.
As
sidersPaternalism,
that it is good for the stu"It's
Kiddies"
One of the notable
features of
a matter of fact. I suspect that the
By TONY NOXON
dents, that is to -s?.y, it is good for
is the free- them without
the University system
being essential to certain amount of time each year University has become aware of from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. and p^ tu'<*
is al- the proper and reasonable
dom with which theor student
conduct pretending to swim, fence, play this incongruity in order to con- post-prandial
lowed to pursue refrain from of the operations of a University.
ensure that
theyfor getall0v'^r,Ur
form with the paternalistic prin- Olto facilities
fornapcomPulM
Lectures, for And gosh, kiddies, I admit that volleyball, or engage in some
pusuing his studies.
ciples
embodied
in
the
athletic
sysAnd
4.
Comp
instance, are not compulsory.
ulso
equally
exhilirating
pastime.
If
I
ry
porridge
tem
will
soon
introduce
the
folparticipation in sports may be real
conform to this regulation,
it doesn't
arts course,
honournecessary
in an seem
lowing regulations:
rest.
"cicjit
tests, peachy. And as marbles champ of Idowillnot have
to write
to
take
the
course
over
even
our block for .three years now, I again the next year, and pay a $50 1. Compulsory attendance at all
do assignments, or hand in essays,
morn
for
break
to
,Vep»
ing
fast
can
well
testify
to
the
benefits
to
Hta- h^ Uces'
so revoltinglythe carefine "for inconvenience caused the lectures with a, fine of $5 for each happy
Stude,ntshealt
e ence
nothy,inactiv
In fact life is student
resid
gets idea mind and body of hard physical University"! Well, you know what lecture missed. If, by the end of
free, that the
decided
has
this
year
the
student
has
not
atUniversity
the
that
effort.everBut
frankly,' may
kiddies,
how-a ernalism.
that is, don't you kiddies? It's pattended 3 lectures, a fins, of $50 required to produce sn , 1 be
good athletics
be for
that its students can pretty well
student l assuming they are not
will be levied to compensate for to the effect that they ha 'l
affairs, and can actually
manage their owndepending
Yes,
kiddies,
it's
paternalism.
the inconvenience caused to the sume
injurious) 1 question that
5. d Compu
at least
of *\ C°n"
on how
lsory3.3 oz.
religio
or swim,
sink cookie
it is the right of the University Our uncle, the University, says University.
the
crumbles.
meditation, vitamins and nanvtk '
athletics
are
good
for
us,
so
that's
else
the
(especially
in
view
of
its
otherUniver
2. Compulsory study periods for
sityg.
can think
porrid0fg
we get.paternalism
Well, in some
ge
not be unreasonwise liberal policy) to enforce what
in
Now it would, would
Andmo
cumste.Tices,
may cir-be all students from 7 p\m. until mid- eachthatrn
shoul
d just about,) ■
it kiddies, participation
able to suppose
in
them.
night
every
night
except
Sunday.
appropriate.
But
if
we
are
going
to
apion
that this lack of compuls aca- Let us suppose, kiddies, let us have paternalism, why not go all On Sunday the study periods will See you in the study period ■ *
parent inconnection with the
name is Bingus the way? You know, none of this last until one o'clock. A fine of $2 mind you, don't get your feet' .
demic process would set the tenor suppose that my
a first year student
for the rest of University life in Hinklebottom,
in
basket-weaving.
Quite possibly
Indoor Track
in genBut itdoesdoes,it? butWell,somethi
general.eral, 1guess
ng Professor Thwistlethwaite's lecUniversity College and SPs
tures in basket-weaving in the Up- Students Charged As Spys
that really mystifies me kiddies, is
per Nile region in the 4th century
continued their close
ory aththe existence of s. compuls
e for
indoor track supremacbattl
system which requires that are Pood for me, but the Univerleticaduates
y, u1tJ]
sity does not, it would appear, re- Now Freed From Hungary
undergr
in their first year
each
colle
ge
pick
ing Up twelve
quire me to attend them. It is
to obtain a certain number (33) of
One story that leaked out point
athletic "credits". The presence of probably good for me to eat por- Six university students — four of through
Fresh
man
Jaan
in
Tues
activities.
Roos
day'
s
iMeds)
s
the
security
wall
at
the
ridge every morning, but the Uni- them British — stepped into freecompulsioncidentalinfacetthis
presumably
inity life,
Austro-Hungarian
border
said the took the Sr. 1000 yards in 2-25 fi
of Univers
versity, so far, refrains from askdom Saturday after a two-week students
had
admitted
spying.
ing me to do this. I should most ordeal behind the Iron Curtain.
with Bill Gelling (SPS) closed
compared with the freedom allowed in its main aspect, seems incon- certainly give up smoking, drink- The students, ranging in ago On their release the British cate- his heels. Jim Snider (Vic) caping, and all-day suckers, but I from 20 to 26, Jiad been held in
gorically denied the rumour.
gruous, ifnot ridiculous.
tured show position with Bill
"We confessed to absolutely
be outraged if the Univer- ing.
Now with my limited mentality, shouldsity should
even suggest it to me. Hungary since January 17 for spy- nothing." they said.
Varey
. continue^
Neil (PHE)
Seifreid fourth
kiddies. 1 can only assume that the
(SMCt
a Vienna
presssaidconferreason for the existence of this Yet the University has the tem- They told a story of solitary During
to dominate the junior distance]
ence,
the
four
Britishers
they
confinement
under
bright
lights
erity
to
request
that
Ispend
a
system is that the University conin a small town be- events, winning the Jr. iooff in
kept burning around the clock, but had beentweenheld
Budapest and the Austrian 2 :3i.7. George Weider iUCI !
said they had not been too badly border — without
being told they placed second, with K. Jones,
arrested.
treated.
* a were
g up.P. Sidorchuk tSPSj
(Trip) and
The four Britons, including
SPORTS SCHEDULES
A fifth member of the group was followin
grand-daughter of Sir Stafford an American, from New York
Week of February 11 Cripps, were arrested while they stale, who had been p.rrested for -$enior 22" laure's went to
were touring
refugees cross the border. Angus Bruneau (SPS) with a
ditions there. Hungary to see con- helping
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If you're near Hart House's athletic wing and you hear a
group"Who
of fellows laughing look for Al Eagleson.
Tin is Al Eagloson

GRANT MILLS COULD BREAK LOOSE ON FRIDAY NIGHT AGAINST McGILL
.Speedy Winger Is Hitting His Stride After a Slow Start With the Hockey Blue

lo that lotion noon hour.
found Look
quite foreasily
a mobby
stumbli !nganswer
into the gymnasium anycannoonbe hour.
Look
, m„H
congregated m a corner of the stands and a loud voice Foremer-i
nr
from the group. You've found Al.
For Mr. Eagleson rarely misses a noon-hour Interfaeulty
basketball game and his mundane comments on each player or
the game keeps everyone in stitches.
University College Seniors showed up with but five men
for last week's basketball contest against a strong Senior Skule
aggregation
ands managed
score the
opening"rag
basket
first few second
in theit,
screamed,
of play toEagleson
it, rag
only 29 minutes to go."
There's a certain
Mike's A bucket man whom Eagleson
l.kes to see get off hisSt.feet
for foul shot rebounds. As soon as
the ball leaves the shooter's hand Al shouts "j-j-j-"
when
the ball hits the rim, "-ump." One day this player forgotandto-leave
his feet with Al's OK and entered in the keyhole too soon. "See,"
Al blurted, "jump, when I say jump."
Between noon-hour basketball contests, Eagleson spends hia
time at the School of Law where he's in his final year He also
manages the Blue
and guided University College's lacrosse
team to the Interfaeb-ballers
ulty championship.
Just prior to the Blues trip to Niagara,
and Barry
Stroud happened to be crossing Bay Street on Eag
with an
orange light. As they alighted from the curve, Bloor
tho car next
to them started to pull away. Al did not like this. Picking up
a piece of snow he let it fire at the car's open window, hitting
the driver you-know-where. This the driver did not like. He got
out of his car and took off In Eagleson's general
Al
then picked up his second hunk of snow and in no direction.
mean terms
told the driver to get back in his car and to get
back fast. Tho
car owner did not argue.
This was one of the many stories he told two weeks ago when
the
Blues around
were onselling
their masks.
way to Niagara. After the defeat Eag was
walking
Then there, was that rough McMaster tilt here two weeks
ago. It seemed that one of
Mac supporters didn't appreciate
referee Olie Mandryk's callsthe and
after him once the
contest was over. But the man didn'trushed
get
Olie because who
should jump off the Blue bench, ready to near
battle
for Olie's sake
or just for the fun — Al Eagleson.
And there's the story about the time that an Interfaeulty
official
to play basketball for Law. Eag demanded
that thedidn't
said allow
refereeEagaccompany
him to Mr. McCutcheon's office
and clear up any misunderstanding
of his status. As both men
left the gym Eag took one step backwards
before the
official knew what had occurred, Eagleson locked and
the gymnasium
doors. Even I don't believe this.
At any rate, that's Al Eagleson.

Konyk
Leads
g (McG)
Race
Blake (L) _ 7Scorin
Henderson
Leo Konyk, hard-working left- Mauele
IMeG)
.... 77 000 111 111 44 Joyal (McG)
7 41 000 000 000 1422
(Ml
winger with the McGill Red- G.Perreault
Monfette
(L)
Arsenault
(L)
7
0
2
0
0
Poirler
(M)
took over the individual CASEY (V)
42 00 00 00 86 WHYTE (V)
257 000 00a 000 428
scoring leadership in the Inter- Dufour (L)
collegiate hockey league last
week with a ten-point splurge in
two games.
19Konyk now has four goals and Skule Slaughters UC
assists for 20 points. Pierre
tymond and Pierre Renaud of
Scores 2
tte Laval Rouge et Or are close Pete Mark
WiiM with 19 apiece.
By DAVE GAWLEY
got their attack rolling.
Micliele Lagace, Laval winger, In Group One play yesterday neers
Adams shortly after the period
'"is the league in goals with 9. Senior Sule defeated the Univer- began,
the UC defence and
sity
College
Seniors
6-1.
G% Alain, of the U of M Peter Mailt with two goals and went insplit
to beat the goalie.
In
the
middle
of the period,
.^rabins, maintained his slim Tom Thomson with a goal and
Cage Standings
Thomson got the puck at his
three assists
led
the
Engineers'
MAJOR LEAGUE
Mb, the PenaIty' department attack.
own
blue
line,
raced
down
the
Other
goal
scorers
for
McGill'
k 33,kingthou
a,fMclrma
gheman, s SPS were Bill Fraser, Bi-1
BASKETBALL
defenc
ice,
deked
the
lone
Redmen
deLen
5u™s°n, moved up to 32.
Adams, and Ed Skrzypek. Stew
GROUP I
f
e
n
d
e
r
,
a
n
d
scored.
Within
thirty'
Passmore got the lone Redmen seconds, Maik counted once more
are tally,
toP Varsit
Bri"
y scorers
SUC
A
44 W
for
Skule
as
he
banged
in
Fraand
Fisher
C\a.re
„nders
im,
™,
Sr.
SPS
"He Elik, . each with eight points. Skule opened the scoring when ser'.'l rebound.
Sr.
Mcds
4
Sr.
Vic
3
GP G A JPt PIM Fraser lifted Thomson's rebound Skrzypek completed the scorthe UC goalie. Then with
ing when he knocked in a loose
77 47 16 2019 88 over
Redmen a man short due to
246 the
a penalty Maik rolled a loose In the nets for Skule Ken
777 798 12889 1717
SPS
3
15
0
DC
Selby was a standout player, Jr.
puck
into the corner of the goal puck.
56 33 65 89 40
Pre-Meds
44
The Red and White scored their while
up
front
for
the
Redmen
Dent.
A
3
Trin.
A
4
goal when a shot by Bob Larry Scott played a steady
°N (V)' 77 43 45 88 242 only
7 2 63 78 3314 Nadin bounced in off Passmore.
7
GROUP ni
0
mi"::: 77 44. 3 7 21, At the time, Passmore was passSMC B
3 2
in front of the net and game.
75 411 626 767 22240 Skule ingclaimed
deliberateInterfac
Summary
he
that
ly knocked the puck in.
?TACEv Ic,°) •L) 77 43 12 5 2
(V) 7 2 3 55 a6
Two major league basketball
In the second period the Engi- games
group rv
7S 31 41 54 100
were played yesterday.
UC
III
kept
their
undefeated
57 32 21 44 242
Vic m
record intact when they drubbed Pre-Dent
33 01
Pre-Dents 68-26. Carl Winer was
Cmon Staff
777 223 221 44 174
GROUP
V
high
for
the
winners
with
22
The
time
has
come,
dear
4 14
SMC CB
4 41
Steve Aarons had 15 and Trin.
777 111 33 444 2228 hearts and gentle people (refer- points.
3
Ed
Futerman
14.
3
ring, of course, to ALL Varsity In the other .major league bas SPS
SPS DC
33 01
777 032 41 433 1226 sports staffers) for you to tryat ketball
game
played
yesterday
attendance
cent
per
100
for
fifi*?,(M<v')":: 77 21 - 21 3 6 the weekly meeting.
at noon hour, SPS C triumphed
GROUP VI
1 3 0
cG)
Meds
m
3 3
SmokorowB 36-26.
over andTrinity
71 001 ,0331 323 1408
who haven't made ski
UC
IV
those
For
Stewart
led
the
winners
SPS
FD
333 011
ono y'et, it is at 1.30 (half past with nine points each.
47 2 01 22 100 one
SPS
o'clock) on Friday (tomor- In a minor league contest,
Varsity).Office (base- Meds II A defeated IV Engineer- SMC D
w) in theSAC building
roment
777 001 221 222 802
2
SPS
G
23
2 00 11 1 2
ing
Physics
47-35.
Barry
Fine
might
we
in
Dent
come,
you
of
all
If
SPS
H
hooped 23 for the winners.
4 1 0 1 0 have a party.
Vic IV
31
t>nu '«i
455 011 001 111 006
who has a In the lone squash match, SPS
Any other person
GROUP
VIII
IV defeated
Mike's
2-1. Forestry
literary mind inclined ine theto Skule's
winnersSt.were
Habmer
Arch A A
Pharm
66fi 111 000 a"11 3284 drop
sportsin. direction is welcom
and
Robb
while
Flannagan
scor6 0 1 1 4
ed the Irish's only win.

Athletic Night
This Saturday
on Another
ita way. big Athletic Night is
Saturday evening the University of Toronto Athletic Association presents its fourth evening
of entertainment with the basketball Blues again taking the spotlight, The Blues meet the University of Buffalo Bulls at eightthirty that evening. The Blue*
Jays
open thetheUBproceedings
when
they face
freshman team.
The fencers will also be in action,chester
meetingInstitute
the ofswords
of RoTechnology.
Boxing will once again return
to the Athletic night scene witn
Tony Canzanno's boys slugging
it out in a series of exhibition
Bouts;
And right after the basketball
game,
you'll be able to swing
and
music.sway your way to dance
All this,mis ion — and
of adone the
slim price
50<( piece.
GROUP IX
Pharm B .
Emmanuel
Forestry B
1
Knox B ...
NOTE
Three teams will qualify for
the playoffs in GROUPS I & II;
two, in GROUPS III & IV;, one
in GROUPS IV, V. VI.
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Card

Players

Win

Motion

In JCR
Allowed
Gaming
Irate bridge players yesterday when the rest of the colle; were just turning a blind eye on
beat- the executive of the Uni- was eating lunch.
the card playing before," said
versity College Literary and The Lit claimed that the play- SAC
ers had not stopped during lunch hoff. representative Steve FreedLiterary Society into allowing
hour,
and
disallowed
any
card
them to play cards in the Junior
President Harry Malcomson
Common Room.
playing, at any time.
arguedgrounds
againstthat
card-playing
the playerson
Card playing had been al- Lit executive members charg- the
ed that card-playing was out took up too much space in the
lowed this year in the JCR. exdirty. and they left the room
cept between the hours of 12-2, lawed in the constitution. "We JCR.
Great scurrying took place
ona member asked the
feb. 7 when
calendar
executive to produce the part of
the constitution which forbade
cards. No constitution appeared,
but the Lit members hastened to
say the law against cards ap?
h ere
peared in some amendment since
and
now
draft of the consti10 p.m. The SMC Music and Drama the present
tution was stenciled.
TODAY
1 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in Society plans a late-night hi-fi Members from the floor -argued that a new law would have
room 21. Vic. room 111. School
concert open to all members of
of Nursing, and room 111, UC.
the University in the Carr Hall to be passed of the Lit executive
1 10 p.m. The SCM P and OT group Auditorium. Programme in- could not find the rule.
will be led by Dr. K. Hockin in
Literary Director Orest Rudzik
cludes Mozart Piano Concerto then
■ the P and OT Huts.
told the meeting that the
K488
3 10 p.m. SCM will study the New
phony.and Schubert's First Sym- executive had the right to rule
on JCR matters without the
Testament, led by Alan McLachlin. in room 114. Conservsanction of the constitution. The
SATURDAY
atory of Music.
executive, he said, would outlaw
Leadership is the theme of cards.
<* p.m. VCF will study the Bible in 2 p.m.
the
Newman
Club
Central
Reroom 111, UC.
gional Conference at 89 St. The decision was thrown open
4 p.m. The UC Parliament will de- George Street.
to the house, and a motion perbate "Segregation is not the
mitting cards in the JCR was
SUNDAY
businessHarry
of thisMalcolmson
House" in and
the 8:30 p.m. The
JCR.
Canterbury
Club
Continuation,
of card-playing
Peter Gzowski will support.
plans slides on "The Church as will depend ion whether
Mike Rasminsky and John Gray
the JCR
a
Symbol",
with
comments
by
will oppose.
Art Murdoch, in the Church of is kept clean, and if playing
stops at lunch time.
the Redeemer Parish Hall.
i p.m. SCM plans an open lecture
on "Unitarianism — a Reasonin roomMin-4.
UC. Theable Man's
Rev. Faith"
W. Jenkins.
ister. First Unitarian Church,
will speak.
Regent Beauty Salon
^ p.m. Prof. Faucher, Head of the
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
Laval University Economics
Department will lecture to the
PARK
PLAZA HOTEL
Modern History Club on French
New Wing
Bloor and Avenue Rd,
Canada in Falconer Hall.
Second Floor
WA. 4-5121
(l--30Union
p.m. plans
The Graduate
Students'
a square dance
and
For the most formal occasions
refreshments at 44 Hoskin Ave.
or for that informal co-ed look.
FRIDAY
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
<* p.m. The Vice President of the
Shampoo and Wave, $2.25
Haircut, $1.50
Catholic Federation of Canadian University Students will
talk to interested students
about the Federation in the
SAC office. SMC.
9 p.m. The Newman Club plans a
Ball at the Royal York Hotel,
Tonite's The Nite
followed by Holy Communion
and a buffet at Newman Club.
Tickets available at 89 Saint
George Street.
Campus
Highlights
GREAT HALL ~ HART HOUSE
TICKETS ON S^LE AT
75c Each
SAC OFFICE, 9-5
S.M.C. U.C., VIC, ENGINEERING STORES 12 - 2

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

HART
HOUSE
TODAY
THURSDAY THE 7TH
Canadian Industry Film East Common Room
1:30 p.m.
Record Room Instruction In the Record Room for those who
5:15 p.m.
would like to use the facilities
NOMINATION WEEK COMING UP
February 11th to the 15th
ALL MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN
SERVING ON A COMMITTEE ARE URGED TO COME TO THE
UNDERGRAD OFFICE
ANYTIME FORMS.
FOR INFORMATION AND
NOMINATION
IT'S YOUR HOUSE — NOMINATE AND VOTE

Cannot
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Says Travel Speaker
so he could
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rest, country
go expecting to meet the people; go
it's just not done that way."
Sheppard suggested that a
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fcoute %jr
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JJ

jfe
GOOD TICKETS
AVAILABLE
$1.50— -At Box Office,
Hart House Theatre — 10 to 6

ATTENTION — ST. MIKE'S — ATTENTION
TICKETS ON SALE IN COOP
12 to 2 TODAY
CLASSIFIED ADS.
FOR SALE
Triumph, M.G., sports cars for
TYPEWRITERS
sale. New and used. Paul Caron
Special
student
rates. All regular
makes;
or rebuilt;
and II C.&F. RO. 2-1513, AT. 9-OB73 or
ttld on newterms.
Also forrented
supplies,
Macson Motors, 350 Keele Street
repairs
and service. Phone HI.
1843 anytime.
RENEW your subscription to Time;
TYPEWRITERS
or Life by phoning WA. 2 0583 0
You can buy a new Smith-Corona writing student Periodical Agencv,
portable
as low as 15c a Phone
day —
no
down for
payment
P.O. Ont.
Box Time
157, —Adelaide
P.O. (6.50
" ,
onto,
3.25 - 1 year
,
RIverdale
1843,SAVE!required.
2 yrs.). Life— 4.25 - 1 yr. (7.50 -2
LIFE— $4.25, TIME — $3.25, SPORTS years.) GIRL STUDENT
ILLUSTRATED — $4.00, NEWS- Attractive room in Moore Pari:,
WEEK—$4.50, FORTUNE — $7.50,
ESQUIREDER'S— 8DIGEST—
months
- $3.00, REA16 months—
$2.00. close tochange fortransportation,
help with eveningin mealexWrite
Harvey
Haber,
and someHU.baby-sitting
hill, Toronto 10, or CaU 104OR.Ridge1892. Telephone
9-5112, service
UNM ATCHABLE
LOST
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
expanwith campw
Bulovasionwrist
Tape-recorders, hi-fidelity sets, 1-2520.
bracelet,watch,
on front
record players of Philips, Sea~
chariot race. Would timer
during
Breeze,
R.C.A.
Victor,
e.g.
hi-fi
portable — regular $140. Special please contact Andy Timbers, WA.
price,
$110. Phone Ron Wunder,
WA. 4-8925.
ROOM AND BOARD
TYPEWRITERS
ion farecreatrami*
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
block from
cilities. y2 a house,
, quiet
Clean
Any
make, payment
brand new typewriter.
Street, WA. 3-03«(No down
required.) 18 Willcocks WANTED
Trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no outtor a
sidewriter,financing.
' Humber
Type- Games and sports leader
375 Jane Street.
RO. 6-1103,
LE.
Ave. W. Church Boys Grew
Clair2-8139,
open evenings.
Saturday morn»age 8-12 years,
Gym available. Phone Mr. Tempi

to Europe!
Are You Going
GO ON THE
TO

Special Charter
Glasgow,

Flight

London,

Paris
e C°u"f'er 3rd
Administrativ
and
sponsored by The Students'
Leaving Montreal June 5th— Returning Septei"
Transportation To Winter Carnival
CALEDON HILLS — SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9
TICKETS ON SALE TODAY ONLY AT SAC OFFICE
Bus Leaves 8:45 a.m. — Returns 12.00 p.m.
(Leaves from in front of Hart House)
Price 33.00 — Include* Return Fare, Two Meals, All Activities, and Dance.

Open to University of Toronto 'urn
TEg.
Only $340-00 Ret
GKAT>tJA
STUDENTS,
FACULTY,
STAFF, must
Reservations
be made by February 12 at the ■
g
accompanied by a deposit of at leastspaceW ■/<>■
c •av C.ssetite
0
While no difficulty is anticipated in fillingif the
sufficient
flight
the
right to cancel
reserves the-have
not applied by February 12. 193'-
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' ASSOCIAT
WEST INDIAN
OF
OCCASION
• ON THESTUDENTS
Toronto 5, Canada
Member Canadian University
The Federation of The British West Indies
Press — Editorial and News
DANCE
Commerce - Arts DINNER
Office, Basement, S.A.C. Bldg.
FEBRUARY
22nd
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Business W& A.Advertising
Orchestra — Floor Show — Calypsos
LTD.
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STARTING TIMES: DINNER, 7 p.m. — DANCE, 9:30 p.m.
INDUSTRIAL
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
undergraduate students on
ADMISSION: Couples Dinner Dance $5.00
will interview graduate and
Editor-in-chief Peter Giowski
Single Dinner Only $2.00 Single Dance Only $1.00
campus on February 18th.
the
TICKETS FROMEVERYONE
MEMBERSWELCOME.
OF THE EXECUTIVE.
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time.
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Bresli
Liz Binks,issue"
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-Saunders,
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Sullivan, Joan.
Pete
GzoWski, John Gray.'
'Suffer yourselves to be blamed
SPECIAL ATTENTION
EATON'S
1
suffei
imprisoned, tocondemned;
25% DISCOUNT
be hanged: but
leads the IVY LEAGUE
yourselves
is nol
ON ALL JEWELLERY PURCHASES
it
opinions;
your
publish
a right, iti s a du*y-'
Lighters, Wallets,
Silverware,
Diamonds,
Watches,Radios,
Including:
Clocks, Costume Jewellery etc., etc.
Pens and Pencils,
You must have your A.T.L. card when making a purchase.

JEWELLERS
SHEFFIELD
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
323 YONGE ST. (5 doors above Dundas) TEL. EM". 6-0977

You Are His Business!

Bandsmen
Attention
Please return uniforms immediately to
Students' Administrative Council Office.
Deposits will be refunded.
. to continue the^vy league styl-"
ing into dress shirts, choose neot button down, or short
point collars. Shown is button down collar in fine cotton
-oxford
by 'Van Heusen'. Single cuffs, white only.
Sizes. 14cloth
to 17V2.
Each 4.95
Slim striped ties . . . the Ivy League tie is vibrantly
coloured, narrow in cut with pointed end. Shown are-o
few from a collection of cotton and silk.
Each 1.50
PHONE UN 1-5111
Men's Furnishings
" EATON'S— Moin Store-Main Floor-Dept. 223

<*T. EATON
V

CS~»

B. F. Goodrich Canada Limited
HAS OPPORTUNITIES
. | FOR
1957 Chemical and Mechanical
Engineers
Science, Commerce and Arts Graduates
Our Company representative will be on your campus
Wednesday. Thursday and Friday, February IS, 14 & 15
to interview students for all positions as outlined in our
brochure "Your Future Unlimited".
Please consult your Placement Office for a copy of our
brochure and In arrange an appointment.
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TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
Ypli can buy a new Smith-Corona Special student
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portable for as low as 15c a. day — makes; new or rebuilt;
rented and
no down payment required, Phone told
on
terms.
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RUerdale 1843.
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and
service.
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1843 anytime.
TYPEWRITERS
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GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE,
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Any make, brand new typewriter.
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(No down payment required.)
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Commerce

- Arts -

Engineering and Business
INDUSTRIAL ACCEPTANCE CORP. LTD.
will interview graduate and undergraduate students on
the campus on February 18th.
We a re the largest sales finance company in Canada
and have opportunities for advancement and job satisfaction unparalleled in Canada.
Students are Service
requestedto arrange
to contactinterview
the University
time. Placement
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Blame it on the Irish blood in
me, if youto will
I've always
yearned
meet— a butleprechaun.
Last week I finally succeeded.
But the character who fitted
the description
is notin only
Og',
leprechaun
supreme;
his three
years
at
university
he
has
also
been a small Italian hunchback,
a Greek king:, an English lord,
a French sadist, a, Danish ghost,
a Brooklynese
tic husband, agangster,
retardeda neurosailor,
a robot, an alcoholic writer, a
hunted Negro, an elderly doctor,
a travelling salesman, and a
classical failure.
The man with the divided personality is Colin Hamilton, who
will dance onto the stage tonight as the puckish Og of Finian fame. His leading lady insists he has "definite genius
tendencies," and the wide diversity of his roles would tend to
support the claim.
But Colin off-stage is quite as
captivatingcomes
as Og.from
He major's
Classics,
England,in
and has an intriguing collection,
of LP's and pockethooks, or what
he terms "the great American
contribution
world inculture."
Pocklingtonto School
York
was
the
scene
of
first
academic endeavors.Colin's
Its crest
shows a road through the cornfields, "and that's about all it
was," says Colin.
Any flash of genius at Pocklington was pushed into Classics,
and Colin soon found himself
on the classical road to Oxford
or Cambridge. "I hated it," he
confesses. "I only scraped
through. I didn't want to go to
Oxford
Cambridge."
So whenor the
time came Colin
found
at themoors
Fir's
Schoolhimself
in theinstead
Yorkshire
as a nineteen-year-old master. He
began to
by this
teaching
Latin,
and
added
French,
history,
reading,
running. cricket, football and
"I really had ..no qualifica-
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tions." he insists, "but I got away the
with it. A most tremendous ex- demanding, but very Tewa*
By the end of the year he was
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perience."
for
a holiday — ten weeks and says.
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like'.'Itodcrnt'kn
of The
hisa "I'd
future.
T„h°Ushtne• .
the time of my life — when I it's
was fourteen. I'd never forgotten theatre, as a matter of fa , the
it," Colin explained, "and I had a
there's
a philosophy
whi%re„?!}l>
?1' B«t
in "The
our atre
family,
adoing
thing's"
yenTall,
to come
ever Mr.
since.,"
it's
worth
is 'Ifa ratrace
" n
lean, back
nervous
Ham- doing,
ilton" is unconvincing when he
claims. "I'm an idle fellow — expect to shoo
righe t "y0
upVk-'"n
always was." Nonetheless he was admits with a tsmil
happy
backuniversity.
at Classics and time — and I don't want , b'E
at work,to atbe the
When he first "came out" he scholar, a teacher or a Lur 5
mi h" l» *
by half. I dim
had
be a Ifthin
writervague
and aspiration's
director of tomovies.
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Igsgetmotha ersatihas
sfied fee view
aof poss
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thea
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never
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al wan
futur
V°"1
I
that'sandwhat
t"
on the stage. "If I'd suggested herit,son,
Colin claimse that
she
the ideasists,to"theymyjustfriends,"
he
inrefu
ses
to
comm
ent
on
would have roles, "in case I get the ideav t
Listening to Colin when he h».
So hethedoesn't
why
thin quite
youngunderstand
classical
laughed."
scholar
forced himself to go to glint of grease-paint in his eve
a1
"
Bob Gill for an audition — one can
you. a
get c
thet
idea.that
warm autumn afternoon — but entir
ely convinced him.she hasn'i
the next night found him re- He has put his vacations to
use in various ways, as a display,
hearsing for "aAt lovely
in Darkness
Noon. little part" man
in a depar
white-collar
desktment
Since
then
Colin's
dramatic
workerstore(Aw-a
roles — and successes — have
ful"),
and
a
wander
ing
multiplied like mushrooms. He summer stock. Last player
year hein
seems to have been blessed by
joine
d
fortune with the sort of face Theatre the
"Cobo
for its
lasturgtwoSummer
weeks
no one can remember, and he is
and "I enjoyed them, more than
seldom recognized off-stage.
But hindforthe footlights,
his multiplemany
roles will
be- the whole summer," he says.
He claims he has "no talents"
remembe." him.
Colin enjoys his acting, but he in music — and he can't sing,
also gives it serious thought. although he will do four numbera
"Theatre has an effect on people, in Finian's Rainbow tonight. "I
a fascination which can be fatal. have a style of singing," he exActing is a craft, and it takes Nevertheless
he likes
romantic'
plains, "which isn't
musical."
modern jazz, and movitr
a lot
He ofwillwork."
thumb- through a bio- music,
graphy of James Dean {from his music. He also likes writing, and
paper-bound collection) quoting "something else I wouldn't mind
says.
in support
of hisDean
ideas.was"Idoing,"
some- hetrying
my hand at is promotion,"
times feel what
Colin says. "One of the first But if he took time off to try
things you have to do is get to write something, then he
wouldn't be doing a show. "And
when I don't have a show. I'm
really lost,", he says. "I have so
much time I don't know what
Along with anting, Colin also
has
a long tradition of calamities.
Before
to
do!" he came to Canada he
had "a serious motor accident,
with
prettythatwellcould
everypossibly
intestinehe
removed
removed with impunity. I had
thing, too."in plaster and everymy arms
Before "Kiss Me Kate" last year
he had another motor mishap
and emerged with a severed knee
tendon. "I turned up here howthe director
passed 'a"0
ou^
Colin recalls,
ling along," nearly
But I <was cavorting about u1
an
doctor' w
"The bruised
sal. Colin
rehearweek,
in Last
forittwowillwee«-j
itmay
time."
w
stay off
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meTonight,
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have
more ofOga limp
tna narm,
he'll with
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Students from other
In the School of Nursing, 2 men
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uncle

sid

needs yOU
As
the
comments,
public
and more
private,
on Canada's
coming educational crisis, grow
numerous,
one
over-riding fact becomes more and more evident.
There is very little new that can be said. President
Smith has taken every opportunity to impress obvious
facts upon the public: indeed sometimes it seems as
if the good doctor has nothing else to talk about.
Virtually every periodical in which such material
is pertinent has written the story of the country's need
and the university's duty.
And yet very little is being done about it.
Oh, the government has raised its ante a little— it
is an election year— and one or two industrial concerns
have donated some fractional part of their income.
But on the whole, there is not sufficient planning
being done. In ten years— or possibly less— there will
not be adequate staff, there will not be adequate accom odation, and there will not be adequate financial assistance for needy students.
Such a statement is not merely pessimism. Anyone at all familiar with statistics that have been publicized frequently must realize that the country — in
spite of warnings from President Smith and his colin enrolment. leagues—wil notbe prepared for the monstrous jump
In his annual report, which is covered elsewhere
in
today's
paper, Dr. Smith, typically, has unveiled a
new metaphor
to describe the need. We must prepare
for the crisis, the president says, as an army will mobilize for a battle. This morning's Globe and Mail amplifies the message with a pointed editorial.
As students and as citizens, we have a part to
play in this battle.
The University of British Columbia undergraduate
body has found one method. Early in March, they will
follow through with the final plans for a "Second
Great
Trek",government
which is designed
to impress
provincial
the dire
financial upon
futuretheir
of
UBC. Such an imaginative step is, of course, beyond
the range of staid old Toronto, and her staid old st jdents, but it is worlh thinking about.
For, as the recently released report points out once
again, this university is faced with one of the country's most
is growing
extremelyserious
rapidly. Thesituations.
UniversityToronto
of Toronto
will have
to grow with it, and will have to continue to serve the
student population of Central Ontario.
Almost any move that would help publicize our
situation would be a wise one.
But first of all the problem must be recognized as
faci ng us, the students. Accept it as your own.
The University of Toronto has been good to you.
An education here-if it continues into the post-gradulevel— can cost as much as $50,000. Nobody pays
that atemuch.
Every student assumes the responsibility of assuring that future generations will be as fairly treated as
his own.
The president has declared war on the crisis.
Let the undergraduate do his part.
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houses? Yet aeain, .po. The Sir Daniel Wilson resi-
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How
To Get Your Debate Covered
On Thursday the 7th inst. the the apparent misconception that
A. D. Cleves,
U.C. Parliament held a debate professors too, are of some imWt A. Adams,
portance on this campus. We
'onto this
a subject
of
no
direct
concern
University and attended realize further, that The VarJ,Note:
B. Bender
Editor's
Hanged or nol,|
disinterest in Engineering
apparently
by 46 people.
This' affairs sity's
event
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pinned Bracken (V) .
. . . for
Don'tthird
missplace
next standing
Saturday'sin
191nedpound
- Graham (V) pin- tilt
Brown (OAC).
the Intercollegiate
League
Queens and Varsily . be-. .
Heavyweight
Dunbar decis- Should tween
be the best game of the
ioned
Stephens -(OAC).
HART HOUSE year.
THIS WEEK
Monday, 11th Feb.
NOMINATIONS OPEN TODAY — All information and forms
may be obtained at the Undergraduate Office or phone \VA.
Wednesday, 13th.
3-1302.
' RECITAI Eli Kassner, Guilar. Music Room.
5 O'CLOCK
.
All This Week Women cordially invited.
ART GALLERYDETROIT,
— The FLEISCHMAN
COLLECTION
from'
p. valuable collection
of contemporary American
Herbert
SeibnerArt.indite Print Room.
NOMINATIONS CLOSE THIS FRIDAY.
ALL MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR CAMPUS
NOMINATION
ON
NEXT ASYEARLONG AS THEY WILL BE

aOn
square-dancePlain
and sing-song in
the
' "A evening.
great deal of credit for the
success of the day must g0 i0
Carnival Queen Joan Stirling
and to Marlene Metzger for their
valuab
said. le help on the Food and
other committees," Mike Ber°er

Interfaculty
Basketball
By STAN WEISMAN
A scrappy Dents A team overcame a slight UC Junior lead to
emerge
tie in Friday's
Major with
leagtjea 47-47
basketball
game.
After one overtime period the
score remained deadlocked and
each team had to settle for one
point in the league standings
For the Dentists, in the first
half, Stan Goldman and Jim
Fawcett
looked best.
fine rebounding
and Goldman's
Fawcetts
deadly
jumpwithshots
keep pace
UC. helped them
The Redmen
by PhilshotsFleishman's accurateledjump
and
aggressive brand of ball helped
UC
emerge
the end
of thewithhalf.a 25-22
Hawkinsleadandal
for UC.of the reMenczel bounding
tookduties care
UC maintained their slight lead
throughout most of the second
half. But by employing a Iul!
Dentmen
court
pressclosed
late intirethegapgameto foe
point. Then with a minute and
cell,
basketforwhich
ap |
the Dengo aStrain
t a halftiststodunked
peared to provide the winning
margin. But anything can lmPP*" I
in a buzzer
basketball
gameNormandAs tnff
j
final
sounded
game
different.
zel of-was
the noRedmen
was 1
While the crowd held its »[
Menczel
the Thus
first shot
missed thesank
second.
wi» ^
score tied at 47-47 the game
into the overtime period. Faw
Schwetz and Gray score*Dents in the 5 minutes overt
sixgameoVtfl ^
all
Colemaninforascpred
points
UC. The
ended
47-47
deadlock.
High scorer of the ga"Je J
each
had 11Coleman
for the
UC. Dentists
for
16
and
Fawcett
Jim points,
FflOM ANY STAND'-,
the BEST! I
in ladies' and gents .'Ajijbill
FORMALS M

REN
STAL/V
MAL
FOR
394
Street
OWN'
BRCollege
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8
CALL WA. 3-5*0°
9TUDENT DISCOUNT •

fou
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On the
glues
Only

Whip
4

Red

men

10-3

Points
By JOHN BROOKSFrom

Title

$
MAT
tin brooks

The hockey Bines took a big step closer to the Queen's Cup on Friday night by walloping
10-3 at Varsity Arena.
Sports Editor
Redmen
McGill
Scoring
with unlimited abandon, the Blue>
iced on McGill goalie Michael Joyal for
May I take the privilege of referring back to a Sports Beat
«_n lead before the game was four minutes
tnd were never threatened as the Red-^ of January
31. That particular epistle made reference to the new
in extremely miserable evening.
ruling recently passed in Intercollegiate hockey which makes for
:t ,'nfirant
fumbled
them Anderson
at least,
immediate ticket
sin-bin for anybody who chooses to
Mike Elik each counted twice for the an
Mills,through
Clare what,
Fisher,forBrian
dlscusii matters with tothe the
officials.
Included
th
singleto-ns
in
that
c
olumn
to
Johnny
was
Macdonald
plea
and Mert Wright. Ross Hughes" Dick Baltzan offieials adopt the same ruling for:i brief
,| Jan Sandzelius were the McGill marksmen.
games here.thai the Interfile ulty
"1
aThe
Ray
Dunn,
once
again
given
though
the
Blues
could
have
had
Varthe
afternoon furnished a perfect example of why that
victory boosted
sound protection by his defence another four or five. Goalposts rulingFriday
points corps,
should be made a hard and fast law.
leadityto offour
had a minimum of work and air pockets were attracting
Montreal, in
the Univers
S(ty' ■ crew's
In
a
Group
Trinity and Pre-Meds battled to a 3-3
the nets, but came up with frame.
pucks like crazy in the final tie. What caused IIthegame.
5-4 by Laval.
ruckus which came after the game was the
,l!0
top-notch
saves to hold th^
can clinch at least some
Bluesbeaten
Tliewere
fact
that
Redmen
down.
when
the
hell
sounded,
the gume
only 37 minutes old.
with a win
Just jots . . . Stephen and
Now, the
the title
had made arrangementwas with
for Rouge
tic the
the two coaches
et Or here on Mills and Elik started the Dave Jackson collected 14 stitch that should theofficials
automatic
bell
sound
at
5
o'clock
before end.
the game
es
between
them
.
.
.
Red
missed
scoringparade
in
breakaway
had
been
completed,
it
would
be
ruled
as
the
official
"
goals in the early minutes. The most of the first period, and
Amidst the accusations hurled back and forth wore:
iday?Redmen,
FrThe
outshot r;8-19 by former,
like the Mills of Jackson a good part of the third
of the last year,playing
the victors, came out
"If the (censored) referees had got here on time, this wouldn't
also started the ball . . . He caught a slap shot from
with
sometimes
happened."
than aragged
sound game
shellacking rolling in the middle canto with Chesser on the chin . . . There have "Why
don't you (censored*) keep the game moving faster?
another
unassisted
counter.
were 18 minor penalties, with We have never
Their ace wingman Leo Konyk
run toouttheof referees:
time before."
Varsity
collecting
10
of
them
And
then this
shoulder liga- The goals eame thick and fast
offeredments in pulled
the second period and in the first period as Varsity with
"You
guys
sure are
I don't know
. . . Stephen
in hell the
Winter played
Carnival"presenter"
prizes in
responsible for the rotten.
will be lost to the team for a chalked up a 5-2 lead before the the
referees in this leaguewhydon't
smarten
second intermission . . . people
week.
bell gave McGill a private rest Carnival
doing."
they're
what
know
who
people
some
get
and
up
Joan Stirling
Gently
bending
over
to
pick
up
my
pencil
(blown
into
the
to go with the one they seemed presen ted Queen
Ken Linseman with
to be having on the ice.
by the blast)
Ionetookhada moment
to but
ponder*
the
situation.
the Dafoe Trophy, won last bluesReferees?
Yes,
been
late,
the
other
had
got
the:
It wap 8-2 by the five minute year . . . Friday's game should game started sharp at 4:10.
WHAMMO ! mark
of the second, and from be a thriller . . . Laval now has
It looked to me as though the refs were doing
best.
there
on in, Joyal bore down, al- three straight to its credit . . theirOfficiating?
LINEUPS
Then
o why, didn't the game finish on time?
Varsity;Munro,
Goal, Dunn; Jackson,
defence,
Aha! why,
A solution.
Stacey
Sisey;
forwards, Stephen.
Macdonald,
Ellk,
The Trinity players seemed to have forgotten that, midway
Mills Anderson,
Fisher, Brodte,
Kearney,
through the second period they killed better than a minute reMcGill: Liiiseman.
Goal,Sandzelius,
Joyal; Wright,
defence,
arguing over a penalty being assessed for heckling from the bench.
SlKtirdson,
Giant;Maule,
for- Gals'
And the Medsmen. They came out on the ice in white sweaters
ward;
Baltzan,
Konyk,
Hunhes.
AllHo
In
the
opener
of
last
week,
done
by
Jean
Mirka
and
Cathy
ck
ey
mniid
McMullah,
Cliesser,
Turcotte,
Re
ca
p
(Trinity
been granted permission to wear white for their
\niistrong, McDonald, Lawes. _
St. Hilda's II and UC battled to Dauphne. Good defense tactics games, andhaving
Meds apparently having failed to check their jerseys
were
displayed
by
Carol
Smith
SUMMARY
aHforl-lthe tie.Saints
SallywithHueston
scored
with
the
proper
authorities
before having them made up) and had
the able as- and Cathy Cole.
First Period
to take another minute to pull on yellow T-shirts produced from
sistance of Sheila Westman and Vic II managed to edge out somewhere.
l - varsity, Mills (2nd) 0.15 Judy Kennedy.
The scorer for
! - Varsity. Ellk (4th)
0.47
2-1 by scoring in the last
The five minutes worth of post-game beefing was n first rate
UC was
Helen Keith aided by Mers
I - Varsity,
Anderson (5th)
few minutes of an exciting, well- waste of breath. That, actually, provided a bit of humor to the
Jackson
3.45 Ruth
Morris.
played
game
Thursday
afternoon.
I - McGill.
Baltzan
(9th)
didn'tto prove
Grant
4.43
officialsButwerewhatforced
undergo.humorous was the abuse which tho
shut out Meds 3-0 Jean Camither and Pat Page game.
- Varsity,
Elik (6th)Jackson) .... 9.26 in St.a Mike's
fast-moving game early scored for Vic while undoubtedly
In any other league, anywhere, anytime, players who were
i Macdonald,
Tuesday morning. Marg Norman the best player of the day was responsible for such conduct would find themselves riding the
i - ,Varsity.
Fisher (3rd)
lAndersoO)
11.30 pluckily defended Meds' goal Meds' Ruth Groh, who netted bench in the next game.
f - McGill.
Hughes
(8th)
while
Mugs Holland and the their lone goal and made a numThere is mo reason under the sun why officials should have
(Baltzan, Konyk)
16.00
ber of good rushes. Both goalies to stand there and take the pure filth which saturated the Arena
Gratton
sisters,against
of St.her.Mike's, deserve
Penalties:
Jackson
(tripping)
0.25.
air
on
Friday afternoon.
led
the
attack
special
mention
for
their
Casey
(Interference)
6.09, Grant
(holding)
Slgurdson
On Tuesday afternoon an en- capable goal-tending.
It's a pretty poor way to "play the game."
ence! lo.ie,9.19.
Munro
(holding){interfer15.13.
crowd sawto aSt,scoreless
Hilda'.-!
Second Period
Vic thusiastic
I fight
B - Varsity. Mills (3rd) 1-59 Itie,and while
exhibiting
excellent
9 - Varsity.
Anderson (6th)
(Stacey)
2.49 hockey. Vic, with a more polished Buffalo
Bulls
Beat
Blues
offensive team, led by Jackie
10 • Varsity,
(1st)
<Llnseman,WrightStephen)
4.47 Oldham
and
Nat
Nesterenko,
was
By
HOWIE
MAN
DELL
Penalties:(hi^h
Brodie
(roughing)
4.52.
Slgurdson
-sticking)
6.46. (tripEllk unable to put the puck past A young, lean fonvard, Joe backboards. After he left the The Blue-Jays fi'II apart in the
(high l-sticking-)
8.40,
Jackson
St. Hilda's stalwart goalie Libby Tontillo, and a five foot seven- contest, the Bulls, who had just second half and were defeated by
Ping
9,41,
Jo
vol
(interference,
served
WMcMullan
Maule) (tripping)
10.25. Ellk 10.40.
(tripping)
10.40, Smith and their strong defence inch guard, Chuck Daniels paced pulled ahead for the first time the University of Buffalo FreshMcDonald
the University of Buffalo Bulls in the game, broke it wide open
men 78-59. They only trailed the
by Ann
Johnston.
nooklng) 13.45, Brodie (cross-check- sparked sively,
Ang Smart
and Offen,Marg
e-from -behind 85-71 vic- with seven straight points to go younger Bulls by five points in
'"El 14.31, Ellk (charging) 15.40.
Gordon starred for the Saints. to a com
the first half. But when four of
into
a
76-65
lead
and
were
never
Third Period
toryontooverbasketball
the University
of
Torat Hart headed.
the starting five left the contest
- Varsity,
Fisher (4th) ^ 11.45 An equally hard-checking and House, Saturday Blues
'Stacey)
evening.
Corcoran played one of his in the early moments of the seexciting game is eagerly antici- Tontillo, as smooth
■ Varsity,
Macdonald
(4th)
a ball bestBillgames
afternoon
with five personals,
of
the
season
for
ttie
pated for Monday
1 Fisher. Ellk)
15.35 -when these
league-leading player to have appeared on the Blues, nabbing more than his Torontocond period
didn't stand a chance.
- Mcoui
Sandzelius (1st) 16.50 teams meet two
lAllniand)
again.
Hart Hpuse court for some time, share of rebounds and scoring 15 Danny Norman led the Jaya
field goals
five with 13 points, all in the first
Brorfi'l'111^
Slgurdson (hooking-) 3.31, Goals piled up for UC as they hooped 25 points for Bufalo while points on fivePeter
ikm.1? 'holding)
Potterandscored
half before he fouled out. Ed
lKll«ing,
9.59, Casey 7.18). Armstrong trounced Vic II 5-0. Ann Miller Daniels' deadly outside shooting free-throws.
13, Al Vaichulis nine and Ruby Brezina, who was also forced to
Sl>fts 0n goal. (chargioEl I5.55. scored two goals and Sue Hamil- netted him 23.
Riclunan,
seven
for
Toronto.
asan
For 35 minutes of the 40 minand
with five perJ Varsity
a goal scoring
tonsist.collected
McGill -- 129 H5 125 —— 3819
The remaining
was
ute contest, it appeared that the Steve Sklar added 13 to the leave thesonals,contest
had 12 while Tony WozBlues might score a big upset, I;Bulls'
total and was their big niak, still another foul victim,
as they outplayed their Yankee man under the basket while Art hooped(Continued
10, all in onthe Page
first 6)period.
Cholewinski had ten.
opponents
the way.
the last ten all
minutes
of play,Butfirstin
Ruby Richman and then Gary
Swim Blues Edge McGill
Vipond were forced to leave the
game on five personal fouls.
Up until he fouled out, Vipond
Nabbing 4640
Victory
scored 16 points for Toronto,
for the Intercollegiate swim had
By ED UC
LIE B MAN 45-35
and
had done a terrific job on the Irish Top
take
Varedged
rs
Londone
Tho
to
'1,1°
Montl'eal
on
Saturday
meet.
St. Michael's A team defeated stone was St. Mike's offensive
McGill a 46-40 decision from
in another
this year
as he hooped eight
earlierengage
sityion
the University College Seniors spearhead,
hlhiVan Intercollegiate ex- exhibit
ment, so the
VOLLEYBALL
u»'tion inmeet.
45-35.
in Major League basket- points in the first five minutes
to
s
promise
ng
upcomi
meet
ball
action
yesterday
afternoon.
on
a
driving
a jump shot
big
varsity splashers held a be a thriller.
SUMMARY
The Double Blue had no trouble and four freelay-up,
throws, St. Mike's
relav k - goin§: into the ,inal
RESULTS
up their
consecupiled up a commanding
race h the Redmen won that 400 jax.1 medley relay: 1 " Varsity Nurses
Monday;36-34St. with
Hilda'sSueI downed
afterfifthtaking
the quickly
Gaffer rackingtive victory,
margin, until they led 40-27.
Maclnnls. Hill). and Hillary
ch.- 4.17.0.
tan'. a f00t 46"40
t0 narrow
the 2(Rltluat
Mccullo
h.
lead
mid-way
through
the
first
Enlow
driving
In
McGill.
Tunc
countthis point the Artsmen ral» tinal
period. At present undefeated, At lied,
freestyle: 1 - Freeman
serves for the Saints.
collected six firsts IV,220 2 vartl
to Tilu „.'u<-s
Spurred byDanthe Turack,
jump shootthey are on. top of their divisfon
- Coot (Ml. 3 - Williamson theTuesday:
UC I. thanks to Sifton
ing of centrethey
,<,urs
?
and
look
like
a
good
bet
for
the
\vl
Cup.
Irene
Wolfe,
creamed
the
Vic
[VI,
scored
thirteen
unanswered
Taylor
I
0av , n "°sts the two Satur- Time
fSk:
^SrT
(VJ.
"111
.
*J
(Ml.
.9
on
24
,
.
Hamilt
• lorilpetitors on February 23 2
points
to
cut
the
margin
to
ten.
The Artsmen created a mild
Freshies 58-22. and St. Mike's
1 - 3Hu'hcr
with stir in the opening minutes of Then Dan Regan extinguished
fly: (VI.
butterloch
200 2yard
Kara dropped to Phys Ed 40-30. Far- O rord
Mccul
,M)
any UC hope for a possible upby Gwen
nWeeken
V).'
Time l - .2:30.9.
nivliic- Aiideiaon iMK -! the punches
play,a result,
by playing
row of PHE.pulledUC stood Its As
d results
it waspossession
not until ball.
the lay-up.set, when he scored on a clever
Wednesday:
HOCKUV
five
minute
mark
that
UC
forGirdlestone and Dan Callaghan
ground and defeated Phy Ed
Tv..' $ - l*»mS t»J, 32-22
2
Larry Scott broke the paced
with credit due to Carol scorelessward deadlock
Vab,..^ t'rliuys Games
the Irish with thirteen
Mcoill . . .
with
a
one-j
points
Montreal
handed set. However, the UC eleven. each. John Lipke added
St. Hilda's
Green. Although
Vic lead
half. were
in the first
ahead
HASKETBALL
quickly evaporated when St. J
(third year) put on a terrific Mikes stepped up the tempo of |marksman
Dan Turack
was UC'spoints,
top
with fourteen
9ut*u> ^'Gay's
Saints 48-23. the game and at the end of the,
W Games
Assumption
top thewere
spurt towallops
delivered
followed
by
Kenny
Harrison
with
half.
SMC
led
21-14.
Mighty
S»m.,„S,"l"la>'s c"">es
and Glena In the second half, Joe Girdle- 1eight.
^Vfer^.'c.M McVicar
by Marg ofChambers
UpMastc
Vic.
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For the minor investnie
Hostels
Popular
In
Europe
and
$1.50-a-day), you Can fa
I definite hitching asset — whl
advertised on the tour agendas.
By BRIDGET COWAX
your
■j road.
fill of bull-fightsfor and
If you have a yen for distant
helps
explain
the
abundance
of
I
*
8500
shores and a hardy sense of single kitchen table you can find ! mixed hitching couples on the jdolas. toYou$600can(8350,
also have Pa'<L
a wheels
humor, you can go to Europe for hostellers from thirteen counof
a
kind
of
living
that the voif 9
Hitching is not only safe and
half the price and twice the fun.
tries, without a single common respectable; more to the point, Iand hardy thrive on, and V •
Youth hostels are the answer.
These magnificent institutions language
them.time.They're it's cheap and invariably intresc- ■ part of the world go round
having between
a wonderful
are scattered throughout the allHot
]°U'*
what makes
see requisi
The toonly
te&.-fora methein
water, you should be ing. Every ride is a different begin
world,ed in and
especially
concentratevery hitching
"host"
is
1
Europe. For an average warned, is rare, and the plumb- j aone,newandEuropean
friend.tales of the jbership in the International cl^
ingdoes
tends to
be unreliable.
But One hears fantastic
of 25 cents a night, they offer ,
mittee of hostel-mad wander ^
it matter?
Everybody
clean accommodations, a friendly jwhat
jon
-the
road
—
the most
mina.a sense
shares alike!
You* ofcanhumour
and sT*'
are
spot the
v&l
hospitality that and
hitchers
meet jof
young
atmosphere,
and
an
unthem by the gleam ,in 1^
Trinity Invaded
As
for
transportation
—
why,
;
amazing
thing
about
the
stories
i
forgettable experience in inter- jeverybody hitches — a method
national living.
their
eye, and ovdust onin then
that they're
true.why the hos- and
explains
European
tra- [! that has a different name in I' istelsWhich
me er and join the fun.
Pigeons Move In velWhen
are full
of young
hitchers, [ Cosatisfaction
— and
a largestudents
percentage
every language, but means the
converging
from
all
directions,
P.
Th
of them do. they load a sheet [
everywhere.
For boys
girls will
it's full of advice for the ones com- ! S. e Canadian Youth Hoa
into a knapsack, and take off on jsame
perfectly
safe. In fact,
(hope I Is Home
Two pigeons were unexpected a hostelling jaunt. Around a admit that feminine charm is a wig from the opposite direction, jtel Associat lives at ia ciag"
members of the congregation in I
sic Ave. ioTon
As
about th,e detarilos.nto. k
Trinity College chapel early
Saturday morning.
souls, *
C A *■ 1 T O L H1COROI ^1
Chapel-goers found them flying j
University Blazers
Incomparable
about when the organ began to '
CUSTOM MADE
play at the beginning of the' HIGH FIDELITY/
Especially $27.50
Priced (or Student.
service.
Fine Flannel
Worsted Trouseri
Laterwereat discovered
breakfast, inthree
S16.50
b rds
the more
large |.
Credit
Terms
dining hall. Evidence of their ,
Business Ho-.irs: 9 Ifa.m.Desired
to 6 p m
presence was obvious in both ,
places.
PARNES
Clothing
Co.
Monday
xhrougb
Saturday
The pigeons had been caught
QUEEN Office
ST. WEM.6-2«j' '
Sample 706at S.A.C.
iii one of Trinity^ three towers
late Friday night. They had been
curried down to the main part
the building in the pockets of
three residents and placed in the
chapel and dining hall as a joke.
The problem of how to get rid
ol the birds is still puzzling Trinity staff. A pigeon exterminator
was called in Saturday to shoot
tiie birds in the dining hall.
Your DAY
for
.This method was .considered
i ^practical for the birds in the
Chapel The pigeons show no
SENTIMENT
signs of wanting to leave on their
own accord.
Said one member of the congregation as he dodged some
droppings from the birds, *'We
can't all be Assisi's."
Youth
If you're one of the happy
crowd of itchy-feet who dreams
of buli-fights and gondolas,
thrills
to "La
and
reads the
travelMarseillaise",
ads religiously
— then I have words of advice
foi you.
You don't have to travel like
King Saud. In fact, you don't
have to travel in the "comfort"

Maintain . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
great tiveadditions
to the administrastaff of universities,
he said.
Great cooperation
between academic staff and administrators
i oiildtechnical
'be necessary
carry out
tiie
aspects ofto expansion,
d.iid Smith.
■ The president had high praise
for the governing boards of the
University in the report. However,
he deplored
the members
lack of contact
tween staff
and bethe
Members o£ the Boards.
■ The help of such businessmen
i- necessary in thtrunning such an
alii
"Members
often unknown ofto the
mostBoard
of thearestaff.
More contacts between them
Should promote a broader outlook
bo both sides," he said.
Recreation Building
1 Continued from Page 1)
, must be close to the( teaching
OSpitals.
ited
heady said.
lo-*
higl
mple

livistens of the
be . from
. . "like
tearing the limb; aWay
the
alsaid
the
presitrunk
of
a
tree.'
cent.

Dance? Banquet? Prom?
The "best dressed/students rent
their
know formal
we have wear
the 'from
latest usstylesThey—
that thev are fitted perfectly and
that
its wonderfully economical,
to students
compare
our prices!' Special rate
FORM
ALS BYSt. MALABAR
EM
10-12 6t3243.
McCaui
(at Queen)

A&A
RECORD
BAR
351 YONGE STREET
Toronto
EM. 4-6832
The Only Record Bar that is Open from 7. a.m. ti 12 Midnight Every Day
Including Saturday
WE HAVE THE LARGEST OPEN COUNTER DISPLAY OF
LONG PLAYING RECORDS IN THE CITY.
We Carry a Complete Line of Medical, Dental and Pharmacy Text Books.
All Long Playing records sold lo STUDENTS and STAFF at SPECIAL PRICES

Bandsmen
Attention
Please return uniforms immediately to
Students' Administrative Council Office.
Deposits will be refunded.

EXPORT
I G A'SRETTFINES'
.CAN C ADA
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A FREE LECTURE ENTITLED

Christian Science: Its Answer To Man's Need In The Atomic Age
i by MARY WELLINGTON GALE, C.S.B., of San Francisco, California.
Monday, February 11
8 p.m.

Member of The Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
in Boston, Massachusetts.

ThedenWym
In Stu
t ilwoot
n 1
150 Charles Unio
St. WCHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORO^

VARSITYS
THURSDAY
FRIDA\

G,VE BLOOD
THIS WEEK

The

V
s
THE UNIVEa
RSITYr
OE TORONTOity

Tuesday, February 12th, lf^T

Gallery
Features
GianFriday Globe
evening to mark the 'opeft3,000
square
feet of new geologiface is a geological map with de- t
cal galleries will
galleries.
of therations
be open to the
tails of the earth's surface, but no ingDemonst
of the latest geopolitical
boundaries.
public at the' Royal Ontario Muslogical devices will be included as
The
globe
takes
three
minutes
to
well
films of volcanoes in act on
Theeumgalleries
Friday' are the most mod- revolve on its axis. After that, which,as have
ern in the world. . Five years have splits to reveal the inside of theit Canada
before.never been shown in
gone
earth.
into
Inside
planning,
the
designing
temperature
and
constructing them.
changesareandshown.
the hard "core" of the The program is designed to nof the new galleries earth
terest students in a geological cawillHighlight
be a six-foot diameter model The galleries cost $100,000. Part ■Ireer.
It is estimated that at least
of the earth which rotates and of this was met by the museum : 20.000 geologists will
be needed in
opens to reveal the earth's interior. and part by the Bickell Founda- I this country by 1905. At the woThe globe cost 520,000, and /vas
tion. This foundation was estab- i ment universities are graduating
financed by the Bickell Foundalished by the late J. P. Bickell of , only 150 a year.
tion. It weighs 1,200 pounds and is Maclnlyre
Porcupine Mines.
The iContiniifd
new gallerieson are
Pagethe2)brainmade of spun aluminum. The sur- A special program is arranged

Giant
Ontario Museum.
Made of aluminum

f Earth is the largest in North America, It is the
action at the new geological galleries of the Royal
Picture shows the globe open to interior of earth.
, model cost $20,000. .

TotalsPERCENT
Trinity
SCHOOLSHAREAMOUNT
345.15
137.0
127.0
St. Hilda s
19J.0O
116.0
Dents
113.2
289.00
105.3
Emmanuel
Nursing
190.35
Gl25.65.00
Wycliffe
Forestry
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40.66
Law
66.00
93.4
85.8
Medicine
80.0
394.90
82.0
P and OT
97.77
Victoria
271.85
373.75
6Z2
Pharmacy
. 129.20
St. Mike's
61.3
53.3
24.10
61.4
20.25
Music
42.8
55.5
Social Work
25.75
42.6
Phys. Ed.
UC
332.20
30.1
Architecture
38.00
SPS
319.44
26.7
TOTALS
3230.92
60.1

Blood

Campaign
The
university
Blood Campaign gels under . y
this week.

The drive is expected to bring In more pints
than any previous campaign. St. Michael's ColJege
has already had its drive, and donated more than
it ever has previously.
This enthusiasm is reflected throughout the
campus said Ruth Farnden, head of this years
drive. "Appointment cards are coming in at a
faster rate than they ever did last year." she BJ id,
"It's gratifying to see such enthusiasm."
The wins
Skule theCannon
which
drive. is the trophy for. the faculty
"It seems that every school is out to win It, nd
it should be close," said Joan.
The "on campus" drive starts next week, but
donors
today or on the
Monday can
and make
Tuesdayappointments
after the campaign.

Rainbow
Fromof the Gordon
Qlow
Warm
MacCrae school, , handled virtually every COJlCefo
By PETER GZOWSKJ
Finian's musical Rainbow be- Credit for the musical direcand the looks and stature neeos- jable type at casting, and masgan to climb slowly to its colortion of the show is hard to es- must have left the theatre be- sary
for
his
part.
tered it. His Og would be I I I
ful peak at 8.30 in Hart House
tablish, because of the long list
their duets better than jto top.
of directors who have come and,
lieving in the McLonergan econo- anyI liked
Theatre last night.
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for
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j
er's
faces
—
a
quality
which
fro1
and
she
is
so lovely matter
to looka at
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Fen- and
straining a bit for. quently escapes more experienced, it probably wouldn't
wick was masterful in the pit Both worth
seen in Mrs. Massey's auditorium. last night.
she and Ray Chiarella are < stars.
way.
To pick a single shining- light But somewhere behind the fine actors, an exceptional ac- Colin Hamilton deserves spe- j John ETarasti and JackftHi
out of the rainbow is impossible.
Ray Stancer, as a wonderful scenes is the work of Milton complishment for singers. ' cial praise. In three years at |Chercover handled small sing ig
and acting
parts ofpassably.
3aa"d woolly Finian McLonergan, Barnes, Carl Morey, and, un- Chiarella has a full baritone, U of T. this young actor has ' rasti
was guilty
over-acting
'°<* the final curtain call —
doubtedly, others.
crimes, and Chercover's voice
Md
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of
sustained
The
colorful
set
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other
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was not
to I he quality or' ' U
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I'm sorry to say I was dis*ai'y
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but

we

know

what we like
The poor administration. After much— we are only
surmising — deliberation, they .announce plans for
surely the campus' most innocuously designed building, and immediately, people begin to jump on them,
through letters to The Varsity, and accompanying
cartoons.
Those who are so quick to criticize obviously do
not understand the problems faced by those henpecked denizens of Simcoe Hall when they tried to
evolve a new architectural format for our book store.
Imagine the difficulty! Toronto's campus— as it
stands— is probably the world's oustandtng collection
of architectural oddities the world has seen since
Citizen Kane emptied his cellar.
When scholars of a future era scrape their way
through the atomic dust that covers this site, they
will have unveiled an archaeological treasure trove.
No need to look any further. Here, within a few
city blocks (plus, perhaps, 26 acres) are examples of
every type of architecture the world has ever seen,
with the possible exceptions of the moose-skin teepee
and the adobe hacienda.
But the limit has been reached. The collection is at
last complete. From now on there is no path but compromise, no choice but to fill in the gaps. There can
be no different architecture at the University of
Toronto.
Ah, readers, hush your pens. Sit back and marvel
at our outstanding collection— our veritable museum
of edifices.
Roman, Gothic, Norman, Greek
Couldn't name them in a week
If a new design you seek
Do it with your tongue in cheek.

EATON'S
MUSICAL
ENTREES

HI-FI
LISTENING
FARE

Your 'corte blanche' lor hours of listening pleasure
. . . Assuming, of course, you can enjoy these musical
masterpieces on your dormitory High Fidelity
set
for each lingering nuance from the clossicol, romantic
or popularly sentimental ... in these three albums
from EATON'S
music! wide selection of the new and 'lops' in
recorded

" Beetho
ven.
in A, Op.Symphon
92-Fi-y
delio
Overture
, Op.Symphon
72b-wity h No.the 7,Chicago
Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor.' RCA VICTOR
LM
^991
EACH 4.98
Brahms. Symphony No. 2, in D, Op. 73-Ployed
by the NBC Symphony Orchestr
a under
direction of
Arturo Toscanini. RCA VICTOR LM 1731 the EACH
4.98
*soaring
Mantostrings
vani.throug
Theh Music
of Rudolp
h Friml.
such popula
r favouri
tes asLightly
Sympathy, Someday, Only a Rose and Rose Marie
LONDON LL 1 150
EACH 4.20
PHONE UN 1-51 1 1 - RECORDS
EATON'S— Main Store-Fifth Floor-Dept. 240
and PATON'S College Street, Main Fbor.
*T. EATON C°,
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Not politic
A SHTUDY
s, nofeae.conoi-nj
OF HISHT
08Y
By DAVE GREENSPAN
Although Canadian historiography isstill a relatively ybung valence among all classes of a alcohol explains -^.the caOl-sS' >>
and immature science, Carfadian
Mackenzie's Rebellion
drunkeness; these budding began,
historians'
already interpre' evolved proud
Thus." Wiu,a ^ifffJ'i
life.Montgomery
way of appropriately,
historians have become con- Street's
at least twohavedifferent
vinced that delirium tremens, The Annexation Manii^1'1
t
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
Canada's
history
and
development. One is essentially not the political desire for na- orable pattern, was sen.!fj,s,i
independence ias some 1849„ following the same 'Jl
political, stressing our political historianstionalwould
have it), and
metamorphosis from subservient British colony to autonomous Bacchanalia, not the economic Duck
in Montreal's
Co«In 1854, r_j0
th^ b""1
centripetalism
of
the St. Law- ceivedTavern,
world power; the other is basirence tas other historians would ish diplomat Lord Elgjn
Story lu
cally economic, explaining this
have it), are the only factors that a typically Canadian meth J*6"
country's inpastterms
and ofcontinuing
existence
the cen- can truly explain the vast pa- convince American
norama that is Canadian history.
tripetal, unifying force of the
America—
a detailed delving for
free trade
with British
St.
Lawrence
he spirited
themV3'*
^
economic
unit. — Great Lakes intoAndtheafter
devious backgrounds of
History students at the Uni- many personalities and institu- signing "on a sea of charnpag'"111
tions theyfutable
havehistorical
discovered
versity of Toronto have recentdonald, the
this background
Jr''
evidenceirre-to Against
ly evolved a third explanation,
■iot apt thatmost
Sir importa
ITohn nt'
which they have in all serious- support
this
^startling
conclusion. Now, as never before, they tician in Canada's h
ness called the alcoholic interpretation ofCanadian history.
our
Prime
can prove
the ofcentrality
of al- be
afirst
notorious
drunkard
periodic
lapses Minister
from sobr*r.„ "
cohol in most
the important
Shocked by the statistics that
this country annually spends events that have shaped Cana- lasting up to three months? Th
more money on liquor than on
da's destiny from the distant
students, to
thendjscov™
\v ^
education; disgusted by the pre- past to the immediate present, history
hardly surprised
that
noliuJ2
centre,Canada's
Ottawa, present
has according
the Dominion
of Stati°
tics,
the highestBureau
per -capita
alco.
holic consumption in the" country
All these little-publicized but
vital historical facts, the pr0.
ponents of this theory maintain
only reinforce the obvious social
fact (obvious to anyone who has
ever sauntered down Toronto's
Yonge Street or Queen street m
the evening), that inebriation,
insobriety and intemperance
have been, and still are, more
fundamental in Canadian history
than politics and economics.
The Marxians have warned
that "Drink will be the riiin.ot
the working classes." But accortf.
ing to the British Labour MP
and prominent intellectual Richard Crossman, Canada i especially the West) has no, true working class, but only a gigantic
'ith middle class. If this is true,
then the Marxian admonition as
it stands obviously cannot apply
to the Canadian scene. Perhaps
then in Canada one should say,
"Work will be the ruin oi Hit
drinking classes."
It may not be practical, but, boy, does it blend t
the architecture.
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Gallery . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
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rday and cheer the Blues Stephen, will have hadn and
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thread
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on. Anyone who misses this conwith the locals.
will be sorry he did.
Dajfttl'the Blues can beat Queen's Fortestthe
go
by
Friday.
hockey Blues, the
The Blues' three top scorers,
cn Saturday, they could move to
day nightly game with LavalFri-is Brian
Anderson.
Elik and
within two points of second considerab
crucial.
Clare Fisher, each Mike
picked up two
place, now being shared by As- A Varsity less
win
would
goals
and
move
an
assist in the McGill
Lmption
Queen's,
and to Jack Kennedy's crew two
witnin fourandpoints
of Western
points game on Friday to give them
Queen's Cup, em- eight game total of 11 pointsan
Ontario who now occupy top spot e oser to blemathe
tic ofsenior
ollegiate each. Leo Konyk, the league's
the league.
i„Varsity
y supremacy,Interc
and wonM leading point-getter,
coach John MeManus hocke
was
ti
assure
them
of
no
worse
than a one assist. His total now held
stand;
^1 have all his men, except tie for the title.
assists
17
and
goals
four
at
.
gesh Kotman, ready for this im- The Rouge et
Or, running sid-- McGill and the second-place
portant contest.
by-side with the Blues
the University of Montreal Carabins
Ruby Richman still lead's the hottest
club in the leagueas over
tangle at McGill Winter Stadium
the past two weeks, has found on
Friday, as Rocky Robillard's
setback which dropped them inpull themout of the toleague
base
ment. selvesAttempt
\
Interfaculty
to the league cellar.

Summary
In Group I Hockey action yesterday, Senior Skule turned the
tables on Senior Meds and skated
off with a 5-1 victory.
Murray McGregor paced the
Skulemen with a two-goal performance. Ed Skrzypek, Peter
Maik and Bill Adams notched
fiingletons.
Bull collected the lone, 1 Ivreds
■counter.
*- ' Trinity A kept alive its squash
payoff hopes with a 2-1 win over
Senior SPS.
Larry Freeman defeated Beamish 15-6; 15-9, and Matthews
topped Brown 15-10, 15-4. Old
collected the lone Skule win by
whippingAlex Havrlant 15-4,
15-4.
In water polo action. SPS I
Md Meds I battled to a 6-6 tie.
Gord Warme was top, scorer
in the battle, drawing blood four
times for the Doctors. Irving
Grosfield and George. Coulter
f<l home the other two tal-

Skule Whips

Vic 49-29

John brcokz
Sforfs Editor
When the lime of year rolls arourtd that people begin to speak
of final banquets, exams, and such, perhaps now is a »uod sZ t

Ami precious few weeks there are. loo. totercolleciale acttvltv
wore,dah'o°ldks
£££
remi"ning *?
« V-lTo':;
their sked in Hamilton against McMaster.
hetUskeV-"^ "n,0" MarCh 2
baske"»" «S£
but
there's a good bit to crowd
h,„ '!?»' ■b°"S "ST? 19 dBysin.0< In'«colleg,ate play ,«,„
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ate inup town
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1
with
University
of
Montreal
he.*
and basketball on Wednesday.
27 Witt big Bay Monn-i
and his Mustangs from Western onFebruary
the
House court
Both Varsity sQuads have two away Hart
games
Tournament-wise. McGill hosts three Tntercolremaining.
with boxing, fencing and gym holding the spotlight.meets this weekend
McGill also entertains the squashers on the 23rd.
tnis Friday.
.u- ISS* iS lh° Site of 0w '""tling tourney, on tap for a week
The swimming Western, a meet which promise* to b* as fllotn
as sardines in a can,attakes
place on the 23rd.
In Intramural competition, things should get the final wrapmrr
about the middle of next month.
Hockey and basketball playoffs uct
underway in a couple of weeks, as will so.uash
and water polo.
Then
coroe
the
prizes
and
the bin que is. The i ■ . .. Trnph) .
awarded to the best all-round athlete
Reed Trophy to the Interfaculty winner. of the year, a.nd th» T (L
Following that? Well . . .
ODDS 'N ENDS
Has anyone seen Tim Reid lately? . . . According to Irwin SanfeofV
at the McGill Daily "Tim Held bectme The second Varsity footoiiiltir
'eave school" ... I'm sorry about this, Irwin, but
will bt*
around to haunt you again next year . . . He's very muchTimmy
here siudy"ng like a slave, and sends his best . . .
Intramural wrestling coming up . . . Prelims on Thursday and
Friday , . , Finals at Saturday's Athletic Nnght . . Any studeni;
is eligible, and has a chance to make the Blues . . All weighs
to heavyweight
100 pounds
... sny
available room
5 and 6 . . . . Further into
night between
the wrestling
inclasses

McCuaig Leads With 11
Senior School of Science da- 1 scorer with an eleven point total.
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Kassner,
JJ*
ininElithe
concert
HartWednesday
House Music5 o'clock
Room to-morrow. Programme includes works
by Albeniz,
Bach,areVilla-Lobos
Segovia.
Women
welcome. and
EIC Lecturer
Vernon A. Mckillop, President
of The Engineering Institute of
Canada will speak to engineering students on Thursday.
Mr. Mckillop will talk in Room
1035 of the Walbeig Building.
The grave shortage of trained
engineers in a subject which interests Mckillop greatly. He will
talk on this danger and about
the possible careers open to students graduating from the university.

now
iere - an<
sors adiscussion on "CCF &
consider
amendments to the
constitution,
eign Policy", in room lo iV
TODAY
12.00 p.m. VCF Meds Group holds All Day — The UC Cercle Francais
THURSDAY
aAnatomy
bible study
in room.213 of the toboggan
1 ^ift."
been can- 1.15ity.
Building,
cel ed for party
obvioushasreasons.
p.m. CCFledClub
cussion,
by will
Bob hold
petlJ,
1-2 p.m. Newman Club has a lunch
Bon Fyffe, "Is Public 0« ^
membersStreet
and friends
WEDNESDAY
atparty
89 St.forGeorge
in Roomwelcome
4, ttq* f
Julian Porter will speak 7.30shipp.m.Passe?,
CCF Club
1.00 p.m. VCF holds a bible study 1.00to p.m.
the Orientations Committee
in room 111 of UC.
on
travelling
in
France
and
erybody for
to athediscussi
lutions
CCF onPr0\-of \ &l.
1.00 p.m. The SPS Chariot Race
in room 4. UC.
will be held on the front cam- 1.00Italy,
p.m. VCF will hold a Bible
Ave.
Speaker
Conventi
54be Ken
Rath"1^
den,
on, atwillCCF
pus,
secretft"*
study inanicalroom
Building.421 of the MechThere Ontario
will be refreshm
8.00 p.m. The
Collegedebate,
Deents
batingVictoria
Parliament will
1.15
p.m.
Trinity
CCF
Club
spon"resolved that Canada is a
backwash
the
Alumni of
Hall,civilization," in
8.00 p.m. Members of the VCF will
HART
HOUSE
meet in UC Women's Union to
Today and Tomorrow
NOMINATIONS OPEN ALL WEEK!
Come to the forms
Undergraduate
Office any time for
and information.
IT'S YOUR HOUSE — NOMINATE AND VOTE
Two Special Musical events tomorrow, Wednesday:
NOON HOURQuintet
CONCERT
Michael
KaterRoom
presents
in tile—East
Common
at 1.30hisp.mJa«
tart hou-se ^dre
5 O'CLOCK inRECITAL—
Kassner,
guitar,cordially
will giveinvited.
a recital
the Music EliRoom.
Women
t&h. It. J6
All This Week
TICKETS
ART GALLERY
— The aFLEISCHMAN
COLLECTION
from
DETROIT,
valuable collection
of contemporary
REMAINING FOR
American
paintings.
HERBERT
SEIBNER
in
thp
PRINT ROOM.
TONIGHT
TICKETS FOR SUNDAY EVENING CONCERT— on sale at,
TOMORROW And THURSDAY
the Hall Porter's Desk. Rowland Pack will play
the 'cello at 9.00 p.m. on the 17th in the Great
Hall.
NOTICE: Curtain Rises at 8 p.m. on Wednesday

Young
In

a

Man
Hurry!

V. A. McKlLLOP
FACULTY of APPLIED
SCIENCE
and
ENGINEERING
5T7
All notices of scheduled enemployment
views ongineering
campus
are internow
posted on boards.
department notice
•
Members
class
who ofhavethenotgraduating
obtained
offers of permanent employment
should
register
personal y at the
University Placement
Service
5 W1LLCOCKS STREET
I

)«■»■ o -an*- < >•*■■»<)•«■»< >-«j
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES

j $1.00 per person
J Dancing Every Saturday
j

Most young men want io get
somewhere in a hurry 1 The Bay
offers a real opportunity for Arts
and Commerce jrraduaies to do

Yon can be an executive soon—
because Aits and Commerce
graduates
leant retailing rapidly.

}

Retailing
in offers
the Bay's
Department Stores
—
• A comprehensive executive
development program.
• Minimum starling salary —
$323 per month.
• em
A chance
to grow with WestCanada.
Make an appointment through
your Placement Officer io see
our Representative for further
information.

Mart

ey's
j Kenn
Ranch
!
RESERVATIONS

I WA. 1-6102
*
,_„_„

Our Representative Will Be Here Monday,

»*J CORPORATE o 2-f MAY 1670.

February 18th

Picture Concealed
See Page One
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Rumble did not say who had won
Nursing has challenged Forestiy again this year Nur- the
chariot race. There was some
sing last year won by .2 percent.
The blod campaign starts on Monday. Students can confusion. Rumble said.
The race was a run-off bemake appointments through their faculty represent
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Appointment hours are from
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sac at a glance
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last night,Administrative
besides hear- Gold other). (UC's toBobgo Kaplan
Gerry Helleiner announce is the Coast.
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fly:
Forestry's Dolph Wiiuuk who is
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bush somewhere.
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to talk
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Pictured above during a C.B.C. radio interview on site
are two Engineers vitally concerned with this project:
Dr. P. L. Pralley, (Centre) well known Consulting
Engineer, designed the original structure as well as
the raising operation. He spent fourteen years with
Dominion
Bridgein gaining
private practice
1920. experience before going into
Ross Chamberlain, (Left). Project Engineer with
Dominion Bridge started with the Company on Summer jobs, where he had experience in the shops, office
and on erection work, while studying for his B.Eng.
degree at McGill University. He later did post graduate
work at the University of Birmingham. (England) and
has been with the Company since his return in 1953.
At, 27 years old, Ross, working with Senior Officials of
the Company, is responsible for the engineering aspects
of tins great undertaking.

Thore are interesting careers awaiting young civil and
metfttanictf] engineer? in Dominion Bridge Company Limited.
With 15 plants from coast to coast, we are now engaged in
the largest expansion programme of our 7-1-year history.

f ne of the most spectacular and complicated works required for the
St. Lawrence Seaway is now in progress. It is the permanent raising of
On southern end of the Jacques Cartier Bridge . . . the largest operation
the
of its kind ever undertaken anywhere.
The purpose is to provide a minimum vertical clearance of 120 feet above
high water level in the seaway ship canal. An interesting feature is that
uninterrupted traffic must be maintained over the bridge throughout
practically all of the construction period.
The work has been entrusted to Dominion Bridge which built the original
bridge in 1929. This project typifies the resources and experience of the
Company in the field of structural engineering.
Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian Company, is the foremost fabricator
in this country of bridges and steel structures. Less well known is
Dominion Bridge's leadership in other engineering fields. Cranes and
other handling equipment, hydraulic machinery, boilers for heating and
process steam requirements, mining machinery, refinery towers, pulp mill
digesters, oil well machinery — these are but a few examples of the
diversification of Dominion Bridge operations.
To-day we have the largest and strongest Canadian force of design
engineers in our field. Much of their work is of a pioneering nature, and
they -are constantly being called upon to solve problems connected wit'1
large projects in virtually every type of industry. Theirs is a neverending
challenge.
fascinating
chapter This
in their"Unique
story. Bridge Raising Project" is only one

You are cordially invited to write us at Box 310, Terminal
"A", Toronto, for descriptive booklets or further information
on any question you may have in mind. Or telephone our
Personnel Department, LEnnox 2-2871. Please mention "The
Vjarsity".
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CL ASS! Fl
TYPEWRITERS
CAMP SUPERVISORS
You can buy a new Smith-Corona Young couple to supervise a small
portable for as low as 15c a, day — private Jewish camp. Highest wanoRIverdale
down payment
ges. HU. 8-9691.
1843, required. Phone
Today
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
HART HOUSE
Special
student
rates. All
nakes: new
or rebuilt:
rentedregular
and
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any make, brand new typewriter :old on terms. Also for supplies,
(No down payment required.) .epairs
1843 anytime.
and service.' Phone RI
Trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no outBEFORE IT'S TOO LATE:
side financing. Humber TypeUNMATCHABLE
writer, 375 Jane Street. RO. G-il03.
NOMINATE
you:-iniormr.-ion
candidate lor
HOUSE ELECTIONS
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
open evenings.
Forms
and
fromHietlteHART
Undergraduate
Oftiee.
Tape-recorders, hi-fidelity sets,
FOR SALE
record players of Philips. Sea^
NOMINATIONS WEEK CLOSES TOMORROW
Triumph. M.G., sports cars for Breeze. R.C.A, Victor, e.g. hi-fi
sale. New and used. Paul Caron. portable — regular $140. Special
II C.&F. RO. 2-1513. AT. 9-0873 or price, $110. Phone Ron Winder.
Canadian Industry Film THE KITIMAT STORY"
TYPING
355 Keele Street. I WA. 4-8925.
Theses, Essays, Notes. Charts, Macson Motors,
Camera
TUTOR
Print Mounting Demo:! stra lion
FOR SALE
French, German, Latin, English
12 - 1.00Clubp.m.
size 540.p.m.Used 4 times. WA
Prices Upon Request
by Don Urquhart
Student.
teach 243.Gel- 1.Tuxedo,
4-5177. afler
MRS. M. D. STOTT, B.A.
man. Call 28.WA.willing
3-20G4,to room
Record
Instruction in use of machine for those
5.15 p.m.Room
Apt. 12
who wish to use this room
21 AVENUE P.O. — WA. 2-7624
ArtAllGallery
day
Flei;chmanSeibner
-Curicctiun
Herbert
in the from'Detroit.
Print Room
Student Christian Movement
•JDAY EVENING CONCERT can he obtained
5k- Rowland Pack will pla> the 'cello, lTth Fob
GOOD HASRCU7
Open Lecture Series
NOMINATE
ku;ht near here
NOMINATE
'REVELATION—
THE
OFFENCE
OF
CHRISTIANITY'
4 BARBERS— NO WAITING
- SPEAKER— Rev. W. O. Fcnnell (Emmanuel)
PLACE — Room 4, U.C.
600 University Avenue
Just
College
DATE — Today, Thursday, 14th February al 5.11) p.m.
In thebelow
Basement
Open Monday
through
Friday
STUDENT TOURS To EUROPfc
8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ONLY 85 cents
75 Days -$1398
M Countries Sails June 7
RMS SAXON IA
Commerce ■ Arts England,
Holland,
Belgium.
Wales.
Austria, Yugoslavia, Italy, SanGermany,
Marino, Switzerland.
Monaco, France,Lichtenstein.
Scotland,
University
Blazers
Engineering and Business
CUSTOM MADE
Conducted
throughout
by
well-known
University
of
Torontj
Especially Priced for Students
professor. Age limits 19 to 26 years.
INDUSTRIAL ACCEPTANCE CORP. LTD.
p.
S27.SO
will
interview
graduate
and
undergraduate
students
on
fiae Flannel Worsted Trousers
66 Days -$1236
$16.50
the campus on February 18th.
13 Countries Sails .July 2
SS HOMERIC
Bllcl,
eaitHours:
Terms9 a.m.
If Desired
We are the largest sales finance company in Canada
England,
Holland,
Belgium,
Germany, Switzerland, Lichtenstein.
T?*>
to
6
p.m.
Monday through Saturday
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco, France, Scotland, Wales.
and have opportunities for advancement and job satisConducted throughout by well-known University professor. For
faction unparalleled in Canada.
PARNES Clothing Co.
students and young teachers. ^
to contact the University Placement
requestedto arrange
Students are Service
interview time.
53 Days -$1075
1 1 Countries Sails July 2 SS EMPRESS of ENGLAND
England,
Holland.
Belgium,
Germany,France.
Switzerland. Lichtenstein.
Austria, Italy, San Marino, Monaco,
Conductedandthroughout
by well-known University professor. For
TSIMITY COLLEGE PRESENTS
students
young teachers.
Folders now being prepared. Full information from
T. S. ELIOT'S

(Continued from Page 1)
Kathan was hit by the writing
when he was 17 or 18 — before
he says he was content "just
am *
to just".
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Now heworld—
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0ne Varsity reader rudely concluded recently.
"I'd been basking in anonymity
until
recently,"
he sa^s,
they seemed
to consider
me "when
a sort
of Heresurrected
Guy
Fawkes."
likes The Varsity anyway; he
thought it offered a good opportunity, and he thought he might
encourage other people to write
letters too.
He sometimes assures the pos.ture of "an ironic commentator",
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re-consider the avr
The All-Varsity Revue-helped by a good script,
a splendid orchestra, some fine talent, and capable
execution— has sold out. It will come as close as possible tobreaking even financially.
To all thost who worked on the show, The Varsity
extends its heartiest congratulations. You have added
considerably to the extra-curricular aspects of our
staid old campus this year.
But now, while show-business is still news, might
be the time to do some serious thinking about our
policy regarding campus shows, and possibly to make
some changes before next year's AVR is planned.
Firstly, it is a shame that Finian's Rainbow will
close so early. Even the pessimists behind its management, must have foreseen that a small first-night audience could spread the word about any show, and
that enthusiasm builds slowly on this campus. If a
second week's run for this year's show would be too
much of a gamble, a Saturday matinee would be a
sure thing. Next year, some leeway should be left if
possible, so a successful show can lower its ticket
price and run longer.
Secondly, there is room for argument about the
decision
produce a has
showbeen
of the
Rainbow
type. Thisto newspaper
slowFinian's
to criticize
this
year, because it has been important that the AVR be
a success, but in truth we feel there should be more
originality to the script.
One of the most important aspects of producing a
campus show is that it gives those engaged in it invaluable experience. By producing an AVR, the university helps to produce directors, actors, singers, designers, musicians and a multitude of other theatrical
talent. But there is no experience for writers — and
surely they are as important in any theatrical culture
as the rest.
Before it leaps into paying somewhere in the
neighbourhood of $600 for royalties on an already
successful show, next year's committee should seriously consider the talent on this campus, and take
advantage of it.
Then there will be even more rejoicing.
too high jinks
Tuesday afternoon, a fourth-year Mechanical engineering student was seriously injured during some
campus high-jinks.
Fortunately for all concerned, the student was not
hurt irreparably, although his studies may suffer
some, and he has been good sport enough to realize
that he was merely the unlucky victim of sheer accident.
But it could happen again, and such good luck
might not re-occur.
Ca mpus horseplay is undoubtedly as much a part
of university life as— say— Students' Council oratory,
and to condemn it entirely because of one accident
would be unjust.
But— like all undergraduate activities— it must be
entered carefully. When the risk of injury, physical or
personal, is entertained, the play loses its proportion
and becomes dangerous fooling.
Already a few letters have come in, although
there has been no room to. print them, condemning
the SPS chariot race, and we trust there is some serious consideration of its consequences going on
among those responsible. And, as the injured student
said last night, "whoever tackled me is probably sorrier than I am now."
We trust the event has been sufficient warning in
itself, and that such reckless violence will not occur
again this year.

BorchitectUi

The Controversial
Compromise
And so I wondered and. w0
Ah, those words of wisdom and mental abilities, I thought, until to-day. It-was only then
which you proffered in your own enviously, of the magnificent Uni- alized how fortunate We ^ \ edi
versity City in Mexico. The beau- reading your editorial that t'0"
editorial way to-day concerning
tiful qualities of the contempor- are. A complete
historygrasj)
0f uT *
the veritable, nay I prithee, venevolutioninof'our
ary structures at M.I.T. were con- 'tecture
erable
conglomeration
of
priceman'sverybuilding
\6 ^
less architecture that graces our
jured up in my mind and I dwelt
too for a while, on the work of
WU1 haVt
campus.
Mies
van
deRohe
at
Illinois
I.T.
in26"aacres".
few city
blocks
"
I. for one, was mightily arous- Works aesthetically pleasing in niques
perhaps
Yes,
the
ed and indignant when the plans
has filled
for our brand new book store nature and suited to present day store
the missing
link. the
It isgap.now jt ,"
were first revealed. As I read the needs end requirements. And I plete as you said. -However
description and gazed in awe and thought too, of our newly acquir- closer
development
scrutiny
there, is onemissj^
v"
ed land west of St. George Street important
wonder at the rendering, phrases
sir, that> mak.f
like "sheer lunacy", "hateful ele- and wondered what its fate Ithepropose,
completetherefore,
gamut,
ineorT
vations",others
"fiddely-diddely"
But Pres. Smith's orate the technique we
innumerable
came andto would inbe.Monday's
of "Wattt
me that all Varsity
was well.reasHe
mind. To even propose such a words sured
building in this progressive age stated that "the buildings would and Daub" for our next
of ours, with all the technological be created with a view to econ- to be fixed with "Spray Nei
skill at our command seemed
Of
new
development,
and thus
r
omy and consistent
ing course
use
of the
our "Daub"
modern
technical
rather ludicrous. There could be our proposed
book storedesign."
to set Isa skills)
'cause
that Daub stuff j,
no argument on the grounds that precedent?
Surely it'stoinconsistent and uneconomical
unite an pretty rough in wet weather y'ou
it would be monumental in nature (few book stores are). The illegitimate architecture with an know.
Better still, how about bring
outdated
form
of
construction.
Il
nonsensical idea of emulating
the U.C. residence (which is, as is true that buildings such as ing our history of architect^
Mr. Cassjdy so nea,tly .put it, a Knox, Trinity end who knows, up to date with a new chapier
bastard architecture) in the first maybe even U.C, were architec- and give us a building
Resp that
,we
tural gems in their time but we will " be proud of, ectf
place and then cunningly using
oneullythat
the stone work of Knox College are not living in their time. We will, set a 20th, century
Allan Rae,
precedent
to tie the three into a neat aes- are living in the present and our for our imminent expansion.
thetic bundle left me speechless, society and needs are not the
II Architecture,
if not concerned for the poor fel- same. Have you ever seen an air
lows who thought up this clever port covered with Greek columns
ruse to avoid using their creative or done in perpendicular Gothic?
CRISIS
COMMENT
hours to the tune of at least half as
It seems that, with the furor of the past week inmuchteaching
again as they have now. Consequently, in
over the university "crisis", everybody is getting the sciences
and engineering, at least, the volume
his two cents worth in — so I would like to offer
my opinion on what will happen during this of research done by each professor will shrink
"crisis" period,
whatanyway.)
it is worth. (Which is precipitously. Also, since the frantic demands of
nothing,
but hereforgoes,
industry will also increase drastically,, I shouldn't
1. As far as enrollment is concerned, the ratio be surprised if offers will be made to our lecturers of double salary, no matter what increases the
of engineers to artsmen will continue to increase
make in the present salary schedule.
from the present one-to-four, to one-to-three, university
or one-to-two., or even one-to-one, no matter how Some will succumb. After all, to many .lecturers,
loud the squawks are. Even Peter Gzowski can t teaching is the least desirable part of their work.
-stop it. I shall say nothing on the desirability of these
stick around 'while offers like
being tomade?
this inevitable (to me) result, as it would cloud Who isaregoing
the issue in this letter.
Most of our staff will realize their obligation
2. The university will always be short of build- to society, and stick through thick and thin. ■ Butthe
ing funds — the number of classes will increase remember that each lecturer that leaves increases
to near a point where every lecture room is used the burden on those who remain. Another fact
from 9 to 5 every week day. However the govern- is that it will be at least twenty years before the
ment will slowly kick through with funds, over "crisis" is over, and this is a, major pari of £
the years, so sufficient accommodation will even- person's life. The future is quite gloomy from
tual y be built. I fully expect that at some point this point of view.
Dr. Smith will get down on his knees (if he can
Well here are my predictions which I cast i
make it) and beg, implore, and ' threaten, in no pearls before
<- . (censored.) These ar
uncertain terms, the government (and, no less, momentous times in which
live. How many of
industry' for more money. This part I am not us are not going to shirk ourwe obligations?
particularly worried about.
' P. W. Locke,
3. All faculties will receive gradual increases
n rvi & pCARNIVAL
CRITICISM
Probably much hard work If the weather had been fine knew that the winners
has been done by the Blue and and snow plentiful then there
White Society in the prepara- would probably have been too Carnival would be given »
tion of the 1857 Winter Carniscribed ?
there for theavailfaval. But all this work has been many people
cilities and organization
tankard — suitably inwasted through inadequate
pewter
able. The question therefore
arises as to whether the Car- maybe
Enoughthe has
been said,
publicity
and
"follow-up"
of
the
organizers
of °u|
events. I refer particularly to
nival in its present form is
the sports that took place at suited to the facilities, the peo- year's Carnival (if one is beM'
Caledon. If the Winter Carniple of this campus, and perval »as a whole is to succeed
the '57ofone.the shorthaps mostIf important
— theis will takecomings ofheed
the Carnival
then it must be better organ- weather.
ized and have better coverage suitable then the affair must be
to become a Campus Highlight. better organized and covered.
" C.stryF.. Fa3'ft
IVD. Fore
The only recognition that the
Whether the Varsity or the
carnival sports at Caledon had Blue
and White is responsible
AVR
R
TEU
AMA
taken place ( which surely is for the poor write-ups of the
the essence of the Carnival), events. I do not know — I a letter
rr,(F*,
.papr
day's
to
the
edito
In yester
was 24 lines tucked away on realize the Varsity is shortr ksSinn1''a ^
C.ntTaylo
Jlr.
11).
some
flagra
remar
the
third
page
of
Monday's
staffed
but this was
Varsity. There was no mention be
a University
affair.meant to" the Varsity's publicity of js
of the winners and what results
How that
manythepeople,
that were given were in the knew
st, i .
foremoshowwinnersI wonder,
of the not
AVR, a First
sional
main inaccurate.
profesand
orienteering competition would produc
t her K are directo
all
for Itswe paid
Despite the poor weather al- be awarded a Silva compass eept er,
"
most as many people as last donated by the manufacturers?
are todevoti™
of time
year made the trip to Caledon No recognition of the genero- great
studentsdealwho
to partake in the events and to
sity of that company has been
enjoy the dance in the evening. made public. How many people designed to please »l ^
such as Mr. Taylor Sm"D- p,r
no
business
uJidertak01^ven*"*'^ey.
a business
is not
CERV
TION
Why
are weO'S
hearing no CONT
longer andRIBU
s.opreciate
logic
and
art.
It
is
break
,
even,
< fH*
not tothemak<"
from Mr. Cervo? It is obvious obvious that Mr. Cervo has been If
budgeted
s*10"Kit11 " 1
anything,
that this one who has spoken his stopped by an editorial policy
It is extremely k*niX ,
mind freely and fearlessly, who lhat submits to what it thinks its
Varsity to bothpublicise
the shon P ^ct>)r.iinlen
has contributed constructive .cri- readers want, not what it thinks Smith
ticisms and stimulating material
6»ch 9
'in spite of themselves) Rainbow,
and to students
has been obstructed. Fellow rea- readers
and to let ' 0*'
ders, Mr. Cervo has not stopped need: the finest and most the university know u,e*.0rtfr
writing because of the midget though? -provoking reading mat- while function. ter product d on cEmpus.
Mr. Greenho-.v. with his mental
<participate
1 ni rc.m another
incapabilities, cannot -comprehend
A Reader.
Moiton Grc"n£lH";" tV
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Pops
P.S. On
Jazz
waltz with Latin - American
mensely tothe public acceptance
^gjjpjio cannot be • classified cross-rh
Paul Schennan took the ba- non; one from Don Giovanni
ythms,
played
of jazz as good music. Duke
by
Jc* jazz, but the simUfciity in oddest string orchestra in the
i My Beloved
ton with the TSO Sunday after- from
the
Ellington
was named to the
Furtiveof Love;
Tear,
happiness
anc* ^asic
Donizettii's: A Elixir
origin»
noon (Feb. 10 1, pineh-hittirtg
breathis
Hills
Curacaye
Grand
Music
Hall
of
Fame
by
the
in its musical spontaneity, make
and
tor
la
Walter
Danza,
Susskind.
by
RoS&ni.
selections
the
of
few
t
a
k
In
i
n
g
,
a
place
For
or
readers
of
Down
Beat
thus
bemusic
jt a vital part of the folk
his style, and aoproacb
that are played by John Buddy
coming its fifth member (the three excerpts from Berlioz' each
0l this continent. The current William's
varied,
but
througho
ut
I
found
others;
Louie
Armstrong,
Glenn
Band
sound
Faust,ture towetheheard
Mozart's
Over- his tone a bit too light to enin parts
interest in calypso, as evidenced too much like a sweaty weddingMarriage
of Figaro
>jy the success of the talented dances in a beer-hall on College Miller, Stan Kenton and Charlie and the
hear him distinctly.
Pas
de
Six
from
"Skin Deep" has a
Thisable meisto hardly
Greg Curtis at "La Street, and the saxophones of Parker).
the place to
iojk-singec
sini's William Tell. On Roslengthy drum solo- by Louis
the
Coterie", indicates
a
healthy
apdisk:
the
on
group
third
the
preciation ofthe public towards
broadcast
portion,
Gi-etryBellson,
who
wrote
this
"rouser".
ring.
better form of popular music. Johnny Gounez^, are musically but the remaining tunes (The the ballet music to Aida.
French,r, and
but onSimoneau usess ina labial
the
very poor. But there is also a Mooche, Take the A Train, perCook (LF 1180) - "Dance spirited
ends
of
words
oilPat
Girl
the
by
cut
it
Mottrs
Ballet
Suite
replaced
^V"*"°<
—
has
a harsh
dido,
and
Controversial
Suite
>
One
of
our
finest
Canadian
CalyPS0" ofiers a fine collection drum orchestra that is quite are all letter-perfect, care- tenors, Leopold Simoneau, was
0 j "to-hell-with-taxes-and-to- pleasing in its exploration and
In Rossini's Overture to Cinfully presented jazz master- guest artist. To me, his skill
morrow-cationmusic"
oh lo- conception.
derella, which I considered his
pieces in themselves. Betty with melisma stood out most
in Trinidadrecorded
and Antiqua.
Roche
(who
recently
recorded
best,
I watched especially for
■j^ere are five different groups
Cook (1082) - La Jazz Primi- an album for Bethlehem) puts because he could manage it so the treatme
nt of the long, exwell.
The
figure
rolled
out
with
has a surprisingly good jazz down the "swingingest" bop vo- utmost smoothness of tone
0f
carefree
citing crescendo.
Both times
Gomez
and "musicians:
Orchestra Johnny
(Train tif"
combo
on
side
A
'(drums,
vibes
was hadplayed,
howcalingonthat-Take
the A Train",
mak- Only once, when he Kit a note the passage
and bongo, piano, bass, sax,
Calypso, Anna).
Uohnny's Small
-Nightmare,
ever. Schennan
my particular
favourite.
Skokian,
Island guitar
ed
with
great
force,
did
he
lose
and
drums)
playing
in
the resources of his exhaust
group bepride (singing three typically the Shearing manner as the "The Mooche" is well done early that pleasant quality.
intriguing but nearly unintelli- liner notes frankly admit. The Ellington. "Perdido" affords
foreume.the end
of
the
rise
in
volHe sang a variety of songs:
gible songs). Dictator sings effect is favourable, and the many solos,, and "Controversial an aria from Judas Macca- no climax.When the climax came,
■Chinese Cricket Match", Her- Latin-American beat of the Suite" is a sensitive musical ex- baeus; a traditional English
bert Howard is backed up by leader: Rupert Clemendore,* is perience.
Peeter Sepp. song. Philis hath such Chain- (Tambourin,
In Gretry-Mottl's
the famous Brute Force Steel naturally
Minuetto suite,
authentic while it
and
ing Graces; an aria from Mig- Gigue), each dance
Band on "Reel and Tun" and swings well.
is more or
less
"Sauerkraut Calypso", and fincharacteristic
of
its
origin.
Columbia (CL 936) - The
The orchestration is basic, and
gory, .Landlord
tale of how Nearly
"Last Trombone
Sound: Kai Winding
Nightally thethe
Mr. traScherman
and the orchesFeatures
a
septet
including
four
handled it with
Killed Me",you isenjoy
sung folk-music
By Lord trombones. Kai Winding is perskill. Along
alex
miller
Cristo..lf
the
same easy
lines was Wolfhaps a lesser jazz-man than his
with a beat and an uninhibited
Ferrari's
intermezzo
Strong,
sombre,
for The
often
dissonant
colours,
heavily
outlined
associate: J. J. Johnson,
marlhappy sound,
you'll recording.
like this recent
Four Ruffians. I don't mean the
but in this record he retains, the
Alexto Miller
exhibit Wednesday
in
Alumni
Hall,
Victoria
superb
high-fidelity
College.
Mr
'Miller
spoke
Vic
students
noon about his paintings
is simple to play: it isn't.
Columbia (CL 901) - Blues by and even accentuates, all the
Almost all the paintings were done
in the past two years most music
But we didn't have to think
Basie is a beautiful collection of sparkle and superb musicianship,, of them
much, and that I suppose is
m Mexico or just after his return from his last trip.
unsuspected comthe type of forceful^ swinging, which brought
His paintings have some of the characteristics of the recent
mercial success to the Kai and
big 'band
In thefor closing
J. organization. The arranger Mexican
ConcertMasa PoPS suite.
of the ProPer
someMexican
and vigour,
have theas strength
art: theyqualities
the
Basie sounds
j band which
the hasmostmade
re- J.ments
garish
well. Miller
describedbut the
for trombones is the main landscapeshallow
querada, by Khatchaturian, the
nowned big-band. On these reas
pale
and
washed
out
red
and
strings
suffered
from
an acute
yellow.
His
very
dark
adings, made some years ago charm of this album, excepting - landscapes, he said were a reaction
to this. His paintings often attack of brass, woodwinds, and
_ the latest -in 1950, the earliest occasional slips into cute trivi- show
the
after
image
colours.
Instead
of
red
and
yellow,
green and percussion. In the Valse. I picalities. "Whistle While You
in 1939 — there is a wonderful
list of sidemen, many of whom Work" is an example of the compositions
tured the orchestra as marchHeavybutreds
seen '— forceful
not and
ones browns
That couldarebealso
calledoftenpleasing.
but the experi- purple.
(Lester Young, Buck Clayton, aforementioned,
around a gridiron
halfThree of what Mr. Miller calls "major works" have also been time.ingDuring
Galop, atI could
Buddy De Frando, Buddy Rich, has launchedmentationa whichnewKaierahasfordone
hung. Three large paintings: each dominated by one figure with imagine themthetrying
the
to
beat
etc.)
today's
jazz greats.
The .modern Jazz trombone. The ar- brilliant red or green backgrounds. The "minor works'' were on-thesame are
soulful
strength
of expresSwaps at the post. Was r
spot
paintings,
the
Mexican
landscapes,
a
Mexican
lily
vendor,
a
ranging
doesn't
allow
for
much
sion, that is found on "Take Me extended solo work, but com- Spanish city,, a closeup of mushroom shapes, painting in a few. supposed to?
Somehow I felt that this was
Back Baby"
1941 placedas the
hours. A great deal more thought and effort was put into the Three
mands a wonderful variety of large
present
Basie inaggregation
the
an averageis performance.
works, and they are the most attractive in the exhibit They only
number one jazz band in the ensemble sounds with the use show
Mr.
one of the
preference for broadly painted curvilinear and most Scherman
of mutes. In summary, it is a spikey theplantsameforms
restrained conductors I
reader's poll (for the second slick
and similar colour combinations but on a
and commercially polished higher key.
consecutive year) conducted by
, have ever are seen,
record, remaining true to modfew; and
but hiswhydirec-he
DownBeat
- magazine.
Two of Alex Miller's older pictures, "The Hulk" and "Three should tions
ern jazz feeling while providing
Cook (1090)
- The Castiliane - delightful
have
to
repeat
the odd
listening.
Nuns" suggest previous periods in his work were more subdued
contains some of the most dein colour and more concerned with planes. "Girl with Playing orindication
Jightf ully unsophisticated and
(for
a
"pianissimo'*
Columbia
(CL
830)
Hi-Fi
something
like
that)
I fail
Cards"Picasso
and influence
the large onblueMiller.
nude "Girl Bathing" show more overtly to understand. Ted Barnes.
weird music to have been re- Ellington Uptown showcases the the
corded in high-fidelity. The sophisticated jazz mastery of a
It takes a strong genius to withstand the rigours of a really
effect of a swinging Venezuelan leader who has contributed im- polished
and carefully finished oil painting. Alex Miller has claimed
The right to use the sketch technique. Oil paintings in the last
fifty years have usurped the prerogatives of studies and drawings.
p s. on jazz
They are often hasty, sometimes barely finished in passages and
Organ
generally rough diamonds. The sketch technique preserves the
Ancal life
integral
of Thearemusisunday pops
accidentally just right line, the spontaneous reaction of the moment.
of the part
Campus
the
This perfectly valid technique is however often misunderstood free organ recitals held on alby
the
spectator,
especially
one
well
acquainted
with
the
art
of
ternate
Mondays
at
5:00
p.m.
in
afex miller
Convocation Hall.
past centuries.
was built in
Miller'sarepaintings
assured andand complete
but Mr.
the frames
crude andare unfinished
the wall incan Themselves,
sometimes 1911Thebyinstrument
conservatory
Casavant Freres of Stbe seen between the canvas and frame.
Hyacinthe,
who
remodelled
orchestra
Rough frames and broad painting in fact combine to give the in 1929. There are 80 stops andit
exhibit a Usual modern art atmosphere — lack of craftsmanship. 5.000
pipes.
Aside from This apparently unavoidable characteristic the exhibit
The programs for this term
convocation organ
is a fine one, probably the best to be shown in Alumni
this
year.
Janet MacDonald, have been
tative of thevaried
best and
musicrepresenwritten
for the organ. Familiar names
are Widor, Buxtehude, J. 3.
Bach, Langlais, Haydn, Franck.
m inte
Conservatory
At Convocation
R e g e r, Hindemtth. Peeters.
Two works never before performed in Toronto terrorist faction which governs Toronto, would Brahms, Coupenn and CleramHubert Pielden, just back
drew a large audience to Convocation Hall Sunday rush in and arresT conducTor Mazzoleni. and bault. Particular mention must
«oin Paris where he has Keen
be made of the compositions of
mimefamous
with, the
in- evening." Vaughan Williams' Five Tudor Portraits burn Vaughan Williams in effigy
ternat;'fig
Dr. Healy Willan which rank
mnally
master
and
Clausetti's San Giovanni in Laterano were at their
The
first
Ballad.
The
Tunning',
saw
the
basses
of the art, Marcel Marceau is performed
best but the performance was marred by masters.
by the Royal Conservatory Symphony
equally with
the older
Dr. those
Willanof will
play
the
usual
orchestral
oversighls
and
a
very
ordinary
Orchestra
and
Cfiorus.
This
organization,
inter^ginning
in mime
the last4th.recital of the term
spersed with members of the TSO. proved itself conTralto soloist. The modern world is really onin March
"e*t
week.classes
He is holding
coming
to
something
when
a
man
can
sing
bass
of producing loud sound.
Editions for the classes at capable
The other week we dropped
San Giovanni in Laterano is a Roman folk- on Wednesday night and miraculously change to
3 G-lenholme Ave., Februlegend about the death and burial of a pope, baritone by Sunday night. Such is The case of in, or rather climbed up to one
15 and lfi (Friday and
Victor
Eraun
who
sang
as
bass
soloist
in
the
set
to
music
by
a
contemporary
Italian
composer
of
the top galleries, where the
^turday) from four to six who seems to be a cross between Menotti and Damnation of Faust and baritone soloist last accoustics
are best, and heard
thp fr°m seven to nine in Stravinsky.
Sunday.
Mr.
Braun
was
not
in
good
voice
for
this
The
legend
relates
that
the
dying
Mr.
Frederick Silvester. Wolssta ,eVening- T*1* classes will Pope ordered his corpse to be placed on an ox- concert and I have heard him do better.
tenholme's
Sonata in the style
hflri °" Monday and will be
The last three portraits were characterized by of Handel was just that, for
cart and to be interred wherever the oxen
{>Ja
ata week.
i5 Glenholme, three
Silvester has a way with
!"nes
stopped. This Pope was not a very happy man. progressively worse orchestral playing and an Mr.
' ■
the organ and can extract the
judging from the demoniacal shrieks of the improvement in the singing. Again ihe basses stole most
ne^T Fielden and his partand baroque
the show in 1 The Epitaph of John Jaybird of sounds jubilant
The
major
preoccupation
of
the
mem-_
that it can produce. In
vari^Ues Kasma- e*Pect 3 sopranos.
bers of the orchestra was playing the right notes Diss'. This latter was a very humourous episode the Prelude
and Fugue in G
tor
Vrf
°f
pe0Dle
to
turn
out
in
Pig
Latin.
Hazelanne
Guloien.
soprano,
was
the
but
occasionally
they
managed
to
produce
some
the Editions. In Paris,
beautiful passages. Happily this was the case soloist in the Romanza-Jane Scroop. In spiTe of Minor bytricacyJ.of theS. Bach,
all the wasinweople Marceau's
'who auditioned
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Neil Seifriud,
with over
P. Moens
(For)
and saw their margin cut to five event.
and
P.
Sidorchuk
(SPS)
third and
an
absolutely
clean
sweep
of
"the
V°H ha?ani''
many
eon£ratu,ations
to
Pru,
Liz,
Rhona
and
Pat!
honours
at
the
Intercollegiate
as
Papsin,
addicted
with
a
pene done a great job — one that not too many of our Badminton Tournament held in
chant for faking on every shot, fourth respectively, in the junior
Uflite tc-effIate teams nave Deen ahle te >
>
hooped ten points within the The Skule foursome of Gelling,
Guelph
week-end.
This jf"! usua,|y Proves just a little too much to handle.
The last
Varsity
foursome took space of a few minutes.
■ ,n go -1 about means thG last of the tournaments. There are every
and Mason dethey couldhad— bality
In theto end,
was Meds'
ina- Bruneau,feated aShepley
I f!n<i 24 fi'St tne Archery Tournament at Queen's on February 15 out single
hard running Victoria
copeit with
the back
of 15, point
and therefore
wii'ean^,
tnen
6reat
preparations
must
be
staged
for
the
grand
team
in
the
4x2
lap
relay, with UC
court
Irish
duo
of
Regan
and
solo
claim
to
the
three
other
'he ''R,!i_ J^sketball teams congregate in Toronto to compete
that cost them the game. a close third.
titles at stake. Thf- captain of Lipke
r,'*sdayBaby-'
eve!
onBi°"z!
Lipke,
fast
becoming
the
top
thu team, Pru Smith is now First
WillllPr the
nf «UC
ho Tavlnn
TVnnh,,
Ionswim Mirka
"lli.-i-.,
nie*iS!fSday
evenins:
girls held
a college
meet Singles
The Sports Staff will hold
ball, freChampion, Liz Rorke, player inquentlyInterfaculty
iQse
fj*0~ POOL
p°o1Trophy
broke through the oppo- the weekly pow-wow at the
vents
pIace Winner
positionsof inthetheTaylor
free-style
andwasthe Jean
backcrawl Second Singles Champion, and
Pat
Wood
and
Rhona
Swarbrick
sition's
defensive
set-up
to
score
regular
hour tomorrow
hi the
atI<ie n VC her a one P°'nt etl£e on the second place finalist took the Doubles Crown.
office. Someone
has suggested
drivingting onlay-ups.
Regan
was
hitHere ?auPhinee.
both
his
jump
and
his
plans for a party, so a full
Queen's University took second driving shots.
Iflp f '* !f*ere • • ■ another Intermediate Basketball league game place
with 11 points, followed The Junior Skule scoring was attendance is expected.
- IttjiH^'fi^r6111'15 at 7:30 at 0CE when tne B,ue3a>'s Play by McGill
with
8,
Western
wiJ.li
PLEASE
he on time — L30
off . .tol**ues(Iav
.McGill n'£nt
this 7-, -MuMastei* with -4r -and <0 Ac spread -out fairly evenry- in their
Hall.WS11 te, it"°is.m°ie
l'i>j'*?1*'1'*
the1 Fencing
h 'ti^*! Itearc
with 0 points.
f nine point triumph over UC.
-.harp.
*
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fnco Metals- at"' Work

in Canada

surface that is easy to keep clean and lasts for
The advent of stainless steel flatware has been a great most fashionable and discriminating hostess. Made in aresistant
ts only one of hundred=
boon for modem Canadianhomemakers.lt is available Canada from stainless steel containing approximately lifetime. Stamless steel flatware
in a wide variety of attractive designs suitable for the 8% Inco Nickel, such flatware has a hard, corrosion of products of Canadian industry made withlncoMcKei.

There's

Inco

Canadian-made

Nickel

stainless

in

modern

steel

flatware

Stainless steel flatware in smart, modern
designs is now produced in Canada.

•Cliff. Then it goes to Inco's refinery at Port
' Colborne. A Canadian steel company uses
this refined nickel to make stainless steel.
And practically all of it contains Inco
In the form of strip, this stainless steel goes
Nickel, because most of the stainless
to Canadian flatware manufacturers where it
steel used in flatware is made in
is fashioned into knives, forks and spoons.
Canada with Inco Nickel.
All these operations help provide jobs
for thousands of workmen. In this
Inco Nickel starts out as raw ore at Inco's
way, Inco Nickel helps stimulate the
mines near Sudbury, Ontario. Down in the
growth and development of industry
mines, workmen blast out the nickel-bearing
in Canada.
ore. It is milled and smelted at Copper

Writ* tor a frw copy
fh» Uiv»tral»d booklet.
"Jhm Homanc* of Nid»l"«

LIMIT^C
OF CANADA,
NICKEL
KING
STREET COMPANY
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, ORC Brand Copper, Cobalt, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and other Precious Metals.
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St. Mike's
SAC
CharS
By JOHN rb
GRAY
M*D
Abso
May
that the St. Council
Mike's organization that has been funcStudents' Administrative
are
barons" will meet | tioning successfully for eight
their"power
test next
Monday night years?" m and D president Brewhen the SAC votes on whether
con asked. "That is longer lhan
toDrama
take over
the
SMC
Music and ■ tne SAC has been in existence!"
Society.
The proposed SAC move would
The SAC announced the plan require a raise in student fees.
after weeks
of fighting with M I automatically making every SMC
and D president Brian Breton ; student a member. It would raise
over the official status of the ■ the M and D budget by apprbviorganization of the society.
$300. The present budget
Trouble started two weeks ago ■, mately
is now about $500.
fia
demand
i
Additional
finances would enSAC
the
when
Tnr-ktalk
.I""" romance
Rll:ha.''ds°ns
as shein begs
John Wilson
reconsider his
LOCKTai
\b cs.on to. endj the.r
The Problem
two appear
the Trinity
CoMegeto Dramatic
nancial report from edsociety.
Socle
able more dramatic product- ana
production of The Cockta.l Parly" by T.S. Ehot, opening
Constitutionally and thefinancia
in Hart House Theatre Wednesday, Febru
lly
SAC. is quite autonomous
from society
the
The almost - defunct fiffc
Fees are received from mem- Michael's Music anil Dranin
present
Mbers of the Music and Drama So- Society
monthly will
cnnirrt
Sundaytheirniyf.t
ciety, and the executive chooses with pianist Pierrette LePagt
UC Follies To Be
Revived
the programs in accordance with
the wishes of the members.
Miss l&Page, described Vy
The SAC has power over the featured.
and D Prt ti/Tetlt Brim
Music and Drama Society only MBreton
as "the Glenn Gout,!
if
it
exceeds
its
budget
or
its
youny Canadian women
Catzman,
actions are detrimental to the of
Cowan,
Writers
pianists,"Hull.will perform :n
already, the show tells college. "Where there is liability, Brrnnan
The UC Follies, the formerly* has been replaced in the past Written
the story of our four visiting there must be responsibility."
popular revue pxit on annually few years by standard dramatic journalism
students
to
UC.
and
by University College, will be productions, such as Kiss Me,
SAC president John Leo said.
revived again next year.
Kate, RUR, and Summer and their actions and reactions to Analyzing the situation of the to be staged, Leo snid. Last ycampus life.
A joint meeting of the Literary Smoke.
society,
the council decided it the M and D society sponsored
and Athletic Society and the Wo- The show achieved great ac- Directors Catzman and Co\uan would be best if it were re-or- three productions, including the
announced
last
night
they
will
c
l
a
i
m
i
n
the
late
1930's
when
UC
men's .Undergraduate
ganized under the direct control UTDC entiy, which was not i ftheir production staff of the council.
announced
Wednesday Association
night they students Wayne and Shuster choose
|sented
at the membership
college.
within the next few weeks.
Automatic
for sil
will recommend to the incoming teamed up.
"Why should they re-vamp an !students
would seriously efflJfuv
executive the show be revived Writers for the show will be
next year.
Marvin Catzman and Phil Cowan,
get* the quality of all productions.
Discontinued several years ago who have been working on it
Ereton said. "When the purpose
for financial reasons, the Follies for the past year and a half.
;
the Society
■ rHH
Nominations
1 of
tainment,
down isgoesmassthe en;StahCommerce

Club

To 15 From
The Commerce Club is playing
host to a delegation of Business
Administration students from the
University
Week-end. of Michigan this
The 15 American students will
be met at Union Station this
afternoon at 2.45 by 20 U of T
Commerce students. This exchange week-end will be entirely
underwritten "by MacLaren's Advertising.
Purpose of the week-end is to
afford nomic
an problems
insightcommon
into the""
ecoto Canada and the U.S.
Today after hearing a lecture
by Professor V. W. Bladen, there
*ul
be a banquet for the 35
*«k-enders
at the Town and
Country. All participants will
attend the Laval hockey game
after which a reception will take
P'aee at Delta Kappa Epsilon.
pn Saturday morning, papers
will be presented by each group

Hosts

Michigan
on the subject of large firms vs
small firms.
Saturday afternoon a roundtable discussion on the interdeendence- of the Canadian
and
American peconomies
will feature
Dean Ian Macdonald, D. Monieson and S. Stykolt of the Political Economy Department, Paul
Deacon andsentativeanof Labour.
undisclosed repreAfter the banquet at the Park
Plaza,
Rainbow.the Togroup
finishwilloffseetheFinian's
evening, the week-enders will have
a coffee party at Mr. Ross Kennedy's house at Markham.
Michiganers t&kfi the 10 a.m.
train back to Ann Arbor Sunday. Jack Richardson, chairman
of the exchange said: "The weekcombining with
formalsocaland events,
informalend,discussions
'experishould be a stimulating

Still 35 Short
Fifteen of the fifty nominations needed for the Hart
House Committee elections were received by noon yesterday.
The nominations close this afternoon.
Last year a total of 80 nominations were received for
the five standing committees, House, Library, Music, Art
and Debates. Nine places are open on each of these committees.
The Squash Committee, which has not the full status of
a standing committee, needs five nominations for election.

j Twoed thecouncil
members
suggest-on
vote be
jjostponed
whether This
the report
would bewhen
re~
!! SAC.
quired.
was defeated
' one councillor said such a move
' would lower the prestige of The
Jweek
"Betterthanto lose
over a
to prestige
be completely
wrong," Breton said in an interview
foi'."yesterday.
Next will
Monday
meeting
be the night's
deciding 34C
factor in the current fight. The
council will then vote on the
proposed
of the
and
Dramaabsorption
Society into
the Muwc
SAC
The tentative plan calls for
the
establishment
of anmember.
"At^s
Society"
under committees
an SAC
Two
separate
would,
then be set up for music and
drama.
Tuesday Forum
Will Discuss

ence."
eac at a glance
Last night the EAC. besides ton College had decided to writ
Region
^eiding
it had no real pow- a song' about the Ontario Confer°h thethat
campus:
Regional
NFCUS
at theence held
at Waterloo last month.
—mused over methods of bezation, ting a more effective organi- — heard reports from WUS,
and the National AfSHARE,
fairs Committee.
j—
clappe(|
on
hearing
that
Joan
—noted
Juler and Bob Kaplan had been were absent.that eight members
fleeted
to attend seminar
the Worldat Unirsity sen-ice
the
0|1 Coast this summer,
j, T~^ltzert open mouthed at OPEN HOUSE
the SHARE camt„~Ph
hat n Burgess,
ts'
Studen
manager as he announced ClubTheis holdin
Hungagrian
house
an open
'his year's SHARE earn- in
House Great Hull,
1 expenses were $25 as com- TuesdHurt
19 at 8.00 p.m.
ay Feb.
With *400 of RwfttUi Canadian
student-. Interested
d
ll\ :irri\r
i«-'.-n
in m.H'ntr
and
|ev~»"IBho<'
Hub" students from Sopronattend.
'fflibi
i1'onal wnen
Affairs Dou»
Committee
to
"'Ma Import* I trfofcl WJe- Budapest are Invited

I1 dard."
Prime objections to the first
SAC move to demand a finan< i<d
report came because of confuSion
'in ,the council itself. Breton
] charged.
"Nonetheyof were
those voting
people
knew what

, number 279 in the series of Sunday evening recitals <n
C_OnC6rt Hart Hoi.se will be provided by this pair of young
B.C., will accompany
Wright, native of Trail. select.
Canadian mus.cans. Carola program
ons from Bach,
that atincludes
m Concert starts
Pack
Rowland
cellist
8:30.
Debussy.
Beethoven and, r » ■ j
— photo by John Steele

Of GP
Purpose
The Toronto committee
of the
Canadian Association of Medical
Students and Internes has ara forum discusranged to hold practice.
sion on general
Discussion
will take place at
Falconer Hall* Tuesday at 8.00
p.m., forandthe medical
benefit student*
of all prcmedical
The panel includes two gen* J
practitioners from Toronto who
will represent the advantages and
disadvantages of general pract.ee
in Toronto. Smaller centers will
practitionby two
be represented
ers, one in c!inica|
practice.
Tt • y
will argue the merits of gent al
practice
in
the
towns.
The feminine side of me<H 1
practice will he outlined bj a
leading woman GP.
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our
employment tables turned
In the spring, a young man's fancy turns, contrary
tij>the Tin Pan allegory, to thoughts of employmentpermanent 'for some, temporary for bthers.
' Perhaps the most obvious sign that Louis Kroneberger is right when he calls this the age of publicity
is1 the predominance of advertising that is done by
firms with the hope of snaring some of our better
graduates.
The New York Times now devotes almost an entire section to carrying appeals for university graduates, and the office above our heads is flooded with
open-handed personnel from concerns who need new
blood.
; Ours is perhaps the first generation to be in the
driver's seat about future employment. Where once
the young man used to worry about finding any job
at all, now he waits for the best offer to come along.
The idea of a nervous graduate confronting a
gruff and begrudging personnel agent has reversed
itself: now it is they who have to sell themselves to
us.
Economic analysts by the dozens have writtenabout the new trend, speculated on what makes a
university graduate want to join a firm, conjectured
about the value of wages compared to security, and
wondered if the new idea is valid.
In fact, from the undergraduate point of view, it
means little. Our generation will produce exactly the
same share of money-grubbers, idealists, professionals, Babbitts and bums as has any other. The real
change in attitude is merely one of degree— not of
kind.
Regardless of the difference in the strength of forces exerted on us, the best jobs will continue to draw
the best men.
The over-all action has been simply another outcrop of Mr. Kroneberger's Age of Publicity.! If everyone stopped selling soap on television, the proportion
of brands sold would remain almost exactly the same.
If everyone would just let us make up our own
minds, the employment percentage would remain
stationary.

s"
on'
eatleads the IVY LEAGUE

J

'Ivy League"
CORDUROY
SPORT JACKETS
Comfortable cotton corduroy
in "much-in-demand" "Ivy
League" styling — 3-button,
single-breasted with flap
pockets and centre vent.
Choose from basic shades of
brown, green or blue in plain
toand44. stripe effects. Sizes 38
Each 35.00 to 39.50

i

readers

HE'S SORRY, TOO
confess that your figures may
Most people regard objectivity be wrongcel ence ofthe
because
of the
exmake-up!
It must
andsound
honesty
as prerequisites
for
reviewing
of works of be quite frustrating to people
who get together for artistic
art. To inject the personal sug- end.
gests either ignorance of the ethno-mathematical
'nice'
distinctions
reviewer's art or sheer egoism. purposes to find those
I was therefore jarred to read being made — all to no useful
in your the
review
of "Finian's
Rainbow"
following:
Finally, I believe that you
"I am sorry to say I was dis- are unaware of the fact that
appointed by some of the the word "Negro" is not regarded by all people of African
Negroes
in theyoucast."
Why were
sorry? Would or mixed African descent as a
you have been elated had they particularly happy racial classification — this, despite its usage
excelled?terion of Can
you use
the cria superb
professional
and Nigerians
■ other"
recording which you had heard, by most whitethropologists.
do annot
to judge a small part of an speak of themselves as "Nigeramateur performance, without
ian
Negroes",
nor
do
Haitians.
or Brazilians. You
usingate thesimilar,
criteria to evalu- Jamaicans
entire show?
would therefore have been on
much
sureY
terrain had you
Later on you draw a fine
merely remarked that some of
distinction
regarding
the
person el of a quartet (1 of black the actors who portrayed negroes were disappointing. Then
to 3 of white), Is this the reason
and only then would you have
why
"The
Begat"
was
"done
justice?" You then confusedly placed the word "negro" in its

correct
context. pejorative
Indeed on Southern
reading tfc '
portion of your review r
land that
was yet
sure
the among
ghost ofus ivr,. *el[
Editor's Note:
Pyne
My for
congratulations
to
a point I since™
believe
to be well
taken
word "Negro"
is a dan£er
ifimmediate
l?Tistime
that it°0s
oneanyto criticism
use reaction
at anyis implied
because the person crit;Cised !s
If Mr. Pyne will read Dly
a Negro.
13
sure
willI agree
that
ofwhat
Finian's
Rainbow
atviewall he
meant,
i Was\si^.J*e"
appointed by members 0f \t
Negro who
blood, and I found
cast
hatha!6
the
easiest wayhappened
to mentiont0 them
I was sorry because t l,aJ
hoped to avoid such letters »
Mr. Pyne's by being able to say
I was
pleased
by their
In point
of fact,
I did work
compare
all aspects of the show with
Pete
profess
perform
and
r
ional
ances
Gzow
with just a few exceptions, ski.
was
favorably impressed.

Let's have a 21-gun
salute SO'S
for and remain
AND
HE our president —
world.
limiting his sphere of
the Michael Cassidy's of the thereby
"taste" to the ivory tower district
of
St.
George St,
This second-year Trinity man
The Varsity
has written a letter deploring the And when will the University
proposed bookstore. But where of Toronto start to show a little
are the letters from the archi- faith in the architects who are
by The Council
Students'
Administrative
tects, the supposed leaders of on its staff? These. men have ofPublished
theToronto
University
of Toronto
taste of the community?
had to keep ahead, or at least
5,
Canada
Are successful
they restingCitycontent
with abreast, of the times to handle Member Canadian University
their
Hall fight,
Press — Editorial and News
varied
curor are they too busy becoming an ever-changing
riculum. They haveand not
stopped
-S.A.C. Bldg
architects to be interested in learning with
graduation, as one Office - Basement,
architecture?
V/A.
3-8742
Business
&
Advertising
Mgr.,
might
assume
of
the
architects
Or worst of all, are they happy of the "new" bookstore.
E. A. Macdonald— WA. 3-6221
with the
store?. newly-planned book- Yet architectural commissions Editor-in-Chief . Peter Gzowski
tures). Editors: Doug Marshthe University of Toronto are Associate
The fact that President Smith atcontinually
farmed out. Perhaps
all (make-up) ; John Gray
gives his blessing to the build- we need a change in staff, so
(news); Sam Ajzenstat (fea■
makes
us
hope
that
he
will
that
architects
on
graduation
will
decline the chair of the Canada
issued
Doug 'Marshall,
prepared
to Allen
turn rather
out "accepCouncil if and- when it is offered, be
table" architecture,
than today's
contemporary.
Bernholtz,
Pete Gzowski, Mary Jane RowArch. IV
ley,
Allen
Baxter,
how
many do we need and
for four
pages anyway?

ch
ur's
ited
Ch
UnSt.
ew
Andr
117 Bloor atE.,Yonge
near Subway
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D.D.
D. Kilpatrick,
Organist & Choir Director
EDGAR GOODAIRE
11 a.m. "The Arm of the

Church of The Redeemer
(Anglican)
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
and Avenue
Road
3 11a.m. a.m.
& 11 preacher
a.m. Holy theCommunion
Rector
7
p.m.
Rev. J, ofc.Preacher
M. Clarke
Diocese
the
Arctic •
Coffee Hour following the Evening
Service welcome.
Students cordially

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL
Weekday Services
7:30 a.m. — Holy
8:45
MattinsCommunion
6:00 p.m.
Evensong
11:00
p.m. —— Compline
Sunday Services
8:15
Holv
9:15 a.m.
a.m. —— Evensong
Holv Communion
Communion
6:30
p.m.
11:00 p.m. — Compline
EVERYBODY WELCOME
THE

KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
■ Sunday
DR. WM.
FITCH: Minister

SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Welcomes members of the Uru
versity at its meeting for w©(
ship on Sundays at 11 a.m.. s
60 Lowther Avenue (at Bedfor
two blocks north of Bloor.)
WA. 1-036S

7.30 p.m. "Bui if not—"
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Students cordially invited
to attend these Services. ord" >padina Ave. & Harbord
L

"Ivy League"
CORDUROY
SLACKS
Casual, comfcrtoble cotton
corduroy. Cut narrow with
buckle back strap and pleatless front . . . handsome leather trim on side pockets.
Choose from shades of black,
brown
and green. Waist sizes
30 to 38.

!

SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES \

^ 51.00 per person |
1
U
j Dancing Every Saturday j

Each 12.95 io 16.95

j
PHONE UN. 1-5111
EATON'S— Moin Store Second Floor-Dept. 229

<*T. EATON

writ*

Sir.

C^to
thi MILDEST BEST-TAST1IMG e ^bitte

Mart

j Kenney's
Ranch
RESERVATIONS

|
j

j
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{oop

Blues

1 .1 „rYear's
die tomorrownf evenTnr.
p
d0t^e- TTniversitv
University of Tor
[0hasketball Blues as they
queen's
If the University
Blues have Golany
Ills vhatever
of capturing
■collegiate title, a win
SltBis a must.
,oV!
John forMcManus'
boys
n\1)ready
this important
For the first time in
t-eeks
BluesRotman
will be re-at
i°th.theHesh
daction last night, as
charges
Put his
amisa rigorous
practice ses^uge

It

Meet

sion,
and will
tomo
plav
tr™™,
. * gtot
v with
P,liy
rrow
evenibe-ng.ready
Alon
Bigges
Al Va.ch
uhs, and Garry
Vipon
d,
who has been going great late,
Rotman's return will giveof Toronto enough height to control
those importan
backboards.
Ruby Richman andt Pete
Potter
will start at the guard posts.
A number of "if's" are tied up
with this contest. To begin with
Queen
McMaster in
Hamilt'son meets
Friday night.
beats the Golden GaelsIf Mac
and
there'sToront
a goodo takes
chance care
they ofmightthe
and

0rf

Tonight

Queen's

Kingston five, the following
evening,
the Blues couldtfind
Contes
themselv
es just two points
out of
second
place
with one game in
hand.
This year's Queen's team has
improve vastly over last year's
congregdation.
The Blues took
two games from that team, winning the home contest 98-59. But
that Golden Gael
squad did
have Paul Pedor
on hand. not
The game, which should be the
best of the current season, is
the main event of this week's
Athletic
night. The Blue-Jays
open the evening at six-thirty
meeting Queen's Intermediates.
The Interfaculty wrestling championships and an Ail-Star Canadian Swimming Association team
to meet the Toronto swimmers
win also be featured. Following
game theintogymnasium will
betheconverted
a ball room for
your dancing pleasure. — Mandell.

Wle
ofTnrai<-Goalk
t-Viif t-rilli O-Tlt'c
i-ii-ilnt „s each.
i_eeper
That figures
, a
aJ that tonight's Inter point
thoug
h
less
than
half of what
giate hockey game between Laval'
s Pierre Raymond has colBlues and Laval Rouge et
be a goaltender's battle outdo lected in his determined bid to
McGill's Leo Konyh for
ibly an over-statement,
-k at the goals-for column individual scoring honour
resents fairly the strengths,of repHockey
standings shows that both
not
one allor nine.
two Varsity forwards,
in tonight's battle are but
Women's
prolific scorers,
iyever, a peek further to Raymond has seven goals and
hard-fought contest ended
ight reveals another inter- 16 assists for a 23-point total, ui a scoreless scramble as St.
fact. Ray Dunn, Blues' Linemate Michele Lagace is four Hilda's I and Vic I battled in
has allowed only 22 goals points behind, but his 10 goals Varsity
Arena Monday afternoo
ght games.
That's not a bad is tops in the league.
The goalies tenaciously defenden.d
any league,
their nets, and as the score
tie Raymond Lavoie. who
shows, the defense was effective.
s the twine for the LavalSt.
Hilda's Pam Hill was the
Int
erf
aculty
has a less enviable record,
outstan
ding player of the game
jam-mates have a fouras
she
thrilled the crowd with
unbeaten string under then
Summary
her amazing stickhandling.
I downed PHE I 2-1 in
if it isn't a goalkeeper's Two major league basketball 1POTexciti
and well-played
, it's a pretty
safe have
bet thatan games were played yesterday. game. Mike ngMcEwan
both
padded
lads will
SPS B almost doubled the POT's goals, while copped
fce of work.
Ada Macicore.
on
Victoria
III
Pherso
at
noon
n
got PHE's lone goal.
the clash brings together hour when they racked up the POT's defens
eman
ird-shooting, well-balanced Vicmen
stellarMary
game.Mc37-19.
Urlocker
led
the
Cloud
team,
and
a
pair
of
played
winners
with
eight
points
while
Vic
shut
out
St.
Hilda's
II
fmen who have shown a Bright hooped seven.
on Tuesday afternoon, with
rtaWe tendency for putting UC IV scored their second win 2-0
the
strenuo
us
efforts
of
their
nek into the net.
in a row as they downed Meds marksm
goalie enMargwereMcDona
Vic's
i Blues have three forwards, III
Aliceld.Bielesch
Higgins
was
UC's
top
Anderson, Mike' Elik and man 38-33.
14 points.
Fisher, tied with eleven In with
brillian' t victory for
Barbr Leaman.
minor league activity, UC andAnothe
Beta Sigs triumphed over the j Nursing as they crushed POT
UC
Victorshooping
38-29. 17
Drebin
5-0 inplaya very
gam,
winners,
points.led the | The
TERCOLLEGIATE
was one-sided
centered mostly
Engineering-Physics III B around the POT nets — however,
scored a close two-point win Nursing goalie Elaine Barrons
tORING LEADERS
over II Mining scoring a 27-35 got a well-deserved " shut-out
win.
HOCKEY
which incidentally lengthens her
G A Pts PI1
water polo activity. Meds record to three. Goal getters for
7 IB 23 £ I IV Indowned
St. Mike's B 6-1. Ber- Nursing were Dorothy Hutchison
*°> 4 17 21 i
two, Marilyn Irwin with one,
1ger was the game's top marks- with
a dual effort by both for anfour goals.
*»> " ' " " |manTwowithmajor
league hockey Gordon. other, and also one for Isabelle
; games were also played.
St. Mike's C shut out SPS
. VII In another
v..^.i well-fought
trui-iuuBia battle
UcllU
Z-0.
Garvey
scored
both
Irish
;
POT
I
again
managed
;oals. Pharmacy skated all over | out PHE I 3-2. POT'sto edgstar
Mag-wood
Emmanuel scoring- a 6-2 win. HeatherJanice
Basketball
scoredtwo,„ |
Hallsnetted
jBowles with two, Scott. Dyman, white
IVachon and Morrison tallied for single. For PHE Pat Elsley and j
Pat Scully scored a goal apiece.
j Pharmacy.
Sr. Meds scored three Straight Nancy Doubt was penalized for
'Mac)
Wins over Sr. UC A in squash tripping, and again leadership j
action. Levy, Schiller and Conn was provided to POT's defense ,
(Mac)
all triumphed for the doctors.
by Mary McCloud.

THIRD \H A SERIES BY IBM*, DOUG. COU11S

APPLIED

SCIENCE:

The application of electronic principles to practical
business problems is the vast field of the Applied Science
Division of IBM. It's in this field that the graduate in
Pure
Mathematics or one
Sciences finds
particular satisfaction. Hereof hethe isPhysical
able to applv
both the theory and practice of his-education to directly
work-aday problems. He first is given the
ty to further
his knowledge through the study opportuni
of
Electronic
Digital
and Analog Computors. This training completed
becomes an IBM Applied Science Representative andhe
is ready for an interesting assignment.
A typical assignment might be the solution to a computing problem put to IBM by one of Canada's giants of
the petroleum
industry.
the Applied
Scientist would consult withIn thethistopsituation
Engineers
analyse the problem, translate it intoChemical
the
language
Electronic Computor and help interpret the results. of an
An IBM Applied Science Representative is a
highly paid specialist who must have outstanding
theoretical
knowledge and practical ability,
meeds the enquiring mind of an inventor and thehe
logical thinking of a philosopher. The requirements
for these positions are high but the rewards,
both
personal and financial, are higher.
Graduating students and undergraduates will find our
booklet "Look Ahead"Write
for a copy.
of interest
in planning u earner.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES.
COMPANV LIMITED
Don Mills Road
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TodayFormsLAST
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IT'S YOUR HOUSE — NOMINATE AND VOTE
Sing Song
East Common Room
Art Gallery
Art
Library
2
3
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1.30
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Sunday
Concert— Great Hal! Rowland Pack — 'cello.
Tickets from Hall Porter's Desk.
9.00 p.m.
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NOMINATE TODAY!
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Tuesday
Monday
VOLLEYBALL Wednesday
Time
5:00-6:00 U.C. I
St. Mikes
POT I
Vic. Jr.-Sr. Practice
Winner1 & 3
6:00-7 :00 Pharmacy
League
Nurses
Winner2 & 4 Meds. '
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Fr. I League
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7:00-8:00
Vic.
Sophs.
8:00-9:00
U.C. I
Meds. I.
—*Mon
If ILC. I wins one more game it tops League
1 and Nurses game tops League II.League ffl.
Hilda'seither
of St.beats
—-- winners
11ii Vic
VII.
ut.iio
POT
I Srtops-Jr.League
IV POT II or Pharmacy. It topsHome
Visiting
Date
Hockey Schedule
for Week ot Nursing
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- St.
18
Meds18HUda'i
POT
Nursing
U.C.
II
Vic. n
Feb
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P.H.E.
Wed Feb
Feb 212019
Vic. I
Thurs
Feb
/ Frl Feb 22 12:30 St.
Hilda's :
Mike's
St. Hilda's
12:30 4 '-

Man
Hurry!

Moat young men want io get
somewhere In a hurry! The Bay
offer* a real opportunity for Arte
and
■o. Commerce graduates io do
You eaa be am executive soon—
because Kite and Commerce
graduates learn retailing rapidlyRetailing in the Bay's Department Storea offers —
• A comprehensive executive
development program.
• Minimum starling salary —
$33S per month.
• A chance to grow with Western Canada.
Make an appointment through
your Placement Officer io see
our Representative for further
Information.

Our Representative Will Be Here Monday,

btjCORPCAATCD 81* MAY 1670.
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Monopoly

Open
Letter
It is blood campaign week again at the University of Toronto
and the help of every person is needed to make it successful
Will you get behind this project — a really vital one'
All blood collected is given by the Hed Cross to hospitals
which will provide transfusions 'free to patients. These hospitals
include the Sunnybrook Veterans' Hospital, the Toronto Hospital
for Tuberculosis, Northweste Queonsway and Scarborough
General Hospitals, and those rn.
at Army
Air Force stations. In
these hospitals any patient may receiveand blood
free of
charge and without obligation to replace it. entirely
This service is
only blood
because
of the free-will donations of thousands
ofpossible
voluntary
donors.
In cases of emergency the Red Cross also supplies blood to
hospitals which do charge their patients for
it, but they supply
these
hospitals
absolutely between
free. In the
short,
the'andRedrecipient
Cross acts
merely
as
the
intermediary
donor
and
receives no remuneration.
The health and even the lives of many people depend upon
your efforts. Your chance to donate is all
week at the
University School of Nursing, 50 St. George St.,this
from 9 to 12 a.m.
and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Remember, blood
cannot be manufactured,
it must be donated! Make this a record clinic — blood is urgently
needed!
The Student Service Commission
Students'
University Administrative
of Toronto, Council
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The announcement was made Friday by C. F. H. Carson, treasurer of the Unner (Wd*

.hJ^/^VIfthe «reet<;d
of T law school Dean C. A Wrinht He
characterized
move-as enthusiastically
"one of the mostbyp Uregressive
steps ever taken in legaTeducatmn
ILc^XetZX.
Wn*ht still
re3iSne<i
1949 at
aftdisputemayr'et-ni^tr
All prospective lawyers
Osgoode
be reduced to
spent fr°m
half 0Sg0Ode
at OsgoodeHa"andin half
three
months.
have to spend time at Osgoode, in law offices.
but the required time will be Now, students of accredited Universities all over the province were consulted about the
much shorter. Three years were law schools will take a regular
required to obtain an LL.B de- three year course, article for 15 proposed change, and it is exgree from the U of T law school,
pectedtablnewished inschools
be es-in
the nearwillfuture
with a year of articling then months, and then spend six
taken, and after that a year months at Osgoode. The period Kingston
and
Hamilton.
The
schools now are at the U ofonlyT
and at Osgoode Hall.
The new move will still give
Osgoode
the fate ofultimate
aspiring control
lawyers,overby
FEES
MAY
retaining the right to give final
BE
DEDUCTIBLE
accreditation, but it is expected
that there will be a tremendous
If
increase in the number of lawyer? graduating.
FROM
1958
Under 200 lawyers are gradINCO
(Special) — Tuition fees and assistant to Finance Minister "We've ME
been passing resolu-TAX
laws. student earns less than
uating every year at the present
tions about the taxation matter
other education costs may be- Han-is. Mr. Harris was out of
is very over-of
his parents may time. Osgoode
n
a
year,
crowded, withHall
an enrollment
come income tax deductions in town.
or five years now," Golthe budget after next, if a move- Golden said the interview was for four
den said, "but now we are doing declare him an exemption worth over 900 students.
ment started by university Lib- very satisfactory.
$750 on their tax forms. Previ- The announced changes will
about Mr.
it." Benidickson $400
Golden said
eral clubs takes effect. /
ously this legislation covered take soneffect
"Mr. ative.Benidickson
co-oper- something
said. next September, Cartold him there were no statis- only children
He said the was
government
Last week's Ottawa convention
under 16.
tics
on
how
many
students
were
of the Canadian University Lib- would probably be interested."
eral Federation set up a standing "I think we stand a good, employed during the summer, or
committee to explore and act on chance of having some action on how much tax they HH Nominations Lowest Yet
the income tax situation.
taken," Golden said, "because
"I cheeked and he's right,"
Second year Osgoode Hall stu- we're Liberals, and so is the hepaid.added.
dent Aubrey Golden was elected
One
of the committee's first
national chairman of the com- government."
There' is no chance for inclus- jobs will be to organize a nation- Only 48 Applied For Posts
mittee. According to Golden,
wide
survey to gather those figion ever,
in thisGoldenyear's
budget,
howsaid.
ures. The survey will begin next Hart House committee nomina- cause of a lack of candidates.
signs are "very encouraging."
tions hit a new low this year, There were three applicants for
Currently, students get no The Osgoode student, in charge September, as students enroll at
added benefits under Dominion of five regional sub-chairmen, various universities.
Undergraduate
John the Debates committee.
Becker
said last Secretary
night.
has
been
active
in
scholarship
When
they
have
the
necessar
y
'aw. If" they earn more than and bursary lobbying in the past.
Only antheincrease.
Arts There
committee
are
figures, the government will be Only 48 candidates were no- showed
thSi, 000 during the fiscal year.
pay tax on it, regardless He was chosen for the chairman- approached
m
i
n
a
t
e
d
,
h
e
said.
Last
year
there
again.
twelve
candidates
for
the comMr. Benidickson told Golden were 80 nominations.
ship
after
leaving
the
fight
on
°* Representatives
how much goes oftoward
fees.
m
i
t
e
,
a
s
against
eleven
last
the Liberal the convention floor to have the the government had extended its Election for Squash, Debates
of parents when and House committees will be
approach Mr. Harris' consideration
Jjub's
committee Liberal
interviewed
W. federation
had the highest numthey extended the exemption by acclamation this year, be Trinity
office.
Benedickson,
member
of applicants,
with three
for
l0|n Kenora and parliamentary
the berHouse
committee,
two for
Squash, two for Art, three for
Library,
and one for Music.
year,
Great Hall Scene
Will "Look Awful...
Tririity has a nominating meetdates.
ing, and chooses its own candiOf Big Reception
Bookstore
Architecture
Vetoed
Victoria has only two candidates, one of whom ran last
Campus -opinion is almost unanimously against the architecture of the proposed bookstore, but it
For Hungarians
is generally agreed that a new store is needed.
Six
candidates
registered from.
U of T students will have a
Typical of comments received in telephone interviews was "Something of a more contemporary University College. There were
ance tomorrow evening to nature should have been designed"; Tony Valentine till Arch).
for Squash,
the Debate*
Plans released two weeks ago said the bookstore, scheduled to open in 1958, will be situated two applicants
their Hungarian guests.
one for
two
A Hart
specialHouse
reception
planned between Sir Daniel Wilson Men's Residence and Knox College. Its architecture is a blend of the two. committee,
year.Art, and one for Music.
for
Greatis Hail.
Allen Bernholtz, (IV Arch) said, "It is silly to try to match up a building with two others of
0 At least 60 Hungarian refucampus?"
had fiveforcandibuildings on
other bookstore,
all the
they match
didn'tVictoria
Why said
architectures.
dates. One registered
the
Bev Davison
(II Vic)
Collegeup has
its own
so she
never went near the St. Michael's
° es will be present for the pro- different
House
committee,
one and
for two
De^am, which begins at 8 o'clock, present one anyways.
bates, one for Library,
fuss about it. Sure its colorless architecture, for Music.
th Hungarians will describe
"I think they are making altogether too much
jj 11'rthat
experiences
the revolu- but who cares? The rest of the University looks so terrible no one would care for an attractive
_rocked thein world.
building anyways," C. Taylor Smith (III UC> said.
Engineering applications were
a students who fled to Many
freearound campus, I don't 6ce down, but Medicine was up with
Cathy Smith (II UC> said "With all the other promised buildings
athletic building, a new p and OT seven candidates.
Oth •aJ:e ^roficiertt k> English. why there should be a new bookstore. Surely a new Women's are
bookstore."
beforeBut a there
Music itbuilding
Campaign speeches will be
1 lh^Uf*ge
ei s areup studying
theira day.
new building,
new isDentistry
"If thea idea
to fit in building,
with the and
othera hew
buildings,
should be a needed
good idea.
is realty no given
to six hours
in the Map Room at 1.15
said.
PHE)
(II
Kaltenbruner
Betty
if
around
others
the
with
building
a
in
fitting
of
point
p.m. this week.
in"unsarfan songs — that were
will Art
speakcommittee
Friday.
Baggley (HI Arch) said it is in good taste for the campus, but it is not the way he would candidates
t0.1Ut^ental in rousing a nation haveDick
Tuesday.
designed a bookstore.
^r°ism. — win also be sung,
Library
Monday.
'
and
Music
a
and
date
of
out
are
which
'They are trying to do something which will call back sentiments
vp^ ' undergraduatea of the uni- hindrance'
Elections are scheduled for
to new ideas," Andy Gaede (III Arch) said. The old site was ill chosen, but the new one
a^' y — including women —
February 27, from
m°men3Vite<* to attend the ceve" 'S ^'Mhlnk1 ttie building will look avctul, but I really don't care what it looks like so much as I Wednesday,
10 a.m. to-6 p.m. Ballots may be
are the .Hungarian care about the high prices which I hope will not continue," Ellie Price <U1 SMC) said.
cast in the East Common Room
day, Rooms
and in from
the Reading
and
didn't
-It looks like a very modem barn. They should go' along with the type of architecture precedenfed ali
Debates
12 to 2 P-in,
beforeClubOctober'swhich,
revolution.
in' the library We cant be old toggles all the time," Dick Travers (I SMC J said.
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WHITHER
Cultured
Vultures"
nr.J
been
commented
Student government has taken
on by have
college, because "I would not
By JOHN GRAY
the Sac
Apparently
the
SAC
did
not
irthnment
a turn for the worse during the stop to consider the ramifications week that he would do all in want pro-Robeson elements
Fe\v
people
are
aware
that
of
such
an
action.
past few weeks as the St.
the college."
his power to prevent a singer around
Unofficial
suggestions that the SAC's new political brainchild
Michael's
Catering
to ofsuchwhom
a broadhaveaudi-no such as Paul Robeson (a Com- proposed new society's name be came about in a rather Strang"
cil is in theCollege
processstudent-counof hopping
ence,
many
munist! from performing at the changed to the "McCarthy way — by Canadian standards
on the cultural band-wagon. . particular taste for music or
at Noleast.mention of the move
drama,
the
high
calibre
which
When the SMC
Students'
Ad\Vaed
ministrative Council demanded has been maintained in the past
made until the end of Prtheopose.xe.
_■ report from Brian Breton, would surely be lowered to suit
mi
cutive
nute
prior to the open
an unselective audience. The
A YOUNG
MAN'S GUIDE
meetingmeeting
last Monday
night. Ten s
president
the college's
Music chairman
of the proposed society
and
Drama ofSociety,
a few people
TO
GRACIOUS
LIVING
would
not
necessarily
be
one
adjourn
before
minutes
except the president of the SAC
move, an(i
realized this was but the swell- who has great artistic taste or
By BRUCE GRAY
President
" John
LeoSociety,
that
should
absorb and,
the
MusictheandSAC
ing
prologue
to
a
bureaucratic
Drama
judgement.
theme.
Previous articles in The Var- light youstander deluge
a corner
bywith
a
torrent
of
muddy
The
directors
of
the
commitsity have
a growing in-of slush. You should say:
set up thea administration
new defi"Arts
Two weeks later the SAC
under
tees under such a chairman
terest shown
in the cultivation
the
nite Council"
approfoval
announced plans to take over would inevitably be friends
A.
"Cheer
up,
the
forecast
proper that
manners.
Mi". Noxon
the whole running of the society
showed
many
commonplace
SAC. There was five
"real intel- quandaries of everyday life, can says rain anyhow,"
— even though it had run suc- whom helectualconsiders
without anyof 'the
B. "Would you like the other discussion
", or possibly worse.
cessfully during the last eight
be
met
with
a
few
well
chosen
given
by the executive, it was
Has nobody suggested to the words or an adroit decision on sideC. done
too?"
years.
The
SAC'S
justification
"What's
the
idea
of,
rubtook the form that a revised SAC that perhaps it might be your part. How convenient it
placed before the open meeting
bing
your
muddy
coat
against
organization could provide the a good idea to give the Music would be to accumulate a host
that night.
college withductions if they
more had
dramatic
pro- and Drama Society, as it exists, of ready-made solutions for
Vigilante meetings have been
5. You have staggered up to
a bigger
a small subsidy,
and
let
the
relife's
little
trials.
the top floor of the Economics apparently carried out at st
mainder of the finances come
•budget. The way to get a bigger
Consider
the
following:
Building,
and in your exhausted Michael's over the weekend
budget was to make every stu- from voluntary memberships?
my
car?" bump
1, You have
boarded
into a girl, spilldent at the college an automatic Has the SAC not considered that streetcar
and ajustbrief
surveya daze ingyouher books
over the rail to trying to find some solution to
perhaps
it
would
be
better
for
member
of the
"Arts heSociety,"
but one seat left vacant. crash to the floor
four storeys the problem which will be
and for such
an honor
would the sake of M and D quality Areveals
matron
alsoisspies
below. You should:
be levied one dollar through that an executive elected by the themiddle-aged
to a vote at the SAC meeting
seat
and
the
race
on.
his regular fees.
interested members of the col- Luck is with you and with a
tomorrow night. Perhaps some
A.
Say,
"Run
down
and
get
bit.
lege would perhaps be slightly magnificent Roger Bannister them, I'll hold your coat."
sort of sane answer can be found
more successful?
B.
Scream
Bloody
Murder
at
style finish, you manage to slide your six-foot invisible pet rab- concerning the fate of music and
It is a regretable turn of say:
into thefore herseatarrival.
a splitYou
secondshould
beGOOD HAIRCUT
events
when
studuent
governRIGHT NEAR HERE
C. Push her over the rail too drama lovers of St. Michael's,
ments set themselves up as purbut the horizon is grim.
and
forget the whole mess.
4 BARBERS — NO WAITING
A.
"Don't
worry,
I'll
be
getting
of culture at— and
huntingveyors culture
that.witchSAC off in three stops."
600 University Avenue
President John Leo is a devotee
iB. 'Terrible service at this
Just below College
of Senator Joseph McCarthy, time of the day."
In the Basement
and
wants
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have
a
strong
hand
C. "It was a fair race madam, Religion Would
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in controlling the taste of those
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artistic
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ONLY
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Complex

By Paul Dunseath
s has Checkers
ThePl
Universay
ity uf Toronto
the only
electro
nic
"brain"
install
ed in a Canad.an
university. When it was installe
d
in
it
compared favorably with the largest in1952
existence. Ithas been outstripped by other computers since then
Our computor is almost a
e of a
machine installed at the Universduplicat
ity of Manchester. Both were built by the same
firm
—
Ferranti Ltd.. an English firm.
•■Ferut" as it is called (a compromise between Ferranti and u T) is kept running for
about eighteen hours aofday.
11 solves problems
for outside firms as well as for
the university
and has solved problems for Avro
and De
Haviland, as well as the St. Lawrence Seaway
•It plays checkers too." says Professor c C
Gotleib of the Computation Centre.
"Ferut" fills a good sized room in the
McLenn
an Physics Laboratory.
s about
4,000 tubes, 2,500 capacitators, It15contain
s
31,700 feettor 6 miles) of wire, and000 hasresistor
100.000 soldered joints. This, of course doesabout
not
include its generators, teletypes, and punch-
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Problems
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Too
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- Electric
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says machi
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,7VE
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lems
Gotli
eb. that
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Ferut
dosame in about 2 seconcan
ds. Jt
can mereme
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more
than
15.OOO
twelve-digit numbers, or more
than
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■n about a thirtieth of a secon
ft can make decisions too. d,
Look at some of problems
that Ferut or his the
counterparts
can
do witho
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answers
ut even
time off
for coffee tribut—ion ofgrowt
equath ions
hormofone"dis-n
biological tissue", or "interaction of two colloidal spheri
particles", or maybe "Shroedingcalers equation for the helium
atom iclliptic type three dimensional easel" as well as the
solution of complicate
d trajectory problems in three dimensions,
involving
over
,
thirty
11 si
order equations.
Here is Ferrut, the electronic wonder brain
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work
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three
Ferut
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27
kilowa
tts
n»
seconds. Could come in mighty handy for
power — enough
your calculus problems,
45J
especially
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air system
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thirty tar
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ndl.
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some
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the the
re- mentally scratching its brows as
suits again a hu
andges, addtake
flash and its
its coloure
square root of the it takes n 1.005 seconds, benignly
. d lights
or about the time lumber. person to write gre>n cathode
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screens
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down a three digit
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Appli
pted
By SAC
Applications catio
are open for thens But Acce
outside candidates
"will
All Prospective Passengers On The
be considered. Last year, Pete *
Position
of
Varsity
editor.
'
They may be submitted to Gzowski was chosen by th
Students" Administrative Council
SAC
although
he
had
never
we
Council office any worked on the undergraduate
timeStudents'
before noon
Friday.
choice is up to the paper before.
CHARTER FLIGHT TO
SACPinal which
acts on the reA staff. vote — on, the pre
c
o
m
e
n
d
a
GLASGOW.
t
i
o
n
f
r
o
m
its
ferential
system
—
will
be
held
publication commission.
after all names have been en
Recommenadtions to the pub- tered. Names of staffers quali
LONDON,
lications committee are also fied to vote will be pubished
made following a Varsity staff
later in The Varsity.
PARIS
v°te, and separately by the
■ncumbe
nt editor.
Names of all staffers who
nave worked on The Varsity HILLEL DRAMA GROUP
ON JUNE 5, 1957
°i' three years or more, are
automati
PRESENTS
committee.cally submitted to the
It is now virtually certain thai the plane will go as
Outstanding candidate for
scheduled. A tetter is now being sent to all prospect;
'e« year's editorship is Michael The linden Tree
assidy, second-year Trinity
ive passengers outlining the details.
Dance
.. nt who was managing*
by J. B. PRIESTLY
The best dressed
their
„ tor f01' the first term this
year.
HEKE IS STILL ROOM FOR .MORE PASSENkno-v wfe hav
that they are I
Monday, February 18th
GERS. ANYONE INTERESTED APPLY AT THE
its
wond<
compare
stud i our p
S.A.C. OFFICE.
T. TYPING
8.30
p.m.
p"eses,
Essays, Notes. Charts,
FORM
ALS
BY
MALABAR
10-12
McCaul
"en. German,
Prices Upon Latin,
RequestEnglish
HART HOUSE THEATRE
M"S. M. D. STOTT, E A.
Admission 3 5c
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'
Apt.
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RD. — WA. 2-7624
TRINITY COLLEGE PRESENTS
TORONIONENSIS
S. ELIOT'S
EDITOR
1957-58'
The Cocktail Party
. pl|cations for the above position v, II be received by the
linistrative Council in
Directed by Will Pegg
lh e ciat,.
Secretary
of
the
Students'
Ad
S.A.C. Building, up to 12.00 noon, -Monday, February 25.
A. E. M. Parkes,
Wednesday, Feb. 20th to Saturday, Feb. 23rd, at 8.30
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council.
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tax relief
The Canadian University Liberal Federation has
approached the Federal government and has come
be awarded tax deaway assured that we will finally
duction for the fees we pay into the universities.
The only really remarkable aspect of this revelation isthat it has come so late. Surely, university tuition is an investment in a student's business future
just as much as any expenditure by a commercial firm
educatowards purchase of new equipment. Surely,
tion is just as much a necessary business expense as,
say, a magazine writer's typewriter or a salesman's
car.
And though it is to the Liberal clubs of Canadian
universities that credit must be given for at least the
latest action, some revelations have come to light
which fend to emphasize the already obvious complacency of our Dominion government.
Ottawa, according to a senior member of parliament, has been simply unaware of the fact that stufor a year's education, and
dents pay $1200 onor more
summer incomes which exceed
still pay taxes
$1,000.
And with a paternal pat on the head, the government has assured its university affiliations that, because they are good party workers, they will be given
considerable relief in a year or so.
Such an event could not happen in many countries, where the universities are centres of political
feeling. In England, until 1 949, the universities sent
representatives to Commons. In the United States,
universities form powerful lobbies. And in other less
fortunate countries it is to the universities that the
government looks for interest and even leadership in
political philosohy.
But even though it comes through the back door,
the forecast tax relief will be a welcome development
in undergraduate finance.
Now, if some way could only be found to reduce
the fees a little . . .
justice
This morning it gives The Varsity great
pleasure to
announce its own error.
In Volume 76, Issue number one, we ran the following paragraph:
The Law Society will continue to be unjust to
the University of Toronto Law School.
were.And today's news carries proof of how wrong we
The announcement that the Benchers are willing
to recognize U of T Law— though long over-due— will
be welcomed by many undergraduates here.
The press coverage has not yet made clear how
the new ruling will effect those studying under the
present curriculum.
But in any event the new ruling will be popular
almost everywhere. Other universities will soon open
law faculties of their own— and the legal professions
as a whole will benefit from the decentralization. Relaxation requirements will no doubt open the legal
field to many who might not have been able to stand
the long grind. And perhaps now, prospective lawyers will feel themselves able to undertake four-year
Arts courses and gain some more specialized outlooks from the undergraduate level.
At any rate, the Law Society is to be congratulated, even belatedly. They have increased the prestige of their profession.
The
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Those
Changing

Styles
By MR. SMITH

Last Wednesday, unknown to its members, the Students' Administrapublications. While
tive Council was covered by some of Canada's leading
lack of space prevents us from miming complete reports as they appeared
in those journals, below are condensations of their handling of the evening's main story.
In a basement court 3[
our letters department, rape a Queen's Park Cadi Gord Forstner
told evil-eyed Gerry Helihree-year old girl, send in your
THE VARSITY
leiner to "get out of here,"
Lack of applications will pre- picture, and wait by your tele- Even
if thepapers
Bay-street
downtown
think-backed
Helvent
the
Students'
Administrasir.
tive Council from chartering an Yes
leiner was going to a Collet
won't
fly.
Then you may know what
mer.
airplane for Europe this sum- phonewu
Gerry?
dance,
we know better-. Don't
But students who wish to fly
(See page 89 — What ?)
a't reduced rates will probably
still have a chance.
THE CANADIAN
TOIKE OIKE
NFCUS commissioner Gerry
Helleiner last night told the
PRESS
It seems
there who
was wanted
this tra-to
velling salesman
SAC meeting
"that
only 20applireUsually reliable sources here
turn cations
and four
one-way
have been
received 30 fly to England . . .
intimated that it is all but a
probability that the scheduled
plane for Europe will not fly,
of 68 was reTHE TORONTO
far.A minimum
'J
An official press release of
quired to charter the Maiithe university government all
times Central Airways DC-4
DAILY STAR
but came light out and said
A quartet of pretty girls it is probable the plane will not
such as those pictured above
- .•
. ;■
heard
Gerry Helleiner,
third- ny . . ., '
THE GLOBE AND
year Victoria
College student
who is also National Federation
MAIL
TIME
of. Canadian University StuA slightly stooped young man
Copyright
by
the
dents
representative
to
the
Students'
Administrative
Council
New York Times Service
in his early twenties crossed
Toronto (Feb. 14): Legal and of the University of Toronto the snow-covered sidewalk of
professional investigators are last
night sayflight
that a topreviously-'
scheduled
Europe Queen's Park one night last
investigating the reasons be- which
students could have week and bustled into Toronto
hind
decision
which
took
alUniversity's Falconer Hall, armtickets
on
for
as
low
as
most 20 minutes of the time because of reduced rates $340
for clutching his briefcase.
The man : Gerry Helleiner,
of this last
universitiy's
Council
night. Students' chartered flights might not be
chartered by the organization controversy-clad son of a PoliSpecial service men have been because
tical Science professor at the
of a lack of applicacalled in to service the possitions by eligible undergraduates 150- year-old university: In the
bilities of an earlier announcebriefcase:
a letter to the uniment being somewhat changed one-waycouldor apply
for
■ eitherat '
return
tickets
versity's
12,076 students < see
in outward appearance. A team who
of New York Times reporters the SAC office which is in the chart). His mission: to anare behind the scenes now, basement of the old Observanounce that over
all Canada
was in"
uproar
the Muddled
Building,at just
House
the Uacross
of T. from an
East
finding
out all the news that's Kak tory
Eden's caused
boobery.by Sir Anthony
fit
to print.
In
the
small
aduience
which
- The announcement concerned
An SAC official, obviously
an airplane that was originally attended the lengthy meeting
it wasn't as lengthy frightened by the neo-fascist
sc-heduled-to fly from Montreal, asf although
some
this
yearthere
were
Que. to London Eng., on June 5, very few pretty girls such as regime here, last week qualtecarrying students from'versity, f- this uni- those pictured above. As a mat- ingly confessed to newsmen
ter of fact there weren't any that a plane which had been
A team of New York Times
scheduled
to bomb England
girlsabovesuch
thosepretty
pic- .might
reporters will interview the pretty tured
but assuch
not fly.
students as they arrive in Lon- girls who look like undergraddon, Eng., on June 6 — if the
attend uatesif wouldonlyhavetheybeenhadable^to
lived ■ Chirped the official : Only
plane
A flies.
behind-the-scenes news in Toronto and enrolled at the twenty
are cow
peopleStudents
"think they'
can
ards. back.
source told the New York Times University of Toronto as under- come
last night that lack of appli- graduated which they look like.
cations may enforce premature
The reason:
GerryCollege
Helleiner,
one-time
Victoria
cancellation of the flight — an
unprecedented move in the THE UC GARGOYLE dent, now a V-ic official, had
eyes of New York Times rePhilosophically speaking, undergone a heart-change,
(Sptciul to portethe
Globe and there is none but an existenr
s
.
•
Possibilities for the future
tialist reason for the decision
Mall and Tile New York Times.)
ar.ricur.ced by1 those Joe College Toronto may seek French'
representatives
who sit_ in Fal- Canadian aid and outline a
coner Hall.
and France.
THE TORONTO
If tfie plane may not fly, joint plan to bomb both Briia'n
TELEGRAM
why not have three meetings
about
faculty r.epresjnMurder ....
tation, it,andwith
Let students
have the
THE THOMPSON
Sex fiends . . .
to decide for themCHAIN
Puzzles with million dollar opporunity
selves?
Regimenting the university
prizes . . .
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Wearing
blue suitwhite
( SteveAl-^
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Why make them fly in an air- Men's
Wear,a $49.50),
Of the U of T SAC . . .
Give
the
individual
a
chance.
plane?
hs^d'
and a.$2-*9'*
But there was an announce- If UC students want to fly, let kniteed
($3.50),
low shirftie,
ment.
{Levy's,
NFCUS
Commissioner
OeV".
them
fly
alone,
and
not
in
a
It
may-not
fly.
e.\No sir. it may not fly.
uniform airplane, with no Telleiner
last
night annoiin^'
the fly.
scheduled
flight iu
chance to express themselves. that
may not
That's the word from Gerry
retm"1
$340
(MCA
England
Helleiner, NFCUS commisslondayAdvertisers
include: , in. . this papei'
FLASH
What may not fly?
A bieaiy-eyed, blond-haired
The Iceland
Telegram
LIBERTY
Thule,
to findtelephoned
out.
university
' monstev,
& learstudent
in his
grime
And to get the , answer, all - with
streaked irises is trying to keep
A Toronto student, 23.
you have to do, is turn to page
.d it all the little innocent, down- watched
the Students'
thr^e
the Loblaw's
. 19 toA<-24. ^
tv&djien, over-sexed students of trative Council,
read itwhere
carefully,
take ail the Toronto
within th.e nounoe they might not c-n^*A
lissing letters, i??nd them to '.dutches, ofUniversity
his talon-like ctervs.- let London (Engi). !
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not
One of the largest audiences
[ver to attend-a.
5 o'clock
lammed
the music
roomrecital
last
Wednesday ta near Eli Kassner,
lamed Viennese guitarist. In the
;t part of the recital Mr. Kass. played music by Milan-Sanz,
C8SPar Sanz, Bach, and Sor. Afier the intermission, he showed
hjS talent at its best, playing
music by well-known Spanish
composers.
anyone who has not heard
tyCh on a guitar is really missing
seething and snould take advantage of any opportunity to do
Bach's counterpoint and the
itar go well together as Mr.
Kassner demonstrated in the
prelude from the 3rd Lute Suite
and a Bouree. The three Pavanas
bv Milan-Sanz which began1 the
concert were highlighted by
jnet&llic overtones which the experts say were not intended by
y,e composer but nevertheless, I
enjoyed hearing this instrument
which is not too common in seris music. The two pieces by Sor
included Variations on a Theme
by Mozart.
and
runs
Just soundMozart's
like so trills'
much Jinexercises- on the guitar;
through no fault of the performer this piece was dull and indistinct, a ;
After the intermission, when the
curiosity seekers and Elvis guitarists had -left, Mr. Kassner
treated
fine forfarehisof instruSpanish music,us 'to
the a best
ment. The Preludes Nos. I to 4 by

ees

Elvis
Villa-Lobos.tinged with dissonances, were particularly interesting because of the percu
fects near the bridge. ssive efner was perfectly at Mr.homeKass-in
these Preludes nad also in Orandos Danza Esps.
nola No 5 The
beautiful, trick
rhythms of the
alter were noy stum
g block
lor this skilled perfblin
ormer Turina's
Fandwere
anguillo and Albeniz'
Levenda
perf d with
the brilliance typical orme
ner's consummate art. of M. KassThe audience enjoyed this recital very much, to judge from
the- applause. The music committee should be congratulated on
tne fine variety of instru
mentalists ithas proved for us. The
introduction of, instruments such
as the harpsichord and the guitar
mark a step forward in the
musical life
of the campus.
Elmo Ciprietti.

eli kassner ThereTh
is somet
fe
hing C ally
which has been well especi
executed
t. s. o.
by local talent, as we exp
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
d
in
i
t
the
all-B
eetho
ven
concert presented in Massev Hall
h. h. committees
last week with Susskind condu
ing the Toronto Symphony ctOrchestra with the young
the cocktail party
ian
pianist Patricia Parr as Canad
soloist
.
The overture, Leonora No 3
was remar
for
made
contrasts ofkable
mood andwellcolour
fine sense of the dramatic anda
perfect control in the pianissimo
—in which the tone of the Orchestra wased.
consistently good and
well balanc
If the horns did
up
to the first crescendo,not inmatch
the last
they were magnificent and produced afine ricochet from the
back of the Hall.
nd had
discovered the Susski
resources of
the Orchestra and knew how to
coax so that they
have
something to give at would
the end of
would
the eveninstill
g. have something to
Student Art
Patricia Parr took the place
the over-rated British pianistof
Solom
exhibition
the a,7,c0!le^
Victoria College
exhibits
£°th
<* Acuity
for Piano onConcerinto.Beethoven's Third
studentmay,
art submit
exhibit pictures
which wiU
be
shown inin
Alumni
Hall starting
Though her perMarch
fourth
formances was not exactly flawPictures should be brought before February 20 ' to the office
less, her pTesence was a felix
culpa, for she is entirely free
Vic TLyeS:'u,tCP!,erT'HDean °' W°mm' in the "-in hat of from
the annoying
°< th™ h™ ^een
rd
select^ a^d hung
mannerisms and effemikeyboa
nacy of
ner-rPn^^terrCOlOU.rS'»frl.intS
may behave
submitted.
They her protagonist. Her .perfor
need
not be framed. Althoughandonlydra»inSs
Vic students
contributed
mance was. in.fact\ extremely masCOmmi"ee h3Ve alrMdy C°U"ted a>»-;
culine. This was especially evitwentytSurS :
the chromatic treatment
macuona
ld, WA-3-/843. for more informat
ion.
MacDoLfdnWAf5'^n'fHU-8"3174;
Cam T0lt0n'
or Janet of thedent incadenz
opening
movement anda, inof the
the pristine
clarity
work. of her conception of the
This resulted in a tendency to
over-emphasize the contrapuntal
moments and structural functions
of passages rather than their sensual roles. The absence of any
particular hallmark on the performance made it neither distincH. H.

ifcis , h exfla:ned by Sir Henry Harcourt-ReiHy, played by James Mainprize .far right), in
■iWit,
m'i 0
™ th'rd
°f "The
Cocktail
by T.Maryan
S. Eliot. Attentive
(left to
'yth.Tr-**.
"?°n"*Clark'
Elizabeth
Saunders
and
playlisteners
which ari
isthrou
presented
ough to
■ltur,l=
Societey.
opens
Wednesday
in Hart Talbot.
House The.
Theatre,
running
'"day. w,lf, C°:le9e
Pegg is Dramatic
directing.

the
cocktaSir
il
pa
Henry undertakes
to rt
return heryto him and
N» d i'n peace' and work out your salvation he
goes
to
pieces
all
over
The upshot of
"Onvo .ence'" echoed to the rafters of Trinity's the whole thing is a visit toagain.
Sir Henry's
Prize cstion Hall, as" the figure of James Main- Street office where the psychiatrist
curesHarley
them
ing apPe&red in the centre of the dais rehearsOcteJ, Dramatic Society's production of "The
During
the
course
of
this
action
Reilly
manages
aesdav
- Party"in b-v
S. Eliot,Theatre.
which opens Wed- toboth.'^
cure several other people as well and there is
^ night
HartT. House
might call a happy ending.
Sliot's^f C0Uld be n° more fitting place to rehearse whatOf one
course there's more to it than that. Anyone
-• tioita,itasticaUy
mysterious
play
than
Con-as who knows
Hall,
which
for
many
years
served
wouldn't believe us if we said
Ari"ity chapel. Every night for the .past there wasn't. Eliot
Just what more is largely the duty
of theYork
audience
to
discover,to and
that's how the
ernrj Ufcei<s the cast has cavorted before the New
critics managed
be mystified.
Sir (je S of the Hall's more religious days, and
Pegg
in
the
director's
chair,down
the
the0*? Harcourt-Reilly. • the enigmatic doctor playWithhas Wilf
smoothly from readings
massive P. '' d^livered his judgements from a to the finalmoved
stages.
James
Mainprize,
no
stranger
a chijV alnUt chair Tnat ma,y weli have belonged to University theatre, takes the lead of Sir Henry
CumUJ°h-dignitary only a: few. years ago.
the part played by Alec Guiness
»omentOCati°n Hall is hardly serviceable at the Harcourt-Reilly.
first production of the play at the EdinlVe as lhe lecture room it is used for during in the burgh
Festival in 1949.
And around him he gathers his patients: Toanna
aK"^Crammed
half-painted
lsm
negency
andof mirrors,
chair,
lafnps
t*»i««ksofa'fulliiVi^'-L
.. . ,writing-desks
*
as Celia Coplestone. Elizabeth Sanders
r^tialia^ teIepnones' Paintings and all the para- Richardson
as
Lavinia Chamberlayne, and John Wilson as
favvin 8 re<Juired to construct the most elegant Edward
Chamberlayne.
jj^"r°om
has there
ever been
assembled
:!or
His cohorts in this lifemanship gambit are Alex
cast
*iousethats(age.
is hardly
room for
termed somewhat loosely as a "profession■^ve' th alo"e first year Religious Knowledge. Gibbs,
al bachelor" and played by Don Clark, the Dia6it «ri«v
f0 ne]«ss
''Sir--,month
Henry to has
every
past
cure
three
patients,
vinity Faculty's
Dramatic Society;
UU1
nml.
...lhemanaged
,
.
-^uch
success that
play
and Maryan
Talbotgiftas to
JuliatheShuttlethwaite.
f«»r the o*»«„ ,
All of them are Still miraculously healthy in
u*0r>" 18 much simpler than the New York- mind after a prolonged bout' with Mr. Eliot's own
y>.t °uta 'liave. us believe. Edward Chamber- peculiar version of the world around us, and
ready- for Hart House Wednesday night. They'll
to ;.:*t"tj. n'8 wifeto- pieces
don't get
along. «oing
She leaves
4>vej-.tter
wa?. - b» th**e. Bj'sha .tanbugh Saturday. I . ■' * .
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Tll
X definit
tjve norpletely
acceptable,ive,
freshyetandcomarresting. Anatural
marred s„me
usness
of the'nervo
rondo
and
un-nerved the woodwind in
largo, but Susskind held all the
together. Itis to Miss -Parr's credit
that she inspire
d
-him
to
obtain
such s sensitive accompaniment
from the Orchestra.
The Third ("Eroica") Symphony ended the
amme The
opening pace wasprogr
c, but
within a. few barsdynami
the
g
had degenerated into onereadin
was overtensed and affected that
the
temporary result being liU|e
more than sustained frenzy Miraculously Susskind pulled out of
this, and as we watched his gesorchestra,
tures, tightened
so thathisweholdcould
on "the
see
his original conception takinsr
shape as something much more
akin atedto withthetheexpans
work.iveness associThe Funeral March was far
more convincing than
of the
Berlin Philharmonic that
last term.
By avoiding emphasis on any
particular aspect of the piece,
the gruesome, or elegaic, Susskind allowed the music and
voices of the orchestra to speak
for themselves. The scherzo was
equally acceptable on the same
grounds, being orthodox, but not
dull. The finale was taut and intense, but well contras
some rewarding attentionted,paidwithto
the viola and bass parts. The tinobstructive entry of the Prometheus theme left Susskind with
ample reserve After the fugal
dismemberment. of the tneme he
heaped crescendo upon crescendo
until Prometheus was unbound,
then brought to heel in the titanic coda— just about as eroica
Chr Wilson.

Committees

on
The Ail Committee of Hartart
House gives its members-an uni
receive
usually good chance to discover
the sort of work that is going on
in Canadian art today. Expert
enes —
knowledge is not necessary— only
a genuine interest.
One of the five standing com- tribution this year wa.s the NFBmit e s of Hart House, the Artt CBC show of film graphic art.
Committee has developed
f Other responsibilities of the
the most extensive art programs committee include the operation
tocampus.
be found on a North American of art classes, the Art Library,
of Art Talks.
The Permanent Collection of andMr.-organization
John Hall, of the School of
Canadian paintings is considered Architecture, is the present
to be one of the finest in exist- Chairman and Mr. Edwy Cooke,
'ence. Perhaps few members of of the Department of Art and
the
is faculty representvalue.House appreciate its great Archeology,
ative. Mr. Jeanneret. Director of
About 14 shows a year are "the University of Toronto Press,
hung in the Hart House Art Gal- and Mr. John Barnes, of the CBC.
lery. These shows, organized by also sit on this committee, reprethe Art Committee, include amateur exhibitions by members but members.senting the faculty and graduate"
are chiefly concerned with proWhile most Ha.rt House committees have fewer nominations
fessional paintings not only from
Canada, but from other countries this year the Art Committee has
as well — the Isrs.eli show for in- twelve this year compared to
stance, and an exhibition of Brit- eleven last year. Eight of the
ish watercolours.
ruary 27. will be elected on FebAs a member of the Southern nominees
music
The Music Committee of Hart go in this room.
The Music Committee try to
House organizes the three con- venture
new fields, and
cert series — the Sunday Even- next yearinto
it is suggested that
ing concerts, the Wednesday
and
House commit5 o'clock recitals and the Wed- the Music
combine toafter
provide
noon-hourEvening
concei-ts. Con- pnte tees
tt^-rrpnt
the musical
InvitaThe nesday
Sunday
tion Dinners.
certs were Mr.
started
t,<e~ For anyone who is interested
20's, when
T. A.back
Stonein was
the secretary of the Music in music, work on the Hart
Committee. Mr. Stone, present House Music Committee proves
Ambassador to the Nether- an enjoyable experience. Prolands, and formerly Canadian
Helleiner ofEconomy
the Departmentfessor
of Political
and
Ambassador to the Scandina- Dr. Graham
are the faculty
vian countries, also helped to
and graduate representatives.
organize
the
Hart
House
Finnish Exchangp in 1951 and. 1955. The Undergraduate Office at
The other major concern of Hart House will be glad to supthe Music Committee is the
ply further information.
Elections
for all Hart House
Record Room on the second
floor. The Committee are re- comrnittees. including the Music
sponsible for ajhpurcnaaes that Committee are an February 27.
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calendar

feb. 18

now
and
here
the SCM "Politics, History and
TODAY
Race" Group in room 5, Trinity.
Reason"
The "Faithin and
1:10 p.m. will
some Broadway
show tunesGroup"
in a
meet the SCM of- 1:20willp.m.sing"The
groupfice, Hart House.
Vic
noon-hour
concert,
the Mu1:15 p.m. Prof. Dobbie will lead an
sic Room, Wymilwood.
SCM discussion on "Aids to the 8 p.m. The U of T German Club
Devotional life" in room 18, plans folk dancing, singing, and
Vic.
talk about German University
The Graduate
p.m. plans
4-6Union
life
the UC Street.
Women's Union,
a tea. Students'
79 St.in George
will discuss "The Mis7 p.m. SCM
sion of the Church in Canada",
led by Ruth
Lor, .in the Copper- Blue-Jays Split
Hoom,
Wymilwood
TUESDAY
Weekend Games
Toronto
12 a.m.
The
VCF
Meds'
Group
will
meet in room 13, Anatomy Bldg. The University
ketball Blue-Jays ofsplit
their bastwo
12:10 p.m. Mr. Dudley Sherwood regularly scheduled Intercollegwill lead, a VCF discussion on
iate
Intermediate
League
games
"Why Christ Died" in room 126. last weekend.
OCE,
On Friday evening, Toronto
1 p.m.
roomVCF111, will
UC. study the Bible in scored a 70-65 win over Ryerson
Institute
Technology at the
1-2 plans
p.m. aThediscussion
Luneher's
League Ryerson of
court. Danny Norman
at Newman,
led the Toronto attack scoring 24
89 St. George Street.
1:10 p.m. Alan McLacblin will lead points, 12 in each half, on seven
an SCM Bible study in the field goals and ten free throws.
Hart aHouse.
Wozniak added 13 and Ed
1:10Chaplain's
p.m. Mr. Office.
J. Peters,
Syrian Tony
Brzezina had ten, all in the first
from Ryerson, will speak on half,
before
he fouled out of the
"A View of the Middle East" to
contest.
Marn'ey,
and
Moffat with 12 pointsDarling
each were
the losers top scorers.
New State Law
Jaysleadcouldn't
hold a even32-27
halfThetime
on Saturday
ing,
as
theylost
a
79-69
decision
Will Allow
to Queen's
ahead
most ofComets.
the gameThey
untilwere
the
final
five
minutes,
when
they
Negroes At L. II. fell apart.
Baton Rouge, La., iCUP) — A
Nor- federal court order has enabled Ed manBrzezina
fouled outandof Danny
this contest
Negro students to sidestep a early in the second half. Tony
Louisiana state law and gain ad- Wozniak led Toronto and the
mis ion into Louisiana State Uni- game with a 22 point total on
re- seven field goals and eight free
gistial versity.' it will also permititlendthrows.zina Danny
and Brzeing th
scored 11 Norman
each before
they
"certiThe
left
the
contest.
Jim
Siltafa
and
ficates
liglbility or good moral i Wayne Eadie with 16 apiece led
charac
signed by high school 1 the winners.
and school superinprinci
tender
us passdd lost summer
in an attempt to sweep Negro
Western Trip
students from white colleges.
The court order allows Negro
graduate students to register withcates. out the state eligibility certifi- Open For Six
Negro students have attended UofT Students
the graduate school since 1950 Six U. of T. students will be
under a federal court order which selected to participate in aai exrequires the university to accept
change week-end at University of
all Louisiana residents with the
Ontario, February 21-24.
proper qualifications. Since the Western
The
week-end
will include a
state law was passed no school showing of HMS Pinafore,
a talk
principal or superintendent would
on
the
Proposals
of
the United Nasign acateNegro's
eligibility
certifitions, and a discussion on 'The
without losing his job and
segregation leaders had predicted Philosophy
of Education'.
The
Western
Swim Team will
it would eliminate Negroes by the
put on a water show for the exSpring term.
change
students.
Negro registration totalled 124
in the 1955 fall term. This drop- For further information, applicants are asked to contact Weekped to 62 last fall as the new
end exchange commissioner Gerry
law went into effect and no new
Negro students were enrolled. Helleiner.
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GAMES TODAY
HOCKEY
vs Sr. U.C.
V5 Pharm
WATER
POLO
vsvs SPS
Aplln,
U.C.
inn.BASKETBALL
Arch III— MAJOR LEAGUE
Smltli, M.J. Boase
Bbase
St.
M.
A.
vs
Sr.
SPS
Mpriarty
Strain.
Thomson
Jr.BASKETBALL
U.C —vs MINOR
Trln. A LEAGUE —Scott.
HART HOUSE
Krempulec
IVSt.M.Blaek
CivilHandsvsvs IVU.CEng.Schlzos
Bus.
Pasternak
IIArch.Geo!.
vsvs Med.
I BMortars Pasternak
B
— VIC GYM
BASKETBALL
—Pharm
MINOR
Pre-Dent
vs
St.M.
Tal LEAG l)ELilker
Vic
Hobblers
vsvs SPS
II Metal
Lilker
II EnK.
Phys.
C
CeeCees
Chein A
I Eng. Phys.
Lilker
GAMES TUESDAY
HOCKEY
vsvs Jr.
SPS
Trln.
APOLO Nad
Nad
WATER
VSvs Med.
II
SPS SQUASH
II
Sr. SPS B
i vsvs Pharm.
TRACK
Relay (4 x 6)INDOOR
lap
BASKETBALL
_— MAJOR LEAGUE
SPS
E
Thomson.
Bugnrskl
Kostlw, Mlllward
C B
For.
B
vs SPS
Pharm.
OrGray.
ay. Glblon
Knox
A
va
For.
A
Glblon
SPS
G
St.BASKETBALL
M. D
ve
-Gray.
HARTGlblon
HOUSE
St.
M.Hutton
Yankees vsv«- MINOR
III
Ens.HillLEAGUE
Phys.
A Haesler
U.C.
Trln.
Toppers
Goldei
Low
B
Vt
Pharm
Cations
Stein
Dent. C
II Yr. vs II Chem
Stein
Anions
For.
BASKETBALL Vf — Pharm
MINOR
LEAGUE Stein
— VII GYM
U.C.
Ossuary*
U.C.
Taylor
\t
II civil
A
vi Pre-Med 1 A Chapnlk
Chapnlk
Civil
B
vi
I
Minim-.
Chapnlk
U C. Loudon v: Vic Slobs Chapnlk

the
76-74the gameCLOSIE
DROP
would progress in ^
By HOWIE
MANDELL
the fashion as the first
Vaichulis
helped
Toronto
control
teams
threw
away numerous
The University
Toronto bas- both the offensive and defensive
ketball Blues lost ofa heartbreaking
handling. with
boards and did their share ball chances
But Althet.Vaicl^
76-74 last minute decision to ofbackscoring.
on outjumpandshots
Queen's University Golden Gaels from about Vipond
ten
feet
tap
picked
up
any
Blue
Saturday evening. It was the most ins scored 11 points in that period hitting on five jumpscoririg^^
shots ^
thrilling contest to be played on
the Hart House court in many a and Corcoran hooped seven. Be- row. With seven minutes wi
moon.
sides doing a terrific job on the
the gamehotRuby
The Blues led by at least seven boards Corcoran held Queen's fast
suddenly
scoring
t/0'il]
keptandtheRichman
Blues J*
scoring Fedor to Byno points. Thebaskets
points throughout the game until high
tide changed quickly v .
those epic and eventful last The Blues maintained a seven 62-54.
minutes, when the Gaels fought point lead throughout most of but four minutes to play antnu1
wen^
back win.
from a 70-62 deficit to get the low scoring half, and walked
the
off the floor with a 32-25 lead Blues leading 70-62. Greg Sto*?
It was John Moschelle once under their belts.
From the first ten minutes of one hander made it 70-64 p^8
again,ballthis
(Continued on Page "v ■
court, time
who onled thethebasketGaels the second stanza, it appeared that
to victory with a 23 point outburst. His change-of-pace driving laycolour
up close-shots
keptBlues
the Trito the
for
Vic Downs
39-34
WEISMAN
most of the game and his hot
ragged STAN Meds
Major
j
helped
his
team
back
ame.
Annelevitz
shooting
the final
few secIn a rather
defensivelygetforand
the Med
onds bothin from
the foul
line
basketball game at Hart helped
With
two
and the floor pushed the Gaels League
and
a
half
minute
House
Friday
Senior
Victoria
men.
into the lead.
edged Senior Meds by a score of to go the Vic men played eiW
39-34.
tive
Ty5o
other
Kingston
men
shared
posses
sion
basketb
all
j)riJi
in the limelight>lanky Paul Fedor, The grame at times threatened
held to absolutely no points in to descend into a comedy routine tecting their slim lead. Tnm
the first 25 minutes of the game with the referees playing the Pock ling ton and McMinn
by Bill Corcoran, broke loose in
-men" role. In-bet weerr especiajly prominent in this
the final 15 minutes to shove 18 "straight
allowin thathe
helpedtwoI topoints
Medsmeand
n only
points through the basket. With "skits" the spectators were treat- gard
time ran
When
minutes
few
final
.
ed
to
some
fine
basketball
"action
Toronto
up
72-71
and
a
little
more
than a minute to play, Fedor by Bob McMinn
of Meds. of Vic. and Fred put the score was 39-34. i
sank a layup shot and was fouled Papsin
the first half McMinn was out the score was' 39-31 fa
m the play. He sank the foul theIn only
consistent scorer for Victoria.
hot
to
make
it
74-72
for
Queen's,
V'c;
hitting
the
i lead they never relinquished. corner McMinneffectively
dunked 10from;points
in
this
frame.
Awhofew hadseconds
later
Gus'Turnbull,
just come on the floor Scoring for the doctors was Senior Skulemen
for the
first underhand
time, sank alayup
beauti-.to fairly spread out, but not freful driving
enough, withwiththea result
give
Queen's
the
76-72
lead,
they that Vicquentemerged
25-16
needed to win.
half-time
lead.
The Blues controlled the play In the second half Papsin again Edge
Irish
2-1 St, Mike'i]
SPS
CHARLTONA Senior
2-1Byin TOM
Groupdefeated
I hockey on Fri-j
during most of the ragged first again
led the Medsmen, Displayhalf, which saw both teams throw
Bill
and first
the ball caway
on numerous
Rohacek
day1.
push-shot
deadlygoals
ing a field
in the
Skule
talliedEdJack
and' I while
asions, Bil Corcoran
and oc-Al four
in this hehalfscored
Kentish
scoredpt lor]1
the Double Blue in the second.
St. Mike's dominated play for]
the first 15 minutes of the openJ
INTERFACULTY
ing frame. Superb goaltendingj
by Ken Selbey, however, kept!
WRESTLING
INTERCOLLEGIATE
them from mark,
scoring.Rohacek
Then, at trie]
The Interfaculty wrestling
"<£15-minute
>
HOCKEY
championships were run off at
for
SPS
from
the
blue-line
W7 L2 0T 42F A23 Pts.
Riddall of the Irish was
Saturday's
Jim Trenton took theA-nite.
137 UC's
lb. crown
with VARSITY
4 5 0 40 40 148 interference.
Montreal
The Irish had weathered flj
a decision
Andy McGill
Laval
Beattie.
Bill over
CravenSkule's
of Wycliffe
Results
previousOnepenalty
Norm Sknl^j
Frt-j
nette.
minuteto later,
grabbed^ the 147 title defeating VARSITYFriday's7 Laval
1
Paul Purritt of UC by a fall.
McGill
4 Montreal 3 still pressing, made the score H
Future
Games
In
the
157
class,
Doug
Grant
of
with Adams notching the gun'Trinity won
— Varsity at Laval, Mon- Skule continued to press,
Rohacek. bounced one off U*
from St. Mike's Sherill Sherman
ay _ varsity at McGill.
Skule's otherBenSPSer Hooyer
. 12 post as the clock ran out the
in Johndefeated
Garrett an-to
BASKETBALL
take the 167 crown.
remaining minutes in the fii*
P W6 L1 T0
About the halfway mark J
John Graham of Medicine was Western
Assumption .. 87 66 22 00 Pts. period.
the 177 lb. champion with a win
4
2
4
0
the
second,with
St. Mike's
was unat^
over Herb Brown of Engineering. McGill
8 11 6 00 22 to score
VAFtSITY
two Engineers!
Wycliffe got its second wfn of the Mc Master .... 78 Results
day when Dave Dunbar of that
the penalty
box, Rohacek
and Adams
hootoj*'H
, «755 kneeing
school defeated Rod Curion in Queen's
fort.
, . 7969 McMaster
as the Skule
defensefor held
McGill
Western Friday's
the
191
weight
class.
Bob
Sibs Results
1212
thorp of SPS retained the heavy
.. 32 thanSt. Mike's
n .. 7694 VARSITY
tally tocameplay.
with w|fj
weight title.
Ass
umpire
a minute
McGill
Queen's Saturday'
.. 74
UolT SAILING
Queen's ONCLUB
THERE WILL BE A MEETING
THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 21st at 8:00 p.m. at Falconer Hall.
Movies of the 1956 Canadian Dinghy Association.
Everyone Welcome.

BLUES

Women's Skiing Representatives
and Team Members
Meeting of all interfaculty representatives and ski-team
members on Tuesday, February 19, at 5:00 p.m. in the
U.C. Women's Union
Interfaculty Ski Meet on Saturday, February 23rd.

Bandsmen
Attention
Please return uniforms immediately to
Students' Administrative Council Office.
Deposits will be refunded.
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BLU
Tram
pleES
Laval

Mac

Nets

COP
In Rugged QUE
Battle EN'S

CUP

Win
s
And
Retires
By ner
JOHN BROOKS
War and peace held the campus sports spotlight .simultaneously Friday evening
hockey m Val'8lty Arena' WhCre the BIues "«lloPea Laval Rouge et Or in Int'ercolleg;ateT,he.,Wlr
The peace in Hart House, where the Queen's Cup, emblematic of CIAU ice supremacy,
settled down for another year.
Careening about like a fleet of
trucks, the Blues flattened Laval 7-1 to assure
themselves of no worse than a tie for runaway
the title, their third stra
,
versify ight
of Montreal .1-3 to assure
Outshooting: the visitors 52-17 ed
unrewarding
made
aandhalf-heart,
the Blues of no worse than a tie
kick
at
the
puck,
second,
penalty-studded battle, the later ■ was
. . . week-end
They can clinch the crown
it out this
gllies ran up a 2-0 first period of the net. fishing
with away games
He probably still
■jead, allowed Laval its lone coun- -doesn't
know, how it got there. at Laval and McOiU . . . One
ter [ate in the second, and then
point
will
do
it
. . . Final home
Macdonald's
jjj.glte
unanswered
two
is on March 1 against the
jls inoutthewith
finalfivecanto
to wrap were team-workfiwtt
efforts allgoals
the game
Carabins..
way. His first was from directly
'niattei'a up.
LINEUPS
in front as he slapped in a passjohnny MacDonald, the un- out
The second was Laval ~ Goal, Lavoie; defence,
heralded workhorse of the Blue a lowfromshotMills.
that caught the cor- Laroche, Bouchard, Blake; forwards
machine, lit the lamp three times.
Raymond,Roy,Maurice
Lagace,
Michel
after he and Elik had or Lagace,
Brian -Anderson, Dune Brodie, ken neraway.
Lemleux,
L. Arsenault,
G. Arsenault,
A. Arsenault,
Monrette,
Marois.
Hike Elik and Grant Mills con- The lone Laval
tally was the
tributed the others. Elik had
Goal, Dunn;
defence,
three assists as well. Maurice screen shot by Maurice Lagace 3 teVarsity
ph e b , —Anderson,
JacOcison,
Stacey,
Casey ; JOHNNY MACDONALD PICKED UP HAT TRICK FRIDAY
Fisher,Lln^ciuau
Brodie,
l&ace netted the lone Laval which skidded past a not-over- forwards,
Blues whipped La ml 7-1 to mn third straight hockey title.
Elilc,
Mills,
Macdonald,
worked Ray Dunn in the Blues' Kearney. Wright. Wiiyte.
score.
it was about all Laval
Little Raynald Lavoie was next cage,
SUMMARY
:o sensational ift the Rouge et had to cheer about,
First Period
Or nets, and the third-period Varsity was full value for the 1 - Varsity. Macdonald
(5th) 9 07 Fencers Win Crown
win, the shots on goal telling
(Mills,
Elik)
scoring
rash
came
after
'onehird of the Laval defence corps, a fairly truthful tale. Laval, for 2 - Varsity, Macdonald (6th)
, (Ehk)
'oseph Bouchard, had left the example, didn't have a second- Penalties:
Elik (hooking) 15.35
3.35.
period shot on Dunn until the Bcuchiu-d (high-sticking)
ce with a groin injury. 8.44, Lagace
Blake Others Gain Seconds
(interference)
10.12,
Michel
had passed the nine-minute inooklng)
The game was not the best- of clock
16.08,
Brodie
(elbowing
and Varsity teams captured one 1 the Redmen ahead. Marshall, of
iii-h-.alckinti)
he year for spectator interest, point, and when Brodie went off sticking)
18.12. 18.12, Bouchard (high- Intercollegiate
was the individual
the hosts,
tournament over champio
nd the players themselves for a high-sticking major at the
n, closely
followed by
Second
Period
the week-end, and finished se- Varsity'
15.55 mark of the middle frame,
eemed to realize this, for they they
s
Bob
Makesymez and
cond
in
three
others.
3
Laval,
Maurice
Lagace
(2nd)
were able to credit themut loose with a third-period
(Michel Lagace, Raymond . . 19.17 The fencing team, competing Captain Nick -Bruchovsky.
selves with only two shots on the
Jugfest
Fisher (cross-checking)
o shame.which put the TV fights net. One was the screen-shot 2.43,Penalties:
Brodte (high-sticking)
9.05 Blake in Montreal against McGill and Trevor Ham, Frank Lacka and
(elbowing)
12,18, Brodie (major-high- the University of Montreal, won Gerry Tyconic all scored pointa
goal,
the
other
a
weak
dribble
sticking) 15.55.
Pierre Raymond touched off from the blue-line.
the Charles Walters Trophy, em- for the Blues.
Third Period
lie explosion with a well-placed The Blues' defence, shorthandblematic of the Intercollegiate In the boxing, Varsity was able
Varsity, Macdonald (7th)
Ibow
on
Mike
Elik's
noggin,
championship,
with 44 points. to win only two individual chamed
with
Neil
Munro
recuperating
(Eltk,
1,29 McGill finished
he Varsity firebrand retaliated from a shoulder injury picked
second with
Varsity,Stacey)
Anderson (7th)
(Brodie,
Jackson)
2 47 32, while U of M was third with finalists. pionships although placing seven
ith a handsome half-nelson, and up in practice Thursday, ^stopped
Varsity,
Brodie
(5th)
layers from both teams swarm- oncoming forwards time and
(Fisher)
3,53 five.
Dave Marsh, in the 130-p<>und
Elik (6th)
d in for the festivities. Mac- again, and assisted on four goals 7 --Varsity,
team lost
a close
de- class, and Art Va«hQn, fighting
(Stacey)
9,43 The gym
onaid and Michele Lagace be- as well.
c
i
s
i
o
n
t
o
McGill.
The
two
col8
Varsity,
Mills
(4th)
135, collected
a private war on the side, Just Jots . . . Ottawa Cana(Stephen)
io.41
Petcoff crowns. a TKO,
leges were the only competitors. at Boris
and came out- on the short end dic«i
Penalties: Michel Lagace (high- Also in Montreal, Tony Can- Harold Nightingalelost
GM Sammy Pollock sat in 3tIokinff)
by a knockof the deal when referees Char- on
2.00.
Raymond
(high-stickzano's boxing squad finished
the game . . . had a special
out, and Bill Sidney, a champion
ing ing)and 7.31,
roughing)
7.31. Elik
(roughMacdonald
(major
and
eye
for
Brian
Anderson
.
.
.
lie
Good
and
Randy
"Anderson
eight
points
behind
McGill's
whilast
year,
by
a
decision.
game
misconduct)
7.31.
Michel
Lawere finally able to hoist the- Raymond sent the minute-hand
total ofpoints
21. Queen's
Canzano expressed spegace (major and
game misconduct)
truce
flag.
third, ningtwo
behind was
the- Coach
Kearney
(boarding)
19.06.
on the west side of the clock 7.31,Lagace
cial pleasure in the performance
(high-sticking)
19.06, Maur Blues.
Both Macdonald and Lagace ahead a couple of notches with iceShots
Although he lost
on goal:
Up at Guelph, the curling team of Mike Wade.
'ere assessed five-minute majors a high clearing shot in the first By Varsity
Wade put on a spirit;ame misconducts. Raymond pericd . . . McGill defeated Uni- By Laval - 21 10 21 - 5217 lost out to McMaster in the final a decision.
ed
and
should prove to
display,
as rewarded with a double miround of the six-team bonspiel. be a real competit
or in upcomIn the fencing, Howard Tate.
for his part in--the fray,
Wally Kostiw and Marty Nash Bobing years.
and Elik escaped on the light
Burnie
came
up with a
all
went
undefeated,
ending
up
"« with a two-minute sentence.
tough break when he caught a
with identical 6-0 records. Tate stiff
The eruption came at the 7.31
punch
in
the
face,
had
Swim
Blues At It Again was a double winner, being to retire with a fracturedand nose.
){"nt »f the third, almost smack
awarded the George Tully Trophy
jj*«e
In curling,
Varsityway andintoMc—
"s'
as the- outstanding fencer at the Master
-periomiddle
a goals.of Varsity's five
swept their
the
Macd
meet. He shared the cup with finals, and
had potted his third Set 2nd National Mark McGill's
the
Hamilton men
it II],e onald
Eon
Heron.
The
trophy
night at 1.29, on a shot The University of Toronto swim Diving: l - Hale (C), 2 - Melsener is awarded for a combination of won out in the final.
(V).
' * bounced off Georg
Osgoode and Ryerson battled
team put its name into the Cana> (■Cl. Bonnycastle
manship.
yards freestyle:
'to Sticfc !mi floated Le- clian record book for the second 2 100- Andernacht
it out coming
in the semi-final,
(C), 1 3- -Taylor
Hill (V),
(V), all-round skill, style and sports- latter
out on top.with the
time
this
year
on
Saturday
night.
Time
56.8.
1
m
a» "al<i *-avoie in the Quebecois1
past The Blues' 400 yard medley re- 200 yards backstroke: I - Miller Varsity won 15 of the 18 sabre Waterloo and the host OAC
(C). Time
2 - Ridpath
(V), 3 - Colman matches, and 12 of the 26 epec Aggies were eliminated in the
Anderson ma<ie it 4-1 a minute
crew, Captain John Ridpath, (V),
- 2:23.1.
bouts.
'• tanging in a loose puck Joe layMaclnnis,
freestyle:
- Freeman.
(V),
Doug McCulIoch 440 yai(■ards
In the gymnastic meet, the opening
round. week-end will
Br„, , Laval
collapfrom
sed. and Bruce Taylor, lopped 1.2 (V), Time - 5:14.2.
Blues
were tied with McGill at seeThethe upcoming
tally atdefen
3.S8se was
seconds
off
the
old
mark
of
4:12.8.
wrestling meet
(C),
2
Lavoie The record-breaking perform- 200 yards brecaststroke : 1 - Mac- 44 points each after four bouts. here in Intercol
Toronto, the swimming
rnnls (V),(V),2 Tim©
- Vandereol
Sam8 situation
for the rubber
Midi/ roping
extra
event,
McGill's
JerGossage
- 2:29,4. (C). 3 - Jn the
ance
came
as
the
Blues
dropped
meet
at
Western,
and the squash
except
ry Anderson put on a dazzling
n°t Blake's
getting- much
a close 46-42 decision to a Canaand flawless performance to send tourney at the Carlton Club.
- - left leg.
dian
Amateur
Swimming
Associa• ">after
the Rouge
et Or a man
all-star team in the Hart
the aforementioned
House tion-pool.
»Zfst; Elik made il «-! »y The 4:11.6 record set SaturGAELS
ain» ™0U5'y - bouncing a blis- 'day also shattered the former
COME
FROM
BEHIND
record of 4:16.9.
since the first minute of play. came in the second half, Al Vai(Continued from Page 6)
"8 nightcap was rather an- .pool
Varsity
took
four
firsts,
five
chulis
and Garry Vipond garnered
Just
fifteen
seconds
later,
with
*>iactic. The shifty little seconds, and seven thirds on the Fedor
brought Queen's two points
sman floated
a softie in the 10-event card. They were leading nearer victory on a hook shot one minute and fifty-nine sec- 16 apiece, while Bill Corcoran
13.
°n °f the cage from near going into the final 400 yards and the Gael's were only four that lead
onds to play Queen's grabbed
jump scored
Besides Moschelle's 26 points
back of- the Blues. Peter Potter shot. Less onthana Moschelle
but lost by six sec- who
rts °'ue-hn
whose ef- Sprintonds relay,
e. Blake,
a
minute
more
and
Fedor's
18,
Bob
Purcell
and
played
a
tremendous
defenat goalten
t
o
fall
behind.
ding were
quite
for Toronto was forced had elapsed when Ruby Rich- Greg Stone scored nine each for
Maclnnis, Taylor and McCulIoch out ofsivethegame contest
on five personal man sank an over-the-head the winners. Don McCrae^ aleach won their individual races. fouls
though he only hooped four
with only two minutes and jumping set shot to erase
Larry Freeman was nosed out by twenty-seven
Weekend results 7/10
seconds to play. His the Queen's lead. Then Fedor points, was Queen's big man on
of
a
second
in
the
440
yards
and
Turnbull
put
the
lid
on
victim,
John
Moschelle
sunk
both
freestyle.
'ntercollegiate
shots to make it 70-68 in favor of the contest before a screeching the Thebackboards.
biggest athletic night
Toronto.
RESULTS
Hart House mob, to make it
HOCKEY
of the year saw the most
The Gaels then went into an 76-72. Ricbman kept Toronto crowd
400
yards
medley
relay:
1
Varthrilling
and best basketball
^iTv
Games
sity (Ridpath, MacInntK, McCulli.-ch,
court press and it paid off. in the contest as he sank a contest of the season.
=°1U xPrida>'-S
7 4 Montreal
Laval
Tn'ylor). 2 - OASA, Time - 4:11.6 Aall travelling
...... 13 (record).
driving
layup,
but
that,
despite
on Richfreestyle: 1 - Pluutke majf' gave themviolation
Basketball
two lastation shots,
second
the ball,
(C)220 Time
2 yards
- Freeman
— Hklimun - 18, Valchulls
was Toronto
all the desperscoring - Toronto
up with a shot.,
missed,Fedor
but
^'day's
(V).
- 2:20.3. (V), 3 - Column went
16. Vipond
- 16, -Corcoran
69 Games
Potter
- 6,Baitlii.
Rolman
Stroud - - 13.1,
was
fouled
by
Hesh
Rotman
on
the
Blue
and
White
were cap- Goldrlng.
50
yards
freestyle:
1
Miller
(C).
SUilnc. 4,Edell.st.
(V),
3
Meldrum
(C),
79 MaGlll
55 2Time- Maclnnis
able
of
that
evening.
the play. He sunk one of the |
- 24.9.
Queen's
—
Moschelle
Fedor -Purcell - 0. Stone - 9, 28,Harrison
D's Satu«Iay's Games
200 yards butterfly: 1 - McCulIoch shots to put Queen's within one Ruby Richman led the Toronto 5,18.McCrae
(VI. 2- -2:41..
Gltt (C), 3 - O'Hara lV). point of a lead they had not held J scorers with 18 points, 12 of which 2, Kerr. - 4. Turn bull - 3, Warren »
N^tte'*'" 2? VARSITY
Time
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Meets :

jackets mark them at
Four
Skulehouse
The
tance
— especially' Rumble '
habit they
of disties. Both John and I are seri- worry, withappearinghis
"Because
extrastripe
special3The Skule Huuse Four was last summer in Stockholm with
just before
go has
a largeI'mwhite
j'^hf>
four Jimmy Elder of Vic. riding to
ously,
thinking
of
passing.."
™
John,
lilce
ah
Engineer,
wi[l
Chore
reallv begun one nightRumble
ographer i3 Don
on
stage,
they
say,
is
Rumble.
to
medal
bronze
a
home
bring
.
John
"Nonsense!" says Rumble.
claim
that
on
a
graph
then
Canada.
veari ago when
Next to this, their biggest explains.
in POT huts,
' he
all." Arranger and compos!^
marks since first year have
ran down the"I hall
"We couldn't bring the horses down.)
OllP out
screaming want three other into
Jim, who
has „can't
Australia because of the gone "like so . . . " (Ed. note: feet
only
one who
tlle
writtendarie
problem
is
Don
Elliott's
big
half
which
always
seem
to
get
in the way.
a quartet
euys
ex-a
three,!"and they quarantine laws," itJohn
He to°*>tbe the
So
why
the
Skule
House
was
their
original
songs
plained. Actually
Nite.
Musically, there'sis. quite a dThey have only one fan, and
vent on as an act inal Skule
re- blessing, and we had a pretty Four? "Well, it's just fun," she sent them four red carna- of the two, that
coloss oneflop,
■'We wereDon aElliot
they explain. "We're four darn
of the wonderful time."
tions to wear in their white,
t,
calls
ce in andtheirroll. taste
s n"f
Don and John are "Engineer-; good friends, and we love sing-ing." : jackets for the last perfor- feren
the orches-t
likes
three. "Every , night
Al £goes
Business
Eng.Mechani
mance of Skule Nite. (The likes
in are
modernrock
ing artsmen"
j j"
RockandofJimAges'
Thejazz,
and thewasquarte
atrj
They
also
love
women,
of
^
tra got louder
cal
Smith
and
Al
identity
of certainty,
the donorbutis they
not ly
~ot quieter. Our hetenortook hisbald,
"real
engineers
through
and
hat
known
with
"barb
"We're
ersho
engineers.
time
p
and
being
beat
every
course,
and
through,
and
the
elite
of
the
all
hustlers,"
John
admits,
"exoff the audience vould laugh.
cept for Jim, who dropped dead mother.
(Johncharm
's beat
man
suspect )it may have been Jim's throu
We could nevei figure out Engineering Society."
The
throu
slidegh."ruletoo)boyg
gh anda ing
The happy-go-lucky clowns early
The last
fatalfall."weapon happened
They
describe
themselves
as
have
a
style
uniquely
theirs,
with
"active
and
keenly
interested
in
their
rhyth
begin
m
and iS
good
very
to
be
a
Sigma
Chi
fraternity
a
t
It wasn'
any of their audiences will
or- as
, theNite,
of the
a follo
won ches
wing
until N^il
ning,chestra
"Everything's pretty shaky everything we do — except have
that stret
admit. Their patter varies from pin.
far
beyon
Skule
director inIrwin
of
us.".
John and
in- school work." Part of this ac- Little Red Skulehouse andd Hart
ed to go big minute to minute, but most of for thesists.rest
decided he want
"We're
all
available
t
i
v
i
t
y
i
s
absorbed
in
their
unand their ideas come from thumb- willing — except Don Elliott,
usual gyrations on the stage.
time. He snatched uped John
They've been invited to the
the Hart
"We do that to distract^from
ing through old joke books.
Don. and theyet enter
n.
titio
McGill. Winter Carnival again
compe
who
is
pretty
available."
House Quart
"And above all we're a good, the singing," they explain. "And House
ly have ("Not fair, Don. "We're origi- clean
ets usual
But quart
bunch of boys," they say, if you're entertaining somebody this year, and on March isii
The Four pride themselves on " — except
they nal")
four singers. Fortunately lonetheir
barbershop
style
—singing
with
a "poor
Jim bearsformostJimof McKee."
the brunt you have to look like you're ("So near exams!") to Vassar
atumbled upon named
lead
John,
tenor
Jim
Bob Hill, above him, and baritone Al and of the Skule House humour, in having a good time. So we pre- College
some polecat"
. is an American colVassar
enter
to
g
tryin
also
was
who
Pretending often leads to
fact — "because I'm the squirt,"
the contest — singlehanded,born.So bass Don below.
lege,
purely female, with a
■knocking
over
the
mike
or
the
he explains.
5'9",
"We also sing without accom- and
population of 1,500. I rather
the Skule House Four was , of
he's the Jim
firstmeasures
of the group
props,
or
possibly
themselves.
to
be
under
six
feet.
Present
Who
cares?
They won the contest
Don,more
"so
course, and proceeded on to you have to bepaniment."thatexplainsmuch
Their Black Watch plaid doubt that they'll resist.
accurate. A piano covers all vial statistics are: Don, 6'1^";
the Inter-Collegiate
glorv in competi
tend."
John,
AJ, 6'3".
The 6'2%";
man whoandcauses
the most
tion. (There
t
Quarte
was
only one other entry, from your
Theirgoofs."
vocal talents have been
Waterloo, but they won it fair spread
in
a
wide
direction,
from
and square.)
Casa Loma and the Royal York, FROM AMY STANDPOINT
McGILL
Next year there were more
occasional birthday party
than two entries, so. they lost. toor the
scout group.
"But we were beaten by a
They'veWinter
also performed
at the the BEST! &
Quintet from the University of McGill
Carnival, where
in ladies' and gents j'.'tyy
WINTER
CARNIVAL
Montreal." Don hastens to exthey were
hit of the
show"
plain, "and we only lost by with
their "the
jailhouses
routine.
FORMALS md
FEBRUARY
21st, 22nd, 23rd.
three
points
out
of
360."
"What — you've never seen
In their third year of business
our jailhouse
routine?"
Don
exTHURSDAY
they lost
Neil
Irwin
to
graduaclaims. "It was acted but with
tion, and acquired Jim McKee.
beards and all, to the
"James by devious means got costumes,
Mount Royal Night and Dance
FORMAL RENTALS V
tune
of
'I'm in the Jailhouse BROWN'S
at the Chalet on the Mountain
in, and soon proved his worth." Now". Special
lyrics
too."
394
College
Street
, says Don. "He told us he had
"We're the most conceited
FRIDAY
everything, including good-lookLaurentian Ski Meet followed by Ice Festival
on earth," Al added.
CALL WA. 3-5100
ing girlfriends, Since then he's group
at
Montreal
Forum
"Two
years
ago
we'd
"sing
OPEN
FRIDAY
TILL
8
P.M.
done nearly all our arranging." anywhere we were invited," Don
Last ryear
was sacSATURDAY
ificed to theBobsameHillcause,
and says. "Now we're more selective STUDENT DISCOUNT 20%
Debating Conference, Carnival Revue
Al Ogilvie
crew. "He because of scholastic difficulwas
chosen joined
from the
20 candidates
(which includes Toronto's Skule House
Four'
who
applied
foralsothepulled
job,"a says
The Carnival Ball (Two orchestras and Entertainment)
> THE VARSITY ^
John,
"and
he
fast
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
one.
_ S.A.C. Train Leaves Thursday, 4 p.m.
1957-58 ,
Returns Sunday 3:30 p.m.
"He came to the, audition
with his own arrangement,
Applications for the above position will be received by the
—
Tickets
and Information at S.A.C. Office —
which he knew and we didn't.
Associate
Administrative^Council
The others sang from ours,
the
S.A.C. Secretary
Buildi«g, of upthe toStudents'
12.00 noon,
Monday, February 25.in
which we could sing and they
A. E. M. Parkes,
Associate Secretary,
couldn't. So of course he won."
By way of introduction, left
Students' Administrative Council.
to right — Don comes from
Mid-Western Ontario — "a nice
HART
HOUSE
place,
a dandy
Listowel.
He isplace"
EAC known
rep thisas
This Week
year,worked
producedon Skule
Nite, and
THE HUNGARIANof theSTUDENTS' CLUB
has
microwaves
for
ELECTION CAMPAIGN SPEECHES— will be
the Bell Telephone.
ROOM
1:15Mon.p.m.
lollowin
University of Toronto
"Great sport," says Don. "I
Tues.Comm.
26th at Music
Comm.
Fri. 22nd the MAP
Art
25thon theheld
Lib.
Cororo
this
week ^j»
highly
Requests the Pleasure of Your Company
Jim recommend
comes fromit." the deep
Each
speech
should
last
2'A
minutes.
If
a
speaker
exce^.5,
'
at an Open Meeting
south year
— Windsor.
He's running
a cflW-oei .
with AND
in competition
will findTHEhimself
this
to replace
Don as
time, heATTEND
in the Great Hall, Hart House
CAMPAIGN
SPEECHES
Monday
EAC rep,untildoesn't
plan to and
get
VOTE INTELLIGENTLY — VOTE WED., the 27th. days
married
he graduates,
on Tuesday, February 19th
Tuesday
has given his summers up to the
NO SING-SONG because
of Campaign speeches
Navy and BA Oil.
at eight
o'clock
Art Gallery
Art11-12
Library
to introduce
the recently
arrived - noon
Al (acient local
boy)
is
a
"profiay
cellist, and the only one
HUNGARIAN STUDENTS
Art Film
Music Room
among us with a good ear." He
to the
plays for the Harmony Sym1.30
p.m.
7.30
p.m.
Student
Body
of
the
University
of
Toronto
phony Orchestra
— "theone
oldestLn
Archery Club Meet - Humbev Valley Archers
and largest
amateur
Wednesday
Women Welcome
House in the Rifle Range
Canada" — and he "can't honNoon
estly tell what I did with my
1.30 Hour
p.m. Concert
Common Room,
prof
The Programme will consist of Hungarian Student
summers."
Songs. The Hungarian Students will speak of their
.in ,i.p
Eas'
«»e
baritone,
Art1:15Talkp.m.
JohntheFoulds,
John, another local boy, is
On
America
Art
Exbio
"j0l0en
Thursday
better known as President and
experiences
and
their escape
"from
Hungary.
The
Groom
from
Architecture
evening
will
be
concluded
by
a
period
of
questions
general ringleader of the En
are welcome. >
and answers.
jgineering Society. He is also an
Canadian
Industry Film Music Room
1:30
Olympic equestrian, and spent
Library
Dr. D.
7.30 pjn.Evening
the Library
Council
box orricE opens Thursday
Frid
K. C. Macdonald B»m in
Saturday
NO SING-SONG because of Campaign
Speechesof Tm« ■
"The Arrow
SHAKESPEARE'S
Caledon Hills Farm
Open Weekend
ALLART WEEKThe Tempest
GALLERY
ROOM.
Direcled by Robert Gill
TlOjpjtl1''
COIXEC
n Pai"
MAN'S
contemp
America
FLE IS CHorary
CAMERA CLUB
TareSEIBNE
R inf°5rtWgraP1rt
HERBER
fe
Entries
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EXHIBITION
Sat., March 2nd to Sal., March 9th at 8.30 p.m.
FfcbVuary. Exhibition of pn2ruii.
Annual
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND AIX-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
Closing Date for entries r<

Absorption
Delayed
Final ratification for the proposed absorption of the St.
Michael's
Music andfot Dra]Tia SocietyCollege
was delayed
one
m0ro
week
last
night.
Decision to postpone the move
came after a two-hour debate in
the weekly meeting of. the SMC
Students'
Administrative
Council. The meeting
was supposed
t0 be the climax of a controversy that has been raging at
St. Mike's during the last three
weeks.
Trouble started when the council demanded a financial statement from the financially autonomous Music and Drama Society. Two weeks later the council announced the introduction
ot a bylaw to elminate the M
and
D Society',under
and set
organization
the upSAC.a new
Chairman of the new group
would be a regular member of
the council, with two directors

Move

a Week
for music and drama
ted
by him. Formerly theappoin
s
offee-pa
the group were elected officer
by
the
ying; members.
Changes in tne organization
ot the proposed committee under the SAC were brought in at
the start of the
meeting. Main
elements in the change
allow for
the manning ot an execut
more in line with the wishesiveof
the students particularly interested in music and drama.
Regular officers will have the
right to nominate students for
the executive for the coming
year. These nomina
tions, along
with other applications,
be
submitted to the students' will
council
and the officers for the coming
year win be select
with
special consideration edbeing— given
to the recommendations of the
previous executive.
Such a system, as opposed
popular election by the studentsto,
would avoid a candidate being
in by
the
French Students voted
SAC presidenpacking
t John Leo elections
Life-bloOfJ S'°Wly ''V".' R"th Far"de". °' <"« U of T Blood Campaign. The pretty
Strong objections to thesaid.SAC
started Monday. S'nS
°"e
'hC d°"°"
lh° ".ek-.ong dev. lich
move came from M and D presiRiot Over Girls
dent Brian Breton. AcknowledgPARIS (CUP) — Paris Univering the need for further finansity students rioted yesterday
cial resources, Breton approved
when resident supervisors put a a student
levy, but criticised the
strict curfew on female visits to council
for trying to completely The
the residents' rooms.
Varsity
change
the
organization which
The 400 students, mostly men.
Wednesday, February 20th, 1967
previous
ly functioned suc- Vol. LXXVI— No. 73
threw eggs, tomatoes and garbage had
cessfully
.
cans at police
Three were arrested. Drama director Steve Prick
The students were protesting members
charged hip
the proposed
automatic
would permit
the
against
"unfairof intervention"
of audiences unsympathetic
the managers
the resident hos-by entry
to
dramati
c
producti
Blood
ons. Such
All
tels. They claimed that they
should be allowed more freedom audiences would be tempted to One" day this week I lay on a I By DOUG MARSHALLAround
i tothemeditate
on my fate.
I squeezedm
to entertain lady friends.
laughes, ho atsaid.amateurish performanc- hard hospital bed and watched
X gripped
small "baton"
The hostel managers were apfluid flow gently into a where the blood went, why so my hand to make the blood flow
pointed to supervise and control Frick suggested a nominal fee my
glass life
bottle.
would dissuade those not genu- I was one among many donors much was needed, and how it ■ faster. Beside me a student began
the actions of the residents.
to sing an old ditty.
was kept.
Comparatively strict rules exist
inely interested in. drama.
from- blood
U of toT thewhoRed were
about having female guests in Final move for postponement their
The with
business
of giving
blood
fI saddle
'There .*•was blood on the
Cross giving
fund. begins
a
drink
of
coke
and
the rooms at U of T. University was the third effort of the even- Most were fascinated by the pro- ends with a cup of coffee. The \ After . .about
ten minutes the
residences
impose a once or twice
ing, because many felt the prob- little proud.
cess; all were curious and not a whole operation is treated in
lem deserved more careful cona week ruling on the matter.
full andwas myquickly
conothe cause
and sociable manner. j pint bottletribution twas
sideration. Members of the coun- The nurses were kept busy cheerful
The Co-operative houses have
and put away. Blood in
First the finger of the donor I labelled
cil
and
M
.and
D
Society
will
answering
questions
about
the
its
natural
state
lasts
for
only
more
'particular
laws try to settle differences before whole business of blood dona- is pricked and a blood sample
exist freedom.
in many Noof the
men's resistored in a temtaken and recorded. Clutching, n 1 21 days when
dences
the meeting next week.
tions. People wanted to know small
slip of paper which tells Centigrade.perature of two to four degrees
the particular blood type, the When the blood giving was over
donor then proceeds to the main I was
taken to a cot to rest. As
ward where the major operation
will take place. I was struck by I lay there I was told to keep
on the vein in my arm
the speed at which students were pressing
where the puncture had been
fur
ther
going
through
"the
mill",
as
one
Rev
olt
of
them
put
it.
made.
The
had to stop
Imp
oss
ibl
The
e
Budapest,
said
neither
Fascism
possibil
ity
of
free expression of opin- I was led to a bed and told to completely bleeding
volut on in Hungary another
is unlikely noi' Communism was a living the ionfirst
before I waswould
disin twelve years.
missed
or
complications
thing
in
Hungary.
lie
down
with
my
arm
outJl°w, since the people who felt
The police agreed to respect
develop,
a
nurse
told
me.
The
chairman,
Zolton
Kiss,
a
stretched.
Quickly
it
was
prestudent governments then
jnost astrong
ly for freedo
pared for the tube. Before I knew Finally I was given coffee in
Hungar
refugeme have
stu- graduate student at U. of T. and the
up, but the Russian tanks what was
happening a nurse was a cafeteria. While I sat there one
ae"t said last ian
native of Hungary said there is set
night.
moved
in
soon
after.
me that it would not hurt of the students who had just
Ivan Liaszkuszki spoke at the no ideological attachment to The Russian army had re- telling
at
all
and
a needle was in my given blood fainted and was taken
arm.
Hungarian reception held at Communism. It's a negative type
to a bed behind a screen. I got
moved the pins of Hungarians' When I was bleeding freely and the
"art House last night "Those
oi'
nationalism,
an
expression
of
in
idea that the coffee break was
they
guns,
he
said.
hatred
against
those
who
have
ungary
now
possib
ly
would
the students of University
stai't
(Continued on Page 8)
taken something away from of Half
Were anothe: revolution
Sopron came out of Hungary. properly I was deserted and left
them.
to said,
Mr. Liaszkuszki told of the Rudolph Janos, a refugee from
Jf the Russian army leaves, revolution in Sopron. He said Budapest, said with more organithe Hungarians could
nun&ary
be free." '
the 'students
meeting
at the was
be- have donezation,better.
But the spongin ing of the
revolution
Rudolph will
Janos, a refugee from
taneity of the revolution made Hungarian Fund Grows
organization almost impossible.
Messages that Western help
$7200
In Kitty
would come when the Ameri- Now
can elections were over gave Four Hundred dollars has bee.i university and ten from the arts
CCF Leader Gives Speech
them
added
faith.
leade; M. J. Coldwell, national Nominations for delegates to "On November 4th. we were added to the Hungarian Relief colleges. The co-ordination comFund in the last week. Gord
sPeak of the CCF party will the Convention were John Brewin,
mit e has awarded ten bursaries
to a campus meeting in Bob
Hugh Fenn.
Peacock. Russ Irvine, and Mr.
SAC president, said on the condition that students
awakened
bysaid.a cannon at dawn." Forstner.
Janos
meet
university
standards.
last
night.
The
fund
now
stands
°c|oc!(G' ^ tomorrow at four
"This was the end of our free- at $7200.
Eight of the ten are university
Twenty
bursaries
covering
bursal
ies
and
two
are arts burClub' Passed
Thursday.resolutions
'he campustoCCFbe
Lack of food made a general tuition have been made available saries.
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strike impossible, he said.
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Provincial CCF
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All entries for the NFCUS National Short Story Contest must tions.ed in any but student publica- on their own. A fifth, Stephen
Ca l° the Hydro-Electric Powt
Pinter, is living with his cousin
be handed in to the SAC office The winning story will be pub- and
needs no immediate help.
"attonC'a proP°ses to the United
lished in New Liberty magazine,
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27.
'<•'■ cc the sc»ing up of a fund
Stories
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on any
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standard
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payment.
Two
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5 tu r°ncmic development which
nancial aid so far.
case fi-is
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assistanceof will
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of the University is eligible, but to the National Contest.
necessaiy.
wherever
committee
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'
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300-TON

"TRAVELLING

POWER

HOUSE"

i . . designed by our mechanical engineers, one of the largest
gantry cranes ever built is now under construction at the
Robert H. Saunders Generating Station, Cornwall, Ont.
This crane, weighing over 400 tons, illustrates a new
trend in design. Completely enclosed, it serves in effect as a
"travelling powerhouse". It incorporates no less than 30
motors for various hoisting and travel movements and lias
all the facilities and functions normally provided in a
conventional powerhouse. This project typifies the extensive
resources and experience of the Company in the field of
mechanical engineering.
Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian Company, is the
foremost fabricator in Canada of bridges and steel structures.

There are interesting careers awaiting young civil and
mechanical engineers in Dominion Bridge Company Limited.
With 15 plants from coast to coast, we are now engaged in
the largest expansion programme of our 74-year history.

FOR ST. LAWRENCE

POWER

PROJECT

Less well known is Dominion Bridge's leadership in other
engineering fields. Cranes and other handling equipment, hydraulic machinery, boilers for heating and process steam requirements, mining machinery, refinery towers, pulp mill digesters,
oil well machinery— these are but a few examples of the diversification ofDominion Bridge operations.
To-day, we have the largest and strongest Canadian force
of design engineers in our field. Much of their work is of a
pioneering nature, and they are constantly being called upon
to solve problems connected with large projects in virtually
every type of industry. Theirs is a never-ending challenge.

You are cordially invited to write us at Box 310, Terminal
"A", Toronto, for descriptive booklets or further information
on any question you may have in mind. Or telephone our
Personnel Department, LEnnox 2-2871. Please mention "The
Varsity".

Our Readers
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Writhe:

Views

Intention
Unfortunately, in Monday's
tide on music, and drama at St.
Michael's, The Varsity did not
clearly represent the S.A.C.'s
new plan nor the intent behind'
The
" ■ proposed plan is to split
th.eit Music and Drama Society into a music division and a drama
division. The heads of these
groups shall sit on the Fine Arts
Society directorate, which is to
be formed to promote interest in
the arts at St.willMike's.
on theof
directorate
be a Also
member
the S.A.C., who shall be chairman, apublicity director, and the
treasurer of the Council, which
shall budget both divisions.
The representative from the
Council shall hold his office as a
portfolio on the Council (as the
University S.A.C* does in the
case of AVR); he is on the directorate as a liaison from the
Council, a.nd is explicitly forbidden to determine the content of
the programs of either division.
The two directors will have complete control over content of programs, choice of personnel and
type of publicity desired. The
only difference is that the twin
headaches of financial insecurity
and the burden of publicity will
be lifted from the shoulders of
the directors, leaving them free
10 channel all their efforts into
the productions themselves.
The practics.1 effects, in my
mind, will be 1) to obviate the
projected rise in M&D's membership fe . which would necessarily .-put the cost of fjne art at
St. Michael's beyond the reach
of more and more students, 2) to
effect a better co-operation and
understanding between the
S.A.C. and thfe directors of the
fine arts groups, and 3J to provide the drama director with the
kind of capital necessary to underwrite afirst-class production
in Hart House, which has been
the aim of M&D for years, and
FROM ANY STANDPOINT
the BEST!

rliary 20th, 1957
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EDITOR
Applications for the above position will be ret ved by the
Associate Secretary'of the Students' Administrate Council in
the S.A.C. Building, up to 12.00 noon, Monday, ebruary 25.
A. E. M. Parkes,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administr; itive. Counci I.
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CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT
open lecture series
"RELIGION WITHOUT
SOD" CONTEMPORARY
EXISTENTIALISM
Speaker: Rev. Bob Miller (National Secty. S.C.M.)
Place: Room 4, U. C.
Date: Thursday. 21st February, at 5:00 p.m.

Memo to Varsity Students:
:
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THE VARSITY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
1957-58
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Secretary
of
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Students'
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Regent Beauty Salon
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
PARK
New Wing
Second Floor

PLAZA HOTEL
Bloor and Avenue lid.
WA. 4-5121

For i he mosf formal occasions
oi- for that informal eo-ed-Iook.
WE HAVE A SI'ECIAK STUDENT TRICE
Permanent Wave $10.00

At Home or TraveHing . . .
EATON'S

Portable Typewriters

"The student's life is a full one" . . . Yes man,
full of work that requires reams of notes —
papers to write, letters to write — business or
personal— and let's introduce a pleasant note
to it all by getting to work on one of EATON'S
sturdy, portable typewriters! Flex your typing digits over the crackle-grey finish complete with all the typewriting necessities —
from spacebar to tabulator shift— in your,
choice of Pica (the larger), or Elite (the smaller) type.
Complete with tweed-effect, carrying case
with lock . . . sturdily built to withstand the
hustle and bustle of campus life.
EATON'S price, complete 89.50
11 — Dept. 208
EATON'S— MainPHONE
Slure—UNMain!-.">> Flour
EATON'S — College Street — Main Floor
*T. EATON Cfc™
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opportunity knocks
Intellectual stimulation in university is to be highit is the very essence of a university's purly praised,
pose. Many students recognize this fact, and many
support the idea in daily conversations, but it appears
that few have the initiative to do anything about it.
Several weeks ago Robertson Davies gave a lecture in Hart House Theatre, the first of an annual series. It was hailed around the campus by all sorts of
of this paposters, it appeared in the dailyto schedule
per. Student reaction left a lot be desired.
Hart House theatre was about half filled— and of
that group, a majority was from outside the university
memundergraduate circle. Listeners were eitherd staff
bers or people completely unconnecte with the
campus— a noble turnout for one of the leading literary figures of this country.
Mr. Davies should not have required any great
advance publicity campaign to herald his appearance,
for he is probably one of Canada's leading literary
critics, and the editor of one of this country's leading
papers. No mean playwright himself, Mr. Davies was
lecturing on the theatre-surely an appealing subject
for more than the handful of students that were there.
Student apathy is an old, and rather boring topic
which campus busy-bodies love to dwell on every
year, but conscious rejection of opportunity is not to
be encouraged.
Of all the universities in this country Toronto is
probably the most blessed with opportunities for
undergraduates. Our scientific researchers are excellent, studies in the humanities are leading the continent, and some of our professional schools are the
best in the world, but students refuse to acknowledge
them.
While Robertson Davies was lecturing in Hart
House, groups were probably sitting around the Arbor Room complaining. Not complaints of any great
import, but complaints brought on because they were
too lazy to do anything to help themselves, because
they
were not led to amusement by their' pampered
little hands.
The sin here lies not in the act of complaining, but
in the fact that students were complaining about apportunifies they were too indulgent to make use of.
Opportunity is there for the man who will have it.
J. G.
not edentical
Looking back on the recent war in Suez, it would
seem that very little has been achieved by any of the
parties concerned. „
However, one interesting fact was established.
The British, long adept at winning wars by maintaining an attitude of victorious triumph at moments
of utter defeat, have proved that they could reverse
the paradox. With admirable disregard for precedent,
they have emerged completely defeated from what
was bound to be a sure victory.
D. M.
forget-me-not
Human emotions are subject to a law of diminishing returns.
Promises made in the heat of the moment are
often regretted and ignored when the cold dawn of a
later day breaks.
It is therefore much to the credit of this university
that the romance between its students and the Hungarian freedom fighters, which bloomed so boldly
last November, still retains its obligations.
Last night's reception in Hart house for !he refugees, and the enthusiasm with which it was attended,
proves that, although we failed Hungary once, we
are not in danger of doing so again.
D. M.
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Who
Should Get Bursaries?
In view of the dearth of bur- should be checked with their for financial assistance.
and or Income Tax
saiies, it is shameful that many employer
5. Students
Dept.
cial assistanceobtaining
through finanfraud
people apply for these -and si3. References given by the should be fined and or expelled
milar awards under false prebe contacted
tences of financial need, and toapplicant
diminishshould
the chance
of the from the University.
spend the money obtained on applicant's obtaining money
It is to be hoped that if
high fidelity sets, cars, trips from sources not stated on the these
recommendations are carto Florida, fraternity fees and application form.
ried out, the little money
other objects of no relation to
available
in Bursaries will go
4.
Fraternity
members
and
their studies. Several of such those who intend to become to those who
need it most.
cases are known to almost all. members should not be eligible
It is to be pointed out that
some people in this University
are so short of money that
Aiumymous.
they cannot afford adequate
AND
WHO
PAY
TAX?
clothing and the required textbooks. In view of this it is Thank you very much for your
yourself made the. mistake
suggested that the following kind treatment of our cam- and
paign. Iam sure that we will ofconclusion.
thinking this is a foregone
steps ' should be taken by the
University to prevent the re- be able to count on the cooperation of your paper and the
oc ur ence of fraud in the
We only wish it was. But «a
future.
Canadian University Press in have
a great deal of work to
the
future.
do
in getting information ^
1.' AH students should obtain
a statement of their summ r
However — ■ (and here's the
govern-tas
gether oftotheconvince
earnings from their employer. lub) — misedweanything
haven't
neea we
forthewill
these
yet be.n
exceptpro-a ment
exemptions.
Also
%. The income cf the appli- hearing. Or course, this is all
cant's parents or guardians we can ask for. Both the Globe to convince a large number «»
taxpaying citizens that t',ese
student
irresponsible"
"Uppity,asking
aren't
for another
cotf
veniencc.
LET'S IMPROVE
cession to suit their own <"°"

THE CARNIVAL
I would first like to say, that most of the people Mr. Fayle
- the remarks oi Mr. D. C. F. saw , would have been outside
Fayle regarding the W.nttr skating, skiing or otherwise
Carnival 195V were well taken. having a good time.
It is stretching the point to
In closing I would like to
say that all the work of the
Mr. Fayle for his interest,
Blue and Wh.le has been thank
and I hepe,
that there
will bei.o
ctherr
in. campus,
who want
wasted.
.
Regarding'the coverage
of make the
Winter
Carnival
all
"Caledon", or the week-ends, that it could be.
■may I suggest, that bo.h a
If
you
have
any
criticism
wrilej and a phptqgrapher Irom the Carnival of this year orof
tho paper attend, af ts avoid suggestions for the future, leave
O'TOrs. Fo»- example "Campus your nam*- at the1 SAC office,
Highlights"
last Thursday
was week.
and you will be informed, when
thoroughly covered
as a followthe meet'ng will be held next
upcanby complain
Th^, Varsity,
and
nihody
of a lack of
publicity.
Had the weather been .goad.
Wi.vtkr C&tniviaJ Chairman

In other words we must co"
vince everyone of the need s"1
and N**9
that fees
fact
of theas necessar
student
as union
are ^
y todues
are
a unive''31
laborer. And as well, we hav
t that
answersystem
the argumen
tax
is based
theoryvocation
that you
the
whereareyoutax1ea
the income. Therefore, the
dent, when he is driving a
for
summer,
ti uckthedriver,
and isso taxed
on.
We think we can com*
with tothetryanswers
ing
as hardandas we'i*
w« 0
Again, thank you for ■
coverag -. We'll keep you P°^L
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j B.Pr
Priestley
become
ieliasst
lyan
:^!5^ha.S_b
e-m-"other for the list of English
Eic and theatre "greats" who
j]B.ve come to Canada to give
Canadian culture a hand up.
Like Tyrone Guthrie, Celia
pranca and Boyd Neel, he contributes not only the experience
of a long-tradition culture but
enthusiasm and vigor that is
generally considered the prerogative of the young country,
" Priestley's play "The Glass
Cage"
opensfifthat was
the Crest
Theatre which
on March
writJen for the three actor-manegers
0f the Crest who are now known
by the Priestley nickname "the
Bavis
Murraysister,
and Barbara
Donald
Davis trio".
and their
Chilcott.
Written since his visit to Toronto la-it winter, the play is
something of a surprise to Torontonians. After a literary luncheon last winter the Canadian
press credited Mr, Priestley with
some very rude remarks. In fact
he was considered hostile to the
Canadian press and to Toronto.
■The Glass Cage", however, is
set in Toronto's Annex district in
J906. The three Davises play appropriately two brothers and a
sitter. While the Davis charm
partly responsi
'be Priestle
must
ble atfora
the pl.-.y.
y himself,
Press
interview on
Monday,
claimed it was simply the wonderful opportunity of seeing two
brothers and a sister, three lookalikes, make a sta?e entrance together. As soon as he saw them
together and knew they were in
theatre he tried to think of an
appropriate play. There didn't
seem to be one though, he said,
"So I had to write it."
Just after the Hungarian
Mr Priestley visited Vienna.crisis
was very impressed with Aus-He
trian efficiency. Austrians aren't
at all the kind of frivolous people
that we tend to think of. he
said. Then he left his anthropologist wife there and
Canada to attend thecamefirstuptwolo
weeks of rehearsals for "The
Glass Ca.ge". He won't be staying
I long after openin
g night. That
should be long enough
to see
1
is
going
well, was that
his
comment.
Henry Kaplan, who is directing
"The Glass Care", says that he
has directed
two
premiere
Plays before, oneworld
in Bermud
| =nd one in the States, but aof

entertainii
But the
he
added,
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the authors
Brt in
course,
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gs
weren
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J. B. e"
. ag
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tor
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Notes
Gibson Girl sfyl»'s
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Petoied
The rather naive philosophy of on a High Level" a best seller
n-Ward,
miers for
the Crest and thecostu
costime de- good and evil forces that runs present in some of Priestley'sis
signer for
Playsonetoo.of 'When
through some of J. B. Priestley's was
Cage"
these. we are Married'
her problem"Theis toGlass
less-popular novels
me.ka the savs
cos.
such
as
"The
Priestley himself claims that
tumes attractive
to
the
Magici
audie
ans"
nce
and
"The
Dooms
without overs ng the middle Men" turns up in his plays day the new play
too, But chances a.re
has no "messageclass limits 6fteppi
the family in the m the form of time warps and
enter
taining. J. B. Priesthat
supern
Play
or
atural
tley,it'shimse
the
police
limit
officer
lf
s
of
s.
a
('An
not
very
attractive period in costumes.
and
his
plays,
Inspector Calls').
amusing to Toronhave
to. alreadv been
The newly-formed Crest Theatre Club seems be attracting
much attention. toThere
are
ree.dy many members. Mr Priest-alley
will
s theGlass
ClubCage"
Sunds addres
the
'ore "The
opens,
Janet iUucDo
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out of this world
J- b. priestley
h. h. records
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Out
of
This
World
Olympian and eivilzed form, makes the most of
°"t Of This World isn't.
B"t it is a lot of fun.
a thin voice and an elfin charm.
Joyce Sullivan, with the romantic lead, is
Produced by UC graduates Stan Jacobson and
- erv Rosenzveig, the Cole Porter musical which surely tempting bait for Jupiter, and has a
^Pened Monday night at the Circle theatre, ts truly lovely voice. Although she has done mostly
television singing around Toronto, live theatre
ty and professionally done.
now look forward to seeing and hear11 makes an interesting contrast to last week's fans ingmay
her frequently.
Where
Rainbow.
Finian's
of
production
jversity
firKoster. I thought, had the outstanding
a,nbow was slow. Out Of This World is rapid voiceWally
in the cast, although his Jupiter part called
're;
where
the
AVR
was
and and
philosophifor only two solos.
|c*l.Inth,e Circle presentationrelaxed
is glossy
hard.
Barbara Franklin is awfully pretty and has
many ways, the book— by Dwight Taylor a fine voice for her ingenue part, but I did
jok ^fcg,nald Lawrence — is just One long, dirty wish she'd stop smiling sometimes. I kept wondering Where Has The Yellow Gone?
sed ^ke, -piot concerns Jupiter's attempt to
Oth Ce a° eartnlin£. and nis wife's reprisals.
Larry O'Connor. Miss Sullivan's newspapermanhusband,
sang through his nose.
§^ tnan giving choreographer Joey Harris a
Glenna Jones, ballerina, carried off some difth Ce t0 P*ay ' w&h some intriguing costumes,
st°i'y actually has little to do with the
ficult contortions admirably, and the rest of ihe
n£ s entertainmen
dance chorus was splendid.
I though 'Alex Webster played his Greek
jgr *noiPal attractions are the lilting tunes of
gangster like a Jewish hot-dog salesman at first,
by. .j ne0l fer,
and superbly
polished
performances
Romano
as Juno and
Kenneth
McMillan but later in the show,, his accent became more
' ^rcury.
believably Greek and I suppose racketeers could
Evei
knit.
is not good Porter,
V'C-r
The directorial hand of William Taylor is
like
a
but it's evident throughout in the brisk pace anO snappy
g°0d dl'Rught
ant* c,llickAnd astnere*s
nothin; goes.
the saying
of Porter
dialogue. In most cases, too, the lines are worth
SstheRomano,
import who has racing through.
show befoanre American
Sydney Harris has evolved pleasing sets, even
makes a jolly and brash
if they're ofnotDonstartling
^ ■ An accomplished comedienne, her way with direction
Gordon original,
is suitable.and the musical
S is of the Betty Hutton school, only quieter.
All
in all, it'srun.a good show, and I suppose worth
three-week
■t l '?ulyrly liked "Nobody's Chasing Me.'' and its But
I liked Finian's Rainbow. Pet*r Gzowsfci:
j£ ° successive duets in the second act.
^eth .McMjllan, playing Mercury in both

me
One
of themb
more er
exactng's
tasks
facing the Hart
Music
Committee is . the House
purchas
e
records for the Record Room.of
Last year there were over 700
people with cards entitlin
to use the equipment, gon ihem
the
second floor
of the West Wing
of the House. Any one living
or
trying to work in the rooms
above
and below will tell you
the
day.
that
the room is in use most of

tlym
Eellijmed
shelve
rent fads often result
purchases
of an unusual kir
Cur: Damnation
Berlioz's
of Fat
on RCA Victor could fall with
this category, but no-one lisle
ing
the been
recordst< carefully,T.SO.
who tohad
performance
would regret itstheinclusion.
Selecting records means con- cords.
Record Room Committee
sideration ofseveral factors and is. The
slowly replacing 78 rpm. rtthe reconciliation of several conBrahms 3rd Symphony on
flicting tastes. Members want
Gregorian,. Classical, Romantic London and the Bach Brandenand Contemporary works in all
burg Concertos on the same
ofConsider
the recognized
indicates this trend. Popthat everymusical
memberforms.
has label
dictated the purhis favourite composer, and they luar demand
"Die Winterei
do not all share a love for Bar- Schubertchase. of Tribute
to twosse"latelyby
! tok "and Grofe. and you will be- dead conductors dictated the
i gin tocordwonder
just how begins
the Re-to choice of Guido Cantelli conRoom Committee
Schumann's Fou rth
purchase records representing Symphonyducting
and Toscanini conthese multitudes of tastes.
ducting
's Italian
Last year one of the members and ReformationMendelssohn
Symphoni
es.
of the music committee sugThe
question
of
including
gested that a suggestions book Broadway music in the collecbe started. In this book memtion was hotly debated, Mercibers of the House list records
fully no-one suggested Jazz. The
that they think the House comments
book seemed
should have. Faculty feelings to suggest inthatthemembers
often run high — for instance into the Record Room to came
seek
there was an engineer who refuge from the Radio and wish
wanted the Mercury recording to see this haven preserved. With
of Tchaikovsky's
Overtureof the record room in full use at
because
it features 1812
the sounds
the presenttime, other
it would
a real cannon. There are also hard
introduce
musicalbe
members of Trinity and St. forms towithout
depriving memMike's who may club together
bers of the existing facilities.
for Gregorian Chant. Others The long
solution and
have a marked preference for recognition overdue
forms will
the Israel Philharmonic Orches- probably comeof other
when
House
tra or contemporary Russian expands and room is the
made for
composers.
separate listening facilities for
non-classicists.
At each meeting, the Music
The record room collectinri
Committee sifts through the
pages. If demand
seemsmakeover-a has also been enriched by memwhelming, they might
bers making donations. Several
purchase on the spot — for with private collections have
found
are just not
instance last term. Verdi's Oth- listeningthatto they
somethanof have
theirthemreello, and
Mozart'sCarl
Turkish
and rather
Concerto
Orffs Violin
Car- idle orcords ihrow
them away, they
mina Burana were purchased
them at the Underwithinherea isfewthatweeks.
The a problem
later on.
more ' have leftgraduate
Activities Office to be
deserving work by any of these placed in the collection. Til is
composers might be rejected, on has certainly added variety lo
the grounds that he has been the collection, and the Commitwell served. This happened to
tee is most grateful.
Verdi's Rigoletto last week.
Chris Witsi»n.
art talk
Richard Grooms will g-'ve an "Art Talk" un the current
Hart House
exhibit todayandQJr',
on staff
of the
School
of Architecture
has Grooms
studied iswith
Ben Shahn.
one of the best-known artists in the show.
Murrary of the Hart House Committee claims that the
Ihe Fleishman Collection now in Ihe Gallery is one of the
best exhibits this year.
Laurence Fleishman is a youny American who, in
eight years, has amassed one of the most important collections of American contemporary art in the world. Hart
House has been fortunate enough to .secure for exhibition
part of the collection.
The art talks have become a regular feature of the
fifteen.
exhibitions
at Hart House. Today's u-ual is at one

e
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Breslin

Meets:

Ali
was told to report for duty
Octobe.'.
On October 15, Ali sailed from
New York for home. He had
wonderful trip, stopping off in
Lisbon, Barcelona and Casablan
ca.
mits."It was very nice," he adHe made friends on board with
a young American Zionist, bound
for Israel, They explored the
Arabian and Jewish quarters
Morrocco together, "and we
couldn't find much differenc between them," Ali says.
On the 29th of October, while
Ali' wasblanca to steaming
Naples, warfrom
brokeCasaout
ii; Egypt.
Everything changed. Ho had
planned
take Naples
one of the
regular boatstofrom
to Cairo,
but when
they
docked
on
November 1st, lie discovered that ali
| communications
had been cut off.
I was worried about the war
j and the time," Ali says, for he
was overdue in Cairo. The only
= possibility of getting there was
a long route by plane, via Sudan.
c "This was too expensive," said
Ali.
"I just
couldn't afford
He and
his American
friend it."
set
by
motor
scooter,
heading
north.
|
In Milan they separated, the
American going to Switzerland,
Ali to Vienna. "I was waiting
j and
until everything was cleared up,
Isays.
for the ships to get over," lie
he arrived in Aus! ia,But Aliwhendiscovered
from his
Egyptian friends that he was
actuallythe eligible
from
army! for exemption
j 'They were taking everyone

"Well, it's a long story," sighed
Ali
He wasn't
talking
aboutEllaboudy.
the Arabian
Nights,
but
his tale was just as long and
almost as fantastic.
The last thing Torontonians
had heard from Ali was his
swift departure from the country
last fall. AH is an Egyptian, and
he had b<en called home to do
his military service.
This week Ali turned up on
the campus again — four months
wiser, many miles wearier, and
happy to bo back.
Theber,odyssey
when Ali gotbegan
the inwordSeptemfrom
the Egyptian government. He
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES

j

| 51.00 per person
| Dancing Every Saturday

j

Mart

j Kenney's
Ranch
RESERVATIONS

1-6102
GAMES TODAY
Brown,
Scott
vs For. A
Malk, Taylor
WATER
POLO
vsvS Matt.
Med. II
Kctoy.
OReilly,Aplln
J. Bo
SQUASH;VTrin.
vs
Law
Trln.
vs Dent. C
Phaim.B B' li AS K i: I li All,
— Mea.
M.yfO't II AGUEScott. Qoldrlng
Sr.
U.C,
vsvs Sr.
Jr.
Vic
Strain,
Haesler
Ray HOUSE
vs Law
SPS BA
Pre -Dent
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Newport,
.'
ItASKKTBALL
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—
Krempulec
Sl.
M Vigilantes
Slip' hots
vsvs Med.
I Attackers
ARay
St.
M.Gators
Vic
Chapntck
Med.
in
A
vs
Vic
Chapnlck
Med.
II Yr,Phys.A B ■vs
IVVic CivilIII
NellesMortars Chapnlck
PHiivnL.
SocialEng.
Work ntAi.L r- vsvsMINOR
— VIC GYM
i:\sm,
II Mech.
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Coop
Stein
I Elec.
B. Huts Stein
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j WA.
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5.40
1.00
4.00
6.30
1.00
4 DO
5.00
87.0000
S 00
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0 00
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tt itie i l l TOURS
EUROPE
1957
Two Sailings: s.S. Homeric .May 29 and June 15 ,
from Quebec
Choice of Three Itineraries:
London, Devon, Shakespeare Country,
North Wales, English Lakes, Scotland,
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, the
Rhine, Black Forest, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Bavarian Castles, Austria including Vienna and Salzburg, Dolomites, Venice, Adriatic Coast, Rome, Naples, Amalfi,
Capri, Hill Towns, Florence, Italian and
French Rivieras, Paris.
65 TO 70 DAYS FROM $1231
ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
specializing in European travel since 11)26
UNIVERSITY

TRAVEL
CLUB LTD.

PPI -Uluiit: G. H. LUCAS
57 BLOOR ST. W., TORONTO, WALNUT 4-9291
Campus representative: Miss Adrienne Hunter, 5T8
For an appointment call WA. 4-9291

Ellaboudy
born in "31 or after," Ali says ticket, he uitched back to Aus
''and I was born in '30." He made This was, apart from Cairo,
a few quick trips to the embassy, tria.
f ■*
renewed his passport, cleared up possibly the most timely spot in
Europe where Ali could spend his
the
army
business,
and
set
about
exile. Vienna was flooded with
his own.
"I decided to come back to Hungarian refugees, and Ali
visited
the border to see them
Canada as soon as I could get a
visa," Ali said, "and not go back crossing over.
to Egypt until I had finished my "How they suffered!" he says.
"Sometimes they would run for
He got the visa at the end of 30 oi" 40 miles, day and night.
November
studies." — but his troubles If they were seen by the Ruswere only beginning. Ho had
sians, they'd be shot. As soon
forwarded all his money' to a as they put their feet on the
Cairo bank — "and then I border they cry — they are so
couldn't get it out of the counAli watched thefn in the soupIt took Ali two weeks to get to very
lines, happy."
or gathered in groups at
Austria, and two months to get the camps. He wanted to work at
out. Finally he borrowed some sadly,
camps — "but you don't get
Austrian shillings from a friend, the
paid for that, and I needed
and went hitching off to Switz- money,"
Ali explained rather
■crland
try." to change into dollars,
"It
was
nice in Vienna," he
I had a pretty
AH
"It washard
cold,time,"
the says, "but I was worried — about
■oadsadmits.
were blocked
with
snow
money', and getting a job, and
and slippery, and there were no news from home. I was worried
about
my family, and the whole
rsHe and
no
gasoline."
made it to Zurich by way
Most of the time when Ali was
of Germany with only two acci- travelling,
he stayed in youth
dents. After getting an American
visa, a Canadian visa, and a boat country."
hostels. "All over Europe,," he

WOMEN'S
INTERCOLLEGIATEATHLETICS
MANAGERS
Phoi-jgiaplis
for Badminton
Torontonenslsand ofVolleyball
the Intercollegiate
nis. Swimming.
teams willArchery
be takenTen-at
Thursday. February 21, at 1.00 p.m. "Uniforms
orFalconer
blazer., Hall
to beon"worn,
* BASKETBALL CLUB EXECUTIVE
Important meeting on Thursday. February 21, at 4.30 p.m. at Falc
o
n
e
r
H
T
a
.
l
.
.Rcpi-trentatlves
please bring full Information regarding
lot (ithletl'd
tothosesendeligible
a qualified
proxy. ooleftlrs. If unable to be present be sure

says, "they
were Most
full 0f j,{?
garian
refugees.
were
students,
with no of
p]ar
Some of them thought
go."
e%lr
proachedlikehima Hungar
with a friendi
looked
unfamil
iar version ofian,
hello,an{[t*.Ai|f
kept him well-informed 0n $
hind the-sceness
of the iWvjj
tionary
"I met area.
some who were com'
didn'tSays(J"5^
over
a who
ofto English
wordto Americ
astarted
," Ali ana
teach
them about
life inthem,
Americag'eat1J
haveltyto do there"
what
The youdifficu
that
lessons had to be was
given thi0u
a German lady, who made J
enough
Ali's Hungar
feeble ian,
Germanft ,
translateof into
theless, the tutor was
succesi!
Ali ,also kept up on the I
tian crisis, through Cairo i*j
and newspapers. "It was a b'!|
mess," he says. "All the papi
were
printing
neiv.
Sometimes
I woulddifferent
meet Israeli;!
andProba
we had some terrible fj,'I
bly the best of these «.!
curred in Rome, where Alt «J
down
at
cussions." a round table withI
twenty Israeli soldiers. "ThevI
shrug,
didn'tadmit
believ
what a I was sayin^l
Ali
s e with
laugh amfj
Ali felt that most of EuropJ
sympathized with the Egyptian!
"because they were attacked!
The strongest feeling, thoughj
was in the Arabian countries, |
"In Casablanca, taxi drivejj

iuuril
they
me
wouldn'
cafe owners
and anythi
ng when
t chard"
was an
I"There
an."s ofAliNadsayj
wereEgypti
picture
all over. Most of the Arabs lovl
him, especially after the lasT
Ali felt that Nasser was heipl
ing the Arabs by unifying IheiJ
"Personally,
aggression." for myself. I doirf
like any kind of dictatorship,!
Ah says. "For my country, it'J
allEventually
right."
J
Ali hitched to Ho]
land, and this week he turned m
ling!" intheToronto.
weary but
again
"I love
happytinttf
^
dent said. "I saw enough.
been
therego yet."
time I'll
ta Asia ^— I haveaj
Ali had
tried his hand
trical
Engineering,
but thisat El«)*j
he was enrolled in I U.C. M
Poli till
Sci next
and year
Ec for
willAH,havevm t
wait
have to work to get back ""^
financial feet. "That's all riSH
says Ali with a grin. "I lefltl1
a lot."
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Irish Trounce

Sku/emen

70-51

On the

Hough Contes
BvtHOWI
HliWip
@Wi$
KAT
B.V
Wit
E HUNDEh
LI, 43 Fouls
tuitk
John brooks
iked by the 23 point per- ing the ball away. With five a It' point total, while John
of
Don
Lipke,
St.
Robinson hooped six in the short
romped to minu
„nisnce
with
fast tesbreatok goandSMC.
ol of then"
the time he was on the court.
College
A over Sen- back
Sport 5 Editor
boards startedcontr
to
1'licuael's
easy
70-51
victory
pull
The only
away
light
inwork
Skule's
gpS Monday afternoon. The
dismal
effortbright
was
the
of
a SPS St''aiSht
reply andpolnts w«h' Jerry Wojden
oMf'mg^t
hvlh c01ltest saw a total of out
kept the Bluv fouls
called, 20Skule.
on St. Mike's a 32-23 half time lead.raced into and Cold from who
falling apart com23 against
As the second half advanced
pletely.
Wojden
scored
The Senior Skule aggregation Skule grew worse and worse Doug McCuaig added 181-1,points.
eight
the Irish, playing p0ses- on free throws, but his usually
^jch had been hot on outside whde
reliable one hander from the foul
were, held to a low per- sion basketball waile
d
for
that
'
t
o
S
h
shot
il!
this
contest
by
the
a
and scored on most of Monday.
line was far from reliable. Manager In the Dominion™ i. ™lock 'he best junior General
(fit
loating Irish zone defence. When them.Linko was
Besides the 43 personal
all ovef tin, cottrt
Itule got a shot away, the reminds were grabbed by Lipke in tha second period, grabb llff three technical fouls were fouls,
also
joe Girdiestone who whipped rebounds „(< botI,
called
the contest and Skule's
boardsSkulci
,m* Hank inGalka
intercepting numerous
was ejected from
j,e ball up the court on fast passes
. His shooting from the the game midway through the
real,s that usually resulted in outsi.u,
and from under the second half for some overheard did battle wit* St. Ca tarlni
basket.
tIp^s a°nd Hrhile J*
comment by the
The contest was a close check- hoop was phenomenal.
ls.
leerees and St. Michaels Colleee
Majors.
affair for the first ten Dan Regan's deadly one hand The win makes officia
the
Irish
overjhnteS With both teams throw- set was good enough to amass
whelming favorites to capture
/°Und' f°'' h°*<* H-»™
the Sifton Cup, emblematic of AndHneoTonttinwhatU'wi;binfheaS "
Interfa
culty cage supremacy.
occasional ailments, and Bob Picard si uL ? I™ P'Ck,nS up
year with a busted leg joint
6 °U' th<! rest of "»
Slues Travel To Quebec
Interfaculty
C lr3",ede'°"°rB'"«'
T« Miche,
Summary
ataJEE
Michel were
cu t shortZlZ
5 ha„P,TrS-T
SS^S £"*
IHiS '°»ks
.ast Season Road Jaunt
The end is in sight for the Var- However, one of these two teams Two major league
w»*sr
zr
S
~~
<?W
basketball companj was Sn lS' n '7 ?f ,
Jiy hockey Blues. This week-end will be eliminated Friday night games yesterday saw SPS
Jate such
F and
should be their last road trip of when these teams meet
the
as
part
amVCd '°r
St.
Mike's
MarL game earhe" i season
pull off victories.
% season.
of the McGill Winter Carnival. .The Enginee
The Blues will meet Laval on The league rules in case of a Skule E buddiesrs downed their
55-12 in a highiday night as part of the Que- tie, call for a playoff game, to scoring
Clark paced
.c Wintei' Carnival, and will be mutually agreed upon as to winners affair.
with 20. Harrison the
led
hen journey to Montreal to meet time, place, etc., by the
- the low-scoring losers with four.
[cGill in an afternoon fixture.
ing teams. Hence thecompet
Blues
In
the
other
game.
Curt
RusA single point in either of might have to take to the road
sell and John Leo sank
hese games will allow the Blues again.
13 respectively to whip14 and
the
DID WE OVERSTEP '
»hesewthirdup consecutive
the Queen's year.
Cup forIn Laval
. Last with
Skulemen
Friday'
double-handed. Daws
game
against
its seven Toronto „ and Huschult
led the SPS
event that they fail tcf do goals once more allowed individ , kins
and also manage to lose ual Varsity players to move up in - !"s ,3
far last game, Varsity could be the scoring race. Just
how far
ed for top spot.
won't be known until the official
m...1 h.°P6
Blues
SUCh '.Sn
do man.ee
probably
to lgainnecessary.
won't same
At present the McGill Redmen league
be If v™the
one point^ndin ittheir
statistics are released
final three
103-35
car. accept
th.t headline
as excellent
prognostication
ins the University of Montreal later this week.
It
happens
at
least
once
in
?arabins have an equal chance The leading Blue point gettel a year in Interfaculty basket
BODY SLAMS, HALF NELSONS, ETC.
You lift him and throw him
if Slabbing a share of first. is Mike Elik, with six goals and ball.
And win the decision.
Someone breaks 100. ,
nine assists for fifteen points.
Yesterday afternoon, the
Close behind him are Brian An- Trinity
But
the sort
we've got
Ain't
likethat
television.
Hilltoppers
edged UC
derson and Clare Fisher with
Hutton
House
103-35
in
minor
eleven
points.
Leading
goal
scorThe Scoreboard
league play.
With apologies to Oscar Brand and no one else in particular I
ers for Varsity are Anderson and
Mike Harrison was high hasten to explain that the Intercollegiate wrestling tournamen gninj
Macdonald who have each counted seven times.
scorer with 27. Bob Church,
INTERFACUITY
Ed DiHane and Robin Hill
Thisyear
is just advance
HOCKEY
Full
«™
particularsforwill
,he «™ their
""S W«ke"d
sank 22 apiece. Ian Cameron share
s warning.
in five
of the gab tomorrow
andH°UM
Friday. Plans call tor a 2-30getFriday
Group I
was
low
man
at
19.
Mike
Track
Blues
Second
Kirlcwood
didn't
get any.
P 'W L T
Plan to attend. There's not much else going on in the way ol
According to Varsity figur- sports,
™! e's A .... 77 45 21 i1
pu«andT besides,
.a.CTTyou°VC''might
t0 ",epickCV0'
anda feu
the pointers.
cur,ai" »n Satlda"
At Buffalo Relays
SSS
ing, that should make it 112
ODDS
'N upENDS
rather than 103. But Trinity
t
2
4
0
The
Blues'
indoor
track
team,
figuring
.
.
.
M«k
although seemingly plagued by
Group7 II 1 6 0
Oh, yes, Croft scored 31 for scrinTVI! pec"liar? ■ ' - G«e Bourassa. winner of the totereol
bad fortune at every turn, turned
5?„
a 8 43 2.2 23
his
with
Dent, c in Interfaculty inplay0 U...of UTS
in excellent performances at the PC, making him the game's hockey
Old Boy'snowannual
his trade
tr»Hnight
■*^!LyearS
M »"><°""
plies
coming up atbaCkthe When
Arena on Friday
Buffalo State Relays oh Satur- high scorer.
Hockey Eirls
Unity8.;
day, finishing in second place to
J | %I
music, figure skating, prizes, and what all . . . '
'
Alfred University in the total
point standihgs.
Icy Buffalo roads involved the
* A>
'340
major portion of the squad in a
minor car-bus collision scant UC Redmen
< UI
.7 0 6 1
Blank Medsmen
3-0;
minutes before the meet was to
Spstaltvv '« ""H."5 ■w 5 0 0
start. Fortunately, no one was
injured, but half-miler Bill Gell- Trinity Finally
"
Wins But Too Late
ing was forced to miss his event
Groop5 V 1 4 0
By
due
to the ensuing delay.
fi%r TOM
TftM CHARLTON
rUIDIlVii'
£Ws VIT\r- ',-55 53 20 00
The Varsity squad were victors Sr. UC shut out Sr. Meds 3-0 rough. Si* penalties were culled who lost their chance to grab top
in
two
events,
the
140
yard
dash
and
a
few
more
were not. Bob
in
a
very
ragged
game
Monday
and succumbing
a bye in the tofirstTrinity
play*0
6 0 4 2
and. the medley relay. Skule
r~ by
Lee of Meds took the first at.„.spot
on both sides was noor.
Mil, . "'""P VI
sprinter Gus Bruneau picked up Play1
During
the
first
period
UC
6:00
for
tripping
and
Naylor
3-0
*"b« c
5 4 0 1
first place medals in both races, had a slight edge but failed to ■scored at 6:30 making it 3-0
fil-nt
I VIT
s 1 3 1
winning the 440 handily in 52.4 score on their power play while
At 7:45 a double penalty winIt ofwasthe the
year, Panthers
as they ended
MU ■■■ 5 1 3, 1
and gave Toronto the lead in the Bob Bull was off for interfer- Was handed out. Then at 8:45 ties
up
with
t\V0
losses
and
five
as
well.
DIVISION II
opening quarter of the relay.
ence, in the early minutes. Stew Meds got another penalty but
scored at the six- UC could not use the two
The winning team was com- 1-Passmore
Mike
do
Pencier
put
Trinity
*rmacv
Group I
0.
prised of Bruneau, Gelling, Bob minute mark putting UC ahead man advantage to score.
out in front at 2.50 of the first,
•"tr,'A » ..... 45 01 42 11
Allen and Bill Varey. A steadily
broke out at 10:00 bePete Saunderson added the
improving freshman performer, , UC continued to press until A fight
tween Naylor and Bull in which and
two in the final period.
to*
lupe 54 34 11
0 o
Jim Snider, placed third in the Ken Green scored from Larry Naylor appeared to be trying other
The
game was a bit on the
Nlfe
880. as well as tying Bill Gell Scott at 12 minutes making it to bang Bull's head against the rough side,
"Slry 8n' 54 01 25 01
a total of 64 '
ing in the quarter mile race. 2- 0. Med's goalie Jim Gordon had ice. The referee realizing it was minutes beingwith
handed
out by re- "hi
Bill Varey turned in a strong been handling the shots very not a serious fight gave each
ferees Green and
Brown,
Water polo
2:01 anchor half mile to biinf well.
two
minutes
for
roughing.
It
was
The Doctors mow awoke Very rough roughing. The game man,Barry
Nourse,forVic22 defenseToronto up from second place,
J I Group I
accounted
of those
3-0 for UC.
from their lethargy and strove ended
after
he
and
Varsity's
other
mile
himself,
a minor,
entrant, Bruce Hughes, missed strongly to score. They missed
Group II activity wound up misconductcollecting
J> H
5 2 3 0
their cue for the college mile run. out on ono goal ns the puck yesterday with Trinity, last
5 1 4 0
in the ami
firstgame
periodmisconafter
Hughes, obtaining a post entry slid along the goal line be- year's
titalists, finishing out of words duct with
!"ty
Group II
referee Brown.
hind Tom I-e Poidevin UC the running.
in the open two mile, finished
Pete Eby and Ken Oakley
a creditable sixth in the large goalie, who was sprawled on
Junior Skule killed any Pan- started
a shoving duel in the
ther hopes by blanketing
field of over twenty. Junior run- the ice.
Group 4 HI 0 4 0
Bob Allen and Neil Seifiie-I UC had two penalties, one to league-leading Junior UC 1-0 late minutes of the final canto
In
tin
noon
game.
and
it
developed
into another 28
Santo
Martini,
for
tripping
at
turned in admirable performanc'8.
5 3 2 0
es. Allen finished fourth in the 14:30 and one to Bob Nadin at John Patterson scored the lone minutes in the sin-bin.
5 0 5 0
at the 16-minute point Trinity goaltender Hagood
75-yard dash, as well as run- 18:00 for cross- check ing. The counter
^acv
of the second period in a ragged Hardy collected a misconduct for
ning on the winning relay team,
play coidd
was bogISJV
. firoup43 rv33 10
0 0
while Seifried, in his first taste Medsmen's
coming all the way down the Ice
ged down power
and they
not contest.
The win moved SPS into a to watch the proceeding*, which
>f college competition, ran a score.
V
2 0 2 0
centered- around- the Vie net.
second
1
placetie
with
'Victoria,
The
second
frame
was
very
trong
half
mile
"^v^**
2 0 '2 0
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The lecture will be iUu3t,.ar
Institute To Hear
Arctic Lecture
Commodore
Robertson
was
by motion pictures, Commotio^'
Commodore O.C.S. Robertson
of the Royal Canadian Navy, will commander
Lab- resource
rador, whichofwasthetheHMCS
first large
s found
in thediscus
Cana^s '
lecture to the Royal Canadian
Robertson
will also
a northwest pasInstitute on "The Northwest sriip tosage make
now
and
here
from
the
Atlantic
to
the
Passage"
Saturday
at
8.10
p.m.
Arctic.
Physicsity! Dr.Society
in room
Trin- in Convocation Hall.
Pacific in 1954.
TODAY
McDonald
is a1. world
will authority
Quaker Group
on
low
temperature
1.00 p.m.— SCM
of Hart
OfficeBrink.
physics.
meet in the bySCMAndrew
invited. Staff and students are
House, led
in room
VCF will meet
1.00 p.m.—
THURSDAY
Mechanical Building
BOX
OFFICE OPENS TOMORROW
of theStudy.
241 Bible
for
i.OOConservative
p.m. — Campus
Progressive
Club will
hold a
ions Com1.00 p.m.— ThepresentsOrientat
general meeting at Falconer
speakSHAKESPEARE'S
mitteetravelliIan
ng Scott
in Spain in Pallet,
MP. speaker is' John
Hall Guest
room ing4.on UC.
The
Tempest
2.00 p.m.— SCM will study the Gos- 1.15 p.m. Spanish Club presents a
in the J.School
of Nursing,
reading of and talk on the poetled bvpels Mrs.
D. Hutchinson.
Directed
by Robert Gill
ry of Gabreila
Mistral, a distin3.00 p.m.— Or. D. K. C. McDonald
guished Chilean
will address the Maths and
Music Room
at Vic.poetess, in the
Sal., March 2nd to Sal., March
9th at 8.30 p.m.
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
Blood All Around . . .
UC Reps Elected
(Continued from Page 1)
Liz Van Every (III. VC),
designed to insure that we were
Admiall right before we left the was electednistrativeStudents'
Council representabuilding.
tive
by
University
College
The atmosphere throughout the
yesterday.
PL-rformance was one of casual women
Jane Weber (II. UC) was
martyrdom and a sort of careless
Affairs Comfeeling of competition. This chosen External
mission representative in the
ranged between individuals as same election.
well as between faculties.
Some students were immensely
proud of having filled their bottle
up in two or three minutes while
others took a quarter of an hour.
DRUM
Sut as one nurse commented:
'It doesn't really matter how
long they take, as long as the
MAJORETTE
blood keeps flowing."
Blue and White Band
University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
RECORDS
1957 for
Season
Especially Priced for Student!
$27.50
Fine Flannel
Worsted
Trousem
Interested Applicants
$16.50
CreditHours:
Terms9 Ifam.Desired
leave names at
SIR THOMAS
BEECHAM,
BART
Business
to
6
p.m.
Monday Through Saturday
S.A.C. Office
His First
PARNES Clothing Co.
by 12:00 noon
His First
Monday, February 25th.
Angel Symphonic Record
Angel Choral Work
SCHUBERT
HAN DEL:
Symphony No. 6 in C Major
SOLOMON
Solomon
EMPLOYMENT
John
Cameron
1957 GRADUATES
GRIEG
Pharaoh's
Daughter
Overture,Romance
"In Autumn"
Elsie Morison
Old
Norwegian
with
Variations
Opportunities in most fields now available
Royal
Philharmonic
Orchestra
—
Angel
35359
(Illustrated booklet
The Lois
QueenMarshall
of Sheba
For information contact
with notes by Sir Thomas)
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
RoyalBeecham
Philharmonic
NATIONAL LMl'LOYMLNT SERVICE
Choral Orcehestra
Society
MOZART
I ik RtcWond St. W-, Toronto — EM. 6-9192
The Abduction From The Seraglio
Angel
Album
354G
B
(35340-41)
(illustrated
With the World famous Canadian singers:
booklet with text and essay by Sir Thomasi
Lois Marshall and Leopold Simoneau
8 Days To
OTTO KLEMPERER conducts BEETHOVEN
HANDEL byORATORIO:
"Israel SARGENT
in Egypt"
conducted
SIR MALCOLM
Symphony35329No. 5: 'Consecration of the House.
ANGEL
Soloists
Elsie
Morison,
Monica
Sinclair,
RichTORONTONENSIS
ard Lewis, Huddersfield Choral Society, Liverpool Philharmonic. ALBUM 3543 B.
ACTIVITIES
IGOR M ARK EV ITCH conducts RUSSIAN
BALLET Spectre
(Alb. 1) Satie:
Parade.
Weber-BerDEADLINE
PAUL KLETZKl conducts SCHUMANN
laOrchestra.
Rose.
Debussy:
Aftera Faun. deRavel:
Daphnis
and Chloe,
Suite lioz:2.noonLeofPhilharmonia
"Rhenish" Symphony No. 3, ANGEL
"Manfred"35374
All material for the ACTIVITIES section
Overture.
ANGEL
35151
niusl he received by FEBRUARY 28.

feb. 20

calendar

— Remember CLUBS deadline: this FRIDAY! —
McGILL

WINTER

CARNIVAL

February 21st, 22nd, 23rd
ANNOUNCING: TWO TRAINS AND
. SPECIAL LOW FARE
Thursday and Friday, 4 p.m.
Tickets and Information, SAC Office
HART
HOUSE
Today
NOON HOUR CONCERT — John Foulds. baritone, in the
East Common Room at 1.30 p.m.
In the Art Gallery
ART TALK— Professor Grooms from Architecture will talk
on the present exhibition of CONTEMPORARY
AMERICAN PAINTINGS. Women welcome.
ART GALLERY OPEN TO WOMEN — 1.00 - 6.00 p.m.
LEE COLLECTION— in the Lee Room, This valuable collection
is open to men and women from 5.00 - G.OO p.m.
ANNUAL EXHIBITION
of tPfHOfTpGRAPfl^—
entries: Friday,
22nd February. flUuJgl ddle lor

LOVRO VON MATACIC conducts RUSSIAN
MUSIC — Balakirev; Overture on Russian
Themes;
Tchaikovsky:"Hamlet".
Overture, Philharmonia
'The Storm';
Fantasy
-Overture,
Orchestra
ANGEL 35398
M ALCUZYNSK I PLAYS BRAHMS. Variations and Fugue
on a minor.
Theme Op.
by Handel.
termez o in E flat
118, No. In-6.
Rhapsody No. 2 in G minor. ANGEL 35349
4 SYMPHONIES by 3 SONS OF BACH: Johann Christian Bach: Symphony in B flat;
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach: Symphony in D
minor. Carl Phil ipp Emmanuel Bach: Symphonies 1and 3. Louis de Froment Chamber
Orchestra. ANGEL 35338

A

oA

BRAHMSand DOUBLE
CONCERTO.AlsoDavid
Oistrakh
Pierre Fournier.
Brahms
"Tragic" Overture. Philharmonia OrchestraConductor; Alceo Galliera.
ANGEL 35349
VLADIMIR ASHKENAZY PLAYS CHOPlNConcertomonic)No.Also: 2Ballade
in F minor
PhilharNo. 2 (Warsaw
in F, Etudes
N°s.
1No.and4.
15, Mazurkas Nos. 21 andANGEL
29, Scherzo
3540 J
• * *
SPARKLING FRENCH SONGS
MICK MtCHEYL OF PARIS
sings her own songs
Bel Ami, On Dit; Continent Perdu;
and 650^
otbej
ANGEL
popular hits.

Record

351 Y0NGE STREET

Toronto

Bar
EM. 4-6832

The Only Record Bar that is Open from 7 a.m. till Midnigh*
Every Day, Including Saturday
WE HAVE THE LARGEST OPEN COUNTER DISPLAY OF
LONG PLAYING RECORDS IN THE CITY.
Wfi ( airy a Complete Line of Medical, Dental and Pharmacy Text Books.
All Long Playing records sold to STUDENTS and STAFF at SPECIAL PRICES

Trinity
Jus)
Keep Right On
BLEEDING

Vol. LXXVI— No. 74

SAC

B's

Squash

(See Story Page
Dents

C Jusl Eight More
Varsities for
READING

JffHEV

ARSITY

Plane

Sure
To
o
You can get to Europe on the As recently as G
last week's SAC
Students'
Council
Plane.
meeting
,
Hellei
ner
es'
Negotiations to combine with fears about being able toex-press
guarantee the flight.
McGill have definitely gone
through, National Affairs Com- Cash deposits have been requirmissioner Gerry .
ed from those
who wished to
H e 1 1 e i n e r announced last
book space. Now.
night.
prospective
passengers are being
Even if an "unasked to pay the
forseeable catasbalance of their
occurs,
fares.
Helleiner trophe"
said,
U of T students will be able to A letter to all students who
get accommodation on a Europe- have paid their deposit has been
fcound aircraft. Anyone booking majled
sage. guaranteeing their paspassage on the Varsity-McGill
The5. flight leaves Montreal
plane will be guaranteed space June
by June 17th, whether the chartered flight goes or not.
Only ten seats are left on the
chartered flight before the sponsors break even. Backlegs of the Library Speaker
flight have already been sold.
Dr. D. K. C. MacDonald,
At this time last year, NPCTJS noted
clocks.
physicist with the Nahad sold only 10 seats of its reResearch Council in
quired 5 . During February and Ottawa, tional
will
address
the
LiMarch the remainder of the
brary Evening to be held in
NFCUS chartered seats were the Hart
House Library this
filled.
evening at 7:30 p.m. The subIf Toronto's
in
seats
are
unject
his
address will be
of
them. sold, NFCUS customers will fill 'The Arrow of Time.' In addiTempus Fugit - Sometimes]
t
film
will
be shown.
i
o
n
,
a
At 7:17
yesterday evening-, 60 the Students' Council Building. five in the Library, and smatla
First announcement of the rePrevious
speakers
have
been
clocks
U of T stopped Bert Godwood, university elec- numbers throughout various
duced-fare flight was made near- Clyde Gilmour, Dr. Ralph short, asatif the
never to go again.
other buildings. The clock m
trician, isin charge-of
the central
ly a month ago.
then only Stanton, Dr. A. D. Tushingham,
Then
shortly
after 10 p.m. mechanism,
which extends
fror* Hart House tower has its ow^i
20 return and fourSince
one-way
and
Alan
Fleming.
tickets have been sold.
they jerked to a start again, its own private locked room into
Someone in the Museum first
jumped five minutes every min- the Torontonensis office.
pendulum.
the stopped clocks feat
ute until they caught up to the -Last night's stoppage was noticed
time, just after 11.
caused by a break in the key night. From then it was a siitfpte
Explanation of the strange pendulum.
process
bring Mr. Godwood
but uniform behaviour lies in the As Mr. Godwood explains it. from his tohome.
Med Students Attack;
the
pendulum
makes
a
connection
university's
complicated timehow did he tell the time
keeping system.
on each swing, starting an elec- to And
fix it?
Every clock on the grounds —
tricvates impulse
that
in
turn,
actiFrom
his watch, mainly, just
the clocks.
Say Tax Laws Non-U from the Museum to College Timepieces
controlled from the Ilike an amateur.
ing the Government with our Street — that has a white porcerIn a bl"ief prepared by the position,
lain face, is controlled by one SAC building include three in I But he checked with the radio
and we intend to press
^nadian Association of Medical
mechanism in the basement of j the museum. 25 in Hart House, : time later — just to make sure
^dents and Internes, attention this further."
Zw
to existing tax laws
""ucn,?rawn
are considered
unsatisfael°ry to University students.
Jules Harris and Gord Perkins
" Meds) sent the brief to Mr.
E. Harris, Minister of
Grants
$10
prior to an interview with Finance,
0,0
00
More than a hundred thousand To
him.
$500 from UofT
the Fluor Corpora Over
the University; $870 from
Cana- $1,220
from friends
of the late
The
brief
made
five
recomm
dian Westinghouse Ct. Ltd., first Dr. Norman Joseph Howard, Tordollars
were donated to the uni- tion of Canada Ltd.
endations;
instalment on grant of S2.000
onto
Island,
for
a
bursary
versity recently, President Sidney $450 from the Association of from
the Industiial Products to assist medical students; fand
Professional Engineers of the
announced yesterday.
re]n " Educational expense involv- Smith
Province
of
Ontario
for
an
enfellowship;
$500 from Sankvik
shn ,itlon' books and instruments The grants, mostly from large
quest fromWilliam
the estate
of Toronto,
the lute
trance scholarship, and offer to Canadian Ltd,
Mr.
John
Billes.
industrial
firms,
include:
tavM
be
deductible
from
the
at)le income of a student,
up to $200 to first, In the Faculty of Medicine, for establishing scholarships.
$14,300 from the J. P. Bickai provide loans
and third-year students; $3,550 from the Ontario Society $5,000 from the James FjftaFoundation, $8,400 in payment of second,
fuii ??.udents
years ator ovferschoolin seven
"me atten21dance
$2,400
fromOrenda Engines
Children for re- ceschini Foundation to the Wilscholarships
to
first
year
«t[jeuniver
sity may be claimed by mining students, and $5,900 for Limited for three scholarships of for Crippled
search; $2000 from Geigy PharEdward Gallie Trust furrl;
_--"-la*iy,
- Parent
<
m
a
c
e
u
t
i
c
a
ls for a fellowship in $112 50liam from
$500
each,
plus
a
grant
of
$300
the Peterborough
<lantBai<int or guardian as a depen- bursaries; and offer to provide td the University with each;
the field of clinical investiga- County Medical Society for t~e
seven
additional
scholarships
of
e,m' ' over
Provided
he
or
she
does
not
?1700.
tion;
$1000
from
Mrs.
D.
F.
Sher$5,000mentsfrom
Chemical
each in 1957-58;
pilot program
in Decentralized
of Canada
Ltd. Developfor re- win, Peace River. Alberta, to Medical
Education;
S2.100 frbm
full r spouse 01 a student in $1,200
$2,000 from Alaska Pine and chemistry;
search in the field of wood establish the Jean Bel ton Me«an attendance at a Cana- Cellulose
Ltd.
for
a
fellowship
the Alcoholism
Research Foum
morial bursary fund in memory tion
for
a
research
projert,-.da scnool or university may in the Department of Chemical
Oil Limited, of her mother;
4U« $1000 for the dependant. Engineering- to a student, pref- and$300$300fromfromImperial
"Measurement
of
the
impaimn-t
$6,000
from
the
J.
P.
Bickell
American
dan * s'udent in full time attenof human reactions under alcoerably from British Columbia, Oil Co. Ltd. to British
tive ^ 3 Canadian school or
hol" conducted in the Departhelp defray ex- Foundation, the first of two payments to support a research pro5Xt„r!!ty shall enjoy a personal proceeding to the Ph.D. degree;
penses
of
visiting
lecturers
in
ments of Pharmacology and Psy$600 annual bursary from Com- the Department of Geological
^Mion of $1700.
ject on juvenile diabetes, and
chology; $5,000 from
i Continued
on Pagethe 4)Nutribined Enterprises Limited to a Sciences; $1,000 from the Ameri- $1,425 to support the study of
*°uih Federal Government
first-year student in the Depart can Metal Company of Canada I the cerebral circulation; $1,003
dc„t establish a National Stu- ments
from Mrs. T. A. McCormick, j
of Mechanical, Electrical,
for purchase of equipment Windsor,
stll(J en, nmayFund
froma9 which
for the Dr. Thomas
Si(]er
borrow
con- or Chemical Engineering and Ltd.
in" the W.sameF. department;
$2,000
BLOOD SCORE
Arnold McCormick scholarship;
ol ■ a necessary without charge $200 to the University;
from
James.
B.
S.
W.
Hal ■ ' until graduation,
$750 from Dow Chemical of Buffo m and M. A. Cooper.
$200 from Mr. Kenneth AlexanAn
estimated 800 have »ort*
and
Perkins
were
told
der,
Sharbot
Lake,
for
the
NeuroCanada
Ltd.,
$500
to
a
student
Grants from Geological Survey
.. Mr . Harris that the brief
their pints to the bloucf
*»uid
surgical fund; $1,000 from MT3. | tributed
in the final year of Chemical of Canada for research projects: W. L. Matthews,
campaign, Ruth Farndert.
Toronto, for Chairman
siderat. ^ceive most careful con- Engineering, and $250 to the Geology of Lake Ontario Basin, the same fund;
of the Blood Cam0udge:lon
between
when department;
paign, said last night.
ary
decisionsnowareandmade."
$750.00;cene. $975.00:
Bibliography-Cf
PleistoFormation
of
Clay
School
of
Nursing has gWen
us
$4,400
from
the
Engineering
lUestii- Harris asked searching Alumni Association, in payment Minerals in Weathering. $2,900. Compensation
$6,000 fromBoard
the forWorkmen's
a fellowand showed great in136 pint9, she said, and SP>.
s
h
i
p
i
n
traumatic
surgery;
$2,500
In
the
School
of
Graduate
t
of eight bursaries of $500 each,
aa»hough he was reserved," ship;
and Trinity are "going whole
$3,400 from Shell Oil | bequest under the Will of the
"While and a $400 entrance scholar- Studies.
Co. Ltd. for fellowships of $1,200 jlate Miss Margaret e E. Henwood,
Full figures on the campaign
Ml) Ieeiand
i '"at Perkins
no great said.
concessions
m-emcdl'rWearch1
fc^j. made, some definite pro- $437.50 from Atlas Steels Ltd. each to Leno Braida and Peter j Port arthritis
Hope, forand
rheumatism; will M patilished Frlda£.
as been made in acquaint- for the Roy H. Davis scholarship; J. Hood, plus $500 with eac
hog".
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We are going to have a new book store, whether
we like the architecture or not. Isn't that ducky? Now
new suryou'll be able to buy your books in snappy
roundings, whereas previously you had to buy your
books in unsnappy new surroundings.
The girls of Physical and Occupational Therapy^as
a recent letter pointed out, will still have to attend
lectures in draughty, ramshackle huts that were antidoesn't matter, they're in an
in 1945. ofButthe that
campus.
obscure quatedcorner
In an even more obscure area, and just as badly
off, is the Faculty of Music. And their plight seems
even more serious, for the world would undoubtedly
and occupational therapget along without itphysical
ists, but we doubt would survive without music.
Although many students are probably not even
aware that it is a part, the Royal Conservatory of
most valuable faculthis university's
one aof name
Music ties.isIthas
revered among North American
musicians, and it ought to be a source of pride to
Toronto.
President Smith himself recognized the need in
his
recently
released
"An must
institution
with suchto
a fine tradition
and report:
reputation
be allowed
stagnate for lack of proper accommodation". And
Dean
Boydat this
Neel stage
resignedly
says:yet"Itonce
seemsagain
almost
ludicrous
to mention
the
need for new accommodation ..."
But still we build book stores and a women's
athletic wing, and just two years ago, architecturally
splendid residences.
The University of Toronto, like all its students, has
a primary purpose in education. The buildings we are
electing to construct are the frills of learning, not its
basic tools.
Before we invest thousands pf public dollars in
secondary buildings we should make sure our necessities are looked after.

FIVE

TRAIN TICKETS
LEFT FOR THE
McGILL WINTER CARNIVAL.

MONTREAL

AND RETURN FOR S12.95.

Get them this morning at S.A.C. Office.
Train Leaves 4.00 p.m.

Library Evening
Hart House
This Evening
730 p.m.
In the Library

readers

The

Varsity
FOUNDED 1880
Pub) isned by
The Students' Administrative Council
of the University of Toronto
Toronto 5, Canada
Member Canadian- University Press
Editorial and News Office
Basement, S.A.C. Buiiding — WA, 3-8742
Business and Advertising Manager
E. A. Macdonald — WA. 3-6221
Today's Issue Pete Gzowski, Doug Marshall, Susie Breslin,
Coddily Cessington,
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
For single men and women, eighteen years of age and over, in
Private Agency and Church camps in Ontario.
Openings for directors, section heads, counsellors. All activities:
swimming,
sailing,cookscanoeing,
crafts, help.
riding, tripping, dramatics,
nurses, doctors,
and general
Register now with the Counsellor Placements Bureau of the
Ontario Campjng Association, 170 Bloor St. W., Toronto, WA.
2-0151.
Your theapplication
throughout
Province. will be forwarded to camp directors
OPPORTUNITY
FOR

of NRC

"The Arrow of Time"
A short movie will be shown to illustrate
his talk. Discussion will follow.
Women are invited — Refreshments witl' be served

writ**

STUDIOUS
IGNORANCE
important student event ^
bleed
freely,
Varsity Newman Club Conferr-n„„
Once again The Varsity has ads, be awarereadof The
the rolehalloof here
«-'
disappointed a section of its
You lasthaveweekend,
told us(Feb.
oftei.U|i<Ur
GP and say a friendly
reading public. This is said with the
to wandering Americans (15) the real values in the
the
firm isbelief
who are here as the Commerce ones.
believe and
you. \ye ^0,,.
Varsity
one ofthatthethisbestyear's
col- Club
guests. All interesting, are theWe human
lege
papers
in
the
country.
And
them oflast the
weekend,
it is because of this, that any topical and sure to elicit a hearty cussed
the
motto
Intel],
from us all.
disappointment
The fellow
Varsity menaf- response
Leadership demanded ol
But you can do better. You versity
fords me and my
graduates. Eighty
is felt so much more keenly have done better. You proved it
than if The Varsity were merely in printing the splendid spread from all over Quebec and.
an ordinary collegiate collection on the meetings of the Hillel tario mulled over this
the campus. Why then, after
of gobbeldy-gook
under the pro- . on
tection of the university.
have often enough asked.'011]
sending us a reporter and ver- toyou consider.
bally encouraging her and us to thePerhaps
According
to TheofVarsity
thumb we
-'Ofreally
the great
day— our source
news toon expect a decent coverage, did * rapine-ish
industy*!
campus happenings — we should you so studiously ignore another imperialist, American
i don't believe
But, of .course,
tjJ*°e
future
demons when
of high15 0fftnarj
are treated asClub,
guestswhohere areby th*
Commerce
Jj
"Bravo!"!CHA
for Mr.RRE
Leo. HeDhas OL'
some definite
views
—
and
perY Mr. Gray to feebly demonstrate for e«u . r
GRA
haps that
is why
rights for eighty fellow Canal
(who has an appropriate name,
respondedaxe-grinding
to Mi*. Gray's
violent
with rather
clari- being neither fish nor fowl, discuss
dians who
meet admittecUy_
to discuss
a topic,
ty and precision — having the black nor white) dislikes him will in all probability riot that
add
good manners to consider the and is ever ready to lisp out,
question raised against him in "Fascist!" Well, as far as I a cent, to Mr, Gordon's stagger.
spiralquotients.
of bond breeding
and
its proper light: impersonally. am "concerned, I would sub- ing
wealth
Who knows
In doing so, I am sure that he
scribe wholeheartedly to Mr. what
these
Yanks
will
leam,
how
has influenced people and won Leo's refusal
to allow Paul many will in future kindly 1
many friends.
to disport himself in ■member
Canada when looking
It is regrettable that Mr. Robeson
St.
Michael's
as
for the cagey investment, and
Gray should have been so keyed — for two reasons:an 1)entertainer
Robeson' what percentage will return to1
againstto "McCarthyism"
heup failed
understand thatthat
all is a Communist, and I wouldn't fish or hunt and add
encourage
effective government is not the want
"good- towill"
tours him
whenon his'
he
racket?
result of back-bending exercises would overthrow liberal demo- tourist
Eighty graduates and underand number-six positions accracy as soon as hit a bad
graduates from the great una
Emily asPost,
and 2) Robeson is hardly versities of Quebec and Ontario
is such coarding1 tothing
ableThere
and note;
met here to see what they could
that
good
—
and
I
would
hesiforceful leadership — such as
tate to subscribe to him as op- "do to keep this world human and
Mr. Leo has displayed. If Mr.
posed to Italo Tajo simply beThey merited a reGray thinks that it is fair to
cause it is democratic to toler- thinking.
mark in the Here and Now col-]
smear a man who gets results
ate
minority
groups.
In
other
umn,
and
10 short lines on the]
simply because he does not
I want a singer who
somehow manage to confuse words,
front
page.
This butis all
can
sing
and
please
in
many
under
the
bridge,
it has not
and dissipate every issue he ways — even by his personality,
lays
his
gavel
on,
let
him
look
washed
away
our
disappointmeeting.
and
not
merely
a
Communist
into his own mental mirror
ment in The Varsity for having
I must fondle publicly.
Sincerely,
some day and recognize th$> whom
Let Mr. Gray, then, be less chosen
to ignore this <
element in him which impels nervous
and
more
appreciative
him to such public spasms of of facts; let him deal less in
Robert Keyserlingk,
malignity. Perhaps he would personalities and more in ideas;
call it McCarthyism. I call it let him be more a Mr. Led
Grad ence
History
gas-poisoning — even to the than his own perverted and ilChairman.and Conferpointing ofand loss
uncontrollable
mon,McCarthy.
. liberal image of the great deof reason. twitchMr. Leo is a mind who has
Nathan A. CervO.
GOOD

SALES
Dr. D. K. C. MacDonald
WILL SPEAK ON

q«r

Undergraduates
We still have a few openings in our Toronto Sales Organization, which offer better than average earnings for
male Undergraduates, during the Spring and Summer
months. For further particulars see Mr. E. J. Halse,
S.A.C. Office or telephone:
NOMA SPRAY DIVISION
NOMA
LITES CANADA
LTD.
110 WELLINGTON ST. W„ TORONTO
EMpire 8-1605
1!11111 1
1
!

PUBLICITY

It has come to our attention
oil
Library Committingee Dr.f
that
Hart theHouse is present
D. K. C. MacDonald at its.
g onallFebraai?
Library Evenin
are due liberal;]
21st. Now,
re&»
men wewith
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Lawyers
Triumph
By HOWIE SIAJTDELL8 7-68
The lawyers from Osgoode Hall backboard. Coulter Osborne, who added 10 and Marv Goldman and
were too tall, too experienced played his college ball for West- Tony Wozniak, five each.
and too good for the University em Ontari
Mustangs, and Wen- The Blue-Jays travel to Guelph
dell Wigleo added
13 each.
of Toronto basketball Blue-Jays
evening Agricultural
where they'llCollege
meet
jast night as they scored a one- Danny Norman was Toronto's this
Ontario
only bright light. The freshman the
sided
87-68
victory.
The
game
Aggies.
At
present
the
Jays
hold
centre
was a regularly scheduled Interled the game with
a 1-3
in league play.
collegiate Intermediate contest point total and grabbed what a few26 Torontorecord
—
Norman
.
26,
Brzezlna
rebounds Toronto managed to -12, Holm . 10. Goldman - 5 Wozplayed at Hart House.
His one-handers
niak -5, Edmunds - 4, Tavender - 4
By controlling both backboards snare.
the
corner seldom missed. Edfrom
Brcezi- Hughes.
Osgoode Hall — Raphael . le.
the taller Hallers kept shooting na
was the Blue-Jays' . second WlKle
- 13. -Osborne
at the offensive basket until the
10. pelech
9. Luck. - - 13,8. Bernstein
Dyson - 4,- 2, Gray.
ball went In, while they allowed high man with 12. George Holm Sutton
the Blue-Jays only one shot at
the hoop.
Osgoode pulled away from the
jays with five minutes to play UC
Wins
First Game
in the first half to score 19 points
in that period of time to the
Blue-Jays' 4 and own a 4.4-25
half time lead. The Jays could
never make up that deficit in the Topple Meds
44-30
second stanza.
Perhaps
With four
game the
of sloppiest
the seasonbasketwas closer.
the Redmen
pulledminutes
away tooncego
Big Bert Raphael, the ex-Mc- ball
played at Hart House, yesterday again to win the contest by a
Master Buccaneer, led the win- afternoon.
In
between
the
walk14
point
margin.
ners with 18 points, most of his
violations, the wild passes Larry Scott scored 12 points
■total coming on tip-ins off the and ing
the terrible shooting, Uni- for the winners on driving layversity College Seniors managed ups and one-hahders from the
to put 44 points through the outside. Danny Turack, doing a
basket
their sloppier good job on both backboards,
>core board opponents,to down
Senior Meds, 44-30. also added 12. Brian Aston am
It took four minutes of play Dave Sutherland chimed in with
before either team scored a bas- eight and five respectively.
INTERFACULTY
ket, and the half time scoFe read Fred Papsin with 10 points
14-14. TJC pulled away early in was Meds* top scorer while Dave
BASKETBALL
the
second period to an eight Thompson hooped eight befor
Group I
14 point lead but Meds came right he . left the contest midway
P W L T Pts
back
and narrowed the margin through the second half with five
SMC A
7 7 0 0
to four points, but could get no personal fouls.
Sr.
Sr. SPS
Vic
666 4315 32 000 8G2
716 0 2
Group n ' 1 10
University Swim Championships
~— S7 54 02 01 9
PRELLMIXARV HEATS - Tuesdav, February 26 - 5.00 Rm
FINALS
- Wednesday,Eligible
February
5.
3
2.
Night Office
Pre-Meds
- 8:00 r>m
6
p
- Enter2T -NowAthletic
Intramural
AU l ndergraduates
Dents A - 56 013 6
0 .0
Trinity A;'
Group III
SMC
B £ 5 4 l.. 0
86
SPS
A
4 - 3. 1
UofT SAILING CLUB
Jr.
LawVicA
54 02 52 ,000 40
THERE
WILL BE A MEETING ON THURSDAY,
Group IV
FEBRUARY 21st at 8:00 p.m. at Falconer Hall.
vc
inB
86
■' 44 43 01 0
SPS
Movies
of-the
1956 Canadian Dinghy Association.
vie ni
44 0L 43 00 0
: Everyone Welcome.
Pre-Dents
Group V
■ -44 ' 43 01 00 86
GAMESHOCKEY
TODAY
-4"4 01 43 00 02 cr—
vs
Sr.
SPSni
1.30'
Sr.
Vic
Nflylor,
vs
tT.c.
4.00 Trln. C
Group
Church, Green
Anderson
'5 4VI 1 0 S
\b Wye
Knox
5.30 Arch
Meds F I
.vs
Church,
B.B. Anderson
6.30
For.
B
SPS
3
2
1
Church,
B. Anderson
00
44
uc
iv
SPS E
:h
vsWATER
St. M.POLO
A - O'Reilly. Watkin
35 2-3
0 3 r> 0
SQUASH
Group
Vn
5.40
- Division
IIif Pinal
- Law- Dent
vs ArchC vs Trln
SMC D
22 22 00 00 44
5.40
Group
Playoff,
necessary
SPS GIII '
BASKETBALL
—
MAJOR
LEAGUE
Dents
3
2
1
0
4
1.00 U.C.
Chapnick,
Kostiw
SPS
SPS H
4.oo
vie inTVA
Strain,
Thomson
u.c.
43 012 4 00 20
Dent inAB
6.00
Trln.
iJeJUtt,
Grossman
Knox
Zellitt,
Grossman
7.00
Pharm.
]
Group VIII 0 .
ZellJtt, Grossman
Pharm A
8,00 Arch A
6 5 1 0 106
Bay
HOUSE
BASKETBALL
n Mining— HARTRay
MINOR LEAGUE
' 5-3
5 3 22. 0 6
Lilker
1.00
St.M.
Grave
Robbers
4.00
St.M.
Elbow
Benders
55 14
0
2
Haesler
Vic Mech
H.IllP.'sB
vsvs mMed.
6.30 IV
Phys.
Corless
1 4 0 2
CorlessGYM
7.30
U.C. Eng.
Hutton
VIC
Group IX
MINOR
LEAGUE
—
BASKETBALL
—
vs
n
Metal
3
3
0
S
0
pharmacy B 5 3 2 0 6
5.00
Pre-Med
II
E
vs Pre-Med I B
6.00
- orterrv B
7.00 II Civil
Elec AB
vs Middle Hse-Vic
44 20 24 0 40

UC

Grabs Relay
to his credit, taking tufi
On the fine running of Bill win
Vaiey, UC came from behind in senior 440 in 53:4, being closely
the 4 by 6 lap relay to edge out followed by. teammate Bill GellSPS offor thethe year.
Redmen's first relay
win
ing. UC's Bill third and
and foiVlc'a
The winning quartet of Bob Jim Snider took Varey
Hunter, George Weider, Bruce spots respectively.
Hughes and Varey received un- The junior edition was won by
expectedly strong opposition UC's Bob Allen who outdistanced
from the Skulemen who are close .Neil Seifried of St. Mike's In
on UC's heels in the indoor track 55:1. Wycliffe's Allan Wade fipoint race.
nished inshow position with UG"a
Gus Bruneau added another Bob Hunter in fourth olace.

Blue

and

White

Band

DIRECTOR
Applications for the above position will be received by
the Associate Secretary of the Students' Adminis
trative
Council in the S.A.C. offic e up to 12 noon, Wednesd
ay,
February 27th.

SPORTS SCHEDULES
U.C.
BALANCE ■sOFSPS
ISEASON
vs
O'Reilly-, Smith
WATER
i.oo spsPOLOrn — BaJan Med.of recnlar schedule
Aplln, M. Boase
Med. n
Kosoy, Smith
4.15 St.
Forestry
SPS M".II E
Koioy. Watkin
Wed.
s SPS I
ss SPS
IV
Aplln,
Mandet
Thur.
Trln.
vss Arch,
st. m. na
Kosoy, J. Smith.
Boase
Med.
Grosileld,
VSvs SPS n
Koeoy.
Med. rn
Grosfleld,O'RellJy
Smith
s Pharm.
Med. IV
Med.
J. Boase
Vic. 6PS of Aplln,
' 1.00 MAJOR LEAGUE8 Jr.
regular Morlarty
schedule
Pre- Balance
Dent
Scott
Vic.
Goldrlng. Chapnlcfe
vs Jr. Vic
6.30 Tito,
Strain Kostiw
vs St. M. A Goldring,
Love
7.30 SPS
Pharm.A A
Dent
VicA
Knox
^ellitt,
Pre -Med
/.ellltt, Thomson
Thomson
SPS
H
SPS
G
vs
4.00 SPS c
Trln. B
Knox
Morlarty, Kostiw
Grossman,
Haesler
: 5.00
1.00 For. B
Grossman.
Haesler
vsvs
Scott,
Pre
Sr. -Med
SPS
Strain. Monarty
Love
Strain,
Love
4.00
Med Dent
in
SPS E
3rd
5.00
Gray,
Bugarskl
Emm SPS
an.A
For.
M. DB
6.00 St.
Pharm.
Gray, Bugarskl
Jr.
Wye.
A
vs
7.00
Dent.
A
Frl. Mar. 8.00
Gray, Kostiw
Bug are kl
1.00
Love,
1.00 SPS B
U.C. VicIll
vsvs Sr.
Strain,
Morlarty.Kostiw
Love
Mon, Mar. 6.00
Sr U.C.
SPS
A
Sr.
Med.
4.00
Z ellltt, Thomson
Jr.'-Med
U.C"B
1.00
St.
M.SPS
Pre
5.00 Jr. SPS"l.OO
Sr.
iellltt,
Thomson
Trio.
B
6.00
Scott, Morlarty
\¥
5.00 SPS D
Strain, Chapnick
Chapnick
Wye.
A
Pharm.
A
Med.
IU
Strain.
SPS
F
Arch.
A
Glblon,"
Newport
For.
A
7.00
U.C.
IV
Glblon,
Newport
8.00
1.00
5.00 | SPS E
Grossman.
Haesler
Wed.
Balance
uf
INDOOR TRACK
vs
vs
00 p.m. — 300 yds; l mile
(4x3vsBroad
lap) Jump; Shot Put; 2 jnJlf*;
HighRelayJump:
Tues. Mar. 12 5.00 p.m. — Distance medley relay
— MINOR
LEAGUEschedule)
— HART HOUSE
of regular
Mon. Feb 25BASKETBALL(Balance
vs II Geol. Krempulec
St.M.
Black
Hands
1
00
6,00
Med.
II
B
■U.C.
Pasternak
Tues.
5.00 Law B
' PharmVictors
Anions Pasternak
IV Eng. Bus.
IV
Eng.
Phys
Stein
26
1.00
B Golden
Dent. I Yr.
Wed.
6.00
vs Med.
Pharm IllCations
Golden
7,00
27
JUIII Eng.
"Phys.
B
Robbers
vs
St.M.
Grave
Krempulec™
Mining
Med. IIYankees
B Livingston
Thur. 28 5.00
St.M
Golden
1 00 Dent. I Yr.
vsvs Med.
II
A
Corless
6.00
7,00
Ill
Mech
Vic
H-P.-s
^Arch.
B
Vic
South
Hse
Corless
VS
Pharm Pestles
8.00
vs For.
Corless
1,00 Med.
U.C. C
Schtzos
Haesler
Frl. Mar. 1 4.00
Anions
Ray
Arch.Eng.IB BPhys. A vs Pharm
Med.
in
A
Ray
Mon.
57.0000 III
Ray
vs
r
B
4 COO Med.
U.C.
McCaul
Pasternak
Med. IV Yr. Ray
Pasternak
6.00 IV Eng. Bus.
Golden
vs TVVic Civil
5.00 Med. IHIA B
South
Hse Golden
Golden
Tues.
7.00
Pharm
Mortars
8.00 n Mining
vs Vle~NelIes — ' Ray
8.00
Chapnick
6 6.00 IWye.Eng.B Phys. A vs Med. II B Chapnick
Wed
Pharm Pestles Ray
Law B Work
Social
-VSvs Pharm Cations Ray
•n MetalPhys. C Lilker
Mou. Feb.25 7.00
5.00 Pre-Med II B
vsvsvsVS IU,C.Eng.Sammies
6.00
Vic Slobs
7.00
Lilker
Ray
St.M.
Four Fl Ushers vsVS U.C.Elec.Jeannerei
Ulker
2826 5.00
Tues
SPS CeeCee's
Civil AB Ray
6.00 Pre-Med
Wed.
I Eng.
Mech.Phys.
IB C B vs IU.C.
1
Loudon
27 5.00 Vic Gate Hse
II Mln.ng
Pasternak
Civil B Pasternak
Pasternak
6.00
7.00 St.M.
Brown Rats
Bt vs Trln
U.C. Taylor
Paster
Dak
Vic
River
Drillers
Thur
Pre-Med
I
B
4.00
5.00 I ED-4. Phys.BnPre-Med
Metal I A Stein
6.00
"
7.00
vs Pre-Med II B
00
5.Hobbiers
5.00 IVic
Mon. Mar. 4 6.00
Stein
Chem. AA Stein
SPSElec.
CeeCee's
D
VM IUI c.Chem.
5
5.00
OsBuarys Stein
I
Geol.
St.M.
Tall
Gunners
Tues.
Pre-Med
I
O
6
I Elec. A
Lilker
6.00 NOTICE TO ALL WATER POLO AND BASKETBALL
Wed.IMPORTANT5.00
MANAGERS,
PLAYERS
AND
REFEREES
Due Varsity
to the :a-t
thut
thereJst,
areALL.onlyPLAYOFF
a. limited
number oi WILL
issues BBol
The
alter
March
POSTED
ON
THE
NOTICE
BOARD
IN
THESCHEDULES
ATHLETIC
WINGC
ORRXDOR
MANAGERS
CONCERNED
PLEASE
CHECK
DATES
BOARD AND VERIFY AT INTRAMURAL OFFICE.
ORDER THAT THE PLAYOFF
/J5LRAKGE2££NTS
NOT DIBRtTPTHD
GAMES MUST EEAKE >UAYKD
AB II
HEDJ1.ED"I-:- DOHiK'klNING
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Grants
tion Foundation for research.
$8,060 from the Municipality
of Metropolitan
Toronto
for research in the School
of Hygiene
on air pollution survey;
$200 from Queenston Quarries
Limited to establish a scholarship
in the School of Architecture to
be awarded to the third-year student
highest at the annualstanding
examinations;
$200 from the University Women's Club of Peterborough for
aandbursary
a first-yearstudent;
Physical
Healthto Education
$500 from Mr. C. W. Edmonds
to
be added
"to thefund
Harold
Edmonds
Memorial
in theS.
Faculty of Forestry;
$2,500 from Canada Bread Co.
Ltd. in payment of fellowship in
the Department of Household
Science; $2,000 from Dr. Elizabeth R. Laird, to be added to
the principal of the Annie L.
Laird scholarship;
$200 from the Kiwanis Club
of West Toronto for a bursary
in the School of Social Work;
From the Copp Clark Publishing Co. Ltd., a scholarship to
cover fees, to a student intending;
to enter the teaching profession;
$2,500
Wallaceto McCutcheonfromto Mr.
be added
the
Jared Vining McCutcheon Memorial Scholarship fund in the
University of Toronto Schools;
$850 from friends of the late
Kathleen Reeves for an endowment fund for an annual memorial award to a student registered in the course leading to
the Bachelor of Library Science
degree;
$200 from Mrs. Elizabeth
Schwartz to establish a prize in
memory of her late husband,
Louis M. Schwartz, to the University College student with
highest marks in Oriental Lire inthe second-year
eral Artsteratucourse;
$300 from GenMr.
Edmund Peach ey to a student requiring financial assistance and
to enable him to live in the Sir
Daniel Wilson Residence; $350
from the McLean Foundation to
assist the Alexander Lectures;
$150 from Professor Ulrich K.
calendar

Regina, for North
purchase of Common
a paint(Continued fiom Page 1) Room,ing for the
DevonshireHouse
House; $500
from Nicholas Fodor for the
Goldsmith, a former student who Devonshire House Music Room;
had himself been given a bur- $2,000 bequest from the late
John A. Bothwell, the income
Honoursary, to assist
German;a student studying Dr.
to assist dental students whose
$4,616 from Geological Survey major interest is in the prosof Canada, for support of the
thetic field; $100 anonymously
research project, "Age Determi- to establish a scholarship for
nations by theGillArgon
Method": general proficiency in the first
$250 andfrom
Dental Hygiene course; $400
Lines
SouthernInter/provincial
Freightways year
from theciationDental
for two Alumni
bursariesAsso-to
Corporation to assist a third- dental students;
year student proceeding to the
final year in Commerce and Fi- $2,900 from the Associates of
Riddell, Stead,
Gra- the University of Toronto, Inc.,
hamnance;and fromHutchison,
provision
for fees for a fourth-year student New York, for various funds, and
in Commerce and Finance who $600 to support the 50-year hisintends to enter articles with a
tory project in the Faculty of
firm of Chartered Accountants; Forestry; $3,000 from Mr. SamMr. and Mrs. Isadora
$400 from Clarkson, Gordon and Smithuel Smith,
and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Company,search$250
for the
Sussmah to establish the
award, and
$150newto Rein- Irving
crease three prizes in Account- Sara Smith Memorial bursary;
ing to $100
each; $2,000
from the
from the late
Ontario
Research
Foundation
for bequest ofC. $10,000
Hillock, Georgetown,
forest insect research in the De- Howard
for the study of disorders of the
partment of Zoology;
$175 from Dr. W. W. Kendrick, lymph gland system.

Art

Ouse

Hankers

Halm

Haccurate Harrows, - Win
The Hart House Archers, Do- scorer of the night was Andy
minion champions of 1956, won a Pyk, Humber Valley, with a 476
followed by Gord May,
very close victory over the Hum- closely
ber Valley Archers in their com- Hart House, who scored a 466.
The
Hart
House club are sponpetition meet held here last TuesThe Varsity team took the
soringnamenttheir
invitation
tourof thelastseason
on Friday,
match with an average score of
1st. The meet will be held
369.6, just edging the Humber inMarch
the COTC drill hall, 119 St.
Valley Club who scored 357.1.
George St., at 7.45 p.m. This
Twenty
five
archers
participated in the meet held in the Shoot is open to visiting Ontario
Hart House rifle range. High clubs and all other aspiring
Archers, expert or novice, who
wish to come out and join the
competition.
An SQUASH
unheralded Trinity B
learn defeated Dents C 2-1 in
Inlerfaculty squash play. Trinity's Jennings scored a 18-14,
15-9 win over Kaynart. Cameron of Trinity defeated Stasiuk 12-15, 15-13 and 15-10.
Wacchna was Dents only winner defeating Colman 15-7, 15-9.

here
and
now
TODAY
show slides
rib ean trinad
p last speak
summer.on a Ca1 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in :15 p.m. The
Club will
room 111, UC. and in room 116. meet in the Spanish
Music
Room, Vic,
School of Nursing.
and discuss the poetry
1:10 p.m. Mr. K. J. Kettlewell of toof read
Gabrielle Mistral. Refreshthe Department of Art and Architecture wil speak on "Cubcome. ments served, everyone welism"
to
the
SCM
Modern
Art
FRIDAY
group and
in room
33, Hockin
Engineering
Bldg„
Dr. K.
will :45 p.m. The SMC Music & Drama
k-ad
a
P&OT
Group
meeting
in
Society plans its weekly hi-fi
the huts.
EXPORT
in the
Can- HallwillAudi-be
4 p.m. VCF will study the Bible a- concert torium,
SMC. Program
CANADA'S
FINEST
gain in room 111. UC.
Cherubini Overture, Haydn
CIGARETTE
4 p.m. M. J. Coldwell, National
horn concerto, Verdi Requiem.
CCF Leader, will speak on "The
CCF in Parliament" in room b*.
UC.
5 p.m. The Rev. Bob Miller, NaHARTToda
HOUSE
y
tional SCM Secretary, will
speak at a U of T Progressive
Conservative
Club
meeting
in
Falconer Hall. Refreshments
ft
served.
CANADIAN INDUSTRY FILM Room
"Barrelat No.
1" in the Music
8 p.m. The Hart House Exploration
1.30 p.m.
Society will meet in the Music
LIBRARY EVENING
Dr. D. K. C. Macdonald, Reftoom to discUss last month's
search Council, "The Arrow of
expedition. Bernie Singer will
Time". 7.30 p.m. in the Library.
ART GALLERY
Fleischman'stemporary
CollectionPaintings.
of conTYPING
Herbert SeibnerAmerican
in the Print
Theses, Essays, Notes, Charts,
Room. Art Library — 11-12 noon.
CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION Tomorrow is the last day for
French. German, Latin. English
Prices Upon Request
entries.
MRS. M. D. STOTT, B.A.
Election Campaign Speeches Star! Tomorrow
Apt 12
21 AVENUE RO. — WA. 2-7624
Art Comm. in the Map Room at 1:15 p.m.
OFFICE OPENS
SHAKESPEARE'S

Book Exchange Manager
Applications are invited for the above position for approximately
a four week period commencing September 19, 1956. Applicant
must have some business knowledge
and experience
ewh.
, E.«. *
--i in handling
A.Associate
M. PARKES,
Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council
CLASSIFIED ADS.
FOR SALE
1933 Fordbrakes,
coupe,
1947body,
motor,excelhy
TYPEWRITERS
solid
You can buy a new Smith-Corona draulic
lent tires, etc. Needs only inte?i0j
portable
as low as 15c a. day- upholstering, door glass. Best cash
no
down for
payment
RIverdale
1843. required. Phone offer over $275. RU. 1-5880, after
TYPEWRITERS
■WUNDER VALUES
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Any make, brand new typewriter. 6 p.m. AT WONDER PRICES
(No down payment required.) Tape-recorders ($50.00 off) ;
Trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no out- sets, record-players, radios,
side financing. Humber Type- unmatchable discounts. Grunttip'
writer, 375 Jane Street, RO. 6-1103, B.C.
A. Victor. Phone
Ron Wur
Loewe-Opta,
Seabreeze,
Ph:''
open evenings.
WA. 4-8925, U.C. Residence.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
TIME — 3.25 a year (6.50 for 2 yrs.) Maroon, Schaeffer,
LOST — PEN
Reward Call
LIFE — 4.25 a year (7.50 for 2 yrs.)
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — 4.00 a
Walker. WA. 2-3289.
yr.
Phone PERIODICAL
WA. 2-0583 or write Don GONICK
STENOGRAPHIC
STUDENT
CY, P.O. Box 157, AdelaideAGENP.O.,
SERVICE,
BAY ST
ROOM330 1409
Toronto 1, Ontario.
All
types
of
manuscripts,
Theses
FRENCH SERVICES
and secretarial work. Formerly
Frenching, (also
tuition,
translation,
typat
226
Bay
Street.
Phone
EM
type in English), by 5813 days, Or OR. 3549 eVehings 4__
French
native,
of Paris
University.
Phone
Thexton,
WA.
TYPEWRITERS
1-2983
(after
6). graduate*
Special student
rates. All regular
makes;
new
or rebuilt;
and
LOST
iold on terms.
Also forrented
supplies,
Black leather zippered binder con- repairs and service. Phone Hi,
taining ful year's
S.A.C. office,
please.notes. Deliver to 1843 anytime.
REGENT CUSTOM TAILORS
FORMAL RENTALS
All Brand New Garments— If We Cannot Fit You,
We'll Make One To Measure At No Extra Charge
A COMPLETE RANGE OF: FULL DRESS— TONY MARTIN
TUXEDOS— WHITE DINNER JACKETS — ALL ACCESSORIES
20% Discount to All Students on Presentation of A.T.L. Card.
Open Evenings By Appointment
408 BLOOR STREET WEST At Brunswick WA. 4-3523

OPEN
HOUSE
Monday, February 25 & Tuesday, February 26
4:30 - 6:00 or 7:30 - 9:30

feb. 21

BOX

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

FACULTY
of PHARMACY
44-46 Gerrard Street East
Displays In:
Dispensing, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Materia Meuica,
Haeniatology, Manufacturing, Hospital, Pharmacy,
Instrumentation, Museum, Graduate Research.
ALL WELCOME

Library Evening
Hart House
This Evening
7.30 p.m.
In the Library
Dr. D. K. C. MdcDonald
WILL SPEAK ON

of NRC

TODAY
"The Arrow

of Time"

The Tempest
Directed by Robert Gill

A short movie will be shown to illustrate
his talk. Discussion will follow.

Sot., March 2nd to Sal., March 9th at 8.30 p.m.
HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION

Women are invited- Refreshments will be served

Wi

Will all Varsity
staffers appear at 12
noon in the office
o\. LXXVI— No. 75

NextTuesday
week's and
papers
Thursday.

The

Vars
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTOity

8,600,000

Bucks

For

New
Has

Baffinto Island
^^
ZS
pedition
the far-northern
s and^^
Ten students
will ^T
k.
Q E^
c c lL
J ^^
' sponsoring
^^
.an exwaster? Mike — '--"^----^-ss:^
SMC

Annexation

Battle

Friday, February 22nd, 1957

U

of

T

Pro vincial Budget
Increased

Grants;

$1 Million For Dents
Provincial grants to U of T totalling §8,600,000 were announced byprovinci treasurer Dana Porter in the Ontario
legislature yesterdayalafternoon
.
Nine provincial universities and colleges will receive SIS
sity. grants for special proilhon for maintenance and capital
Toronto's allotment includes $5,jects. Stone said. The project was
jects.
800,000
for general maintenance, the provincial archives undertaken
slightly
more than last year, and quite separately from the univer$1,800,000 for capital purposes.
The faculty of dentistry will re- "I believe there are one or two
ceive a special grant of $1 million said.
for their new building project. things buried in that figure." he
This is the third year in a row the President Smith refused any
faculty has received that sum,
comment on the budget. He had
Total subsidies m Ontario are $3 not had any advance news of the
million higher than last year, be- government proposals, and could
causversity
e of theenrolment.
expected rise in uni- not analyze the situation until he
received a complete breakdown of
"Universities are not only strug- all the grants. He expected the figPark
today.
gling with rising costs now, but
ures would come from Queen's
face the prospect of an enrolment
which may double within the next The U of T share of the grants
all Ontario
unibudget Porter said, presenting is the largest
the
10 years."
versities.of Other
maintenance
Reaction of university officials grants include: OCE, $500,000;
$825,000; Western, $825.to the budget was guarded. Both Queen's.
McMaster, $400,000; University
President Smith and Vice-Presi- of000; Otta.wa,
$400,000; Carleton Coldent F R. Stone refused definite
lege, $225,000. Assumption Univercomment until they had seen a
sity.
$150,000;
Ontario College of
breakdown of the figures.
Art, $175,000; Waterloo College.
Both officials hinted there might S125.000.
be strings
Agricultural Coling figures. attached to the stagger- Thelege willOntario
receive the biggest total
Last year the government in- 000.
grant in the province with $8,452,cluded money for their own pro-

Ends
With
Compromis direct
Feudin' and fussin' at St. Mike's a straight subsidy each year from for two societies under thee
control of the SAC, with all offiappears to have reached a happy the students' council.
, end.
cers chosen by them.
Each group will have to submit
A joint three-hour meeting of a general financial statement to Fee-ps.id memberships will be
abolished
by a levy of all students,
representatives from the Students' the SAC, but selection of programs
Administrative Council "and the and expenditure of funds will be with admission granted to all St.
Michael's students.
Music and Drama Society last left entirely in their hands.
night eventually arrived at a com- A regular member of the SAC
promise over the proposed annex- wil act as liaison officer between
the music and drama groups and
tile SAC.ation of the M and D Society by the SAC, but he' Will have no voting power in meetings.
M and D president Brian Breton
was optimistic about the new The meeting last night ruled that UBC
Students
Ask
Grants
president of each group would
Plans: "We both had to give in on bethe picked
at the beginning of eva few points," he said, "but it's goery year by the SAC. All candiing to be a good arrangement."
posts have to submit
T»e M and D Society will be letters datestofor the
the SAC outlining their
sPlit up into two separate organi- qualifications,
85,000
and from them the And
Voters
Agree
zations, one for music and one for
willCarefulpick
the two presied for the university to be doub- In 1922 they carried heavy
drama. Each organization will be council dents.
VANCOUVER
(Special)
Grave
consideration
will
led. Problems facing UBC are building materials ten miles from
financial problems facing the
completely autonomous, receiving be given those candidates recom- University
British Columbia lack of permanent buildings, a Vancouver to the university
mended by the executive of the have caused ofstudents
to make a faculty-student ratio of one to 18, grounds to emphasize the shortto the B.C. provin- and residence space for only a
age of money needed, to finish
previous year's music and drama, directcialappeal
third of out of town students.
government.
groups.
BLOOD
The executive for the music and Undergraduates organised a A do-it-yourself attitude by UBC's first permanent buildings.
Pints
"Great 31Trek"
societies will be chosen by public petition signed by 85..000 students is being adopted to raise A second
ised last January
was organaimed
age drama
Donated %enrol
the executives of the previous voters demanding increased grants the money. In past years stu- at repeating
43%
the
earlier
success
ment
to
the
province
owned
school.
dents'
efforts
have
produced
one
No
approval
is
required
42% year.
in
drawing
attention
to
their
fiStudents want the million dol- eighth
13533 27% from the SAC.
hoPOrestry
nancial predicament.
of UBC's 25 million dollar
24%
T
lar a year building grants budget- investments.
Previous
SAC
plans
had
called
Student
officials
presented
a
TrSPinity
12056 19%
brief outlining demands to the
7%
S
6%
38584
Victoria
B.C.
last interest
month.
Cabinetgovernment
ministers took
Arc
Emmaliinutecelturc
in
the
difficulties
of
the
univer4
"Be Naked,
Be Free!"
Wycliffe
146 6%
full. sity and listened to the brief in
Knox
3 5%
°ra
<l
3
Nothing was promised, but stuPharmaStucydies
22 5%
CLOTHES
DON'T
MAKE
THE MAN
dents were optimistic. Later when
He alsomicalpointed
out
how econo- wods,
58 2%
naked
and
unashamed!!"
Cambridge
(CUP)
"It's
wonnudismwas.
the parliament's
sessiono£
derful to be naked. You feel so
However, it seemed that there opened,
Colleae 145
S-PH6er*-ity
M.c.
there was current
no mention
His sun club had even con- were difficulties. Members of throne.
free, so unrestrained!" At least
1%
UBC in the speech from the
structed
its
own
swimming
the
sun
club
often
forgot
that
Me?<!1tistry
that's
what
Mr.
Ivan
Pyle
told
dicinJ
10
300 members of the Cambridge bath, naturally using all naked to
theybe were
"YouAlways
have Detailed problems listed by the
carefulnaked.
outside.
TOTAL
963
University Heretics Club last workers.
brief to the government included:
week.
explain
carefully
to
the
chil- The need for more buildings.
,. ,. inning neck and
At the opening ceremony, the
eckN-sin,
dren
or
they
are
apt
to
be
mis*hwith For jstry
elegant
in the race
Most
of those in use now are
bearded,
bath
was
baptized
by
a
naked
Pyle,
Mr.
ls yeaIe Skule Cannon Trophy and dressed, went on to describe vicar, who was then thrown
understo dfeverishly
inpublic."
temporary
frame structures and.
Smoking
the
old
army
huts.
the pleasures of his sun club. into the water by the jovial speaker was soon surrounded
^ut
SPS
are
bleeding
rapidShortage
of faculty staff. UBC
bodies.
, have warned that they It's
other's
"We allaccept
ic really. spectators.
vei-y each
democrat
"I never has an enrollment of 7.625 and a
treadcigarette
on them,"butts.
he explained,
The new swimming bath was by
'^nd to recapture the cup' It doesn't matter if Mrs. A is
very average
high faculty
|w '", Carole
the means of hospitality. "otherwise I do it when I'm The
'ast night, Broadhurst, III
ratio -student
is one to ratio.
ten.
notice after also
A nearby troop of Boy Scouts
'^ointment hours are from fat. We just don't
No residence space. There are
Question
time
revealed
little
was
invited
to
bathe
naked
in
3,644
out-of-town
students
and,
relish
for
mass
nudity.
Many
room
for
only
1,184.
atG- ?i e School
a,m- andof 1>3°
t0
4-30
P'm*
while."
assured his shiver-no it. "Our movement is grow- members viewed the prospect
Nursing, 50 St. a Mr.ing Pyle
audience that thereng was
^0rfle Street.
Pcints
also
mentioned
in
the
in0"."
Mr.
Pyle
announced,
"esToms.
Peepito have a
fromthem
dangerinvite
naked."
of
Mr. Pyle playing tennis, brief was personal lack of funds
•°<ia
6 unable
toon 9've
bloodor ■■We
pecially Rmongst young couples. wearing
" sday
y can
donate
Monday
only
his
spectacles,
can
on
the
part
of
students.
families the with some apprehension.
whole through
of next week.
already
Why seen
good look, and after that they be
walking
usually go away pretty quick."
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our

readers

FRATERNITIES AND BURSARIES
I would like to take exception rather dated idea that "frat" university residence. And, conto one of the steps advocated boys are different from other
trary tmous",
o your
opinion
there are
those"Anonyof us
university
students — byanmovie
idea who require
fey
a recent no
financial assistance
doubt implanted
letter"Anonymous"
to the editorinconcerning
depictions, trashy sensationalist just
"Who Should
too. Don't
try toasusegenuinely
the old dodge
that
While
I agreeGetthatBursaries?".
adequate
misled maga- fraternity
fees are a large
controls are necessary to avoid rags, zineandblurbs.other
We
really
aren't
waste
of
moneybecause
a
lack
possible fraud in this matter, the idle rich with nothing to "of adequate clothing and the
particularly if bursary money is do all day ("and night) but
texts"
sleep, party and maybe required does
spent on hi-fi, trips and cars, drink,
not (to
stemusefromyoura
I see no reason why fraternity go to the odd lecture if we are words),
mere few dollars a month. Why
to
find
a
fourth
for
members should, as a group, be unable
I'm almost willing to stake my
singled out as prime examples bridge.
pin that "Anonyof the type of person who
I think that, percentage-wise, fraternity
mous" himself and any of these
fraternity members are just as needy students
should
spend that much
saries. be ineligible for bur- conscientious
as any students
more, on movies, drinks,
Does ''Anonymous" have that living either at home or in a and
and gfclS, etc., in non-fraternity
establishments in a month — and
CLASSIFIED ADS.
get noneeningofexperiences
the pleasant,
broadof fellowship
TYPEWRITERS
to boot!
FOR SALE
You can buy a new Smith-Corona 1933 Ford coupe, 1947 motor, hyLet's- face facts. Joe College
draulic brakes, solid body, excelHometown, Ontario spends
portable
for
as low required.
as 15c a Phone
daylent tires, etc. Needs only interior from
no
down
payment
on
51.500 for a
RCverdale 1843.
upholstering, door glass. Best cash yeartheof average
university education,
offer over $275. RU. 1-5880, after and by working
TYPEWRITERS
diligently
summer he can possibly
scrapeall
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys 6 p.m.. WUNDER VALUES
Any make, brand new typewriter.
up $1200. This $300 deficit is
AT WONDER PRICES
(No down payment required.)
made up by parents,
Trade-ins S29. Deal direct, no out- Tape-recorders
($50.00radios,
off); with
hi-fi usually
incidentally have lost their
sets,
record-players,
side financing. Humber Type- unmatchable discounts. Grundig, who
income
tax
since Joe
writer. 375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103. Loev.t-Opta. Seabreeze, Philips, earned over exemption
51,000. This situaopen evenings.
R.C.A.
Victor.
Phone
Ron
Wundex,
tion hits pareTits and students
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
WA, 4-8925. U.C. Residence.
alike, no matter whether they
TfiVIE — 3.25 a year (6.50 for 2 yrs.)
are
fraternity
members or not
GONICK
STENOGRAPHIC
LIFE — 1.25 a vear (7.50 for 2 yrs.)
—and particularly it hits paSERVICE,
330 1409
BAY ST.
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED — 4.00 a
ROOM
r
e
n
t
s
i
n
the
largest
segment of
yr. Phone WA. 2-0583 or write All types of manuscripts, Theses, the population — that
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGEN- and secretarial work. Formerly earns less than 55,000 a which
year.
CV, P.O. Box 157, Adelaide P.O.,
Toronto 1. Ontario.
at 526days,
Bay orStreet.
Phone
EM. 4—
It's time university boards
5813
OR.
3549
evenings.
etc.,
took
a
realistic
look
at
the
I FRENCH SERVICES
matter and realized that burFrench tuition, translation, typTYPEWRITERS
saries
should
be
awarded
on
Special student rates. All regular
(also typegraduate
in English',
Frenching, native,
of Parisby makes: new or rebuilt; rented and the basis of cold, authenticated
University. Phone Thexton, WA. lold on terms. Also for supplies, financial facts and the student's
t-2983 (after 61.
repair; and service. Phone Rl. ability and initiative — not
1843 anytime.
what he does with what little
POODLES FOR SALE
leisure time he can find or
NEXT TO NEW
Adorable miniature poodle pupwhom
he chooses as his friends
pies. Excellent
breeding
and
temMen's
tuxedos,
tails,
suits
and
perament AH colours. Phone Jill coats. 3G-40. S9.50 up. Encore Togs, — which by democratic definit
i
o
n
i
s
his own inalienable right.
691 St. Clair Avenue West, TorWA. 4-0898. After 7:30 p.m. onto.
Fraternally,
orGenge.
weekends.
Don Harper
Pharmacy HI
EATON'S
leads the IVY LEAGUE

the
REDDER
the

ftEPOHT FROM HUNGARY:
The Bridge At Andan
You don't really know the heroic
things
that ofhappened
the
barricades
Budapest behind
until you
read the true and tragic accounts,
written in the blood of those who
died, told by those who fought.
In a 40-page book condensation
March Reader's Digest brings you
an on-the-spot chronicle by famous reporter,
Jamesfor Mitchener
a flaming
record
all the world—
to ponder. Get your March
Reader's
today:in condensed
34 articles
of lastingDigest
interest,
form to save your tune.

BETTER

write
A

HIS

RED 'WILSTAFF' CAP. Soft, comfortable
wool
Each felt.
3.95Made in England. Sizes 67'':: to 7%.
RED CAR COAT. Lightweight shower-andwind-resistant cotton-and-nylon. Gay black
wool trim at collar and pockets. Toggle and
zipper front. Sizes 36 to 46. Each 19.95
PHONE UN 1-5111
EATON'S— Main Store— Main Floor— Dept. 228
<*T. EATON Cfc™

STUDENT

COLLEGE

CLAIMS

SUPPORTS

THE ALL-VARSITY
REVUE
talent for the
show come fi0lh
Much to the chagrin of the The production staff, the sta?
woman who cleans our room, crew,
the finest
the director
publicityon direction*
campug
my roommate has made a habit
of saving each sterling edition all these — were they med-'
of
this campus'
answer Weekly
to the men, Ofdentists,
course engineers,
not. The twyj"
Camp
Chiliwukwuk
Bugle, and leafing through most engaging ''character"
these old copies of your paper players I have ever seen in any
last night we came upon one show in Toronto — were thesg
from anywhere but from Tjo
highly
disturbing article.
titled "University
College Itandis Did any other eollege or faculty
supplyfora the
greaterchorus,
numberfor ofextra,
peo,
the AVR" and is dated October pie
23M, 1956.
and help, or for those
To refresh your memory; this reading
article deals with the problems hundred and one jobs which
anyone cognizant
withknows
hVq
of campus feeling regarding the theatrical
productions
apparent take-over of the AVR have to be done? To say that
by UC, with the writer intent Mr. Rels is no longer a patt
on proving
no such
ridiculous; again v,q
tion exists, that
and that
if itsituadoes of UCintoisthat
female streak fir,
it shouldn't, and that if the run
23 article) of classifishow ever becomes UC prop- the Oct.cation,
division, parcelling anij
erty it will be the University's frigid "common sense" which
man and his infault,
Now notthereUC's.is an explanation, forgets thatstitutionsaare inseparable.
Goej
perhaps.
The
author
of
this
bit
protect
us
from
the journalistic
was a woman, a fact which,
unfortunately, immediately sub- emancipation of women!
In short (I agree this letter
jects al sorts of first-rate ideas
been far too long for far
to the terrors of fuzzy think- has
too
little) my point is this: the
ing, muddle-headedness,
Sartrian
existentialism pseudo(make AVR will continue to he a UC
it Kierkegardian — who knows!) production until some other
or just that third and fourth part of the University supplies
year brilliant
femalea theologian
metamor- not only the talent but the de«
phosis of becoming
sire, the creativity, the drive,
the willingness to take the time,
or
a
bohemian
b
—
.
any' Because,
event, the AVR has justInwound
you see, this is TJG
up, and after having seen it spirit — you
know that thing
twice I write this letter to say
can ever find — a spirit
how completely wrong, false, nobody
that
stretches
out and emincorrect and misleading is the
braces the whole University ancl
view that the AVR is not part
yet remains the spirit of college
lege.
and parcel of University Col- on
the campus, not something
tied in with a thirty foot red
and
black scarf, red and gold
Let'slitiesdispense
all formaand nicetieswithright
away.
or long cheerleaders in
It is agreed by everyone that hats,
the show was topnotch, A-l, the long skirts.
This
is UC. This is the AVR,
best, the greatest. Where (apart
from the two romantic leads, Take it away if you can. Inwhich are not for a moment to
de d, it might be fun coming
be considered as character
parts) did the impetus and the up out of the Buttery or tha
Wymilwood
basement for a
here.
breath of fresh air. There's lota
A. E. Charlton (U UC);
WANTED .
Summer General Manager
for the campus cooperative
University
Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
residence, 24 Willcocks St.
Especially Priced for Student!
Phone WA. 1-2520. Salary
S27.SO
§250 per month plus room
$16.50
Fine Flannel
Worsted Trousers
and board plus bonus.
Credit Term3 If Desired
Business
V a.m.Saturday
to 6 P-™'
Interviews will be held.
MondayHonrs:
Through
Both male and female apPARNES
plicants will be considered.
706 QUEENClothing
ST. W. Co.
Sample at S.A.C. Office WLS-m3

Such
a Icrt
of fash ion !

'

UC

SWEATERS

Excitement reigns in the sweater,
world as.Kitten for spring emerges
in elegant new dressmaker styles,
fabulous new Renaissance colours!
Full-fashioned, hand-finished, In
easy-to-care-for Pettal Orion.
At your nearest good store . . . now!
$6.95, $7.95. $8.95. some higher.
Look for the name
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Own

Candidates

Pipeline

Coldwell Tells CC
Public utilities should
the risk out of F
private enterprise
controlled and operated bybe owned
and
a
it on the Treasury"
lic authority, CCF leader Mpub-J "Theplaced
Coldweday.
Health Plan'
ll told the campus CCF club been usedNationa
yester
as l political
footballhas"
he said. The aLiberals
have used
as a plank in their platform and
The CCF is opposed
the it"taken
Trans-Canada pipelineto togiving
it out after -an election
an "al- dusted
and put it back in again
most completely U.S. control
led before it,
the
election." Hospital
grants were next
company
obtained
,-' going to pay for it
by the CCF
"If we're
about
let's
ten
years
The Liberals
own it," Mr. Coldwell said.
upheld the plan ago.
prior
to the 1949
Mr. Coldwell proposed a capital election, then forgot about
gains tax, -to bring back something they had won. They used itit when
for promotion of
e funds." plank in 1953, and forgot aboutas ita
The Canadian peoplewelfar
deserve
to get when swept back in again. "If thev
some returns on their resourc
es, sweep back 1957 again, several
he said. "Resources were never in- planks will bein forgotte
n after the
tended to be the private reserves election," he said.
of a few people."
Mr. Coldwell considered the Suez
Mr. Coldwell said the govern- venture an "unfortunate invasion
ment should aid the provinces at a time when prestige of Nasser
build schools and facilities. "Weto had
However, he
can build them in Germany and | fallen."
nized that "Israel had all therecogFrance." he said, "because those
vocation any nation ever had."pro1
expenditures are labelled "Nation- 1 Mr. Coldwell visited Israel two
al Defence", but we can't do it in years ago and visited farmhouse
Canada." Mr. Coldwell
along the Gaza strip. He said thats
d, he
however, that he was emphasize
not critical
saw the effects of the raids, and
a home before.
where a family was killed
government for building shortly
of the abroad.
schools
"I was quite happy
about it," he said.
"Israel has a right to ask for
guarantees of peace and freedom
He also proposed a "National In- from
the countries which created
vestment Board" to direct invest- her," he
said.
very good
m
e
n
t
s
o
f
"semi-public
corporations''
reason
to believe-"Ithathavesanctio
ns will
into -'socially beneficial projects."
be
not
imposed
by
Canada.
"
He said that "Government has taken

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL
Weekday Services
SIGNS OF SPRING
7:30
a.m.
Holy
8:45
a.m. —— Evensong
MattlnsCommunion
In spite of an unprecedented era! of the committees have been
6:00 p.m.
11:00
p.m. —— Compline
lack of nominations in this year's chosen by acclamation.
Sunday Services
Hart House elections, candidates The light nominations follow on
are
8:15
a.m.
— Holy
Communion
in enthusiastic about their post- the heels of Undergraduate Secre9
a.m.
Holy Communion
6: JO15 p.m.
p.m. ——— Compline
Evensong
John Becker's defense of the
11:00
Above are just a few of the cam- electedtary committee
system at a conEVERYBODY WELCOME
paign signs that decorate the main
ference of student ,unions in New
corridor of the house.
York this fall.
Elections will be held next week.
promisesboard.
are
onCandidates'
the main campaign
foyer bulletin
THE
KNOX
All male undergraduates are eligible to vote next week.
PRESBYTERIAN
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
This year, for the first time, sev
CHURCH
(QUAKERS)
DR. WM. FITCH: Minister
Welcomes members of the UniSunday
versity at its meeting for worPARKROADr
ship on Sundays at 11 a.m., at
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
60 Lowther Avenue lat Bedford
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
two blocks north of Bloor.)
Minister:
Rev. Murray J. S. Ford,
WA. 1-036S
Spadina
Ave.
&
Harbord
M.A., B.D.
Muriel Gidley Stafford— Organist
10 a.m.— SUNDAY SCHtfOL
WORSHIP SERVICES
VICTORIA CHAPEL SERVICE
a-t U a.m. and 7.30 p.m.
AH students welcome.
SUNDAY, 11:00 a.m.
Professor George Johnston, M.A., Ph.D.
'The Church and Education
in a Revolutionary Aj*e"
ALL WELCOME

Church of(Anglican)
The Redeemer
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
aud Avenue
Road
Kmor:
811 a.m.
Communion
a.111. Holy
Morning
Prayer
7 p.m.—The
Pdayer7 pm.
Preacher
at Evening
11 ,a.m.
Rectorand
Monday, Holy
February
25th, 12;K pjm.
Communion
Students cordially
welcome.

B IO O R

7:00 p. i
The Campu
after
which the
time Ei
opportunity
to Dr. Howse. tc

Regent Beauty Salon
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
New PARK
Wing
Second Fluor

PLAZA HOTEL
Bloor and Avenue
ltd.
WA. 4-5121

For the most formal occasions
or for lhat informal co-ed look.
WE HAVE A SPEC IAL ST T DENT PRICE
Permanent Wave $10.00

St. Andrew's
United Church
H7 Bloor E., near Subway
at Yonge .

your Passport
toApply
Betterfor Living
ot
your nearest Branch of ihm
Bank of Montreal

Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D.D.
D. Kilpatrick,

0l'Sanist & Choir Director
EDGAR GOODAIRE
11 >-». "A Great deed and
a greater"
' P P.m. 'None other name'

Students cordially .invited
to attend these Services.

M:0fl

The difference between
Second Best . . .

nd Best is often the balance
n your Savings Account

You'll find these B of M
branches especially
convenient.
Bloor & Bay Si*.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, ManagerJosephQueen's
Burdock,Park:Manager
St.
George
& Bloor
Sts.:
James G. Lev.e,
Manager
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"Suffer
yourselvesto tobe behanged:
blamed,butimprisoned,
suffer yourselves
publish yourcondemned;
opinions;
it ts not a right, it is a duty."
the real censors
Although it may not always be true, there is a
theory in support of democracy that says the people
will always have the real power. If, in other words,
public feeling becomes strong enough on any one
aspect of political life, that aspect will be influenced
in such a way as the public desires.
Canadians, ordinarily, do not illustrate this theory's operation. Seldom does Canadian public feeling
arise either strongly enough or uniformly enough to
make itself felt in higher levels.
Recently, however, an incident has occurred that
may point out that there is life in the old vox populi
yet.
The incident, of course, is the recent trial by headyoung Peter the
Woodcock.
dailiesline ofoverstepped
bounds Toronto's
of good afternoon
taste and
legal journalism and the public roared its protest.
Editorials on the subject were printed in Saturday
Night, The Globe and Mail, The Sudbury Daily Star,
and The Varsity (first in point of time). Letters poured
in to almost every newspaper. The Canadian Bar Association, meeting in Niagara Falls Ontario, demanded legal action.
And what has been the result? First, and most
important, one of the newspapers involved seems to
have calmed down. Since the roar of public reaction
over their Woodcock coverage, The Toronto Star has
undoubtedly lightened its headline type, stayed
away from sensational rape cases, and kept within
the confines of good taste if not of unbiased reporting. The Star's change has indeed been so noticeable
as to warrant comment in Time magazine.
The Telegram has not been so quick to change,
perhaps, but they are worried. Specific evidence of
their fear appears in the severance of their relations
with the editor of this newspaper, who was dismissed
from his duties as campus correspondent because he
wrote the editorial accusing them of malpractice.
There is good reason to believe— although it has
not yet been announced— that legislation will be introduced inOntario's legislature this term calling for
more control of the press in matters concerning criminal trials.
While The Varsity would be the last source of
applause for any governmental control of the press,
we could not argue with any steps taken to keep the
newspapers from flagrantly ignoring the principles of
British justice.. In deliberately breaking rules of which
they were perfectly aware, the newspapers have
brought it upon themselves.
Canada, in spite of the misrepresentation of a few
of her louder dailies, has a press of which her citizens
can be proud.
But it is a healthy sign indeed that public opinion
still exercises ultimate control. The newspapers will
have to learn that it is the readers to whom they are
responsible. And it is good to see that the readers
realize that responsibility.
oh yeah]
President Smith says, and the statement is quoted
frequently, that if you play a lot of bridge at university you will be a good bridge player.
The President should be forced to play with some
of the habitues of the JCR, or any of the other bridge
haunts on campus.

THE
OF

SPIRIT

BANDUNG

Tomorrow is an important anniversary for The British West Indies.
It marks one year from their federation. The following article was written for The Varsity by Philip Nunez, first year Maths and Physics student
at University College.
By PHILIP C. NUNEZ
presiding over a black cabinet
Twenty-nine nations of Asia Jamaican planters saw the Act delivering speeches made i0j!
and Africa met in conference in for the abolishing of the slave him by a black, prime-minister
as one "pregnant
evils and how long could this endure''
the little town of Bandung, In- Irade
. , . militating
not onlywithagainst
No English gentleman would
donesia in April, 1955. These na- its general welfare and interest, consent. to._. occupy so absurd tions, some completely independ- but threatening the Total destruc- position." A generation has pa^.
ent, others at different points on
must have been an Up.
tion of the isWestnowIndiadead.
colony."
Plantocracy
The ed. Therein Foude's
the road to self-government, pro- last
graveof la.st
nail in its coffin was firmly . heaval
when
a
conference
WestweekInclaimed the emergence in world driven in 1954 when British West
dian
prime
ministers,
presided
ministers had to defend
affeirs of over half the world's Indian
by an English gentleman
the tottering sugar industry at over
population and was loud in their the
decided
to
ask
the
Colonial
London Conference on the fiee to appoint a West Indian qj.as
condemnation of colonialism and
General
of Tariffs
racialism. Can the West Indian and Trade.Agreement
first governor-general of the
Its tombstones scat- the
territories now on the threshold
impending Federation and obtered all over the' Caribbean, jeered
to the appointment, by the
of self-government and . Domin- however, stand as grim remind- Colonial
Office, of a noners of its one-time flourishing West Indian Federal
ion status re-echo the dominant existence.
Chief 3\j$\.
notes of anti -colonial ism and
■
ice.
But
this
is
not
all.
anti-racialism sounded by the
Plantocracy
broughtTheno slaves
bene- Carlyle in 1848 penned hisThomas
Conference? Some historical
"Disfits to the Negro.
facts about the West Indies can were denied family life. Their This
course work
on thewill'Nigger
foreverQuestion".
remain
be considered in this respect;
masters were their moral guides the classic
of the
The history of the West Indies, "and influenced their character West Indian vilification
Negro. The stateand outlook. In 1822, marriage in
atears,drama
of
blood,"
sweat
and
ments
are
much
too
offensive
was written on what were British Guiezia was "a thing: un- be quoted here but, among otherto
once the world's greatest sugar
heard of",together
a Holyincompatible
Institution
plantations. Indeed, the history
with . "althe things, he described the governof the West Indies -is the history - state of slavery under existing ment of the prosperous island of
as "A headed
pie-baldby Parliaof sugar and it is regrettable that
The fol- Dominica
ment of eleven
.a Nea commodity so sweet and neces- laws andlowingregulations".
year the Governor progro Demosthenes, governing a
sary to h\iman existence., should
claimed
"the
existence
of
a
misha.ve been the cause of so much
conception, of a serious nature,, population of a hundred whites,
ruthlesshess and .savagery, so which appears to prevail among s.n unknown number of rattlemuch human suffering and pov- Negroes in some districts .: . . . - snakes, profligate Negroes and
erty. These tiny islands, once the leading them to consider the per- mulattpes," It is this contempt
world's favourite battle- ground,
mis ion oftheir masters unneces- for local opinion and intellectual
now rank among its most backsary to authorize their- quitting prejudice which has hampered
ward areas; the island of Guade- the estate for the purpose of Di- cultural,
economic and political
vine worship — a misconception today.
loupe, preferred to Canada in the
development in the West Indies
1 7th century as spoil- of war, now of so injurious a tendency as to
occupies first place among the render the most active measures
The West Indies can therefore
monuments of backwardness left
effectually to eradi- endorse the Conference decisions
behind by slavery and the suga.v - necessary,
in respect to
"
trade after absentee interests cateTheit ...
insistence
by learned and made at Bandung
The West Indies has
amassed huge profits and slavery distinguished personalities that colonialism.
"seen
the
immense
human wastwas abolished when it ceased to theWest Indian Negro was incapbe economic.
a
g
e
i
t
causes,
the
poverty
it causafairs
ble of alsolooking
his ownin inafOne A2ariah Pinzey, r, political
es, and the heritage it leaves behad itsafter
full share
hind when, eventually and relucexile from England, arrived on
fluencing West Indian outlook
tantly, itis driven out by the inthe
island<of ofcourse),
Nevis insix 1685
"withof and character. Listen to the celea Bible
gallons
brated historian James Arthur
Indiesmarch isofnothistory",
embitteredbut
sack and four of brandy for the Froude on self-government for the West evitable
the
West
Indies,
this
was
in
1859:
by
a
sordid
history.
Instead,
she
voyage,
his pocket".
By
1818. and
the £15
familyin fortune
was "A West Indian self-governed looks to the future and awaits
worth £340,000, a, mammoth con- Dominion is possible only with a with eagerness the heavy respon-,
tribution by Nevis to the politi- full black vote. If the whites are
and selfcal and financial development of to combine, so will the blacks, sibility of nationhood
She looks
Britain. By comparison, the total It will be a rule by the blacks for government.
to Dominion ste.tus
when forward
she tw
revenue of Nevis, together with the blacks. Let a generation or will be called upon to make her
that of its sister colony St. Kitts, two pass by and carry with them contribution, however small, and
could
musterthen,£314.000
old traditions, and an English add her deliberations to those o\
1946! Noonlywonder
that thein the
governor-general will be found monwealth.
her sister Dominions of the Com*
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ment that the world can get
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Lacking cocktails and party the Trinirv
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Chamberlayne. prize had difficulty in their
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the rest
Houses "The
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scenes MainoTa father Joanna
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sday ilnight.
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She from
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clearly
artd looked
who
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cocktail dresses but aSide from
vary
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touch
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ant
solution
Vic Drama Club)
to
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proble
who
ms
has recently turned
lacked the
hobson's choice
his hand to directing after
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' 'hrming When he "as bemgh? depth
years of rnvstenl'0
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would have given it.a more
successful set designing. Theseveral
qU°ting P0etry
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silent world
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did
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sets
were
J. L. M.
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cod
liver
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warmwi">
a
smile
that
the play competently directed but unfor'
.D"nn8 hls scene in the psychiatrist's
tunately
on
he
night
buried behind a telephone
of the office
inexperienced opening
cast let Mr. Pegg some
Julia iswasanothe
down
gem of a part which
Best of the cast was Elizabeth Saunders Maryan Talbot didr only
partly
e
Miles O'Reilly as Peter Quilpejustic
We
also had
not upon
Ha
ppy
difficulties, probably due to a combin
ew
ation
simplicity of F
charac
of openi
ter, even
ence on ng
We
were
there!
—
the night
stage. unsureness and inexperiwhen
he
blosso
St.
Crispin's
ms
into
day.
perhaps,
but lage.
under his wife's experbravad
Edward Chamberlayne was played by
better still, at the first gala
t tute-o
John Wilson who did a splendid job when
gathering of the newly formed
Micha Pearson, as Hobson's
Crest Theatre Club to
the Beattie.
faithfulelforem
the an and Lawrence
opening performance see
of
the
smart young lawHarold Brighouse comedy. Hobson's Choice. Both were events Sylviayer, added touches of humour
Gillespie was a wispy
well worth attending.
Ada Piggins. Brie Heath
. It was a heartening experi- Moonra
kers.the beery breath of
ence to stand in the Crest lob- breathed
a Tuesday
evening,
and
haveby ofthe
Set
designer Hutchinson
distinct feeling .you
were being jostled by a milling
Scott, provided three very serviceable sets. He forcibly reSaturday night throng. This
sizeable and responsive audiminds us that we are in face,
ence no doubt gave the actors toryvm
with
aid of a
added confidence. The play be- backdrop of smokethe stacks
and
chimne
y
pots.
Smog
gan lidity,
with true
sto- seem to creep into the and soot
mixed withLancashire
Mossop
a little first snug
ent quarters, buts
night paeelessness.
hear this isbasem
very
Hobson, stubborn andWestentorapt, so nobodv
ian, extolling the solid virtues minds.
of middle class morality
Social Side
giving his three daughtersanda
calling down for their hostile
At curtain's close, Crest
front of "uppishness. As the Theatr
activities began.
Hobson's
stub- All whoe Club
Play proceeds,
borness
and said
uppishness
had paid their $3.00
are balanced precariously, witlr membership (S5.00 for
a famitheirtherefresh
for and
ly)mentstayed
uppishness aggressiveness
and "our Maggie's"
downright
privileges
fast
tunity of discussing theopporplay
gaining ground.
Amelia Hall is splendid as the with the cast and director.
unmanageable
Maggie, who
The club's
Mr.
i a formerchairman,
hand picks her husband Will Balcon
British diplomat > spoke briefly
Mossop, drags him from her
of
the
father's work-shop to the altar, club's functions, chief of which
then trains him up until he js is to promote a lively interest
a worthy adversary for old in Canadian theatre (and incidental y, to insure good boxHobson himself. She invests her
on those precaripart with all the bustling officeousreturns
three
nights
of the run).
energy
and of
commandeering
self-assurance
which her He announced with satisfacsmall person and decidedly
tionready
that club
forceful personality are capable.
totalled memberships
nearly 800 andalAs her younger sisters. Dawn were expected to reach the 1000
Lesley and Margaret Griffin mark by Sunday, when J. B.
well suit their roles, which de- Priestley will be their guest
mand the pettishness and speaker. Tables and coffee urns
empty-headedness of were set up in front of the
tne ramous outraio Philharmonic Orchestra, Josef Krips, played host to Varsity whiny
CondiJuctor
stage and in the foyer of the
nasty step-sisters.
critic Chris Wilson last Sunday, but we're unable to print the review until Cinderella's
next Tuesday. But \ atchmusjc
Norman
Ettlinger.
as Henry theatre. After a quick change
then for a review of the concert and Mr. Wilson's bibulous habits.
Horatio Hobson was a gusty, of clothes and removal of makeexuberant would-be tyrant, but
up, the cast made their appearhe could have borrowed more
ance — a very altered appearfreely from Falstaff in his moance in some cases — so much
ments of wilfull self deception. so, that we found ourselves
Divers
Attractions
Hobson was at his best when, chatting
to a perfectly charm*
"reasonable re-he ing silver-haired lady, on the
in a blood stained sea. Divers swim through the deprived of fhis
The
Silent
World,
at
the
Hyland,
has
the
two
reshment" at Moonrakers.
surrealistic
wrecks
of
sunken
ships.
merits
and
demerits of the
Qualities
required
to
overcome
the
hide-bound
1 won to
Even with this wealth of striking photography, becomes a cranky, self-pitying play, for several moments beresistance
to
.
any
film
that
smells evenpublic's
invalid,
suspicious
of
the
mediwe realized that she was
remotely of art or education. Its the film might not have been successful. Walt
cal machinations of his doctor, Dawn foreLesley.
Disney's nature films are prime examples of played
bject — skin diving — is one that has originally
Amelia Hall, dewith the Scottish burr
good material ruined by slick, blatant and gruffness,
licately balancing two cookies
ught
the
popular
imagination,
and
its
title
is
inat of a best selling book.
treatment. However, whereas Disney's commen- who also doublesby asLewFredDavidson
and
a
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on
her saucer could
taries are cute and verbose, the commentary in stock, the reckless suitor.BeenHowever, the fact that this is probably one of
aniWe be heardmation,discussing
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andwithdislikes
'The Silentannouncer
World', at(with
the
exception
of
the
e best films of the year is due to other reasons, American
pleased, from his fir3t in costumes.
the beginning who merci- were
that
aquesmakes
Cousteau,
the
inventor
of
the
Aqualung
trap-door
entrance,
with
Alan
fully disappears after the first few minutes) is
prolonged underwater diving possible,
tvas
All in all, we were- inclined
unobtrusive, and is spoken (in English) by Cous- Nunn as the gangly but like'^sponsible for both the film and the original teau
able WillsivenMossop.
His gesture,
expres- to -agreetationwith
Mr. Balcon's
quohimself.
The visual images are allowed to
from Henry
V:
e
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o
f
face
and
£°ok.veenDespite
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fact,
the
only
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resemblance
tell
their
own
story.
Where
Disney
uses
technithe two lies in the title. The book was
"And gentlemen in England
added to an engagingly naive
cal
in
order
to
make
his
animals
begimmicks
a °r *ess an autobiography which went into
have like humans. Cousteau allows his fish (and lilt to his Lancashire accent
now think
a-bed themselves acdetailed discussion of the origins and early
Shall
to move with a grace and rhythm that made him seem perfect raw
nS1* of the aqualung. The film, on the other ishumans)
material for Maggie. Mr. Nunn
at
once
ballet-like
and
completely
real.
When
cursed they" were not here."
an account of a cruise Cous- he uses technical resources, such as ingenious never loses the straightforward
Molly Hewitt.
te1au1's issk'Pessentially
jn..
made from the Mediterranean to the editing,
it
is
only
in
order
to
create
excitement
s *lanrather
Ocean,,tfianwithwhatthehappened.
emphasis on what was and give the film a magnificent pace.
film has a few minor faults. The sequences
' . a result, the camera remains underwater on The
board ship are somewhat slow and the dubbed
one
moo
hhoa
rJat.'Ule a ^rge portion of the film. This is fortu- English voices of the crew are occasionally jarrcom paret3
f°r with
**fe a*>ove
the surface
seems
prosaic
ing. In addition, the film has a tendency to be
A capacity crowd is expected for the last concert by the Hart
dB„
the
unrealistic
beauty
of
the
unsolit into episodes which, while beautiful in House orchestra, sponsored by Han House Orchestra Associates,
sequences. The mood is
the themselves,
have little relation to the whole. But whose membership has now passed the 600 mark.
^"h"8
ShotA
Sroup
of
divers
walk
along
the
There is one change in the programme: the Wolf-Ferrari
this most
is trivial,
since 'ThemadeSilent
World' is oneto
/ ^ed. holding electric torches. The only sound ofall the
imaginatively
documentaries
Serenade has been replaced by Hoist's St. Paul Suite. The other
i
Qoise
of
their
breathing
apparatus
The
works
are an oboe concerto by Cimarosa, a Concerto Grosso by
of an alien world, appear for a long time.
> °le the
environment
divers are that
is only the second French Handel, two excerpts from Hamlet by Tchaikowsky and two
more like graceful, sea filmBythatthe hasway,beenthisshown
in
Toronto
in
at
least
Aquarelles
by Delius.
e*s than human beings. This strange atmos- six months. Considering the number of excellent
The concert is in the Great Hall of Hart House at 9:00 p.m. on
French films that have been made, this is a- Sunday, February 24th. Boyd Neel is conducting. Plans for the
eamera explores the coral formations down rather
disgraceful state of affairs. One can only next season's concerts will be announced before the intermission.
* depth -of many hundreds of feet. A group hope
that it may be remedied. Guy Gr»en.
^rks eat up the carcass of a dead baby whale
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Meets:

Doust
Lovett
Eclectic or not, Dr. Doust
Dr.
certainly busy. His teaching
H. G. Wolff, who had built reaches
"there
was
a
terrible
For a long- time no one could and he points out with pride explains,
both undergraduate
reputation in and post-graduate
have suspected that J, W. that he "hasn't a single doc- scare that Hitler was going to up a tremendous
levels — an,j
ine." •
medi- both of them have
Lovett Doust, AK.C, B.Sc.
use poison gas and end the the field of cpsychosomatic
been in.
M.B., E.S., M.R.C.P, F.R.C.P.. torate."
very
quickly.
So
everyone
began as an Anglican war
He
vigorated
with
his
style, which
Later,
back
at
the
Maudsley,
would end up a psychiatrist — divinity student, wanting to in Britain with a degree in "everything was going swim- is lively to the point of rje.
but he did, and he presently learn "something about onto- physiology was herded down fo
occupies a basement office in
mingly. Then Canada beck- light.
Dr. Doust will admit (somelogy, and the nature of being the ChemicalStation,Defense
which isExperia nice
the psychiatry'
department, and becoming — as well as I sort of mental
what reluctantly, but with a
So
since
1952, Dr. Doust has
name
for
people
who
complete
with stroboscopes,
didn't
he
But
r."
remembe
been
installed
in
his
Toronto
can
dermal radiometers, oscillators, go ahead and "turn my collar fool around" with poison gasses.
smile)
thata helecturer,"
loves it. -'You
"After
a
year,"
says
Dr.
and a couch.
can't
build
say3
office, complete with strobo- "You either
it
like it or youhe dont,
the other
to himway"that because
there was Doust, "it became fairly obvi- oned." ciate
The lean, angular British seemed
scope
and
couch,
as
an
AssoProfessor
in
the
Departmore
to
know.
If you do the students do too!
ous that Hitler
wasn'twegoing
gentleman is embarrassed by
ment of Psychiatry.
about
that time
decidedto.
the appendages to his name,
So he joined the philosophy So
If you don't, it's a bore to
it was time to see what this
He
admits
to
being
"a
sort
department
amateur physiologist. We
Boredom at least is not the
London, and ofwasKing's
happyCollege,
until warDr.wasDoustall was
about."transferred to of
around with phys- fate of the medsmen under Dr.
he found that part of the France, a month after D-Day. like playing
iology to find out what makes Doust, who leaps about with
course was "a pretty good
droodles, histrionics, and a rare
course in psychiatry. And that
seemed to be getting down to
British
humour.
His wife
was once an English
them."
something which was meaningnurse,
and according to Dr.
Doust, "she was a night nurse
He discovered that medical
and I was on duty, so we fell
students took this as part of
their course, and this appealed
into each other's arms on the
to ful."
him too.
night shift. She looked very
"So," says Dr. Doust, in an
Since her marriage Mrs,
editorial vein, "we dropped
nice
Doust inhasherlaiduniform."
aside the attraceverything and became a meditive
uniform
to
be a mother to
cal student." along the line he
Somewhere
four
children, "two
of them
took off 18 months to pick up a
real Canadians,
bom and
bred
degree in physiology. "There
Between the three countries
he says,
again,"mental
study
terms"youfromcan'ta
where
he has worked and studin Canada."
of view."
ies, Dr. Doust doesn't see many
purely
After mental
this hepoint
"took a few
the same sort
of strangeness
house jobs," and became an
psychiatric
differences.
about mental
illness"Theiv'j
in 3!1
internist. "What we planned to
do." he says, "was research,three,"
he
says.
"It's
a"
ghastly
thing, this mental breakdown,
to puttice.this
knowledge intothepracBut unfortunately
war
People are generally better in
their reaction to it in cities.
came, and that demanded ac"This sort of thing- happens
EXPORT
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people
to."
themthere'
send andalong
can come
we
no °ne,
us,
to see
EMPLOYMENT
•
DINE
DANCE *
university department
The
mi GRADUATES
Trinity College
(Continued on Page 8>
psychiatry, by the way, °Pe *
Opportunities
in most fields now available
Tn Celebration of
For information contact
•"■^ "THE CORRECTION O*^
The West Indies Federation
. _ offer the moat scle» . .
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
LTJ
tlllc
training.
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
Uon.
WrlU
today. Free booKl*
Sponsor: The West Indian Students* Association
118 Richmond St. W., Toronto — EM. 6-9192
ontMUo.111:0 STAMMERING,"TorglvM
Wm. Dennison, 543-V Jarvis St.,
WOMEN'S
ATHLETICS
intramural Ski Visiting
Meet
Labourer Teachers Needed
10:30 a.m. Olftnt slalom
at
23
February
women
skiers
welcome,
good,
bad
and
Indifferent,
Saturday.
Colllngwood.
At
SUMMER AND/OR WINTER
Time
HOCKEY SCHEDULE
WEEK1 OF FEBRUARY 25
FOR
Vic,
FRONTIER
COLLEGE
FILM AND MEETING IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUvSE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, at 12:30 NOON
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS WELCOME!
For further information, contact Mr. Halse
S.A.C. Employment Office

U.C. II
Semi-FinalSt.
POTGame
I
Mike's
Friday March 1
Nursing
8-10
I Winner
of
P.H.E.
hockey
U.C.
U.C. II
This
Is
the
end
of
the
regular
season
for
girl
j
League
I
out and see the great wind up!VolleyballHome ^,
POT 26 game.
Tuck: Feb.
- L.M. - 6:00 Finals - Vic. Jr. Sr. va Winner' of
TU&&; Feb, 26 - L.M. - 7:00 Practice - U.C, II
League Standings
U.C.
Vic.
Jr. Sr.
Nurses
Vic.
Pharmacy
P.H.E.Fr.I
Vic. Soph.
POT
II II
St. Hilda',,
St. Hlda':St. Mike's
Med.
IV
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Wrestlers

Take

Over

H

H

Swimming, By PAUL
Sq
AVIS
mi$
BEAT
uash
Away
John brooks
GTUnfcs and groans aplentv will be eominrr fr™ n,„ u t u
eollesiate Senior and Intevn.diateVSg'reUs6 X ^ "* t0day " the Intei"
Sport 5 Editor
Is it possible to write an interesting and calm editorial after
OAC, Queen,, and McGill Hi throwing
W—
, ^Z^^^^C^^^
the alarm clock on the floor and sleeping in- (■>) break
two period, starting «t 2.30 and 8.0 p.m on FrT(Ia v- he' EfSEI^ "'r
mg an egg
lap at breakfast? (3) bruising a few joints after
^
downon a your
prel,m,nanes
sX^y
and old7.00teamp m.',
startingthree
in two
finalsis no
allThere
sidewalk
the wrong
of their
doubtperiods
that there
(4) going to four lectures
mg.at 2.30
return
season but they
are assuredandof sliding
five tninutes late for all of them? way?
missing lunch'
will be some fine wrestling to As
getting
some
very
stiff
competition
from
thoroughly soaked after discovering (51
the ice you slid on (6)earlier
for Varstiy, they can show Varsity and Western.
see as the Western Mustangs
the day has turned to water by afternoon? (71 missing supper ' (8)in
seek to retain the Porter Trophy, one of last year's champs back
hearing
nothing but a busy signal after trying the same number for
SWIMMING
awarded to the Senior collegiate for another try, Bob Sibthorpe
half an hour?
was heavyweight winner in To Western, meanwhile, trachampions, which they won last who
56.
Well,
Jim
Trenton, who won the
year. Just as keen to finish on
day. be. and I II give it a try. but it was still an awfully
McCatty's swimmers upside-downit might
top will be the OAG intercolle- 137 lb intermediate title last to tryvels toCressyregain
the Intercollegiate team who won their in- year,ing has moved up and is trygiate
championship,
presently
with the Senior team.
termediate division and the Seipp
held by McGill.
GRUNTIN' AND GROANIN'
of the Blues' team
Trophy last year. However they "illThebe rest
Western,
who
defeated
the
Hart House is a normally noisy place in the vicinity of the
Don Bannister at 123 Blues in an exhibition meet
will have tough competition from
athletic
wing
.
.
.
so on.splashing, basketballs bouncing badminton
lbs, Andy BeatHe at 137 lbs, earlier this year, are expected birds whistling, andwater
all teams as all of the squads Paul
Purritt at 147 lbs, Sherrill to give the Varsity squad its
show new faces.
The
noises
which will be heard
weekend will likely bo
Western .have only two of Sherman at 157 lbs, Bernard toughest competition.
quite unfamiliar. The occasion of the this
change is the Intercollegiate
Hooyer at 167 lbs, John Grawrestling
tournament
t last
season's
team
back
in
the
,
paying
its
once-cvervVarsity.
flvc-ycars visit to
persons of Ken Leyshon, the Dunbarham atat177191lbs,
lbs. and David Inte
present champ in his weight
rfac
ulty
Hoc
Western, Varsity. Queen's. McGill and OAC will troupe their
key
The Blue-Jays, however, show
division, and Ray Johnson, who
colors in the gym at 2:30
afternoon, and they'll travel in and
lost in the final last meet. almost a complete team ot newout intermittently right up this
until 10 or so tomorrow
evening.
Queen's seem to have the most throttle comers to the sport bf grab, Playoffs Announced
Pull
details
of
the
swing
session
are carried elsewhere on this
and roll. The squad conexperienced team with' at least
DIVISION
I
page.
Do,
however,
sists of Elgin McCutc
drop
in
for
a
peck.
It's
free
in
the
heon
and
the usual S-50 after six. Well worth both the time and afternoon
123 lbs, Fred Zabransky at 130at
the coin.
FIRST
ROUND
February
27
lbs,
Tony
Barona or Steve YanBasketball Blues
THE
END
IS
IN
SIGHT
chula at 137 lbs. Bill Craven
(1) uc nr Jr. Vic - 1:30
Jr. UC1 - 4:00
117 lbs, Doug Grant at 157 lbs,at (2) SMC C v.March
One week from the time you read this issue of The Varsity,
Bob
Alexand
Intercollegiate
er
at
167
lbs.
John <3> SMC B Sr. SPS or Sr. UC ■
AtJohn
McGill,
Queen's
books for 1056-57.sport will be crossing the threshold of the record
McManus'
basketball Bracken at 177 lbs, Herb Brown
QUARTER-FINALS
at 191 lbs, and Jim Macdonald
Hockey-wise, the Blues entertain University of Montreal Cara4
' Blues agemake
theirweek-end
annual pilgrimeast this
where in the heavyweight class. How- (-1) SMC A v.March
winner (2)
(1) -- 12:30
4 00 bins in the Arena a week from tonight.
ever, although the team is new, (5) Sr. SPS v. winner
they will meet McGill University
And year
on the
floor. John McManus' men write it off for
Re&mteh Friday afternoon and there are many men on it who (7)
<(»> SPS
UO or Sr.
in thecageMcMaster
DentsV Av. v.Sr. Winner
(3) SPS
- 5:30- 1:30 another
have a good chance to win their
Marshall,.
Russ
Jackson,
Jackie University
Pearce and Drill
Co. Hall, tjking on Doug
title.
Queen's
Golden
Gaels
Saturday
evening.
SEMI-FINALS
Tournaments get the final wrapping this weekend.
March 6
over-all picture of the
Last week's heart-breaking- The teams
athletics won't wind up until after the middle of
v. winner
(7) - 12:30 next Intramural
is that, thanks to (9) winner (6)March
7
loss to Queen's all but eliminated Blues'
Plans released yesterday
show that the hockey finals,
a liberal sprinkling of new faces, (8) winner (5)March
Toronto from the playoff picture. they
v. winner
(4) - 12:30 shouldmonth.
8
will
have
to
do
very
well
they
go
to
three
games,
won't
be over
For Toronto to grab a tie for to finish first, but if they show O) winner (6)March
12:30
Basketball
will
likely
run
until
the
same until
time. the 18th.
v.
winner
(7)
11
first
position,
Western.
Queen's
12:30
to
their
potential
on
paper
they
(8) winner (4) v. winner (5) and Assumption would have to will finish in show place.
By the 18th of March, this boy and his sports department sideFINALS
kicks will have locked up shop tor another year and headed for
drop their remaining: contests
the
literature, so inconsiderately ignored for the past five months.
March
13,
15,
18.
while the Blues would have io
SQUASH
Winner (8) v. winner (9i,
However, there are still seven more editions to lock up before
win their remaining four.
the door gets the key, so stick around for awhile yet.
The Varsity Squash team will
DIVISION II
After the Queen's contest, Tor- leave
for McGill this week-end
onto will meet Western here next
AND NEXT YEAR . . .
SEMI-FINAL
Wednesday and close out the to take part in the Intercollegiate meet. The team will consist
February 26
season a week from Saturday in
Well,
we
really
shouldn't
of that,schedule:
but here, for all
v. Knox 28- 3:00
Hamilton against the Marauders of Norm. Seagram, Harry Mal- (I) PharmacyFebruary
you football-weekend addicts, isbe thethinking
1957 football
of McMaster.
colmson, . Witold Weynerowski,
October 125 —— Varsity
Queen's
Arnold Mas- (1) Pharmacy March
v. Knox l - 12:30"
The Blues defeated the Red- Stan Goldham and
October
McGill atat Varsity
v. Arch,5 - 12:30
five, only Gold- (2) Emmanuel March
men at Hart House earlier this sey. manOfand these
October
19
—
Varsity
at
Western
Massey
are
new
to
in(2) Emmanuel finals
v. Arch. 3;00
October 26 — Western at Varsity
season by a 76-61 count. But
tercollegiate competition; the
November 2 — Varsity at McGill
that McGill squad was missing other three members
of
the
team
March 7, 12
Tom Cross, who is the Mont- have a total of seven seasons of
November 9 — Queen's at Varsity
Winner 11) v. winner 12)
lealers' top scorer.
We shall,
experience behind them.
March 14
t? Keep
it in perhaps,
mind, eh?see you in Union Station at 3:45 on November
The Queen's game should be a
So far this year, the team Winner (11 v. winner (2)
beaut if it resembles last week's haa played two exhibition
Hait House contest in any way. matches,
losing both by very
Queen's is undefeated at home close scores, one to Williams'
College and one to Amherst
this year, having already beaten College.
Western
and Assumption.
are favourites to retain Blues Really Need Only One Point
the Blues will go along on theMcGill
tinAlltrip.
title which thev won last
But Their Sights Are Set On Four
This is it!
week-end the
it! The
thfl will
our totn total.
arid another
annf-hm- six
civ , BRODIE
Hmile <mi
im\
9 l 8 9 28
(V)
out
add
Houic
pointsgo&n toall their
hockey Blues
can, week-end
and probably
That's what they want, and [Renaud (M) 7
s
a
y
will,
win
the
Queen's
Cup
once
i
n
g
s
and
for
all.
',
Alain (M)
\ wa
(Ml 90
they'lltoprobably
they'll II Lamoureux
play thegetroleit. ofBut spoilers
Despite the fact that this news- have
Dlonnc (Ml 9
hj Merle Overholt
paper has already accredited in the process.
them with such, there is still the Tonight they play Laval Roug. ST AC BY rV) 9
remotest of possibilities that the et Or in the Coliseum in Quebec MILLS
(L)
(V) 79
City on the occasion of the Laval Roy
0 athletic meets of considerable interest, one on the Inter- elsewhere.
coveted silverware may travel Winter
Duhulme (Mi 6
Carnival.
Hebert
(Ml
w,^'ate
anc*
one
on
tne
Interfaculty,
level,
are
coming
up
this
afternoon, it's back LINSEMAN (V) 99
y ^kend. The Intercollegiate Archery Team is off to Queen's for the remote
Actually,
it's the remotest of to Tomorrow
chances.
Montreal and another Carni- STEPHEN
1 ei"coUegiate Indoor Tourr. anient and the ski-enthusiasts take to
Salnt-Jcan (VI
(M) 99
val, this one at McGill.
Somehow, it doesn't seem even
ie snowy hills of Collingwood for the Iiiterfaculty Ski Meet.
Grant (McGl 7
Making the trip to Kingston will be Marjorie Reid, Marilyn possible that the lads could lose Chances are that Ken Linse- Lawcs
(McGl 9
straight — and that's what man andforMertthe Wright
Earnest, Donna Clark, and Ann Pendleton, who heard just four
winningwon't
points.he Bouchard
Lcmlcux (Lj
they'd have to do in order to around
(L> 99 2 3 5 32
recently that their efforts of two weeks ago won them first give
Both
are
staying
in
Toronto
this
up the championship.
Maurice Lagace (L) 9
place in the Intercollegiate Telegraphic Archery Meet Tournament
week-end
due
to
external
presOn
the
contrary,
the
dressingsures
L. A . mm! I (L) 9
r«n by the University of British Columbia.
JACKSON (V) 9
room jargon has pointed towards j
Varsity's second team also got a share of the honours by landing the fact that the Varsity crew This fact reduces the third lino Royer (M) 5
to one man. so Coach Jack Ken- Allmand (McGl 9
'"'third place. With this win to rjoost them up we hope that the
nedy will carry George Whyte on McMullen (McGl 9
,tea,n wiU come out on top again. So — best of luck!
right wing and big defenseman
Teams from UC, Vic, SMC, St. Hilda's, POT, and THE will be INTERFACULTY John
Casey
at Port Patrol. Spare
^>mpeling for the honours in the giant slalom up at Collingwood.
SUMMARY
Bob
Church
will travel along as WOMEN'S HOCKEY
the
15th
man.
p»la
Macpherson
(PHE)
and
Penny
Lash
(St.
H's)
are
expected
Senior Vic and Senior Skule
0 '»e strong contenders for the individual honours. It goes without
Official
league
statisbattled to a, 2-2 tie in Group
Saving that spectators will be welcome!
including all scoring
games played
.... 55P W3 0L T2 Pts?
I hockey play yesterday after- to date,tics, are
10 -iLast Weekend the Fencing Team was defeated by a rather decisive noon.
as follows:
St
H.
I
Vic
I
Group
5 222 133 020 464
bWhi" ,}0'nt
score
when they
to Montreal
Player & Team GP G A Pt PIM
Williams
tne McG'u
team-journeyed
Dottie Miner
won twofor oftheir
her return
bouts Normman tallied
for Vicand inRich
the Newfirst Raymond (L) 9 7 17 24 12 PHE , ,
le W'th
Jnge Bruneitook one.
II
hall °n Tuesday night both the Senior and Intermediate Basket- period, while Pete Mailt notched Konyk
Baltzan (McGl
(McG) 99 5 17 22 10 UC I .... Group , , 4 4 01 00 86
32 3 0 4
teams came home triumphantly from their trip to Hamilton the Skule tally. Bill Adams tied Michel Lagucc (L) 9 109 1012 2021 4314
second.
au exhibition game with McMaster University. The Seniors it UCup inIV thedefeated
9 9 16 2
0 0 0 0
Hughes
(McGl
9
SPS
F
48-34
ELIK (V) 9
up with p 32-33 tie.
.
3
III
in
major
basketball
play,
while
A.
Arsenault
(L)
7
..
5
(V) 9
Intermeds walked away with a substantial 10 point margin
. 3 22 0I 0 ft0
tooy a 51-27 decision ANDERSON
e'1' opponents. High scoring honours go to Jean Wills with a IIfromMining
FISHER (V)(V) 99
St. H II ...y....
St. Mike's Grave Robbers MACDONALD
O1 41 01 ft
Hiinu"11
lead'score
for the~Seniors and to June Sceviour with a like in a minor league affair.
**** for
the Blue-jays.
po r a
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calendar

now
and
here
of
the
Associates
and Hart
TODAY Miller will House.
12:30 p.m. Rev.- Leslie
■
8
p.m.
Rev.
Cal
Chambers
will disof
discuss personal experiences
cuss "The Nature of Fellowship
brain-towashstnation
communi
Chinese
in
History"
in
Sheraton
Hall,
VCF
ing and indoctri
nurses in room 103. Wycliffe.
Graduat
School ofe Nursing.
SUNDAY
will lead 2:1 5 p.m. Film Society features
1:10 P.m. Alan McLachlin "The
of 210. Mirdiscussiinon room
"The Southerner"
an SCMacles ofJesus"
Renoir's
Jeanthe Museum
in
An- members
only. theatre, for
atomy Bldg.. and Sheila Mc-- 6 p.m.
Orchestra will
Hart inHouse
wil lead the "Compar
Donough Religion"
the Great Hall.
rehearse
45 St, ative
George St.group at FROS. 8:30 p.m. Conterbury Club will disPaul's defense of himself
hi-fi concert in beforecussAgrippa.
3:45 p.m. SMC
Church
the hall.
inparish
will include CherBrennan Hall
Redeemer
the
of
ubim's overture "The Water 9 p.m. Hart House Orchestr
a will
,
Carrier" Haydn's First Horn
seaof the Boyd
concert
last
its
give
.
o.
Concert
Verdi's
Requiem
All
in
Hall.
Great
the
son,
members of the University are
Neel will conduct music by
welcome, at no charge.
Handel, Tchaikovsky, Delius,
Holsk and Cimarosa.
SATURDAY
9:30 p.m. Newman Club plans a
the
rehearse
will a
Neel Orchestr
one-act comedy "So's Your Old
S p.m,
in the liten.
House
HartBoyd
Antique", directed by Joe CulMusic Room. Open to members
Cathie Meets Dr.
(Continued from page 6>
•ites "an entirely free outpatient clinic — and anyone who
reels upset can come here to
talk things over."
"All Some
sorts hear
of people"
there.
about itdo andgo
drop in; others are sent by the
friendly* family doctor.
with"Another
his wife,oneandmight
havingquarrel
had
several rolling pins thrown at
him. go to a social agency",
which
refers him to us," Dr.
Ooust explained.
Another extra- curricular
function of the department is
i forensic
(or legal)
clinic.of "All
sorts
of odds
and ends
humanity
who've
been
in troubleup
with the police or hauled
before magistrates might spend
.i few weeks here being sorted
out," saysseemed
Dr. Doust,
motives
to be"if atheir
bit
screwy."
They also have a link with
the juvenile "court, and anbranch "sethousewives
up as a
result otherofnew agitated
"is the sex deviate clinic, for
the reception of people apprehended by the law for that
sort of thing."
But it's the subject of the
future that sets the good doctors eyestoto expand
twinkling,
do exist
the "Plans
whole
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES
51.00 per person
Dancing Every Saturday J

Doust . . .
show. We're very dissatisfied
with the present accommodations," he said with a grimace,
citing a page from the PresiReport which,would
"weremake
you
a socialdent'sworker,
you"Wewanthaveto the
weep."
blueprints and
all for a brand new Ontario
Institute of Psychiatry. The
only thing
lacking
the con-to
sent to spend
the ismoney
build
On the
thisplace."
particular subject,
he lywaxes
"We church,
recentacquiredeloquent.
an antique
which is being commodate
converted
acoverflow tosocial
workers and psychologists.
We're just bursting at the
The busy British doctor in
seams!"
the
basement office is. in fact,
many trist.
things
a psychiaBut withbesides
his formidable
interests and knowledge, he is
all of them rather well.

Seen
Election
Key
more
from
the
world
as a whole
Supremacy of parliament will be
a basic issue in the forthcoming than we are selling to it, he said.
general election, a. Conservative American investments will be
memberdents lastofnight.
parliament told stu- arranged so that American businessmen investindustry.
in but do not control Canadian
John Pallett. MP for Peel County, told the campus Progressive Outlining the primary principles
Conservative Club this supremacy of the Conservative Party, Mr.
would be "put into the language of Pallett stressed freedom of industry and help for the weak. Just
theMaritime
common issues
man." will also figure as poets
told what
or cannot
musiciansbe what
to play,to
in the campaign. "They're de- write
so
the
Conservative
Party
believes
pressed. We'll take
out of Toronto
and some
pour itmoney
into it cannot dictate to industry. But
with this freedom of industry,
the Maritimes," he said.
Another outstanding issue will there is a responsibility of the
be the trade balances which Mr. strong to help the weak, he said.
Mr. Pallett cited examples of
Palletttotaltermed
awful".
The
trade "stinking
balances are
not Conservative policy through the
favorable. Previously although we years with regard to both prinbought more from the United
ciples. In particular he stressed
States we sold more to the world the Conservative
approach to the
in general. Now we are buying Commonwealth. "We are not subservient to it but recognize that
we must be a full partner in itCanada is an independent nation
SAC Rep Blasts
Anemic Students
With Tired Blood
DRUM
I'mmic disgusted
with
these
anefellows who play hockey in
MAJORETTE
the morning and feel they're
Blue and White Band
too tireddents'
to Administrative
give blood,"Council
Sturepresentative
Bill
Witchel
said
last night.
1957 Season
for
University
College
and
upperclass Dentistry students were
Interested
Applicants
"terrible" about blood donations,
leave names at
Witchel said, but he congratulated pre-Dents on their efforts.
S.A.C. Office
Witchel also criticised Meds
by
12:00 noon
and pleLaw
''You'dservice
thinkwould
peoin themen.
medical
Monday. February 25th.
be interested, but some of the
Meds are selling their blood to
hospitals," he said.
He said students are not paid
for their donations, and the Red
Cross does not sell blood.

By PC
and the Conservatives brought hP
to "Canada
that independence."
he said.store
is a great natural
house of the world's goods. They
should be used for Canadians' an,
the
We shouu
make world's
Canada benefit.
a great power
not a
middle
one," hejoined
said. the long list o»
Mr. Pallett
conservatives in predicting ^
date of the forthcoming general
election.
prettycalendar
well'cjj.aj
cle June "You
17 oncanyour
theAlready
date," hethesaid.Conservatives have
been
a. number
j
throughtraining
committees
to be ofcabins
ministers if the Conservative;}
should win the election.
People are swinging to the Conservatives for the first time iq
many years, Mr. Pallet said. He
noted that the McGill Mock Par.
liament had voted Conservative i
its elections for the first time thfe
HUGH ORR,
ROLAND PACK,
CAROL PACK
Instrumental Ensemble
in a program of
16th - 18th Century Music
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21
8:30 p.m.
at the
Unitarian Church
Auditorium
175 St. Clair Ave. W.
at Avenue Rd.
ADMISSION $1,00

HARTToday
HOUSE
ft
ELECTION CAMPAIGN SPEECHES START TODAY
ART COMM. IN THE MAP ROOM AT 1.15 p.m.
SING SONG
East Common Room
1.30 - 2.00
ART LIBRARY
2.00 - 3.00
In the Gallery
CLOSING DAY FOR CAMERA CLUB EXHIBITION ENTRIES.
All Years

All Faculties

IT'S

STARTING

Mart

TO
POUR!
Yes, pictures of you and your friends, action shots
covering all the activities and sports on campus, material from clubs and fraternities, and much more . . .
1 Kenney's jj is all starting
to pour in to the Torontonensis office.
Ranch
Spread over 450 pages (in dramatic modern layout, of
this material will make up Torontonensis '57.
RESERVATIONS ^ course)
Order your copy now at the S.A.C. Office.
WA. 1-6102 ( All Students
All-Campus

Mew you pause. ..make it count... have a

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
SHAKESPEARE'S
The Tempest
Directed by Robert Gill

Sal., March

2nd to Sat., March 9th at 8.30 p.m.
BOX OFFICE OPEN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5241

f*cJ*4'Af ftJtral Jaxtt
"CaW" li a r»9Ul«r>d trademark.

SAC
Meels
Wednesday

Varsity
Next
Thursdi

NTO
XheVarsit
y
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORO

Only

One

Separates

f atten - . from Joan
jnow Fidi'.'p „„"aiisvioj'
a"'
, ... r- Kaf,lan ("I UC) these days. They
it'
C"St' Afri"' where' th°"9h
nfarU .h °
reore'hosenfor asa World
J°an WCre
es
of
.B"b a"d young
of
T
to» "°v,s,t the booming
I
country
versify Sen ce seminar.
They'll report to Varsity students next fall.
— Gzowski

CAMPAIGNING

Loss

Tuesday, February 26th. 1957

At

Varsity

The only debating team able to topic:
scholarResolv
ships. ed that this house approves the principle of athleti
defeat U em
of T speakers Harry Ar"r
To
thurs and Ron Price at the week-urnament c
end's
Winter
Caxniva.
tournament McGill
earlier
this year
two of their three debates. won
Each entry debated three times. Want Producer
Two teams with perfect records
and the highest point total went on Staff Personnel
to the finals.
Two teams from
y of
Pittsburgh made it toUniversit
the finals.
The winners had edged Arthurs In UC Follies
The UC Follies needs a proand Price in the round robin draw.
ducer, and it needs other perMost of the 40 teams entered
tion staff.
son el to fill out the producwere from the United States.
Blame
for the lack of
Arthurs and Price, both second
year Law School students, defeat- applicants has been laid to
the new ruling that students
(last Columbia
year's champs)
and eda Cornell
team from
before can go to Osgoode Hall after
losing out to the Pittsburgh entry. only tworectorsyears
Diof Arts.
Marv Catzma
n and
All . debates were on the same Phil Cowan say
that
many
those who originally plannedof
to
ion staff
are join
headedthe forproduct
Osgoode next
The Follies' future success
depends on the showing of
FAST
year.
next year's
performance,
first
in several
years. the

McGill
Orators

Arthurs said lire Americans used
a diffe
"Theirrenttecstyle of debating than
Canadian studehnnts were
used to.
Vict
ique or
is to pile
yfact
on fact," he said, where ours is a
battArthu
." ed the one-topic
le ofrswitsclaim
system made each debate a little
harder than the one before. "You
know what you're up against and
the real struggle is to come up
original inidea."the. debate
an cators
withAdjudi
which eliminated the Varsity students commented on how close it
had been. "It could have gone
either way," one judge said.
The two Pittsburgh speakers hid
been scheduled to debate at U of
earlier this year, but were
snowed in in Erie, Pennsylvania.
Arthurs said Canadian debaters
were under-rated in the U.S. —
where intercollegiate debating is
more popular— but "Toronto could
easily clean up any tournaments

SPS
they went in."
VOTES
DOWN
Athletic Association
Angus Bruneau, third year EnPresident, C. S. Mayer: Secretary.
gineering Physics student, was ■President, F. J. Wawry chuck: V. J. M. Rumble: Treasurer, T. Thomelected Engineering Society Presi- President, J. Little: Treasurer, D. son:~Civil Club Rep., D. Shannon: Wh
o
Wants
dent Friday, winning out over four McHardy: 4th Year Rep.. J. P. Fur- Mining & Metallurgy Rep., L. J.
To
other candidates,
gal: 3rd Year Rep.. S. J. J. Clem- Bourgeois: Mechanical Rep., E. J.
ents: 2nd Year Rep., J. Thomson: Walker: Eng. Phys. Rep., T. W.
Campaigning for almost all Society positions was fast and furious Special Bronze "S", P. Copland: Grayson: Chemical Rep.. C. D.
Champ: Electrical Rep.. W. B. Mcbut only 63 per cent of the Skule- Gilley Trophy, B. Gregory.
The
Editor?
Minn: Aeronautical Rep.. R. L. Be
nien voted — a slightly lower perGraduate Executive
derson.
Warnica:
Eng. Bus. Rep.. P. F. Hen- Only one candidate has applied appointment of Clyde Batten,
centage than last year.
1954.council.
Batten applied directly
for the editor.
position of next year's the
Voting was on Friday but no re- President. J. P. Stewart: ViceVarsity
sults were released for publication
Michael Cassidy. managing ediuntil yesterday.
tor until Christmas of this term,
Out-going president John RumPretty
Pink
Pills"
has
submitted the only applicable commented on the choice of
tion to theCommittee.
Students' Council Help Writers
Publication
Bruneau. -"I think Gus wil^ do a
really good job", Rumble said. "He
Yesterday
the
committee de- Not Colleges
is the first fellow from Eng. Phys.
cided to keep applications open
we've had in a long time."
until
Friday
of
this
week. Origi- Priestley Says
'
STS
nal deadline was last Friday.
Bruneau said he was pleased by DRUGGI
the hard fought elections. "I think
Publications Committee chair- OTTAWA — (Special)— One of
HOUSE
'be interest shown in the cam- OPEN
man Harry Arthurs said the post- Canada's severest critics and best
paigns means I'm going to have a Pharmacy holds its .second day otherwise might detract from a
ponement was intended in no way
lot of support
next year.
perfect product.
friends yesterday teed off on the"
of
Open
House
today.
Undergraduto
reflect
on Cassidy's ability.
New first vice-president Ms Jack
ates are presenting displays of In short, he dispenses according "We just thought it would be jCanadian
Council's
plans to endow
universities.
Law. (See page eight for our usual thirteen various aspects of Phar- .to. the age old Latin dictum, "F.S.- fairer if we kept the choice open Canada
J. B. Priestley. British author
Picturel; Di Hallamore was elected
maceutical training.
A." . . "fiat secundum artem" . . a little longer," Arthurs said.
SAC representative for the second Conducted tours through the Make thou, according to the art." Applications should be written and playwright,
press conference here thattoldthea entire
$100
nmseoative year and John Hamil- Faculty will help visitors view the The purpose of this exhibition is and handed in to the SAC office.
million
earmarked
for
the counto
interest
the
public
in
the
sublon
was
chosen
third year SAC scope of modern Pharmacy. LaborThe publications committee rer<:p.
cil's usedirectly.
should go to subsidizing
ject matter and value of Pharmcom ends its choice to the coun- the arts
atory demonstrations and exhibits
cil as a whole.
acy. Films are to be shown and
A complete list of newlv elected will show to the public the interofficers.
light
refreshments
served.
No
adLegislation
establishing the counesting aspects of pharmaceutical
Last year, there were three
training.
cil is now before the Senate.
mis ion ischarged and everybody applications:
Cassidy;
a
co-editorSociety Executive
is
welcome
to
visit
from
4.30
to
G
Demonstrations which will be
Cathie Breslin and Richard \ Mr. Priestley, however, said it
President, Angus Bruneau; First explained by] the students include and from 7.30 till 9.00 today at 46 Pegis;ship ofand
Peter Gzowski. Gzow- would be unwise to give writers a
Gerrard E. near Church, just sevski was chosen by the council direct subsidy. He would let them
Pharmaceutical
Chemistry.
Bio^'re-president,
Jack
Law:
Second
Ce-President,
R.
B.
Schaeff:
Treaenteen
and
one-half
minutes
from
after a 45-minute closed meeting. sell their plays to subsidized thechemistry, Phytochemistry. Dis. Q Christie: Secretary, E.
atres and their poems to subsidized
Kova surer, h3rd
Hart House, (via Eaton's College Only
other years
closed-meeting
Instrumentation, Iatrostreet).
S.A.C. Rep.. J. M. P. chemistry pensing,
tle in recent
was over batthe magazines: but they would have to
and
Haematology.
The
Hamilton: 4th S.A.C. Rep., D. Hal- manufacturing laboratory will
compete on an open market.
Musicians would get a direct
^'nore: External Affairs Rep.. J. demonstrate various aspects of the
financial
hand, if Mr. Priestley
Relation
Prof.
Director
IcKee:
to
s
industry
showing
the
preparation
' • M. Seagram.
were
in charge.
of mass quantities of ointment with
mill, along with the coating and Kyselka and Kamera
Year- Executive
Original plans for the council
call for $50,600,000 for university
President 5T8, W, M. Thorn: Vice- ! punching of "pretty pink pills'" and
aid. and S50.obo.000 for the arts.
the manufacture oi Dentistry's
?resident 5T8, P. D. Scholfield: mouthwash.
U of T President Sidney Smith
p measurer 5T8, K. G. Christie: A pharmacist, in order to be a Kapture Karsh
has reportedly turned down an ofKup
'esident
E. Renelt: Fresi- successful dispenser has to have a
fer to head the council.
Jlt 6T0. S.5T9.C. O.McCartn
ey.
photographer Paul Ky- junior award went to E. J. Istvan. Mr. Priestley suggests communithorough knowledge of the count- Varsity
selka
won
the
Karsh
trophy
award
Ctub Chairmen
I
Medicine.
W.
J.
Blackball
took
less and varied drug incompatibil- for the best Campus Life and Acmatch council grants whereities. The prescriptions he turns
for the best color trans- ever ties
C'vil. E. J. Fisher: Mechanical.
possible, but warned that all
tivity Print in the annual Hart the prize parency
elegant preparations.
communities
would not be interestamong
the
247
submitted
- I. Jones: Eng. Phys., A. A. Dou- outHisare ointment,
infusions, H o u s e - Photographic exhibition. to the three judges.
ed in the arts.
ftllf_ Mining & Metallurgy. J. W. suppositories, syrups,pills,
Kyselka's
photograph
was
entitled
powders,
capThe
photos
will
be
on
view
in
^ peUan: Electrical. R. McDerCouncil's job will be
Dispute".
sules and drops all are accurately "LabSenior
Hart House
Art Gallery until to TheprimeCanada
the pump for the flourE°'l:_Aeronautical,
M. A. Gray
in the exhibition March
9.
Bus.,
uniform preparations, was given award
ishing
arts,
Mr.
Priestley said.
Hay. W. Kostiw: Debates. W. compounded,
to Dr. D. A. Sprott. the
free from any compatibility that
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and
,
vo— to Wri
Nat
In the last han
issue of The Varsity, Cer
quarter given
the man tes
mains that the nightlies here conthere appeared an editorial which caught between them, the purtinue to pursue a policy which
chaser. In short, newspaper pubof flagrant ballyhoo — at
praised Toronto's press. According
lishing seems to be nothing more smacks
the expense of truth and, of
to the writer,, the city can "be
course,
all
pcoud of" its newspapers.
than
a
slug-'em-down,
drag-'emout affair: a circulation war which proportion. proper perspective and
As tar as many citizens and vi- shows
the harmless reader no
sitors are concerned, however, the
two nightly newspapers published mercy, insulting him more often
Too Much Lipstick
here are nothing so much as
leavesnothimby pure
at the"come-on"
end of which
it all Apart from these seductive
showcases of commerce and vio- than
lence in assorted sizes: full of somewhat bewildered, excited, and headlines (which wear too much
sensationalism and piquant scraps frustrated. Recently, for example, lipstick and seem to please the
of a convulsed society — so it one of these notorious headlines publishers by doing a dance of
would seem. The headline policy blared (seemingly) that the Queen intense suggestion), the subject
of both is particularly reprehen- had been mobbed . — actually matter reserved for the front page
sible, tending always to mislead blocked by a mob: which should and highlighted there is, generaland to suggest the outrageous suggest a certain amount of anily, hardly conducive to a life of
even in common events. Quite
mosity on the part of the mob. It meekness and chastity. Despolianaturally, the publishers of these all turned out, however, that some
tion, depredation, diverse depravipauers are not interested in dainti- happy Portugese had hampered
death — these are the
ness; their chief purpose is to the Queen only by their excessive themesty, andselected
to woo the wouldbe
buyer:
meretricious overtures
good- will.
Admittedly,
the
preearn
money
—
each
at
the
other's
vious illustration is mild enough which intimate
expense. Each is engaged in a
that modern jourfurious struggle with the other in comparison to others I might
nalism is not so free as it prein order to survive. There is no have chosen, but the point retends to be, but is a hireling, actLooking for Scholarship aid?
STUDY

ABROAD
(Volume VIII)

contains information on 74,000 awards offered in 1956-57 by international
organizations, governments, and universities in seventy-seven countries (including Canada and the U.S.). Complete details on every award are included,
plus information on how and where to apply.

Get your copy now from
University of Toronto
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Her

Press

Writes, ami
ing not for love of truth but for
the love of money. Much journalism, it would seem, is only a facet
of
a sprawling
humble
truth mustbig-business,
yield time and
and
again to raucous expedience.
Among the multifold problems
raised by a fourth estate which
is devoted to coin is that of a
widespread, constant, and subtle
source of social disease, or, perwrite: bymalaise.
a childhaps Iisshould
surrounded
hawkedIf
violence and defection from the
early days of his first steps to
the time of his first moral crisis,
are we not just in assuming a
definite conditioning effect which
will bend his will towards what
is wrong, "because everybody is
doing it"? Is it not possible that
he might come to see murder
(let us say
"eutha-—
nasia") as an"abortion''
ambitiousor goal
if he can escape punishment, and
adultery as a desideratum? In
short, will not a growing child
who is subjected to the persistent
evocation of sordid journals somehow comewith
to associate
behaviour
the customscriminal
of the
people around him?
Pernicious Influence
If only
the bad isat given
tion and indicated
every attenturn
of the eye on the front page,
what kind of unconscious conclusion can be made but that the
world is properly dedicated to
malice and that all idealism is
nothing
callowness,
absurdity, andbutescapism?
Newspaper,,
magazine, movie, billboard TV,
cheap books — what a deluge of
pernicious influence!
In the shadow of the increasing
anxiety which is apparent among
the
of todayby— materialism,
youngsters
who youth
are encircled
sensualism, worldly ambitions of
pomp
are
withoutandthecircumstance;
pilotage, inwhomany
cases, of responsible and loving
parents; security
in andthemoral
shadow
of in-of
malaise,
the feeling of not being wanted
and cherished, is it not a great
crime to allow the two nightly

first stop

—the

bank

When Mrs. Wilson planned to go shopping, her
husband Tom said: "Meet you at the bank.''
It was a natural thing to say, for going to the
bank is just a part of everyday life.
In the bank, Mrs. Wilson noticed Miss Ellis
-the schoolteacher . . . Mr. Cooper the storekeeper
s ! ; and her neighbour's son Bobby,
adding to his savings account.
When Tom arrived, he grinned:
"Seems like everybody goes to the
bank." It's true. Canadians find the
chartered banks such a safe and handy
place to keep money that practically
everybody has a bank account. There are
now more than 10 million deposit accounts
in the chartered banks — more accounts
than there are adults in the country.

THE

CHARTERED

BANKS

SERVING

YOUR

COMMUNITY

and...
wntes
newspapers in,Toronto
to become
pedlars of cynicism and human
degeneracy?
A newspaper should be con»
cerned with the truth of events—,
with heroes as well as with fiendsit should try to measure the facts
it gains jn terms of hierarchy 0J
values, giving most attention and
space to matters which affect and
edify us all — or, at least,, the
majority of us who are good
citizens with definite values, a.
newspaper should not direct its
entire vehicle to the perverse
frustrated, and malignant amon^
us — to the minority.
Moral Consciousness
At present, the policy of Torona standing
insultto's totwo nightlies
the city, isobliging
the
man on the street to buy a kind
ofhe popular
bawdy
magazine
which
must then bring home to his
wife and children. It requires a
man to purchase a bag of nut
shells for a stray kernel. This
policy is circulation,
solely a method
increased
catering toto
the more or less illiterate among
us who must look at large headlines and prurient photos in
order to feel that they are, somehow men. Anyone who reads this
far can win one dollar by stepping down to The Varsity office
today. (Editor.) It is an avenue
to a tacit toleration on the part
of the wholesome majority which,
acceding to it silently, has therefore lost the most important battle
in the struggle for its own existence: that of moral consciousness and the will to do something
about its convictions,
A city which can suffer the
continued arrogance of the two
evening newspapers which are
being' sold publicly here is a
city which
can "beit proud
little
— unless
first of"
be very
able
to somehow admire itself as it ia
revealed daily in multiple sordid
aspects
"The ifTelegram''
and
"The Dailyby Star";
it can do this,
why — it can be proud of anything, articularly its press: its
approved image.
Nathan A. Cervo,
GOOD
HAIRCUT
RIGHT NEAR
HERE
4 BARBERS — NO WAITING
600 University
Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
ONLY 85 cents
Wednesday,
27,
4:00 February
p.m.
University College, Room 11
DR. H. M. McLUHAN
Professor of English,
St. Michael's College
Topic :
"The Social Effects of the
Entertainment Media"
What's All This
About Hi-Fi?
Switching to hi-fi after ye"9
listening to music on ordin»»
can t re(whichmufis.
aphs off
isphonogr
like taking
enB'
produce all theearinstruro
Marchthe Reader's
plains
workings Digest
of on «JJ
gll
our newest hobbies, gives y t
hi-fi
Get a your
tips onset.
getting
good Re?~.
buy 0(,
articles ^i
Digest today: 34including
lastingfrominterest,
best
current books
magazines,
your time. condensed to

THE

Last night Puccini's Tosea schmidt set the pattern of
came to town. The
ed
stage of the gamz
usio
n i£
that has do^8
ganized mcont
confusion*
T
inated his busy
Royal Alex was gradually emp-«BM
career. \He* was
tied as its colorful, unhappy horn a Belgian, in Sout
Moravia — which was then h part
characters were killed off, and
Austria and has since becomeof
the Toronto audience walked Czec
hoslovakia.
home along King St. feeling a Befor
e long- he discovered the
little sadder, and a good deal
more cultured,
joys
, freighter
Down in the pit, a tall, gaunt style.ofHeoceanhastravel
crossed
twelve times, mostsince
of
long
a
drewman
beetle-b
them by
rowed
and tired breath.
Norwegian .freighter. "It's
very
The man was Nicholas Gold- restful- he says, "and offers
ischmidt, and the reason for the tirst-class accom
modat
ions.
breath was the long procession magnificent bedroom and bathA
of hours and days that had gone sometimes a complete suite —
into the Toronto Opera Festival and only a few other passengers
in his capacity of musical director.
Mr. Goldsc
s hobby, in
The early years of Mr. Gold- fact, is "readihmidt'
ng about ships,"
too."

and he finds the subject "f
idt
schm
Qold
!nating."
2* hefinds
th* "fasci-l
SoSo ve™
^
.. .
° . .Since
ve,7 then
sh°rtly after, .he found
most constant love. He 1
Mr.
Golds°nchmid
gradua
t
ted
But
opera
was
his
first
and
fegTLeT^
*
bat°n
has
found
from
the Viennai State
m Academy,. . I 'ego street.another nationality^ a
miictpni
andostsoon
good
found himself "conduct- busy.
deal
'develop
and -enoughmoreworktalentto tokeep
the place."
him
all over
Heing did
all kinds
of work, from
symphony and choral work to Under him the Toronto Op ra
a bit of singing himself. But Festival has developed from a
the greater part of his music was fledgling of the Royal Conserva
opera— both
the United States, lory to "a completely professionabroad,
and inhere.
al group,
suppoindep
rtedenden
and mainThere was a good deal of work tained
by an
t board
to
be
done.
When
Mr.
Goldschmidt first came to North of After
directors."
this
seemed
to
be
America, some 20 years ago, he 1 Mr. Goldschmidt moved settled
on to
found some eight or ten opera another pioneering emeipi
schools.
Now there are 200.
r
This is not to suggest that the
this timeseveral
on the summer
West scoast.
temperamental Mr. Goldschmidtk I
at t'
did it all himself. He helped summer school of arts, J,
elude everything,aThea tlw M
For ten years, in fact, he was ^'fv™^
an AmericanUniversity,
- fust at then
the Sa*at \
*^
ballet to mo
Stamford
Francisco
conservatory
and
York.
Columbia
University in New lectures. enterpr.s, ilptur

But in 1946, he was beginning
to get restless again. While visiting a friend, he happened to hear
a long .distance telephone conversation
The friend said, "Do you know
anyone
who would like to go
Toronto to he director of theto
opera school? They need someMr. Goldschmidt said, "When?"
body."University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for studenti
S27.50
Pine Flannel
Worsted Trousers
Cre<J!t
Terms9 ifa.m.Desired
Business
Hours:
to 6 p.m.
Monday S16
Through
.50 Saturday
„.„
PARNES
706 QUEENClothing
PT. W. Co.
Sample at S.A.C. Office EM.6-«f25

The first Feslival will be helfl
in 1958. and its artistic director
is already excited at the thought
"I crystallized the thing," he admits, "and it will be held every
year after 1958. It's a big thinTerrib
Whatly ofexciti
thisng."
energetic dynamo
who has
brough
t
to numerof music world,
and
showsous nocoiners
signs ofthestoppi
ng?
"Well, he's erratic, he's temperamental, and very congenial."
says
one ofm about
his musici
"He.
may screa
a fewans.things
m rehearsal, but after it's over
he apologizes and says
take him personally. He'snotjustto
Theg erratic
lettin
off steam.
part" of Mr. Goldschmidt sometimes makes itself
evident In performance. "He forgets himself,"
en-ol
iedlove
away
plained.
"He hasanother
a greatplayer
he can
Mozart,
and getwhen he's conduct1 Continued

CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
WUNDER VALUES
or
AT WONDER PRICES
\ny$1.00
make,Weekly
brand Rents
new typ
Titer
(No
down S29,payment
Trade-ins
Dea] direct,required.)
no outside financing. Humber Typewriter, 375 Jane Street. RO. 0-1109,
open evenings. .
TYPEWRITERS
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
TIME— 3.25 a year (6.50 for 2 yrs ) Special
student
rates. All
new or rebuilt:
rentedreguJiuand
LIFE — 4.25 a year <7.50 for 2 vr* ) makes;
iold on terms. Also for supplies,
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED _ 4 QCJ a repairs
and service. Phone TO.
yr. Phone WA. 2-0583 or write 1843 anytime.
STUDENT PERIODICAL AGENTYPEWRITERS
CY, P.O.1,Box
157. Adelaide P.O., j
Toronto
Ontario.
[
Vou
can
buy
a new asSmith-Corona
: =tlverdate
portable
15c a Phone
day —
FRENCH SERVICES
1843.as low required.
io down for
payment
French tuition, translation
ing, 'also type ii. „
French native, graduate of
TWO ROOMS FOR RENT
University.
1-2983
(after Phone
6). Thextoniihi
j Good study atmosphere. 142 St.
! George. WA. 2-15B9.

Labourer Teachers Needed
SUMMER AND/OR WINTER
FOR

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
Book Exchange Manager
Applications are invited for the above position for approximately
a four week period commencing September 19, 1956. Applicant
"lust have some business knowledge and experience in handling
cash.
A. E. M. PARKES,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council
TORONTONENSIS
Editor-En-Chief - 1957-58
The deadline for applications for the above position has been
extended. Applications will be received by the undersigned up
to 12:00 noon, Monday, March 4.
A. E. M. Parkes,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council.
SURE, PUNISH YOURSELF!
WHY COME TO CAMP THIS SUMMER?
Swimming every day. horseback riding, land sports, arts and
crafts, shows, roasts, fishing trips, canoe trips . . . thnt's kid SVO.pi
Much belter to sweat it out in town with a
<;ood JOB.
list might still be :t kid, who doesn't
APPLY AS MALE OR FEMALE COUNSELLOR
(depending on your sex, of course) to
WAHONOWIN
CAMP
Call: , DAYS
EVENINGS
HU. 1-1438 (Mr. Nashman)
4-5813
EM
EM. 8-8979 (Mr. Nashman)
WA. 5-1895 (Mr. Wise)
J*-S. THIS
YEAR WE'VE DECIDED TO PAY IN MONEY — NO
WORE
JELLYBEANS!

FRONTIER
COLLEGE
FILM AND MEETING IN THE MUSIC ROOM, HART HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, at 12:30 NOON
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS WELCOME!
For further information, contact Mr. Halse
S.A.C. Employment Office
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legal tenderness
Amidst the general jubilation last week over the
Law Society's decision to relax its attitude towards the
' University Law School, no one seemed to notice the
absence of enthusiasm from one quite important corner.
But there are at least 250 people who not only
fail to benefit from the new regulations, but are
harmed by it. In all fairness, some consideration
should be given to their case.
Like many problems in the world of higher education, the situation is entangled in red tape.
This is how it works.
The new regulations allow a student who has
finished two years of Arts to enter either Osgoode
Hall or the University School of Law. Upon completing
a three year course at either of these institutions he
will be granted a Bachelor of Law degree. Then he
spends a short time articled to a practicing lawyer, returns to Osgoode for final polishing and is called to
the Bar of Ontario. It has taken him seven years after
high school to become a lawyer.
All of which is quite admirable: for previously,
had he wished an LL.B., he would have had to study
a minimum of eight years. Even under the old rules,
however, he could become a lawyer in seven years,
by taking a three year Arts course and then entering
Osgoode Hall.
So there are students at the university who are
planning to spend a total of seven years in obtaining
admission to the Bar.
Since roughly 250 new students enter Osgoode
from the university every year, it is a reasonable assumption that 250 who will graduate this spring,
either from third or fourth year, are planning to enter
the And
Benchers'
school.students who have been hurt. For
it is those
now, Instead of staying four years at Osgoode (including their period of articling), they must spend
five. Furthermore, anyone who fails his first year at
Osgoode this spring, will presumably have to enter
the first year of the new course next fall (they are discontinuing the old first year) and will not miss a year,
he will be pushed back.
Even though one year may seem a very short
time to elderly gentlemen of the legal profession, it
is a very long one for a young man who must wait
until he graduates from an already long and arduous
system to, say, get married.
And how will the student feel who has to go
home and tell a family that has sacrificed to put him
through third year general this year that he really did
not have to take it at all?
Although there are a score of high-flown arguments for the side of pure education, in what way
economically is the graduating student this year
ahead of the student finishing his sophomore term?
Worse, what will happen to the schools themselves? Every student who is planning to study law
eventually, and who is in second, third, or fourth year
this year will undoubtedly want to enter one of the
schools in the fall. Osgoode and Glendon Halls will
have to take at least double the load they already
carry, until the change is smoothed outr
The solution is a simple one: and no one has to
suffer.
Simply continue the old Osgoode Hall course,
four years from B.A. to Bar, for two extra years. Admit those who had planned on seven years education
to
a
method whereby they will need just seven years'
education.
Since the upper years of the old course must be
continued at any rate, to keep the lower ones for two
more years will not add much cost.
Not when it is considered that the strain on the
institutions will be lessened; that no student will be
forced to wait and pay for a year he hadn't foreseen;
and that the Law Society will have proved its real
right to accept the plaudits it was offered last week.
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PART THREE: A COMMON

GRAYNESS

* 1 I'
Diary

John Diefenbaker is a very
tall man with — as I am sure
you have discovered from the
newspaper
pictures—rooster,
a coiffure
like a windblown
and
the mien of an Episcopal Sunday School teacher.
When he speaks it is with
evangelistic zeal, although his
phraseology is deliberately that
of the Working Man. Delivering
acceptance of his nomination
as leader of the Canadian Progressive Conseivative party, he
stood with his hands on his
hips and
his elbows
pointed be-on
hind towards
the dignitaiies
the Ottawa Coliseum platform.
His words flew as leaves before
abeengale,unpunctuated,
and had hisI sentences
am sure
he
would
have collapsed from
lack of wind.
That is not intended to be
insulting to Mr. Diefenbaker.
I have seldom seen a more imspeaker, more
or a man
seemed topressivehave
faithwhoin
his message.
Particularly
sidering the sparse material conhis
speech-writers had given him
to work with, he develops an almost marks.
holy fervor
"his reWhen he about
says Canada
must encourage national, unity,
by Golly you just believe in
national
no
other unity,
theory. and there ain't
Nor are my impressions of
the leader intended to convey
that I liked the other two candidates much better. For a
Rhodes scholar, Davie Fulton
seemed to have little ,to say.
and
chiefclaim Donald
to~ fame Fleming's
was apparently
his fluency in French. ■
During the three days I was
at the convention, I met John
Diefenbaker twice. Once was
before he had been elected, the
second time was. shortly after.
The first time was during a
luncheon that Mike Cassidy and
I managed to crash. The mem- ■
ber from Prince -Albert was
collecting
delegates' votes
and
he was determined
to meet

Of

A

Convention-goer
Bv PETER GZOWSKI
party I managed to squeeze
every ficioman,
woman and ex of- into by flashing the Telegram
in the room.
part of my press badge. I was
to getleader
a- fewdirected
words
His approachcar-iuily
was uniform
andas hey determined
from the new
circled(observed
the room) monotonous
especially at university stucharming. The un.ver^ty deledents. After all, the Conservatives have announced they ar*
gates who hadformanaged
v angle a ticket
the lunchto stood
model parliastarry-eyed waiting for the youth's mentsparty,
across theand Dominion
tend
Great Mart As he approached
support
the
thesis.
each person, his right hand to The
Conservatives,
according
went out with a reflex that
leader, are conscious of
would do an athlete proud, and tothetheir
difficulties faced in highit began to pump almost before
er
education
next 20
contact. diatelyHis
imme- years and they inwill the
certainly qo
to the eyes
great went
lapel labels,
something
about
it.
What,
Mi.
i name, constituency, capacity
at convention). His own lapel Diefenbaker didn't say.
Our conversation was interwas one of the few in Ottawa
rupted by someone who wanted
that
didn't
sport
a
candidate's
to get in one more round of
personal
When heribbon.
had absorbed a trifle hand-shaking
before the conof knowledge from the delegate
vention grew to a sad but optimistic end. back to the conLooking
At long last here is the
vention now, perhaps I have
final in a series of three
been a little too rough in writing about it. It was my first
articles by Peter Gzowwith politics, an:]
ski, outlining
Con-in experience
servativethe
convention
theie were still cobwebs of
Ottaica. In this final,
idealism that had to be swept
summarycusses thearticle,
disaway
realities. of Canadian
The bydrabness
elected he
leader,
John Diefenbaker, and
politics lies not in our stars
but in ourselves. If a politician
the impressions made on
were to speak out frankly in
aobserver.
student, non-partisan
this country,
lose
more
votes than hehe would
would gain
And so we shall probably have
at hand, he would launch a
between difshades of gray.
topic intended to show at once to keepferentchoosing
that he was quite interested in
If I was disappointed bv
the
but John Diefenbaker, I would be '
didn'tdelegate's
want to personality,
hear much. The
university delegates got a few disappointed by Louis St. Laurent, probably by M. J. Coldwell chosen phrases on the im- well,
portance of education,
the Low. and certainly by Solon
farmers some
anecdote andof the
If I were called upon to proprairies. All very smooth and
ha I'd to criticise from a poli- diet our political future fro/n
my wealth of experience at
tical pointfenbakeofr can shake
view. the
If Mr.
handDie-of Conservative conventions. I
have to call a repeat of
every Canadian voter, he will would
L'beral victory, perhaps
probably not have too much the
lessened a little, for at least
effect one way or the other.
The second time we met f per- one more election.
haps Mr. Diefenbaker does not
But, pessimisticour assystem
I am. I
remember it) was in a victory. wouldn't
anV extantchange
one I know of. ios

AN EXCHANGE
OF IDEAS
NOAH MELTZ - IV Commerce and Finance
The week-end of February 15-17 witnessed
The visitors' ideas were advanced by Charles
in Toronto a series of discussions whose impli- Curtiss,
a graduate student, who approached
cations may prove out of all proportion to the the discussion
the formulation of <*a
comparatively small number in attendance. The exact concept ofthrough
business and consequently
occasion was a student exchange week-end be- how it should bebigallowed
to grow. Once M'tween University of Michigan's School of Business Administration and the University of Tor- Curtiss had established the relation of to-day's
big
business
to
the
theoretical
notion of compeCommerceseveral
and Finance
The.
tition and monopoly, he proceeded to analyse
agenda onto's
included
banquets, course.
highlighted
this
growth
from
the
points
of view of the
by
speeches
from and
Toronto's
Nathanof public and the politician. Perhaps
big business
Phillips
on Friday
Mr. Donmayor
Henshaw
MacLaren Advertising Co. Ltd. on Saturday, can coexist and in fact to be mutually reinforcalong with panel discussions and conferences.
ing, similar
to management
and unions
common
objectives. Perhaps
big unite*'
busiThe week-end was officially opened with an .to-day's
ness has economy,
also realized
and itsthe responsibility
necessity to to the19
address by Professor V. W. Bladen, chairman national
of Toronto's Department of Political Economy, the government in its monetary managemet"
in which he emphasized the need for a liberal po'icies. These conclusions provided a thoughtarts education as a background for a successful
business career. He asserted that the Commerce provoking
note onof which
the subsequent
roundtable discussion
the students
were based.
course, as he is attempting to mould it, is a
At the Saturday evening banquet, Mr. Dons-d
stepping
stone
to
the
post
graduate
study
of
the week-end's
financial
sponsor^
business adinistration and not an -alternative to Henshaw
Maclaren ofAdvertising
Co. Ltd.,
observed
that form of education.
Canadians knew more about the American
The Saturday morning session consisted of of life than the converse. At the same time. &
the presentation of a paper by a representative warned Americans against considering Canadi*^
of each school on the topic "The Corporate markets as similiar to their own, and urg1^
Revolution"
— the
use of Canadian talent in Canadian branch**
from small
large the
business units.
For movement
Toronto, fourth
year tostudent
of American firms.1 Even though we are .ssist
ea
Ross Kennedy discussed the sociological and that
other's
best customers,
a distinction
does weexistshould
whichalsocanrecog*1'^
be
historical aspects of the present position of big
business. During his discussion of the influence tered _ profitably for both sides. Perhaps h
have included the French quotation,
of the American corporation in Canada through lamight
difference."
n
investment and branch plants, Mr. Kennedy
described Canada's position as that of the tail F In Trtl'Ailtn'o
tTvi^haniyo
f^.-^-vi
mif-f
AD
W
Tit)
^
the
opinion
of
Jack
Richardson,
cfca'rni
on America's economic kite. However, he noted,
the tail is a vita! attachment without which Wehner, Michigan's Business Administr ^
the kite would plummet to the earth. The Cana- Student Council President, the week-end ashte
dian viewpoint seemed to emphasize that cogni- its purpose of promoting discussion and e3tatj
zance must be taken in the United States of its lishing a basis for an annual exchange. All V&
neighbor's
corporate structure and need for cipants agreed that much has been ga'
self-expression.
in fostering a more complete understandu1f
the complexities of Canadian-American relat'
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et up
■=d Sunday
consistently good performance
concert by the Hart
Houseperformance
m©Q
one
String
lsonAgain
Wi
aconsiste"«>'
▼ ▼ AJLC5V/JLJL
good
capaci
"Dea
ty audie
nce toattended , the Aorches
tra
SunthdayO
simpl
y
's conc
had
confus
ert
ed
open
sound.
ed
Here
every
Symphonic Poe
was clear and meaningful, note
and ceasedThe. fifth f Handel's cone
~ figuration
«• Strauss'
nd Trans
". Tand way.
he injected a demoniacal
death
energy
It's blend of oih
ishes regt
it. e well.
iccessfullv into the whole proceeding the the
i beside
its interpolation
program arnd three
movements)
Orchestra was with him ail the'
the m
Josef Kri
tone c
figs being
was to Symphony
have -con- variety and contrasts were well handled boh *
ducted
the >sToronto
effeeth
Orchestra i Massey Hall
the intonati
in the and
the dozen
players.on Inwasthe not
violinsall thtit rniyht
uoo- ha' '"■
lightness, elegance, refine- next parr f ~"milar
programme
Subscription
Con-id hand, the full tone of the violas contributed^
with
Will, charm
; , grace, or what you —certs,
Tchaikowsky came up for second wind iDon Juan, b;
-ssociated with MendelsStrauss, inciden
tal music to Hamlet (Shakespeare, wri
Itahan Symphony was Brahms' Firs ft Richard
Symphony
" starring Lili
ance
in St.ent
Petersburg
of the play
broug
sohn'sht- out superbly by the Or- Mozart's Jupite r Symphony. Un mom
s.
'The
overtu
re,
1888.
ur.
was
dedica
chestra. Al was warm r.nd radi- fortunately, he is unable
to
come
G-it*td
melanc
holy
selections were played ted
for usto and
ant m the opening movement of so it looks as if we 11 have t(
and
this pastiche.
delight
fully
fresh
in
We regretted that continue our trips to Buffalo
effect
mutedV
by the
violin
second*Thenumbe
Krips omitted the
melodic first
, and we hear him again next acaden
flow up to inthethedramat
ic interrrumioblen,
lost some characterirepeat
worked back
to melancholy resigna
stic and de- year. His pla^e is being taken
tion
lightful bars. ' handling of Dr. Boyd Neel. conductor of t
Again in contrast we heard an oboe
the Sa.ltarello Krips
Hart House Orchestra.
finale was maste
Cimarosa. Known chiefly
his oDeia n \
Cimaros
ly. So often this is just a mass r-of
a wrote music that foris permeat
ed wiH^
Chris \VUs<
not
expecte
Eowrnan. oned. ofThethe soloist,
borroweond this
for contir
the' o
ablest oboists
He had mastered the work well and with the
presented
an enthusiastically received performance
A
of
es "Watercoh
Delius short
opened series
the secondAquarell
half of theor presentat
ioi
Delius' musK
pieces
had a introspec
purpose tive,
and stayed
withinanditsabove
is sensitive,
own 1; easy
listening
and poetic,
That is how it < on the whole, played Jen *os
marred
the splendidl
y languid
Gustav
Hoist (one
part effect" to seven p
represented by his familiar St.Swede
Paul Suite for
1913 for that Girls' School in Hammersmith Lon.
managed
the boisterous work with zest and w,
by the ovation alluded to above. It was good ei
we'll look .forward with interest to next a year
ss

The other week this
critic travelled to Buffalo tomusic
hear
Jozef Krips conduct the Buffal
o
philharmonic Orches
tra,
with
Zino Francescatti as soloist in
Brahms
to.
Kleinh' ansViolinMusicConcer
Hall, in which
the concert was held, has its own
cttractions, The interior i3 modern, tasteful and comfortable, to
say nothing of a large bar stocked with exotic liquids, open on
ihe Lord's Day. How much better Mendelssohn's Italian Syma glass phony
of sounds
Ghiantiwhen
. preceded by
Having become acclimatized to
the acoustics of Me.ssey Hall,
difficult to pass judgment on ittheis
sound in Kleinhans. It is certainly different. The absence of resonance in the auditorium, at
least where we were sitting definitely dulled the brilliance of
Ihe Orchestra, but its compensation was a mellow tone and perfect blending between strings
and woodwind, even if the brass
had lost some of its bite. That
the string tone should sound so
different is because Krips insists
upon the European method of
bowing. The result i3 an absence
ijf metallicism, and at times volume, but generally speaking, the
harmonic effect is more pleasing
and allows for finer contrasts
and
passages.sensitive playing in
softer more
Krips has perfect control over
the orchestra. Each section sounded competent e,nd all worked
■together, with commendable precision. Adding his musical insight,
_ Krips produced interpretations
as good as any that we have yet
heard, and considerably fresher
and more dynamic than the London- Symphony Orchestra gave
him. There was much
speculation
in June, 195* when Krips failed
to appear at s. concert fo be
played for the Queen Mother in
London, England. There is no
doubt that he found the musical
life of Buffalo a greater challenge and that much more stimulating and that he resignecLfrom
his position as conductor of the
London. Symphony on those
grounds, as well as his antipathy
to the L.S.O.'s rather communistic form of management and the
difficulties of maintaining artis- Caliban and Ariel. Fred Euringer and Powell Jones as they appear
tic integrity when receiving ex- in the forthcoming production if Shakespeare's THE TEMPEST,
which opens at Hart House Thea "e on Saturday, March 2nd under
sidies. tensive State- £,nd Municipal sub- the
direction of Robert Gill.

Toronto may well be Canada's most jazzconscious city, with the Colonial and ihe
Towne featuring- big names; the House of
■"ambourg and La Coterie staging sessions
°n Sunday; and several jazz disc-jockeys.
^ is therefore quite surprising that this
university has not been the scene of any
concerts, now that good jazz is recognized
ss a vital and growing art. The cultural
^cceptance of jazz was evidenced at last
Shakespearian festival, where a series
ofdear's
concerts
were given.
With the exception of Mike Kater's
^cita],
the
students
left thein initiative
.° .Ryerson Institute have
and O.A.C.
promotlnS modern Canadian music.
"'s possible that this situation will be
Remedied, with a campus concert of one of
e
top local groups: Moe Kaufman, planned
°r March
twenty-first.
Deeea (DXF-140) "Encyclopedia of {Jazz"
^ eods
a comprehensive
of thethirties,
major
in jazz coveringcollection
the twenties,
orties and fifties. This collection of gems
j*nd
cream-of-the-crop
compiledof
y thehistorical
noted jazz-critic
Leonard isFeather
own Beat magazine, who also wrote 1 an
*fellent book with the same title,
j ne album is composed of four 12 inch
^c°rds,
each mentioned
devoted to periods.
a sampling of one
Jhe above
^ the
striking
feature
of
set is and
the
rtety and richness of the this
jazz theme
flal ^nfortunately no liner notes with
r fes a"d personnel are included; making it
' •j^Ssary
to buy record
Feather's
book, such
I presume.
0j
e twenties
presents
greats
j , lne formative years as: King Oliver,
j^ny Dodds, Red Nichols, Jelly Roll
v riw, Duke Ellington, etc. Here the washard two-beat is prominent, the blues are

•Music

Mag
The Canadian Music Journal. works From here
Edited by Geoffrey B. Payzant. proceeds
The Canadian Music Council. melodrama!!to- ldfsiMiltcusi
88 The
pages.winter
Price issue
S.75.
of The Ca- the_ opera is immort'
nadian Music Journal is packed Only recently wltl
with a andwidecontroversial
variety ofarticles
infor- °nCtJ,I°/1 ofsubject
severalaredocu
mative
by
well-known
musical
Cana?"^re
aI
ereat
dians. Among the contributors songsXixe that
to this issue are Peter Garvie, Crockett ancestors
Marius Barbeau. Maurice Lowe, continent Manu
Alfred
Rose and Helmut Kail- French
artlcle Louisiana
fn the toll
man,
wit >dy
Mr. Garvie's article, Walton's seven of the bes
•'Troilus and Cressida", is very '° s.tir up mter(>st >h
apropos interest
considering
.the"grand
phe- rentage
this con"1
nomenal
in this
Maurice Lowe's
operaof ofthethearticle
1950's"
The first
inth most
of Modern
Musit
part
elaborates
on the
interesting
an interesting parallel between rial and abstruse art
"Troilus and Cressida" and the ing away at modern
Viola Concerto, and contrasts he says that to be si
these latter with Walton's other composer has merely t
atat evhi
listening
to
it.
Anybody who
up.
has come in contact with modern
comnoscrs or has heard much
of their music will be fascinated
by Mr. Lowe's
ideasandon will
the
more basic, and usually the blowing is unBilly Hollidays, soulful delivery of "Lover philosophy
of music
inhibited in the dixieland manner. Benny
Man"
as timeless as the theme of the
:seems
ss
heartily (as I did) at the
jo
lyrics.
A new kind of emotion-packed, wild laugh
Goodman does a stomping "Muskrat
Ramall the interest.
selections are true period and shouting style of band-blowing is done incongruities which he shows
pieces ble",ofand lasting
by Lionel
Home."in To soothe the reader after Mr.
WoddyHampton's
Flerman rouser.
sounds"Flying
like Basie
The bands of the thirties seem to get Even
Lowe's article is "From Gustav
away a bit more from .the basic feeling, and his steady-beating 'Perdido."
The forties record is one of the more Mahler's Storm and Stress", an
start to add arranged flourishes. The swing
era has begun and big bands such as Glen interesting parts of the set. as the music article by the composer's nephGray, Tommy Dorsey and Chick Webb had direct influence on the jazz of (oday.
ew. Alfredhome
Rostr.where
about heMahler's
sparkle with their particular sophistications. Nevertheless, compared to the thirties, there summer
completed the second
symphony and
Ella Fitzgerald sings a contemporary pops seems to be a lack of orignality. which wrote the
Third.
song with the backing of Chick Webb. The finally brought about the searching of new
outstanding track is by Sister Rosetta forms: be-bop.
Helmut ofKallman's
article, "A
A good example of bop is Charlie Ven- Century
Tharpe, where a set of wonderful folk-lyrics
Musical Periodicals
tura's "Blowing Bubbles" on the fifties re- In Canada",
are sung against a rhythm and bluish guitar.
summarizes
the
The second side of the thirties record
cord. The cool vocalists are Jackie and Roy evolution
periodicals
starts to show the advance in musical ideas Krai. Red Norvo does "Good Bait" intro- in Canada. ofThemusic
important
featas jump arrangements start to build the
ducing the type of modern interesting interure of this article is a list of
play which has become a very popular musical
whole band into an integrated unit.
periodicals, including
Fletcher Henderson, John Kirby. Glenn wailing vessel. Nobody wails as much, with those
in publication,
Miller and Count Basie are some of the big as few ideas as Terry Gibbs, in Charlie giving noa longer
coast-to-coast
list of
Parker's
"Now
Is
The
Time.''
Tony
Scott
the
libraries
and
universities
bands
in
lively
action.
Dig
Lester
Young's
solo on the Basie track there, as an indica- represents the contemporary clarinet in an where they can be obtained.
tion of things to come in the cool sax original called "Swootie Patootie", and i "Perspectives". by William
group of West Coast musicians are displayed Krehm, is a review of opera on
department.
Artie
Shaw'sa band
kicks arrangement
off the fortiesof on "Frankie Machine" from The movie radio
and television during the
record with
beautiful
soundtrack
"Manarranging
With Theis Golden
fall of 1956. He points out that
Gerry Milligan
presentedArm."by the
CBC
should not attempt
"Icontrapuntal
Get A Kickbrass-section
Out Of You",
including
the'
playing as a unit,
Grass onrespects
"Mulliganesque."'
lavish opera spectaculars to be
In many
the fifties record is viewed
making it sound something like a present John
on
a one-eyed monster
the
poorest
of
the
lot.
It
lacks
some
really
Kenton-Holman tune. Kenton himself was important people (Modern Jazz Quartet, 21 inches across.
then just struggling, sounding like Basie, Brubeck.
Parker,
Getz.
Konitz,
Tristano.
In
addition
to these very inbut ambitious
the explo'rations
to comeNatareKing
shownColebys etc.), and the same historical perspective
teresting articles there are the
the
orchestration.
is
lacking
in
selecting
the
tunes.
Much
of
it
usual bock, record and newpiano, b.s.t.m.m. < before singing to make may have to do with difficulties in obtaining music
reviews, and record remoney j Breathy
was fluid Coleman
and fast onHawdkins,
"Honeysuckle
leases, everything combining to
recordings from other labels, but that
Rose".
who hardly
warrants
including
Terry
Gibbs
as
make
an
and edushaped new techniques for the saxophone, an example of good contemporary
cationentertaining
al is ue.
Peelerjazz.Sepp.
rambles pleasantly on 'How Deep Is The
Elmo CipriettL
Ocean."
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ELEPHANTS

Cathie
i Continued fromMeets
Page 3)
with the music that he forgets
he
baton.has an orchestra under his
"So the orchestra and Golcischmidt are apt not to be together, while the players are
beat.""a
to find a as
trying described
hopelessly
He has been
personality",, "an oddmagnetic
looking character",
cadaverous face." The and
fact "a
is that
Mr. Goldschmidt. with his monumental brows and his melan-

...

• • •
choly,
pensive atairs,home
woulddoing
seema
to be equally
minuet along the Danube- — 0r
waving
batoninformal
in the pit.
In his amore
moments

but Neglected
he
proneaHepartiality
toalsoimpersonations'
and
for "My
lighter are found. And of course
By RALPH BERRIN
Fair isshows
Lady."
has managed
are umbrellas. Perhaps the
Somebody on this campus has there unusual
to be simultaneously charming
item was three gilt
lost his Bible — in Hebrew! And most
to 80 ladies of the press, as their
elephants
blue box lost after
his Hebrew grammar. The most the
SHAREin aSale.
loneWithmalehis guest.
musical vigor and his
listed item is scarves followed U.C. is the worst offender with
and
by gloves,
closelyBrief
flying baton, he is certainly a
Library a close second for
odd.
cases both
turnpaired
up, clip the
number of lost articles. Quite
boards with the day's notes and athenumber
man of many talents.
of articles are found
lab books
turo
and lab.straight from the lec- on the campus by the police ps
feb. 26
they go to games,
and from Hart
their duties.
Books from every faculty are Football
House
There
owners.
their
calendar
for
waiting
events and other activities in
are anthropology, philosophy, en- campus buildings add to the
poetEnglish
gineering,
Spanish,
share
of lost articles.
ry, maths and accounting texts,
can Therea man
forget waiting
his febesides the fiction someone lost How dora?
are three
and
at page 63. How can you do for their owners.
One poor soul here
'10 p.m. SCMnow
will discuss the
instruclab
the
your tionlabsbook?without
Bible, led by Alan McLschlin jn
must be wandering about blindly
TODAY
the
Chaplain's
Hart
his glasses are waiting
Bothfits areboys'
and girls'
out- because
VCF213, plans
a BibleBldg.study in House, and "The Office,
to be claimed. There are quite 12 p.m.
Middle
East",
frequently
lost gym
but they
Room
Anatomy
led
by
Mr.
Peters,
a
Lebanesecoats and jack- 1 p.m. The Hart House Camera
Generally a fewets —unclaimed
are promptly claimed.which
Sytt'ah
teacher
at
Ryerson,
in
all
men's;
it
seems
that
turn ladies never lose their coats.
Club tioschedules
a public projecthe pens and pencils
5, Trinity.
n of the slides
Ocones. such
gooditems
Exhibition,
in roomin G,theUC.Annual :45Room
very expensive
p.m.
LOCK
will
discuss
"The,
up are not casionally
What really amazes one is the 1 p.m. LOCK will discuss "Catholic
Mystical
as a slide-rule and a Ronson number
Seminar, Body"
Clover in
Hill,theSMC.French
of unclaimed text books.
Education"
the SMC.
French Seminar, CloverinHill.
Many new texts with over $5.00
WEDNESDAY
p.m. Duncan
Edmonds will speak
price tags
dents neverare
evenunclaimed.
miss themStu-or would only take advantage of it. to Orientations on travel in
Dinner
Germany,
Switzerland
and Ausion
else they1 don't know their books Last year of 97 articles listed on
Hart House Invitat
tria in room 4, UC.
are
lost.
Maybe
they
don't
care.
one
page
of
the
Lost
and
Found
VCF will study the Bible in
Can all the people who lost their
INTERCOLLEGIATE QUARTET CONTEST
only 13 were claimed. Of p.m.
texts afford to buy new ones? ledger approximate
Bldg.group
13 percent
:10room
p.m. 421,
The Mechanical
SCM Quaker
But that still leaves over $100.00 the
who
were
very
pleased
to
get
BRING YOUR
FRIDAY, MARCH 1
worth
of
books
on
the
shelves.
meet in the' SCM office,
DINNER 6:15 - 6:45 LADY FRIENDS
their books
some found
couldn'tso will
believe
they back
had been
Ha.rt Mrs.
House.J. D. Hutchinson will
After
threeare years,
theoverunclaimp.m.
ed
articles
turned
to
the
quickly.
Reservation tickets at Hall Porter's Desk
lead an SCM Bible study in the
SAC and the books sold in the It helps to prove the book is School
of Nursing.
SAC Book Exchange. Thus all yours if you have your name in
p.m.
SCM invites VCF to a disthe benefits derived go back to it. Too bad one professor didn't
cussion on "Christian Witness
the students.
Student Christian Movement
put his name on the academic
the Campus
— Two Views" at
This service is gladly done by gown he lost; it's waiting for on77 Charles
open lecture series
the campus police if the students you, professor.
':15 p.m. The St.UCW.Cercle Francais
invites everyone to an enter'The Theology of KARL BARTH - God without Religion'
tainment by Hubert FieltlenBriggs
and Jaques
Speaker: Rev. Bob Miller (S.C.M. of Canada)
CAMP
STAFF
the Marcel
MarceauKa.sma
Schoolfromof
Place: Room 4, U.C.
Mime,
in
the
Women's
Unusual opportunities for the right men and women as counselTheatre. Dessert and coffee.Union
Date: Thursday, 28th February at 5:10 p.m.
lors or specialists at one of Ontario's finest co-educational camps.
THURSDAY
CALL — EM. 6-6128 EVENINGS: WA. 1-4505
I p.m.
The UC inLitthewillJCR.nominate
for elections
Regent Beauty Salon
EMPLOYMENT
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
1957 GRADUATES
Every One
PARK PLAZA HOTEL
of the 5,778 students who have
Opportunities in most fields now available
their photo in the all-campus
Bloor and Avenue Kd.
For information contact
New Wing
yearbook also have their name
Second Floor
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
WA. 4-5121
in a special index so you can
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
find their picture!
118 Richmond St. W., Toronto — EM. 6-9192
For the most formal occasions
or for that informal co-ed look.
WANTED
NEXT MONDAY:
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Summer General Manager
Permanent Wave §10.00
Torontonensts
for the campus cooperative
residence, 24 Willcocks St.
Sports Deadline
Phone WA. 1-2520. Salary
$250 per month plus room
All material for the Athletics section
and board plus bonus.
STUDENT
TOUR
Interviews will be held.
must be received by March 4.
Both male and female ap-4?
OF
EUROPE
plicants will be considered.

Lost,
Go down the stairs by the Post
turn left
Hall,
Office in Simeoe
down the long dark hall, right,
and then right again past the
"Police
sign
Police
in the Door."
are Second
there you
And saying
Office which handles the lost
articles found on campus. Apply
at the office from 1-2 any week
day prepared to identify your
book.
This week and next, Chief Constable M. Robb will make the
rounds of various buildings to
collect lost articles. He may bring
nothing or three armfuls to
back Police
the
Office. Thereupon he
has to enter them in the lost
and found ledgers. This includes
the building in which found, a
short description, the date and a
space for the claimant to sign
on retrieving his possessions. The
ledger is conspicuous by the
amount of white space left for
the claimant's signature.

ARRANGED BY TREASURE TOURS
Escorted by
DAVID MILLAR
Department ot English, University College
Toronto
SAILING FROM MONTREAL ON R.M.S. CARINTHIA,
JUNE 21st. VISITING 9 COUNTRIES IN 48 DAYS,
WITH OPTIONAL EXTENSION TOUR OF SPAIN.
— Rates —
From $1070
Including Transatlantic Transportation
PHONE OR WRITE FOR FOLDER
FAREWELL TRAVEL
68 YONGE ST. (at King)

SERVICE
EM. 3-5191

Hart

House
\

Elections
VOTING

Tomorrow

10 a.m. - 6 30 p.m.

q
f

BRING YOUR A.T.L. CARD
a
Make sure the candidate of your choice gets elected $

VOTE

It's

Your

House

KB

■
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SWIMMING
BLUES
WIN
McGill Wins Squash
CROWN
Wednesday Night
Varsity Second | Vic
tory Comes
Vaisily finished a poor second
The best basketball attraction
On
Last Relay
angs
as McGill convincingly retained
Must
ofI
the interco
Cage
llegiat
e Herewin
the Intercollegiate
be presented on season
Wednesday
last McGill Se
evening
when
week-end in Montreal. title
the
cond, Western
ity of
RedLast
Toronto Blues meetUnivers
nien were so good as to The
their traonly droo
ditional rivals, the University
one match out of the ten they
who trailed of Western Mustangs on the
played. The Blues managed four ™2:stis™™E
teams traveiied to westei" °" satui'd^
Hart
victories while
unbeaten
WesterHouse
n Coltscourt.
willThetangle
47-35.
scored two. the Western team themu^rin points
Western
with
was
last
Redmen
with T"°Phy
McGill
fr™
27.
?0UBa"
°tthe
^TT
S«
Individually the Blues did not
as the Blue-Jays wound up with the Varsity Blue Jays in the preliminar
_T.^1in!?.''m.ediate
division
was
much
m
y,
an
Intermediate Intershow up as well as was expected 01 points.
edged McMaste50r yard
22-21freestyle:
collegiate fixture starting
for second
Gledhlll
(V).4. 200 yards backstroke: 1. Rutherplace
at 6:30
The boys' records for the tourna- The senior Western
meet wasn't
-1.24.6!
decided
Sand
(V),
P.m.
ford
IM|,
In
2,
additio
Ridpath
ment were Norm Seagram — won until the final
n to basketball,
(VI.
3.
Eynon
event,
Adelson
(M).
Time
2.
Maclnnis
(V).
the
400
the
senior
IWI.
4.
Bromley
(M).
Time
2:25.2
intramu
ral
swimmi
one. lost one; Harry Molcolm- yards freestyle relay. Going into 200 yard butterfly: 1. Rutherford
ng
nships and the University
son — lost two; Witold Weyner- the finale, the scoreboard read <WU. 2. Fowler (W). 3. McCuUOOh ,»i4°„y?.1'ds
2. Freeman"ccs<vlc:
(Wl. champio
gymnast
Hamilton
ics
champio
nships
owski — won one and lost one; 39-35 favour Varsity, with West- (V), 4. McKerlle (W). Time - 2:22.3. 4.(MlMcculloch
(VI, (V).
Time3. 1.Fowler
- 5:13.2.
will
Diving: 1. Anderson (M). 2, Bonny- 200 yards breaststroke: 1, Maclnnis features on the last athletic nightbe
ern back at 23.
Stan Goldman _ lost two; Ar2. Goaaage(Ml,(VI,Time
3. Billing
(W), programme of the year.
cajtle (VI. 3. Telfer (W), 4. Mnckle 4.(V),Capelovltch
nold Massey — won two.
- 2:30.4.
Johnny Metras' Mustangs led
A McGill ' win would have 100 yards freestyle: 1. Evelyn (Ml. 400 yards freestyle:
In upsetting Greey of Wester given
1.
Varsity
(Freethe
kers the 2.Clrvln
(W). 4. 3. McGill. Time - 3:49.0
3. - Oledhu
(VI.
Taylor
by
biglls Ray
Norm Seagram gained a measure crown, but the Qnebec
35.6
Time
(Wl.
Tri-Be
star,Monnot
eraek
will ,havea former
Blue
fourto all
of revenge for a defeat in last
?".".' 5',','' 8»"><1>. 2. Western,
s
o
m
e
o
f
Larry
Freema
n,
Nobby
out
for
a
year's
Hill, Bruce Taylor and Tom
contest ifvictory
they inhopeWednes
McGillmeet.finished the meet in Sand
to day's
finish
in first place in the college standtriumph as their first three men, all-impcame
ortant throug
win. h with' the
Blues Divide On Weekend
ings. At present, Western, with
all undefeated in tournament
only
one loss, holds a one game
competition, played off for the The other relay team, John
lead over
Assumption College. A
individual title. This was won by Ridpath, Joe Maclnnis, Doug Mcloss to Toronto would be a sericulloch and Taylor, shattered the Finale Here Friday Night
Pembert
man,
1
No.
McGill's
onous
blow
to their title hopes,
Smith. who, incidentally, is cur- Canadian record in the 400-yard
By DAVE GAWLEY
since they meet Assump
tion
rently ranked No. 4 or 5 in Can- medley, turning in a time of
Lancer
s
in
Windsor next Satur4:12.7. The old record was one- Intercollegiate
The Varsity hockey Blues are Laval opened the scoring early
hockey champions in the first. Anderson tied it up schedudayle.
tenth of a second more. It was
of
game
final
the
in The Western the
squad
the lone mark to fall in the once "more. By virtue of a 7-4 three minutes later cashing in
win
over
meet.
Laval
Friday
night, the on a goalmouth pass by Clare North
John Andru Wins
boys — exthree oToront
boasts Toront
o Henry
Fisher.
Macdonald
put
the
Blues
star.
Smith
Blues
captured
their
third
sucThree intermediate IntercolleOntario Crown
cessive Queen's Cup.
ahead on Elik's rebound with and former Humberside player
giate marks fell, however, two
Dud itKearney
in the penalty box Bob Ford,
their other week-end game tied
additis.on to EtobiRon in Hodgin
John Andru, Maurice Husken of them to Bob Gordon of Mc- theIn Blues
Late inup. the second, Raymond coke's
dropped
a
5-4
overMaster,
and
the
third
to
Varsity's
Marty Nash and Wally O'Neil 400 yard freestyle relay team.
In
their
last
meeting, the Blues
time
thriller
to
the
McGill
Redfinished in the top four places
in the third the Blues lost
68-51 to the Mustangs in
was the last appear- Then(Continued
London.
of the Ontario senior epee chamon Page 8)
Kirk Thompson, Bob Ferrie, men. anceThis
in the uniform, of the U of
pionships at the Alpar Fencing Bob Berlette and Bill O'Hara T of Brian Anderson. Sunday
Academy on Sunday.
splashed home in 4:06.6.
afternoon Brian journeyed
It was Andru's third consecu- Peter Rutherford, McGill but- Quebec City to make his proto
tive championship.
terfly ace who holds the Canadian debut with the Ottawa Junior OAC
Wins
Mat
record, was two-tenths of a sec- Canadiens.
Ontario Agricultural College and Western hooked up in a
ond over his 2:22.1 mark. West- The Friday game was marked thrilling
see-saw
battle
on Friday and Saturday
SPS Dumps Trinity
Fowlerduel.trailed Ruther- by a third period Toronto splurge.
fordern'sin aPeteclose
collegiate wrestling championships in Hart House.in the InterIn the previous two frames, VarIn Cage Action
The Aggies came out on top 90-81 in the final reckoning,
sity had drifted, emerging with
Rutherford also won the 200
it was only thanks to semi-final victories bv Bob HeinJunior School of Science de- yard backstroke to become the a 2-2 tie. But in the third canto, but
Gerlad Roy
on by their coach's do richs and Bob Van Rappard. 130 pounds
feated Trinity A 83-26, in Major lone double-winner on the card. spurred
or
die
speech
and
an
early
Laval
League basketball activity
John
Ridpath
was
runner-up.
Van
Rappard, fighting in the only competitor
yesgoal,
the
Blues
lit
the
lamp
five
terday afternoon. The Engineers Aside from the relay victories,
177 pound class, had to win thrse
pounds - Tip Hoagsma
had little difficulty racking up Varsity only gained two other times while allowing only one bouts to gain the crown, and he d. 137
cUioned Tomtheir sixth consecutive victory, wins. Larry Freeman nailed down
(W)
took all via the fall routine. All ncdUS BUIpounds
Snlter- ■I
gun for the Blues told, he spent nine minutes and sloned
after taking an early first
Doug Grnthe top spot in the 220 yard free- wasTheMikebigElik
157 pounds
with
a
hat-trick
Gruneau
(O)
lead. At present undefeated,period
1.17. Peter Reeve-Newborn (V)
"ring"than— thea pinned
while Anderson counted twice, 26
ton style,
runningwith McGill's
second. Bob Hamil- and
are on top of their division they
and
time seconds
which isinjustthebetter
pounds
John
Macdonald
and
Grant
maximum
length
for
a
bout.
look
like a good bet for the Sif- The great one-two combination Mills added singletons. For the
177 pounds
- Ken Edwards
lO)
ton Cup.
Heinrlchs had it somewhat ■ limed
of Joe Maclnnis and John Gos- Rouge et Or Andre Arsenault
Lionel -Councilor
(W) at 4.33.
191
pounds
John
CHantler
(W)
Although the players fought sage
once
again
won
the
200
yard
eclsloned
Aolton
Gray
{O)
7-3.
disposing
of Western's
hard. Trinity was never in the breaststroke. Maclnnis came counted three times and Pierre easier,
Don Nielson
and Sherrill
Sher- jj
- John Humphreys
Same and SPS scored almost at home first at 2:30.4, while Gos- Raymond once.
man came
of Varsity.
Both
those wins iWlHeavyweight
pinned Jim MacDonald at 6 51,
will.
also
from
falls.
sage
outdistanced
Western's
Ron
OAC and Western each won
Skule's Fred Lewis was the Billings to grab the second spot.
Cagers Top McGill
four individual championships.
Same's
sevente
en
Senior
Results
Pomts. top
Dickscorer
Jaworswith
15 400 yard medley relay: 1. Varsity
Ken Esseltino
tured the other.of Queen's capand Bill Watson 13kito added
the SPS (Ridpath.
SPORTS Archery
total.
Maclnnis,
Mcculloch,TimeTay- Lose
The Intercollegiate
l
o
r
)
,
2
.
McGill,
3.
Western.
Montreal,
Feb.
22
(Special)
At
Queen's
4:12.7.
The
top
duel
of
Saturday's
fifor Trinity Al Morson was
nals
saw
Western
captain
Ken
University
of
Toronto
Blues
crown made its ' journey back
Freeman (V).
220Hamilton
yard freestyle:
(Ml. 3. 2:23.3. (W), 4. trounced a listless McGill'crew Leyshon, defending champion in from Queen's this
week-end
in
J'Sh with hadeightseven.
points and John Tumbull
winden
(V), Time Eynon
WOMEN'
the 137 pound class, hook up the proud possession
of Sthe Var61-42 in an Intercollegiate game with
Jon Waern of OAC. Waern
sity foursome. Varsity won the
played here Friday.
Bill Corcoran hooped ten for won the 130 pound title last year, title by a substantial 300 point
margin over
but moved up one weight notch McMaster
team.the second place
the winners
the lowandscoringcontest.
Pete inPotter
Mike for the '57 competition.
The
other
teams placed in the
The
Guelph
wrestler
took
the
Baida scored nine apiece. Ruby
\ was
5-0. and was later award- following order: McCill, Queen's,
Richman had eight. Roily Gold- 1match
ed
the
best
boxer
prize.
Leyshon
ring, Al Vaichulis and Garry Vj- also came out a winner, taking Donna
by Merle Overholt
OAC, and
Clark Western.
stood thirdToronto's
in the
pond were good for seven each. the award for the fastest pin. individual
standings. The standMcGill's Justin Cross was the
That
came
in
a
semi-final
against
ings of the other three team
game'sDuplesis
top manscored
with 11.17 while Alex Maslowski of McGill at 52 members—
>s week just about winds up the athletic activity for the year, Leon
Ann Pendleton, Mariseconds.
end1a whichexcePtion'
of
course,
of
the
Intercollegiate
Basketball
weeklyn
Earnest
and Marjorie Reid
Kingston,
Feb.
24
(Special)
—
—
were
not listed.
takes place here in Toronto this coming weekend.
Final
scoring
statistics
showQueen's University Golden Gaels
-Pue final volleyball game of the season (between Vic Jr-Sr kept
Varsity third with 53 In their usual very fine style
their hopes alive for a share point**,ed Queen's
with 22, the Queen's girls proved to he
11(1 the winner of the Nursing-POT game) takes place this of the Intercollegiate senior bas- and McGill last fourth
at IS.
evening at Lillian Massey gym at 6 p.m.
exceptional hostesses and gave
ketbal title Saturday night when In the Intermediate
teams a great rethey downed University of Tor Western won the Carldivision,
Mai^6 *'rs* °* *he f*nal hockey matches is scheduled this Friday onto
Siepp the visiting
ception and exciting week-end.
Blues
79-56.
res'cfl
}•
a
mIt
will
be
between
the
winner
of
Leagues
I
and
III
with 70 points. OAC was
Ski ChamPtciively, and should be one of the best games to date.
It was a close game until th< Trophy
second58. at 62 and Varsity lajt The Interfaculty
pionship was captured by POT
On Saturday morning the Senior Intercollegiate Basketball final ten minutes when the Gaels with
on Saturday, Fcbiuai-y 23 at the
a*n defeated the Iiyerson "Ryettes"' in an exhibition tangle at broke away scoring 13 straight
Senior Finals
held at Collingwood. A
>trson by a rather slim margin — score 45-41. This brings the were
pointsnever
for headed.
a 56-42 lead. They 123 poii mis - John Falconer (Wj Meet
combined team from PHE and
pinned
Don Bannister
( V)( W)at 1.27.
a no-loss, one-tie series which is an encouraging sign
toruesthe !tocoming
UC
took
the second place honours
130
pounds
Jim
Joy
deilIntercollegiate tournament.
Paul Fedor's 27 points was the sloned Jim Trenton (V) 4-2.
followedspot.by the St. Hildians in
third
137
pounds
Jon
Waern
(Ol
detop
score
for
the
winners.
'oil ng tne most points for Varsity was Jean Wills with 14. game's
Ken Leyshon
(W) 5-0. (Q>
Greg Stone had 15. 13 in the cMoned
H7 pounds
- Ken IW)
Esseltlne
The Proudfoot Trophy for the
H-ajJWed by Sylvia Kerr with 11. Playing without top-scorer Sallie Gael's
Ron K roomer
at 3.52.(O) individual
last half drive. Ruby Rich pinned
winners was won by
thej 1 star' Wasperformer,
not to° £i"eat
a
loss
since
the
"Ryettes"
were
also
without
157
pounds
Bob
Henrlch*
man
was
Toronto's
high
man
Julie Kirkwood.
pinned
Sherrill
Sherman
iV)
at
5.19.
Ada
Macpherson (PHE mi,
with 25 on six field goals and 13 167 pounds - Rom Archibald (W) Runners-up
for this prized posJoe -Brent
c u'rile Varsity Archery team took top place at the Inter- free throws. Harold Rotman add declnoned
session were Jane Furness (POT
177 pounds
Bob iOj
Van 8-3Rappard
t(°"egiate Tournament held on Saturday down at Queens. So far ed nine.
(O) pinned Ray Johm-on (Wi at ID.
I) and Ruth Hethenngton (UC
(|'e
results
are
not
in
but
hope
that
they
will
be
before
the
The
game
was
rough
in
spots
5.25.
eadliiie_
certainly
sweet tournaments
music to havein just
the Blue
and weeks.
White with 51 fouls called, 26 against dcctsloned
191 pound*Dave- Dunbar
Frank Brown
lO)
Wt, first itin isthree
successive
as many
(VI 5-0. (O)
The Giant Slalom course was
Heavyweight
- DougVaucrasson
Stephen
was rather encouraging to see the Ryerson-Varsity game of Queen's. Blues lost Bill Corcoran. defaulted
to
Carle*
{
WJ.
set by Helen Weider of CollingIntermediate Final*
U,e-"aay written up in the Globe this morning. What with this and Garry Vipond, and Rotman on 123 pounds
wo d, the Canadian Junior
- Reg Reynolds (W) , _
baiJ^bl'city
the Women's
[ personals.
Gael toDonfoulMacrae
out. waa the declaloned Elgin McCuteheon (Vj 7-4. Champion.
had soconcerning
much publicity
in many aBuilding,
year women's athletics \only
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Fourth ye
Which
dents
will c
presenter] by
The ard
gtnr-Pi'ii'-gthink;
SUi
ruittee
go the
"Sect
his
obligatio
Letters wi
the 415 enra
These inclurl

members ofCo
the engineering applicants
Mile of
nd standing
Will
Grad r mer
executive,
and other "Seco
faculty the liberal
arts coursesin some
common
■ committees.
to
students
in
first,
second
and
\ People who have not held office third years.
jmay compete if they have shown Each person competing for the
|J tivitiea.
interest in extra curricular acaward will present a type-written
Others who consider them- paper on the "Philosophy of
! selves
eligible
and
who
did
not
receive an invitation can apply
The paper must be submitted
a form at thewill
Faculty
Office.to atScience."
Ij forConsideration
be given
the Faculty office by March 5.

Toronto's Elvis Rocks McGili
In Winter Carnival Revue
Toronto students helped to en- Vassar, Wellesley, Dartmouth
tertain Montreal last week-end, and Queen's Universities.
Jim Vasoff, producas two acts from . this year's Toronto's
er of Skule Nite 5T6 acted as
Skule Nite
journeyed to McGill's master
Winter
Carnival.
of ceremonies for part
Jack Law — SPS's own Elvis of the revue's performances.
Presley
— and Four
the prize-winning
Skule House
were invited Toronto singers joined other
to represent Toronto during the performers from different colleges in the "Pelvis Room",
"Winter
Carnival
Other acts
in theRevue."
revue were where dancing was of the hipfrom U of Montreal, McGili, swinging class.
THE VARSITY
Editor-in-Chief - 1957-58
The deadline for applications for the above position has been
extended. Applications will be received by the undersigned up
to 12:00 noon, Monday, March 4,
A. E. M. Parkes,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council.

rv
A 4o0-nage resdy-made diary
ofordered
the year's
can be
at theactivities
S.A.C. Office.
It's called Torontonensis, the
all-campus yearbook.
TYPING
ivs. Notes,
Theses, Essavs.
Note Charts,
French, Ge: nan Lstin. English
Prices Upon Request
MRS. M D. STOTT, B.A.
Apt. 12
31 AVENUE RD. — WA, 2-7624

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST
CIGARETTE

SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT
WOMEN
A representative of the National Employment Service
will
be available Council
in the Committee
Students'
Administrative
Building Room
(Frontof the
Door)
from
Tuesday, March 5th to the end of May,
Women students may register for employment any day
except Saturday, betwen the hours of 9:15 to 12:30 p.m.
and 1 :45 to 4:15 p.m.

Hockey .
Dune Brodie batted in Stephen.^
* (Continued from Page 7) i reboundcame alive. In three successive i The last period was marred by
turns on the ice, Elik scored the j the conduct of the McGili fanj
tying
put the jThroughout the early part they
Blues goal,
aheadthe goal
and which
the eventual
threw snowballs at the Varsjty
winner. The scores came off a players as well as riding ^Q
rebound, a goal mouth pass, and players whenever they were
a shot from 30 feet out.
the penalty box. Finally Lorrv
On Saturday the Blues were Stacey when he received his sec,
37 seconds away from a tie ond minor of the canto wenL
when Leo Konyk counted with through the box and attacked
some of the fans. He was evena Varsity player in the box.
restrained by team mates
Dave Stephen opened for Var- tually
and ushers, and received a match
a backthehanded
ingsityshotwhenfrom
McGili clearblue
In the third the Redmen manline bounced past goalie Michel misconduct.*
aged to score on a goalmouth
Joy'al. The goal came at thirteen
to give them a tie and forefe
seconds of the first period. Short- pass
overtime.
This was the setting
ly after George Whyte tipped :n
John
shot. Ross
countedCasey's
for McGili
on Hughes
a shot forThroughout
Konyk's goal.
the series Rav
from just outside the crease to
Dunn on
played
superb when
goal particu".
end the scoring in the first.
larly
Saturday
he had
In the second Elik put one be- to make 40 stops. On Friday
night
he
was
aided
by
a
hardtween Joyal's
legs.on The
then scored
twice
goal Rednien
mouth
passes to tie the score before playing, defence.
Blue

and

White

DIRECTOR
Applications for the above position will be received by
the
Associate
of theup Students*
Administrative
Council
in the Secretary
S.A.C. office
to 12 noon,
Wednesday,
February 27th.

REGENT

CUSTOM

TAILORS

FORMAL RENTALS
All Brand New Garments— If We Cannot Fit You,
We'll Make One To Measure At No Extra Charge
A COMPLETE RANGE OF: FULL DRESS— TONY MARTIN
TUXEDOS— WHITE DINNER JACKETS — ALL ACCESSORIES
20% Discount to All Students on Presentation of A.T.L. Card.
Open Evenings By Appointment
408 BLOOR STREET WEST At Brunswick WA. 4-3523

HART
HOUSE
This Week
ELECTION CAMPAIGN SPEECH TODAY, TUESDAY
MUSIC COMM. IN THE MAP ROOM AT 1.15
TODAY, Tuesday
Art Library
In the Gallery
11-12 noon
Music Room
Art Film
3.30 'p.m.
WEDNESDAY, Election Day
Lee Collection
Open and
to women
men
5.00
- 6.00
THURSDAY
Music Room
Canadian Industry Film
1.30 p.m.
DEBATE!
Hon. Visitor: MAX FREEDMAN — "The U.S. has failed as
FRIDAY world leader." — 8.00 p.m. Music Room
Sing p.m.
Song
East Common Room
1.30
ALL WEEK
In the Art Gallery. Open to
Camera Ch b Exhibition
women Wednesday, 4-6 p.m.
Tickets for
Can
obtained
Hall thePorter's
desk.beSun.
Maxellat 3rd.
Glee
Sunday Evening Concert
Club in the Great Hall at 9 p.m.
ELECTION DAY TOMORROW, WEDNESDAY
VOTE— IT'S YOUR HOUSE!

Coke! ... its real great taste puts you at your

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
SHAKESPEARE'S
The Tempest
Directed by Robert Gill
Opening

Sand!

Saturday and AH Next Week at 8.30 p.m.
BOS OFFICE OPEN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. — WA. 3-524 1

DRINK
You taste the difference . . *
even the bubbles taste better.You feel the difference . . ,
there's life, there's lift in Coke:
'Coke" is a registered trade-mark. c-n

V
Where Are
Two Ofa
Ourrsity^eatsJWestern
Binks And
!
Really
Staffers
!
Are Missing
Gzowsld ?
The
Thursday, Feb ruary 28th, 1957
Varsity
Vol. LXXVI— No. 77

Unconstitutional

ity:

Council Proceeds before
?ing introThe l tripped
Students' overAdministrative , the Varsitv
' discussion
Counci
its own red duced
tapeThreelast night
Tt,
quarters of the way overTherethe was
numberalso of «
tu
through
a
two
hour
debate
on
con!
to
M«
stitutional amendment, th y X 'sUiuZ T^Z , l ^r«l">red
^
covered they were proceeding un- i by * Lo Sirof ^ PaMed
But. on a ruhng from the chair. ° Argumen
constitutionally
majority
of the
ts concern
ed whether
n,l(
council ,lw°-th,rds
members.
they
passed s,x,'.
amendments any- j«hiS
meant two-thirds ^ U« mem!
The
d.scove
ry
electedor two-thirds of the
bers Present
Th- j arose during a , members

Western

Future

Of

A

VR

^

~™

^

Debated

not.ee board and (b, published in
APPEALS
Three resolutions concerning campus apeals introduced
by Students' Adminis
trative
Counci
l Vice President,
last
Mlddlenig/ht.
ton were discussFl"
ed
They are:
1) That the United Appeal
Campaign be done away with.
V That
the SHARE Campaign and the
United Appeal
campaign be held
In successive weeks next October.
3)
That
the
two
appeals
combined and the total re-be
ceipts be divided by the SAC,

elected
to the .„SAC.banwho anyone
-ahis
failed
decision
year,
mittee
—dropping of the Radio Com.
—the method of amending the
constit
Chairmanution.
Douglas Sherk ruled
that precedent had established that
notices of amendment did not have
to be publish
Howeveandr, the constitutioned.
, both before
night's amendm
ent, says: after last
. . "and
of such notice
must be postedcopy
on the notice
of the council, and be publisheboard
The Varsity, at least once, if dpos-in
None of last
ments.
amendments
fulfilled either nighfs
of those requiresible ..."

Type
Of Show
Und ' We
wouldded
have to Jeave
There will be an All- Varsity ing out that most good book shows he said.eci
Revue again
next year, the .SAC I arc American
for an estab- f
allowing
loophole
adished
show in case.no
decided last night. Whether the | SAC President Gord_ Forstner
good!
show will be a revue, a student- said the SAC has the responsi- ■original show turns up."
Rotary Awards $2500
written hook show or an estabbility of providing a show which He said the SAC should reRotary International ha, the country where the scholarlished book show will be left to will please everyone and give
member
that
with
this
year's
ship is offered.
awarded
show
it
had
set
a
precedent
for
a $2500 scholarship
people in it the best chance
next year's
AVR committee, the
fourth year Math and Physicsto Sprung's award is to Birmincto display their talents. This is established book shows.
director
and producer.
in favor of an estab- Elaine Sossln's immediate, wide- ?tudent Don Sprung'. The scholar- ham University in England. He
Amendments and counter- why helishedwasbook show.
ship covers tuition fees, and liv- plansics there.
eyed reaction to this statement
to study Theoretical Physamendments to an original motion
and transportation
expenses.
by Logan Varey, AVR chairman, "There are not enough definitely was: "One show establishes a The ing'amount
also includes
funds This summer he will work on
were put forth to ensure that established writers on campus to precedent?"
Forster said it does.
to cover travelling- expenses in —theFerut.
next year's show will be an produce a good original show,"
T's electroni
U of Last
summer c hecompute.worked
original revue, a student-written
at Carting's Breweries.
book show or an established book
show, All were voted down in
favor of letting those responsible AVR0
Aircraft Grants Aerophysics Dept.
Social Work
for
next year's, show make the
decision.
The School of Social Work
is
sponsoring
Steve Freedhoff plumped for $50,000 To
correction!). a film night on
Engineer Demand
an established show because, he Avro Aircraft Limited and Or- Meet
dents
we
could
accommodate.
In
aeronautical
engineers",
said
Dr.
G
The evening includes movsaid, every college on campus puts
Director of the In- 1956, while aviation companies
ies, discussions, and a quesor> an annual revue. These shows e'nda Engines Limited last night N. Patterson,
stitute of Aerophysics.
faced a continuing shortage of
tion period at 8 pjn. Monday
a
joint
$50,000grant
to
give most students a chance to presented
aeronautical
engineers,
we
had
to
the
University
of
Toronto
Institute
"Almost
immediately,
applicatake part in an amateur produc- of Aerophysics. The funds will be
in the Hart House Debate-*
tions for enrolment exceeded by a turn away many applicants." he Room.
tion of some kind and an all-vars'ty book show would give them used to try to meet the great de- \yide margin the number of stu
mand for aeronautical engineers
greater scope to exercise their
Canada's aviation industry.
talents
I said.
calibre," in a show of professional in The
Institute
is at present
in the '
throes
of
a
relocation
and
expan
admit,"but
a $5,000ofrisk,"
he"Isaid
this sion
"buttherethe issuccess
this
is approaching
other program.
firms in theIt aviation
ind
year's
show
should
carry over to try
leoct year."
with a view to raising another
has
Music rep Alan Reesor came out $100,000.
strongly for a student-written The University of Toronto the
Production. He said the $300 paid allotted a 24-acre site near
out for royalties and scores for Connaught Laboratories for the
a show like '-Finian's. Rainbow" Institute's new location.
could be used in an original show The Institute will continue to re- |
'' hirecians.more
professional musi- ceive support from the Defence
"The orchestra
was sort of Research Board, for which the In- i
has done pioneering work
•Jake-shift
this year," he show
said, Stitute
aeronautical research.
*!e
said a Student-written
w°uld make the AVR a more com- "The need for expansion has
pletely university show
been apparent since the Institute
"We should do something in the organized in 1955 its first courses
^ladian idiom," he added, point- 1 to train graduete engineers as
Western Staff Visits Varsity
*f today's editorial page seems writing the editorials. The Varsity
don't think The Var- claims no part of them.
s'ty h strange,
is suddenly reversed its poli- Gazette editor Keith Kincaid said
his staff had formed a few
j'es- The paee is the handicraft of that
impressions of The Varsity and
'le University of Western Ontario wished
Gazette.
to put them on paper.
the Globe and Mail
01T|leTh,Gazette staff were the guests Gzowski and
:ognize the editorials nor
*m°us other things, helped. us put |will .George -Bain claim th* olku Wind Tunnel
<Hlt the paper. They insisted on I window.

atentatrvjs
the Institute
Aei>ophysics
of theofToronto
aviationis examined
industry. -by President Sidney Smith *nd
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TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL
Weekday Services
7:30
i —— Mattins
Holy Communion
now
8:45
a.m
Calendar
here — and
— Compline
ETensona
. 11:00
6:00 p.m
p :u —Services
give an SCM open lecture on 8:45 p.m. All are invited to the FriSunday
TODAY
8:15
a.m
—— Holy
Holy Communion
Theology of Karl Barth—
at St.includes
Mike's
10-12 a.m. Boyd Noel will conduct
Carrday Hi-Fi
Hall.Concert
Program
915
a
m
Communion
4,"The
GodUC.Without Religion" in room
the
Rarl
House
Orchestra
in
the
E1 ensorj .
6:30 ]\).iv. —— CompUi
"Musicpest' "byforSullivan.
Shakespeare's 'Tem11:00
Music
Room
for
their
Gravenhurst concert.
EVERYBODY WELCOME
1 p.m. VCF will study the Bible in 1:10 p.m. AlanFRIDAY
SATURDAY
McLachlrn will lead
room 111, UC. and room 116,
B IO 0 R
School of Nursing.
an SCM discussion on "The Mir- 8 p_.m. The Rev. Gerald Gregson
MINISTERS
acles of Jesus" in room 210, An1:10 p.m. Mr. K. J. Kettlewell will
will
speak onat "Prayer
Terms
Rev. Rev.
Dr Eriiast
Marshall
of Worship"
a Bible inReading.
atomy Bldg., and Sheila McWalter
C. SellarsHowse
discuss
"Expressionism"
within
Sheraton
Hall, Wycliffe.
the
SCM
Modern
Art
group
Orennist
and
Choirmaster
Donough
will
lead
the'
"ComFr^Kierlck C. Silvester
parativeGeorge
Religion" Street.
group at
room 33. Engineering Bldg., and
FROS, 45 St.
tt'lOD a.m. — WHERE
NOTHING
Dr. K. Hockin will lead the P&- 8 p.m.
ISE. SAVED
The International Student 6-8 p.m. SCMSUNDAY
Dr.
M.
Howse
OT
group
in
the
Huts.
is sponsoring a Re7:im p.m. — Dr.
convenient
Evasion 4 p.m. The UC Lit will nominate
E. M. Howse
Organization
an Convo"Exam*
SheJces catHop"
inplans
Trinity
for elections in the JCR.
House.treat .in the SCM Office, Hart
The the
Campu-iEveningClub Service
will meetat
i
o
n
H
a
l
.
after
VCF 111.willUC.study the Bible
7:30 p.m. The Rev. William Mcwhich time there will be an 4 p.m.
in room
opportunity
to Dr. Howe, to address questions 5:10 p.m. The Rev. Bob Miller will
KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
PARK ROAD
CHURCH
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister
Minister:
Rev. Murray J. S. Ford,
M.A., B.D.
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Muriel Gidley Stafford— Organist
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
10 a.m.— SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICES
atAllII students
a.m. and welcome.
7.30 p,m.
Spadina Aye. & Harbord
Church of The Redeemer
(Anglican)
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
and Owen
Avenue
Road
Rector:
Rev.
P. Prichaxd,
B.A., L.Th.
8 & 117 p.m.
a.m. -- Evening
Holy Communion
Prayer
ASH WEDNESDAY
12:15 p.m. - Holy Communion
8 p.m. LENT EX SERIES
"OUTSTANDING CHAPTERS OF
(I)THEGENESIS
BIBLE" I

STUDENT
OF

TOUR

ARRANGED BY TREASURE TOURS
Escorted by
OAVID MILLAR
Department ot English, University College
Toronto

28

Rpbefts will conduct Evening
Service in the Wycliffe Chapel,
9 p.m.
Vic presents
Bill Metcalfe
conducting
the MadrigaJ
Choir
' at the Sunday Evening Concert,
in the Wymilwood Music Room,
MONDAY
1:10andp.m.Reason"
SCM will discuss "Faith
Hart House. in the SCM Office,
1:15 p.m. Prof. Dobbie will speak
onto SCM
"Aids into room
the Devotional
18, Vic. Life"
5:10 p.m. SCM will meet in Prof,
Joblin's
Vic, the
to discuss
"Christianoffice.
ity and
Worldi
7 p.m. Ruth Lor will lead a discusStruggle".
sion on the "Mission of the
Church in Canada", in the Copper Room, Wymilwood.
8 p.m. The Ukrainian Students'
Club plans executive elections
in the UC Women's Union.
8 p.m. The School of Social Work
will sponsor a film night on
Corrections, in the Hart House
Debates Room.

THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Welcomes members of the University at its meeting for worship on Sundays at 11 a.m., at
60 Lowther Avenue (at Bedford
two blocks north of Btoor.)
WA. 1-0368

HILLEL — Two Lectures
DR. SELIG ADLER, Professor of History,
University of Buffalo
FRIDAY, MARCH 1st, 8:30 p.m.,
"The Jewish Middle Ages"
SUNDAY, MARCH 3rd, 8:30 p.m., on
"Persisting Problems in Jewish History"* Hillel House

EUROPE

Feb.

United Church
Andrew's
117St.
Bloor. atE.,Yong»
near Subway

Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D.D.
D. Kilpatrick,
Organist & Choir Director
EDGAR GOODAIRE
11 a.m. "How Can I Find
Mervyn Dickenson, B.A.
7.30 p.m. "NotDr.ForKilpatrick
Sale".
Students cordially 'invited
to attend these Services.
God?"

SAILING PROM MONTREAL ON R.M.S. CARINTHIA,
JUXJE.2ist. VISITING 9 COUNTRIES IN 48 DAYS,
W ITH OPTIONAL EXTENSION TOUR OF SPAIN.
— Rates —
From $1070
Including Transatlantic Transportation
PHONE OR WRITE FOR FOLDER
FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
6* VONGE ST. (at King)
EM. 3-5191

CDIVt A T
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES
Apply
your Passport
to Betterfor Living
at
your nearest Branch of the
Bank of Montreal

The difference between
Second Best . . .

and Best is often the balance
in your Savings Account

You'll
find these
B of M
branches
especially
convenient.
Bloor & Bay Sts.:
Kenneth A. McNeil, Manager
Queen's Park:
Joseph Burdock, 'Manager
St, George
A BloorManager
Sts.:
James
G. Lewe,

$1.00 per person
Dancing Every Saturday
Mart

Ranch
j Kenney's
RESERVATIONS
WA.

1-6102

5
i

Our Reader Writes:
166 Queens Park Cres
Dear Peter:
For years I have been a faithful
reader of The Varsity. Fighting
line-ups in the
to secure a
copy, stealing halls from
frosh,
buying them on them
the black market
in
the
KCR.
Daily
ior
wheneve
The Varsity came out) I haver
scurried to secure a nook
. on
campus and perused my copy with
avid eye.
I have gloried in your writing.
I have chuckled at the humor,
thrilled to the sports, criticized the
reviews, scorned the letters, harkened to the news and last but
not least I have . . . uh . . reverberated (is that right) to the
chords of the editorials (dear me,
I think I have mixed a metaphor.)
GOOD HAIRCUT
RIGHT-NEAR HERE
4 BARBERS— NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
ONLY 83 cents

SMOKES
FOR CANADIAN
MILITARY PERSONNEL
serving with the
United Nations Emergency
Force in the Middle East

sends 400
EXPORT
CIGARETTES
or any other Macdonald Brand
Postage included
Mail order and remittance to:
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
MACDONALD TOBACCO INC.
P.O. BoxMontreal,
490, PlaceQue.d'Armes,
This offer is subject to any change
In Government Regulations*

At night in
dingy room
I have slept withmya copy
of The
Varsity under my head. Several
copies in fact, I have no pillow
(Actually i have no
either
but we all like to bragbeda little
In class The Varsity views were )
my views. When
bled I
bled. If The Varsity Wendy
said the Blues
won, i said the Blues
won.
The Varsity was against the StarIf
and Tely, i was against the Star
and Tely. If The Varsity was

against prohibition. I was against
prohibition. If The Varsity was
for prohibition, I was against
prohibition.
little
failings.) (We all have our
And Peter, I would like to say
one thing. Just one word, one
small word after three years and
I hope you will not be harsh on
me. One little thing. Where can
I get a copy of the Western
Gazette?

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION
EXAM

SHAKES

HOP
8 p.m. - Friday, March 1st
TRINITY CONVOCATION HALL
Guests 50c
Refreshments
Members 25c

Sid.
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CAMP
STAFF
Un„s„al opportunities for the right men and women as counsellors or specialists at one of Ontario's finest co-educational camps.
CALL — EM. 6-6128
EVENINGS: WA. 1-i505

REGENT CUSTOM TAILORS
FORMAL RENTALS
All Brand New Garments— If We Cannot Fit You,
We'll Make One To Measure At No Extra Charge
TUXEDOS^WHITE
DINNER0F: FULL
JACKETS-ALL
TMVCc°rfi^LETE
DRESS-TONY
MARTIN
ACCESSORIES
20% Discount to RANGE
All Students
Open, Evenings onBy Presentation
Appointment of A.T.L. Card.
408 BLOOR STREET WEST At Brunswick WA. 4-3523

SUMMER
CORRECTIONS
?
• Working with offenders in courts and institutions
• A new. growing field tor graduates
• Strong human interests
• Use your social sciences
• Men and women needed
• Come to FILM NIGHT
DEBATES ROOM, HART HOUSE
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 8.00 p.m.
Commerce

EMPLOYMENT
WOMEN

A representative of the National Employment Service
will be available in the Committee Rft0™ of the Students'
Administrative Council Buildin? i Front Door) from
Tuesday, March 5th to the end of May.
Women students may register for emplovment any day
except
betwen the hours of 9:15 to I2-30 nm
to 4:15 p.m.
and 1 :4oSaturday,

- Arts -

Engineering and Business
INDUSTRIAL ACCEPTANCE CORP. LTD.
will interview graduate and undergraduate students on
the campus on February 18th.
We are the largest sales finance company in Canada
and havefaction
opportunitiesin Canada.
for advancement and job satisunparalleled
Students are Service
requestedto arrange
to contactinterview
the University
.time. Placement
A free public lecture and question forum on

REINCARNATION AND KARMA
GUIDEPOSTS FOR TO-DAY'S LIVING
Many
of man's
and perplexing
personal
problemsexistence.
toare
solvable
in
the afflictions
light ol these
laws
of human
These
Luis psychiatry
affect
profoundly
thenatural
orthodox
principles
of uphealing,
psychology,
and
physics.
Their
implications
open
fields these
tor scientific
investigation
Come vast
and
hear
vital topics
presented andfromphilosophical
fundamentalenquirv,
principles.
Speaker: Brute Quan, B.A.Sc.
8:UU p.m. Sunday, March 3rd 1957
Rosicrucian Hall
2249 Yonge St. - opposite Eglinton Subway Terminal
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER AMORC (not a religious sect).

5778 Students Had Their Picture in Torontonensis '56
6000 Will Be in the 1957 Yearbook!
and you canthefindindex
all youv
friends' pictures
of individual
names by using

Such
a l_ot
of fash ion !

I ^

SWEATERS

Excitement reigns in the sweater
world as Kitten for spring emerges
in- elegant new dressmaker styles,
fabulous new Renaissance colours!
" Full-fashioned, hand-finished, in
easy-tocare-for Pettal Orion.
At your nearest good store . . . now!
$6.95, $7.95, $8,95. some higher.

...or move the bottom of a lake
At Lcchine, Que., Northern Electric manufactures telephone
coil wire which is as thin as a human hair...
At the same plant, Northern recently completed a mammoth
custom-built power cable with a diameter of just under
six inches. This cable— one of the largest of its kind ever
produced — is supplying electric power to two gigantic
10,000 h.p. dredges now operating at Steep Rock Lake.
These two contrasting achievements in manufacturing are
dramatic proof of the versatility of the Northern Electric
Company. In addition to manufacturing electrical wire and
cable, and communications equipment and systems, Northern
Electric also distribute approximately 100,000 electrical
products which stem from more than 1,000 separate
manufacturers.
There are interesting careers — ond a continual need for University
Graduates— at the Northern Electric Company Limited. A letter m
postcard to the College Relations Department, Box 6124, Montreal
will bring Ml information concerning these opportunities.

Look for the name
SERVES
BESTtric
rtiYOUElec
Horthe

*
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god save the people
In the past few weeks the royal family has claimed' a large amount of space in Canadian papers. The
stories that have been printed are trite enough to
make an intelligent reader wonder at the sanity of the
publishers and the intelligence of the reader. Recently
these stories have made the front pages across Canada: Rumor of rift 'tween Queen and Duke; soccer
scrap of Prince Charles, firing of the Duke's valet,
deathAreofthese
Queen's
horse.
stories
news?
If the Queen had been in the saddle when her
horse died that would have been news. If Prince
Charles had broken his opponent's back that would
have been news. If the Duke's valet had been dismissed for having an affair with the Duke's wife that
would have been news. Intelligent readers are not
interested in visits to Portugal and the length and
color of a princess' hair. They should not be interested
in a blighted love affair between a princess and an air
force attache. If they are interested it is a failing.
Do we have to have royalty crammed down our
throats? Do we have to have the Queen wave to us
from movie screens? Must we see pictures of the
Queen's dog barking at the Queen's horse? It is not
safe to pick up a Canadian paper without the danger
of seeing "news" of the royal family. It is nearly impos ible to escape the cloying presence of the Windsors or Mountbattens.
In this mass hysteria that fastens its claws upon us
at the drop of a title we seem to forget the background of royalty. Whatever sins they might commit
we forgive them by pretending we don't see them
and often times we succeed in fooling ourselves. We
don't seem to be capable of realizing that if our child
beat up a school mate he would be punished. When
a prince fights and wins he is a hero. Princes don't
tose fights, but if Charles did the British Empire would
totter and slowly crumble into isolated colonies.
Royalty is human, royalty has made mistakes, royalty has had its head roll in the English dust, royalty
has had illegitimate children and royalty has murdered princes in a mdinight tower. Do the people forget
that George the III was the father of several illegitimate children? Do the people who rant against divorce for royalty not remember a king named Henry
the VIII? Do people talk about Elizabeth the II and not
remember Elizabeth the I?
For too long have we been blinded by the gleam
of jewels in a crown across the sea.

no like — no buy
For the way in which they handled the Peter
Woodcock story, the Torc,nto evening papers have
come in for some of the most idiotic, unthinking, and
unfair criticism ever faced by a Canadian newspaper.
Even a Toronto student newspaper stood up on its
hind
legs and' 'in a pathetically plaintive little voice
cried "Shame".
The critics, the most vociferous of whom were
other Canadian newspapers, may have been prompted by the highest motives. We doubt it; we think their
motives were Just plain envy. They, including the
great, grey Globe and Mail look at their own drab
sheets and wish they had the gumption to provide
their readers with the aggressive, lively and conscientious newsgathering supplied to the readers Of The
Telegram and The Star.
Surely
critics can't be unaware oc :he intensely
competitivethesituation
which the two dailies battle
with every deadline, every day. Surely they must
know that if people don't buy the paper, the publishers won't be able to buy ink and newsorint. Journalism isa business and businessmen stay in business by
giving the customers what they want.
Anyone who thinks the readers don't went what
The Star and The Telegram are giving them should be
subtly rapped over the knuckles with a linotype machine as a reminder that the establishments at Bay
and Melinda and 80 King street west are doing a
thriving business. If the readers didn't like what thev
are getting, then Toronto would soon be fresh out of
reading material and The Varsity would have to print
a late night sports final.
Toronto could use even more newspaper competition. Especially in the morning paper field. It would
be interesting to watch The Globe and Mail retain its
circulation without getting its feet wet.

Anti

or

Pro-

Hibition
By KEITH K INC AID
(with apologies to Peter Gzowski and George Bain)

WINDOW
The Ontario Liquor laws are again in the
news. Probably no other set of statutes has
caused such wailing and moaning as this group
of antiquated regulations. Briefly the latest
changes are:
Restaurants may now serve liquor only until
l a.m. instead of the former 2 a.m. This change
was to go into effect February V, but the public:
clamour was so great it has been postponed.
Secondly, the Ontario Liquor Control Boari
plans
the number
liquor toandincrease
beer retail
outlets ofmayhorn's"
staycertain
open.
Thirdly* the price- of beer will probably go
up two cents with the new Provincial tax.
It is hard to discern what the government
had inceptmifid
when itmotives
made these
changes,
('exthe monetary
in the
last one.)
One regulation seems to be pulling against the
other. The first is a concession to the very
strong temperance groups and the second draws
Jong and loud cries from the very same people.
The laws increase from day to day
Rut you may drink a, ton;
Til Women's Ouistian get*, its way
And you must be done by one.
The
government's
ft knows
.not whatnotto ondo the bit
But SPS can solve this mess
making
its own
brew-. the Ontario
The ByLCBO
and more
particularly
Government is caught in a very uncomfortable
position. On one side are organizations like the
Women's Christian Temperance- Union, the Ontario-Temperance League and the United Church. On the other side are strong a.nd wealthy
factors such as the Conservative element itself.
' he tourist trade, restaurant' owners and the
wishes of about SO per cent of the citizens.
"So matter what the Government does it
receives criticism from one source' or another.
Too many laws is wha t some cry
■'I need a drink or I will die,"
"Blow up the breweries" others say
Who go without throughout the day.
YET
In the early days of the West
the cowboys used to sing plain live ballads .at the cattle to keep
Them contented during _ the
rJght. If the songs of today are
any criterion it is .a wonder
-JiatFormore.
cattle don't
example,
take stampede.
the titles
o f contemporary cowboy
songs: 'I've got tears in my
ears from ' ly ng on my back
in my bed while I cried over
you"; "Your tears have washed
T love you' from the blackboard
of my heart"; "My darlin's just
a bluebell 'long a cactus strewn
trail": toandthethat
gem tracks
"I'll tieif
myself
railway
you leave on the 8:15."
iea.d'ng
to Narurauy
one thing this
— I ishave
writtenup
a cowboy song. I have "ot yet
chosen
a titleof but
have" Ita
rough draft
the Ilyrics.
calls for a deep-voiced cowboy
singer who is good at yodell:r,g,
a Sunday
schoolcattlechoir(horns
and
a hero%of
hinghom
optional). Here it is;
"I was off a-hej-d n* catt!e
dowr.jat Reno on the Pia te

The

Now dolts
Frost and friends they act like
■Gfiuse drunk or sober, people are
coffers deserted- and all flesh
*■ -With grass
vote-i
The government puts a tax on. gas.
A tax on gas, a government trinket?
Frost must think that people drink it '.
Hie organizations that criticize the governopen"abstinence
liquor lawsis the
claimonly
thatpoiicv
completement'sand "wide
titter
History hardly bears them out. This theory
has -been the inspiration for millions of spoken
and written words and the reason for two
amendments to the United States Constitution.
1919 theas 18th
amendmentThe'brought
in the
era Inknown
prohibition.
manufacture,
sale and transportation of alcoholic beverages
•was prohibited. In T?33 the system was repealed.
During these 14 years America went through
the biggest crime period in its history; the
gangster days, the days of Al Capone, Dillingev,
Murder Incorp., bootlegging and _speakeasy establishments flourished. .Millions of people broke
the- law.
--■
Even inCouncil
1925 a ofreport
brought'admitted
down by thai
the
Federal.
Churches"social legislation
answer
social'- < legislation.'I" . .is nojirZ
v V .- for
'■■j*aa
For fourteen years tftey did their
- best. -.
To. give Temperance boys a test
ItFolks
didn't
work
cause
sad
to saypay
-w*nt out and spent their
And there was . Jiotiimg else to do.
But let them go on drinking brew
Crooks galore were- making mini s
From what was- once the governProhibition
failed. But still: thousands of
dollars are ment's.
being spent trying to bring it back
days.theTried
it still element
wouldn'trealized
work.
Itthese
is time
socialagain
legislation
it and started spending this money on ."sociil
education/'

TO
COME
By PAUL BUSH
An"ijn*
my kiddies
r ; ■am. a weepWhen my horse was bitten
by a rattle snake,
As
1 amstampedin'
creepin'
Ar.dhis Ilegs
was hadleftaila-lyin'
cause
An' homeward
the cattle are
flatte
An' I'm lyin'
in gone
the desert
cross isthe a lands."
(There
-briefguitars
pause forgo
.-tears
while the
and
I
bake."
'At this point there is the
the chorus
drums ofplayChopthe
sound of bacon frying on the throughsticksa andfast
electric guitar. Then the Sun- Last Post. The Sunday school
day school chorus cuts in:
chorusing plea:)
answers with this touch"Oh'neath
daddy
the lies
deserta-dyin'
sun, out
"Ohhomedaddy,
to usdear
now daddy, come
well; is a-weepin' by
Ar.dthe mommy
The.
beer
in
the
The pale moon icebox
is rjsin)is cold;
Abo%re the horizon
Tne cattle are stampedin'
Cause they cain't hear our
mommy is : fast growin
- And
. old."
Andbubble
sistergum."Sue's(pop)a-chewjn'
(Meanwhile
is gaapin'
(Here we return — covered [sorry,
gasping]daddy
the
—hisitlast
is aaslarge
With pleadin'
bubble gum— to the cattle, cattle stampede
—
and
as
he
shuffles
ort
the rattle
snake and the strick- herd
my
this
mortal
coil
he
sings:)
en singer. As we approach he
I
loved
so
well,
"Farewell to the prairie that
is "Yoo
yodellin')
: dee who, what
car) de
3 do?lay
hill,to my: , ranch on the
Farewell
sands, but a wje~k upon
I'mthenothin'
Farewell
my cow.
Bessie,
beloved tomilch
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Useless);
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(drunk);
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Farewell
old paint,to my old oakei
stilL
Farewell to my pony, belovei
Ft rewell to my . gun, tried a*1
I'mtrue,
on my last round-up.
sLcn will be ground upI difd. wife, a-thinliin' oi
tables1 ),
fades
from
ourtouch'
mind's
ng eye
nd:)
this grou
the ( Asback
Sunday .school chorus sing3

"Good
byesad dad, we really* ^ ,
quitesand;
the
Because you are a-dyin
But do not weep for m<"r'";;:.
eveiythin'
vunlV'p
AndCause
still hasis got
hiredshehand."
.
(And the yocattle
u." stamps
: Vv, the night.)
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In A
Tea
•The Tempest" has a long historyc' up
Bobert Gill whose own nrodui-tior 7 .Z. Over-Pr°duction. says
Hart House this Saturday night.
Tempest- opens at
i^lfett^
« Stratford ,n
rney
had an entire ship for the
first ?
'°Sthe therecalled,
scener^"on
castors.
"e
fllst
st0™
«ene,
Obviously Hart House cannot sn < t
but the university of JtaS^tt* wUl ^ff * T-*

Wiowevincf fadluons with

by
!- been designed
ideas.is simply
No attempt
has
been
mad"e
a?
Lis*
th.'^
!*t Mr' GiU'S
set
an attractive
to ac.\, ne S,
Harvey Bliss
play j.
who playsplace
Prosnem
ShakespearDavis
production
ian who
William
was also.S,
inw»n,l ^Jg™
t ^ d'us.in
d 1S playedW
played the lead in the U c producZ „'f ^d Wh°
year has
as
directingVersion."
a very succe"
howL T™"
Rattigan's83
<* Terence Sm°*X
TT fu showmS
Browning
TheCather
■well
ine Craig who has graduated from a long succession"J
page and old woman parts, plays Miran
da rZ , „i succesf°n of
Schiff, and Trinculo is'W.'Uiam Lvon XT- °0nzJhls° H"«
15 Marvin
House
mak,nE
'S
Wh°
°"
5
debut this Saturday.

<e incli Lwer and behind
•c important tkan bosom, means
TJew curves, whistle bait.

Violet-eyed Lob, anyone
?

for Arts
sake
and
Mr. Yarwood's on the
it's
hing wall
south wall but at first
a quick
Torontiso,a asflouris
cause insake
sight
the same impression.
tour of Toronto's smaller art bothBothmakeartists
are interested in
galleries revealed on Tuesday.
The Gallery of Contemporary the same rather narrow probArt was ftdl of sawdust, lumlems of composition and color
ber, picture frames and prepar- schemes. Yarwood's canvases
ations for Tom Hodgsons ex- however are blurred and vague
hibit. Still hanging- on Tuesday in comparison with Mead's precise squares of colour. Yarwood
, were Robert Hedrick's recent
gains an impression of three
paintings * and collages. The dimens
ions but loses Ray
walls of the gallery were stacked with paintings of the other balance.
Mead's sensitive and delicate
artists- sents,
that the G.C.A. repreBut the exhibit not to be
Dennis Burton, Jtfarthe
Rakine, and' Nakamura, as well missed is at the Eglinton Gallery. The Toronto artist Karl
as heaps of canvasses by GraMay on a recent trip to Europe
Showy ham Coughtry and Michael left
behind him a series of exhibitions of his own work and
Hedrick says his paintings
are
brought a complete set "of Chad
memory
-,
events, "cryst
experiallize
ence and phenogall's Bible illustrations. Of the
mena.-The result is usually a seventy-five sets of these fa- t
collage of pasted
white paper, mous and very beautiful prints,
linked with similar flat shapes Chagall himself owns thirty and
m pastel colours, all remark- Kail May procured set number
ably alike and all pleasant.
eight. They are displayed
around the walls of two rooms
At the Picture Loan Society
Mr. Dunkin, the owner,
was re- of which one wall is covered
moving from the post-exhibi- with one of May's own huge
concrete creations. These illustion wall watereo
by the ti-ations
exhibitor of lastlours
week,
ies are ofat OldonceTestament
French storand
Naniuia. These are exotic Maecity Biblical,
modem, and timeless.
scenes with stunning orange
■Moot
MacDxmait!
"aurora,
boreali
s" effect
The
exhibito
r this
week isskies.
Ted Kramolc. a young Yugosla
the tempest
"lis is his first show of v,oil
Pantings. They are
modified
art tour
Post - impressionist paintings,
conserv
and in the best of
Ming-rative
oom tastes.
spring fashions
Ray Mead and Walter YarJood have a joint exhibit at
fhe Greenwich Art Shop. Mr.
the wrong men
-'lead's are hung on the north

Fashion
be
ted
hear '
flowered ."into you'll
spring withinteres
a soft andto gentle
anat
sor. o' Simpson
blossom's
ing,"last week. It was a pleasant
^Flowe were, in fact, little in evidence at
Simpson'srs annual
Fashion Festival press lunchl
EndS:
In?'on has
,J'°Yne
t"'iPs
flown
over spring
from
collecti
muchahNonethe
to.thebel<*s
said the
for new
itself
Skirts have been lowered
about
an
inch
but
enough of the feminine charm remains. The line
sheath and to this basic beginning we may add
any
flaring
great,Jungwidefrom
Sunday
hat. capes to grandmothers
Grey ofis white
hack to'this year,on particularly with
touches
the fact that it's
spring Black and insist
tone
are
equally accepta
ble, andevery
occasionally ofyoubeige
can look
for a splash of pink polished cotton, perhaps
or gently
For talldraped
girls yellow
we offerchif
the fon.
elegance of' • the
seven-eighths hemline
— or otherwise! Some
the capes too, dramati with a flair that youof
woulant expect to findc outside
a bull-fighting
rmg, .seem
gtr! especiallyto jnhavemind.been created with the tall
Hats? Well, they're jaunty and make no

??lHRAY DAVIS. BARBARA CHILCOTT and DONALD DAVIS, the two brothers and
7lr BlAttt for whom J. B. PRIESTLEY ha* written his latest pia> THE GLASS C AGE.
m<-h has it* WORLD PREMIERE at the CREST THEATRE on Tuesday, 5th March.

apology for themselves Expect m s»„
unusua. shades and patteS' 1° ££££
goes instead to the sleeves and behind
Bat^
white silk
splashed
it
"°of Spwial
at'™tion
spring
roses^S°mS.Sei
wings
are part onto
several
ensembles, thisand"culaiiy
manv
of
them
flirt
with
the
flare
a shouluer-cape to a floating ofback
anything
panel. fZ'
The basic shape
spring — the gentle
rounded sheath - ofis this
with a respef for
femininity. It carefully one
and neatly definest the
curies leaving us with what
one fashion commentator was overheard to describ
e as "a little
whistle
-bait.'
'
And
moreng import
ant find
_ it lends
itself to almost anythi
we
might
our
lacks irom new spring suits to fonnals, andonfrom
the Crinol
suppleines
foldswill
of chiffon
to
a
discipl
ined
wool
be gathering dust
the
closets this year, since most of the oomph incomes
rrom
the
shoulde
rs. Heels are high, of course
dinated
.
and jewelry is quietly-sty.ed and well co-orEut regardless of size, shape or style, every,
body will have the
ed look! This
new look comes toviolet-ey
us by way of excitin-h
Arden, and it's guaranteed to bring on anElizabet
of spring fever with the first application. attack
BrlgW Oman.

misdirected

The
Wrong
Man
Alfred Hitchcock claims that terror
none ofwhich
that Hitchcock
atmosphere of
is a
The Wrong Alan lat the Hollyat
creating.
Instead,
wo d) is a completely new de- master
parture for him. In a way it is there is nothing but empty
since this is his first attempt technical competence.
As a result, the last hour
at a semi -documentary Unfordrags terribly. Henry Fonda
does his best, but can really do
nothing more than look haggard and unhappy. The rest
allsuchthis,a
l high
overie sight
ening to
, Bi
list too
class
famiJv ;spec table middl
take.
It concerns-a
nan,
ida,
who onisplayed
daibi
be The
laid
rrested
a onecharg<
atundiamatic,
two ndoors.
despite
robbery. At first, ht
-i.Ulli._I H that it was partly
»y Maxwell
hcock,
to giveAnderson,
his best,
setting f a macabre, unreal
by
the
po
indicates
jr
his
films.
This is
the film p
precisely what the films he
thing hapf
more
and
made inpossessed
Englandanddur'ng
thirties
what the
his
Hollywood films of the forties
acter that
lacked. In such recent films as
pen to him
Henry
Po;
"The hasTrouble
Withthat Harry",
there
been signs
Hitchtempting
cence
and t
-coc."
?-ar* returned
to his earlier
water it i
style w.th the addition of a
hisdifficult.
inn'i- curous
quality
to sympatic
id abov ■ that had bitter-sweet
been present
Tt builtsympathy should
have before. Thenever
been
Wrong Man posuring the first
nothing of this. It lacks
half-hour or so. Instead, Hitch- sesses
rock has concentrated on build- both humour and suspense, and
ing harsh clinical picture of the is drably realistic. The best
thing that can be said for it Is
daily canlifemale,ofwith
the average
Ameri-of that
it is well acted and well
an account
the wonderful work of the New made from a technical point of
York City police department view. One can only conclude
added to the bargain. Despite that, in making this film,
ihe technical brilliance with Hitchcock was sadly misdirectv..h;ch.al] Jnjq is do/ie, there ^is JfidJ
«uy Gro«n
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Athletic

Directorate

Elections

1957 - M9S8
The Electoral Meeting of the University of Toronto Athletic Association to eleot
representatives to the Athletic Directorate for 1957-58 will be held on Monday, March 11th
at 4 p.m. sharp, in the Debates Room, Hart House (south side, upstairs).
Under the Constitution of the Athletic Association (Article VIII), all Athletic Club
Executives
CollegeThese
and representaitves
Faculty AthleticmustAssociations
are entitled to ofsendthe representatives to this andmeeting.
be male undergraduates
University
of Toronto or one of the affiliated colleges, who are proceeding to a degree, are in actual
attendance
upon
lectures,
and
who
have
paid
the
annual
fee
required
(By-law
The
Club Executives and Athletic Associations are being notified to meet at an earlyI). date,
appoint their representatives and give them their credentials for the electoral meeting.
PROCEDURE FOR NOMINATION
A student to be elected to the Directorate must, at the time of his nomination, be
in the second or higher year of his course, at the University, but not in his final year.
The nominations must be in writing on the form provided for the purpose, signed by two
male undergraduate members of the Athletic Association, in good standing, and filed with
Secretary
Athleticat the
Association
later than Thursday, March 7th. The nomination
form may ofbe the
obtained
Athletic not
Office.
J. P. LOOSEMORE,
Secretary, Athletic Directorate.

Form Art Steering
Toronto Committee
and McMaster. it's aAlan Jarvis, Director of the
to trysaidandthe hold
ai t ' ^
National Gallery of Canada this jwillMr. beJarvis
exhibit
w
i
hibiis
on
□
nation-wide
basis
week gave top
marks
to
the
cona
credit
to
the
interest
of
univeQ*~
temporary art exhibit held by
the University of Montreal and
sity students in art and he T~
McGill last month.
After the exhibit a steering pressed hope that similar proje^"
committee was formed among could be organized on other canJS
Mount Allison, Laval, Queen's,
"
.1 puses.
TYPING
Theses,
Essays, Notes.
Charts,
French,Prices
German,
Upon Latin,
RequestEnglish STAMMERING," glvM ftul UuwT
MRS. M. D. STOTT , B.A.
Vim. Dermison, 543-V Jarvis St
Toronto.
21 AVENUE Apt.
RD. 12— WA. 2-7624 tXon. Writ* today" UU&J**
University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced for Student*
PERMANENT
$27.50
Fine Flannel
Worsted Trouse™
Credit $16.50
Terms If Desired
Yes, you car* show the pix
Business Hours: 9 a.m. to ( pm
of yourself, your friends,
and your activities in TorMonday Through
SaturdayCo.' '
PARNES
Clothing
ontonensis to your children
QUEEN Office
ST. W.EM.«-2ttj
Sample 706at S.A.C.
and grandchildren!
EMPLOYMENT
1957 GRADUATES
Opportunities in most fields now available
For information contact
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
NATIONAL EMP L O Y SIEN T SERVICE
118 Richmond St. W., Toronto — EM. 6-9192
WOMEN'S

SCOPE

FOR
as

A THOUSAND
an

Army

TALENTS
Engineer

Yes, there is scope iu the Canadian Army for engineers with many
talents. Engineers who can design and build bridges, tunnels,
dams, roads, air fields — engineers who specialize in mechanical,
electrical and chemical engineering — engineers who can design
and develop communications.
In the Royal Canadian Engineers, the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals and
the Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers there are worthwhile
tasks for every type of engineering specialist. Here are three paths to a Queen's
Commission as an engineer, one of which may be your road to a fine career
as an officer in the Canadian Army.

ATHLETICS

INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL
BRONZE BABY TOURNAMENT
Friday,7:15March
p.m. 1 - McGill vs Western
8:30 March
p.m. - 2 Queen's vs Toronto
Saturday.
2:C0
of above
3:00 p.m.
p.m. -- Losers
Winnersvs vslosers
winners
of above
Admission Free
Everybody Welcome I
Visiting
4-5 HOCKEY
Nursing
Semi -Finals
Home I
Vic. I
Friday, March 1
8-9
TJ.C.
I
out andPOTcheer
The
play-offs
begin
on
Friday.
Come
The winners of each of these two games will play off
total-goal series.
Inyoura two-game
Monday, 8-9March 4 1stWinner
of
perni-flnta
Winnerteamof on!
2nd semi-final

Women's
Athletic
Elections
Women's Athletic Directorate
The electoral meeting of the
. Electora
election
theeach.
to entati
prior vote
carry
on,yl
ves may
repres
University
of Toronto
Women's
Body taryone
Athletic
Association
"to elect
the
Women's Athletic Clubs
>ix
student
representatives
of
the
Women's Athletic Directorate for
men's Basketball, Hockey, Sg;
1957-58 will be held in the Sunelections for the woannual
The
room,day,Falconer
on WednesMarch 13, atwillHall,
5:00be p.m.
sharp,by Volley
nton,
, Badmi
TennisSki,
Nominations
received
ery,Sofn> '
niihg, ball.
Arch
be heW HL
will
the
Secretary
of
the
Association
Clubs
g
day,
Votini!
14.
March
Thurs
Fencin
and
until Thursday, March 7, at 1:00 Building,
p.m. Nominations must be signed be held from 12:00 noon to *
by
two members
SJ ■
the Wojcne
Regular Officer Training Plan. A plan applicable to all three services . . . the Army,
W.A.A.,
and must ofbe the
madeU. onof theT. p.m.
An inelection
forn'stheOffice
presi^Jj
forms to be obtained from the Secthe Navy and the Air Force. Under the terms of this plan acceptable University
be »\m
S.A.C. Building.
P^ef°^
ONL.Yforoftheeachofficeclubof will
retary, in the Women's Office, tions
students and young men with college entrance are given a college education, and
to be preferential- Nt>n ,
voting
are paid while they learn to become officers. Training is given at either the Canadian
A tion
student
eligible
for
nomina■Ach
club
must
be
signed
W .1
the second
time ofornominaServices Colleges or a University (or affiliated College).
tion must
be inat her
higher .■oting members of the cru*^
year,
but not in the final year, at question and tiled with the a
the University.
Canadian Officers Training Corps — University Contingents. A plan for acceptable
MarchAthletic
7. by AsSOC-wj
Representatives to the Electoral Thursday,
students attending Universities or Colleges with COTC contingents. Training is
1:0" 1
the
tarv of Building,
Body must be appointed and sent S.A.C.
identical with that obtainable under ROTP and leads to a similar qualification.
to the meeting as follows: the are restricted to those "^ tarW.A.A.'s of University College. beenVoting
red with
rs for
registemembe
the each
SeCnJi,ers
Direct Entry Commission, Young University graduates may be accepted as officers in
Victoria.
St. Michael's,
St. Hilda's,
the Canadian Army, and on completion of necessary military training be granted a
Ihe Faculty
of Medicine,
the of the W.A.A. aa playing iwjjg ■
School of Physical and Health of the intramural or intercoi ^
Queen's Commission on a short service or permanent basis,
Education and Physical and .Occular sp** ^
in thated particu
team certifi
pational
four representeach; Tht-rapy,
the W.A.A.
of the cent
are
try
academ
theof past
ed aesicatteam
toing have
\fi9&m,iv.t-.,,*(
I Please send me full information on the plan checked | School ofativesNursing,
theattend
practic
ofvear'
two
representaFor further information see your
tives;
Basketball
Club,
six;
Hockey.
| and your pamphlet "Engineer Your Future in the Army" ] Swimming and Volleyball Clubs,
Army Resident Stag Officer,
I ROTP Q COTC Q Direct Entry Commission Q | four each: Tennis. Badminton and member
under the club. club execoi jn
Softball Clubs, two each; Archery, managerss of ofthe all teams v
or forward the coupon to
Ski and Fencing Clubs, one each:
Director of Manning,
the
undergraduate
entering
or mo ^tfe
faculty, one
college
1957-58
Directorate.members
Namesof theof ment
in Each
an intramural
seriesand's (l)f t*
Army Headquarters,
voting representatives must be ecutive
the club &f*j£
o» ^(d
_Teiephane_
given to the Secretary not later ;o ONE ofrepresentative
Ottawa, Ontario.
City
/Town.
tproxies
h a n Friday.
( PLEASE
MINT)
SS-30A
will be March
permitted8 and
exceptno j -port. The president of * (flt'"
upon written notice* to the Secre- 1 is not regardud as a repr*-- [0 i
5t-gular(
f-calty is entit»e
and herrenrefjentatiye.
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Blues

Do

The

Impossible

De
fe
Univers
ity of
stangs Guard84
Toronto
Gord Scratch was9
second
University
nf at
T^m^u Blues
di„^MuBy
BOB STAMP
pulled
to Monnot in -7
the upset
of
Mustang scoring
the
year
Senior Intercollegiate basketbalinl Gazette Sports Editor with
pottedH n.points. Davy Langhorne
circles last night when they edged The Blues were
the
Universi84-79,
ty of Western Ontario the game. Their really up for Ranee Smeelon played a wonMustangs
shooting, checkderful defensive game for the
ing and rebounding were
tops. Mustangs, besides scoring 10
The game, played before a The Mustang
s,
on
the
packed Hart House crowd, was played spasmod
other hand, points on offense.
good and
one of
most exciting seen loose ball. On ically
key plays
around thetheleague
in many years. their passes went many
astray and were Track Quartet
The win leaves the Blues in
picked up by the alert Toronto
fourth spot in the league stand- defender
ings. By virtue of the loss the Westers.n started off the game Keeps Winning
Mustangs must win against As- with
a bang, building up a 18-5 It seems that winning becomes
sumption in Windsor Saturday
minutes
night in order to tie Assumption lead infore thethefirstopening
habit toastheBilllikes of such
time was be- agentlemen
Varey, Gua
andAfter
Queen's for first place.
After play resumed the called.
Blues Bruneau, Neil Seifried
the eight-minute mark of gradual
Bob
ly
whittled
this lead Allen. At the In tei facultyandindoor
the first half, no more than five until Vaichulis tieddown
points at the most separated the 25-25 with a jump the score at track season Hears its completwo squads. As the
tion, these four performers again
of the minutes to go in theshothalf.withHalf5 Tuesday.
game neared, the leadend changed
turned in winning efforts on
time
score
was
32-31
for
Western.
hands with almost
every basket. Again, Western got off to a
Varey. backed up by improving
With one minute and 11 good
start in the second half and teammat
e Bruce Hughes, gave
seconds left in the game .Var- stayed
ahead
by
five
points
for
the
first
few
minutes
sity's
Gary
Vipond
broke
a
to75-75stay.tie to put the Blues ahead fought back and again Vaichuli
was
v«;-ii.,if
(Meds).
Roosintimed
Jaan
withVarey
1:37:8.amile.
sen-at
the
sweep
#tM*o
UC
Varsity„ Ijior
it up, this time atinbut52-52.
The hectic final few minutes tiedWestern
and Bill Gelling (SPSl in third
's
Hank
Smith
soon
got
developed into a scoring race be- hot and sunk five straight foul and fourth positions. Junior mile
AS THE BLUES DID IT
tween Al Vaichulis of Toronto shots and a field goal to put the winner Seifried (SMCi broke the
Peter Potter (55) jumps hrgh to block Gord Scratch's one hander and Ray Monnot of Western. Mustan
tape with a 4:50 clocking, with
gs ahead 67-62. Vaichulis Pete
Monnot edged Vaichulis 29 points and Hesh
(For) close behind.
Rotman led Toronto Kevin Moens
;L'
b'g Western
Llpset downing
Western
84-79
theopener *™
70-64 overhe the
Jones (Trim finished In
to
28
for
individual
scoring
honors.
Colts
into a 75-73 lead. Monnot tied it third spot.
up with a driving lay-up shot Bruneau completed his sweep
with
secondsoneleft.minute and forty-fo
scoringur of the longer sprints by defeatCentre
man
Vipond
was
second
two otherandSkule
Blu
e-J
ays
4
The University
Bill ingGelling
Don teammates,
Sheply In
Wi
of Western
By 70
BUTCH-6
POWELL
years. nn
Fairs, er
who alsoscoaches the column,
high
man
in
Toronto'
netting
18
points.
Ontario Colts cinched the Interthe
senior
300.
Varey
took fourth
Gazette
Colt football team, is a driving
mediate Intercollegiate basketball this trio Ass't Sports Editor
Guard
Pete
Potter,
with
all
teams,
spot.
Bob
Allen
made
a clean
force
behind
the
junior
Metras
never gave up the
championship in Hart House last cause.
of the junior sprint events,
the
showmanship
of a proved
wrestling'a sweep
referee
on
television,
taking
his
300
in
35:6.
Allen
ight by dropping a close 70-64
B-Ball Bits . . . There might be hard man for the Western Wade (Trin j , Keith Stokes
The half time score favored some
decision to the Varsity Blue Jays. Toronto
criticism of this account of
by 33 to 25 and this was the game
(Trin)
and
Bob
Hunter
(UC)
The Colts made a dazzling some indication
but after all, we did guards to handle and hooped took the follow-up positions.
of the play to drive 120 miles
display of shooting and bailto see it, and we 17 points.
time. Norman looked very have
handling- to overcome an 18 that
to
get
some satisfaction out
throughout the game.
point deficit and close the gap good
of it. To a fine Toronto Blue-Jay
to the slight six point final For Western Coach jack Fairs London.
difference.
it was his second Intercollegiate squad go congratulations from
Top man on the, score sheet Championship team in as many
1 The
was Toronto
Dan Norman
center with
played24a points,
standout game, but Western playmaker
Paul Davis, who dropped in 21 Blues Ring Down Curtain
points, was, the real hero of the
night. Davis showed that old
Western spirit which has always
Against Carabins Friday
distinguished London teams.
Gord Jeffrey, Jimmy Powers, The hockey Blues put the final Dave Stephen with the chamThe final paragraph of one of greatness. Monnot currently
silverware.at The
and Bob Hollingsworth showed wraps on 1957 Intercollegiate play
all three major Western
tationpionship
will come
the presenend of the most brilliant chapters of holds
why the purple and white squad Ion Friday night when they en- the second
intercollegiate sports history will scoring marks: (l) Most points
period.
University of Montreal
have been the only undefeated Carabins tertain
be
written
in
Windsor,
Saturday,
in
one
in
the
Arena.
Further interest should evolve
team in the loop — until last
ingame
London— 38lastagainst
year; Var(2)
With the title already clinched, from the way in which Coach when Western's Ray Monnot Most sitypoints
night's
sudden
upset,
that
is.
it
in
one
season
— 530
final game
of
his
colwas sort of a tragedy that such the -game matters nary a wink to Kennedy lines his team up. Centre plays legethebasketball
This will last year; (3) Most points in a
Brian Anderson, one of the four be the curtain career.
a fine team should have to end an
call for one of career — (whirh won't bo dedually fine season with a loss, Jack Kennedy's
cept, perhaps, anVarsity
added crew,
touch ex-of members of the team to graduate the
greatest
basketball
players is over). termined until Saturday's game
but the Toronto team was not to Cup.
year, shelved his amateur
the polishing cloth to the Queen's this
°e denied.
career last weekend when he in Canada.
as it may sound,
Although being the final game signed with Ottawa Canadiens for How good is Monnot ? That is thisSurprising
Monnot who was
Varsity"
playersandEd liave
Brzezina,
a question upon which we do not left isoffthethesameCanadian
T»»y
Wozniac,
Ed- of the season, it will not be with their games in the Quebec Senior wish
Olympic
to pass judgment, having basketball team that represented
an added touch of interest. Hockey League.
munds have to be picked as out Athletic
Director Warren
With nothing to lose. Kennedy viewed the sporting scene for !this country at the Melbourne
*he U of T stars. Even though
Western pressure was hardly Stevens will present, for the may start the battle off with a only a short number of years. Games last fall. At the Canadian
'ver off the blue and white, third successive season. Captain "graduating" forward wall. That Other newspapers around the championships
in Vancouver last
would put Mert Wright at centre, college circuit think of him not
Monnot
went
Ken Linseman on right wing, and merely as a "star" but as a an.spring,
extra
member
of thealong
Toronto09
defenseman Dave Jackson at the "superstar." The student paper
left side.
Ontario's
at Wayne State University (De- Nortown sen98's,
tative at the trials. The repreNortroit, Michigan) referred to him
Such a combination may not
town
coach
his own players
see action together throughout this season as the "best college most of the used
^
1 was sayin
time, letting the suthe
game, but to
it wouldn't
br Merle Overholt
ability of Monnot go to
CarlyinleCanada."
one© said that the waste onperior the
all surprising
see thembe outat player
bench. The selecthere
a bit.
the world is the bioWith that suggestion completely history gnfraphy of great
tors passed him by -when choosde Well, at last the big weekend that we in the women's sports disrupting
men.
The
anaing
the
Canadian
all-star team.
has often ofbeengreat
made sport
thai
possibleandother
com- the logy
■Partment have been looking forward to is all but upon us. In just
success
This bit of ill-luck naturally
atiothe
ns offorwards
defense* few hours the three teams from but-lying parts will be assembled men, one bincan
came
as
a
blow
to
Ray. After
only add that with teams is the ability of their such a disappointment,
Toronto for the grand and glorious fight for that ugly Bron2e Ithe curtain ringing
this
Monster.
down. Ken- star players. One school of season has been like an antinedy will likely have as many thought is currently of the
W Toronto wins this wee trophy it will, of course, take on !men
opinion
that
Western
were
very
as
possible
in
the
game,
cltmax
to
huii.'
However,
form of* the most noble trophy ever fashioned out of that
heall year.
bus played hisas
with this the big night successful before Monnot came captain,
heart
out
'Snoble metal normally known as bronze. Varsity has not been asespecially
far as post-victory is concerned. (nine league titles in nine
able to call this trophy hers for the past two years and so we
Monnot got his basketball start
There'll be a few records at years);
another points to the
are all counting on SalUe Wallace and her capable crew to restore stake
suburban theToronto's
Etobicoke
as well. One is the all- remarkable teams of the .Mon- atCollegiate,
to "s what we like to think is rightfully ours.
alma mater
of so
not
era
(two
straight
titles
time
Varsity
penalty
mark,
which
and a third in the making)
, However, it will be in the spirit of true sportsmanship that these bin.
many
good
athletes
in
Toronto
this
year's
team
has
shattered
by
into the competition, we hope. One of the greatest values collecting 216 minutes in the sin
enter
jj^ms
graduation
nat can be gained from college life is the privilege of participating
tod*y- forAfter
that played
maintain
cynicsclumsy
Some looks
and awkthe old(now
Toronto
Nor-he
l "i Intercollegiate team. It. in itself, is worth more than a whole In addition, the individual scor- Monnot
Trl-Bells
town
the 98's)
ward on the floor; the same mi- ! before
going
to
western.
*Car full of bronze monsters!
nority point to his dribbling as
ing championship will be settled.,
Jean, Jan, Lil, Sylvia. Audrey, although
seasons ago he started!
not likely on Varsity being a weak point. But what theTwointercollegiate
by
they say about his scoring alternating with Johnschedule
ice. Up at Montreal, the Laval ran
as
(which
is
what
wins
ball
games)
Rouge et Or tackle the McGill and about his rebounding (the the Mustangs' startingGirvin
centre.
Redmen in their finale, and the
By
the
end
of
the
year
he
had
individual point champ will pro- jbest in the league). Even more the starting spot all to himself.
bably emerge from that tussle, jhe
is the while
"lift" Playing with him were Coulter
gives perhaps,
his teammates
At present, two Lavallers, valuable,
and Chiis EHis at forfloor. The Mustangs hard- Osbourne
Pierre Raymond and Michel La- on the
Getty and Don
ly look like the same quintet Prowsewardatand Don
guard. Last year he
gace.
are
battling
with
McGill's
Leo Konyk for the crown. Var- when Coach Johnny Metras had Ellis and Ranee Smeeton
gives onBigtheRay
sity's top man
Is centreman
Mike rest
bench-a well-deserved with him on the forward line
Elik with
10 goals
and 10 assists
One need only look at his with Lou Veres and Gord Scratch
for 20 with
points.
Anderson
ranks
top of League II with a good second
15,
scoring records for proof of his playing the guard positions.
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legiate Basketball Here
Gals
The arrival Intercol
of three hopeful definite improvement over last House gym. Queen's and Toronto take over the floor at
teams from McGill, Queen's, and
8.30 for the second and last
Western tonight marks the ad- year's.
*
Back
for
a
third
year
on
vent ofketball
the Intercollegiate
Bas- the Senior Blues are two first- match of the evening.
Tournament to Toronto
On Saturday at 2 p.m. the losguards
Pat Davis
after an absence of three years. rate rey
ers of the first game take on the
Ferris and
back and
for Audtheir
The last time this event, the second appearance in the line- losers of the second game us
the
preliminary to the last and
are JanSylvia
Tennant,
highlight of intercollegiate ath-. son,up and
Kerr. Lillian Bob- decidingment when
match
the tournaletic activities, was held in Tor- New faces
the of
winners
of the
on the rostrum are
onto, in March 1953, the Varsity
first
game
take
on
the winners
Sue
Evans,
Jean
Wills
and
Kathy
team, captained by Sallie Walof
the
second.
lace, captured the Bronze Baby, Kennedy (first year students).
and as defending champions the Barbara Campbell (up this year
the Intermediates), Mary
following year retained this from
Foster- and Doris Kerr (both FROM ANY STANDPOINT
prized possession.
Great tilings are hoped from rather familiar "new" faces).
On Friday night at 7:15 Uni- the BEST! j|
this year's blue and whit**
versity Of Western Ontario
squad. Captained for the- fourth meets McGill
for the first game in ladies' and gents' >Jw|
year by Sallie Wallace (Med* of the tournament
hi the Hart FORMALS §d
IV ) . the Num shows a very
WANTED
Summer General Manager
for the campus cooperative
residence, 24 Wiilcocks St.
Phone WA. 1-2520. Salary
$250 per month plus room
and board plus bonus.
Interviews -will be held.
Both male and female applicants will be considered.

LA SALLE THEATRE
52G DUNDAS ST.
EM. 8—6923
/ill Present for One Wee
Commencing March 4
Two Excellent Films
ROMEO and JULIET
by Prokofiev
starring
andUlanova
THE SNOW MAIDEN
by Rimsky-Korsakov
6 p.m. every day
12 noon Saturday

CLASSIFIED AOS.
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
student rate3. All reguj^.
$1.00 Weekly Rertti or Buyi Special
makes;
new
or rebuilt;
aruj Kr.y make, brand new typewriter. told on terms.
Also Jorrented
supplie,
(No do-An payment required.) repairs
and
service.
Phone
Rj
trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no out- 1S43 anytime.
side financing. H umber TypeSPECIAL
STUDENT
RATES
writer, 375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103, riME — 3.25 a year (6.50 for 2 yrg j
open evenings.
LIFE — 4.25ILLUSTRATED
a year (7.50 for— 2 4.00
yrs\a
TYPEWRITERS
SPORTS
iou can buy a new Smith-Corona yr. Phone WA. 2-0583 or write
as low as 15c a daynoportable
down for
oayment
CY. P.O. BoxPERIODICAL
157. AdelaideAGEjf'
p.o
Etlverdale
1843. required. Phone STUDENT
Toronto 1, Ontario.
'POODLES
FOR
SALE
GON1CK
STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE, 330 BAY ST.
Adorable miniature poodle pup.
ROOM 1409
breeding and temAll types of manuscripts, Theses, pies. Excellent
nt. Al colours. Phone Jjij
and secretarial work. Formerly Genge. WA. perame4-0898.
After 7:30 p.m.
at 226days,
Bay orStreet.
Phone
EM. 4— or weekends.
5813
OR. 3549
evenings.
Hart

BitowrsAf

FORMAL RENTALS {
394 College, Street «\ %
CALL W A. 3-5100
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 8 P.fcl. ,
STUDENT DISCOUNT 20%

House

Debate

Tonight

CANCELLED
Due to illness the Honorary Visitor, Mr. Max Freedman
from Washington, cannot appear. The Debates Committee has regretfully cancelled the debate for this reason.

HART HOCSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL-UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
SHAKESPEARE'S

MATISSE and CHAGALl
IN PRINT ROOM EXHIBITION
AT HART HOUSE
AN EXHIBITION OF ORIGINALS FROM SOME OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT FIGURES IN MODERN ART. THESE PRINTS.
LITHOGRAPHS. SERIGRAPHS AND ETCHINGS REVEAL THE
GREAT TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENT AS WELL AS THE
UNUSUAL APPROACH OF THESE ARTISTS.
The show
nasters as Clave. Siqueiros. Matii
Rouault, Tamayao, Leger, Chagall and Marini.
In the Print Room off the Art Gallery from 10 a.m. to
10 p.m. for the month of March.

HART

The Tempest
Directed by Robert Gill
Opening

Saturday and All Next Week at 8.30 p.m.
BOX OFFICE OPEN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5244

SIMPSON'S STORE HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 5.30 P.M. (FRIDAY TO 9 P.M.)

SIMPSON'S

HOUSE

TODAY
Canadian Industry Film Music Room
1.30 p.m.
"Immediate Action"
DEBATE CANCELLED
owing to illness of Max Freedman, the Hon. Visitor.
TOMORROW
Sing Song
East Common Room
1.30 p.m.
INTERCOLLEGIATE QUARTET CONTEST
PrecededHall.bv Hart
.MEMBERS'
INVITATION
Great
House. 6.15
— 6.45 DINNER
Tickets available at Hall Porter's Desk.
SUNDAY
Glee Club Concert
Great Hall.
9.00 p.m.
No more tickets available.

Come!
see Fashion
flower into Spring
with a soft and gentle air!
Thursday, February 21 lo Friday, March 1 inclusive
on Simpson's Fashion Floor, The Third
Fashion Shows!
Fashion Highlights!
Prizes!
t«t MILDEST BEST-TASTING cioAteatTa
No
1958
ft

ALL

PRODUCER

VARSITY
and

REVUE

DIRECTOR

tickets

or

admission charge

Applications for above positions may be made to the Associate
Secretary of the Students' Administrative Council in the S.A.C. Bldg.
before 12 noon, Wednesday, March 6th, 1957.
0

Only
For Adults

Gag Is
Tomon
Vol. LXXVJ— NV, 7S

The

Exiled

Hungarian

Varsity

To
ddreInter
snatio
snal in Vienn
Miss Anna A
Kethl.v. foimei
member of the Nagy govern
she could return to a.BudapBefore
ment
in Hungary, will address the CCF the Russians took control est,
and
Club Wednesday at one o'clock
she
countrwas
y. refused entry to the
in . room 37 at UC.
Miss Kethly. active since the
While a member of the
days of the Austro-Hungarian
government, Miss KethlyNa^y
left
Empir
e, was outspoken against
Hungary to report to an emer- Admiral
Horthy pact with Hitgency session of the Socialist
ler in the last's war.
When tha
Nazis
moved
into Hungary, she
wen ; inbi hiding.
The Russians seemed to
keeping order when they toobe
iccupied the country. Miss Kethly worked for the government,
Jntil the govern
ment
ted
union with the Communistadvoca
She retired, but was arrestParty
ed
1950 and sentenced, at the agein
it 62, to fifteen years
hard labor.
the "de-Stalinization"
;heDuring
was reiea-seo,
and lived in
retirement until the anti-Comnunist revolution.
The only member
Government carryiofng theonNagy
the
Tight for free soil, Miss Kethly
sYork,
coming directly from Newwhere
is testify
before the UN she
on Hungarv. ing

LIBRARY

STARTS

LEVEN
CLOSING
Temporary library ai range- of the library were announced
ments announced last week will last January. The new door will
allow U of T students an extra weeftii.
not be ready for another three
hour of studying in regular study
, , .
Librarian R. H. Blackburn's
A bulletinannounced
from thethatChief
"I shall
said asi part:
Librarian
the 1 letter
philosophy— and a lot of other things— are studied behind these staid grey wall*. Ininterested,
you will,
to seebe
Medical and Science reading what use is made of the rooms.
side today's paper is a special four-page section on the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval
According to the results of the I Studies, an important part of St. Michael's College, the University of Toronto, and the world of learning.
loom over
and the
the "room
this
Smokingadjoining
Room questionnaire conducted in the
wil] remain open until 11 every library last month . . . we should
night. The Smoking Room and expect an average of not less
the beremainder
Praised
will
closed atof 10.the library than 118 students per night."
Telegram
Highly
The combined rooms will provide studying facilities for some
erratum
250 students. Students will have
to. leave the building by the front
in lastSmith
week'shadVarsity
ditoria
lidoor
brary.of the old wing of the saidA story
President
"reeditorial in the Toronto exists in Canada today that gov- editorial marks the first real
The library move came after manship portedly
turned
down"
the
chairj
An
of the Canada Council. Teleg am blaming industry for ernment,
several months of requests oy Our error.
the pi-ofessions. and effort on the part of the press
The position has inducing trained men ant!
the Students" Administrative never been offered
industry clamor for trained men to lend their support," Varsity
to Dr. Smith. men to leave the teaching pro- and
Council that the library be kept
women
at tlH' same \ editor Peter Gzowski said,
fes ion for higher salaries has time, they offerwhen,
those responsible -Their stand represents a real
°Pen an extra hour to enable The Varsity expresses its ano- ,
students to continue studying. . logies to Dr. Smith for any em- I been hailed as a piece of "bril- for producing, them higher re- ' step towards first class journal-Arrangements to construct a! barrassment the story may have
journalism"theandfoundations
"courag- wards to abandon teaching." i jSm in Toronto, and as such it
eousliant
in attacking
new doorway to cut off the rest caused him.
John Irilliant'
shoidd be commended."
on which big newspapers are
wo- GrayVarsitytermedNews TheEditorTelegram
■
"courageous" for undertaking to \
Tin; TeV-xram published the criticize big-business. "The news- FIRST IN LAS?
paperness,"industry
editorial
la'St night, in ronnection
BLOOD
with
he said.is itself
"It isbig-busigreat
buii\ the
' recent speech by CPR
President
N.
R.
Crump
analyz59'f
of
their
objective,
the
Fo:
.The men from the' tall timber esters far outdistanced their
honesty
to
attack
one's
colwalked away with the Skule caning the situation in Canadian uni- leagues.
in Sherbrookc. Quenon when the final results of the nearest rivals — Nursing. Holdversities at the present time. ■ Contacted
bec. Telegram publisher John
ers of the Cannon for the last SAC Secretary-Treasurer E. A.
competition came
"iannual
last Blood
week. ,.
year, the Nurses collected only
not
had
admitted
Collecting- a grand total of iS% of their objective — a pint MaedoriaJd told'the Varsity last I Bassett
friends heinhimself.
industry,
,,v
writtenlotstheof editorial
raise
salaries fora ] have
he has supported
night inthatuniversity
per student.
j
but
I
do
not
mind
attacking
their
many
years.
He
commended
the
FINAL RESULTS
Awarded annually to the fa- Telegram for its honest approach 1 "After
here."Smith
he said.
all, policy
President
is a
culty donating the most blood to the problem. "It was a piece particular
Per
Pints
Donated
per
capita,
the
famous
Cannon
I
good
friend
oi
mine,
but
1 would
Cent
Forestry
of
brilliant
journalism."
he
said.
46
attack
him
if
I
honestly
believed
will
probably
be
handed
over
to
59.5
49.7
Nursing
151
Foresters at the next SAC The front-page editoiial I page my stand. Freedom of the press,
S.P.s.
30.9 the
meeting.
639
6) said in part: "The paradox
"Trinity
26.1
129
19.19
Pointing
direct connec133
tion betweenoutthethe welfare
of the
J*. Michael's
4
House
Ec
18.2
p&
country
and
the
welfare
of
uni1366
13.2
know."
PH.EO..T.
ypii
versities, the editorial stressed
12.4
Hats
Your
the importance of well staffed j
h
11.8
Architecture
Watc
26
13
11.4
UMusic
C.
Tomorrow's Varsity will con- j the top story turned out to be an/1"Inequipped
137
10.4
these daysuniversities.
of costly living, :
Dontistry
8.7 tain the results of a year's Cms- ' a fake."
36
;
however,
gifted young gr&dtt- ;
Victoria
8.5 tration in print. The paper's an- j "There'll be no fake this year, j ate who thewishes
97
Dave Jackson
25
to establish
7.1 ti-sex, anti-swearing policy will j justThegoodeditor
Pharmacy
raise n lamily
and enjoya veteran Varsity Blue defenseman.
plain,said
explosive
smut." .1 horn"
he thought
7.1 disappear in a cloud of searing
the 3^,,^
10
0l
wycliffe
Ufc
receives!
hit chance.
pay dirt For-Friday
Em
6
there might But
be amost
few people
puritans | amalj mducement to enter the ' finally
last
threenight
years— ■
M=dimacinu„Bel
4.4 inl:.Gag issues are an old tradition embarrassed.
36
on teacnmg profession when greater inDavehis has
toiled
in
a
hockey
suit
Law
1
Tomorrow, ac- the campus are mature enougn , rewards are available elsewhere ."
the Blues, and, until Friday,
6.3.5.9 ' at The cVarsity.
6
ording to editor Peter Gzowski. to take a joke, he said. "Complaints of this fashion for
f rad. studiesExt.
.2 will be no
had
gained
nary
a
goal
on
Varsity
1
University
exception.
final game before ha
14
' have long echoed through th-.* ice, In his played
°CKnox
here against U.
.E.
1951.banned
The Varsity's
"I'm warning ahead of time," sue. In was
because gag
of, ,ofis, conference rooms of all the great graduates,
s»cial Work
Gzowski said, "because last when
year fenslve matter.
of
M.
Carabins,
he broke the gooseuniyer^ies,
,but
|
(he,
Telegram,1
eM,wi»fca
■•rfeet.tiprin.
a lot of feelings were hurt
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Hart House Theatre finished
t-ff its season last Saturday night
with a production of The Tempest, which runs until next Saturday. N- half of the evening
In the first
the audience was restive and
squirming. They were only
slightly less so in the second half.
One was almost tempted to wonder whether Shakespeare can be
done before a modern audiencs
unless the play is dressed up
Gulhrie stylo, done as an artificial and Vic
poetic
reading~"such
The Old
productions
or pro-as
ence. duced before an indulgent audiCertainly Mr. Gill's production

is well done technically. The
lighting movement and blocking
are excellent. However, only in
a couple of scenes is the show
anything but dull.
Don Sutherland's
Stephanoseenis
beautifully
done. Having
this part done well is sufficient
to make a critic revaluate the
list of SheJiespeare's
acters, Mr. Sutherlandcomicgiveschar-by
far the best performance in the
show. Caliban is handled well, if
somewhat puckishly at times, by
Fred Euringer. These two actors
were the only people on stage
who brought any sureness of
touch to their parts.
William Lyons does Trinculo

well if not with the same facility,
while Powell Jones as Ariel has
aclarity
fine sense
of movement and a
of reading,
Marvin Schiff does Gonzalo
carefully; He is one of the very
few youne men who can do an
old man without resorting to the
burlesque tricks of the palsied
ihand and the quivering voice.
Harvey Bliss as Prospero, the
actor onmustwhom
Tempest's
success
depend,Thegives
a dull
and pedantic, rather legalish
reading to the part. Prospero, the
ideal of the Rennaissance. never
appears;
the voice yet
and Mr.
the Bliss
mannerhas tobothdo A rehearsal scene irom the Slavic Circle's production of Gogol's InGeneral, which
willthirty.
be presented in the Women's Union
the part well.
Theatre onspectorMarch
8 at eight
The music is the other highlighttumesof the
show, andsumptuous,
the cosare colourful,
suggestive
of
how
the
show
eyes of beagles
done.it The
set probably
is excel- elegance
and
elgar
affection for the navy and is con- shouldlentbealthough
would
Everywood takes
nowa and'
then
Hollylook around and
Our visual experience of Boyj the brass and the incisive timstantly forgetting about his ob- be more suitable for a production
ligations as a paterfamilias, she of Macbeth.
niscovers a surplus of props, acing of the minuet, contrasted
Neel as conductor has been
tors, and directors. Rather than has very little to do but age
Unfortunately the show as limited to his own orchestra, with a rather slower-than-usual
let them lie- about gathering dust gracefully.
trio.
The Oi-chestra paid Mozart
sonu-body orders somebody else
Dan Dailey, e.s the sidekick done is dull, so slow-paced and the Hai t House Orchestra and a compliment
higher than any
only physically beautiful, with the Royal Conservatory Symto write r. script that will incor- who prefers to forget about pro- none
he received from them in his
of the excitement and vitalhibition, is an excellent foil for
porate as many of these miscelphony
—
each
a
different
yardbi-centenary year by respecting
that The Tempest should
laneous items as' possible, and the prostrate Wayne. He has a have.ityFew
of the actors handle of broadcasts
stick. Having- with
heard a afullnumber
eventually a film is made,
" brilliant taste for the ridiculous the poetry gracefully.
scale their conductor and their scores.
Sometimes, by a haphazard which is hand.
Drough; out by Ford's
The only pleasure in the show symphony orchestra under his
The choice of Brahm's Double
mistake, an artistic triumph is directing
the Trinculo,
we looked forward to Concerts- offers some interest*
But apa.rt from, this, and an comesano andfrom
created. The Red Badge of CourCaliban
scenes. TheStephrest direction,
age is an example of this, al- occasional flash of inspired cam- goes on and on and on and on . , last week's T.S.O. concert in ing speculation. The nature of
era work Ford betrays his lack of
though itprobably began because
were not diswork
is such" proportioned,
that because
Elton Saunders. Massey Hailap oinand
some browsing producer discov- real interest. The film is overted. Dr. Neel took the itthe
isremains
so perfectly
ered a couple of thousand civil long and full of cliches, too often
a mystery to the
place of Jozef Krips as guest itlistener
war uniforms lying idle/ (since conventional material for such a
he has grasped
conductor at very short notice. the whole until
Gone With the Wind) at the back production. Much of the footage
— and that, amongst
of the store room.
is made up of World War II
Sc was able to present a pro- other things
involves a symWings of Eagles, now showing newsreel shots which by now
gram with some affinity to the
for the romanticism of
at both Loew theatres, bears the seem very familiar.
original, that was a challenge Brahms pathythat
many
do not posdark of this sort of a production.
Atmosphere, when it occurs,
to two Toronto musicians and a
sess,siders
so they
will remain Each
outDirected by John (The Quiet which is seldom, has the authentic
and
unimpressed.
tribute
to
the
centenary
of
Sir
Man ' Ford who seems to lose in- taste of the roaring twenties and
instrument^
violin
and
"cello,
terest in the whole thing a.bout the tired thirties.
Edward
Elgar's
birth. Symphony assigned a theme that is alsois
Dr. Neel's
Haffner
fifteen minutes after it begins,
But
by
the
film's
end,
the
audifor the orchestra, in
the film tries vainly to link a
was characteristic. For the athesubject
ence itself is too tired to notice.
style of the concerto grosWorld War I sea-plane, left Over The film never recovers from the
In this circumstance it is
first time in many y'ears, we sb.
from sports
Tlie Spirit
of St. "Louis,lefta exciting fifteen minutes at the.be-'
would guess, a Massey Hall essential that the soloists and
191(1
car. presumably
ginning,
although
we
are
conaudience
heard
a
completely
orchestra
are in complete conover from Genevieve when it
stantly expecting it.
certsivewithoVchestral
each other.
The mas-is
took the wrong turning on the
Finally, with the closing scenes,
legitimate piece of Mozart symintroduction
London
to
Brighton
road,
and
'
tosca
Ford
completely
loses
his
grip.
the
touchstone
for
the
whole
phony.
There
was
neither
the
John Wayne, left over from an Sentimentality, so often the mark
prima-donna gloss of Karajan, proceeding, and how well it
assorted collection of mediocre of an inexperienced hand, floods
went.
As
Hyrnan
Goodman
and
hansel and gretel
American war pictures.
nor the Midas touch of Beech- Roland Pack warmed to their
in bleary waves of studio tears
am,
but
good
clean
classical
Apparently the only plot which across
the silver screen, As
one could only admire the
seragEio
Mozart, The pace of the first task,
fulfilled these qualifications was Wayne, now the victim of that
one based on the life of Com- distinctly American disease, the
and last movements was excit- way in which they mastered
the
tempest
their partsBrahms
and revel
the Neel
fulling without being eccentric. blooded
mander "Spig" Wead, who in the cardiac, prepares to leave his
thatin Dr.
early pirt of his career was. in- ship in the middle of the Pacific
The limpid sound of the second curdled in the crescendi, The
strumental inbringing wings to war, the whole cast, with the exh. h. concert
convinced us that the 35th. is woodwind also showed a great
the US navy.
ception of his long-forgotten wife,
affection for the Master. The
t. s. o.
The film opens with a hilarious line up on the carrier's deck to
the
precursor
of40Mozart's
BigThree,
Nos.
39,
and
41,
for
the atperforhomogeneity
convey, with sickening accuracy,
sequence of trick flying by ama- their
mance was suchof that
times
there was much that looked forsympathy.
teur Wayne who plays We?d.
wings of eagles
the soloists
that
forgot
one
ward
to
the
Jupiter.
In
the
These scenes are reminiscent of
Even the eagle looks ill.
as individuals, exthird movement, we were parti- were ceptthere
inspector general
the slapstick comedies of Hollywhen allowed to show off
Doug Miirsha.il
cularly delighted by the -bite of in a cadenza.
wood's
golden
youth,
p.nd
the
Had the balance
audience prepares itself for a
been less perfect and had the
liluriuu.- 91 minutes of fun. About
pace
and
orchestra
been souped
,*wo hours later the audience reaudience would have
the
up,
alizes that it has been fooled.
raved at the
and but
exmcadomised
As Wead matures, the movie h.h. no. 280
citement, of sparkle
the work,
drags, Finally when the hero
things were much safer as they
There
was
a
sadistic
moment
in
the
middle
of
with
the
first
two
and
two
pianos.
Patricia
Bidepermanently invalids himself in
sang with assurance and feeling, but her were, and needed no audio-enSunday's
to be when
sponsored
by out
a very un-hero;c manner, (by last
voice and those of the men were a little harsh convincing.
Hart
House280th
MusicConcert
Committee,
we felt
gine ring to make them mor8
falling down stairs) and is forced the
and
their expression of bewilderment and tranamused to. see people visibly bored having been
toof spend
quility
seemed
a
trifle
forced.
A
movement
from
most
or
the
remainder
The
Introduction
and Allegro
lured
to
a.
concert
by
the
Hart
House
Glee Club
the film stretched flat on
and subjected to liberal doses of Brahms
and
Mozart Piano Sonata was spielled off like a
table with a broken neck, the Hoist. We were not sorry for them, in fact it aHoist.
was compiece for a mechanical clock and then we had for Strings by ElgarWhat
musi0
pletely captivating.
action slows to a complete stop, served them right for not having heard the
Conservatory
Opera
School
a
few
weeks
ago,,
Stuart
MacKinnon
has
a
superb
voice
for
this
communicated
by
the
verve
of
Wead's wife played by Maur- who presented a much more lightweight proimmediately"
was
say
to
has
sort of thing and would do well in an English the conductor and the way M
O'Hava,Unfortunately,
makes the mostsinceof
her eenpart.
gramme than Glee Club conductor, Ward McAdam. Cathedral Choir School — which we mean as which the T.S.O. strings poured
her husband expresses an ignoble Mr. McAdam deserves congratulations for his a compliment. In the Hymn to Agni the Altos out a luxuriant flow of silken
were a bit unhappy and the balance suffered a
ambition.
The consumers'
further comment,
for few caninhibitions
fight them.need no little in the midst of the work. The Hymn to lian<:
completely un-r est rained
sound,tone,
The programme catered for all brows — low, Manus was dull, but in the Hymn to Indar there and unashamed of their brilhigh and middle. Wc raised highbrow eyebrows were more happy results. There was good conpresuma
good fun,, a clean tempo and that precision South"
at the Palestiina: that wasn't the antiseptic way which trast,
"In th*
e. bly
Overtur
Elgar's will
No Hi-Fi
we have come to expect from the Glee Club.
in which we polyphonised on St. Cecilia's Day
BiK'tui-e of the :i nn u.i I re- in
a Benedictine Abbey many years ago. but a
So far, we have been unkind, and matched played as long
witn
treat here there won't lw> a good deal more mellow, mature and reverent. the ambition of the Club with critical critical
rs who itcanas cope
and present
a wor
Hi-l- i concert at St. Mike's this. However, since Palestiina probably had a good barb. This is because we have nothing but good itconducto
there
Friday, March the eighth.
piece
of
music.
The
fa«
number of castrali in his ranks, we would have to say for the last eight numbers of the evening. ■ while
themesthereand
liked the treble boosted.
This was the sort of music wc had come to hear that
"Ruddier than the Cherry" from Acis and and the soil, that can hold its own in its own sustained melody make
it Jj
Galatea also suffered from over-mellowing right against any of the pieces that form the work hard listening,
innubutmera
are pass
Last Chance
agesbleot
basses. A matt sound pattern, with little contrast normal pattern of the Hart House Sunday Confew
certs. Two spirituals were sung with real Deep
The local deadline for tlie and synthetic ha-ah-ha-ha-ha's (.Handel's fault
there «
diyon and
by no means the
theret made this one of the more disconcerting South flavour. In "Set Down Servant" we were Sections
in differen
annual
Dominion
NFCl's
Art pieces
Orchestra
of the evening. Much more convincing was reassured that this was a Glee Club and no sufficient ofgoing
be
Competition
has been
extend'il
the
Merely,
sung
with
evident
relish,
refined
sound
church
choir,
since
the
volume
of
sound
was
t<t Friday March 8. All stutlent> and pleasant timbre — particularly from the tremendous and the piece extremely dynamic. A make it a successful concern
are eligible to participate. For tenors.
Elg11*°*
attain we— got
version of Uingle Bells was a tonic. There was "with
piece. Here
the works"
plenty
etitry forms or further infuiThe Brahms Alto Rhapsody is not the sort of something philosophical about the Student's Logic
miittnn. contact lAz Wilson, St. thing
c°l.„
and
mustard
relish,
chat
disturbed
us
at
this
time
of
year.
spice,
matte;
much.
that can be distilled from something for
i»e*r
that the did"
factindigestible,
our. aThelittle
aiihhi's College, WA. 3-8451.
Chris Wilson. was
male chorus, soloist and orchestra into something
tn«
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la

tosca

with second
its taaginalive
Iast T-sday
the
of tnree proS™ASp
Vnc
s Tosca,
season.
°Peras-,\ i
bem« Pucc,m
Presented
this
The orchestra played the !<...,•
fthe
S*?
and made"
triumphMaestro
n "a few
^
ni. X»
Ernesto
Places.
Job, considering the Cr!auv k adm'«ble
Musicians' Union scraped, ,°rc*eslra *at the
deserves credit for hpi„ I hlm' Indeed. *>"
""'V^tor
able M n
is ee
the Compa
ny wno
8 PTOperof
be
balance
tw
character;'
Puccini's most
mTf Lintense orrhpcti-ai
e ,ar0Und this
Uona Kombrink fits Tosca to a T physically
vocally and dramatically. The only
Ta,"n
might be her occasional lack of clarit\eser
°"
.clar
ity, not only in diction) in mosty (mus
of
her
minor passages. Her 'Vissi d'arte' was as fragil
and sensitive as one could wish it, with juste
the.
climad x at the end. The due,'
withright
Cavaramoun
adossti ofshowe
the singers were
well-matched, dynamically that
as well as vocluy
^mT
°r,
te'^f
in
thiS
Prod»=«on
than in
the Metropolitan Opera's Toronto performance.
The laurel must go to tenor Richard Cassllly
tor his splendi Cavaradossi, beautifully sung
and convincinglyd acted.
prolonged applause
after Recondita armonia'The and
'E
n le
stelle' was well-deserved for these luceva
werec
gems of the performance. Mr. Cassilly'sarias
dramati

~,S,'heir h^ - & Act U
witTn comprimari were at all times sufficient
Don
a realistic
Son McManus.
S"1 TUrge0n
as a Angelotti
humorous and
SacrrstanAlan
by Victor Braun and Manley Stark sang the o£fby Victor
Rm£ter SP°letta- Sc'arrone'was p,ayed
mics
and the
consequent loss
detail.
m cgsea„hdPthCrd"b0y
liUleofa.ten.io„g,„
Syna.
The honours for Wilh
the visual part of the prostag-m
G^-T
fng wn/°,
n mt'
some
instanc
AtsuWci
the
end andorel
of Act
revoluwhose
- '°es.He™a
sorne
Htionar
,„ usua,
y
oTthe ,Td «°SCa P'aCeS 3 Candle «• each side
as
L„ rrePenta"™
""f a"d which
3 Crucmx
his breast,
her1 ,X
is in °"keeping
with
she J,e"eious, fharacter. But in this production
virh
n
^
Ca"d'eS
and
aPPr°aches
Scarpia
tra,
she drops itX: and
rushes
Innovat
ra
St
3 f0rteout.,rom
the ions
orch«-in
staging
are always bUt'
welcom
e but this one detract
s
from Tosea's character by contrad
icting
what
*e
nas said in 'Vissi d'arte'.
motion was
not always as regal as oneHercouldstagewish;
can
one imagine a great Roman diva runningandobout
m a pair of cheap sandals? Anothe
r
shortco
of the staging was the
mplified setsming
for
Act I which gave me the over-si
impression of a mission
outpost rather than the lavish
Sant' Andrea.
- On the whole, this production is blessed with
three excellent voices
in the principals, suitable
sets, and thoroughly entertain
ing acting These
features make as good a productio
n as we
apt to see com in a long time, and I definitely are
reend itto all opera-lovers .
Elmo Cipriettl.

o

p

E

R

Marie Gauley a» . .atijel, and Milla Andrew as the witch in Humperdinck's Hansel and Gretel.

On Wednesday last, we went to
see II Seraglio, one of the three
operas presented by the Opera
Festival Company at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre. This opera is
not one of Mozart's better known
ones. Nevertheless, it was both
delightful and amusing.
This performance had two definite drawbacks. One was the
tedious libretto (in an English
translation). The other was the
orchestra. We have nothing but
Pity for Nicholas Goldschmidt,
tho conductor, for having to sup.
fer such an ineffective, clumsy
and careless orchestra whose
Performance was enough to drive
any conductor crazy.
In this production, Constanza
was sung by Edita Symonek, who
ftas a thin and rather unpleasant
v°4ce. This is perhaps due to the
unnecessary strain with which
Sne was singing. Miss Simonek
a^O had very little control over
her breathing and the numerous
Sasps for breath certainly did not

seraglio
help her phrasing. Her acting
was not very good either. The
collision between her and Mr.
Simoneau in one of the love
duets was as unnatural as her
two yard steps. Mr, Simoneau,
who plays Belmonte, is without
doubt one of the great Mozartian
tenors. Unfortunately, he cannot
act either. He is very stiff when
he moves around the stage, and
his facial expression remains unchanged throughout the entire
opera.
The 'role of the Pasha, a nonsinging part, was played rather
unconvincingly by Joseph Furst;
Blonda was sung by Pierette Alarie, who is in private life Mrs.
Simoneau. Miss Alarie has, charm
and colour in her voice. She acted the part of Blonda very well
too. Pedrillo was sung by. Ernest
Adams. This part calls for a
tenor buffo, a type of singer that
is very hard to find, since most
tenors are not inclined to acting.
Mr. Adams' acting talents were

Harold Mossfield as Scarp

hansel
and
grete
Humperdinck's claim to fame, the third opera to be presented
by the Opera Festival Company, has a greater appeal to adwis
than its obvious appeal to children.
Marie Gauley, contralto,
well enough except lor
the occasionally slurred dictionsangand Hansel
low volume, but not once aid
she succeed in portraying a little boy. There was
no similarity
between
Gauley. the gestures and shape of a little boy and those
ot M SS
Gretel was sung and acted to perfection by Angela AntoneUi.
Her lirico spinto had the necessary youthful charm to make Greiel
the most convincing character in the production.
Milla Andrews deserves praise for her very effective port ray; J
of the Witch. The harsh, evil falsetto which
she mastered made
children cringe and adults laugh.
The minor characters were all in good voice, especially Berna d
Turgeon who took the role of the Father. As the mother Constance
Fisher showed considerable dramatic talent
a pleasant voice.
Patricia Rideout gave a static portrayal of and
the Sandman, whiie
Sheila Piercey made an impressive Dew Fairy.
The balletic affectations of the angels in Act
the visually
most successful part of the opera because ofII were
the magnnicent
lighting
in spiteunder
of theMario
children's
incongrous
motions.
The and
orchestra,
Bernard!,
was almost
competent in
the preludes to each aet; its major deficiencies are in the strings
and horns. Conductor Bernard! made an attempt at balance between
the orchestra
singers tobutthisthe potentially
material hegreat
had opera
didn't company
respnnc).
My
emphatic and
suggestion
is that it should get a better orchestra next season.
Again Herman Geiger-Torel triumphed with the staging and
the settings. The surprise change of the backdrop scenery and ttie
sudden
round ofillumination
applause. near the end of Act II brought a well-deserved
If
you
children production
and a continuous
during
your operas,,don'tthismind
entertaining
is well whisper
worth seeing;.
Performances are on Wed. and Sat. matinees. The Abduction! wiU
be presented to-night and Thursday; Tosca, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday evenings.
Elmo Ciprietii.

A

well suited for this part and his
singing was good enough to keep
him in. the class of this distinguished cast The last and best
was Jan Rubes who is wellknown in Toronto for his previous appearances with the Opera
Festival
Rubes*
Osmin wasCompany.
excellentlyMr,portrayed
and one can readily see the great
experience that Mr. Rubes has
had with operas. His basso voice
made us admire him even more.
In The Seraglio, there are two
chorus entries, one in the first
and one in the last act. Their
main purpose was to add colour
to the Pasha's entries. However,
what they were singing about
was a well kept secret.
Reading this review, one might
get
that done.
11 Seraglio
was onnotimpression
very well
But
nothing could be farther . from
the truth. The only reason that
we did go into details is that the
Jan Rubes as Osmin and
standard of play was so high.
Mirofdav Bug-urslti. Abduction from the Seraglio.
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Watch
GAG

tomorrow

for one of the spiciest

Issues in The

University Blazers
CUSTOM MADE
Especially Priced tot Student!
Fine Flannel$27.50
Worsted Trousers
Credit S16.50
Terms If Desired
Business
9 a.m.Saturday
to 8 pjn.
MondayHours:
ihrough
PARNES
Clothing
706 QUEEN
ST. W. Co.
Sample at S.A.C. Office EM.6-2025
GOOD HAIRCUT
RIGHT NEAR HERE
4 BARBERS — NO WAITING
600 University Avenue
Just below College
In the Basement
Open Monday
8 a.m. tothrough
6 p.m. Friday
ONLY 85 cents

STAFF
CAMP
and women as counsels for the right men
opportunitie
Unusualor specialists
at one of Ontario's finest co-educational camps.
lors
CALL — EM. 6-6128
EVENINGS: WA. 1-4505
EMPLOYMENT
1957 GRADUATES
Opportunities in most fields now available
For information contact
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
XATIONAX EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
118 Richmond St. V,'., Toronto — EM. 6-9192

BUY
SPECIAL
STUDENT RATES |

I

I C1
j
i:$1.00 per person =
Dancing Every Saturday c

|

Mart

PROVINCIAL

TEACHERS'
COLLEGES
One- Year and Two- Year
Courses leading to an Interim
Elementary-School
Certificate,
valid in theTeacher's
elementary' schools of Ontario, are
offered
at
Teachers'
Colleges
Hamilton, London, North Bay,in
Ottawa,
Stratford, andPeterborough,
Toronto (951 Carlaw
■ Avenue, Toronto 6).
•
Academic Requirement for
Admission* One-year Course:
B.A. degree or standing in eight
Grade XIII papers, one of which
shall be English Literature or
English Composition.
Two-year Course: Secondary
School Graduation Diploma of
the General Course.

TORONTO. . .
NENSIS

Order this week at SAC Building
or from college reps.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES
DEPARMENT OF HISTORY LECTURE
by Professor Nicholas Mansergh,
University of Cambridge
"SOUTH AFRICA: THE PRICE OF MAGNANIMITY'
Wednesday, March 6th at 8 p.m.
Flavelle House
SUMMER

EMPLOYMENT
WOMEN
A representative of the National Employment Service
will
be available Council
in the Committee
Students'
Administrative
Building Room
(Frontof the
Door)
from
Tuesday, March 5th to the end of May.
Women students may register for employment any day
except Saturday, betwen the hours, of 9:15 to 12:30 p.m.
and 1:45 to 4:15 p.m.

Regent Beauty Salon
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE

PARK
Ranch
!
j New Wing
s
'
y
e
n
I
n
RESERVATIONS
Ke
jj
Second Floor
I WA. 1-6102 j
^>«aaa-o<«aa»-( >•«■■» o ••■»<]
( )l

Varsity's history.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
Special
student
rates. All regular
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
or rebuilt;
and
iold on newterms.
Also forrented
supplies,
Kny make, brand new typewriter. makes;
(No down payment required.) repairs and service. Phone Ri,
Trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no outside financing. Humber Type- 18.43 anytime.
writer, 375 Jane Street. HO. 6-1103.
WUNDER VALUES
open evenings.
AT WONDERiSoO.OO
PRICES
TYPEWRITERS
Tape-recorder?
off); hi-fi
record-players,
radios,
with
Zou can buy a new Smith-Corona sets,
urfmatchable
discounts,
for
as low required.
as 15c a. Phone
day- Loewe-Opta. Seabreeze, Grundig,
Philips,
noportable
down
payment
RIverdale 1843. LOST
R.C.A. Victor. Phone Ron Wunder,
WA. 4-8925. TJ.C. Residence.
One black wallet. Hart House, STUDENTS' LIFE INSURANCE
Thursday.
Marchto 891. Charles
Leave atStreet.
SAC Own a S12.O0O.O0 policy for only
office or mail
$5.00 a month. Remainder of pubPapers are important.
premium convert to full rate
neree and Finance Students lie
Con \rnie Enelander as treasurer plan within ten years, Call HU. *j3929.

PLAZA HOTEL
Bloor and Avenue Rd.
WA. 4-5121

IF IT HAPPENED, IT'S IN THE
1957
Torontonensis

For the most formal occasions
or for that informal co-ed look.
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Permanent Wave $10.00

Orders are being taken this week by faculty
representatives and by the S.A.C. Office at $4.50 for the
U. of T. yearbook to be published May 24.

COUNSELLORS
Girls Camp in Algonquin Park
requires young women 19 years or over
for Handicrafts, Nature Study, Tennis, General Office Work,
and as Dietitian's Assistants.
Telephone: HU. 1-3704

Sip... Sip... Hooray!

Term Opens September 10,
1957* Candidates will attend
the Teachers'
College inWrite
the
district
of their residence.
to the principal for a copy of
the descriptive
booklet "Teaching in the Elementary
Schools
of Ontario".
Interviews with Applicants
axe conducted by Committees
of Selection. Applicants desiring interview should write to
the principal of their nearest
Teacher's College.

TYPING
Theses, Essays, Notes, Charts,
French,Prices
German,
Upon Latin,
RequestEnglish
MRS. M. D. STOTT. B.A.
Apt. 12
21. AVENUE RD. — WA. 2-762+
SMOKES
FOR CANADIAN
MILITARY PERSONNEL
serving with the
United Nations Emergency
Force in the Middle East

m

Life looks brighter — you'll feel gayer — after the first 6ip of bracing
Coca-Cola ! Its wonderful zest gives you a quick little lift — refreshes you
as nothing else can. Yes — in all the world — nothing gives you the lvholeT
some sparkle of Coca-Cola.
"C»k." on<J "C«Co-CoU" of* r«tbt«i«tf irod. mart. «f COM-Cda Ui.

sends 400
EXPORT
CIGARETTES
or any other
PostageMocdonqld
included Brand
Mail order end remittance to:
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
MACDOKAL0
P.O. BoxMonfi«t|,Que.
490, TOBACCO
Place d'ArmCf, INC
ThU Inoffer
l« tub.* tiRegulation!to any chanS*
Gov«rnm«nt

*nii

ksity

introduces

Pontifical

the...

Institute

of

Mediaeval

BOUT THE BEGINNING

y

Studies
OF THE

CENTURY

IT WA3

ONLY TOO CLFAR TO
phiWph^Jg
which
tZ
^A
^±
known to them thai: fl
^ ng a sort <
phenomenalis
m war" becomi
always
m
by
a« modern
thought Wha* wa, alarming to students o histoid Ieasl^ wa"
the past subject
ivism has led to belief in the
ility of obtainin
v >■■>g that
actaphy=ica]
knowledge and consequently to philosophical impossib
breakdown.
mysticism ;
fei r 5UV^eDiCOUld
a}tern*tivc be foui^J Every t ad.tion seemed to have exhausted itseli Platonic ideal
3m had ended a, neo-PIatonc mysticism;
evingthenothing;
tradkion and
of
Descarter that began by doubting everything, ended in Hume,
the abundant kantian tradition was, at least in part, th e parentbeliof the present probtradition running through the Christian
lem. Only one
Middle Ages fr< Aristotle to Saint Thomas Aquinas. tradition stoo"! firm — th
as a nucleus a compact mediaeval library, a sort of
laboratory where mediaeval
True, the fifteenth century
This special four-page section is the
studies could proceed
brought to schol
asticism the same metaphysicalhadbreakdown
not
merely by the absorption of knowledge
but also
the
second in The Varsity's outlines of littleother traditions had experienced, but whereasas the
by
the
production
of
knowledge
known,
hut
important,
aspects
of
our
uni! r—
search. The library was organized through
breakdown of the, other traditions was a kind of
and in origin:
the fbUftw
versity. Itwas conceived and prepared by
mg
year
Professor
reductio ad absurdum implicit in the very philosophiGilson
returned
as
Director of the
Sam Ajzenstat, designed by Peter Gzowcal principles themselves, the breakdown of scholasski, and made up by Doug Marshall. We
Growing
ticism had external, exclusively fifteenth century
around
the
library,
the
Institute's
course
Institut.'.
extend sonnelourfor their
thanksco-operation.
to the institute's percauses — decline in Latin
of study embraced not only the history of philosophy
and consequent
loss of literacy; a growing scholarship
tendency to hair splitting;
in the middle ages but the whole range of mediaeval
a lack ofscholastici
understanding-resulting
of the meaning
of thirteenth
First to' be added were Mediaeval Latin and
Euftheie was much to be done before the scoffers culture.
century
in the belief
that the
sm
and
Palaeography, then Theology, Mediaeval History
new science of the Renaissance would destroy scholas- would be still. With the guidance of Pope Leo XIII Literature
Latin and vernacular! Mediaeval
ticism.
a chair in Thomistic philosophy was established at Law, Liturgyi both
and Ait. A student* could specialize in
The hostility to science begat equal and opposite the University of Louvain in Belgium and in 1888
aspect of mediaeval civilization he wished.
hostility from science and while the scientific spirit an Institute of Thomistic Philosophy that would re- any The
Institute
resembles the Middle Ages in its
captured the world, scholisticism went into a decline.
unite scholasticism with .natural science and give
The. decline, however, was not a death. From the scholasticism a firm place in. modern thought. Louvain ceaseless activity: manuscripts are being sought as
attracted the serious attention of scholars, Catholic far away as South America; new courses ithe histoiy
sitxeenth
twentieth
steady,
of music, social and economic history, Byzantine histenuous lineto' ofthethinkers
who century
stripped ran
awaya the
super-if and non-Catholic all over the world.
tory) are in prospect as are guest lecturers such as
Din;iflg the first world war many scholars forced
fluous and the external and displayed that the core
of scholasticism was more than compatible with the to leave Louvain- found refuge in St. Michael's Col- Jacques Marilain who comes annually. The controversies
of the middle ages are fought through again in
lege.
Toronto,
in
1927
Eftienne
Gilson,
one
of
this
cennew science. When at the" close of the nineteenth,
tury's greatest mediaeval scholars came from Harvard the knowledge that .they Me i he conti oversies in
centui-y philosophy called out for an alternative to
self-destruction,' scholasticism could offer itself as that to give three lectures at St. Michael's. While here he one form or another "with which man has always come
an institute of mediaeval studies having to grips, not the. hair-splitting of a retrogressive age.
alternative without fear of being an anachronism. suggested

I

"

Paleographic
Patterns
In
The
Sand
photos require money and money got^s
There is* a tremendous amount of disby
JERRY
CAS;
to
everything
these days except to discussion these days up and down the
students and faculty of The Institute
cover the past — but we live in hope!
academic alleys about the value of reading rather in the great, great grandfathers of The
Everyone
is
invited to come and see
use
Paleography
as
a
tool
also,
a
dislying in ofour
The
the Classics. Nothing antagonizes the the books
and students
the libraries.Institute have
A few months ago the Ontario Museum
anti-class icist more than to suggest he faculty
coveryinof allwhich
the different
"bookhands"
iscriplsi
the
manuscripts
were
before
them
daily
a
whole
new
universe
fine old scripture manuturn to Virgil or Homer and nothing which they scan and investigate with as written. They differ century by century exhibitedscriptssome
of them were new
hurts the avid of Ovid deeper than to much
fervor and interest as the men of and nation by nation even though ihe compared toyet many
the manuscripts from which
produce in his company an English trans- Palomar
on
a
cloudless
night.
language
is
Latin.
And
what
genius
conthey
came.
History
documents
lation of one of the Masters. "Horrors,
abbreviations economics, politics, texts;
warfare,
chivalry;-n
"Paleography" is both a science and that maketrived thetheinnumerable
Carolingian
and
Gothic
you
desecrate
the
tongues
of
antiquity!"
an art. It means literally "ancient writbe disYet
no one
ill, doubt that
covered/read, corrected andmustpublished.
ings" and to the initiate it is full 6J ' shorthand.
scripts lookOrdyas after
formidable
Gregg'sall philosophical masterpieces
of all
the w discussion
therein thearemiddle
lexts
learningas Ihem
It is a constant effort that goes on in tne
usefulness and touching beauty.
and these texts are in Latin and Greek practical
is not merely a course offered in the can one appreciate how the very hand-, Institute of Medieval Studies to discover
and
anyone can read them who will take ItInstitute
of your schoolnotes has a past and make something out of our heritage.
Curriculum, it is a tool by writing
the time.
which
Aquinas. William of much more romantic than that silent old It is a practical and romantic expedition
The Pontifical Institute of Medieval Occam, Thomas
the Latin poets alive
and above
Ontario
Studies is interested in these texts, or Sacred Scripture
the museum.
piles of stone called into one of the last frontiers.
again ail
in * vaseWe inlookthe upon
co:
and conjecture what Egypt was
tfle very hands that aboriously copied pyramids
liko but here at hand is the actual
them, time after time, lorig ago.
Two-thirds of what we possess, today writings of men with their personality
of the Classics and much more of what in every stroke of the pen. Copies with
:^ cr dr -x fc.
the great medievalists wrote in ;hcir little notes in the margins . . . isilenee
expositions and inquiries after truth are was rigidly maintained m the scriptorours today because men devoted all
ium)
"oh.
my
hand"
and
"there's
the
dinner
bell but
at last."
eyesintoandhistory.
hands
were tired
they Their
went on.
their lives
after day
toterrible
"publishing""
books
byof copying
thedaysimple
we might read today what the
diency
them.and 100/200
why:-xpen5UU rh«t
times in some cases all over Europe Men wines of Horace were Ifke, what Cicero
to Cataline and how Augustine
of England begged books of Italy, men u'ied theout City
of God. . > . .
of France, books from .England. Spam saw
It is expensive work too. The Institute
and Germany. So many times copied by .would
like
more
microfilm and more
men without names who copied all things photos- of scripts. Almost
member
for the love and devotion to wliat lh< of the staff is doing someevery
paleographic
ancients had said. Can you begin to feel
the adventure of Paleography
work allpublished
the 'while
and therequirements
shelves' of
as partial
If you are a scientist you will soon Theses
or the Institute Degrees attest that stumake it a point in, the Upiversity
bone up nn Gerina^ It ir a^ 'necessary ents have found it necessary to turn*'"
tool Id understand what"" is being 'diitii' (/Paleography But mOft film and more*"
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Inte
and inlle
everythin]
Famous
of everything else. Moreover it would be rather fact that what
as "infinite".
Aristotle's theGodman.
to speak
foolishwould
This
have ofscandalized
But who agree
enterprises.
that philAndt0
Descartes'
in
tempting
proved
is
existence
the God whose
isMeditations?
He is the infinite, perfect, omni- isvery
both
is to"this''
be poi^
^
this abstract
of heaven and earth, who both
creator
potent being,
made man
to his
own image, and conserves him
This
Providence.
in being. He is Creator and
notion of God is not Aristotelian, nor would any- see what it can
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light of learning

shines on world
Most of the flickers of light sparkling
from the many-sided diamond that is the
University of Toronto cast a definite
glow of provincialism.
When we brag about our conglomerate institution we are prone to use
words and phrases like "the Provincial
jniversify", "the pride of Toronto", "the
largest university in the Brit ish Empire".
But tucked away— symbolically if you
like— in an almost unnoticed corner of
Queen's Park Crescent is one of our most
valuable contributions to society. And of
all Varsity's facets,
world-wide
interest.it smacks the most of
The Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval
Studies has made a continuing contribution to Catholic (in the mightiest sense
of the word) thought for 27 years.
During those years it has developed
into one of the free world's most distinguished centres of learning. It is certainly in a class by itself on this continent.
And the institute has burst other
bounds too. Delving into the past, its
scholars have contributed to the present.
Examining the middle ages, they have
found new truths, and new facts to back
old ones, that will apply when historians
call the A'omic Age old.
Mediaeval philosophy is examined
in all its aspects there. Scholars from the
world over acknowledge its importance,
ir;d employ its learning.
The Varsity takes pride in saluting
one of the brightest lights of our univer:ity's diadem.
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and scholed Father Institute are now obliged to necessary for the student at the
principles of researcith was
Michael's College, the Institute is of the Institut
arship upon which fromfoundInstithe
of
t
Latin, Mediaeval History Institute to study the -entire culPresiden
as
his- still ultimately under the con- Phelr.'itute in 1946. Rev. E. J. McCorkell study
ed. Having emerged
ture of the Middle Ages.
and various facets of Church
trol of the Roman Catholic Archthe scien-t
for
ces
sacrifi
of
tory
of
The degrees conferred by the
History,
Ci.non Law, Liturgy etc.
office
bishop of Toronto. His Eminence presently holds the
tific study of the life and though
an
l
appoints
who
McGuig
Cardina
teachto Insti- Institute are Licentiate in Mediant. Although the
Other tutedepartments
preside
of an important period, the Instistudents eitheropenwithin the
eval Studies tM.S.LJ E.fter three
ing faculty is primarily Basilian, Institute
the president subject to confiritself or elsewhere on years, and Doctor in Mediaeval
posihold
ors
profess
mation by the Holy See. The ap- many tionslay
in the Institute.
campus are Christian Art and studies (M.S.D.) after an addiThe Institute confers its own Archaeology. Mediaeval Latin
tional two years. As the result of
Patristic Literature,
degreestical bychartervirtue
grantedof anby ecclesiasthe Holy Literature,
.. Palaeography and many a concordance
tute curriculumbetween
?.nd thatthe ofInstithe
See in 1939. That is why it is des- others. This broad approach to School ot Graduate Studies in the
ignated as Pontifical, a rating Philosophy is one of the features University. Institute students ol
which is given only on conform- which distinguishes the Institute certain ^ub^ects may also qualify
ity with risid standards of facul- frpm other graduate departments for university graduate degrees.
Institute
is aty training.
center Aof Pontifical
studies which
axe of "Mediaeval Philosophy. Gilson Many students take advantage of
the univerat once more specialized and
because
system
this sity
directorate
is so much the
more largely
basedof aupon
reprofessorship
a
to
search than those
regular
passport
better
university. That there should; be
in a Canadian or American unione in Toronto is something
inary.
versity provitied that the Licenextraordinary.
tiate is slso taken as a. prelimEtienne Gilson, who had come
to Saint Michael's as a guest lecinterest
thetemen
turer in 1927 and seen the acaced edso
sacrifi
Institu
inWhythe-have
demic possibilities of an institute
it that
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How
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much
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Shown inset are two Dominion Bridge engineers
who worked on these major projects:
Above: Donald H. Jamieson, resident engineer on
the Granville Bridge, shown with erection diagram
of structure. Mr. Jomieson, 38, (B.Eng.) now plant
engineer, has held positions as field engineer and
erection superintendent at other important proLeft: Claude G. Renaud, field engineer on the
jects, artmouth Bridge, shown
Halifax-D
making final
check on length of strands for main cable. Mr.
Renaud, 33 iB.Eng.) has worked in drawing and
design offices and on erection with the Company,
before ond since graduation.

Not long ago Dominion Bridge engineers were engaged
simultaneously
two of Canada's major bridges—
at opposite endsinofbuilding
the country.
The Halifax-Dartmouth Suspension Bridge, completed in
1955, is the largest to be built in Canada for 17 years.
With its main span of 1447 feet and total length of 4420
feet,
it is (longest
surpassedin only
by the Lion's Gate
Bridge,"
Vancouver
the Commonwealth),
also built
by
Dominion Bridge.
The Gronville Bridge, Vancouver, completed in 1954, is
Canada's first eight-lane highway bridge. Of the cantilever
type, it has an 88 ft. wide roadway between sidewalks and
is capable of handling no less than 4000 vehicles per hour.
Length of steelwork: 1773 ft. Longest dear span: 397^ ft.
These projects typify the resources and experience of
the company in the field of structural engineering.

There ore interesting careers awaiting young. civil and mechanical
engineers in Dominion Bridge Company Limited. With 15 plants
from coast to coast, we are now engaged in the largest expansion
programme of our 74-year history.

Dominion Bridge, an all-Canadian company, is the foremost fabricator in this country of bridges and steel structures.
.Less well known is Dominion Bridge's leadership in other
engineering fields. Cranes and other handling equipment,
hydraulic machinery, boilers for heating and process steam requirements, mining machinery, refinery towers, pulp mill digesters,
oil well machinery— these are but a few examples of the diversification ofDominion Bridge operations.
To-day, we have the largest and strongest Canadian force
of design engineers in our field. Much of their work is of a
pioneering nature, and they are constantly being called upon
to solve problems connected with large projects in virtually
every type of industry. Theirs is a never-ending challenge.

You are cordially invited to write us at Box 310, Terminol "A",
Toronto, for descriptive booklets or further information on any question you moy hove in mind. Or telephone our Personnel Department, LEnnox 2-2871. Please mention "The Varsity".

the right to be wrong
is guilty of bad journalism today —
The Varsity
deliberately.
On page one there is a story about another
as a spoof: but
is intended
policy. Itbehind
papei's
our satire.
serious criticism
there is editorial
Last week both Toronto afternoon dailies ran
stories about an editorial in this newspaper. As it
happened, that particular editorial was written by a
say its auvisiting journalist. It might be possible to that
would
thor had his tongue in his cheek — except
be impossible. His foot was in the way.
One newspaper, The Star, took the trouble to say
we had not written it. The second did not. The Telegram said it was a front page editorial. It was not.
E. A. MacIn today's front page story, we quote
Donald, secretary-treasurer of our students council
We didn't talk to him. Neither did The Telegram last
week. They also quoted the editor of this newspaper.
They didn't talk to him either.
The editorial both newspapers carried criticism of,
it musl be admitted, was a trifle foolish. It would not
ha.-3 run in The Varsity had the regular editor been in
charge.
That is not the point. It would be very simple to
obtain statements from almost any strong-feeling
group about almost any controversial editorial published in almost any journal. Even "God Save the
People", run in the lightest of moods, has drawn both
agreeing and condemning letters.
We assume by the fact that both our esteemed
afternoon newspapers considered a "foolish" editorial
to be page-one news, that they think most of our contributions are just the opposite.
The same inferences might be drawn from our
front page today.
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our
readers
and
the people
of several illegitimate children.
Many of us,historical
Mr. Rush,
have
Perhaps it would be wise in
UP CROWN
considerable
ties
with
get your facts right,
The author of the editorial the Mother country. We are future toKevin
J Ones, III Trin.
'god save the people' has cate- not dazzled by the splendour of
gorically
condemned
the
CanaRoyal
ceremony
into
an
irradian press for publishing news
worship of the Crown.
items, ofcernininterest
many, con- On the tional
contrary, we have our
DOWN DOWN
g: the Royal tofamily.
written before,
openas tothethestrength
weak- to Itellhaveyou never
It seems that Mr. Rush is not eyes wide
how much I enjoyed
n
e
s
e
s
a
s
well
aware of the fact that many embodied in this symbol.
and appreciated an editorial,
loyal and
courageous
Cana-in
In defence of the Canadian but Thursday's "god save the
dians sacrificed
their lives
people"
was thoroughly apt
defence of the Crown, as a press, I suggest that the Queen, and delightful.
So many of us
symbol of Commonwealth as sovereign power in a centre are sick, S'ck SICK
solidarity,
a fight
to pre- of democracy, is very naturally communiques on theof hearing
lipstick
serve ourinmode
of freedom
newsworthy figure. The smeared- on the Duke of Ejjinagainst Nazi tyranny. Unlike aAmerican
and
British
press
tend
hurgh's
cheek,
but
how
fe w
the United States, Canada en- to concentrate upon leading of us have the courage to come
dorsed Britain's action in enter- personalities, why should the right out and hoot? You will
ing the struggle
own Canadian press be so different?
free-will.
She was bynotherforced
probably get a loud reaction
The Queen as a woman of from
the less responsible eleinto thebour!war
by
a
Pearl
Harment on, Campus, but the vast,
Further, by the tone of charm and simplicity deserves
measure of respect. Your quietly thoughtful majority
the editorial, the author sug- some
gests that loyal members of the cutting remarks concerning can only agree with you. Hearty
Commonwealth are 'blinded by her family were in extremely congrat ul at ions.
the gleam of jewels in a crown bad taste.
P. Bence-Jonr";
George III was not the father
across the sea.'
UI Mods.

How
Will
The
New
Million
Vote
?
The Progressive Conservative party, staid campus parties. Queen's Commun- Tories on lack of organization and failure to be heading for a smashing Tory victory,
ists
are
not
connected
with
the
Labor
to follow the national policy. (.They sup- and there is certainly no indication the
accordingconvention,
to its spokesmen
at December's
Ottawa
is counting
on the Progressive Party at all, but ran on a
ported conscription).
go any other way. ConAt UBC, the Liberals have formed the universities servawill
tism is deeply entrenched at the
young vote to carry this year's election. platform of free love.
government
for two successive years. small Maritime universities.
Since the last Dominion election,, alUniversity
of
Western
Ontario:
PC's
most exactly one million Canadians have 27, Liberals 19, CCF 12, Independents 21. The Conservatives this year, however,
Quebec is a different, story. Quebec
turned 21 years old. Although less The minortiy Tory government collapsed climbed from fourth place to second, university
students — French and English
than SO .000 of them are at university now, before passing its first bill.
edging out Social Credit.
—
are violently anti-Duplessis, as eviThe
rumoured,
amalgamation
of
Socreds
a consideration of those students preCarleton:
PC's
17.
Liberals
7,
Independenced by the autumn march on the
dents 4.
sents some interesting indications about
apd Conservatives
this summer's
legislature. If M. Duplessis
the new million votes.
would be for
catastrophic
in the provincial
The reasons behind the apparent un- elections
decides
to
align his Union Nationale with
swing to conservatism,, as I
In the light of campus political develop- see them, are dergraduate
Diefenbaker
(highly unlikely in the light
fourfold, and quite obvious.
ments since the new year, if the Conserof past verbal exchanges), he would deal
vatives are not correct, they are at least public
First:limelight
The PC's
have
occupied
the
the
PC's a death blow as far as youth
is concerned.
in recent months. Their
pursuing the proper trend.
At every campus where model parlia- December convention was headline news.
A newthatmovement
"Rassemblements have been publicized since Christ- The leadership battle was exciting — if
ment"
has thus called
far been
confined
mas, the Tories have either topped the artificially dramatic.
to, provincial educational reform, may
Second:
Their
new
leader,
while
somepolls or improved their last year's
develop
political
ambitions
and,
if i*
what lacklustre, is infinitely preferable
standing.
student
support.
does, will
undoubtedly gather strong
In a number of instances, campus Con- among young people to the retired George
servatives have obtained more support Drew.
Mr. Drew's
name jokes.
was theThesubject'
of countless
college
song
Meanwhile, the Quebec student is not
than any other party previously.
overly anxious to support Louis St.
Drew
Knows
My departure
Father" ofis
Conservatives have formed the govern- "George
dying
slowly
even
after
the
Laurent. The French, however, will vote
ment in four of Canada's six largest
protagonist.
universities. A fifth, McGill, does not itsThird:
for almost anyone (particularly a FrenchThe CCF has failed to provide
hold elections (although certain PC
than ask
support the Conservaspeakers have claimed victory there). an outlet for the traditional young feeltiveman)whorather
did
delegate
his not
conventiona French
nomination.
Peter Gzowski, editor of The Varsity, to second
ing of revolt. They have simply not proThe sixth, University of British Columbia,
vided the left-wing philosophy that could was a press observer at December's
had a Tory opposition — a considerable
minor factor will influence
catch the spirit o£ young Canadians, Conservative Convention in Ottawa. He theOnenew final
summer: across Cana^3improvement over last year's fourth particularly
in prosperous times. Cana- has written extensively on Canadian Commuismvote isthisdead.
position.
In the past a feW
— at least in universities — student politics. This article ran last
Here are the figures, in order of cam- wants diana youth
change, if only for the sake of week in the Western Gazette.
pus size:
particularly
people,
young
voted
Labour
Progressive
just students,
for 1!1
change. The Conservatives have become
Toronto;
PC's
49
seats,
CCF
26,,
Liberals
hell
of
it.
They
will
not
now.
Hungarythe
only
reasonable
alternative
to
the
east. Social Credit is universally hated
22. Conservatives polled 964 votes, largest present government.
That's the picture, as I see it. Canadian
ever for a single party. CCF 526, Liberals
by eastern young people who associate university
students, and probably 11
457. <U of Ts parliament is divided to Fourth: Young Conservatives, generally, it with McCarthyism and the ancient million
untested votes CCF
will le;i"
give the government a clear majority,, are splendidly organized. They receive (though not implemented) doctrine of towards new
Conservatism.
an
regardless of the vote). The 20 per cent hearty support from such PC higher-ups Funny Money. They decimated their Liberals will divide about The
half
the
yoU"S
turnout was the largest in history.
as MP George Hees, During the conven- chances for university support by voting ling of Social Creidt support
tion, they were fussed over like new- against the Canada Council in Ottawa votes, depending on locale, with a sp**11*
18, PC'c 1Q,
Social 1.Credit
10,UBC:
CCF Liberals
9, Independent
2, LPP
Tory borne babes. University elections, which this month.
This generation is vitally interested 1
Liberal support is declining. They were
vote is way up over last year. PC's formed even in vote-conscious Western attract
AtGlobe
Toronto,
as many
=
the opposition by virtue of a larger only 33 per cent of eligible voters, are last, year's government at Toronto but politics.
read
andWorld
Mail's
Georgestuden
notoriously subject to gimmicks and dropped to third place in January. The as thethesports
popular vote.
page.
tension
— B*1^
Liberal
party,
with
a
set
of
ideals
not
organized
campaigns.
A
candidate
who
its
increased
play
in
the
press
—
PC's 2. 17, Liberals 15, Socreds can convince his whole class to support essentially different from the PC's, pro8, Alberta:
CCF 3, LPP
in his own thefuture.
average youth's inter ....
vides opportunity for young politicians increased
greatly influence the outQueen's: PC's 36, Feminine Freedom his party
come of ancanelection.
who see themselves future members of
Whether the new vote will &e ^
Fighters 35, Liberals 17, CCF 2, Communists 5, Independent 19. The FFF were
influence the final outcome is, of ^y.'.J
There are,, of course, exceptions. The a still-sitting Liberal government.
The Maritimes are generally conceded another million,
just formed this year in opposition to Western collapse was blamed by campus
improbable. But in 1962 . . . there will o
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Western

46-37

By MERLE OVERHOLT
'54
Title
First
With an extremel
y tense andSince
hard-fought battle,
the Univ
e
r
s
i
t
y
o
f
Toronto
Women's
basketba
ll
team
drove
a mairm&cent 4G-o7 victory over the University of Westernto Ontario
to become the undisputed 1957 Intercollegiate Basketball
Champions and holders of the Bronze Baby
It was a capacity
that filled the Hart-Ro
gym
on Saturday afternoon crowd
to watch this nerve-racking use
fight between determin
a
ed blue and white crew and the strong,
hardhitting Western team for Intercollegiate supremacy.
In the first game of tourna- when Toronto opened the scorin;
ment play onof Friday
the | action
capitalize on lineUniversity
Westernnight,
Ontario
f,ee
shots. Abypowerful
scored a decisive win over the up of Rallie Wallace.forward
Mc-Sill crew. The purple and and Mary Foster droveDoneaheadKer_,to
white led by only three points a quarter-time vantage point.
at the end of the first quarter In a tense second quarter,
but through the score raising Joanne Castle led the Western
tactics of Joanne Castle " the crew tedin a strong rush which netMcGill defense was short-lived.
them 17 points while the
In the second game of the pui-ple and white Western deevening the University of Tor
fense tightened allowing Varsity
onto marched away to a 16-6 to score only 9 points. Half-time
score found Western ahead 22quarter-time lead over the 20.
Queen's University contingent. A
second quarter
drive by Jean It was Mary Foster who sparkWills and Sylvia Kerr gave the
ed the Varstiy line in the third
Blues a substantial margin and quarter and brought them to a
brought the score to 31-16.
30-26 vantage point at the end
The last frame found the of that period. She found the
Varsity team with a
basket twice early id "the play
def€inse and the forwardstighter
three more points
put- and added
ting on that necessary push with her accurate free shots.
which gave them tile advanIn the gra-ad finale of the
tage and is 46-86 victory.
a hard-hitting Jean
In the preliminary attraction - game
Wills piled up 0 points for the
of the following afternoon Varsity squad, Tho fight and
determination of the whole
aQueen's
second University
defeat foradministered
the McGill team mounted' continuously in
squad by downing them 56-34. tho
last frame and brought
them to a glorious 46-37 vicHigh
scorer for Queen's was tory.
Diane Barras
with 13 points.
In the final game of the tour- There can be nothing but praise
nament the pre-game odds which for the successful Varsity team.
were in favour of the strong Sallie Wallace, captain for the
Western squad shifted slightly fourth time, culminated her ca-
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Varsity's Victorious Women's Basketb
all Team After Saturday Win
Gals broke two-year Western domination with hard-fought
iG-37 rktonj.
reer of six years of Intercollegiate play by leading the blue
anc" white
•Howe /V<iWe//'
total
of 34 scorers
points. with a grand
Following close behind Sallie,
Jean Wills chalked up a total of
^
SPOR
32. points. Mary Foster takes
T
third place honours for her 20
point total, 12 of them were
made on free shots. Sylvia Kerr,
and Lillian Bobson also deserve
the heartiest applause for a wellplayed game.
The University of Toronto was disgraced. Saturday nieht in
Brilliant is the only word to
describe the guarding of theCarryingmi
'
only six lt
players, theon
University .
starting line of Pat Davis, Sue Ha
of Toronto Seconds
engaged McMaster
Evans, and Kathy Kennedy.
in a regularly scheduled mtcLculIegiatG
Intermediate League Seconds
basketball game. The inevitable
Early
in the second half two Toronto men fouled out andhappened
this school's
representativ
es were forced to finish the contest with four
men.
There is no reason in the world for this to happen and the
Athletic Association, the Intramural Committee
and certain underHockey,
Basketball
graduates ofthis university must shoulder the blame
Blues
for this disgraceful performance.
The question we would like to ask these groups is — WHY?
Why should players, on the
have to spend money on
Finish
their meals before they play theBlue-Jays
Onyear onWin
six-thirty game at Hart House.
nin
Not
HOCKEY
e
occasion. With
nothing g
13.
Barry's
one-hander
from
the
Saturday
evenings.
And
for
fellows
like
George
and Danny
both teams surprised outside was really on. BUI Cor- Norman who live in residence this is one heck of Holm
In a game which meant nought to lose,
nuisance. Other
coran, in his final game had ten schools give athletic scholarships, (and we shalla not
fans with a close-checking
but a larger figure in the win 2,000
to
points, Pete Potter, playing the argue the pros and cons of these) but at the University attempt
column, the hockey Blues laced game through the first 30 min- second
of Toronto
only, scored 12.
the players have to pay to play.
utes, and it wasn't until Alain's Rus:. half
University of Montreal Carabins
Jackson
with
16
led.
the
marker that things
Nor can the Intramural committee escape scot-free. There is
5-2Allin the
the Arena
Friday1within
night.a opening
openec] up r. bit,
sporadicscoring
Mac attack
with Nole something
scoring oncame
terribly wrong in an Interfaculty set up which allows an
Mason
11,
A
special
announcement
her13-minute span, the Blues spotteam to beat this school's Intercollegiate representatives.
. . . Three officials Interfaculty
the Blues' starting forward wereShortusedShots
ting the Montrealers a 2-0 lead wall alded
Idealistic
as
we always thought that Imramural sports
in this contest and it were for the wemenmaywhobe, could
— the three graduating
squad.
and then roaring back to net the members.
Wright started at resulted in 51 fouls being called, Members of the committee may notstatemakethat thethe Intercollegiate
university is run as
equalizers and take the lead on centre, withMertJackson
and Linse- 29 of them on the Blues , . , a democracy and that they can't force men to play
John
Macdonald's
ninth
goal
of
for
the
school's
man or, thr' wings.
tho season.
After 15 long years the Univer- team. Well, gentlemen, we always felt that a democracy implied
Two-thirds of the grads netted
sity of Western Ontario Mus- are
loyalty.
And the
men university.
on a number of the Intramural teams certainly
The individual hero of the game goals,
not loyal
to this
and
Linseman
narrowly
tangs were dethroned as Interu'as defenceman Dave Jackson,
more than one occacollegiate champs over the weekThe tall rearguard notched his missedsion.onOnly the
When SPS's Ted Barss quit the team in the middle of the year
end.
work
first
goal oh Toronto ice of a of Geuvremont outstanding
because
he felt committee
that he wasn't
action,
tha ee-year
kept the Blues
(he
Intramural
with aseeing
petitionenough
to allow
him heto approached
play InterIntercollegiate career at bay. The Montreal
faculty basketball. Without blinking an eyelash the committee went
And he stopped his career eight stopped 41 shots, comparedgoalieto Best of the Blues
iiinutes sooner than Ken Linse- 18 by Ray Dunn in the Varsity
granted
htm histhe opinion.
petition. IfTheyBarssdidn'thadevenbeentakearound
time
torightaskahead
coachandJohn
Stulac
man and Mert Wright, the two nets.
Saturday
the
Jay's
might
have
been
able
to
finish
the
contest
with
other graduating members, as
five players.
wo)l. In one of the dandiest batBASKETBALL
Why should the committee allow men like Skulu's Dick Jaworski
l'es of the year, he took a
t\vo-minute
and St. Mike's Ed Callahan, who practiced with the Intermediates at
decision from
basketball Blues endedof Toronto
their season
the beginning of the year, taking up John Stulac's time, quit and
Carabins' Gaston Dionne at the . The University'
play Interfaculty basketball'.' Both men could have easily made this
a winning note by coasting
J2-minute point of the third, on
excusethatmustthegoteam
downwasas taking
the classic
one
to an 87-51 win over McMaster
j*nd
both combatants
ofyear's
the team.
century.Jawarski's
Dick claimed
tin much
University Marauders, Saturday
the dressing
rooms whenretired
Charlieto evening.
time
and
he
could
not
concentrate
on
his
studies
Apparently
he
^ood and Randy Anderson recouldn't
take
time
off to attend
thefor three
practices
a week.
But other
Dick
at°red
The game was never in doubt.
the peace.
can
take
time
off
school
to
play
Jr.
Skule
and
at
least
one
Jackson's goal was one of the From the opening jump Toronto
outside team.
Pettiest of the night, too. Ha took control of play and scorinq.
genuinelikecases
of fellows
who can't
afford
came roaring in front of the net They raced to a 43-25 half time
timeThere
from are
schoola number
and whoof would
to piay
Interfaculty
basketball.
yead and kept building up their
We
heartily
agree
that
these
gentlemen
be
allowed
to
play
for
j°'letipsidein past
Mike CyElite's
shot
from
margin
throughout
the
second
faculty team, but when a case comes up like that mentioned
Montrea' cage. Geuvremont in period. The Blues controlled both tentreman, was awarded the Dafoe their
above
there
is
something
wrong
with
an
Intramural
set
up
which
That goal tied the score at backboards throughout the con- Trophy on Friday night after the does not question their legality.
enabling the Mac men to Montreal game. The rophy. held
~2 lust past the mid-way point take test
Why andshould
Mike's pride
Joe Girdlestnne,
Dan
only one shot at the of- 'ait
Reegan
John gentlemen
Robinson notlikehaveSt. enough
in the University
jfean-Marie
the second.
year annually
by Ken toLinseman,
is here?
fensive basket.
BelandGabvhad Alain
fired and
the
awarded
the
player
of
Toronto
to
play
for
the
Intermediate
team?
Why
did
they
come
led Tomnto to adjudged most u a hi able to the
j-^abins
into cut
a 2^0
before Garryf;fthVipond
*?3m. Thethemselves.
vote is tc^en from the
"nc Macdonald
Brodie
the lead
margin
win against
der plavers
Why couldn't Mike Coke and Mike Sherman stay with the team
followed
a min-in their
feats by scoring
17 points,fivemost
to the end of the year? Why couldn't Tony Wozniak and Morv
tr and-a-half after Jackson with of thpm on tip-ins off the back- Elik led the Blues in scoring this Goldman
showkill upthemselves
for the final
game''theAt freshman
universities
the atStates
ycr withforeleven
goats
and
eleven
EHk and Mert
board. Mike Baida made his final assists
to make
teamin but
the
22 points. With two Utheofplayers
added third-period insur- performance with" the Blues an years still left
T Intramural
comes
before Intercollegiate.
t«am, Elik
eightmarkers.
The
situation
is
disgraceful.
auspicious one scoring 13 points will be a valuableon the
ppi
:on
to
have
four field goids and five free on hand when the Blues set out
The question is WHY?
Thngmin ; Blues
mar- on
throws. Barry Stroud had his afterplay, carried
althougha' wide
the game
their fourth straight title
We ithopoin athepositive
Athleticmanner
Association
and the Intramural Committee
next
winter.
best
game
of
the
year
hooping
answer
next year.
as one of the raggedest of the
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Favorites

Take

Wins

now
jhere
an
TODAY
] lar
Organization
willMeeting
hold its atregu|
Testimonial
the
12:00 noon. The VCF will hold a
U.C.p.m.Women's
Union.be a meeting
Bible
study
group
in
room
213
I
5:CO
There
will
of the Anatomy Building.
of the Hart House Orchestra
1:00 p.m. There will be a discussion
Associates Executive. All memon "the value of a Ca.tholic Edu- » bers
ofattend
the Associates
e.re invitand participate.
cation"
sponsored
by
the
CFCCS
in the SMC SAC office The ed toelections
for the SCM Cabj inLOCK
the
basement
of
Teepy
hall.
1957-8.
The ballot
will
( IrCO p.m. The VCF Meds Group will ! inet
be ind
theSCM
Office box
in Hart
j study the Bible in room 213 of House.
All
SCM
members
axe
the Anatomv building.
j 1:C0 p.m. The VCF will study the asked to vote.
WEDNESDAY
the Chaplain's Office
HartinHouse.
jc:C0 atBible
Meeting
for Wed., Mar.
0 at adverUCTS
p.m. The Christian Science The SCMtised Council
j

Hockey Playoffs Start
ond period. The Redmen and
The interfaculty hockey finals,
draw closer. Yesterday the four Skule were tied at 1-1.
For the Artsmen, Larry Scott
quarter finals were played.
scored twice while Bill Naylor.
In "theSPSfirstdefeated
game ofJunior
the clay,
Junior
UC, j|Stew Fassmore, and Bob Jeans
5-0.
the singletons.
lone Skule Barry
goal. Ross netted
were The
UberoEngineers'
DeCarlo, goal
John getters
Egan, got
John Patterson, Bill Patterson, Junto.' Victoria and St. Michand Ken Taylor. In the nets Boo, ael's College A's met in the third
of the day, With the Irish
Ciroux
out. got a well-earned shut- jgame
emerging victorious from this
In the next game. Senior UC i oiie with a 4-1 win.
dropped SPS fifths 5-1, In this, Jack Kentish, Norman Fresame the Engineers managed to| nette. John Dilworth and Frank j
Finlay hit the score sheet for
hold their own for nearly three jSt.
quarters of the game. Up until : Mikes while Charles Chin
the ten minute mark of the sec- war the Vic marksman.
GRADUATE WANTED
Graduate wanted for junior posiVOTE THURSDAY
tion in a Residential Treatment
Centre for emotionally disturbed
children. Courses in Psychology FRED ZEMANS
required. Salary $2000 per year
less $400 for room and board. All for Second Year U.C. Pres.
professional staff are resident. "The Best From The West"
Miss I. H. Allen, Sunnyside, Union
Street, Kingston, Ont,
ACADEMY THEATRE
Uiu'e1' the Sponsorship of the
Students' Administrative Council
Presents
¥
HANDS
By .Jean Paul Sartre
A Play in Three Acts
IN AIT) OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
HUNGARIAN STUDENT RELIEF FUND
MARCH 12, 13. 14, at 8:30 p.m.
HART HOUSE THEATRE
Ticckets al Box Office of Theatre \VA. 2-1G7
STUDENT PRICE 75c
REGULAR S1.50

5

is cancelled,
p.m. FROS will hold a discusj1.00George.
sion on "the University and
' Your Criticisms of it" at 45 St.
1:00 p.m. Mike and Di Shoemaker
will speak on their experiences
travelling in Yugoslavia, to the
Orientations
4 at U.C. Committee in room
1:00 p.m. The second discussion in
the Brescia Project will tak^
place , at the SMC SAC Office
The topic wil be "The Aims of a
Catholic Education". It will be
an open discussion.

HART HOUSE THEATRE'S FORTY-SECOND ALL UNIVERSITY PRODUCTION
SHAKESPEARE'S
The Tempest
Directed by Robert Gill
TONIGHT

AN

and ALL THIS WEEK
at 8.30 p.m.
BOX OFFICE OPEN 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. — WA. 3-5241

OUTSTANDING
MUSICAL TREAT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS

DIM

CONCERT
CONVOCATION HALL
Thursday, March 14th, 1957
commencing at 8:15 p.m.
Staff, Students, Graduates and Their Friends Cordially Invited
ADMISSION FREE
A Students' Administrative Council Activity

t«. MILDEST BEST-TASTING cioAhKttB

SSflHT HOUSE
This Week
TODAY
Art Library
In the Gallery
Art11-12Filmnoon'
Music Room.
1.30 p.m.
Emily Carr and NormtMi McLaren
THURSDAY
HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK
CHESS CLUB presents a MAMMOTH HO BOARD CHESS
SIMUL, featuring FRANK ANDERSON, Canadian Chess
Champion. At 7.00 p.m. in the East Common Room.
Tickets for pl>,y available at Undergraduate Office.
Members 25c; non-members of the Chtss Club, $2.00
Camera Club
Criticism of rejected prints by
Dr. D. A. Sprott, Camera Club rooms
1.00-2.00 p.m.
■Canadian
Industry
Films
Music
1.30 p.m. Room f
FRIDAY
East Common Room
Sing Song
1.30 p.m.
ALL WEEK
Camera Club
Art Gallery
HI a.m.-lO p m.
Exhibition
Print Room
Show of Chagall,
contemporary
Matisse.
etc. prints —
Gallery and Print Room open to women Weds.. 4-6 p.m.

| Photographed ?.t Doney's, the famous sidewalk
Rome on the fashionable Via Veneto, by Rosemary
Boxer,cafefor inGlenayr-Knit.
wherever

lovely women

wherever

exciting

things

gather
happen

you'll find the fabulous
At home or abroad Kitten sweaters have 'ail air of fashionably "belonging"
Their colours, softness, distinctive little manners . . . now casual, now
sophisticated — are hallmarks of Kitten loveliness. Here, photographed in a
land noted for its beautiful sweaters, you see the exciting new Kittens for spring,
in Pettal Orion ... in breath-taking new colours. At good shops everywhere FC. 7. ■ ,
6.95, 7.95, 8.95, some higher.
Look for the name ^JSz/G . ■ .
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Paper

" iu/ous"

Fourteen
Copies Kept
Students' Administratis papers had
, r aowniown dailies picked up
oil
officials-stopped
MacDonald
wore
close
The
Varsity's
I
'"S"™
tofcT
thSr"
ordered
Hghl* ;he-I
printedmorning
press run all
yesterday
confiscated. Gzowski b"7
anrt been
\r,. i ^'^"S
thlnk the.v 'e exciled because
copies and
de Iyesterday
stroyed.
with SAC executive j v\ estern's editorial last week."
committee members.
"It
may be Iheir paper,"
All but a few went up in flames
ski said. "But there stillGzowin a bonfire
such
Toronto
Heraldbehind
Printers.the North "I don't think the paper was '
a thing as freedom of the press."
The move was made without
Yesterday's issue was publishWE DENY
informingstaff.
any of the paper's
editorial
ed off schedule- - there was no
The
following
is
a
statement
paper announced for Wednesday
TESTH TIME 8''' <£\
The SAC — owners and publishers of The Varsity — exr by^ Varsity
the emPROSTIW
-U
^*
Editor Pettr
Itbersisof the
supported
by allandG.orcmem-by —to save the baadvertis
r as ment ofbeingersassocial
ed
plained their action by claiming' ski.
CHI
masthead
the paper was "libellous and in ■fitch reporters
as hare read it. with dangerous editorial matter.
There have been some repercusThey acted on precedent. In
sions in past gag issues when ndMarch
1952,
council
acted
simithat
yesterday's
gag
issue
bad taste.''
We deny;
' vetisers complained their ads
|jlarly
staff. — and fired The Varsity tons libellous in form or content,
it contained
material
thatthatwould
might not be taken seriously
hare offended
any |\either.
This year'stheir
jouncil
have not
announced
intentions
to- but the most fanatically puriwards the present staff.
j to SAC
cal ofminds
,
worryofficials
when apparently
Tuesday's bet'an
paper
Council officials appeared at that taniany
mature student
the Herald plant yesterday morn- would hare received anything carried announcements of '"the
They demanded
entryto toread
the but iang it,healthy laugh from read- spiciest gag issue in Varsity m"spressing-.room
and began
tory." Usually gag issues are
copies
of
the
paper
as
it
came
that the
ofi the press.
trative Students'
Conned has theAdminisright jsprung a.i a surprise.
'I thought we'd better warn
Council Secretary - Treasurer
\ Timry iiTi Ffit .
printed
E. A. MacDonald ordered the by this any
staff,newspaper
unless they
can {them this year," Gzowski said.
u . . ...
presses stopped. Immediately all prove cither criminal content ..T* j
papers printed — about 2,500
I
if
you
know
of 7,200 — were carted to the ■^■■■■■■■^■■■■■■■■■■iMiMM
J°ke atto be
hurt
1
d0eSn
"
or delibe,^ slamlrr. told one." you'rea going
back of the shop and burned.
About 14 issues— taken earlier that bad." Gzowski said last! An emergency meeting of $m
SdS* P™te" flles - were night. "Sure there was ^SAC publicalims wmm,!ion rB
material m it — but L called
„ for today
'
of
yesterday's
annual
Varsity
gag
I
at 1 o'clockof
Varsity editor Peter Gzowski questionable
it wouldn't have been a real gag ; been
One of Fourteen copies
issue shows SAC vice-president Flo Mid- saved,
to decide the
final outcome
dleton's head, pasted onto a famous body (Marilyn Monroe). All other j was not contacted until 11 o'clock issue
if
there
hadn't."
the
council-paper
feud.
Gzowski
said
the
council
was
copies of the paper are in the files of the North Toronto Herald and I yesterday morning. He entered
cannot -be seen.
the SAC office to ask if the
Mainspring
STATEMENT
BY CAPUT
The Caput of the University of
Toronto facplaced
on record ofits sound
satisStep-By-Step
Procedure
tion at the evidence
student self-government found in
the action takenCouncil
by the inStudents'
dealing
As
Officials
Raid
Printers Administrative
1
with
the
general
issue
material
almost
all
year.
It
to Mr.
MacDonald.
Mr. MacDon- , with the humorous dis-satisfaction
He±-e is an hour by hour account
ald
hangs
up.
issue
of The
of council's decision and action is just a question of make-up and
; Varsity of March 5th. The Capqt
final re-writing.
7:40:
(We're
guessing
now)
Mr.
in TUESDAY
confiscating evening;
yesterday's8:30:Varsity.
[
invited
the
President
of
the
UniFirst 11:45: Final run leaves and gag MacDonald telephones members
the editors of that
copy run taken from The Varsity pictures of SAC leaders go off of SAC executive committee to | issue andversity lotoseeconvey
them body
the
office to North Toronto Herald to the engravers.
gain reaction on gag issue,
unanimous opinion ofto that
printers. All advertising copy goes 12:00: Staff closes up office and 7:50: One committee member that much of the material usetl
telephones
Herald
to
check
on
en
this first
by a leaves
for editor's
apartment for
was in shockingly
Brown unwilling this time, co-operaflon
student
in a-trip
car —— taken
and some
final laugh
in preparation
for stories.
of the bad
editorstaste.wasTheto 1
reads headlines in paper.
editorial. The sports page, which yesterday's reaction,
be sought in devising ways and
is all serious except one story, WEDNESDAY morning: 5:15: I 8:15 Mr. Macdonald telephones [means
of preventing a recurrence.
goes on this run.
to stop press. Foreman , The Caput took no action which
Paper goes to press, which runs ' printers
E. A. MACDONALD. B.A.
refuses until he gets written j would
9:30: All ideas for the paper 800 an hour.
order.
in
any way jeopardize the
now in final form and The Var- 7:30: Sec-treas. E. A. MacDonald
and diracademic involved.
status of any of the GeneraLSecretary
sity staff in full steam writing jtelephones North Toronto Herald 8:15: Mr. MacDonald and two [students
ector of student aidofandSACplacement,
out contents of gag issue. other SAC members appear at
it. Much of the copy has been jtoProoffindrender
Mgned.
.seen
above
at
hit
desk.
Mr.
J.
C.
Evans.
donald is lhe majn5pr;ng of MaeSAC
George Brown, who printers, check issue, and, sign
prepared in, advance. Staffers
(.Continued on Page 4) I
have been keeping a stock of gag answers phone, rfcads three stories
| l Registrar, 'activities.
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freedom
Your Students' Administrative Council that should,
theoretically, lead campus feeling, has chosen to deprive you of reading material prepared for you by
your newspaper. .
It has acted without warning, without deliberation, without guidance. It has acted in a manner which
smacks all too familiarly of the totalitarianism of Russia today or of Germany not so long ago.
Throughout the year, this newspaper has tried to
serve you, the students of Toronto, to your best interests. We have co-operated with any organization that
needed us, whether we agreed with its interests or
not. We have tried to give you the kind of news you
want to read, the way you want to read it.
Until yesterday, we have felt nothing but regard
for the council that constitutionally owns your newspaper.
But that council has lost our respect. We trust they
will no longer retain yours.
Its representatives prevented you from reading a
paper they choose to describe only as "libellous and
in bad taste".
By that statement, they imply two things: that
someone might have been libelled and, that readers
would be offended.
The first would be a serious charge— a newspaper
may be convicted in a criminal court for practising
libel. The editors of this newspaper were quite certain
that no-one would have reason to feel libelled by our
gag issue. There is nothing more to say on that count.
The second charge— that our readers would be
offended— is not for the council to judge. The Varsity
is confident that University of Toronto students are
adult in their tastes. They would take the gag issue
in the spirit in which it was written. There might have
been one or two puritan elements insulted; but the
bulk of the student body, we are sure, would have
been merely entertained.
This editorial is no attempt to deny that yesterday's issue was "off colour". We are simply expounding the right of the citizen— particularly the educated
citizen— to decide for himself what he wants to
read.
Yesterday's gestapo-like action by the students'
council was a violation of the freedom of the- press.
But it was much worse. It was a violation of the
freedom of the individual — his freedom to think for
himself.
EMPLOYMENT
1957 GRADUATES
Opportunities in most fields now available
For information contact
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
118 Richmond St, W., Toronto — EM. 6-9192
WHY FIGHT IT??
COME TO CAMP THIS SUMMER
If you don't mind kids too much, love money, are wild about
water-skung,
love money, can't stand the city in the summertime, love money, home
and just
got to get away from
, . . feel
applyyou've
elsewhere
otherwise . . . phone us at
Days — EM. 4-5813 Evgs. HU. 1-1438 Nashman
EM. 8-8979
WA. 5-1895 Wise
WE NEED MATURE YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN AS
COUNSELLORS— AND OUR SALARIES ARE SHOCKINGLY
GOOD FOR THE RIGHT PEOPLE.

Regent Beauty Solon
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
PARK.
New Wing
Second Floor

PLAZA HOTEL
Blour and Avenue Rd.
WA. 4-5121

For the mo~t formal occasions
or for thai informal co-e<l look.
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Permanent Wave $10.00

Was

Varsity

Indicted

Unfairly,

The Power?
Without
By JOHN GRAY
of the charges hurled at
- Student government at St. close scrutiny of the SAC — one serving
them, but inevitably many of them
would
presume
they
took
the
are
worthy
Michael's
College
came
in
for
time to look at it — and it was a few worse. of those charges and
severe attack from this paper seized.
recently — but the actions of that This action shows once and for Student government will not
small college cannot compare with all that student government _in work on this campus as long as
the newest little-politician orgasm
present authority is given
universities is impractical — as the
perpetrated here yesterday.
It is not something endemic
long as it attracts the shallow them.
The representatives of the whole pettiness
to
all
students in this country —
of ihe student adminis- at Queen's
campus evidently got together and
the students run
decided they could better judge
part of itthewould
univerthe annual Gag Issue of The
This article expresses the nearlysity —every
but
perhaps
Varsity
than the average student. opinions of Varsity Associate wise if the university authoritiesbe
What nobility!
Editor John Gray. It is not reconsidered the power they
intended to represent the feel- have- allowed the SAC to handle
Theydents did
not
even
let
the
stuget their hands on the issues _ ings of the entire Varsity staff. (or should the word be "misto judge for themselves. They did
particular case?).
not in fact ever allow publication tralions such as have been seen However,,handle" in this
the year in retrospect
of the issue; they stopped the Gag in Toronto in receipt years.
has not been entirely unprofitable
Issue as it came off the presses.
Student politicians are often for Mr. Gordon Forstner and his
The Varsity now stands indicted derided
merely for running for cohorts on the SAC. They have
for a crime they did not commit.
great satisfaction of being able
office. Cries of "campus wheel", the
The Gordon
SAC. ledForstner,
by the indomini"power
baron", hurled
and "big
shot" to boast that they have gotten
continually
at
them,
table
has pun- are
The Varsity. Cruel ediished The Varsity without trial, cr^pp.
and it appears these cries have back at torials
about ' their laxness in
and without a crime.
putting
up
the bulletin board,
gone
to
the
heads
of
this
year's
Before the paper had been
cruel
articles
about their wishypublished it was subjected to, the Many office-holders are unde- washy meetings
have all been
avenged.
recompense!The Varsity has had its
Probably the SAC does not
realize its greatest accomplishment, nor do they they
realize
Time
Varsmty
an accomplishment
willitnotis
By

Those

FOUNDED
Publ ished 1880
by
The Students' Administrative Council
of the University of Toronto
Toronto 5, Canada
Member Canadian University Press
Editorial and News Offwe
Easement,
Building _ Manager
WA. 3-8742
Business S.A.C.
and Advertising
E. A. Macdonaid — WA. 3-6221
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
PETER J.(Make-up);
GZOWSKl
ASSOCIATE EDITORS
Doug ' -Marshall
John Gray (News); Sam Ajzenstat (Features).
Sportt Editor
John Brooks
Assistant Sports Editor
Howie Mandell
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Sports Editor : Janet
MerleMacDonald
Overholt
AM&D Editor
Features Editor
Cathie Breslin
CUP Editor
' _
Harvey Levenstein
Today's issue .... Pete Gzowski, Doug Marshall, Liz Binks, Cecily
Coddington, Harvey Levenstein.
"Suffer yourselves to be blamed if . you believe this issue. It's a
gag. Nothing was confiscated and nothing was burned. This ■
paper isn't right, it's a beauty."
U of T SAILING CLUB
There will be a meeting of the Sailing Club on Thursday,
March 7th, at 5:00 p.m. in the Music Room, Hart House.
CD. A. movie — Women welcome
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION — WOMEN
TIME"Science Building will be
he Swimming pool in"DIP
the Household
sen for recreational swimming every Monday and Wednesday
from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. beginning Monday, March 11th.
ALL WOMEN STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.

Auction
of Books
IN THE HART HOUSE LIBRARY
on the 2nd Floor
1 :15 p.m.
TUESDAY the 12th and WEDNESDAY (he 13th
Bidding Starts At 5 Cents

appreciate.
They have tolled the death knel]
for
student politicians on th is
forever.
campus,
forever and forever and
reader writes:
Congratulations on a fascinating
and informative expose on the
vile and voluptuous SAC "meetings". From your account of their ■
carrying s-scribedon,
) Ithink(sotheyvividly
should de-be
seized, not The Varsity.
I realize how fortunate I am
to have the opportunity of seeing
this amazing revelation. I was
pirn--coming
uhh,, work,
when a anight's
copy
just
home from
was blown over my fence from
a nearby bon-fire.
I understand that there are a
few university students who did
not have an opportunity to see
this issue. I will gladly let anyone
interested to see the paper, for
only linga — nominal
sum (for
hand-at
it's hot stuff).
Apply
Sherbourne St., two flights
up, after .nine p.m. And bring
your wallet.
Etaoin Shrfllu.
SMOKES
FOR CANADIAN
MILITARY PERSONNEL
the
Unitedserving
NationswithEmergency
Force in the Middle East

B-ing Your Small Change
$1*2 sends 400

This Surr
VISIT MOSCOW
6th World Youth Festival (July 23— August 11)
j?lus '» Week Western European Tour
EY AIR 5 WEEKS — $550 (includes everything)
BY BOAT 9 WEEKS — $700
Meet Thtf Youth Of The World At Tbe Ftetlval
STuaent SemiriEfs. Faculty Meetings. Informal
Dlovusetons, Thrilling Sport*, And Cultural Events
EEGGTEB SOW — PLANT. ACCOMMODATION LIMITED
Qpea lo AU SOUDS ( ana-ulan* Between 16 .And 32 Years
ABQjrin: Soalft FnHnd^hij> Lwyjue.— <1 ttund&oai* -*t. •
/vronu* — Ha .-:<.*- .

EXPORT
CIGARETTES
or any other
PostageMocdonald
included Brcnd
Mail order and remittance to:
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
MACDONALD
P.O. BoxMontreal,
490, TOBACCO
PlaceQue.d'Aimei, INC
ThiiInoffer
it subject Regular!*
lo any tht'i*
Government
hj.-
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bign

tire staff will walk out, they so that the reputation of the
Yesterday's
confiscation
was have
promised.
university
will not'52
suffer.
notGag
without precedent
— constiIssue
also says:
tutional and historical.
Under Seized
Appendix C, Paragraph It In
According to the constitution says;
I, Section C, the SAC constitution That all vulgar, offensive or
suggestive expressions should be
of the Students' Adminstrative
Council — which is binding on That the news and other matter carefully avoided.
Varsity editors — the council is in The Varsity is read by a great And further;
responsible for everything appear- many people outside the Univer- That these paragraphs concerning in the paper and thereby
sity. It is closely scrutinized by
ing the policy of The. Varsity are
has a right to stop it. Council all our city dailies and as a not in any way designed to dethe Editor of the use of his
can
fire
an
editor
on
24
hours
result of exchanges it reaches own privejudgement
notice.
common
readers in practically all of the sepse, nor are theyandintended
In March of 1952, the gag issue important
Universities in the prevent him from using his ownto
was stopped by the SAC and the
entire staff fired.
United States and Canada . . . The initiative and acting according to
SAC members put out their Editor should bear this in mind his own ideas.
own Varsity that year — 15 days and, when preparing the head- In a Canadian University Press
taken two years ago, The
after the publication of the gag
lines, news articles and editorials, survey
issue.
Varsity was rated 17th in Canada
Papers that made it to the he should take into consideration for freedom from student government control.
campus that day were sold for their effect on the outside reader.
as much as a dollar before
evening.
That was the issue that carried
a reprint of President Sidney
Smith'slish —address
on remedial
Eng- Council
Opinion
and changed
the word
"English"
to
"sex"
e,very
time
it
was used.
Council members refused to
Flo Middleton and
Students' Administrative
Coun- President ers'
commentcation. Al on
they yesterday's
said was theconfisissue Seni
cil members areor
themselves Memb
split Publications Commissioner Harry
Arthurs
would
was "libellous and in bad taste." over yesterday's confiscation. to be used. allow their names
"It would have put the council But most won't publish their Forstner said he would wait
and
university
a bad light," opinion".
one the
council
memberin said,
telephone inter- for Council to make the final
No announcement has been In separate
views last night The Varsity at- decision, but that he had been
made as yet regarding the coun- feeling. tempted to sound out council in favour of the action taken.
cil's' intention Ifto hefireis ordismissed
not to Of 17 members contacted, only Miss Middleton — . .ah ex Woiire Gzowski.
men's Sports Editor of The Varbecause of the gag issue, the en- president Gord Forstner, Vice; council
sity — said
she act
didn't,sothink
the
should
quickly
and without warning, but she
wouldn't have printed the gag
issue as it -was.
Confiscation Climaxed
Arthurs said he had been in
favour of stopping the press because' he didn't
think thewithcouncil should
be connected
the
publication of salacious literaDays of Hard Feelings ture.
"It just looks like a schoolboy The other 14 1 nine council
Yesterday's
gag issueof confiscation was the climax
a series kicking
up dust — trying to
of incidents that began last leave his footsteps on the sands members could not be reached
by phone) would not allow their
week involving hard feelings
to be used with their
Editor
time." Peter Gzowski was names
between the students' council and oi
comments.
quoted in the same story as
Tho Varsity.
Last Thursday, both Toronto saying he didn't agree with the Opinions varied from strongly
afternoon newspapers carried editorial — which blasted Brit- in favour of the action to strongstories of Secretary-Treasurer E.
ish royalty1made —it clear
but The
bothVarsity
news- "We
ly opposed
it.
can'tto publish
filth," said
A. MacDonald's condemnation of wan at papers
fault.
an editorial appearing in WedGzowski said last night he
nesday's
Varsity.
That editorial was written by didn't think the confiscation r" — " — m
SPECIAL
a visiting University of Western i would have occurred if there k
Ontario student — but it didn't had not been hard feelings !
STUDENT RATES
stop the SAC getting angry at earlier.
"They never would have tiied i
The Varsity.1
^'It was the most foolish thing to stop us," Gzowski said.
I've seen in all my years at the
$1.00 per person
University,"
Mr. MacDonald was
TYPING
tjuoted
a.3 saying.
Dancing Every Saturday
Theses, Essays. Xotes. Charts,
French, German. La.tin, English
GRADUATE WANTED
Prices
Uoon
Request
for junior
posiMRS. M. D. STOTT, B.A,
iGraduate
;on in a wanted
Residential
Treatment
Mart
Act. 12
Centre for emotionally disturbed
children. Courses in Psychology 21 AVENUE RO. — WA. 2-7624
required. Salary $3000 per year 1
'ess $400 for room
All !
professional
staff andareboard.
resident.
University Blazers
MitS I. H. Allen, Sunnyside, Union!
CUSTOM MADE
Street, K ingston, Ont.
Especially Prictd J<*r Student*
Ranch
$27.50
Kenney's
Fine Flannel
wci^tesi Trousers
VOTE TODAY
Credll $16,5©
Tktbh il IXsir*d
FRED ZEMANS
for Second Year l\C. Pres.
PARNES Clothing Co.
"The Best From The West"

Ban
About H copies of the -ag fe_
Opposing
We're not giving up yet," sue
were
Editor Peter Gzowski said about by the taken from the press
Heral
d office
terday
and wese
yesterday's confiscation.
not staff
burnedyes-:n
"We believe student feeling is today.
the SAC-organized bonfire The*
behind us and we're going to were for the Herald's files.
prove it. The SAC has gone too The petition form will be in
The Varsity office from 9 a./o
farAllthisstudents
time." who think the
SAC went outside its juiisdiction
in grabbing The Varsity before
it could be distributed are asked
to sign today.
a petition in The Varsity Chi U Paper
office
Gzowski said if enough signatures arrived, there would be
some retribution. If student sup- Was Nailed
port is strong enough, he said,
they might try to publish another
Last Month
gagOriginal
issue. copy still exists. The Varsity was not the firs!
scated this year; to be concampus finewspaper
Last
month,
the Maroon, of tne
University of Chicago,
was burned
Split On by college police when its staff
tried to publish a gag issue.
That incident was ordered by
Uhindof the
C administration,
the
paper. council and
was beone.
(He hadn't seen the paper.) Chicago students'
Acti
"The Varsity on
should publish
Most ironic part of the Chicago
what
wants,"
i Neitherit had
she.) said another, dent.
confiscation was a letter which
"It would be blamed on us. so appeared in their paper the next
we should
ior member.stop it." said one sen- day. written by a graduate stu"Let them stew in their own The letter said such a thing had
happened once on the campus
juice," was a fourth comment., where
he had taken his underChairman Doug Sherk — a
graduate courses, but could never
graduate — was publications happen again.
chairman when The Varsity was
writer
of that letter ou^lit
seized in 1952. He could not be to The
know,
reached for comment last night.
In 1952 he supported The Var- 'editor
i He was
Bob Varsity.
Brown, last year's
of The
sity's action.
CLASSIF IED ADS
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS
student
rates. All
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buyj Special new
or rebuilt;
rentedregul£j
a.7d
^ny make, brand new typewriter. makes;
lold on terms. Also for supplies,
(No down payment required.) 1643
and service. Phone HL
Trade-ins $29. Deal direct, no out- repairsanytime.
side financing. Humber Typewriter, 375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103. STUDENTS' LIFE INSURANCE
Own a S12.000.00 policy for only
open evenings.
S5.00 a month. Remainder of pubTYPEWRITERS
lic premium convert to full rale
r"ou can buy a new Sm;:h-Corona
portable for as low es 15c e. cay — plan within ten vears. Call HU. i-1843. required. P.-ione 3929.
no•tlverdale
down payment
WANTED
Desireor toclub.
rent Moderate.
room fromShare
frau-r-or
WUNDER VALUES
nity
AT WONDER PRICES
otherwise.
Telephone
OX.
9-5931,
Tape-recorders <S50.00 off); hi-fi 12-2 or 6-7 p.m. sets,
record-players,
radios,
with
BOOKS
FOR
SALE
unmat enable discounts. Grundig,
Choice editions. Finely illustrated.
Loewe-Opu,
Seabreeze.
Philips, Building.
R.C.A. Victor Phone
Eon Wunder,
Apply Box 33. The Varsity, SAC
WA. 4-8925. U.C. Residence. **
COUNSELLORS
Cirl? Camp in Algonquin Park
requires young women 19 years <n o\er
for Handicrafts. Nature Study. Tennis,
General Office Work, and as Dietitian 'a Assistant
Telephone: HI'. 1-3704
Snotc Queens
DANCES
In TofontMietsis

AN

OUTSTANDING
MUSICAL TREAT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
CONCERT
CONVOCATION HALL

Thursday. March 14th. 1957
commencing at p.m.
Staff, S£i Graduates and Their Friends Cordially Invited
ADMISSION FREE

SPORTS
Carabins
Grtfof Ills Week
WINTER CARNIVAL

f-campus Yearbook
Cheerleaders
CLUBS

THE VARSITY, Thursday, March 7th, 1957

Reaction

When
to yesterda
reaction was
varied. y's
issue seizure
gagCampus
students
A large number of issue
at
thought there was no
all — that The Varsity had announced agag issue and the joke
had been there was none at all.
underBut an estimated 150 Student
graduates went to the
Council office to find out where
yesterday's paper was.
They were gtven evasive answers.
advised
Varsity staffersonwere
the seizure,
not to comment
it until
about
know
not
did
They
after 11 o'clock when editor Peter
Gzowski was ed,told the paper had
been confiscat
Students inquiring at the SAC
office were told "it isn't out yet"
ca lend ar

Cross

Paper
until nearly two o'clock in the
afternoon.
Then SACthe employees
announce
seizure. began to
who asked at The VarThose
sity office after noon were told
grabbed. An emergenbeenmeeting
it hadcy staff
held yesterday
afternoon decided to proceed with
the SAC
plans for this issue until
made a final statement.
Many students were critical of
action and on the side
oftheTheSACVarsity.
"I think they went too far,"
reaction.read"They
was a lettypical
should
the students
the
issue anyway. Then they can
criticise the paper."
But some sided with the council. "It's their paper," said a memmar. 8

now
and
here
nual Exhibition, in the Camera
TODAY
Club rooms. Hart House.
1 p.m. The adian
SMC Federation
leaders ofof the
Can- 3:10 p.m. Alan McLachlin will lead
Catholic
SCM New Testament study
College Students will discuss an
in
room 114, Conservatory of
Music.
religious instruction in Catholic
colleges in the SMC SAC office.
VCF will study the Bible in
1 p.m. VCF wilt study the Bible in 4 p.m.
111, UC.
Room 111, UC. and Room 116. 8:15room
p.m.
Nikolai Soloviov will
School of Nursing.
speak
to the U of T Fine Arts
1:10 p.m. The SCM P&OT group
Club
on
production
and design
will meet in the huts, and the in television
in the Wymilwood
Modern Art group will discuss
Music Room. Refreshments
served,
"Expressionism" with Art and
Archaeology
lecturer K. J. KetFRIDAY
tlewell
Bldg. in room 33. Engineering B:30 p.m. The Slavic
Circle presents
1:10 p.m. The Vic VCF plans a Gogol's "Inspector General" in
the
Women's
Union
Theatre.
panel
on "Quiet There will be no SCM hi-fi
concei t
Times" indiscussion
room 19. Vic.
The
series
will be re1:10 p.m. Dr. D. Sprott will critic- (his week.
sumed
next
week.
ize prints rejected in the An-

Campus

Varied

ear
App
To
Failed
formed upstairs
of the seizure said
the SAC was right, according to
ber of the Student Christian press cials
yesterday
before
SAC
offiarrived
at
the
North
Toronto
Movement. "It's the council who Herald printers and had them council
secretaries.
will be criticised if The Varsity burned. Council would have to "One of them told me The
publishes smut. They should be
Varsity should be banned fot try.
forpaper.
composition
of the
eightingButsuchthea stunt,"
one girl
said.
allowed
stop it ifwere
they want
to." pay
page
All
in
all
they
paid
secretaries
admitted
Some toengineers
in favor
most students were unhappy
of reprinting the captured issue. about $250 on a $300 job.)
A reprint would be possible, as Many students who were in- about being deprived of .their
council officials failed to nab
reading privileges.
rough copy that was sent to the
Stick Up
printing plant.
Editor Peter Gzowski said he
PRODUCTION AND DESIGN
would not follow the engineers'
For Student
plan,
"It's their money," he said. "If
TELEVISION
they want
to payprinted
to have
sands of papers
and thouthen
AN EVENING WITH
Rights
burn
not my gotbusiness."
(Somethem,2,500its papers
off the
NIKOLAI SOLOVIOV
an associate of the great
SERGEI EISENSTEIN
FINE ARTS CLUB
Procedure Of Raid
Sign Petition
(Continued from Page 1)
TONIGHT
— 8.30
WYMILWOOD
written order to stop presses.
Everybody Welcome
Papers are burned behind shop. Against Seiiure
11:00: Peter Gzowski informed
of action. Meets with Mr. MacDonald and committee members.
No statement is arrived at. Gzowski permitted to proceed with
HART HOUSE THEATRE
today's paper
— on the underROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR
of seizure.standing itgive objective coverage
5:30: Varsity masthead meeting
decides
tosomeprint
today's' paper,
AUDITIONS
ofalthough
resigning.
. members in favour
begin
MONDAY, for
MARCH 11th
Students
spending
the
summer
in
WINNI
GOING TO
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
mayPEG?'
obtain
The Family
AND Reunion
room and board in centrally located ablefraternity
house
for
a
reasonMisalliance
rate. Contact House Manager,
849 Wolseley Avenue, Winnipeg, or
For an appointment - phone WA. 3-7193 or call at Theatre office.
phone SP. 4-2911.

Attention Lawrence Park Grads
DINNER IN HONOUR OF MR. McKELLAR'S RETIREMENT
THURSDAY, MAY 16th AT PARK PLAZA
Tickets: $3.75 — may be obtained from Mr. W. J. Rapson,
40Deadline:
Scott Street,
MarchToronto.
28th
HART
HOUSE
TODAY
CHALLENGE THE CHAMPION!
The Chess Club presents at 7.00 p.m. in the Debates Room
MAMMOTH 60 BOARD CHESS SIMUL
..frank Anderson, Canadian Chess Champion, will take on all comers, and at the end guarantees to replay any match by memory.
PRIZES forREFRESHMENTS.
best win and best defensive win, against Mr.
Anderson.
Tickets for play available at Undergraduate Office,
or at the door. Members of the Chess Club, 25c;
non-members, $2.00.
Camera Club
Criticism of rejected prints by
Dr. D. A. Sprott. Camera Club Rooms.
1.00-2.00 p.m.
Canadian Industry Filr s Music Room
1.30 p.m.
Photographed a.t Doney's, the famous sidewalk
Rome on the fashionable Via Veneto, by Rost
Boxer,cafefor inGlenayr-Knit.
wherever

lovely women

wherever

exciting

things

gather
happen

you'll find the fabulous

At home or abroad Kitten sweaters have an air of fashionably "belonging"
Their colours, softness, distinctive little manners . . . now casual, now
sophisticated — are hallmarks of Kitten loveliness. Here, photographed in a
land noted for its beautiful sweaters, you see the exciting new Kittens for spring,
U. • •
in Pettal Orion ... in breath-taking new colours. At good shopsM
everywhere
0
6.93, 7.95, 8.95, some higher.
.
.
Look for the name

ont

Believe

Everythi

ng

You By MR. R
SMITH ead
In
The
Papers
he
Yesterday's paper was th gig issue. No papers
fiscated, none were burned.
But a lot of people believed they were.
Students' Council members-who will out of mercv
nameless
VarsiFriday
remain The
rushed to the office to find out what they
t
, March
y
8th, 1957
clone
had Vol. LXXVI— No. 80
The Toronto Telegram telephoned The Varsity
office five
.me, and the SAC office eight, but couldn't
J a commen
t^anyon. The Star phoned once, .either paper was tak»
Nearly 100 students signed the
petition backing freedom
of the
was real.pring" over the picpress. More wanted to, but the word ture"Mains
slieets of paper weren't fastened to The picture of the "gag issue"
page
a complete fake.
The Varsity office 3oor until near- on
Here's howoneit was
was done:
ly 11 a.m.
The flag (The Varsity) was clipSimcoe Hall was in the beginped from an old paper— we have it
nings of a turmoil when someone in three sizes— and pasted at the
top of an eight-by-eleven-inch
read the small print on the mast- sheet
of copy paper. Flo Middlehead.
ton's graduation picture was pastThere were other clues in the
ed to a pin-up of Marilyn M,onroe
and pasted on the side. The headpaper itself.
line was cut from two differen
The joke was over "by about stories in "Justice Weekly". So wast
noon, when enough people had the smaller head, below Flo's picread the masthead or found one of
ture. The whole sheet was engraved. Simple, eh?
the other clues and spread the
Credit for the whole idea should
word.
to
Univers of Chicago
Reaction was largely favourable. go
Maroon, the
where it wasity first
done.
Varsity staffers were congratulat- The story of Chicago's seizure,
ed throughout the campus but they which ran on page three of yestertook a good deal of ribbing, too. * ady's paper was taken from their
It was as fake as ours.
Most common reaction was plain paper.
Ex-Varsity editor Bob Brown,
pride
at
having
read
the
mastnow doing graduate work at Chi- Gh
head.
'eland. From left to right are
cago, mailed
Wednesday
Michael Mensah,
anaa S"du
" Mercy
T "lebrat'!
of their
ho, ■vas held at Ferguson Hall last
The "Suffer Yourselves to be issue here. a copy of their gag
Okm, llle
and independence
Sok Barnes. The
meeting
Although a lot of students must
Blamed
is frequently have
left
out" ofparagr
theaphpaper,
felt silly when they came in
the
editorials are too long. It when
to
sign a. petition, they
has been
The Varsity's motto for years. - weren't as embarrassed probably
as
One student said she had read nearly-] 00 who wanted a copy theof
Wednesday's gag issue.
the masthead for the first time
Eight Years
The Varsity should
Under
Soviets
yesterday, but many
they Oh,Perhaps
no.
made a practice of claimed
reading "Today^
issue"
because
been facetious this year.it has often
They
The joke almost broke too soon.
Spea
ker
Spen
t
4
In Jail
When Tuesday's
carried Church Speaker
Anna Kethly lived eight years in
I garian people reject any form of
By MIKE CASSIDY
notices of a WednesdVarsity
ay
gag
issue—
The
Hungary
under
a
Communist
reign
Rev. John Mackay, of terror, four
a dangerous action, since the huI dictatorship
or domestic.
years in prison.
|,,
want— foreign
democratic
governof Princeton Theomour paper usually a surprise- presidentlogical
will
speak
Seminary
some studentsis smelled
a rat.
trial
bankruptcy.
1
counthe
brought
from
secret
police
brutality
during
?Viefr
?5
suffered
family"
every
at this season's last AH-Uni that"Almost
to moral, political and indus- J ment-'
period, she told a CCF club try"Our
One SAC official wanted to put versify
Church Service.
living standards went
a sign on the bulletin board saying
meeting Wednesday. "The courts down.
He is a graduate of Uni- were
The Communists set up an i Five Clues In
a
tragic
comedy.
But
the
"the
joke's
versity
of
Aberdeen
and
over."
She
didn't
know
imperious
bureaucracy and centthe real plans.
Princeton. He studied in Spain, Hungarians will always resist dicralized al authority. Under their i
The statements on page one and served in Lima, Peru ns tatorship."
regime Hungary fell far behind in Humor Issue
Miss Kethly was tried and con- research
an educational missionary.
from the Caput was completely R*v.
and technical develop- •"■ There
gag. were five clues in yesby those courts, with no
Mackay was editor of chance victed
legitimate— even to the March 5th
to
talk
to
her
defence
atterday's Varsity that could have
date. Only thing wrong is it was Theology Today until 1951.
Miss
Kethly
was
Deputy
speaker
torney. She saw corpses thrown
lames Cunningham, Chap- into ditches
made in 1952, when The Varsity
of the Social Democrat coalition warned the observant reader of
without
being
buried.
was
seized.
lain of Hart House said "These
When her party join- 1. The familiar Varsity motto
massacred. Mean- government.
ment".
services, with their all-inclus- Friendswhile were
ed the Communists, she resigned. usually
the secret police lived in
found in the masthead
E.
A.
MacDonald's
picture
—
ive
character
are
one^of
the
She
was
out
of the country when lead:
complete with the type underneath most significant developments style.
u n derwen t a s Iigh t change. 1 1
the
Russians
crushed
the
Hungar't— was taken from a mat clipped in the life of this university."
"Hungary is a prime example of
from a Varsity of 1947. Even the
colonial exploitation by a Com- back ianin. uprising, and now can't get "Suffer yourselves to be
munist dictatorship",
she said. The
blamed if you believe this issue.
communist
regime, supported
-by Earlier this week she presented , It's
Nothing was
was Durned.
confisthe Hungary rebels case to the cateUia gag.
and nothingUnited Nations. This weekend she i paper
isn-t
rignti
it-s a
returns to Europe to continue the
U OF T STUDENTS
Election
fightrebels.
for United Nations support to 2. If a gag issue had been
Result:
the
CELEBRATE GHANA
written for Wednesday, ThursVICTORIA
beauty.'day's80.paperIt, would
ST. MIKE'S
Seven Gold Coast students at The people
have 79.been
October.wereTheready
new forKadarre- number
was number
Only one American out of a Next year's President of the University of Toronto celebrated regimevolt in has
yet succeeded in 3. In some copies the front
the liberation of their homeland re-establishingnotcentral
College Union Executive Monday.
total of twelve won in St. Mike';: isVictoria
control, she page picture of the supposed
John Elder. Associate Presielections. SMC has a -10 percent
Now the people are even "Thursday."
humour issue revealed the word
dent is Daphne Knights; Vice Ghana, formerly the Gold said.
worse
off
than
before
the
American enrollment.
President, Dave Lee; Treasurer, Coast, a West African state be- Miss Kethly is 70 but revolt.
looks
55
Monday.
Michael
Hutchinson;
Social
Dicame
independent
of
Britain
- New President of the SMC Stu4. Thecarried
"Statement
By Caput''
in spite of all her suffering. She article
Armitage; Publicity
the phrase
dents* Council is Gord Colemar Director,rector, Betty
eral dissatisfaction
with the"genhuVi,ce-presidents
Claridge; Male The students attending Univer- speaks English slowly, but well, as
are Pierre LeDuc, Students' Mac
morous issue of The Varsity of
her 30 years in Hunsity of Toronto on scholarships she told garianof politics.
Administrative Coun^ary Carol Knowlton (Lorettoi,
cil Representative, Doug Myer.s; were tions
feted
5th."haveThisbeenyear's
Club. by the United Na- "If there is another revolt, a Uni- Marchsue would
dated gag
MarchisRosemary Burns (St. Joseph's); Female SAC Rep, Nancy Charles;
Nations police force like that
VCAU Pies., Tom Pockiington; Dressed in floor length shawls, in theted Middle
Third Year Men's Rep, Gord Mc- VCWAA
East can prevent the Stfi.5. The step-by-step account in
Barb Morgan; they escorted those attending
^abb; Third Year Women's Rep, male EAC Pres.,
Rep, Frank Cockram; around the reception hall, ex- Russians re-entering the country yesterday's paper of the VarAnne Marie Forbes; Treasurer, women
io
quell
another
Russians
EAC Rep, Marian Brown;
plaining the poster display tell- will move only asrevolt.
sity's confiscation
mentioned
]o\\n Vojtech; Secretary, Jan Men's Senior
long as they advertising
copy going
upon the
the
Stick, Gerry Hel
ing the story of their country's know
Smith; Second Year Reps, Denny , - there
won't
be
UN
intervengrowth.
first
trip.
However
in
a
story on
Ryan and Mary Gonway; Wo- leiner; Women's Senior Stick The Ghana students intend tn
the
same
page
it
was
specifically
Jen's Athletic
Director,Director,
Joanne Rick
Joan Fidler; Male
AthleticAthletic
Stick, return to their homeland once How about the Polish solution? stated that there was no adverSteele;
Men's Athletic
Women's
their schooling is finished.
Stick, Harrop;
Prue Smith.
rank Kielty.
"Ifs naive for Hungary. The Hun- ' Using in the gag issue.
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Cathie Breslin Meets:

PROVINCIAL

TEACHERS'
COLLEGES

Last night a short, crew-cul
undergraduate wandered around
the Great Hall, calmly playing
sixty games of chess.
"It sounds International
phenomenal," Master
Prank
Anderson,
of Chess shyly admitted, "but
really it just takes a highly developed chesspeople
mind. think
It isn't
hard as most
— andas
it's a lot harder than some think.
The difficulties aren't what you
think
are," sixty would
Onetheyagainst
scarcely seem to be fair game,
especially with the T.V. watching, but it fails to bother the
young fourth-year Statistics and
Actuarial Sciences student, who
is several notches along toward
World Cha mpion.

One- Year and Two- Year
Courses leading to an Interim
Ej'emen tary-School
'Certificate,
valid in theTeacher's
elementary schools of Ontario, are
offered
at
Teachers'
Colleges
Hamilton, London, North Bay,in
Octawa, Peterborough, Stratford, and Toronto (951 Carlaw
Avenue, Toronto 6).
•
Academic Requirement for
Aidmission ; One-year Course:
The
jt.A. degree or standing in eight
Grade XIII papers, one of which
Mfcall be F.nglish Literature or
TOPS
English Composition.
Two-year Course : Secondary
School Graduation Diploma of RESTAURANTS
tbe General Course.
BARBECUED CHICKEN
Term Opens September 10,
AND SPARE RIBS
A'957* Candidates will attend
• I
(fee Teachers'
College inWrite
the
district
of their residence.
HAVE YOU TRIED
t<i the principal for a copy of
OUR CHEESE BLINTZES?
the descriptive
booklet
"Teaching in the Elementary Schools
I •
Ql Ontario".
DROP IN AFTER THE
SHOW OR DANCE
Interviews with Applicants
t I
iA~e
conducted
by
Committees
o? Selection. Applicants desir17 Bloor Street West
ing interview should write to
tfr.e principal of their nearest
317 Yonge Street
Teacher's College.
272 Eglinton Avenue West
TOPS

IN FOOD

!
(EATON'
leads the IVY LEAGUE

Frank
Anderson
ments and travels to tie for
To add to the suspense last
night, Frank offered to replay third in Quebec, place second in
Vancouver,
tie for first in Winany of the sixty games from
nipeg,
and
win
the clear chammemory
afterward.
"But
that's
normal for any master player
pionship inOttawa, in 1955. This
fall
he
will
defend
it in Vanto Hebe first
able tobecame
do," heinvolved
insists. in couver.
the fascination of chess at the He played for the Canadian
age of thirteen, when he was team in the Olympic tournament
in bed with arthritis and rheu- in Amsterdam in 1954 and
matic fever. His father had gi- emerged from the fray as the
ven him a set and a couple of only one of some 155 players
as anhere
Inter-he
interested.
books on chess, but Frank wasn't to win recognition
national Master. From
"Then one day, in a moment will go on to Grandmaster —
and perhaps (who knows?) to
ofhe boredom,
I pickedlaterthemhe up,
says. A month
was ' World
Champion.
playing fifty
games
by
correspondence, and before long chess
had gotten him out of bed.
A year and a half later Frank
played in his first Canadian
Championship, and placed fifth.
In an arithmetic progression, he
advanced through the tourna-

Minister:
Rev. Murray J. S. Ford,
M.A., B.D.
Muriel Gidley Stafford— Organist
10 a.m. — SUNDAY SCHOOL
at WORSHIP
11 a.m. andSERVICES
7.30 p,m.
All students welcome.
THE
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Welcomes members of the University at its meeting for worship on Sundays at 11 a.m., at
60 Lowther Avenue (at Bedford
two blocks north of Bloor.)
YVA. 1-0368

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
DR. WM. Sunday
FITCH: Minister
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Haibord

BUDDHIST LECTURES
A series of eight weekly lectures will be given by Rev.
Takashi Tsuji at the Toronto ■ Buddhist Church , 918
Bathurst Street, on the Fundamental Philosophy of
Buddhism.
The
Marchlectures
14 at 8andp.m.the discussions will start on Thursday,
THE PUBLIC IS COPvDIALLY INVITED. FREE.

^Several Grandmasters, in fact
a trouncing
have
the quiet,had"mathemat
from already
ical-1
minded Toronto student. In hlg
first year at university he played,
a much-publicised game by cable
wi t h the Russi a n Master Igoc
Bondarevsky — and lost.
But several months later Bonderavsky captained a 10-man
Russian team which came to play
"over-the-board" or face-to-face
in New York, and he later toureci
Canada. Frank was alerted by
telegram, dashed to Toronto,
played a match — and won.
"It was quite exciting," Frank
says. "One of the biggest thrillg
of my life. It got all sorts of
fantastic headlines, like 'Canadian Beats Russian' — nothing
was chess!"
tempted with the
to Frank
do with,
promise
a return
trip "to
Moscow
this ofyear,
for the
Olympic
tournament. In fact he and the
president
of the onMath,
(Continued
Pageand6) Phy.
Church of The Redeemer
(Anglican)
AtBloor
the Head
of the Campus
and Owen
Avenue
Road
Rector:
Rev.
B.A., L.Th.P. Prichard
8II a.m.
- -Holy
Communion
a.m.Preacher,
Morning
The Prayer
Rector
7 p.m. -Preacher,
Evening Prayer
Rev. K.WEDNESDAY
J. Frampton, M.A.
8
p.m.
SERIES
"OutstandingLENTEN
Chapters
of the
Guest
Preacher,
Rev. (2)H. B."EXODUS
Snell, B.A.,20" B.D.
TRINITY COLLEGE
CHAPEL
Weekday Bible."
Services
7:30
a.m.
—
Holy
Communion
8:45 a.m.
Mattlns
6:00
p.m. ——— Compline
Evensong
11:00
p.m.
Sunday Services
8:15
— Holy
9:15 a.m.
a.m.
Holy Communion
Communion
6:30
p.m. ——— Compline
Evensong
11EVERYBODY
:00 p.m.
WELCOME
B IO O R
I N I S Marshall
T E R S Howse
Rev. Rev.
Dr. Ernest
Walter
C. Sellars
Organist
and
Frederick c. Choirmaster
Silvester
11.00 -DR.The E.ManyM. And
HOWSEThe Few
7.00
p.m.
Broadcast CHFI-FM
"Hear
Prayer"Is Mendelssohn
"God'sMy Time
The Best"
S. Bach CHOIR
BLOOR J. STREET
The Campus Club will meet after
the
Mr. Basil
TippetEvening
will be Service.
the speaker.

. . . the bold new colour fashion-wise men
have chosen for Spring.

RED Jacket in lightweight, comfortable wool
fabric. Handsome black knitted wool trim at
collar and waist. Sturdy zipper front. Smooth
rayon lining. Sizes 36 to 46.
each 15.95
PHONE UN 1-5111
MEN'S CLOTHING - EATON'S Main Store
Second Floor — Dept. 229
ST. EATON

Cfc™

ORDER

Last day for displays in colleges —
Or order at S.A.C. Office.

1957 TOM ONTONENSIS
More colour, more photos, more clubs,
TODAY
pn the 1957 U. of T. Yearbook.
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reporters from Flash.
"Suffer yourself to stop reading this because today isn't the
gag issue and all we're trying to say is we print the truth
the other 81 times and we'll probably get blamed, imprisoned
and hanged for yesterday."
reprint this, time
To twist the news, it is not always necessary to
change the facts. Selection, frequently, provides slant
enough.
There is a splendid example in this week's Time.
On the page they Lucely call "Judgments and Prophecies" there is a reprint of the Western Gazette's
notorious "God Save The People."
The only other university editorial they have
printed this year was The Varsity's two-paragraph
comment on Guy Fawkes day. (It's a pity someone
didn't
ed lastblow
fall.) up the Commons before Cairo was bombBoth these editorials, obviously, are intended to
show that Canadian university students hate Britain,
its royal family, and its government.
Well they don't. Those editorials were taken from
a context of usually sensible writing. The issue after
the Gazette ran "God Save The People" columnist
Paul Rush wrote an irate answer to editorial-writer
Paul Rush. We have since written a good deal about
Britain, mostly in a favourable light.
Furthermore, Canadian university students think
Dwight David Eisenhower, balding, golfing, husband
of Mamie, is an old poop; and if we had a vote it
would go for Adlai Stevenson.
So put that with your tripe and hoax it.
hah, hah
It was a gag. The Varsity laughed; most students
laughed (oh, you did so); and the Students' Adminis:rative Council . . . well, they laughed too. Yes, it
was a gag— and, we think, a good one.
It was also a lesson.
On a lot of campuses in today's world, the seizure
of a student publication would not be funny. On
those campuses, the students say what they are void
to say, and if they publish a newspaper it is not owned and controlled by o;her studen's.
In a survey taken by the Canadian University
Press two years ago, The Varsity was placed seventeenth among student newspapers for i*s 'r"edom
from externaf control. Even if thai ranking were valid,
it would mean very little.
But the truth is, we can print exactly what we like,
as we like it. A clause in the SAC constitution which
binds this newspaper to print anything the council
tells it to is never enforced. Our copy is not read before itis printed; it is seldom criticized after.
There is, admittedly, room for improvement. It is
•ridiculous that any community's government should
own the only public organ able to criticize it. Even if
that ownership is never wielded it should not be
there in theory.
But, by and large, The Varsity is fortunate in its
relationship with its publishers.
Let us hope that any seizure stories printed in
future will be meant as gags.
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goodnothing
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from the reader but his casual
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into the pleasant, I want to losing their blush. Editor.
ecstacy — on a very low scale
point out to this pundit of the
though it be.
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pert pen that pleasure is not
the basis of morality in Toronto abandon. Surely, it is unfortu- animal as a newspaper in Canada — or is there merely a
nor can it be in any city which,
nate
that,
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must code
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many as nothing more than a
medium of entertainment — an
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It was not until I read to- all year in the excellent issues
apparently
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According to Professor
McLuhan,
day's Varsity that
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been giving us. Towe have
been you have
"For many today, the news- how fortunate
day's Varsity did not come no
to the level of the previous 76
issues. Pages two and- three
SALT OF THE EARTH?
are
the top.heading
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Varsity" at,of the
"Publish your opinions; it is
tomed tsiders."
o "mix"'
with
any
"outVisits from other Campu.s
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not a right,
a duty,"
voked me toit issend
you hasonepro-of
impression that an "outsider" papers
may have
and
thissome
visitvalue
has
myHaving
pet peeves.
heard that a certain gets.
I have the feeling that deep shownperhaps
people
how
good our
college on campus was decidedly down inside they are really Varsity has been this
year.
"different", I decided to investi- swell kids if only they could be However there are drawbacks.
gate the matter further, the best broken down. It seems so hard to
discriminating ( ?) cotway being to enroll there myself. get through to then^ they are Your
in the office next door
In September I enrolled in so put on and artificial. This league
did
not
that you did
Trinity College to further my really is too bad, for the few not write realize
the second editorial
studiestion firstandhand.
to survey the situa- that I know are just swell. It and was quite
perplexed at your
was pointed out to me rather
(?) of heart. I am sure
Academically,
fineitin-is humorously that the reason that change
that there were many others
stitution. Other itthanis athis,
most
of
the'
leading
actors
in
in
the
same
position.
mainly composed, as many sus- . Hart House productions come
from
Trinity
is
due
to
the
fact
pect,
of
a
collection
of
selfFriendly
relations
with other
centered, aristocratic, cliquish that they have had so much universities, by all means,
but
snobs. There can be no doubt
not
at
the
expense
of your
"acting"'
all
year.
about it. Throughout the term I practice
Is it too much to ask you to
have tried to become a part of
come off the stage and come
them but have found this next down
Congratulations
on an excelto earth? How does one get
lent job of the Varsity
this
to impossible.
Yours sincerely,
Perhaps the fault lies in the through to you, Trinity?
paper!
fact that most of those students For obvious reasons
have come from private schools I wish to remain
David Bernliardt,
and are afraid to or unaccus- anonymous.
year.
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entered
the
Her spoof
the" romantic
ecstacies
of oldonMadrid,
as porcontest,
and
so
won
the Intertrayed by a night club singer
faculty Trophy. Runners-up to
was one of her best, and for
the Archetypes were the Four
once
fully
appreciated
by
the
Doctors
of The
Toronto's
Medi'-'H'.-.
latter Faculty
group hasof
audience.
recently
done
some
singing
Toronto was spat upon, Quevarious dances on campus. at
bec regurgitated, television conThe Skulehotise Four, last
demned, and Shakespeare mutiyear's Interfaculty winners, sang
lated to the tune of Rock
three numbers while the judges
Around the Clock.
conferred on the contest.
in Denmark"
Two other quartets, the "Four
was"Something
perhaps Cool
the best
piece of
Cops" experience,
and the "Four
all. A Teddy Boy Hamle:.
lacked
and wereFlats",
well
played by Bob Goutet. was well
below the top three quartets.
supported by dope addicts, hep
All
five
groups,
however,
were
Un.vers.ty
'hich the
roll fiends,
and rockis an"a ■masterpiece
tats,soliloquy
and maintained
of high
jiis
Gene Kelly and Vera EH en in a dance sequence from On The Town.
the
high calibre
standard of competition
Film Society is presenting m its last showing of the season. Admission is eftr-ctcd to memfce'9.
to inspire our generation —
set
in
previous
contests.
Pete Brawley.
too
late
to
join
now,
£>wt
there
is
always
next
year.
- "To live it up. or to kick i*

People
Toronto, according to the newspapers, was highly honoured
Tuesday evening, when the
Crest Theatre presented a play
written especially for its family
compact by the eminent U. B.
Priestley.
Society appeared in droves
and white ties. Before curtain
time an air of expectancy hung
over the lobby. Who could make
the latest entry in the latest
ensemble?
The intelligensia were there
too. r counted four beards in
between acts.
Oh it was a lovely evening!
The^play,
say? How was it?
The playyoustunk.
First, let me say I did enjoy
the acting. Although I have
never been much of a Davis
lan, >I can see why their proficiency has gained them so
much fame.
The play, however, could have
used a little more rehearsal it
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Sees

HHOA

$300

Deficit;

Year
Next
Again
The Hart House Orchestra is 17th to the twentieth century are
composed entirely of professional featured, including Canadian
musicians, although its conduc- composers Harry Somers and
Morawetz. Dr. Neel will
tor, Dr. Boyd
donatesof the
his Oscar
services.
Dr. NeelNeel'is Dean
conduct again.
Royal Conservatory of Music.
By the end of this season
there were 600 persons holding
REPORTERS
membership in the Association.
Admission is possible only
All reporters that did not
through membership. Support bother to come down to The
from the public dropped ten per Varsity office and answer the
cent, although student support pleas of the staff by failing their
years, can now stop thinking
was up forty' per cent.
about coming down. Into the
Next
year's
concerts
will
be
bargain,
they anyway,
will probably
held
November
17,
December
1,
so they
Final Varsity for Season December 15, January 26 and fail
lose their
both year
ways.
March 15th
February 23. Composers from the

Play
To
The Hart House
Orchestra Association operated at a §300 deficit during the past season, but
has made plans to continue the
concerts next year.
Hail House Orchestra Associates sponsor five Sunday evening concerts, in the Hart House
Great Hall.
Rising costs of a publicity
campaign and an increase in
rates for musicians were given
as the main factors contributing to the deficit.

SCOPE

FOR
as

an

Army

COUNSELLORS
Girls Camp in Algonquin Park
requires young women 19 years or over
for Handicrafts, Nature Study. Tennis,
General Office Work, and as Dietitian's Assistants.
Telephone: HU. 1-3704

TALENTS

A THOUSAND

Engineer

Yes, there is scope in the Canadian Army for engineers with many
talents. Engineers who can design and build bridges, tunnels,
dams, roads, airfields — engineers who specialize in mechanical,
electrical and chemical engineering — engineers who can design
and develop communications.
In' the Royal Canadian Engineers, the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals and
the Royal Canadian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers there are worthwhile
specialist. Here are three paths to a Queen's
of engineering
for everyas type
tasks
Commission
an engineer,
one of which may be your road to a fine career
as an officer in the Canadian Army.

i

'

Regular Officer Training Plan. A plan applicable to all three services . . . the Army,
the Navy and the Air Force. Under the terms of this plan acceptable University
students and young men with college entrance are given a college education, and
are paid while they learn lo become officers. Training is given at either the Canadian
Services Colleges or a University (or affiliated College).
Canadian Officers Training Corps — University Contingents. A plan for acceptable
students attending Universities or Colleges with COTC contingents. Training is
identical with that obtainable under ROTP and leads to a similar qualification.
Direct Entry Commission. Young University graduates may be accepted as officers in
the Canadian Army, and on completion of necessary military training he granted a
Queen's Commission on a short service or permanent basis.
For further information see your
Armtj Resilient Staff Officer,
or forward the coupon to
Director of Manning,
Army Headquarters,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Please send me full information on the plan checked
and your pamphlet "Engineer Your Future In the Army"
ROTP Q COTC □ Direct Entry Commission Q
I1 Cify/Town_
(PLEASE PRIN

(Continued from Page 2)
Cathie Meets: the "fantastic number of comsics Club spent many hours
that are goingwillintonotuse."be
practising vodka-drinking for the farChess,
away.puters however,
'■Unfortunately," Frank sighs, Several years ago he decided
expedition.
the trip fell through, because
to turn professional, like the
of money and time troubles. I not
and tennis pros that wander
had hoped to go, because the host golf
the country. "Chess has just aa
country always provides generhigh prospects,"
Frank depends
says, "buton
ous and lavish
hospitality.
It's your
whole livelihood
certainly
a wonderful
holiday.
You wonk for the games, of winning! I decided to get somecourse _ but after the tourna- So, reluctantly, Frank turned
secure." to represent
an moreinvitation
ment is over you can enjoy* the down thing
Canada
in
the
world zonal tourIn the course of this gaili- 1
naments, or the second lap toscenery."
vanting,
expenses for promising
ward the world championship.
by the "It would have meant a couple
are eased Chess—
young players
Canadian
which
usedFederation
to Be the ofC.C.F.,
but of months off, at a critical phase
for political reasons was changed of my studies," laments Frank.
to C.F.C. Next year Frank will "My course isn't too sympathetic
spend a month in Hollywood — When it comer to tournaments,
playing in the Olympics, that is. Frank
compares them to exams.
Gallivanting is, in fact, one of
"There's
the reasons why Frank loves to
that." the same tension," he
chess. "Of course that isn't really says, "and even more! The usual
for a game is five hours,
enterthetournaments,
admits,
real reason" heis sitting
why you "and
too — and, that's worse than
hard to pin-point, except the
challenge,lation. It'sanda wonderful
the mental way
stimu-to Chess also requires complete
concentration — in its tournameet a- collection of that overment version, at least. "It pretty
an exam."
worked phrase, 'interesting peo- well
knocks you out," says
Frank, "and the top players alFrank says he likes the feelways go into physical training —
ing of satisfaction chess gives
him, "knowing you have some swimming, gymnastics, or somematch."that
a bigexercise
a mental
ability
Actually than
his Chessthing is— before
talents somewhere."
are more numerous
attracts all kinds, from the
this and they include a two-day lunch-time addicts to the dedicated Masters, from the plumbers
period*
independent
on the ofsecret
of successresearch
at the
the university department
races — or the mathematics of to
heads. Canada has more than
gambling.
players — and two of tin'
Frank ple'."
wrestled with a moun- 100.000
best half-dozen of them are stutain of statistics, "extremely
dents on this campus — Frank
complex."
at theis and George Berner (a Yugoslav
conclusion and
that arrived
there really
Master who has an M.A. in langRusno
system. "It's impossible," he
chess and
sian at uages,
the teaches
university,
and studregrets.
Nonetheless, he is said to have
ies third-year medicine).
put track.
in many pleasant days at Frank defends chess against
the
old man's
the claims
game."
"It's ofvery"anrigorous
and
He also
a wayandwith
tronichas
computers,
spentelec-a demanding," he answers hotly,
"and
almost
all
the
world
chamsummersity'sworking
the univer-he
Ferut. After ongraduation
under 35."
will be figuring out things for Afterthonpionslastarehis
maranight,sixty-game
we saw why.
KCS Data Control, on some of

_Tefephone_

TICS
N'S
WOME
E UNIFORMS
LLEGIATATHLE
INTERCO
turn in any
please
teams
ate
intercollegi
all
of
Will members
to Falconer Hall immediately.
or equipmentreturned.
uniform list
items ofns.me
please note.
Managers
articles
and
Attach
NOMINATIONS
DIRECTORATE ■
WOMEN'S ATHLETICKatherine
Mutsch, S M C. II
Joan Bond. Trin. II
Norman Med. MI
U.C. II MargaretOverholt,
Catherine Dauphinee.
U.C. II
Merle
Jackie Davies, P.H.E. II
Prudence Smith Vic II I
Penny Lash, Trin. II
P.O.T.II
Stuckless.
June Tennant. P.H.E.
H
McLeod,U.C.P.O.T.
Mary Mirka.
Janet
II
Jean
p.m. sharp,
Wednesday, March 13th.by 5:00
Directorate elections,
elimination.
Sunroom, Falconer Hall. Six to be elected
CLUB PRESIDENTS
June Sceviour, P.H.E. I
ARCHERY
Joy Walker, Vic. I
Kay Smith, Nurs. Ill (accl.)
BADMINTON
J«i Tennant. P.H.E. II <accl.)
BASKETBALL
Barbara Whyte, Vic II laccl.)
BOWLING
Sally Mills, Pharm. Ill (accl.)
FENCING
Bailey, NursU.C.II II
Sandra Dauphinee,
HOCKEY
Cathie
Elizabeth Eaton, Trin. II
U.C. II lac.)
Ruth
SKI
Ault, Vic II
SheilaHetherington.
BALL
SOFT
NancyCunningham,
Hewitt, Trin.Nurs,
II II
Jan
SWIMMING
Sandra Grant. Vic. II
Irene Borecky,
TENNIS s "
Prudence
Smith,Vic.Vic.II II
Galley. Vic. Ill
VOLLEYBALL Joan
Pat
Shannon.
Trin. IIII
Ruth Steele, P.O.T.
VOTERS: Elections for above clubs on Thursday, March 14th
the Women's Office
Bf.lloling either
noon to £ORp.m.Secretary's
Irom 12Building,
Office,inmain floor, Falconer
S.A.C.
who have attendplayers
members, managers,
Hall.ed 50r;Allofteam
of the Club Executive
members club.
practices
for theandrespective
to vote
are eligibleteam

J»

C

ra

A

»

_
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ALL-STARS?
Stephen
Five

Alone

Blues

On

On

SHORTA
On G
theE
First Team

Second

HERE?

out;

Squads

wltK

mat

John brooks
SporUtditor
Sportscasting is a major business in Canada.
1 ' I ' '■n! : ^ captai
. ■ - i • , 1 . °n. ■ and1. ial._.
A(McG) Centre Laeace
Vetera
Eleven-game totals show him tied Raymond
Baltzan (McG)
Support
Konyk
L.
Wine:
(L)
of favorite teams is another well-developed pastime.
all-star Dave Stephen perenn
with
Baltzan
at
31
points.
Laval
the
r, still has a game to Hughes (McG) It. wing Macdonald (V)
-Jone Blue named to thewas
They're both top-notch - individually. But put "em together and
hockey howeve
aream-team. "Ft c d" collect
you
play,
come
while
up
Redmen are finfinest variety
eil
BASKETBALL
a large overheated and notwithverythepalatable
mess. of Irish stew
ished for thethe year.
seven
a possibLorry
votes."
First
Team
Second
Team
le eight
Defenofsemen
University of Montreal's Cy Jackson (McG) Guard Potter (V) , The cause for this little outburst? Suppose you tune in 620 on
Stacey ami Guevre
mont was named first- Wright (McG) Guard Moschelle (Q) your dial tomorrow night about 8.30.
Dave
on, along with rightMonnot (W) Forward McCrae (A)
wingerJacks
team goal tender, with
Macdo
*°e*pIail1 ' ■ ' Diai 620 happen" *° be radio station CKTB
named toJohn
(A) •
Kotwas (V)
Fedor (Q)(A) Forward
the second nald,
team were Reynald Lavoie taking theLaval's
in St. Catharines.
posiForward Vaichulis
Mchensize
tion on. the second team.
McGil high-flying forward
Flipping
on
the other night. I ran across that very
line ofl'sDick
With
Konyk
Baltz
Ross for first-stringand Raymond tied
station, with thetheoldwireless
foghorn. Rex Stimers,
at the m.ke He was
Hughes and Leo Konykman,
left
wing,
all
the
placed
giving
a
play-by-Te
epee-play
of the Junior playoff between St
position team.
was left open on the Trinity Captures
on the first team, although second
Kitt's and Hap Emms' Barrie Flyers.
Konyk was tied for the left-wing
I picked up the game about 10 o'clock. For the next half hour
position with Laval's Pierre Ray- The first basketball team con- Squash Laurels
mond.
tained a representative from Trinity College A squash team I caught nothing much except "Har, har, just look at those
The latter seems a sure cinch Varsity.
giving
the once-over " (Roy, I found out a feu- moments later,girlsin
every college in the loop except
last night captured Intel-faculty the TP Roy
to capture league scoring honors.
goalie),
big guy Chasczewski is sure takin' it out on
laurelsin with
a 2-1 victory the little guys . "That
Western captain Ray Monnot, squashMeds
. . I'll bet he wouldn't try anyone
much over
the final.
seven.' (John Chasczewski
and Assumption's Dick MacKen- overLarry
just flattened Alex Mikita withfive-a
Freeman, Tony Hig- pretty rough" check), "The had
zie. who captured individual scorBarrie
goalie
Bill Varey Wins
stopped
that
one Edgins and Dave Nairn, ail three
wards isevery bit as good as Lou Gehrig."
ing honours, were unanimous freshmen
and graduates of
choices. Queen's contributed Paul
Two-Mile Run
Well,
Rex.
girls
don't
win
the
Memorial
Cup;
Chasczewski
Big Four schools, bore presume correctly, will back down from no one. and I mean ifnoI
Fedor, while McMaster's Russ Little
Distance running took over the Jackso
the Red
and Black into the one; and as for Lou Gehrig, well good gracious
and Don Wright from fina]
encounter.
spotlight in Tuesday's interfacul- McGill n rounde
d
And when the game ended . . . Mr. Stimers blew into the mike
out
the
team.
ty track program. PHE's Bin Peter Potter and Al Vaichulis Freeman, a Ridley graduate several
times in a not-very-good imitation of the <iueen Mary and
Varey. who seems to get strong- were
who
has
also
earned
a
name
as
the
two
Blues
named
to
er as the distance increases, won the second all-star squad.
then
he
and Jack Gatecliff. Standard
Sports ofEditor,
a
member
of
the
Intercollegiate
the success
"our engaged
Teepees." in' five
the 2 mile senior run in 10:0.3.
swimming champions, defeated minutes worth of gloating over
HOCKEV
finishing ahead of Bruce Hughes
Levy 3-0. Higgins, who played
May
I
quote,
"Boy.,
we
really
smeared
'em
tonight."
Tonight.
St.
Catharines
(UC). Third and fourth slots First
m
Second Team his prep squash at TCS, whipped best-of-five set. Barrie visits Barrie in the second game of the
went to Kevin Jones (Trin) and riurvi-Tea
mentor Emms had empirically declared
emont
<M> DefenceGoal Stacev
Lavoie (V)
(L) Slatt 3-0. dropped
Bill Gelling (SPS). Junior 2 mile Stephe
n
<V)
his match By that Stimers will NOT broadcast from the Lake Simcoe town ice
(V) theNairn
honours went to St. Mike's Neil Houle (M) Defence St.Jackso
Jeann (M)
same 3-0 count.
palace , . . Says Rex, "If it's good enough for Bill Hew.tt it's" good
Seifiied in 10:21, as he hit the
enough
for stentorian
me."
If that
shriek
has become a Stimers1 trademark
tape
well
ahead
of
Forestry
's
Peter Moens. The Wycliffe twoeciioes throughout the Barriewhich
Arena tonight
the same vocifersome of Pete Niblock and John
ousness with which it greeted my ears onwithTuesday
night Mr.
Teepee
Ward
will
be
trading
took
in
the
Ano
his
CKTB
followmike
the
on
up
a
quart
posiof gas for his
r
Nes
ter
tions.
enko! Chewy hardtop.
five
minutes
of
overtime.
Only
after
a
hard-foUght
hat
The Engineer's showed their tlo and a fluke, did Vic I down Vic seemed to edge UC in the
St. Catharines' 'fans may be deeply interested in the immortaliftheir Teepees. But the voices of CKTB carry much further
usual strength in the 4x3 lap UC
first period when their forwards than thezation oconfines
I
3-2
to
win
the
Interfaculty
of the Garden City.
relay, winning handily
in 4:07. Women's Hockey title in a two Sandy Barber, Jackie Oldham
The victorious team consisted
How about it Rex? A break for those who may have missed
nf game split in Varsity Arena. and Nat Nesterenko kept drivDoug Mason. Don
the black and marigold bandwagon?
Bill In the
UC territory. Mary Pat- (deliberately)
ing intoterson
Gelling and Gus Shepley,
Bruneau. A Vic coppedfirstthegamefirstlasttwoMonday.
Glad you mentioned Bill Hewitt. He and father Foster take care
and Wendy Laird were
goals strong on
Wycliffe quartet clinched
second thanks to Nat Nesterenko .while
the
Vic defense line. of the radio fortunes of three Toronto teams, but you'd never know
place,
third. with University College Sheilaout Roy added another shut- With one minute left in plav, they reside in ul" Hog Town would you?
to
her
already
impressi
UC's
ve
number
one
ALL-STAR <?l TEAMS
Ann
The year's final events will be score.
Miller. Sue Hamiltolineand— Barb
held next
Tuesday". This will in- Wednesday, the tables were Wilkinson — put on nthe pressure
O boy. The 1957 Intercollegiate hockey all-stars came floating
clude all the field events previ- turned when Ann Miller and Barb md finished the period with a (courtesy
Can. Pac. Tel l into the office today, and it's interesting
ously scheduled for this week, Wilkinson each scored for UC. foal by Ann.
to
stack
up the selections of the sportswriters
of the four college
as
well
as
the
distance
Vic's
medlev
winning
goal
was
It
was
touch
and
g-o
with
a
netted
papers
against
relay.
who pretty
by a UC defenseman in the last couple of close calls but no goals the nod as CoachBlues'
of theCoach
Year Jack
for theKennedy,
third straight
season. well gets
In goal, the typewriter boys have Cy Guevremont. Jake counters
in the second period. UC had a
more forceful line and Doris Hop- with Ray Dunn (as did we .but were over-ruled . . . Ray got two
kins, their goalie, made several points, both from Varsity). On defence, we all agreed on Dave
Stephen (how could we help it?); Butch Houle got the newspaper
lovely
but Vic's defenses nod
\ was
were onsayes,
the puck.
over Kennedy's choice — Lorry Stacey.
say^
Barb Wilkinson began the
Up front. Jack, who really (attn. Irwin Sankoffi isn't as nasty
third
period
with
an
easy
goal
as the -Konykfollowing may indicate, completely cold-shouldered McGill's
by Merle Overholt
when Vic was off guard, but for Baltzan
Hughes trio, who made the dream team in the
sportsies selections. Kennedy puts Mike Elik
the rest
at centre, with John
tus quo. of the game it was sta- Macdonald
on right wing, and Pierre Raymond on the port patrol.
It's all over for another year save the award-giving and the With tlie game tied at two ail,
AH
of
which,
I
presume,
goes
to
show
that
Varsity
memories! And it was quite a glorious way to write finis to the they, moved into the first five sports department have supporters in the theory wethatinanTheindividual
sports year. The Bronze Baby is restored to its rightful place and minutes of overtime. The battle Is of less value to a team than a team-player. It would be interesting
those that assured her return are being duly lauded.
was raging furiously1; sticks were to see an all-star game with the newspaper selections in the lineup.
flying, gals were falling, but still I'd be willing to bet every Gag Issue I can find that EJlk and
On Wednesday night the annual UC - PHE Athletic Banquet no
score. As the bell rang for Macdonald would fill the position much better than D. Baltzan
was held to pay honour to the outstanding: and no t-so -outstanding- the final five minutes, all thought or L. Konyk.
athletes of the year. The members of the victorious teams from they'd be back for another game,
ENDS. ODDS & OTHERWISE
through a melee of bodies
the Intercollegiate Basketball team to the Interfaculty team when
(some prone, some not) the
Football captain Ed Skrzypek is incapacitated with a broken
members received weli-deserved praise.
pucka was
pushed-UC intodefenseman.
Vic's net blood vessel, picked up in an Interfac hockey game . . . Irwin
downed
Similar banquets will be held in all the principal colleges and by
fellow scribe from McGill. points out that McGill won't
in all, it was a hard, fast, Sankoff.
lose the
a football
gametoonext. . season
. . . That coincides with his prediction
faculties within a short time. It is almost the surest way of realizing All
for
past year
.
there will be no more early morning hockey practices and late and mighty close fight.
evening basketball practices.
All that is left now is the summarizing and the written praise
giving which falls to the honour of the Sports Department. And
Irish, SPS
Take Lead
so next week we will be winding up all sporting matters and
The first games of the Interties to Adams and Naylor
which showed drive only
having the last word, so to speak.
faculty semi-finals are now past 5.45 for elbowing started off insquad,
spurts.
It also falls to us td have a look to the future and in particular as Senior SPS walloped Senior series
of trips to the sin-bin. UC St. Mike's A, in their game,
UC 6-1, Skule
and St.3-0.Mike's A blanked collected two at 6.02 after
outplMyed Skule. scorthe future of the sports world. This is the one time of the year that Junior
fight, for which the Engineers completely
ing once in each period. Only
a reporter can stick his or her neck out with a prediction or two In the Skule-UC game, the also
got
a
pair.
Each
team
got
the
work
goalie Bob
and not suffer the consequences. Very few people can remember Engineers took a 3-0 lead in the two more in the same period. Glroux kept ofthe SPS
score from being
first frame and were never seriwhat has been said after a period of six plus months.
Skulo added two more goals, higher as the Irish
outshot the
ously challenged. Marv Larson Adam-; scored at 8.25 from
Five names were not mentioned in the writeup of the
at 1.50 from Ed Rohacek. Ferguson and Thomson added Engineers
38-9. was very rough.
Th*« game
Intercollegiate Basketball tournament. Three of these fell under scored
Then Rohacek tallied at 5.10. the
other at 10.10 from Lar- The climax was reached in the
the ave of my friends at the North Toronto Herald. The guard Thomson assisting. Macgregor sen while
Green was serving a second period whrn Skule's
a
third
at
10.30
assisted
by
line of Audrey Ferris, Jean Tennant, and Barb Campbell deserve added
MacDonald.
penalty.
The
score
6-1 at 4.51 of Frank
GeOxge Glionna
Rentis and
Mike's
wereSt.banished
their share of the glory. They all did a very fine job when in action Bruce
UC tallied at 2.56 of the sec- the third withbecame
Larsen tipping in from
the game after a brawl.
ond, Bill Naylor scoring on a shot by Peter
The other two are the hard-working coach, Mickey Barnett and
Maik.
Irish John
goal-getters
the jack-of-aH-jobs Marg McDonald-. I hardly need mention just how pass from Larry Scott after dek- On the whoje, a superior Skule BillThoReddall,
Dilworth, were
and
ing Skule's goaltender. Penal- team defeated a very listless UC Joe Horvat.
tremendously indispensable both are.
(L)
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mar. 8
calendar
Student
Wins Metro
Battle
allowing orderly so we can see our own
•Fifty others have failed but a . change in thetoby-law
display general plates," he said.
Mid-year University of Toronto cartage truckspanels
toldandthe trucks
commission
on their sides, Silver
d
tudent may have succeeded in a advertising
ana
now
vate trucks
rented prion here
iea before the Metro Licensing Commission chairman Fred Ha LI contract
were able to display adsaid fifty other requests of the
immission.
MONDAY.
vertising. He cited the T.T.C. as 1:10 p.m. AlanTODAY
Sheldon Silver, working his same kind have been received and a Metro commission
McLachlin will lead 1:10group
p.m. will
The meet
"Faithin and
Reason"'
which disthe SCM
ofray through political science and [turned down.
the
SCM
"Miracles
of
Jesus"
plays
advertising
inside
and
out
and
clean
trucks
the
want
group
in
Room
210.
Anatomy
"We
'
a
conomics course, requested
1
:30
p.m.
Everyone
interested
in
.
fice,
Hart
House.
•
on both streetcars and buses.
Bldg,, and Sheila McDonough
the edVic
to meetVCF in next
Roomyear19. isVic.invitwill lead the "Comparative ReThe public would not be forced
ligion" group at FROS, 45 St. 5:10 p.m. SCM will study "Christo look at the advertising, he George Street.
FOUR YEAR COURSE
and the World Struggle"
Ballot boxes close for the in Prof. tianityJoblin's
said, but "can rest its eyes on it 5 p.m.
SCM Cabinet elections. All 7 p.m. Ruth Lor willoffice,
lead Vic.
an SCM
SCM'ers
are
requested
to
vote.
study
of
"The
Mission
of the
as When
it pleases."
questioned Silver said
Church inCopper
Canada"Room.in the Wythe panels would be 27 by 41
SATURDAY
milwood
Will OfferBAStatMac inches
of cardboard, and the space 8 p.m. The Rev. Gerald Gregson
McMaster University v/ill offer
will lead a VCF Bible reading
gine ring. Dr. Hodgins
is a for-of rented from truckers. He claimed
c urses in engineering, leading
mer professor
of Engineering
on "Prayer in Terms of SuppliGOOD HAIRCUT
to have censedalready
lined
up
200
lito the degree of Bachelor of Royal Military College.
cation" in Sheraton Hall. WyRIGHT NEAR HERE
trucks out of 1,500.
Engineering beginning September.
cliffe.
4 BARBERS— NO WAITING
will be no SMC hi-fi concert
The commissioners had no coun- There
George P. Gilmour, university
president, made the announcement
ter-argument but agreed to con- this week.
sumed nextThe
week.series will be re- GOO University Avenue
FLUTTERBY
Monday.
Just below College
sider
Silver's
proposals
and
"make
"The Monarch Butterfly —
Four year courses in chemical,
SUNDAY
In the Basement
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Staff,
Students,
Graduates
and Their Friends Cordially Invited
HART HOUSE THEATRE
ADMISSION FREE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR
A Students' Administrative Council Activity

AUDITIONS
begin
MONDAY, forMARCH 11th
The Family Reunion
AND
Misalliance
For an appointment • phone WA. 3-7193 or call at Theatre office.
ACADEMY THEATRE
Under the Sponsorship of the
Students' Administrative Council
DEHTY
HANDS
By Jean Paul Sartre
A Play in Three Acts
IN AID OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
HUNGARIAN STUDENT RELIEF FUND
MARCH 12, 13, 14, at 8:30 p.m.
HATTf HOUSE THEATRE
Ticckets al Box Office of Theatre WA. 2-1677
STUDENT PRICE 75c REGULAR $1.50 ■

Photographed at Doney's, the famous sidewalk
Rome on the fashionable Via Veneto, by Rosemary
Boxer,cafefor inGlenayr-Knit.
The year's fun and activities recaptured
A permanent colourfurrecord
Largest yearbook in Canada, yet only $4.50
ORDER

TODAY!
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blue cover
Fascinating now and in future years
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Photos of 6,50(1 students
Use the names index to find your friends' pix
Order from S.A.C. Office or college rep
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you'll find the fabulous
Ac home or abroad Kitten sweaters have an air of fashionably "belonging"
Their colours, softness, distinctive little manners . . . now casual, now
sophisticated— are hallmarks of Kitten loveliness. Here, photographed in a
land noted for its beautiful sweaters, you see the exciting new Kittens for spring,
in Pettal Orion ... in breath-taking new colours. At good shops everywhere . . .
6.95, 7.95, 8.95, some higher.
Look for the name ftitSMs . .
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noblesse oblige
The Varsity, as you may have discovered by reading between the editorial, lines this year, is not too
strong a. supporter of the Toronto Telegram. That
paper, however, is about to enter a fight in which we
must offer our support.
Next Sunday they will produce Toronto's first
Sunday newspaper. To do so, they will expose themsefves to the fire of one of our fiercest minority
groups, pushing one of the most frightfully narrowminded laws. Already, the defenders of our Sunday
Blue Laws are drawing aim, writing letters to other
papers, preparing an intensive court-room campaign.
Publisher John Bassett, in a series of front page
"editorials" (advertisements would be a better word)
has announced the basis of his legal argument: "the
Lord's Day Act allows for businesses which are either
acts of mercy or necessary." Mr. Bassett claims a Sunday Telegram is necessary, particularly in view of the
fast-changing world situation..
That point is debatable; but whether or not the
newspaper is necessary (as necessary as, for instance,
the CBC) there is no reason to prevent its publication.
Already, a skeleton staff works Sundays at The
Telegram. No one will have to work a six-day week.
Toronto already has one Sunday newspaper; for
the Globe and Mail is on the streets at nine o'clock
Sunday evenings, and. Rev. Muchmore, they don't
print that Monday morning.
In other words, no basic changes will be effected
in our Sunday situation: no one will be forced to work
on his day of rest. To keep up with world events and
to add to everyone's enjoyment of the Lord's day,
Toronto ought to have a Sunday newspaper.
This city is the laughing stock of mature people
everywhere— largely because of its Victorian morals
about the Sabbath. Let us have no more reason to be
smeared because of a childish court battle.
Let'sTelegram.
have a Sunday newspaper— even if it has to
be the
FOURTH IN A SERIES BY IBMer DOUG.
Talking

R. D. COUTTS
Sole* Repreientoriv*
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The Students' Administrative Council
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Giray
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"lay"),
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(rhymeswithwith"instincts"
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COUTTS
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the
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— the IBM Representative's Job
The days of the "hail-fellow-v/ell-mel," expansive salesman,
whose main virtue was his glib tongue and charming manner,
have largely been relegated lo (he part along wifh ihe
moustache cop, celluloid collar and spats.

Today, the successful sales representative, especially in the business
equipment industry, is an advanced
management consultant with a specific
line of products to market. He analyses
a problem situation, translates it into
a machine function! and recommends
the method of solution to top executives
-for their consideration and action.
To qualify for this type of position a
man must have, in addition to a pleasing personality and an enquiring mind,
a foundation of university training in

Commerce, Business Administration or
Mathematics on which he can build a
superstructure of practical knowledge
about the application of electronic and
electro-mechanical principles to
business.
This probably sounds a little bit formidable to the undergraduate concerned
with choosing a promising career, but
he should remember that a well-paid,
challenging opportunity is.the only way
to create personal satisfaction, which is
what most of us really wantr

Selling to the top man con earn you
a top income
The top man makes the important decisions. One of the most far
reaching decisions these top men are making is to switch to
electronics
anddecision.
the IBM sales representative is the man who
influences this
Graduating and undergraduate students who wast to move
ahead quickly in one of the fastest moving fields in Canada with
the well
foremost
organization
business
equipment industry wiD
be
advised
to considerin athecareer
at IBM.
Complimentary Booklet
Our booklet "Look Write
Ahead"Jot should
a copy.interest all students.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES COMPANY LIMITED
Head Office and Factory: Don Mills Road, Toronto 6, Ontario
*B/M Dovbles Ha Buemesr every Foul Years because ft it the Renogn/jee- leader in tit& lielci

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Tor single men and women, eighteen yea?s of age and over, in
Private Agency and Church camps in Ontario.
Openings for directors, section heads, counsellors. All activities^
swimming,
sailing,
crafts,help.riding, tripping, dramatics,
nurses,
doctors,
cookscanoeing,
and general
Register now with the Counsellor Placements Bureau of the
Ontario Camping Association, 170 Bloor St. W., Toronto, WA.
2-0151.
Vourtheapplication
throughout
Province. will be forwarded to camp directors
EMPLOYMENT
1957 GRADUATES
Opportunities in most fields now available
For information contact
EXECUTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
118 Richmond St. W., Toronto — EM. €-9192
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
TUDENT

PARKING

FOR 1957-1958
REQUIREMENTS:
Must be fifteen miles from the University
OR
Two miles from Public Transportation
APPLICATIONS:
Accepted until Friday, September 27, 1957.
Permits will be given out Monday. September
30, and no further applications will be accepted. Therefore,
apply before leaving for the
summer
vacation.
Apply at the S.A.C. Office, NOW.
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n
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Director
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next
to
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John
Shepherd,
ate from nine nominees.
ran
Lansky is the only one
to be neithertion, areofthewhom
otners. for re-elecre-elected from this year's board.
Casey played football and hockey this past year. Fisher, who
U.C. PLAYERS GUILD
formed
the football
training part
staff,of also
played onBlues'
the
PRESENTS A MEW PLAV
Queen's
Cup champion ice squad,
as did Macdonald.
"mill i«Fii i
Larry Joynt quarterbacked Dalt
Written and directed by
White's gridiron finalists, while
Michael John Nimchuk
Lansky aided Roy McMurty in
the Blue-Jays football camp. Lan.
Women's
Union Theatre
sky played senior football until
an
eye asinjury
in 1955 ended his
79 ST. GEOPGE STREET
career
a player.
Thur., March 114 and
The Directorate also includes
Athletic Association officials,
Friday, March US
facolty staff representatives,
At 8:30— ADMISSION 50c
and President Smith.

SMC
-Meti
lead and s
managedhp
by the end of the first
HOCKEYCagers
to tie the Pre
game, though
&t no n time
did they seriously half, they led by a 23-11 score.
By DAVE GAWLEY
threate
to
break
loose and tie In the second half the pace
It will be Senior SPS against the round.
quickened and St. Mike's piled
a commanding margin, leading
St.
Michael's
College
in
the
interMarv
Larsen
led
the Skulemen up
faculty hockey finals.
at times
by much as 18 points.
with
a
pair
of
counters
while
With aboutas seven
minutes of
The Irish won their spot in the John Crawley and Pete Maik playing
time remaining, Meds ralfinals by beating Jr. Skule 5-2 added singles. The scorers for the
lied
strongly,
to
move
within
yesterday, to take the series 8-2.
ponts of the leaders. Howeverten,
The game v^as hard played UC Redmen were Bill Naylor, baskets
by
Joe
Cirdlest
one and
"throughout. Skule on occasion Santo Martini, and Charles Logue. Ken Stanton kept the Irish
out
came up with some sparkling
of
danger
and with three minutes
plays but were not able to match
BASKETBALL
remainin
g
they
pulled
away
from
the polish and hustle of the St.
their faltering opponents.
By ED LJEBMAN
Mike's club.
Dan Regan and Joe Girdlestone
In the first twenty seconds Saint Michael's A team defeated were
top scorers with
Guy Drolet of the Double Blue Pre-Meds 49-32, in the Interfaculty eleven SMC's
points each.
Dick Charron
had sunk the puck behind the basketball quarter-finals yester- of Pre-Med
s
was
day afternoon. Except for a brief twelve points. high man with
SPS goalie. Within a minute Norm
Frenette added another for the rally late in the second half by In other Interfaculty
action
SMC had little diffiArtsmen. Other St. Mike's scorers Pre-Meds,
Senior School of Sciculty racking up their ninth con- yesterdenceay-defeated
were Ollie Kostyk, Paul Legge,
UC
Juniors
secutive
victory.
Despite
the
ab82-40,
and Bill Reddall.
sence of Don Lipke, their top to gain a semi-final berth.
The Skule marksmen were Don
scorer, the
St. Mike'svaried
playersoffense
disMcHardy and Bill Patterson.
played apowerful,
On Friday in the other hall of and a very tight zone defense.
zone kept the Medsmen
Last week to order— at S.A.C. Office
the semi-finals, Senior Skule The
edged Senior UC 4-3 and thereby baffled throughout the major part
ORDER
To
be published on May 24.
of the game, and most of their
won their series 10-4.
scoring was limited to outside
In this game the Redmen put shots.
1957 TOR GNTONEN&IS
up more of a battle than in the
previous encounter. Twice they The Irish jumped into an early
More colour, more photos, more clubs,
in the 1957 U. of T. Yearbook.
TODAY!
ASSISTANT CONDUCTORS
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA and
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CHORUS
Applications for the above two positions should be in the hands
of the undersigned not later than Tuesday, March 18th.
A. E. M. PARKES,
Associate Secretary, Students' Administrative Cou
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Student Christian Movement
ANNUAL DINNER
now
— and —
PLACE: Grand Garden (Chinese)
213,
Anatomy
Bldg.,
and
in
Rm.
7:15 p.m. VCF plans a. general
126 ELIZABETH (corner Dundas and Elizabeth)
TODAY
Ill, UC.
DATE:. Friday, 15th March, at 6 p.m.
Alan McLachlin will lead meeting in Wycliffe College.
12 p.m. VCF will study the Bible 1:10anp.m.
SCM Bible study in the Hart
in Room 213. Anatomy Building.
Tickets from the S.C.M. Office, Hart House by Wed. at 5.00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
1 p.m. VCF meets again in Room
All S.C.M.'ers and their guests invited.
House Chaplain's office.
1 p.m. Bible study again for VCF ^■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■BHBaiBBBBI
in Room 421, Mechanical Bldg.
1:10 p.m. Dr.
Institute wilJocz
speakof toNathaniel
the Quaker
BUDDHIST LECTURES
Nensis Will Meet Deadline
House.
group in the SCM office, Hart
A series 1 of eight weekly lectures will be given by Rev.
2 p.m.
J. D. gospel
Hutchinson
Tsuji at the Toronto Buddhist Church, 918
lead Mrs.
an SCM
studywillin Takashi
More Color, Better Cover
Bathurst Street, on the Fundamental Philosophy of
the School of Nursing.
Buddhism.
For the first time since 1953, drive. has been ordered for that 3:15 p.m. Dr. Jaeques Rouseau, CanTorontonensis will come out on supply
The lectures and the discussions will start on Thursday,
adian Museum of Human Histtime.
March 14 at 8 p.m.
Tough also requested extra
ory director, will speak on the
Quebec Nascapi Indians to St.
to run nine more pages
Editor Al Tough promised the grants
-THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED. FREE.
Hilda's
College,
in
Cartwright
Hall.
in the book and to proStudents' Administrative Council of color
vide a glossy dust-jacket.
yesterday that the books will be 'Nensis
pins — for outstanding
ready by May 24.
work on the yearbook — this year
Last week to order — at S.A.C. Office
Plans are being made to sell will be awarded to Roger Mac'Nensis during graduation cere- Bernhardt.
Queen, Margot Hill and Dave
To be published on May 24.
ORDER
monies this year — but a limited

here

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR BLUE AND WHITE BAND
BUSINESS MANAGER BLUE AND WHITE BAND
1957-58
Applications far the above two positions should be in the hands
of the undersigned not later than Tuesday, March 18th.
A. E. M. PARKES,
Associate Secretary,
Students' Administrative Council.

HART

AN OUTSTANDING MUSICAL TREAT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Professor Robert Rosevear and
Chorus conducted by Professor Richard Johnston
CONCERT
CONVOCATION HALL

HOUSE THEATRE
ROBERT GILL, DIRECTOR

AUDITIONS
NOW BEING HELD
The Family Reunion
AND
Misalliance
For an appointment - phone WA. 3-7193 or call at Theatre office.

HART
ALL WEEK
Art Gallery
Print Room

1957 TORONTONENSIS
More colour, more photos, more clubs,
in the 1957 U. of T. Yearbook.
TODAY!

Thursday, March 14th, 1957
commencing at 8:15 p.m.
Staff, Students, Graduates and Their Friends Cordially Invited
ADMISSION FREE
A Students' Administrative Council Activity

HOUSE
Barker Fairley
Contemporary
Matisse,
Chagallprints, including

TODAY
In the Gallery
Art Library
Music Room
Film11-12 noon
1.30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Art Gallery and Print Room Open to women
4-6 p.m.
j*'
Lee Collection -' Open to men and women
5.00-6.00 p.m. A '
AUCTION OF LIBRARY BOOKS
Both today and tomorrow. At 1.15 p.m.,
inBidsthestart
Library.
at 5c. Bring you small change.

ATTENTION: All Women Interested in Jobs in Business
ON MARCH 13, 14 and 15 YOU CAN TALK TO THE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
Harvard-Raddif fe
Program in Business Administration
A one-year
graduateCollege
curriculum
women,Graduate
jointly School
sponsored by Radcliffe
and the forHarvard
of Business
Administration.
PURPOSE
To
meet
the
special
needs
business and government. and opportunities of women in
To establish those broad understandings and analytical
abilities which will help the student to adjust more quickly
toto the
demandsof ofresponsibility.
her first job and. with application, advance
a position
The year's
work
is
liberal arts gradu-a
each designed
class
of primarily
80economics
studentsfor usually
dozen ates,
or although
more majors
in home
or businesscontains
administration.
For details contact Miss Parkes, S.A.C. Office and arrange
toof meet
Toronto.Mrs. R. T. Morris during her visit to the University

Photographed at Doney's. the famous sidewalk
Rome on the fashionable Via Veneto, by Rosemary
Bo,xer,cafefor inGlenayr-Knit.
wherever

lovely women

wherever

exciting

things

gather
happen

you'll find the fabulous
At home or abroad Kitten sweaters have an air of fashionably "belonging"
Their colours, softness, distinctive little manners . . . now casual, now
sophisticated — are hallmarks of Kitten loveliness-. Here, photographed in a
land noted for its beautiful sweaters, you see the exciting new Kittens for spring,
in Pettal Orion ... in breath-taking new colours. At good shops everywhere . . .
6.95, 7-95, 8.95, some higher.
,
ttr^-,
r
Look for the name

Iffnip-

Ut^M&^i&i'J&

Sic

Transit

Qloria

Mwndi

. .
(Which doesn't mean: Gloria was ill on the TTC last week.)
It's
great year. In spite of the unprecedented
growth been
of thea Universi
ty of Toronto and the ever-threatening shadow of the 1960's crisis, undergraduates
devote
news. d their more violent interest to less ominous
Issues .and strifes that aroused campus issues ranged
from religion to architecture. The year's biggest news
story- the Hungarian uprising and immigration - was
supported almost unanimously at U. of T.
First violent division of opini
with the :
statement that the
arose over the Stott Mission held alongon
bookstore would . . . "combine
last 'November,
the
architecture
of both the Sir
The mission was led by the Rev.
Wilson residence and the
John Stott. an Anglican minister Daniel
Building."
from England. During the week Knox
of November 13 to. 20, Rev. Stott Architecture students displayed
gave a series of open lectures. great disappointment at this.
the fact
criticism
In these lectures. Mr. Stott's Much" of the
that centered
enough
theme was directed to those . . . around
architectural compromises had
"seeking
Christ."
In
a
series
of
been
made
already
on
this
camsix daily talks he outlined the
pus, and some students said chat
real meaning of Christianity. The
talks, held in Convocation Hall, the design"
of thein new
building
be more
keeping
with
were well attended, and received should
aVarsity,
good deal of publicity in The the modern trend.
"When," asked one reader,
. Violent opinion flared over the "will the university start to show
subject after the appearance of an a little faith in the architects who
editorial in The Varsity condemn- are on its staff?"
ing the commercial attitude taken Heated charges of "bastard
by the mission-. The editorial com- architecture" and "wattle and
leveled and
againstfipared the selling of religion to daub design" werebuilding,
the selling of Chevrolets, and the inoffending
criticism of the proposed
went on to say that the university site wasnallyheard.
Nothing has yet
should not allow one religious
from the administratheory, however popular, to be- been tionheard
on
this
subject.
come predominate.
The final wave of controversy
Such opinions provoked sharp occurred
quite recently and came
comment
from
one
"
down-town
about through a minor misundercolumnist, Aubrey Wice of the standing.
Telegram,
This was the notorious editorial
"The whole editorial was in bad written
by a Western Gazette
staffer titled "God Save The
Meeting of all Varsity staff- People." This editorial was published after an exchange visit beers at 1 p.m. in the office.
tween the staffs of the two uniGzowski will only talk for an
versity papers.
hour and a half — Promise!
The Toronto papers picked up
the story, and with a couple of
taste and showed immaturity in indirect quotes from the secretarytheThewriter."
Wice wrote.
the SAC which pubcontroversy
was carried to treasurerlishes thisofpaper,
blew it up into
its logical conclusion by the re- front page news.
ply in this paper. Referring to Reaction to the editorial on
Mr. Wice's heated defence , of campus was violent, especially j
Christianity, there appeared the from the more anglicised institu- l
following piece of doggerel . . . tions. Some readers were in favour 1
of the sentiments expressed, but Mike
"Christianity hits the spot
Cassidy
New
Editor
Twenty minutes, that's a lot most felt that it had gone a i
little
too
far.
Piggy-backs
from
your
minister
too
More hostile were the opinions \
Christianity's
the thing had
for you."
against the Toronto evenMeanwhile students
been directed
Choice
Unanimous
ing papers, which had been guilty Council
quick to air their views on the of several
mistakes in their re- Michael Cassidy, second year paper, succeeds Peter Gzowski. In accepting the publications
matter., One reader,, taking a
p
o
r
t
i
n
g
o
f
the
story.
One,
the
by Oleg Pidha.ini
somewhat impartial view of the Telegram, had claimed that the Trinity Arts student last night was Hei IIIwasUC>opposed
whichexpressed
nominand John Switzer (II commission
ated Cassidy. report
the council
whole affair, summed up the feel- front
editorial
page. had appeared on the elected Varsity editor by a unani- Law) in his application.
I its confidence in the incoming
mous
vote
of
the
Students'
Administrative Council.
"Let the editor be more careful Eventually the editorial reached
i editor.
in his analogies later on. Christi- the end of its unfortunate career. Cassidy, in 'his third year on the
I "I would like to congratulate the
a
n
i
t
y
i
s
not
a
car."
!
members on their choice and asEventually Rev. Stott, left the
university and the controversy
Gzowski
sure themsaid.
of Mr. Cc^sidy'^ ability."
died down. Nothing like it was Canadian Universities
to arise again until the last weeks
I This year was the 20-year-old
of February. ^
Second issue to rock the campus
japplication
Political Science
for the major's
editorship.second
Lust
was a very localised one. But the
64
Hungarians
principles with which it was con- Take
.[year
but agreed
to serveout asby managing
he was edged
-Gzowski
cerned were applicable through- Sixty-four Hungarian students tee went to Montreal last weekend
; editor until he was forced by acaout the university.
out of a possible 120 have been and selected 20 of them. This
to
attend
CanaJanuary. demic regulations to resign in
Crying "power barons", the St. given dianscholarships
leaves
approximately
40
scholaruniversities.
Michael's
Music
and
Drama
Sos
h
i
p
s
t
o
be
given,
after
which
the
During his three years on the
ciety protested their absorption The offers rolled in from 28 ended.
universities across Canada to the present WUS programme will be
by the St. Miko-'s
Istaff. Cassidy has worked in virtuministrative Council.Students' Ad- total value of $12,000. Forty-four , Further responsibility for Hunj ally everyporterposition
junior fearehave been selected to at
The dispute
the fi-D students
then Conterrest in
through newsfromforums,
nancial status arose
of theover
M and
tend Toronto, while another 24 {1 garian
tures and make-up.
the handsstudents
of the will
National
Society. The SAC decided that
' He is the son of the late Dr.
kept on file to be ad- ' ence of Canadian Universities. A
matters would be better organized are being
vised later. These have either ob- permanently staffed office has
if the society were under their
tained jobs, or had applied for , been set up in Montreal for this
! Harry Cassidy. head of U. of T.'s
direct control. Eventually a com- courses
j death
Sociologyin 1951.department until his
which there
were justno 1\ purpose
which aid.
will receive federor had
promise was reached, but only bursariesforavailable,
al government
after a good deal of argument started university in Hungary. In Chairman of WUS Scholarship
!
Cassidy expressed his gratitude
over an editorial attacking the this latter case,, preference was jCommittee Ian Macdonald said
[ for his election and -his faith in
"Canadian universities can feel
given
to
more
advanced
students.
!
next year's staff. Almost all VarNews of the new bookstore Three hundred and fifty Hun- |
SAC."
' silx staffers — except editor Gzowa splendid ofachievement."
The ofimmigration
Hungarian
brought comment from an even garians are in Montreal under the Jproud
I ski and columnrsi Cathie Breslin
more select group on the campus. auspices of the federal govern- students was the most important
are returning next year and have
event of the year on Canadian
A picture of the proposed build*
ment. Three members of the Tor- jcampuses.
agreed lo work under Cassidy.
ing was published in The Varsity, onto WUSC
Scholarship Commit- j
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Security,
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DEADLINE
MARCH

NFCUS

LIFE

PLAN
31st

Exclusive
$
10,000

to University Students
YEAR
PER
for only *35 .00

You cannot purchase
APPLY

NOW

at this UNMATCHED
$

low cost.
PER
YEAR

50
5,000 for only *17
this plan after leaving University

and

avoid disappointment

Underwritten and guaranteed by Canadian Premier Life Insurance Company— a Canadian Company with federal charter, licensed in all provinces of Canada, from
coast-to-coast and backed financially by insurance interests with assets exceeding $330 millions.
" ... it is almost half the cost of other, policies generally available to
persons in the student age group."
JAMES PICKETT, Executive-Secretpry, NFCUS j
PARTICULARS OF NFCUS LIFE PLAN
THE PLAN— Term insurance for 10 years or to age 35. whichever is the shorter period: Ordinary Life thereafter.
AMOUNT OF INSURANCE— The minimum policy is $5,000.
There is no arbitrary limit to the amount that may be applied for exceptrules.
the usual limits under the Company's regular
underwriting
THE
PREMIUM—
annuallyTheduring
the term
period; Ordinary $3.50
Life perrate$1 ,000thereafter.
Ordinary
Life
Rates s.re included and guaranteed in the NFCUS LIFE Plan
policy.
ELIGIBILITY — All students who are members of the University of TorontoDATE
students'
undergraduate
society areundereligible.
EFFECTIVE
OF INSURANCE
— Insurance
each
policy takes effect immediately upon the issue of the policy
by
the
Company,
whether
the
first
premium
has
been
paid
or not.
TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFIT — If totally disabled your
protection is continued in force without further payment of
premiums. isIf automatically
still disabled continued
when termin period
your
protection
force onexpires,
the Ordinary Life Plan for the same amount of insurance with all
premiums
recovery. on the new plan waived until death or earlier
PRIOR CONVERSION OPTION— While the plan automatically becomes Ordinary Life at the end of the term period,
there is an option for prior conversion to Ordinary Life
a.t guaranteed rates without further evidence of insurability.
Also, conversion to any Limited Payment Life. Endowment
or Pension plan may be arranged.
CONVERSION AGE — NFCUS Life Plan policies may be
converted at the .attained age at the date of conversion; or
at the age as of the original date of issue of the policy, in
which case credit will be given for ALL premiums paid
in addition to the conversion credit of 52.50 per SI, 000 tsee
below).
REDUCTION IN FIRST YEAR PREMIUM ON CHANGE
OR CONVERSION— A reduction of $2.50 per $1,000 of insurance will be allowed from the first premium payable
upon the change to Ordinary Life at the end of the term
period, or upon conversion of your NFCUS LIFE policy to
any planNFCUS
at any LIFE
time. insurance
For example,
age the
''!>
$10,000
wouldif converted
cost $125.40at and
first
yep'.r
premium
would
be
reduced
by
$25.00
leaving
a nel-amount payable of $100.40 for the first year.
/ACCIDENTAL DEATH COVERAGE — Policies mav includ"
apremium
Double ofIndemnity
Accidental Death clause at an extra
$1.25 per $1,000.
GENEROUS SETTLEMENT OPTIONS— The NFCUS
Plan contains attractive settlement options whereby theLIFEinsured at maturity, or the beneficiary, may elect to take the
proceeds
of the policy in a variety of instalments or on a life
annuity basis
payable in anyguaranteed
event for for
life. either 10 yeaxs or 20 vears but
RIGHT
TO
ASSIGN—
You
to assign inyour
NFCUS LIFE policy. This is have
valuablethe asright
an assistance
obtaining loans l for example, for educational
purposes) as in
this
way
the
lender
may
be given a guarantee of payment in
the event of premature death.
GRACE PERIOD— A period of 30 days of grace is allowed for
the payment of any premium including the first.
NON-PARTICIPATING— The NFCUS LIFE Plan is nonparticipating during the term period, however, at conversion,
you
may select
permanent
plan. either a participating or non-participating
AVIATION COVERAGE— Death occurring as a result o£ air
covered except where you are the pilot or member
offlight
the iscrew.
NO WAR CLAUSE— There is no restriction as to the payment of death benefits if death occurs as a result of war,
declared or undeclared, except as outlined for air flight.
For further information see your NFCUS Chairman.
contact:
CHARLES N. RANSOM
BRANCH MANAGER
CANADIAN PREMIER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
160 Eglinton
Avenue, East,
Toronto
or write to Head Office direct

" . . . your policy is an ideal form of adequate protection with a premium
that T will be able to afford while I am getting established."
A NFCUS Policyholder.

EVERY STUDENT NEEDS
WHY THE NFCUS LIFE PLAN
IS YOUR FIRST CHOICE
LIFE INSURANCE!!
Remarkable savings achieved by NFCUS mass buyBECAUSE you need to begin your program NOW —
ing power — an advantage gained for University
the student who enters his life career with a finan- students through their association together in
cial independence program ALREADY STARTED NFCUS.
University students and available exwill, other things equal, achieve financial indepen- Tailored for
clusively through affiliation with NFCUS.
dence sooner — and on a. higher ultimate level. The group principle brings equal protection to
of all ages — up to 35! Non-Canadian
NFCUS LIFE provides this "starter" at a price you NFCUS students
can afford. BECAUSE you need to insure the invest- students
Universities.are also eligible if attending Canadian
ment in your education — to protect those who have
A ONCE-IN-A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY
protected you. Every year, through death by acci- Your
affiliation in NFCUS makes it possible for you
dent or natural causes, there are students who will
to
$5,000,on $10;000.
* or EVEN
MORE
never return. If someone has sacrificed to help you life own
insurance
your own$25,000
exclusive
plan covering
through University, be sure they are not left with you during your years at University and several
expenses and loans to pay.
years thereafter if necessary, at an exceedingly low
— then, when you are working in your chosen
BECAUSE only thus can you protect your "insur- rate,
field (or practicing your profession) and are finanability". Insuranceinsurance
bought now
cially established, you begin to pay the premium for
guarantees
yourof permanent
right
to
permanent
for
life
regardless
Ordinary
guaranteed low
rates. Life insurance — also at
changes in your health.
TO HrrLI
APPLY- • amounts
ComP,ete uptheto application
clip and mail before March 31, 1957. On
$10,000, a printed
medical below,
examination is not generally required.
NOTE: ball
This po.nt,
application
is
on
newsprint.
Use
blue
or
black
ink
for photographing
. If ink runs, please use
but all information must be clearly legible. Thank
You.
TO THE
PLEASE PRINT
CANADIAN PREMIER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ALL
INFORMATION
NATURAL GAS BUILDING. WINNIPEG 2, MANITOBA
APPLICATION FOR INSURANCE ON THE NFCUS LIFE PLAN
Age 35,
nearest birthday,
the shorter
iryto Life
thereafter,
ofwhichever
premium isincluded),
(prior
conversion
option(waiver
included).
FORM "A"
(1) APPLICANT
Middle Name
City
and
Street
District. .
(Family home — where nail may be sent if necessary) Prov..
No..
13) ADDRESS
MAILING No
City and
Street
. . . .District
Prov
(Policy and Notice will be mailed here unless otherwise requested)
(4) Birth
DATE OF...
(5) MALE
□ (6) MARITAL (7) WEIGHT
LBS.
FEMALE C
STATUS
(8) HEIGHT FT.... INS.
) Section
ARE YOU10. NOW IN AND DO YOU USUALLY HAVE GOOD HEALTH" Yes O No Q If "no," give details in
(10 1 FOR ANY ILLNESS REQUIRING MEDICAL ATTENTION GIVE DATE, NATURE OF ILLNESS DURATION
AND NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF MEDICAL ATTENDANTS OR HOSPITAL.

Ill) (a) Have you flown or do you intend to fly other than as fare-paying passenger on a scheduled airline?
Yes lJ No Q If "yes," explain in "c."
or
withoutYesreceiving
of the explain
exact kind
and amount
applied for
or i,'^,!sHavC
have you yOU
ever euer
been aPplfied
offered fora insurance
"rated" policy?
H No aQ policy
If "yes,"
In "c."
.
" (c) -Explanation
Yes
Q
No
Q
(12) Are you a member of a student organization affiliated with NFCUS?
University
(faculty. . , ...
(13! AMOUNT OF INSURANCE
(14)
NAME OF
□ t 5:M0
o' $17-50
BENEFICIARY
,
O $10,000
@ 35.00
(All
Names
in Full— (For
Mary Jane
(15)
RELATONSHIP
OF Example.
BENEFICIARY
TO Doe, not Mrs. John Doe)
[ ;«
525.000
(Jf
87.50
te $3.50 per M $
APPLICANT (Wife, Mother, etc.)
(16) Please
I encloseIssuepayment
of first
year's
checK
Indemnity Q 41.25 per MS..
Policyaddand
mc, 30 premium
daysto tocheques)
pay....{T)Q if which
(Please
I5cbill exchange
Plu^
Q Double
ItI hereby
is underwood toandtheagreed
that the foregoing
statements■ Company,
and answers
are complete,
correctlyas described
recorded.
Life shown.
Insuranc
Winnipeg.
Caniida, truefor and
insurance
above and apply
agree to pay Canadian
premiums Premier
of "the rate
Signature
of Applicant
Did you complete all SIXTEEN sections? Please
be sure!
THIS CARD ENROLLMENT OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31, V957
AND WILL NOT BE REPEATED.
Thereafter complete medical evidence of insurability will be required.

here TODAY
1.00 p.m.— VCF Bible Study will be
held
in
the
Room 116. School of Nursing,
l.OOheld
p.m.—in VCF
Room Bible
111, Study
UC. will be
1.10 p.m. — Modern Architecture
will be the topic of an SCM
Architecture Group. Speaker
will be Mr. K. J. Kettlewell.
Meting will be held in room 33,
Engineering Building.
1.10SCM
p.rm —will
P. andmeetO.T.inGroup
the
the P.of and
O.T. Huts. Dr. K. Hockin will
be the speaker. Meeting takes

and
Passion onmar.
April 5. 14
place in the -Huts. now
1.17VCFp.m.meets
— Thein Wymilwood
Victoria College
SUNDAY
for a
ing.
p.m. — Canterbury Club, final
Lenten Service and Hymn sing- .30meeting.
Rev. James Cunningham willmunispeak
on Holy ofCom4.00inp.m.
VCF ofBible
in the Church
the
UC. study again
Room— 111
Redeemer, onParish
Hall.
FRIDAY
MONDAY
8.45 p.m. — Friday and every Friday, 8.30 p.m. — The Italian Club preHi-Fi concerts at Carr Hall
SMC. This week, Schumann
and Elgar. Coming programs
The
include Toscanini, Beethoven,
and KoFranck,
Mozart,'*
Bach,
uncontinue
concerts
daly. The
TOPS
til April 6. Bach's St. Matthew

!15%
15%
This Coupon has the Value of 15% Discount
FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS ONLY
ON PHOTOCOPIES MADE By

Ob
27ar
Wellington
E.,oc
Toronto,
Ont.s
's PhSt.ot
opie
After Hours: RE. 2816
EM. 8-2849
115%
15%;
A

Reminder

Hart

Glee

Club

AUDITIONS
NEXT

HAVE YOU TRIED
OUR CHEESE BLINTZES?
I t
DROP IN AFTER THE
SHOW OR DANCE
I •
17 Bloor Street West
317 Yonge Street
272 Eglinton Avenue West
IN FOOD

sure

to

visit

CONCERT
CONVOCATION HALL
Thursday, March 14th, 1957
commencing at 8:15 p.m.
Staff, Students, Graduates and Their -Friends Cordially Invited
ADMISSION FREE
A Students' Administrative Council Activity
your headquarters for
the

the

thi MILDEST BEST-TASTING cigarette,

AN OUTSTANDING MUSICAL TREAT
THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Professor Robert Rosevear and
Chorus conducted by Professor Richard Johnston

FALL

Be

SHUTTER BUGS
ALL THE NON-PRIZE- WINNING ENTRIES IX THE
NFCL'S NATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE S.A.C. OFFICE.

RESTAURANTS
• i
BARBECUED CHICKEN
AND SPARE RIBS

TOPS

House

THE VARSITY, Thursday, March 14th, 1957
senU a concert by Dr. E. Vinci
on the Mystical Body by /the
in the Music Room. Victoria.
LOCKnoon-hour
groups. A discussions
further session
of
will
TUESDAY
be
advertised
on
boards of Carr Hall. the notice
p.m. and 6.45 p.m. — Discussions

IVY

LEAGUE

look

new

is Simpson's
Bridal

Showroom

OPENING
APRIL

ON

15 th at

HELMAR

of London

46 ST. GEORGE STREET — WA. 1-5981

'The Ivy League Look'embodying all that i:
best in the Ivy League
trend, combined with
that extra concern for
comfort that is so necessary in today's way of
life. See the selection
The
now at
Store
for Simpson's—
Young Men —
in sport coats, slacks,
suits and furnishings
with The Look of The
Ivy League.

Custom-Made
COCKTAIL DRESSES
WEDDING GOWNS

s

BRIDESMAID'S DRESSES

The Store for Young Men - Second Floor - Dept. 266

THE VARSITY. Thursday, March 14th, 1057
Regent Beauty Salon
PRESENTS A NEW BRANCH AT THE
PARK
New Wing
Second Floor

PLAZA HOTEL
Bloor and Avenue Rd.
WA. 4-5121

For the most forma] occasions
or for that informal co-ed look.
WE HAVE A SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE
Shampoo and Wave $2.25
Haircut $1.50

TYPEWRITERS
$1.00 Weekly Rents or Buys
Kny make, brand new typewriter.
(No down payment required.)
Trade-ins S29. Deal direct, no outside financing. Humber Typewriter. 375 Jane Street. RO. 6-1103,
open evenings.
— Students in their Final Years —
You can ta.ke it with you. Time —
3.25 aa yr.yr. <<j.50
4.25
< 7^0 forfor 2 2yrs.);
yrs.) ;Life
Sports—
Illustrated— 4.00 a yr. Write Student Periodical Agency. P.O. Box
157, Adelaide P.O.. Toronto 1. Ont.
Phone WA.
2-0583.'
ATWUNDER
WONDER VALUES
PRICES
Tape-recorders ($50.00 off); hi-f;
sets,
record-players,
radios,
with
unma tchable discounts.
Grundig.
Loewe-Opta, Sea-breeze, Philips,
RCA. Victor, Phone Ron Wunder,
WA. 4-8925, U.C. Residence.

CLASSIFIED ADS
TYPEWRITERS
Special student rates. All regulai
makes; new or rebuilt; rented and
fold on terms. Also tfor supplies
repairs
and service. Phone RJ
1843 anytime.
GONICK STENOGRAPHIC
SERVICE,
BAY ST.
ROOM330 1409
All types of manuscripts, Theses,
and secretarial work. Formerly
at 226 Bay Street. Phone EM. 4—
5813 days, or OR. 3549 evenings.
APARTMENT WANTED
Married
student Occupancy
requires 1-bedroom apartment.
May
or early June. No children present
or immediately pending. Please
call WA. 1-4434.
TYPEWRITERS
£ou can buy a new Smith-Corona
portable for as low as 15c a day —
noRIverdale
down payment
1843. required. Phone
POODLES FOR SALE
Adorable miniature poodle puppies. Excellent
breeding Phone
and temperament. Al colours.
Jill
Genge.
WA.
4-0898
after
7:30 p.m.
or weekends.

BRIGHT, FURNISHED ROOM
2-0404.
With running water. University
Women's Club. S75.00 month. WA.
BOOKS FOR SALE
Choice editions. Finely illustrated.
Building.
Apply Box 33, The Varsity, SAC
STUDENTS' LIFE INSURANCE
Own a $12,000.00 policy for only
$5.00 lica premium
month. convert
Remainderto full
of pubrate
plan within ten years. Call ^1U. 83929.
WANTED
Desirenity ortoclub.
rent Moderate.
room 'fromShare
frater-or
otherwise.
Telephone OX. 9-5931
12-2
or 6-7 p.m.
VOLKSWAGENS
You can save $100.00 plus-on the
purchase of a new Volkswagen.
Join in a For
"fleetdetails,
deal" phone
now forWavne
May
delivery.
Baigent, BA. 1-1056,
FOR SALE
AChevrolet.
car for Single
your holidays
1954
owner^— 17.000
miles, Powerglide. Phone after 6
p.m. RO. G-1588.

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
STUDENT
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Original

Broadway

Cast

COLUMBIA

SHOW

ALBUMS

PARKING

FOR 1957-1958
•REQUIREMENTS:
Must be fifteen miles from the University
OR
Two miles from Public Transportation
APPLICATIONS:
Accepted until Friday, September 21, 1957.
Permits will be given out Monday, September
30, and no further applications will be accepted. Therefore, apply before leaving for the
summer vacation.
Apply at the S.A.C. Office, NOW.

Now you may purchase such wonderful Columbia Original
Broadway Cast Albums as . . .
My Fair Lady
L'il Abner
Most Happy Fella

South Pacific
Bells Are Ringing
Candide

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Pal Joey
Kismet

"Such

MIGHTY
Power
encompassed
in so small

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn
The Girl in Pink Tights
Show Boat
The Pajama Game
Archy and Mehitabel
House of Flowers
J Kiss Me Kate
Finian's. Rainbow

Broadway's top shows on Columbia
original price, for a limited time onlyLp recordings are yours at a fraction of the
only $3.4
8
with every one you purchase at the regula pri
r
ce of $5.98
DON'T DELAY, BUY YOURS TODAY . . . because of limited supply of some
albums.
All Long Playing records sold to STUDENTS and STAFF at SPECIAL PRICES

A&A
BOOK
& STATIONERY
351 YONGE ST. Hall block below Gerrord on East side of Yonge EM 4-683
2
Saturday.
Our Record Bar is Open ,he Longest Hours
. . 7 a.m. - 12 midnight every day including
Come in and browse through
the largest
display
Complete
stock -counter
in all lines
and ofall Long-Ploy
labels. ing Records in the city

The manufacturing of
a frame"
transistors
and their use
in new equipment
is but one of a number
of challenging projects
currently being undertaken
by the NorthernCompany.
Electric
By comparison
wi th theis
vacuum
tube the transistor
smaller, uses less current, generates lit le heat and lias considerably longer life. It is
proving mentanfor the
invaluable
instru-of
designers
electrical equipment.

The solving of Canada's
communication
problems
will give full scope
to the enquiring minds
arid inventive genius
of young engineers.
There are interesting careers — and a continual
need for University Graduates — at the Northern
Electric Company Limited. A letter or postcard
to the College Relations Department, Box 6124,
Montreal, Que., will bring full information
concerning these opportunities.
Kortherti
SERVES YOUElectric
BEST
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music
to come
s* vocalists
on outside
jazz
Why try to kid yourself? It's April 28: The Philadelphia
There arep*
many talented
"hit record" catemuch too late to catch up on the Woodwind Quintet will give a
gory who smg with an intuitive honesty to thethelyrics
akin to jazz
concert at the Conservayear's essays and you will never free tory
improvisati
on,
without
resorting
Concert
Hall
(Sunday.
300
to
reverberatin
do a year's work in five weeks.
and vocal gimmicks. Two outstanding exponents g in' microphones
Follow the Varsity' staff: flunk p.m.).
art of the popular songs are Jeri Southern and Peggy Leethis higher
with a smile on your face. To April 30: The York Concerts
Decca i DL 8394J - When Your Heart's on Fire is a collection
help you in the latter, I have Society presents the TSO with
of successful renditions
of melancholy tunes by Jen Southern The
compiled a list of sorrow-drown- Heinz Unger conducting and
complete album is excellent
for background music Peggy Lee, who
ing: concerts. If you faithfully Lois Marshall as soloist at EaDecca
i
DL
8411)
—
Dream Street features
ton Auditorium.
also is an exponent of the dii delivery, and avoids vocal
attend all of these concerts you
will be granted the privilege May 7: Maura Lympany is the
gymnastics.
of spending another wonderful guest pianist with the same out"I've Grown Accustomed to His Face" is done in melancholic
fit ar; above.
music preview
year on this campus (provided
tempo,
whereasmanner.
"Something I Dreamed Last Night" swings hard
in the modern
that
you
weren't
a
professional
For
diversion,
try
the
TSO's
concert-goer last year).
"Pop"
concerts,
Epic
iLN 3268) — Trumpet with a Soul — features a young
every
Sunday
p.s.
on
jazz
at
2:30
p.m.
member of the present Benny Goodman Orchestra. Mel Davis On
Tonight: The University Chorus
and Orchestra will give a con- The Stratford Festival of Mu"Jeepers Creepers" the addition o£ a cool flute nearby .makes this
ceit at Convocation Hall.
movies
sic, featuring the CBC Symtrack
the album, but Mel's technical facility
swinging ofsufficiently.
fromstand-out
him jazz
deters the
March 21: Blanche Thebom rephony and Benjamin Britten
places Inge Borkh in the Eaton conducting his opera, "The Turn
"Taking
chance
on Love"
well arranged,
are indeed
actors
most of the aother
Auditorium Concert Series.
numbers,
i Foolsis Rush
In, Alone asTogether
of The
Screw",
The
Wang Wang Blues etc.).
ful follower
an Fassures
minus aonfaithany
- Marchtist is Nathan
26-27: TSO's
guest
arMilstein in the supplementary exam.
As an overall impression, this is a very pleasant listening and
music
review
Dvorak Concerto.
Elmo Ciprictti.
dancing set. in no way harsh or atonally puzzling. Incidentally,
there are excellent liner notes on the back of the album.
March 28: Noted violinist Jack
Decca iDL 84J2) — Pianodynamics — is one
Groob is the soloist with the
ambjtioua
albums, neither completely classical nor jazz, ofbutthosecontaining
Pro Arte Orchestra, conducted
a
varied program of both. Conley Graves plays a legitimate "Warsaw
the hu h* actors
by Victor Di Bello, in a program of Vivaldi, Marcello and
Concerto"
by
Richard
Addingsell.
"Prelude
and
Fugue
number
21
Of the three college shows at Bliss and Catherine Cragg had in B a Flat"
Albinoni in the library of the
by J.of S.jazzBach,
this time with rhythm accompaniment,
selection
standards.
Casn Loma.
Hart House this year Trinity leads in The Tempest but the and
March 28: Tenor Cesare Valetti broke a three year jinx for the show stealeis were Don SutherDecca <DL 8392) — Music for this ^Swinging Age — is a Conland, Fred Euringer, and Wil- ceptionally modern set of arrangements by Lyle Murphy and Bill
gives a recital in Eaton Audi- colleges by' making a thumphlg
torium,
big profit with their production
liamInnocents
Ly'on. Out ofwere
a casttwo ofchilsix Hitz, played by a large group of west-coast musicians.
in
The
There will be a campus jazz concert with Moe Kautman. at the
VicApril 9-10:
is the TSO's of Eliot's
dren, two were ghost:, and the Upper Convocation Hall. Trinity College, sponsored byFeeler
toria kept Cocktail
up her oldParty.
tradition
the Archiguest
in the Segovia
usual CastelnuovoSepp.
other
two.
were
Judy
Teague
of
performing
unusual
foreign
Tedesco guitar concerto.
tectural Society, on March 21, at nine o'clock.
April 12: The Bacli Aria Group, classics with Giraudoux's Eletv and Maureen Fox.
which includes Jan Peerce, Ei- tra. And UC followed up the "
leen Fareli and Paul TJlanow- current fad for Tennessee Williams with Summer and Smoke.
sky, is at Eaton Auditorium.
April 13: The New York PhilJohn Douglas who is the leadtoronto,
closed
city
ing contender for the Dale
harmonic-Symphony, under Miwas a complete flop.
The smallveniently
theatres are doinconAward (given to the graduating thing
Possibly
the
only shown
striking*in Thieves
tropoulos, will perform Beet- student
Since then, a foreign language
not
about
the
films
who
has
contributed
the
hoven's Eighih, Brahms' Second most to Hart House activities), Toronto this year has been the film has had to run approxi- advertise. Andlocatedtheand film
soand
R.
Strauss'
Death
and
mately
twice
as
long
as
any
fact
that
only
a
lamentably
cieties
are
limited
both
finanTransfiguration.
Terry Sheils, Jane Griffen and
cially and in the .size of their
one in order to be membership.
April 17: The Toronto Men- Aleen Kamins starred in Elec- small dribbleropean.t ot them were Eu- ■Hollywood
considered a box-office success.
delssohn- Choir and the TSO tra. James Mainprize, Joanna
The only
for
This might lead some to think
As a result, the Towne is
with Lois Marshall will per- Richardson and John Wilson
to buy solution
one of theismany
few good European movies showing Friendly Persuasion someone
form Bach's St. Matthew Pas- played the leads in the Cock- that
theatres
in
the
Toronto
area
tail Party. And Bill Davis and are being made. Judging from for the eighteenth week, in a that have closed recently, and
sion.' 23-24: The TSO features Aileen Taylor shared the hon- reviews in the New York pa- row. Out of our other so-called turn
April
it into an art cinema.
ours in Summer and Smoke.
pers, however, such would not 'art' cinemas, the International,
Firkunsky
in
the
Grieg
Concerto.
Robert Gill started off his seem to be the case. Many with the odd exception of some- These have succeeded in many
season of fou rshows this year foreign-language films have relike Citizen Kane or The smaller American cities. Surely
April 26-27: The Royal Conser- with
ceived raves in New York. Some Gold thing
Dark of the Moon, and
Rush sticks mainly to it can also succeed in Toronto.
vatory Opera School and Orfollowed
with,
School
for
Wives,
chestra, conducted by Ernesto
(such as I'mberto D and Dia- English "B" pictures. The StuGuy Groen
Innocents and as the annual bolique)
dio (which once showed some
were first shown there excellent
Barbini will present Puccini's The
Russian films) now
production The over a year. ago.
what's behind the
"Gianni Schicchi" and Monte- Shakespeare
The trouble appears to lie shows Italian films without subverdi's "L'incoi onazio'ne 'di Tempest,
titles and does not advertise.
Stephen Frick and Elizabeth with the Toronto exhibitors,
Poppe?,"
green
doorof ArchiTheatre. at the Hart House Saunders
starred m Dark of the who give one the impression Only the Hyland shows any- Open night
tecture, backofof School
Convocation
Hall
April 27: The Philadelphia Or- Moon and were two of the of regarding- films with foreign
thing
resembling
an
intelligent
chestra, conducted by Ormandy. three jnembers of the cast of dialogue and English subtitles program. And the Hyland is onModern
Friday,ArtMarch
22 at 7— o'clock.
on
display
model*
as
box-office
poison.
This
atti*
not really an art cinema at and drawings — amid the refreshwho had worked unwill play Brahms' Academic thirty-five
tude seems mainly due to the all, since it is far too large.
der Gill's direction before.
Festival
Strauss'
Fred Euringer, Judy McLeod, fact that theTowne, which was
Don Juan,Overture,
the Third H.Symphony
On the whole, it seems that
and Alex Eftimoff played in intended as a theatre for Euroby Roy Harris and Tchaikov- School
fine arts club
for Wives, and Harvey
pean films found that Bicycle there are only two ways of seesky's Fourth.
ing nary.
anything
of thea close
ordiOne canoutkeep
Louis nada'sApplcbaum,
watch on the more obscure
finest composersone forof Cathe
films and the music director at
theatres,
especially
those
on
the Italian circuit .such as the the Stratford Music Festival,
cadenza
and
finale
servatory has taken time off to Radio City or the Pylon) where will speak at the next and final
The city, and thus campus in but never quite makes ,it.
The most successful concerts give several rewarding, if not a good film may crop up once meeting of the Fine Arts Club,
particular, has led a wild musical
on March 28 in the. Wymilwood
life chiieing the winter concert on the campus were, no doubt, spectacular, concerts. Among every two or terthree
natively, it is months.
possible Al-to music room of Victoria College,
these were the attempts of the join a film society.
season. Imported performers, in- those given by the Hart House Orchestra,
Neither
of
at Convocation Hall these ways is too satisfactory. at 8:15 in the evening, on "Music
cluding the Berlin and Vienna Orchestra, conducted by Dr.
the success of the Opera
Philharmonics, the Solisti di Zag- Boyd Neel. The only regret of and
in* the Films.''
reb an dthe Vienna Octet, have some members of the Associates School at Hart House.
Then there were the concerts
made a great contribution to this is that the all-Vivaldi concert
season. But the greatest strides was not preserved for posterity and recitals which attracted conU.C. PLAYERS' GUILD PRESENTS A NEW PLAY
forward have been taken by our by a recording of some sort. The
siderable attention at Convocaorchestra intends to expand if
own musicians in this city.
tion Hall. Among these were the
In his first season as conductor the support it 'has received con- concerts by the U. of T. Chorus
and Orchestra which will give
of the TSO. Walter Susskind has
tinues. Memberships may be re- another
concert tonight.
newed this term at Hart House
Written"BUSHED"
and directed by Michael John Nimchuk
led the orchestra from a secondElmo Giprietti
rate group which was reputed to so that the Associates can proWomen's
Union
Theatre — 79 ST. GEORGE STREET
have the loudest brass in captivceed with fewer financial wority to a first-rate orchestra which ries.
The Music Committee has proThursday, March 14 and Friday, March 15
can almostThematch"
on. the
vided us with some memorable
continent.
greatestany improveAt 8:30 — ADMISSION 50c
^rnent is noticeable in the strings concerts this year. Calling to COUNSELLORS
which have gained confidence mind the recitals of such artists
and have developed a, better as Greta Kraus. Eli Kassner and
sense of dynamics. The horns and Hyman Goodman, we hope that For Private Co-Ed
trumpets are still not above tech- the new committee will not disCENTRAL ONTARIO DRAMA LEAGUE
Summer Camp
nical oversights but these can be
us. At amany
Wednesday
realized with more practice.
clockap ointconcert
of us 5wit-o'nes ed the world premiere of the
Many have received the new
The
conductor with mixed feelings; Jack Groob Trio.
Amid its struggles for a new
in .spite of his sweeping EuropWA.
1-4552
ean, ela.n he leads the orchestra building (which is certainly an
Ontario One-Act Play
to the brink of perfection immediate need), the Royal ConFestival
University
Blazers
CUSTOM MADJE
across Onlario present
from
Groups
3 One-Act Plays each evening at S.30
Especially Priced for Student*
ASSISTANT CONDUCTORS
S27.SO
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Pine Flanm-I Worsted Trousera
Monday, April 8th to Saturday, April 13th
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA and
Credit S16.50
Terms if Desired
Business
9 a.m.Saturday
to 0 p.m.
Hart House Theatre
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO CHORUS
MondayHours:
Through
in the18th.hands
should beMarch
positions
ADJUDICATOR, ROBERT GILL
the abovenot two
for
Applications
Tuesday.
than
later
undersigned
of the
PARNES Clothing Co.
Box Office WA. 3-5244
A. E. M. PARK ES,
All Seats $1.00
Special Student Rate 50c
Associate Secretary. Students- Administrative Council.
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the laundry washed
In our first issue, under the heading "And some
dirty laundry", The Varsity printed a list of points
that would be brought up at Toronto this year and
attempted to guess at their outcome.
A reading of those points, in the light of a year's
experience, is an excellent analysis of how far we
have come in seven months of University of Toronto
life.
There will be desire for and talk of a student
union: but ice won't get one.
We haven't. There is promise of a women's athletic building that will relieve some of the strain, but
there are no announced plans for a union.
Complaints will fly about the rise in under- ■
graduate fees: but they won't be reduced.
Oh, well, they're not going up either.
Rabid organizers trill try to get us back into
.\FCUS and cynical individualists will- suggest
we let sleeping dogs lie: but at the end of the year
we still won't know where we are.
We know
whereis we
all right.
We're back
NFCUS.
But there
littleare,
cause
for criticism
in thein
sensible
and workmanlike
"rabid organizers"
did
in bringing
Varsity backjobto the
a modified
fold.
Common sense will tell us that the SAC
student
levy must begovernment
raised: but will
it will-not,
our undergraduate
continue andto
be hamstrung by its lack of funds.
You can publish that again next year.
Persons wlio are old enough to die for their
country in wartime will not be able to- buy a glass
of beer, and. it will still cost the provincial govern- \
mcnt more, to administer those cute little green
books than they receive from their sale.
Quite wrong there. The books are blue this year.
University College will continue to channel
what spirit it has into lines too mature for Joe
College to comprehend.
Except when its students write letters to The
Varsity.
The law society will be unjust to the University
Law School.
What a great pleasure to announce that we were
wrong!
The Hart House Orchestra Associates will not
be allowed to sell tickets tor its Sunday afternoon
concerts but Sunday baseball games will be played
at Maple Leaf Stadium.
HHOA has won. its battle. The Telegram is starting
one. The Lord's Day Alliance still survives.
And we still haven't got a bulletin board . . .
Oh, we have too.
the sheet finished
In the first paper we also drew a parallel between
the clean sheet of paper going into our typewriter and
the clean slate of your academic year.
This is the end of what we chose then to call our
flow of editorial wisdom. Countless sheets of paper
have been rolled through, some crumpled and dis^
carded, some marked, sent north, set in type, put
into a form, and printed seven thousand times.
What we have to say is finished. (Stop that sobbipg). By Friday afternoon, volume 76 of The Varsity
will be a bound book, a permanent record of this
year's staff and its ability to put out a newspaper.
Your year isn't finished. The whirl of society is,
slowed to a dull spin, the press for essay is on, your
notebooks nearly filled, your clubs joined and nearly
forgotten.
The Varsity does not look with shame on this
year's activities.
Will you?
from
Thank you.

to

all of us
all of you

SNAPSHOTS

Good-bye
Toronto
By MR.
SMITH street. A
Good-bye taxi drivers. May fu- Pet]
Good-bye
St. George
The end of University will
ture generations develop a rudemean farewell to Toronto for goodly portion of our youth goes
ness1 vitriolic enough lo answer
hand in hand down
many students. This, on behalf of laughing
autumn evenings.
your
remarks. Bloor street, slick,
them, is a good-bye message to your
Good-bye
Good-bye Channel Six. Take it scurrying,
the third-fastest
groomed and cold.
North
America, growing city in a little easier, could you?
your October air still echo
Good-bye streel-cars. May your May
Good-bye subway. Sometimes gentle
with
'
our
cheers.
May the King
women passengers find
it has seemed odd that a city of
learn that everyone
more than a milion people, the out that men are not trying to isCole21 atwaiters
heart.
heart of a mighty growing coun- push them out your windows.
.Good-bye university. You have
try, should point with its greatest May your drivers bs calm, and been
fine.
your fares rise faster than our
pride to a four-mile hole in the fees.
Good-bye Toronto.
gTound.
Good-bye blue Sundays, with
3. Repent ye,
Eaton's windows blindfolded, and
the heart of a booming metroand o; werk, J
polis as quiet as a mausoleum. It
4. And then
will be strange to meet people
"Peace
For
Thgathering,
e
who are not ashamed of their
S
teeth,
exceptana i]
municipal laws.
By
TONY
NOXON
I
Good-bye cocktail lounges.
0. And the
Of the old man, and the parable, and the
Toronto must be the only city in
merriment, and the word from Sydnie.
the world where people think
three
points.so it
6. And
1. AndI went
seeing"up, anandoldgreeted
man sitting
inthethelanguage
market
they are
intelligent
drinkers
beentering
into tl
place,
him
in
cause they have stood at bars and
ctj that country, saying,
searching
for (
drunk their way through the
7. And many
2.
What's
up.
Dad
?
wine list, never savouring,
scarcely enjoying.
3. And saying,
lo. he spake unto me in the form of a book.? knew tha
parable,
8. And otheH
Good-bye Le Chaumiere, Hop
4.
And
it
came to pass in the prime of Sydni'i,
9. Andgroups,
soon
Sam's, the Sign of the Steer, Larin
the
year
of
Zoski
and
the
great
expropriation,
small
ry's. Winston's, Fuji Matsu, the
tha't
many
of
these
people
were
gathered
together
in the great place.
Dell, Angelo's, the Edison. May
■ 1-. For lo.^j
you togeteat.a clientele that knows
5. And they were come from the deserts of ■men;
come?"
how
10 And
other
11.
Yea.
Ahtlantiek,
and
of
the
Pacifick,
and
the
fleshpocs
Good-bye Gerrard street. May
ofof the
cities,
of
Ottahwa,
and
Windsohr,
yea,
even
Tohrohnto.
your offspring reach success,
13. And the
8. And in the beginning was the word, and the
hang their pictures in our Nacome, and
word was from Sydnie.
tional Gallery, find a side-walk
ordeal,
and toa p]
7.
And
he
exhorteth
the
populace,
that
-they
cafe
where
snow
doesn't
cool
the
coffee, shave their beards.
14. And
mani
15
For thsjd
might
great things,'
bow
dewn todo graven
images, andas seek
spohit,truth,
and nor
brihdge,
Good-bye Crest, and Royal
and rejoiced, b
but rather to get honours.
.Alex, and Avenue and Circle" and
8. But, alas, there was merriment, yea. even
16. Thus end
Hart
Housefi?ht.and YouRadioare City.
'Keep
unto carousing and imbibing, and weehkends, and
up your
winning.
bahshes.
and smahshes, and so it continued unto
Good-bye Bay street. May your
1. And lo, bii
thu Holy Day^.
denizens discover that Heaven is
cometh, fail
II
not on the 27th floor of the Bank
2.
And yea,,ij
Of omens,
predictions, and the price of
of Nova Scotia Building.
sackcloth,
and and
of Hadiht.
edge
of the sulto
bf prepared
Good-bye Jarvis street: May
1.
But
lo.
when
the
Holy
Days
were
come
'
you wipe your nose.
and gone,
stirringsof among
the multinofi the
evil,shadow i
Good-bye Grey Cup days. We
tudes, andthere
some were
murmured
a distant
event,
will miss the shocked and enand
others
o±
strange
portents,
and
some
omens
wer ! seen.
vious gaze as Toronto watches
3. For ihy iw
"jolly
Westerners
2. But the merriment continued, until lo. it foVfi you.
York.
the altar
of her merrily
, beloveddefiling
Royal
was March, and the soothsayers came, and stood
in
greenthe!
And
bfcre the multitudes, and warned them, saying.
and4.thed\vell
inflpa

Meet
quite. ancharacters
experience.on this
There Peter
are Gzowski.
a lot of It's
flaming
campus. But for a kindled imagination, a range of
talents that verges on genius, and a sheer zest lor
living, none can match our editor.
The peripatetic Mr. Gzowski (pronounced ZOSKY)
was born, surprisingly enough, in Toronto, but he
made up for it by living in a large variety of places,
from Hillier to Larder Lake, before he was three. At
six he settled down for a while in Gait as Peter
Brown — and eight years later, having progressed
from city,1sthe ran
to 27th
a class of 23„ and tired of domestioff toin Ridley.
He also changed his name back to Gzowski, "because
nobody
spell Brown
Ridleycouldremembers
Peterright."
for several things — 1
tr.iong them ■ his senatorial eloquence, his persistent
firsts, and his invaluable leadership on "the day the
coysHewent
border to Niagara
was over
almostthe quarterback
of theFalls."
football learn,
until the day he asked his room-mate out to throw a
few limbering passes. The coach picked the room-mate
lo be quarterback instead — and that's how Western
got this year's captain. John Girvin.
Peter left Ridley with big ideas, and more scholarships than he could handle. Although two of these
were in MP&C. he started off in Soc. and Phil, at
Toronto. He played a great deal of crap with assorted
taxidrivers. passed with "a low third", and left for a
construction job in Labrador. *
On his way back next fall, with his thousand-odd
dollars, he passed through Montreal. He turned up
in Toronto several days late, and a thousand-odd
dollars
poorer.
He won
$250. in a crap game, which ■carried him
through the next few months. But after November, he
gave
it upuniversity
as a bad show.
He "wanted
write", and
so hea
left the
to freelance
as ato writer
transit man for the Hydro.
After surveying enough of Ontario, Peter became
p. part-time grease monkey in a gas station. He also
collected an impressive variety of editorial rejection
slips — inandprint.
this was the closest he came to seeing
hir^self

Breslin
M
So he decided to learn how to write and becati
a newspaperman. After working as a reporter for «
Timmins Daily Press, he was sent to Kapuskasing j
editor of the weekly paper, correspondent for »
Press, and Press.
stringer for the Toronto Telegram and 1
Canadian
He had a wonderful time. He lived in a duel
apartment, befriended every cop for miles, chang*
notable
news stories.
from agnostic
to Roman Catholic, and covered son
Probably the best of these happened d,uring a ragi*
forest fire, when Peter nailed a "Don't Start Fir8
sign to a pine tree, and waited until the flanl
caught up with it. He escaped with singed eyebrov
and
Canadaa- photograph
every year that
since. has been reprinted all o .
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ehind

The

bout
the
the news kept coming in more
^ its own our researchers were
jjjng into the less spectacular as^ampus life. Tony Noxon, a third
Ljnerce and Finance student,
c]ear-eyed if jaundiced look at
from William Butler Yeats to
habits of university birds and
yy
aimer
return to the ways of stuhdie,
pur was
own consternation
sake.
in the
ring of hair, and gnashing of
•hnts.
if sackcloth rose, yea, even
s that many wandered about,
alls and lybraries of the place.
jAtion of their suffering,
mem, rising sadiy from their
ty had Hadiht.
ft Hadiht, but knew it not.
studehnts began to gather in
pering, "Is the hour of judgejiswered, saying,
ur of judgement was indeed
ly it was a torment, and an
of the words of Sydnie.
ere happy with the judgement,
others
rejoiced" not,
.flunked.
tfio old
m man's parable,
w, as the hour of judgement
jet ye with the whole knowand gird up your loins, and
ist the evil of the hour.
3fi ye walk through the valley
he examinations, ye shall fear
and thy cribs, they shall comr being over, you shall walk
Ijs, and drink the cool waters,
**for the summer.

Scenes

Campus
made his discoveries public in The Varsity.
All the while Cathie Breslin was doing for
individuals on campus what Tony was
doing for its institutions. Meeting actors
and rugger players, composers and novelist-', mountain climbers and a 'certain
letter writer kept Cathie so busy that it
was only yestarday she got around to
meeting her editor.
In various spreads and special sections
through the year an attempt was made to
show what was being accomplished at
U. of T. It began with a four page section
on the Royal Ontario Museum. The director was interviewed and so was the
parking lot supervisor! "What we are
trying to do is document a whole culture" the Museum's director of Art and
Archaeology had said. The Varsity's special section was frying to do much the
=ame thing. In February we tried again
with a spread to commemorate the Hillel
Foundation's Convention discussing twentieth century Judaism. From the Hillel
Foundation, a monument to Jewish culture on the campus we moved on just
last week to a monument of Catholic
culture, the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, our sole venture into murky
philosophical waters. With the help of
Institute students the spread said something that had needed saying for some
tirnc.
With all the Varsity's sounding on
the students had to be given a chance to
hear themselves tallying. They got their
chance in the Forum page while there
was one. Students talked about the rise
in university fees, the American presidential elections, the Suez situation and
their own part in the third world war.
After that there was little more they
could be given to acquaint them with the
campus. Having heard themselves talking,
they had heard everything.

Youngest
The
Refugees willr^%"Z
spend th

AN

110 arrived"
in Toronto,
edis encheered
masse byandPresident
were putSmith
up atwhen
the aRedgroupCrossof hostel
at Jarvis
Street,
of this year learning English, and begin university next September.

OPEN

LETTER

MIKE
CASSIDY
Dear TO
Mike:
Quite what I mean yet. but will be sometimes — admit it.
You're entering what will pro- next year you'll get so sick of But don't sit on the fence.
You know the other things
bably be one of the most re- sycophants and cynics that you'll
warding years of your life and be sure only ■ a fool would sit I want to say. Keep it clean and
I envy you.
down here working on a little all that. You will, I know. It's
newspaper that gets thrown
We've talked a lot about next away
and I'm job.
confiyear already and most of the the
you'll donow,a splendid
iest.half the time and mocked your dentpaper
things I can tell you you already
But there's one thing I would
know, probably better than I. learn
But Quite
don't kid
yourself.
!
didn't
its a trifle sentihow widely Varsity add: andmentalifit's because
this is a
Eut
I thought
put could
them here,
were read until the sentimental
in print,
whereI'd you
look editorials
time
of year and
Peter
Woodcock
incident
or
the
at it from time to time and these
a person can become awfully
thoughts
town dailies' capers with attached to this little newspaper.
next year. will be a little help down
Paul Rush's thoughts on royalLook back through the files
First: Never underestimate
ty.
Every
down
here is readwordby you
a vastwriteaudience
occasionally.
the mastheads. Read theReadby-lines.
Read
your own power. You can't know that looks upon you as the voice
the
anniversary
issue.
get
of Canada's greatest university. the oddest feeling of You'll
hundreds
of old editors and reporters and
it.Second:
You mayNever
be an over-estimate
awfully big columnists
and letter writers and
frog but it's an awfully small doers of all the jobs that help
puddle.
A lotknowof people
pus — you
this as onwellcam-as build .The Varsity, all looking
I — put a great deal of time at you. and all trusting you to
Ms
Peter
Qzowski
no
condition
to
type.
into
activities
without
the glory keep up the tradition. I know I
Thencame,
one dayandthetook
Telegram
said: "Comebeatto Toronto.'
Peter
an eight-hour
as night
He
doesn't
have
too
many
principles,
but
the
best
of
The
Varsity.
When
you con- did, It's like the runner with the
Police reporter. Days he divided between the bar in of them are journalistic.
IOlympic
mean, torch You'll see what .
demn
them,
you
can
sting.
Don't
Everything
interests
Peter
—
politics,
poetry,
prose,
sitRead
in judgement
too often.
the masthead.
]f I were
It's a fine paper, Mike. No g
*theAtMen's
the Press
end ofClub,
the and
yeartheheuniversity.
happened to see an theatre, women, alcohol, and newspapers. His colmatter how good or bad each
article in The Varsity, asking: "Would you like to be
lection of booksdissertations'
<250 in all)andrangethefrom
'skinBook
novels"of
going
to
do
it
all
over
again
I'd
editor next year?" Peter decided he would.
to economic
Oxford
year
may be. the real history is
paste selthat
"Suffer onyourBut before this he and Clyde Batten, Varsity editor English Verse. Taken together they amount ta about
ves .. .'" quotation
my there. You and I and all the
six
university
courses
rolled
into
one.
Peter
has
read
two years ago, had an extravagant fling at indepenshaving
students who've been
Don't evermirror
be afraidor ofsomewhere.
what you other
dent journalism. Last summer they created The South them all.
luckythe enough
their names
For him. life is charged with a certain drama that
■Shore Holiday, an ad-supported venture circulated
at
top
of Tothegetmasthead
list
think.
If
this
year's
paper
has
had' one basic fault, it is that are each only a small part.
escapes us ordinary mortals. A phone-call or a trip to
*long
Lake
Simcoe.
Between
them
Clyde
and
Peter
You've got a good
staff
and
we were too wishy-washy, too
Worked a 36-hour day — selling ads. sponsoring lake the cleaners will give him enough material to regale
Sincerely, a
hv>ms, cajoling creditors, writing news, and making us for an hour. And when the spirit moves him, he
Pete.good luck. .
fair to both sides. I don't mean good
lews.
extemporizes songs that would make Stephen Foster
All
I
can
add
is
chance.
jump in andconceived
rideopinionsyourto own
preIt was a magnificent start, and the Holiday was look like a sehoolmarm. and bring a smile of delight
a bitter
Nourishing. But in the fall Peter returned to The to Tom_Lehrer.
end. If you're wrong — and you
When he sweeps into a room, arms waving, coat
Varsity, and within a few weeks a collision of cireumflapping, eyes a-glitter, you know that something is
^nces forced Clyde out of business.
to happen. And it does.
Peter was busy making The Varsity into "the best going
■ Peter's vivid vocabulary is reminiscent of the con*°ddam university paper in Canada."
struction camps he has worked in. from Kitimat. BC,
In the few flamboyant months that Peter has been
Varsity
The
through the Seaway to Labrador. It sometimes shocks
^'tor, a lot of people have come to know him.
our Very Junior Reporters, but it also assures us
a If nothing else, they have not been bored.
Published 1880
by
FOUNDED
They discovered in him a character with immense that English isn't dead yet.
^Pacities for anything that comes along with life, do, There
aren't
very
many
things
that
Peter
couldn't
and in his 22 short years he has already tried most
Students' Administrative Council
^e motto "wine, women and song" was around for
.^eral centuries before Peter came along to justify it. of them. This year, aside from being Varsity editor,
of theToronto
University
o« Torcn*,o
5. Canada
His editorials had a painful prelude (three trips to he has written a book on bread for Christie's children
; washroom for an average one, and five for a really customers: debated with aplomb; involved himself in
PETER J. GZOWSKI
EDITOH-IN-CHIEF
ASSOCIATE John
EDITORS
f^d one) — but once the idea lighted, the typewriter more critical situations than we can recall; ring-led
Doug
Marshall (Make-up);
Gray I
Sa«- <Vj»nitat
iFeatures).
evs would clack from the inner sanctum, and a few most of the campus escapades; been fired on a perJohn
Brooks
manent basis from The Telegram for his editorial
^lutes later the editorial was done.
Sects Editor
AM&D
Editor
Janet
MacDonald
Feature;;
Editor
criticizing
their
handling
of
the
Woodcock
case;
and
While his plodding staff poked out their stories,
Cathie
Breslin
*r'Uen and re-written. Peter would flash off an done a gusty justice to his wine, women and song.
CUP Editor
Harvey Levenstein
Sunday night he leaves for the Times-Herald in
Marshall.
editorialeverything
page in half
Today's Gray.
Issue Gnostt.
Peter quiti
GxoWski,
'«)■** Spook.Doug
J.tf>tire
He knows
therean ishour.
to be known about Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, to be "the youngest goddam
Ha...,
* few Breslms,
John
Cecils
but
nothing
ihe Paper. He can toss off a review before the stage- cityThere
and
editorarein aCanada."
Cecily
he always
just
that you could call Peter
Huro
that s^e should be at 104
Initttsdoes;.
Smith as (**ho
Carolarrived,
,a,1d has the curtain down, and he can nose out a Gzowski, and atlotoneof things
Liz Sink*
time or another most of them
Dunseath, John Brooks ia recordl.
Paul
Street.
*ad news story from tha deadest day of the year,
splendoin
us
to
have
been
used.
Just
now
we
can
think
of
several
returns
'who
Mike
w Some of his best work followed the by-line of
Cavanagh.
nasthead
M.ke v.hoke
and
will Cassidy
in future
Smith — and the most inspired story of the year, pretty good ones ourselves.
■ than
this), name
and last
and
s^e:callybe noth>e>er
leas
The one that fits best is "a helluva fine newspaper* lovetheLetter
to
Montreal,
was
dictated
a
few
hours
about >he oabb>ts) Brpvwn.
McGill Weekend, when our editor was in mart " _
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Inco Research

helps Canada

grow

Avast network of Inco mines and plants now obtains copper. Millions are being spent each year for Inco research
14 elements from ore once thought to contain only to recover new products and develop better methods.

NEW

WEALTH

FOR

CANADA

Inco Research

FROM

INCO

ORES

finds ways to

recover 14 different elements from Inco's Sudbury ores
Imagine — 14 elements from one ore deposit! palladium, rhodium, ruthenium and iridium;
But it wasn't always that way. At first selenium and tellurium.
Inco ore was mined for one metal — copper.
Sulphur gases are recovered in large and
INCO
It turned out that the ore contained more
increasing quantities for conversion into
nickel than copper. To make use of the ore at industrial products.
RESEARCH
all, research had to work out a method of
After several years of cobalt oxide prohelps Canada
separating the nickel from the copper.
duction, electrolytic cobalt was added to
grow
Since that time, Inco research has
the list of Inco products. In 1955, a 19-million
dollar plant was built to obtain exceptionally
developed nays of recovering twelve
other elements, most of which are
high-grade iron ore previously lost in the slag.
present in the ore in minute quantities.
Thus does Inco research continue to deWrite for free copy of the
Gold and silver came first, recovered from
velop new products and processes that
INCO
illustrated booklet, "The
help stimulate the growth of Canadian
the sludge left after refining nickel and copRomance of Nickel".
per. Then one after another came platinum,
industry and provide jobs for Canadians.
THE

INTERNATIONAL
NICKEL
COMPANY
OF CANADA,
LIMITED
25 KING
STREET
WEST, TORONTO
Producer of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, ORC Brand Copper, Coball, Tellurium, Selenium, Iron Ore and Platinum, Palladium and odwr Precious Metals.

th ere a nd th en
Sept. 24 to March 13
unpronounceable name speakto an obscure campus club.
5 p.m.
typed for And ingthen,
of course, there were
The Here
VarsityandbyNow
Susieis Breslin.
lectures
on uranonics or colour
I'mthis
Susiedamn
Breslin.column
And I've
typed
slides (35 mm. to 2>/4x3V4).
82
<
count
'em) times.
took a personal interOn column
an average
15 items
to a Guy Groen
est in the Film Society notices.
(total ofnumber
of items
Before every meeting he hoverdivided by total number of
typewriter,
making
columns), that makes 1,230 sureed over
therethe were
no mistakes.
And
there
were
mistakes.
items I've hour
ly-ped.a,Andcolumn,
averaging
Notices
half
that
were mislaid^ times miscopied.
totals an40 hours
in all.
dates confused. There was even
Am
I
glad
it's
over.
one memorable occasion when
Actually, that isn't quite true. Over . the
General Secretary of SCM
the year, fection
I'vefor the
develope
an
afd
to theHallLiberal
spoke
insignificant
at 5 p.m.Club in
Convocati
on
little
why. Here and Now. Here's Then there were those who forgot
some vital piece of information.
The Here and Now column was
This meant countless telephone
born on October 17, 1956, along
calls and. occasionally, an addiwith Michelle Boudet. Somebody got bright ideas about re- basket.tion to the overflowing wasteform and improvement in The But in spite of everythin
Here
Varsity. The staff spent five and Now was typed up.g, copyminutes tossing names around,
read,
fitted
into
a
page,
printed,
and lo and behold! the Today
and — we hope — read.
and Coming
new auragot ofa, I never read them.
name andUp a column
new
respectab
ility.
BLOOR
I'm the
still job
not ofquitetyping
sure how
got
Here I and
MINISTERS
Now. It just happened. Before Rev. Rev.
Dr. Ernest
Walter Marshall
C. SellareHowse
long I was repeating room
numbers and Student Christian
Movement groups in my sleep.
Quaker groups, bible studies, Alan 11 a.m. "Creation — Man ConMcLachlin
fqrm Butthe there
ma- Broadcastfronts CHFI-FM
God"— Rev. W. C. Sellars
jority of the— they
column.
are others.
7
p.m.
"A
Short
Story — As— Told
There wasfessoralways
To The Early Church
Rev.
with a longa visiting
title andpro-an
W. C. Sellars
The Campus Club will meet
after the Evening Service.
PARK ROAD ►
Minister:
Rev. Murray J. S. Ford,
M.A., B.D.
Muriel Gitiley Stafford— Organist
10 a.m. — SUNDAY SCHOOL ■
WORSHIP SERVICES
at 11 a.m. and 7.30 p.m.
All students welcome.
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TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPEL
Weekday Services
7:30
a.m. —— Mattlns
Holy Communion
VICTORIA COLLEGE CHAPEL
8:45
6:00 a.m.
p.m.
Evensonu
SUNDAY, MARCH 17, at 11:00 a.m.
11:00
p.m. —— Compline
Sunday Services
PROFESSOR D. R. G. OWEN, OK TRINITY COLLEGE
8:15
ALL ARE WELCOME
9:15 a.m.
a.m. —— Holy
Holy Communion
Communion
b:Jlf pp.m.m. — Compline
Evensong •
11:00
EVERYBODY WELCOME

CHEAPEST
RATES
On the SAC

Leaves Montreal June 5

and

Ret urn

Returns Sept.

OPEN TO U.ofT. STUDENTS, FACULTY and GRADS.
Apply Now

AC

- Before It's Too Late - at SAC Office
WHO IS HE?
Mr. A-C represents Canadian Allis-Chalmers, and a\\ of AllisCbalmers. You've seen him in the churches, schools, stores...
or methimhimin the
at civic,
and professional
You've
seen
shops social
and offices
producing formeetings.
the betterment
of people everywhere, vshether in peace or in war.
Jusl who is Mr. A-C? Because the answer lo a question like
that is complex, it is easy for people to pick up mistaken
impressions.
seeforwhothehe sake
reallyof is.the record, let's take Mr. A-C aparf and
WHO IS CAPITAL ?
Capital doesn't wear a silk hat at Allis-Chalmers.
"Capital" consists of more than 47,000 shareholders.
Mr. Capital might be a grocer, a farmer, a widow,
a school teacher, or YOU. He might be a company
employe in the office or shop or an officer of the
company.

THE
SOCIETY of FRIENDS
(QUAKERS)
Welcomes members of the University at its meeting for worship on Sundays at 11 a.m., at
60 Lowther Avenue (at Bedford
two blocks north of Bloor.)
WA. 1-0368

This istinctivan
ownership dise intheexample
history ofof democratic
large corporations.
WHO IS MANAGEMENT ?
Management is the guiding hand lor head) hired by
the owners to make an organization tick — and click!
Management coordinates the efforts of individuals
and sets the direction the company travels.
Who is Mr. Management at Allis-Chalmers? Not
just the officers and division heads of the company.
Management
is the salesman in the field, the foreman in the shop.
Management
lo president who
contributes
by wordis every
and deedemploye
lo the from
progresserrand
of theboycompany.
Speaking of errand boys, one of the top officers of
Allis-Chalmers started with that job. Three others
started as student engineers. Five began in the sales
organization, while another officer started as a
machinist
in theknow
Allis-Chalmers
AllisChalmers officers
the business shops.
from theAllground
up— through experience with the company.
Management Neither
doesn't does
wear hea have
high wing
collar
at Mr.
Allis-Chalmers.
any monopoly on his job.
WHO IS LABOR ?
The man who works in the shop is spoken of in the
newspaper asas "labor":
a skilled
craftsman,
much asActually,
master heof may
his betrade
as a
dentist or a surgeon.
Actually
he maystock.
be part of Capital through ownership of company
The fact that he works with his hands makes him
no less a part of Allis-Chalmers than the man or
■"Capital",
desk. Theareterms
woman who works' andat a"Labor"
"Management",
indefinite
and
overlapping.
Many
a
man
who
works
in
the
shop is
actually a part of all three groups.

KNOX
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
DR. WM. FITCH: Minister
Sunday
Worship: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Student Fellowship: 8:30 p.m.
Spadina Ave. & Harbord

St. Andrew's
United Church
117 Bloor E., near Subway
at Ycmge
Interim Minister:
Rev.
George G. D. Kilpatrick,
D.D.
Organist & Choir Director
EDGAR GOODAIRE
11 a.m. "The Lordship of
Christ" (2)
7..10 p.m. "The Bible View
of Society"
Students cordially invited
to attend these Services.

STILL AVAILABLE
Europe
Charter Flight to England

Cost: $340

MEET

Mr.

ARE

CANADIAN
ALUS-CHALMERS
LACHINE, QUE. • ST. THOMAS, 0NT.

INTRODUCING MR. A-C
Who then is Mr. A-C? He is a combination of
47,000 shareholders, 40,000 employes, more than
5.000 dealers and their employes, more than 10,000
suppliers who furnish in excess of 100.000 separate
items for manufacture.
His is a company which contributes something to
better living in nearly every home in Canada and
the United States— in supplying machines to grow
and process food, generate electricity, pump water,
build roads, produce building materials.
Mr. A-C is a potent contributor to the welfare and
livelihood of millions of people; It takes the right
hand, left hand, head, heart and pocketbook to
achieve such" results. No one part of him can do
the job alone.

1ME VAKS11H. 1 iiursflay. Marcn i«n, ivoi
On the

Irish

Take

Jennings

Cup

Lend

HAT
ORTI
was
heels that
Thriller
3-2St, hethe
In marker.
Downing
Dilworth's tieing
Irish cooling
tied thehisscore.
A sparkling two-goal effortSkule
by Mike
's
drew
their
goal
tender
oks
bro
^
»/>
It
was
a
comparatively
dull
,ltK
Dilworth
Mike'sin with 62 seconds left, and the
aJohn
3-2 win
over gave
Senior St.Skule
game,
except,
of
course,
for
the
move
paid
off
with
Dilworth
tor
rts
Edi
Spo
yesterday's Jenning's Cup final catching Selby miles out of thrilling final minutes. Referee
opener.
Bob
Nadin
handed
out
seven
to bring regular time winners.
At five o'clock yesterday afternoon, a young gentleman stood on Dilworth notched his first coun- toposition
minor penalties, five to the a thrilling conclusion.
the running track in Hart House. Beside this lad., a brother of
ter with nine seconds remaining
The Double Blue held a wide The only period in which the
in regulation
time
to
send
the
Varsity's own Carol Ann Duthie, stood Norm Williams — the Univer- teams
into
extra
play.
margin of play in the overtime
sity of Toronto's athlete of the year.
gave solid indication
On Tuesday night, the Athletic Directorate voted Norm the Then, with 44 seconds left in the period, but it wasn't until the ofEngineers
the drive which carried them
final
minute that Dilworth not- .to
game,Irishhe home
counted
again
to
bring
1956-57 winner of the George M. Biggs Trophy, awarded annually the
the finals was the third. They
victory.
on
top.
ched
the
winner.
to the oustanding — from the point of view of leadership, sportsman- Outplaying the S k u 1 e m e n
outshot the Irish 13-9, and were
ship and performance — athlete on our campus.
SelbytheforEngineers
the re- only nine seconds away from,
throughout m6st of the game, the Skule pulled
maining time, but
With
the
character
so
typical
of
past
Bigg's
Trophy
winners.
Double
Blue
grabbed
a
1-0
lead
were unable to get a single shot Shots were relatively close in
Norm was devoting his valuable time to the equally worthy training in the first period when Frank on
Robinson.
.of an enthusiastic youngster.
regulation time, but the Double
I stood for a moment watching teacher and pupil move through blue-line
Glionna tipped
before counter,
Dilworth Selby
not- Blue came roaring back to hold
drive. in Norm Frenette's Seconds
ched fiis tieing
conditioning movements. Both were too absorbed in their work to The Irish held their lead until
a
12-3 margin in the extra session.
came up with a tremendous save Just
notice my curious presence.
notes: Second game goes
just
after
the
start
of
the
third
on
Pete
Lougheed,
whose
low
Then I stepped forward to offer my congratulations. I received period, when Peter Mailt laced drive from the point caught the Friday at 12:30 ... A fair crowd
home
a
shot
from
a
bad
angle
a firm and sincere handshake I won't soon forget,
sat in, but their noise was conto knot the score.
end
stick behind
and sailed
"Take once around," said Norm to his pupil.
into ofthe Selby's
backboards
the
less than
"It came as a complete surprise to me, Johnny. I knew I was Captain Tom Thomson sent the net.
final
with siderably
IJunior
Skulelastaridyear's
Trinominated,, but that was a week ago, and I completely forgot. Dalt Blue and Gold on top three minBill
Adams,
who
played
a
(White) cvas ever at our Vic Athletic banquet last night, and when
utes later, taking a perfect pass
arein
the
throes
of
a
heated
Reed
n
i
t
y
.
.
.
Both
SPS
and
St.
Mike's
he congratulated me, I asked him what for. I nearly collapsed when from John Crawley and flipping it standout game for Skule, was Trophy race, so the outcome of
the goat
of the
contest. holding
Adams this series bears great importance
he told me. '
past
Pete Robinson
with Irish
de- went
off for
a needless
fenceman
Ollie Kostyk
draped
future?
I'm with
still IBM
on thehereCalgary
draft Unless
list, butI I've
got "The
a terrific
job Well,
lined up
in Toronto.
can all over him.
penalty towards the end of the in final Interfaculty
pionship tabulations .point
. . chamarrange a deal fo let me play in Toronto, it looks as though football
That ended the scoring until third period, and it was while
BASKETBALL
is over."
At this moment. George Duthie arrived from his lap, and kept
SPS B almost pulled the puset
on going around again.
of the century in yesterday's In"He's keen," said Normie, "really keen."
terfaculty basketball semi-finals.
Those words, to me, were as true of Norm Williams as they Cage Blues In Fourth
The
half. B-men were nosed out by
were of George Duthie Jr.
Jr. SPS 58-55 in as close a ball
I was only
have ais member
Athleticof
game
as you'd
Directorate
withsorry
me. that
There,I didn't
gentlemen,
a worthyof the
recipient
Both teams
wereever
tied want
29-29 toat see.
the
the George Biggs Trophy.
57-58
Outlook
Bright
I had the honor of meeting Norm back in September. Since then, As
boards,
tapping
in
any
rebounds
far as the University of
The
B's
Dick
Bright
was
the
I have found him a terrific person to know. To you. Norm, whatever Toronto basketball Blues are con- aavailble. Ruby. Richman had his game's top scorer with 17 points.
greatest season. The little guard
cerned,
this
was
the
year
of
the
future
may
hold
in
store,
the
very
best
of
luck.
I
know
you'll
Western.
succeed in whatever you do.
was Toronto's top scorer and his the
Hurt losers
addedtotal.
12 andStu Garnett
Winters 10wasto'
up shots
ODDS N ENDS
Not only did the Blues defeat driving lay
the winners high man with 13
pos ible to stop.
Ruby were
scored im-25 points
while Roy Oriyschuk added
The final bits and pieces of the season . . . Tim Reid informs me the University of Western Onin Kingston
and 12. The win put Jr. Skule into
Mustangs for the first time against
the Blues' jackets will be in the Athletic Office this morning . . . Miss in a tario
18 againstQueen's
Niagara.
How he was
good many years but in left
finals against St. Mike's A or
Boyd
passesbattle
alongforthethe info
it's a. . Skule-SMC
off the all-Star team is the the
Emmanuel
Reed that
Trophy
. and finally and
. . . Pharmacymay I say posting the 84-79 stunning upset pu2zle
Sr. Skule.
of the year.
a last thank-you to everyone who has made it such a great year . . . the Toronto lads knocked WestSPS
B entered
thewinsemi-finals
Al Vaichulis named to CUP's by scoring
ern out of championship contenover
St.
Names
arc tooofficials
numerous
to mention.
. . .. But
B aon54-44.
Tueday.
Bright
the Athletic
and their
secretaries
. . thea special
athletes "merci"
who haveto seasons. tion, the first time in 15 annual dream team had his best Mike's
season
toseldom
date, with'
his one Vaich
hand hooped ten in that game. Skule
made it such a memorable year . . . the coaches, one and all . , . the
jump
missing.
thrilling win scored before scored 30 points in that thrilling overcame a halftime 24-21 deficit.
lads at the printing shop . . . and many, many more . . . Thanks again, theThelargest
Hart House crowd of Western win. Pete Potter, another In the" other quarterfinal contest
and . . . see you in September , , .
the season
Queen's Gold-to all-Star team choice turned in ma- Tuesday Jr. Skule romped over
en Gaels enabled
and Assumption,
Sr. Vic 52-15. Dick Jaworski broke
ny terrific performances. Bill Cor- total.
share possession of the Senior
the game open in the second
coran came out of a two year week.
Intercollegiate title.
That was the most important "retirement", to do his share of period hooping 18 of his 21 point
scoring
for
Varsity.
Then
there
Biggs Trophy
win Toronto posted in a rather
The finals will be played next
mediocre season. Varsity started was Al Eagleson,
the
year
off
by
making
their
anTo Williams
nual pilgrimage south of the
border and being soundly whipped
Norm Williams, 32-year-old
backfielder with the Varsity
by
Seton
Hall, Fordham and lona.
Blues, was Tuesday night chosen
Another trip to the States, this
^
\ was any^
as the outstanding athlete of
time
to
the
Buffalo-Rochester area
the year.
could not produce a win.
hf Merle Overholt
To Norm, also an accomThus the Blues began their
plished track star, is awarded
league schedule, losing twice to
the George M. Biggs Trophy,
What a way to finish the sports year! That beautiful little
Assumption, but on both occapresented annually to the Varsions by a slim nine point mar- Bronze Baby is sitting before me on a beautiful little Blue and
sity undergraduate who excels
gin. Finally the Blues struck pay- White cushion. What a way to finish the sports year!
in leadership, sportsmanship and
dirt
at
Hart House defeating Mcit has been ateams
pood marehed
year for home
the Varsity
ladies!
performance.
Master Marauders 91-77. The Blues of ourYes,Intercollegiate
from far
and Four
wide *
Only ICO pounds. Norm turned
steadily improved with each ball with Intercollegiate titles clutched firmly in their hot little
down a track scholarship to
game and ended tbe season with
Cornell University to enroll at
a five-five record,, good for fourth .palms.
The biggest surprise of the year was, of course, the upset
Varsity. He played two years
victory staged' Western
by the Senior
Basketball team. over the strong
of Interfaculty football before
This was the year that Garry title-defending
place.
contingent.
joining the seniors, this year.
Vipond hit his basketball peak.
In
the
racquet
sports
the
Varsity girls again ruled comThe former Intermediate star besupreme. In the Tennis Tournament, only one match
came a terror under the back was lostpletely
while
at
the
Badminton
Meet the I*. of T. team swept
clean all the victories.
The Intercollegiate Archery Foursome also did their share
toIheybring
the honoursto* fall
Varsity.
Tournament
captured
title.backLast
they Intookthea Indoor
close second
place
to McGill
in hetheOutdoor
Tournament.
Hocke
y
Crown
Staye
d
In
Toront
o
Some observers have rated the (with regular mentor Kennedy trophy case for the third straight
WiMem, however, could never be completely humbled.
1956-57 hockey Blues on a par with still aiding the football team), it year.
It was to their lot that both the swimming and Volleyball
any junior team in Canada.
was a pretty sight to greet his The all-star selections placed titles ft II. Varsity captured the noble second rung in the
Dave
Stephen
on
the
first
team.
Swimir.ing Tourney but in the volleyball they did not fare so
And
when
Jack
Kennedy's
lads
Holdovers from last year includ- John Macdonald, Dave Jackson
exercised their potential to its eyes.
fullest, such words would be hard
ed defensemen Dave Stephen and and Lorry Stacey made the second
In the Interfaculty sports world it has been a year of
wel'.. for Victoria College. Vic has laid sole claim to six out of
to disprove.
years
Dave Jackson, forwards Brian An- squad.
Sporting a roster studded with
derson, John Macdonald, M e r t Elik was voted winner of the nine Interfaculty titles. A very good average I would say.
former junior stars, the Blues Wright, George Whyte and Ken Dafoe Trophy, awarded annually
For the fourth consecutive year the softball crown has a
galloped through a 19-game season, Linseman.
to the outstanding player on the scarlet and gold ribbon on it. With Mary Foster pitching for Vic
Eligibles from the former Whites team. .
losing 5, tieing one.
it
is
rather surprising that they haven't reached the National
In actual league play, they col- were Mike Elik, Grant Mills, Clare Brian Anderson jumped the League ranks.
Likewise the puck-of-the-year is rapped up m a scarlet and
lected nine wins, including a max- Fisher, Bob Church. Dud Kearney, graduation gun by turning pro after the last road trip,
imum of six on home ice.
gold package. They also topped the Volleyball league to say
Lorry
Stacey, John Casey and
Dune
Brodie.
Bowling,
and ease.
Outdoor Archery
Two of the exhibition game
Dave Jackson, Ken Linseman nothing of the which
rest Badminton,
in their trophy
losses came on a four-game tour in Donning a Varsity uniform for and Mert Wright turned in their Championships
The little lady doctors were not without their share of the
Michigan, where the Blues en- the first time were defenseman outfits for the last time.
honours this year. They have most deservedly won two titles.
gaged Michigan Tech and the Uni- Dunn.
Neil Munro and goaltender Ray All others return, and theyTl be The
crown and the indoor archery trophy are both
versity of Michigan.
bolstered by Marlie defensemen restingbasketball
on t^eir stethoscopes.
Outstanding games on the exhi- All the above-mentioned, very Ron Casey and Harry Neale, with
PHE can still claim the most proficient aquamaids. Again
bition chart were battles with ably coached by Kennedy, very St. Mike's Bob McKnight likely
this year they won the swimming championship by a large margin.
Toronto's two junior teams — Marl- ably massaged by Howie Ringham joining the club.
and nephew Brian Clark, and very The outlook for next year is POT were the most adept skier's and to them went the chamborossityand
St. Michael's
took both
of those. — and Var- ably- managed by Dave Gawley, hardly dim. The trophy packing pionship.
next year, then, it's been the greatest and if we all
When Jack Wheldrake called the formed the unit that kept the case will likely stay in mothballs get Until
through these next few weeks unscathed it will be even
first practice back in November Queen's Cup in the Hart House for a while yet.
greater.
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Queens

Cup

Champions

—

Once

Again

T1TLEHOLDERS FOR THIRD CONSECUTIVE TIME
Back row: Lorry Stacey, Mike Elik, Clare Fisher, Brian Clark (trainer),
George Whyte, Bob Church, Grant Mills.
Centre row: Howie Ringham (trainer}, John Macdonald, Ken Linseman,
Kearney,
Dave Gawley (manager), John Casey, Mert Wright,
Jack Dod
Kennedy
(coach).
SDunn,
Front row: Ray
Dune Brodie, Brian Anderson, Dave Stephen
f
(captain), Dave Jackson, Neil Munro, Larry Iron.

Minor
Sports -A
Fairtulated
Showing
the individWell, here'spounding
your minor
By PAI L AVIS
ual title.forNo grabbing
less prominent
were
bloodhound
these sports
keys
for the last time this season.
swim boys who won the
Perhaps the outstanding effort th<:
Senior
and
Intermediate
titles;
It has been a very successful of the season was that of Don
Essen and his boys who captured lead on by Joe Maclnnis, for
' term
whom the record book will
good orwith
betterthein Blues
all theirshowing1
Inter- the Skiing title Tor Varsity.
collegiate encounters.
Al Poutanen must be congra- probably be re-written in the
• //ou//e /YWe// 1
years to come.
Our other first title was
OF
brought home by the fencing
In Part ing ....
team; Varsity also capture^ all
three individual titles in this
field. The story may be a little
different next year at three bf
....A Tribute
SPORT
the star
By MERLE OVER HOLT
Nash
and "performers,
Penciner will Husken,
not be
Almost
To summarize a year of university sports in 3G lines .
Many athletes have accomplished many things during their at U ol T.
years at this University. This May the University will lose four great The Boxing and Squash teams impossible . . . But let's try.
women athletes who have truly accomplished many things in their did very Well to finish in second
masit before
as you your
mind beneath
yourleaves
through
Thoughts
feet astheyoublackwalked
years here.
of fall
place in their meets. Future
chine .. . The runcrunch
hopes seem blight as very few up McGill College Avenue that Saturday in November . . . The train
Sallie
Wallace,
captain
of
this
year's
victorious
basketball
members will graduate this trip home with Mr. Smith . . . The cross on Mount Royal glittering
team, has definitely set a record of pretty large proportions. team
During her three years in PHE and four years in Mods, Sallie summer. The brightest hopes are over the city, permeating the cool fall evening.
Then there was the silence in the Blues dressing room after they
has won seven Senior T's — six for basketball and one for tennis. held, however, for the Gym team.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that Sallie is the greatest They had little hope when they lost the football championship in the dying seconds at Kingston . . .
basketball player that has ever worn the Blue and White uniform. went to Montreal because the And the article you read before the game in the McGill Daily announcCaptain of the team for four years, she has led them to a glorious team had a good number of freshing that the Blues wouldn't stand a chance.
at
win in three of these four years.
riding the basketballin team
menmenon showed
it. However,
these forfreshteam kept until
The way the hockey
January
well
enough
the
that weekend won
respective merits,
dinner
Another unanimous choice in the sing-ling out for honours team to finish in second place. when theoverice their
.
.
.
finally
team
basketball
the
and
two
lost
Blues
is this year's president of the Basketball Club, Sylvia Kerr.
Dave Gawlev drops into the office and you remember all Ihe time that
During her years in PHE, Sylvia played Intermediate basketball
The onlysport,
ray b'i
light in was
the he and Lieb'man have spent down here ... The complaints and the
one year and Senior another. She has also set a precedent, by remaining
Wrestling,
year gone by and
coaching the Intercollegiate volleyball team in her second year the performance of Bill Craven kudos and the pettv peeves you've had . . . Another
down here.
houseclose. . to. Well,
a new field for
talk of gymnasium
still nowomen's
that rate ita
who won an In:ermeaiate title. new
years ...beenAt discussing
fifty they've
In her last year of PHE. Sylvia was elected head of athletics In this meet the Blues finished should lake at least a hundred years before Hart House is replaced.
for the faculty and she did such a good job at this that she came third out of five.
a
a bandage
Al Eagleson. returning from Kingston,fifthwithin the
back for another year (B.A. at Vic) and did a great job as basketball
Olympics.covering
Well, there we are folks, the five-stitch cut . . . Ken Money finishing Miss
club president.
office.
athletic
the
in
Lee
and
Boyd
At the UC-PHE Athletic Banquet there was one little lady whole -story in a nutshell. As you
The cooperation of Miss
in a
"Beer being poured over the railing of a second floor balconytalkthat won a great majority of the athletic awards. It is no wonder can see. not a bad performance
and finding its mark on the character
house
fraternity
Montreal
that
Ada
Macpherson
has
won
three
Senior
T's
and
the
Special
down
but,
needless
to
say,
it
could
be
ing
the
street
.
.
.
Myself.
Award equivalent to the Bronze T for she has been a member better; even so the picture looks
of three Intercollegiate Swimming teams, one Intercollegiate
to write a final
. . . I've got one.
stop daydreaming
. . . Better
Well Thanks
up with me. every
for putting
volleyball team, as well as the Interfaculty hockey and ski teams good for next year. See you then! Column.
for three years.
Besides all this Ada was the Interfaculty Ski Champion this
• • •
year for which she received the Proudfoot Trophy. To end a list of
• • •
Flashback In (nterfac
University
A
year's
this
on
served
she
accomplishments
impressive
Athletic Directorate.
pionship. Harrytennis
Hall ofchampion.
Mcds was
This was Skule's year
in Interthe individual
Mary Foster has done so many things in the athletic world that
By DAVE GAWLEY
faculty sports. All together the
it is hard to find a place to begin citing her accomplishments.
At
present
the
basketball
skulered
the little
were remain undecided. In hockey titles
the
For three years Mary has been absolutely outstanding in hockey, men from
In lacrosse the laurels
captured seven team titles. shared
College
ty
winner of the first division is
Universi
the
by
basketball, and softball. She has been slightly less than terrific in house
rollball
the
started
SPS
Senior
Firsts
and
the
School
of
Law.
still
to
be
decided.
The
second
tennis and badminton also. As a: coach or a manager or a player
ing when they won the Mulock
Redmen were also winners division crown went to Pharmacy.
there is no one to equal Mary.
prowess. This The
for footballanother
ty harrier and in- Individual awards were the
She won Vic's highest athletic award in her second year, and this Cup
Sr.-Skule of the dooruniversi
by
followed
was
track championships. Wy- McCatty Trophy in swimming to
brilher
to
finish
suitable
A
Directorate.
Athletic
the
on
division
year served
first
the
capturing
team
liant athletic career will take place this Saturday when she presides soccer title. Knox College snared cliffe were
mural harrier.the victors in intra- Joe Maclnnis of Meds. and the
Union.
Athletic
Intercollegiate
Women's
the
of
crown.
annualis meeting
at the There
division
Second
the
College also shared in Norm
Vic's
little room left and so very much to say. Pirst I wish
Trophy inUC'strack
Cody Williams.
JohntoAndru
University theTrinity
Junior SPS won the while
as their A's won the and
George Loewen were the
that
I could create
my ownandspecial
Senior Without
"T" to give
the league
third squashhonours
volleyball title
indispensable
Miss Parkcs
Miss Slack.
them tothere
title and another of their university and intramural fencing
would be hardly anything on the sports page or there would be year Medsin and
took teaips the intramural track cham- champions and Bnhdan Maksymeo
es A's
Wycliffral
League.
honours the Intramu
pionship. The track
men ofwinners.
Vic were of SPS the gymnastic champion. \
no athletic association to write about, for that matter.
cture the university
and Archite
SPS Firsts
And so the season draws to a\
A last and final tribute to next year's Athletic Directorate — The
water
the
of
s
winner
the
were
Medicine
had
their
names
writ- close; the winners resting on their \
Tennant,
Pru Smith,
Norman,
Mai'g out
Mary AndMcLeod,
Bond. truly.
Joan yours
squads
r
Enginee
Other
for theJanetmembers of polo wars.
ten
in
the
record
book
as
winners
three cheers
laurels,
the losers uttering the
on passing
and
ng
swimmi
the university
swimming meet immortal cry. "Wait till next
the sports staff — Adrienne Allen, Molly Palmer, Janet Merland, and won onship
ty ofandthetheintramural
the universi
champi ral andwrestli
chamtennis
university
Cluire Jephcotl. A great job well done!
ng title.
and intramu
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SUMMED KOO.M!
FOR
ES WILL OCCUR
BEGINNING MAY S 1st.IN VACANCI
CONVENIENT
A COMFORTABLE.
SUMMER RESIDENT
REASONABLE.
RATES
TY.
FRATERNI
GEORGE M4STREET
ST APPLY:
St. George Street
Sussex, one block From O.C.E.'
I Corner
0.3472 Pete Campbell or John Hamilton
WA

Women's Athletics

Today Is The Day!
Voting for Presidents of the A*fiery, Hockey, Softball.
S„ imming. Tennis and Volleyball Clubs from 12:00 noon
to S:00 p.m. EITHER in Women's Ofifce, S.A.C. Building, or Secretary's Office. Ground Floor front. Falconer
Hall.

1958

ALL

VARSITY

REVIEW

PRODUCER

Applications for above position may be made to the Associate
Secretary of the Students' Administrative Council in the S.A.C.
Bldg. before 12 noon, Friday, March 21, 1957.

